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PROSPECTUS.

To those who are conversant with the German, Italian, and French

languages, the publication of the present work may appear to a cer

tain extent uncalled for; but to such musical anmteurs anil pro

fessors as have not this advantage, the compilers trust that their

Dictionary will prove both useful and interesting. The " Diction-

naire Historique eles Musiciens " of Mr. Fayolle 'appeared in the year

1811. It is, in many respects, very ably edited, and was decidedly a

great improvement on the first edition of Gerber's '* Histurisch-

Biographisches Lexicon der ThnkBvsilet,"'which was published at Leipsic,

in 1791, in two volumes octavo; still, it is to be remarked of Mr.

Fayolle's work, as it concerns English readers, that hardly any men

tion is made of the most celebrated artists of this country ; indeed,

the claims of England to the slightest consideration in the annals of

music, appear to have been overlooked both by Mr. Fayolle, and by

Mr. Choron in his Summary of the Art. - This deficiency may, in a

great degree, be accounted for by the political division of the two

countries, for many years preceding the publication of the Diction-

naire Historique; still the fact remains the same. In the year 1813,

Mr. Gcrber published a second edition of his Lexicon der Tonklinstler,

in four volumes, octavo; and this is certainly a work of high in

terest so far as respects the artists of Germany, but with regard to

England it is again a blank ; hardly a single article relating to British

musicians having received even a verbal alteration from his first

edition, though the second is swelled to more than double the length,

by added details respecting the artists of other countries. Ten years

have at length elapsed since the publication of Gerber's second

edition, and intercourse with the continent being unrestrained during

nine years of that period, the compilers of the present work, enthu

siastic in their love of all that relates to the art, and having had per

sonal experience of the neglect, they may almost say contempt, with

which the advocacy of the comparative merits of modern English

music is met in foreign society—the very names of such eminent pro

fessors as Samuel Webbe, Dr. Crotch, Wesley, sir George Smart,

&c. &c. being very frequently unknown to foreigners who have

occupied themselves with musical literature throughout their lives—

disgusted with this prejudiced and ignorant appreciation of British

talent, the compilers, who were, when abroad, in the habit of occa

sionally consulting Fayolle's Dictionary, as also Gerber's Lexicon,

and had found that through their medium they became much more

au fait to the merits of foreign artists, resolved to publish a work, on

their return to England, embodying the most interesting contents of

the French and German Dictionaries of Musicians, with such authentic

biographical details as they could procure of British musicians up to

the period of their publication. At that time the labour of such a

book appeared to them light. They soothed themselves with the idea

that it would be but the task of a few months. Long, however,

before they bad completed the half of their first volume, it was evident

' it they had underrated the trouble of their undertaking; the con



jnirird abridgement arid translation of matter from as many as ten or

twelve books in different languages, necessarily engrossing a con

siderable portion of time. At first, the compilers proposed to rewrite,

or at least carefully to revise the style of such extracts as they should

make from some of the olderEnglish publications, and especially from

sir J. Hawkins's History of Music : this, however, they soon found to

be incompatible with their completion of the work in less than double

the time they were necessitated to limit themselves to ; they have

been, therefore, obliged to leave many negligences in writing un

altered j at the same time they promise that, should a second

edition of the work be called for, the whole shall be carefully revised

and corrected. Another difficulty the compilers have had to en

counter, is the almost inconceivable trouble of collecting the biogra

phies of living artists, chiefly from the multiplicity of the engage

ments of the most eminent professors, and their consequent inability

to afford the time required to furnish such data as were required by

the compilers of the Dictionary. This difficulty they found to be, occa

sionally, insuperable in the present edition ; and a few very eminent

names will consequently be found, accompanied with much more

concise notices than their comparative merit justly demands. In

three instances' only, however, out of above two hundred applica

tions, the brevity of the article is attributable to unwillingness oh the

part of the professors, and one of these three arose from an excess of

that modesty so often the attendant of true genius. To conclude, the

compilers trust that their work, incomplete as it avowedly is, will be

received by the profession as a pledge that to give due honour to the

character of British artists, at the same time proving useful to them,

hits been the paramount object of the compilation, which, if it attain

a second edition, will doubtless be more worthy of the cause it would

advocate.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIFFERENT REVIEWS

OF THE

NEW BIOGRAPHICAL

DICTIONARYOF MUSICIANS.

From the TIMES, October 8, 1824.

, Biography ofAfusiciitn*:

"Though the English arc not a mimical people in the same sense as the Ger

ms and Italians are, yet fashion, or rather the progress of civilization^ has long

a certain degree of knowledge of so elegant nri art as music an essential

of genteel and educated society ; and perhaps, from the vast mimhers

* wealth of England lias raised into that rank , which being above

has the h-iaure for cultivation and accomplishment. There is
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no countrv where music is better understood than among us, tbough perhaps it it

not very deeply felt ; at all events, there is so large • proportion of society wh»

are curious about the science of music and its professors, that we are sure that the

work just published, called. 'A Biographical Dictionary of Musician*,' cannot fail to

succeed. It is written with great care and impartiality, and without any affectation

of enthusiasm appreciates very completely the merits of composers and singers.

We have no room for extracts, but we recommend to the notice of the English

readers the lives of Purcell, Arne, and Shield, a triumvirate of which we think any

country might be proud." f .

Trom the MORNING CHRONICLE, October S, 182&.

A Dictionary of Musician*, from the earliest Ages to the present Time.

"This is a useful and entertaining work. ; the compiler has availed himself

judiciously of the labours of his predecessors, and has amassed a great deal of very

curious and amusing information connected with music and its professors in all

ages. As a specimen of the manner in which the biographies are written, we make

the following extracts from the life of Handel."

Trom the NEW TIMES, October 9, 1824.

A Dictionary of Musicians, from the earliest Ages to the present Tinte.

"This is avaluablework.it is written without the affectation of enthusiasm,

and is free from all unnecessary display of technical knowledge s the numerous

memoirs which it contains are prefaced by a Summary of the History of Music.

We extract some passages which will be peculiarly interesting to the English

reader." [Here follows the account of Attwood.]

" A dictionary of musical characters has long been a desideratum in the English

language. There are many obvious reasons for this, but it was chiefly desirnble

because, in foreign works of that nature, either prejudice or ignorance had almost

wholly excluded the masters of the English school from mention ; it is quite time

that justice had been done them ty our historians, as far as the character of a

general history of the science would permit. But up to the present time the ama

teur has in vain looked for a source of easy reference when he desired to make

himself acquainted with the biography of a favourite composer, or to infoim him

self of the interesting facts always connected with the developement and nurture ot

genius ; at last the deficiency has been supplied by the appearance of a * Biogra

phical Dictionary of Musicians' We have delayed noticing the work for a short

time in order to examine Its pretensions with care, and we are glad to find that it

has been done with considerable diligence and ability ; the compiler is anonymous,

but he is clearly acquainted with all the best authorities and sources from which

the best information could be drawn. For that which relates to our early native

professors more especially he is indebted to Dr. Burncy ; from the period to which

that admirable historian conducted his work downward, the task has been more

difficult and laborious. There is, however, much discrimination and candour in

the accounts of living and recent musicians ; and, upon the whole, we have not the

least hesitation in pronouncing the * Biographical Dictionary of Musicians ' well

worthy a place in the best musical library." [Here follows the biography of

From the COURIER, October 9, 1824.

A Dictionary of Musicians, from the earliest Ages to the present Time.

"This is a useful and entertaining work; the compiler has availed himself

Judiciously of the labours ofhis predecessors, and has amassed a great deal of very

furious and amusing information connected with music end its professors in ail

lets. As a specimen of the manner in which the biographies are written we make

lie following extracts from the life of Handel."

From the 3UORNINO POST, October 12, 1824.

Music.
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From the BRITISH TRAVELLER, October 16, 182A.

''A WORK in two volumes, octavo, entitled 'A Biographical and Historical Dic~

tmarti of Musicians,' has just been published by Sainsbury and Co. of Salisbury-

square ; it contains aa excellent Summary of the History of Music, and upwards of

one hundred original memoirs of musical genii, together with an Immense number

of others, compiled from the works of Gerber, Choron, Fayolle, Count Orloff,

Dr. Barney, Sir J. Hawkins, &c. &c. The work goes back to the remotest periods of

which we have any accounts with reference to this divine science, and embraces all

the living vocal and instrumental performers of any eminence. It is one of con

siderable excellence as a reference not only to the musical student or master, but to

the general reader, and displays a good deal of research. The anecdotes are

numerous, and many of them original, or at least but little known, and highly

entertaining. We shall select the following." [Here follow several extracts from

the work.]

From the DRAMATIC GUARDIAN, October 23, 1824.

" The following biographical sketches are taken from the Dictionary of

Musicians, a work which unquestionably displays much laborious research, for the

materials must have been collected from a vast variety of sources with great Industry,

md at a great expense. In a publication embracing notices of so great a number

of individuals of all countries, the manner in which the editors have completed

their task deserves very high praise ; it is printed in a superior style, and the book

will no doubt find its way into every library. We subjoin the following extracts

in addition to that which we inserted last week." [Here follow Memoirs of Sir

George Smart, Mr. Smart, and Mr. Sinclair.]

From FLEMING'S WEEKLY EXPRESS, October 10, 130%.

" A very enrtctaining work has just issued from the press, called 'A Biogra

phical Dictionary of Musicians,' which cannot fail to succeed. It is written with

treat care and impartiality, and, without any affectation of enthusiasm, appreciates

very completely the merits of composers and singers. We recommend to the

notice of the English reader the lives of Purcell, Shield, and Arne, a triumvirate

of which we think any country might be proud. We nave selected the latter,

which wc are unwillingly compelled to abridge. The following extracts are taken

oa a cursory perusal of the work, and we doubt not will be acceptable to the

admirera of music."

From the LITERARY GAZETTE, October 16, 1824.

A Dictionary of Musicians, from the earliest Ages to the present Time.

" Such a publication as this Dictionary has long been a desideratum not only to

the musical world (strictly speaking,) but to the million who like music, and are

glad to know something of those who contribute to their pleasure, and of the

causes of their being pleased ; on the former point they will receive ample in

formation from these volumes, and on the latter a good deal ; we may safely say

that in turning for reference to many places, we have seldom met with a dis

appointment.

" The Biographical and Historical Departments appear to be more amply filled

up than the Critical Branch, yet there are a multitude of profound and just remarks

on every point, connected with music, scattered through these pages ; and even

where we might doubt the accuracy of opinions, we feel compelled to subscribe

to the impartiality of intentions. The Historical and Biographical Dictionary of

Musicians deserves the utmost favour from the public." [Here follow several

extracts from the work.] J
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Prom the t&eSRA&t OxTxK>inCI.E, October 16, 1824.

A Ihclionary of Musicians, from the carded Ages to the present Time.

"With regard to England and its composers there was a blank, which

had not been filled up by any work of our own, until the Dictionary of Musicians

appeared. Ten years hare elapsed since the second edition of Gerber's work

was published, and during that time so many names hare required to be added

to the list of musicians, that a work, embracing English as well as foreign artists,

became a desideratum ; the editors of the present work, who from their industry,

we can readily believe, are enthusiastic in their love of all that relates to the

art, have accumulated a vast body of biographical, historical, and scientific in

formation. We say scientific, for in addition to the Summary Histoty of Music as

an introduction to the work, the progress of the science is to be collected from

the discoveries made by musicians, which appear to be carefully noticed under

the respective names, while the list of their compositions, so far as they can be

ascertained, is given at length. The History of Music is translated from the

French of Alexandre Choron, and is very well and impartially done.

" The Biography appears to us to be very complete, and embraces a host of

composers, with vocal and instrumental performers, the Memoirs are in many

instances of considerable length and full of interesting anecdotes. Great atten

tion appears to have been paid to the musicians of our own country, particularly

living ones, of whom it is extremely difficult to obtain information. Referring

our readers to the work itself for general and more ample details, we shall

quote a few anecdotes of precocity, in which the science of music is richer than

any other."

' From the EXAMINER, October It, 1626.

" <A Biographical Dictionary of Musicians ' has just been published, which has

attracted considerable attention, and seems to hare been got together with much

judgment and care."

■ From the CRITICAL GAZETTE of November, 1824.

A Scientific Dictionary ofMusicians, from the earliest Ages to the present Time.

" This Dictionary of Musicians, the comprehensive plan of which entitles it to

the appellation of a Scientific Summary of Musical History, is chiefly formed

from the works of Gerber, Choron, and Fayolle, Count Orloff, Dr. Burney, and

Sir John Hawkins, and comprises a body of intelligence extending to every

province and every point connected with the science and its professors, and is

of sufficient importance to challenge the attention and promote the interest of

the musical world : to both amateurs and professors, who are not familiarly ac

quainted with the German, Italian, and French languages, this publication, which

Sainsbury and- Co. have so ably and spiritedly brought forward, will prove a

gratifying and valuable acquisition ; such a work as this was wanted- The most

copious and perfect foreign musical histories are extremely deficient with respect

40 the distinguished masters of this country ; and since the anpe.irance of

Hawkins's, Barney's, and Busby's labours on the same subject, talents in com

position, and taste, and judgment in performance, have been exhibited in

England, which, when those authors wrote, were either not matured, or were un

known. And with respect to the science and abilities of former claimants upon

public admiration and applause, and the progress of the art from its earliest epoch,

the manner and style in which they are here treated, are so new, so different from

that adopted by previous writers, that though their facts and reflections have

formed the foundation of the present work, it has strong claims to the credit of

originality, without owing a particle of its novelty to a desertion from strict

truth. Of many of the living, and not a few of the geniuses whose personal and

professional characteristics it describes, we can claim a knoa ledge that entitles us

Id pronounce upon the accuracy with which, in general, their several pretensions

are here delineated ; we therefore are entitled to the confidence of out rradeTi,
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when m e say .that the Dictionary of Musicians U to complete, as to supply, what

* vs a desideratum in scientific literature, a full and faithful collection of musical

portraits, accompanied with a close and compact digest of facts connected with

the infancy, progress, and maturity of melody and harmony in the different

sehooH, ancient nud moderu, especially those of Germany and Italy.

" Though in the production of this desirable work considerable use has avowedly

been made of the Uictionnaire HUturique des Musicienst by Choron and Fayolle,

yet so many other sources of intelligence bare obviously been resorted to, and

the writers and compilers have so extensively availed themselves of oral informa

tion, that those who should expect to find in the French publication that variety

and fulness of detail, that amplitude and correctness of comment, that range of

materials and skilful digestion and subject matter, which characterise the vo-

iuMna new under our eye, will be much disappointed."

From AQKBBMAmr>8 EXPOSITORY OF THE AHTS,
November, 1824. '• ' •

I .■ . ..

A Dictionary ofMusicians, from the earliest Ages to the present 7\me.

" It was our intention to defer the account of this work nntil next month,

having had but a short time to render ourselves acquainted with its contents.. But

when we found ourselves anticipated by other criticisms, and considered that,

after a more mature perusal, the limits of our Miscellany would prevent us from

devoting, at any time, more room to our notice than what would barely suffice for

a very general account of the work, we conceived that its success, to which' we

fell justified in contributing our critical mite, would not be promoted by the con

templated delay. We may hereafter recur to the subject.

" We are fully sensible of the great and numerous difficulties of the editors'

undertaking j for wc bad once a similar plau in view, and the contemplation of

these difficulties, and of the time required for its execution, induced us to aban

don the idea. A work of this kind was absolutely wanted by the English public,

sad the very resolution of accomplishing the undertaking is praiseworthy. The

editors' patriotic motive of rendering greater justice to English musicians than

had been done by the German work of Get ber . and the French of Fayolle, also

deserves honourable mention.

" The literary sources from which a great portion of the work has been drawn,

are candidly mentioned. These, however, were principally available in the

rase of the foreign musicians ; with regard to native talent, the compilers must,

ta sTgreat measure, have been left to their own exertions and inquiries : they

naturally sought the biographical notices of living English artists from their own

■souths ; and as every man tells his own story best, the defect complained of in

the case of the foreign dictionaries, viz. their slight of English talent, has been

amply remedied. Many a slender English name, that shall be nameless, has had

more than a quantum meruit of spare allotted to his commemoration. The young

progeny even is frequently put upon record, and the connubial partner occasionally

added by way of further information. The foreigners will be not a little surprised

it the luxuriant musical vegetation of a people whom they had treated with such

neglect in their books. Perhaps all this is fair play enough ; charity begins at

home. That the several autobiographers refrained from saying any thing but

That was handsome, appears natural enough too : those in years, in some instances,

forgot to mention when they first saw the light. The contributions from many of

the humbler bards [possess sufficiently characteristic criteria, as to style, to be

easily recognised ; and some of them, we own, have not a little amused as by their

singularity and naivete.

" The work must, in the eyes of every candid and impartial judge, be

viewed not only as a valuable manual to all who cultivate music, but as an im

portant addition to our literature iu general. Many of the articles, particularly

those of the great musical luminaries of past times, such as Handel, Gluck, Haydn,

Mozart,Ac.&c; also Rossini, Braham.Purkis, &c. are replete with interest, and may,

more or leas, be pronounced superior specimens of biographical sketches, couiider
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ing the extent of the work. The Summary of the History of Music, translated from

the French by Mr. Clioron, is prefixed to the dictionary, and forms a valuable and

appropriate addition to the publication. We entertain no doubt therefore of the

complete success of the editor's labour, and of the probability of its soon reaching a

second edition, which, as they modestly hint, will afford them ample means of

making every improvement that may be deemed necessary."

From LA BELLE ASSEMBLEE, November, 1824.

A Dictionary of Musicians, from the earliest to the present Time.

" A Dictionary upon this plan has long been wanted, and we are glad to per

ceive that in its production it lias been at once respectably executed. It is in two

rather thick volumes, contains a vast fund of information, and must prove ex

tensively useful. These volumes are extremely well printed. The prefixed

Summary of the History of Music, is a translation from the French of Alexandre

Clioron. The author, after noticing the respective eras of music, its various

styles, &c. proceeds to notice the different schools." [Here follow several

extracts from the work.]

Trom the NEWMONTBLY MAGAZINE, November, 182&.

Biography of Musicians. •

"Trisi volumes are an agreeable addition to our stock of musical literature,

in which we do not equal our continental neighbours, who have bestowed much

labour and learning upon works of this class in the last century. Dr. Burney and

Sir J. Hawkins illustrated the History of Music and Musicians with much success,

and from these sources later writers have chiefly drawn their materials. The pre

sent work is not confined to musical composers and writers, but includes the cele

brated vocal and instrumental performers, amongst whom all the most eminent of

the present day are to be found. Prefixed to the work is a Summary of the History

of Music, translated from the French by Choron."

•#* Subscribers wishing to exchange their, boarded for bound copies, may do so on

payment of the binding.—Messrs. S. and Co. have them on sale in various bindings.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

\

RELATING TO THE

MUSICAL BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY,

IN ANSWER TO ARTICLES

. - - -
IN THE *■

> l, T '• "t •

London Literary Gazette of October 30th, and tlie

Examiner, October 3ht, 1824.

The Proprietors of the Musical Biographical

Dictionary take the liberty of submitting to the

Trade and to the Public, the following statement of

facts relating to the piracy alleged to have been

committed by the Editor of the above work upon

the monthly publication entitled the HarnVonicoiw

•f i' O U*3X

» . . J •>*» 3

The Biographical Dictionary of Musicians con- *

tains more than 5000 memoirs and notices, which

have been compiled from the various authorities

stated in the titlepage, at a liberal expense and

with incessant labour and exertion for the last

eighteen months. The whole work passed under

the review of one Editor, and the copy was sup

plied to the printer in manuscript, without the

exception of a single line; so that neither the

Printer nor the Proprietors had the slightest know

ledge of the plagiarism. But it certainly does

appear, that nine or ten articles out of the 5000

were transcribed almost verbatim from the Har-

monicon, which is the ostensible cause of the

attack. Now of these, three only can be strictly

called original memoirs, the others having been
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compiled by the Editor of the Harmonicon from

French and German works, a few original remarks

being interspersed ; upon which, and the novelty

of the translation, the claim to copy-right and to

literary fame must be founded. The Editor of

the Biographical Dictionary, being familiarly ac

quainted with the foreign works alluded to, did

not imagine that the Harmonicon articles were

considered as original ; and as the Biographical

Dictionary only professes itself to be a compilation,

and as a greater latitude of adoption is usually

permitted in books of reference than in original

productions, he did not hesitate to transcribe these

and the three original memoirs into the Musical

Biographical Dictionary, where, out of the 1033

pages of which that work is composed, the origi

nal Harmonicon matter may occupy from fifteen

to twenty pages, or about one-fiftieth part of the

whole !

This, however, was the sole act of the editor,

and was quite unknown to us, till informed of

it by a notice from the publisher of the Har

monicon; upon which we immediately disclaimed

all knowledge of the fact, and we tendered the

" amende honorable" in the most unqualified man

ner. A certificate was sent from the printing-office,

whence the Biographical Dictionary had issued,

stating that the work was printed from manuscript

copy only, and an offer was made to refer the

whole matter to the decision of two respectable

friends of the parties : in short, every thing was

offered that an honourable mind could suggest, to

repair an error which had been unintentionally
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committed through the inadvertence of a third

party. But nothing reasonable would appease the

ire of the offended Harinonicons. Unqualified

submission to their will, and voluntary degrada

tion, together with a smart fine by way of pecuniary

offering, were the only conditions upon which we

were to be permitted to exist as proprietors of the

Biographical Dictionary.

The following is a copy of the terms which were

granted in return for our acknowledgment of the

unintentional offence and our offers of reparation.

" The only Conditions on which the Proprietors of the

Harmonicon can consent to forego their remedy at law,

for the piracies of which they complain, are the following :

"That an acknowledgment and apology, to be drawn

up by the Conductors of the Harmonicon, be inserted, at

the expense of the Proprietors of the Dictionary, twice, at

intervals of a month each, in six of the London Papers to

be named, and once each in all the other London Papers,

the London Magazines and Journals, and twelve Country

Papers, to be also named by them.

" That a Sum of One Hundred Pounds be paid to the

Proprietors of the Harmonicon.

" That an Advertisement, acknowledging the source of

the pirated Memoirs, and saying they are printed by per

mission of the Proprietors of the Harmonicon, be prefixed

to every copy of the Dictionary at present unsold.

" And finally, that the pirated Memoirs, and all other

matter since published, and that may hereafter appear, in

the Harmonicon, be wholly rejected in all future editions

of the Dictionary, under a penalty ofTwo Hundred Pounds."

We presume there can be but one opinion re

specting the propriety of rejecting such oppressive

and humiliating conditions ; and though we do not

wish to 9peak of the proceedings in irritating terms,

yet we cannot help feeling that a degree of harsh
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ness has prevailed in the whole affair, which can

only be referred to great ignorance of literary

business, and to those principles of reciprocal

feeling and forbearance which usually actuate

every person engaged in the publishing trade, and

to whom real copy-right property is too serious a

matter to be hazarded upon such trifling grounds.

Our hopes ofaccommodation being thus frustrat

ed, we had only to choose between sustaining pro

ceedings in Chancery and cancelling the articles

complained of; and though we have reason to be

lieve that an Injunction could not have been main

tained against us under all the circumstances, yet

we do not wish to encounter the expenses of law

proceedings, and we are equally unwilling to be

the means of producing a decision, which might

greatly increase the difficulty of conducting Dic

tionaries, Encyclopaedias, and similar books of

reference. We have therefore preferred to cancel

the whole of the articles which were transcribed

from the Harmonicon, reserving to ourselves the

right to ireproduce them from the same sources

from which they were originally borrowed, and

which are so copious as to amply supply the place

of the original observations of the Harmonicon.

In order to complete our defence, and to show that

the complaint of piracy has been much exaggerat

ed, we subjoin an extract from the life of Mozart,

(one which we are compelled to cancel.) The text

is a translation from "Les Vies de Haydn, Mozart

et Metastase," and the words printed in Italics are

the original parts invented by the editor of the

Harmonicon.
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"Mozart was not three years of age when his father

commenced giving his sister, who was of seven years, les

sons on the harpsichord ; and his predisposition for music

immediately manifested itself even in this unripe and infan

tine age; for at this time, to the wonder of his parents, he

began to search the instrument for thirds, so early nice and

distinguishing was his ear, and would testify his joy in an

extravagant manner, whenever he produced this harmonious

combination.

" In his fourth year, his father, almost in a sportive man

ner, began to teach the boy a few minuets, and other light

pieces ; an employment which was not more delightful to

the master than to the little pupil, who in half an hour

would learn a minuet, and a composition of a more difficult

nature in an hour, immediately playing them through with

the greatest precision. In the course of a few months he had

made so rapid a progress, that in his fifth year he began to

compose, at the instrument, small pieces of music, which

he would play to his astonished father, who, to encourage

him, noted them down.

" Before he had shown this decided talent, he was fond

as any other child of the sports natural to his age; indeed,

more so than many children, for he would forget his meals

to indulge in them. Notwithstanding, however, his appa

rent boyishness, he very early evinced that intense sensi

bility, which was the soul of his genius, and the essence of

its productions. He was all heart from a child to a man.

He would ask, twenty times a day, his fond parents and

friends, ' Do you love me ?' Sometimes they would play

fully say ' No,' and the tears would instantly run from his

affectionate heart to his eyes.

" When he became intimate with the delights of music,

bis relish for sports grew visibly less ; and the only way to

make these interesting to him, was to mingle music with

them. His older companions would indulge him by carry

ing his playthings in procession with him from room to

room ; he who had nothing to carry being obliged either

to sing a march as he went, or play on the violin.

" The excessive vivacity of his mind made him attach
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himself easily and ardently to new objects and new studies,

so much so, that he would sometimes forget the old ones ;

and for a time he even forsook his favourite music for the

dry, dull study of arithmetic, during which time he covered

every thing he could reach, hook-covers, chairs, tables,

walls, and all flat surfaces, with chalked figures and calcu

lations, which it would have puzzled Euclid to solve or

describe. Music, however, was soon restored to favour ;

and he made for these halts in the march of his mind such

rapid advances afterwards, that he gained rather than lost

time by such occasional pauses in his glorious pursuit. He

was regarded by all who knew his talents as the greatest

prodigy of the day; but of his father he was the idol.

Returning from chapel one day with a friend, he found

young Chrysostom writing, with all the apparent earnest

ness and abstraction of an old student in science. ' What

are you about there, my dear little fellow?' demanded the

father. ' I ain composing a concerto for the harpsichord,'

answered the son. * So, so—you will let us see this fine

scrawl ?' asked the father : this was refused, as he had not

quite finished it. The father, however, was too impatient

in his fondness to wait ; and he took up the paper, and

displayed to his visitor a sheet marked all over with notes,

which could scarcely be seen for the large splashes and blots

of ink that were mingled with them, in as chaotic confusion

as a manuscript page of Pope's polished and rejwlishcd

Iliad might exhibit. The father and the friend at first

laughed heartily at this apparent confusion of notes ; but

on looking at it with more serious eyes, the father discerned,

as well as tears of wonder and delight would allow him,

that it was a composition perfect in all its parts."

We apprehend the legal grounds for a claim to

copy-right in an article of this description must be

very slight indeed, but how a person can talk

gravely in print of the great expense and labour

of getting up such a composition, is to us incon

ceivable. The translation is well enough, but the
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additions do not strike our unlearned ears as pe

culiarly felicitous, or indeed quite intelligible ; how

ever, we dare not presume to judge of the produc

tions of writers who claim to be above the common

herd, and who consider their lucubrations as a

condescension on their part, and an obligation con

ferred upon the public. No ; we are too happy in

being informed of Mozart's predisposition for

music—of his apparent boyishness, beyond tJiat of

other cldldren—that, so early nice and distinguish

ing was his ear—of his intense sensibility, which

teas the SOUL of his genius andthe ESSENCE of

its jvoductions, (how truly elegant and logical !)—

of the calculations which it would have puzzled

Euclid to solve or describe—of the halts in the

march ofhis mind—of the concerto, which, though

written with all the apjjarent earnestness and ab

straction ofan old student in science, was yet so

mingled with splashes and blots, as to be in as

chaotic confusion as a manuscript page of Pope's

polished and repolished Iliad might exhibit.

But enough ; it is evident that the writer has been

fettered by his determination to improve upon

the author he was translating, who having already

said all that was proper upon the subject, nothing

remained but to engraft words, whether they

added to the force and perspicuity of the sub

ject or no. We will, however, do him the justice

to give a specimen of his style in pure compo

sition, and we fortunately have, in the last number

of the Harmonicon, a morceau quite appropriate

to the subject. Speaking of composers, (query

original compilers,) he says :

"Do we not see multitudes striving to give
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" some little eclat to their names by blotting

" innumerable quires of excellent paper ? We

" figure to ourselves one of this unhappy race

"gnawing his pen for whole days together;

" flying at intervals to the piano, and strumming

" away to try whether a new idea will come into

" his head,—but finding this hopeless, he falls

" in desperation upon the works of others, like

" a bungling tailor who clips and patches till he

" spoils wliatever comes into his hands. By thus

" cutting and botching works not his own, lie

" contrives for a short time to get the reputation

" ofbeing the original inventor."

We shall here restrain ourselves, taking out our

change, as Mr. Hume calls it, for the expense and

trouble this attack has occasioned, in a word of

advice to the Harmonicons generally, viz. not to

consider their work as an original one. A very

instructive and amusing compilation it certainly is ;

but it is too much for a periodical, made up of

such miscellaneous materials, to set up any high

claims of copy-right. To the proprietors we cor

dially wish a very extensive circulation : to the

editors we recommend attention to the golden rule,

not as respects the charges for their writing, for

such as we have given a sample of we should think

might be fairly estimated by a silver one ; but we

mean more regard to the feelings and interests of

their neighbours, when they may have uninten

tionally trespassed upon their property, and are

willing to makefull amendsfor the same.

Salisbury-square,

Nov. 3, 1824.

London : Printed by G. Cox, St. John-street, Westminster.
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PROSPECTUS.

That good Vocal Music, in every style, both ancient and modern,

is more justly appreciated in England than in any other country

of Europe, is a fact which may, in some degree, be accounted for

from the well-known partiality of the higher classes of our nation

to what has been, not inaptly, termed the " vie vagabonde ;" by

means of which British travellers becoming accustomed to hear

the best foreign music performed with its full national effect, are

subsequently led to diffuse its beauties through British society,

thus imperceptibly amalgamating our musical taste with that of

other countries ; especially Italy, Germany, and France. So far

as Italian music is concerned, the King's Theatre also contributes

to this concentration of European musical taste on our own happy

shores ; the vocal music of France, is, likewise, not unfrequently,

reproduced at our national theatres ; still the songs of the modern

German composers, rich as many of them are in harmony, me

lody, and originality, seem to be almost entirely overlooked by

our theatrical caterers, (with the solitary exception of the

Freyschiitz, now performing at a small theatre.) So little,

indeed, is German vocal music attended to in England, that, with

the exception of the Canzonets of Haydn, and two or three of

Mozart, the songs of the modern German school are rarely heard

in the Musical Societies or Concerts of London.

The advantages which our great national theatres thus neglect

to take of the facilities they possess for combining and bringing

before the public the beauteous flowers dispersed in the foreign

gardens of melody—these advantages the Proprietors of the

"Vocal Anthology" trust they have, in a limited degree, secured to

their countrymen ; having endeavoured, " omnes undique flos-

culos carpere atque delibare," to collect together the flowers of

melody, culling out and offering to the public the sweetest of their

bouquets, and carefully conjoining the choicest exotics with beau

ties of British growth.

The divisions of the VOCAL ANTHOLOGY are as follows :

1st. Biographical and Critical Notices relating to the com

posers of the music in the work, forming a very complete

Catalogue Raisonne'e of its contents.

2d. English " Vocal Music."

3d. Scotch.

4th. Italian, with the original and English words.

5th. German, with English words.

6th. French, with the original and English words.

7th. Swiis, with English words. And

8th. (Or Appendix) " Original Music."

Under the second head, "ENGLISH VOCAL MUSIC," both

ancient and modern vocal compositions by English masters have
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been introduced, the selection being made from every style, and

consisting only of such pieces as are decidedly stamped with the

public approbation, and therefore to be considered as, of their

kind, classical, (if we may be allowed the term.)

Third Division.—" SCOTCH MUSIC."—Several novelties have

been introduced in this compartment ; and occasionally, a new

arrangement of the Piano-forte Accompaniment has been given,

or new Symphonies.

Fourth Division.—" ITALIAN MUSIC."—Here are offered

various of the vocal beauties of Saechini, Cherubini, Rossini, &c.

with the Italian and original English words in separate lines,

either of which may be sung at the discretion of the performer.

The Proprietors are, in this place, desirous of remarking that,

being conscious of the strong, and in some respects just, preju

dice against the adaptation of English words to Italian music,

they have used every precaution that an experienced ear could

doise, for the purpose of suiting the words to the expression of

the musical phrases ; in short, to make them sing well; an effect

which they have felt their incapacity to produce in many in

stances, without sacrificing some poetical beauties : the principal

aim, however, of this and the three following divisions of the

" Vocal Anthology" having been to afford every facility towards

rendering the best foreign music popular in this country, the Pro

prietors have always, under the above circumstances, considered

the poetry aw subservient to the music.

Fifth Division.—" GERMAN MUSIC."—Under this head are

pen a great variety of delightful compositions popular in Get-

many, though but little known in this country ; the whole adapted

tu English words.

Sixth Division.—" FRENCH MUSIC."—In this division are

introduced some pleasing Romances and Parisian petit Optra music,

with the original words. '

Seventh Division.—" SWISS MUSIC."—Under this title are

given several of the most pleasing " Ranz des laches" with

English words.

Eighth Division, (or Appendix.)—" ORIGINAL MUSIC."—

In this division the Proprietors have affixed no value to Names, but

have solely attached themselves to the degree of merit or interest

in the different compositions presented to them ; and they do not

hesitate in giving it as their opinion that several of the specimens

of original music which they have selected from amongst a

great variety sent for insertion, cannot fail to please those vocal

amateurs who will direct their unprejudiced attention to them. :

Having thus stated the outline of the different divisions of their

work, the Editors wish more particularly to draw the attention of

the musical public to some of the advantages of purchasing the

" Vocal Anthology." As relates to cheapness, it may he observed

'tat the work contains no less than Ninety-two select Vocal Composi

te, consequently THESONGS ONLY COST, ONANAVER

AGE, ABOUT NINEPENCE EACH, the price of the whole
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collection being but s&3. 12*., whereas the purchase of the same

music in the original editions would amount to near Forty Pounrls.

In respect to the selection, the Editors are fully aware that every

part of it cannot give equal satisfaction ; such an expectation would

be absurd ; they can, however, pledge themselves to their Sub

scribers, that there is no one composition introduced in the " Vocal

Anthology," which has not been cautiously chosen from extensive

stores of music, on account of its presumed merit and merit alone,

perfectly independent of every other consideration ; some of the

pieces have been selected on account of their masterly composi

tion, and as fit subjects for vocal study, others (and these by far

the greater number) on account of the beauty of their harmony

or melody. In the Critical Notices accompanying each Part, the

public are presented with the principal reasons that induced the

Editors to make their choice for th«j current month ; and new

Subscribers will thus, it is hoped, feel more interest in the songs

chosen, and be inclined to make allowance for variety of tastes,

and a moderate proportion of fallibility in the Editors of this as of

every other work. At the great aim in publishing the " Focal An

thology," is, that the whole of its music shouldform an unrivalled col

lection, on which the fashion of the day can have little or no influence,

no passing criticism or other ephemeral matter has been introduced,

and the original songs are given in an Appendix, to keep them

distinct from the more valuable or classical part of the work.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIFFERENT REVIEWS

OF THE

"VOCAL ANTHOLOGY."

From the QUARTERLY MUSICAL MAGAZINE and

;review.

" Vocal Anthology.—Parts I. II. III. and IV.—The plan of this

work is partly literary, partly critical, and partly musical. Thus it is calcu

lated not only to be the conservator of classical productions, and of some

too that might otherwise be little known, or altogether lost in the deluge

that now rushes forth from the press, but it aims at conveying also useful

information connected with the selected compositions, exciting inquiry, and

aiding scientific acquirement. That such a design must possess great capa

bility is self-evident—we think it indeed very happily conceived.

" The book is very handsomely printed, and upon good paper; the music-

plates are clearly and beautifully engraved.

"So far as the four numbers before us enable us to penetrate into the in

tentions of the Editor, the music selected is rather of the class of light,

short, and elegant morceaux, than from the elaborate productions of art.

We look upon the taste displayed in this sort of choice to be sui generis,

and there is certainly much beauty in many, nay, most of the pieces printed.

There it also considerable diversity.
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" The choice from the classical stores are not less in good taste.

" We conclude as we began, by pointing out the comprehensive nature

of the plan, the literaiy information, the elegance of the technical parts,

and the taste displayed in many of the pieces, which are really not com

monly known, as recommendations that should give the 'Vocal Anthology'

a strong title to popularity."

From the EXAMINEH, September 14, 1823.

" An elegant musical work is now in a course of publication, in parts,

under the title of ' focal Anthology.' The plan is extremely comprehensive,

embracing songs oi all times and countries. To collect pieces which are at

once beautiful and rare, or hardly known in England, or such as are only to

he found in expensive foreign works, is a main object of the work, in which,

as tar as we can judge by the numbers already published, the compilers

appear to have succeeded. Each part contains nine or ten songs, so con

trived as to afford great variety both as to nation and character, with some

leMr-press prefixed, consisting of biographical and critical notices of the

composers whose works are immediately before the reader ; these are

drawn up in a concise, spirited, and tasteful manner, and the work alto

gether is executed with great care and naatness."

From the TIMES, August 18, 1824.

B A new musical work, on a new plan, called ' focal Anthology,' has just

been completed in twelve parts. It consists of a selection of rare and

beautiful compositions in vocal music, combined with much miscellaneous

reformation respecting them, their composers, and the art itself,—a species

of knowledge, by the way, in which musical 'amateurs' are deplorably

dericient. To the indolent student this work will possess the attraction of

furnishing specimens in almost every variety of style, without subjecting him

to the trouble of the research ; while, to the real enthusiast in the art, the same

examples will serve as guides to the places where its real treasures are to be

found.

" The work is well got up, and, what is rather an uncommon praise, at a

moderate expense."

From the MORNING POST, August 7, 1824.

" Vocal Anthology.—Tinder this title a musical work has recently

appeared, upon a plan which seems to have many excellent recommenda

tions ; the first of which is that of placing in the library of the amateur

an ample variety of national music, and thereby leading the general taste to

a just appreciation of the merits of different schools and masters.

" From the old English schools are taken the most beautiful specimens of

the madrigal compositions of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, besides

some of the early and still admirable efforts at melody which the genius of

Purcell first gave to the music of his country. The Italian, German, and

French styles are brought forward in the works of their best masters, and

many novelties, (at least in this country,) with Mozart, Haydn, and other

celebrated names at their head, are introduced in different parts of the pub

lication. Another point of interest is, that every number contains a

biographical sketch of some eminent composer, or a critical notice of its

contents. The work is executed in an elegant form, and although some

imperfections may be discovered, they are of a nature which the progres»

of publication will easily amend."
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From the MORNING HERALD, August 24, 1824.

"The following extracts are from a very clever, entertaining musical work,

called ' Focal Anthology, or the Flowers of Song ' "

" Mozart was also one of the first piano-forte players in Europe. He

played with extraordinary rapidity ; the execution of his left hand especially

was greatly admired. As early as the year 1785, Haydn said to Mozart's

father, who was then at Vienna, ' I declare to you, before God, and on my

honour, that I regard your son as the greatest composer I ever heard of.'

Mozart never reached his natural growth. During his whole life his health

was delicate. He was thin and pale, and though the form of his face was

unusual, there was nothing striking in his physiognomy, but its extreme

variableness. The expression of his countenance changed every moment,

but indicated nothing more than the pleasure or pain which he experienced

at the instant. He was remarkable for a habit which is usually the attend

ant of stupidity ; his body was perpetually in motion ; he was either playing

with his hands, or beating the ground with his foot. There was nothing

extraordinary in his other habits, except his extreme fondness for the game

of billiards. He had a table in his house, on which he played every day by

himself, when he had not any one to play with him. His hands were so

habituated to the piano, that he was rather clumsy in every thing besides.

At table he never carved, or if he attempted to do so, it was with much

awkwardness and difficulty ; his wife usually undertook that office.

" German Music—' Placido e it mar.'—This composition, from the

' Idomeneo ' of Mozart, is remarkable for its rich and flowing harmony. It

was in his twenty-fifth year, in the bloom of youth, and in the spring of his

love for Constance Weber, that Mozart wrote the opera of Idomeneo.' He

had previously offered marriage to this amiable girl, buthad been refused by

her family on account of his unsettled state in society. It was his ambition,

by the composition of this opera, to prove what means of obtaining a com

petency were at his command. His vanity and love were both highly

excited, and inspired him in the production of an opera that he always

estimated as his highest effort, and frequently made the model of his after

composition*, which were, perhaps, more successful, but not more worthy

of success. In fine, by this production, he conquered the objections of his

Constance's family, and was, in a short time, married to her

From the NEW TIMES, August 20, 1824.

" Vocai. Music.—In this age, when all have, or affect to have, a musical

taste, and at a time when innumerable works are published for the gratifica

tion of almost every taste which is known to prevail, it is strange that so

little has been done to increase our stock of vocal music. There can be

no doubt, that the well-known productions of the first-rate genius form

the safest groundwork for study, and the surest means of improving the

style ; but they can never satisfy the world in general. There will still

be a craving for novelty, and if that craving be not supplied with celes

tial food, it will " prey on garbage." And notwithstanding what has

been done, there is still to be found in the works of the great masters an

abundance of admirable compositions, which, with the authority stamped by

age, possess also all the charms of novelty for the musical amateurs of this

country. We feel pleasure, therefore, in recommending to notice a work

entitled 'Focal Anthology, or the Floicert of Song.' The music is mis

cellaneous, as it appears in the several numbers, but when bound in a

volume the first division will consist of biographical and critical notices

relating to the contents of each part as published, intended to form a Cata

logue Raisonncc to the whole ; the second will consist of English ; the third.
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of Scotch ; the fourth, of Handel's ; the fifth, of Italian ; the sixth, of

German ; the seventh, of French ; and the eighth, of national music of

various other nations, with English words. The ninth is to consist of

original music. It is not within the scope of our publication to give more

than a brief and hurried notice of a work of this kind. The biographical

notices and explanations are concise, judicious, and valuable; and are

worthy of the attention of practical musicians, whose ignorance in such

matters is commonly so gross as to injure their general estimation in society.

" Of the music selected we need not say more than that it embraces

specimens by Mozart, Haydn, Himmel, Storace, Zurasleeg, Boyeldieu,

Weber, Sacchmi, Beethoven, Rossini, Webbe, Purcell, Percy, Orlando

CibboBS, Jackson, Paxton, and Danby, that these specimens are chosen with

taste, and that they are nearly all unknown to English singers in general.

He words, too, as far as a hunied perusal of some of the pieces enables us

to judge, are admirably adapted. The ' Vocal Anthology,' in addition to

its other attractions, is beautifully printed, and will be a valuable acquisi

tion to all who cultivate vocal music."

From the COURIER, August 23, 1823.

" Vocal Music.—In this age, when all have, or affect to have, a musical

Uat, and at a time when innumerable works are published for the gratifica

tion of almost every taste which is known to prevail, it is strange that so

hole has been done to increase our stock of vocal music. At our concerts

the same standard pieces are repeated again and atrain, and our publications

do little more thanpresent the compositions in which our public singers have

been successful. Thus the rich harvest to be reaped amongst the works of

the eminent musicians of the Continent, and of our own country, is too

osnmonly neglected. We feel pleasure, therefore, in recommending to

a work entitled ' Vocal Anthology, or the Flower* of Song.' The

ousic is miscellaneous, as it appears in the several numbers, but when bound

'= a volume the first division will consist of biographical and critical

notices relating to the contents of each part as published, intended to

fcrm a Catalogue RaisonnJe to the whole; the second will consist of

r-criuh; the third, of Scotch; the fourth, of Handel's; the fifth, of

Italian ; the sixth, of German ; the seventh, of French ; and the eighth,

of national music of various other nations, with English words. The ninth

i» to consist of original music. It is not within the scope of our publica

tion to give more than a brief and hurried notice of a work of this kind. The

Biographical notices and explanations are concise, judicious, and valuable ;

and although sufficiently laudatory, not so extravagant in their panegyric as

such things generally are. They are worthy of the attention of practical

■nuicians, whose ignorance in such matters is commonly so gross as to

">)ure their general estimation in society. Of the music selected we need

not uy more than that it embraces specimens by Mozart, Haydn, Himmel,

Storace, Zumsteeg, Boyeldieu, Von Weber, Sacchini, Beethoven, Rossini,

^eube, Purcell, Percy, Orlando Gibbons, Jackson, Paxton, and Danby,

that these specimens are chosen with taste, and that they are nearly all un

known to English singers in general. We speak not of men of enlarged

•fence, but of the common run ofperfonr.ers. The word3 too, as far as a brief

Ptnual of some of the pieces enable us to judge, are admirably adapted.

The original music is almost all produced by a composer of the name of

Catber. Our impression is, that tie possesses grace and feeling, and no in-

cuosiderable share of science. He seems to have been more fully aw are

than some musicians of higher fame, that airs should be so written as to

"d the voice and lead it onwards in linked sweetness instead of abruptly

•Poking its flow, and trusting rather to sudden and irregular bursts for
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effect than to continuous melody. We were particularly pleased witli the

duets, ' May,' and ' Rett awhile ;' and with the canzonets, ' The Evening

Star,' and ' The Streamlet.' Mr. Cather has been fortunate in the selection

of his words; this seems the simplest of all things, and yet able musicians

sometimes show a palpable want of judgment in this respect. In his at

tempts at the French romance, Mr. Cather appears to have hit off the style

and expression with remarkable felicity. The ' Vacul Anthology,' in addi

tion to its other attractions, is beautifully piinted, and will be a valuable

acquisition to all who cultivate music."

From ACKEHMANTW'S REPOSITORY, September, 1824.

" The ' VOCAL ANTHOLOGY,' of the prior portions of which we

felt called upon to speak in terms of unqualified approbation, not only

maintains its character, but evidently rises in merit and interest.

" The work thus completed, forms a collection of vocal treasures unequalled

in quality, as well as quantity, by any publication of the same extent and

price. Besides thirty-six English and Scotch pieces, there are as many of

the Italian and German school, nine or ten French and Swiss, and twelve

original English songs ; and when we add, that the authors of these are

Haydn, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Himmel, Rossini, Sacchini, Cherubini,

Conversi, Boyeldieu, Purcell, S. Webbe, Storace, Jackson, &c. and that none

but superior productions of these writers have been admitted, it will not be

difficult to form an estimate of the merit of the work. The proprietors have

so amply fulfilled the pledge they gave at the outset, that any doubts respect

ing the success of their undertaking would almost be a stigma on British

taste in music. We are much mistaken, if the ' focal Anthology' will not

remain in request for years to come ; and we sincerely hope the encourage

ment of the public will warrant the publishers in presenting us the second

volume, which they have in contemplation."

•»* Subtcribcrt wishing to exchange their Sett for bound Copiet, may do

to, on payment of the Binding.

Alto, Just published, in two Volume! Octavo, Price Twenty-one Shillings Boards,

A

BIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL

DICTIONARY OF MUSICIANS,

From the earliest ages to the present time ; comprising the most important bio

graphical contents of the works of Gnm, Ciioron, Fayoile, Couvt

Ohlofe, Dn. Buhney, Sin J. Hawkins, and others. With upwards of one

hundred origiual memoirs of the most eminent living musicians.

London : Printed for Sainsbury and Co., Salisbury-square, Fleet-street ; and

sold by Longman, Hurst, Hits, Orme, Brown and Green, Paternoster-row; Hook-

ham ; Birchall and Co.; and Chappell and Co., New Bond street; Goulding,

D'Almaine, and Co. Soho-square ; dementi and Co., Cbeapside ; and all other

Book and Music Sellers in the Kingdom.
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PREFATORY OBSERVATIONS.

To those who are conversant with the German, Italian, and

French languages, the publication of the present work may

appear to a certain extent uncalled for ; but to such musical

amateurs and professors as have not this advantage, the com

pters trust that their Dictionary will prove both useful and

interesting. The " Dictionnaire Hislorique des Mitsiciens" of

Mr. Fayolle appeared in the year 181 1. It is, in many respects,

very ably edited, and was decidedly a great improvement on the

fet etlition of Gerber's " Historuch-Biographisches Lexicon

der Tonkunstler," which was published at Leipsic in 1791, in

two volumes octavo ; still, it is to be remarked of Mr. Fayolle's

work, as it concerns English readers, that hardly any mention is

made of the most celebrated artists of this country ; indeed, the

claims of England to the slightest consideration in the annals of

music, appear to have been overlooked both by Mr. Fayolle, and

by Mr. Choron in his Summary of the Art. This deficiency

may, in a great degree, be accounted for by the political division

of the two countries, for many years preceding the publication of

tie Dictionnaire Historique ; still the fact remains the same.

In the year 1813, Mr. Gerber published a second edition of his

Lexicon der Tonkunstler, in four volumes octavo ; and this is cer

tainly a work of high interest so far as respects the artists of Ger

many, but with regard to England it is again a blank ; hardly a single

article relating to British musicians having received even a verbal

alteration from his first edition, though the second is swelled to

tol. i. b
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more than double the length, by added details respecting the

artists of other countries. Ten years having at length elapsed

since the publication of Gerber's second edition, and in

tercourse with the continent being unrestrained during nine

years of that period, the compilers of the present work, enthusi

astic in their love of all that relates to the art, and having had

personal experience of the neglect, they may almost say con

tempt, with which the advocacy of the comparative merits of

modern English music is met in foreign society—the very names

of such eminent professors as Samuel Webbe, Dr. Crotch,

Wesley, sir George Smart, &c. &c. being very frequently un

known to foreigners who have occupied themselves with musical

literature throughout their lives—disgusted with this prejudiced

and ignorant appreciation of British talent, the compilers, who

were, whenabroad, in the habit of occasionally consulting Fayolle's

Dictionary, as also Gerber's Lexicon, and had found that through

their medium they became much more au fait to the merits of

foreign artists, resolved to publish a work, on their return to

England, embodying the most interesting contents of the French

and German Dictionaries of Musicians, with such authentic bio

graphical details as they could procure of British musicians up

to the period of their publication. At that time the labour

of such a book appeared to them light. They soothed them

selves with the idea that it would be but the task of a few months.

Long, however, before they had completed the half of their first

volume, it was evident that they had underrated the trouble oi

their undertaking; the conjoined abridgement and translation o:

matterfrom as manyas ten or twelve books in different languages

necessarily engrossing a considerable portion of time. At first

the compilers proposed to rewrite, or at least carefully to revis*

the style of such extracts as they should make from some of th

older English publications, and especially from sir J. Hawkins'

History of Music : this, however, they soon found to be incom

patible with their completion of the work in less than double th
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time they were necessitated to limit themselves to ; they have

Wen, therefore, obliged to leave many negligences in writing

maltered ; at the same time they promise that, should a second

edition of the work be called for, the whole shall be carefully

revbed and corrected. Another difficulty the compilers have

had to encounter, is the almost inconceivable trouble of collecting

the biographies of living artists, chiefly from the multiplicity of

the engagements of the most eminent professors, and their con

sequent inability to afford the time required to furnish such data

as were required by the compilers of the Dictionary. This diffi

culty they found to be, occasionally, insuperable in the present

edition; and a few very eminent names will consequently be

ixmd accompanied with much more concise notices than their

comparative merit justly demands. In three instances only,

however, out of above two hundred applications, the brevity of

the article is attributable to unwillingness on the part of the

professors, and one of these three arose from an excess of that

modesty so often the attendant of true genius. To conclude,

the compilers trust that their work, incomplete as it avowedly

b, will be received by the profession as a pledge that to give

due honour to the character of British artists, at the same time

proving useful to them, has been the paramount object of the

compilation, which, if it attain a second edition, will doubtless

be more worthy of the cause it would advocate.

b2





SUMMARY

OF THE

HISTORY OF MUSIC,

BY ALEXANDRE CHORON.

(TBANSLATEP FROM THE FRENCH.)

It is not the intention of the author of the following sketch to

comprise in it strictures on every department of the musical art,

a labour which would lead far beyond the limits assigned to this pre

liminary discourse, but simply to give an abstract of the modern

European system of music, considered in its essential and constituent

pits, which comprehend the laws of sounds or of notes ; rhythm ;

xmaoteekaie, or the system of musical characters ; and, lastly, com

position, which is so closely allied to the former subjects, that it

woidd be difficult to divide them without a diminution of perspicuity

ad interest. I shall treat then, in the most summary manner, of all

ftese compartments together ; and this union will be the more easy,

as tie progress of these different subjects is simultaneous, and is

often comprised in the writings of the same author. Although

bo great improvement is effected in any art suddenly, and without

much previous thought and consideration, and though every such

discovery is introduced in so gradual a manner, as to be hardly

perceptible, yet there are periods when accumulated obser

vations, and wants generally felt, lead men who are happily

organized, or placed in favourable circumstances, to seize on more

ettensive views of a subject, and to create more powerful methods

d arriving at a knowledge of it, the superiority of which soon be-

coaes generally experienced, and eventually leads the habits and

ideas of the whole mass of mankind in u new direction. These rare

moments, which are, however, renewed at intervals, form what is

eaued period*. They are more or less remarkable, according as the

object attained is more or less important. Whenever they have

occurred, and whatever may have been the system of ideas that has

occasioned them, they may always be traced to and classed under

"Me of those periods, which are regarded as principal, and lire there-

^re designated by the term age. Five of these principal periods may
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be distinguished, namely, that of formation, developement, progress

towards perfection, permanence, and decline. In the subject I am

now about to treat, the three first principal periods of the musical art,

namely, its formation, developement, and progress towards perfec

tion, are those I shall have occasion to consider. The existing state

of things appears to me to belong to the fourth or permanent period ;

but I do not feel authorized to speak on that subject, lest I should be

taxed with establishing myself as arbiter, and with undertaking to

appreciate immaturely the merits of those of whom posterity alone

will have the right to judge.

First JEra.—Origin and Formation of the Modern System of

3fusic.

Music, as well as all other arts, is chiefly derived from the ancients ;

and as it is remarked of the French language, that it is merely a

corruption or derivation from that of the Greeks and Romans, so it

may equally be observed of modern music, that it is only a corruption

or derivation from that of the same people, who probably owed their

knowledge of the art to other nations still more ancient. I do not

wish to intimate by this remark, that had the Greeks and Romans

never existed, language, arts, or music had never been known, as

some persons appear to imagine. Nature bestows oh all the human

race the same faculties ; but, supposing the whole race of mankind

were endowed in the same proportion with these faculties, which is

certainly very doubtful, all are not placed in equally favourable cir

cumstances for the developement of their talents ; thus, if a back

ward race of people unite or associate with a more enlightenec

race, mixed systems are naturally formed in every branch of know

ledge. This is precisely what occurred in Europe in the early cen

turies of the Christian sera, when whole nations of barbarians invadei

and overspread the Roman empire. How this amalgamation wa

accomplished is indeed a question worthy the pen of the most abl

writer ; and the discussion of which would probably require ai

extent of detail that the limits of this sketclf will not permit. I

tracing the origin and formation of the modern system, I find fou

principal periods, of which I must, successively, take a short survey

1. antiquity; 2. the introduction of chanting in the Christia

churches ; 3. the Ambrosian and Gregorian constitution ; and. 4. th

invasion of the barbarians.
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Of Antiquity.

Although there remain to us many works on the music of the

ancients, still the obscurity which prevails in them, their contra

dictory assertions, and, above all, the want of models, have precluded

the possibility of our having any very distinct and decided ideas on the

subject. According to Aristides Quintilianus, who has certainly left

as the roost complete treatise that now exists on the music of the an

cients, some authors of his time defined music to be the art of sing

ing, and all that relates to it ; others, the contemplative and active

art of perfect and organic singing ; others, the art of the beautiful

is sounds and movements. As to Quintilianus himself, he looks upon

the following exposition of music as the most correct, namely, that it

Is Vhe an of the beautiful in bodies and movements, {^vmavi t« vpeirov-

rs» f* n.a am scat Kiveotoiv.) This is a very general definition j

though little so, in comparison to some authors, who affirm music

to be the universal science. Quintilianus, however, afterwards de

signs to reduce his definition of music to the study of the voice

and accompanying action. To give a further idea of his doctrine, I

shall here demonstrate some of the principal divisions of it, from

•which I have formed the following table, adding a few observations

of mr own.

: Principal Divisions ofMusic, according to Aristides <TmUttft

Contem

plative

Natural
{General

Arithmetical

• Artificial

fHarmonic

Rhythmic

LMetric

^"Sounds

Intervals

System

Genera

Tones

Mutations

LMelopoeia

Active

or

L Eruditive

f Usual

C Melopceia

< Rhythmopceia

^Poetry

f Organic

I. Emmciative < Odic

(.Hypeicritic

divides music into contemplative and active. The
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former lays down the principles, and searches the causes ; the lattei

applies and employs them. In the foregoing table, we are alone

interested in that subdivision of contemplative music, which the

author has designated artificial ; this treats ofharmony, of rhythm, and

of metre, to which subjects he devotes the first book of his treatise.

By the word *' harmony," in the meaning of which all moderr

authors agree, the ancients understood what the French call intona

tion, or arrangement of the sounds of the system. Keeping in view

this distinction in the ancient signification of the word " harmony,'

we may proceed to observe, that Quintilianus understood the divisior

of the three genera with which we are acquainted ; that is to say

the diatonic genus, the chromatic, and the enharmonic. The

diatonic genus, in a space of two octaves and a half, comprised the

interval between the la below our bass clef, (example 1) and the n

on the fifth line, above our soprano clef, (example 2)bcing the full ex

tent of a man's voice : it contained eighteen strings or notes, which hafl

separate names. (1) (J)

Q-

The following example shows how these notes, beginning at the

second, were divided into tetrachords, that is to say, assemblages oJ

four notes succeeding each other by a progression of one semitone

and two tones.

It may easily be conceived that either of these notes might be

the final one of an air, which would give so many modes, i. e. keys,

each mode being superior or inferior, according as the air eithei

extended above the key note, or as the key note occupied the centre

Every note was represented by a particular mark, according to the

mode and genus. I should here observe, that each genus introduced

a number of new notes, which notes were represented by different

marks, varying with each mode, thus forming an almost endless

vocabulary ; and as, in the formation of these marks or signs, analog)

was in no way attended to, nothing could possibly be more confused;
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and the study of music became, of course, extremely difficult. As

to rhythm and metre, music was entirely subservient, in these respects,

to poetry. Musical composition, it seems nearly certain, was, it the

Boe we are speaking of, exclusively confined to vocal pieces ; for

lie ancient authors never speak of composition, unless in treating of

die vocal part of that science, and it is impossible to discover in their

productions one single precept relative to the use of intervals as

harmonics, nor a single passage clearly proving that they were in

the habit of using that style of composition. We may therefore

conclude, that the ancients were unacquainted with our harmony ;

whilst another decisive argument, in favour of this statement, is

derivable from our positive knowledge of the origin and progress of

the modem harmonic art. This I shall endeavour to prove in a

socceediag part of the present introductory discourse.

First Centuries of the Christian JEtra.

Music, very generally cultivated by the Greeks, was equally es

teemed bythe Romans, in the reigns of some of their first emperors ;

some of whom, particularly Caligula and Nero, piqued themselves

«poa excelling in this art, and on obtaining the public prizes for it.

"Wht a pity to kill so good a musician !" exclaimed Nero, when

•how to stab himself, that he might escape the ignominious death

*m which he was menaced. It is well known that he kept five

thousand musicians at his own expense. After his death they were

*Httpelled the city ; and music, which under his reign had enjoyed

•he greatest encouragement, from that moment sensibly declined.

But what it particularly concerns us to remark is, the influence that

suae received from its admission into the religious ceremonies of

first Christians, who alone have transmitted to us all the ancient

patical music with which we are acquainted. It is well known

tut, in their assemblies, every person presentjoined in chanting the

liferent parts of the liturgy, that is to say, the hymns and psalms,

This chanting must, of necessity, have been of the most simple

ud easy description, being sung in chorus, without any preparation,

people who, generally speaking, had not the least idea of music,

"•dwb.0 professed also, in every thing, to observe the greatest sim

plicity. Another cause which, no doubt, contributed to denaturalize

•t ancient music, was the manner in which it was first set, in Chris*
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tian churches, to a semi-barbarous prose, or to still more barbarous

poetry. The result was, that the rhythm of their music being

derived solely from the words, it retained but a slight impression oi

any sort of measure, and was generally drawled out in slow and

unequal time, to a language without harmony. Nevertheless, even in

this state of degradation, it still retained some constituent rules, and

a certain variety in its changes and character, which rendered il

capable of being applied to other kinds of performances.

St. Ambrose's and St. Gregory's Institution of the Ecclesi

astical Chant.

During the four first centuries of the Christian church, the state

of music is not known with precision. The principles were, at the

expiration of that time, probably still the same as from the begin

ning, at least if we may judge from a treatise of St. Augustine ; bul

it appears that the practice of ecclesiastical chanting was then falling

into great confusion, which induced St. Ambrose, who was conse

crated archbishop of Milan in 374, to undertake to give a fixed con

stitution to church music. These two holy fathers were, as theii

works prove, great amateurs of the art ; and we still possess, in the

Latin church, both the music and won , of a piece of their composi

tion, which is admired even to the present time, and has met with a

success equalling that of the chef-d'eeuvres of more modern masters

I allude to the celebrated canticle of the " Te Deum." We have nc

other specimen of St. Ambrose's peculiar constitution of the chant ;

and, indeed, on examining the chants of the Milanese church, we find

no obvious difference from that of other churches. It appears, how

ever, that St. Ambrose actually left some degree of musical rhythm,

in which, however, pope Gregory, who flourished two hundred

years after, far surpassed him. (See the article Gregory in this

Dictionary.) We need not repeat what we have there stated, and

shall only observe, that with the intention of simplifying music, St,

Gregory substituted the Roman letters in place of the more com

plicated Greek notes. By A, B, C, D, E, F, G, he designated the

seven notes of the lower octave, (octave grave) which begins at la j

and by a, b, c, d, e, f, g, those of the higher octave, (l'octave supt:-

rieur); and by the same letters doubled, the third octave. He ap

plied himself likewise to the completion of the ritual, which he made
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tp of select pieces, chosen from the best remains of antiquity. As

tie mult of these various labours, he formed the system known by

the name of the Roman or Gregorian Chant, which is used to this

far, precisely in the form in which it was then established. Not

satisfied with having formed this code of musical doctrine, he main-

dined and propagated it, by the establishment of a school for young

orphans, who were brought up as singers for the different Christian

churches.

The Invasion of the Barbarians.

To enable us to continue the history ofmusic with some regularity,

\t \s requisite to notice those nations who will soon be found to act

& principal part in the history. Long previous to (he period ofwhich

»f hafe been speaking, that is to say, in the time of the Roman

republic, and during the whole duration of the Roman empire,

that nation was disturbed by the irruptions of swarms of barbarians.

Whilst the government continued wise and vigorous, these attempts

■were easily repelled ; but when, with the children of Theodosius,

cowardice and imbecility mounted the throne, the barbarians found

bet few obstacles to oppose them, and, inundating whole provinces of

the empire, soon reduced them to submission. At the comnience-

BKflt of the fifth century, the Gotbs ravaged Italy ; Rome was taken

and sacked by Alaric. The Vandals, traversing Gaul and Spain,

peaetrated. into Africa, the Huns into Italy, and the Franks, under

FWamond, made themselves masters, in 4P3, of the northern part

of Gaul, which entire country his successors soon afterwards got

possession of. In 476, Odoacre. king of the Herules, overturned

the western empire j soon after which he was taken prisoner and

tied in Ravenna, by order of Theodoric, who founded, in 493, the

kingdom of the Goths in Italy. It may easily be imagined, that, in

the midst of such revolutions, the arts were entirely neglected,

amongst which music suffered greatly j so that, at the commence

ment of the sixth century, when the whole western empire was

become barbarous, its music was entirely reduced to the chants of

the chtirch, and the national songs of these barbarians. But the

Goths who settled in Italy cultivated the arts, and soon began to

tsntate the enlightened manners of the people whom they had sub-

toed. From that time the Roman school of music shone with
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renewed lustre; and about the same time we find Clovis, king of

France, requesting Theodoric to send him a musician. Theodoric,

wishing to please the king, sent him the singer Aicorede, who had

been selected as the best by the learned Boe'thius, whom Theodoric

afterwards caused to be beheaded. " On the arrival of this musician

and instrumental performer," observes William du Peyrat, in his

researches on the king of France's chapel, "Clovis's priests and

singers formed themselves after his style, and sang with greater

gentleness and sweetness; having, also, learnt to perform on

various instruments, this great monarch used them ever after at

divine service; which practice was continued under all his successors

to the end of that generation : thus, it appears, music was much in

use at the courts of our first sovereigns." The Roman chant was

first introduced into England by the monk St. Augustine, (whom

St. Gregory had commissioned to preach the Christian religion in

this country, about the year 590) and some few years later was

propagated in Germany by St. Boniface of Mentz, who is considered

as the apostle of that country. Amongst so many different nations,

the national taste tended, of course, sooner or later, to corrupt and

denaturalize the primitive purity of the', Roman chant. With regard

to France, we have a positive confirmation of this fact by an ancient

anecdote, inserted in the annals of the Franks, and which occurred

under the reign of Charlemagne. This prince being at Rome in 787,

to celebrate the festival of Easter, a quarrel arose whilst he was

there between the Roman and French singers ; the latter affirming

their singing to be superior to that of the former, who in their turn

accused the French of having corrupted the Gregorian chant. The

dispute was carried before the emperor, who decided it by the

following question : " Declare to us," said that prince to his singers,

" which is most pure, water drawn from its source, or that which is

taken from a distant stream?" "Water from the source," replied the

singers. "Well, then," said the emperor, "return to the original

source of St. Gregory, of whom you have evidently corrupted the

chant." The prince then requested the pope to give him some

singers, who would correct the defects of the French singers. The

pope immediately deputed two very learned singers, named Theodore

and Benoit, to undertake this office, and gave them antiphonaries

noted by St. Gregory himself. One of these singers the emperor

placed at Soissons and the other at Metz, commanding all the French
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singers to correct their books from theirs, and to learn singing as

well as instrumental accompaniment of them. Though this com

mand met with some obstacles from the obstinacy or incapacity of

tie various singers, yet the Roman chant which Charlemagne thus

established in France, continued generally in use till the commence

ment of the eighteenth century ; about which time the French bishops

took it in their heads to reform the liturgy, and consequently the

church music. This attempt succeeded, though, with regard to

chanting, its effects were deplorable j for being now left almost

estirely to the management of ignorant people, devoid of taste, and

ewn, at times, to illiterate schoolmasters, they substituted for the

Roman chant, which, notwithstanding its extreme simplicity, had

alwap retained some sort of rhythm, they substituted, I repeat, a

sbvenljand insipid style of church music, which indeed had little

Bore of tinging than the name. I must here avow the wish that at

the next reformation of the French liturgy, which it appears is to

Replace sooner or later, the Roman plain-chant may be substituted

for these miserable compositions, and reestablished in those rights of

*hich it should never have been deprived. It was about the same

period, that is to say, in the reign of Pepin, father of Charlemagne,

that organs were first introduced in the west. In 757, the emperor

of lie east (Constantine Copronymus) sent one to that prince, who

presented it to the church of St. Corneille, at Compiegne. They

*>ra became universally used in the churches of France, Italy, and

England. The organ was at that time very little understood, and

*M exclusively confined to the performance of the regal, which is

»ow do longer known j though its introduction is not the less remark

et, from the influence which this instrument has at all times possessed

werthe progress of the art, as we shall presently perceive.

Second Mm.—Developement of the Modem System.

behave now noticed in what manner the melange of the musical

'teas of barbarous nations with the remains of Grecian music gave

Wth to the modern system, and shall next proceed to observe

*• gradual developement of this system. This developement may

traced to three principal periods : first, the creation of the

Pant or scale, and of modern notation ; secondly, the invention of

•w^m rhythm; and thirdly, the determining of the value of notes,
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and of the rules of counterpoint. To these same periods may be

traced the origin and progress of composition : we shall therefore

discuss them simultaneously, as we originally intended.

Invention of the Gamut and Origin of Counterpoint.

The invention of the gamut presupposes a certain degree of pro

gress in the musical system, in the same manner that the alphabet

conveys the preliminary idea of the existence ofa language. I make

this remark that the scale of music may not be confounded with the

system, which might otherwise easily be the case. It was in the

commencement of the eleventh century, in the year 1022, that

the musical scale first took the form which it now retains. This

reformation was chiefly owing to Guido, a Benedictine monk of the

monastery of Pomposa, born about 990, at Arezzo, a little town of

Tuscany; for which reason he is commonly called in France, Guy

d'Arezze. Duly to appreciate the talents of this celebrated man, we

should recall to mind what we have already said in regard to the

tetrachords of the Greeks, and the reform of St. Gregory ; and we

should know that, in the intervening time between the death of that

great pontiff and the period of which we are now speaking, many

attempts were made to improve musical notation. Indeed, it may

easily be conceived, that letters placed on syllables, to indicate sounds,

could not be quickly understood j it was therefore found necessary

io seek some more intelligible method. That which most naturally

occurred was, to place the letters at different degrees of height from

each other, analogous to the elevation or depression of the voice, and

to mark these degrees in a more accurate manner by means of parallel

lines. This was the method employed before Guy, and he only

simplified and regulated it. Instead of repeating the letter, Guy

merely wrote it at the commencement of the line, and, whenever it

afterwards occurred, simply put a dot in its place. Shortly after, he

rendered this still plainer, by placing dots in the intervals of the

lines ; using these intervals to denote degrees, by which he reduced

the distances from one note to another, and made the scale much

easier to perform at sight. Guy likewise added to the ancient system

a bass note answering to sol, on the first line of the clef Fa : he

designated this note by the gamma of the Greeks, (r) and it is from

this sign that the series of sounds in the system take their name of
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imst. To these inventions he added another; that of counting by

heiachords instead of tetrachords, and of designating by the sylla

ble, si, re, mi,fa, sol, la, the major hexachord, upon whatever degree

aftk system it was placed : this was the foundation of his method of

solmisation, which, however, it would be tedious to explain here.

Ike invention of counterpoint is likewise attributed to him, though ,

siiaout any foundation. It is true he was one of the first who

note ob the subject, but he was not the inventor : for though this

irt had made little progress, still it was known before Guy's time,

Hi the following was its real origin.

H e just now observed, that the organ was introduced into France in

ike year 757, and soon became universal in the churches of the west.

It was directly used as an accompaniment to the voice. This accom-

Vuiimea: was at first entirely in unison; but the facility with which

nwai sounds could be distinguished at once, occasioned the remark,

Ika, imong the various union of sounds, many were agreeable to the

The minor third was one of the first remarked for its pleasing

kmnoiy, and was therefore generally used, though only at the close of

•ttiir.aswsshall perceive from the following example:

1*1 *

ill

 

»ad this method was called organizing. There were likewise many

"her methods; for instance, holding on the sound of the organ on

*>ae note below the chant or singing part, or playing the air a

hMfc below or a fifth above, and frequently both together, which

'«! was called double organization. Soon after, this method was

"*<Ved in singing without the organ ; and from thence the terms

meaning double chant, triple, quadruple, medius, motet, quintet,

*•**, fcc, all of which preceded the term counterpoint. An unin-

•"fspted series of authors anterior to Guy, as Notker, Remi of

*«erre, Hucbald, and Odon de Cluny, testify the origin and progress

•f this art, and historically demonstrate its being a modern invention,

uuknown to the ancients. Their writings, as well as those of

•J tad of J. Coton, (his commentator) are to be found in the

'•table collection which the prince abbe; Gerbert published under

^ title of * ' Scriptores EccUsiastici de Mvsicd Sacrd potissimum, #c."
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The Invention of Modern Rhythm.

As tbe plain-chant consisted of notes of equal value, and as, up to

the period of which we have been speaking, it was the only music

studied by the learned, rhythm was never mentioned, for being almost

entirely null, it could not be considered an object of speculation.

From that time, either from the circumstance of profane music,

which contained a more distinct rhythm, having risen to a greater

degree of importance, or from musicians having begun to feel the ne

cessity of stricter time when the organ and voice moved together, it is

certain that this branch of the art began more fully to be considered.

The first author who wrote on the subject was Franco, called by some

Franco of Cologne, and by others Franco of Paris. This author,

whose birthplace it appears was uncertain, was supposed to have

been a scholar of the cathedral of Liege in 1065 ; that is to say, in

the year in which William duke of Normandy conquered England,

and introduced into this country, which was still in a state of bar

barism, the germ of manners and civilisation. Before Franco, many

attempts at the improvement of this part of the musical art had been

made, as he himself affirms ; but it appears he was decidedly the first

who reduced into a system the rules respecting rhythm, which had

been established before his time, also extending and correcting them :

this entitles him, at least, to be considered as the first classical author

on the subject, if not tbe inventor, and as the source from whence,

for some time, all subsequent authors resorted for information. The

whole of Franco's work, entitled " Franconis Musica et Cantus Men-

surabilis," is inserted in the collection of M. Gerbert. It contains

an introduction and thirteen'chapters : the ten first, with the exception

of the second, are on rhythm ; the second and three last relate to

descant. Without entering into the details of the work, I shall

endeavour to give an adequate conception of his doctrine. Measured

music, which he considers far superior to plain music, he describes

as a chant measured by long and short intervals of time; these

intervals of time being expressed either by the voice or by rests. The

subsequent details clearly prove, that the organ and organization

were the origin of musical rhythm. He distinguishes three degrees

of time, the long, the breve, and the semibreve. The long may

be divided into the perfect, imperfect, or double. It is perfect when
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in the time of three or triple ; for, s ays the pious doctor, three is

the most perfect number, being the emblem of the holy Trinity, and

it is imperfect when in the time of two : the double is unnecessary

to explain. There are also two kinds of breves, which, however, he

does not describe. The semibreve is major or minor. The forms

of the notes are as follows : the long, tne double long, |H |; the

breve, |; and the semibreve, Besides their own proper value,

they have many accidental properties, which, for the sake of brevity,

most here remain unnoticed. He indicates, also, the mark of relative

rests or pauses. He then proceeds to distinguish five modes, or ele

ments of rhythm : the first mode contains longs, or a long followed

by a breve ; the second a long preceded by a breve ; the third a

long and two breves ; the fourth two breves and a long; and, finally,

the fifth, composed of two semibreves and two breves. These are

the elements of his rhythmopoeia. With regard to descant, he defines

it to be the union of several melodies, concordant with each other,

and composed of different figures : he distinguishes four species of

descant, namely; simple, prolate, (prolatus) troncate, (troncatus)

4&d copulate. To these four species belong consonances and disso

nances. There are three kinds of consonances, the perfect, imperfect,

and middling. The first kind consists of those of which the sounds

can hardly be separately distinguished, as in the octave, and unison ;

the second, where the sounds are perfectly distinct, as in the major

and minor third; the middling consonance includes the fifth and

fourth. Dissonances are of two kinds, perfect and imperfect : the

perfect are the semitone, the tritone, and the major or minor third

with the fifth ; the imperfect are the major and minor third. He

speaks afterwards of the use of consonances, and points out some

rales, which however are difficult to understand, on account of the

imperfection of the examples. An obvious progress is nevertheless

visible in these examples, in which we particularly remark the use

of the major or minor sixth between two octaves: this is the first

example of the kind to be found in the records of the art.
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After Franco, music remained in the same state, particularly with

•*g»rd to harmony, for more than a century ; which may be.attributed

Tou t. c
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to the crusades taking place about that time, and so completely

occupying the attention of all Europe. I shall therefore merely men

tion, in a cursory manner, Walter Odington, a Benedictine monk of

Eversham, in England, who flourished in 1240, and whose work, " De

Speculatione Musicte," is only a commentary on the doctrine of Franco,

enriched with a few developements relative to time. As much may

be said with regard to the work of another English author, Robert

of llandlo, entitled " Regulce cum maximis Magistri Franconis, cum

Additionibus aliorum Muticorum, compilata per R. de H.," dated 1326.

To give, however, some idea of the composition of that time, I shall

here cite a specimen taken from a manuscript of the thirteenth

century.

C3 ° O
-O* _ m ^ Q -©••

Agnus De i qui toi lis pec ca ta

» • i 1. » * • 3,

mun di mi se ft re bis

This descant was composed on the following rule : " Those who

chant, should remark if the chant ascends or descends. If it ascends,

the double note is sung j if it descends, the fifth note."

Towards the close of the thirteenth century, we find another com

mentator on Franco, far more interesting than the before-mentioned,

and who, in some respects, may be styled an inventor. This was

Marchetti, of Padua, author of several works, particularly one on

plain-chant, bearing date, Verona, 1274. He must have written this

work when very young, for we have another of his, on mea

sured music, dedicated to Robert, king of Naples ; and this prince

reigned from 1309 to 1344. We find by these writings, that, at this

period, they had admitted a new degree of subdivision of time, by

adding a fourth to the three before-mentioned times or values,

namely, the minim. Descant had also advanced a little ; and about

this time, chromatic passages were first used. The following are

specimens.
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The author gives the theory of them, and treats of chromatic and

enharmonic genera at some length. In short, it is evident the art

had then sensibly advanced. This remark is confirmed by the

writiugs of John de Muris, doctor of the Sarbonne, who some say

was an Englishman, others, a Parisian, and others again, a Norman ;

the latter of which is most probable. He was long looked upon as

the author of all the inventions we have been mentioning, particu

larly of rhythm and the form of notes ; and would most probably

still have been considered so, if the researches of M. Gerbert and

Dr. Barney had not proved the contrary. It even appears he did not

considerably aid the advancement of musical notation ; in regard to

harmony, however, we are much indebted to him. The impropriety

of making two consecutive perfect consonances by similar move

ment, was first suggested in his writings ; as were many other pre

cepts relating to the succession of intervals, which are observed to

this day. We also find in his works, for the first time, the term

counterpoint used instead of descant. It would appear that, about

this time, there was a great variety of opinions respecting the rules

of counterpoint, for the doctor complains of the continual changes

in the art of music ; and about the same period, that is to say in the

year 1322, pope John XXII. issued a bull, forbidding the use of the

descant in churches, it having degenerated into abuses, and having no

longer any fixed principles. It is believed that John ofMuris was still

living in the year 1345. He, as well as Franco, had many comment

ators ; amongst whom were Philip de Vitry, of whom little more is

known than the name, and Prodoscimo de Beldomando, of Padua,

who was a professor of music in that town in the year 1422, but

whose writings are now lost. From the thirteenth century to the

tlose of the fifteenth, there is a complete vacancy in the his

tory of counterpoint. It is generally supposed that no vestige now

c 2
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remains of the compositions of that period. But Mr. Perne, of Paris,

has discovered, amongst the manuscripts of the royal library of

France, some sufficiently important materials to authorize the hope

that this interval may yet be filled up.

Fixation of the System of the Values ofNotes, and of the Prin

ciples of Counterpoint.

Towards the close of the fourteenth century, the rhythmical feet,

as determined by Franco, began to be abandoned, and as many

sounds were introduced into the measure or metre, as the sub

division of the different orders of notes at that time would permit.

New forms or figures now became necessary to represent new values

of time ; these were formed towards the close of the fourteenth and

beginning of the fifteenth century. Not that we discover any

traces of their origin in the writings of that period, nor does Pro-

doscimo, who wrote in 1412, mention them ; but we find them not

only instituted, but fixed and regulated, in authors of rather a later

date, particularly in the writings of John Tinctor, who was first

chapel-master to Ferdinand, king of Naples, and subsequently canon

and doctor at Nivelle, in Brabant ; he must therefore have lived in

the second half of the fifteenth century. This author left many mu

sical works ; amongst which is his dictionary of music, the first ever

formed. He published it under the title " Defnitorium Urminorum

Musica," the best possible title for a dictionary ; as these sort of

works should be simply collections of definitions, and not alphabetical

treatises. The doctrine we find in John Tinctor is much better

developed in the works of Franchino GafiForio. This writer forms, in

truth, a memorable epoch in the history of music, as well by the

extent as the stability of his doctrine. He was born at Lodi in 1451,

and was named, in 1484, chapel-master of the cathedral at Milan,

and professor at the public school of music, founded in that town by

L. Sforce. Of the works he left, or rather, with which we are now

acquainted, the most valuable is that entitled " Pratica Musica,

printed at Milan in 1496, and one of the first musical treatises ever

published by means of the press. It is divided into four books. The

first treats of harmony, that is to say, intonation, for at that time the

word harmony possessed the same signification as with the ancients ;

the second treats of measured chant ; the third of counterpoint ; and
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the fourth of musical proportions. The second and third are the only

books interesting to us, the first containing nothing new. As to the

value of notes, Gafforio considers five as essential, which are the five

principal notes, and their corresponding rests, namely, the maxim,

(1) ; the long, (2) ; the breve, (3) ; the semibreve, (4) ; and the

minim, (5). There are likewise lesser figures, as the semi-minim,

of ■which there are two kinds, the major semi-minim (6), and the

minor semi-minim (7). Each of these have also a corresponding

rest ; tbe long has two rests, one denoting perfection (a), the other

imperfection (6).

\-—I □ □ o
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Tbe relation these notes bear one to the other, is denoted by dif

ferent terms. The relation of the maxim with the long is called the

vuqor mode, that of the long with the breve, minor mode, that of the

brere with the semibreve is called time, lastly, that of the semibreve

with the minim, prolation. At rather a more remote period, this prola-

tion was styled minor prolation, and the relation of the minim to the

semi-minim, major prolation. Each of these relations may be per

fect or imperfect, that is to say, triple or double ; and that quoties is

designated by different signs. Besides this, these relations are per

fectly independent of each other, which occasions innumerable com

binations. The most generally used, as we find from Glareanus,

were first, those in which all the relations are double ; secondly,

that in which all are doubled, except time : these correspond, the

first to our common time of two, and the second to our mea

sure in triple time, using figures of double value ; the remainder are

included in our compound measures, with a similar modification.

Here then the system of values is fixed, if we except some slight mo

difications, of which we shall presently have to speak. The third

book of Gafforio is divided into fifteen chapters. The two first treat

ing, in a general manner, of counterpoint and its different kinds j the

third containing eight rules on the succession of consonances, which

role* are much the same as those in use at the present day ; the fourth
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chapter is on dissonances, and plainly proves that they employed

those intervals in the time of the writer,
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but with much circumspection, not longer than for the value of

a minim, in passages and by syncope, and even this very rarely.

Upon this point, he cites various composers who made use of them

without any scruple, as Dunstable, Binchois, Dufay, Brasart, &c. ;

and concludes by agreeing that many of these intervals may be used

with propriety. The fifth and sixth chapters are on fourths, and

show how they were at that time used ; the seventh treats of sixths

and thirds ; the remaining chapters relate to the arrangement of the

different parts. The last but one is remarkable for a singular speci

men of a piece, entirely composed of discords ; it used to be chanted

on the eve of the festival des Moris, in the church of Milan, and was

called " Litanitc Mortuorum Discordanles." The following is a verse

of it.

1✓
* * • m. ** • a a • m m 1

1
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Gafforio remarks with great truth, that it is totally in opposition to

good sense, and to every description of good taste. Satisfied with

laying down general precepts, Gafforio avoids all details with regard

to the form of musical pieces, or to the composers of his time. We

find, however, from J. Tinctor, that, at that time, canons were used,

and were termed fugues ; even enigmatical canons were known.

We also observe the division of music into spiritual and profane ; the

former called motet, the latter cantilena. The collections of that

period, and others of rather a later date, offer a -choice of composi

tions, and display the talents of some composers still worthy of our

investigation. We shall now, therefore, turn our attention to this
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povnt, resuming events from an earlier period. We have previously

seen, that when the invasions of northern nations had completed the

finil destruction and dismemberment of the western empire, music

ni reduced to the ecclesiastical chant and the national songs of the

barbarians ; to which may be added those of the nation whom they

bad conquered. The first distinction between the severe and ideal

style is here easily perceived. A collection of popular songs of the

middle age, mostly composed by the troubadours, successors of the

ancient bards, or by priests and musicians of the same period, such as

Baoalde Coney, Thibaut, count of Champagne, and others, will give

a correct notion of the ideal style ; whilst as to the severe style, it

was confined to plain-chant and the counterpoints composed on it.

At the period, however, to which we now allude, counterpoint

rapidly advanced ; the invention of canons soon leading to that of

/ofues, and many other artificial compositions : the revolution was

atfeed so sudden and complete, that the art of composition appeared

entirely new. According to the testimony of ancient writers, the com

posers who appear to have acted the principal part in this revolution

were, first, J. Dunstable, an Englishman, who died in 1453 or 1458,

and who, from the resemblance of the name, has been often mistaken

for St. Dunstan, who flourished in the eleventh century ; and next,

bis contemporaries in France, Dufay and Binchois. These were

immediately succeeded by Ockenheim, Busnois, Regis, and Caron.

This is Tinctor's account, who also wrongly attributes the invention

of measured chant to J. Dunstable ; in which mistake he has been

followed by Seb. Heyden, who wrote in 1537, and subsequently by

1. Nucius, who joins to Ockenheim, Busnois, &c. many other com

posers, as Josquin de Pres, H. Isaac, L. Senfel, B. Ducis, &c. : these

last, however, are of posterior date. It is believed that the compo-

ntions of Dufay and Busnois are now extinct, as well as those of

Regis, Caron, and Binchois, who flourished at the commencement and

middle of the fifteenth century. Of that period, we have but one canon,

in six parts, which is rather a good composition, and may be found in

Dr. Burney's History of Music, vol. ii. p. 405 ; many works, how

ever, still remain of the ancient masters of the Flemish and French

schools, who flourished about 1480, and subsequently. These two

schools were at that time highly renowned. According to Guichardin

and others, the Flemish was the more ancient of the two, and fur

nished all Europe with singers nnd composers. Amongst the most
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celebrated of the Flemish masters, were James Obrecht or Hobrecht,

J. Ockenheim, and, above all, Josquin de Pres. The earliest of these

three was Obrecht, music-master to the celebrated Erasmus j he was

born in 1467, and, it is said, had such facility in composition, that in

one night he composed a beautiful mass : this appears an amazing

effort of genius, when we reflect on the extraordinary difficulty of his

compositions. He lived towards the close of the fifteenth century.

John Ockenheim was a composer of rather later date ; he composed

a mass for nine choirs and thirty-six parts, replete with artificial pas

sages. The celebrated Josquin de Pres was his pupil, who was

unanimously regarded by his contemporaries as the best composer of

his time. Of this celebrated man we have still various pieces which

evince the most profound knowledge of his art. He was a singer at

Rome, and subsequently chapel-master to Louis XH. of France ; he

died about the year 1520. After him, we may place Pierre de la Rue,

B. Ducis, and other composers, who, up to Orlando de Lassus, main

tained the glory of the Flemish school. The ancient French

school was likewise very celebrated ; its principal composer was

Ant. Bromel, a pupil of Ockenheim, and contemporary of Josquin.

We remark, likewise, Fevim of Orleans ; J. Mouton, chapel-master

to Francis I. ; Arcadelt, Verdelot, L'Heritier, Goudimel, and others

that I cannot here enumerate. In Germany, about the same period,

we find H. Finck, H. Isaac, L. Senfel, and others. The collections

of Peutinger, Bodenschaft, and several more, make known the names

and works of above two hundred composers, who flourished between

the years 1450 and 1580, or thereabouts, and to whom fugues and

the most difficult compositions were mere diversions, which they

wrote with the greatest ease and correctness. The Dodecachordon of

Glareanus contains a selection of chef-d'oeuvres of the ablest of these

masters, sufficient to gratify the curiosity of any reader. I propose,

myself, to devote one of the parts of my collection of classical music

to these works, thus rendering due homage to the memory of these

patriarchs of harmony.

Third JEra.—Perfecting of the Modern System.

The era which we have now attained, is certainly the most im

portant of all, being the goal and result of the preceding. It

appears to offer to our notice, the permanency of various parts of
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the art, as well of those which regard the foundation of the system,

as of those that relate to the different kinds of musical composition.

In fact, when we see doctrines, established without any variation for

nearly three centuries, being considered as fundamental principles ;

when we see chef-d'eeuvres admired for an equal length of time, and

regarded as impossible, I will not say to be eclipsed, but even to be

equalled j it may with reason be supposed, that, in many points, the

art has attained the utmost limits of perfection, and that if it does not

now remain stationary at the same point, it can only recede, unless in

deed the whole system were to experience a complete revolution, equal

to that which has already taken place with the music of the ancients.

To proceed with regularity, I must divide this article into two parts.

In the first I shall speak of the art itself, and its progress, without

any express allusion to the individuals or nations who contributed to

its advancement ; in the second part 1 shall consider the question in an

opposite point of view, and allude at some length to the schools and

individuals.

i First Part.—0/ the Art itself.

■What we have to say with regard to the art itself, must be dis

cussed under two principal heads, namely, the musical system, pro

perly so called, and the different styles of composition : this will be

the substance of the two following sections.

First Section,—Of the Musical System.

Amongst the various combinations which resulted from the per

fection or imperfection of the ancient modes, themes, and prolations,

there is one which, according to Glareanus and other authors, was at

all times the most prevalent ; I mean that one, in which all the

values of the notes were imperfect, that is to say, in a double or sub-

double ratio. After a time, this combination became so general, that

it was in some sort exclusive, and was regarded as the foundation

of all the musical relations. To this first simplification of the system

of values, various modifications succeeded, which were brought about

by the use of bars. As far as I can discover, bars were first intro

duced by composers who were desirous to render their calculation

of corresponding values easier, and therefore hit on the idea of en

closing, within the same fixed space, as many notes of the score as
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would agree with one note of great duration, such as a maxim or a

long ; thus, in the origin of bar writing, they only drew a bar at

every eighth or every fourth measure. The works published in 1600

are printed in this manner, and are the first known with any kind of

bars, which were not very generally adopted till about one hundred

years after. The distance between the bars was in time diminished,

till they enclosed but one measure, as in the present day ; the only

exception now being in the d cnpella time, namely, in two semibreves,

with a quick movement, when the bars are still marked only every

second measure, to avoid their too frequent repetition : this time is,

however, rarely used, except in Italy, the French and German com

posers having mostly submitted this measure also to the prevailing

custom. The introduction of bars with their gradual increase, has

produced the natural result of bringing into disuse notes of great

value, and at the present period the note of highest value is the semi-

breve, if we except the breve in capella time. As for the round

and the maxim they are now no longer known, except by the learned.

But in lieu of these the moderns have wonderfully multiplied the

diminished notes, by forming crotchets, quavers, semiquavers, &c.

which are now very common, though formerly they were scarcely

known, except in instrumental music, and then but rarely. The

form of these notes has likewise sustained an alteration, though

scarcely worth noticing. Formerly, the head of the note was square ;

towards the middle of the seventeenth century they were formed

round, or of an inclined oval ; and in the course of one hundred years

the round became universal, and is the form retained up to the pre

sent time. Rhythm, as we have previously seen, has sustained but

slight variation j but it has been quite the reverse with sounds, and

consequently with harmony and counterpoint. Till the close of the

fifteenth century, the degenerated tones of the Greeks, as preserved

in the chant of the Roman church, served, not only as a foundation

to ecclesiastical chanting, and to the works of composers who en

deavoured to harmonize those chants, or to compose according to

that system, but various profane songs of that time', which we still

possess, and some of which are to this day popular, appear to have

partaken of the ecclesiastical modes. In the course of the sixteenth

century, however, a movement appeared, which led the art to that

state of perfection to which it has now attained. To dispel what

ever may appear vague or obscure in this remark, it is necessary to
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give a clear idea of what is meant in music by tone or mode, and

subsequently, to demonstrate the relations subsisting between the

modem and ecclesiastical modes. No one endowed with the most

ordinary musical organization, or capable of the slightest observation,

can fail to have remarked the tendency that every musical piece has

to terminate on some particular note or sound, for which, if another

were substituted, the air would be rendered incomplete. This

experiment may be tried on the most simple tunes known. You say

of a piece of music, it is in the key of such a note, when it ends on

that note or sound, and which note is called the tonic or principal j

now, if you decompose a piece of music which is supposed to be,

throughout, in the same key, you will find it is composed of a certain

number of different keys, each having a direct affinity to the principal

key note. The ensemble or system of these affinities constitutes the

musical mode ; and if, from the tonic to the octave, you place all the

intermediate sounds in regular succession, you will form the scale of

your mode. It is possible to imagine & great number of different

modes, from which may be formed a variety of systems. Each of

these systems of modes will constitute essentially the same number

of idioms or musical languages, which will belong to various races

of men. Thus the eastern nations appear to have had a system of

modes quite different from ours, and, indeed, we have not to this day

any very distinct idea of them. We have already explained in what

the tones of the Greeks consisted, from which were derived the

ecclesiastical tones. At the present day we have but two modes,

namely, the major mode, the scale of which is contained in ut, re,

mi, fa, sol, la, si, ut ; and the minor mode, in which the ascending

scale is la, si, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la ; and in descending, la, sol, fa,

mi, re, ut, si, la; this is, at least, according to the notions at present

existing, though, according to my idea, there is still much want of

precision and accuracy in the theory of this subject. However

this may be, these modes are entirely modern, it being hardly more

than one hundred or one hundred and fifty years (I cannot precisely,

state the period) since they have become prevalent, indeed exclusively

to, and to the extent of rendering it a doubtful question, whether or

not the modern nations of Europe can ever accustom their feelings to

any other system of tones, and further whether all other such systems

arc not, for them, rather systems of modulation, that is to say, of con

catenation of modes, than a system of modes, properly so called. I
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shall not stop to examine this question, but merely remark, en passant,

that it was in the sixteenth century that this modern tonality first

became universally known, and began to exercise its influence in

composition. It was in the school of Naples, and particularly in

that of Durante, that it was finally established, at least so far as con

cerns its practice ; for, with regard to its theory, it is still imperfect,

as I have already noticed, and shall soon demonstrate in a work I

am preparing on this subject, and in which, I hope, I have sug

gested some improvements. Modern tonality has not influenced

melody alone, but likewise harmony and counterpoint. If the system

of tones had experienced no variation, the science would have attained

its utmost limits nearly three centuries past. The system remaining

the same, there would have been nothing to add to the labours of

Ockenheim, Josquin, Bromel, Larue, Mouton, Orlando, and other

learned masters of the ancient French and Flemish schools ; and this

we find Zarlino, Artusi, and all didactic authors, declaring, who

wrote under the impression of the ancient opinions on the subject ;

but the alterations which subsequently took place in the tonal sys

tem, necessarily led to changes in the other branches of composition.

In the first place, harmony experienced, though slowly, a complete

revolution. The ancient contrapuntists had an established and

almost exclusive rule to add the third and fifth to all the notes of the

scale, with the exception of that which bears the minor fifth, to which

they put the sixth ; they looked upon all harmony as allowable,

which was exempt from a succession of fifths and octaves : but the

doctrine of the new modes soon displayed the errors of this harmony,

which formed an infinity of bad combinations, such as the sixth with

the third, or frequently on many other degrees of the scale : it was

on the above principle, that Palestrina and all his school wrote. But

the most important point had yet to be divulged. A schoolmaster

in Lombardy, (Charles Monteverde) who flourished about 1590,

invented the harmony of the dominant ; he was also the first who

dared to use the seventh and even the ninth of the dominant, openly

and without preparation; he likewise employed the minor fifth as a

consonance, which had always before been used as a dissonance. Thus

the tonal harmony became known ; and his principle being once

admitted, all its consequences were naturally deduced, and musicians

arrived, almost insensibly, at the conclusion, that only three essential

harmonies were to be acknowledged in the mode, namely, that of the
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tonic, of the dominant, and of the sub-dominant j which are all that

should be placed, either direct or inverted, on these notes and on

those comprised in their harmony. Charles Monteverde likewise in

troduced into composition double dissonances, which were soon suc

ceeded by triple dissonances, and diminished and altered chords. It

must naturally be supposed, that counterpoint was in some degree

affected by these innovations j it now became usual to employ inter

vals in melody, which had, till then, been totally interdicted, and the

intervals in harmony soon succeeded each other in a way till then

unknown. About this time L. Viadana de Lodi formed the idea of

giving to the instrumental bass a different melody from that of the

vocal, to which it had hitherto strictly adhered j he further proposed

to make this new bass reign throughout the piece, to consider it as

the basis of the whole composition, and to represent by figures the

chord it was to carry. In these points alone can he be considered as

the inventor of fundamental bass, for it does not appear he in any

way added to harmony. All these innovations excited the indignation

of the masters attached to the ancient rules ; but at length sense and

experience overcame their vague and abstract reasonings. At first,

indeed, these new methods were merely applied to profane and

modern music, and the ecclesiastical chants continued to be formed

on the ancient rules, somewhat mitigated, however, according to the

method of Palestrina and the Roman school ; but, towards the close

of the seventeenth century, they began, in practice, to consider the

church tones merely as a form to enchain or keep within bounds the

modern tones, and according to this principle they applied tonal har

mony to their ecclesiastical compositions. It is thus that the school

of Naples, particularly Durante, considered the subject, and the

modern tones are now universally acknowledged in church music.

Practice has ever, in all the arts, preceded theory, or rather doctrine j

and indeed it should always be thus, for doctrine should merely ob

serve the operations of genius and reduce them to principles j it

should not advance too quickly, thereby exposing itself to be con

tradicted by experience. If we examine the successive doctrines of

the period we have been surveying, we shall find an additional proof

of the truth of these observations. P. Aaron, L. Fogliani, and all

those who wrote during the two first generations of the sixteenth

century, added little to the improvements of the fifteenth. Zarlino,

who published in 1571 his "Harmonic Institutions," collected and
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developed all the theories and precepts established up to his time ;

and his work was then considered, and for long after, as the most

eminently classical ever written on music. Far, however, was he

from preceding in knowledge the composers of his day, for he appears

not to have heard of Palestrina, who flourished about 1552. All

Zarlino's doctrine was established on the practice of the masters of

the Flemish school, of whom he himself was a pupil. In this he

was followed by Artusi, Zacconi, and others, who wrote towards

the close of the sixteenth century. D. P. Ceroni, who published

at Naples, in 1613, his " Melopeo y Maestro," narrowed the bound

aries of the doctrines of music. He modified his instructions

according to those of Palestrina and other masters of the Roman

school. Galeazzo Sabbatini, who, in 1644, gave rules for thorough

bass, wrote on the same principles. But it was not until we pos

sessed the treatises of Berardi, Buononcini, and Gasparini, towards

the close of the seventeenth or commencement of the eight

eenth century, that the practices in counterpoint, introduced at

the close of the sixteenth century, were reduced into a theore

tical system ; from that time to this, these doctrines have re

mained nearly the same as they were established by the last-

named authors. Hitherto, I have cited neither French nor German

authors ; for this reason, that they have generally been behindhand

with the Italian in precept, and I have merely wished to trace the

progress of the art, and not the history of different schools. But

towards the commencement of the eighteenth century, a French

writer produced some sensation with regard to doctrine; I mean Ra-

meau, who affirmed that all rules, up to his time, were merely blind

traditions, without connection or foundation, and proposed reducing

them to a few precepts which he pretended to deduce from the laws

of physics. As the opinions of this celebrated man have for some

time been much in vogue in France, and have had a useful influence

on certain points of musical doctrine, I cannot here dispense with

giving some idea of them. If we examine the various chords used in

accompaniment, we shall find they may all be traced to different

combinations of certain groups of sounds. For example, the chords

ut, mi, sol, mi, sol, ut, sol, ut, mi, are evidently but three combina

tions of the sounds ut, mi, sol j the chords sol, si, re, fa, si, re, fa>

eol, re, fa, sol, si, fa, sol, si, re, are four combinations of the sounds

sol, si, re, fa ; in which each sound becomes successively the bass,
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the arrangement of the higher sounds being perfectly indifferent.

Now, if we consider one of the chords which are composed of the

ame sounds as principal, the others may be viewed merely as de

pendents. With this idea the ancients were perfectly acquainted,

sad they considered that chord as principal, in which all the sounds

were placed at intervals of thirds ; the remaining chords (composed

cf the same sounds) being inversions of the first. Some ignorant

writers have attributed the origin of this idea to Rameau. In this

they are mistaken, and to be convinced of their error, they have only

to glance at the writings of Zarlino, Berardi, and others, when they

will find that the above idea, which is indeed founded in truth, had

long been familiar to the ancients. What may with truth, however,

be attributed to Rameau is, his having endeavoured to include all the

\»ws of harmony in those laws which govern the principal chords.

To this end, he names these chords fundamental chords; the note

which acts as bass he calls the fundamental note ; and finally he terms

ftmdimenial bass that hypothetical buss which is formed solely by the

fundamental note. This being decided, he next proceeds to prescribe

rales for the formation of this bass, or rather for the succession of

fundamental chords ; and, according to his doctrine, harmony will

he rezalar whenever the chords of which it is formed, being brought

faaei to their fundamental chords, offer successions in the bass cor

respondent to the rules which he has established. Unfortunately

nothing can be more erroneous than this doctrine : experience and a

arvey of those cases in which this method has been adopted, prove,

firrt, that a fundamental succession of notes, according to the method

of Rameau, may have very bad derived successions ; secondly, that

ea the contrary, from excellent and generally admitted derived suc

cessions, frequently arise fundamental successions, which he rejects

as faulty. We should add, that Rameau, likewise, takes no notice

of aiany chords universally practised as good, nor can he explain

their successions. For these different reasons, Rameau's system never

obtained the approbation of any clever practitioner : for a short time

it met with some success in France, but now it is entirely laid aside ;

indeed it never was of any other use than to attract the attention of

didactic writers to the theory of inversions, and to procure us some

lists of chords more or less complete, considered under this point of

»iew, as for instance they have been by Marpurg, De Knecht, De

Sabbatini, &c. The habit thus acquired in France of considering
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harmony in a systematic point of view, at length produced a much

more important advantage. When the conservatory, established at

Paris towards the close of the eighteenth century, determined, for the

benefit of the pupils, to invent and adopt an elementary work, a

professor of that establishment (Catel) proposed a treatise on har

mony, which of all those hitherto published agrees best with the

practice observed for nearly two centuries past. He considers as na

tural chords, all such as are commonly termed consonances, also all

dissonant chords used without preparation ; he examines in a sum

mary manner their principal successions, and demonstrates in what

way, by means of the anticipations, retardations, and alterations of

which they are susceptible, they produce all artificial chords or dis

sonances properly so called. This doctrine had been previously

taught by the school of Durante, as we find from the small treatise

of Fenaroli, entitled " Regole per li principiante, Src" and was likewise

established in Germany, as we find by the history of Forkel, (Introd.

art. 6"7.) j but Catel produced it in a much clearer and more decided

form, and it has been adopted in France by all able musicians ; in

deed it must be considered a most important step in the doctrine of

harmony. I imagine it is possible to effect still greater improve

ments in this point j but to do this, it would be necessary to dissipate

some errors which still obscure the theory of tonality, and we can

not discuss that point here. If we now take a general survey of the

past and present state of the science, we shall clearly perceive how

our system has succeeded to that of the Greeks, from which it differs

wholly with regard to modes, and over which it has sustained consi

derable improvement, with regard to rhythm ; we shall observe its

progressive rise and attainment of its present state of perfection ; we

shall sec how the theory of the art, originally established on the an

cient system, and without any regard, at least but little, and that

merely from condescension, to the developements of the new system,

has continued in some degree up to the present day, and has diffused

an universal influence j in the same manner as the generality of our

grammars now in use are founded on those of ancient languages,

notwithstanding the difference that exists in their genius and con

struction. From this conviction, acquired by analogy and close ob

servation, we arrive at the conclusion that the didactic part of music

is now in want of a master, who, with clearness and decision, shall

be able to fix the limits of the different systems and different styles,
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and to determine the requisites for each. What we are now about

to state concerning the various styles of composition, may furnish

some new ideas on this subject.

Second Section.—Of the Styles of Composition.

If we have so long deferred alluding to the different styles of com

position, it is not from an idea that the period we are now discussing

is the first in which these various styles could be distinguished. For

ages past they have existed, and though, in their developements,

they have exercised a reciprocal influence, yet there has always ex

isted constitutive and characteristic distinctions between them ; but

the fact is, it would have been by far too, arduous a task, and would

have led me into long details," to trace the origin and progress of each

of these styles separately ; I have therefore reserved till now, the

little I intend stating on the subject, being aware that I shall find it

occasionally requisite to retrace events some way back. Four princi

pal styles are admitted in music; church music, chamber music,

dramatic music, and instrumental music : these will be the subject

of the following articles.

Article First.—Church Music.

It is well known that church music admits of four distinct species,

the style a capella, the accompanied style, the concertante style, and

lastly the oratorio.

Of these kinds, that which most decidedly belongs to the church,

is the style a capella. This is a kind of composition generally writ

ten on the tones of the plain-chant, in the time of two, and for voices,

■without any accompaniment ; this species is subdivided into four

sorts, the plain-chant, the faux-bourdon, the counterpoint on the

plain-chant, and the ecclesiastical fugued counterpoint. One of

these sorts (the plain-chant) we have already sufficiently mentioned ;

indeed, as it has undergone no variation since the time of St. Gre

gory, we have nothing further to relate concerning it.

With regard to thefaux-bourdon, wc have already traced its origin ;

and from this style is derived composition with many parts. This is

the most simple style of all, and consists of a counterpoint of note

against note, in which the bass bears only perfect chords ; it has not

itemed any alteration since the period when the rules of simple

vol. i. d
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composition were unalterably fixed, which may be traced to a more

remote period than the Flemish school. This style exists to the pre

sent day ; but is only used in psalmody and a few canticles.

Counterpoint on the plain-chant is frequently mistaken for and

confounded with the faux-bourdon ; it immediately succeeded the for

mer, and we should certainly understand in this light the famous

bull of pope John XXII. which forbade the use of the faux-bourdon,

as tending to produce confusion and impiety in divine service. Coun

terpoint on the plain-chant consists in forming on the plain-chant,

which is preserved unaltered in one of the parts, various other parts,

and displaying in them all the ingenuity of counterpoint, as imita

tions, fugues, canons, &c. ; its history is blended imperceptibly with

that of composition itself. It was brought to great perfection by the

masters of the Flemish school, who have left many fine productions

in this style : but they have been eclipsed by those of the Italian

school, which possess much more taste and elegance. The finest

specimens of this style were produced in the sixteenth century.

Since that period it has been little attended to in France, and instead

of employing the riches they possessed, the clergy allowed the sub

stitution of a sort of counterpoint, alia mente, which is sung at sight

in chorus, and is called chant from the book (sur le livre.) Padre

Martini says he heard some excellent music in this style : we have

never been so fortunate, as all we have yet known in this style has

been most disgusting. The contrapuntists of the fifteenth and six

teenth centuries did not always confine themselves, in the basis of

their compositions, to the chant of the church books ; they frequently

employed a plain-chant, composed at the moment from their own

idea ; and not unfrequently introduced vulgar airs, sometimes French

songs, and many of them very popular at the time. Among these

we may particularly notice the famous air of " L'Homme Anal,

supposed to be the ancient song of Roland, upon which the most

celebrated composers of those two centuries made a point of coin-

posing difficult and scientific masses. They soon after this deviated

from the rule of confining the leading chant to one particular parti

and derived their successive subjects from the principal traits in the

song or plain-chant, introducing in the parts various kinds of iniite-

tions ; this was the origin of the fugue style. In this sort of compo

sition the sense of the words was completely overlooked, and their

music tended solely to the display of the talents of the composer or
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powers of the singers ; in fact, it was so much abused, that the coun

cil ofTrent deliberated on the means of suppressing music in churches,

aid the decree would certainly have passed, had not some particular

sad local considerations prevented it. In the time of pope Marcellus

II., who reigned in 1552, the impiety of this style of church music

tad reached its utmost height, and he had resolved to reduce it to

the simple Gregorian chant, when a young composer, till then hardly

known, named Palestrina, presented to the pontiff a mass, in a style

entirely new. _Jt was arranged in the same manner as that of which

we have been speaking ; but instead of tumult and noise, this compo

sition offered a religious and noble style, pure harmony, and sweet

ad majestic expression : these are the distinguishing features that

cWactaise the style of Palestrina, and by which he differs from the

fa?aesrr!e of his predecessors ; add to this that he points in a more

fetact manner to the principles of the modern tones, without dis

carding those of the ancients. This author may therefore be justly

considered as the inventor of these united properties, though in fact

ke only improved them, and by that means fixed them, which, in

ralfy is a much greater advantage. Palestrina was considered by

WiKMtssors as a model that could not be equalled ; and this con-

^ieiia, joined to the continual changes in the foundation of the sys-

won induced all composers to renounce a style in which they

coakl acquire but little glory or advantage. Thus, although it is

erach admired, this style is now so little in use, that it would be diffi

cult perhaps to find throughout Europe three composers who would

^Tee in the manner of using it.

The decline of the style d. capella, all the varieties of which, in the

"wse of the sixteenth century, had risen to a degree of perfection

SKe unparalleled, was useful to the other kinds of ecclesiastical

"Bt, and particularly to the accompanied and concerted styles. I

isaa by accompanied style, that in which the voices are accompanied

»» the organ alone, or, at most, with some other low instruments to

sustain the basses ; and by the concerted style, I mean that in which

^voices are accompanied by all sorts of instruments, as well those

°f »high as of a low pitch. It is not easy to determine the precise

'"%in of these styles, nor to trace their progress, there being no

thing very decided with regard to them. It appears, however, that

organ or other instruments, or both together, have at all times

^employed to accompany the voice in church singing j but this

d2
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has varied considerably, according to the time or place ; neither of

them having had any peculiarity of progress or developement. The

first has been much influenced by the progress of the madrigal style,

and the second by that of the theatre, of which we shall presently

speak) simply observing for the present, that inasmuch as we consider

the first of these styles, that is to say, the one accompanied by the

organ or any other bass instrument, to be properly adapted to the

church, in so much do we consider the second style, or that accom

panied with various instruments, as misplaced in a church, and only

adapted to produce confusion and impiety, as well from its connec

tion with the dramatic style of composition, as from the circum

stances necessarily attendant on its execution.

The preceding reflections are entirely applicable to that kind of

composition styled oratorio. This is a sort of drama, the subject of

which is an action selected from the scriptures, frequently a pious

allegorical piece, meant to be performed in a church by singers re

presenting the different persons of. the drama. We may observe from

this, in what respect the oratorio differs from the sacred drama ; the

subject of both may be the same, but the sacred drama is intended

for the theatre, the oratorio for a church. The invention of the ora

torio is commonly ascribed to St. Philip of Neri, born in 1515, and

who founded in 1540, at Rome, the congregation of the oratory.

This pious ecclesiastic wishing to turn towards religion the mania

which the inhabitants of Rome displayed for the theatre, (a mania

that frequently caused them to absent themselves from church, par

ticularly in the time of the carnival) formed the idea of having these

sacred interludes written by good poets, set to music by the first com

posers, and performed by the most celebrated singers. The experi

ment succeeded to the utmost extent of his wishes. Crowds were

attracted to these concerts, which took the name of oratorios, from

the church of the oratory where they were performed.

The first oratorios were very simple and short poems ; after a

time the words acquired more importance ; and finally, th'ey have be

come genuine dramas, the pomp of scenic effect being alone wanting,

from its being inapplicable to the local in which they are meant to be

performed, at least in Catholic countries. The most celebrated poets

and composers have exercised their talents on the oratorio. Giov.

Animuccia, one of the companions of St. Philip of Neri, was the first

composer of them. The style of the oratorio was at first ame'lange
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of the madrigal style and of the cantata ; but since the modern dra

matic style has usurped the place of all others, the oratorio music

differs little, or not at all, from that of the theatre ; and this ought

not to surprise, when we consider that the modern masses and

other regular music for the Catholic church,'vary only from dramatic

compositions, by being, if possible, still more affected and nutnierd.

Chamber Music.

Didactic authors, such as Berardi and Padre Martini, commonly

distinguish three styles of chamber music, namely, simple madrigals,

accompanied madrigals, and cantatas. To these three I have ven

tured to add a fourth, which, under the title of fugitive pieces, con

tains an immense number of different sorts and varieties.

The madrigal is a species of composition much resembling the

fague, but the style of which, being less dry than that of the latter,

is susceptible of every kind of expression. It was so called, because

it was usually set to a peculiar kind of little poem, known also by

that name. Two kinds of madrigals may be distinguished ; simple

madrigals, i. e. those executed by voices alone, without the assist

ance of any instruments ; and accompanied madrigals, i. e. those in

■which the voices are supported by the organ or piano-forte ; for in

this kind of composition, no other instruments are used with the

voices.

Simple madrigals appear to have been the first invented, but it is

impossible to say by whom. Many authors have considered James

Arcadelt, chapel-master to [the cardinal of Lorraine, who flourished

towards the close of the sixteenth century, as the first who composed

this species of music ; but on reading P. Aaron, and other didactic

xathors of that time, and subsequent to it, it will be seen, that this

assertion is evidently erroneous, other madrigals of more ancient

masters being there cited, and even some by the composers of the

ancient Flemish school. We may thence conclude, that simple ma

drigals are an invention of the commencement of the sixteenth cen

tury. This style was singularly cultivated during the whole of that

and the following century, but it has been completely abandoned

iince the early part of the eighteenth century j as much on account

of the recognised impossibility of equalling the early composers in

this kind of music, as on account of the attention given exclusively to

dramatic and instrumental music, which arc in some respects com
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pletely the antipodes to this system. This style has likewise been

greatly varied. If, as Berardi says, we examine the madrigals of

the earliest composers of them, the style will be found to differ little

from that of their sacred works ; but, as we advance, we see this

kind of composition assume a style and construction peculiar to

itself ; this improvement may be remarked more particularly in the

madrigals of L. Marenzio, a composer a little posterior to Palestrina,

and who acquired great celebrity in this kind of music j the same

advancement may also be traced successively, in the works of G.

Gcsualdo, prince of Venosa, in Monteverde, in Mazzochi ; and lastly,

it seems to have attained its utmost limit in the celebrated Ales-

sandro Scarlatti, the last great composer cited for his compositions

in the madrigiil style. <

Accompanied madrigals are, necessarily, a more modern invention ;

they can only have existed since the time when the custom was in

troduced of putting an instrumental bass, differing from the vocal

one, below the voices. This plan, as we have seen, may be dated

from the commencement of the seventeenth century. A great num

ber of composers of this species of madrigal are known, but the

most celebrated flourished between the middle of the seventeenth and

of the eighteenth centuries. These are Frescobaldi, Carissimi, Lotti,

Scarlatti, Clari, Marcello, and Durante ; the three last of whom in

particular, have left some chef-d'eeuvres in this style of composition,

which are known to most musicians. Since these great madrigalists,

no one has attempted to excel in this kind of music, not only because

the taste and direction of musical ideas have changed, but, we must

not fear to add, because the studies in composition are, at the present

period, generally defective or altogether bad ; in fact, no sooner has

a pupil learnt to put harmony to a bass, often systematic and incor

rect, and to place a badly contrived bass under a vulgar, common

place air, than he considers himself a composer, and hastens to push

himself forward, especially in the theatrical line of composition, fol

lowing the footsteps of his master, who perhaps knew no more about

the matter than himself. The ancients were persuaded that to

form a composer, and to merit the title of master, it was abso

lutely requisite that a pupil should devote many years to the study

of the science, and exercise himself laboriously on each separate

rule, meditating attentively on the character of different models,

and, thus, gradually capacitating himself to treat with equal faci
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lity all kinds of music The musician of the present time limits all

his glory to the composition of an air or a song, and even does not

blush to place at the head of such trifles, the pompous titles of pupil

ud even professor of some school in reputation.

A cantata is a little poem, which, considered in a literary sense,

has no very determinate character, though it is usually the recital of

i simple and interesting fact, interspersed with reflections, or the ex

pression of some particular sentiment. It may be in all styles and

all characters, sacred, profane, heroic, comic, and even ludicrous ;

representing the action or feeling of either a single or several per

sons, it even sometimes assumes the character of the oratorio ; as, for

instance, in " The Passion" of Ramler, " The Creation" of Haydn,

and others.

The cantata takes its origin from the lyric drama. The time of its

inreatwn is considered to be about the beginning of the seventeenth

century, (about 1620.) Foliaschi, of Rome, Loteri Vittorii, of Spb-

leto, and B. Ferrari, of Reggio, (called Ferrari of the Theorbo) are

the first composers cited as having acquired any degree of celebrity

ia this style. After them are mentioned, T. Merula, Graziani, Bas-

sati, and especially Carissimi ; about the middle of the same century,

M. A. Cesti, a pupil of Carissimi, who perfected recitative ; L. Rossi ;

LesTGizi ; and lastly, the celebrated A. Scarlatti, who surpassed all

lis predecessors as well by the fecundity as the brilliancy of his

talent. At the commencement of the eighteenth century, we may

mention Fr. Gasparini ; Giov. and Ant. Buononcini ; the celebrated

B- Marcello, who composed many much admired cantatas ; Pergo.

lese, whose "Orpheus" is cited as a chef-d'oeuvre ; Vivaldi, known

by his works for the violin ; and lastly, the Baron d'Astorga, and the

celebrated N. Porpora, both of whom have left collections considered

perfectly classical in this style. Unhappily, we are under the neces-

«tr of making the same remark with regard to the cantata as we

Bade respecting madrigals : it is a style of composition which has

been generally abandoned and neglected for nearly two generations ;

so much so, that learned amateurs alone now deign to study the

masterpieces in this style left us by preceding generations.

Fugitive pieces consist, as we have before said, of an immense

number of styles, and an amazing variety of subjects. Every nation

hu its own peculiar style of music. Italy has the canzonette, the

v&aneUc, the flotole, the estrambotte, &c. ; Spain, the bolero, &c. ,
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France, the romance, the vaudeville, &c. The history of this branch,

though apparently of slight importance, is however, as respects the

art in general, of much greater interest than would be at first ima

gined. First, because the musical character of every nation is

expressed in its songs ; and secondly, because it is in this kind of

music that is to be found, as we have already noticed, the foundation

of the ideal style, and the elements of the modern system. This

makes us regret that our limits in this essay will not permit us to

enter into any details on national music. Laborde, in his voluminous

essay, has made a collection of the vocal music of different nations

and ages ; but it is very incorrect ; first, because many Of the airs

are altered, often, even, replaced by modern ones ; and, secondly,

because they are overcharged with a harmony both ill imagined and

incorrect. In short, that collection merits no consideration whatever.

Dramatic Music.

The invention of the lyric drama of the moderns is considered by

many persons to be of very distant date; that is to say, if by the lyric

drama we are to understand every representation accompanied by

music. And, in fact, although these older representations differ

widely from the lyric drama of our time, (as much by reason of the

changes that have taken place in music in general as on account of

the variations that have been sustained in the particular kind of music

which we are now treating) still we cannot fail to remark in the

former the foundation and principle of the latter.

Ancient writers speak of representations, both sacred and profane,

as having been performed since the thirteenth century. An Orfeo of

Angelus Politianus is cited which was composed about the year 1475.

A musical tragedy is spoken of as having been performed at Rome

in 1480. It is said that, in 1555, Alphonso della Viola set to music,

for the court of France, " II Sagrifize," a pastoral drama by Agostino

Beccari ; and that, In 1574, an opera was performed at Venice for

the reception of Henry III., when, on his return from Poland,

he passed through that town, in order to take possession of

the crown of France, to which he succeeded on the death of h's

brother Charles IX. But all these facts are too remote, and so very

few vestiges of them remain, that it is impossible to deduce any

thing positive as to the state of this branch of the musical art at that
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ptriod.whicli, however, is not so very distant, being scarcely more'than

two hundred and fifty years. We may, however, venture to remark,

that, up to that time, the lyric drama had no style of music peculiar

tortself, but borrowed from the style then in use in the church, also

from the madrigals and popular songs.

The real epoch to which the birth of dramatic music, properly so

called, may be fixed, is that of the invention of the recitative or re

tired mnsic, which gave to the lyric drama a peculiar language

and construction. The following, it is said, was its origin.

Three Florentine gentlemen, J. Bardi, P. Strozzi, and J. Corsi,

amateurs of the art, being little satisfied with the attempts made up

to their time, to bring dramatic poetry to perfection, conceived the

tdei of having a lyric drama written by their best lyric poet, and

composed by the most eminent of their musicians. They consequently

selected Ott. Rinuccini andJacq. Peri, both of them Florentines : the

former wrote a poem entitled "Daphne," to which the latter applied

» sort of recitation, in notes, having all the sounds of music, without

its regular support and marked time. This work, thus disposed,

*« performed in 1597, at the house of Corsi, and obtained the

"most success ; so much so, as to determine Rinuccini to write two

tberworks of the same kind, namely, "Eur'ulice " and "Ariana." In

»'ie same year in which "Ariana " was performed at Florence, an

ontorio, with the same description of recitative, composed by Emilio

del Cavaliere, and entitled " Di Anima e di Corpo," was performed at

His work, together with that of Peri, was published in

1606; and in their prefaces~thc two authors claim the honour of the

indention of recitative, which they both maintain to be the revival of

chanting declamation of the Greeks. Each of them, in support of

bis claim, cites different works written previously to the time of

»aieh we have just been speaking ; and Emilio, especially, mentions

I drama of his own, "La Disperatione del Satiro," composed and per

formed in private since the year 1590, and "II Gioco della Cieca," repre

ssed in 1595. If we may credit J. B. Doni, the invention or revival

of recitative belonged neither to one nor the other, but to Vincent

G»lileo, father of the celebrated Galileo the astronomer, who, feei

ng as well as Bardi and the other amateurs of Florence, the defects

* the music of that age, and filled with the ardour of research, occu

lted himself in recovering the musical declamation of the Greeks,

■di having imagined the recitative, applied it to the episode of the

Count Hugolin, (of Dante.) Hecomposed also, in the same style, "Th«
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Lamentations of Jeremiah," and sang them himself, With a' viol ac

companiment, before a numerous assembly. Julius Caccini, of Rome,

a young singer, who frequented, with many other musicians, the

house of Bardi, was enthusiastic in his admiration of this new style,

and himself composed several pieces, with recitative of a very im

proved description. J. Peri soon became his rival in improvements,

and both, according to Doni, cooperated in setting to music the

"Daphne" of Rinuccini. Peri afterwards composed "Euridice," and

Caccini "Cephalus." These pieces were followed by "Ariana," which

Was put into recitative by CI. Monteverde, of whom we have already

spoken.

However the above inquiry may be decided, it is certain that, of all

the above-named works, the "Euridice" of Peri was the first which was

performed in public. This representation took place in 1600, at

Florence, on the occasion of the marriage of Henry IV. of Prance

with Mary de Medicis. In the preface to the poem, which was

printed the same year, Rinuccini states that the music composed by

Peri to his " Daphne," had made him cease fearing that he should

never witness the revival of the musical declamation of the Greeks.

In fact, nearly the whole of this work is in recitative ; and it is diffi

cult to discover any difference from the rest of the music, in those

■ passages at the_head of which is placed the word aria. The same ob

servation applies to all the works composed up to the middle of the

same century. It is only in the opera of " Jason," written by Cicog-

nini, and set to music in 1649 by Cavalli, that we begin to perceive

airs having a melody differing from that of the recitative ; yet still

these airs are usually insipid, and generally (to give some idea of

them) a kind of minuet, written in the time of two-three, and varying

repeatedly. A greater degree of progress is perceptible in the operas

of Cesti, who, in his "Doria," composed in 1663, began to introduce

airs in which the talent of the singer might be displayed to advantage.

But what is particularly remarkable at this epoch is, that the opera

began to degenerate into a spectacle calculated to please the sight alone;

insomuch that, in the works represented about the end of the seven

teenth century, no mention whatever is made either of the poet, the

composer, or the singers, but only of the machinist and the decorator'

This, however, did not discourage an immense number of composers

from devoting themselves to this style. So great indeed is their

number, that it would be impossible to enter into any details with

regard to them, without the risk of being carried too far.
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Among these composers, there were many who had great know

ledge and genius ; to prove which, it is sufficient to name Fr. Gas-

pariai, Perti, Colonna, Lotti, and, above all, the celebrated Alessandro

Scvlatti, to whom the invention of the obligato recitative is generally

attributed. The principal characteristic of these celebrated com

posers of operas is, however, their science j and perhaps this was all

they could do at a period such as that in which they wrote.

Ia the midst of this confusion, some few among them, and parti

cularly Scarlatti, felt the necessity of making the melody conformable

to the expression of the words ; and some attempts made to this

effect were very successful. This great improvement was, however,

left to be completed by the first generations of the eighteenth cen

tury ; and it is to the illustrious pupils of Scarlatti, namely, to Leo,

Vinci, Sarro, Hasse, Porpora, Feo, Abos, and especially Pergolese,

that this approach to perfection is attributable. They were well

seconded by the poets of their time, and particularly by Apostolo

Zeno, and his pupil Metastasio, who presented them with poems,

written with purity and elegance, and full of interesting situations.

Three generations may be considered as having followed this same

system, profiting by the successive embellishments of melody and of

the orchestra. In the first generation is comprehended the men we

have just named ; the second presents to our notice names not less

celebrated, such as Jomelli, Plecini, Sacchini, Guglielmi, Traetta,

Aafossi,Terradellas, and others; and the third, formed from the

pupils of these last, has been rendered famous by Paisiello and

Cimarosa.

This period, however brilliant, as it certainly was, was not exempt

from faults ; for instance, though their poems present some interest-

,fflg and dramatic situations, essential errors may be found in the

£»eral construction of them, and even in the form of the detailed

P*rts, where dramatic consistency is frequently sacrificed to the

music j added to which, the singers, who then began to display

abilities before unknown, exacted generally of the poet and composer

sach situations as would best suit their talents ; the result of which

that though dramatic music was indeed invented, the true

')Tic drama did not as yet exist. These abuses, deeply felt, and ex

posed by the best lyric poets, (by B. Marcello and by Metastasio

'"nuelf) induced men of the greatest talent to make some efforts to

»t length, a perfectlyric drama, that is to say, adramatomposed
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according to all the dramatic rules, and in which the music should be

entirely subservient to the action. The first essays towards this

were made by B. Marcello, who soon, however, disgusted with the

vexations he met with at the theatre on this account, contented him

self with laying open his principles in his writings, and giving ex

amples of them in his sublime collection of psalms, an incomparable

masterpiece of melody, harmony, and truth. The application of these

principles to the stage, with all the fulness of truth, was left to the

celebrated Gluck, who, without possessing, as a composer, either the

profound science or elegance of the great Italian and German mas

ters, had sufficient talent and genius to complete, about the middle

of the last century, (in 17G4) this important revolution. He was

considerably aided by the poet Calzabigi, who was the first that

wrote an essentially dramatic lyric poem, his "Orfeits." Gluck thus

became a model to his contemporaries, several of whom, such as

Piccini, Sacchini, and others, folowed in the same track.

After such successful endeavours, the art seemed to be for ever

fixed on a firm basis, with the exception of the changes that the

variations of melody would probably occasion in it ; and, indeed, up

to the present time, revolutions have taken place in this respect, of

which it appears impossible to forsee the term. However, towards

the close of the last century, the advancement of instrumental music

caused a sensible movement in that of the drama ; some composers

having endeavoured to introduce into operatic accompaniments the

richness of the symphony. It is on this plan that Haydn, Mozart,

Cherubini, and all of their school worked. This very brilliant system

has great advantages, but a difficulty naturally results from it not

easily to be overcome, which is, that the most essential part, the

vocal, supposing it even to have all its requisite qualities, is apt to

be eclipsed, and even sometimes to appear less important than the

accessory part.

On recapitulating the preceding observations, it will be found that at

least six distinct epochs may be traced in the history of dramatic

music within the space of two centuries. The first which we shall

name, that of the recitative, under Peri, Monteverde, and their

imitators ; the second, that of the birth of dramatic melody, under

Cavalli, Cesti, &c. ; the third, that of science, under Perti, Colonna,

and Scarlatti ; the fourth, that of expression, under Vinci, Porpora,

Pergolese, and the other pupils of Scarlatti ; the fifth, that of the
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hfric drama, properly so called, under Gluck and his followers ; and

the sixth and last, that of dramatic symphony, under Haydn, Mozart,

and Cherubim ; besides the delays, deviations, and modifications of

each kind, which we shall consider in treating of the different schools,

and even of individuals.

In all that we have as yet said, we have principally had in view

the tragic drama, or rather lyric tragedy. It will be easily conceived

that in what concerns melodic language, the comic drama, otherwise

called lyric comedy, comic opera, opera buffa, interludes, &c. must

have experienced the same revolutions ; we shall therefore speak of

them here in a very summary manner, and this with the view of

pointing 'out those variations that have taken place in the proper

construction of comedy, and of recalling to the memory those per

sons who have most distinguished themselves in it. The invention

of lyric comedy is considered to be as remote as that of lyric tragedy.

The origin both of one and the other is, however, lost in the

obscurity of the middle age ; probably we ought to seek it in the

farces, moralities, and mysteries with which our ancestors were

amused in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The most ancient lyric comedies expressly mentioned, seem to be

of the sixteenth century : of this kind are cited, the " Sacrijicio "

of Beccari, set to music in 1555 by Alphonso della Viola ; " J Pazzi

Jmaati" in 15G9 ; "La Poesia rapprcscntativa," in 1574 ; " La Tra-

gedia di Frangipani," the music by CI. Merula ; " La Poesia represen-

tata," &c. 1678; " II Re Salomone," 1579 ; " Pace e Vittoria," 1580;

"Pallade," 1581, &c. ; "L'Anfi-Parnasso," of O. Vecchi, 1597 : all of

which were represented at Venice. The music of these works was

completely in the madrigal style ; and if it had its beauties, it had

also its absurdities, which were still more apparent on the stage,

where every thing should appear true. Amongst these inconve

niences, we shall name, as one of the most remarkable, the use of

monologues, sung by several voices, on account of the want of instru

ments for accompaniment. It is not precisely ascertained when the

recitative was introduced into lyric comedy. Several comic operas

are known, written in the course of the seventeenth century ; but

without resting on objects, of the details of which we are ignorant, let

us hasten to reach the period when Scarlatti and his pupils intro

duced expression in dramatic music. Amongst these masters we find

Pergolese, who distinguished himself by his talent in introducing
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declamatory modulation into dramatic music. Logroscino is likewise

remarkable, as having, by the invention of finales, given to dramatic

melody a new kind ofdevelopement ; and although, in the two genera

tions which we have indicated as succeeding this, the greater part of

the composers and poets who rendered themselv«s illustrious culti

vated lyric comedy equally with tragedy, still many peculiarly distin

guished themselves in comedy ; such as N. Piccini for instance, whose

" Buona Ftgliola," a masterpiece of grace and truth, announced the

composer who was to surpass his model. In this same generation flou

rished the illustrious Gre"try, who made Pergolese his especial model,

also the composers who, following his steps, have given to France

the true lyric comedy. In fine, comic music, after having been em

bellished by the genius of Guglielmi, Paisiello, Cimarosa, and other

pupils of Piccini and their contemporaries, could not escape from the

inroads of symphony : it supported the yoke under the reigns of

Mozart and his imitators. Let us not, however, exclaim against nn

innovation which has produced masterpieces of an entirely new cha

racter, but rather let us endeavour to convince all those who would

be tempted to take Mozart as a model, that, to give effect to such a

school of writing, the genius of a Mozart is indispensable.

Instrumental Music.

The subject of musical instruments should be considered under

two heads : first, as to the sonorous principle which forms the basis

of each one separately ; secondly, as to the mechanism of execution.

First, in respect to the sonorous principle, instruments are divided into

stringed, wind, and vocal intruments, (& timbre) &c.; as relates to their

mechanism, they may be divided into six classes, namely, first, bowed

instruments; secondly, wind instruments; thirdly, keyed instru

ments ; fourthly, stringed instruments, (pince's) ; fifthly, instruments

ofpercussion ; sixthly and lastly, mechanical instruments, (instrumens-

machines.) At the head of these six divisions, must be placed the

human voice, the first, the most beautiful of all instruments, and

which serves as a type to all others.

All instruments have not always been in use, even amongst dif

ferent nations, and less amongst the same people ; every nation and

every age have had their own. Without entering here into details

which would lead me too far, I shall confine myself to remarking

which are the instruments now most in use amongst the nations
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whose musical system resembles our own. These are, first, amongst

bowed instruments, the violin, the viola or tenor, the violoncello or

bass, and the double-bass ; secondly, amongst wind instruments, the

d'ennan flute, the clarionet, the hautboy, the bassoon, the horn, the

tnanpet, the trombone, the serpent, the fife, and the flageolet; thirdly,

amongst keyed instruments, the harpsichord, the spinet, the piano

forte, and the organ ; fourthly, amongst stringed instruments,

ipota) the harp, the guitar, the lyre, and the mandolin ; fifthly,

anongrt instruments of percussion, drums of different kinds, and

nrnbals; sixthly and lastly, amongst mechanical instruments, the

bird-organ, and the bulafo or organ of liarbary.

To abridge this introduction, already too long, we shall not here

speak of the history of instruments, but shall reserve this subject to

twtiw occasion, proceeding to consider instrumental music, which

isaaimgmore than a melody or a system of melodies, appropriated

fflter to a single instrument or to several together. This leads us

lo consider it in two points of view ; first, as single music, secondly,

3s concerted music.

Siode music is that which is composed or adapted peculiarly for"a

ms$e instrument, whether it be in fact produced by that one instru-

BeMi or, in order to increase the effect, be accompanied by one or

EOTalditional instruments, they being entirely subservient to the

Principal. This music is the solo, properly so called, and the accom~

futdsolo, of which the concerto is the most brilliant style. There are

as many styles of solos as there are of instruments ; but as it is im

possible that we should enter into all the details which this variety

Pleats, we shall confine our notice to the solo of the violin, which

s regarded, and justly, as the first of all instruments.

Solos, whether simple or accompanied, comprehend, under the

Eases of studies, fantasias, capricci, sonatas, concertos, &c. &c, an

"^e number of pieces in various forms and styles. We cannot

tare trace their histories, but shall simply point out some historical

"wts, relative to their construction, performance, and style of com-

Mtion.

The construction of solos, whether simple or accompanied, com-

.abends their melodic form, and the choice of instruments, both

•hich. objects have varied repeatedly, previously to attaining their

P&nt degree of perfection. The melodic form, indeed, is still con-

"•iatly changing, so much so that there appears to be no fixed rule

®tbi$ head. With regard to the selection of instruments, a subject
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that concerns the whole series of accompanied solos, from the sonata

(which is the simplest of all) to the concerto, there have also been

a great number of changes. The sonata, first imagined in the course

of the seventeenth century, has been fixed, in many respects, by

Corelli ; the concerto, invented by Torelli, his contemporary, under

the name of concerto grosso, employed at first only five instruments,

namely, the quartet (quatuor) and the leading part. Fr. Benda and

J. Stamitz made the addition of wind instruments, forming it, thus,

into a kind of symphony. In every thing relating to the execution of

instrumental music, it is of the utmost importance to dispel a very

common error, which consists in believing, that music was formerly

very simple, and easily performed. This error arises from the- cir

cumstance, of the old writers having made use of notes of very great

S'alue ; and its not being remembered, at the same time, that these

notes were executed with great rapidity, so that they had, in fact, no

greater value than those in use with us at the present time. Besides

which, if we cast our eyes upon the collections of pieces remaining

to us from the preceding centuries, for example, upon the Virginal

Book of queen Elizabeth, published in 157 S, difficulties will be found

which would puzzle the most able of our modern performers.

There have been the same revolutions, as to taste and style, in in

strumental music as in singing ; it has indeed always been influenced

by the existing style of vocal composition. Without referring to the

periods anterior to the seventeenth century, concerning which we

have little or no information, we know that, during the two first

generations of that century, music was entirely in the madrigal style,

When dramatic music began to prevail under Corelli, the contempo

rary of Perti, Colonna, and Scarlatti, it was scientific, and rather dry;

Geminiani first enriched it by expression ; but it was under Tartini,

contemporary of Leo and of Jomelli, that it attained the highest

degree of expression, both as to composition and execution. Soon

after this period, the concerto, in particular, was greatly improved

in the hands of the elegant Jarnowick and of the graceful Mestrino ;

both of whom were still surpassed by Viotti, who gave to this style

the character which seems so peculiarly its own, and brought it to a

degree of perfection, which it seems incapable of exceeding.

All we have said concerning solos applies equally to concerted

music ; by which term we understand instrumental music with dif

ferent parts, in which all the instruments are equally obligato, either

because each of them has its appropriate part, or because each
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takes ap the strain successively, the others alternately becoming

accompaniments. These two methods are practised alike, in the

duet, the trio, the quartet, the quintet, and other pieces where each

instrument has its separate part, and in the symphony, where all the

puts are doubled for effect, according to justly determined pro

portions. Boccherini was the first who, in 1768, gave to the trio a

sseil character; after him came (Fred.) Fiorillo, Cramer, Giardini,

Pngoani, and lastly Viotti. It is also Boccherini who, at the same

period, first fixed the quartet ; he was followed by Giardini, Cambini,

PsgMni, and, in another school, by Pleyel, Haydn, Mozart, and

Beethoven. Boccherini likewise about this time fixed the quintet, in

whicb.be has no rival but Mozart.

The symphony, improved, since the middle of the same century,

hj Goat-, Toeski, Wanhall, and Emmanuel Bach, was perfected by

Hsrtfe, who, following the steps of Bach, brought this branch of

music to a degree of superiority till then unknown, and which has

^ become, for his followers, a model scarcely to be equalled.

On i recapitulation of the contents of the preceding pages, we

stall find that, within the space of three centuries, (since 1550) all

ti* pats of the musical system, namely, melody, the principles

of nasal construction and design, and every kind of composition,

^attained a stability, and arrived successively at a degree of

silence, which, it would seem, cannot be surpassed ; and this,

Jsriog the same period in which our languages, our literary cha

racter, in a word, all the various parts of modern science, (founded,

w the most part, as well as our music, on the system of the barba-

r*n>, from whom we are descended, and combined with the remains

Ji Greek and Roman art) have attained a similar appearance of per-

•*ion and stability. Far, however, from allowing this .-ronsidera-

■* to discourage us, or indulging an idea that nothing more remains

10 * done, we should, on the contrary, only rejoice at living in an

in which we enjoy the advantage of possessing an infinite

•atetyof clief-d'ceuvres of every kind, and every style, for models to

sprove upon, whcjre improvement is possible.

Second Division.—Of the Schools.

Jahough all the nations of Europe to whom our musical system

' amnion, have different tastes, customs, and principles peculiar to

"•^bes, and in this sense each one may be said to have a par
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ticular school of music, we still, as regards the art in general, can

only consider those nations as having a school, which have contri

buted, in a sensible manner, to the progress of the art, either by

the suggestion of universally adopted principles or methods, or by

the production of works universally regarded as classical. In this

sense there are, in fact, in Europe, but three schools, the Italian,

the German, and the French, with those springing from them } and

we would here have it understood, that we circumscribe the limits oi

each school to those countries where the language is spoken from

which each one derives its name.

This being premised, I purpose, in this last division of my sum

mary, to examine briefly the rights of each school, and to point out,

in a summary manner, the part that each has had in the common

fund of musical knowledge during the period, with the sketch of

which we are about to conclude. In order to proceed regularly, I

shall confine all I have to observe on this subject to a few principal

points, namely, their general history ; the most remarkable traits by

which they are characterised ; and how far they have been service

able relatively to the different branches of the art, reduced to four

heads, namely : first, the system itself, and its general principles ;

secondly, the four styles of composition, already developed ; thirdly,

vocal and instrumental execution 5 fourthly, the culture of music ;

including, under this last head, the state of musical instruction, and

the literature of the art.

The Italian School.

According to Padre Martini, in his " Saggio di Contrapunti," five

great schools may now be reckoned in Italy, which are subdivided

into a number of others, namely : first, the Roman school, which

comprehends those of Palestrina, of J. M. and J. Bern, Nanini, of 0.

Benevoli, and of F. Foggia ; secondly, the school of Venice, divided

into those of Ad; Willaert, of Zarlini, of Lotti, of Gasparini, and hi-'

pupil B. Marcello ; thirdly, that of Naples, the»principal masters oi

which are Rocco Radio, D. C. Gesualdo, prince of Venosa, Leonardo

Leo, and Fr. Durante 5 fourthly, the school of Lombard)', which

comprehends those of P. Const. Porta, of CI. Monteverde, both ol

Cremona, of P. Pontio Parmigiano, of O. Vecchi, of Modena 5 fifthly,

and lastly, the school of Bologna, the masters of which are Anil
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Rota,D. Gir. Giacobbi, Giov. P. Colonna, and And. Pert! ; to which

may be added Sarti, and the Padre Martini himself, This learned

historian of music does not mention that of Florence, although cited

by varions masters, doubtless because those who rendered it illus

trious by the invention of recitative, were only amateurs, and be

cause the great men which it has since produced, were most of them

pupils of the schools of Rome and Bologna.

However this may be, all these schools are commonly considered

as belonging to three regions, namely, upper, middle, and lower

Italy. The first comprehends the schools of Venice and Lombardy ;

the second, those of Home and Bologna ; the third, that of Naples.

The traits which principally characterise all the schools of Italy,

are a nice feeling, and profound knowledge of the essential and con-

sthutrre principles of the art, united to grace and expression. But

independently of these general traits, each of the schools has features

peculiar to itself : that of lower Italy has more particularly, vivacity

and truth of expression ; those of middle Italy, science, purity of

design, and grandeur ; and those of upper Italy, energy and force of

colouring.

There have always been schools in Italy, but they have not always

been equally celebrated. In this respect they have, indeed, frequently

"rod We have seen that, from the time of St. Gregory and Guy

(f.lmzo, Italy was the source of music ; but it appears that [the

horrible wars of which that country was the theatre, during the mid-

>ge, extinguished the arts there, and particularly music. We

bj^e likewise seen that, from the thirteenth up to the sixteenth

rcntnry, the most important improvements in the art were due

"tber to the French or to the Flemish. These last people merit

pwaliar consideration, as having formed, during the last half of the

f*«ath, and early part of the sixteenth century, a school which was

destroyed during the wars, towards the close of the latter century,

tat which was the source of all those now subsisting in Europe.

The French were the first who, by reason of their proximity to, and

Ritual intercourse with, the Flemish, participated in the impulse

'iey had given. At this period, the chapels of the pope and princes

°f Italy were filled with singers from Flanders and Picardy, and

tWghout Italy, even at Rome itself, the music of French and

flemish composers was sung ; some of the professors of those coun

ty were invited to Naples and Milan, and so great a uniformity

e2
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then existed between all the nations of Europe, that they seemed to

form but one school. The Italians followed the same doctrine, but

it must have been with little success, since not one of their compo

sitions of that period are cited, 'whilst a considerable number of

those of the Flemish, French, and German composers are on record.

But, towards the middle of the sixteenth century, the schools of

Italy began to appear on the scene. The most ancient is that of

Rome, of which Palestrina is considered to be the head; he was

pupil of Gondimel, under whose care he went to France to study

composition. Adrian Willaert, pupil of Josquin and of J. Mouton,

was the founder of that of Venice : C. Porta, his pupil, founded that

of Lombardy : and that of Naples, equally ancient with the pre

ceding, was celebrated in the sixteenth century under Gesualdu ;

but its principal fame is due to Scarlatti. The school of Bologna is

only an emanation from that of Rome. What is, however, particu

larly remarkable, is, that, since their origin or revival, these schools

have attained a superiority in almost every kind of music, and which

they will probably always retain : this opinion is the result of a

close examination and study of all their works, in every branch of

the art.

In the first place, with regard to the foundation of the system, and

its general principles, the Italians have ever excelled other nations.

Having received the old ecclesiastical counterpoint from the Flemish

and French, they were the first who gave to it the sentiment of

modern sounds. They have, in short, determined and fixed these

sounds ; they have made phrases and melodic periods, and have

created tonal harmony ; indeed, so superior have they always been

considered to all other nations in this respect, that the chord formed

by the second and the sensible or leading note of the mixed mode,

has long been called the Italian sixth, it being generally allowed that

they were the inventors of it. The Italians have likewise perfected

counterpoint or musical design ; fugue and intricate counterpoint

also owe to them their greatest beauties. All the schools of Italy

have concurred simultaneously in these improvements 3 but, in this

latter point, those of Rome and Naples appear entitled to particular

merit.

With regard to the various branches of sacred music, from the

plain-chant to the most highly ornamented styles, it is in Italy that

they have been successively developed. In fact, on taking a survey
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of them in succession, we shall find that, in the style tl capella, plain-

chant itself comes to us from the Italians, and that the bestfaux-bour-

dow known are those which, from time immemorial, have been chanted

io (he Sixtine chapel. The finest counterpoint now extant on the

plain-chant, is that of P. Constanzo Porta, of the school of Lombardy.

The fugued style, by preserving the name of Palestrina, announces,

it the same time, the master and the school which perfected it.

The accompanied style is indebted to the Roman school for its finest

models; and, with regard to the concerted style, although very

beautiful works of that kind have been produced by all the schools

of Italy, yet, as it approaches nearer than any other kind of music

to the dramatic style, models of it must be sought for more particu

larly in the school of Naples.

Chamber music, in its principal kinds, is so peculiar to Italy, that

it may be considered as belonging exclusively to that country.

.Vadrigals, whether simple or accompanied, are to be found in Italy

•lone. In the former, or simple madrigals, it is the Roman school

that bears away the palm ; those of Venice and Lombardy may claim

the best works amongst the latter. The school of Naples has pro

duced the most beautiful cantatas, namely, those by Scarlatti, Por-

P°n, aid Astorga. Of the fugitive kind of chamber music, the

""cwiin various styles, and always full of grace and beauties, arc

P°s*ssed by every people of Italy.

The theatrical style belongs almost entirely to Italy; it was

indented at Florence, and perfected at Naples, after having been

'(tempted by all the other schools.

Thatthe Italians have perfected every sort of vocal composition is

Knerally agreed ; but a fact which is apt to be overlooked is, that

^1 have been the instructors of all Europe in instrumental com-

("Wion, and that to them we are Indebted for the first and most

f-i«med models in that department of the art. It is the Italians

*ho invented all the different kinds of instrumental music which we

ba^e called single pieces or solos, from the sonata to the concerto.

In violin music, Corelli, Tartini, and their pupils, preceded the com-

P°**n of all the other nations of Europe, to whom they have served

* models. The same may be said with regard to the harpsichord,

fr°m Frescobaldi to Clementi. All other single pieces have been

txutructed on the model of the compositions for the two last-named
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In concerted pieces, the schools of Italy have furnished some

chef-d'ceuvrcs, especially the quintet, which cannot be alluded to

without recalling to mind the name of Boccherini. But to the sym

phony, properly so called, the Italians have little or no claim; in

fact, they have no pretensions whatever on this head, but rest satisfied

with remarking, that, as relates to concerted music, the symphony

differs only from other pieces, by effects added to forms and ideas,

which are its essential objects, and in which their superiority cannot

be disputed. Thus, in painting, they acknowledge themselves to be

generally inferior, as to colouring, to the Flemish j but whom they

surpass in every other respect.

In musical execution, the schools of Italy have ever retained a

marked superiority over the rest ofEurope : and first in singing; the

multitude of excellent performers of both 6exes that they have pro

duced, can hardly be numbered j their superiority in this respect

arises from three causes, the two first of which belong to them

exclusively, and the third is a natural consequence of the others :

these are the climate, the organization of the inhabitant?, and the

excellence of their rules. I cannot here speak of these causes at

length ; but shall simply mention the observation made on the first

by the celebrated Haydn : he said, that the climate of Germany was

certainly • injurious to the voice of Italian singers, and that he fre

quently sent those belonging to the chapel of prince Esterhazy into

Italy to improve their organ. Secondly, with regard to instrument.-,

and particularly the violin and harpsichord, it is Corelli, Tartini, and

Viotti who have instructed all Europe in the use of the former, and

the same may be said of the school of Frescobaldi with regard to

the harpsichord, and we may add, of that of the Besozzi, with regard

to the hautboy. The Italians were indeed the inventors of the harp

sichord, the bassoon, and the trombone, as well as many other

instruments, and taught the use of them.

We shall conclude this article by a few observations on the litera

ture and culture of the art in Italy.

The preceding centuries had produced some much esteemed works

in the different branches of the art, and which were, in fact, very

estimable in many respects ; although, as I have before said, they

were constantly behindhand in the practical parts. I have already

made known the best of these works. The eighteenth century has

been less productive, and for the following reason: that, in these
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latter times, the improvements in the art have been much more rapid

than they were formerly, and of a nature infinitely less susceptible of

beinjanalyzedand reduced to rules. Indeed, most of the treatises nnd

viher compositions which have existed in Italy, are obsolete. But the

conservatories of that country possess excellent collections of models,

and the principles of music are there taught by oral instruction, the

masters having found, that it is not by books, but by personal lessons,

that able artists are farmed. As to the culture of the art in Italy,

ii has always tended to the same end: first, in what concerns execu

tion, the Italians devote themselves much to singing, which is, in

fan, the essential object. The number of their amateurs and pro-

fwsora in this style is very great ; instrumental execution is much

less cultivated by them, and notwithstanding the excellence of their

rales, they are in this respect little above mediocrity. In Italy,

instruments are regarded only as the means of accompaniment, and

tie scores being always very clear, it is not requisite that the per

formers should be particularly expert; indeed, so far is this from

being the case, that probably considerable difficulty would be found

ia having a symphony well performed in Italy ; nor do I even [think

ttal inch an attempt has ever been made either in middle or lower

haly. The number of their composers in every style of music is

immense ; the most indifferent of them have at least the merit of

possessing a 6tyie, but the greater part are very well instructed in

all the principles of composition. Musical theory is little cultivated

hj them ; erudition rather more ; but still only by a few learned

amateurs, the generality of professional men being very ignorant.

h must also be confessed that 6*ince the latter years of the last

century, music has experienced a sensible decay in Italy, and that it

i no longer what it was during the greater part of that and of the

wo preceding centuries, if not as to the number, at least as to the

fxedlenee of its professors. Formerly, there were always twelve

stagers of the first order to be found in Italy, such as Farinelli, Pac-

chkrotti, Guadagni, and Marchesi, and from sixty to eighty of the

second order, such as Mandini, &c. Several masters, likewise, of the

first order were always to be found, such as Scarlatti, Durante, and

Leo ; and a great number of the second rate, together with innumera

ble inferior composers, and so of the rest. But now, it would be

difficult to find two singers of the first order, or five or six of the

the* same with regard to composition and the other
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branches of the art. What is the cause of this decay ? It arises, we

imagine, from the preference universally given to dramatic music, to

acquire considerable success in which, a very superficial knowledge

of the art is requisite. At the same time, however, we must remark,

notwithstanding this very sensible decay, Italy, in our opinion, still

preserves her superiority in music over all the nations of Europe,

which we think may be easily proved, both by the principles and by

the number of professors whose talents do her honour at the pre

sent time. The Italian school, too, is still excellent; and, although

public instruction is generally feeble, yet many scientific masters

are still to be found, as well as all the models left by preceding

generations : in a word, it is still in Italy that the best musical

instruction may be obtained by those who know how to study.

' The German School.

In Germany as well as in Italy numerous schools are recognised ;

in fact, properly speaking, there are as many schools as capitals. In a

detailed account of music, it would be proper to give the history of

each of these schools, but, in this sketch, we are obliged to confine

ourselves to a general mention of them. The Germans are in many

respects in music, what the Flemish are in painting, less scrupulous

in the design than in the effect of the colouring ; that is to say, they

jjrefer those chords, the effects of which are the most brilliant, and

those instruments which are the most sonorous, such as wind instru

ments ; and this makes them pass for excellent harmonists amongst

those who confound the tumult ofcomplicated sounds with harmony-

This science, which consists in the simultaneous employment of

sounds, is the same throughout Europe j it is perhaps that part of the

art on theToundations of which all nations best agree, notwithstanding

the diversity of language; but the choice of instruments, and conse

quently the effects, differ in every nation. Thus the Italians prefer

pure harmony, the Germans brilliant harmony, and the French, who

erroneously suppose they follow the example of the latter, arc

generally accused ofbeing rather fond of noise.

The origin of the German schools is considered to be as ancient as

that of the Flemish ; several German masters are cited as having

flourished at the same period with the French and Flemish : and

under this point of view, the German schools should claim priority to
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those of Italy. But the wars which devastated Germany during the

latter part of the sixteenth, and beginning of the seventeenth cen

tury, and particularly the terrible thirty years' war, during which

fire great armies overran that unhappy country, carrying desolation

ud havoc in every part of it : all these wars destroyed the arts,

»hich can only flourish in the bosom of peace and happiness. It

is certain that at this period, the school of Germany was greatly

inferior to that of Italy j it even appears that the French school, then

ouch degenerated, began before the other to emerge from obscurity.

It seems not to have been till about the end of the seventeenth cen

tury that Germany received a marked impulse from the works of

Keyset, the first German composer who, after the renovation, evinced

an original and superior talent. What follows, will point out the

progress that music has since made in that country ; and, in order to

render it more complete and more capable of comparison, we shall

ofiserre exactly the same order here as in the preceding article.

In all that relates to the foundation of the system, the Germans, like

>11 other nations, have only followed the Italians : they have never

equalled them in melody, and especially vocal melody ; but with

koto to instrumental music, the Germans can boast some master

pieces of the first class. In fugues, canons, and every kind of musical

•^js, they have also been imitators ; besides which, they have

ilwiys chiefly considered counterpoint as it relates to instruments j

from which it frequently results, that the voice parts harmonize

^y in their compositions, because they affect passages and inter-

tils contrary to the nature and character of the human voice.

As to the different kinds of style, and first, with regard to that of

tie church, the Germans received the Gregorian chant from Italy,

wl they have composed some peculiar pieces, in several parts, for

im church, which they call chorals, these are sung by all the con

flation, and have an extremely fine effect. This kind of music is

'(lite peculiar to themselves, and" it is to be regretted that other

3at»ns do not imitate it. They have counterpoint, it is true, in the

flam-chant, also fugues, but they are not equal to those of Italy. In

other kinds of church music, that is to say, in the accompanied

^d concerted style, they have long possessed very fine works by

J«r best masters, which are not inferior to the Italians ; such, for

'''**nce, are the masses of Graun, Haydn, and Mozart; only, we

!*wld remark, that these partake of the style of the symphonic
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drama. They possess also oratorios of the greatest beauty, such as

the Ascension and the Israelites by Bach, the Death of Jesus by Graun,

the Messiah by Handel, with many others.

With respect to the chamber or concert style ; in madrigals they

liave nothing very remarkable ; in the cantata, they have some ex

tremely beautiful works, at the head of which we may name the

cantatas of the Creation and Seasons by Haydn, which are by some

erroneously called oratorios.

They do not appear to excel in fugitive pieces, that style requiring

a~simplicity and purity of melody little known amongst them. Such

of their compositions in this6tyle as we are acquainted with, are for

the most part uninteresting.

The German theatre is of very ancient origin, although not so early

as that of Italy ; but it had not attained any celebrity until about the

close of the seventeenth century, when Keyser undertook to compose

for the theatre at Hamburgh, which was then very flourishing. As,

however, few tr aes of the works of this master remain, we cannot

speak of his style ; but since the commencement and during the

course of the eighteenth century, the composers of the school of Na

ples, or rather the German composers formed in that school, such as

Hassc, &c, conveyed that style into Germany]: it became predominant,

and served as a model to all others. The German style thus improved,

became that ofGraun, Naumann, Gluck, and even of Haydn and Mo

zart, with the addition only of a few modifications, according to the

impulse of their genius, and the latest improvements in instrumental

music.

I have just named Gluck; by which it would appear that I class his

works among those of Germany, but it will be seen that they belong

rather to France ; and although this master was much admired by a

few Germans of merit in his time, yet his talent was not by any means

duly appreciated by the nation in general. Indeed it is only lately that

his French works, translated into German, have been performed in

their theatres, and have there operated the same revolution that they

effected in France thirty years ago, to the great scandal of the

partisans of the symphonic drama, who were indignant at seeing

their countrymen abandon the brilliant Mozart for the dramatic

Gluck.

The German school derives its greatest lustre from its instrumental

music. With regard to music for single instruments, and first, as to
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iat for the violin, although the composers for that instrument which

Ganany has produced, have only followed the steps of Corelli, yet

they kn done so with so much success, that they merit particular

notice. Thus, from the time of Corelli, whilst Locatelli and Gemi-

liaoi, his two best pupils, spread his school, the one in Holland and

the other in England, we remark in Germany Fr. Bendaand J. Stamitz,

fanned on the same model. Their successors, still improving, created

i school of their own, at the head of which stand Leop. Mozart,

Fraenzl, and Cramer, who nearly approached Tartini, his contempo

rary, la harpsichord music they have produced since Kerler and

Froberger, who were formed in the Italian, and French schools, a

aambet of excellent composers, who require only to be named to

auke known the titles of the German school ; these are J. 8. Bach

wd hU children, Haydn, Kozeluch, Mozart, Dussek, Cramer, and

*bs *hom I cannot name. It is the same with regard to their

asc for wind instruments, a species of composition which belongs

ilniost exclusively to Germany, and in which she possesses an amaz-

ajnumber of good composers. In instrumental concerted music,

tte claim of the Germans is not inferior. We have already cited the

"farituof Haydn, and the trios and quintets of Mozart ; but Haydn,

« brisang the grand symphony to a degree of perfection which it

-S*BB impossible should be surpassed, has raised his own glory and

'huofhis nation to the greatest height.

Mnacal execution in Germany, is a mixture of good and bad j

'•"flag is generally but moderate : we do not know one German

'Sager enjoying high repute out of his own country. Execution upon

'Hinged instruments, and particularly on the violin, is solid 5 but is

■<MraUy thought wanting in grace and expression. That on wind

Wraments appears to be very superior. There are a great number

"' scellent German organists ; indeed, with regard to that instru-

•""i no nation can compare to Germany. The orchestras are good,

!•* «ot so much so as they might be, especially as to their propor-

■403. ■

The Germans are rich in musical literature, possessing a prodigious1

Kaber of excellent works on all the branches of the art, most of

visieh were published in the course of the eighteenth century ; such

w the writings of Fux, Mattheson, Marpurg, Kirnberger, E. Bach,

foecht, Vogler, Albrechtsberger, Forkel, M. Gerbert, Nickclman,

■"'■h, and many more whom I cannot at the moment cite. In this
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respect, Germany is, without exception or Comparison, the richest

country in Europe.

The culture of music in Germany is astonishing; evendown to

the most insignificant charity schools, the art is publicly taught j no

schoolmaster is allowed to exercise his profession unless he is ca

pable of teaching at least the elements of music and some instruments.

In the principal towns there 'are public and special schools, where

any one is admitted unconditionally, and where all the parts of com

position are taught. Besides this, the means of ordinary education

being very numerous and easily attained by every class, the artisan,

and even a man of the lowest order in society, if he does not require

the assistance of his son's industry to attain a livelihood, may give

him a good education free of all expense. From these united causes

it results, that in general the musicians of Germany are very nume

rous and well informed. Their methods of instruction are moreover

the same as in Italy, with some modifications j they tend directly to

the point. Such, in few words, is the history and present state of

music in Germany, which country, as has been seen, possesses its full

share of merit.

The French School.

If the Italians were the inventors of every part of the musical art,

if they have brought them nearly all to perfection, and if the Ger

mans have brought those parts to the same point, which the former

had left imperfect, what then have the French done will be asked,

and what right have they to figure as a school with those nations

which seem to have completed every thing ? We answer briefly, that

the French have been the inventors of some particular branches, and

have, so far, exercised a real influence ; in many other instances they

have successfully imitated, and have introduced into their .imitations

a sentiment and style peculiarly their own, observing at the same

time an order and respect for consistency, which has frequently been

neglected by other nations. Hence, in these respects, they are justly

esteemed models, and are consequently considered, in many points of

view, as possessing a school of their own.

The French, as we have already had occasion to observe several

times, were, at the period of the revival of the arts, the first to follow

the example of the Flemish. Several French composers, such as
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Rtsjs, Do Fay, Caron, Binchois, and others, are even said to have

preceded them ; but we shall not here speak of these, us none of

their compositions remain ; others, such as Bromel, J. Mouton,

Ferro, ke. arc considered to have flourished at the same period with

die Flemish) and N. Gombert, whose name is evidently French, is

distinguished by H. Finck, as having surpassed his master, the cele

brated Josquin, and having much improved the art of fugue. We

•Mi not repeat what we have already said, and shall only here

remark, that the eminence of the French school at that time lasted

during the whole of the reign of Francis I. ; but the religious dis

turbances which began about the year 1550, and lasted till near

the end of the reign of Henry IV., the bloody wars and the ravages

tbq occasioned, the profanation of most of the churches, then the

only repositories of music, gave a destructive blow to the art, as

well by the death of a great number of artists, as by the loss of

'•itir employment. Henry IV. was indifferent about music j Louis

XUL liked it much j but the gloomy and tyrannical Richelieu, who

reigned uader his name, did not place it among the number of

'.'coaarts which he thought proper to patronise. The disturbances

rial prevailed during the minority of Louis XIV. were still more

ktaltothe arts. Music, therefore, for more than a century, was not

®h Knerally neglected in France, but impeded in every possible

*>y ; and the French school remained all that time fur behind that

■ 'toly. It produced only a few musicians, the best of whom

^areely attained mediocrity. At length, the reign of Louis XIV.

commenced, when that prince, who was passionately fond of music,

^ sang and played well on the guitar, powerfully patronised the

•rt which he himself cultivated. Lully, a Florentine, introduced

I'^lian music into France as it then existed in Italy ; and it seemed,

"^were, to receive a new existence. It was reestablished in the

thrtb.es, the theatres, and concerts, and since that time it has been

instantly cultivated with more or less success, as will be seen by

account we are about to give of the progress of the French in

the different branches of the art.

As to the foundation of their system, the French have simply fol

ded the steps of the Italians ; and they have done the same with

to melody, though at a greater distance. Indeed, although

•te French, when left to their natural impulse, have a style of me-

peculiar to themselves, and which interests by its freedom

^ simplicity, yet ^they gave way at the period of which we arc
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speaking to a very extraordinary deviation from their natural taste,

and which unfortunately carried them far out of the right path.

Lully, a man of taste and science, coming when young into France,

introduced into French melody that of Cavalli and Cesti, and formed

from the two a mixed style, estimable in many respects, and especially

on account of its simplicity. The French soon became tired of this

mixed melody, and the successors of Lully, who possessed neither

sufficient taste to perfect what he had begun, nor sufficient good

sense and learning to follow the steps of the Italian school, which

was advancing towards perfection under Scarlatti and his pupils,

attempted, by the most affected embellishments, to conceal the

poverty of their melody. The bad taste displayed at that time in

painting, by Coypel, Lemoyne, De Troy, and others, successors of

Lebrun, manifested itself in music. This corruption was carried to

a still further extent under Rameau, who, in science and l taste in

music, was precisely what Boucher and Vanloo, his contemporaries,

were in painting. Without hearing this music, it is impossible to

form an idea of it ; having, however, done so, we naturally ask how

it could ever have reached such a degree of depravation, and we are

tempted to admire the astonishing efforts that must have been made

to produce any thing so absurd and monstrous. A violent struggle

took place at the beginning of the seventeenth century, between

French and Italian melody, which lasted nearly the whole of that

century ; and, to the disgrace of the art be it known, that twice,

French melody, supported by all the agents of ignorance and pe

dantry, twice, I repeat, the degenerated French melody, notwith

standing public clamour, triumphed at the opera and in the cathe

drals of France. At length, after a musical war of sixty years, the

national taste overcame the obstinacy of a few individuals interested

in upholding a false system. The works of Duni, Philidor, Mon-

signy, Gr6try, Gluck, Piccini, Sacchini, and some others, have since

given to France a melody of a peculiar character, in which Italian

grace is united, as much as possible, to French decorum. It

is to be hoped that this order of things will be long maintained.

With regard to practical harmony, if by this term is understood

not the art of stunning by a confused collection of sounds and a

deafening noise, but that of determining the chords which agree the

best, according to the nature of modulation, and of selecting and

disposing the different sounds which compose these chords, so as to

produce the ^purest and sweetest effect 5 in this respect the French
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have been for a long time far behind the Italians and Germans.

Laborde himself, even whilst sustaining an opposite opinion, and

likewise J. J. Rousseau, prove the truth of this assertion, when they

affirm, that none understand better than the great masters of Italy

the choice of bass notes, and the selection of notes most proper, in

the construction of the chords, to invest the harmony with its

required effect. The French do not in general know so well how to

write music as the Italians and Germans, which is to be accounted for

from the difference of their methods : let us explain this.

In Germany as well as in Italy, in teaching composition, they pro-

teed directly to the point. They begin by showing the pupil some

tery simple, but good basses, properly modulated ; they enumerate

the various positions in which a bass may be placed, they show which

chords are most appropriate to each of these different situations, and

'hn exercise the pupil a long while, in playing partimenti or figured

l»aes on the piano-forte. After this first study, an air or melody is

siren him, and he is instructed which are the best basses to be

placed under particular notes of the melody, according to their

several situations, which are soon ascertained ; having put the proper

hmnony to the bass, according to the given rules, he is next taught

to fite this harmony for two, three, four, or a greater number of

pw*,in every kind of simple counterpoint ; in the same way he pro-

weds to more difficult counterpoint, fugue, and all other styles : the

"hole without any discussion or loss of time in useless arguments.

This method has a double advantage ; it unites all possible rapidity ;

«nd, whensoever the studies of the pupil maybe interrupted, what he

•Jready knows will prove useful to him. The only fault that can be

found with the Italian, and even German professors, is, that they do

*t sufficiently enforce the motives of their precepts, and do not

?»«, as it would be easy for them to do, reasons deduced from

practice itself. This renders the study laborious, and sometimes dis

senting, and gives an appearance of routine to a method in itself

ewtllent, both as respects its general order and the foundation of its

principles. Still, when a pupil is industrious, this inconvenience does

not arrest his progress, and he is richly repaid for his perseverance

the advantage he derives from this method of acquiring style and

*freat facility in writing.

In France, on the contrary, they generally pursue apian completely

fposite ; for although the above method was at one time in use

•itb the French, as well as with the Italians and Germans, the same
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errors which retarded their advancement in the art, influenced their

progress in the principles 'of instruction. When, after the reform

effected by Lully, the French were desirous of following the path lie

had traced out, the means were found to be reduced to a few scat

tered traditions, become perfectly inadequate, and which appeared

still more so, when laid down in badly conceived and badly written

works, such as those of Paran, -Mignot, Madin, and others. It was

therefore deemed necessary to make some efforts to produce methods

more appropriate to the state of the science ; but instead of seeking

them in the study of the chef-d'oeuvres of the great masters, and

establishing a musical grammar drawn from the best results of

experience, they had recourse to different sciences, having little or

nothing to do with music. Rameau, who flourished at a period when

the taste for physics and mathematics began to prevail in France,

having read or heard that the vibration of a sonorous body generated,

besides its principal sound, its twelfth and seventeenth, endeavoured

to found upon this phenomenon the theory of the inversions of har

mony, which we have already described. We shall not here enter into

further details upon this article, but content ourselves with saying

that, for want of good didactic works, those of Rameau (expounded,

simplified, and commented on by celebrated authors) became much

in vogue ; consequently there are, at the present time, a great num

ber of professors, who, according to the method introduced by him,

begin by setting forth to their pupils physical and geometrical pro

positions, of which they understand nothing, and which besides have

not the slightest relation to the question. They, however, persist' in

it that all this nonsense is the foundation of the great, the sublime

science of harmony. After having encumbered the mind with this

useless trash, the pupil is instructed in the definition of harmony,

which is the knowledge of the chords. The chords are then defined

and explained to him, and he is made to learn a catalogue of them so

large, that the best memory cannot possibly retain them all in less

than a year. He is shown all the different ways in which they suc

ceed each other j he is accustomed to see the whole of harmony in

common chords, to find which alone he has regular rules, conse

quently he is obliged continually to have recourse to the inconvenient

calculation of inversions ; added to which, these rules are in them

selves so vague, so imperfect, and so little capable of being applied

in most cases, that if, after a year or two of study, the unhappy pupil

is presented with the simplest bass, he is not able to place the same
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harmony to it that a pupil of Italy or Germany would do, without

hesitation, at the expiration of a few weeks. What then is the

result? The pupil becomes wearied and disgusted, renounces the

itady, and, if his profession or taste lead him again to attempt com

position, he hastens to acquire, as he can, from bad principles,

i certain trading knowledge of the art sufficient for his purpose, but

w remains ignorant of its fundamental principles.

Such is the certain result of the system of thorough-bass, so cried

op. by people entirely ignorant of music, as facilitating the means of

learning the art ; tee should rather say, of talking of it, without

understanding any thing about it, as did Roussier, Bdthisy, and so

many more of Rameau's commentators. I have already named the

oaly advantage arising from this system, relatively to the classifica-

toa of the chords ; I shall not say more here on this subject. Finally,

ihereis no study of counterpoint, or, at most, that of the veneering

Iplaea^e) of chords ; no study of the styles ; no knowledge of the

aodels, even the names of whom are unknown. Such is a summary

ud unexaggerated account of the usual mode of studying musical

composition throughout France.

ll mast, however, be confessed, that the plan of instruction

^opted by the conservatory of Paris, and that instituted by several

Profcsors, according to the Italian and German methods, are exempt

fom some of these defects ; but it is easily to be perceived, that,

' (hhcld by local considerations, and by the fear of encountering

prejudices, they have not yet done, in this respect, all that perhaps

tay would have wished to do.

This, then, is the actual state of the system in France, so far as

ftfards its principles and foundation. Let us now see what she has

*W in the different kinds of composition. First, as to church

fflasic, we shall begin by the various species of the style & capella.

After having received from St. Gregory the Roman chant, that

Enable remnant of the Greek music, and having, by degrees, made

alterations in it, it was at length totally abandoned for absurd

fim-thanlt, composed at the period when the art was most depraved

" France, and which, for the most part, discover great ignorance and

taste. Their fuux-bourdons are nearly the same as those used in

Iuly ; but it is relatively to the counterpoint on the plain-chant,

l^t the French school is greatly defective. They have no writings

05 u* subject; which is not surprising, as the French chapel-masters

«*. i. f
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understand so little of the plain-chant, that I have seen the most

experienced of them (soi-disant) mistake the tone of the chant.

And besides, writing this kind of music is not taught in France, but

they practise instead, in the cathedrals, extemporary counterpoint,

which is called cluint sur le livre. To give some idea of it, imagine

fifteen or twenty singers, of every description of voices, from the

bass to the highest soprano, singing as loud as they can bawl, each

according to his own fancy, without either rule or intention, and

making every note in the system, both diatonic and chromatic, heard

at the same time with the plain-chant, which is performed by dis

cordant and harsh voices : you will then begin to have some con

ception of the plain-chant or counterpoint, called in France chant sur

le livre. But what will be thought still more incredible is, that there

are actually choral precentors and chapel-masters of sufficiently

depraved taste to admire and encourage this horrid mockery of music

in their churches. Such people do, indeed, make the house of God a

den of thieves ; it may be truly called an abomination and desolation in

the holy place.

Church music with instrumental accompaniment has, in France,

as every where else, undergone the same changes as dramatic music,

with which it has always had great connection. The French long

pretended to excel and surpass all other nations in this style ; and

although the falsity of such a pretension is now acknowledged by

those who sustained it only a few years ago, ye(t it should be admitted,

that in this kind of music the French have really considerable merit.

Notwithstanding the variations that have taken place in the melody,

there have, at all times, been French composers who have acquired a

just reputation in church music ; the most celebrated of whom,

reckoning from Lully, are that composer himself, Campra, La Sueur,

of Rouen, La Lande, Blanchard, and Mondonville ; and amongst the

moderns, Gossec, D'Haudimont, Giroust Roze, and lastly, Le Sueur,

director of the emperor Napoleon's chamber music, who has pro-

duced some works in this style, fraught with beauties of the first order.

As to chamber music, the French have no madrigals, except a few

by some masters who were contemporaries with the Flemish, all of

whose works are now forgotten. This style of music nourished in

Italy at the period of the troubles in France, during which music was

not at all cultivated in that country. In the cantata, the works of

Clerembaut and De Bernier, pupil of Caldara, were formerly cited.
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Fugitive pieces are one of the styles in which the French succeed the

best ,• they possess some very beautiful specimens in all styles and

of every character, and perhaps no nation of Europe is superior to

them in this respect.

flat the greatest glory of the French school is in dramatic music.

They were not precisely the inventors of it, but by borrowing the

dramatic melody of the Italians, and combining it with that of their

own nation, they have formed, as I have before said, a melody

peculiar to themselves, and of an excellent character ; and by apply

ing this to well-imagined and well-written poems, they have given

birth to the lyric drama, properly so called, which may be considered,

'.herefore, in some degree, as exclusively belonging to France.

It wis, however, only by following, at first, the example of the

ItaVtas;, that France attained to this brilliant result. In fact, it is

well known that when Mary de Me'ddcis, wife of Henry IV., came to

ftaoee, she brought with her the poet Rinuccini ; from which time

fvric representations took place at the court. None, however, are

mentioned as having been performed during the reign of Louis XIII. ;

his minister Richelieu turned all his attention towards the French

drama. The Italian Mazarin, who succeeded him, brought the

taste of his country into France, and caused the first Italian opera

tfcst lad ever been heard in that country, to be performed at the

Loorre, in 1646. In 1670, Perrin the poet, and Cambert the

Bosician, brought out the first French opera, entitled " Pomona," at

the Tennis-court in the Rue Mazarine. Two years afterwards, Lully

obtained their privilege, and enjoyed it till his death, which took

place in 1687. We have already described the kind of music which

be set to the French poems of Quinault ; we have also shown in what

respects his successors erred, amongst whom are distinguished

tanpra, Destouches, and Monteclair. Rameau, who made his dYbut

in 1733, by " Hypolite" and by " Aricie," substituted for the true

recitative and airs, which were, doubtless, too simple, and for the

most part obsolete, and for the paltry accompaniments of Lully, an

emphatic recitative, more brilliant airs, but often irregular and in

tad taste, more ornamented accompaniments, but frequently badly

written, although, with all this, there might generally be found in

tbem features and parts which demonstrated both science and

eeaius.

His successors flourished after him in the French lyric drama, till
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about 1775 5 but, since 1750, the comic opera bad appeared in France

on the model of the interludes and buffa operas then in vogue in

Italy. It was in this style that the French melody began to regene

rate under Dauvergne, La Borde, Floquet, J. J. Rousseau, Duni, and

Philidor ; to whom succeed&1 Monsigny, Gossec, and Gr6try, who

completed the improvements in French lyric comedy. Amongst

their contemporaries and imitators were Martini, Dalayrac, Chani-

pein, and many others. The reform operated by them in comedy,

and prepared in lyric tragedy, was consummated by Gluck, who,

in 1774, gave at Paris his " Iphigenie," and soon afterwards

enriched the French theatre by several other works. His rivals,

Ficcini and Sacchini, with the same object in view, endeavoured, at

the same time, to preserve the essential forms of melody more than

Gluck had done. This diversity of pretension occasioned warm

disputes, which are now, however, terminated. Vogel, Lemoyne,

and others, followed the steps of these great masters. This genera

tion of celebrated men was succeeded by French composers still

worthy to touch the lyre j the principal of whom were, in tragedy,

Berton, Catel, Le Sueur, Mehul ; and in comedy, the same ; to whom

may be added Boyeldieu, Eler, Gaveaux, Kreutzer, Flautade, Persuis,

and Solid. Many Italians and Germans, also, came into France

about this time, and attempted composition in the French dramatic

style, with success ; the most celebrated are Cherubini, Dellamaria,

Nicolo, Steibelt, Spontini, Tarchi, and Winter. Some composers of

the present generation have tried to introduce into the lyric drama

the effects of the symphony j but theyjappear, at length, to have dis

covered the abuses of this style, and to have since renounced it

entirely.

It is to the superiority of its national theatre, that France owes

that of its lyric drama. The great resort of company to the Thdatre

Francais, considered to be the best of all of them, has rendered the

feeling of dramatic propriety so general, that the French spectator

cannot endure a work in which it is not duly observed, whatever

may be its other merits. Penetrated with the same feeling, and im

bued with the same principles, the French lyric poets and composers,

whether natives or foreigners, directed by national taste, have, with

one accord, constantly worked upon the same system. It would,

certainly, be very & propos, in sketching the history of the French

lyric theatre, to give some idea of the revolutions that have taken
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place io the French drama itself, and to make some mention of the

]ioets who have contributed to its progress ; but I must here limit

myself to naming a few of the most celebrated, such as Quinault,

Lamotte-Houdart, Fontenelle, Labruere, G. Bernard, Sedaine,

Fsvart, Marmontel, Marsollier, Monvel, Duval, Guillard, Bouilly,

Hoffman, Picard, Etienne, and Dupaty, and refer the reader to their

articles in this Dictionary.

The French have also some celebrated names in instrumental com

position, although, in this style, they have only been imitators ; and

first, in music for single instruments, Leclair, Guignon, Guillcmain,

Mondonville, Gavini6s, Leduc the elder, Bertheaume, and Lahous-

saye, are justly esteemed. In concerted music, the quartets of Davaux,

and the symphonies of Gossec, are cited, which preceded, in France,

those of Haydn, and some of which are still heard with delight.

During a later period, some new attempts have been made in this

style, but we must wait a future period to decide on them with

impartiality.

The principal merit of the French school consists in the different

branches of execution.

Beginning this part of our examination by singing, we distinguish

three epochs : that of Lambert, in the time of Louis XIV. ; that of

Rebel and Francceur, in the time of Louis XV., who displayed all

Ik ridiculous faults and affectation of that period ; and lastly, the

modem epoch, whose style has great analogy to that of melody,

that is to say, is an Italian style modified, and rendered conformable

to the French language, and the principles of which arc developed

in the excellent method of singing of the conservatory. Each of

•bese periods boast celebrated singers ; the first has Boutclon ; the

second, Jelyotte ; the third, Garat, Chardini, Lays, and Mautin,

whom we must add Ellevion, for grace and elegance, united to

opression and dramatic truth.

Bat with respect to execution, the style in which the French have

ftti and undisputed merit, and indeed, in many respects, have a

"arked superiority, is the instrumental in general, and especially

tbtt of the violin. On this point, the French have always had

Sftt pretensions, and often founded in justice. The excellence of

'be twenty-four petiis violins of Louis XIV. formed by Lully, and

of other French violinists, was highly spoken of so far back

*» the seventeenth century. I do not, however, know how to
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reconcile these facts with the following remark of Corette in his

preface to his " Method of Accompaniment," published at Paris

about the year 1750.—"At the commencement of this century,"

says that author, " music was very dull and slow, &c. . . . When

Corelli's sonatas were first brought from Rome, (about 171S)

nobody in Paris could play them. The duke of Orleans, then regent,

beingagreat amateur of music, and wishing to hear them, was obliged

to have them sung by three voices : the violinists then began to study

them, and at the expiration of some years, three were found who

could play them. Baptiste, one of these, went to Rome to study them

under Corelli himself." Be this as it may ; since that period, instru

mental music has been studied with ardour by the French, and they

have made astonishing progress in it. France has now an excellent

school for the violin, founded upon that of Italy. We have already

named its best masters in speaking of instrumental composition; to

those names must be added Pagin, the celebrated pupil of Tartini,

and Viotti, who, during his residence (of some years) in France,

formed many excellent pupils, at the head of whom stands Rode.

These, in their turn, have communicated their skill to a number of

others, and the French violinists are now, both in number and in ta

lent, unrivalled in Europe. The artists of greatest repute at this time,

are Baillot, Grasset, Kreutzer, Lafont, and their pupils, Habeneck,

Mazas, Fontaine, &c. The same may be said with regard to many

other instruments, and particularly the piano-forte : amongst the

principal masters and amateurs on which, are Adam, Rigel, Jadin,

Boyeldieu, Madame de Montgeroult, Pradher her pupil, &c; but

for the organ, which was in its glory under Couperin, Marchand,

Calviere, and Daquin, there is now scarcely any master worthy of

citation, if we except Sejan, who has followed their steps. Lastly, to

conclude this article, by a panegyric as just as it is important; what

cannot be too much admired in France, is, the excellence of their

orchestras in the execution of the symphony ; in this respect they

infinitely surpass, I will not say those of Italy, which are beneath

consideration in this respect, but those of Germany, where instru

mental music has attained high reputation. This fact is acknow

ledged to be true, even by the most prejudiced foreigners.

The musical literature of France is of little value ; among her

works of this kind, some, compiled by artists who neither knew how

to think nor how to write, are as vicious in their principles as in their
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plan; others, edited by learned men, or by literati ignorant of the art,

teach only systems and errors. From this condemnation, however,

I most except, first, some methods which concern execution, and

particularly those published by the conservatory of Paris ; secondly^

concerning composition, the little treatise of harmony by M. Catel^

which is a good introduction to the study of accompaniment. I con-

•sler also, the principle: of composition of the schools of Italy, which I

lire formed from the union of what I have found best on the sub

ject in the French and other languages, to be the only authentic and

complete work for the student of this art, and, notwithstanding some

jsst imputations, the least imperfect of any existing of the same

kind.

Of the three nations of which we have spoken, it is in France that

nmscisthe least generally cultivated ; it is also, of all the fine arts,

& one least attended to in France, and the only one on which there

«ao public lectures, an advantage which it possesses in almost every

other country of Europe. Before the French revolution, music was

priocipally taught in the viaitrises ; but notwithstanding the number

of four thousand pupils, who were constantly supported by these es-

taWaaments, they so much felt the corruption and decay of the art

i» Inset, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, that, in

'kriofe course of that time, they produced at most but five or six

'zsrers, and as many composers worthy of mention. Their reesta-

fehment was on a still worse footing. The ancient chapel-masters

"tre at all events composers ; but lately, for want of better, it has

tan found necessary, with few exceptions, to employ any musicians

tint could be had. Here, the chapel-master is a parish chanter;

'tae, a violinist ; elsewhere, even a trumpeter, or some such person ;

nd these men are intrusted to form singers. It will readily be ima-

?"<cd that the maitrises thus organized, would be even less productive

Use they were formerly ; and up to the present time, it would be

'lifcult to find, out of the two or three hundred pupils which they

»Main, one who could sing the seven notes of the scale in tune,

fte conservatory, established since the revolution, has certainly,

^"ever, produced a great number of instrumental performers, and

m1 good singers.

Formerly, the plain-chant, at least, was taught in many of the pri-

"•fy schools ; now, neither plain-chant nor any other kind of music

8 tanght, and the bulk of the nation is totally ignorant of the art.
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Amongst the higher classes of society it is more cultivated ; amateurs

devote themselves chiefly to instrumental music. In general, singing

is neglected ; and nothing is so rare in France as good singers.

Composition is but slightly cultivated j the studies for it being, a3 I

have before explained, for the most part bad and very expensive.

Besides, the profession of a composer leads to nothing advantageous

in France ; there is no employment for his talents, either in the cha

pel or the theatre, the latter of which is occupied in a great mea

sure by foreigners. In such a state of things, composers are formed

with difficulty, and, in fact, there are very few in France ; the number

of those who have met with success in the dramatic style, at present

the most cultivated of any, is very inconsiderable. Many of these

men are now old, and we find but few successors to their talents.

Theory is little known in France, and musical erudition is still more

rare, the French are, indeed, almost ignorant of the name.

From this examination of the French school, it nevertheless

results, that it holds a much more distinguished rank amongst other

schools, than foreigners, blinded by national prejudice, will allow, or

than is believed by some Frenchmen themselves, who have been too

easily led astray by presumptuous arguments ; that it possesses a

marked superiority in two essential branches, namely, lyric drama

and instrumental execution ; that, notwithstanding its deviations

from the didactic, it has been very serviceable in this respect to the

art ; that its inferiority in many other points at the present moment,

arises from circumstances which have before produced the same

effects in those very nations which now appear to excel France. His

tory declares that, at different periods, the French school has held a

superiority over these same nations, and proves likewise, that, by pur

suing wise measures, it would be easy to replace it upon the same

level.

On taking the trouble to compare successively the labours of the

three schools, a sketch of which I have endeavoured to draw with

as much exactness and order as impartiality and truth, it will be

found easy to judge of the merit of each of them ; that spirit of party,

those prejudices or national antipathies, which eagerly attribute every

thing to the one side and nothing to the other, will thus be avoided.

The good and the excellent will be sought for where it really exists,

and will be duly appreciated, wherever it may be found.
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A A R

AaRON, abbot of St. Martin, at Cologne,

was born io Scotland. He wrote a work on

the utility and manner of singing church

Basic-, and introduced the Gregorian night-

chant from Italy into Germany. He died in

1052.

AARON, (Piktbo) a Florentine of the

order ofJerusalem, and canon of Rimini, was

i toluminocs writer on music. The most' con-

Sklerable of his writings is, " // Toscnncllu

dclU Matiea" 1523, 1529, 1539, a rare and

important work. He gave in it a decalogue,

or ten precepts for counterpoint, in honour,

it '» said, of the ten commandments of God ;

laci m precepts of less importance, in honour

efthe tix commandments of the church. His

works became particularly useful, from being

for the most part written in Italian ; whereas

thoM of almost all the preceding musical

writers were in the Latin language. Pietro

Aaron ^ives a list of such extraordinary

performers as were able to sing from notes,

ABE

" Cantare a litro," by which we may suppose

that the art was then in its infancy.

A11ACO, (Evaimsto Fetich tjai.i,') a

violinist and composer, born at Verona. In

the year 1726, he was musician to the court

of Maximilian Emanuel.

ABACI), (Baiion) also born at Verona,

was an amateur performer on the violonc ello

and composer for that instrument. One of

his pieces is dated 1748.

AliBATINI (Antonio Mabia) wan

born at Tilerno in the year 1605. He was

chapel-inaster of the churches of St. John of

Lateral), and of Santa Maria Maggiore at

Rome. He wrote many motets, the scientific

construction of which procured him a well-

merited reputation. Abbatini was the mas

ter of the celebrated abbe Stephani, of the

Venetian school.

ABF.ILLF. (Louis) was born in the year

1765, it is believed, at Beyreuth. In 1802,

he was appointed musician to the duke of

sou u V
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Wurtemberg, at Stuttgard. He composed

many esteemed works, both vocal and instru

mental, between the years 1788 and 1810.

ABEII.LE, a French composer. In the

year 1710 he published at Paris " RecuUl

d*Airs serieux et d boire"

ABEL (Leopold Augustus) a violin

pupil of Benda, was born at Cotthen in 1720.

He was musician to several German princes.

ABEL, (Charles Frederic) younger

brother of the preceding, was born also at

Coethen. During nearly ten years he was

in the bind Of the electoral king of Poland,

at Dresden, at the time that the celebrated

Hasse was chapel-master. Either from the

calamities of war having reduced their court

to a close economy, or, as some say, by rea

son of a dispute with Hasse, Abel quitted

Dresden about the year 1760, with only three

dollars in his pocket, and proceeded to the

next little German capital, where his talents

procured him a temporary supply of money.

The following year he made his way to Eng

land, where he soon obtained notice and re

ward. He was first patronised by the duke of

York, and, on the formation of queen Char

lotte's band, was appointed chamber-musi

cian to her majesty, with a salary of 200/.

per annum. In 1763, in conjunction with

John Christian Bach, he established a weekly

concert, by subscription, which was well sup

ported. Abel performed on several instru

ments ; but that to which he chiefly attached

himself was the viol da gamba, now hardly

ever used. He remained in London till

1783, when the desire of seeing his brother

and revisiting his native country led him

again into Germany. It was during this

journey, that, notwithstanding his advanced

age, he gave at Berlin and Ludwigslust, the

most striking proofs of his talent. King Fre

deric William, then prince royal of Prussia,

on hearing his performance on the viol da

gamba, presented him with a valuable snuff

box and a hundred pieces of gold. A few

years after this the derangement of his affairs

obliged him to remain for some time at

Paris, whence he subsequently returned to

London. Abel was a man who well knew

the world and kept ob tolerable

society, though a natural irascibility and

disposition to say strong things, sometimes

rendered him overbearing and insolent in

company. His greatest failing was a love

of the bottle, in which he indulged to a de

gree that probably shortened his life. He

died in London in 1787, after remaining

three days in a lethargic state, without expe

riencing any pain. Dr. Burney gives the

following character of his compositions aud

performance. "His compositions were easy

and elegantly simple, for he used to say, ' I

do not choose to be always struggling with

difficulties and playing with all my might. I

make my pieces difficult whenever I please,

according to my disposition and that of my

audience.'—Yet in nothing was heso superior

to himselfand to other musicians, as in writing

and playing adagios; in which the most

pleasing, yet learned modulation, the richest

harmony, and the most elegant and polished

melody, were all expressed with such feeling,

taste, and science, that no musical production

or performance with which I was then ac

quainted seemed to approach nearer per

fection. The knowledge Abel had acquired

in Germany of every part of musical science,

rendered him the umpire of all musical con

troversies, and caused him to be consulted on

many difficult points. His concertos and other

pieces were very popular, and were frequently

played on public occasions. The taste and

science of Abel were rather greater than his

invention, so that some of his latter produc

tions, compared with those of younger com

posers, appearedsomewhat languid and mono

tonous ; yet he preserved a high reputation

in the profession till his death." Abel's pub

lished works consist chiefly of overtures,

concertos, quartets, and trios. His adagios

in score and for the piano-forte, have been

long published separately in London ; and a

new edition of them has been lately edited

by Mr. Cramer, who was his pupil in coun

terpoint, previously to studying under de

menti.

ABEL (Thomas) taught music and

grammar to queen Catherine, wife of Henry

VIH. Having written a treatise " Dr. *°*
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•0K9," be mi banged and quartered July

ibeSOtn, 1540.

ABEL, (Aamor Henry) chamber-musi-

tia» .:• Hinover, was born inWestphalia, and

published a work in 1674, at Frankforton the

Kline, entitled " Entlingt mvsicaliiche

iV.W

ABEL (J. E.) was born in 1795, at Lud-

•igslut, tie residence of the grand duke of

Medknbiug-Schwerin, where his father, a

atpnew of C F. Abel, has resided upwards of

aft; jean, being a member of the household

bud of that prince. J. E. Abel was, from

hi eaibat infancy, (together with an elder

brother) destined for the profession ofmusic,

ud enjoyed, to that effect, the most zealous

lanmrjoo from his father, who is a good

nohniit. Abel began his studies on the piano

«ad rain when he was but five years old.

fetf i period of four years, six hours daily

■W devoted to the practice of both instru-

a*nn ; ud his father used to excite the

i of his sons, by frequently

1 to them the view oftheir grand-

At the expiration of the above

•"•U.tAbel, being thennineyears old,

ftfii l*& his brother) before a party of

; "bo were so surprised at the

"feasnti of the children, that several of

lolmurily offered their professional

"""fee towards the further education of

jwuij performers. After receiving the

pnaiied instructions from these professors,

Ihm of whom were eminent) during the

S"* af about two years, Abel, sen. com-

E*Ked a musical excursion with his sons,

•■diaf that they should perform in public

l! Anal parts of the north of Germany.

wever.from various invidious and

«jer motives, did not succeed in a pecuniary

of view ; which so disappointed the

that he decided to change the pro-

*««» of hit sons, destining J. E. Abel for

■ esarch, ud his brother for mercantile

I*, la the coarse of his studies for divinity,

J- E. Abel always found time, however, to

P*nevtre ta his musical pursuits : he now

''"Jed the violin forthe violoncello,and took

of Xavier Ilimmer, first violoncellist

■ to rood duke's household band, and a

very superior performer. When seventeen

years of age, J. E. Abel was offered the situa

tion of instructor in the fine arts to the

children of a German count, for which occu

pation he was thought more particularly

qualified, as he painted well in miniature.

Here he remained during three years, when

he was suddenly seized with a most painful

disease, (the tic douloureux) that defied the

power of medicine during two years, and at

length made him resolve to migrate to a

warmer climate, which he had a good oppor

tunity of doing, as his brother had previously

quitted his commercial pursuits, and esta

blished himself in the musical profession at

Savannah, in the United States. In the year

1819, having received a pressing invitation

from his brother, he embarked at Hamburgh

for America, and had the happiness to find

his disease give way on the very first touch

of the American soil. After a few months'

residence, however, at Savannah, the climate

brought onso complete a constitutional decay,

that he was again obliged to quit America

and embarked for Liverpool, where he arrived

in a state of great weakness, in September

1820. He next proceeded to London, where,

by a singular coincidence, he was introduced

to J. B. Cramer, while this great master was

just correcting the proofs of a publication in

grateful memory of C. F. Abel, and as a vin

dication of his early studies in counterpoint

under that master. That under such circum

stances, the nephew of an honoured master

should come more strongly recommended to

such a pupil, and that he consequently met the

kindest reception from Mr. Cramer, will

appear natural to every one wha enjoys an

intimate acquaintance with the great pianist.

In short, the instructive guidance and con

tinued friendly patronage of J. B. Cramer and

Graeff, (another celebrated pupil of C. J.

Abel) have afforded J. E. Abel the first in

ducement to, and surest foundation of, his

professional life in London, as teacher of the

piano and violoncello. J. E. Abel has pub

lished a few compositions for the piano.

ABELL, (John) an English musician, was

celebrated for a fine countertenor voice, and

for his skill on the lute. He belonged to the

b % 3
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chapel of Charles II., in which situation he

continued till the revolution, when he was

discharged as being a papist, Upon this he

went abroad, and sang in Holland, also at

Hamburgh, and other places in Germany,

where he acquired considerable wealth, but

squandered away his money, and was sub

sequently obliged to travel about the country

on foot, with his lute slung on his back. It

appears thatafter this he returned to England ;

for, in 1701, he published in Loudon a col

lection of songs in several languages, dedi

cated to king William. This artist is said to

have possessed some secrets, by which he

preserved the natural tone of his voice to an

extreme old age. Iu the fourth volume of

" Pills to purge Melancholy," there are

two songs by Abell.

ABELTSHAUSEH, acomposer of twelve

quatuors for flutes, &c. published at Mentz.

(Boosey's Cat. 1822.) He has also written

quatuors for four horns.

ABINGDON (Lohd) was an excellent

performer on the flute, and composed for that

instrument. He is said to have expended

1 ,600/. iu a fruitless attempt to support Bach

and Abel's concerts. After the loss of this

sum, his lordship declined to volunteer any

further pecuniary guarantee, and the profes

sion determined to try their fortune incarrying

them on. From 1785 to 1793, the perform

ances continued to flourish; but the opposition

established by Salomon, and the increasing

taste for vocal music, put an end to the efforts

of the professors in that year. This musician

was piqued at being left out ofthe professional

concerts, and hearing that Haydn had been

engaged by.lqrd Abingdon, and that he was

disappointed by the termination of his lord

ship's management, Salomon set off to bring

him over. It is to this circumstance that the

world probably owes those symphonic which

are the finest monuments of instrumental art.

Haydn was engaged not only to compose, but

to direct the performance of his productions ;

and thus he was roused by every motive, and

excited by the highest instances of talent, tbat

could be engaged in his service.

ABOS, (Syr.) chapel-master at the con

servatory of La Picta, at Maples, about the

year 17C0. He Composed the opera of " Tito

Manlio," the favourite airs of which were

published in London, by Walsh, about the

year 1706. He was a pupil of Alessandro

Scarlatti.

ABltAHAM, teacher of the clarionet at

Paris, composed a great many airs for his

instrument, abont the year 1788. He also

published a method for the bassoon. lie

died about the year 1805.

ABIIAMS, (Miss) a celebrated English

singer and composer qf songs. She, with her

sister Theodosia, was first heard in public at

the opening of the ancient concerts in 1776.

Miss Abrams has, for many years past, re

tired from professional duties. The air of

" Crazy Jane" is the most popular of this

lady's compositions.

ABRAMS, (Theodosia) sister to the pre

ceding: she possessed a fine mezzo-soprano

voice.

ACCIAJUOLI, (Filippo) a dramatic

poet and composer, born at Rome in 1637.

He wrote the words and composed the music

to several operas. He is the first composer

whose name we observe to a comic open,

such as was his "Girello," performed with

success in 1675. His grand operas were

" La Vamira Placata," played in 1680, anil

" Ulisse."

ACCORIMBANI, (Aoostino) aRomat

composer, produced several operas and other

works, between the years 1780 and 1790.

ACCORJMBONI, (Baldassabo) m

Italian church composer of the sixteenth

century.

ACKERMANN, (Madame) her maiu\'»

name was Bachmann. In the year 1796, she

was first female singer at the Konigsberg

theatre, and performed the principal parts in

Mozart's operas.

ACTIS (Abbe) wrote about the ye*

1788, in the Mtmoires de rAcad. Royalt

ties Sciences, observations on the echo id

the cathedral of Girgenti, also on the cele

brated ear of Dionysius.

ADAM DE FULDA, a monk of Fran-

conia, composer of some church music in the

fifteenth century.

ADAM, (Louis) of Paris, was born about
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1780, at MiettersholU, near the Rhine. His

fcrstmser on the harpsichord was one of his

rth'uMs, an excellent amateur ; he had after

wards lessons on the piano, for some months,

from an organist of Strasburg, by the name of

Jfepp, who died about the year 1800: but

.lao » more especially indebted for the

ucoa and talent which has placed him in

the irst rank of professors of the piano, to his

..-.-•"i study of the writings of E. Bach,

Handel.Scarlatti, and morerecently ofMozart

ind dementi, Adam, when young, taught

i-aself the violin and the harp, as also com-

(Bio, the knowledge of which he obtained

ffon the writings of Mattheson, Fux, Mar-

f'i, and other Germans. He arrived at

Para at the age of seventeen, meaning to

Wlow ccic as a profession, and made his

■fc* ai a composer, by two concertante-

^pauues for the harp and piano, with the

roan, which were executed at the spiritual

axons, and were the first of the kind that

Wbeen heard. After this he applied himself

*> teaching and composition. In 1797, he

™ *vp«aed professor of the piano at the

wemiiffy, where he has formed a great

"■Iwofexcellent pupils, among whom the

** 'aoin are Kalkbrenner, F. Chan-

kn, Viand, Henri le Moine, &ic Adam's

■"h are, u A Method of fingering for

«* Piano," " A Method for Piano-play-

"f, tstfted by the Conservatory, and all

"ktSduolt of Music in France," various

»ataa,4ic.

ADAM, (D. Vicente) a musician at

Madrid, pnblished there, in 1786, " /»-

"'«/«« in Composition."

4DAMI DA BOLSENA, (Andrea) one

^fe chapel-masters to the pope at the

spuing of tlie last century. He published

Q QU, " Instructionsfor properly direct-

*t'bt Choristers of the Pontifical Chapel,

■I I" the ordinary and extraordinary

in 4to. He died in 1742.

ADAMI (Erjieit Daniel) was director

*<Hsk at Landshut, and published, in 1750,

1 *«k entitled " Reflections on the triple

Uul tht Entrance of the Forest ofAden-

^ *» BoitwUm," in 4to. He also wrote

i oh the tutlme Beauties of

the Canticles, as sung at Divine Service,"

in 8vo. Leipsic, 1755.

ADAMI, composer of a quatuor for the

flute, &c. published at Hamburgh. (Boosey's

Cat. 1822.)

ADAMS (Thomas) was born in 1 783. He

began his musical studies under Dr. Busby,

at about eleven years of age. In 1 802, he was

appointed organist of Carlisle chapel, Lam

beth, where he officiated till 1814, in which

year he was chosen (by competition of playing

against twenty-eight other candidates) or

ganist of St. Paul's, Deptford : this situation

he still holds. T, Adams has superintended

the annual evening performances on the!

Apollouicon, since their commencement. In

his writings and extempore performances, he

makes free use both of the strict and florid

styles, and is known to have carefully studied

the works of Sebastian Bach, Haydn, and

Mozart. T. Adams married, in 1806, the

eldest daughter of the late C. Triquet, Esq. of

the bank ; this lady is an excellent private

performer, and was a pupil of Jacob. The

following are among the principal compositions

of T. Adams : " Six Voluntaries," published

inl812 ;" Scots whahae with Wallace bled"

with variations for the organ, (Mayhew) ;

" Adeste fideles," with variations ; " A rose

tree in full bearing," with variations ; Pae-

siello's " Quant cpiu bella," with variations,

(the three last pieces at Clementi's) ; " Deh

prendi," and " Myjo Janet,/'both with va

riations, (Harmonic Institution); " Six Fu

gues for the Organ," (Clementi); " Three

Voluntaries for the Organ," (Hodsoll.)

Thomas Adams proposes to publish, iu the

course of the year 1824, six grand organ

pieces.

ADAMS, (Miss) a professor of the piano

forte at the royal academy of music.

ADAMUS, (Dobensis) abbot of a mo.

nasterynear Hereford, in England, wrote, in

the year 1200, " Rudimenta Musices," Tho

Rudiments of Music.

ADCOCK, (Abraham) an English com

poser at the beginning of the last century.

His portrait is named in Bromley's Cat.

ADCOCK, (James) master to the cho

risters of King's college, Cambridge, waa
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bom in 1778, at Eton, in Buckinghamshire.

In 1786, he was admitted a chorister of his

majesty's chapel of St. George, Windsor, and

of the college of Eton, where he received his

musical education under Dr. Aylward and

Mr. Sexton, the present organist of St. George,

Windsor. In 1797, he was elected one of the

lay-clerks ofSt. George's chapel, and in 1799,

was appointed to the same situation at Eton

college, both of which places he gave up on

being nominated lay-clerk of King's, Trinity,

and St. John's colleges, Cambridge. Adcock's

principal compositions are glees ; viz." Three

Gleet, dedicated to Sir Patrick Blake,"

(Birchall); " Hark how the Bees," glee, four

voices, (Preston) ; " Welcome Mirth," glee,

three voices, (Goulding) ; &c. &c In the

ensuing summer, Adcock intends to publish

rudiments of singing, with about thirty sol

feggi, to assist persons who wish to sing at

sight.

ADDIMARI, (Li'ioi) a Florentine noble

man, composed a musical drama, entitled

" Roberto." He died in 1708.

ADDISON (John) is the son of an

ingenious mechanic, whose abilities were

honoured with three several commands from

his late majesty, to exhibit the machines he

was then inventing.

Addison first discovered a propensity to

music when at school ; where, beginning with

the flageolet, and proceeding to the flute,

bassoon, and violin, he soon made a conspi

cuous figure in his village choir. About this

time a Miss Willems, (niece to the celebrated

Reinhold) being left almost destitute by the

loss of her parents, and knowing the intimacy

that had existed between the families, claimed

the protection of Mr. and Mrs. Addison. She

possessed a fine voice, and considerable taste,

which soon captivated J. Addison, and first

made him conceive the idea ofpursuing music

as a profession, particularly as it would afford

him the opportunity ofcultivating her talent:

they were married, and she soon after sang at

"Vauxhall, with great success.

After this she was engaged to perform at

the private theatre in Dublin, then conducted

by the Earl of Westmeath and Frederick

Edward Jones, Esq,

The interval, between the closing of Vaui-

hall and the opening of the Dublin theatre,

was filled up by an engagement with Mr.

Francis Aickin, at Liverpool : here it was that

Addison first stepped into the profession.

Soon after his arrival, the person who played

double bass, being taken ill, Himc, the

loader, asked Addison if he could play that

instrument; his answer was no; but as he

could play on the violoncello, he thought a

little study and practice would soon enable

him to assist in the orchestra. He accordingly

made the attempt, and soon improved so much

on the double bass, as, ever since, to rank

high as a performer on it.

Addison next went to Dublin. HeTiad made

no engagement for himself at th» private

theatre, but almost immediately on his arrival,

being found active and intelligent, as well as

skillul in his profession, he was appointed

director and superintendent ofthe orchestra,

which was then composed ofam ateurs, amon»

whom were the Earl of Westmeath, colonel

Lambert Walpole, counsellor Curran, Stc.

&c. etc. Here he had an opportunity of

studying counterpoint ; and was soon em

ployed to compose the orchestra accompa

niments to the musical pieces which were

performed there.

The ensuing summer, he and his wife re

turned to Liverpool, where they were engaged

at both the theatre and the concerts. Being

now anxious to try his ability as a composer

ofan original melody, he caused Mrs.Addispn

to sing one of his songs at a rehearsal, giving

it out as a manuscript by Shield : it pleased

so much, that he was requested to let it be

performed at the next concert: he consented ;

but his vanity would not permit him longer to

conceal the real composer, which he was flat

tered by finding did not lessen the success of

the ballad.

From Liverpool, Mr. and Mrs. Addison re

turned to Dublin, on an engagement for two

seasons, at a very liberal salary. His atten

tion was now chiefly devoted to Mrs. Addi

son's improvement, in which he succeeded

so well, that she maintained a hig+i rank as

a vocal performer, notwithstanding soch

powerful opponents at the other theatre a.;
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Miss Poole, now Mrs. Dickons, and Mrs.

Second.

The following summer, his father's affairs

ailed Addison to London ,whither he brought

Lis wife, and introduced her to Mr. Harris, of

Covent-gardea, who heard her, was pleased,

ud instantly engaged ber for as long as she

cmUMania before her Dublin engagement.

5fcemiaeuer<fc'6i</ in Rosetta, and performed

Kreral priticipalcharacters with such success,

iiut slit was offered an engagement for three

tnn; this, however, was not accepted, as

Mr. Jones had hopes of obtaining a public

patent, and had proposed very seducing

lamia the event of his success.

They next returned to Dublin ; where,

i«wti bis theatrical engagement, Addison

raw became in great request as a singing-

ufltr, ud taught in several noblemen's

Baits, Among bis pupils, he had the

taour of reckoning lady Charlotte Packen-

iuo, now the duchess of Wellington.

Thinking that still more might be done for

Mn. Addison's improvement, he passed part

of tke nest summer and autumn in Bath, and

fkod ktr under the celebrated Rauzzini,

»bo ru very much pleased with her, and

t<*tiL such handsome terms of her tuition,

luiiiiijon declared liimself her master,

"J that he had a double motive for bringing

-"to Urn, as he expected to receive much

baeit bunself, by witnessing his manner of

uanctiag; this was pleasantly received,

ud an attendance on him for some months

finned all parties,

from Bath they returned to Dublin, where

ttwy remained three years at the public thea-

nt. ander the management of Mr. Jones,

■as had become the patentee : the summers

•ere pasted in excursions to different parts

"f the country, in the manner of our London

theatrical meteors.

About this time Bellamy, with whom

AiiditoB was on the closest terms of friend-

bf. became a joint proprietor of the Man-

*«"ter theatre with Mr. Ward ; and with

l"* Addison made an engagement for him-

wife, as also for the concerts at the

Uat pUce, and those at Liverpool. After

•eat Bombs' residence at Manchester,

domestic events induced Mr. Addison to

give up the musical profession ; and he sought

a person who was conversant with the cotton

trade, collected the property he had, and

commenced manufacturer. In this he might

have succeeded in other times; but no

sootier had lie turned the chief of his capital

into goods, than the war recommenced, and

his stock was deteriorated full twenty per

cent, in value. He now consulted his friends,

who gave him hopes that affairs would

mend ; but these were delusive, for they

gradually declined ; till despairing of a

change for the better, he called bis creditors

together, and found no difficulty in persuad

ing them to take charge of the goods, convert

them into cash, pay themselves, and remit

the balance, if any, to him in London,

Previously to quitting Manchester, he

remained, however, a short time, and com

posed the music of a pantomime : soon after

he went to Chester with Bellamy, and

composed an opera, written by a lady of that

place.

On his arrival in London, he called on

his friend Kelly, who had for some time

opened his musical saloon. The want of a

scientific person, as well as a man of busi

ness, to conduct it, had long been felt, and

proposals at a present salary, with a prospect

of eventually becoming a partner, were made

to Addison, and accepted. He was also

engaged for the ensuing season, to play the

double bass at the Italian opera, at the

Ancient, and at the Vocal concerts, which

situations he held for several years.

In the following year, Kelly was employed

to compose the music of the Sleeping Beauty,

written by Mr. Skeffington, for Drury-Iane.

Before beginning the music, however, Mrs.

Crouch was taken so ill that she was obliged

to be removed into the country : her illness

gaining ground afflicted Kelly so much that

he could not fix his mind to composition ;

still the poetry having been sent, Addison

could not resist the desire oftrying his ability,

and composed several songs for the piece,

which he shewed to Mr. Skeffington ; at the

same time observing, that should Kelly find

himself inclined to compose them himself, ht
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fAddison)wou!d suppress his attempts. Mr;-.

Crouch continuing to decline, Addison was

suffered to proceed ; but not without that

suspicion which authors and managers natu

rally feel at employing untried talent. Mr.

SkcflirJgtori was very anxious to have the

words of the Woodland Maid adapted to

an air of Mozart's; but Addison having

pleased himself with his own composition for

those words, and finding that he must take

much liberty with the production of Mozart,

to adapt it to the metre, proposed that

Gibbon, who was to sing the song, should

hear both melodies, without being told whose

they were, and make his selection. The

choice "fell on Addison's, and its success

proved that it was not an unfortunate one.

This song had another struggle for existence,

and was only suffered to be performed on

the first night, upon Addison's consenting to

exchange it, should it be ineffective. The

Sleeping Beauty was performed upwards of

thirty nights, with great success.

After this, Addison was engaged to com

pose a piece for Henry Siddons; but the

unfortunate conflagration of Drury-laue

theatre destroyed the manuscript, and his

hopes for the present : however, Mr. Arnold,

shortly after opening the Lyceum as an

English OpeTa House, agreed with H. Sid

dons for the piece ; which he, having just

then taken the Edinburgh theatre, put toge

ther hastily, and handed to Mr. Arnold,

who brought it out, having made first such

additions and alterations as he thought best

adapted to his company. It was the second

opera produced on those boards, " Up at

Night " being the first. Phillips, the emi

nent singer, who had made a most successful

debut in the first opera, was not lessapproved

in the second ; his song of " The Young

and Charming Ilride," never having been

sung without an encore. The whole of the

music, indeed, pleased very much ; and it

has often been regretted that a difference

between Mr. Arnold and the author, about

some further claim in the event ofthe opera's

exceeding fifteen nights, stopped its career.

Addison has composed other pieces for the

tame theatre, viz. "My Uncle," " MyAunt,"

Two Words, or Silent not Dumb," " Free

and East/,'* &c.

For Covent-garden, he has composed the

music of " Robinet the Bandit," and arrang

ed lioyeldieu's music, as well as composed

some pieces, in " Rose d1'Amour "

When Sir George Smart first had the ora

torios at Drury-lane, Addison adapted some

selections, from Winter's favourite operas, to

the sacred drama of Elijah, written by T. W.

Moncvieffe, Esq. which was successfully

repeated several times during the season.

These, with several single songs, duets,

glees, &c. are the chief of his compositions.

It should be remembered, that he was m-

tirely self-taught in composition, and is a

proof of what assiduity, with a persevering

mind, may accomplish.

His chief occupation, of late, has been

teaching singing. Among those of his pupils,

who are known to the public, and were

wholly instructed by him, are Messrs. Pyne,

Pearman, Leoni Lee, Millar, and Dean,

Mesdames Bennett, Beaumont, Witham,

Healey, &c.

ADLER (GeorgeCiibistian) was lorn

at Wohlbach, in 1674. He wrote, among

many other musical works, " Programma dr

liberalium artium in Evclesia utilitatc ae

rite travtentur," 1702.

ADLER, (G.) named in Wessel and

Stodart's Catalogue, for 1822, as composer

of a quintuor for violins, &c.

ADLUNG, (James) member of the

academy of Erfurt, was born in 1689, and

wrote, among other works, one entitled

" Musical Science," a book of great utility

to organists. He died at Erfurt, in 1792.

ADOLFATI, a pupil of the celebrated

Galuppi, is known as the author of several

operas. In 1750, he made an attempt to

unite in the same strain two sorts of time,

the one composed of two notes, the other of

three. The piece was effective and ap

plauded. Adolfati imitated in this Bene

detto Marcello.

ADRASTUS, a Peripatetic philosopher

and pupil of Aristotle, left a MS. in three

books, on harmony : this work remained

unknown till the year 1788, when it was

8 '
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um-mrd t» ian been bund in good prc-

vntn, aid well written, among the MSS.

B & ij-.'jry of the king of Sicily,

AD8UK0. See Wili.aert.

ADRIANO, an Italian singer, was en-

ri.W at tie opera, in London, in 1817.

ADKIAKUS (Emanuel) published at

A^nrp, in 1593, a work called " Pratam

ADRIAH'S (Frakciscus) published

a- fsilms, for four voices, at Venice, in

US.

AllRIEX. There are three brothers of

■I emt : the eldest published several col-

wioasof lirs at Paris, during the time of

h Fracb revolution.

JUAXIS (Clavdivs) lived about

w rat Bo, and in his work, " Varia

tivmr* wrote much on the subject of

iEMl.VGA, doctor and professor of law

• Imaswald, printed, in 1740, a work on

manual music. He diedin 1768.

AFT1LARD, a didactic writer on music

a rs»,u tnu beginning of the last century,

fc y&s&ei " Easy Rulesfur ringing at

"<«' i> which the time of the airs is

Vs&i b? x pendulum.

•USAJilO, canon of Ferrara in the

of the sixteenth century : he is

KSW<I to have invented the bassoon.

AGATHON, a Greek singer, lived about

Wrem before Jesus Christ: his style of

'WO! va proverbially excellent.

1GAJZARI, (Acoustino) born of a

unily at Sienna, was chapel-master

: according to Quadro, he was the

!t »ko introduced instrumental concertos

* •* church, about the beginning of the

•■A century ; but by the word concerti,

a the title page of his work, is only

*** "St/mi CoHcerlati," or psalms

*"*]»nied mth violins. Agazzari wrote,

1 'Ms, > work on ecclesiastical music.

AGAHl published three duos at Am-

■aw, in 1784.

■MSfcLAES obtained the first prize which

*"Pa to the players on stringed instru-

2*. a the Pythian games, 559 years

^JwaChrist.

AGHTK, (P. W.) composer of some

music for the horn. (Wessel and Stoclirt's

Catalogue, 1822.)

AGNELLI, (Lorenzo) a composer of

church music.

AGNESE (Maria Teresa) was born

at Milan, about the middle of the last cen

tury, and is one of those composers who have

contributed much to the lustre of the Lom

bard school of music. Not content with

cultivating the science to the extent usually

aimed at by her sex, she aspired to a depth

of composition equal to the great masters of

our sex ; to arrive at which, she entered

upon studies proportionably profound and

persevering. This talent for application

seemed to be a natural inheritance in the

family of Agnese, whose sister, Gaetana,

attained as much eminence in the mathe

matics, as she herself did in counter

point. She first published several cantatas,

which were well received, not only as being

the productions of a female, but because

they bore the true stamp of genius. Her first

opera was " Sofonisba, " which was well

received, and soon followed by two others,

"Ciro," and " Nitocri," both of which met

with decided success.

AGOSTINI, (Lunovico) chapel-master

to duke Alphonso the Second, was liorn at

Ferrara. He published " Afeae, Vespri,

Motetti, Madrigali, e Sinfonie" Ancona

1588. He died in 1590, aged fifty-six.

AGOSTINI, (Paolo) of Vallerano,

pupil of Nanini, succeeded to F. Soriano, as

chapel-master of St. Peter's at Rome.

Padre Martini has inserted an Agnus Dei

of this composer, in eight parts, which is a

truly curious production, three different

canons being carried on at the same time,

in a clear and natural manner, both as to

melody and harmony. Agostini died at an

advanced age, about the year 1660.

AGOSTINI, (PietroSimone) a knight,

was born at Rome, and composed at Venice,

in 1688, " // ratio ilclle Sabine," an opera,

which was not only represented in his own

country, but in several other theatres of

Italy.

AGOSTINI (Rosa) was first female

9
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singer of the theatre at Florence, in the

year 1777, when she particularly distin

guished herself with Aprile, in the opera of

Croesus, by Borghi.

AGRELL, (John) chapel-master at Nu

remberg, where he died, in 1767. His

compositions were numerous, and highly

esteemed in his time.

AGRESTA, (Aoostiso) a composer of

eminence, is mentioned in the Treatise on

jMusic of Cerreto, published in 1601.

AGRICOLA, (Fbedbricx Henry) a

chapel-master and composer towards the

close of the seventeenth century. He died

in Germany, in 1691.

AGRICOLA, (Geoboe Lewis) born

at a village near Sondershausen, in

1643, was chapel-master at Gotha, and

died in 1676. He published sonatas, pre

ludes, allemandes, &c. for two violins and

two viols da gamba; and several other

works.

AGRICOLA,(JoHN)ofErfurt, published,

in 1601, motets for four, rive, six, eight, and

more voices, also canticles for the principal

festivals.

AGRICOLA, (Joiiv Frederick) com

poser to the court at Berlin, was a native

of Dobitschen, in Altenburg. He studied

music at Lcipsic, under Sebastian Bach.

He died in 1774. Agricola translated from

the Italian, the Elements of the Art of Sing

ing, by Tosi. He also composed much music

both for the church and stage. Agricola's

compositions of all kinds, exhibit in their

character a happy union of genius and

facility. He was one of the best organists

of Germany.

AGRICOLA, (Martinus) a chorister

in the cathedral of Magdeburg. He wrote

several tracts on music, the principal of

which were republished at Wittenburg,

after his death, under the title of " Duo Librl

Afusiccs continrnlei compendium Artl* tt

illiistrirt crcmpla." Agricola died in 1556.

AGRICOLA, (Benedetta Emilia

Molteni) wife of J. F. Agricola, was a

singer at the opera of Berlin, to which place

she came in 1742. She had been a pupil

of Porpora, Hassc, and SaUmbcni. When

fifty years of age, she still sang bravur

airs in an astonishing manner.

AGRICOLA, (Rodoi-ph) an exceller

painter, orator, poet, aud musician. II

was one of the builders of the organ a

Groningen. He died at an early age s

Heidelburg, in 1485. Erasmus place

Agricola among the first of mortals.

AGRICOLA, (Mabtin) singer at Mag

deburg, published several musical wort:

between the years 1512 and 1540. 11

died in 1556.

AGRIPPA, (H. C.) born at Cologne, ii

1486, was renowned for his great eruditioi

In his work,"Z)e incertitudtHe ScimtiaruM,

he treats on music.

AGTHE, (C. C.) organist to the prince o

Anhalt Hamburg, was born in 1759. 11'

composed several songs and operas. He die

in 1797.

AGTHE, (A.) composer of some music fo

the piano and violin. (Wessel aud StoJart

Catalogue, 1822.) We believe be is now resi

dent at Dresden.

AGUJARI, (Lucrezia) a celebrateil fe

male singer. She married Colla, an esteemo

composer, and sang in London for some year

at the Pantheon, where she was at one tirm

engaged at the enormous salary of 100/. pe

nigbt for singing only two songs. Agujari v> a

a truly wonderful performer. She had lw<

octaves of fair natural voice, from A on tin

fifth line in the bass, to A on the sixth line ii

the treble, and beyond that, in alt. she hai

in early youth more than another octave

Sacchini said he had heard her go up to i

flat in altissimo. She died at Parma in 1783

AGUILERA, (Sebastian j>e) compose

and organist at Saragossa in the early par

of the seventeenth century.

AGUS, a composer who resided for somi

years at Paris, and died there about 1 79H

He was scientific, but had little taste oi

genius. He published several instrumenta

works, also solfeggi, which were not mucl

approved.

AHL, (C. Jun.) named in Wessel and

Stodart's Catalogue for 1822, as composer

of music for wind instruments.

AHLE, (John George) organist at Mai

10 I
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iam, fid ia 1707. He left sundry works

;j fie toid st music and on composition.

AHLE (Jons Rodolpii) father of the

«s burgomaster and organist at

MiSjotD. He published at Erfurt, in

IS*, t method of sinking, under the title

J'Cmpniiim pro Trnellis," 6tc. with

--.■mtd hi«toriral and critical notes. He

A ■ 1673.

AHISTROM, (Ol.) organist at Stock-

conposed several operas, also sonatas.

Hf ns liria* ia 1792. :

AHXE50ROEN (C. G.) published in

!~5, it Hamburgh, six sonatas for 1 the

.UBUXGER, conductor at the Italian

'TtaSsaichin 1823.

MCH, fG.) regular canon of the order

■ PteKstrants, published some church

:aritAn?sburgh, in 1663.

UCHLV'GER, (G.) an organist, publish-

f!b*v«ei 1547 and 1580 a great number

*«rfa fcr the organ.

AIGXAN, author of a French translation

i VVrar't Iliad, has composed several

w™. H* was living in 1810.

AKSER, (Exgilbebto) a German

"^•w it Vienna, of high reputation for

^ hreledge in counterpoint. He has

publL'hed " Misstt quatnor voatm,

*■<» &*>«."

AlGtlXO(BnisciANO) published seve-

™ aasical works at Venice, between the

r» 1W2 and 1581.

AlMOff.fP. L. F.) born at Lisle in 1779,

^ tW band of the theatre at Marseilles

''"ok* seventeenth year. He afterwards

tBr**A raaay quatuors and quintets. He

""^neat Paris in 1810.

AWSWORTH, a professor of music at

ia Yorkshire, is an eminent performer

"knerpent.

AIOLLAE, (Fbascbsco) a composer,

^•JWeoce, was living in France about

**."»! 1530.

AJ&MYD, (8.) an English composer

the end of the seventeenth century.

H' puofahtd numerous songs in the year

194,

^{G.B.) was born in 1580, and died

in 1612. He published numerous songs in

the year 1685.

ALANUS ab INSULIS, a renowned phi

losopher and theologian, was called, on

account of his great learning, the Universal

Doctor. He died in 1203. In his work

called " Anti Claudianut," he treats on

music.

ALARDUS, (L) a protestant theologian

in Holstein, died in 1672. He wrote, among

other works; one " 7)e vtterum Masici,"

ALAR1US set to music some songs in

a collection published at the Hague.in 1735.

ALAYRAC, {V) See Dalayrac.

ALBANEZE or D'ALBANESE, aBtnger

and pupil of one of the conservatories at

Naples, came to Paris in 1747, when eighteen

years old, and was immediately engaged at

the king's chapel. He was first singer at the

spiritual concerts from 1762 to 1762. He

died in 1800, His compositions consist of

airs and some charming duets.

ALBANI, (Matthias) arenowned violin

maker in the Tyrol. His instruments are

still much sought for. He lived in the middle

of the seventeenth century, and marked his

violins thus, " Matthias Albamis fecit i«

Tyrol Butsanl," 1654.

ALBANO. See Sebastini.

ALBARINI published some music at

Vienna, about the year 1789.

ALBERGANTE,(H.S.) an Italian priest,

died at Como, in 1698. He wrote several

musical works.

ALBERGATI, (P. C.) of an illustrious

family at Bologna, was an amateur and

esteemed composer of music. There are se

veral operas of his which appeared about the

beginning of the last century, among others

" Gli Amici," and " 11 Principe Sclvaggio."

ALBERGHI, (Paolo) of Faenia, was a

celebrated violin pupil of Tartini.

ALBERGHI, (L) an Italian composer

and singer, was living in 1 760.

ALBERICI, (G.) vicar-general at Rome,

died there in 1610. He wrote biographical

sketches of celebrated Venetian writers,

among whom he has noticed many eminent

musicians.

ALBERICI, (L.) an Italian poet and

\ IV
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composer, at the end of the seventeenth and

beginning of the eighteenth century. He

died in 1704.

ALBERICI, (P. G.) an Italian poet and

composer at the beginning of the eighteenth

century, published a musical dialogue for

four voices, at Ovietto, in 1703.

ALBERICL (V.) See Aldrici.

ALBERICUS, cardinal and Benedictine

monk of the convent of Montcassin, was

one of the most learned mcu of his time.

He died at Rome, in 1 106. He was the

author of a dialogue on music.

ALBERS, (F. B.) a composer at Jena,

was living in 1785.

ALBERT, a singer at the opera in London,

in 1820. His voice was a baritone.

ALBERT, (JIahame) principal singer at

the great opera of Paris. She appeared for a

few months at the opera in London, in 1821,

but was not very successful, Madame

Albert is a fine actress, but a moderate

singer.

ALBERT.(Henkv) a good composer and

poet, was born at Lodesteiu, in 1604, and

was afterwards organist at Konigsburg,

where he died in 1668. He was the author

of much church music, still sung in Prussia.

ALBERTI, a celebrated professor of the

violin, engaged by Francis I. of France, in

1530.

ALBERTI, a composer and guitarist at

Paris, was living in 1796.

ALBERTI, (Dominico) a Venetian ama

teur, pupil of Birfi and of Lotti. He asto

nished Farinelli in Spain, by his talent in

singing. In 1737, he set to music the Enity-

mion of Metastasio, and a short time after,

the Galalca of the same author. He died at

Rome very young. I le was also the composer

of thirty-six sonatas in a new style. Dr.

Burney highly valued the vocal compositions

ofAlberti, which are little known in England,

and were indeed scarce, everywhere, even at

the time the doctor was on the continent.

ALBERTI, (Guisette Matteo) a com

poser and violinist at Bologna, at the begin

ning of the last century. He published twelve

symphonies, which being light and easy, were

formerly much played in England. He also

published, in 1713, ten concertos, in six

parts, for violins.

ALBERTI, (J.) composer and court musi

cian at Ferrara, lived at the beginning of

the last century.

ALBERTI, (J. F.) organist ofthe court of

Saxony, composed some chefs-pommel for

the church. He died in 1710.

ALBERTI, (P.) a composer, lived at the

beginning of the last century.

ALBERTINI, (F.) doctor of the canon

law, was born at Florence, and wrote a

treatise on music, about the year 1510.

ALBERTINI, (G.) chapel-master to the

king of Poland in 1784 : he composed some

operas, and was living in the year 1790.

ALBERTINI, (J.) an instrumental com

poser, flourished towards the end of the

seventeenth century. He composed twelve

sonatas, and dedicated them to Leopold I.

ALBERTUS, (Magnus) a learned bishop

of Ratisbon, died in 1280. He was the

writer of many theological works, also of

two treatises on music.

ALBERTUS, (Venetus) a Dominican,

wrote a treatise on music in the middle of

the sixteenth century.

ALBICASTRO, (H.) a Swiss, whose real

name was Weissenburg ; he served in Spain

in the army, and subsequently published

many musical works at Amsterdam, with the

initials B.B. W. He flourished at the begin

ning of the last century.

ALBINI, (V.) an instrumental composer,

published some sonatas towards the end of

the last century.

ALB1NONI, (Thomas) of Venice, was

the composer of thirty-three operas for that

city, between the years 1694 and 1730 ; he

was likewise an excellent performer on the

violin, and published in the beginning of the

last century.besides several vocal productions,

nine different works for instruments, chiefly

light and easy concertos and sonatas for

violins. One of these works is a collection

of airs, entitled " Dallelti a Ire, due Violinie

Violoncello col Bauo," which became so

familiar in England, that most of the com

mon fiddlers of the time were able to plaX
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AlBIOSO, (II.) a good musician and

fud, oust of Sicily. He died in 16U6,

and left a collection of Sicilian canzonets,

lis were published at Palermo.

ALB1ZZ1 TAGLIAMOCHI, (B.) aro-

unti female singer at Florence, lived in

a? aMdltofthe seventeenth century.

A1B0XESI0, (A. T.) born at Pavia in

1-S69, be was a renowned Orientalist: in

«k of his works, he describes the bassoon

«s .Uranus, and gives a representation

it.

JLBBECHT, (J. L.) director of the

raiie iii the principal church of Muhl-

toea, died about the year 1773. lie

f&xA many didactic works on music.

XIBRECHT, (J. M.) organist at Frank-

■ •Mimia 1701. He composed several

fcaete fcr the harpsichord.

iiaRECHTSBERGER (J. G.) was

*»l Hotter N'eubur, in theyearl736, and

'- lit ue of only seven years was engaged

8 • aging-boy in his native town, from

•eaa be removed to the abbey of Mods,

conducted a school. In the mean

'* ke itunt the organ and composition

•■il(c,lae court organist, and was soon

^ippointed organist at Raal. In 1772,

■4tiad ih« situation of court organist,

sober of the academy at Vienna, and

' Keijently was made chapel-master at

^atkedralofSt. Stephen's.at Vienna. He

^» 1803. Albrecbtsberger was one of
1S!»«learnedofmodern contrapuntists. He

*md a great number of eminent scholars,

*■! whom Beethoven is particularly dis-

'•Swlied. Haydn had the greatest esteem

-Uorechuberger, and is said sometimes to

* consulted him professionally. Of his

Elementary Treatise on Com-
rnilit," published in 1790, at Lcipsic, is

"•«ebj which he is most generallyknown :

''"ueiceUentbook, and is for modern com-

iftB»awhittheCrnrf«i ofFux is for ancient

"■>*• The principal part of this work has

*"> 'undated into French, and may be

r"*»*4in London, in 2 vols. 8vo.

*LBRICI,(V.) a Roman composer and

*3»st, whom the queen Christina of

Win brought with her out of Italy. He

died about the year 1G80. Most of his com

positions are for the church.

ALliUJIO, composer and singer, was

living, about the year 1760, at Bergamo.

Some opera airs of his are occasionally met

with.

ALCjEUS, a lyric poet of Mitylene,

native of the isle of Lesbos, and celebrated

by the invention of Alcaic verse. He lived

608 years before Jesus Christ. Athenaeus

calls him Mnsices scientissimtts.

ALCOCK, (John) doctor of music, was

a native of London, born in 17 10. When only

seven years of age, he was entered as choris

ter of St. Paul's, and at fourteen became an

articled pupil of Mr. Stanley, who, although

at that time himself only sixteen, was

organist of two London churches. Dr.

Alcock died at Litchfield, in 1806, aged

ninety-one. His works consist of six

suites of lessons for the harpsichord and

twelve songs, published at Plymouth ; six

concertos, and some psalms, hymns, and

canons, published at Reading ; twenty-six

anthems, and a collection of glees, called

the " Harmonia Fe»ti" also many double

and single chants, published at Litchfield.

At each of the above places he was organist.

A glee by Dr. Alcock, entitled "Hail

ever pleasing solitude," gained a prize

medal at the catch club, and is considered

to be a beautiful, as well as scientific per

formance.

ALDAY, (P.) a composer and excellent

violin pupil of Viotti, was born at Perpignan.

He left France in the revolution, and came to

London, where he published much music for

the violin. He subsequently gave lessons at

Edinburgh ; and is, we believe, at present

settled in Dublin, (dementi's Cat.)

ALDERINUS, (Cosm*) a Swiss com

poser, published at Berne, in 1553, fifty-seven

hymns. .

ALDOVANDRIM. This Italian musi

cian composed seven operas for Bologna

and Venice, between the years 1696 and

1711. Some of thern were comic, espe

cially one, entitled " Amor Torna in 58, al

50," which was written in the dialect of the

Bolognese peasantry.
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ALDRICH, (Rev. Dr. Hentiy) ap

pointed dean of Christ Church, Oxford, ii

1689, was a singular instance of an unpro

fessional musician. At the same time that

he was greatly distinguishing himself as a

polemical writer, a polite scholar, a theolo

gian, a profound critic, an architect, and a

man of sound judgment and exquisite taste

in arts, science, and literature in general, he

became so profound and skilled in the theory1

and practice of harmony, that his composi

tions, particularly for the church, equal in

number and excellence those of the great

est masters of his time. Though not more

than five or six of his choral productions

continue to be performed, except at Oxford,

yet he composed nearly forty services and

anthems, which are preserved in the third

volume of Dr. Tudway's collection, in the

British Museum. Besides these, Dr. Ald-

ricli enriched our cathedrals with many

admirable compositions, by adapting English

words, from the psalms or liturgy, to an

thems and motets of Tallis, Bird, Pa-

testrina, Carissimi, Graziani, and Bassani,

which were originally set to Latin words, for

ilie Roman Catholic service. Among his

compositions of a lighter kind, he amused

himself with setting rounds and catches, of

which eight or ten are inserted in the two

books of the Catch Club, or Merry Com

panion. The smoking catch, " Good .' good !

indeed" and the round, " Hark the bonny

Christ-church Belts," have been always

admired ; the first (or humour and contriv

ance, and the second for its pleasing melody

and general effect. The admirable chora!

discipline Dr. Aldrich preserved in his

college, at Oxford, for upwards of twenty

years, is still remembered. Indeed, without

neglecting more important concerns, he

seems to have interested himself in the

cultivation and prosperity of the musical art,

with as much zeal and diligence, as if his

studies and pursuits had been circumscribed

to that alone. He bequeathed to his college,

at his decease in 1710, an admirable

collection of music. Dr. Bumey says, that

having in 1778 and 1779 made a catalogue

of these musical works, he can venture to

say that, for masses, motets, madrigals, and

anthems of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, the collection is the most complete

of any that he had an opportunity of con

sulting. ' ■ '

AI.DRIGHETTI, (Amtonio Lonovico)

an Italian nobleman, born at Padua,

was professor of law there, and wrote a

work on music and poetry. He died in

1660.

ALDROVANDINL See Aloovax-

DBINI.

ALEMBERT, ( Jean le Bond d') be

tween the years 1690 and 1711, composed

for Bologna and Venice several operas. He

also published some sacred music.

ALEOTTI, (Ratable Aboenta) an

Augustine monk at Ferrara, published some

motets aud madrigals in the seventeenth

century.

ALEOTTI, (VrTTOitiA) a female com

poser of madrigals in the latter part of the

sixteenth century.

ALESSANDRI, (Felice) born at Rome

in 1742. He came to England in the year

1768, and composed two comic operas for

our stage, " Le Moglie Fedele," and "II

re alia Caccia," which are not devoid of

merit. He was the husband of signora

Guadagni, an excellent Italian singer. On

his return to the continent he composed

many other operas up to the year 1792.

ALESSANDRO, (Romano) a singer

admitted into the pope's chapel in 1560,

was likewise so exquisite a performer on

the viol, that he obtained the cognomen of

Alessandro deila Viola. He composed mo

tets accompanied by many instruments,

which seem to have been the first of the kind.

Adami says, that Alessandro Romano also

invented canzonets for four and five voices.

ALEXANDER, (J.) violoncellist and

composer at Duisburg, has published, chiefly

at Amsterdam, several works for that instru

ment, since the year 1800.

ALEXANDER ab ALEXANDRO, a

Neapolitan lawyer, died at Rome, in 1523.

He wrote some works on ancient music.

ALEXANDER, (Symphoniahcha) a

composer in the early part of the seventeenth
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[wihir, pAKshed three books of motets,

itFraakfort, in 1606.

ALEXANDRE (C. G.) author of six

das. Puis, 17*5.

AIGAROTTI, (Count Fha>»cxsco) was

boa at Venice, in 1712. He was much

stemed by Frederick II. king of Prussia.

Heated at Pisa, in 1764. He wrote an essay

oa the open, which was translated into

r.:.sa, and published in 1767.

ALG1SI or ALGHIS1, (D. P. F.) a

lEwraed Italian composer, born at Brescia,

abwt the year 1666. He afterwards lived

at Venice, and composed two operas there,

"kttkwere much esteemed, especially, " II

Tnmtt it h Cmtintnza."

AllfflOS or ALLACCI (Leo) wrote

« treauae on the melodies of the Greeks.

He Mat Rome in 1669. He was a pro-

fcw of Greek, and principal inspector of

•Vnarrof the Vatican. He had a great

Wily ia copying Greek manuscripts, and,

<»«ii,wa« to much grieved as to have

w»t <a wearing out the only pen which he

w4 *j*d m copying during the space of

yo» A II alius was also the author ofa

metal aulopie of dramatic pieces up to the

tear JbV7, totitled the " Drammaturgia."

AUfGRANTI, (Maddaluna) an emi-

«* Italian singer : she made her first

t-Wimx at Venice, in 1771, and after

"•{■J «t several other Italian theatres,

*"»t ia 177-4 into Germany, where she

""aaaed to perform at Manheim and

lUuioa, till the year 1789, when she

".turned to Venice, and after performing

at the theatre of San Samuele, during

t* carairal, came to England in 1781.

ml voice mm very sweet and flexible,

l|w-?k not very powerful. In 1783, she

Mined to Germany, when she was en-

n^d at Dresden, by the elector of Saxony,

■ » very large salary. We find her again

f.'ionnroj it the oratorios in London, in

*• jai 1799.

ALLEGKI, (Giovanni Battista) or-

rmat ., the Venetian States, published some

*** « Venice in the year 1700.

*1-LEGR1, (Greoohio) born at Borne,

<*t«t faaaily „f Conegio, was received in

1629 in' the pope's chapel as a singer and

composer. He was a riupil of Nanini. His

celebrated Miserere is still sung in the papal

chapel during Passion-week, and is forbidden

to be copied on pain ofexcommunication. It

is well known that Moxart, having heard it

performed twice, retained the score so strongly

in his memory,that he wrote it down in almost

perfect conformity to the original manuscript.

The Miserere ofAllegri was printed in Lon

don in 1771, under the superintendence of

Dr. Burney ; and in 1810, Mr. Choron in

serted it in his collection of classical music.

Allegri died in 1652, and was buried in the

chapel of Santo Filippo Neri, in the Chiesa

Nova at Home. This is now the common

place of interment for the singers ofthe pon

tifical chapel. The following is the striking

epitaph inscribed on the walls of the chapel :

Cantores pontificii

Ne quos vivos

Concors melodia junxit,

Mortuos corporis discors resolutio dissolveret.

Hie una condi voluere.

The pontifical singers

Anxious that those

Whom harmony united in life

Should not be separated in death

Wished this as their burial-place.

ALLEN, an excellent violinist, resident at

York.

■ ALLISON, (Biciiard) professor of mu

sic in London, in the reign of queen Eliza

beth, was one of the ten composers who

adapted the Psalms to music ; they were first

published by Thomas Este, in 1594 : some

of the tunes are Still in use.

ALOUETTE, (N.) conductor orthemusic

in the church of Notre Dame at Paris, is

known as a composer by his motets, and a

very fine Miserere. Lully was his master.

ALLWOODE, an English composer for

the organ in the seventeenth century.

ALMEIDA, (Antonio de) was chapel-

master of the cathedral at Oporto in the

middle of the seventeenth century, and com

posed several comic musical works.

ALMEIDA (Mando nc) a Portuguese

composer of church music, died iu 1660.
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• ALMEIDA or ALMEYDA, an instru- j

mental composer, published several operasof

quatuors about the year 1800. Some of hi*

walties and other piano-forte music are pub

lished by Clemcnti.

ALMELOVEEN, (Theodore Janssos

ab) professor of medicine at Harderwyck.was

born in 1657. He wrote a work on musical

inventions, in 1712,

ALMENRAEDER, composer, of some

music for the bassoon. (Boosey's Cat. 1822.)

ALMERIGHI DE RIMENO,(J.) cham

ber-musician to the landgrave of Hesse

Darmstadt, published six sonatas in 1761,

at Nuremburg.

ALMEYDA, (C. F.) a violinist and com

poser at Madrid. Pleyel of Paris published

six quartets of this composer in 1798.

ALOVTSIO (G. 11.) published in 1628

and 1637 some church music at Bologna.

ALOYSIUS (John Battista) resided

at Bologna towards the end of the sixteenth

and beginning of the seventeenth century.

He composed much church music, part of

which was published at Venice.

ALOYSIUS, (John Petr.) See Pales-

TBINA.

ALPY, (D'j a' composer of three songs.

(Birchall's Cat. 1818.)

ALSTED or ALSTEDIUS, (John Hen

ry) a German divine, wrote, among many

other works, the following, which was trans

lated into English, " Tcmplum Musician,

being a compendium of the rudiments both

of the mathematical and practical parts of

music, on which subject not any book is ex

tant in the English tongue. Faithfully trans

lated out of the Latin, by John Birchensha

London, 1664." This book consists of little

more than nearly unintelligible and dry

definitions. Alstedius died in 1638.

ALT, secretary to the town of Glogau, a

composer and violinist, published some quar

tets at Berlin about the year 1790.

ALT, (Philippe Samuel) composer and

organist at Weimar, was born in 1689.

ALTENBURG, (Michael) a Lutheran

clergyman at Erfurt, where he died in 1640.

He published some sacred music.

ALTMANN published at Breslau, in

17 18, a work entitled, " Compendium Musi-

cum," . ; .

ALTXIKOL,an organist in Saxony, pupil

and relation of Sebastian Bach, composed in

the middle of the last century much church

music.

ALUERI, an Italian composer at the

commencement of the eighteenth century.

ALVIMARE, (P. A.) a celebrated French

amateur harpist and composer for this instru

ment, at the commencement of the present

century. He has composed many very pleas

ing Romances.

ALIPIUS, born at Alexandria, in E=rypt,

lived about the year 360. His manuscript

de Musicis is preserved in the library at Bo

logna. Without this manuscript we shoulJ

never have known in what manner the an

cients wrote their music. Their musical

characters appear to have been 1620 in

number, as may be seen by the Tables ol

Alipius.

AMADE, (Count Tha oe d) composer of

a sonata and other music for two piano-fortes.

(Wessel and Stodart's Catalogue, 1822.)

AAIEDEI, an Italian composer in the be

ginning of the eighteenth century, composed

jointly with Orlandi, the operaof "Arsacc."

AMADIO (Car.) published some Italian

dramas about the year 1669.

AMADtO, (Pippo) a violoncellist, lived

at the commencement of the last century.

AMADORI,(Josepii) pupil ofBernaccbi.

was a principal composer ofthe Roman school

at the time that Porpora, Leo, and Vinci were

at the head of the Neapolitan school. He

published at Rome, in 1702, an oratorio called

" The Martyrdom of St. Adrian."

AMADRI, (Michael Anoelo) a com

poser of motets in the sixteenth century.

AMADUCCI, (Donato) a composer in

the seventeenth century,

AMALA1UUS, (Svmphosius) apriest at

Metz, and composer of church music about

the year 380.

AMANTIM, knight, and first soprano

singer to the queen of France in 1783.

AMANTHJS lived at the beginning of

seventeenth century ; he wrote a treatise on

music.
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AYAH, an Italian composer : he was en-

§%ed ia 1790 at the opera at Petersburg.

AMAH There were four persons of this

cne, latves of Cremona, and celebrated

mkm«f riolins ; that is tosay.Andrew, Je-

att ual Antony his sons, and Nicholas, the

a of the litter. Andrew nourished about

it war 1600. Besides these there were two

i*KS of the name of Stradivarius of Cre

tan, aamirable artisans ; the latter was

faim it the beginning of this century: his

soaine wis "Antmius Stradivarius, Cre-

sacuu ftaebat, Anno." Andrew Guar-

la.atoofCremona, signed thus, "Andreas

G*™riu,/eci/ Cremona sub titulo Smicta

I'm*, 1680." The violins of Cremona are

tassitiaJy by those of Stainer, a Ger-

*i» instruments are remarkable for

1 M ad piercing tone : his signature is

3 fekn, M Jacobus Stainer, in absam

Ff Xstptntitm, 1647." ^nipons is

Latis name of Inspruck in Germany, the

<*»fotj of the Tyrol. Matthew Albani,

■* • Tirolese, signed thus, " Matthias

•'San/mf i» Tyrol Bulsani, 1654."

ASATIS, (Vincentics) born in Sicily

■ ©, wis chapel-master at Palermo.

ftjsJ&hen some church music for three,

te.iadfive voices. He died in 1670.

IMBREVUXE, (Hose) wife of Peroui

-mlcacellist. She was born in Italy, and

2 • i73»j» first singer at Prague, in the gra nd

■W "Caulansa e Fortezza," by Fux,

»ii performed in the public market-

ftt of the above town, by 100 excellent

'■^^S accompanied by 200 instruments.

UfBROGETTI, an Italian bass buffo

Ua it the opera in London. He first ap-

f*' o 1817, and quitted England before

i* iejaa of 1822. He had much fire, whim,

■^richness in his stvle, but was sometimes

'•^tnvagant and absurd.

AMBROGI, a bass singer at the Italian

f« at Berlin, in 1 823. He has been also

^ned with great applause at Vienna.

AMBHONN.fPETEB Christian) cham-

^*wciantothe d"1* of Saxe-Meiningen,
■"has in 1742. He is said to have been

**inent contrapuntist.

ASBROSCU, a celebrated singer at the

German theatres, and a composer of vocal

music, up to the year 1800.

AMBROSINE, a first female singer about

the year 1722, at the conservatory of La

Picttt at Venice.

AMBROSE (St.) introduced what is

called the CantusAmbrosianus,into hischurch

at Milan, about the end of the fourth century.

He is said by St. Augustine to have brought

this manner of singing from Greece. Those

who have written on the subject agree, that

St. Ambrose only used the four authentic

modes, and that the four plagal were after

wards added by St. Gregory.

AMBROSE, an English composer of bal

lads, (dementi's Catalogue.) He is a pro

fessor of music, resident at Chelmsford.

AME, a violinist and composer. He led

the band at the Italian opera at Paris in

1760.

A MENDA, a violinist and composer for

that instrument, is the son of a clergyman in

Courland. He was at Riga in 1799.

AMENDOLA, an Italian composer of

operas towards the end of the last cen

tury.

AMERBACH, (E. N.) organist at Leipsic

in 1571 : he composed several works for that

instrument.

AMERIGHI, (Sionora) of Bologna, a

singer of extraordinary merit at Naples, at

the commencement of the last century.

AMICIS, (Anna de) an Italian female

singer ; she performed in the comic operas in

London in 1763, and was afterwards selected

by J. C. Bach, to take the principal parts in

serious operas. Her figure and gestures were

in the highest degree elegant and graceful ;

her countenance, though not perfectly beau-

tiful,was extremely high-bred and interesting,

and her voice and manner of singing exqui

sitely polished and sweet. She had not a

motion that did not charm the eye, nor a tone

but what delighted the ear. De Amicis after

wards held the first rank among female singers

in the serious operas of Naples and other

capital cities of Italy.

AMICO, (Raymundus) a Dominican

monk, bom in Sicily, published some motets

at Messina, in the year 1621.
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AMICONI, (Antonio) a Neapolitan

composer for the theatre at the end of the

last century.

AMIOT, a Jesuit and missionary to China,

translated the works of Ly-hoang-ty, which

the Chinese consider their best publication

on music. He sent this translation in 1754

to the secretary of the academy of inscrip

tions, who deposited it in the royal library

at Paris, where it is still to be found among

the manuscripts. Amiot also sent to Paris

an original treatise on the music and musical

instruments of the Chinese.

AMLING, (Matth«us) masic-master at

Nuremburg, was born is 1603. Some of his

compositions are to be met with.

AMMERBACH, (Euseoivs) organist

and organ-builder at Augsburg, lived in the

latter part of the sixteenth century.

AMMERBACHER, (J. G.) singer at

Nordlingen, published in 1717 a short me

thod for singing.

AMMON, (Anion Blasii's) anative of

the Tyrol, died in the year 1590. Many of

his sacred musical compositions were after

wards collected and published at Munich.

AMMON, (Deitbich Christian) a mu

sician at Hamburgh, composed an opera there

in 1791.

AMMON, (J.) director of the music at

Heilbronn. He went to Paris about the year

1790, and has published there many instru

mental works.

AMMON, (Jokann Chbistopii) a cler

gyman at Enshein in Franconia, published

in 1746, in thejournals of Ratisbon, a disser

tation, in which he endeavours to produce,

proof that there is really excellent music in

the life to come.

AMNER, (John) bachelor of music, and

organist of the cathedral of Ely, lived in the

beginning of the seventeenth century. He

published " Sacred Hymns of three, /bur,

five, and six parts, for Voices and Viols,"

London, 1615 ; likewise some anthems, the

words of which are to be found in Clifford's

collection.

. AMQDEI, (Cataldos) composer and

chapel-master at Naples, died in 1695. He

published some cantatas, fltc.

AMCEBJEUS, a celebrated GreeV harper,

whenever he appeared on the stage, was paid

an Attic talent, or 193/. 15». a day for hi;

performance.

AMON, (J.) See Ambon, (J.)

AMOREVOLI was an admirable tenoi

singer ; he was engaged by the. Earl of Mid

dlesex, at the opera in London, in 1741.

AMPHION, a Theban, softened, by thi

sound of his lyre, the savage manners of tin

first inhabitants of Greece, and engage

them to build towns. He invented th

Lydian measure. See Pluta rch.

AMSELIUS, (Pancratius) bom at Bos

tock in 1693, was an eminent singer.

ANACREON, born at Teos in Ionia, live

500 years before Jesus Christ. He is Baid •;

Athensus to have invented the instrumti

called BarUton. He died (as is well known

by being choked with a grapestone.

ANASTATIUS, a modern Greek composi

and violinist, in the service of the sultan I

Constantinople, about the year 1786.

ANAXENOR, a famous"perforrner on tl

lute, lived about forty years before Jes'

Christ. Mark Antony gave him guards, ai

the revenues of four towns.

ANCHERSEN,(Ansgaru's) nphysicii

at Copenhagen, wrote, about the year 175

a dissertation on the powers of music oi

the human body.

ANDERLE. (F. J.) an amateur on t

violin, was a brewer at a town in Bolicm

In 1762 he abandoned his family, leaving 1

house without taking leave of any one, a

carrying with him only his violin, a few J

cats, and a change of linen. After havi

traversed Poland, he went into Hunya

where he established himself, and ma

a large fortune by his extraordinary

teats.

ANDERS, (Heinrich) organist of 1

old church at Amsterdam, was born in G

many in the year 1690. He published

1720 two books of sonatas.

ANDERSON, (John) a composer

Scotch music, considered by some as ul

vailed since the days of Oswald. He d

at Inverness in 1808. (Clementi's Cat)

ANDERSON, (Lccy) daughter of \
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Job Pkillpot, music seller and professor of

music, was bora at Bath in 1797. The only

instruction Mrs. Anderson ever received on

tlx puno-forte wasfrom her cousin , Mr.Wind

sor of Bath, and that was very irregularly

fiien; but her natural love for the art induced

ke topersevere with no other assistance than

list she derived from hearing the several

eniunt performers who occasionally ap

peared at the Bath concerts. At a very

early age, Aba. Anderson (then Miss Phill-

pot) followed her profession, and played

nta great success at the Bath concerts. But

- consequence of her health suffering from

a residence in that town, she was induced

to cone to London, where the success she

■et wita determined her finally to settle.

MaAicerson. has played several times in

rwitr, particularly at both the City ama-

*w concerts ; and she is the first, and indeed

lot only female (as yet) who has performed

an lie piano-forte at the Philharmonic con-

ootv la July 18*20, she was married to Mr.

Aadenon, also a professor of music.

AXI)ERSON,(GeorgeFrederick) hus-

^a*l of tie preceding, and professor of the

"•an uJ piano-forte, was born at Carlton

P"b« in the year 1795. He was a pupil of

"■"•sell. Anderson has for many years

pared u the Opera, Ancient, and Philhar-

""ic concerts, of which last society he is

u associate. He is also musician in ordi-

■T • his majesty.

ANDRAT (A. A.) published three quar

to u Paris in 1803.

ANDRE, an excellent performer on the

•sprat, aod one of his majesty's household

bind.

ANDRE (Joax) was born at Offenbach,

■ 1741. He was first intended for trade by

■< mends, who had a silk manufactory in

*""own. Ati.hr was not regularly taught

ct««", though he had a great taste for it ; all

-a* "astruction be obtained in that art, till the

>?« of twelve, was from one of his little com-

"•"■oos, who went to Frankfort to take

■""■"Moo the violin, which he repeated to

•^be. In this way be improved much :

■ two afterwards tanght himself the

1 and the rudiments of eomposi-

tion. Till the age of twenty Andrei had

only composed a few songs; but being at

Frankfort about the year 1760, he heard

the French and Italian comic operas there,

which determined him to attempt composi

tion for the theatre. His first work of this

description was the little opera called " The

Porter," which was played at Frankfort, and

pleased the public by its gaiety and simpli

city. He next composed "Ertoin and

Elmira," which also succeeded. In a short

time these two pieces were performed at

Berlin, and were so successful, that their

author was sent for to compose for the

theatre of that metropolis ; where also he

followed up his studies in composition under

the direction of the celebrated Marpurg.

Andre continued at Berlin for several years,

and composed many operas ; he afterwards

returned to Offenbach, where he had pre

viously established a considerable music

warehouse. He died about the year 1800.

ANDRE, (JonN Antony) third son of

the preceding, was born at Offenbach in

1775, and evinced at an early age great

talent for composition ; one of his works is

dated 1788, when he was only thirteen

years of age ; this consists of six minuetto

movements for a full orchestra ; from that

period he has published yearly much instru

mental music till 1807, which is the date

of his Op. 80. Andre succeeded his father

in his considerable music warehouse at

Offenbach in the year 1799, and in 1802

introduced there, with much success, the art

of musical lithography. He has set to

music Burger's poem of Leonora ; and this

composition has been so successful on the

continent, that the fifth edition of it was

published at Offenbach in 1820.

ANDRE (Lewis) was in 1729 chapel-

master and composer to the king of Poland*

ANDRE, (Yves Marie) a Jesuit, was

born at Caen in Normandy in 1675. He

wrote a treatise on the beauties of music.

It is contained in his work called " Essai

sur le Beau," Paris, 1741, which has gone

through many editions.

ANDRE, of Modena, a monk, published

in 1690 a work on vocal music,
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ANDRE, (Lucrezia) often called Cara,

a celebrated Italian singer at the beginning

of the last century : she was in the service of

the grand duke of Tuscany.

ANDREA, (Honopbio d') a Neapolitan

poet, wrote a discourse on music at Naples

in 1636.

ANDREA, (Nicolaus) pastor in Swe

dish Lapland, published some church music

at Stockholm, at the beginning of the

seventeenth century.

ANDREAS ARROENSIS, a composer

of the seventeenth century, published the

Psalms, set to music, in 1626.

ANDREAS, (Cretensis) archbishop of

Crete, died in 724. He composed much

music for the Greek church.

ANDREAS, (Sylvanus) a renowned

contrapuntist about the year 1540.

ANDREINI, (Isabella) a celebrated

singer, poet, and actress, born at Padua, iu

1562. She lived a long time in France, and

died in 1604.

ANDREONI, an Italian soprano singer.

He was engaged in 1741 for the opera in

London.

ANDREOZZI, (Gaetano) born about

the middle of the eighteenth century, was a

relation and pupil of Jomelli, and master of

the royal chapel of Naples. He composed

for all the principal theatres of this capital,

and also fur the greater part of Italy. His

principal operas are " Arbace," " Olym-

piade," and " Catone," Florence, 1787;

" Agesilao," Venice, 1788. His favourite

air, " Ah ? quest' anima mom speri," is

still much celebrated in Italy, and the

oratorio, " La Passione di Gesu Crista"

is justly esteemed. His style was learned,

graceful, and dignified. Andreozzi also com

posed some quartets for the violin, in

excellent taste.

ANDREOZZI, (Anna) wife of the pre

ceding, was principal female singer in 1791,

at Florence; and in 1801 , at Dresden ; where

shortly after she lost her life by being over

turned in her carriage.

ANDREWS, an excellent performer on

the tenor, resident at Manchester. He

played at the York festival in 1823.

ANDRIGHETTI (A. L.) published in

1620, at Padua, a work on music

ANDRON, a flute player, born in Sicily,

is said to have invented, about the year 130,

the art of dancing in correct time to music.

ANDRONICUS, a Neapolitan musician

of antiquity. He composed a hymn, which

was solemnly chanted by a chorus of young

virgins, to appease the wrath of the Gods

against the Romans. (Vide Sallust.) In

the private as well as public sacrifices of

the ancient Romans, music was consi

dered an important adjuvant to their cere

monials. The flute was the instrument in

use, as also in Greece, to accompany the

voices of their priests. The flutes used in

the temples were made of box-wood, those

for the theatres and public games, of silver.

The trumpet and the lituus were also intro

duced (according to the Grecian custom)

during the hecatombs. To show the import

ance which was attached to the musical

characters in ancient Rome, it is related that

early in the history of that city, the musicians

formed together a college or society , and were

accustomed to partake daily ofa dinner at the

capital, given them by the state. On account

of this dinner being suppressed, they all re

tired toTibur; and the only terms on which

they would agree to return to Rome, was not

only the renewal of their usual daily repast,

but to be treated with much more magnifi

cence. As a foretaste of which enjoyments,

a banquet was prepared for them at Tibur,

where they all became inebriated, and in

that state were removed to Rome.

ANDROT (A. A.) was born at Paris in

1781; he was admitted, in 1796, a pupil of the

conservatory, and in 1802 gained the prize

for composition. He then went to Rome,

where he was patronised by Gugielmi, and

composed some church music, which was

performed in Passiou-week in 1804. Just

as he had finished a " De proftintlis," he

died, in the twenty-third year of his age.

ANEAU, (Bakthelemv) author of two

books, the one containing church music, and

the other the fourth eclogue of Virgil set to

music, printed at Lyons in 1539 and 1559.

ANEUIO (Feuce) is said by Waltherto
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hire been a pupil of Maria Nanino, and by

Adimi to have succeeded PaUatrina as

iluxtn di Capelia of the pontifical chapel.

These two circumstances alone, imply no

ronmra degree of merit ; and, according to

Adimi, many admirable compositions by this

unhor were preserved in the pope's chapel,

and in daily use. He seems to have been

regarded as a great master of his profession.

H:» madrigals for six voices were printed at

Antwerp, 1599, and canzonets for four voices

• t [nekton, in 1610 ; which, for a time, en-

jojed > considerable share of public favour.

AXERIO, (G. F.) a Roman composer and

thapel-matter at Verona, at the beginning of

the seventeenth century, published madrigals

and other works at Venice and at Rome.

AXrOSSI, an eminent performer on the

doebie-hass, at present resident in London.

Ht performed at the York musical festival

is 1823.

AATOSSI, (Pasqcale) born about the

5«r 1736. He first applied himself to the

practice of tie violin, in the conservatories of

Rifles ; bat feeling that his imagination was

too much restrained by this study, he pre

ferred that of composition, under the

wp™ of Sacchini and Piccini ; the latter

■ 'horn, perceiving in him marks of vigour,

*<, ud most of those qualities which fit a

"•scan for his art, conceived an affection

far him, and soon communicated to him

™» part of the fine talent which he him-

■I possessed. Piccini procured him his

to* engagement, in 1771, for the theatre

Mr Dame in Rome. The first attempt

"Anfossi was unfortunate ; but Piccini made

i lite engagement for the following year, and

"^withstanding a second failure, he con-

' -lt-1 a third for the next, and exhorted

Usui, who had prepared to leave Rome in

^vt, to apply with greater ardour, instead

■ being discouraged by the first obstacles he

^•1 encounter in his arduous career. His

"unel was prophetic, and so favourable to

•"popS, that they soon turned to the dis

advantage of the master who gave them.

Aniatw hesitated not to follow them. He

'^nposed his opera of " // Sconoscittto

T"*»," which, when performed in

1773, experienced so brilliant and so con

tinued a success, that Piccini beheld his

repose compromised, less by the merit of

the work, which could in no case have sur

passed his own, than by a spirit of envy

and intrigue, which made use of it to inflict

disgrace more unjust than painful to him, but

which obliged the master to give way to the

disciple. Anfossi, freed from the presence of

his master, and proud of the unexpected

favour of the Romans, (he alone was talked

of in Rome, his music only was listened to)

redoubled that ardour with which Piccini

himself had inspired him. He became

more laborious, more active than ever he

had been; he composed with the greatest

care and the most scrupulous attention ; and

having completed the opera of " La Finta

Giardiniera," it was performed in 1774,

and he beheld, with less joy than surprise,

that the public continued its favour. It was

followed by " // Geloto in chnenlo," in

1775, which met with the same good for

tune. This composer had, however, not yet

essayed his talents in the most difficult style.

He had not yet written a serious opera ;

which, if it demands less vivacity than the

comic, requires more real genius, and a know

ledge of the noblest, most intense, and most

expressive emotions of the human heart. He

wrote the opera of "V Olympiade ," it was

performed in 1776, and he had the grief to

behold the fall (as great as it was unseen) of

his work. He now experienced, in his turn,

the pain his master had undergone ; he

felt that disgrace inflicted by a public, who

had lavished favours upon him, was the

most painful to endure ; and like Piccini,

being unable to support the blow this event

inflicted upon his sensibility, he quitted

Rome. Anfossi traversed Italy, and stop

ped at Venice. The Venetians enjoyed the

new works composed for them, and this

enabled him to forget his disgrace. He

was named director of one of the conserva

tories ofthat city. With this honourable title,

he repaired to Paris in 1780, where he gave

" Cuius Marius," at the academy of music

The success of this work, although not bril

liant, was satisfactory to the author. He
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then gave "// Sconosciuto perseguito"

adapted to French words ; but whether the

Italian style was not yet perfectly under

stood at Paris, or whether the translation of

the words was prejudicial to its effect, it

certainly did not succeed according to its

merit. It was uncertain whether this was

the cause of Anfossi's leaving France, but

he quitted Paris in ,1782, and repaired to

London, where he remained till 1785; but

he arrived at an unfavourable time, for Sac-

chini had preceded him, and the affairs of the

opera were in so embarrassed a state, that

his reputation was diminished rather than

increased by his visit to England. He re

turned to Rome in 1787, where he composed

several works, and had the happiness to

meet with universal applause. He died in

that city about 1795, in the enjoyment of

considerable reputation. The compositions

of Anfossi do not bear the stamp of genius

like his two predecessors, Piccini and Sac-

chini, on whose style his own was.formed.

He understood the art of developing aud re

fining musical expression, and many of his

finales became models of this department of

art. His clearness of style may be compared

to the same quality in literature, and his

fecundity proves that he wrote with facility.

His opera of " VAvaro" is considered as his

chef-d'omvre; and amongst his oratorios,

" Bttutia Liberata" is most distinguished.

ANGEBER (W.) published some piano

forte lessons at Augsburg about 1799.

ANGELI (Le Perk) lived at the end of

the seventeenth century. He published in

1691 a work on counterpoint.

ANGELINI, (Orazio) a fine performer

on the organ, lived in Italy in 1580.

ANGELO, (Count) born at Venice,

was author of several musical dramas per

formed at Venice about the year 1654.

Among these are " Cleopatra" " Veme-

trio" and " Aureliano"

ANGELO DA PACC1TONO, a Francis

can, published at Venice, in 1547, a work on

ANGELO, (Michail) of Bologna, prin

cipal soprano at Munich in 1786.

ANGERSTEIN,(Joiun» Kail) » priest

at Bretkow, published a work on singing, i

1798, at Stendal.

ANGIOLELLI, a celebrated singing ma

ter and singer in Portugal, iu 1822.

ANGIOLINI, (Gasparo) bellet-masti

to the emperor of Russia, wrote about ll

year 1789 several works in Italian, on h

art

ANGIOLINI, (Giovanni Federioo)

good composer, born at Sienna, has lm

chiefly in Prussia and Russia, and publishi

much music for the harp and piano-forte.

ANGKISTRO, composer of a sonata

London, about the year 1795.

ANGLEBERMAEUS or ENGI.EBE]

MAEUS, (Joannes Pyhrhl's) a lawyer

Orleans, lived in 1540, and published a woi

on music and dancing.

ANGLEBERT, (J. K.) chamber-mu

cian of the king of France and organist. 1

published some works for the organ a

harpsichord, about the year 1679.

ANGLERIA, (Camillo) a Franciscan

Cremona, studied counterpoint under Con

gio. He died in 1630. He is the author

rules for composition, published at Milan

1622.

AN'GLOSINI, a composer of songs pi

lished by Clement i.

ANGRISANI, (Carlo) an Italian sin

and composer, published some collections

Notturni, at Vienna, in 1798. He sang at

opera in London for several seasons, from

year 1817. His voice was remarkable for

roundness, gravity, and volume of its ton!

ANIMUCCIA, (Giovanwi) born at 1

rence, was an eminent composer ofmotets ;

madrigals in four parts, printed at Venice,

fore the year 1558. He also published a

of masses at Rome, dedicated to the can

of the Vatican. He was chapei-mastei

St. Peter's at Rome, and died in 1571. /

muccia is named as one of the compani

of San Filippo Neri, who first applied mi

to the purpose of attracting company to

Ckicta Nuova, or New Church at Rome

Sunday evenings ; whence sacred drama!

mysteries or moralities in music, were af

wards called Oratorios,

ANJOS, (Diommo cos) a good corop
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md hrjist; he likewise performed pn the

mli/nit. He died at Lisbon in 1709.

He wmt some church music and motet's.

AXXA, (D. G. D') an Italian, printed

as lids for two violins and a bass, at

AfJo,a)793.

ASMA AMELIA, duchess dowager of

Sjit-ftomar, was born at Brunswick in

1;®. She was taught counterpoint by

Wolf, u,j composed several musical works,

fed u 1807.

AS5A AMELIA of Prussia, sister to

f.T&ric the Great, was born in 1723. She

n i papil ia composition of Kirnberger,

>*i ecapowd a sacred cantata of extra-

iian merit, and several other musical

««u. Sin died at Berlin in 1787, and

^aeriei her very valuable collection of

lie Gymnasium at Berlin.

AVV£LLI, an Italian vocal composer

Iwinh the end of the last century. Two of

h wa, " Calma tti Calma," and "La Ri-

■eafrmn," are published at Goulding's.

AS51BAL, of Padua, a renowned mas-

,(! « im organ at the end of the sixteenth

He composed motets, madrigals,

^•fevortu.

AHlBALI, (Domikicx)) an Italian

*** B tie court of Saxony. He was

by Handel for his operas, in 1736.

WiXUNClACAM, (Fa. Gabriil tit)

«"» Ubon in 1679, published there a

AX3ALDUS, (Castus Innocentivs) a

foaaKan, published in 1747 a large work

* ue Basics! instruments of the Jews.

i&AMIor ANZANI, (Giovanni) an

■*■ «ngei and composer, sang in London

felfe year 1781. Dr. Burney says, his

*S wai one of the sweetest, yet most

f-triti tenors he ever heard. He was of

B mnble disposition, and his wife, Signora

Jl«»eruii, a very indifferent singer, had a

^•tne temper. It is said that in Italy,

'W» employed in the same theatre, if one

to be applauded more than the

<no. they have been known to employ

F**x* tohiu the successful rival.

AKSDELL (W.F.) was born in 1798, in

■ PWh »f Paocraj, and at the age of four-

teen commenced his musical studies under

the celebrated M. P. King, since which time

he has been improviug himself under Augus

tus Meeves. The works that he has lately

published are, " Le Souvenir," air with

variations, " Le Bien Venu," march and

rondo, and " Aure Felici" as a rondo.

ANSCHUETZ, (J. A.) a German com

poser, published some allemandes and

waltxes at Bonn, in 1798.

ANSEAUME, of Paris, composer for the

comic opera, between the years 1750 and

1780.

ANSELMI SECONDING a composer at

Lodi. He has written some operas since the

year 1788.

ANSON, of Manchester, an eminent per

former on the trumpet.

ANTAO DE SANTA ELIAS, a Carme

lite monk, and chapel-master at Lisbon, died

in 1748. He composed a Te Dcum and

other sacred music.

ANTEGENIDES, an ancient Greek, im

proved both the flute and the dress of the

performer. He was the first who appeared in

public with delicate Milesian slippers and a

saffron-coloured robe.

ANTEGNATI, (Costamzo) organist at

Brescia, published some works for that in

strument, also masses and motets. H* died

la 1619.

ANTENORI, (D.) a celebrated violin

player at Milan^in 1760.

ANTI, a composer of trios for two violins

and violoncello. (Btrchall's Cat. 1818.)

ANTIGENICAS, of Thebes, one of the

most renowned musicians of antiquity ; he

was appointed flute master to Alcibiades.

Anlus Gellius relates, that Alcibiades, setting

up for a fine gentleman, and taking the ut

most care of his person, was soon disgusted

with his instrument, as Minerva had been

before ; for happening to see himselfin a mir

ror while he was playing, he was so shocked

at the distortion of his countenance, that he

broke his flute in a transport of rage, and

threw it away, which brought this instrument

into great disgrace among the young men of

rank at Athens. This disgust did not however

extend to the sound of the flute itself ; for we
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find by Plutarch, that great performers upon it

continued long after to be much followed and

admired. Antigenidas, notwithstanding the

height of his reputation, regarded public

favour as a precarious possession, and was

never elated by the acclamations of the mul

titude ; and so fully was he persuaded of the

coarse taste of the common people, that one

day, hearing at a distance a violent burst

of applause bestowed upon a flute player, he

said, " There must be something very bad

in that man's performance, or those people

would not be so lavish of their approbation,"

ANTINORI, (Lodovico) an Italian

singer, was engaged by Handel for his operas

in London, in 1726.

ANTIQU1S, (Giovanni de) chapel-

master at a town in Naples, published some

madrigals at Venice in 1584.

ANTISTHENES, a disciple of Socrates,

wrote several works on music, 324 years

before Jesus Christ.

ANTOIN (Ferdinand d') published

some dramatic music in 1 792 and 1 794.

ANTOINE, (D') captain in the service

of the elector of Cologne, was a scholar of

Marpurg and Kirnberger. He set to music

several operas, and published some sympho

nies and quartets since the year 1780.

ANTON, (Conrad Gottlob) a learned

Orientalist at VVitteuburg, published some

works on sacred music, and on the ancient

metres, since the year 1770.

ANTONELLI TORRES, a Portugese

composer of operas since the year 1783.

ANTONELLIO or ANTINELLIO,

(Abundio) a Neapolitan composer of mo

tets, ice. about the year 1614.

ANTONEI, (Pietro degli) a chapel-

master at Bologna, published several works

at the end of the seventeenth century.

ANTONIO, a composer of violin sonatas

and motets, about 1729.

ANTONIO, a tenor singer at Rome in

1790.

ANTONIO, (daol' Orcani) a cele

brated organist at Rome about the year

1460. It is said that foreigners came to

Rome from various nations purposely to

hear him play.

ANTONIOTTO or ANTONIOTTI,

(Giorgio) an Italian musician, resided

many years in London. He published, in

1760, a werk entitled " L'Arte Armonica,"

or a treatise on the composition of music,

originally written in Italian, and translated,

under the eye of the author, into English.

This, in the opinion of some very good judges,

is a work of merit, though it is now seldom

referred to. Great expectations were ex

cited on its first publication ; so much so,

that all the principal musicians of the time

subscribed to it.

ANTONIUS, a renowned composer in

Sicily, wrote, about the year 1680, a work

called " Cithara Septem Chordarum."

ANTONIUS, (J. G.) a singer at Bremen,

published at Dessau, in 1742, a treatise on

music.

ANTONIUS, (Marcus) a Roman com

poser about the year 1647.

ANZANI. See Ansani.

APEL, (Friedricu August Ferdi

nand) doctor of law at Leipsic, was bora in

1768. He published several works on music,

up to the year 1800. He also composed a

" Te Drum," published at Offenbach.

APELL, (David Aaron) counsellor of

war at Cassel, was born there in 1754. He

composed many musical works for the

church, theatre, and chamber, up to the year

1806; among others a mass, which he pre

sented to the pope, and a celebrated 7't

Drum.

APOLLONI (Chevalier Giovanni) was

bom at Arezzo. He composed the grand

operas of " Argia," " Astiage," and of

" Schiavo liegio also " Dori," which we

believe to be either a pastoral or comic

opera.

APOLLONI, (Salvadore) bom at

Venice towards the close of the nineteenth

century, was, at an early period of life,

nothing more than a barber and bad fiddler.

He afterwards became celebrated for the

composition of " Barcaroles," a sort of local

music sung by the boatmen of Venice.

Emboldened by the success of these songSi

which were not wanting in a peculiar de

scription of grace, Apolloni attempted »
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4ip!io Sight in composition and wrote three

opens entitled 44 Fama dell* onore" " Lc

Mrtnurfm," and "It Pastorfido," which

procsred him much applause from his towns-

dscji, irho were probably more indulgent to

kit talent than satisfied with it.

APRUJ, (Giuseppe) born about the

veir 1764, was a soprano singer. He sang

si many of the theatres of Italy and Ger-

naay, aad finally settled at Naples. Dr.

Bonify heard him there in 1770, and says

tin he had a weak and unequal voice, but

»a perfectly in tune and had an excellent

tbic He was a good singing master, and

> collection of his solfeggi are published in

London, which are still much used. He was

om at the masters of Cimarosa. Signor

Aprih, ii his solfeggi, has attended to the

pwt£al part of singing more than the theo-

nooL He first gives lessons for the inter-

nh, both quick and slow, and the divisions

*"t frequently met with. His first solfeggi

are is a cantabile style, and well adapted to

hn the voice. They are intermixed with

iewxs tin are quicker, but they still pre-

•er** the same character. They rise by de-

Ptei a higher execution, and are through-

* degmt and graceful. They are of great

frapiis, and contain much execution, and

« of a kind most likely to be beneficial to

•«*?«.

AQl'AVTVA, (Andreas Matth-eus) a

Xnpolitan duke, died in 1528. He wrote

•one works on music.

AQUINO. See Aigbino.

AQUINO, (Joseph) an excellent comic

naucal performer at Milan, in 1683.

AQUINUS, a Dominican of Suabia,

wrote, about the year 1494, a treatise on the

proporuons of numbers and sounds.

ARAJA, (Francisco) born at Naples

■ 1100, was chapel-master at Petersburg,

nthe service of the empress Catherine. He

romposed several operas, and among others

" 'jfhalo et Procris," in 175S ; this was

•h' 6m opera in the Russian language :

•fa' the representation of it, the empress

"**de him a present of a magnificent sable

Araja amassed a handsome fortune,

»d retired to Bologna in 1759. His style

was rapid, brilliant, and ingenious ; his sub

jects were often beautiful, always varied,

and never insignificant; his melody was

pure and sweet, and in subordination to the

voice. He not only did honour to his art

by his talents and learning, but rendered it

an object of general attention and interest.

The names of some of Araja's operas are as

follows : "Berenice," at Florence;*' Amore

per regnante," at Rome ; " Abiatare,"

"Semiramis," "Scipione," " Arsace," and

44 Seleueo," at St. Petersburg.

ARANDA, (De Sessa d') a monk, com

posed some madrigals and other music,

which he published at Venice, about the

year 1571.

ARAUO or ARAUJO, (Francisco db

Correa V) a Spanish musician, died in

1663. He wrote a work on the organ, and

other music.

ARBEAU, (Totnot) of Langres, pub

lished in that town, in 1588, a work treat

ing of music and dancing.

ARBUTHNOT (Dr.) was a warm par

tisan of Handel. He wrote several anthems,

among which the words of one, "As pants

the hart," are in a collection printed in

1712, without a name, but made by Dr. Croft,

who wrote a preface to the book. He wrote

also several burlesque poems, and what he

calls Manifestoes, on the subject oftheatrical

affairs, always espousing the cause of

Handel.

ARCADELT (Jacques) was chapel-

master in Lorraine. In 1572 he published

at Venice five books of madrigals : his me

lodies are, for the age in which he wrote,

natural, soft, and agreeable : he seems to

have spent the chief part of his life in

Italy.

ARCANZA, (Mlle.) a favourite Portu

guese singer in Lisbon, in 1822.

ARCHANGELUS, a church composer

of the sixteenth century. He published

many of his works at Venice, in 1 585.

ARCHENIUS or ARRCHENIUS (L.)

printed at Upsal, in 1729, a dissertation on

the first inventors of music.

ARCHESTRATUS, an ancient Greek

composer at Syracuse, was the pupil of
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Terpslon, and wrote two books " De Tibi-

cinibus.*'

ARCHILEI, (La Vittoria) celebrated

by the poet Guarini, was the orignal per

former of the part of Euridice, in Jacob

Peri's opera. She likewise sang in " La

Desperazione di Fileno," in which recitando

she is said by the composer Cavaliere to

have draw n tears from every hearer.

ARCHILOCHUS, one of the first poets

and musicians of ancient Greece, lived about

720 years before Jesus Christ. He invented

several sorts of verse, with their musical

accompanime ut.

ARCHIMEDES, an ancient Greek philo

sopher, proposed a theorem to demonstrate

the analogy between the proportions of cer

tain solid bodies, and those of the musical

consonances. He thought the discovery of

such importance to mankind, that he caused

a diagram thereof to be engraved on his

tomb.

ARCHINTA, (M.) of a noble family at

Milan, about the year 1520, composed the

words and music of many songs and ma

drigals.

ARCHYTAS, an ancient Greek composer

at Mitylene.

ARCHYTAS, a Pythagorean philosopher

of Tarentum, lived about 400 years before

Jesus Christ. He is said to have invented

some musical instruments. He wrote on

the harmony of flutes.

ARCOLEO, (A.) of Candia, author of

some music in 1690.

ARDALUS, according to Pausanius, was

the inventor of the flute, and of flute accom

paniment to the voice.

ARDEMANIO, (Giuuo Cesaee) of

Milan, was organist and chapel-master of

that town : he died in 1650. He published

motets and other music.

ARDESPIN,(Melchior d') a composer

at the beginning of the last century.

ARDINA published, about 1784, six

symphonies for a full orchestra.

ARDORE, (Marquis de St. Georges et

Prince d') Neapolitan ambassador at Paris,

from 1767 to 1780, was a very ingenious

amateur. He published several cantatas.

ARENA, (Giuseppe) a Neapolitan dra

matic composer, about the year 1741. He

set to music the " Tigrane" of GoidanL

ARESTI, (Floriako) of Venice, was a

composer of moderate abilities, about the

year 1712. He wrote the operas of " Cisip-

po," and "Enigma disciolta" and several

others, both tragic and comic

ARETINO (Giovanni Apoixoxi) pub

lished some madrigals at Venice, in 1607.

ARETINUS, (Paolo) of the Roman

school of musicians, published some sacred

music at Venice, in 1567.

ARETINUS, (Gvmo) a Benedictine

monk of Arezzo, called Guido, and by

others Guidone, was (as far as we know)

the real restorer of music, since he gave it a

fixed system, till then unknown or neglected.

Guido was the inventor of the six monosyl

lables of the solfeggio, ut, re, mi,fa, sol, la,

which we now make use of; only that, for the

greater sweetness, the Italians have changed

the ut into do, having no respect to the cir

cumstance of Guido's having drawn the six

monosyllables from the words of the hymn

of SU John, " Ut qveant taxis, Resonate

fibris," &c. since such erudition imports

little to the subject. The principal fact is,

that this author had either some well founded

tradition, or some fragment of the Greek

music, or else, by means of his studies, and

of his labour aud genius, he formed three

hexachords into a system, which include in

substance the true principle of the Greek

music, and that of all ages, for there can be

but one.

Guido's method of solmisation was pre

served in Italy till about the end of the last

century, and it is still used by some ; but after

the rest of the world bad adopted a seventh

monosyllable called si, the Italians did the

same, and hence the modern scales of the

two modes, major and minor.

AREVALO (Fabstino) published some

sacred music at Rome, in 1784.

AREZETO, (A.) leader of the band of

the Spanish regiment, Guadalaxara, has

composed some music for wind instruments.

ARGENTI, (Augvstin) a nobleman of

Ferrari, died in 1576. He wrote a drams
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in 1567, tilled " Lo tfortuMto," which

wis vl la music by Alphonso de la Viola.

Tk* twg authors seem to fix the true epoch

t: • conmencement of operas.

ABGEMTLLY, (Cablo d') a chapel-

aut at St. Peter's at Koine, composed

sum music which was much esteemed,

abou lie year 1543.

ARGE.\TL\I, (Stbftano) called also

Filippio, chapel-master at St. Stephen's at

Vniet, published some sacred music there

iBGDiTTNI, (Cesabb) chapel-master

« Rimioi, noticed by Walther, but probably

at «sk person as the preceding.

ARGVR0PILU3, a Greek professor at

R*wt ia 1430, died at Rome in 1474.

h*M a volume of songs entitled " Mo-

■fc*

ttiUTOS (Jon *nn L.) wrote an ac-

i ■- rii- poets at Erfurt, in 1581.

AR1BERTI, (Marquis Giacosjo) of

C'ioaa, composed the opera of " At-

f**V' at Rome, in 1651. He was one of

»wt celebrated amateurs of his age.

*MiO, a monk, towards the end of the

t*ns4 century. He wrote a treatise on

■fWCHONDAS, a musician of ancient

'""a. He is said to have Invented the

trap*

AK1G0NI, (Francisco) an illustrious

saurian of ferrara in the seventeenth cen-

H

AMOOM, (Gtor. Giacomo) also

«M II AfftlHom, published some madri-

• \ rail e, about the year 1623.

IRION", a famous Grecian poet and

"wan. He invented the dithyiambic

S'Kure, and composed many hymns.

ARIOSTI, (Attilio.) This master, who

** a native of Bologna, and intended for

•* pneuhood, had in early youth such a

Pww for music, that, defeating all the in-

lmw»of bis family, be devoted his whole

*■ to the study of it, and, in spite of all

"wnwrances, determined to make it his

NMsBj He was known in Germany

**• earlier than in England ; having com-

^"UFmttlwuneo," and "AIU,"

at Brandenburg, in 1700, where he was ap

pointed chapel-master to the electrice. But

before he quitted Italy wo find his name

enrolled among the opera composers at Bo

logna and Venice : in the first city he set an

act of Apostolo Zeno's Daphne, in 1696;

and in the second, the opera of Erifile,

" Le Gloria delta Poena et delta Masica."

Here he is called Padre Attilio Ariosti, Ser-

vila Bolognese : and it is believed that he

had been regularly initiated as a Dominican

friar, but that, by a dispensation from the pope,

he had been excepted from the rule of his

order, and permitted to exercise a secular

profession. In 1706, he composed " Nebu-

chadonosar," an oratorio, for Venice ; and

the same year the opera called "La piu

gloriosa Fatica d 'Ercole," for hia native

city Bologna. In 1708, we find him again

at Vienna, when he set to music the opera of

"Amor ira Nemici." His first arrival in

England was in the year 1716, where it ap

pears, by the London Courant, that, at the

sixth representation of Handel's Ama-

du, July 12th, he performed a new sym

phony on the viol d 'amour, an instrument

unknown in this country till that time. We

bear no more of him till the establishment

of the royal academy of music in 1721,

when he composed the opera of " Ciro, or

Odio ed Amort" the first act of " Matin

Scevota," and afterwards " Cats Man ins

Coriolanus," and " Vtipasiano." Respect

ing the opera of "Afu»io Scevota," we should

mention that the directors chose to divide

the task of setting it to music among their

three composers; assigning to Attilio the

first act, Bononcini the second, and Han

del the third. This opera has been thought

to form an epoch in Handel's life ; as it has

been concluded, though without sufficient

proof, that the partition of the same drama

among the three composers, was a premedi

tated plan, to try their several abilities, and

determine preeminence. But it seems to

have been thus distributed merely for greater

despatch, without meaning it as a final com

petition. The same expedient has been

frequently practised in Italy, for variety as

well as expedition) when two or three great
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masters have been in the city ; and nothing

was determined in consequence of this con

currence in London. When Ariosti was at

Berlin, he gave Handel (then a child) les

sons on the harpsichord, holding him it is

said for hours together on his knees.

ARISI, (F.) doctor of laws at Cremona,

died in 1743. He left a work, dated 1706,

containing a list of celebrated musicians of

the seventeenth century.

ARISTEAS, an ancient Grecian, wrote a

book relating to performers on the cythara.

ARISTIDES QUINTILIANUS, a Gre

cian musician, lived about the year 130.

Three of his books on music are still

extant.

AHISTOCLES, a Greek composer and

performer on the flute and cythara at Athens

in the time of Xerxes.

ARISTONICUS, a performer on the

cythara at Corcyra, was in the service of

king Philip of Macedonia.

ARISTONOUS, a famous flute player,

gained six prizes at the Pythian games.

AR1STONYMUS, a renowned performer

on the cythara at Athens.

ARISTOPHANES. There are two an

cient Greek authors of this name, the one a

writer of comedies, the other a grammarian.'

It is probably the latter who wrote a trea

tise on music

ARISTOTLE, the celebrated philoso

pher and preceptor of Alexander the Great,

wrote a work on music, which is now lost.

He also treats on the utility of music, in the

eighth book of his Politics. It was in his

old age, that he applied to the practice of

the science of music, which he called " The

medicine of heaviness."

ARISTOXENUS SELINUNTIUS, cited

by Eusebius as a musician of ancient

Greece, lived in the twenty-eighth Olym

piad. He must not be confounded with

Aristoxenus of Tarentum, who lived more

than 300 years after him.

ARISTOXENUS, of Tarentum, a phi

losopher and musician, lived about 350

years before Jesus Christ He is said to

have written 453 volumes ; but there are

only now extant three volumes of his Har-

monic Elements, which is the oldest rrmsicil

work at present known.

ARKADELT. See Ahcadelt.

ARMAND, (Mesdemoiselle) two dis

tinguished French singers at the grand

opera of Paris, at the commencement of

the present century.

ARMANDOLINO, (Giovanni Bat-

tista) an excellent singer and performer

on the organ in Italy, towards the end of

the seventeenth century.

ARMON, author of a sextuor for the

flute, &c. published at Offenbach. (Boosey's

Cat. 1822.)

ARMSDORFF, (Andreas) organist

at Erfurt, died in 1699, in his twenty-

eight year: he composed some agreeable

music.

ARNALDUS or ERNALDUS, abbot of

Bonneval, was in great repute as composer

of canticles, about the year 1141.

ARNAUD (L'Abbe) died in Paris in

1784. He published in 1754 a letter on

French music, addressed to M. de Caylns,

and several other musical essays, relating

to the performances of the day. He was a

strong partisan of Gluck.

ARNAUD (Mr.) published some quar

tets at Paris in 1784 and 1787.

ARNAUD,(Madamf.) a principal singer

at the grand opera at Paris, in 1817.

ARNE (Dr. Thomas Augustine) was

the son of Arne, a celebrated upholsterer,

in King-street, Covent-garden, at whose

house the Indian kings lodged in the reign

of queen Anne, as mentioned in the Spec

tator, No. 50. Arne had a good educa

tion, having been sent to Eton by his father,

who intended him for the law. But his

love for music operated upon him too power

fully, even while at Eton, for his own peace

or that of his companions ; for, with a

miserable cracked common flute, he used

to torment them night and day, when not

obliged to attend the school. When he left

Eton, such was his passion for music, that

he used to avail himself of the privilege of

a servant, by borrowing a livery and going

into the upper gallery of the opera, which

was then appropriated to domestics. At
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home he hid contrived to secrete a spinet

is his room, upon which, after muffling the

string) with a handkerchief, he used to

poena in the night while the rest of the

iknlv were asleep ; for had his father dis

covered bow he spent his time, he would

probably have thrown the instrument out

of window, if not the player. This young

rotary of Apollo was at length obliged to

serve a three years' clerkship to the law,

v..i.ou: ever intending to make it his pro

fession : but even during this servitude he

dedicated every moment he could obtain,

burly or otherwise, to the studying composi-

noo by himself. He contrived, during his

clerkship, to acquire some instructions on

tkeviolia,of Festing ; upon which instrument

he nude so considerable a progress, that

*w trier he had quitted his legal master,

hi fither, having accidentally called at a

j-ultman's house in the neighbourhood upon

biaiaea, found hiin engaged with company,

hoi lending in his name, he was invited up

Oain, where there was a large company

"dtconcert, in which, to his great astonish-

he caught his son in the very act

*f flayiag the first fiddle ! Finding him

Bore idmired for his musical talents than

bewledge in the law, he was soon prevailed

f* to forgive his unruly passion, and to

kt him try to turn it to some account. No

•oooer was the young musician able to prac-

iJf aloud in his father's house, than he

bewitched the whole family. On discover

ing that his sister was not only fond of

Basic, but had a sweet-toned and touching

»oiee, he gave her such instructions as en

abled her to sing for Lampe, in the opera of

• ' "Win. und finding her so well received

■a that performance, he soon prepared a new

character for her, by setting Addison's opera

■ Ruumoxd, in which he employed his

J<wnger brother likewise in the character of

*» page. The opera was performed ten

a ?hts successively, and with great applause,

■I Ust time for the benefit of Air. Arne.jun.

■i composer. Having succeeded so well in

• tnm opera, our young musician tried his

F**n at a burletta, and fixed upon Field-

"{'s Turn Thumb for that purpose, which,

under the title of the Tragedy of Tra

gedies, having met with great success in

1731, he now got it transformed into the

Opera of Operas, and setting it to music

(after the Italian manner) had it performed,

May 31st, at the new theatre in the Hay-

market ; the part of Tom Thumb by master

Ame, his brother. In 1738, Arne esta

blished his reputation as a lyric composer,

by the admirable manner in which he set

Milton's Comus. In this masque he intro

duced the light, airy, original, and pleasing

melody, wholly different from that of Purcell

or Handel, whom all English composers had

hitherto pillaged or imitated. Indeed the

melody of Arne at this time, and of his

Vauxhall songs afterwards, forms an a;ra in

English music ; it was so easy, natural, and

agreeable to the whole kingdom, that it had

an effect upon our national taste ; and till a

more modern Italian style was introduced

in the pasticcio English operas of Messrs.

Bickerstaff and Cumberland, it was the

standard of all perfection at our theatres

and public gardens. It was in 1762 that

Arne quitted the former style of melody in

which he had so well set Covins, and

furnished Vauxhall and the whole kingdom

with such songs as improved and polished

our national taste ; and when he set the bold

translation of Metastasio's opera of Ar-

taxerxes, he crowded the airs, particularly

in the part of Mandane, for Miss Brent, with

all the Italian divisions and difficulties

which had ever been heard at the opera.

This drama, by the novelty of the music to

English ears, with the talents of Tenducci,

Peretti, and the doctor's scholar, Miss Brent,

had very great success ; and still continues

to be represented, whenever singers can be

found who are possessed of sufficient abili

ties for its performance. But in setting

Artaxcrxcs, though the melody is less ori

ginal than that of Camus, Arne had the

merit of first adapting many of the best

passages of Italy, which all Europe admired,

to our own language, and of incorporating

them with his own property, and with what

was still in favour of former English com

posers. Dr. Ame sold the copy-right of
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sfrta.rer.res for sixty guineas, a sum which,

though at present considered inadequate to

the value of a good opera, was in his time

reckoned a ruinous sum for such a property.

The general melody of our countryman, if

analyzed, would perhaps appear to be nei

ther Italian nor English, but an agreeable

mixture of Italian, English, and Scots.

Many of his ballads, indeed, were professed

imitations of the Scots style, but in his

other songs he frequently dropt into it, per

haps without design. Arne was never a

close imitator of Handel, nor thought, by

the votaries of that great musician, to be a

sound contrapuntist. However, in the sci

ence of harmony, though he was chiefly

self-taught, yet, being a man of genius,

quick parts, and great penetration in his

art, he betrayed no ignorance nor want of

study in his scores. His oratorios were so

unfortunate, that he was a loser whenever

they were performed ; and yet it would be

unjust to say they did not merit a better

fate ; for, though the choruses were much

inferior in force to those of Handel, yet the

airs were frequently admirable. But be

sides the great reputation of Handel, with

whom he had to contend, Arne never was

able to have his music so well performed ;

as his competitor had always a more nu

merous and select band, a better organ,

which he played himself, and better singers.

None of this ingenious and pleasing compo

ser's capital productions had full and un

equivocal success, but Camus and sfrta-

xerxes, at the distance of twenty-four years

from each other. Rosamond, his first musi

cal drama, produced in 1773, had a few

songs in it that were long in favour, and

the Judgment of Paris many ; but except

when his sister, Miss Arne, afterwards Mrs.

Cibber, sung in them, he never gained any

thing by either. Thomas and Sally, in

deed, as a farce, with very little musical

merit, was often acted ; and previous to

that, Eliza was a little while in favour :

but the number of his unfortunate pieces

for the stage was prodigious ; yet none of

them were condemned or neglected for

want of merit in the music, but words, of

which the doctor was too frequently guilty

of being the author. Upon the whole, though

this composer had formed a new style of his

own, there did not appear that fertility of

ideas, original grandeur of thought, or those

resources upon all occasions which are dis

coverable in the works of his predecessor,

Purcell.both for the church and stage; yet,

in secular music, he must be allowed to

have surpassed him in ease, grace, and

variety, which is no inconsiderable praise,

when it is remembered, that from the death

of Purcell to that of Arne, a period of more

than fourscore years, no candidate for mu

sical fame among our countrymen had

appeared, who was equally admired by the

nation at large. Dr. Arne died in 1778.

Of near a hundred and fifty musical pieces

that have been brought on the stage at our

national theatres within these forty years,

thirty of them, at least, were set by Arne.

A modern critic, of high authority, thus

speaks of Arne. " He was a singular in

stance of that predestinate taste, which is

to be accounted for only by peculiar organi

zation, the existence of which, among other

less splendid instances, has been since con

firmed by Crotch, Himmel, and Mozart. His

first stealthy acquisitions in musical science,

made chiefly during the night, contrary to

the direction of the principal pursuit of his

life, and in opposition to the will of his father,

are proofs of that irresistible propensity by

which genius, perhaps universally, governs

its possessors. This was the pure and un-

bought love of the art, generated by the

pleasurable perception of sweet sounds ; for

although Handel's operas had begun to draw

the attention of the public, Arne was too

young either to comprehend or to covet the

chances of profitable exertion, when he re

sorted to the means by which he obtained

the first rudiments of his future professional

skill. Perhaps the highest testimony that

Arne's music has obtained from time, has

been the continued reception eAArlaxerxes,

against the universal sense and feeling of

dramatic effect. Excellent and attractive

indeed must the airs be, that can atone

to English sentiments and habits for the
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consequent destruction of all

iatereit in the language, the incidents and

the flu. It is sufficient that scarcely a

stand tttanpt of the kind has been since

nsst. There was in Artie's compositions

i Ktiiral ease and elegance, a flow of me-

l»iy which stole upon the senses, and a

filsesi and variety in the harmony which

uuied, without surprising the auditor by

s»j new, affected, or extraneous modula-

u«. He had neither the vigour of Pureed,

•or the grandeur, simplicity, and magnifi-

onee of Handel ; he apparently aimed at

pJ«««fr, and he has fully succeeded. The

halt of Arlarrrres, if we may be allowed

to omplain of an almost faultless perform-

« the level uniformity that pervades

uk ettire piece. It is sweet, elegant, and

•rPspiate ; brA the songs of most preten-

w« <J not strongly affect or cany the

kaw away. It was allotted to Arne first

'* fi« to English singers passages of exe-

<*ooo which equalled, in point of difficulty

that had only been

t^foiei Italians of the best school. In

u* premt reign of brilliant execution.it

» handy possible to find songs of more

"•"ad notation. ■ Fly soft ideas,' and

'ft1 totter tired,' are still indeed amongst

airs of agility in concerts; and

[>< enure character of Mandane has been,

uste Artie's time, the universal trial

si a English singer's abilities. With this

""poser ended the accession of new prin-

?*t to the art of dramatic writing. What-

o( novelty has since been appended to

it musical drama will not be found to

«ik beyond the original cast which parti-

'al»r composers have given to their air or

Mworpaniment. Arne's use of instruments

*•» certainly delicate, but he is neither so

xwntrhc nor powerful as later composers.

Wl perceive from the score of Arlaxerxes,

he employs the hautboysprincipally.the

*«o seldom, and the clarionets in two

■ap only. In the beautiful air of ' Jf

*• the cruel tyrant,' the violins are ge-

•eriBjin onivm with the voice. We dislike

4» mode of accompaniment upon prin-

1 'r~', it adds nothing to the harmony, and

is disagreeable both to the singer and the

hearer ; for if the precise accord be by any

means broken, (and who can insure it in

the various necessities of breathing, speak

ing, &c.) the effect is interrupted and

diminished ; delicate and tasteful are how

ever the epithets which characterise Arne's

instrumentation, asperhapsthey best describe

the attributes of his style and manner."

(Mus. Rev, vol. i. p. 201.)

ARNE, (Mrs.) wife to the preceding, her

maiden name was Cecilia Young; she was

a pupil of Geminiani, and sang in public for

the first time at Drury-lane in 1730. With

a good natural voice and fine shake, Mrs.

Arne had been so well taught, that her style

of singing was infinitely superior to that of

any other Englishwoman of her time. She

died about the year 1795.

ARNE, (Michael) son ofthe preceding.

So early did the genius of this musician deve-

lope itself, that at the early age often or eleven

years his performance on the harpsichord was

such, that he was able to execute all the

lessons of Handel and Scarlatti with won

derful correctness and rapidity. Even at this

early age, so great had been his practice, and

such was his perfection on this instrument,

that it was thought he could play music at

sight as well as any performer then living.

In conjunction with Mr. Battishill, he

produced at Drury-lane theatre, in 1764,

the opera of "Alcmena ;" but its success was

not very flattering. He afterwards produced

at the King's theatre the opera of "Cymon,"

from which he derived both emolument and

fame. Several of the airs have been lasting

favourites ; and particularly the two, " Yet

a while sweet sleep," and 14 The sweet pas

sion of love," which will be for ever remem

bered.

The attention of Arne was, not long after

this time, turned so strongly towards the

study of chymistry, that he not merely neg

lected, but, for a while, entirely abandoned

his professional pursuits. Ridiculous as it

may seem at the present day, he became a

convert to the absurd notions of those persons

who believed in the philosopher's stone and

the transmutation of metals. In order that
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he might discover the former, he was at the

expense of building a laboratory at Chelsea ;

but when he found himself deceived in his

expectations, he had the good sense to return

to his professional avocations, and he after

wards composed music for Covent-garden,

Vauxhall, and Ranelagh.

As a composer, Arne did not possess that

happy taste, nor that power of writing beau

tiful melody, which were so conspicuous in

his father ; yet there is a certain good sense

which pervades all his works; though it

must at the same time be observed, that if

some of them were less complex, they would

perhaps be more pleasing. Upon the whole,

however, his merits very justly entitle him

to a high and distinguished rank amongst

English composers.

ARNE, (Miss.) SeeCiUBER, (Mrs.)

ARNESTUS, the first bishop of Prague

in the fourteenth century. He wrote some

sacred music about the year 1350.

ARNKIEL, (T.) a pastor in Schleswick,

published, in 1683, a treatise on the use of

horns in music.

ARNOLD, (George) organist of the

bishopric of Bamberg, wrote much sacred

music about the middle of the seventeenth

century.

ARNOLD, (Ferdinand) born atVienna,

a celebrated tenor singer at Riga in 1796.

ARNOLD, (Ignatius Ferdinand) an

LL.D. at Erfurt, born in 1779, wrote several

works on music between the years 1799 and

1809.

ARNOLD,(Jonann Gottfried) a good

composer and violoncellist, was born in

1773. He lived chiefly at Frankfort on the

Maine, where he died in 1806, in bis thirty-

fourth year. He published six concertos for

the violoncello, which are used as exercises,

by the pupils of the conservatory at Offen

bach and Bonn ; he also composed much

other music for his instrument, which is

chiefly printed.

ARNOLD, (Dr. Samuel) an English

musician and composer of considerable

eminence, was born in London about 1739,

and received his musical education at the

chapel royal, St. James's, under Mr. Gates

and Dr. Nares, who discovered in him the

most promising talents, which he afterwards

cultivated and strengthened by constant

study. In 1760, he became composer to

Covent-garden theatre, of which the cele

brated Mr. Beard was then one of the

managers, and had the advantage of having

his compositions introduced to the public

through the medium of the vocal abilities of

that popular singer and his associates. For

them he composed " The Maid of the Mill,"

which has ever been a favourite with the

public. But, in 1767, he tried his skill in a

higher species ofcomposition, (the oratorio)

setting to music Dr. Brown's " Curse of

Saul," in which it was universally con

fessed that he was eminently successful.

This encouraged him to proceed in the same

style ; and he produced "jibimckch," " The

Resurrection," and "The ProdigalSon," the

various merits of which have been justly

applauded by the best musical critics. The

Utter became so much a favourite, that

when, in 1773, it was in contemplation to

install the late lord North, as chancellor of

the university of Oxford, the stewards, ap

pointed to conduct the musical department

of the ceremony, applied to Mr. Arnold for

leave to perform " The Prodigal Son."

His ready compliance with this request,

which, however, it would have been very

imprudent to refuse, procured him the offer

of an honorary degree, and his refusal of this

did him real honour. He was not insensi

ble of the value of a degree, but determined

to earn it in the usual academical way, and

conformably to the statutes of the university,

received it in the school-room, where he

performed, as an exercise, Hughes's poem on

the power ofmusic. On such occasions, it is

usual for the musical professor of the univer

sity to examine the exercise of the candidate ;

but Dr. William Hayes, then the professor of

Oxford, returned Mr. Arnold his score un

opened, saying, " Sir, it is quite unnecessary

to scrutinize the exercise ofthe author of "The

Prodigal Son." About 1771, he purchased

Mary-le-bone gardens, for which he com

posed some excellent burlettas and other

pieces, to which he added some ingenious
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Sreworki This scheme succeeded ; but in

17*0, tin lease of the gardens expired, and

ike; weft let for the purpose of building.

We fad Dr. Arnold afterwards employed

'<v Mr. Colmaa, then manager of Covent-

rirtea, u musical composer ; and when

it purchased the Haymarket theatre, Dr.

Ar&oJd was there engaged in the same

rjpaciry, and rontinued in it ior life. On

tie death of Dr. Nares, in 1783, he was

upmted his successor, as organist and com

poser to his majesty's chapel at St. James's ;

u4 at the commemoration of Handel, in

Wotninster abbey, in 1184, was nominated

cteofthe subdireciors. Jn 1786, he began

"j pabhsh an uniform edition of Handel's

T«ts,uid about the same time brought out

fosTalas of cathedral music. In 1789,

appointed director and manager of

■fc patmnances held in the academy of

*2=eat masic, a post of honour in which

!* aoraiued himself with the highest credit.

I* prhate life he is allowed to have

ftmi those virtues which engage and

■"■i soaal esteem. He died at his house

a DakMom, Westminster, Oct. 22, 1802,

a t» anr-third year. Dr. Arnold's pub-

Siti nrki are> four oratorios, eight odes,

■W lemades, forty-seven operas, three

'■vista, besides overtures, concertos, and

analler pieces. Perhaps the com-

aof'*i*«iby which he will be longest remem-

-"fd it the song " Flow thou regal purple

ARNOLD, (C.) composer of some guitar

^ other instrumental music. (Wessel and

^'iCat. 1822.)

ARXONE, (Gcci.iei.mo) an organist at

Jfiiaa, published, in 1595, a " Magnificat."

ARNOLLD, (Sophia) a celebrated

actress and singer between the

)nn 1757 and 1778.

ASXCLL, an excellent performer on the

at present resident in London.

WXl LPIll'S wrote a treatise on sing-

"» » 4» fifteenth century.

OOK. SeeAanoN.

^RPILCl'ETA, of Navarre, a Spanish

-^eiaa in the sixteenth century.

(Josipd) a French com-

poser of petit opera music, since the year

1789.

ARRHENIUS, (Lacbknt.) See Du-

KX.VS.

ARRIGHI,(Pietho Dominico) an opera

composer between 1783 and 1790.

ARRIGHUS, (Joan Battista) a monk

of Florence. He died in 1607. He wrote

on the science of music.

ARRIGO TEDESCO. See Isaac.

ARRIGONI. See Abigoni.

ARROBAT, (Coste d') a French

opera composer soon after the time of

Lulli.

ARTEAGA,(Steffano) a Spanish Jesuit,

died at Paris in 1 799. He wrote a work

in three volumes, entitled " Le Revolitsioni

del Teatro Muricale Jtatiano, dalla sua

Olivine, sino al presente," the second

edition of which appeared at Venice in

1785. He also wrote on the rhythm of the

ancients, and was the most philosophical

and profound of all authors upon the melo

drama.

ARTEMANIO, (G. C.) court-organist

and chapel-master at Milan, died in 175J0.

He published several collections of motets

and other pieces.

ARTHUR AUX COUTEAUX, music-

master to the college of St. Quintin, lived'

about the year 1630. He composed psalms

and other sacred music. He was the most

eminent composer for the church during the

reign of Louis XIII.

ARTUFEL. (Damiancs d') a Spanish

Dominican, published atValladolid, in 1572,,

a treatise on vocal church music.

ARTUS, court-musician to the emperor-

Maximilian about the year 1512.

ARTUSI, (Giovanni Maria) a canon?

of Bologna, published, in 1598, a work."

called " The Art of Counterpoint," which',

reduces the precepts of Zarlino into a com

pendium. In 1603, he gave a continuation'

of this work, in which he treats more espe

cially of the imperfections of modern music;.

In 1600 and 1601, he published some fur

ther tracts on music. Artusi wished to

prove, by extracts from celebrated authors--

of antiquity, especially from Plato, that the
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Greeks understood music in parts, in other

words the rules of counterpoint.

ASCHENBRENNER (Christian) was

born in 1654. He was a celebrated violinist,

and composed six sonatas, which he pre

sented to the emperor at Vienna, and was

recompensed with a chain of gold and a

medal. He died in 1732.

ASHE (Andrew) was born in the town

of Lisburn, in the north of Ireland, about

the year 1759. His parents sent him to a

school near Woolwich in England, before he

was nine years of age. At this early period

he showed a great disposition for music, and

devoted a certain sum of bis weekly allow

ance to the master of the artillery band,

(who occasionally attended the academy)

to receive lessons on the violin. The young

votary made such progress, that in a short

time his schoolfellows preferred dancing

to his fiddle to their usual gymnastic exer

cises between school hours. He continued

at this academy until he had attained his

twelfth year : at this period a lawsuit, which

had been pending for a number of years,

between a neighbouring nobleman and his

grandfather, terminating to the great dis

advantage of the latter, rendered it inconve

nient to his parents to cpntinue their son at so

distant a seminary, and caused them to resolve

on his return to Ireland. Previously to this

proposed removal, count Bentinck, a relation

of the Portland family and a colonel in the

British service, happened to be riding by

the academy at Woolwich, and perceiving

young Ashe in tears, with his letter of

recall in his hand, asked him what was

the matter ; he replied, sobbing, that his

family were ruined by a lawsuit, and that

he was desired to return home to Ireland,

as his friends could not afford to keep him

any longer at Woolwich. The humane

nobleman, struck with the boy's apparent

grief, was induced to make further inquiry

about him from the master of the academy ;

and a correspondence between the count

and the child's parents commenced in con

sequence, which terminated in young Ashe's

removal to the house of the count, who

shortly after took him to the island of Mi-

norca, where his regiment then was. There

he procured for him instructions on tie

violin by an eminent Italian master, under

whom he improved so much, that he was

soon looked upon as a musical prodigy for

his age. He next accompanied his protector

in a considerable tour through Spain, Por

tugal, France, and Germany, and 6nally

settled with him on his estates in Holland.

Here young Ashe's education was paid par

ticular attention to, the count wishing to

prepare him to be a confidential servant on

his estates ; but the boy w as too far ad

vanced in music and loved it too much to

permit him to pay the attention requisite to

complete himself for the intended office of

land-steward. He had now acquired a pretty

general knowledge of various wind instru

ments, having attended the regular practice

of his patron's regimental band, with which,

we have heard, he even used to do duty in

Minorca. About this time he showed an

evident disposition for the flute ; but it was

then so limited an instrument, that after

considerable application he relinquished it,

in consequence of its great imperfections.

Shortly after this the Sieur Vanhall (bro

ther to the celebrated composer of that

name) arrived at the Hague from London,

and brought a flute, made by the present

Mr. Potter's father, which had six keys.

Vanhall announced a concert, in which he

was to perform a concerto on this flute with

six keys. It being the first of these im

proved instruments that had reached Pol-

land, a general curiosity was excited to see

where these keys could be placed on a flute,

and no one was so actively curious in this re

spect as young Ashe, who lost no time in offer

ing his services on the violin, and promisinj

the count's patronage of the concert, which

he accordingly procured for Vanhall. These

additional keys on Vanhall's flute were in

his hands only ornamental, as he had not

acquired the use of them ; but when young

Ashe tried them, and found that they pro

duced all the half notes as full and round as

the tones natural to the instrument in its

unkeyed state, he made up his mind to have

this flute, coute qui coute; which he accom
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j&ked it t considerable price, by the count's

iachu|t«ct. This was about the latter end

of 1774, when Ashe had not attained his

suteenil year. From that period he gave

op lis liolin and dedicated his entire atten

tate his newly acquired purchase. After

loat months' application, the celebrated

WcuUiog, successor to Quartz, the king of

Pnaias master, came to the Hague, of

•ton young Ashe had some lessons ; but on

k» second visit, Wendting told him his new

Suit wis a bad one, that the long keys on

tit bottom joist spoiled the instrument, and

tit! toe small keys were of no use, parti

cularly in quick passages. These observa

tions of the master not corresponding with

tot ntk kleas and expectations the scholar

«mtiaed of its excellence, induced him

<o ttnmnue his lessons as soon as a pro

ps «pett for such a distinguished master

»*ld permit. Our young aspirant had

f<a recourse to his own natural genius,

*>d,«fter a few years' incessant application,

bwiae the admiration of Holland, chiefly

tat uncommon fulness of his tone in

not abtruse keys in music, which

*U m be produced from the flute then in

C"^ tie, and which perfection was,

BBMSItrf in a gTeat measure, ascribed to

performer, without allowing a participa-

■ this honour to be due to the great

:ar*w*ment in the construction of his

"tnunent. All this time Ashe continued

■do (we may call it) the paternal roof of

** benefactor, the count ; but, as ingratitude

* ukertai, in a more or less degree, in some

"J-nrw, we are sorry to have a particle of

I 1» timer to the subject of our present

"Wle ; but the truth is, that, flushed with

tat munition he experienced, he was

'"sous to launch into the world from under

'»* roof which had so long sheltered him ;

"a the count, who saw his thoughts by his

'■raetnour, permitted him to go, on a hand-

y*e alary, as family musician to the late

''•J Torrington, then on the point of remov

es Iran Holland to Brussels. He remained

J W Tomogton's family until that noble

*•» thoajht proper to reduce his cstablish-

**; and was next engaged by the late

lord Dillon, who also resided in Brussels,

This nobleman was a great patron of the

opera in that city, and wished his musician

to have the situation of first flute in the opera

orchestra, to which a demur was made by

the Brabant nobility and Flemish sub

scribers in general. Parties ran high ; but

there being at this period, 1778 and 1779,

a great number of English at Brussels, who

were a material support to the opera, they

demanded a public trial of skill between the

resident flute of the opera and young Ashe,

which accordingly took place at the first

rehearsal of the season ; and, although it

was admitted that the Sieur Vanhall was

by far the most experienced musician and

flute player, yet Ashe gained the general

approbation and situation by his superiority

of tone, for which he had to thank the im

provement of his additional keys, in all

probability, more than any preference of

emboucheur. In this school of musical im

provement our young flutist remained for a

lew years, when an Irish gentleman of the

name of Whyte, a great amateur of music,

expressed the intention of making a grand

continental tour ; and as Ashe was by this

time a general linguist, in addition to his

flute playing, Mr. Whyte proposed to take

Ashe with him, which was too congenial

with our young traveller's disposition to be

declined. After, however, relinquishing all

his engagements, letters called Mr. Whyte

back to Ireland, and Ashe, having long had

a hankering after the laud of his birth, from

which he had been absent since his infancy,

willingly accepted Mr. Whyte's offer of

accompanying him to Dublin. Not long

after bis arrival in Ireland, he was engaged

for the Rotunda concerts in Dublin, which

were then brilliantly supported. Here Ashe

remained a few years, and the great ap

plause his performance always met with,

was a stimulus to his further improvement.

His celebrity having for some time reached

England, the late Mr. Salomon (who had, in

1791, brought over the immortal Haydn for

his concerts in Hanover-square, and was

anxious to have a suitable orchestra to

execute this incomparable master's sinfonies,
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which were composed expressly for these

concerts) suspended the engagement of his

principal flute until he had the opportunity

of hearing Ashe ; which was afforded him

the same summer, he being engaged to

perform at the Rotunda concerts, with a

celebrated violoncello player of the name of

Sperat. Salomon was so highly pleased

with Ashe's intonation and tone, that he

gave him a very liberal engagement for

Hanover-square; and accordingly, in 1792,

he made his first public appearance in

London, at Salomon's second concert, in a

manuscript concerto of his own composition,

which was replete with such novelty as to

excite very considerable admiration. After

this favourable debut, it is not to be won

dered that he became and remained the

reigrung flute, both as an orchestra and

concerto player, at all the established con

certs in London. Upon the abdication of

Moazani, Ashe was appointed principal

flute at the Italian opera, which situation

he held for several years. He next, on the

demise of Rauzzini, in 1810, was unani

mously elected director of the Bath con

certs, which he conducted with great ability

for twelve years ; but, in consequence of the

times being unpropitious for public under

takings, was induced to relinquish their

management in the winter of 1821-2;

having, as we understand, lost a consider

able sum by the last four years of his

direction. In the year 1799 Ashe married

a pupil of Rauzzini, whose vocal excellence

(as Mrs. Ashe) is too generally known to

make any comment from us necessary. They

have had a numerous family, nine or ten

of which are now living ; the eldest daughter

is a very finished performer on the harp,

but is not in the profession, being married

to a gentleman of property in the West

Indies. We have frequently been delighted

with the second Miss Ashe's accomplished

style of singing and very superior perform

ance on the piano-forte, although from ap

pearance she is not yet nineteen. We can

only speak of Ashe as an author, from

having heard many of his flute concertos

performed by himself, which abounded

with new passages fancifully dispersed,

and the melodies highly pleasing. The

reason we have heard assigned for their

not being as yet given to the public, is a

tenaciousness in the composer to reserve

them for his own performance; but we

understand he purposes shortly to print

them, when, we have no doubt, they will

be eagerly sought after by both dilettanti

and professors. We have dedicated rather

more space to this article than we can con

veniently afford, having been anxious to lay

before our readers a somewhat detailed ac

count of a gentleman so highly esteemed as

Mr. Ashe, both in his public and private

character. He continues in full possession

of his powers, is in robust health, and we

have heard him say, he has been but a bail

customer to both law and physic ; never

having expended a shilling on the former,

and only a single guinea fee to the latter.

ASHE, (Mrs.) wife to the preceding, was

a good singer, and for some years sang at

the oratorios and other public concerts.

ASHE, (Misses) daughters of the pre

ceding, arc excellent performers on the harp

and piano ; they also sing pleasingly. They

performed before the London public in 1821.

ASHLEY, (General) a celebrated Eng

lish violinist. His father was the manager

of the oratorios at CoventTgarden theatre,

which performances he led with great ability

for many years. After his death, his sons,

General and Charles Ashley, succeeded him

as joint managers. General Ashley was

educated in music under Giaidiui and Bar-

thelemon, and was esteemed an excellent

performer on his instrument. He was con

sidered also as the best modern judge of

violins and violoncellos ; of which, in the

latter years of his life, he had a very valu

able collection. He died near London in

1818.

ASHLEY, (John James) an eminent

organist and singing-master. He presided

for seven years at the oratorios at Covent-

garden, where he introduced many of his

pupils ; among whom were Mrs. Vaughan,

Mrs. Salmon, Master Elliott, C. Smith, and

other favourite vocal performers. He was in
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early life a scholar of thecelebrated Schrceter,

aid well versed in the science of music, and

author ofsome excellent lessons for the piano

forte, canzonets', &c. &c He was brother of

titpreceding, and died a few years since.

ASHLEY, (Charles) brother to the two

preceding, is an eminent violoncellist, still

liriag in London. He is one of the original

thirty members ofthe Philharmonic society.

ASHLEY, (Richard) younger brother of

lit three foregoing, is a celebrated tenor

player, residing in London. He was prin

cipal tenor at the York musical festival in

1823.

ASHLEY, (John) of Bath, received his

musical education from his elder brother

lotahAshley, an eminent flutist and hautboy

plire «f bis day. He has been a performer

°3 tie bassoon at the Bath concerts and

during nearly half a century, and

•aiibnuocalistat the concerts, Harmonic

woetj, ad Vauxliall of the same city. The

sscirt of poetry, or as he has termed it,

'*J«»r,wa» combined with the above pro-

'■esnal pursuits, as may be seen by a

•Mh'ooaM published by him a few years

>»4er the title of " Trifles in Rhyme."

Wregard to music, Ashley never aspired

* Dj thing great in composition ; his efforts

»B| confined to ballads and songs, serious

*• comic j and it is believed that he has

"ntten the words to, and composed more of

'fee trifiet, which have been sung by

lament performers and favourably received

•J the public, than any Knglish composer

*• living. The following is a list of

k«e of Ashley's compositions : ballads,

"HmtilBen," '< Poor Joe the Marine,"

'Tit Stikr; Creed" " The Heart that

'"pnes," « Poor Orphan Maid," " Tom

"iSutu," " Unanimity t" songs, " Eng-

King," " Bundle of Proverbs"

" %»e without Reason," " floury at

V**," " Origin of Old Bachelors,"

' "udrrfulSong," " Lads ofthe Ocean,"

kc.it.

ASHWHX, (T.) a church composer in

of Henry VHX and Edward VI.

^^ *<>** are still preserved at

ASHWORTH, an Englishman, wrote an

introduction to the art of singing about the

year 1787.

ASIOLI (Bonifazio) was born at Cor-

reggio, about the year 1760. About the

year 1796 he came to London, where he

remained some time, and then returned to

Milan, and was appointed chapel-master

and chamber-musician to the (then) king

of Italy. In 1808, a new conservatory was

established at Naples, to the direction of

which Asioli was appointed by the king.

Among his numerous dramatic and vocal

works, the following list is given by Gerber.

1st, "La Volubile," opera buffa; 2d, "II

Ratio di Proserpina" intermezzo, 1785 ;

3d, " Six Italian Ducts," London, 1796 ;

4th, ''Six Italian Airs, in the Stifle of

Canzoftets," London; 5th, " Variaz.p, il

Cemb. still' Aria, L'ame Bettinala me 'I ha

fatta," Vienna ; 6th, " Ottavino ii2V.2 Ft.

2 Viole. Fag. c Vc." Vienna; 7th, " Ca-

priccio p. Piano F." Op. 1, Zurich, 1803;

8th, " 3 Aricttc coll ' acc. di Piano F." Op.

2, Zurich ; 9th, " Capriccio p. Piano F.a4r

Mani," Op. 3, Zurich ; 10th, " Capriccio

p. Piano F." Op. 5, Zurich, 1803; 11th,

"3 Ariette coll' acc. di Piano F." Op. 4,

Zurich, 1803 ; 12th, " 3 Duetli p. 2 Soprani

coll acc. di Piano F." Op. 6, Zurich ; 13th,

" La Campana di Morte, Sonetto, colC

accomp. di Piano F." Zurich, 1806. There

are several other vocal works of Asioli,

some of which are published by Birchall in

London, and evince a taste in melody equal

to that of any of the modern Italian com

posers. He never attempted the more severe

order of composition ; but his works are in

music, what those of Propertius, Catullus,

and Tibullus were in poetry, as compared

with Horace and Virgil ; as true music di

camera, they will very long be admired.

ASOLA or ASULA, (GiovANxr Mat-

teo) a composer of church music at Ve

rona, between the years 1565 and 1600.'

ASPELMEYER or APPELMEYER,

(Franz) musician to the emperor, and

ballet composer at Vienna, died in 1786.

He composed some instrumental music and

two operas.
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ASPUIX, (Geohoe.) In the moreselect

musical circles, where the leading professors

associate in the character of friends rather

than in that of artists, there has been un

obtrusively stealing into notice a child, in

whom is developed so early and so extraor

dinary a talent for music, that the most

fastidious predict for him a reputation of

the highest order, and speak of him as a

genius born to bestow a character for

eminence in that art, which has hitherto

been withheld by foreigners from the natives

of this country. His present age is said to

be only eight years ; which his appearance

sufficiently proves not to have been under

stated for the purpose of making the wonder

appear the greater. His father was for

merly, we understand, in business ; but not

being successful in the pursuit he at first

Chose, was compelled to resort to music as

a profession, and by diligent and successful

practice has acquired some reputation as a

performer on the violin. It was not till his

son had considerably passed the age of five

years, that he gave any iudications of that

decided bent which his mind has since

taken ; but the marks of genius he then

discovered were so evident, that Mr.Aspull

determined to undertake himself the care of

his education in music, and, foreseeing the

advantages to which it might lead, devoted

the whole of his time and attention to that

object. The fruit of his care and assiduity

is apparent in the surprising talent which

young Aspull now displays. The instru

ment on which he performs is the piano

forte, at which he does not usually sit, his

stature being so small as to render the

position of standing that which gives him

the most perfect command of the instrument.

His Sogers are extremely short, even for

his age ; with the left hand he cannot reach

an octave so as to press down the two notes

which form it at one time, and is only

enabled to do so with the right hand with

much difficulty, and by depressing the

Wrist. The impediment thus formed to

the acquisition of the mere mechanical

difficulties of the piano-forte will be per

fectly understood by all those who have

ever attempted that instrument ; but they

have not prevented young Aspull from

conquering the most complex and rapid

passages that have ever appeared in the

form of musical composition. With some

slight allowance only for those passages

requiring greater strength than that to

which his little frame is adequate, or com

bining more distant intervals than his

fingers can possibly command, there is no

difficulty of execution that can stop him for

a moment. The compositions of Kalkbren-

ner and Moscheles, prepared for displaying

in public the manual skill of those celebrated

professors, are played evidently without the

smallest effort by this extraordinary child.

He has also made himself master of a piece

of most singular difficulty, by a foreign

composer whose name is Czerny, and who

wrote it as a trial of skill for all the

eminent professors of Europe, and in order

to combine all the mechanical niceties of

execution of which the instrument is sus-

eptible. This piece, consisting of only one

movement, occupies nearly forty pages of

printed music, every one of which is

crowded with rapid divisions, intricate

modulations, and the most chromatic pas

sages that the art of the composer could

devise. Some idea may be formed of the

complexity of this movement, by the fact

that some of our most eminent professors,

to whom it has been shown, have shrunk

from the attempt to play it. But the me

chanical skill of young Aspull is that which

has least surprised those who have had the

pleasure of hearing him perform. A child,

with a certain cleverness and quickness of

parts, may be taught, by repeated efforts,

to conquer the greatest intricacies, and

when conquered, there will remain nearly

the same impression from them which

results on viewing an exhibition onthe tight

rope, or the antic tricks of the unfortunate

pupils of the posture-master. Mr. Asp"" 8

pupil is not of this class : the boy's mu»

evidently participates in all that his han

executes. A passage which he is cornpe'1 »

to leave imperfect, through a defect o

J physical power, does not stop or disconcert
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\b, is it would an ordinary pupil, but lie

ftssa ei la the next, and is as certain to

pn it fith effect, as if himselfhad composed

iu Stat is the period is which young

tefd has devoted to the study of music,

ie its raltitated every style, and all with

arte* ; ia these are included the concertos

ef HWel, aid the rogues of the Bachs and

soriitri; than which latter, perhaps, no

mis could possibly be selected less ac-

i«sible to a juvenile student. Young

Aap-oJl unites with these, the talent, which

» rare among professors, of extempore

pyiq-u which, if permitted to do so, he

pass hours, and with a fluency that

»«14 indicate musical notes to be -that

wiick kj which he could best express his

>ka. We ought not to omit to state of

ia he sings ballads to his own

*Wf»aiment on the piano-forte, in a

>*« tia md weak, owing to his extreme

r**, hit with peculiar taste and delicate

'yawa. His appearance and behaviour

•smUSr from those of other children of

<» aes ijt ; but his manner, when per-

fcraijj m the piano-forte, is that of a

P^wfeply attentive. The most rapid

°i sictred passages do not produce a

rturt of countenance, nor any sign of

«K. Little study is requisite even for

»* elaborate pieces ; and those of

p&arr difficulty he can execute at once,

twaj permitted to cast hi3 eye over

,Je Wore taking his station at the piano-

**. Certainly this child bears about him

busies of future eminence, which

'SH not hare been greater or more con-

"ton ia the person of Mozart himself. In

'*ary last, Master Aspull was intro-

t*>i to his majesty and a party of dis-

"Jaihfd personages at Windsor, whan

^ delimited the company for two hours

"* his performances. He played many

^ 4« most difficult compositions on the

poo-fete, with a power of execution

exceeded by the most experienced

"''asms, and with a taste and feeling

*fe» ao practice alone can give. The

to*?! taring the whole performance, ex-

f™** his most unqualified delight, and

bestowed upon this interesting boy that

encouragement and" commendation, which,

to the friends of this phenomenon, are doubly

valuable, from his majesty's exalted rank

and scientific knowledge; and as the

greatest proof of his majesty's opinion of

him, he commanded his attendance at the

castle the following evening, to have another

opportunity of witnessing his powers. The

princess Augusta was equally delighted and

astonished by the genius of this child, and

condescendingly turned over the leaves of

his books during the whole performance. In

addition to his display on the piano, Master

Aspull sang four songs in a style which

called forth the most enthusiastic plaudits.

ASSMAYER, composer of some quintets

and Other instrumental music for the piano

forte, Sec. at Vienna. (Wessel and Stodart's

Cat. 1822.)

ASSOUCI, (Charles Cotpeau d') a

French composer for the theatre, died in

1679 at Paris.

ASSUNI or ASTJNT, (Ghillini di) a

composer for the flute and guitar. Preston

published some of his music about the year

1795. (See also dementi's Cat. 1823.)

ASTARITA (Gennaro) is celebrated

both as a serious and comic composer, but

particularly the latter. His natural and

agreeable style conciliated the favour of the

public, although the opinion of the connois

seurs was not always equally favourable.

His air, " Come lasciar poss'io," was univer

sally sung and applauded. His operas wej»,

" La Cantessa di Bimbinpoli," 1772 ;

" Li Visionari," 1772 ; " Finezze a"A-

more," 1773 ; " // Marito che non ha mo-

glie," 1774 ; "La Critica Tealrale," 1775 ;

" 11 Modo delta Luna," 1775 ; "La Dama

imaginaria," 1777 ; " IJIsola di Bengali"

1777; " Armida," 1777 ; and" Circe e

Ulisse," which, in 1787, was given under

this title, in all the theatres of Germany, as

a new piece. Neither the nature nor the

number of the compositions of this master

entitle him to a* high rank amongst clas

sical composers ; but he is worthy to be

placed at the head of the second class of

the musicians of Italy.
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ASTER, (David) a German organist

■and voluminous composer at the beginning

of the eighteenth century.

AST1ER, a French composer at the

beginning of the last century.

ASTON, an English organist and com

poser in the time of Henry VIII. Some of

his music is preserved at Oxford.

ASTORGA, (Baron Emaxuele d*) a

Sicilian, composed an elegant and refined

■Stalal Mater, a considerable portion of

which is in the first volume of Latrobe's

selection ; also several cantatas, which were

much celebrated. He came to England

some time in the beginning of the last cen

tury, and passed one or more winters in

London. Dr. Burney states the three best

*>fAstorga's cantatas to be, " Quando prnso,"

'tiTorne Aprile" and " Inquesto core" In

these, he says, there is expression, grace,

and science, devoid of pedantry.

ASTORGA (.1.0.) published at London,

in 1769, six trios for the flute, and in 1780,

some Italian ariettes.

ASTRUA, (Giovanna) of Turin, was
■an excellent singer, at first in the service of

the Sardinian, and subsequently of the

Prussian court. She died in 1758, in her

thirty-third year.

A6ULA. See Asola.

ATHANASIUS, bishop of 'Alexandria,

•died in the year 372. He wrote some works

relating to church music.

ATHEN.9CUS, a Greek grammarian,

was born in the year 1G0. In the

fourth book of his works, he treats of

music, musicians, and musical instru

ments.

ATHERSTANE, a composer of some

piano-forte music, published in London.

(Clementi*s Cat. 1823.) He is a professor

of music at Taunton.

ATIS, a good flute player, born at St.

Domingo about the year 1715. He resided

chiefly in France, and composed much

instrumental music.

ATTERBURY, a ce^brated English

glee composer in the latter half of the last

century. His most popular works were,

" Come, lei us alt a Maying go," glee, four

voices ; " With horns and hounds in chortu,"

catch, three voices ; " Take, oh take, those

lips away" round, three voices ; " Sweet

enslaver," round, three voices ; " Joan said

to John," catch, three voices ; " Lay that

sullen garland by," glee, three voices ;

" ComeJill the board," glee, four voices;

" Oh.' thou sweet bird," glee, four voices;

and " .Idfit, ye streams," glee, four voices;

(Birchall's and Clementi's Cat.) Atterbury

died during the performance of one of Ins

benefit concerts.

ATrEV, (Joun) an English composer of

some songs, published, early in the seven

teenth century, in a collection entitled

"sfyresqf four and more parts."

ATT1LIO. See Ariosti.

AITWOOD (Thomas) was born in the

year 1767. When nine years of age he was

admitted a chorister in the chapel royal,

and received the rudiments of his musical

education under Dr. Nares, (the master of

the chapel boys) and his successor, Dr

Ayrton, remaining under their tuition about

five years. When Attwood had attained

his sixteenth year, he was so fortunate as to

perforin at Buckingham-house before his

present majesty, then prince of Wales, who

most graciously proposed to send hira to

Italy, to study under the celebrated masters

of that school ; and for this purpose settled

a handsome income upon him, paid oat of

his royal highness's private purse, for the

whole period of his absence from England.

This unlooked-for patronage and bounty is,

we know, remembered with the deepest

sense of gratitude by Attwood, who ascribes

to that generous act his future professional

successes. In the year 1783, he accordingly

went to Naples, where he resided two years,

receiving instructions during that time from

Fillippo Cinque and Latilla. From Naples

he went to Vienna, where he was so for

tunate as to become the pupil of the cele

brated Mozart, under whom he studied till

the year 1786, when he returned to England.

His royal highness, still most nobly

generously continuing his patronage, nomi

nated Attwood one of the musicians of hu

chamber band, to which the celebrated
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sas at that time attached. Soon

ifter ik marriage of the duke of York with

royal of Prussia, Attwood was

jpateti a by the duke, to instruct her royal

biiiaws in music. On the arrival of the

pnacm of Wales in England, he was also

sderted by his munificent patron to be her

mtil highness's musical instructor. In 1795,

Aftreod succeeded Jones as organist of St.

Pud's cathedral ; and in 1796 obtained the

station of composer to his majesty's chapels

royal, succeeding the late Dr. Dupuis.

Lwij, in 1821, his present majesty added

is tie numerous instances of royal favour

•irady shown, and which he had continued

x-'ju^b so long a period, by appointing Att

wood to the situation of organist of the

pmut dupe] j„ the Pavilion at Brighton.

All loot situations he is said to have had

ut ciuDcation of obtaining either directly

fm kis majesty, or in consequence of his

"JjOty'i generous recommendation. For

setmljtvs Attwood devoted much of his

MM to dramatic music, in which he was so

raateii successful, that the public ex-

fMored t great loss when he thought fit

l'daaptbe line of his studies. He com-

P^xreral operas, of which the following

tie most popular: " The Prisoner,"

"7V- " The Adopted Child,"
" Tie Stutgglert," and " The Castle of

*»»/•.'' Among his other works, the

Uo«iiig are the greatest favourites with

* H>hc, viz.: songs, " The Soldier's

bn—^ " The Adieu," " Sweet Charity,"

" Tit Convent Bells :" glees and trios,

Tit Cnfew," " In peace love tunes,"

' Tt nil that breathe," " Qual Silenzio,"

ai " Ok heavenly sympathy." Attwood

■* farther produced several pieces of ca-

■itdnl music ; and of late years has em-

W;<4 a considerable portion of his time in

«fecies of composition. In virtue of

l;»<4ra, as composer to the chapels royal,

^•W* the coronation anthem, "i t»o«

l^i" which, was performed at the coro-

<A George the fourth. In speaking

composition, a modern critic observes :

*<h»Te frequently heard from persons of

°^t«>l authority, that Attwood has a

profound knowledge of orchestral effects,

and we now have a proof of the fact before

us. In particular we admire the use which

he has made of the wind instruments. His

admirable disposition of them is, indeed,

worthy of a pupil of Mozart."

AUBERLEN (S. G.) was living at Tu

bingen in 1802. He has composed many

allemandes, &c.

AUBER, bora at Paris in 1780, has

composed many romances ; amongst which

" Le bon-jour" has been very popular. He

is also the author of some quartets and

concertos, and has lately produced at the

The'&tre Feydcau an opera entitled "La

Ncige on le Nouvel Eginard" The music

is said to display considerable talent, but

too evidently in the style of Rossini.

AUBERT, musician to the duke of

Bourbon, was engaged at the opera at

Paris, as violinist, in 1727. He died in

1758. He composed some sonatas and

other music.

AUBERT, son of the preceding, was first

violin at the opera at Paris till 1771, when

he retired with a pension. Either he or

one of his brothers wrote a refutation of the

principles of J. J. Rousseau respecting

French music.

AUBERT, (P. F. Olivier) sometimes

written O, a violoncellist at the comic

opera at Paris, was bora at Amiens, in

1763. He has written an excellent instruc

tion book for the violoncello, also much

instrumental music.

AUBERTI, a violoncellist at the Italian

theatre at Paris, published some music for

that instrument. He died about the year

1805.

AUBIGNYVON ENGELBRONNER,

(Nina d') the youngest of two sisters who

were celebrated composers of songs in Ger

many. She went some years since to tht

East Indies with an English family.

AUBIN, (Madams St.) a French singer

at the comic opera about the year 1796.

AUDINOT, author of the petit opera,

" Le Tonnelier," at Paris.

AUDINOT, (Mlli.) singer at the opera

at Paris about the year 1782. Gretry
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composed the music of some particular

parts for her, especially " Colinette tl la

Cour."

AUENBRUGGER, (F.) a female com-

poser of vocal and instrumental music, died

at Vienna in 1786. Her sister Mary-Anne

also published some music.

AUFFMAN, (J. A.) a chapel-master,

published three concertos for the organ at

Augsburg, in 1754.

AUFFSCHNAITER, (BenedictAnton)

chapel-master at Passau, published between

1695 and 1719 various sacred composi

tions.

AUGUSTIN, court-musician to the em

peror Maximilian I. 1512.

AUGUSTINI, (Paolo.) See Agostini.

AUGUSTIKUS (Aurelius) lived at

the end of the fourth century ; he wrote a

book on music, which was printed at Basil

in 1521.

AULBERUSor ALBERUS, a Lutheran,

professor of music at Tubingen. Many of

the canticles now in use in the Lutheran

churcli are of his composition.

AULETTA (P.) composed an opera,

entitled " Esio," about the year 1728.

AULETTA, an Italian buffo singer at

the opera at Paris, in the year 1820.

AULNAYE, (Mr. de l') author of a

work, entitled "De la Saltation Tktatralc"

Paris, 1789, in which there are some obser

vations on music.

AULUS GELL1US lived a short time

after the death of Plutarch, and wrote some

works on music,

AUMANN, (Dietrich Christian)

a composer at Hamburgh, published several

vocal works between 1787 and 1789.

AUMER, a composer of some theatrical

music at Vienna. (Boosey's Cat. 1822.)

AURELI, (A.) of Venice, a voluminous

writer of dramatic pieces about the middle

of the seventeenth century.

AURELIANUS REOMENSIS, a priest

and musician at Rheims about the year

900.

AURENHAMMER, (Madame) an in

genious professor of the harpsichord at

Vienna, in 1787. She superintended the

I publication of some of Mozart's works. See

| BoSENHOBNIG.

AURIEMMA, a Neapolitan composer

for the opera about the year 1790.

AUR1SICCH10, a Roman composer

about the middle of the eighteenth century.

He died very young.

AUTREAU, (J.) a painter, died in 1745.

He wrote some French songs and an

opera.

AUVERGNE, (Antoine d') director of

the grand opera at Paris in 1792.

AUVRAY, (J. B.) composer of some

romances and war-songs at Paris, in 1797

and 1800.

AVANTANO, (P.) an amateur of

Naples, published in 1736, at 'Amsterdam,

twelve sonatas for the violin and bass.

AVANZOLINI, (Girolamo) a contra

puntist of the seventeenth century, published

at Venice, in 1623, some psalms for eight

voices, with the thorough-bass.

AVAUX, (D') a musical amateur vio

linist at Paris, published many symphonies

and quartets between the years 1787 ami

1795. He also wrote, in 1784, a letter on i

newly-invented pendulum to measure time

and music. We have not seen this work,

but probably it takes away the merit of

originality from the Metronome of MieheL

AYELLA, (Giovanni d') a Franciscan

monk, published a book on the rules of

music, at Rome, in 1657.

AVENARIUS, (Johann) a German

professor of theology, died in 1692. He

left a work entitled " Musica."

AVENARIUS, (Philippe) organist at

Attenburg, published some sacred music at

Nurcmburg in 1572.

AVENTINUS, (Johannes) a renowned

German historian, died at Ratisbon, in

1534. He wrote a work entitled " Musica

liudimenta"

AVERTEL, a composer of music for

wind instruments at V ienna, at the end of

the last century.

AVLA, (J.) a musical amateur, pub

lished in 1650, at Constance, a collection of

convivial songs.

AVIAN US, (Jouann) of Eisenbcrr,
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d*d there in 1617. He wrote some works

c music

AV1CENNA, a celebrated Arabian phy-

s-iic &d in 1036. He wrote a treatise

a disc in the Persian language.

AVILES, (Manuel Leitam de)

uptl-muter at Granada in 1625, and

ipofer of several masses.

AVBOJf, (CHAnLKs) organist at New

castle, and pupil of Geminiani, was the

:i!br of an essay on musical expression,

pbliAed in the year 1752. He assisted

j tee publication of Marcello's music

•■> the Psalms adapted to English words.

Of hii ova compositions there are extant,

in collections of concertos for violins,

»*1 ttro sets of sonatas for the harp-

Bcbonl tad two violins. (dementi's

Cat; The music of Avison is light and

eiera; but it wants originality. In his

«kt os musical expression, he was the en-

miast of Marcello and Geminiani, fre-

rsraly to the prejudice of Handel. His

•tk re answered by Dr. Hayes of Oxford,

»ta pre\td Avison to have been by no

» pjotrand contrapuntist. Soon after

Aiwa irpsblished his book, with a reply

ft.fiVes, and a letter containing many

•?'-Med particulars relative to music. This

•at nftion of Avison's work is now very

•awe,

AVOLLO or AVOLIO (J.) appears, by

Bieuicpfs Catalogue of 1802, to be a com-

P'w of instrumental music at Leipsic. (See

>ho dementi's Cat)

AVONTANO, (Pietbo) a Neapolitan

'"cposer, published, in 1732, twelve sona-

a Amsterdam.

AVOSANI, (Onrxo) born near Milan

•t 4e early part of the seventeenth cen-

-7. by no means justified by his talents

™* title which he chose to bestow on him-

*liof HrubandtoEurydice. He published

church music.

AXT (F.S.) died in Germany in 1745.

"« »rotea work entitled "Annw Muticas."

AVLWARD (Thiodori) was one of

"♦tsiitant directors at the commemora-

** of Handel in 1784, at Westminster

He composed some church music.

AYRTON (Dr. Edmund) was born in

1734, at Ripon in Yorkshire, of which bo-

lough his father was an active and upright

magistrate, whose three immediate ances

tors held, successively, the consolidated

livings of Nidd and Stainley, within the

liberty of that town.

He was intended for the church, and re-"

ceived his education at the free grammar-

school of his native place ; where, during

five years, he was a contemporary of Beilby

Porteus, afterwards bishop of London. But

his father, finding it prudent to indulge his

son's natural inclination for the study of

music, placed him under the instruction of

Dr. Nares, then organist of the cathedtal

at York, with whom he commenced an ac

quaintance, which ripened into a friendship

that death alone terminated. At an early age

he was elected organist, auditor, and rector-

chori of the collegiate church of Southwell,

in Nottinghamshire, where he resided some

years, and married a lady of good family,

by whom he had fifteen children, of which

only three daughters and one son are now

living. He quitted that place in 1764,

upon being appointed gentleman of the.

chapel royal ; shortly after which, he waS

installed a vicar-choral of St. Paul's cathe

dral, and subsequently became one of the •

lay-clerks of Westminster abbey. In 1780,

he was promoted, by bishop Lowth, to the

office of master of the childreu of his ma

jesty's chapels, upon the resignation of his

valuable friend Dr. Nares. In 1784, the

university of Cambridge conferred on him

the degree of doctor in music ; and, some

time after, he was admitted ad rundem in

the university of Oxford. His exercise was

a grand anthem for a full orchestra, which

merited and gained so much praise, that

it was ordered to be performed, with a com

plete band, in St. Paul's cathedral, on the

29th of July, 1784, being the day of the gene

ral thanksgiving for the peace. This work

was afterwards published in score. In the

same year he was chosen one of the assist

ant directors of the far-famed commemora

tion of Handel, in Westminster abbey ;

which situation he filled at all the succeeding
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performances in that venerable building,

till they were discontinued at the trouble

some asra of the French revolution. In 1 805,

he relinquished the mastership of the chil

dren of the royal chapel, having been

allowed for many previous years to execute

the duties of all his other appointments by

deputy. He died in 1808, and his remains

were deposited in the cloisters ofWestminster

abbey, near those of his wife, and several of

his children, whom he survived.

Dr. Ayrton was an excellent musician, of

which his compositions for the church bear

indubitable evidence. The performance of

these has been confined chiefly to the

royal chapel ; but the publication of them,

which has long been expected, would use

fully augment the musical resources of our

various choirs, and add no small lustre to

the name of their author.

AZA1S published, in 1776, "A Method

for Music, according to a new Plan,''

and, in 1780, some sonatas and other instru

mental music.

AZERETTO, composer of a Spanish

march, published at Hamburgh. (Boosey's

Cat. 1822.)

AZOPARDI, (Francesco) chapel-

master, published, about the year 1760, a

small treatise on composition, which was

translated into French.

B

BABBI, (Gregobio) a celebrated tenor

singer at the opera at Lisbon, in 1755.

BABBI, (C.) chamber-musician to the

elector ofSaxony, at Dresden, where he pub

lished some instrumental music about the

year 1780. He was a pupil on the violin

of Paul Alberghi.

BABBINI, (Matteo) a celebrated

tenor singer of the Bolognese school : he

performed at the opera in London, in 1785.

BABELL, (William) an organist in

London. His first essay on composition

was to make the favourite airs in the operas

of "Pyrrhus and Demetrius," "Hydaspes,"

and some others, into lessons for the harp

sichord. After that he did the same by

Handel's opera of"Rinaldo," and succeeded

so well in the attempt, as to make from it a

book of lessons, which (by the way) few

would play but himself, but which has long

been deservedly celebrated. He also com

posed twelve solos for the violin, or haut

boy, twelve solos for the German flute and

hautboy, and some concertos for small

flutes and violins, and some other works

enumerated in Walsh's Catalogue. Babell

died a young man, about the year 1722,

having shortened his days by intemperance.

It seems the fame of Babell's abilities had

reached Hamburgh, for Mattheson says lie

was a pupil of Handel ; but in this he is

mistaken, for Handel disdained to teach his

art to any but princes.

BABTICOCCHI published, in 1 786, some

sonatas in London.

BACCHIUS, Senior, a great musician,

lived probably in the secoud century. He

wrote an introduction to music, which was

translated into Latin, and published at

Amsterdam, in 1652.

BACCI (Pietbo Giacomo) was born at

Perugia, a town in the Roman states,

towards the middle of the seventeenth cen

tury. He composed several operas, the

most approved of which was from a sacred

subject, and entitled "Abigail."

BACCL'SI, (Hippolita) a composer

at Cerreto in Italy, about the year

1550.

BACH (John Sebastian) was born on

the 2lst of March, 1685, at Eisenach,

where his father, John Ambrosius, was

musician to the court and to the town,

and had a twin-brother, John' Christopher,

who was musician to the court and town

of Armstadt, and was so very like him,

that even their own wives could not

distinguish them, except by their dress.
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Hese twins were perhaps in this respect

I i oust remarkable ever known. They

I st-farr lined each other ; and their voice,

6909DOB, and style of music was alike.

I OB was ill, the other was so likewise:

iyisl also within a short time of each

■■sa. They were, indeed, a subject of

itMuaiBent to all who knew them. In

Ci year 1695, when John Sebastian was

M qaitt ten years of age, his father died ;

;-• lii lost his mother at an earlier period,

ferj thus left an orphan, he was obliged

v ate recourse to an elder brother, John

I irjffljffler, who was an organist at

Hn£ From him he received the first

-'^ctiai in playing on the clavichord.

'At im inclination and talent for music

«j* *n been already very great, since

<u pan which his brother gave him to

'amat so soon in his power that he

feaj «il much eagerness to look out for

;Lc were more difficult. The most

'rifiratel composers for the clavichord in

-<■* im, were Froberger, Fircher, John

c-,>uKd,IJichelbel, Buxtehude, Bruhn,

fow-.lit. He had observed that his

*«bti aj 1 book, in which there were

>as^ sects of the above-mentioned

!E^-% md earnestly begged him to

f it to him, but if was constantly

"Sei, till bis desire to possess the book

•» u increased by refusal, that he at

s.ti sought for means to get possession

■ r secretly. As it was kept in a cupboard

a-..H tad only a little door, and his hands

■«ntJl small enough to pass through, so

tf could roll up the book, which was

*wj stitched in paper, and draw it out,

W not long hesitate to make use of

**!«oural>le. circumstances : but for want

* s Qsdle be could only copy it in moon-

fct nights, and it took six whole months

he could finish his laborious task.

^ 'T'h, when he thought himself safely

^**>a*d of the treasure, and intending

" as* of it in secret, his brother

k** it out, and took from him, without

Pi, the copy which had cost him so much

rW; ind he did not recover it till his

"•^l death, which took place soon

after. John Sebastian, being thus again

left destitute, went, in company with one

of his schoolfellows, named Erdmann, after

wards Russian president in Dautzic, to

Luneburg, and engaged there in the choir

of St, Michael's school as a treble or

soprano singer. His fine treble voice pro

cured him here a decent livelihood ; but he

soon lost his voice, and did not immedi

ately acquire another good one. His in

clination to play on the clavichord and

organ was as ardent at this time, as in

his more early years, and impelled him to try

to see and hear every thing, which, accord

ing to the ideas then entertained, would

contribute to his improvement. "With this

view he not only went several times while

he was a scholar, from Luneburg to Ham

burgh, to hear the organist, John Adam

Rcinken, whowad at that time very famous,

but sometimes also to Zell, in order to get

acquainted with the prince's band, which

consisted chiefly of Frenchmen, and with

the French taste, which was then a novelty

in those parts. It is not known on what

occasion he removed from Luneburg to

Weimar, but it is certain that he became

court-musician at the latter town in 1703,

when he was just eighteen years of age.

He exchanged this place, however, in the

following year, for that of organist to the

new ii,ua it at Armstadt, probably to be

able to follow his inclination for the organ

better than he could do at Weimar, where

he was engaged to play the violin. Here

he began most zealously to make use of all

the works of the organists at that time

celebrated, and which he could procure in

his situation, by which means he improved

both in composition and the art of playing

on the organ : further to gratify his desire

of learning, he even made a journey on

foot to Lubeck, to hear Diederich liuxtehude,

organist to St. Mary's church in that city,

with whose composition he was already

acquainted. For almost a quarter of a

year he remained a secret hearer of this

organist, who was really a man of talent,

and much celebrated in his time, and then

returned with an increased stock of know
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ledge to Armstadt. The effects of his zeal

and persevering diligence must already have

excited great attention; for he received,

in quick succession, several offers of places

as organist ; among others, that of the

church of St. Ulasius, at Muhllftusen,

which he accepted. But a year after he

had entered upon it, making a journey to

Weimar, to perform before the reigning

duke, his playing on the organ was so

highly approved of, that he was offered

the situation of court-organist, which he

accepted. The extended sphere of action in

which he here lived, impelled him to exert

himself to the utmost ; and it was probably

during this period, that he not only made

himself so able a performer on the organ,

but also hid the foundation of his great

compositions for that instrument. lie had

still further occasion to improve in his art ;

when his prince, in 1717, appointed him

director of the concerts, in which place he

had to compose and execute pieces of

sacred music. Handel's master, Zachau,

organist at Halle, died about this time, and

J. S. Bach, whose reputation was already

high, was invited to succeed him. He,

in fact, went to Halle, to prove his qualifi

cations, by performing a piece as a speci

men of his skill. However, for what

reason is not known, he did not enter upon

the office, but left it to an able scholar of

Zachau 's, of the name of Kirchhof. John

Sebastian Bach was now thirty-two years

of age ; he had made such good use of his

time, bad studied, composed, and played so

much, and, by his unremitting 2eal and

diligence, acquired such a mastery over

every part of the art, that he stood like a

giant, able to trample all around him into

dust. He had long been regarded with

admiration and wonder, not only by

amateurs, but by judges of the art, when,

in the year 1717, Marchand, formerly

much celebrated in France as a performer

on the clavichord and organ, came to Dres

den, where he performed before the king,

and gained such approbation, that a large

salary was offered him, if he would engage

in his majesty's service, Marchand's merit

chiefly consisted in a very fine and eleg

style of performance ; but his ideas v.

empty and feeble, almost in the mannei

Couperin ; so far at least as may be judj

by his compositions. But J. S. Bach I

an equally fine and elegant style, and at

same time a copiousness of ideas, wh

might perhaps have made Marchand's hi

giddy, if he had heard it. All this \

known to Volumier, at that time directoi

the concerts in Dresden. He knew the ab

lute command of the young German over

thoughts and his instrument, and wist

to produce a contest between him a

the French artist, in order to give I

prince the pleasure of judging of lb

respective merits, by comparing them hii

self. With the king's approbation, thei

fore, a message was sent to J.S.Bach,

Weimar, to invite him to this musical cc

test. He accepted the invitation, and i

mediately set out on his journey. Up

Bach's arrival in Dresden, Volumier fi

procured him an opportunity secretly

hear Marchand. Bach was not discouragi

but sent a polite note to the French arti

formally inviting him -to a musical f

of skill : he offered to play upon the sp

whatever Marchand should set before lu

but requested the same readiness on 1

part. As Marchand accepted the challeni

the time and place for the contest »

fixed, with the king's consent. A lai

company of both sexes, and of high rar

assembled in the house of marshal cot

Fleming, which was the place appoint!

Bach did not make them wait long for hi

but Marchand did not appear. After

long delay, they at last sent to impi

at his lodgings, and the company learnf

to their great astonishment, that

had left Dresden in the morning of th

day, without taking leave of any hix

Bach alone, therefore, had to perform, &

excited the admiration of all who hea

him : but Volumier's inteution, to show

sensible and striking difference between t

French and German artist, was frustrate

Bach received on this occasion praise

abundance ; but, it is said, he did n
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wait i present of a hundred louU d'ors,

iiidi the king had designed for him. He

•A ta bug relumed to Weimar, when

pa Ut'poJJ of Anhalt-Cothen, a great

ji-ige ad lover of music, invited him to

lie tit office of master to his chapel. He

naaiateljF entered on this situation, which

» slied learly six years ; but during this

a* 'about 1722) took a journey to Ham-

is-rjh, is order to perform on the organ

*«. His performance excited universal

liattratioa. The veteran Reinken, then

sw i bandied years old, heard him with

Wtwilar pleasure ; and in regard to the

fclm, "da Wauer/twuen Babyhas,"

*b& be varied for half an hour in the

^KKjuMvie, he paid him the compli-

sta i eying, " I thought that this art

T« 4*i, but I see that it still lives in

J* kanken himself had, some years

*a>, a»iposed that chorus in this man

's, ad bad it engraved, as a work on

^ be set a great value. His praise,

*"nste, was the more flattering to Bach.

u»4t4jtth of Kuhnaw, in the year 1723,

appointed director of music and

aues it St. Thomas's school, at Lcipsic.

's :4s place he remained till his death.

** lipoid of Anhalt-Cothen had a

'""Sfirdfor him, and Bach, therefore,

soviet with regret. But the death

prince occurring soon after, he saw

^ ftovidenee had guided well. Upon

1J Matb, which greatly afflicted him,

" fcaposed a funeral dirge, with many

^ttbly fine double choruses, and

"•^•l it himself at Cothen. That in his

i"** Rtuation he received the title of

of the chapel from the duke of
'ra>*Ms, and in the year 1736, the

«' court composer to the king of

dector of Saxony, is of little con-

; only it is to be observed, that

'u "tie wss derived from connections

* «biek Bach was engaged by his office

" *■*« in St. Thomas's school. His

"a, Charles Philip Emanuel, en-

^ *t service of Frederic the Great in

JJ- The reputation of the all-surpassing

* J»bn Sebastian was at this time so

extended, that the king often heard it men

tioned and praised. This made him curious

to hear so great an artist. At first he dis

tantly hinted to the son his wish, that his

father would one day come to Potsdam.

But by degrees he began to ask him,

directly, why his father did not come?

The son could not avoid acquainting his

father with these expressions of the king ;

at first however he would not pay any at

tention to them, being in general too much

overwhelmed with business. But the king's

expressions being repeated in several of his

son's letters, he at length, in 1747, pre

pared to take this journey, accompanied by

his eldest son, William Friedemann. At

this time the king had every evening a

private concert, in which he himself gene

rally performed some concertos on the flute.

One evening, just as he was getting his

flute ready, and his musicians were as

sembled, an officer brought him the list of

the strangers who had arrived. With his

flute in his hand he ran over the list, but

immediately turned to the assembled mu

sicians, and said, with a kind of agitation,

" Gentlemen, old Bach is come." The

flute was now laid aside, and old Bach,

who had alighted at his son's lodgings, was

immediately summoned to the palace. The

king then gave up his concert for that

evening, and invited Bach to try his forte-

pianos, made by Silvermann, which stood

in several rooms of the palace. The

musicians went with him from room to

room, and Bach was invited everywhere to

play unpremeditated compositions. After

he had gone on for a short time, he

asked the king to give him a subject

for a fugue, in order to execute it

immediately without any preparation.

The king admired the learned manner in

which his subject was thus executed extem

pore ; and probably to see how far such

art could be carried, expressed a wish to

hear a fugue with six obli^ato parts. But, as

it is not every subject that is fit for such

full harmony, Bach chose one himself, and

immediately executed it, to the astonish

ment of all present, in the same magnificent
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and learned manner he had done that of

the king. His majesty desired also to hear

his performance on the organ. The next

day, therefore, Bach was taken to all the

organs in Potsdam, as he had before been to

Silvermann's forte-pianos. After his return

to Leipsic, he composed the subject which

he had received from the king, in three and

six parts, added several artificial passages

to it, in strict canon, and had it engraved

under the title of " Musicalishes Op/er,"

(Musical Offering) and dedicated it to the

inventor. This was Bach's last journey.

The indefatigable diligence with which,

particularly in his younger years, he had

frequently passed days and nights in the

study of his art, had weakened his sight.

This weakness coutinued to increase in his

latter years, till at length it brought on a

very painful disorder in the eyes. By the

advice of some friends, who placed great

confidence in the ability of an oculist who

had arrived at Leipsic from England, he

ventured to submit to an operation, which

twice failed. Not only was his sight now

wholly lost, but his constitution, which had

been hitherto so vigorous, was quite under

mined by the use of, perhaps noxious,

medicines. In consequence of the operation

he continued to decline for full half a year,

till he expired, on the evening of the 30th

of July, 1750, in the sixty-sixth year of his

age. On the morning of the tenth day

before his death, he was suddenly able to

see again, and bear the light. But a few

hours afterwards he was seized with an

apoplectic fit, this was followed by an inflam

matory fever, which his enfeebled frame,

notwithstanding all possible medical aid,

was unable to resist.—Such was the life of

this remarkable man. We will only add, that

he was twice married ; and that he had by

his first wife seven, and by the second wife

thirteen children, namely, eight sons and

five daughters. All the sous had admirable

talents for music ; but they were not fully

cultivated, except in some of the elder

ones. Concerning the performance and

compositions of Bach, it certainly is true

what Marpurg says, that ** he was many

musicians in one."—''No true idea," says

Kollmann " can be formed of S. Bach's

organ playing, except by hearing his works,

expressly composed for the organ, performed

in the manner in which he played them, viz.

those for the full organ, on a good large

instrument, and the pedal part on a double

bass stop ; those for solo stops, on as many

sets of keys with different stops as they

contain parts, and the bass part on a

suitable double bass stop. And it must be

observed, that though many of Bach's

pieces composed for the harpsichord, also

have a fine effect on a manual organ, par

ticularly most of his forty-eight fugues in

the ' Well tempered Clavier,' the list of his

works will show, that they do not come

under the denomination of his organ pieces ;

because they are deficient in hit principal

requisite for such pieces, namely, a part for

obligato pedals ; and consequently their

effect cannot give an idea of his organ play

ing, unless an obligato part for the pedals

be still selected from their bass part, and

performed on a double bass stop." Con

cerning Bach's abilities as a performer on

the harpsichord Kollmanu thus proceeds:

" It might perhaps be supposed, that one so

familiar with the deep and heavy touches

of a large organ, and with a true organ

style, could not be equally great in the bril

liancy, expression, and style calculated for

stringed instruments. But the nature of all

his compositions for the clavier, (harpsichord

aud clavichord) as well as the unanimous

testimony of all the writers on that subject,

convince us of the contrary ; which is also

proved by his uncontested victory over the

elegant harpsichord player Marchand, men

tioned before. That he must likewise have

been a great performer on the violin, follows,

not only from his first appointment, which

was as violinist, but also, aud particularly,

from his solos for the violin. Again,

his solos for the violoncello prove, that

he also had the greatest practical know

ledge on that instrument." The following

list of S. Bach's works are given by

Kollmann : "1st, ' Clavierubung,' part first,

consisting of preludes, allemandes, conrantes,
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aikads, gigues, menuets, &c In the

nwlripsic edition, this work is entitled

Eirnaspour le Clavecin.'— 2d, ' Cla-

nrrikag,' part second, {Exercices pour

It Onto*) containing a concerto in the

iaiaji ityle, and an overture in the French

«jle, far a harpsichord with two sets of

hn—3d, ' Clavieribung,' part third, {Ex-

mica, 4tc) containing Vorspiele, or the

pag ool of hjmns, for the organ ; and

fcc duets (pieces in two obligato parts

rah) far the harpsichord, which are a

rsoplete harmony throughout.—4th, ' Six

Qetlt, (hymns) of divers kinds, for an

Cfnawith two Sets of Keys and Pedals.'—

'.'Osrieribuug ,''part fourth, {Exercices,

Isc) attuning an air with thirty varia-

K k a harpsichord with two sets of

^■mentioned before.— 6th, 'Five

foawl Variations on the Christmas

Bm,rm Hmmel hoch, ('Behold I bring

J» rod tidings') for an Organ with two

I* of Keys and Pedals.' They are in

^minerals, similar to those of the pre-

^ wri—7th, 'Musical Offering,' (as

la*ae4 before) dedicated to Frederick

n. be a' Prussia, consisting in a fugue

""OH in three parts, also one in six parts

"Wperfonner, divers canons, and a trio

* in German flute, (that king's favourite

*i:«aeiit) with a violin and bass. The

composed on the subject which his

aptj laid before Bach to extemporize

=?«■—8lh, ' The Art ofthe Fugue,' consist-

^ a hrenty-tbree periodical and canonical

^"yiLne subject, the last with twoad-

<iea>l subjects, and a hymn for three sets of

—9th, 'AnHundredHymns,'

* parts, published in two books, by

* wEmmanuel Bach ; and four more books

" published by Kirnberger.
l* Uhnring have been more recently

F-vA ■ K.Worksfor the harpsichord, with-

*' "tmpmimtnls. 1st, Six Preludes for

*• I* of Beginners.—2d, Fifteen Inven-

'"■iatwo parts 3d, Fifteen Inventions,

3 4ree parts, also called Symphonies.—

*i,TkeWell-tempered Clavier, part one and

j*»> each part consists in twenty-four pre-

ad fugues, being one in every major

101. I,

and minor key.—5th, A Chromatic Fantasia

and Fugue. This is the beautiful piece printed ,

with some additions of Mr. Kollmann, by

Preston.—6th, A Fantasia. This is like an

allegro of a sonata.—7th, Six Suites, contain

ing preludes, allemandes, courantes, sara

bands, gigues, &c. also called English suites.

—8th, Six lesser Suites, containing alle

mandes, courantes, &c. also called French

suites. B. Worhs for the harpsichord,

with accompaniments. 1st, Six Sonatas for

the Harpsichord, with aViolino Obligato.—

2d,Many single Sonatas for the Harpsichord,

with Accompaniments for the Violin, Flute,

Viola da gamba, 4cc— 3d, Concertos for the

Harpsichord, with numerous Accompani

ments.—4th, Two Concertos for two Harpsi

chords, with Accompaniments for Violins,

Tenor, and Violoncello.— 5th,Two Concertos

for three Harpsichords.with the same Accom

paniments, which are also concerting among

themselves.—6th, A Concerto for four Harp

sichords, with the above Accompaniments.

C. Worhs for the Organ. 1st, Grand

Preludes and Fugues, for Manuals and Ob

ligato Pedals.—2d, Vorspiele (Preludes) on

various Hymns.—3d, Six Sonatas or Trios,

for two Manuals and Obligato Pedals.

D. Worhs for bow instruments. 1st, Six

Solos for a Violin, without any Accompani

ments. These are a most unique work.—2d,

Six Solos for a Violoncello, without any Ac

companiment. These are similar to the pre

ceding ones. E. Vocal Worhs. 1st, Five

complete Annual Choruses of Church Pieces,

(like Cantatas) with Recitatives, Airs, and

Choruses, for every Sunday and other

Festival.—2d, Five Passions, among which

there is one for two Choirs.—3d, Many Ora

torios, Masses, Magnificats, and single

Sanctuses ; also Pieces for Birthdays, Name-

days, and Funeral Pieces ; Wedding Masses,

Evening Pieces, and several Italian Cantatas.

—4th, Many Motets, for one and two Choirs.

N.B. Of those for two choirs there are at

present only eight extant."

BACH, (Carl Philifp Emmanuel)

second son of the great Sebastian Bach, and

born in 1714, was commonly named Bach

of Berlin. He was chapel-master to the
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r I Amelia of Prussia. His father was

his only master in music ; but it appears that

he acquired from Basse's operas his fine vocal

taste in composing lessons so different from

the dry and laborious style of his father. He

modestly gave as a reason for choosing a

style of his own, or at least for differing from

that of his instructor, that he was aware if

he had followed his father's method he never

could have equalled him. In the year 1767,

he was chosen director of music at Ham

burgh, in which town he resided many

years, and died there in 1788. Emmanuel

Bach declares, that of all his works, those

for the clavichord or piano-forte are the

chief in which he indulged his own feelings

and ideas. Bis principal wish was to play

and compose in the most vocal manner pos

sible, notwithstanding the great defect of all

keyed-instruments, except the organ, in not

sustaining their tone. To make a harpsichord

or piano-forte sing is indeed not easily ac

complished, as the ear must be tired by too

thin a harmony, or stunned by too full and

noisy an accompaniment In his opinion,

music ought to touch the heart; and he

never found that this could be effected by

running, rattling, drumming, or arpeggios.

If Baydn ever looked up to any great

master as a model, it seems to have been

Emmanuel Bach. The bold modulations,

rests, pauses, free use of semitones, and

unexpected flights of Baydn, remind us

frequently of Emmanuel Bach's early works,

more than of any other composer. But in

writing for violins, it must be confessed,

that Baydn surpassed his model, in facility

and invention. Emmanuel Bach's compo

sitions consist of symphonies, concertos,

sonatas, and much church music. In the

whole, there are more than fifty different

published works of his composition, some of

which were printed after his decease.

BACB, (John Christian) called Bach

of Milan, and afterwards Bach of London,

was a son of Sebastian by his second wife.

Be was very early in life deprived of the

ions of his father, and was for some

a scholar of his elder brother Em-

inder whom he became a fine

performer on keyed-instruments. He sub

sequently went to Italy, where his chief

study was the composition of vocal music :

here he added new lustre to his name and

family by his several dramatic compositions,

and was appointed by the empress queen,

organist of the Duomo of Milan. In 1763,

he was engaged by Mattei to compose for

the opera in London, and he soon after

wards arrived in this country. Bis first

opera in England, " Orione," was extremely

applauded for the richness of its harmony,

the ingenious texture of its parts, and,

above all, for the new and happy use the

composer had made of wind instruments ;

this being the first time clarionets had ad

mission in our opera orchestra. Soon after

this, J. C. Bach and Abel, uniting, opened a

subscription for a weekly concert ; aDd as

their own compositions were new and er-

cellent, and the best performers of all kinds

enlisted under their banners, this concert

was better patronised and longer supported

than perhaps any one that had ever been

established in this country, having con

tinued for at least twenty years in uninter

rupted prosperity. While C. Bach was in

Italy he made little use of his piano-forte,

but to compose for or accompany a voice;

but when he arrived in England his styleof

playing was so much admired, that he re

covered many of the losses his hand had

sustained by disuse, and by being con

stantly cramped and crippled by a pen ; but

he never was able to reinstate it in force

and readiness sufficient for great difficulties:

and, in general, his compositions for the

piano-forte are such as ladies can execute

with little trouble, and the allegros rather

resemble bravura songs than instrumental

pieces for the display of great execution;

on which account they lose much of their

effect when played without the accompani

ments, which are admirable, and so masterly

and interesting to the audience, that want

of execution or complication in the harpsi

chord part is never discovered. There are

many admirable airs in the operas he com

posed for our stage, that long remained in

The richness of the
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jaU peraaps deserve more praise than the

siguiirtTonhe melodies ; which, however,

k ihnrs mural, elegant, and in the best

'jai «' Inly, at the time he came over,

r&si'tapoliuo s< liool, where he studied, is

atifetf,io his "Cantilena," and the science

j is faner and brother, in his harmony.

•«e (pnas of this master are the first in

nek dd ctpot disappeared, and in which,

arat this time, began to be generally dis-

isaaMd, the second part being incor-

pnudiuJi the first, to which, after modu-

.iaif isie the fifth of the key, the singer

fOBiuj returns. Bach seems to have

«a'ie irst composer who observed the

iattratt as a principle. Before his

Act frequently was contrast in the

"•urfshere, but it seems to have been

*£c^attl> Bach, in his svmphonies and

••• ist-aneata! pieces, as well as his

wasdiim railed, after a rapid and noisy

fW, to introduce one that was slow and

'""bat. His symphonies seemed infinitely

«n ■eital than either his songs or

"r^sd pieces, of which the harmony,

*aB «! wind instruments, and general

"•^ad »ariety of accompaniment, are

""W the most prominent features. J. C.

'<tti»ed in London almost constantly

■ death, which took place in the yeara

EiC8,!JoHAKNCHHISTOPIlFniEDRICH)

"^rftie eleven sons of Sebastian Bach,

"" torn at Weimar in 1732. He was a

Pf" » music of his father and elder bro-

ad he published some instrumental

'^w unworthy the name of Bach. He

4e situation of master of the concerts,

"kauri of Bucleburg. J. C. F. Bach

"vtti Emmanuel Bach's manner, but

lot «nnl him. According to the testi-

'*» if W. Friedemann, he was, however,

■ *«t performer of all the brothers, and

* * who played most readily his father's

^fwtioos for the clavichord.

8iCH, (Wilhilm Friedemann) eldest

* "I Sebastian Bach, was born in 1710.

"* tftrached the nearest ta his father in

> ^ioalitj of his n

taw »

those of other composers, and yet they are

not only extremely natural, but, at the same

time, uncommonly ingenious and elegant.

When performed with delicacy, as he him

self used to play them, they cannot fail to

enchant every connoisseur. It is only to be

regretted that he tried more to play from his

fancy, and to seek after extemporaneous

musical delicacies, than to write ; the num

ber, therefore, of his compositions is but

small. W.F.Bach died at Berlin in 1784.

BACH, (Cecilia) wife to John Christian

Bach. Her maiden name was Grassi. She

performed the first woman's part for i

successive years at the opera in

BACH, ■Tim i prin H Ll'DWIo) a _..

master at Berlin, was living in 1790, and

has made many good scholars.

BACH,(G£ORG£CiiniSTorH£it) a singer

and composer, who lived in the year 1689

at Schweinfurt. Among the music of Em

manuel Bach was found some church music

by this composer.

BACH, (Johann Bernhard) nephew

of Sebastian Bach, was organist at Ordnuff,

where he died in 1742.

BACH, (Johann Bernhard) chamber-

musician and organist at Eisenach. He died

in 1742. He composed some very fine

overtures in the French style.

BACH (Johann Ciiristoph) was pro

bably one of the greatest contrapuntists

and most expert organists in Germany to

wards the close of the seventeenth century.

He was court and town organist at Eisenach.

In the archives (as they were called) ofthe

Bach family, which Emmanuel Bach pos

sessed in Hamburgh, there was, among

other pieces, a motet of Johann Christoph's

composition, in which he had ventured to

make use of the extreme sixth, which, in his

| days, was considered an extremely bold

attempt He was also an uncommon master

of full harmony, as is proved by a piece of

church music, composed by him for Michael

mas-day, to the words " Es erhnb rich ein

ilrril," which has twenty obligato parts,

and yet is perfectly pure in respect to the

harmony. A second proof of his great skill

in harmony is, that he is stated never to have
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played on the organ and clavichord with

less than five necessary or obligate parts.

BACH, (Johann Ernst) chapel-master

to the duke of Weimar at Eisenach, was

born there in 1722. He published a col

lection of fables set to music, and several

instrumental works. He died in 1781.

BACH, (Johann Ludwio) born in 1677,

was chapel-master to the duke of Saxe-

Meiningen, and died in 1730. He composed

some good church music.

BACH, (Johann Michael) brother of

Johann Christoph, was born at Armstadt

in 1660. He composed much sacred music.

BACH, the younger, (Johann Michael)

was an advocate in the duchy of Mecklen

burg, in 1792, He published at Cassel, iu

1780, a method for composition.

BACH, (Oswald) author of rules for

ringing, in 1790.

BACH, (Wilhelm) son of J. C. F.

Bach, bom in 1754, was chapel-master to

the queen of Prussia in 1?98. He published

a celebrated cantata, dedicated to the king,

and some instrumental works.

BACHAUMONT, (Louis Pierre de)

authorof memoirs on the opera, Paris, 1745.

BACHMANN (Carl Ludwig) was

chamber-musician to the king of Prussia,

and one of the founders of the amateur con

cert at Berlin. He had also a manufactory

of violins and tenors ; the latter are much

esteemed. Bachmann died in the year

1800.

BACHMANN, (Charlotte Christine

Wilhelmine) wife of the preceding, a

celebrated singer at Berlin since the year

1779. She has also published several

songs.

BACHMANN, (Friedrich Wilhelm)

a violinist and composer of instrumental

music, now resident at Berlin.

BACHMANN, (Gottlob) organist at

Zeist, in the year 1791. He published

much vocal and instrumental music between

the years 1795 and 1806.

BACHMANN, (J.) composer of sonatas,

&c. published at Vienna in 1796.

BACHMANN, (Pater Sirt) an excel

lent contrapuntist and organist in Suabia,

62

was born in 1754. He published raw

music for the organ, &c

BACHOFEN, a composer, lived

Zurich in Switzerland, in the year 174

and published some vocal works.

BACHSCHM1DT, chapel-master

Eichstadt, about the year 1783. He coi

posed some quartets, etc.

BACILLY, (B. de) author of a work

singing, Paris, 1668.

BACKOFEN, (J. G. H.) a compos

and excellent performer on various insti

ments, was chamber-musician at Gotl

He has composed much instrumental mnsi

the last which we have seen is dated 180

BACKOFEN, (Ernst) younger broth

of the preceding, a celebrated bassoe

player at Nuremburg in 1803. He was

pupil of Schwarz.

BACKOFEN, (Gottfried) youngi

brother of the two preceding, was first cl

rionet player at Nuremburg in 1803, and

still resident in that town.

BADER, a principal tenor singer at I

German theatre in Berlin. His pow

firmness, and tone, together with his I

lightful performance, gain him much appj

bation.

BADIA, (Carlo Agostino) coo

musician and composer at Vienna, at t

beginning of the eighteenth century. I

composed several operas and oratorios.

BADON1NI, a celebrated Italian sinj

about the year 1776.

BAEHR, (Joseph.) See BExn.

BAER, (Ferdinand.) See Paer.

BAEUMEL, director of the music

Bamberg, died in 1796. He was an

cellent performer on the violin.

BAEUMER, (Friedrich) chamb

musician to the queen of Prussia in 1"!

He has published some romances, &c.

BAGATELLA (Antonio) wrote

Padua, in 1796, a valuable work on

construction of violins, tenors, violoncell

and bass-viols.

BAGATTI, (FnANCEsco) a celebrat

composer and organist at Milan. He wr

some church music about the year 1650.

BAGGE, (Baron C. Ernest de) get"
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as ofthe chamber to the king of Prussia,

tti at Parts in 1791. He was a celebrated

isattnr player on the violin ; but had a

aat angular method. He published also

aewtrto for that instrument.

BAGLIOXI, (Francois) born at Rome,

to it excellent singer 6ince the year 1740.

fi» bad Sve daughters, all of whom distin-

ra^hed themselves as singers.

BAGLIOXI, (Louis) son of the preced-

a», and one of the best violinists at Wur-

tsabtrg since the year 1770.

BAHJDT, a celebrated performer on the

iuAov at Copenhagen. He performed

bit); at Weimar.

EAHX published at Berlin, in 1790, six

Wswthe harpsichord and two violins.

BAIF, (Jobs Antony de) private

tMarj of Charles IX., died at Paris

2 19). He published several musical

■Bit

BAILDOX, a celebrated English glee

cesser, flourished between the years 1760

>*1 1780. He is the author of the two

fa/icm to the Village delights," and

?«y Bacchus filled my breast ;"

tastfikch , in their different styles, must

■t deught the amateur of our English

BAILEY, (Anselm) an English com-

pw, published " A Treatise on singing

Spitting with just expression and real

London, 1771.

BAILLEL'X (Antoini) published at

P*3! ia 1758, six symphonies for four

i*™mers ; and about 1 767, six sympho-

*l* a full orchestra. He also wrote

solfeggi for vocal and instrumental

:a', a third edition of which appeared in

BAILLON, (P. L.) guitar and singing

and author of a method for that in-

^nt, published at Paris in 1781.

BAlLLOT,(PiEnnE) a celebrated French

was bom near Paris, about the

•"J '"0. He went to Rome for some

WB aod took lessons of Polani, an exccl-

1*M professor of the school of Tartini.

the year 1795, he succeeded Rode as

of the violin to the conservatory

of Paris ; since which time he has edited

an excellent method for the violin, and one

for the violoncello, both of which are now

in use at the conservatory ; he has also pub

lished some instrumental music.

BAILLOU, (Luici) director of the

music at the opera in Milan in 1784: he

has published several pieces for the theatre.

BAIIXY (Moss, de) published " Curi

ous Remarks on theArt of Singing," Paris,

1668.

BAINI, (Lorenzo) an Italian composer,

born at Venice, composed some opera

music between the years 1 785 and 1 790.

BAINVILLE, organist at Angers, pub

lished some music for his instrument in the

year 1767.

BAJ, (T.) author of the Miserere, com

monly sung on Holy-Thursday in the pon

tifical chapel at Rome, was born near

Bologna, and died at Rome in 1718. His

Miserere is a chef-cfatuvre for its prosody

and just accentuation of the words. It is

the only modern production received in the

pope's chapel.

BAKER, (Dn.) a composer and eminent

performer on the violin and piano-forte, was

born at Exeter in the year 1768. From his

mother's sister he received his first instruc

tions, by which he was enabled, at the

juvenile age of seven, to perform with pre

cision on the harpsichord, Handel's and

Scarlatti's lessons. His first masters were

Hugh Bond and the late celebrated Jack

son, (at that time organist of the cathedral,

at Exeter) and for the violin, Ward, which

combined instructions enabled him very

soon to lead the concerts in that neighbour

hood.

About the age of seventeen he left

Exeter for London, from whence he was

received in the family of the Earl of Ux-

bridge, to whom he is indebted for the

principal part of his musical education. He

was under Cramer, (the father) for the

violin, and Dussek for the piano-forte. It

was through this nobleman's interest, exerted

in his favour, that he was permitted to per

form the " Storm" in Hanover-square

rooms, which, by the late Dr. Burney, was
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considered an illimitable imitation. During

his residence as organist at Stafford, he took

his degree at Oxford, The principal of Dr.

Baker's works are the following. His nu

merous manuscript compositions, we are in-

formed.will also be printed. "Three Sonatas,

dedicated to Lady Wright, for the Piano

forte and Violin." " Three, dedicated to

Countess Talbot." " Three Duets for two

Performers, dedicated to the Duchess of

Rutland." "Six Anthem* for four, five,

and sic Voices" " Voluntaries for the

Organ." " Glees, for three andfourVoices,

dedicated to the Earl of Uxbridge." " The

Storm at Sea, and the whole of the Music

performed at his Concert at the Hanover-

square Rooms." "Duets for two Voices,

dedicated to Miss Abrams." " The Over

ture and Songs of the Caffret, a musical

Entertainment performed at Covent-garden

Theatre." To the above may be added,

a great number of songs, several sung in

public by Incledon, &c. ; duets, concertos,

solos for the violin, and airs with variations

for the piano-forte.

BALARINI, one of the most eminent

Italian singers of the seventeenth century.

BALBATRE, (Claude) born at Dijon

in 1729, came to Paris in 1750. He was

an excellent organist of Rameau's school.

His organ concertos at the concert-spirituel,

were long the delight of Paris. He pub

lished some works for the harpsichord ; and

died in 1799.

BALBI, (Lorenzo) a violoncellist and

composer at the beginning of the eighteenth

century.

BALBI, (Ignatius) an Italian singer.

He composed some ariettes in Germany,

about the year 1782.

BALBO, (Lodovico) a celebrated com

poser at Venice, was a scholar of Costanzo

Porta: he published some church music

about the year 1578.

BALDAC1NI, (Antonio Luioi) an Ita

lian violinist, published some sonatas about

the year 1720.

BALDAN published six symphonies at

Venice in 1785.

BALDENEKER, (UJ court-musician

and violinist at Mentz, published some

trios for the violin at Frankfort, about the

year 1784.

BALDI, singer at Handel's operas in

London in 1720°.

BALDUN I, a first female singer at the

opera at Venice in 1778.

BALESTRA, (R.) an Italian composer

at the beginning of the seventeenth century.

BALE1TT (Riccod. Elena) was born

at Stuttgard in 17G8. She was afterwards

first singer at the Opera Buffa at Paris.

BALLABEXE, (Greuorio) & vocal

composer at Rome, was born about 1720.

He composed much sacred music.

BAL1NO, a celebrated tenor singer at

the chapel royal at Lisbon. He died in

1760.

BALL, (William) professor of music at

Wells in Somersetshire, is eminent, in the

district of country in which he resides, as t

teacher and performer.

BALLAROTTI, a composer of opera

music at Venice at the end of the seven

teenth century.

BALLETTI, (Mademoiselle) first fe

male singer, in 1 798, at the Opera Buffa at

Paris,

BALLICOURT, a celebrated flutist and

composer for his instrument in London,

about the year 1744. (Preston's Cat.)

BALL1ERE (C.L.D.) died at Rouen

in 1800. He wrote, among other works, a

theory of music, which, although approved

by the academy of Rouen, is essentially

false.

BALTAZARINI, a celebrated violinist,

was sent, at the head of a band of violin

players, from Piedmont, by marshal Bres-

sac, to Catherine of Medicis, and appointed

by that princess her first valet de chambre,

and superintendent of her music. He was

the delight of the court, as well by his skill

on the violin as by his invention of ballets,

or fftes with dancing and music It **>

he who composed, in 1581, the ballet for

the nuptials of the duke de Joyeuse with

Mademoiselle de Vaudemont, sister of

the queen ; an entertainment that «u

represented with extraordinary pomp, Bf
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Bsmej thills this was the origin of the

hew and historical ballet in France.

BALTZAR (Thomas) was born at Lu-

i*c,ud was esteemed the finest performer

oa it riolin of his time. He came to Eng-

ii&ia year 1668, and lived about two

raiiD the house of sir Anthony Cope, of

Hutrell, iu Oxfordshire. He was the great

oapeuuir of Davis Metl, who, though a

tki-maker by trade, was, till Baltzar came

j^her, aliowed to be the finest performer on

the violin is £ugland ; and after his arrival,

be dinded with him the pu blic applause, it

ta< agreed that Mell excelled in the

anas of his tone and the sweetness of big

mm, and Baltzar in the power of exe-

cem aid command of the instrument.

jaVtow it is said of the latter, that he first

ti: us English the practice of shifting,

at lit tie of the upper part of the finger

tad. Baltzar was given to intemperance,

is kml to have shortened his days by

aumt drinking : he was buried in West-

teMtr abbey, iu the year 1663.

ULYANSKY published twelve Hon-

Puoat Vienna in 1795.

• utUXI, (Leonabdo) a violin coru-

f»it 4e beginning of the last century.

MKBERGER, (Madame) a celebrated

Oeraat linger at Frankfort.

••'.UM, (F.) of Bologna, came to

'•'•ja.whea ten years of age, with his

"he was manager of a company of

■fsl comedians. They performed about

•"jot 1760 in Paris. F. Bambini com-

'■ several operas, also some instrumental

Due.

&JJCHIERI, (Abiano) a celebrated

Ma composer between the years 1698

W1638.

&AXCZAKEWIC, a chapel-master, now

■■M at Warsaw, has composed some

wed untie, a warm promoter of

** "yle of composition.

B-UIDINI, (Anoelo Maria.) Among

■asital manuscripts purchased by Dr.

U Rome in 1770, was the music

«f Salvator Rosa, the celebrated

J""' fott. and musician. No. II, in

--' urious manuscript,

contains a grumbling, gloomy history of Sal-

vator Rosa, in which the comic exaggeration

is not unpleasing ; but it is rather a satire

on the times in which he lived, than a lyric

composition. However, it is set by Bandini ;

but being chiefly narrative, the music is

almost wholly recitative. Dr. Burney has

published a translation of this cantata.

Bandini was a native of Florence.

BANESTER, (G.) an old English com

poser about the year 1490.

BANISTER (John) succeeded the cele

brated Baltzar, as leader of king Charles's

new band of twenty-four violins. He is

the first English violinist of any note. He

died in 1 679. He set to music the opera of

" Circe," written by Davenant, and per

formed at the theatre and in Dorset-gardens

in 1676. He also composed several songs.

Banister was the first musician who esta

blished lucrative concerts in London. These

concerts were advertised in the London

Gazette of the times : and in No. 742,

December 30th, 1672, there is the following

advertisement: "These are to give notice,

that at Mr. John Banister's house, now

called the Music-school, over against the

George taverne, in White Friars, this present

Monday, will be Musick performed by ex

cellent masters, beginniug precisely at four

of the clock in the afternoon, and every

afternoon for the future, precisely at the

same hour."

BANISTER, (John) son of the preced

ing, was an eminent performer on the

violin ; he was one of king William's band,

and played the first violin at Drury-lane,

when operas were first performed there. He

died about the year 1726. He composed

several grounds, with divisions, inserted in

the " Division Violin."

BANISTER, (Charles) a bass singer

at the London theatres in the latter part of

the last century, and father to John Banis

ter, the celebrated comedian. C. Banis

ter's voice and style were alike powerful by

nature and feeling, though rough and un

polished. He gave Carter's very spirited

description of a sea-fight, "Stand to

of oak," with a
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tvwresponding animation. Shield wrote

" Tie Wolf" for him.

BANISTER, (H. J.) a composer of

vocal music and teacher, resident in Lon

don. Some of his songs are published at

the Harmonic Institution.

BANK, (J. C. H.) a composer and

organist at Magdeburg, published some

music for the piano at Leipsic, about the

year 1797.

BANKHART, professor of music at

Leicester, is an eminent violoncellist. He

performed at the York musical festival in

1823.

BANNEUX, a theatrical composer at

Paris about the year 1798.

BANNUS, (Jo»n Albertus) a writer

on music in the first half of the seventeenth

century. His works were published in Hol

land , amongst others, a book in the Italian

language, called " Alimenta Musicee."

BANTI, (Brigida Gkohoi) a celebrated

female Italian singer, was the daughter of

a Venetian gondolier, and in her youth

nothing more or less than a street singer

in Georgi, her native town ; where a noble

amateur, having noticed the brilliancy of

her voice, had her instructed in singing

at his expense. It is probable she was

shortly after advised to try her fortune in

a foreign country, for she soon left Venice

on her road to Paris ; not however, as it

would seem, in prosperous circumstances,

since she sang at coffee-houses and inns at

Lyons, and other towns, for small sums

collected from the guests. Monsieur de

Visnes, then manager of the opera at Paris,

relates, that, in the year 1778, he stopt one

evening at a coffee-house on the Boulevards,

being struck by the sound of a very beauti

ful voice ; it was Banti whom he heard, as

she was singing in the coffee-room. He put

a louis d'or into her hand, desiring her to

call on him the next morning. 'Mir result

was, that Monsieur de Visnes engaged her

immediately for the Opera Buffa, where

she made her dibut, by an air sung

between the second and third acts of

"Iphige'nie enAulidc," and created an uni

versal sensation of delight. After the

departure of the celebrated Agujari from

London, the managers of the Pantheon en

gaged Madame Banti for three seasons,

upon condition that £100 a-year should be

deducted from her salary, for the payment

of an able master to cultivate her voice.

Sacchini was the first appointed to this

office ; but he found her so idle and obstinate,

that he soon quitted her as an incurable

patient. She was next assigned to Piimi,

whose patience was likewise soon exhausted,

by her incorrigible inattention. Her last

master in England was Abel ; soon after

which she left this country, and sang with

enthusiastic applause at several of the

German courts, and subsequently at almost

every principal town in Italy. Her great

success certainly exemplifies most strongly

the truth of the old adage, " That there are

a hundred requisites necessary to constitute

a good singer, of which, whoever is gifted

with a fine voice, is already in possession of

ninety-nine." After several years' absence,

Banti returned to England in the spring of

i790, when her performance and singing

in Gluck's opera of "Alcette," was thought

to be most perfect ; every look, every

action, every note, appearing to be strictly

appropriate to the character she had as

sumed, and to no other. Soon after this,

on the occasion of Lord Howe's victory,

Banti introduced in one of her cantatas the

national air of " God save the King," in a

style which perfectly electrified the au

dience. In the year 1799, she enraptured

every hearer by her performance in " Ina

de Castro," composed by Francesco Bianchi,

and then first produced. The celebrated

prayer in it, " Gran Dio che regoli," was

given in a style of tenderness and appro

priate devotion, which perhaps has never

been exceeded on the stage. We believe

that the year 1802 was the last season of

Banti's singing in England. She died at

Bologna, in 1806, aged about fifty. It u

said, that, on opening her body, the lungs

were found to be of an unusually lug8

size.

BANUS. See Bannb*.

BANWART, (Jacob) a composer of
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mentis, Sec. in the latter half of the seven

teenth century.

BAPTISTA, (Fn. Francisco) an Au-

• at Cordova,

BAPTISTE, (John.) See Bonnometti.

BAPTISTE, a celebrated French violinist

U Paris, at the commencement of the last

ceatary. He went to Rome, to learn of

toielli the method of playing his sonatas,

» one at that time in Paris could

(Preston's

of

the

BAPTISTE, (Ludwio Alb. Friede-

■jch) a composer of instrumental music,

died at Cassel, between the years 1760 and

1770. See Battista.

BAPTISTIN. See Batistin.

BABANEL.LT. See Galuppi.

BARANIUS, (Henrietta) a female

ukt? at Berlin between the years 1784

ad 1797.

BARAV1CINI, (Madame) a celebrated

intake performer on the violin. She was

ban at Milan in 1778.

BARBA, (Daniel) a composer of

inmratal music at Vienna about the

jar 1799.

BARBANDT, (Charles) about the

Tear 1764, organist at the Bavarian chapel

in London. He was the master of Samuel

Webbe, the celebrated glee composer,

and in 1766 published a small collection

ci pieces for the catholic service, under

title, "Sacred Hymns, An-

mnd Versiclct, for Morning and

This work is now ex-

BARBARINO, (Bartoloheo) called

B Pttarino, a composer, born at Fabriam

at the end of the sixteenth century. He

published some madrigals at Venice.

BARBELLA, (Emanuele) a modest

insrenjous musician, and true follower of

Tmini's principles on the violin. He

studied composition under the celebrated

Leo, and pleasantly remarks of himself,

that, " notwithstanding this advantage, Bar-

beUa is a mere ass, who knows nothing."

He died at Naples in 1773. Some of

»'* compositions for the violin have

been published in England.

Cat.)

BARBER, an English

vocal and instrumental music about

year 1790. (Preston's Cat.)

BARBICI published some quartets for

violins at Paris in 1 769.

BARBIER, (Madame Walbonnb) a

French female singer about the year 1800.

BARBIER, (Mrs.) an English singer

between the years 1711 and 1729. Her

timidity, on her debut, is favourably alluded

to by Addison, in No. 231 of the Spectator.

BARBIERE, a dramatic composer about

the year 1790. He wrote an oratorio, " La

Pazienza di Tobia."

BARBIERI, (Giovanni Anoelo) an

Italian singer and composer about the year

1650.

BARCA (Don Alessandro) published

a new theory of music at Padua in 1786.

BARDI, (Giovanni be) of Florence.

maestro di camera, towards the close of

the sixteenth century, to pope Clement

VIII., by whom he was tenderly beloved.

This most accomplished nobleman was

particularly attached to the study of anti

quity, and to the theory and practice of

music, to which he had applied himself for

many years so closely, that he became, for

the time in which he lived, a correct and

good composer.

BARDI, (Girolamo) son of the pre

ceding, wrote some works on music about

the year 1651.

BARETTI (Guiseppe) was born at

Turin in 1716. He was a language mas

ter in London, and wrote several volumes

of travels, in which much is related on the

subject of Italian music.

BARETri, (A.) brother of the preced

ing, resided at Turin in 1770. He was a

good instrumental composer. Some of his

duets for violoncellos were published at

Paris.

BARGAGLIA, (Scipione) a composer

of the sixteenth century. In his works on

music, the word concerto seems (according

to Dr. Burney) to be used for the first time.

BARLLLE, an Italian buffo singer. He
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was engaged at the Italian opera in Paris,

in 1719.

BAR1LLI, (Madame) a good Italian

linger in Paris at the commencement of the

present century.

BARIP1IAJ.US. See Babyphanus.

BAR1ZEL, an excellent French per

former on the double bass. He played a

cpncerto on his instrument at the HocUtt"

Piulharmoniquc at Paris, in 1823.

BARK, (William) son of John Bark,

an eminent attorney of London, was born in

the parish of St. Andrew, Uolborn. His

father intended to bring him up to his own

profession ; but the son having a dislike to

the law, and a relation being a professor of

music, he took lessons from him in that

science, from the age of twelve. Shortly

after, he had an offer of accompanying a

friend abroad, which he eagerly embraced.

In the course of his excursion, he met with

a celebrated Flemish professor of the cla

rionet, under whom he studied that instru

ment and the science of music generally.

After travelling with his master for some

time, he quitted him at Lisbon, from whence

he returned to England, and has since ap

plied himself equally to the flute and cla

rionet, on both which instruments he gives

instructions. Bark has arranged much

music for the flute, especially many beauti

ful foreign and English airs as solos, and

" Sixteen favourite Italian Melodies for

two Flutes." (Clementi.) He has also

published " Instructions for the Flute."

BARLY, a celebrated performer on the

hautboy at Madrid about the year 1790.

BARMAN, (F.) of Munich, a celebrated

performer on the clarionet He is remark

able for his beautiful piano, and for his

facility more than for his general tone. He

has composed eight operas of duos for flutes,

some of which are inserted in Clementi's

Catalogue.

BARMANN, (Joiiann Baptist) aGer-

man Benedictine, died in 1788. He pub

lished some church music at Augsburg in

1760.

BARNARD, (Rev. John) a minor canon

of St, Paul's church, London, in the time

of Charles I. He published a noble collei

tion of church music by different Eoglu

masters. This work unfortunately was a

printed in score, and the consequence of it

parts being separated is, that at present it

entirely lost to the world.

BARNETT (John) is the eldest son i

Mr. Barnett Barnett, a respectable jewelli

and diamond-merchant, residing in London

lie was born at Bedford in 1802. W'be

only two years of age, he discovered s

strong a genius for music, that he couli

after having once heard an air, sing it wit

an exactness truly astonishing ; beside

which, he could sing a part of a glet,

form exact harmony to any theme thai

happened to be sung, of course without

any knowledge of notes. We cannot here

resist the desire of introducing an anecdotf

respecting him at this time. His motliei

lulled him to rest with a German national

air, (her own native music) which he toon

learnt by the frequent hearing of it, ami

actually sang in the cradle ; the sam<

will be found among his piano-forte works

arranged as a fantasia. From the age ol

eight he became passionately fond of sing

ing and declamation, and composed the

melodies of many little songs for himself

and his brothers, which he taught them

from memory, not yet having a knowledge

in music, nor any means of writing down his

effusions. At ten years old his voice be

came peculiarly powerful, and distincdy

different from the generality of juvenile

voices, being a contralto, a species of voice

never before known in a boy ; possessing

at the same time the compass and quality

of the tenorc, contralto, and soprano. At

this time he was able to sing the most

difficult songs of Braham without the least

knowledge of music. In 1813, he was

introduced to Mr. S. J. Arnold, (proprietor

of the English opera, and then manager of

Drury-lane) who, upon hearing him, vtt

so much astonished, that he immediately

entered into articles of agreement with Mr.

Barnett, sen. to take his son under his direc

tion for five years, and provide him with

proper instructors in music, ox. He brought
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ha beim the public on the 2d of July,

1813, jitter giving him but a very few

Ujt time to study his part) at the English

open, in the Shipwreck, which made a

i iaiderable impression upon the audience,

"a emuiag winter, 1813-14, Mr. Arnold

fasjht him out at Drury-laue, where he

in one piece thirty successive nights or

r» ires, and was, the same season and three

~'.!a«Hij, engaged as principal singer at

IK omonos. .Mr. Arnold behaved in the

U4st manner towards him ; but being

occupied with his management of

Dray-lane and the rebuilding of the English

r-;l> which had recently been pulled

im, be did not attend to his musical

> ate, bat intrusted his tuition to a master,

-*««* advantage of Mr. Arnold's occu-

istess oj not instructing young Barnett at

- « \i* piano, and endeavouring to teach

ia ojopMition from an abstruse work of

tiifc Heck, to understand the elaborate

"Js of which, required a course of study

• si lust three years. In consequence

* Baiuett gained little knowledge

*™H ie five years, at least from the

^•"Ktiia of his teacher. At this period,

"""if, he exercised his natural talents for

"fsium, and printed several things

'id ire now to be seen) as by "Master

fculti" one of which, entitled " The

b**> >/ Pomona," a scena, is peculiarly

!M£<d "id highly spoken of in the Musical

fcwerlj, Review, No. IX. In 1815, Bar-

Wt ippeared at Covent garden, at which

'-•atst he was engaged for two years, or a

ia?a period, it the discretion of the pro-

pttois, His voice changing about the close

'I ^ *>ton, he received his discharge, as

W had been regularly engaged for

"X Hason only ; upon which occasion a

ensued, and Mr. Barnett, sen. re-

'"otd damages to a satisfactory amount.

Hiiing ^ ^ long w;taout ulstructiQn

"My branch of music whatever, Barnett

compelled to pursue his studies from the

!3«al o( works only, depending much on

^»»n natunl taJem fof aay improvemeut

_ make. Having, however, incul-

i bad habits in piano-forte

playing, he was placed by his father under

the celebrated Ferdinand Ries, who im

proved him considerably on the piano, and

also in the German sehool of composition.

The following is a list of Harnett's principal

works. All those which are in manu-

script are intended for publication. Vocal,

" GrandMass," No. 1, in G.rnin. ; " Grand

Mass," No. 2, in C ; "Russian Melodies,

with Words," one vol. ; u Cantata for four

Voices, with Solos and Choruses, including

Storm Chorus;" " Three Glees," one set;

" Shadows fly hence," madrigal ; " Canon

for three Voices, for Miss Paton ," " Three

Catches'/' "Abraham on the pillar ofIsaac,"

scena ; " The horn hath called," scena ;

" Death ofMoore," scena ; " Groves of Po

mona" scena; " The Dart of Isdabel,"

cantata, one voice ; " Comforts lasting,"

cantata, in ancient style ; " Bower of Love,"

song, in ancient style ; " Serenades, 1, 2,

and 3, in the Spanish Style;" " Love

wakes and weeps," serenade ; " Lady, the

silver moon," serenade;"Sisltalian Songs,"

set one ; " Three Italian Duettos," set one ;
" Aro« Tetuer," duetto sop. and bass; " Eb-

ben Lauretta," duetto sop. and bass ; " Pri-

mavera," canzonetta ; " Knight of St.

Edward," romance ; " Alphonso and Leo-

nore," romance; " Land of my birth,"

romance ; " A Farewell, in the Scottish

style;" "Ronald," scena : songs, "A Bard's

Song;" "Dear saintedform ;" "Spirit of

the sunny brow," "Hide, oh hide, those ebon

tresses," " Sun's last rays," " Twilight's

Invitation to Cupid," " 'There's a magic

in thine eye," " Smiles and Tears," " Beam

brightly," " Book of Love," " When Clara

touched the fairy string ," " Poor Rose,"

" 'Tis sweet to hear," "No dearer mo

ments" Orchestral, " Overture in Ci"

" Overture in A ;" " Mozart's Fantasia,

in C min. as a Quintetto ;" " Fugue for

two Voices, ten. and bass," Piano-forte,

" Sonata in Eflat ;" " Sonata in V mm. ;"

" Sonata in G, with Violin Oblig. ;"

" Fantasia Duetto, on a 'Theme of Mo

zart ;" " Fantasia and Fugue on a Ger

man Air ;" " Fugue Canon ;" " Introduc

tion and Rondo on an Airfrom Beggar's
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Optra;" " Fantasia on an Air from

Rosina" " Three Waltzes, brilliant"

Violin, "Fantasia, in which arc intro

duced two Airs Russes, Piano-forte acc."

Flute, " Fantasia on an Airfrom Mozart ;

" Solo, in which is introduced an Air in the

Tyrolean Style," Sec. Sec.

BARNI, (Camille) of the Lombard

school of musicians, was born at Como in

1762. He commenced his musical career

chiefly by arriving at eminence as a violon

cellist. He next became second, then first

violin at the grand opera in Milan ; sub

sequently he settled at Paris, where he

has composed many French romances and

Italian ariettes ; also airs, with variations,

for the violin and violoncello.

BARON (Ernst Gottlieb) published

some works relating to music at Berlin. He

died in 1760. He was author of an historical

treatise on the lute.

BARONI, (Adriana) of Mantua, for

her beauty surnamed the fair, was a fine

singer. She lived in the beginning of the

seventeenth century.

BARONI, (Antonio) an Italian com

poser. Some of his music was published at

Vienna in 1799.

BARONI, (Catiiarina) a sister of the

following, was a poetess and musician.

BARONI, (Leonora) a daughter of

Adriana Baroni, born at Naples, came in

1638 to Rome, where she was considered

the finest singer in Italy.

BARRE, (Antonio) publisher at Milan,

in 1588, of a large collection of motets by

various composers.

BARRE, (Tbille la.) See Labahre.

BARRETT, (John) a pupil of Blow, was

an organist in London at the beginning of

the last century. In the " Pills to purge

Melancholy," are many songs composed by

him, among others, the air, " When he holds

up his hand," in the Beggar's Opera.

BARRETTI. SeeBABETTi.

BARR1ERE,(E.B. J.) a French violinist

and composer, was born at Valenciennes

in 1749.

BARRINGTON (Hon. Daines) wrote

in the Philosophical Transactions, voL Is.

an account of a very remarkable yotro;

musician. This was the celebrated Mozart

who had been performing, as a child, i:

London. D. Barrington published also :

volume of "Miscellanies," in which ther

are some particulars of Dr. Crotch's pre

cocity of musical talent, also of the earl'

genius for music evinced by Samuel Wesle)

BARSANTI, (Francesco) a native o

Lucca, born about the year 1 690. He studiei

the civil law in the university of Padua, but

after a short stay there, chose music for hi

profession. Accordingly he put himself un

der the tuition of some of the ablest master,

in Italy, and having attained to a consider

able degree of proficiency in the science ot

practical composition, took a resolution to

settle in England, and arrived here with

Gemiuiani, who was also a Luccese, in the

year 1714. He continued many years a

performer at the Opera-house ; at length

reflecting that there was a prospect of ad

vantage for one of his profession in Scot

land, he went thither, and, with greater

truth than the same is asserted of David

Rizzio, may be said to have meliorated the

music of that country, by collecting and

making basses to a great number of the

most popular Scots tunes. About the year

1750, Barsanti returned to England ; but

being advanced in years, he was glad to be

taken into the opera band as a performer

on the tenor violin, and in the summer

season to that of Vauxhall. At this time

he published twelve concertos for violins,

and shortly after, " Sei Antifone," in which

he endeavoured to imitate the style of Pa-

lestrina and the old composers of motets;

but from these publications little profit

resulted. Among his earlier compositions

were six solos for a flute, with a thorough

bass, and afterwards *' Six Solos for a Ger

man Flute and a Bass." He likewise

formed the first six solos of Gcminiani inti

sonatas for two violins and a lass.

BARTA or BARRTA, (J.) a composer

of opeias at Vienna, and other music,

between the years 1780 and 1795.

BARTALI, (A.) chapel-master to the

emperor at Vienna, about the year 1780,
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one of the best composers of

his line.

BARTELOZZI (B.) composed some

Tarianons for the guitar in 1802.

BARTH, (Christian Samuel) a cele

brated master on the hautboy, died at

Copenhagen in 1809.

BARTH, (F. P.) son of the preceding,

performed on the hautboy at the king's

chapel at Copenhagen, and composed for

that Instrument.

BARTHEL, (Johann CHHisTiAN)court-

erzanist at Altenburg, since the year 1804.

BARTHELEMON, (F. Hippolite) a

celebrated violinist and oomposer,was born at

Boudeaux, in France, in 1741, and lived

vat toe in Paris, in which capital he com-

fow.iinong other music.au operacalled "Z,e

Am Scamandre," for the Italian theatre,

lathe jear 1765, he came to England, and

■ the following season produced a serious

opera for the King's theatre, entitled "Pe-

I^U*,'' which was received with so much

applause, that Garrick was induced to pay

tie author a visit for the purpose of asking

bio ■' he thought he could set English

words ' music. On Barthelemon's reply-

sj uSrmatively, Garrick asked for pen,

■>*\ and paper, and wrote the words of a

*ng to be introduced in the play of The

Gwfrjr Girl. Whilst thus engaged, Bar-

■Wemon, looking over Garrick's shoulder,

actcally wrote down music, in parts, to the

■cog, as fist as the other penned the words.

Garrick then turning round, and handing

Barthelemon the words, said, " There, sir,

Umysoag;" to which the other answered,

" And there, sir, is my music for it," Asto-

ttsied and delighted at this unexpected

eiertioa of talent, Garrick invited the com

poser to dine that day with him, in com-

P»ny with Dr. Johnson. The song proved

<o successful, that it was encored every

ume it was sung ; and Garrick, in the ful-

»eu of his heart, promised to make Bar

thelemon's fortune. As a beginning of

HKouragement, he employed him to set to

■"•w the operatic farce of "A Peep behind

f*c Curfcui." The little burletta of Orpheus,

o the second act, was so much admired, that

this farce was performed a hundred and

eight nights in one year. Garrick thus

cleared by it several thousand pounds, and

rewarded Barthelemon with the sum of

forty guineas instead of fifty, which he had

originally promised him, alleging, as an

excuse, that the dancing cows had cost him

so much money, that he really could not

afford to pay him any more. Barthelemon

has composed the music to several other

petit pieces for the theatres ; particularly

to general Burgoyne's dramatic entertain

ment, " 7"Ae Maid of the Oaks," which was

first acted at Drury-lane, about the year

1774. At length, however, disgusted with

the conduct of managers, he declined writ

ing any thing more for the stage ; and, about

the year 1794, was engaged, with his

family at the Rotunda in Dublin. Mi's.

Barthelemon and her daughter were both

musical, and had also a taste for composi

tion. The former published a set of hymns

and anthems for the Asylum and Magdalen

chapels. We should have observed that,

whilst in England, Barthelemon led for

several seasons the opera band. As a

violinist, his adagios were much admired :

he also particularly excelled as a solo per

former of Corelli's music. He died in Lon

don, at an advanced age, in the year 1808.

BARTHELEMON, (Mns.) SeeYouNo.

BARTHOFFER, a musician at Vienna

about the year 1799.

BARTHOLDY, (Mendlessohn) a

highly-gifted young composer of instru

mental music at Berlin.

BARTHOLINI, (Rindio) a composer

at Sienna about the year 1600. He pub

lished motets, &lc. at Venice.

BARTHOLOMAEUS, an Englishman,

wrote a work in 1366, in which various

musical instruments of that time are de

scribed. Sir John Hawkins states, that he

frequently consulted this work, in writing

the history of music during the dark ages.

BARTLEMAN, (J.) the celebrated bass

singer, was a pupil of Dr. Cooke, and origin

ally in the choirs of Westminster abbey and

the chapel royal. Miss Hawkins, in her

anecdotes, states of Bartleman as follows :
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"There was one singular feature in his

history, that he lived to occupy the identical

house in Berners-street, in which his first

patron resided. This patron, Mr. Royer,

who had a situation in one of the public

offices, perceiving the promise of his voice,

presented him to Dr. Cooke for his accept

ance as a singer.

" Though delicate in person and consti

tution, and often ill, Bartleman was lively

and spirited to a remarkable degree. It

used to puzzle me to find out when or how

he learned ; and, indeed, I have heard Dr.

Cooke say, ' Those boys of mine learn of one

another more than from me.' Of his early

superiority he was as little vain as if it had

consisted in spinning a top, or trundling a

hoop ; he never went further in setting him

self above another, than by humorously

caricaturing something ludicrously bad.

In short, he was one of the most agreeable

lads that ever had ' the run' of a house. An

instance of Bartleman's nice feeling I call

to mind. My father had made him a pre

sent, annexing to the gift the condition that

he should copy out some music for him,

which he undertook cheerfully; but just

afterwards, having reached a point in his

musical studies that left him less leisure, he

found he had not time to do what he had

promised, and having detained the music he

had to copy long enough to make the expe

riment he returned it, together with his pre

sent, with an extremely well-penned note,

saying, that 1 as he could not perform the

task, it was not just to accept the reward.'

I remember my own astonishment at this

promptitude, though, indeed, being out of

the choir, we had for some time seen less of

him ; but it appeared to me as if a boy had

on a sudden, without the intervention of—

what shall 1 say?—Indhood? started into

manhood. I can add with pride and acknow

ledgment, that, in the goodness of his nature,

he never forgot where he had spent many of

his boyish hours, and that whatever time

elapsed without our meeting, he was always

onevery occasion prompt toshow, andcordial

in expressing the continuance of his regard.

Success never altered him, applause never

elevated him ; and he died, I am confiden

as he had lived, beloved beyond the usni

degree of love bestowed on those, whos

excellence, to use Wordsworth's beautifi

words respecting longevity, * has no coir

panion.'"—So far Mist Hawkins. We ha*

now to remark that Bartleman as he ad

vanced to manhood became celebrated fc

his powers as a bass, or rather tarilon

singer, in which line he first appeared i

public, we believe, at the concerts at Free

masons'-hall. He was next engaged at il.

Ancient concerts, and lastly, became one o

the proprietors and conductors of the Von

concerts at the Hanover-square rooms. Hi

died in 1820. For an excellent critique oo

his singing, we refer our readers to tlie

Quarterly Musical Review, vol. i. p. 325.

BARTLETT, (John) author of "A

Book of Ayres for the Lute and Viol ii

Gamba," London, 1606.

BARTOLI, (Daniel) of Bologna, wj<

the author of a work entitled " Dei

Suono de Tremore Armonici e Mi

Udtta," published in 1680. In this truly

scientific and ingenious work are to be

found several discoveries in harmonics

that have been enlarged upon by posterior

writers on the subject. It contains four

dissertations : the first treats of the si

milarity between the circular undulations

occasioned in still water when a stone is

thrown into it, and the propagation and mo

tion of sound. The second, of the motion

of sound compared with that of light : of

echoes or reflection of sound, and of its

augmentation in a whispering room or gal

lery. Third, of harmonic vibratious and

ratios of sound ; of sympathetic sounds ; of

the breaking a glass with the voice.

Fourth, of the mixture of sounds ; of conso

nance ; harmonics ; and the immense in

crease of sounds in a vessel or enclosed

place, by repercussion ; with many other

curious inquiries, and ends with the anatomy

of the car. He was the author of many

other profound and learned works, and died

at Rome in 1685.

BAKTOLINI PERUGINO,(Simom>

singer in the pope's chapel atRome about tbe
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wrI54& Hens sent with eight other 1

B3Bs,bj the pope, to the council of Trent

BARTOLOZZI, an excellent performer

08 ibe tenor, dow living in England.

BARTOLUS, (Abraham) a professor at

la?K, at the beginning of the seventeenth

assrv. He wrote a mathematical work on

■sc.

BARTON", (Jvsquin) a composer of the

fraeh school in the sixteenth century.

BARTSCH, (C. F.) author of a collection

rfurs, published at Halle, in 1792.

BARTSCH, a pianist in the orchestra at

sttieitre of Venice, and composer of some

ipots, about the year 1 796.

BARITA, a celebrated violinist at

faaaa about the year 1800.

BAEVPHONUS, (Henry) a skilful

aeaa, nourished about the year 1630, and

« labor of several treatises, particularly

« » Latin, entitled " Plejades Muricar,"

•tekWalther styles excellent.

BASASIER, " (Martin) author of a

■rt (atitled " Pltisieurs beaux Secrets

Swam fa Thturir et la Pratique de la

Paris, 1584.

BASLE, (Adriaha.) See Baroni.

MSJLICAPETRI, (Carlo) bishop of

^"*t, died in 1615. He wrote a work

**W"Df Choreis."

BASILU, (D. F.) a composer in the

part of the seventeenth century. He

"datPerouse.

BAS1UO, (Fmaxcesco) an opera com-

P8" at Milan about the year 1790.

BASSANI, (Giovanni Battista) of

k*nt, the violin-master of Corelli, was

•Pftl of Carissimi, and a man of extensive

and abilities in his art, having

^•a sot only a successful composer for the

the theatre, and the chamber, be-

t"«»t«eyeirs 1680 and 1703, but an ex-

"k* performer on the violin. His sona-

the violin, and accompaniments for

iaitniinent to his masses, motets,

fBas. and cantatas, manifest a knowledge

ibe fingerboard and bow, which appears

B tke *orkj of qo otber composer anterior to

; tad the lovers of the pure harmony

**1 ample melody ofthat admirable master,

would still receive great pleasure from the

performance of Bassani's sonatas for two

violins and a bass. Specimens of Bassani'g

music may be found in Latrobe's and

Stephens's selections.

BASSANI, (Geraniho) born at Venice

towards the close of the seventeenth cen

tury, was an excellent singing-master and

composer of tragi-comic dramas, among

which are especially cited " Bertoldo," and

" VAmor per Forza."

BASSANI, (Orazio) a celebrated Italian

composer in the sixteenth century. Purcell

is «aid, but we believe without reason, to

have imitated some of the compositions of

this master.

BASSEGGIO, (Lorenzo) an Italian

composer about the year 1715.

BASSI, an Italian buffo singer about the

year 1797.

BASSIRON, (Philipp) a composer of

church music at Venice in 1513.

BASTAMENTO, an eminent Spanish

musician in the sixteenth century.

BASTERW1TZ. See Pasterwitz.

BAST1DE, a French author. In his

works called " FariAe's IAtKraircs, Ga-

lantes, t\c." Paris, 1774, is a letter on the

great schools of music.

BASTINI, (Vincenzo) a composer of

the sixteenth century. He published madri

gals, &c. at Venice.

BASTON, (Josquin) a good composer of

Flanders between the years 1545 and

1559. " He wrote," says Dr. Burney,

" in a clear and clean manner."

BATAILLE, (Gabriel) a lute player at

Paris between the years 1608 and 1612.

BATEN, (Fleur) a native of Flanders,

wrote a work on music about the year 1350.

BATES, (Joah, Esq.) one of the com

missioners of the customs, was a good musi

cal theorist, and an excellent performer on

the organ. He was a native of Halifax, in

Yorkshire, and born about the year 1740.

Such were his talents, and so great was his

repute as a sound musician, that, at the

commemoration of Handel in Westminster

abbey, he was fixed upon as manager to

arrange the band, and to superintend and
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conduct the performance. How admirably

these were done must be well recollected by

every person who was present. To this

gentleman are also to be ascribed the unde-

viating correctness and energy, which, for

many years, attended the choral perform

ances at the concert of ancient music, of

which he was conductor till the year 1793,

when he was succeeded by Mr. Greatorex.

It is understood that none of the composi

tions of Mr. Bates have hitherto been given

to the public. He died in 1 799.

BATES, (Mrs.) wife of Joah Bates,

was a celebrated female singer. She was

remarkable for her fine and clear articula

tion, which has been compared to that of

Garrick in acting. She is said by a pro

fessor of great reputation to have possessed

vast natural requisites for a singer, to which

was added high cultivation. She studied

Handel with that great judge and enthusi

astic admirer of his compositions, the late

Mr. Bates, her husband, and the Italian

school with Sacchini. Her voice was full

and rich, her shake brilliant and equal, and

her expression, especially of Handel's pa

thetic airs, matchless. She was not con

fined to the soprano, for she sung the con

tralto songs, " He was not despised," and

" Return, O God of Hosts," with such feel

ing and expression as they had not received

since the days of Mrs. Cibber. In the

" Rosy Bowers" and "Mad Bess" of Pur-

cell, she was inimitable.

. BATES, junior, professor of music at

Halifax, in Yorkshire, is an eminent per

former on the violin ; his brother is also emi

nent on the double bass.

BATESON, (Thomas) organist of the

cathedral at Chester about the year 1600.

He published a set of " English Madrigals

for three, four, and fine Voices ;" he also

contributed to Morley's collection of madri

gals, called' " The Triumphs of Oriana."

Bateson is justly placed among the best of

our madrigal writers.

BATHE, (W.) an Irish jesuit, wrote a

work on music in 1596.

BATISTIN, or BAPTISTIN, (Jean

Stuck) born at Florence, was a composer

and first violoncello at the opera at Pari

He died in 1745.

BATON, the younger, wrote in favou

of the ancient style of French music, in of

position to J. J. Rousseau, in the year 175^

BATTEN, (Adrian) organist of S

Paul's in the reign of Charles I. and E

He composed some church music of o

remarkable character.

BATTEUX (Charles) died in Paris i

1780. He was an abbot at Bheims, an

wrote several works relating to music.

BATTIFERNI, (Luioi) a composer o

church music in the first half of the sereu

teenth century.

BATTINO, an Italian composer oi

instrumental music in London, in the Jtar

1790. (Preston's Catalogue.)

BATTISHILL (Jonathan) was the sod

of an attorney, and born in the year 1738,

At the age of about nine years he was

placed in the choir of St. Paul's, where be

received the usual instructions in singing

from Mr. Savage, who was at that time the

master ofthe boys there. At an early age

he was regularly articled as apprentice oi

pupil to this person, and prosecuted his

studies with great diligence. This anxious

spirit of research, combined with constant

practice on the organ, (says the writer ofhis

life in the "Public Characters") at once

stored his mind with those riches ol

harmonic combination and evolution on

which he formed his style, and gave him a

command of hand adequate to the execution

of whatever his imagination suggested; and

at the expiration of his engagement with

Mr. Savage, he was considered one of the

best extemporary performers on the organ

which his country could boast. He had

not been long his own master before he was

solicited to compose some songs for the

theatre of Sadler's Wells ; and he produced,

for that place, several of the best ballads

of the time. He was next engaged to

preside at the harpsichord at Covent-garden

theatre ; and long afterwards was appoint

organist, first of the united parishes «

St. Clement, Eastcheap, and St. Martin

Orgar, and subsequently of Christchurcn/
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Xftjjie-street. About this time, in con-

jsaoioa with Michael Arne, he wrote

la music ofan opera entitled " Alcmena,"

tk abject of which was taken from the

Persian history. It was performed at

Dmy-lane in the year 1764, and excellent

is the music was, the managers found it

aassuy, from the general insipidity of the

iisa, to lay it aside, after having been

repeated fire times. This piece was shortly

iftowards succeeded by the "Rites of

Batti," a musical drama, in which he

1 farther proofs of his very supe-

Xotwithstanding Battishill's

ssEtraus engagements with the theatre

odls popils, he by no means neglected

"* aady of sacred music ; but produced at

times several anthems and hymns,

•4*4, for their various excellences, have

ko such admired. In the composition

a'a/cio and glees, he has afforded uu-

proofs of the diversity of his taste

ndgahB, About the year 1770, he

teiai tie prize of the gold medal, given

^ u* tobleman's catch club, at the

fialtW-house, St. James's-street, to the

ctsr,»i» of the best cheerful glee : this was

^"^i by his well-known glee for three

" Underneath this myrtle shade."

k '"6, he published by subscription two

siaUent collections of three and four part

*?i Soon after his engagement at

'-"at-girden, Battishill married a Miss

kno, one of the vocal performers of that

'Ja&. She died in the year 1775, and

uus period he dissipated much of his

^in convivial parties, and so far gave

excess, as gradually to undermine

constitution. He died at Islington in

aged sixty-three years; and, accord-

to his last request, was interred near

■"•Bojce, in the vaults of St. Paul's

"■"Writ. It has been stated that the

"T of Battishill was such, that even

■^togest compositions of Handel, Corelli,

" -W, were always sufficiently present to

3 ^collection during the time he was

Hem, to render the assistance of

* text unnecessary. It is said, that if he

°^ "Kt heard music, the impression of it

was almost indelibly fixed on his mind : and

a very singular instance has been recited in

proof of this fact. He was one day dining

with Dr. Arnold, when he played, from

memory, several passages of the doctor's

oratorio of the Prodigal Son, which he had

not heard for thirty years, and which the

doctor himself had entirely forgotten.

With respect to the general character of

Battishill's compositions, they are marked

by a peculiar strength of idea, great

force and justness of expression, a masterly

disposition, and a happy contrivance in the

parts. Four of his anthems, " Call to

remembrance" " How long wilt thou

forget me, O Lord ?" " I will magnify

thee, O Lord," and " Deliver us, O Lord

our God," are printed in Page's Harmo-

nia Sacra. He also left in manuscript at his

death fix anthems, several psalm tunes,

and some glees, rondos, and songs. Some

of his choruses in " Alcmena," for science,

dignity, and expression, deserve tobe classed

with the first-rate productions. Most of hi3

songs are likewise extremely energetic and

vigorous ; this, in particular, is the cha

racteristic of the two bass songs, " Pois'd in

heaven's eternal scale," and " Thus when

young Amman march'd along." As proofs

of the beauty and originality of his fancy in

ballad composition, every one will admit

the charming pastoral melody of " Ye

shepherds and nymphs of the grove"

the mellifluous and affecting air of " When

Damon languished at my feet" the

expressive passages in " When beauty on

the lover's cheek," and, above all, his

popular song of " Kate ofAberdeen."

BATTISTA (Alb. L. Fr.) composed

some sonatas at Augsburg He was an

excellent violinist, bora in iinabia in 1700.

BATTISTINE, (G lAcr.nit.) chapel-master

at Novarain 1700, published a collection of

sacred music at Bologna.

BATU, a composer of instiumental music

at Paris in 1798.

BAUCK, an organist in Saxony, and

composer in 1799.

BAUD (M.) published atParis, inl 803, ob

servationson strings for musical instruments.
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BAUDIOT, (Charles H.) an in

strumental composer at Paris in 1802. He

was also professor of the violoncello at the

conservatory, and one of the authors of the

method for his instrument, approved by that

body.

BAUDRON, (Antoine Laurent) first

violin at the Theatre Franeais, was born at

Amiens in 1743. He has composed the

music of several operas, among others the

new music to the " Pygmalion" of J. J.

Rousseau.

BAUER, (Francois) a violinist of ex

traordinary quickness and precision, was

bom in Bohemia. Mozart heard him at

Prague, and is said to have much admired

his playing.

BAUER, (Catherine) an amateur

pianist, pupil of Sterkel, published some '

piano-forte music in the years 1798 and

1799. She was born at Wurtzburg in

1785.

BAUER, (G. Charles) a composer

about the year 1785.

BAUERSACHS, (Christian FniFD-

rich) a performer on the bass horn and

violoncello, also composer for the above in

struments. He was born at Anspach, in

1770.

BAUERSCHMIDT, pianist and com

poser, resided at Petersburg in 1794.

BAUL1.I, an Italian singer at the opera

at Paris, at the time Madame Catalani was

manager.

BAUMANN, (Paul Cbristophe) di

rector of the music and composer at Slutt-

gard, about the year 1740.

BAUMBACH (Fr. A.)was director ofthe

orchestra at the theatre of Hamburgh about

the year 1783. He has published from that

time up to the year 1799, a great variety of

vocal and instrumental pieces.

BAUMBERG, a German instrumental

composer since the year 1783 ; some of his

works have been published at Amsterdam,

others at Berlin.

BAUMGAERTNER, (Jean-Baptiste)

a celebrated violoncellist. He wrote " In-

itruction de Musiuur tMorique et pratique

H I' Vtage du Fioloncelle," published at the

Hague. He composed also for his instru

ment, in various parts of Germany and

Holland. He died at Eichstadt in 1782.

BAUMGARTEN, (C. F.) organist of

the Lutheran church in the Savoy, and

leader of the orchestra at Covent-garden

theatre, towards the close of the last cen

tury. Besides his performance on the

violin and organ, he deserves notice as an

instrumental composer and profound har

monist (Clementi's Cat.)

BAUMGARTEN, (Gotthilf vox) an

officer in the Prussian service, composed ami

published several German operas between

the years 1775 and 1779.

BAUMGARTEN.an excellent performer

on the bassoon. He resided in London

about the year 1784.

BAUR (Charles Alexis) was bom at

Tours, in France, in 1789. Both his father

and mother were professors of the harp and

piano in that town, and gave their son in

structions on those instruments. At the age

of sixteen Baur went to Paris, and became

a harp pupil of the celebrated NadenMn.

In the year 1 820 he came to London, where

he is established as professor of his instru

ment, and has published some pleasing

music for the harp, piano, and flute, among

which we may name " Le Caravan, by

Gretry, arranged for the Harp." (Harm.

Inst.) "Duetfor the Harp and Flate." (I<U

BAURANS, (N.) a French composer of

petit operas in the Italian style, died in

1764.
BAURSCHMIDT. See Bauerschmut.

BAUSTELLER, (Joiiann Conrad) "

instrumental composer since the year 1729.

He published at Amsterdam six sonatas for

the harpsichord, in the year 1760.

BAVERINI, (Francesco) an Italian

composer, wrote a sacred opera called " £*

Conversione di S. Paolo," at Rome, in 1440.

BAYART, (Constanz A. M.) a Ger

man composer at Osnabruck about the

year 1799. He has published some piano

forte music and also songs.
BAYER, (Joseph D.) a composer for "i«

piano, published his Op. 1 at Augsburg, in

1801.
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BAYER, (And»e) an organist and

poer *t Wurtzburg in 1710.

BAYER. (Mlle.) a female composer at

You in 1797.

BAYLY (Axselm, LL.D.) published

"Tk/UStnct of Music, Poetry, and Ora-

*rjr,° London, 1789.

BAYON (Mlle.) published six sonatas

tt firkin 1770.

BAZZLNO or BAZZANI, (Natale) a

ouposer of masses, motets, &c. at Venice,

lie died in 1639.

BAZZLNO or BAZZANI, (Francisco)

™s^r brother of the preceding, was a

ctebrsted theorist and composer, born in

tie Venetian states in 1600. He died in

m.

BLALE, (John) an English pianist, and

n> «' the celebrated Cramer. In 1820,

elected a member of the Philhar-

■»*, ktting performed repeatedly at the

•■M that society. About the same

r**d Ik became associated with Messrs.

**»wd, Braham, &c. in the unfortunate

^•auinmof rebuilding theArgyle rooms,

■ i ferfcrmer and director in the concerts

"•■Sta by that musical combination,

"•csstriauted as a composer in the forma-

*«ft)wr musical catalogue. In 1821, a

"■^wmomion of Mozart took place, at

■"fcfli suggestion, on which occasion

Craw nnited with his pupil in the per-

of a daet, (on two piano-fortes)

tdectei tram the most classical music of

*K departed genius. Beale has been

woilj appointed a professor of his instru

ct, in the royal academy of music, and

10 we of hij pupils was adjudged the an-

,ul prize medal distributed at the first

of the students, in July last.

Tirious pleasing compositions by

^ lor his instrument may be mentioned

■ >*a dramatic airs, "Will great lordt and

'*«," from the Haunted Tower, and

' f««lf mgucie," by Carafa, both ar-
r>*5'd beantifully as rondos for the piano-

(Harm. Ins.)

BULE, (Wilhaji) an English com-

r* of madrigals, glees, and other vocal

**• He was educated as & chorister of

Westminster abbey, and is an excellent

part-singer. In 1813, he obtained the prize

cup given by the Madrigal society ; his com

position on that occasion being " Awuke

sweet Muse." W. Beale published at

Birchall's, in 1820, a collection of glees and

madrigals which do him great credit. " He

borrows," says an eminent modern critic,

" from the old school, with the lofty and

independent air of a man who is conscious

he can repay ; and as he has given us suf

ficient proof of his ability to copy other

styles, we trust that he will go on to form

and improve a style of his own," Certainly

we may add, that the peculiar harmony of

the old madrigals, has never been so well

imitated as by Beale, since the publication

of Dr. Cooke's " In the merry month of

May." Among various songs by Beale, the

cantata of "Brutus" is especially worthy

the attention of amateurs.

BEALE, professor of music at Man

chester, is an exceUent violoncellist.

He performed at the York meeting in

1823.

HEARD, an English singer of celebrity.

His name first appears in the Dram. Pcrs.

of Handel's operas performed at Covent-

garden in 1736. Beard had his musi

cal education in the chapel royal under

Bernard Gates. He first became a great

favourite of the town, by his style of singing

Galliard's hunting song, " With early horn."

His voice was a rich tenor. He died in

1791, in the seventy-fifth year of his age.

Soon after Beard appeared on the stage, he

married the Earl of Waldegrave's only

daughter, with whom he lived very happily,

during fourteen years, when she died. Hit

second wife was the daughter of Rich, then

patentee of Covent-garden theatre, at whose

death Beard, in right of his wife, became

one of the proprietors of that theatre, but he

soon sold his share and retired from the

stage. Beard was a highly esteemed cha

racter in private life.

BEATTIE, (Dr. James) the celebrated

author of the poem " The Minstrel," wrote

l essay on poetry and music as they

he mind. In his essay on the nature
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and immutability of truth, are likewise to be

found several ingenious observations on the

subject of music.

BEAUJOYEUX DE —. See Balta.

ZARIKI.

BEAUMARCHAIS, (Pierre Acous-

tin Gabon de) a professor of the harp, and

composer of light vocal music at Paris, died

there in 1779.

BEAUMESML (Mlle.) composed the

operetta, " Les Ugislatricet," at Paris, in

1786.

BEAUMONT, (Saunier de) a French

author, wrote a letter on ancient and modern

music, Paris, 1743.

BECHE. There were several brothers

of this name, musicians to the king of

France, about 1750; one of them assisted

in editing the solfeggi of Italy.

BECK, (C. F.) an instrumental composer

in Germany, between the years 1789 aud

1794.

. BECK, (Francois) an eminent compo

ser at Bourdeaux. His " Stabat Mater"

was performed at Paris in 1783, and highly

applauded. He died in 1809, at an ad

vanced age. Four operas by Beck, each

consisting of six symphonies, were published

at Paris about the year 1776.

BECKER or BEKER, (C. L.) organist

at Nordheim, and an instrumental composer

since the year 1790.

BECKER, (D.) violinist and instru

mental composer at Hamburgh, in 1668.

BECKER, (Fred. Aug.) composer of

vocal music at Frankfort in 1775.

BECKER (Jean) died at Cassel in

1803. He was organist there, and com

posed much music for the church.

BECKER, (J. M.) a German composer

of songs in 1802.

BECKER, (Madame) a celebrated

German theatrical singer, now living.

BECKMANN, (Jf.an-Frederic-Gott)

a celebrated popular instrumental and vocal

composer in Germany between the years

1769 and 1790. He died in 1792, aged

fifty-six.

BECKWITH, (Dr.) organist of the

cathedral and of St. Peter's at Norwich,

was a very able theoretical and practical

musician, and a scholar of the Hayes's of

Oxford. Some very simple instructions by

him, for playing thorough-bass, are given in

the first volume of the Quarterly Musical

Review, page 380. Dr. Beckwith was the

master of Vaughan the singer. He com

posed the glee, " Hark o'er the waves," and

" The Suppliant's Prayer," a song.

(Goulding'sCat.) "Six Anthems" of his are

also published by Clementi.

BECZWARZOWSKY, (A.) vocal and

instrumental composer in Germany between

the years 1794 and 1801.

BEDARA, author of a method for the

violin, Paris, 1800,

BEDFORD (Arthur) died in Eng

land in 1770. He published " The grrat

Abuse of Music," London, 1711. Also,

" The Temple of Music, or an Essay con

cerning the Method of Singing the Psalm

of David in the Temple before the Baby

lonish Captivity," 1712.

BEEC1IE, (Von) captain of dragoons

in the regiments of prince Frederick of Wur-

temberg, atVienna, composed a considerable

quantity of vocal and instrumental music

between the years 1780 and 1802. His

compositions for the piano-forte are much

admired at Vienna. He died in 1803.

BEER, (Joiiann.) See Baeiir.

BEER, (Joseph) chamber-musician to

the king of Prussia since the year 1792.

He is an eminent performer on the

clarionet, and has composed much for his

instrument between the years 1794 aud

1807.

BEETHOVEN (Ludwig von) was bora

in the year 1770 at Baun, where his

father was at that time the tenor singer in

the chapel of the elector. He received his

first instruction in music of Neefe, the court-

organist, and so rapid was his progress un

der this master, that at an unusually early

age he was able to perform that first of all

works for forming a finished player on the

organ or the piano-forte, the preludes and

fugues of the great Sebastian Bach, or, as

they are generally called, " Le Clavecin

Wen tempM," At this time he displayed
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njoal progress in composition ; for, in the

mat jeir, we find published at Manheim

is! Speyer, under his name, variations to a

larch, sonatas, and songs, all for the piano-

Sstt In 1792, he was sent by the elector

U.'ctf, (whose attention had been at-

trjcied to his youthful genius) entirely at

ha expense, to Vienna, as court-organist, to

the theory of music under the cele-

kMi J. Haydn. His instructor, however,

as having Vienna for London two years

iftr, intrusted his pupil, till his return, to

fa tare of the learned Albrechtsberger.

Hw moth Beethoven was benefited by the

•"•.'"•■o'j of such masters, is best known

j; ha works. It may, however, be doubted,

*htuahe was not, at this time, more dis-

tasafal for his performance than his com-

P** Jodging by the criticisms of his

•riffiorks, contained in the AUgenicinc

HaUuke Ztihtng, of Leipsic, (the first

jsral /. Europe with regard to musical

^iews) be was not allowed even the abi-

■5 of composing variations of any merit.

'Hirfaei of modulation, melodies more

uptetijn pleasing, and an evident strug-

fj**W original, were among the principal

fahofwhich he was then accused. Severe

critics were on Beethoven as a
■"spwr, they were lavish in their praises

1 iim u a player. In their opinion, no one

*■ equal him in spirit and brilliancy of

Hfiiion ; and nothing more was wanting

15 perfect his performance, than more preci-

* ad distinctness of touch. His greatest

consisted, as was unanimously agreed,

* tfltmporary performance, and in the art

y nrting any given theme without the

premeditation. In this he approached

:*ot to Mozart, and has never had a rival

«•«.

The precarious situation of the court of

k^ne dnring the war, and still more the

^of the elector in 1801, in whom not

™lj Beethoven, but the art of music, lost

* of its most zealous patrons, induced

fcwSunen to choose Vienna as his perma-

""rsidenct ; and in this he acted judici-

^.u it is unquestionably the first city in

kswij Sat the encouragement of the fine

arts, although by no means for that of the

sciences. Original and independent in his

general way of thinking, as he is in his

musical productions, a decided enemy to

flattery, an utter stranger to every thing dis

honourable, he disdained to court the favour

of any one, however wealthy or high in rank.

Thus he has resided nearly thirty years in

that splendid metropolis, in open hostility

with too many, and in friendship with only

the few, whom the admiration of his great

genius will not allow to take offence, either

at the singularity of his manner, or at the

ill-judged candour with which he gives his

opinion of persons, however unfavourable it

may be. Till very lately, he had hardly any

other emolument than what his composi

tions produced him, and consequently too

often lived in circumstances very unworthy

of such a great genius. In Austria, the

nativ e composers have experienced a neglect

similar to that which Frederick the Great

displayed to the literati of Prussia. There

the Klopstocks, Lessings, Wielands, en

tirely disregarded, had not the slightest

access to royal favour, while the Voltaires,

D'Alemberts, and the myriad of other

foreigners, received the highest honours and

rewards. At Vienna, the present imperial

family have a predilection for Italian music

and Italian composers. Salleri the Italian

has all the honours, and (what he probably

likes just as much) all the emoluments of

principal maestro di capella to their majes

ties ; whereas Beethoven, the inimitable

Beethoven, has to rely entirely on his own

strength, without the smallest portion of im

perial munificence. It must have been a

consideration like this, together with the in

crease of difficulties, that determined him, in

1809, to accept an offer from the new West-

phalian court of Jerome Buonaparte, of the

situation of maestro di capella. Fortunately

for the honour of Vienna and of Austria,

the archduke Rudolph, and the princes

Lobkowitz and Kinsky, induced him to alter

this resolution. In expressions at once the

most favourable and delicate, these princes

had a document drawn up, by which they

settled on Beethoven an annuity of 4000
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florius, with no other condition, than that so

long as he derives the benefit of it, he must

reside at Vienna, or in some other part of

the Austrian dominions, but he cannot travel

into foreign countries, unless with the con

sent of his patrons. The issue of the last

war has sufficiently proved how judiciously

he acted in declining the offer from Cassel,

and in resolving to remain at Vienna on

such conditions. Vienna has thus become

the permanent place of his abode during the

principal part of his life. Although he had

a great wish to see foreign countries, parti

cularly England, it seems he has never

hitherto made any application for leave of

absence to the archduke Rudolph, who is

now his only patron, the princes Lobkowitz

and Kinsky being dead. It may, however,

be doubted whether his presence would add,

either here or any where else, to his cele

brity. His warmth of temper, extreme

frankness and singularity of manners,

(which he is little able to rule according to

the prescribed forms of society) his little

reserve in judging of people, and above all,

that deplorable calamity, the greatest which

can befall a man of his profession, his extreme

deafness, seem little calculated to endear

his person to the true admirers of his genius.

It should, however, be here mentioned, that

notwithstanding his foibles, which much

more frequently belong to great than to or

dinary men, his character, as a man and as

a citizen, ranks deservedly high. Although

his originality induces him to deviate from

ordinary rules in the little affairs of common

life, yet his high feeling of honour and right

has produced a rectitude in his moral con

duct, which ensures to him the esteem of

every honourable man.

To give a detailed critique on Beethoven's

works would exceed the limits of this

sketch. They are universally known and

acknowledged to be, for the greater part,

productions of the highest order. In the

loftier strains of composition, in which the

greatest master can .most fully develope

both the fertility of his imagination in the

invention of melodies, and his dexterity and

learning in the construction of harmonies,

Beethoven has attained so eminent a rink

that it is difficult to say who excels him. In

many of his orchestral symphonies, over

tures, quartettos for the violin, concertos,

trios, and sonatas for the piano- forte, he tniy

be placed without the slightest presumption

by the side of Haydn and Mozart. Hit over

ture to the " Men of Prometheus," and bit

piano-forte concerto in C minor, Op. 37,

would alone be sufficient to immortslite

him. They will ever be heard with delight

after any overture or concerto even of

Mozart The following list of the works of

Beethoven, is copied from that very excel

lent periodical work, the Harmonicon.

Op. 1. " Three Trios for Piano-fort',

Violin, and Violoncello."—2. " Three Sona

tas for Piano-forte, dedicated to Haydn' —

3. " Trio, in Eflat, for Violin, .Viola, and

Violoncello."—4. " Quintet, in E flat, for

two Violins, two Violas, and Violoncello."—

5. " Two Sonatas for Piano-forte, with

Violoncello or Violin Obligato, dedicated to

the King of Prussia."—6. " 4n easy Sons-

ta for the Piano-forte, for four hands!'—

7. " Sonata, in Eflat, for Piano-forte."—

8. "Serenade, in D, fur Violin, VMa,ani

Violoncello."—9. " Three Triosfor Violin,

Viola, and Violoncello ; Paris Edit, from.

Op. 4."—10. " Three Sonatasfor the Piano

forte."—11. " Trio, in B, for Piano-forti,

Clarionet, or Violin and VioloncrUo."—

12. " Three Sonatas for Pianoforte and

Violin."—13. " Senate PatMlique, for

Piano forte."—14. " Two Sonatas f»r

Piano-forte."—15. " Concerto, in C, for

Piano-forte, A'o. I, with Orchestra."—IS.

" Quintet, in E flat, for Piano-forti,

Hautboy, Clarionet, Horn, and Bassoon?

17. "Sonata, for Piano-forte and Horn,

or Violoncello."—18. " Six Quatuors for

two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello."—19-

"Concerto, in B, for Piano-forte, No.%

with Orchestra."—20. "Septetto, in Eft,

for Violin, Viola, Clarionet, Horn, Bf

soon, Violoncello, and Contra-basso. •-21.

" Sinfonia, in C, for Orchestra, Wo. 1 •"—

22. " Sonata, in B,for Piano-forte."—23-

" Sonata for Piano-forte and VioU*."—

24. '< Sonata for Piano forte and Violin."
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& "Strode, m D, for Flute, Violin,

aifM'—iS. "Sonata, in Aflat, for

hm-fntt."—27. " Sonata, quasi Fan-

tu*,fw Piano-forte, Nos. 1 and 2."—28.

"Smitt, u D, for Piano-forte." — 29.

't/ntttto, in C,for two Violins, two J'io-

'a,niV»kiictUo."—30. " Three Sonatas

ft Piswforte and Violin, dedicated to

Jlmuder l."—3\. " Three Sonatas for

Pnmjtrte, Vienna Edit, from Op. 29."—

ft "Sr Sengs, by GeUrrt."—33. " Ba-

nkOeifurlke Piano-forte."—34. "Six

•raAww/w Piano-forte."—35. " Varia-

Hmfrr Piano-forte."—36. " Sinfonia, in

D, f* Orchestra, No. 2."—37. " Con-

irh,» C minor, for Piano-forte, No. 3,

«i Orclafrd."—38. " Grand Trio for

tvntjrtt, Clarionet, or Violin, and Vio-

t>*<tk,irranged after the Septetto, Op.

&iftit Mhor."—39. " Two Preludes,

•"Stktreke major heys.for the Piano-

!*> o Oryim."—40. " Romance, in O,for

'■«*, <titk Orchestra."—41. " Serenade

!" hsm-fnte and Flute, or Violin, ar-

'«f<i fnn the Serenade, Op. 25, by the

Afa'-W. " Overture to Prometheus,

"Cfnflrckatra."—44. "Fourteen Va-

Piano-forte, Violin, and Vio-

45. " Three Marchesfor Piano-

!**•/« f«tr hands"—A " Scena ed

'As, perfido V for a Soprano, with

t^ftmnentsfor Orchestra."—-47. "So-

-kf* Piano-forte and Violin Obligate,

li Kreuttcr."—48. " Adelaide,

* MttUuon, (in Italian and German)

w» Animpaniment for Piano-forte."—

®T«o easy Sonatas, for Piano-forte."

* "fawner for Violin princ. in F,

">Orcia/r«."—51. "Two Rondos for

^ftrte, tnCandG, Not. 1 and 2."—
J- HEirkt &mgs, with Accompaniments,

f* Piano-forte, ' Urian's Reise,' ' Fencr-

'lm Arm der Liebe,' &c."—53.

'*■*, in C, for Piano-forte." — 54.

in F, for Piano-forte." — 55.

" H"»ir Sinfonia, in Bflat, for Orchestra,

M."_56. .< Concerto, in C.for Piano-

with Orchestra."— bl. " Sonata, in

f "fa, for Piano-forte."—68. " Con-

""H •»<?,/«• Piano-forte.with Orches-

Ira."—59. *' Three Quartets, for two Vio

lins, Viola, and Violoncello."—60. " Sin

fonia, in B, for Orchestra, No. 4."—61.

" Concerto, in D,for Violin, with Orches

tra."—62. " Overture to Coriolanus, in C

minor, for Orchestra." — 64. " Grand

Sonata for Piano-forte and Violoncello,

arranged from the Trio, Op. 3, by the

Author."—67. " Sinfonia, in E flat, for

Orchestra, No.5."—68. "Pastoral Sinfonia,

in F,for Orchestra, No. 6."—69. "Sonata

for Piano-forte and Violoncello." — 70.

" Two Trios for Piano-forte, Violin, and

Violoncello."— 73. "Concerto, in E flat,

for Piano-forte, with Orchestra." — 74.

" Quartet, in Eflat, for two Violins, Viola,

and Violoncello."—75. " Six Songs, by

Gothe, with Piano-forte Accompaniments,

1 Kennst du das Land,* ' Neue Liebe,' &c

&c.''—76. " Variationsfor Piano-forte."—

77. " Fantasiafor Piano-forte."—78. "So-

nata, in F sharp, (major) for Piano-forte."

79. " Sonatina, in G,for Piano-forte."—

80. " Fantasia, in C minor,for Piano-forte,

with Orchestra."—81. " Septetto, in Eflat,

for Violin, fyc."—81*. " Sonata for Piano

forte, 1 Let Adicux,' &c."—82. " Four

Arietles and a Ihiet, (Italian and German)

with Accompaniments for Piano-forte."—•

83. " Three Songs, by Giithe, with Accom

paniments for Piano-forte, 1 Wonne der

Wehmuth,' ' Sehnsucht,' ' Gemattes Band,'

Slc."—84. " Overture to Egmont, in F

minor, for Orchestra." — 84*. " 7sn/re

Actes to Egmont, for Orchestra."—85.

" Oratorio, ' The Mount of Olives.' "—86.

" Overture to the Opera of Leonora, for

Grand Orchestra."—87. " Trio for two

Hautboys and English Horn."—88. "Fide

lia, a grand Opera, the Scorein MS."—90.

" Sonata, in E minor, for Piano-forte."—

91. " Battle of }'ittoria,for a full Orches

tra."—92. " Sinfonia, in A, for Orches

tra, No. 7."—93. "Sinfonia, in F, for

Orchestra, No. 8."—94. " Song, ' Andie

Hoffnung,' from Tiedge's Vriania, with

Accompaniments for Piano-forte." — 95.

"Quartet 2, in F minor, for two Violins,

Viola, and Violoncello."—96. " Sonata for

Piano-forte and Violin."—97, " Trio, in
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B,for Piano-forte,Violin,and Violoncello."

98. " Song, 'Andie feme Golible,' by

Jeittcles."—99. " Bass Song, ' Der Mann

von Worl.' "—100. " Romance, ' Das Leh-

luss Markenstein.' "—101. " Sonata, in A

major,for Piano-forte."— 102. " Two So

natas, for Piano-forte and Violoncello"—

104. " Quintuors, in C minor,for two Vio

lins, two Tenors, and Violoncello, or three

Violins, Tenor, and Violoncello, arranged

after a Piano-forte Trio, by the Author."—

105. "Easy Variations for Piano-forte,

with Flute or Violin Accompaniment ad

lib. to Sis: Themes."—106. " Sonata for

Piano-forte."—109. " Sonata for Piano

forte."—110. " Sonatafor Piano-forte."—

111. " Grand Sonata for Piano-forte."—

118. " Quartetfor two Violin, two Tenors,

and Violoncello." — 120. " Thirty-three

Variations on a Waltz, by Diabelli."

Beethoven has lately completed a new

grand mass.

We will now subjoin some further particu

lars respecting this great composer from the

pen of the intelligent Gerber. VVehave al

ready seen that Beethoven was, in early

life, more celebrated as a pianist than for

his powers in composition. In extempora

neous performance he peculiarly excelled.

One of the most striking instances of his

ability in this respect is said to have been

giveu in the year 1791, when Karl Ludwig

Junker, before a large party of musicians,

proposed to him a thema, upon which he

immediately extemporized to the admiration

of all present. After having resided nearly

eighteen years at Vienna, in a state of re

spectable privacy, the circumstances of

Beethoven became more and more embar

rassed, partly from the political difficulties

of the times, and partly from the jealousy

of other professors. This was the principal

reason that he decided on accepting the si

tuation of chapel-master at the new court

of Westphalia ; which decision led, as we

have before seen, to his receiving a pension

from the Austrian court,where his value as a

composer now began to be better appreci

ated. The talents of a Haydn and Mozart

raised instrumental composition in Germany

to an astonishing elevation ; and Beethoven

may be said not only to have maintained

the art in that stupendous altitude, buteven

in some respects to have brought it to a still

higher degree of perfection. Beichardt. in

his letters from Vienna, says, "Haydn drew

his quartets from the pure source of his sweet

and unsophisticated nature, his captivating

simplicity and cheerfulness ; in these works

he is still without an equal. Mozart's

mightier genius and richer imagination took

a more extended range, and embodied in

several passages the most profound and

sublime qualities of his own mind. More

over, he was much greater as a performer

than Haydn, and as such, expected more from

instruments than the latter did. He also

allowed more merit to highly wrought and

complicated compositions, and thus raised

a gorgeous palace within Haydn's fairy

bower. Of this palace Beethoven was an

early inmate ; and in order adequately to

express his own peculiar forms of style, be

had no other means but to surmount the

edifice with that defying and colossal tower

which no one will probably presume to

carry higher with impunity." Whoever

doubts the justness of this last remark, need

only consult Beethoven's " Concerto in C

minor,(No. 37 of the preceding catalogue);

it is worthy of being studied with attention;

consulting, at the same time, the review of

it, in No. 28 of the seventh year of the

Leipsic Musical Gazette. Let the student,

who is inclined duly to appreciate the com

parative merit of Beethoven's works, en

deavour further to hear the performance, bj

a good orchestra, of his Pastoral Sinfonit :

and in order properly to estimate this grand

and difficult work of art, it is even desirable

that he should first read, with attention, the

beautiful and spirited description of this""

quisite masterpiece, given by Mr. Frederick

Mosengcil, of Meiningen, in No. 133 of the

Zritung f. die eleg. Welt, 1810. One

of the principal regrets respecting Beetho

ven's music is, that in most of his 'works

his style inclines to the solemn and melan

choly ; " feelings," says Gerber, " which Ik*

calamities of the times have^ rendered but
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too prevalent amongst his German bre-

drea,"

Beethoven now usually passes the sum-

Mr U ibe pleasant village of Baden, about

twtbt miles from Vienna. He is extremely

•id/, but can hear without the assistance of

uy machine, when addressed loudly and

isUKtlr. His principal amusement in the

ooatry is taking long walks in the most

raintic parts of the vicinity, which excur

sus he sometimes extends even through the

■jAl It is said that he does not write

inn a single note of his compositions till

I* •» menially completed them, and that

t* holds his own earlier compositions in

OKenpL " If any man," says an able

toattiporary writer in the Quarterly Mu-

nl Rnmr. " can be said to enjoy an al-

«w taiversal admiration as composer, it

uBewhoven ; who disdaining to copy his

fudecesori in any, the most distant, man-

■r, has, notwithstanding, by his euergetic,

W, lad uncommon style of writing, ear

ned way the priie from our modern (Jlym-

His peculiar beauties may be enu

merated as follows: originality of inven-

'J«-«icomnion passages—a very energe-

txsmtt—imitative passages almost in-

*»erible—and abstruse scientific modu-

The first of these peculiarities, no

lofer of music who lias heard any of

■ symphonies will refuse to admit, and it

» principally to this prominent feature in

J! ba wotks that the fame he has acquired

ao»iag. There is something in the first

aoreneats of all his overtures and sympho-

«aich, to the hearer, conveys a clear

•apression that the piece is not similar to

u) be ever heard before by other compo-

■* The frequent employment of discords

•OTsobed with a full harmony, the appa-

'tit sombre cast of expression by a conti-

»s»l richness and depth of the bxss, the

nideot preparation for some beautiful alte

ra or vivace movement ; all these conspire

t> aw the author in our estimation, and

to liep our attention alive. Yet when he

leid us to the quick, it is not upon

' bjht, unmeaning, or dance-like passage

** k« chooses to work j conscious of his

resources, he gives an excellent subject,

gradually rising into importance as the in

struments one after the other join in the

stringed chorus, and when (as Maister

Mace would say) ' that vast concording

unity' of the whole band comes ' thunder

ing in,' we perceive with what admirable

skill the orchestra are brought together, and

afterwards, to the latter part of the piece,

continue our admiration of the scientific

manner in which the parts are worked up.

The conclusion leaves us in regret." In

the "Mount of Olivet," the introductory

symphony is considered to be so affecting

and appropriate as to be equal, if not su

perior, to Haydn's iutroductionor represent

ation of Chaos in the " Creation." The

whole is a striking instance of Beethoven's

originality of invention. With respect to

his energetic manner, nearly the whole of

his works abound with specimens of this

description of beauty. We must next ad

vert to another peculiarity in Beethoven's

music, his unexpected and abstruse modu

lations; which by some amateurs are con

sidered beauties, by others are thought to

counteract taste and expression. This latter

opinion is refuted by Dr. Burney, It is

true that " in the first ages of music, and

when the first compositions in parts were

given to the world, it was thought necessa-

rary by the theorists and contrapuntists of

the day to give rules for modulation, and

woe to the adventurous, hardened being

who dared sacrilegiously lo break through

them. Still, notwithstanding this restraint,

Monteverde published his ' System of Dis

cords.' Immediately the whole host of

critics were up in arms, and could scarcely

find words to express their astonishment and

horror at so audacious an attempt. Yet in

time these were received as current, and

other composers gradually extended the

number of chords, derivative discords, and

modulations, each succeeding generation of

musicians, until Haydn's time, improving

upon and rejecting the severe fetters which

the rules imposed by the preceding one

would have laid upon it." In the midst of

Beethoven's energy, variety, and abstruse
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ness, ideas may sometimes however be

discovered which create enthusiasm solely

from their simplicity. Of this description

is the well-known passage in his "liattle

Sinfonia," where the one fifer is supposed to

be heard attempting to rally the disordered

ranks of the French army, by playing their

national air of Malbnmk, which he performs

in a minor key from his own presumed

thirst and fatigue.

BEFFROI DE REIGNY,(L. A.) called

I < Cousin Jaconet, a song writer at Paris,

and author of some petits operas, between

the years 1786 and 1805.

BEGNIS, (Monsieur Di.) See Debeo-

BEGNIS, (Madame Di.) See Debfonis.

BEGREZ (P. J. M.) was born at Namur,

in Belgium, in 1790. At the age of six years

he was entered as a chorister in the cathedral

church of St. Aubain,where the beauty of his

voice was much admired. A few years after

wards, he quitted the Netherlands for Paris,

where he was received as a violin pupil at the

conservatory of music. After this time, lie

was, during several years, employed in the

orchestra at the Italian opera at Paris, which

was under the direction of the celebrated

Grasset. He then quitted the violin, his

voice having settled in a fine tenor, and

devoted himself entirely to the study of sing

ing, under the first masters then at Paris ;

so that, in the year 1814, he gained the first

prize for singing at the conservatory. In

1815, he made his de"but at the grand opera,

and obtained the greatest success in the prin

cipal parts of the several operas, "ArmiHe,"

u Les Bayaderes," and " sinacreon" He

still, however, although he received much

encouragement, felt that his studies had

formed him rather for the Italian than the

French school of singing; he consequently

decided to take the earliest opportunity of

quitting the French opera establishment, and

travelling in Italy. However, at the close

of the year 1815, Mr. Lees, private secre

tary to Mr. Waters, then proprietor of the

King's theatre in London, being in Paris

for the purpose of engaging singers, pre

vailed on Begrez to come to England, as

first tenor at the King's theatre ; to which

establishment he remained attached till the

end of the season of 1821, since which time

he has quitted the stage, and confined him

self to concert-singing and tuition. He has

been engaged at most of the principal con

certs in London and provincial music meet

ings ; is also first tenor at the Bavarian chapel

in Warwick-street. Begrez has a beautiful

tenor voice, is an excellent musician, and

performs in concert very sweetly, and in a

chaste good style.

BEGUE (LE)orLEBEGUE,acelebrated

organist at Paris, died in 1700.

BEHR (Samuel Rudolph) published

some instrumental trios at Leipsic in 170.').

BEINET, a composer for military bands

at Paris in 1798.

BEKER, composer of vocal and instru

mental music at Gottingen between the

years 1784 and 1790.

BELESTA, (He.) See Mercadier.

BELKE, (M. F.) a celebrated performer

on the clarionet, and chamber-musician to

the king of Prussia.

BEr,L(Rev.HR.)published about 1769,

a Nunc dimittis for two voices.

BELLA, (Domknico dalla) a per

former on the violoncello, and composer in

Italy, in the beginning of the eighteenth

century.

BELLAMY (TnoMAs Ludford) was

born in the parish of St. John.Westminster,

in 1770. He is the son of Richard Bellamy,

the celebrated bass singer of his day, from

whom he received his first musical educa

tion. His next instruction was from Dr.

Cooke ; and afterwards, when his voice

changed to a bass, he became a pupil of the

celebrated Tasca, with whom he was to

have»goue abroad in the year succeeding to

that in which Tasca died. Thus disap

pointed, Bellamy pursued his studies is

London for some time, and was appointed

deputy to his father, and others, in the

king's chapel at St. James's, and in St.

Paul's, and Westminster abbey. He was

also employed, from time to time, at

the Ancient concerts ; on one of which oc

casions, and some time preceding the last
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fflaaaaratim of Handel is 1791-2, he

iiijsiticulirly noticed by Joah Bates, who

bs% tolaiiteereu giving him a scries of

•»«< in singing ancient music. In conse-

tpaa of inch instruction, Bellamy's per-

iaua at those concerts was soon

amed with the most flattering suc-

m In the year 1794, finding little hopes

rf pronotion, but in the event of deaths,

Winy resolved on accepting an offer

side sin to go to Ireland, as agent to a

ikJous'i estates, which he enjoyed but a

ibort time, as certain mortgagees foreclosed,

isd he » as superseded, and left to speculate

J i theatrical career, which commenced by

is bang appointed stage-manager to the

Wo theatre, in the year 1797. Here he

"•i tcemely successful, and in the year

If'i purchased into the Manchester, C'hes-

*. Shrewsbury, and Litchfield theatres, as

."sal proprietor; which property be sold in

fcjean 1803-4, and purchased the Bel-

*>, baiontlerry, and Newry theatres, be-

ssaae sole proprietor. This last speculation

purat unfortunate, Bellamy accepted an

"Braeat at Covent-garden theatre for

'"JBSjUidwas also appointed a member

''i Ancient and Vocal concerts, oratorios,

■ Ja 1812, he was engaged at Drury-

fot frte years, retaining his concert

^laments and the country meetings, in

"SOWonwith Bartleman, who was his

ka4 and contemporary (man and boy) until

k d»J of his death ; upon which event

'•'hay was appointed principal bass singer

■f the Ancient concerts. He also holds

■ «fpointment of master of the choir

* ka catholic majesty's chapel, under

& Spanish embassy, to which he was

tCtti»««l in the year 1819. Bellamy

^ »ot had time to write for publication,

Wi hours unoccupied in public perform-

"os having been engaged in tuition, and

lutaly.ia the conduct of his mutic academy,

"tthlahed upon the Loglerian system, since

^jearlgls.

(Ludovico) a very cele-

Italian vocal composer about 1590.

(Vincent) a poet and
'•"pun of nudrigali at Venice in 1568.

BELLCHAMBERS, (Mas.) an English

female singer of some eminence. She was

engaged at the oratorios in 1821. Mrs. B. is

an honorary member of the royal academy

of music.

BELLERMAN, (Constant™) bora at

Erfurt in 1696, published many vocal and

instrumental musical works between the

years 1726 and 1735.

BELLEVAL, (Chableb) born in France,

published some instrumental music at

Leipsic. He was an emigrant, residing at

Erfurt in the time of the French revolution.

BELLI, (Giovanni) a celebrated soprano

singer, in 1750, at Dresden. He drew tears

from most of his audience in the air of

" L' Olimpiade," beginning " Consola it

genilore." lie died at Naples in 1760.

BELLOCHI, (Signora Geohgi) an

Italian singer. She sang at the opera and

various concerts in London in the year 1817,

and several subsequent seasons. She had a

sound good style, but her voice was remark

able neither for tone nor compass. ,

BELLOLI. There are two celebrated

horn-players of this name (father and son) at

Milan.

BELTRAME, an eminent organist and

church composer at Verona in 1799.

BEMETZRIEDER, born in Alsace in

1748, came to Paris and formed an acquaint

ance with Diderot, to whose daughter he

taught music. Beinetzrieder has written

several didactic works on music, published at

Paris and in London, in which latter capital

he resided several years. Some of his music

for the piano-forte was published by Preston.

BEMUCKY, a composer, living at

Vienna in 1797.

BENARD, a French composer at Paris in

the beginning of the eighteenth century. He

published some solos for the violin in 1729.

BENAZET, an excellent French violon

cellist. He performed, in 1823, at the

Soci^te' Philharmonique, at Paris.

BENCINI, (P. P.) an Italian vocal com

poser at the beginning of the eighteenth

century. He is the author of the oratorio,

" I'Innocenza protella," arranged for four

voices,
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BENDA, (Franz) musician to Frederick

II. of Prussia, and founder of a German

school of violinists, was bora in Bohemia,

in 1709. He was appointed a singing-boy

to the church of St. Nicholas, at Prague, in

1718 ; and from thence he went to Dresden,

where he was engaged at the chapel royal.

About the same time he applied himself to

the study of the violin, and had no other

resource to save himself from poverty (hav

ing quitted the king's chapel)than to engage

with a company of street-musicians, among

whom there happened to be a blind Jew,

named Lobel, an excellent violinist, and

who became Benda's master and model.

Fatigued with his wandering life, Benda,

then eighteen years of age, returned to

Prague, and soon afterwards went to

Vienna, where he received lessons from

one ofthe first masters of the place. There

he remained two years, when he pro

ceeded to Warsaw, and procured the situa

tion of chapel-master. The prince royal of

Prussia, afterwards Frederick II., took

Benda into his service in 1732, on the re

commendation of Quarz. Finally, in 1772,

he succeeded Graun, as concert-master to

the king. He died at Potsdam, in 1786.

Dr. Burney says, that Benda's manner of

playing was neither that ofTartini.nor Somis,

nor Veracini, nor any other great master, but

peculiarly his own. He published " Studies

for the Violin," "Progressive Exercises,"

and other instrumental works ; especially

"Eight Solos for the Violin," which are

extremely admired for their good taste and

truly cantabile style.

BENDA, (George) brother of the pre

ceding, was born in 1722. He was many

years in the service of the court of Gotha,

and published, in 1757, a very beautiful set

ofsonatas for the harpsichord, in the style of

Emmanuel Bach. He also composed several

German comic operas, and two works, which

he calls duodrames, " Ariadne in Naxos"

and " Medea." The author has manifested

great abilities and feeling in the expressive

and picturesque symphonic composition with

which he has told the story and painted the

distress of Ariadne, when abandoned by

Theseus in the island of Naxos. This is

done wholly without singing. The narra

tive part is spoken in blank verse, and the

several passions and sentiments are seconded

and highly coloured in fragments of sym

phony, like those of accompanied recitative

of the most select, impassioned, and exqui

site kind. G. Benda was received, in 1742,

as first violin at the chapel of the king of

Prussia, and subsequently was chapel-mas

ter at Gotha. About the year 1760, he

obtained permission to visit Italy, and it

was after his return that he composed his

best vocal music. Dr. Burney says, that

the music of G. Benda is new, profound,

and worthy of a great master ; the only

objection that can be made to it, is in

occasional affectation of too great novelty ;

but this observation can only apply to his

earlier productions, before he went to Italy.

He died in 1795.

BENDA (Fbiedrich Ludwig) died in

great poverty at Konigsberg, in Prussia, in

1 792, aged forty-eight. He composed several

cantatas and operettas.

BENDA, (FniEnRicH Wilhelm Hein-

rich) usually called Friedrich Benda, was

born in Potsdam, in 1745. He was a good

instrumental composer, and also published

several oratorios.

BENDA, (Joseph) musician to the king

of Prussia, was brother and pupil to

Franz Benda. He died at Berlin, in 1804,

aged seventy-five.

BENDA (Carl Herrmann Hein)

was born at Potsdam, in Prussia, in 1748.

He was ballet-master at the opera at Berlin,

and was appointed chamber-musician to the

king of Prussia, in 1802.

BENDA, (Madame.) See Hkyne.

BENDELER (Johann Philipi-) pub

lished some works on music, between the

years 1688 and 1706. He was born near

Erfurt, in 1660.

BENDER, a celebrated performer on the

clarionet in Germany. In beauty and rich

ness of tone, facility, brilliancy of execution,

and fine taste, he is said to rival the first

performers on that instrument.

BEND1NELU, (Aoostino) a com
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run of church music between tbe years

153a and 1604. He was a regular canon of

i; Laieran, born at Lucca, in 1550.

BEXECKEN, (F. B.) a clergyman,

cor Hanover, published some sacred and

cbsiuc music at Hanover since the year

1717.

BENEDICT, of Appe.nzcl, a composer

d .iarch music in the middle of the siz-

'■euth century.

BEXEDICTUS, (Joh. Bapttsta) a

aataonatician at Venice, died at Turin,

. 1500. He wrote some works on music.

BENEDIKT, a pianist at Dresden, is a

jspl of C. M. Von Weber. He is said to

iarc ptat firmness of finger.

B5SEKEN". See Beneckin.

BEXELLI, (Alemanno.) See Mixoni.

EDiEXU, (Antonio) an Italian tenor

etc and composer. He sang, about the

m ngg, in England ; and in the follow-

s; jear was engaged at Dresden, where

* limited in 1810, and published some

locatai.

BESELLI, (Sionoh) an Italian singer,

"ifador of the King's theatre for the

««i 1824.

ESET,(John.) SeeBEMNET.

BEKETTI, an Italian bass singer, engaged

* 4* King's theatre for the season of

IBL

BEXEVENTO, (Guiseppe J. U.) an

Italia composer at Venice between the

!«w 1680 and 1727, during which time he

k«rit out eleven operas.

BEXEVENTO DI SAN RAFFALE,

T^Comte) an excellent amateur violinist

c Turin. He published six duos for the

"An, in London and Paris, about the year

'"(•. He also wrote some letters on music.

BEKEVOLI, (Orazio) chapel-master of

Peter's at Rome, was one of the greatest

'wposen of the seventeenth century, and a

PP« of Bernardo Nanini. Liberati asserts

Benevoli was superior to his master,

*• >B other composers, in the art of writing

and counterpoint for four and six

each of four parts. Dr. Burney

Ha a mm of this kind, composed by Bene-

"*i "Inch surpasses, in effect, every thing

be had known of the same description.

This is probably the mass which Benevoli

composed for the cessation of the plague at

Rome, for six choirs, of four parts each, the

score consisting of twenty-four different

parts. It was performed at St. Peter's

church, of which he was maestro di ca-

pella ; and the singers, amounting to more

than two hundred, were arranged in dif

ferent circles of the dome, the sixth choir

occupying the summit of the cupola.

BENGRAF (Johann) published at

Vienna, in 1786, some instrumental music.

BENINCASA, an Italian tenor singer, at

present at Dresden.

BEN1NCORI, (Anoelo) an instrument

al composer in France and Germany since

the year 1802.

BENINI, (Giv'sei-pe) born at Florence

in 1704, was a celebrated performer on

the harpsichord, and composer for his in

strument. He died at an early age, in

France.

BENINI, (Signora) a buffo singer at

the opera, in London, in 1787.

BENNET, (John) one of our best

madrigalists, seems to have had a melody

more phrased and chantante than most of

his contemporaries. Besides his madrigals

for four voices, published in 1599, and of

which several are still noticed by the ad

mirers of old music, he contributed largely

to the compositions inserted in a work pub

lished by Thomas Ravenscroft, in 1614,

entitled " A britft discourse of the true but

neglected use of characterising the degrees

of mensurable musicke, 4*c*"

BENNET, (Savnoers) organist at

Woodstock, in Oxfordshire ; he died at an

early age, of consumption, in 1809. Some

of his compositions, both vocal and instru

mental, are in print.

BENNET, (William) professor of

music, and organist of St. Andrew's church,

Plymouth, is descended from an ancient

and highly respectable family. His ances

tor, John Bennet, was sheriff of London in

the fourteenth century, and having great

wealth, purchased the manor of Wycroft, in

Devonshire, and settled there. William
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Bennet's father resided at Coomblnteign-

liead, near Teignmouth, having inherited a

comfortable estate in that parish. He was

a highly respectable character. The subject

of our memoir was the eldest son, and born

about the year 1767. He was educated in

music at Exeter, by Bond and Jackson, both

composers and eminent musicians. He

afterwards went to London, and finished

his studies under the direction of the late

Christian Bach, at whose death he placed

himself under the celebrated Schroeter, who,

jt is well known, by his superior and very

elegant performance on the grand piano

forte, brought that instrument into public

notice, and superseded the use of the harp'-

sichord. His pupil, Bennet, did the same

at Plymouth. Being invited to settle there,

he was the first person that introduced a

grand piano-forte into that town ; and by

his perseverance and repeated performance

on that instrument, at the public and private

concerts, he overcame the prejudice of the

natives and professors for harpsichords.

Soon after his arrival at Plymouth, in the

year 1793, l ennet was appointed organist

of St. Andrew's church, and is considered

one of the best extemporary performers in

England, on the organ. In the year 1797,

he married the eldest daughter of John

Debell, Esq., of Guildford, by whom he

has a family. His musical compositions

are extensive and classical. They consist

of " Three Sonatat for the Piano-forte,

with Accompaniment, dedicated to Lady

Warren." "A Concertofor the Grand Piano

forte, with Accompaniments for a full

Orchestra, dedicated to Mrs. Gough." "A

first Divertimento,dcdicated to Miss Patty."

"A second Divertimento, dedicated to Miss

Warrington." " Three Sets of six Songs,

with a Glee to each Set." " Three Duets

for two Performers on the Piano-forte."

"A Coronation March." "A Coronation

Anthem," expressly composed for' the coro

nation of his present majesty. The cele

brated American glee, " When shall we

three meet again," with several other glees

just published. "A Portuguese Hymn, with

Far," "An Air from Loves of the Angels,

with Var." "Here a noddin, with Vct!

"Vien qve Donni Bella, with far." Benne

has now in the press two very extensive works

"The Collects of the Church of England

in Score," for the use of cathedrals, or fo

other public or private performances ; and thi

" New Version of Psalms, in four parts'

with a full accompaniment for the orgao

or piano-forte. He has likewise composec

several overtures and fugues, and vohintarie>

for the organ, which are not yet published.

BENNETT, (Thomas) organist of th<

cathedral, and of the episcopal chapel o

St. John, Chichester, received his musici

education in the choir of Salisbury, undei

the late Joseph Corfe. Bennett's princijn)

works are, "An Introduction to the Art

of Singing; " " Sacred Melodies," t se

lection which is allowed to be made with

much judgment and good taste ; also, " Co-

thedral Selections," consisting of anthem),

commandments, and chants. Each of the

above productions have met with much

approbation in the musical world.

BENSER, a pianist and composer at

London. He published some works for

his instrument since the year 1784. (de

menti's Cat.) Benser was a German by

birth, and the first master of the celebrated

J. B. Cramer.

BENUCCI. There have been several

Italian singers of this name at the opera al

Vienna, since the year 1783.

BERARD, born in 1710, published "The

Art of Singing," Paris, 1755, a work ol

much merit at the time it was written.

BERARDI, (Don Avoelo) a chapel-

master at Spoletto, published at Bologna, in

1687, "Documenti Armonici," containing

the rules of counterpoint ; in 1 689, "Miscel

lanea Musicale ; " in 1690, "Arcani M»-

sicali;" and in 1693, "II Perche Musicale*

Bernardi's works were a high authority in

music at the time he wrote. Many of hu

precepts are arranged and given by Choron

in his great work on composition.

BERARDI, (STErrANi.) See Bxbvahdi.

BERAUDLERE, (Monsieur Dt) »

French composer of vocal music at the be-

ginniug of the seventeenth century.
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BERBIQUIER,(AsTotUE TnAKqutLiE)

I pcpQ of Berton at the conservatory at

Pars; he is a good flutist, and has composed

eoj »orks for his instrument. He is also

rctborof an excellent method for the flute,

ai vat useful exercises for the same in-

isnofnL Berbiguier's compositions for the

hit arc excellent, full ofbeautiful passages,

redacted with fine taste, knowledge, and

oiTfrt judgment, and always written, both

for the performer and the effect, according to

tie genius of the instrument. Some of

Berbifaier's works are in the Catalogue of

OcatBti.

BERCHEM, (Jaques Giachetto, or

Jiciit or Mantua) a native of the Ne-

uitraads, lived for a considerable time at

Jaata. He published motets and various

«!a vocal music of great merit at Venice,

Iftroi the years 1539 and 1561. Some of

tnicnapositions are preserved in the British

Msntm.

BERXSFORD, (Rev. —) an English

'kfyoan, published at Berlin several

&*a$ collections of German songs, with

words, between the years 1797 and

m

®G, a German, pubfisned some plano-

fcnt music in London between the years

i~0 ai 1797. (Preston's Cat.)

BTRGAMENO, (Joiiann Baptista.)

Bokomstti.

BERGANCINI, an Italian composer of

astraiMntal music at Vienna.

BERGER, (G.) a composer of music for

'•a organ at Munich.

BERGER, (J.) the younger, a violon-

'*!!«, and composer for his instrument at

f*™ tiuce the year 1796.

HERGER, (Louis) a celebrated pianist

ud papD of Clementi, now residing at Ber-

lie has lately published a valuable

*«k, Hrtided "Douze Etudespourle Piano-

which is reprinted at dementi's,

* London. The exercises are stated, in

QeMnn's Catalogue, to hold a middle sta-

between facility and extreme difficulty.

^7 are fingered by the author, so as to

"•to ihera of great advantage to performers

*k» have small hands.

BERGER(Johann Wilhelm von) died

atWittenberg, in 1751. He was professor and

dean of that university, and wrote several

works relative to music.

BERGH, (Van Mb.) See Vandbb-

bero.

BERGHEM, (Jacket, or Giachetto)

composer of several motets and madrigals,

published at Venice in 1539. Some of his

works are to be found in a collection of

motets, published at Venice in 1543, a copy

of which is in the British Museum.

BERGOGNONI, (BEBNAitno) an opera

composer at Venice in the beginning of the

last century.

BERGOMUS, (Alexander) a com

poser of masses in 1572.

BERGT, (Christian Gottlob Au

gust.) organist of St. Peter's church at

Baugen, was born at Freyberg in 1 772. He

originally studied theology, but soon gave

up that pursuit for music. Since the year

1801, he has published many admired vocal

compositions for the church, theatre, and

chamber. His grand chorus, "Christ Jesus,"

is said to be the most effective ever per

formed in England. It was sung at the

Manchester Philharmonic concerts, and the

score of the oratorio whence it is taken was

brought to this country and adapted to

English words by an eminent minister of

the United Brethren.

BERLIN, (Joiiann Daniel) organist

in Norway. He published " The Elements

of Music," and some other didactic works,

at Copenhagen, about the middle of the last

century. He died about the year 1775.

BERLS (Joiiann Rudolph) was born

near Erfurt, in 1578. He has composed

various symphonies, also some vocal music,

since the year 1780.

BERMUDI, (Juan) a Spanish musician,

wrote, in the sixteenth century, a work en

titled " Libra de la Declaration de Instru

ments."

BERNABEI, (Ercole) the scholar and

successor of Benevoli at St. Peter's at Rome,

and instructor of the abbate Steffani, may

be ranked among the greatest masters of

harmony in the ancient ecclesiastical style
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of the last century. This composer, being

invited by the elector of Bavaria to Munich,

about the year 1650, entered into the ser

vice of that court, where he continued the

rest of his life. A specimen of his works

may be seen in Stevens's sacred music.

BERNABEI, (GuisEprs Ant.) son of

the preceding, after following his father's

steps in the study of ecclesiastical harmony,

surpassed him considerably in melody and

modulation, as he lived long enough to see

a great relaxation in the rigour of ancient

rules. After succeeding his father as maes

tro di capella to the elector of Bavaria, by

whom he was honoured with the title of

Conseillcr duliqiie, and publishing several

compositions for the church, replete with

musical science of the first class, he lived

till the year 1732, extending his existence

to the great age of eighty-nine.

BERNACCIII, (Antonio) an Italian

singer, engaged by Handel, in the yearl716,

for the opera in London. This performer's

voice seems by nature to have been feeble

and defective, but he supplied the defects

of nature by so much art, that his perform

ance was always much more admired by

professors than by the public in general.

He staid here at first but one year, after

which he went back to Italy ; but returned

in 1729. After quitting the stage, Bernac-

chi established a school for singing at Bo

logna, where he had himself been educated,

and where he formed several admirable

scholars, who rendered his name and school

famous.

BERNARD, (Anton.) chamber-musi

cian to the king of Prussia, at Berlin, in

1791.

BERNARD (Gifpard) translated into

English, in 1779, Bemetzrieder's '* Treatise

on Singing." He has also composed some

vocal music.

BERNARDI, (Bahtolomeo) chamber-

musician to the king of Denmark at Copen

hagen, in 1720, was a good violinist aud

composer of vocal and instrumental music.

BERNARDI, (Franz) a Bute player

and composer for his instrument in Austria,

was born in 1767. (dementi's Cat.)

BERNARDI (Stefpano) was a learned

theorist, as well as composer of masses and

madrigals of a most elaborate and correct

kind. He flourished from 1611 to about

1634, and in 1623 was chapel-master of the

Duomo at Verona. He published a didactic

work, called " Porta Afttsicalc," at Verona,

in 1615. This elementary tract has the

merit of clearness and brevity.

BERNARDI (Francesco, commonly

called Senesino) was an excellent soprano

singer, born at Sienna about the year 1680.

His celebrity appears to have commenced at

Dresden, in 1719. Handel, hearing of hi)

talent, then engaged him for his opera in

Loudon, at a large salary, andj he made

his del, ui in our metropolis in 1721.

Senesino's voice was considered on the con

tinent as a mezzo soprano, though in England

it was regarded as a contralto. In the

year 1726, he was taken ill, and as soon ..-

he was able to travel, went to Italy for the

recovery of his health ; after remaining

there about two or three years, he returned

to London. Senesino's voice was penetrat

ing, clear, equal, and flexible ; his intonation

was pure, his shake perfect, and he was pe

culiarly renowned for his delivery of rela

tive. In 1739, Senesino was residing at

Florence. He died about the year 1750.

BERNARDINI, (Marcello, called

also Marcello di Capua) a composer o(

many operas since the year 1784, to several

of which he has also written the words.

BERNARDINO, (Nanini.) See Na-

NIM.

BERNASCONI, (Andrea) of Verona,

a contemporary of Hasse. He was long

in the service of the king of Bavaria, and

died at Munich. He composed several

serious operas between the years 1741 and

1766.

BERNER, (Andrea) a violinist and

composer at Bonn, was born in Bohemia in

1766.

BERNER, (Ludwio) a composer at

Berlin and Dresden sn.ee 1801.

"LERNHARD, (Christopii) a composer

and tenor singer, was chapel-master to the

court of Saxony. He died in 1692. He
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raisitd some sacred music ofgreat science,

a Dresden and Hamburgh.

BIRXHAKD, a German organist, so

ad; u the year 1470 invented pedals for

if fgan at Venice ; a discovery which

great honour upon the organists of

u nsuury, as it implies ideas, harmony,

ad efects beyond the power of human

BZRMER (Nicolas) was bom in the

jiir 1664 at Mantes, on the Seine. By

ki sent is his profession, he attained to be

rahaor of the music at the chapel of St.

Xfpktn, and afterwards at that of the king

ai Inset The regent duke of Orleans ad-

s^id his works, and patronised their author,

^ftiace, having given him a motet of his

tTioasposition to examine, and being im-

P"a far his observations thereon, went

io at Wise of Bernier, and entering his

""J. feaod the abb£ de la Croix there,

a&sag his piece, while the musician

i«eifwK in another room, conversing and

°?»5 villi a company of his friends. The

fci* bt& in upon, and interrupted their

»5i reprimanding Bernier for his

to the task assigned him. This

died at Paris in 1734. His 6ve

^afontatas, and songs for one and two

'Ka, the words of which were written by

"■wrm and Fuselier, have procured him

P°l rtpoution. There are, besides, of his

"ssjaition, " Let Nuits de Sceaux," and

^ motets, which are still in great

(><at Bernier was a pupil of Caldara,

a regarded by Mons. de la Borde

B*e of the greatest contrapuntists and

k**s that ever existed. He died in

Wt

BERRCTARl (Aubbi.10, called also

''f»Li) published a mass and psalms at

in 1656.

BERRETTA published several quartets

a London about the year 1780.

KRSELLI, a celebrated Italian singer

a»e middle of the last century.

1ERT.UJ, (Axtonjo) chapel-master at

Ve»a, wis born at Verona in 1605. He

^posed much vocal and instrumental

sssjt,

VOL I. •

BERTANI, (Lelio) born at Brescia in

1520, was chapel-master there, and after

wards at Vienna. He was a voluminous

composer of madrigals.

BERTAUT, (Madame) a French singer,

formerly a pupil of the Paris conservatory.

BERTEZEN, (Salvador) an Italian

composer, published a work entitled " The

Principles of Music" at Rome, in 1780.

BERTHAUD or BERTAUD, a violon

cellist and scholar of Duport, at Hamburgh,

in 1796.

BERTHEAUME, about 1790, first violin

at the comic opera at Paris, has published,

since 1780, eight instrumental works. Ber-

theaume was conductor at the concert-

spiriluel, in 1783. Some of his pupils,

Grasset, for instance, have arrived at much

celebrity on the violin.

BERTHOLDO, (Spee' in Dio) a com

poser of madrigals at Venice in 1561 and

1562.

BERTIN, a composer ofoperas in France

between the years 1706 and 1720.

BERTIN, a composer of instrumental

music in London since the year 1793.

BERTINI, (Salvatore) born in the

year 1721 at Palermo, received his musical

education at the conservatory of La Pietd,

under the celebrated Leo. He was a skil

ful composer. His first works were for the

theatre ; he then composed church music,

and was successful in both styles, his

melodies being sweet and simple in his dra

matic pieces, whilst in those for the church

they were sublime and pathetic. He died

at Palermo in 1794.

BERTINI,' (Benoit Auguste) born at

Lyons in 1780. He was a pupil of de

menti on the piano, and published some

sonatas in London. Since his return to

Paris, in 1806, he has also published some

instrumental music.

BERTINI, (H. J.) a composer of piano

forte music, lately resident in London. (See

Chappell's Cat.)

BERTINOTTI, (Sign.) a French singer

in Leghorn, in 1802, and wife to Signor Ra-

dicati the composer. She sang in London,

in the year 1811, in the opera of " Phedra,"

a 61
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composed by her husband. She was a cor

rect and pathetic singer, and quitted this

country for Lisbon in 1812, where she was

engaged as prima donna,

BERTOJA, two brothers, both eminent

violoncellists at Venice in the year 1800.

BERTOLA, (Gjov. Antonio) a com

poser of sacred music in Italy at the

beginning of the seventeenth century.

BERTOLDI, an Italian composer of

madrigals in the seventeenth century.

BERTOLDI, (Sicnoba) a good female

singer in Handel's operas, in London, in

the year 1729.

BERTOLOTTI, a celebrated Italian

singer in the latter half of the last century.

BERTON, (Pierre Montan) a cele

brated French musician, was taught music

from four years ofage, and at sir years old was

able to read common vocal compositions at

sight ; at twelve he sang in the cathedral of

Senlis, and occasionallyplayed the organ. In

the year 1744, he made his dibut as a singer,

at the opera at Paris, which situation, how

ever, from the failure of some notes in his

voice, he did not long hold ; but obtained,

about two years afterwards, the place of

chef-iforchntre at the grand opera. Here

his talents became so conspicuous, that he

obtained successively the offices of chamber-

musician to the ling and director of the

opera. P. M. Berton composed or made

considerable alterations in nine or ten

operas. It was during his direction that

Gluck and Piccini came to Paris, when the

great revolution in French music was ef

fected. Gluck had such confidence in the

talents of Berton, that he requested him to

revise and alter the denouement of his

" Iphigenie en Aulide" which is still per

formed as Berton arranged it. Berton did

all in his power to appease the parties of the

Gluckists and Piceinists, by reconciling the

chiefs. He died at Paris in 1780.

BERTON, (Henri Montan) son of the

preceding, was born at Paris in 1767. He

was taught music from «ix years of age, and

entered the opera band, as a violinist, at

thirteen. The teste of young Berton was

formed cm the models constantly presented

to him in the performance of the draraati

compositions of Gluck, Piccini, and Sa<

chini. He soon became anxious to compos

an opera, although one of his masters i

composition had given it as his opinion, th:

he would never succeed as a dramatic con

poser. Having obtained the words of

comic opera, "La Dame Invisible," 1

composed the music, and expressing gre

fear that it would not succeed, a fema

friend showed the manuscript to Sacchin

who not only decided in his favour, b

desired to see the author, and from th

time had so tender a regard for him, that 1

called him his son, and was his friend ai

guide, till Sacchini's death, inl78G. EJ

Berton has composed several oratorios f<

the spiritual concerts, and near thirty opera

the most admired of which at the prese

time are, *' Montana et Stephanie," "Aim

and " FranroUe de Foix." He has al

published several cantatas, and a p*

variety of romances. On the establishme

of the conservatory of music, Berton W

named professor of harmony. He has a!

written several didactic works of great eel

brity, of which the following are the title

"Arbre Gc'nc'alogique del Accords," " H

thode sur VHarmonie," and a "Diction*®

sht lea Aceords."

BERTON, (Francois) son of the pi

ceding, was born at Paris in 1784. He

a good pianist, and has composed scve

romances, &c.

BERTONI, a celebrated blind organ

and composer at Padua. He was living

the year 1800.

BERTONI, (FERDiNANno) chap

master at the conservatory of theMendkai

at Venice, was born in 1727. He was pu

of Padre Martini. In the year 1776,

obtained great renown by his compositior

the opera of " Orfco," which was receii

with enthusiasm at the theatre in Veni

In 1779, Bertoni accompanied Pacrhieri

to England ; however, Sacchini was then

too high favour in London for Bertoni

have much success. Few masters In

better than him the mechanical parts

j their business : his melody was fiowing a
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frtctftJ, dough not often new, his parts

toft clear and well arranged, and his

cwsirpoint perfectly correct ; still there

n mutimes a pacific smoothness in his

esc that bordered upon languor. Upon

tSe death of Galuppi, in 1785, Bertoni

is appointed chapel-master to St. Mark's

ehrch and the state of Venice, the most

issuable and lucrative employment to

(ftiti a musical fcomposer can aspire in

half. Bertoni was the master of the cele-

tated singer Tenducci. He composed

fei; operas, the words of most of which

»m mitten by Metastasio, Apostolo Zeno,

iai other eminent Italian poets.

BERTRAM, (Balthasar Christian

iHmira) chamber-musician to the king

<* hsi, and a pupil of Grann, died in

na

BERTRAM), (Antony) born in Au-

■"^e, set to music the songs of Ronsard,

* hmrrite bard of France, during the

"ssofHenry II., Francis II., Charles IX.,

■I Hetry HI. He published them in four

fB*>'»1578, under the title of "Amours

KfTRAND, (Mlle.) an eminent fe-

performer on the harp at Paris. She

•spspi! of Nadermann.

BERTTCH (Carl Volkmar) was born

E Mat about the year 1730. He was

"^sat of St. Peter's church, at Berlin, and

"*Jered to be a fine player of Sebastian

"cf'rmisic.

BERTUCH or BERTOUCH (GF.onc

*") *is born in 1668. He was a Danish

1*0 officer, and composed several can-

1113 aid other music.

BERTUS, (Car.) chapel-master at Flo-

,ea",publ«hed some church music in 1593.

BERTtZZI, (Pietho) a violinist in

about the year 1791. He has pub-

wme music for his instrument.

BERvYALJJ (Joiiann FRir.Dnirii) was

!*» a Stockholm in 1788. When between

«■ sad Sve yean of age, he played at a

l>* concert on a small violin. After that

**Wvisited, with his father, various courts

* feope, whence he received medals

^ oury other marks of royal approba-

tion ; at the same time he prosecuted his

studies in composition and on the piano

forte. Several of his instrumental works

have been published in Germany since the

year 1798.

BESARDUS, (Jean Baptiste) a per

former on the lute, and composer for his

instrument, at the commencement of the

seventeenth century. 1

BESCHORT or BAUSCHET, a singer

and composer of songs at Berlin and Ham

burgh about the year 1796.

BESLER, (Samuel) a composer of

church music, published at Breslau in 1611.

BESNECKER, (J. A.) a celebrated or

ganist and church composer at Prague in

the beginning of the seventeenth century.

BESON. See Besson.

BESOZZI,(Joseph) a musician at Parma

in the latter part of the seventeenth century.

BESOZZI, (Jerome) born at Parma in

1712, was bassoon player to the court of

Sardinia from the year 1730. He went

with his brother Alexander to Paris for a

short time, where they were heard with

the greatest applause. The two brothers

subsequently lived together at Turin, till

their death.

BESOZZI, (Antoine) brother of the two

preceding, was, in 1755, a performer on the

hautboy at the chapel at Dresden. He

died at Turin in 1781. He performed, at

different times, at the principal courts of

Europe.

BESOZZI, (Gaetan) brother of the three

preceding, was born at Parma in 1727, and

first entered the service of the court of

Naples as performer on the hautboy, and

subsequently held the same situation at the

court of France. His playing was much

admired in London about the year 1793.

BESOZZI, (Charles) son of Antoine

Besozzi, was born at Dresden. He was

also a performer on the hautboy.

BESSEGHI, (Anoelo Micheli) an

instrumental composer at Bologna about

the beginning of the eighteenth century.

Some of his works were printed at Amster

dam.

BESSEL (AJVf. 8. E. von) published soma

*

o2 *3
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instrumental music in Germany, between

the years 1790 and 1793.

BESSER, (T. G.) an organist at Halber-

stadt, and composer, between the years

1779 and 1784.

BESSON orBESON.aFrench composer,

published some sonatas at Paris in 1 729.

BETHISY, a French composer, published,

in 1752, a treatise entitled "An Explana

tion of the Theory and Practice of Music,

according to the new Discoveries." The

author has availed himself, of Rameau's

principles. It is a work of little merit.

BETHOVEN. See Beethoven.

BE'ITELI, a composer of violin quartets

at Vienna in 1799.

BETTINELLI (Saverio) was born in

1718. He was a jesuit at Mantua, and

published, in 1775, a work, part of which

relates to music.

BETTS (Abthur) was born in Lincoln

shire. At the age of nine years, his brother

John Belts, the celebrated violin maker of

the Royal Exchange, London, (to whose

business he has lately succeeded) took the

charge of his education. He received instruc

tions of Hindmarsh and Yiotti on the violin,

and of Eley, Dussek, and Steibelt, in the

theory of music ; he also derived great bene

fit from the friendly lessons of Russell, and

from his long practice and experience, may

be ranked among the most eminent teachers

of the present day. The best compositions

of A. Belts are as follows : " Three Sonatas

for Piano-forte and Violin l" "A Duetfor

two Performers on the Piano-forte :" " Set

of Duets for Violin and Violoncello g"

" Set ofZ)urfi(easy)forViolin and Tenor ;"

"A Sonata for Piano-forte, (Violin Obli-

gato) and Violoncello (ad lib*);" 11 A Di

vertimento for Piano-forte and Violin;"

"Andante for Violin Obligato, with second

Violin Alto and Bass." He has also com

posed some songs and arranged pieces,

amongst which is the much admired " Over

ture to the Men ofPrometheus," by Beetho

ven, arranged as a quintet for two violins,

alto, flute, and violoncello.

BEUF (Jean le) published at Paris, in

1739, a treatise on church music.

BEURHUSIUS, (Fbiedimcus) a write

on music in the latter half of the sixteenth

century.

BEUTHNER, (Johann Heinbich)

director of the music at Riga, was bom a!

Hamburgh in 1693. He published a cantata

at Riga in 1717.

BEUTLER, (Johann Geobg Behx

nAHD) director of the musical academy a

Berlin, and composer of piano-forte music

He is both an excellent pianist an<

violinist.

BEVERINI, (FnANCEsco) one of tin

oldest, and probably the first, dramatic

composers, lived at Rome about the yea'

1480. .

BEVIN, (Elwat) a musician eminetulj

skilled in the knowledge of practical com

position, flourished towards the end o

queen Elizabeth's reign. He was c

Welsh extraction, and had been educate

under Tallis, upon whose recommendatio

it was, that, in 1589, he was sworn in gei

tleman extraordinary of the chapel; froi

whence he was expelled in 1637, it bein

discovered that he adhered to the Romis

commuuion. He was also organist of Bristi

cathedral, but forfeited that employment ;

the same time with his place in the chape

Child (afterwards Dr.) was his schola

He has composed sundry services, and a fe

anthems. Before Bevin's time, the precep

for the composition of canons were known

few. Tallis, Bird, Waterhouse, and Farin

were eminently skilled in this most abstra

part of musical practice. Every canon, :

given to the public, was a kind of enigm

Compositions of this description were som

times exhibited in the form of across, som

times in that of a circle ; there is now oi

extant, resembling a horizontal sundial: ai

the resolution (as it was called) of a cano

which was the resolving it into its elemeni

and reducing it into score, was deemed

work of almost as great difiiculty as ti

original composition. But Bevin, with

view to the improvement of students, gen

rously communicated the result of mat

years' study and experience, in a treati

which is highly commended by all who ha

84
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■ken occasion to speak of it. This book

republished is 1631, (4to.) and dedicated

a Goodman, bishop of Gloucester, with the

fallowing title : " briefe and short In-

itnctu* of the Art of Musicke, to teach

if to stoic discant ofall proportions that

ertiznse; very necessary for all such as

tri irsirous to attain to knowledge in the

Art; i*d may, by practice, if they sing,

not be able to compose three, four, andfine

Ptrts, and also to compose all sort of

Csku that are usuall by these directions,

'/tin or three Parts in one upon the plain

Sof." The rales contained in this book

fer composition in general, are very brief;

bit for the composition of canons there are

-■u variety of examples of almost all the

P««tit forms in which they are capable of

teagojttstructed, even to the extent of sixty

pan.

BEYEN, a composerofsome instrumental

»«it Spire in 1793.

BEYER, a German, invented at Paris a

*» kad of piano-forte, with glass instead

i trap. Franklin called it the Glass

C*W. It was publicly exhibited at Paris

- 1^ and has since been used in

traatc music on some particular

Raiat,

BEYER, (JonANN Samuel) director of

■fc at Freyberg, published several vocal

•sit between the years 1703 and 1730.

BEYER, (Mlle.) See Bayer.

BEZOZZI. See Besozzi.

BIAGINO, a singer at Rome about the

«vl792.

BIAGIO : his real name was Campagnari.

■n§ a secular ecclesiastic at Cremona.

"58, he went to Prague, and obtained

*< notation of master of the choir there.

* <fcd in 1771.

BUGlOli, (Signora) a professor ofthe

!"•» at the royal academy of music in

'-"^don. She was appointed by Mr. John

'*•*'■ ofwhom we understand she was a

She was engaged as a double at the

Whouse, for the season of 1824.

BlAJfCA, (SAcnent) a good female

singer in the conservatory at
T««i»1791.

BIANCARDI, (Vincenzo) an opera

composer at Florence in 1790.

BIANCHETTA, a celebrated female

singer, in one of the conservatories at

Venice, in 1800. Haydn is said to have

written his Ariadne for her.

BIANCHI, (Pietro Antonio) a cele

brated composer at Venice, between the

years 1571 and 1609.

BIANCHI, (Grotto Cesare) a com

poser ofmotels at Venice in 1620.

BIANCHI, (Giov. Antonio) a writer

on subjects connected with music, died at

Rome in 1758.

BIANCHI, (Giovanni) an instrumental

composer at Milan, about the year 1710.

BIANCHI, (Antonio) a singer and

composer, was bora at Milan in 1758, and

sang at various courts of Europe, until the

year 1793, when he came to Berlin, and

composed several Italian intermezzi. He

quitted Berlin in the year 1797, and

subsequently visited various of the great

towns in Germany. His compositions are

all vocal, and for the most part dramatic.

Among his operas are, " La induction de

Paris," performed at Paris. " Le Mart

marie'," also at Paris. " Castore e Polluce,"

at Florence. '* Caio Mario," " Demofoonte,"

"Arbace," " Piramo e Tisbe," " Scipionc

Africano," " Artascrse," " Pizarro," and

" IlRitratto," all for Naples.

BIANCHI (Francesco) was born at

Cremona. He composed either fifty-seven

or fifty-eight entire operas, besides a con

siderable quantity of church and other

music. He wrote a great deal for Pacchie-

rotti and Marchesi, and some of his operas

remain in public estimation, and were per

formed both in Italy and in England, at

least as often as those of any other master.

He composed his "Disertor Franchise" at

Venice in 1785, which obtained its celebrity

in the following manner : Pacchierotti per

formed the part of the deserter, and in the

proper costume of a French soldier. The

dress of common life had never before been

seen upon the opera stage, and so shocked

was the classical taste of the Venetians at

this innovation, that they actually refused
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the piece a fair hearing. It happened,

however, that some royal personage, passing

through Venice, expressed a strong desire

to see this opera, and in deference to him,

the music suffered no interruption : their

rapture was equal to their first unwarrant

able disgust, and the poor discarded

Disertor became a reigning favourite.

Bianchi wrote the first opera, both for our

Storace and our Billington, " Castore e

Pollucc" for the former, and " Inez di

Castro" for the latter. His forte lay in fine

expression. Though his " Meropc" (the

best of his works) displays how thoroughly

he understood the use of instruments, his

accompaniments were rather natural and

easy than rccherchi. He went hand in

hand with the style of his contemporaries,

Paesiello, Cimarosa, &c preferring sim

plicity to the more complicated effects

introduced by the Germans. His " Scmi-

Tamiilc" is remarkable as having been

chosen by Banti for her dibut in this

country, when it had an extraordinary run.

The fame of his success induced the mana

gers to send for him to England, where he

remained till the end of his life. Bianchi was

previously engaged by the court of Vienna,

but bis residence in the service of the

emperor was prevented by the death of

that great personage. It is said that the em

peror having desired his presence at some

town in Italy, after conversing with him for

near two hours with great familiarity, at

length questioned him as to bis willingness

to settle at Vienna. Bianchi assented, and

an engagement was formally made out by

the Austrian minister at Venice. He had

just read the paper of his appointment, when

news of the death of the emperor was

brought him, and his good fortune died with

the prince. We may relate an anecdote

which is, perhaps, the strongest proof of this

composer's talents. While Haydn was in

England, he assured Bianchi that, whenever

the accidents of life disturbed his temper,

he kept one leaf of Bianchi's works turned

down for reference ; to this he always re

sorted, and it never failed to restore his

serenity.

As a learned contrapuntist Bianeh;

ranked high, and a great work of his on thi

theory of music remained unpublished a

his death in the hands of his widow, now

Mrs. Lacy. This manuscript had been sen

by Mr. Bianchi to France during the peao

of 1802, and was submitted to the iuspec

tion of Iacepede, Guingene, and Prosny, a

the especial desire ef the minister of thi

interior. When the war was renewei

between France and England, the manu

script was returned to Mr. Bianchi, whi

was then living in England. The entin

work has been lately intrusted, by Mrs

Lacy, to the care of the editor of till

Quarterly Musical Review, with permissioi

to publish extracts. A series of these irill

be found in the above work, commencing

vol. ii. p. 22. See Lacy.

BIANCHI, (Eliodoro) an Italian teno

singer, engaged at the opera in London ii

1820, a modern critic says, had a beavie

voice than generally belongs to singers o

his class, and there was nothing in his style t

compensate for his lack-lustre tones. Hi

science and execution, were the natura

organ finer, would have carried him togreate

elevation, but as he was, he never rescue

his auditor from neutral indifference.

BIANCHI (J. M. C.) was a celebrate

performer on the violin. As a musiciat

both practical and theoretical, he has no

often been excelled ; and in other respect

he was an highly accomplished scholn

His manuscripts consist of Italian opera:

English canzonets, violin concertos, to

and it has been said, that the late Hi

Moorehead was about to print and edi

them. This excellent musician died a

Neuilly, 'near Paris, of a deep decline, i

1802, aged only twenty-seven years.

BIANCIARDI, (Francesco) an Italia

composer of madrigals about the year 15$

BIANCOL1NI, an Italian composer c

some instrumental music about the yea

1590.

BIBEB, (Henry John Francis) vie

chapel-master to the bishop of Salttbure

published in 1681 a set of solos for a viohi

and bass. He seems to have been amongs
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it as ralin players of his time; and his

suis ire lie most difficult and fanciful,

sjsDr. Bumey, of any music of the same

fewd One of the pieces is written on

oatiaiet, as a score for two violins and

:i£. but meant to be played in double

sjjs. Others are played in different turn

ip of fourths and fifths, as for a treble

ni A second work by this musician,

UulW 'Fcdicinum Sacro Prophanum,"

nuea of twelve sonatas, in four and five

puts, to be played on three instruments;

iil 1 third, "Harmania artificiosa arioso,"

ftUiaai at JVuremburg, consists of pieces

Uinta parts, to be played on three instru-

tOf,

B1B0C0FF published some sonatas at

Vauin 1799.

B1CHILOLI (L.) published some in-

*aalal music at Vienna in 1799.

JID.1LX SeeBiDEau.

BIDLAU (Dominique) published an

tae&i method for the violoncello, and

»* ether instrumental works, since the

!«ras.

iffiCO, (Paolo) a Venetian dramatic

t"tw between the years 1680 and

1*

KELBY, an English organist : he is the

"tor « " Six eaiy Voluntaries," published

;jC3a6enu,

BUREY, (Gottlob Benedictus)

Lf*i-tniiUr and chef-d'orchestre at the

^attt at Breslau, was born at Dresden in

He has composed near twenty

iotttas, and much other instrumental and

l«i Drac, He is a man of judgment,

'Minted taste, and science.

B1FARI, (Nicolas) of the Neapolitan

"Mot musicians, was born at Naples in

The characteristics of bis style of

wpaition are facility and good taste,

isa leaving a favourable impression of

wukau in Italy he went to Paris, where

^ *» appointed a cliapel-rnaster. He

^ published a work entitled " Traitt ae

^•nrtt thrigi," in which the arts of sing-

"i accompaniment on tne piano-forte,

*r»ooB, and fugue are well taught, in

tai»$t remarkable for its perspicuity.

BIFFI, (Guiseppe) a composer at

Milan in the sixteenth century. Many

madrigals of his composition were published

between the years 1582 and 1G00.

BIFFI, (Don Antonio) a Venetian

chapel-master to the conservatory of the

Mendicanti, composed some oratorios, ike.

in 1704.

BIGAGLIA, (Don Diooenio) a Vene

tian Benedictine, composed some cantatas

and other music about the year 1720.

BIGATTI, (Carlo) one of the best

pupils of Padre Mattei, and also of Zinga-

relli, was born at Milan in 1778. He has

published nearly twenty-five works of

masses, motets, and airs, with variations.

He is said to show in his works a profound

knowledge of harmony.

BIGGS, a celebrated English composer

of songs and canzonets, has been in the

profession above thirty years. He was a

particular friend of Mrs. Opie, and set much

of her poetry to music. Among his pub

lications are a collection of Hindoo airs,

and a collection of Welsh airs, the words

of both by Mrs. Opie. Biggs ranked very

high in this country as a teacher. He now

resides abroad.

BIGOT, professor of music at Leeds, is

an excellent violinist. He performed at

the York musical festival in 1823.

BIHLER, (Franz) chapel-master at

Augsburg. He has published much vocal

and instrumental music between the years

1792 and 1803.

BIHLER, (Gbecorius) a composer at

Douawert, in Germany ; some of his music

was printed at the Hague in the year

1796.

BILLARD, (J. P.) a performer on the

guitar, and composer for his instrument, at

Paris, in 1786.

BILLINGTON, (Elizabeth.) This

celebrated singer, musician, and piano-forte

player was a daughter of Weichsell, a

native, we believe, of Freyberg, in Saxony.

She was bora in England about the year

1770. Her mother, who was a singer of

some eminence, died while her offspring,

Mr.C.Weichsell,the celebrated violinist,and
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Mrs. Billington were young. These children

were trained to music at the earliest possible

age, and even performed on the piano-forte

and violin for the benefit of Mrs. Weichsell,

at the Haymarket theatre, at six years old, a

time of life when they might have been well

thought incapable of any acquirements de

serving public notice. Her first master was

Schroder, an excellent teacher of the piano

forte, and her father superintended her

musical education with a degree of severity

that could scarcely be justified even by the

proficiency of the pupil. Few persons have

attained the perfection that Miss Weichsell

reached upon this instrument. At fourteen

she came before the public as a singer at

Oxford, and at sixteen married Mr. Billing-

ton, then a performer on the double bass,

who carried her immediately to Dublin,

where she commenced her theatrical career

in the opera of " Orpheus and Eurydiee."

Here, perhaps, for the only period of her

life, she was doomed to suffer mortification,

in the greater applause and respect obtained

by Miss Wheeler, a singer much inferior to

herself, and such was the effect on the

ardent mind of Mrs. Billington, that it had

nearly been the occasion of her leaving the

stage in disgust. The reputation of Miss

Wheeler procured her an engagement at

Covent-garden theatre for three years.

Mrs. Billington followed her to London, and

no sooner had she arrived, than Mr. Harris,

the proprietor, and Mr. Lewis, the ma-

uager, waited upon her with a proposal to

play three nights. So short a trial she

positively refused, expressing her desire to

substitute twelve nights, under the appre

hension that her too anxious solicitude to

please her countrymen might defeat her first

efforts. Such, indeed, was her distrust, that

she considered this as a final experiment,

and she had determined, in the event of any

failure either in the ease of self-possession

or of deficiency ofpowers and attainments, to

quit the profession of an actress at once.

They proceeded to discuss the terms of her

engagement, and she desired a salary of

twelve pounds per week ; to which the

managers objected, as being the highest sum

then given, and as the remuneration as

signed to Miss Wheeler, whose reputation

was so high and established. The com

parison was unfortunate, it irritated Mrs.

Billington, and she instantly declined to

enter into any permanent contract. She

consented, however, to appear for the

twelve nights, and was advertised for the

part of Rosrtta, in Arne's opera of " Love in

a Village." She was announced for the

Wednesday night, but the name of Mrs.

Billington, late Miss Weichsell, having

caught the attention of the king, his majesty

commanded her appearance to take place

two days sooner; a circumstance highly

flattering, as it was a solitary instance, and

contrary to the custom generally observed

by the sovereign*

It will readily be conceived, that Mrs.

Billington, whose habits of study and prac

tice had been fixed by the severest exercise

of parental authority, omitted no prepara

tory exertion to ensure her success with the

public under such auspices. Indeed, she

laboured night and day, and nothing could

be more complete than her triumph over

the esteem of her audience and the rivalry

of her former favoured competitor. Miss

Wheeler was laid on the shelf, as the

theatrical phrase goes, and at the expiration

of the twelve nights, the managers again

waited on Mrs. Billington to renew her

engagement on a permanent footing. The]

questioned her cautiously respecting her

expectations, and she, rather in jest than in

earnest, demanded one thousand pounds

and a benefit for the remainder of the

season, with which, to her utter astonish

ment, they immediately complied, and they

afterwards voluntarily gave her a second

night, in return for the extraordinary emo

lument they had derived from the exercise

of her talents. During this season, although

her theatrical duties were unremitted, she

never relaxed from the most sedulous gene

ral pursuit of the knowledge and practice of

her art. She laboured incessantly, sod

received lessons of Mortellari, an Italian

master of celebrity, at that time in England.

The theatre had no sooner closed, than si"
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mM herself of the interval to fly to

Pans, where she enjoyed the instructions

<i tie peat Sacchini the composer. Thus

Ae continued from the first to fortify and

eariek her natural gifts with the strength

is ornaments of high science, an example

(9 be followed by every student who

aspire* to the character of a polished and

At this time, Madame Mara arrived in

bjlud, unequalled in the eminence she

M attained. In 1785, the subject of our

Eeaou made her debut at the concert of

radeM music. Mara herself is said not to

awe beheld her reception quite unmoved,

nme disputes even arose respecting

puce and preeminence in the seats of the

«&esra, a species of contention very un-

"rtj the transcendent abilities of these

pW individuals. Mrs. Billington's fame

1 to spread, while her never-

tosh$ ardour and assiduity were day by

day enlarging her stock of knowledge,

•apartment, and facility. She was a con-

""4 performer at the concerts of the

Betnfoli, and she sung at the memorable

^Kauster-abbey performances. She re-

■""I »t Covent-garden until 1793, when

'* adopted a resolution to retire from

P*** life, which she vainly imagined she

'->A inness enough to adhere to. At the

Caption of her husband and ber brother,

■he *as induced to make a continental

"w, with a view solely to amusement, and

u uns intent she declined all letters of

deduction, intending to travel incognito,

m some time they succeeded, and passed

'tag without notice ; but at Naples, the

kfWa ambassador, Sir W. Hamilton,

Penetrated their secret, and persuaded Mrs.

Biihapon and Mr. Weichsell to perform

■ pritate before the king and queen, at

raerto, a country residence. The gratifi-

:J1*>» they received induced their majesties

to wpest Mrs. Billington to perform at the

•"'» tkeatre of St. Carlo, then thought to

WtW inest opera established in the world.

*l accordingly, in May, 1794, made her

*** m "/«* di Cattro," which was

'■opmed expressly for her by the

Francesco Bianchi, who wrote an opera

worthy the supereminent ability of this

prima donna. Her success was complete,

for indeed her celebrity made her name

known in Italy, and previous to her quitting

England the Venetian ambassador had been

in treaty with her to accept an engage

ment, which however she broke.

Her performance at Naples was in

terrupted by a sudden and affecting event

On the second night, as Mr. Billington was

seeking his hat to accompany his wife to the

theatre, he fell down in a fit of apoplexy,

and died in the arms of Bianchi, at the

residence of the bishop of Winchester.

Nor was this the only circumstance that

impeded her progress. About this time, an

eruption of Mount Vesuvius took place, and

the superstitious bigotry of the Neapolitans

attributed the visitation to the permission

granted to a heretic to perform at St.

Carlo. Serious apprehensions were enter

tained by Mrs. Billington's friends for the

consequences of such an impression. Her

talents, however, triumphed, she renewed

her performance, and no prima donna was

ever more rapturously received in that

country, where the opera is best cultivated

and understood. Faesiello, Paer, and

Himmel, successively wrote for her after

Bianchi.

In 1796 she went to Venice, where,

after the first performance, she was taken

so ill that she could sing no more during

the season ; and it is among the records

honourable to human nature, that the

manager generously brought her the whole

of her salary, which she compensated by

playing the succeeding season without any

other reward than the pleasure of recipro

cating the liberality of her employer.

Conceiving that the air of Venice did not

agree with her, she quitted the place. On

her journey from Venice to Rome, she was

earnestly requested to give a concert at

Rome, which she at first declined ; but a

society of Cavalieri undertook the whole of

the arrangement, and she and Mr. Weichsell

performed to a very crowded audience.

Between this period and the year 1798, sho
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visited all the principal theatres in Italy,

and in this year married Mr. Felissent, and

appeared only twice subsequently at Milan.

In 1801, still retaining the name of Billing-

ton, she returned to her native country.

No sooner was her arrival known, than all

the conductors of the public amusements

were alike eager to engage her. The

managers of Covent-gardea and Drury-

lane theatres evinced equal anxiety to

secure her talents, and the disposal of her

services were at length referred to arbitra

tors, who awarded that she should appear

at the two theatres alternately. Mandane,

in Arne's "s/rtaxerxes," was the character

selected for her dibut, and the audience

were struck with rapture and astonishment

at her amazing powers, which were then in

their full meridian. On this occasion she

introduced a song from Bianchi's ," Juee di

Castro," to the English words, "Last in

anxious doubts;" which, being composed

expressly for her, exhibited at one view

her prodigious qualities, heightened by the

delightful execution of her brother's obligato

violin accompaniment. Perhaps no other

singer could have sung this song ; very cer

tain it is, no one has ever attempted it.

Engagements now multiplied upon her.

She sung at the Italian opera in 1803, at the

king's concert, at the Hanover-square Vocal

concerts, and at a round of provincial meet

ings, from this time till 1809, when she

finally retired. Two remarkable circum

stances attended her during this period of

her public life. On her reappearance at

the opera, Banti, then in the zenith of her

excellence, played the character of Polifonte

to Mrs. Billington's Merope, in Nasonini's

opera of that name. Never was the house

so crowded as on this occasion : the stage

was so covered with ladies and gentlemen,

that the performers had scarcely room to

move. The second occurrence was her

performance with Mara on the 3d of

June, 1802, the last night of that most

distinguished singer's appearing in this

country. They sung a duet together, com

posed to display their mutual accomplish

ments, and the contest excited both to the

utmost pitch of scientific expression. Never,

certainly, was such a transcendent ex

ercise of ability ! At length Mrs. Billing-

ton, having gained a competency, and feel

ing her health very sensibly affected by her

efforts in the service of the public, sbe re

solved to retire from exertions, which, with

a mind so keenly alive to the approbation

of her auditors, and so devoted to the

strictest execution of her professional duties,

could not have failed to have shortened her

prospects of repose, and even of existence.

No entreaties were spared on the part of

the noble directors of the ancient music,

and of every public theatre or concert at

which she had assisted ; but her resolution

was finally taken, and in 1809 she retired

from all public performances, and was never

afterwards induced to forego it except on

one occasion, when she sung for the benefit

of a charity at Whitehall, in the presence

of the queen, the prince regent, and oilier

branches of the royal family. Mrs. Billing-

ton finally quitted England with her hus

band in 1817, and died, after an illness of a

very few days, at her estate of St. Allien,

near Venice.

BILLINGTON, (Thomas) husband oi

the preceding, and whose sudden death at

Naples has been before mentioned, was a

musician of talent and composed some

pleasing vocal pieces, among which were

" Gray's Elegy," " Maria's Evening Ser

vice," " Ehisa to jibelard," "Port'

Elegy" "Prior's Garland" "Children!*

the Wood," and part of '* Young's A'tf**

Thoughts," all set for one or more voices.

(Clementi's Cat.)

BIL.S, (Franz) an organist in Germany,

and voluminous composer, towards the end

of the last century.

B1NCHOIS, a celebrated French com

poser between the years 1400 and 146U

He is cited by Gafforio, as being, together

with Dunstable, Caron, Regis, Dufay, a""1

Brasart, one of those musicians, who, at

the commencement of the fifteenth century,

gave a great impulse to the art of counter

point, and were, in fact, the precursors of

the masters of the Flemish school.
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BINDER, (Augcst Siegjioid) organist

U Droden, was born there in 1761. He

.tctiW fcii instructions in music of his

athc, C. S. Binder, and has composed

a«n) vacjl and instrumental pieces.

£L\DEB, (Johann George) a com

poser of piaao-fofle music at Vienna iu 1 802.

BI.VDERNAGEL, (Joseph) a German

tticu, living about the year 1800 in

Pins, Be published some instrumental

mmc a the years 1799 and 1800.

BIMTTO. (Ra»aele) an Italian bass

siB^-cr at toe opera at Turin in 1822.

BQTIEXD, an English bass singer. He

sag at the king's private concerts in the

nv 1805. He is, we believe, the com

pact ci1 a set of canzonets, and some other

woIbssc (Goulding's Cat. Part 2.) He

iiilsia excellent performer on the violon-

5I\Gli Ail, a flute player and composer

fa instrument. He lived at Amsterdam

ii tit beginning of the last century.

WXGTON, (Walteb) an Englishman,

<ntt, n the thirteenth century, a work en-

" Oc Speculatione Afusicee.' '

1BIr [Pasqualino) of Pesaro, was one

•'kfaourite pupils of Tartini. About the

J* '747, he was director of concerts to

itiitktofWurtemberg, at Stuttgard, at the

«ac not that Jomelli was chapel-master

a lie Me.

BI0RKMAN, (Hans) a musician in

S^4» about the year 1770. He was a

^■ioger, and wrote some instructions for

arynisij.

"ION, a Greek philosopher, wrote a

"■k sa music, which is now among the

■^mucriptsin the king's library at Vienna.

nlONl, (Autonio) a voluminous com-

("•"f opera music, and pupil of Giovanna

''wa, was born at Venice in 1700. He

,Q1 to Breslau, in Germany, where, and

* \ wnna, he composed numerous operas

Wi«ta tte years 1724 and 1738.

BI&CH, (H. W., Esq.) was a friend of the

«W*»t»d Dr. Croft. On the death of the

""■i" 1727, Mr. Birch erected a monu-

far his friend at his own expense.

*" gentleman was remarkable for the

singularity of his character. He was a man

of abilities in his profession ; was one of the

counsel for Woolston, in the prosecution

against him for his blasphemous publica

tions concerning the miracles of our blessed

Saviour, and maile for him as good a defence

as so bad a cause would admit of. He was

possessed of a good estate, and was there

fore at liberty to gratify his passion for

music, which was a very strange one, for hp

preferred that style which had a tendency

to draw tears. Of all compositions he most

admired the funeral service by Purcell and

Croft, and would leave the circuit and ride

many miles to hear it. At the funeral of

queen Caroline, for the greater convenience

of hearing this music, he, with another

lawyer, who was afterwards ajudge, walked

among the choirmen of the abbey, each

clad in a surplice, with a music paper m

one hand and a taper in the other, though,

neither he nor his friend could sing a note.

BIRCHEKSHA, (John) an Irishman,

published a prospectus, in 1672, of a com

plete system of music, intended to be pub

lished by him under the title of " Syntagma

i/usicte." It is doubtful whether this work

ever appeared. lie wrote, however, two

other small works on music, and translated

the " Elemental* JUtuicum" of Alstedius.

BIRCKENSTOCR, (J. A.) chapel-mastet

at Eisenach, was born in 1687. He com

posed some instrumental music. He died

in 1733,

BIRD, (William) the worthy and ad

mirable scholar of Tallis, is supposed to

have been the son of Thomas Bird, one of

the gentlemen of Edward the Sixth's chapel,

in which he was himself asinging-boy. By

the great number of his ecclesiastical com

positions to Latin words, and the several

portions of the Romish ritual which he so

frequently set to music, and published late

in life, he seems to have been long a zea

lous adherent to that religion. He must,

however, have conformed to the church

establishments of queen Elizabeth's reign,

for, in 1563, he was chosen organist of

Lincoln cathedral, where he continued till

1569 ; when, upon the accidental death of
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Robert Parsons, who was drowned at New-

ark-upon-Trent, he was appointed gentleman

of the chapel royal ; notwithstanding which

office, he seemed to have composed the chief

part of his choral music to Latin words, and

to have published it in that language as late

as the middle of the reign of lung James I.

Bird composed a vast quantityofvocal music,

chiefly sacred, between the years 1575 and

1611.

Dr. Tudway's collection, in the British Mu

seum, contains a whole service in D minor, by

Bird, with responses, and the anthems, "Sing

joyfully unto God,'* " Oh Lord, turn thy

wrath," (all published in the second and

third volumes of Dr. Boyce's Cathedral

Music) " Oh Lord, mate thy servant,"

"Save me, O God," "Prevent us, O

Lord," and " Civitas sancti tui." One of his

sacrarum cantionum, or sacred songs, pub

lished in 1589, has been long sung in our

cathedrals to the English words, "Bow thine

ear, O Lord," and is one of the admirable

pieces of harmony in the second volume of

Boyce's printed collection.

Dr. Aldrich was a great admirer and col

lector of the works of Bird, and adapted

English words to most of his compositions,

which were originally set to parts of the

Romish service in Latin. He bequeathed to

Christchurch, Oxford, beautiful and cor

rect copies of these productions.

His pieces for the organ and virginals are

almost innumerable. In a magnificent folio

manuscript, curiously bound in red morocco,

already mentioned, which is generally

known by the name of queen Elizabeth's

virginal book, there are nearly seventy of his

compositions.

It has been imagined that the rage for

variations, that is, multiplying notes, and

disguising the melody of an easy and gene

rally well-known air,, by every means that

a note-splitter sees possible, was the con

tagion of the present century; but it

appears from the virginal book, that this

species of influenza or corruption of air

was more excessive in the sixteenth century

than at any other period of musical history.

None of Bird's pieces for keyed-instruments

seeem to have been printed, except eight

movements in a thin folio book of lessons,

that were engraved on copper, and pub

lished in the reign ofkingJames L, under the

following title, " Parthenia, or the Maiden

head of the first Musicke that ever was

printed for the Virginals, composed by Ikrte

famous Master*, William Byrd, Dr. John

Bull, and Orlando Gibons, Gentlemen of

his Majesties most illustrious Chapel" These

lessons, though not equally difficult wiih

some of those in the virginal books of queen

Elizabeth and lady Nevill, are rather more

dry and ungraceful.

The canon, " JVon nobis Domine," appears

in none of his works published by himself

or collected by others before the year 1652,

when Hilton inserted and prefixed the name

of Bird to it, in a collection of catches,

rounds, and canons ; but as no claim wis

laid to it, by or in favour of any other com

poser before or since that time, till about

the middle of the present century, when it

was given to I'alestrina by Carlo Ricotti,

who published, in Holland, among his con

certos, a fugue in eight parts, on the same

subject, there seems no doubt remaining

of our countryman Bird having been the

author of that pleasing and popular com

position.

Bird died in 1623, surviving his master,

Tallis, thirty-eight years ; and if we sup

pose him to have been twenty in the year

1563, when he was chosen organist of

Lincoln, he must have been eighty at his

decease.

BIRK, (Antoine) a composer of

symphonies at Vienna about the year

1760.

BIRK, (Wenceslas-Raimond) a com

poser of music for the harpsichord at Vienna

about the year 1760.

BIRKENSHA, (John) See Bibchix-

SHA.

BIRNBACH, (J. C.) a composer of

piano-forte music, resident in Berlin.

BIRON. See Byron.

BISACCIONI, an Italian composer, lived

about the middle of the seventeenth century.

He composed at Venice, in 1645, toe opera
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• IntU Amtt," which was performed at

hra is 1660, on the king's marriage.

B1SCH, (Jean) author of " Elements of

Ihsk,' pub. ished in 1802. This is proba

bly lie same Bisch, a German by birth, who

. toed some military musical Paris ml 794.

BISCHOFF (Jean-Georges) was bora

ii Xcemlrerg in 1733. He was a skilful

jcianaa on several instruments, and com-

{net of some violin music.

BISCIOLA, (Lelio) a learned jesuit,

•mtc on the subject of music, at the begin-

in; of the seventeenth century.

BBGARGUI. See Viscahqui.

B13HOP,(Joh>i) a scholar of Rosingrave,

ns apaist of the cathedral at Winchester,

aih n the last century. He published a

cofatsn of airs for two flutes, and com-

yi one church music. His " Hymniu

Uttttiuu" is even now elegant.

BIS10P (Hmi Rowley) was born in

'>'-■:!, and early in life was placed under

>* MsioJ tuition of the celebrated Fran-

Biuchi. In the year 1806, he

x- » ed the course of composition which

^ dutafuishes him, by a part of the

■■co* I ballet produced at the King's

toft, under the title of" Tamerlan et Ba-

subsequently to which he wrote the

Met tailed "Narcisseet les Graces." After

•i apse of two seasons, he came forward

1 DrtrvJane theatre with " CaractacHs,"

' .Tad ballet of action, in which his efforts

again successful ; but when, about

;tlvf months afterwards, he made his first

'tided attempt as a dramatic composer, it

thwarted by circumstances of pecu-

w gloom and misfortune. On the 23d

«f February, 1809, an opera, called the

" Cwrtmmi Bride," was produced at Drury-

■t, with Bishop's music. On the follow-

°? nigbt Drury-lane theatre was burnt to

" pound, and the scores of the new opera

*"« entirely consumed in the flames. This

'sac had been received with enthusiasm

lj those who are qualified to criticise it,

"4 there are specimens still occasionally

'"""■ed, such u the duet of "I'll

<* Iter," which amply communicate the

"Urn of the Iota, But by a calamity even

of this extent, Bishop's tide of fortune was

not to be turned : the proprietors of Covent-

garden theatre, seeing his merits and know

ing how to employ them, formed an engage

ment with him for three years, to compose

and direct the music of that establishment.

He entered on this important office with the

season of 1810-11.

The first piece, in consequence of this

arrangement, upon which Bishop's talents

were employed, was a musical drama in

three acts, by Norton, selected from Scott's

poem of the Lady of the Lake, with some un

important variations, and produced as the

'* Knight of Snowdown." In the music of

this piece Bishop displayed a degree of

talent seldom surpassed by British com

posers. Before the expiration of this en

gagement, the " Virgin of the Sun," the

"&thiop," and the Renegade," were pro

duced ; and the great musical picture of a

storm and earthquake, with which the first

of these pieces was enriched, will be long

and rapturously remembered. A fresh en

gagement, for five years, was now con

cluded ; and when we say that Bishop

signalized it immediately by the *' Miller

and his Men," no ampler proof can be

given of the indications with which it com

menced. " For England ho!" a melo

dramatic trifle of superior pretensions, next

enabled him to maintain the impression his

prior works had just made ; and the annexed

record of his compositions will show the

magnitude of his labours during these five

years, and recall to the minds of many those

proofs of copious fancy, profound research,

and unerring judgment with which these

works are so intimately joined.

A new engagement of Bishop at Covent-

garden theatre took place in 1818, and

being made, as before, for a term of five

years, of course expired with the last

season.

In 1819, Bishop became a joint pro

prietor of the oratorios with Mr. Harris,

and they were confided to his exclusive

direction: in 1820, a separation of in

terests occurred, and these splendid per

formances were conducted by Bishop
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tipon his own responsibility, and under Ms

entire control. Arrangements had been

made which invested him with the same

degree of power for seven successive sea

sons ; he profited, however, by a clause in the

contract to relinquish them at the end of

the first, and withdrew to the continuance

of those theatrical avocations they had too

Sensibly interrupted.

A great public honour was paid to Bishop

In the autumn of 1820, when he visited

Dublin, and received the freedom of that

city by the cordial and unanimous suffrage

of those who presented it.

On the institution of the Philharmonic

society, Bishop was appoiuted one of its

directors ; he has also held the same office

several times since. He further belongs to

the royal academy of music, as a professor

of harmony.

Bishop has been concerned in the produc

tion of more than seventy theatrical pieces;

of this number, more than half are his ovra

unassisted compositions. He also supplied

the music ofthree tragedies, the " dposlatt,''

"Retribution," and "Mirandola;" and i

"Triumphal Ode," performed at the orato

rios : he has published a multiplicity of single

songs, duets, glees, &c. of great merit He

arranged the first volume of the " Melodia

of various It'ations ;" three volumes of the

"National Melodies" are also furnished

with his symphonies and accompaniments ;

and he has finally stipulated with Mr.

Power to superintend his future publica

tions of Irish and other classical airs.

Ditto

Ditto

King's theatre .

Haymarket . . .

Lyceum

Covent-garden.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto .......

List of Bishop's Dramatic Productions.

Tamerlan et Bajazet (composed and

selected) Grand heroic ballet. . King's theatre

Narcisse et les Graces Anacreontic ballet . . Ditto
Caractacus ■ Grand ballet of action Drury-lane ..

Love in a Tub Ballet Ditto

The Mysterious Bride (composed and

selected) Romantic drama . .

The Circassian Bride Opera

Mora's Love Ballet

The Vintagers Musical romance. .

The Maniac Opera

Knight of Snowdown Ditto

Virgin of the Sun Ditto

The vEthiop Ditto

The Renegade Ditto

Haroun Alraschid, (altered from the

iEthiop) Ditto

The Brazen Bust Melo-drama

Harry le Roy (composed and selected) Burletta Ditto

The Miller and his Men Melo-drama Ditto

For England ho ! (with the exception

of three airs) Melo-dramatic opera Ditto

The Farmer'sWife (with Davy, Reeve,

&c.) Opera Ditto

The Wandering Boys Melo-drama Ditto

Sadak and Kalasrade (first act of) . . Grand spectacle .... Ditto

The Grand Alliance (composed and

selected) Allegorical spectacle Ditto

Doctor Sangrado , Ballet Ditto

The Forest of Bondy Melo-drama Ditto

The Maid of the Mill, additional

music in Opera

John of Paris (composed and selected

from the French of Boieldieu) .... Ditto Ditto . .

Brother and Sister (with Mr. Reeve) Musical entertainment Ditto . .

The Noble Outlaw Opera Ditto . ,

.... 1806

. June 1806

, Mar. 1806

. Nov. 180C

June 1808

Feb. 1809

June 1809

Aug. 1809

Mar. 1810

Feb. 1811

Jan. 1812

Oct. 1812

Dec 1812

Ditto

Ditto

, Jan. 1813

, May 1813

July 1813

. Oct. 1813

. Dec 1813

, Feb. 1814

. Feb. 1814

. April 1814

, June 18H

Sept 1814

Sept. 1814

Ditto Oct. 1814

. Nov. 1814

.Feb. 1815

, April 1815
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TtenachriJ, (composed and selected) Opera Covent-gardeB. . June 1816

N^pie or the Maid Melo-drama Ditto ....... Sept. 1815

Wo il» Bart Ditto Ditto Oct. 1815

Croat (overture and additional mu

se it) Musical entertainment Ditto Nov. 1815

Cms (additional music in) Ditto Ditto 1815

.V Sterner Night's Dream (composed

ud selected) . . . , Opera Ditto Jan. 1816

OajMamiering (with Whittaker, &c.) Ditto Ditto Mar. 1816

WW wants a Wife . . . Melo-draroa Ditto April 1816

Kcral Nuptials (selected and ar-

nmtd) Occasional interlude .. Ditto Not. 1816

The Sim Opera Ditto Nov. 1816

HorofVrrom (with Whittaker).. .. Operatic piece Ditto Feb. 1817

liuorou lieutenant ... Opera Ditto Jan. 1817

Ht Lhenine (adapted from Mozart) Operatic piece Ditto 1817

Dike of Savoy Opera Ditto Sept. 1817

faker ud his Children Melo-drama Ditto Oct. 1817

(with Braham) Opera Ditto Feb. 1818

litaim Traveller Melo-drama Ditto Feb. 1818

Droiber and May Operaticpiece Ditto May 1818

Buiff of Seville (overture and addi-

inl music, and adapted from

B«i»i) Ditto Ditto Oct. 1818

Tie Mrrriaje of Figaro (composed

ud adapted from Mozart) Ditto Ditto Mar. 1819

'itiuits Melo-dram. romance Ditto April 1819

lb Heart of Mid-Lothian (com

plied ml selected) Opera Ditto April 1819

A ftwliad for an Oliver, music ar-

tartdof Musical entertainment Ditto 1819

-vpisi Patriotism Melo-drama... Ditto May 1819

tot Owae King Operatic piece Ditto Oct. 1819

J« Umedy of Errors Opera Ditto Dec. 1819

JMauaiiar) (composed and selected) Ditto Ditto Jan. 1820

*™e of Bothwell Brig (composed

od selected) Musical entertainment Ditto 1820

n*w Vaatre Opera Ditto April 1820

jvelnh Night Ditto Ditto 1820

J*" John (part of the music) Ditto Ditto 1821

T»o Gentlemen of Verona Ditto Ditto 1821

Motto* (composed and selected) ,. Ditto Ditto Feb. 1822

[« Law of Java Ditto Ditto May 1822

iixl Marian Ditto Ditto Dec. 1822

^> Ditto Ditto May 1823

J" Beacon of Liberty Musical romance Ditto Oct. 1823

Opera Ditto Nov. 1823
•>iare Land Ditto Ditto Feb. 1824

BISSONI, a church composer at Lugo, in

"•■j.ia 1788.

BISSET, (Cathjirini.) The subject of

*» "etaoir is the eldest daughter of the

** B<*ert Osset, LLD. the celebrated

**■ «< the Life of Burke, and the Reign

At an early age, Miss

the death of her father, when she w

a child, she was advised by many friends to

study, as a profession, that art which she

had previously cultivated as an accomplish

ment ; and notwithstanding the high rank

of several of her nearest relatives, at twelve

years of aee she was giving lessons to as-

rjavt promise of those musical abi- sist in supporting her family. Shortly after,

*° »■ which she has since been so she became acquainted with J. B. Cramer,

distinguished. In consequence of who, with the liberality of mind which so
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peculiarly characterises that great man,

instructed her without any emolument.

In 1811, Miss Bisset performed at the

New Musical Fund concert Cramer's dif

ficult concerto in C minor, with the most

unbounded applause. Having played at

several other great concerts with the same

approbation, and established her fame as a

public performer, Miss Bisset has preferred

being heard at the nobility's private con

certs until the season of 1823, when she was

prevailed on to play at Paris, where she was

enthusiastically received, and pronounced,

by several of the first professors in that city,

to be the only performer of the present

day in the trua style of her inimitable

master.

BISSET, (Miss Elizabeth) pupil of

Mr. Din, is as celebrated on the harp, as

her sister on the piano-forte.

BISSON, (Louis) a French composer in

the latter half of the sixteenth century. He

altered many four-part songs of Nicholas

Chemin into duets, without changing the

first part.

BITTHEUSER, (F. R.) a monk and

composer of music at Wurtiburg, in the

latter half of the last century.

BITTI, (Martini) a distinguished vio

linist and composer of instrumental music,

at Florence, about the year 1714.

BITZENBERG, (Madame) acelebrated

pianist, singer, and violinist at Vienna,

about the year 1796.

BIUMI, (GiacomoFilippo) an organist

and composer at Milan, died in 1652. He

published motets and church music.

BIZARRO, a celebrated composer of

madrigals, &c. at Rome, in the first half of

the seventeenth century.

BLACKE, (B.) a composer of instru

mental music at Paris, about the year 1780.

BLACKWELL, (Isaac) an English

composer of songs, some of which were

printed in a collection entitled "Choice

Ayres, Songs, and Dialogues to sing to the

Theoroo Lute and Bass Viol," fol. 1675.

There are some compositions of his for the

church, in the books of the chapel royal,

and in those of Westminster abbey.

BLAGDON, an English composer of

songs. (Clementi's Cat.)

BLAGRAVE, (Thomas) a gentleman

of the chapel of Charles II., and a performer

on the cornet there. A few songs of his are

printed in " Select Ayres and Dialogues"

1669. His picture is in the music-school,

Oxford.

BLAHETHA, (Leopoldina) a Ger

man child, now twelve years of age. She

played in public at Vienna, in 1823, piano

variations, with orchestral accompaniments,

composed by herself, and received great

applause.

BLAINVILLE, (Charles Henry be)

a violinist and music-master at Paris, pub

lished, in 1767, a " General History of

Music," of no great merit.

BLAISE, a performer on the bassoon at

Paris. He composed, in 1759, the charm

ing comic opera " Isabelle et Gertrude,"

since reset, in 1808, by Pacini.

BLAKE, (Dr.) an English musician.

He composed, about the year 1780, a

celebrated anthem, " / have set God always

before me." He also published at Preston's

some duets for the violin and tenor.

BLAKE (Benjamin) was born in 1751,

at Kingsland, in the parish of Hackney.

He was sent by his parents to Stamford, in

Lincolnshire, in 1760, to a relative, (a mu

sician) where he went to school, and soon

began to learn the violin. He came to

London in 1768, and received instructions

on that instrument for about two years,

from Antonio Thammell, a Bohemian,

eminent in his day, also from the late

celebrated William Cramer ; and by attend

ing with bis masters, to their friends, (who

were of the first rank) he soon gained

friends, even to royalty. He played the vio

lin eighteen years in the Italian opera band ;

also at the king's concert of ancient music,

from its first establishment till he resigned

in 1793. He was always most partial to

the tenor, on which instrument he filled

many respectable situations ; was honoured

with the then prince of Wales's commands,

and attended his royal highness's concerts

(as his principal tenor) about thirty years.
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Hs sl» enjoyed the sincere and generous

ystsw of its late royal highness the duke

it Cumberland for many years, and until

te&Uh, in the year 1790. Blake was

ijjmatfd one of his late majesty's band of

ssaans in ordinary, in 1786 ; soon after

»iich, on losing his royal patron the duke

c! Caaterland, he began to study the

implication of the piano-forte, so far as was

araorr to qualify him for teaching, for

k never professed that instrument as a per-

trar. To this undertaking he was ad-

wd and zealously instructed by his friend

William Dance; he also received much

ckSdJ information from Messrs. Charles

I-nierkk Baumgarten and Muzio Clementi.

fts assisted, in 1792, Blake commenced

""fa?; in 1793 was engaged at Camden-

boarding-school, Kensington ; and

W, by bis success, found it necessary to

"S> »U his orchestral engagements, and

to teaching only, which he continued

■ 1820, when he was obliged to resign

sll teases on account of severe indispo-

Baring the early part of Blake's

"""M published " Three Works, ofSir

for a Violin and Tenor ;" and

ike period of his teaching, a set of

' & fjiy Sonatasfor the Piano-forte, with

■ Jmmpaiumcnt for the Violin;" also

*• Dieerthnentos, with a Musical Dia-

if prefixed, and separate Violin Accom-

," "A miscellaneous Collection of

with a separate Accompani-

***' !" Harp or Piano-forte ;" a single

'Dvtfor the Violin and Tenor " and

,ffleny. " Three Solos for the Tenor, with

'panimentfor the Violoncello."

BLAMOXT (Francois Colin de) was

Versailles in the year 1690, and, for

*! Bent in his profession, was made a

*nlier of the order of St, Michael. He

>u » composer for the opera, and enjoyed

"pbras of superintendent of the king's

,a«, ud master of that of his chamber,

^operas by him are, " Didon," and " Les

^° Crecjue, et Ronudnes." He died in

Mm 1760.

ELW>'C, (Didier le) a French

forffom-pirtioDga in 1597.

BLANC (Hubert le) published a

work on the bass-viol at Amsterdam in 1740.

BLANC, (Le) music-master at Paris,

composed two operettas in the years 1787

and 1788.

BLANC, a composer for the flute, (de

menti's Cat.)

BLANCHARD, (E. J. A.) a celebrated

French musician, died at Versailles in

1770. He was chamber-musician to the

king of France, who granted him letters of

nobility and the order of St. Michael. He

composed some sacred music containing

beauties of the first order, among which is

a magnificent motet, called " Laudate

Dominum"

BLANCHET, author of a work on sing

ing of no great merit, at Paris, in 1576.

BLANCHIS, (Pethus Antonius.) See

BlANCHI, (P. A.)

BLAND (Mrs.) is the daughter of an

Italian Jewess of the name of Romanzini,

and was first introduced into public life by a

Mr. Cady, hair-dresser to the Royal Circus,

who heard and approved of her voice while

an infant, and by the consent of her mother

she was engaged at a small salary. She

soon distinguished herself by her wit and

pleasing manner of singing, and rapidly ad

vanced in the good opinion of her audience.

Miss Romanzini soon aspired to a regular

stage, and was engaged by Mr. Daly, ma

nager of the Dublin theatre, where she was.

well received.

When Mrs. Wrighten left the stage, the

managers found great difficulty in supplying

her place. Among others, Miss Romanzini

was engaged for that purpose, and in a short

time she proved herself an excellent substi

tute. The public were greatly pleased with

her performance of the Page, in Richard

Cceur de Lion, which added much to the

popularity of the piece and her fame.

In the summer of 1789 she went to

Liverpool, and became a favourite with the

inhabitants of that place, both as an actress

and as a concert singer. About this period

she married Mr. Bland, brother to Mrs.

Jordan, by whom she has had several chil

dren. This lady, both as an actress and as
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a singer, afforded much pleasure to the

public. She has for several seasons nearly

retired from the stage.

BLANGINI (Joseph-Marc-Maiui;-

Felix) was born at Turin in 1781. At the

age of twelve or thirteen he did the duty of

organist at the cathedral of that town, and

at fourteen led a mass with a full orchestra,

lie went to Paris in 1799, and devoted

himself with the greatest success in giving

lessons in singing and composition. lie at

the same time composed operas and many

pleasing romances, and other light vocal

pieces. In 1805, he was invited to Munich,

and appointed chapel-master to the king of

Bavaria; and in 1809, the king of West

phalia conferred on him the situations of

chapel-master, chamber-musician, and chef-

tCorchestre to the theatre. Blangini has

also composed some instrumental music,

and especially four symphonies for grand

orchestra. The following are some of the

principal of Blangini's vocal compositions :

" Six A'octurties for two Voices, dedicated to

Paer ;" "Six Camonets," three Sets, each

consisting of " Six Ariettes," (Birchall's

Cat.) Among the more favourite of his

operas may be cited, " La fausse Thtegne"

" NcphtaH," " Zilie et Terville," " Jnes

dc Castro," " Les Files Laefdemonienncs,"

and " Le Sacrifice a* Abraham"

BLANGINI, (Mlle.) sister of the pre

ceding, is a good violinist, and has per

formed concertos on that instrument at the

public concerts of Turin, Milan, Vienna,

and Paris. She has also composed some

Music for the violin.

BLANKENBORG, (Qcirinus ton)

organist at the Hague, published a book on

thorough-bass in 1739, also some church

music.

BLANKENBURG (Friedrich ton)

died at Leipsic in 1796. He edited the new

edition of " Suiter's Theory of the Fine

Arts," and added to the musical articles

of that work.

BLASIS (Francesco Antonio) com

posed at Milan the opera of "Arminio " in

1790.

BLASIU3 (Mathixu Fredric) was

ckef-d'orehestre at the Italian opera in

Paris. He published, in 1796, a method for

the clarionet. He also arranged Haydn's

sonatas as quartets, 4cc, several operas and

instrumental pieces.

BLATHWAYT (Cot.) was a pupil of A.

Scarlatti, and an extraordinary performar on

the harpsichord at the age of fourteen. His

picture when a boy, painted by Sir Godfrey

Kneller, hangs in the music school at

Oxford.

BLATMANN, (P. P.) a harpist at

Paris in 1790, published, in 1798 and 1798,

some music for his instrument.

BLAVET (N.) died in 1768. He wisa

celebrated flutist at Paris.

BLAVIERE, about the year 1772, wua

singing-master at Antwerp. Dr. Buraiy

speaks highly of his intelligence in musical

literature and compositions for the church.

BLAIZE (H.) published some piano-forte

music at Paris, between the years 1 799 ami

1802.

BLEIN, (Louis) a French composer

published a selection of popular airs for tb<

piano in 1799.

BLEWITT (Jonathan) was born it

London in 1782. He is the son of Jons!

Blewitt, an organist in London, and antho

of the first treatise on the organ, publishn

in Englahd. Jonathan Blewitt received th<

groundwork of his musical education uncle

his father, and was afterwards placed unde

his godfather, Jonathan Battishill. At ai

early age Blewitt evinced a taste fo

music, and at eleven years old was ap

pointed deputy organist to his father. H

was afterwards engaged to play at All

hallows Barking, Tower-street, for evenin

lecture, for which a choir was engaged. H

then became organist of the chapel at Blarl

heath, at the time it was attended by h<

royal highness the princess of Wales. Frw

thence he removed to Haverhill, Suffolk, t

the recommendation of Dr. Arnold, one <

his early friends. He next became organr

at Brecon, succeeding Mr. Campion, a pup

of his father's, where he remained thn

years. On the death of his father, he n

turned to London ; first, in the expectauo
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in his situation, and sc-

ioisdly, because he had composed an opera

rami by a lady of distinction, which

watt bare been brought out at Drury-

lia, The theatre, however, being burnt

<lem at this period, and circumstances

which prevented his election to

in father's place, he was disappointed in

tea expectations, and again returned to

in tanny, where he succeeded in gaining

wtarion of organist at Sheffield, after a

uspetinon in playing with many Candi

da. In the year 1811, Blewitt visited

Mud, and was patronised by the late

«rl Cahir, in whose family he resided for

Booths ; he then became composer and

'Mia to the theatre royal in Dublin.

Ma logier commenced propagating his

""a of musical instruction in Ireland,

Wtt was the first who joined him ; and

Enable lecturer, and possessing sound

s'«tl knowledge, he soon procured the

aajority of musical tuition in the me-

!B1*nf Ireland. He has since been ap-

r**4,W the duke of Leinster, grand

"T1** totbe masonic body of Ireland ; he

^"bestducted concerts in Dublin, and

<**J in this capacity at the coronation

't*st during the stay of his majesty in

^ kijlmi. He is at present organist

^ 4* parish church of St. Andrew's Dub-

* Blewitt is much admired for his

"•"■pwueous performances on the

especially in the fugue style. His

•"psitionj are numerous; among the

fqA are, "The Corsair," an opera.

'TV Magician" an opera. " The Island

1 Snui, an opera. ** Coneerlo for the

" Grand Sonata for the
yaffle." "La Nymphe Heurevse."

' BattU of Vittoria." " Royal Diver -

***tt, dedicated to the King." " Royal

Dmrliwiento, dedicated to the King

Wait lo Scotland."„" / PeiziScelti."

k Vutetta." " Duets for the Piano-

fcle," "The Vocal Assistant." " Simpli-

•/ Modulation and Accompani-

**• " Voluntaries for the Organ."

Songs in the Irish style :

<f VLynch," «< Emerald Isle,"

*' NorahMac Friskey," «Paddy ffRan."

ice. &c. &c. Songs and duets : " Ro

salie." "Rosabel." "Dear maiden."

'•Susan of the Valley." " The New Year."

"Thou modest crimson tippedflower." Burns.

" Woman's Lip." " The Jessamine Bower."

" Rose of Glena." " The Minstrel's Song."

" Tve seen a soft and speahing eye. "

"Anna Maria." " I blame thee not." &c.

&c. &c.

BLEYER, (Geobge) chamber-musician

to the duke of Schwartzburg in 1660. He

composed some vocal and instrumental

music, chiefly of a sacred character.

BLIESENER, (Johann) a pupil of

Giornovichi on the violin. He composed

much music for his instrument at Berlin

and Vienna, between the years 1789 and

1801.

BLTTHEMAN, (Wiliiam) organist of

the chapel royal to queen Elizabeth. He

was music-master to Dr. Bull.

BLOCKLAND. See BnocaiANn.

BLONDEAU, (An. Louis) born at Paris

in 1786, is a pupil of Mehul, and gained,

in 1808, the grand prize for composition

given by the Paris conservatory. The can

tata composed for the prize was "Mary

I Stuart," the words by Monsieur de Jouy.

Blondeau has arranged some of the sonatas

of Beethoven as quartets. His cantata of

"Mary Stuart" may be found in the

" Journal Hebdomadaire " of Leduc, thirty-

eighth year, Nos. 45, 46, 47, and 48.

BLONDEL, a rhymer or minstrel to

Richard I. king of England, about the year

1190. Whilst his master, being a prisoner

of the duke of Austria, was pining in a

tower in Germany, Blondel traversed the

whole of the Holy Land and all parts of

Germany, in search of the king, whom he at

length discovered to be confined in the

castle of Lowenstein, by singing near the

wallsof the castle a song which the king and

himself hadjointly composed. This anecdote

furnished the subject of Gretry's beautiful

opera " Richard C'ceur de Lion."

BLOUNT (J. \V.) was born in the year

1784, at Peterborough, in the county of

Northampton, and at the age of eight years
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jwas apprenticed to the late John Calah, then

organist of the cathedral in that city, at

whose death he proceeded to study under

H. P. Simpson, of Tinedon, Northampton

shire, a man of extraordinary musical attain

ments, although born blind. He subse

quently received instructions on the violin

from a pupil of Giordini, and some other

eminent professors. At the age ofseventeen

Blount was appointed organist of the parish

church of St. Neots, in the county of Hunt

ingdon, where he remained seven years, till

he was offered the situation of organist of

the collegiate church at Wimborne, Dorset

shire, which is the only cathedral in the

county, and where he has resided sixteen

years. He has composed some music for

the church, most of which is in manuscript.

BLOW, (John) doctor of music, born in

1648, at North Collingham, in Notting

hamshire, was one of the first set of children

of the chapel royal, after the Restoration.

In 1673, he was sworn one of the gentle

men of the chapel, and in 1674, upon the

decease of Humphrey, appointed master of

the children. In 1685, he was nominated

one of the private musicians to king James

II., and in 1687, he was likewise appointed

almoner and master of the choristers in the

cathedral church of St. Paul; but in 1693,

he resigned this last place in favour of his

pupil, Jeremiah Clark. Blow had his de

gree of doctor in music conferred on him by

the special grace of archbishop Sancroft,

without performing an exercise for it in

either of the universities. On the decease

of Purcell, in 1695, he was elected organist

of St. Margaret's, Westminster, and in 1699,

appointed composer to the chapel of their

majesties, king William and queen Mary,

at a salary of 40/. a-year, which after

wards was augmented to 73/. A second

composer, with the like appointment,

was added in 1715, when John Weldon

was sworn into that office; at which

time it was required, that each should pro

duce a new anthem on the first Sunday of

his month of waiting. That Blow was a

composer of anthems, while a singing-boy

in the chapel royal, appears from Clifford's

collection of the words of the services and

anthems used in our collegiate and ca

thedral churches in 1664 ; for among the

ecclesiastical composers mentioned in this

book, amounting to upwards of sixty, are in

cluded the names of Pelham, Humphrey,

John Blow, and Robert Smith, children of

his majesty's chapel. Humphrey was bom

in 1647, and Blow in 1648, so that, at the

Restoration, the first was only thirteen, and

the second but twelve. Their composing

anthems fit for the chapel royal, before they

had attained the age of sixteen or seventeen,

would now be regarded as more wonderful

proofs of precocity, if Purcell, soon after,

at a still more early period of his life, had

not produced compositions that were su

perior to these. Dr. Blow died in 1708,

at sixty years of age ; and though he did

not arrive at great longevity, yet, by begin

ning his course and mounting to the sum

mit of his profession so early, he enjoyed a

prosperous and eventful life. His composi

tions for the church, and his scholars who

arrived at eminence, have rendered his name

venerable among the musicians of our coun

try. Though there are strokes of pathetic,

and subjects of fugue in Blow's works that

are admirable, yet I have examined, says

Dr. Burncy, no one of them which appears

to be wholly unexceptionable, and free from

confusion and crudities in the counterpoint.

He has been celebrated by Dr. Boyce for

" his success in cultivating an uncommon

talent for modulation ;" but how so excellent

a judge of correct and pure harmony could

tolerate his licenses, is as unaccountable as

any thing in Blow's compositions, consider

ing the knowledge and known probity of the

late Dr. Boyce. The ballads of Dr. Blow

are in general more smooth and natural than

his other productions, and, indeed, than anv

other ballads of his time; there is more

melody than in those of Henry Lawes, or any

composers of the preceding reign ; yet it is

not of that graceful kind in which the

Italians were now advancing towards per

fection with great rapidity. It is either

of a Scots cast, or of a languid kind, that

excites no other sensation than fatigue and
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dmioinm. His pastoral, " Since the spring

met on," is, however, as chantante as any

noorrel mixture of Scots, Irish, French,

vA English, that has been since compiled.

TV Srst movement, particularly, seems to

hn been the model of most of the Vaux-

kail wajs of the last forty years. - Fill

» • bowl " has the same kind of merit,

rtx collecting his secular compositions into

i folio volume, in 1700, under the title of

■ .Isipiim Anglicus," was doubtless occa-

iwed by the great success of the Orpheus

Bnonnicus, \ similar collection of Purcell's

dramatic and miscellaneous songs, published

ty hu widow in 1698. But whether Dr.

Wow was stimulated to this publication by

awntion, envy, or the solicitation of his

rtoUn and friends, by whom there are no

l» tim fifteen encomiastic copies of verses

fftSied to the work, the ungrateful public

«■» to have always remained insensible

* then strains of the modern Amphion,

wk*± were not only incapable of building

^<», but even of supporting his own tot-

lB»4 frame. " Go, perjured man, " is the

bet of ill his secular productions ; but that

.VI vu an imitation of a duet by Caris-

■i "Dite, Odeli," is overloaded, in his

■*«j4<on Anglic**," with a laboured

aid unmeaning accompaniment. Pages

M and 46 of this collection, contain

of his best ballads, " Salrina has a

:**tand charms," and "Philander, do not

Has of arms." In these ballads, the union

°f Scots melody with the English is first

raajjmuous. The subject of a song, page

1W. "Orilhea's bright eyes," is likewise

hud Scots.

BLl'HME, (Johann) a musician at

Dresden about the year 1729.

BLUHER, (C. G. A.) a composer of

*"» piano-forte music at Leipsic in 1796.

BLUM, (M. H.) of the royal Berlin na-

"••il theatre, is considered an eminent

■Watrical singer in Germany. Among many

«bo Srjt parts, he has performed Don Juan,

ud Cupar in the Freyschutz,

BLUM, (J. C. F.) chapel-master to the

al'*dral of Magdeburg, published some

***** for the harpsichord in 1783.

BLUMAUER,(Mixe.) a German singer J

she was engaged in 1822 at Weimar.

BLUME, (Cahl) a dramatic composer,

guitarist, singer, and director of the opera

at Berlin. In the present year he composed

new music to a German translation of

" Les deitx Puges du Due de Vendbmc ;"

the piece went off with great success, and

the music is full of fine flowing melody.

He has also brought forward this year,

" Le Mariage Infantine," from the French,

which is highly applauded. Carl Blume

is a great favourite with the German

public.

BLUME, (Heinbicb) brother of the

preceding ; also a good singer at Berlin.

BLUMHOFEK (Mas.) published, in

1790, in Germany, a grand sonata for the

piano-forte.

BLYMA, (F. Xav.) director of the or

chestra at Moscow in 1796, published some

violin music at Vienna and Leipsic between

the above year and 1803.

BOBRE (Henjuch) published soma

sonatas at Vienna in 1799.

BOCCACINI, an Italian singer of much

talent, now resident at Dresden. His voice

is not powerful.

BOCCHERINI (Luioi) was born at

Lucca in 1740. He received his first lessons

in music and on the violoncello from the

abbe" Vannucci, then music-master of the

archbishopric. Boccherini, at an early age,

showing a great disposition for music, his

father, himself an ingenious musician, culti

vated his son's talent with care, and at

length sent him to Home, where he soon

acquired a high reputation for the originality

and variety of his productions. A few years

after this, he returned to Lucca, where his

sonatas were first performed in public. F.

Manfredi, a pupil of Nardini, and also a

native of Lucca, being there at the time of

Boccherini 's return from Rome, they exe

cuted together his sonatas for the violin and

violoncello, (Op. 7) to the great delight of

the audience. After this, the two professors

became intimate, and quitted Italy together,

for Spain, where Don Louis, the Infanta, was

collecting professors of the first talent. They
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were received at Madrid with particular

distinction, and Doccherini at length de

termined to remain in Spain. He was well

received by the king, who showed much

partiality for him, and loaded him with

honour and presents. The only professional

obligation imposed on him, was to produce,

every year, nine pieces of his composition,

for the use of the royal academy. Bocche-

rini assented to these conditions, and faith

fully kept them. He died at Madrid in

1806, aged sixty-six. It is said that

Boccherini kept up a regular correspondence

with Haydn, these two great musicians en

deavouring to enlighten each other respect

ing their compositions. Carter has said of

this composer, that, "If God wished to

address man, he might be supposed to do

so by the music of Haydn ; but if he wished

to hear music himself, he would prefer that

of Boccherini." Puppo has well appreciated

Boccherini's music, by calling him " the wife

of Haydn." Dr. Burney says," There is, per

haps, no instrumental music more ingenious,

elegant, and pleasing, than Boccherini's

quintets ; in which, invention, grace, mo

dulation, and good taste, conspire to render

them, when well executed, a treat for the

most re6ned hearers and critical judges of

musical composition." Part of the " Stabat

Mater " of Boccherini may be seen in the

second volume of Latrobe's selection ; it is a

truly original and highly finished production.

BOCHSA, (the father) principal per

former on the hautboy at the theatre at

Lyons. He composed some music for the

flute. (Preston's Cat.)

BOCHSA (Robert Nicholas Charles)

was born in 1789 at Montmedi, in the de

partment of the Meuse, in France. His

father being first performer on the hautboy

at the grand theatre at Lyons, the young

musician, while yet an infant, had the means

of hearing, and consequently imbibing, some

notions of good music. Nor were these

opportunities neglected, for, at the age of

seven years, he publicly performed a con

certo on the piano-forte. Kven at this early

period his genius for composition also

developed itself; for, in his ninth year, he

composed a duet and a symphony for the

flute. At eleven he played on the flute a

concerto of his own composition ; and at

twelve he composed several overtures for

ballets, and soon after a quartet, without

knowing a single rule of composition. At

sixteen he set to music, at Lyons, the opera

of " Trajan." At the same period, he ap

plied himself to the study of the harp, and

had made himself familiar with that instru

ment, when he went with his family to

Bourdeaux. Here, meeting with the cele

brated Beck, he studied composition under

him with the greatest enthusaism, for the

space of a year, and set to music the ballet

of "La Damomanie," and an oratorio, in

which he introduced a chorus for two orches

tras. About this time, Bochsa had so far mas

tered the difficulties of the harp, the piano

forte, the violin, the tenor, and the flute, as to

be able to perform concertos on either of these

instruments, besides being able to play in a

slight degree on the hautboy, and understand

ing perfectly the scale and capabilities of

nearly all other instruments. On his arrival

at Paris, he was received into the conservatory

of music, and placed as a pupil of Catel,

under whom his progress was so great, that,

at the close of the first year, he obtained the

principal prize in harmony. After this, he

studied the higher branches of composition,

under the celebrated Mehul, who manifested

for his pupil particular kindness and friend

ship. As Bochsa still continued to apply

himself to the harp, he received also some

lessons from Nadermann, and afterwards

studied more particularly under the cele

brated viscomte Marin. But judging, with

reason, that no one could rise to eminence

by imitating the productions of another, he

seems, from his publications, which appeared

soon after this time, to have applied himself

to a style of composition for the hnrp.

which had hitherto been unknown. It

is, doubtless, to this self-confidence that

may be attributed the celebrity which he

since has acquired. It frequently indeed

happens that, through a want of proper

confidence, the most original talents remain

dormant. To give a detailed account of
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s'j rainy improvement* in harp corn-

would require more space than we

: to a single life. It has been by

i that the harp, which was

1 as to be only adapted

• the voice, is now capable

i of musical

To conclude, Bochsa has

■ taiotd a generally allowed preeminence

on the harp, which few individual perform

ers m any other instrument have acquired.

!i compositions for the harp, which were

[tbluM at Paris, amount to about one

tudred and fifty, consisting of concertos,

•fosphonies, quintets, quartets, trios, duets,

>'.i!2i, fantasias, capriceios, &c. &c. be-

• J«'.*o methods and fifty studies, dedicated

'* G. B. Cramer. In 1813, the emperor

Wewi appointed Bochsa first harpist of

u pnvate concerts. Soon after this he

IfW himself with great enthusiasm to

iiBitic composition, and composed for the

' '»i comic opera "UHtritiet <fc Paimpal,"

* «s»J in three acts, which experienced

la 1814, he was appointed

l XVIII.) to com

P* in opera called " Le$ Heriliert Mi-

ibi,* which production received the

i of the king and of the emperors

This opera is said

hate been prepared by Bochsa in a few

"I, and we. have heard that the overture

*«' pusuvely composed in two hours. The

••llswing is a list of the other dramatic

/ -Jocuoos of this composer, in the order in

»kich they appeared : " La Lettre lie

t**#»," in one act ; "Le Hoi el la Ligut"

ci i»o icu ; " IAt Soies de Gamachc," in

acts; and " L* Roi a"4rragan," in

0" the 20th of January, 1815, a grand

"fift was performed for the service of

Uki XVI, composed by Bochsa for

»*1 instruments only. About this time he

"u appointed harpist to the king and the

^" 4* Brrri, by whom, as well as by

H<*Matr, he was particularly patronised.

to England in 1817 ; since

» uine he has published yearly more,

i average, than seventeen or

pieces for the harp. In 1822, he

director of the oratorios, which, under his

management, have been gradually im

proving both in selection and performance.

At the opening of the royal academy of

music in 1822, he became a life -governor,

and was appointed professor of the harp and

secretary to the musical department of that

institution.

BOCK (J bam Chsetien) published in

1771, at Nuremburg, a solo for the violin.

BOCK (Le Pebe de) published at

Amsterdam, in 1740, two sonatas for the

harpsichord.

BOCK, (Joseph) an instrumental com

poser at Vienna since the year 1803.

BOCKEMEYER. See Boxsheybb.

BOOKLET, (M. C. M. von) professor

of the violin and piano at Vienna.

BODANOWIG. See Bohdasdwio.

BODE, (Johann Joachim Chhistopu)

a printer at Hamburgh and composer of some

music since the year 1773. He published

a German translation of some of the works

of Dr. Harney.

BODEHBURG, (Joachim Christo-

fhe) a German, wrote a work on ancient

music especially of the Jews, also a work on

the music of the middle ages and modern

times. He died in the year 1759, at the age

of sixty-eight.

BODUVI, (Sebastien) musician to the

margrave of Baden Dourlack about the year

1756. He published much instrumental

music at Augsburg.

BODINUS, (Jean Auguste) first violin

in the chapel of the prince of Schwartiburg,

was born in 1725. He was a pupil of Benda.

BOECK, (Aktoine and Ionasius) bro

thers, were excellent performers on the

horn in 1182.

BOECKLIN, (Francois Frederic Si-

gismund Auguste Babonde) an amateur

composer, was born at Strasburg in 1745.

He was a favourite pupil of Jomelli ; he also

took lessons of Bichter ; he composed sym

phonies, church music, and also some operas.

BOEHM, (Johann) manager of a the

atre in Germany, composed the music of

some operas about the year 1785.
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BOEHM, (Iwan) violinist at the chapel

royal at Berlin, was born at Moscow in

1713. He was pupil of Graun.

BOEHM (Gottfried) published some

instrumental music at NureinbuTg between

the years 1744 and 1750.

BOEHMER published, in 1802, some

symphonies for a grand orchestra.

BOEKER, (H.) the editor, in the year

1791, of a collection of vocal and instru

mental music, by celebrated modern com

posers; this work, we believe, was published

at Berlin.

BOELSCHE, (J.) an organist and com

poser in Brunswick, died in 1684.

BOESENHOENIG, (Josepha) a cele

brated pianist and composer at Vienna.

She was a pupil of Mozart, Kozeluch, and

Kichter; she published much music for the

piano-forte between the years 1791 and

1799.

BOESSET (Jean Baptiste) was the

favourite secular composer of the early part

of the seventeenth century, also the best

lutist and principal composer of songs of his

time. Some of his " Cuurt Ayres with their

Ditties Englished" were published in Lon

don by Rimer, 1629, of which it is now

difficult to find the measure or accent.

BOETHIUS, (A. M. T. S.) a writer of

five books on music in the latter part of the

fifth century. His works were printed at

Basil between the years 1546 and 1570.

BOETTNER, (John Christian) organ

ist at Hanover, published some music for

that instrument in 1787.

BOETTICHER, (Joseph) a good musi

cian at Erfurt, died in 1635.

BOETTICHER, (Martin) a composer

of sacred music at Erfurt in 1647.

BOETTNER published a collection of

vocal music in Westphalia. He died in

1795.

BOHDANOWICZ, (B.) a musician

at Vienna, has composed many instru

mental works between the years 1780 and

1798.

• BOHLEN, (A.) a composer of church

music and singer, was born in Friesland in

1679. He died in 1727,

BOHM, of Munich, a celebrated flutist

now living.

BOHRER, (Anthony and Maximi

lian) two celebrated performers, the one

on the violin, the other on the violoncello,

are brothers. They performed, in 1823, at

Milan. It is said that in their performance

of a duet, so great was the similitude of their

tones, that the auditor could scarcely deter

mine which of the two was the performer on

the violin.

BOIELDIEU, (Adrien) a celebrated

dramatic composer at Paris, was born at

Rouen in 1 770. He came to Paris about

the year 1795, and first became known by

his talents on the piano-forte and as a com

poser of romances, some of which had pro

digious success, especially the two, " S'il at

vrai que d'ttre deux," and " Le MeneitrtL"

He soon after began to compose operas;

among the more favourite of which may be

named " Le Calife de Bagdad, 1800," " Le

Petit Chaperon," and" La Failure vertic."

Boieldieu has been one of the professors of

the piano at the conservatory at Paris since

the year 1797 ; some time since, however,

he resided at Petersburg, having been ap

pointed, in 1803, chapel-master to the em

peror of Russia, after the death of Sarti.

We rather think he is still resident in

Russia.

BOINEBURGH, (Von) a»Gennan vio

linist of eminence, lately performed at

Weimar.

BOISGELOU (Pavl Louis Rouaiu

de) was born at Paris in 1732. He was

celebrated as an infant musician, by J. J.

Rousseau, in the following passage of his

Emile : " J'ai vue chez un magistral, son

fils petit bon homme de huit ans, qu'on

inettait sur la table au dessert comme unc

statue au milieu des plateaux, jouer la d'on

violon, presque aussi grand que lui, et

surprendre par son execution les artistes

infimes." He died at Paris in 1806.

BOISJERMAIN, (Luneac de.) See

LUNEAU.

BOISMORTIER, a composer of some

operas and other music, died at Pans m

1755, aged sixty-four. He was remarkably
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i^at, so much so that he would not un-

| wrttke to direct the orchestra at the rehear-

uk of bis own music, but would say,

"Mflarars, toil* ma partition, faites-en ce

a* tens pourrez ; car, pour moi, je n'en-

ksa pas plus k la faire valoir que le plus

eat enfant de chceur." A motet of this

fosspeser, " Fugil Nox," has been much

ctfebrattd.

B01SSET, (Antoime) chamber-musi-

au to the king of France at the beginning

tt the seventeenth century.

BOUOO, (Nicholas.) See Wollice.

BOLLi, (Sionora) a female buffo

ater it the opera in London, in the year

m

BOLOGNA, (Lvioi) bo™ a* Bologna,

■ » esposer of opera music since the year

I*

BOLTON, (T.) a professor of the guitar,

f'sint in London. He has published

Til worts for his instrument, also many

"•ml compositions. (See Goulding's and

'■"Wane's Cat.)

BOMPORTL See Bonpobti.

90KHMPO. See Bontempo.

MS(Girolamo, called Momolo) was

ton Venice, and published at Nurem-

*% ■ 1764, some easy sonatas for the

"'a ind bass.

BONA, (Valerio) a Franciscan monk

J! Main in 1596. He published madri-

Pk motets, and church music, also rules

■ compontion.

BONADIES (Pere Jean) was a Car

ole, and the master of Franchinus Gassu-

^ P. Martini has given a fragment from

1 "Ajrie Eleiton," composed by Bonadies

* 1473, when Gaforio was twenty-two

JonoH.

BONAGO (P.) published six instru-

"Wtal trio, at Vienna about 1780.

BONANNI, (Filippo) a jesuit at

was born in 1638, and published in

'"32 a work on music, called the " Cabinctto

*»»ieo Pinto ihtromenti Sonori." In

' "6, a new edition of this work appeared at

Rca*'with a French translation, and the

^in? title, " Deicrisime degt Iitro-

dmmici d'ogm genere del Padre

Bonanni, teeonda Edizione rivedula, cor-

rctta td accresciuta dtlC Abbate Giacinto

Ceruti, orrtata con 140 rami."

BONARDI, (Francesco) an Italian

composer of madrigals at Venice in 1566.

BONAZEI, (Antonio) an amateur vio

linist, was born at Cremona. At his death,

he left a collection of upwards of a thousand

instrumental pieces by different composers,

among which were a few of his own com

position. He also left forty-two violins, made

by Guarnerius, Amati, Stradivari, and other

great makers ; several of these instruments

were worth 150 ducats a piece. Bonazzi

died in 1802 at Mantua.

BOND, (Hugh) a collector and editor of

psalms, hymns, and anthems in London

previously to the year 1795. (Preston's

and Broderip's old Cat.)

BOND, an eminent performer on the

double bass, resident in London. He was

engaged at the York musical festival in

1823.

BONDINERI, (Michele) a Florentine,

composer of operas between the years 1 785

and 1791.

BONDIOLT, (Giacinto) a composer of

sacred music, published at Venice between

the years 1620 and 1625.

BONEL, an admired tenor singer at the

grand opera at Paris in the year 1820.

BONELO, (Aorelio) of Bologna, pub

lished some vocal music at Venice about the

year $696.

RONKSI, (B.) of Bergamo, a composer

of operas, &c. resident at Paris in the year

1806. He studied composition under

Fioroni, a pupil of Leo-Boneo, and was

master of the celebrated Choron.

BONEVENTI, (Giuseppe) a favourite

composer of operas between the years 1690

and 1727.

BONI, (Charles) composer of some in

strumental music published at Paris in 1776.

BONINI, a monk, published some motets

at Venice in the year 1616.

BONINI, (Sbvero) born at Florence,

published the " Lamento d'Ariana," a

cantata, at Venice, in 1613 ; probably hei»

the same person as the foregoing.
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BONJOUR, (L.) organist, in 1786, of

the military school at Paris. He published

" Nouveaux Principes de Musioue" iu 1800,

also several sonatas, &c. in preceding

years.

BONIVENTO. See Boxevento.

BONNAY, f.F.) a composer of operas

at Paris about the year 1787. .

BONNE D'ALPY (Mlie.) published

some romances at Paris in 1804.

BONNET, (Jacques) author of " L'His-

ioire de la Musii/ue tt de scs Effelt," pub-

lislied at Paris in 1715. It is a work of no

great merit, .. . .

BONNET, (J. B.) organist at Montau-

ban, and a pupil of Jarnowich, has com

posed much music fpi the violin. He was

born in 1763, and formerly held the situa

tion of chef-tforcktsire at the theatres of

Brest and Nantes.

BONNfiVAL, (Rene bu) author of a

defence of the French music against J. J.

Rousseau ; this work was published at Paris

in 1754.

BONNO. See Bono.

BONNOT. See Mablt.

BONO, (Joseph) chapel-master and

court-musician at Vienna in 1710, died

there iu 1788. He composed several operas

and oratorios.

BONOMETTI, (Giovanni Batthta)

a composer, born at Bergamo, was in the

service of the grand duke Ferdinand of

Austria at the beginning of tile .'Seven

teenth century. He published a.Jfirgp col

lection of motets, psalms, inc. by ei^ijjent

masters, also some trios for two violins and

bass.

BONONCINl See Buononcini.

BONORA published some piano-forte

music at Vienna in 1795.

BONPORTI, (Abate) a celebrated

Italian violin maker towards the end of the

seventeenth century.

BONPORTI, (Fbancesco Anton.) an

instrumental composer, published some mu

sic at Augsburg about the year 1741,

BONTBMPI (Giovanni Audbia. An-

OEMNi) was bom iu the Roman states. He

was the author of a history ef music, pub-

lished in 1695, in one small volume folio.

He is considered by Dr. Buraey as an ex

cellent composer for the age iu which he

lived, and as a profound theorist. Bontempi

has given an exhibition of the ancient dia

tonic system, as applied to the key of A

minor, exactly corresponding with that of

Pythagoras.

BONTEMPO, (Alessandro) an Italian

composer of motets at the beginning of the

seventeenth century.

BONTEMPO. (J. D.) an excellent

pianist and composer of instrumental and of

church music He lived some years at

Paris, and at present is resident at Lisbon,

where he has formed a Philharmonic society.

A requiem composed by Bontempo at

Lisbon is said to be a work of great

merit.

BONWICK, an English composer of

piano-forte music and songs, published in

London about the year 1795.

BORBERG, (C. L.) a German orgaoUi

and composer, was born in 1676.

BORCACCIA, an Italian buffo singer.

He was engaged at the Julian opera in

Paris in 1719.

BORCHGREVINCK, (Melchios)

court-organist at Copenhagen at the end of

the sixteenth century. He published, in

1606, a large collection of madrigals by the

most celebrated Italian composers.

BOHDE, (JeanBxnjamindela.)

Labobde.

BORDET, a Butist and composer of

music for his instrument, published also >

method for music at Paris in 1755.

BORDIER, chapel-master at Paris, pub

lished a method for music in 1760. II

was reprinted, in 1770, with additions, afw

his death, and entitled "A TreatHe on

Competition."

BORDOGNI, a singer of eminence at

the Italian theatre at Paris since the y'u

1819. He 'is also professor of singing at

the Paris conservatory.

BORDONI, (Faustina.) See Has"-

BORETTI, (Giovanni And*") •

composer of seriousoperas at Parma, beWtea

the yen* 1666 and 1672,
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MBGHESE, (A.) an Italian composer

eta operetta at Puis in 1787.

MRGHI, (Giov-ANXi'BATTisTA)chapel-

nasto at Loretto in 1770. He composed

ittoi operas for the theatres of Venice

■d floreace. His compositions are much

riesaei AmoDg his operas are " Ciro,"

z&imtd at Venice ; " Piramo e Tisbe,"

K Florence ; " Ltmune" and " fficinere."

tsORGHI, (Luigi) a pupil of Pugnani,

Hie leader of the second violins in the or-

ism, at the commemoration of Handel at

••-yjBEer abbey. He has published much

saw far bis instrument in London, Berlin,

i -s, and Amsterdam. There are also some

;iMa otojooets by this composer published

1 Btotterip. (dementi's and Preston's

C4)

WEGO, (Cesabi) organist at Milan,

;saitil many part-songs and masses of

- --pn-iuon atVenice and Milan, between

a 1584 and 1614.

B0G0CMNI, (D. Bebnabdo) an

Lain cmposer at Venice at the beginning

'* tain century. In 1700, he brought

i«¥jid tit opera " La fficopili."

BOSCO.NDIO, (Sionoba) an Italian

^•nborn at Brescia, in Italy, in the

.^'l'SO. She is of a noble family, and

*tend her talents to theatrical pursuits

" actout of family misfortunes, arising

s tne consequences of the French revo-

Madame Borgondio made her ddbut

" hdj, tt the court of the duke of Modena.

■Mitel passed to Munich in 1816, and was

it tat siager who performed Rossini's

oa the German stage ; she appeared

'■' * T**crtdi," and in the " IItalian a in

and was much applauded. She

■Mali proceeded to Vienna, where she

'"Mined three years, and met with much

*■* She neat went to Moscow and

faenburg, at which latter capital she sang

* tuna ; i,- fore the emperor, and received

'a ten several handsome presents. On

luting Ra5s,lj ,De visited Dresden and

*A>>,and finallycame to Loudon, where she

fPued three tiroes in the season of 1823,

**• character of Tancrcdi ; but was not

*** Waived, owing, as we have been in-

formed, to the indifferent state of her health

at the time.

BORIN, author of a French work on

music and dancing published at Paris in

1746.

BORNET, 1'aine, first violin at the

opera in Paris in 1770. He published a

method for the violin. ' '

BORNHARDT, (J. H. C.) of Bruns

wick, a composer of popular vocal and

instrumental music since the year 1794.

BORNIANSKY. See Bobtniansxy.

BORNKESSEL, (J. G.) a composer of

some songs at Jena in 1799.

BORONI or BURONI, (Antonio) a

pupil of Padre Martini, was born at Rome

in 1738. He composed much dramatic and.

church music between the years 1765 and

1792. Buroni was the principal composer

of St. Peter's church for some years; he

also went to Germany, and was chapel-,

master to the duke of Wurtemberg. He was

the earliest master of the celebrated de

menti, to whom he was related. His prin

cipal operas are "Sofonisba," and "La

Notte Critica."

BOROSINI (Fbancesco) was a good

tenor singer at the opera in London about

the year 1724.

BOROSINI, (Leonoba) aFrenchfemale

singer, was wife of the preceding.

BORRA was born at Turin. He pub

lished, about the year 1780, two concertos

for the violin.

BORSARI, (Abcanoelo) a composer

of part-songs at Venice at the end of the

sixteenth and commencement of the seven

teenth century.

BORTNIANSKY, (Demeteio) a com

poser of church music at Moscow since the

year 1783.

BORZIO, (Cablo) chapel-master at

Lodi, published some church music, also

some dramatic pieces, about the year 1616.

BOS, (Abbe du.) See Dubos.

BOSCH, (Van deb) an organist at

Antwerp in 1772. He composed and pub

lished at Paris some music for the piano

forte.

BOSCHI, (Giboiamo) a native of
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Viterbo, was a celebrated bass singer, whom

Handel engaged, in 1710, to sing at his

operas in London. Boschi's wife had been

a great singer, but was much past her prime

when she came to England. Handel's

genius and fir* never shone finer than in

the bass songs which he composed for

Bosclii, whose voice being sufficiently

powerful to penetrate through a multipli

city of instrumental parts, Handel set every

engine to work in the orchestra to enrich

the harmony and enliven the movement.

BOSCKA, a composer of some quatuors

for the clarionet, &tc. in Germany in 1802.

BOSK, (Carlo di) a composer of some

instrumental music at Dresden since the

year 1792.

BOSELLI, (Mllk.) a delightful singer,

in the service of prince Antony Esterhazy

at the same time with Haydn, of whom she

was for many years a great favourite.

BOSELLO, (Anna Morichelli) prin

cipal female singer at Milan in 1788, and

subsequently at Paris in 1791. She died in

1800 aged forty. She was a great patroness

and friend to Catalani in early life.

BOS1, of Ferrara, a composer of operas

at Milan in 1783.

BOSSI, a ballet composer in London

since the year 1795. He died in 1802,

of a deep decline, in the King's Bench

prison, at the early age of twenty-seven

years.

BOSTEKZKY, (Felix) a good flute

and violin player in the orchestra of St.

Stephen's church at Vienna in 1796. He

composed some instrumental music.

BOTTARELLI, (Johann Walpeht) a

Florentine poet, published in London, in

1757, " Dtl Canzoniere d'Orazio Ode 12

Messe in Mutica da' piu rcnomati Pro-

fessori Inglesi."

BOTTESI, one of the greatest violinists

of Tartini's school about the year 1770.

BOTTI published in 1784, at Paris, six

trios for the harpsichord and violin.

BOTTICELLI, an Italian bass singer,

at present engaged for the opera at Dresden.

BOTTOMLEY (Joseph) was born at

Halifax, in Yorkshire, in 1786. His predi-

lection for music first appeared at a concert,

to which his parents had taken him, when

the effects produced upon him bytheperfonn-

ance were so remarkable, that a gentle

man presentwarmly advocated the propriety

of his being educated for the profession.

His parents, availing themselves of the inti

mation, procured him instructions as soon as

possible, and at the age of seven he per

formed a concerto on the violin, exciting

at once feelings of pleasure and astonish

ment in a numerous audience. His studies

on the piano-forte did not commence before

he was eight years of age. At twelve, he

was removcdHo Manchester, where he was

placed under the tuition of Grimshaw, or

ganist of St. John's, and of Watts, leader

of the concerts. Upon the recommenda

tion of Watts, he afterwards received in

structions on the violin from Yaniewitz,

who was engaged at that time to perform

concertos at Manchester. At fifteen, lie

was apprenticed to Lawton, organist of St.

Peter's, Leeds, who had been an apprentice

of Dr. Miller, and a pupil of the celebrated

Baumgarten. Under this gentleman he

obtained considerable theoretical informa

tion, both by his private instructions and

from his excellent musical library.

After the completion of his term with

Lawton, Bottomley went to London, where

he devoted a short time to the instructions

of the renowned Woelfl.

At nineteen, having finished his musical

education, he announced himself to the

public as a professor. Although he was

appointed organist of the parish church of

Bradford, in the year 1807, yet Halifax,

being a very musical town, and affording

him much teaching, became his principal

place of residence. In 1820, after teaching

in some of the most respectable families in

the country, giving instruction to several

professors, and leading a very considerable

number of performances both sacred and

miscellaneous, he was induced, by a liberal

salary, to accept the situation of organist of

the parish church, Sheffield, at which place

he is now stationed. As a stimulus to

exertion, it may not be improper to add, thai,
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an inattention to literature

. life, and a continual devotion of

tae 10 teaching and composition, Bottomley

as bend opportunities of cultivating an

anjaisiance with several languages, the

Ei&aatics, and most of the sciences.

ik allowing is a list of Bottomley's princi

pal works, published : "SixExercisesfarPi-

nrfsrte," "Twelve Sonatinas," "Two Di-

'rtmeitUH, Flute Acc" "TwetveWaltzes"

"fiftr Hondas," "Ten Airs, with Vary

- Ok Song," •• One Duet, Piano-forte."

'*)v$mota," "Twenty-eight Songs, set to

Or. Wstts'tfamiliarPoems." All the fore-

^^ are for the piano-forte. " A small

&4"«rjr of Music" His manuscript

isu, which are numerous, consist of over-

taoijtlntets.one quartet, trios, concertos,

■■no, uthems, &c. etc.

80TTK1GAKI (II Cavaliere Eucole)

** l«ra at Bologna in 1531. He was a

■ of rank, fortune, and erudition, who

was \, have spent his whole life, which

""•W to eighty-eight years, in the study

» «st and in musical controversy. He

a 1609, and bequeathed his very

"tele musical library to his friend Padre

WlCHER (Alexandre Jean) was

'""oParisinnTO. At seventeen years old

■ "tat to Spain, where he was appointed

reliaiit of the chamber and chapel of

'•fc IV. During the time that monarch

""W in France, Boucher was also in his

He has published some pieces for

*■ «b at Brussels. Boucher was at St.

p<Xnburg in 1823, and performed before

impress mother.

BOUCHER, (Madame Celeste) an

"ttllent harpist at Paris, and pupil of

-^jdermann.

Ml'DOGNI,

lie »ai i
an Italian tenor singer.

. at the Italian opera in
hi* in 1719.

BOIFFLERS^Stasislas DE)composer

»1 tome French songs. He also inserted in

*• Mercure for 1809, a very curious article

« >l» subject of the guitar.

&WftL,a celebrated performer on the

BOULANGER, (Madame) a celebrated

French singer at the Thi&tre Feycleau. She

was a pupil of the conservatory.

BOURDELOT, (L'Abbe) an advocate at

Paris, published a letter relating to dra

matic music about the year 1760.

BOURDELOT,(PetehBonna) younger

brother of the preceding, commenced a

history of music conjointly with his brother,

which work was completed by Jacques

Bonna after their decease. An edition of

this book, was published at the Hague and

at Frankfort in 1743. Some amusing ab

surdities extracted from it on the subject of

" TheEffects of Music upon Animals," may

be found in the Quarterly Musical Review,

vol. v. p. 1 59.

BOURGEOIS, born in Hainaultin 1675.

He published many cantatas between the

yearsl713 and 1750 ; also two operas, " Les

Amours de'guisis," and " Les Ptaisirs de la

Pais." Bourgeois died at Palis in 1750.

BOURKE, an English composer of glees,

(dementi's Cat.)

" BOURNONVILLE, (Jean) organist at

Amiens, published several masses between

the years 1618 and 1630.

BOURNONVILLE, (Valektixy de)

son of the preceding, published several mu

sical works in 1646.

BOURNONVILLE, grandson to Jean

Bouraonville, died about 1758. He com

posed and published many motets. He

was a pupil of Bernier, and much celebrated

amongst the French musicians of his age.

BOUSSET (Jean Baptiste de) died at

Paris in 1725. He was chapel-master at

Louvre, and published some sacred music.

BOUSSET, (Dbouart de) organist to

Notre Dame at Paris in 1760. He died sud

denly in the churchjust after he had finished

performing a mass with unusual energy.

BOUTEILLER (M. Fils) gained the

prize for the composition of a fugue at the

conservatory of Paris in 1 806.

BOUTELOU, a celebrated countertenor

singer in the chapel of Louis XIV. He

was so extravagant that he was frequently in

I prison, where the king sent him dinners daily

of six covers, and frequently paid his debts.
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BOUTMI, (L.) composer of some ro

mances at Paris in 1793.

BOUTMY, born at Brussels in 1725,

was the author of a treatise on thorough

bass, published at the Hague in 1760. He

also composed much harpsichord and church

music, some of which was printed at the

Hague and Amsterdam.

BOUTROY, (Zozime) the inventor of

a machine called the planisphere or har

monic compass, at Paris, in 1785. He after

wards published a symphony for eight

instruments, the bass being numbered ac

cording to the plan of the above machine ;

he likewise composed some romances.

BOUVAN, composer of a collection of

songs published at the Hague in 1735.

BOUYARD, composer of two operas

and other vocal music in Paris at the com

mencement of the eighteenth century.

BOUVIER, (M. J.) a composer ofinstru

mental music and violinist at Paris in 1785.

BOVICELLI (Giovanni Battista)

published rules for music at Venice in 1594,

also some madrigals and motets.

BOWIN, (Jean.) See Boira,

BOYCE, (Dr. William) bora in 1710,

was the son of a cabinet-maker in London.

He was a professor to whom our choral

service is greatly indebted for the well-

selected, correct, and splendid collection of

cathedral music, which he published in

three volumes large folio, upon the plan and

on the recommendation of his master and

predecessor Dr. Greene. In 1734, he was

a candidate for the place of organist of St.

Michael's church, Cornhill. But though

he was unsuccessful in this application,

Kelway having been elected, yet he was

appointed the same year to the place of or

ganist of Oxford chapel; and in 1736, upon

the death of Weldon, when Kelway, being

elected organist of St. Martin's in the Fields,

resigned his place at St, Michael's, Cornhill,

Boyce was not only elected organist of

that church, but organist and composer in

the chapel royal. The same year, he set

"David's Lamentation over Saul and Jona

than," which was performed at the Apollo

society. About the year 1743, he produced ,

the serenetta of " Solomon," which waslonj

and justly admired as a pleasing and ele

gant composition. His next publication was

twelve sonatas or trios lor two violins and

a bass, which were longer and more gene

rally purchased, performed, and admired

than any productions of the kind in tail

kingdom, except those of Corelli. They

were not only in constant use as chamber

music in private concerts, for which they

were originally designed, but in our theatre;

as act-tunes, and at public gardens as fa

vourite pieces, during many years. In

1749, he set the ode written by the Rev.

Mr. Mason, for the installation of the late

duke of Newcastle as chancellor of the uni

versity of Cambridge, at which time hewis

honoured with the degree of doctor in music

by that university. Soon after this event,

he set for Drury-lane theatre "The Chapltt,"

a musical drama in one act, the dialogue of

which is carried on in recitative. It had «

very favourable reception and long ran, and

continued many years in use among the

stock pieces of that theatre. Not Jong after

the first performance of this drama, his friend

Mr. Beard brought on the same stage the

secular ode written by Dryden, and origin

ally set by Dr. Boyce for Hickford's

room, or the Castle concert, where it was

first performed. This piece, though less

successful than " The Chaplet," by the ani

mated performance and friendly zeal of Mr.

Beard, was many times exhibited before it

was wholly laid aside. These compositions,

with occasional siDgle songs for Vauihall

and Ranelagh, disseminated the fame of

Dr. Boyce throughout the kingdom as a

dramatic and miscellaneous composer, while

his choral compositions for the king's chapel,

for the feast of the sons of the clergy at St.

Paul's, and for the triennial meetings at the

three cathedrals of Worcester, Hereford,

and Gloucester, at the performances in «"

which places he constantly presided till the

time of his death, established his reputation

as an ecclesiastical composer and able

master of harmony. Dr. Boyce, with »"

due reverence for the abilities of Handel,

was one of the few of our church compose"
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wio wither pillaged nor servilely imitated

km litre is as original and sterling merit

nka productions, founded as much on the

tKftfonr own old masters, as on the best

anidi of other countries, that gives to all

barais a peculiar stamp and character

ir strength, clearness, and facility, without

mixture of styles, or extraneous and

kterogeneous ornaments. Dr. Boyce dying

■ 1779, was succeeded in the chapel royal

kj Mr. Dupuis, and as master of his ma-

jatri hud, by Mr. Stanley.

BOYCE, (Mr.) a good performer on the

Mb bass. He was engaged at the vocal

tawrsin 1B17, and at the Birmingham

ratal festival in 1820.

OTELDIEU. See BotEtDiKtr.

WYER (Pascal) was chapel-master

1 Km ir. his seventeenth year ; he after-

rune to Paris, and published a bio-

nfiai sketch of Pergolesi in the Mercure

* fad of July 1772. He subsequently

iwiabej some instrumental music.

"OYER, (J. M. P.) a French dramatic

""Pw.vho died in 1755.

WTOY published some piano-forte

""foUmdon in 1785.

TTTN published a treatise on ac-

"^ement, and much organ music, at

ffiind Amsterdam, about the beginning

^ *« Bjditeenth century.

SHADE (William) published some

Wl1 ««d instrumental music of a light de-

it Hamburgh and Frankfort on the

^"i «t the beginning of the seventeenth

*RADLEY, ("Robert) an English com-

P*r of songs at the beginning of the

'^twjth century.

SRAETTEL (ULRtcn) published some

JJj*> te. at Augsburg, about the year

BRAHAM (John) was left an orphan

try young ; but having a natural in-

^'aatioti for the study of music, he was

*■ under the protection of Leoni the

^ udat the age of about ten, made

**• Jppearance on the stage at the

2*) theatre, then under the roanage-

"* rf tin late John Palmer. His vocal

powers were at that time so great, that he

was able to execute with correctness most of

the brnvuras that had been sung by Ma

dame Mara. The subsequent breaking of

his voice, however, deprived him for a while

of the means of making a further pro

gress in the public favour. It was about

this period that Mr. Leoni, from the dis

arrangement of his domestic concerns, was

compelled to leave the country. He went to

Jamaica, and left Braham a second time un

provided for. In this emergency his abilities

and good conduct procured him a shelter in

the friendship of the Goldsmids, a family of

high respectability in the city, and under

their protection he became a teacher of the

piano-forte. His greatest assiduity, how

ever, was employed in recovering the powers

of his voice ; and in the numerous musical

societies he frequented, he exerted his ut

most efforts to regain his former excellence.

At one of these meetings he accidentally

became acquainted with Mr. Ashe, the cele

brated performer on the flute, who, delighted

with his vocal abilities, persuaded him to

accept an engagement for the subsequent

season at Bath. He readily assented, and

iu the year 1794 made his first appearance

as a tenor ringer at the Bath concerts, of

which Rauzzini was the conductor. No

sooner had Braham appeared at these con

certs, than he became a pupil of Rauzzini,

and greatly profited by his able instructions.

This liberal master even received him gra

tuitously into his house, and gave him les

sons for three years ; and when Braham

afterwards sang at his annual concerts, he

insisted on his receiving a very ample remu

neration. In the spring of the year 1 796,

Braham was engaged by Storace to sing

at Drury-lane theatre for a limited number

of nights ; but before the opera ofMahmoud

was performed, in which he was to appear,

that invaluable composer sank into the grave.

It was, however, brought forward after his

death, and Braham's vocal talents received

from a London audience those unequivocal

marks of applause which they so justly me

rit. The following season Braham made

his first appearance on the boards of the
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Italian opera, in "ZemiraandAzar" Not,

however, satisfied with himself, so long as

he conceived there was a possibility of fur

ther improvement, he determined to seek in

Italy the last and highest accomplishment of

his talents. For this purpose he embarked

for the continent. He went first to Paris,

where he continued nearly eight months,

during which time he had several con

certs, which were crowded at the high price

of a louis per ticket. From hence he tra

velled to Italy. The first engagement Bra-

ham accepted in Italy was at Florence,

where he was received with the most flatter

ing marks of approbation. From Florence

he proceeded to Milan and Genoa, at which

places he accepted several successive en

gagements. At the latter town he continued

for some time, and assiduously applied him

self to the study of composition under the

able maestro, Isola, of whose school he has

exhibited such successful specimens. When

at Genoa, he received offers from the con

ductors of the theatre at Naples, but the

troubled state of the country at that time

did not make it desirable to accept them.

He therefore directed his route to Leghorn,

Venice, Trieste, and finally to Hamburgh,

every where accompanied with the most

gratifying marks of approbation. Having

had numerous solicitations to return to his

native country, he, at length, waved some

suspending engagements at Milan and Vi

enna, and accepted one from the theatre of

Covent-garden. Here he appeared, in the

winter of 1801, in the opera of " Chains of

the Heart" the composition of Mazzinghi

and Reeve, and has since that period held

the very fust rank among our English stage

and concert singers. In energy and pathos

of style, Braham is unrivalled ; and his

powers in this respect are especially conspi

cuous in accompanied recitative, which

generally expresses strong passion ; thus,

" Deeper and deeper still," of Handel, is

the chef-d'oeuvre of Braham's declamatory

and pathetic manner, describing as it does

Jeptha in the agony of his rash vow. In

the order of musical effects his singing of

this accompanied recitative is ranked, by an

ingenious contributor to the Quarterly Mu

sical Review, with the finest efforts of

Mrs.Siddons in the drama. Braham is like

wise remarkable, among the natives of Eng

land, for his power in sustaining, with the

proper manner and pronunciation, the prin

cipal male character on the Italian stage,

so much so, indeed, that, by many, his

Italian singing is thought far to transcend

his English. ■

He performed at the King's theatre seve

ral seasons, from 1806 to 1816, with those

celebrated singers, Mrs. Billington, Madame

Grassini, and Madame Fodor. In 1809, he

was engaged to sing at the Theatre Royal,

Dublin, on such terms as were never given

before (nor since we believe) to any per

former, viz. two thousandguineas for fifteen

nights ; and so well was the manager satis

fied with the bargain, that it was extended

to thirty-six performances on the same terms.

Of late years, Braham has been engaged

at Drury-lane theatre, where he generally

"runs the round of his characters" with un

diminished power and effect. Foreign singers,

who are engaged in this country, pay his

talents the highest compliments, by saying,

" Non e'e tenure in Italia come Braham."

With regard to his merits as a composer,

we have only to observe, that if it be allowed

that true genius is required to produce chaste

mellifluous melodies, then is Braham highly

gifted, for he certainly has written a vast

number of songs, duets, &c. &c. which

have gained the greatest degree of popularity;

as a proof of which, most candidates for

vocal fame introduce some of them at their

debuts. "Asa national song," says an in

genious modern critic, " Braham's Death <:<

Nelson has pleased and continues to please

a vast majority of the inhabitants of the

British isles : it has therefore accomplishei

its purpose ,- for to whom are national songs,

which are always appeals to the passions

and seldom free from vain-glory, addressed!

To the multitude. They are meant to flatter

the pride of the people, to cherish their love

of country, and to inflame their zeal iu its

defence. Of such compositions, this most

popular singer has produced some that have
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I with great force on public feeling,

and will hereafter even be considered as fea

ture* in the musical history of the present

eventful age. They will be preserved along

with the Tyrtsan strains of Purcell, Arne,

ud Dibdin."

Our space will not permit us to give a list

of the various pieces composed by him, but

tbey may be found to constitute the promi •

nest established favourites in the following

opera : " The Cabinet," " The English

Fieri," " Thirty Thousand" " Out of

Plmee," •' Family Quarrels," " The Para-

gT'fk" "Kais," "Americans," " The

Detitt Bridge," " False Alarms,"

" ZxMtt," " iVavensiy," &e. &c.

Braham is remarkably quick in "explor

ing a score f he enters into the spirit of the

composition immediately, and takes up the

accompaniments for the various instruments,

with the greatest facility, on the piano-forte.

Wecaanotbettcrconcludethis article than

by recording our knowledge of a prominent

trait in Braham's private character, which

deserves to be recorded on brass. He was

never known to speak disrespectfully of any

public singer, but when asked his opinion,

always gives it in the most liberal manner,

declining to condemn where he cannot ap

prove. In 1816, Braham was married to

Miss Bolton, of Ardwick.near Manchester,

*ko has blessed him with a fine family, and

perhaps one of his sons,

'* At some not distant period, may

Become tbe Braham of his day."

BRAILSFORD, organist at Doncaster,

™ Yorkshire, is a celebrated violinist. He

Performed at. the York musical festival in

1823.

BRANCHU, (Madame) a good French

a»**r at the grand opera at Paris. She was

> pupil at the Paris conservatory.

BRAND (A. C.) published some in-

urtnneutal music at Vienna in 1793.

BRAXDEXSTEIN,(CHAnLOTTE de.) A

"**ta of her composition, in 1780, is in-

•ted in the musii-al journal of Vogler.

BRANDES, (CharlotteGuillemette

'•Afcoui) a singer and composer at

died in 1788. She torn-

romances and piano-forteposed some

music.

BRANDI, a composer of flute mu

sic in England previously to the year

1795.

BRAUN, (G.) a celebrated performer

on the hautboy at Berlin. He has lately pub

lished a curious paper on the character and

treatment of the hautboy, an extract from

which may be seen in the Harmonicon,

vol.i.p. 163.

BREDE (Samuel Priedericii) pub

lished some sonatas for the piano-forte in

1784, and some ariettes in 1786, at Offen

bach. He was a singer at Stettin, and died

in 1796.

BREE, (Monsieur Von) a Dutch

violinist and composer, now living at

Amsterdam.

BREDOW auf LANDIN, (BaronVoN)

a celebrated amateur piano-forte player at

Berlin, published some of his compositions

about the year 1798. He died suddenly, in

the twenty-fourth year of his age.

BREIDENBACH, a German composer

at Paris, published there some sonatas for

the harp and piano in 1784.

BREIDENSTEIN, (Jean Phiutpe)

organist at Hanau, died in 1785. He pub

lished sonatas for the piano-forte, and

some songs.

BREINDEL, a pupil of Albrechtsberger,

was director of the choir in St. Peter's

church, in Vienna, in 1796. He has com

posed some church music.

BREITENGATZER, (Wilhklm) a

celebrated eomposur in Germany in the first

half of the sixteenth century. He published

at Nuremburg, in 1539, a collection of

fifteen masses by celebrated composers.

BREITKOPF, (Johann Gottlob Im-

man) a letter-founder, printer, and book

seller at Leipsic, was born there in 1719.

In 1755, he invented a new mode of

musical typography, which has since been

imitated by other nations. Fout, a Swede,

procured a patent, and attempted, some

years since, to introduce in London

Breitkopf's mode of printing music ; but his

specimens were so incorrect, in comparison
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to the music engraved on pewter, that he

was soon obliged to relinquish his project.

The best specimen of musical typography

which has since appeared in England, is in

the periodical publication called the Har-

monicon.the type for which was, we under

stand, briginally procured from Breitkopf, at

Lelpsic, and has subsequently been improved

In this country. Breitkopf died at Leipsic

in 1794, and left his business to his son

Christopher. Besides a general catalogue,

with the prices marked, of printed and ma

nuscript music, the Breitkopfs have

ahnually, ever since the year 1762, dis

tributed a thefne-catalogue, itt which the

subject of each piece is exhibited in notes,

so that a musical collector is enabled to

discover whether he is id possession of any

of the works specified.

BREITKOPF, (Bernard Theodore)

son of the preceding, composed some vocal

and piano-forts music. He was born at

Leipsic in 1749, and was in 1780 director

of the printing-office to the senate at Peters

burg.

BREITKOPF,(CHn!STornEnGoTTLOB)

brother to the preceding, Was born at

Leipsic in 1 750. He composed some vocal

and piano -forte music.

BKEMNER, (Robert) an English com

poser, published in London, in 1763, the

"Rudiments of Music, with Psalmody;"

he illso published " Thoughts on the Per

formance of Concert Music," "Instructions

for the Guitar," " A Collection of Scots

Reek," "A Selection of Scotch Songs," &c.

(Preston's Catalogue.)

BRENGERI, a composer of some trios

for the harpsichord at Vienna in 1784.

BRENNE8SEL, (Francois) harpist and

composer for his instrument at Berlin since

the year 1766.

BRENT, (Miss.) See Pinto, (Mrs.)

BRESCIANELLO, (Joseph Antoine)

chapel-master to the duke of Wurtemburg,

is known by twelve concertos for the violin,

published at Amsterdam in the year 1738.

BRESSON (Mlle.) was born in

1785: She was a pupil on the piano of

Adam, during nine yean, and has pub-

lished a method for adapting a score to the

piano-forte, also some pleasing romances.

BRETEUIL, (Le Baron) a lealous

French minister, and a friend of every thing

which tended to good, founded) in 1784,

the royal school of singing and declamation

in Paris, from which the present conser

vatory originated.

BRETON, (Ma how le) violinist at the

Italian theatre at Paris in 1760, published

several trios for violins and duos for the

flute. - "'

BREVAL, (JeanBattiste) a celebrated

violoncellist at Paris. He published, in

1804, a method for the violoncello; also,

previously to that date, much music for the

violin, violoncello, and wind instruments.

(Clementi's and Preston's Catalogue.)

BREVI, (Giovanni BATTisTA)a chapel-

master at Milan at the close of the seven

teenth century. He published tdcal nvusic

of various descriptions at Modena arid

Venice.

BREWER, (Thomas) a performer on

the viol di gamba, and composer of fan

tasias and of rounds and catches, in the

reign of Charles I. He is the author of the

well-known glee, "Turn, Amaryllis," which

was originally set by him in two parts, and

is said to have been injured by the addition

of a third part.

BREWSLER, author of a treatise on

thorough-bass, inserted in Clementi's

Catalogue, London, 1799.

BREYMANN, a composer of some

duos at Vienna in 1792.

BRIAN, (Albert) a church composer

in England in the seventeenth century.

Dr. Boyce has inserted some of this corn-

poser's music in his collection of anthems.

BRICCIO, (Giovanni) a composer of

canons, fee. at Rome. He died in

1646.

BRICCIUS, (Theodorvs) a composer

of madrigals at Venice in the latter half of

the sixteenth century.

BRIDE, an English composer of can

zonets previous to the year 1 800. (demen

ti's Catalogue.)

BRIDGES, organist at Newark, is an
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he performed at the

Vat musical festival ia 1823.

BMDGETOWER. This eminent per

form on the violin, is said to be a

dfltoidaat of an Indian prince. He was a

p0 of Gioraorichi, and, for theory, of

Aswood, In the early part of his life he

»a msch patronised by his present majesty.

Ai present he is residing on the continent,

M a, we believe, about forty-eight years

(tip.

BRIEGEL, (Woltcano Carl) chapel-

KSo at Darmstadt and Gotha, was born

1 1624. He composed a great variety of

™ol lad instrumental "vusic, and died in

lidS, aged eighty-three.

BBUON, (C.R.) a French musician,

pSaled some didactic works on music, at

ad Lyons, between the years 1776

tfnn.

BRIIJJARD, a French composer of

fi&iMsie about the year 1786.

BMLLON DE JOUY, (Madame) a

^WsSBd amateur performer on the piano-

»1 composer for her instrument,

k Bb»t heard her near Paris, and

i^hly of her talents in his travels.

MM>, organist of St. Paul's cathedral

aiesdoa in 1660, and the master of

* Giwne. He composed two thanks-

anthems, now hardly known.

•BINDLEY, an excellent performer on

■i clarionet, resident in London.

NIIOCHI, an Italian composer of

'""wwntal music before the year 1770.

BR1SCOLI, a composer for the flute.

(QeatMi's Cat)

MUTTON, (Thomas) the famous

**tal small-coal-man, was born in

^ Mkamptonshire. In early life he took a

**Mein Clerkenwell, and turned it into a

'or his trade; soon after this, he

'"an* acquainted with a chymist in his

^tchbourhood, and fitted up a moving

' ilwjtory, becoming at length very skilful

1J rkynistry. At the same time he studied

*» *wry and practice of music. He died

41 "H, from the effect of a sudden alarm,

a**» hj the joke of a ventriloquist, who

decease in a mysterious manner,

at one of his concerts. There was a musical

club kept up at Britton's expense, in his

own little cell, for many years ; this club

was at first begun, or at least confirmed by

Sir Roger Le Strange. Handel sometimes

played the harpsichord at these concerts.

Dr. Pepuseh also performed at them.

BRIVIO, (Carlo Francesco) an Italian

singing-master, and composer of vocal

music at Milan, in the first half of the last

century.

BRIXI, (Francois Xavier) chapel-

master at Prague, was born in 1732. He

was a voluminous composer of sacred and

other music.

BRIXI, (Victokin) an organist in

Bohemia, was born in 1717. He composed

much sacred music, and some sonatas for the

piano-forte.

BRIZZI, a Florentine by birth, was con

sidered an excellent tenor singer. He was

engaged at Vienna in 1801.

BROADHEAD (John) was born at

Wakefield, in the West Riding of the

county of York, in 1795. At the age

of five years, copying the then prevailing

military spirit of the times, he received,

whilst he was performing the sword exercise

with a brother two years older than himself,

a very severe wound in one of his eyes,

from the point of a carving-knife, which, in

a very short time after, though he under

went many painful operations, caused an

entire deprivation of sight. At twelve years

of age, through the interest of Benjamin

Gaskell, Esq. M.P. for Maiden, Broadhead

was received into the Liverpool asylum for

the blind, where he remained six years,

under the instructions of Messrs. Anford

and Molineaux, and made great progress in

the science of music. In the year 1814,

the Rev. R. Lacey, rector of Whiston,

made him an offer of the situation of

organist, which, though the salary was

small, he accepted, by the advice of his

friends, as an opening to his future pro

fession. Whitworth, organist of Barnsley,

a town about twelve miles distant from

Whiston, having also at that period declined

giving instructions in music, Broadhead
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received an invitation from some of the

gentlemen of that town and neighbourhood

to visit their families, for the purpose of

giving lessons on the piano-forte. Hitherto

the general opinion of his capabilities in

correct teaching appeared unfavourable to

his hopes of success. A notion had been

formed that, as his organ of vision was com

pletely obscured, he was thereby rendered

incapable of detecting the incorrect move

ments of his pupils' fingers. It however

required little more than a few moments'

attendance during his tuition to perceive

that, by a mode of teaching peculiar to

himself, this opinion was groundless. In

deed, the rapid progress of his pupils, in the

theory as well as the practice of music,

have proved his capabilities as a teacher.

Broadhead's compositions are chiefly varia

tions to popular airs, arranged for the use of

his scholars, and are said to possess con

siderable merit.

BROADHURST, (Mr.) an English

tenor singer of much sweetness, in part

songs.

BROCHE, (C.) a composer of instru

mental music at Paris in 1786.

BROCK, (Othone von den) a per

former on the horn, has published much

music for his instrument at Paris since the

year 1788.

BROCKLESBY (Dr. Richard) pub

lished " Reflections on Ancient andModern

Music, with its Application to the Cure of

Diseases," London, 1749.

BRODERIP, of Bristol, was a good

composer of Protestant church music

towards the end of the last century.

BRODSKY published some music at

Brussels about the year 1782.

BROGNONICO, (Orazio) a composer

of madrigals, in Venice, in 1611.

BRONNER, (Georce) an organist and

composer of operas, &c. at Hamburgh

between the years 1693 and 1715.

BROOK, an English composer of piano

forte music and glees since the year

1794.

BROOK, professor of music at Hare-

wood, in Yorkshire, U an esteemed violinist.

He performed at the York musical festival

in 1823.

BROOKBANK, (Joseph) author of

11 The well-tuned Organ, or a Discussion

on the Question, whether or no Instrumental

and Organical Music be lawful in Holy

Public Assemblies," London, 1660.

BROOKS, an excellent performer on

the violoncello, resident in London. He

has also composed some ballads. He per

forms in the orchestra at the Opera-house,

and has been engaged at most of the great

provincial musical festivals.

BROSCHI, (Carlo.) See Farimiu.

BROSCHI, (Riccardo) chapel-roaster

at Naples, was the brother of the celebrated

Farinelli, whom he instructed in the first

rudiments of music. Broschi composed the

opera called " L'Isola d'Alcina," for the

Roman theatre, in 1728 : it was in this

opera that the memorable contention hap

pened between Farinelli and a celebrated

performer on the trumpet, over whom that

matchless singer obtained a complete

victory. In 1730, Broschi accompanied his

brother to Venice, where he composed his

opera of " Idaspe," in which Farinelli,

Nicolini, and Guzzoni performed. His style

was grand without bombast, elevated, and

noble. It did not possess the majesty of

Leo or Jomelli, nor the depth and purity of

Feo, but delicacy and expression were

principally apparent.

BROSSARD,(Sebastien de) a French

musican, born in 1660, was chapel-master

and grand chaplain to the cathedral at

Meaux. He is the author of a musical

dictionary, first published at Amsterdam in

the year 1708, and translated into English

by Grassineau in 1740, but not called by

him a translation, which it ought to have

been. Brossard also composed some vocal

and instrumental music, and collected a very

complete musical library, which, at his

death, in 1730, he left to Louis XIV.

BROWN, (Abraham) an English per

former on the violin, succeeded Festing, in

1752, as leader of some of the concerts at

Ranelagh. lie was, according to Bumey,

an inferior, though self-sufficient performer.
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BROWN. There are three professors of

Diuic of this name, two at York and one at

Leeds ; they are all good performers on the

double bass, and were engaged at the York

maul festival in 1823.

BROWN, (John) author of *' Letters on

tk Ptttrj and Music ofthe Italian Opera,"

Lotdoo, 1789. His lines of criticism seem

to be drawn from nature, as exemplified in

tie passions and sentiments of men. So far

u they go they are immutable, and are

therefore applicable to all times and to all

countries.

BROWNE, an English composer about

the year 1500.

BRUCKHAUSEN, an amateur com

poser of an operetta at Munster in 1791.

BRUCKNER, (Cyriaque) an organist

and composer, died in the Palatinate in

MM,

BRUCKNER, (Aloysius) a German

composer of the seventeenth century.

BRUGUIER, (D.) a professor of the

harp and piano-forte, resident in London.

He has arranged sbme showy and pleasing

music for the above instruments. Among

bis most favourite works are the following :

" Ain from thf Zelmira of Iiossini, as

Duettfor Piano and Harp ;" " Nuiierman's

Fnttsia, as a Duet for Harp and Piano-

forte;" and " Winter's Overture to Zaire,

ii t Duet for the Piano forte ;" " A grand

I>*et for Harp and Piano, arranged from

« Concerto of Dutsek.

BRUHL, (Count) an excellent amateur

performer on the violin and violoncello, &c.

u tbe latter half of the last century.

BRUNINGK, (Von) a composer of

»me sonatas for the harpsichord, Lcipsic,

1796.

BRUN1NGS, (Johann David) a

punist and composer at Zurich, published

>ime sonatas for his instrument in 1792,

1793, and 1794.

BRUMEL, (Antony) a composer of

acred music about the year 1500. He is

considered as the founder of the French

*ehool of music.

BRUN, (Lx) a composer of opera music

■ Piru between the years 1791 and 1800.

BRUN, (Li Francisca) an excellent

female singer, died at an early age at

Berlin in 1791. She composed some piano

forte music. Madame Le Brun was re

sident in England for some time, and sang

at the late king's private concerts.

BRUN, (L. A. le) a celebrated French

performer on the hautboy, died in 1790. He

published some music for his instrument at

Paris, Mentz, and Berlin.

BRUN (L. S. le) published some

romances at Paris in 1802. He is probably

the same as the opera composer before

mentioned.

BRUNETTI, (Antonio, otGualbebto)

an opera composer, born at Pisa. He is

the author of several operas performed in

the principal towns in Italy between the

years 1786 and 1790. He was chapel-

master at Pisa. His most admired opera is

" Bertholdo."

BRUNI, (Babtolomeo) born in Pied

mont in 1759, has chiefly resided in Paris,

and been employed as chef-d'orchestre of

different theatres there. He has composed

some violin music and sixteen operas be

tween the years 1785 and 1802.

BRUNI, (Sionob) an Italian singer,

who was engaged as first man at the opera

in London in 1793.

BRUNMAYER, (Andreas) organist at

Saltzburg in 1803, has composed some

church and instrumental music.

BRUNMELLER, (Elias) a composer of

instrumental music at Amsterdam at the

beginning of the eighteenth century.

BRUNST, composer of some piano

forte music in Germany about the year

1789.

BRUZA, (Francesco) a composer of

dramatic music at Venice in the first half

of the last century.

BRYAN, an English composer of three

canzonets, also of some glees. (Goulding's

Cat.)

BRYNE, (Albertus) an English com

poser in the seventeenth century, and or

ganist of St. Paul's church. He died about

the year 1670. Some of his anthems are to

be found in Clifford's collection.
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BUCAUT, composer of some organ music

in Paris about the year ] 780.

BUCH, a German performer on the horn

at the grand opera at Paris. He published

some quartets for his instrument in 1788.

BUCHOLTZ, (Joiiann Gottfried) a

musician at Hamburgh, published some in

strumental music there between the years

1782 and 1798. He died in 1800.

BUDD, a composer of some harp music

in London about the year 1785.

BUECHNER, (Johann Chkistoph) a

singer and church composer at Gotha in

1800.

BUERDE, (Samuel Gottlieb) private

secretary to the king of Prussia, was born

at Breslau in 1753. He published some

collections of sacred music between the

years 1787 and 1794.

BUERINGER, (Joseph) a composer of

music for the piano-forte at Vienna in 1799.

BU1SSON (Michael Charles de) a

singer and composer of vocal music pub

lished at Munich in 1573.

BUINI, (Gois. Mars.) an opera com

poser in Italy in the early part of the last

century.

BULGARELLI, ( Marianna, called

La Romanina.) She was much celebrated

as a singer in Italy between the years 1700

and 1730.

BULL, (Dr. John.) This celebrated

musician was born about 1563, in Somer

setshire. His master in music was Wil

liam Blitheman, organist of the chapel

royal to queen Elizabeth, in which capacity

he was very much celebrated, Bull, on the

death of his master in 1591, was appointed

his successor in the queen's chapel ; and in

1596, at the recommendation of her majesty,

he was made professor of music to Gresham

college, which situation he resigned in 1607.

During more than a year of his professor

ship, Mr. Thomas Bird, son of the venerable

William Bird, exercised the office of a sub

stitute to Dr. Bull, while he travelled on the

continent for the recovery of his health.

After the decease of queen Elizabeth, Bull

was appointed chamber-musician to king

James, and on July the 16th, 1607, when his

majesty and prince Henry dined at Merchant

Taylors' hall, the royal guests were enter

tained with music, both vocal and instrumen

tal, as well as with several orations. And

while his majesty was at table, according to

Stowe, " Dr. Bull, who was free of that com

pany, beingin a citizen's gowne, cappe, and

hood, played most excellent melody upon a

small payre of organs, placed there for that

purpose only." In 1613, Dr. Bull finally

quitted England, and entered into the ser

vice of the archduke, in the Netherlands.

He afterwards seems to have settled si

Lubec, from which place many of his

compositions, in the list published by

Dr. Ward, are dated, one of them as

late as 1622, the supposed year of his

decease. Dr. Bull has been censured for

quitting his establishment in England ; but

it is probable that the increase of health

and wealth was the cause and consequence.

Indeed, he seems to have been praised at

home more than rewarded ; and it is noun-

common thing, for one age to let an artist

starve, to whom the next would willingly

erect statues. The professorship of Gres

ham college was not then a sinecure. His

attendance on the chapel royal, for which

he had 401. per annum, and on the prince

of Wales, at a similar salary, though ho

nourable, were not very lucrative appoint

ments for the first performer in the world,

at a time when scholars were not so profit

able as at present, and there was no public

performance where this most wonderful

musician could display his abilities, and

receive applause and reward. A list of more

than two hundred of Dr. Bull's compositions,

vocal and instrumental, is inserted in his

life ; all of which, when his biography was

written in 1740, were preserved in the col

lection of Dr. Pepusch. The chief part of

these were pieces for the organ and vir

ginal.

BULTESO, an eminent Spanish musician

in the sixteenth century.

BUNTING, an English musician and

editor of two collections of Irish music-

(dementi's Cat.) Bunting has also pre

fixed to one of his works, au historical
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and critical dissertation on the Egyptian,

British, and Irish harp.

BIOOINER, (John.) See Buzchneb.

BUONONCINI, (Giovakni Mabia)

use of the first masters of the Lombard

icluol, and father of the celebrated Giovanni

Antonio Buononcini, was a pupil of

Cirissirni. He published, in 1763, a work

eaatlol " II ifuiico Prallico," dedicated to

lie emperor Leopold, This treatise con

tains many useful precepts and examples of

composition ; but is neither so accurate as

u be implicitly followed, nor so ample as to

amply all the wants of a musical student of

tiie present time. At page 18 of this work,

be speaks of a canon, in his opera of

"7er«," for 1592 voices, or 648 choirs ;

which, on account of the difficulty of find

ing tub a number of singers assembled to

gether, he has reduced to twenty-two. Gio-

iioni Maria Buononcini published other

chamber and church music at Bologna

><et«eeu the years 1673 and 1691.' bis

chamber duets, published in the latter year,

are remarkable as learned and laboured

compositions. ' '

Bl'ONONCLNI, (Giotamnj Battista)

wo of the preceding, was also a native of

iludtaa. After having finished his musical

studies, probably under his father, he went

to Vienna, and haying a very fine hand on

lie violoncello, was entered in the band of

lie emperor Leopold, apd retained at a very

urge salary. At this time, Alessandro

Scarlatti had gained great reputation by

ue operas he had composed, and Buononcini

desirous to emulate him, though but eighteen

J can of age, composed one, entitled " Ca-

tuila," which was performed at Vienna,

"■A also at different Italian theatres, with

pater applause than had ever been given

to any work of the kind. Mr. Haym, con

tinent of the meritof "Camilla," and of the

.—jMiity of altering it to the taste of an

Lnglitb audience, then but little sensible of

the charms of Italian music, contrived to

adapt it to English words ; and, notwith

standing the disadvantages arising from this

aojunctinn, it is said to have been received

•" leu favourably here than abroad. This

was about the year 1707, and so deep was

the impression which the music of Buonon

cini had made upon the minds of the people

here, that, till the year 1710, the managers

fouud themselves reduced to a kind of ne

cessity of introducing into every opera they

exhibited, more than an equal proportion of

Buononcini's airs, selected from a variety of

works, which by that time he had composed.

In the year above-mentioned, Handel ar

rived in England, and gave to the English

the opera of "Jiinaldo" thereby laying the

foundation of his musical fame : still, how

ever, Buononcini, who was still at Rome,

had many admirers in England, and he was

sent for to London, on occasion of the found

ation of a royal academy of music. It was

hardly possible that men possessed of talents

so different as were those of Handel and

Buononcini, should be equally admired

and patronised by the same persons.

The style of Buononcini was tender,

elegant, and pathetic : Handel possessed

all these qualities, and numberless others,

and his invention was inexhaustible. For

some or other of these considerations, and

perhaps for others of a very different kind,

two parties were formed of the English

nobility, the one professing to patronise

Handel, and the other Buononcini. The

works of the latter, published in England,

consist of cantatas, chamber duets, the

operas of "^istarlus " and " Griseldus," a

funeral anthem for John duke of Marl

borough, apd twelve sonatas for two violin3

and a bass. Before he quitted England,

Buononcini was much disgraced, by its

being discovered that a madrigal, which he

had given out as his composition, was

the work of another person in Italy. Dr.

Greene, who had introduced the madrigal

in question into the academy, notwithstand

ing the evidence to the contrary, was one of

the last to believe that it was a composition

of any other than his friend Buononcini ;

but finding himself almost singular in this

opinion, he withdrew from the royal society,

carrying with him the boys of St. Paul's ;

and calling in to his assistance Mr. Festing,

the first violinist of the king's band, ha
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feslablished a concert at the Devil tavern,

Temple-bar: the joke upon this occasion

among the academicians was, that " Dr.

Greene was gone to the Devil." From a

propensity, that must seem unaccountable,

he affected to be thought a much older

man than he was ; and in the year 1730,

when every circumstance in his person and

countenance bespoke the contrary, he

scrupled not to assert that he was on the

verge of fourscore. About the year 1733,

his affairs were come to a crisis in England.

There was at that time about the town a

man, who, with scarcely any other recom

mendation than fine clothes and a great

stock of impudence, appeared at court, and

assumed the title of count Ughi. It is said

that he was a friar ; but his pretence here

was that he was an Italian nobleman, and

a natural son of our king James II. Being a

man of parts and well accomplished, he, on

the footing of relationship, such as it was,

gained an easy admission to the duchess of

Buckingham, and became so much her fa

vourite, that those who were not aware of

the supposed consanguinity between them,

hesitated not to say she meant to make him

her husband. This fellow, among various

other artifices, pretended to possess the se

cret of making gold ; and Buononcini, who

had never in his life known the want of it,

wa? foolish enough to believe him. In short,

he was prevailed on to leave the hospitable

roof under which he had so long been shel

tered, and became a sharer in the fortunes

of this egregious impostor. They quitted the

kingdom together ; but it is possible that this

connection lasted not long, and that Buonon •

cini was constrained to recur for alivelihood to

the exercise of hisprofession ; for, a few years

after hisleaving England, he was at Paris, and

composed for the royal chapel there, a motet,

in which was a solo, with an accompaniment

for the violoncello, which he himself per

formed in the presence of the late king of

Trance. Upon the conclusion of the peace

of Aix-la-Chapelle, Buononcini was sent for

to Vienna by the emperor of Germany, and

wrote the music for that occasion, being

rewarded with a present of 800 ducats,

This was in the year 1748 ; and soon after

the rejoicings for the peace were over, he,

together with Monticelli, a singer who had

appeared in the opera at London, set out

for Venice, the one having been engaged as

a composer, the other as a principal singer

there. We here lose sight of Buononcini,

who probably died at Venice.

BUONONCINI, (Mark Antonio)

elder brother of G. B. Buononcini, was an

eminent composer and violoncellist, also

born at Modena; he lived in the strictest

friendship with his brother, and they tra

velled together to various towns in Ger

many. It does not, however, appear that

Antonio accompanied his brother to Eng

land, but he probably remained at Modena.

M. A. Buononcini composed several operas

between the years 1679 and 1718. A work

on composition, printed at Venice in 1765,

is also attributed to him.

BUONPORTI, (Francesco Antonio)

a nobleman of the city of Trent, published,

between the years 1702 and 1714, tendif-

ferent works, chiefly for violins.

BUONTEMPI. See Bontempi.

BURANELLO. See Galuppi.

BURCIIARD (Geohoe) composed a

mass and some symphonies, which were

published at Augsburg in 1624.

BURCHELL, an English composer of

songs at the latter end of the last century.

(Preston's Cat. 1797.)

BURCKHOEFER, (J. G.) a performer

on the harp, published much music for his

instrument between the years 1765 and

1794. „

BURETTE (Pierre Jean) was a

French physician, and born at Paris in the

year 1605. During his infancy he was so

feeble and sickly, that he was chiefly

allowed to amuse himself by playing on the

spii .et, which he had been taught to do by

his mother, and so early was he a proficient

in music, that at the age of eight years he

was invited to play in a concert before the

king, who expressed himself well satisfied

with his performance. Not long after this

period he assisted his father, who was at

that time a teacher of music, in instructing
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fcs pupils; but baring a turn for literature '

u veil as for music, he determined, when

at the age of eighteen, to adopt one of the

learned professions. He consequently be-

eaai a student in the college of Harcourt,

ud in 1690 was admitted to the degree of

c'octor of physic. Besides the Latin and

Greek languages, which he had previously

■ ;.:r,--i, he attained whilst at Harcourt,

«nd afterwards, a knowledge of Hebrew,

Stoic Arabic, Italian, Spanish, German,

aad English. He afterwards became emi

nent as a physician, read a course of

lectures on the Materia Medica, and, in

1*10, was nominated professor of medicine

ia the royal college at Paris. His literary

•ttaianents were such that he had a con

siderable share, for more than thirty years,

in toe publication of the " Journal des

(tM«i," and, in 1718, had an appointment

i tbe Bibliotheque du Hoi. Amongst his

otker productions there is, in the memoirs

'f the French academy, " A Translation of

PhUtrch's Treatise on Music," accompanied

by notes and remarks. In this work, to

*hich almost all late writers on the subject

hate been under great obligations, he has

exhibited much genius and learning;

" but," observes Dr. Burney, " he does not

*em always to have been possessed of an

*qoal share of sagacity, or of courage

wficient to confess himself unable to

eiplain inexplicable passages in his author.

He never sees a difficulty ; he explains all,

Brace, amidst great erudition and know

ledge of antiquity, there are a thousand

"intelligible explanations in his notes."

He died in the year 1742, at the great age

<**tighty-two.

BURGESS, (Habry) a composer for

<*e harpsichord, and performer on that

•astrument at Drnry-lane theatre, in 1744.

BURGH, (Van) a composer of songs,

*t< born in the Netherlands. He pub-

bsted a book of bis compositions in London

<trly in the last century : the work was

"titled " Mirth andHarmony."

BURGHERSH, (Lord) son of the Earl

•TOfestmoreland, and British ambassador at

Menace, is a celebrated musical amateur.

He is president of the royal academy of mu

sicians in London, which establishmentowes

its origin, in a great degree, to his lordship's

exertions and influence. Lord Burghersh

is said to have studied music in England, in

Germany, and in Italy. He has composed an

oratorio entitled " Bajazet," which is much

admired for its smooth and elegant style ;

he has also published various cantatas,

which an eminent modern critic declares to

be really gootl, not speaking of them

relatively as the works of an amateur, but

positively as music. Amonglord Burghersh's

principal compositions are the following:

" Bajazet," above-mentioned, " Iai Pri-

mavera" " II prima Amore" u VAmor

timido" 11 Cantata, by Leoni" " Cantata,

by Count Girard," " La Celosia," " L'ln-

ciampo," " rTis done, 'tis done" " Day

set on Arorhant's castled steep" " Seven

Canzonets, Duets, t(c." "Spirit of bliss,"

" Fly to the desert," - Bendemeer's

Stream," " Why so pale," and "A Song

and Catch for four Voices."

BURI, (Von) a German officer, com

posed an opera and some violin music in

Germany about the year 1785.

BURINGER. See Buerinoeb.

BURKHOEFER, (J. G.) a German

musician at Paris, published some in

strumental music there and at Vienna

about the year 1784.

BURMANN (Gottlob Wilhelm)

published some vocal and instrumental

music at Berlin between the years 1792

and 1794. He died at Berlin in 1805.

BURNETT, (William) a composer of

music for wind instruments. (Bland's

Cat. 1789.)

BURNETTI, (Domenico) chapel-mas

ter at Bologna, published some sacred music

there in 1633. He, together with Francesco

Bertacchi, founded a musical society at Bo

logna in 1633, called the Academia de

Musici Filarchisi, having, for its symbol, a

pair of kettle-drums, with the motto, " Or-

bem demulcet attactu"

BURNEY, (James) an eminent music-

master and organist at Shrewsbury. He

was half-brother to the celebrated Dr.
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Burney and one of his first instructors in

music. He died in 1789, aged eighty.

BURNEY (Dr. Charles) was bom at

Shrewsbury in 1726. He received part of

hit education at the free-school founded by

queen Elizabeth in that town, and part at

the public school at Chester, in which city

he first began his musical studies under

Mr. Baker, the organist of the cathedral,

▲bout the yearl741,he returned to Shrews

bury, and pursued the study of music under

his half-brother Mr. James Burney. In

1744, he met with Dr.Arne, who persuaded

his friends to send him to London, and he

was then placed under that master for three

years. In 1749, he was elected organist of

a church in Fenchurch-street, with an an

nual salary of only thirty pounds, and in

the course of the same year was engaged to

take the organ part at the Dew concert

established at the King's Arms, Cornhill,

instead of that which had l>een held at the

Swan tavern, burnt down the year before.

In the winter of 1749-1750, he com

posed for Drury-lane three musical dramas,

namely, "Alfred" "Rabin Hood" and

" Queen Mai." Being in an ill state of

health, which, in the opinion of the physi

cians, indicated a consumption, he was

prevailed upon to retire into the country.

Accordingly he weut to Lynn Regis, in

Norfolk, where he was chosen organist,

with a salary of one hundred pounds a year.

He continued there nine years, and at that

period formed the design of compiling his

"General History of Music" In 1760,

bis health being reestablished, he gladly

returned to the metropolis, with a large and

young family, and entered upon the pursuits

of his profession with an increase of profit

and reputation. His eldest daughter, who

was then about eight years old, obtained

great notice in the musical World by her

astonishing performances on the harpsichord.

Soon after his arrival in London, he com

posed several much admired concertos ;

and in 1766, he brought out at Drury-lane

theatre a translation of Rousseau's Devin du

Village, which he had executed during his

residence at Lynn. In 1761, he had the

honorary degree of doctor ofmusic conferred

upon him by the university of Oxford, on

which occasion he performed an exercise

in the musical school of that university. This

exercise, consisting of an anthem of great

length ,with an overture, airs, recitatives, and

choruses, was several times afterwards per

formed at the Oxford music meeting, under

the direction of the famous Emmanuel Bach.

In the year following he travelled through

France and Italy, as well with a view to

improvement as to collect materials for his

intended history of music, an object which

he never had out of his mind from the time

he first conceived the plan of such a work.

In 1771, he published his " Musical Tour,

or present State of Music in France and

Italy," a work which was well received by

the public, and deemed so good a model

for travellers, that Dr. Johnson professedly

adopted it in his account of the Hebrides.

Speaking of his own book, " I had," said

the doctor, " that clever dog Burney's Mu

sical Tour in ray eye," In 1772, he travel

led through the Netherlands, Germany, and

Holland, and in the course of the next year

he published an account of bis journey, In

two volumes octavo. In the same year he

was elected a fellow of the royal society. In

1776 appeared the first volume, in quarto,

of his " General History of Music." Ihe

remaining volumes of this elaborate and in

telligent work were published at irregular

periods ; and the four, of which it now con

sists, were not completed till the year 1789-

In 1779, at the desire of Sir John Priftgle,

Dr. Burney drew up for the Philosophical

Transactions, " An Account of httk

Crotch, the Infant Musician," now P™'

fessor of music in the university of Oxford.

The grand musical festival in 1785, in com

memoration of Handel, beld in Westminster

abbey, was considered as deserving of a

particular memoir ; the historian of m"-iic

was therefore fixed upon as the most proper

person to draw it up. Accordingly, in th*

same year, a spleudid volume was published

by Dr. Burney, in quarto, for the benefit of

the musical fund. In this work the doctor

talents as a biographer;
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mi tbe life of Handel is one of the best

stooirs to be found in our language. In

1796,bepublished the "LtfeofMetastasio,"

ia three volumes octavo ; but this perform-

n wants that arrangement and judicious

selection which characterise his former pub-

aiboos. Besides these productions, Dr.

Barney wrote "An Essay towards the Uis-

luj •/ Comets," " A Plan of a Public

Mmic School," ice, 6tc His musical works,

■- addition to those already mentioned,

at, " Sonatas for two Violins and a Bass,

tut parti," "Six Cornet Pieces, with an Jn-

troitctim and Fugue for the Organ," "A

'<mta and Song," " Six Duetsfor two

'jTKtn Flutes," "Six Concertos,forViotin,

^. i> eight parts," " Two Sonatas for a

Pu»ftrte, Fiolin, and Violoncello, two

psrtt," "Si* Harpsichord Lessons," &c. &cc.

Dr. Barney was twice married, and had

aial cliildreu, of whom several have mani-

^ted very superior abilities. His eldest

iiurhttr was celebrated for her extraordi

nary musical powers. Madame d'Arblay,

uitborof Evelina, Cecilia, Camilla, and

i jt \\ iodcrer, is the second. His eldest

us, Jana, sailed round the world with

upurn Cook, and afterwards commanded

the Bristol, of fifty guns, in the East Indies :

tjs published some judicious tracts on

■t best mean.'; of defending our island

.Host an invading enemy, and has com-

■-nced a history of voyages of discovery,

son is the very learned Charles

Baaty, LL D. His youngest daughter is

starring the career of her sister as a novel-

«. For many years Dr. Burney resided in a

'■<«in St. Marlin's-street, Leicester-fields,

•kich was formerly occupied by Sir Isaac

Newton; but during the last twenty-five

)«an of his life, having been appointed

-<£i« of Chelsea college, he inhabited an

,Jf»nt mite of apartments there, and en-

.•.led a handsome independency. He died

a the year 1814, aged eighty-eight. His

'""a* were deposited in the burying

(Was belonging to Chelsea college, and

^e faaeral was numerously attended by

* !*vemot, deputy governor, and chief

ai**n of the college, and by the

l*«J and friends of this accomplished

and excellent man. Dr. Burney was in

timately acquainted with all the dis

tinguished characters who flourished in hia

time, as well in other countries as in Great,

Britain, and in habits of peculiar friendship

with Dr. Johnson, of whom he used to

relate many interesting anecdotes. Indeed

it is known that soon after the death of that

colossus of learning, he had some thoughts

of giving a memoir of him to the world,

but the subject was so overwhelmed by

various publications, that be relinquished

his design. In all the relations of private

life, his character was exemplary, as a hus-

band, father, and friend. His manners also

were peculiarly easy, spirited, and gentle-

manly, and he had the graces of the Ches

terfield school, without any of its formality.

BURONL SeeBsnoKj.

BURROVVES, (John Fbeckleton) pu

pil of William Horsley, Mus. Bac. Oxon,

was born in London on the 23d of April,

1787. He first became known to the publio

by the production of an overture and several

vocal pieces with full orchestral accompani

ments at the Hanover-square concerts, and,

subsequently by an overture at the Philhar

monic, of which society he was one of the

original associates and is now a member.

The knowledge of instrumental effect

evinced in these compositions, and the

favourable impression they made, render it

unaccountable, and, we think, blamable,

that he should have abandoned this, the

higher branch of the art, in which he had so

fair a prospect of success, for the less ex

alted, though more lucrative, branch of com

posing for the piano-forte. Such is however

the fact ; and it is for this instrument that

Mr. Burrowes has published several sonatas

with accompaniments, besides numerous

rondos, divertimeutos, and variations upon

original as well as popular airs ; he has

adapted nearly the whole of Mozart's operas

for the piano-forte, and made large selec

tions from the works of Haudel, Haydn,

Rossini, &c. and arranged them both for that

and various other instruments. Burrowes

is also the author of two elementary works,

viz. " The Piano-forte Primer," and the

" Thorough-Bass Prima," which are
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strongly recommended by the first masters

for their clearness and usefulness ; indeed

there are very few students now without

them. The success of his publications, and

the rapidity with which they succeed each

other, justify us in pronouncing him to be

one of the most prolific as well as most

popular writers of the day. The following

list contains his principal works :

Op. 1. " Six English Ballads :" Gould

ing.—2. " Six Divertimentos for Piano

forte :" Preston. — 3. " Three Sonatas,

with Violin Accompaniments :" Preston.—

4. " Sonata, with Piute Accompani

ment :" Birchall.—5. "Piano-forte Duet:"

Birchall:—6. "Three Sonatinas:" Birch-

all.—7. " Sonata, with Violoncello Accom

paniment :" Chappell.—8. "First Overture:"

Chappell.—9. " Sonata, with Scotch Airs:"

Clementi.—10. " Three Sonatinas, with

favourite Airs :" Chappell.—11. "Easiest

Wessons, containing many favourite Airs,

with the Fingering markedfor Beginners :"

Chappell.—12. " Trio for three Flutes:"

Goulding.—13. "Overture, as performed at

the Philharmonic Society :" Chappell.

The above are all the numbered operas.

The remaining works are classed according

to the publishers, in alphabetical order.

At Birchall's : Mozart's Overtures for

Piano-forte to "La Clemenza di Tito," "II

Don Giovanni," " Le Nozze di Figaro,"

" ZauberfiSte," " Con fan tutti," "II Se

raglio," " Idomeneo," and " II Dircttorc;"

" Oluck's Overture to Iphigenia ;" " Rei-

chinburg Walts." At Chappell's: Rondos

for Piano-forte ; " The Lothian Lassie,"

" Le Chasse-ennui," " Peruvian Air, Flute

Accompaniment," "Airs with Variations,

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6," "Psalm Tunes, with

Thorough-Bass figured," " Handel's Cho

ruses, arrangedfor Piano-forte, Nos. 1 to

6," " Graun's Te Deum for Piano-forte,"

" Blackbird Rondo," and " Quadrille

Rondos, Nos. 1, 8, and 12." At Clcmenti's :

Haydn's " The Heavens are telling, Piano

forte," " The praise of God," " Achieved

is the glorious work," " Mozart's Over

tures as Quartets, for Piano-forte, Flute,

Violin, and Violoncello, to ZauberfiSte,

Figaro, and Don Giovanni," »• Opening

of the Dettingen Te Deum as Duet for

Piano-forte." By Goulding : " Overtun

and select Pieces from Rossini's Tancredi,

for Piano-forte," four books; " Overtvrt

from Othello," three books; " Overtvrt

from Zalmira," four books ; " The ilusii

in Macbeth, for Piano-forte," " Introduc

Hon and Air with Variations," " Auit

Robin Gray, with Variations for Harp,'

"The Old Woman, with Variations f«i

Harp," " Handel's Choruses,ft* two per

formersonPiano-forte, Nos. 1 to 12," "Over

ture to Othello," " Overture to La Gazu

Ladra," " Overture to Guy Manneriug,'

" Select Airsfrom the Beggar's Opera, i.i

three boohs,for Piano-forte," "Scots vki

hae, with Variationsfor two Performer! m

Piano-forte," " John Anderson, and Urn-

can Gray," " Charlie is my Darling, «

They're a' nodding," "Scottish Kmdai

for Piano-forte, Nos. 1 to 17," "Hibenai

Airs, for Piano-forte, Nos. 1 to 5," " Ctdr

donian Airs for Piano-forte, Nos. 1 to 12,'

"Select Melodies for Flute and Pie"

Nos. 1 to 12." At Lavenu's : " C«6i«<

of Handel, consisting of his Choruses, ft

Piano-forte, Nos. 1 to 12," " I love thti

with Variations for two Performtri,

" Mora's Love, for two Performer),

" Le Melange, Nos. 108 and 109," " Hon

pipe Rondo," and " La Cosita." B

Power : "Oh lady fair, with Variations." B

Clementi and Chappell : " The Piano-furl

Primer," " The Thorough-Bass Primer.

Besides the above, are numerous airs wit

variations, by different publishers, and til

following among many other songs : "Lo*

don's bonnieWoods,for one andfour Voieel,

" Edwin's Ghost," " Rose Bud," " OA A

me seek," " Violet of the Vale," "If Hi

love," "The Owl," " Ah, Mary, sweetei

maid," "How pleas'd within my until

bow'rs," "Now dove-eyed spring,"" Ho}

no more," and " When Mira bloomed."

BURTIUS or BURZIO, (Nicolas) pn

fessor of the fine arts at Bologna, was tli

Guidonian adversary of Bartholomew Rl

mis, and a Pythagorean follower of Hot

thius : he wrote a Latin work entitled "£>

comium Musicte," Bologna, 1489, •*

" Muticet Opusculum," 1487. Burui
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no consonances but octaves, fifths,

mi fourths ; he calls the thirds and sixths

jilowible dissonances, and has given five

precepts of counterpoint, which will ever be

rljjsal, particularly that of avoiding con-

acative fifths and octaves.

BURTON, (John) an English pianist,

who died in 1786, was a pupil of Keeble.

He was an enthusiast in his art ; but having

in liis youth exercised his hands more than

hii head, he was not a deep contrapuntist ;

he had, however, in his pieces and manner

■f playing them, a style of his own, to which,

from his having been one of the first harpsi

chord players in our country who attempted

■ ■predion, and light and shade, he excited

u interest and attention which would now

perhtpj be much more difficult to obtain.

BURTON, professor of music at Wake-

Wd, in Yorkshire, is a good violinist. He

[Jived at the York musical festival in 1823.

BURTON,(AvEny) an English composer

uil musician in the time of Henry VIII.

BURY, (Bernaed de) born at Ver-

■dhi in 1720, was a court-musician and

composer of some sacred music.

BURY, a performer on the horn, and

compo«r for his instrument atParisin 1800.

BUSBY, (Thomas) doctor of music, was

hora in Westminster in 1755. He was an

inided pupil of Battishill, and, soon after

U had served his time, was appointed orja-

-i>t to St. Mary's, Newington, in Surrey.

He then began to compose, and his first

«ey in composition was an oratorio, called

" 75k Prophecy," which was performed with

rate applause at the Haymarket theatre in

1799, after having received improvements

fcr many years from its author. The other

principal works of Dr. Busby consist of a

collection of sacred music, entitled " The

Dm*e Harmonist ;" " Melodia Britannica,

• tkr Beanties of British Songs;" the music

^ Gray's ode, The Progress of Poesy, under

•he title of " British Genius;" the music to

dope's ode on " St. Cecilia's Day ;" " Co-

a dramatic poem from Ossian ; " Jo-

*«•■«," a dramatic romance ; " Brittan-

*"'." an oratorio ; and the music to three

**** pitces at Covent-garden, namely,

" A Tale of Mystery," " The Fair Fugi

tives," and " Ritgnntino." Dr.Busby has

also published a small musical dictionary

and a grammar of music.

BUSCHE, (Ernst von dem) an ama

teur composer of vocal music at Hanover

about the year 1 796.

BUSCHMANN, a German musician,

and inventor of a new musical instrument

called by him the Terpodion. He exhi

bited this instrument in London, in the

year 1820. The greater part of it resem

bled the horn finely played, the upper notes

had precisely the tone of a flute.

BUSNOY, one of the chief writers of

the French school of music in the sixteenth

century.

BU3SEL, an excellent performer on the

tenor, resident in London.

BUSTYN or BYSTYN, (Pxerre) or

ganist and composer of piano-forte music in

Zealand about the year 1 720.

BUTLER, (Charles) author of a work

entitled " The Principles of Music in Sing-

ingand Setting, with the twofold Use there

of, ecclesiastical and civil," 1636. This

book is a good oue for the time in which

it was written, and, according to Dr. Bur-

ney, contains more knowledge, in a small

compass, than any other work of that period,

in our language. Butler was master of arts

of Magdalen College, Oxford.

BUTLER, (Thomas Hamly) professor

of music, is the son of James Butler, who

was also respectable for his musical talents.

He was born in London, about the year

1762, and received his musical education

under Dr. Nares, as one of the late king's

singing-boys, in which situation he continued

for about ten years. On the expiration of

this term, he went to Italy to study compo

sition under Piccini, and remained three

years under that master. Whilst in Italy,

he was introduced to Sir William Hamilton,

the English ambassador at the court of Na

ples, from whom he received great attention.

On his return to his native country, he at

tracted the notice of the late Mr. Sheridan,

member of parliament, and also of the

managers of Covent-garden theatre, the
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irmsical department of which house he was

engaged to superintend. About this time he

brought out his book of sonatas, dedicated

to the duke of Gloucester. On the termi

nation of his theatrical appointment, Butler

went to Scotland, and afterwards spent most

of hislifeas a teacher of music at Edinburgh,

occasionally visiting London, to dispose of

his numerous compositions. The beautiful

Scotch air of " Lewie Gordon," being sung

by the maid of the house, struck Butler's

fancy when he first went to Scotland, and

in consequence was the first theme he chose

for the rondo he composed in that country.

About ten years since, Butler published a

new edition of the above rondo, with alter

ations and additions ; and also about four

years ago he set new variations to the same

tune. Among Butler's other works we may

notice his " Musical Gaines," " A Book

of Sonatas, dedicated to the late Princess

Charlotte," and many Scotch airs with va

riations. His music is chiefly published

by Clementi. Butler died in Edinburgh in

1823.

BUTLER, professor of music at Leeds,

in Yorkshire, is au excellent performer on

the violoncello. He played at the York meet

ing in 1823. " fj-

BUTTSTETT, (JohannHeinkich) bora

in 1 666, a scholar of Pachebel, and organist

of the principal church of Erfurth, the ca

pital of Thuringia, is numbered among the

great organ players and composers for that

instrument of his time. He died in 1727.

BUXTEHUDE, (Dietrich) son of Jo-

hann Kuxtehude, an organist of Lubec, was

one of the greatest performers on that instru

ment in Germany. His compositions for the

harpsichord were numerous and masterly.

In 1696, he published two sets of sonatas.

BUZZOLENI, (Giovanni) of Brescia,

a celebrated singer about the year 1700.

BYRD. See Bin.

BYRENHEY DE—, organist and com

poser in Saxony. He died in 1750.

BYSTROM, (Thomas) a Swedish officer,

and amateur composer of some sonatas pub

lished at Leipsic in 1801.

BYSTYN. SeeBusTTN.

CACCINI, (Giulio, called also Giulio

Romano.) He was born at Rome, but re

sided thirty-seven years at Florence. He

was a celebrated scholar, and likewise a dra

matic composer. Giulio Romano composed,

in conjunction with Jacobo Peri, the opera

called " Euridice," which was produced on

the occasion of the marriage of Henry IV.

of France to Mary de Medicis, and acted

at Florence in 1600. Dr. Bumey considers

"Euridice" to have been the first opera ever

performed in public, though primary attempts

at dramatic music were probably made at an

earlier period. Giulio Romano diedin 1615.

His most celebrated work was entitled

" Nuove Musichc," published at Venicejust

before his death.

. CACCINI, (Francesca, called also La

Cechina) daughter of Giulio Caccini, was

for many years the adniiratioa of Florence,

not only for her musical abilities, both in

singing and composition, but for her poetrj,

in the Latin as well as Tuscan languages.

She nourished about the year 1640.

CADENZE, (Sionora.) See Nicouw.

CAERWARDEN, (John) chamber-mn-

cian to Charles I., was a celebrated teacher

on the viol and a composer.

CjESAR, (Dr. Julius) a physician of

Rochester. Two good catches of his com

position are published in the " Pleasant

Musical Companion," 1726.

CESAR, (William or Smsc*iu>ii-i-)

a composer of songs, printed in " Playford's

Musical Companion," 1669.

CAFFARELLI, (Gaetano Majorat)

a celebrated Italian singer, was the son of

a peasant in the kingdom of Naples, and

was born in 1703. He was the pupil ot

at the same time as FaaoeUi,
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whom lie equalled in reputation and talent,

thorifh not in modesty. It is said that Por-

para ttnght him thus: during five years he

Bide him constantly learn the elements of

iiazut, and a few graces and passages from

single sheet of music paper. In the sixth

rear, he proceeded to give him lessons in ar

ticulation, pronunciation, and declamation.

At the end of that year, Caffarelli thought

■-■■If very little beyond the elements of

bn art, and was much surprised when his

master said to him, " You may now leave

oe, jotrog man, you have nothing more to

ieam from me, and are the first singer in

Italy, if not in the world." Caffarelli came to

England in the year 1738. It is said that he

was titter well or in voice all the time that

he remained here. In Italy he had long be

fore this gained considerable reputation as a

singer ; but it was not till after he returned

ten England that he was classed, by his

mtrymen, among their most exquisite

snfen. Caffarelli amassed much money

•J his profession, and purchased the duchy

of Santo Dorato, in the kingdom of Naples.

He died in 1783, aged eighty, and be

queathed a large fortune, with the dukedom,

» his nephew.

CAFFARO (Pabqtjale) was born, in

'"06, at Lecce, one of the provinces of the

tingdom of Naples. He quitted the con-

serratory after profound study, and his ope

ns were successively represented at several

Italian theatres, where he had no cause to

"raplain either of the severity or the cold-

twa of the public. He chiefly excelled in

■he cantabile : his air, " Belle luci ehe ac-

"*irtf," has served as a model in this style

'» hi* successors ; and is said to have been

* popular at the time of its appearance,

'mt the subject was painted on the porce

lain of the manufactory of the king of Na-

This air was sung throughout Italy

Jler the lapse of a century. Caffaro also

netlled is a composer for the church : his

* total Mater" for four voices, and in

'•■mble canon, will bear comparison with the

"■aortal production of Perjrolesi. Caffaro

*u maiter of the king's chapel at Naples,

M4 also of tire conservatory of La Pieli.

CAFFIAT or CAFFIAUX, (Prm. Jos.)

author of an essay on the history of music,

Paris, 1755. ...

CAFFHO, (Joseph) a performer on the

hautboy and composer for his instrument

between the years 1793 and 1807.

CAGIATI, (GrovANNi) a pianist and

composer, published some piano-forte music

in Germany, in the years 1794 and 1795.

CAJANI, (Guiseppe) a composer for

the theatre at Verona in 1791.

CAIMO, (Guiseppe) a voluminous com

poser of canzonets and madrigals at Milan

between the years 1560 and 1585.

CAINEA, (Chevalier le) a celebrated

amateur singer. He was in England for

several years at the commencement of the

present century, and was frequently heard

in the first circles of our metropolis :

his voice was a beautiful tenor, and his

style of chamber singing was replete with

taste.

CA1TO, (Giovanni Carlo) a celebra

ted violinist at Naples at the beginning of

the last century.

CAIVANI, a composer for the theatre at

Rome about the year 1768.

CALCAGNI, (Sionop.) an Italian so

prano singer to the king of Sweden. He

sung at Salomon's concerts in 1792.

CA LCINA, a composer at Turin at the

beginning of the present century.

CALDARA, (Antonio) one of the vice

chapel-masters of the emperor Leopold un

der Fux. He is celebrated for the sublimity

of his style, which he manifested in two

oratorios of his composition, the one entitled

" Gviseppe," performed in the year 1722,

the other, "It Ri del Dolore." He published

two operas of sonatas for two violins and a

bass, printed at Amsterdam, and " Confute

da Camera a Voce sola," printed at Venice.

He continued the favourite composer in

the imperial service till the year 1736,

having been a dramatic composer near

fifty years. He died at Vienna in 1763,

aged ninety.

CALEGARI, (Antonio) a dramatic

composer and performer on the violoncello,

born at Padua. He flourished towards
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the latter end of the last century, and

resided, during many years, at Paris.

CALEGAPJ, (Cornelia) a female

singer, and composer of vocal music, prin

cipally for the church at Milan. She was

born at Bergamo in 1644.

CALKIN, (Joseph) violin and tenor

player, was born in 1781. He first studied

music under Thomas Lyon, and subse

quently was articled for two years to Spag-

noletti. His first engagement in an orchestra

was at Drury-lane theatre in 1798, where

he remained ten years ; since which period

he has been engaged as a tenor at the Opera,

Ancient and Vocal concerts, and the Phil

harmonic, of which society he is a member

and likewise librarian.

In 1813, Calkin married the widow of

the late Mr. Budd, bookseller, of Pall-mall,

and has now the honour of being bookseller

to the king, therefore we may justly say,

he has "two strings to his bow." In 1821,

he was appointed one of the king's state

band, which gives him the title of musician

in ordinary to his majesty.

CALKIN, (James) younger brother to

the preceding, was born in London in 1786.

He finished his education at Dr. Burrows's

school in Soho -square, and reflects with great

pleasure that he sat at the same desk with

the celebrated H. R. Bishop.' He began to

learn the violin at a very early age, being

taught at that time by his elder brother, and

at the age of thirteen was apprenticed (for

seven years) to Thomas Lyon, of whom he

learned the piano-forte, violin, violoncello,

and thorough-bass.

Four or five years ago, Calkin was elected

(unanimously) an associate of the Philhar

monic society ; and last year an honorary

associate of the Concentore society. He

has composed many divertimenti, Sec. for

the piano-forte, also several instrumental

quartets, one of which was performed at

the British concerts last season : the latter

has been published, and, as a mark of re

spect for the inimitable manner in which he

played it, is inscribed to Mr. Mori.

Calkin has further written a grand sinfo-

nia for a full orchestra, which has been

played by the Philharmonic band, but not

yet publicly performed. The following list

includes James Calkin's principal composi

tions : divertimentos, " La Serieln ton

FAllegria" "LesGraces," "TheShnmrock,"

" La petite Flore," "L'AmitU," " Spanish

Waltz," "La belle Ecossoisc," "The Gordon

Waltz" " L'OJfrande de VAmitii," "Ced

tAmour" " Let Plaisirsde Noll" air var.,

" Walt/, waly up yon bank," " Le Trouba

dour du Page," air var., "Divertimento a la

Militaire," "Divertimento a la Polonour,"

" Quadrille Rondos," Nos. 3 and 10, " Le

Pas Sent de Terpsichore," divertimento,

&C. &c.

CALL, (Leonard m ) a voluminouscom

poser of instrumental music, chiefly for the

guitar accompanied, and published at Vi

enna since the commencement of the present

century.

CALLCOTT (John Walt.) was born at

Kensington Gravel-pits, Middlesex, in 176&

He gave early indications of that love for

knowledge by which he was afterwards so

much distinguished.

At the age of seven, he was sent to a

neighbouring school, where he made coo-

siderable progress in Latin and Greek.

When only twelve years old, he was taken

from school, and from that period may be

said to have educated himself.

In the summer of 1778, he obtained an

introduction to the organist of Kensington,

and, constantly attending the organ-loft,

acquired, as a recreation, the first rudiments

of music, having previously determined to

follow surgery as a profession.

His study of anatomy was however but

for a short period ; for, witnessing a severe

operation, his feelings received such a shock

that he abandoned from that time all idea

of the medical profession.

In 1779, he commenced his practice of

music, attempted composition, and wrote

various pieces for a private play. He also

continued to improve himself in classical

learning, and in the French, Italian, Hebrew,

and Syriac languages, algebra, and some

branches of the mathematics.

In 1782, he was introduced to, and
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intimate with the late Drs. Arnold

ind Coole, also with Mr. Sale.

In 1783, he became assistant organist at

St. George the Martyr, Hanover-square ;

ami in 1785, Dr. Cooke introduced him to

tSf members of the academy of ancient

aaiic. Tlie professional connections he

now formed gave him his first bias toward:

flee writing.

Hiving assiduously studied harmony and

rourjterpoim, in 1784 he sent his first glee

to tie catch club as a candidate for the

pritt. It was unsuccessful ; but he was not

discouraged, and diligently prepared a num

ber of compositions for the following year,

«hcn be experienced the gratification of

anding himself signally rewarded with three

■ethk,

.Ibout this period, he actively engaged

•ill Dr. Arnold in the formation of the glee

dub ; and iu compliance with an invitation

• take a bachelor's degree, from Dr.

ftulip Hayes, professor of music at Oxford,

•t commenced bachelor in 1785, and set for

At occasion Wharton's "Ode Io Fancy."

In 1786, two more medals were awarded

him from the catch club, and through the

recommendation of Dr. Arnold he suc

ceeded to several valuable engagements as

i teacher.

In 1787, the catch club admitted him as

u honorary member, and he sent in nearly

•« kindred compositions as candidates for

<» prizes. On that occasion, only two

fwej, a canon and a glee, were successful ;

•< in consequence of this extraordinary

nfln of compositions, it was resolved that

CM pieces presented should be limited to

tnt of each description. Complying with

4a new regulation, in 1789, Callcott offered

ik twelve pieces, but all the four medals

"n assigned him, a circumstance unparal-

•-'cd in the history of the catch club. This

year, lit was chosen joint organist, w ith

•• Etui, of St. Paul's, Covent-garden.

la 1790, Callcott obtained an introduc-

'»* to Haydn, then in England, and under

L" ;reat master for some time studied

'WriiBenta] music.

Fna 1789 to 1793, (after which the

catch club ceased to offer prizes) he uever

failed annually to obtain distinction, but

the chief part of his time was occupied in

teaching.

At this period he began to study the

theoretical writers in music. From the

perusal of these works he felt emulous to

rank among the didactic writers of his

country. An intimacy formed about this

time with Overend, the organist of Isle-

worth, greatly increased this desire.

On the death of Overend, Callcott pur

chased all his manuscripts, as well as those

of Dr. Boyce, and it was the study of these

which determined him to compile and write

a musical dictionary.

In 1797, the plan being completed, he

began to collect his materials, and contrived

each day, notwithstanding other numerous

engagements, to gain a portion of time for

reading and making extracts at the British

Museum, of which labour many volumes

remain.

In 1800, he took his doctor's degree io

music at the university of Oxford, and his

exercise on the occasion was a Latin anthem.

In 1801, the Kensington volunteer corps

was established, and Callcott determined

to form a military band from among the

inhabitants of the place. Assisted by a

subscription, he procured instruments, and

not only composed, compiled, and arranged

all the music for the performance, but even

taught the performers himself. The great

fatigue he thus underwent had an injurious

effect upon his health, and his friends

ventured to remonstrate, but were silenced

by that cheerful confidence he always ex

pressed in his own powers.

The compilation for his dictionary still

went on, but the labour of classifying his

materials interfering too much with other

occupations, he resolved to relinquish its

further prosecution until a future period ;

a period which was never to arrive. Think

ing, however, that the public had ground

to expect something from him on the theory'

ofmusic, in consequence of his prospectus for

the dictionary, he wrote, in 1804 and 1805,

his "Musical Grammar" In the same year,
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he succeeded Dr. Crotch as lecturer on

music at the royal institution ; but his

health was now too seriously impaired, and

the very anxiety he felt to execute with

honour the task he had undertaken com

pletely overcame him, and he became at

once incapable of all business.

During the indisposition which followed,

the public esteem and admiration for Dr.

Callcott's talents and character displayed

themselves in a remarkable manner.

In his absence he occasionally employed

himself in composition, and, among other

things, planned a work on musical biogra

phy, but was never able to carry it into

execution.

At the end of five years his friends in

dulged the idea of his complete and perma

nent restoration to health ; but their hopes

were eventually disappointed. After a

period of two years his indisposition re

turned, and iu the spring of 1821 his con

stitution was unable to resist any longer

the ravages made upon it liy repeated

attacks, and he was released from a life of

affliction on May 15, 1821, in the fifty-

fifth year of his age.

Of the character of Dr. Callcott, it is

sufficient to observe, that the excellent quali

ties of his heart were fully equal to his extra

ordinary talents, and that he possessed the

sincere affection of every one who knew him.

His compositions were very numerous,

and his printed works are by no means

equal in extent to those which still remain

in manuscript.

Many of these consist of anthems, ser

vices, odes, &c.&c; but his fame will chiefly

rest upon his admirable glees, catches, and

canons.

These were given to the world at various

times, and in a great variety ofpublications ;

but a collection of the most favourite among

them has been lately made, in two folio

volumes, by his son-in-law Mr. Horsley,

together with a memoir of the author,

whence we have extracted the greater part

of the above account.

CALLCOTT, (Miss SorniA) daughter

•f the preceding, is eminent as a teacher

of the piano- forte; she resides near

London.

CALLEGARI. See Calecari.

CALLENBERG, (Georges Alexan

der Henrv Herrmann Count of) a Ger

man nobleman, born in 1744. He composed

some sonatas, which were published at

Berlin in 1781.

CALLENBERG, a celebrated organist

at Riga about the year 1739.

CALMUS, a performer on the violoncello,

and composer for his instrument, at Altona,

iu 1797. He died at Dresden in 1809.

CALORI, (Sicnora) an Italian female

singer in London, in the year 1758.

CALVI, (Giovanni Battista) an

amateur composer of dramatic music at

Milan, between the years 1784 and

1788.

CALVI, (Lorenzo.) See Calvo.

CALVIERE or CALVIAIRE, a cele

brated organist and composer at Paris, was

born in 1695. His " TV Detm" is a verj

fine composition. He died in 1755.

CALV1SIUS, (Sithcsot Calviii) the

son of a poor peasant, and born in

Thuringia in 1556, was a learned theorist

and a good practical musician; he pub

lished a Latin work on music in 1592, and

composed much music for the church. He

died in 1617.

CALVOER, (Gaspamd) a German

writer on music, who died in the yea'

1725.

CAMBERT, organist at Paris, and the

first French musician who tried to set an

opera, quitted France in disgust on Low'

XIV. taking from him the management

of the opera and giving it to Lulli. "e

came to London, and was appointed master

of king Charles II.'s band. It has been said

that Cambert, who died in London in 1677.

broke his heart on account of the bad

success of his operas in England.

CAMBINT, (Guiskfi-e) a voluminous

composer of vocal and instrumental musu',

published in France and Germany between

the years 1780 and 1800. He was a pup'1

of P. Martini, and a correct theorist.

CAMBIO, (Perissons) a composer of
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lirtlf national songs, " Canzone Pillancsche,

ilia Sapolittum," some of which were pub

lished al Venice in the middle of the

sixteenth century. Dr. Burney says, " In

txx canzone there is generally more

lioour in the words, and more air and

rivacity in the melody, than in any other

fompositions equally ancient. They appear

to have been originally sung in the streets

n parts, as the words of several imply. In

om of them a singing-master speaks, who

offers to teach the gamut in an hour, and

the syllables, ut, re, mi, fa, &c. are in

geniously applied in most of the parts, to

such sounds as require them in solmi-

atian."

CAMEFORT, a French composer of

sags in the reign of Louis XIV.

CAMERA, (M.) a violinist and composer

fw his instrument, born at Venice about

the year 1770.

CAMERLOHER, or CAMMERLO-

CHER, (Don Placido de) chamber-

musiciaa at Munich, published some in-

stnimentil music at Amsterdam and Nu-

remburg about the year 1760.

CAMIDGE, (Dn.) an eminent organist

awl composer, resident at York. He pre

ssed at the organ, at the grand vocal

fertKal at York, in 1823. His organ in

troductions to some of Dr. Croft's anthems,

Kenned at the meeting, were so masterly

>• to attract great and deserved attention,

(dementi's Cat)

CAMIDGE, (Mr.) an eminent musi-

Qia, also residing at York. He was an

isistant conductor, with Dr. Camidge, at

«» York festival. (Clementi's Cat.)

CAMILLE, a composer of piano-forte

■wic at Paris about the year 1780.

CAMPAGNOLI, (Bartolomeo) violin-

it at Dresden in 1783. He was born in

lt»ly in 1751. He has published much

™trmnental music, and was living in

G'nnany in the year 1802. Among his

favourite productions are, " Variations

" lint Themes of Mozart" " Three

Comcertante, dedicated to his friend

and " Three Duets, dedicated to

Sekrtjffrr."

CAMPBELL, (Alexander) editor of

some Scotch songs in 1792, also of some

harp music. We believe he was an organist

at Edinburgh.

CAMPELLI, an opera composer at

Padua in 1707.

CAMPION, a French composer, and

didactic writer on music, in Paris, at the

commencement of the last century.

CAMPION, (Dr. Thomas) an English

poet and musician in the seventeenth

century ; he published also didactic works

on music.

CAMPIONI, (Carlo Antonio) chapel-

master to the grand duke of Tuscany. He

composed a celebrated " Te Deum" in

1767. He also published some violin

duets.

CAMPOBASSO, (Vincenzo) adramatio

composer at Milan in 1789.

CAMPORESE (Madame.) Th is cele

brated singer is the wife of Signor Giustini-

ani, a gentleman of family and respectability.

She was principal chamber-singer at the

court of Buonaparte, and never appeared as

an actress till she made her ddbut, in 1817,

at the King's theatre in the Haymarket,

in Cimarosa's Penelope. She was at first

extremely embarrassed ; but every suc

cessive performance dispelled a part of her

fears, and in her next character, the Con ■

tessa, in the Nozze di Figaro, she had so

entirely conquered them, that her reputation

as an actress was completely established,

her deficiency from the first having been

only in the usages and manners of the

theatre. In Agnese, and Donna Anna in

// Don Giovanni more especially, she gave

proofs of consummate talents. In the

season of 1818, the management of the

Opera-house having passed into other hands,

Miss Corri was substituted as prima donna

for Madame Caniporese, who quitted

England, but was reengaged by Mr,

Ayrton for the season of 1821, when she

gave peculiar satisfaction in the part of

Ninetta, in La Gazza Ladra, where the

situations, more interesting than the music,

called into full exertion her abilities as an

actress. In 1822-1823, she appeared
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in Desdemona, in Rossini's Olelh, which

was considered as her best character, and

at the end of the season, after singing

admirably at the oratorios and various public

concerts, she retired from the stage and

public singing. The purity and force of

Madame Camporese's style as a singer, the

sweetness of her voice, and the tenderness,

power, and, above all, the delicacy of her

expressive manner as an actress, will not

soon be forgotten in this country.

CAMPRA, (Andre) born at Aix, in

Provence, in 1660, was at first a chorister

in the cathedral of that city, having for his

instructor in music William Poitevin,

preacher to that church. Soon after his

leaving the choir, he became distinguished

by his motets, which were performed in

churches and private concerts. His genius

having been too much confined, while re

strained to the narrow limits of a motet, he

set himself to compose for the stage, and

made the music to sundry operas. The grace

and vivacity of his airs, the sweetness of his

melody, and, above all, his strict attention to

the sense of the words, render his com

positions truly estimable. Campra died at

Versailles in 1744.

CANABICH, (Christian) chapel-

master to the elector of Bavaria, a native of

Manheim, and a pupil of Stamitz for the

violin and composition, was, about 1726,

first violin, and in 1765, concert-master and

director of the Italian opera at Munich,

with a salary of about two thousand three

hundred pounds. He was considered as

one of the best solo players in all Germany.

Many of his compositions, in symphonies

and other instrumental pieces, were pub

lished even in Paris and London.

CANABICH, son of the preceding, was

first violin at the theatre of Munich. He

published three sonatas for the piano-forte,

with accompaniments for the violin and

violoncello.

CANAILLE or CANAL, an instru

mental composer in London about the year

1798.

CANAVASSO, two brothers of this

name, violinists and composers, were living

at Paris towards the end of the seventeenth

century.

CANDEILLE, (M. or P. J.) a dramatic

composer at Paris in the latter half of the

last century ; he also composed some

motets.

CANDEILLE SIMONS, (Emue)

daughter of the preceding, a French actress,

singer, and composer at Paris since the year

1787. She was a good performer on the

harp.

CANDIDO. (Lodovico) a violinist and

composer for his instrument at Venice in

1712.

CANETTI, (Francesco) an Italian

dramatic composer between the years 1784

and 1790.

CANGE, (Charles du.) See Fresne,

CANTS, (Cohneliis) a Belgian, com

posed several good canons, which were

published in the Antwerp and Louvain

collections of songs, printed about the

year 1544. He died before the year

1556.

CANNABICH, (Christian) chapel-

master to the elector of Bavaria, was a

pupil of Stamitz, and considered as one o(

the best violinists in Germany. He com

posed some operas and other dramatic

music between the years 1788 and 1794.

He died in 1797.

CANNABICH, (Carl) son of the pre

ceding, was born at Manheim in 1769.

He was a good violinist, and published

twelve works of vocal and instrumental

music between the years 1797 and 1803;

his compositions display much talent He

died at Munich in 1806.

CANOBIO, (Carlo) a violinist and

composer towards the end of the las'

century.

CANTINO, (Paolo) a composer of

madrigals at Venice iu 1785.

CANTOSCHKIN. See Chandoscrun.

CANUTI, (Giovanni Antonio) an

Italian composer of vocal music about the

year 1790.

CANZI, (Mlle.) an Italian sinjre'

and pupil of Salvieri ; she lately made her

first appearance at Stuttgard.
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CAPARELLI, an Italian performer on

lie horn and composer for his instrument;

some of his music was published at Vienna

■ 1799.

f.lPOIXINI (Michel Angelo) com

posed the music to a sacred drama at

Mantua in 1627.

CAPORALE, a celebrated violoncellist.

He came to London in 1735, and though

no profound musician, nor gifted with a

lerr powerful hand, he was heard for some

years with great partiality, from the almost

socle merit of a full, sweet, and vocal tone.

He published some solos for his instrument

in London.

CAPPONI, (Giovanni) an Italian

dramatic composer about the year 1600.

He ins probably in the service of the duke

of Savoy.

CAPPOXI, (Ranieri) an Italian abbe\

published twelve sonatas at Florence in

1743.

CAPPUS, (Jean Baptists) a French

composer of vocal and instrumental music,

Ween the years 1730 and 1733.

CAPRANICA, (Matteo) an Italian

dramatic composer at Rome in 1746.

CAPR1CORNUS or BOKSHORN,

fSuurajchapel-masteratStultgard ; much

of his vocal and instrumental music was

published between the years 1655 and

1708, though some of it probably is post-

iwmons, as he is supposed to have died at

Standard in 1669.

CAPRIOLI (Giovanni Paolo) pub

lished some sonatas at Venice in 1628.

CAPROX, a French composer. He

»ade his dibvt at the spiritual concerts

ibout the year 1768, and soon after pub

lished some sonatas and quatuors for the

riolia.

CAPITI, (Antonio) a dramatic com

pter about the year 1754.

CAPUZZI or CAPUCCI, (Antonio.)

There are two brothers of this name,

noliants at Venice, composers of dramatic

and instrumental music since the year

iTF..j.

CARADORI (Madame) was born in
•it Cu» Patftlani at Milan. Her father

was the baron De Munck, a native of

Alsace, who formerly held the rank of

colonel in the French service.

The musical education of Mademoiselle

De Munck was completed entirely under

the guidance of her mother, without the aid

of masters or any other auxiliary. The death

of the baron de Munck, and the consequent

failure of pecuniary resources in his family,

at length obliged his daughter to employ

her musical powers professionally ; and for

this purpose she came to England, and under

the name of Caradori, derived from a branch

of her mother's family, made her dihut at

the King's theatre on the 12th January,

1822. The first character in which she

appeared was the Page, in Figaro, and it

is not a little remarkable that circumstances'

required her to learn that part, and to make

her first appearance on any stage within

the short period of three days.

It is, perhaps, needless to add, that this

attempt was completely successful, and

that she has since been equally fortunate

in the operas of " // Barone de Dolsheim"

11 Klisa e Claudio" " Coradino," and " La

Clemenza di Tito"' in the latter of which,

she sustained the part of prima donna. As

a concert singer, Madame Caradori has

rapidly risen into public estimation by her

performances at the Philharmonic society

and other musical establishments in different

parts of the kingdom, especially at Brighton,

Oxford, Bath, Bristol, Gloucester, &c. &c.

As a composer, she is best known as the

authoress of the pleasing romances, " La

pins jolie," " Le sonrire," and " La

/ileuse."

The principal advantages possessed by

Madame Caradori are, a voice of great

sweetness, flexibility, and justness of inton

ation ; an extensive knowledge of the

different branches of the art which she

possesses ; and a facility of reading music,

by which she is enabled at once to sing and

accompany (a prima vistaj any vocal piece

which is presented to her. To these may

be added, an intimate knowledge of four

languages, of which the English is one, and

the possession of youth, an agreeable person,
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a graceful deportment, and high moral

character.

In August, 1823, Madame Caradori was

married to Mr. Allan, the secretary of the

King's theatre ; and from this circumstance,

as well as the fact of her engagement at the

opera for two unexpired years, it is im

probable that she will soon quit England.

It is even understood that proposals have

been made to her for the transfer of her

talents from the Italian to the English

boards.

CARAFFA, (Le Chevalier) a dis

tinguished Neapolitan composer, now living,

is considered as uniting an ardent mind to

the most exquisite sensibility. All his

compositions attest these two qualities.

The opera entitled " // Vasccllo del* Occi-

dente," first introduced him as a composer

to a Neapolitan audience. " Cabrivlla dc

Vergey," which succeeded it, is undoubtedly

one of the best modern, compositions. He

has lately composed, for the Parisian stage,

the opera of " Jeanne d'Arc" which is

extremely popular ; also several other operas

for the theatres of Rome, Venice, Milan,

and Paris ; among which may be named,

"Abu/a, ossirt la Famiglia Araba."

CARAFFE, the younger, chamber-mu

sician to the king of France ; he published

several symphonies about the year 1752.

CARAPELLA (Tommaso) was born at

Naples about 1700, and delighted that city

by his compositions, which, although in

the ancient style, termed by the Italians

madrigalcsco, united energy with taste and

sentiment. His master is unknown, but his

compositions obtained the approbation of

the learned, both in the theory and practice

of music. The sound doctrines and pure

principles which had presided at the found

ation of the Neapolitan school, and under

whose auspices its numerous great works

had been produced, revived under the pen

of Carapella, or rather, he was one of its

most religious defenders, and endeavoured

to prevent the diffusion of bad taste or

false doctrines, and the destruction of the

sacred and venerable vestiges of ancient

simplicity. Hymns and cantatas being

greatly in favour with the nation at tlie

time he finished his studies, he composed

chiefly in this style. One of his religious

hymns is still sung at Naples, on the fete

of Santa Franccsca Romana. Carapella

afterwards set to music, with great success,

the opera entitled " Massimi." After

having successively and equally succeeded

in both the sacred and profane styles, and

taken rank among the best masters of his

school and of Italy, he published a collec

tion of his hymns and cantatas for two

voices, distinguished for their perfection in

melody ; a work which recommends him to

the esteem of posterity, although not his

only claim to honourable recollection.

CARAVACCIO, (Giovanni) a com

poser of church music at Venice in 1620.

CARAVAGGIO, (Giovanni Giacomo

Caytoldi de) a poet and composer of

Vocal music at Venice in 1590.

CARAVOGLIA, (Barbara) principal

female singer at Naples in 1788.

CARAVOGLIA, (Maria Cabacci)

principal female singer at Florence in

1788, and principal female singer at

Vicenza in 1790.

CARBONEL, (Jose™ Noel) a very

celebrated French performer on the tam

bourine ; he published a method for his

instrument in 1766. He died in 1804.

CARBONEL, (Josepu Francois Nah-

cisse) probably the son of the preceding,

was born at Vienna in 1773. He has

composed much vocal and instrumental

music, published at Paris.

CARBONELLI, (Steffano) a cele

brated violinist and pupil of Corelli,

came to England from Rome about the year

1720. lie was received into the family of

the duke of Rutland, a great patron of

music. During his residence with this

nobleman, he published and dedicated to

him twelve solos for a violin and bass, of his

composition, which he frequently played in

public with great applause. About the

year 1725, he quitted the Opera-house and

went to Diury-lane theatre, where he led

the band, and frequently played select

pieces between the acts. After coutinuing
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i (tw years at Druiy-lane, Carbonelli

qaittrd his station there and attached him

self to Handel, at the time when he

heyan to perform oratorios. For a series

oi years, be played at the rehearsal and per-

iwmance at St. Paul's, for the benefit of the

uuof the clergy. At his first coming into

Eagland, Carbonelli professed himself to be

ci the Romish persuasion ; but after his

arrival be became a Protestant, and married

i-'k daughter of Mr. Warren, parish-clerk of

St. James's, Westminster. In the latter

gun of his life, he in some measure declined

lie profession of music, and betook himself

u> that of a merchant, and an importer of

■'■as from France and Germany. By the

interest of a powerful friend, he obtained

the place of one of the purveyors of wine to

the kin;, and died in that employment in

the year 1772. At the time of Carbonelli's

resigning his profession of violinist for that

of wme merchant, the following lines were

*mten, which have been admirably set to

ousic, as a duet, by Dr. Cooke :

Let Bubinelli charm the ear.

And ting, as ersl, with voice divine,

To Carbonelli I adhere,

lai'-tad of music, give me wine.

Bat yet, perhaps, with wine combin'd,

Soft music may our joys improve,

Let both together then be join'd.

And feait we like the gods above.

CARBOK, (Robertus) one of the oldest

iaown composers of sacred music in Scot-

lud: a mass of his composition in the

taelfth century is extant.

CARCAXI, (Joseph) chapel master at

\ nice, was a celebrated dramatic composer

about the year 1742.

CARD, (W.j an English professor of the

sate, now living, and composer of music for

au instrument and for the piano-forte.

CARDAN E, (A.) a composer of masses,

some of which were published at Paris, in

'collection of masses, in the year 1554.

CARDINI, an Italian violinist, engaged

*t the King's theatre in 1818.

CARDON, a harpist at Paris, and corn-

fan [or his instrument ; his method for the

tap *is published at Paris in 1785. He

fat in Russia about the year 1805.

CAKDOT. See Subjet.

CARDUCCI, (Giovanni Giacomo) a

vocal composer at Venice in the latter half

of, the sixteenth century.

CAREAU, (Du) a composer of songs at

Paris in 1712.

CARELIO, (Antonio) a violinist and

composer, born in Sicily. He published

some sonatns at Amsterdam in 1810.

CARESAM, (CmsTorono) organist at

the chapel royal of Xaplcs about the year

1080, is considered one of the best com

posers of his time. His duos, which appeared

in 1681, are especially held in estimation.

Choron, at the end of his " Principe* de

Composition," has given exercises on all

the intervals by Caresani, which are in the

highest degree useful.

CARESTIN'I, (Giovanni) a celebrated

Italian singer, was born at Mount Filan-

trana, in the March of Ancoua, and at

twelve years old went to Milan, where he

was patronised by the Cusani family, whence

he was frequently called Cutnnio. His

voice was at first a powerful and clear

soprano, which afterwards changed to the

fullest, finest, and deepest countertenor

that has perhaps ever been heard. His first

appearance on the stage seems to have been

at Rome, in 1721, in the female character of

Custanza, in Buononcini's opera of "Gri-

selda." In 1723, he was at Prague during

the great musical congress there, on occa

sion of the coronation of the emperor

Charles VI. as king of Bohemia. In 1724,

he was at Mantua; and in 1726 at Venice,

where he performed with Farinelli and the

famous tenor Paita. In 1728, he was at

Rome, and again in 1730, where he per

formed in Vinci's celebrated operas of

"Alessandro neU Indie," and " Artuterse"

both written by Metastasio. He was now

engaged by Handel to supply the place of

Senesino, who, together with his whole

troop, except Strada, had deserted from his

service, and enlisted under the banners of

Porpora and the nobility at Lincoln's-iun-

fields. Handel is said, however, to have

treated Carcstini but scurvily after having

engaged him, though probably not without
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a cause, if we mayjudge from the following

anecdote. The very simple and well-known

air, " Verdi prati," in Akina, which was

constantly encored, was at first sent back to

Handel by Carestini as too trifling for him

to sing ; upon which, he went in a great

rage to his lodgings, and, with a tone in

which few composers except Handel ever

ventured to accost a first-rate singer, ex

claimed, in his usual curious dialect, and

with his accustomed impetuosity, " You

tog! don't I know better, as yourseluf,

vaat is pest for you to sing? If youvill not

sing all de song vaat I give you, I vill not

pay you ein stiver." Carestini's person was

tell, beautiful, and majestic. He was also

a very animated and intelligent actor. He

manifested great agility in the execution of

difficult divisions from the chest in a most

articulate and admirable manner. It was

the opinion of Hasse, as well as of many other

eminent professors, that whoever had not

heard Carestini was unacquainted with the

most powerful style of singing. He con

tinued in the highest reputation for twenty

years after quitting England, and sang at

Berlin in 1750, 1754, and 1755, and at

Petersburg till the year 1758, when he

returned to Italy and soon after died.

CAREW, (M iss.) This eminent English

vocalist was born in London, of a good

family, originally Irish. Ker grandfather

was a captain in the navy, and her father

enjoys a respectable situation in one of the

government offices. She gave early intima

tions of musical ability, and was placed

under the tuition of Mr. James Welch.

Her musical education was directed to the

stage, and she appeared at Covent-garden

in 1815. She attracted a good share of

public regard, and appeared subsequently

at the Haymarket, the English opera, and

at Drury-lane. She was also engaged in

the Philharmonic and various public and

private concerts of London ; at Bath, Ox

ford, York, Manchester, Norwich, and other

places. Miss Carew has of iate seceded from

the stage, and is occupied in teaching and

singing at concerts. Miss Carew's voice is

not extremely powerful, but her intonation

is perfect, and the sweetness and ductility

of her notes, joined to excellent taste and

science, justly entitle her to a high rank

amongst the most distinguished British

female singers of the present day.

CAKEY (Henry) was a man of face

tious temper. He was a musician by pro

fession, and one of the lower order of poets.

His first preceptor in music was Olaus

Westeinson Linnert, a German ; he received

some further instructions from Roseingrave;

and, lastly, was a disciple of Geminiani ;

but with all the advantages he might be

supposed to have derived from these in

structors, the extent of his abilities seems

to have been the composition of a good

ballad air, or at most a cantata. About

the year 1744, in a fit of desperation, he

laid violent hands upon himself at his

house in Warner-street, Coldbath-fields,

putting a period to a life which he had led

without reproach. In all the poems and

songs written by Carey on wine, love, and

such kind of subjects, he manifested an

inviolable regard for decency and good

manners. He composed the air of " Sail)

in our Alley," as also, we believe, " All i»

the downs"

CARISSIMI, (Giacomo) chapel-master

of the German college at Rome, and of the

pontifical chapel, from about the year 1640.

His productions are very numerous, though

it does not appear that he composed for the

theatre. His sacred and secular cantatas

and motets have always had admission into

every collection of good music. He did

not invent the cantata, but has the merit of

transferring this invention from the cham

ber- to the church, also of improving recita

tive in general. There is something interest

ing, says Dr. Burney, in the most trivial

compositions of this admirable master, and

in his works may certainly be traced more

traits of tine melody than in those of any

composer of the seventeenth century. I' u

manifest that Purcell partly formed his style

on the productions of Carissimi. He is said

to have acquired a considerable fortune by

the exercise of his profession, and to have

lived to the age pf ninety. Being praised
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for the grace and ease of his melodies, he

is aid to have replied, " Ah .' questo facile,

<j«wt<> i difficile T "Ah! with what diffi

culty . this ease acquired !" There are some

rrious specimens of this composer's works

ii Dr. Burner's History, vol. iv. p. 143.

CARLETON, (Richard) an English

Herman and composer of madrigals in

KOI. His madrigal (No. 8.) in the " Tri-

•xpii 0/ Oriana," is said, in the Quarterly

Musical Review, to be only remarkable for

ikf bad arrangement of the parts.

CARLO,(GiovanniGaspabo) an Italian

•wnpostr in the first half of the seventeenth

rtstary.

CARLOBONT, a harpist and composer

f« his instrument at Paris in 1794.

CARLSTATT, (Johann) a vocal com

poser ia Germany at the beginning of the

*>tnteenth century.

CARN'ABY, (Dn.) an English composer,

roideat in London. His vocal works are,

■ Kntral, scientific, but their taste is by

» means commensurate with modern im

provements.

CAROLI, an Italian composer of church

music ia the middle of the eighteenth

csntory.

CAROLUS, (Joannes) a Spanish writer

ui the guitar in 1626.

CARON, (Auoustin) a composer of

rask for the piano-forte at Paris about the

)'n 1800.

CARON", an old French composer, who

varished before the period of the renovation

of the arts.

CAROSO, (Marco Fabbizio) author

of 1 collection of dances at Venice in 1581 ;

■he music of them is regularly barred, which

1 not the case with any other music of the

"Weentli century that Dr. Burney ever

i»,

CARPANI or CARPINI, (Gaetano) a

thiuch composer of the year 1750 ; he was

wndered the most profound contrapuntist

«f his day in Rome. The celebrated Cle-

stati took lessons of him for some time.

*t Clemekti.

CARPENT1ER, author of a method for

^ ruitv, Pari*, 1770.

CARPIANI, (Lucas) chapel-master at

Bologna, and dramatic composer, in 1673.

CARPINI. See Cahpani.

CARRE, (Louis) a French writer on

music at the commencement of the last

century.

CARRE, (Remi) a French monk and

writer on singing in the year 1 744.

CARTELLIERI, (A.) a composer of

vocal and instrumental music, published at

Berlin and Vienna between the years 1792

and 1806.

CARTER, (Thomas) a singer and com

poser of vocal music, was a native of Ire

land, but left that country very young, and

was patronised by the Earl of Inchiquin.

He finished his musical education in Italy ;

and while at Naples was much noticed by

sir William and lady Hamilton. He com

posed the beautiful ballad of " O Nanny

wilt thou gang with me," also the cele

brated description of a sea-fight, " Stand to

your guns, my hearts of oak." He was

likewise known as composer of a capriccio,

beginning with the words " Fairest 2>o~

rinda," in which he united all the elegances

of musical science with the most humorous

comic expression. Carter passed some time

in India, where he conducted the musical

department of the theatre in Bengal ; but

the climate so greatly affected his health

that he was under the necessity of returning

to England ; and it is supposed that in In

dia he imbibed a liver complaint, which, at

length, in the year 1804, terminated his

existence. Mr. Carter did not always

meet with that encouragement to which his

musical talents might have entitled him ;

and, as economy was not among the virtues

which he cultivated in early life, he was

often reduced to those straits and difficulties

from which genius and talent can plead no

exemption. In one of those scenes of em

barrassment, his means and resources having

been exhausted, he ransacked the various

species of composition he had by him, but

finding that none, nor all of them, would

produce a single guinea at the music shops,

he hit upon the following expedient for

the immediate supply of his most pressing
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necessities. Being well acquainted with the

character of Handel'* manuscript, he pro

cured an old skin of parchment, which he

prepared for the purpose to which he meant

to turn it, and imitating as closely as lie

could the handwriting as well as the style

and manner of that great master, he pro

duced, in a short time, a piece, which so well

deceived a music-seller, that he did not

hesitate to give twenty guineas for it, and

the piece passes this day, amongst many, for

a genuine production of Handel.

CART1ER, (Jean Baptists) a good

French violinist at Paris since the year

1791. He was a pupil of Viotti, and pub

lished much music ibr his instrument be

tween the years 1792 and 1801 ; he has

also edited the sonatas of Corelli, Forpora,

and Nardini.

CARTONI, an Italian bass singer at

the opera in London in 1822. He is a

bass of limited volume, unimpressive tone,

and defective iutonation. He is an ho

norary member of the royal academy of

music.

CARULLI, (Ferdinajjdo) a Neapolitan

guitarist and composer for his instrument.

He was born in 1770, He has published

at Paris an excellent method for his instru

ment,

CARUSO, (Ltnoi) born at Naples in

1751,was son ofa chapel-master of some esti

mation, and brother of Emmanuale Caruso,

who also distinguished himself as a musi

cian. He quitted Naples at the conclusion

of his studies, which were pursued under

his father. His first opera was " It Medico

magnifivo," given at Florence in 1771.

Encouraged by its favourable reception,

Caruso composed for Rome, in 1781, " //

Fannlico per la Mtmcn" which succeeded

completely, and supported several repre

sentations. It was followed by "La 7'cm-

pesta" " Colombo/' and " It Maledico con

fuse," which were equally fortunate. He

returned to Naples, where he gave *' Gli

Amanti ditpeltosi," founded on "Le Dipit

xlmourcux" of Moliere. Caruso resided

some time in Germany, where he dis

tinguished himself in vocal composition,

and from thence proceeded to Sicily, where

, he was named chapel-master at Palermo.

. The style of this composer was formed upon

that of the best masters. !

CASALI, (Giovanni Batiisia) chapel-

master at Rome in 1760. He had the

honour of being master to Gretry. He com

posed a great number of masses, some ora-

torios, and also a few works for the theatres.

The second mass in the first volume oi'

Novello's collection is by Casali.

CASALI, (Lunovico)a writer on music

at Modena in 1629.

CASATI, (Francesco) an organist and

composer of motets in Venice at the begin

ning of the seventeenth century.

CASATI, (Gasparo) a Venetian vocal

composer in the middle of the seventeenth

century.

CASATI, (Teodoro) an organist and

vocal composer at Milan in the middle of

the seventeenth century.

CASE, (John) an English physician,

born at Woodstock. He wrote a wort

called "The Praise of Musiche," an edition

of which was published at Oxford in 1786.

Also, two years afterwards, a Latin work on

music. He died in 1600.

CASEGRANDI, a vocal composer in

London about the year 1794.

CASELLI, (Guiseppe) an Italian vio

linist and composer for his instrument. He

was at Petersburg in 1760.

CASENTINI, (Marsilio) a composer

of madrigals and other vocal music, pub

lished at Venice in 1607 and 1615.

CAS1MIR, (Louis Henry Frederic

Beeciier) a harpist, born at Berlin in 1790.

He was brought into France at ten years of

age by Madame de Genlis, and has since

performed in public with much success.

CASINI, (D.Giovan Maria) a Floren

tine priest and composer, was chapel-master

and organist to the grand duchess of Tus

cany in the year 1700, and published some

vocal and instrumental music between the

years 1706 and 1714.

CASSANI, (Sicnor) an Italian singer

at the opera in London in 1708.

CASSIODORUS, (Magnus Avreliu.)
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i Roman consul, who wrote on the subject

cf music. He died in 1 575.

CASTAGNEDA Y PAREES, (D.

Isisoia} author of a theoretic treaty on the

fin; elements of music, published at Cadiz

in 1785.

CASTALDI. See Gastoldi.

C.ASTEL published some violin music at

Pins in 1780.

CASTELBIANCO, (Quirino di) a

performer on the harpsichord and composer

ai his instrument, living in Italy in the

jtu 1700.

CASTELLI, (Paoi.o) a dramatic com

poser and poet at the court of Vienna in

1683.

CASTEIXI, (Valentino) an Italian

toapoar, now living. A very pleas

ing ifset by him, " In quel modeslo asilo"

lately been imported by Messrs.

EooseT.

CASTELI.O, (Da mo) a composer of

esnimentil music published at Venice in

lit years 1627 and 1629.

CASTELLO, (Giovanni) an Italian

performer on the harpsichord, and composer

cf some music for his instrument, published

u Vienna in 1722.

C ASTELLA, (Paolo.) See Castelli.

CASTOLDI or GASTOLDI, (Giovanni

Gucomo) bom at Carraggio, was the author

J thirty musical works, the titles and dates

J ubich may be seen in Walther's " Mttri-

"luclut Lexicon." His ballads, printed at

•latwerpin 1596, under the title of " Bal-

» •'" « 5 e 6 Vera per Cantare, Sonare, e

IkUtre ; cm una Aftachcrata di Cacdatori

' 6, ' •» Concerto di Pastori A 8," put the

khvauonofour word bnlladonxof all doubt,

"Ucb originally meant a song, sung and

4atd to at the same time. " The tunes

1 ' Gistoldi," observes Dr. Burney, " are

IB very hvely, and more graceful than any

lUve seen before the cultivation of melody

Ij the stage."

tASntO, (Johannes a) a voluminous

amposer of vocal music, published in the

VtLeilands between the years 1596 and

IMP.

CASTROVIIXABI, a monk and Italian

dramatic composer in the middle of the

seventeenth century.

CASTRUCCI, (Piutko) by birth a

Roman, was an excellent performer on the

violin. He succeeded Corbett as first violin

at the Opera-house, about the year 1718,

and led the opera band for many years ; but

growing old, Handel had a mind to place a

young man named John Clegg, scholar of

Dubourg, at the head of the orchestra,

Castrucci, being in very necessitous circum

stances, and not in the least conscious of

any failure in his hand, was unwilling to

quit his post: upon which Handel, in order

to convince him of bis inability to fill it,

composed a concerto, in which the second

concertino was so contrived as to require

an equal degree of execution with the first ;

this he gave to Clegg, who in the perform

ance of it gave such proofs of his superiority,

as reduced Castrucci to the necessity of

yielding the palm to his rival. Oppressed

with years, he immediately sunk into obli

vion, and at the age of eighty, upon the

merit of his past services, became a suppli

cant to the public for a benefit, at which he

performed a solo, and soon after died. He

published two sets of solos for a violin, with

a thorough-bass, and twelve concertos for

violins, which, though hardly known, have

great merit. It is Castrucci who is repre

sented in one of Hogarth's prints as the en

raged musician, the painter having sufficient

polismnnerie, previous to making the draw

ing, to have the musician's house beset by

all the noisy street- instruments he could col

lect together, whose clamorous performance

brought him to the window iu all the agonies

of auricular torture.

CASULANA, (Maddelana) a female

composer of some madrigals, published at

Venice and Brescia between the years 156ti

and 1583.

CATALANI (Angelica.) This cele

brated siuger and actress is a native of

Sinigalia, in the neighbourhood of Rome,

where she was born, in the year 1782.

Her father was a merchant, and lived in

high respectability, but, from the incursions

of the French, lost all his property. Very
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early in life Catalan! was noticed by

cardinal Onorati, who, being delighted

with the power and sweetness of her voice,

recommended her to the convent of Gubio,

with such injunctions on its masters, with

respect to the care and attention of their

fair pupil's talents, as soon rendered her

the accomplished subject of general conver

sation. During her residence in this house

of learning and religious repose, the fame

of her extraordinary voice brought persons

from distant parts of Italy to hear her sing.

As a striking instance of the delight which

the tones of her voice produced on her au

ditors at this period, it may be mentioned that

she was publicly applauded in the chapel of

the convent, when she sang with the nuns ;

which the cardinal could by 'no other

means prevent, than by forbidding her per

formance in the church. At the age df

fifteen she left the above convent, when the

unexpected revolution in her father's affairs

first induced her to become a public per

former; for which purpose, she went to

Venice, where she made her first appearance

on the boards of a theatre, at the early age

of fifteen. She next proceeded to Milan,

where she made her debut in an opera, in

which the celebrated Marchesi performed.

The great success which accompanied her

first exertions, together with the valuable

instructions she received in music from

Marchesi, soon gave Madame Catalani a

very high degree of professional eminence.

After having delighted the inhabitants of

Venice, Verona, and Mantua for three years

in her professional capacity, she was called

to Lisbon, where she continued three years,

enjoying every kind of attention her heart

could possibly pant for. In this city Mon

sieur de Valebreque, then a very young

officer in the 8th regiment of French hussars,

fell in love with her during her performance;

and it is said, that a presentiment, on first

seeing each other, produced the following

remark : " If ever I marry, that gentleman

(meaning the above) will be my husband:"

and the same sentiment was expressed by

Monsieur de Valebreque. In a short time

tb.ey were married, and, we understand,

have, to this time, passed eighteen years

together, in an uninterrupted state of do

mestic happiness. They have three chil

dren, two of whom were born in England.

Madame Catalani (for so we shall conti

nue to call her) stood so high in the estima

tion of the court of Portugal, that when

she signified her intention of leaving Lis

bon, the consort of the prince regent wrote

a letter to her mother, the queen of Spain,

recommending Catalani to her majesty

in terms of the strongest respect and ad

miration. On her arrival at the court of

Spain, her majesty received her with tie

most familiar kindness, and was profuse in

her royal presents and favours. The king

also gave many proofs of his respect for her

moral demeanour and extraordinary talents;

one of which was the free use of the opera-

house, by his command, for the performance

of a concert. Her reputation had, at this

time, advanced so rapidly in Spain, that the

grandees of the court fixed the prices of the

first seats in the opera at six ounces of gold,

which is equal to twenty-one guineas. Even

at this high price the theatre was crowded ;

and the receipts, independent of presents,

amounted to two thousand five hundred

guineas. From Spain Madame Catalani

went to Paris, where her reception was the

most flattering, and where she gave four

concerts, the price of admission to which

was increased from the usual sum of six

francs (ten shillings) to one pound five

shillings, and each of these entertainments

produced to her twenty-four thousand francs.

The celebrity this beautiful and accom

plished artist had acquired in Italy and

Lisbon soon reached England, and, as soon,

created a wish on the part of British ama

teurs, to attach such an acquisition to the

Italian opera of this country.

All the English who were in Portugal

at the time, and who witnessed the prodi

gious powers and great success of Madame

Catalani, recommended her going to Eng

land, and accepting whatever salary might

be offered her ; but only for a single season,

as they were convinced that in the second

year she might make her own terms, both
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nif King's theatre and at the London

(scots. In compliance with this advice,

ii allied herself for one year at the

Eag'i theatre, at a salary of two thousand

pans; and on the 13th of December,

life nade her first appearance in London,

I tkt character of Scmiramide, in the se

ws opera of that name, composed ex-

prssilr for her by Portogallo. The prognos

is of her friends in Lisbon were now soon

s t< completely verified ; for in the second

*isaot Madame Catalani's residence in

- -J, she cleared more than ten thousand

rjaos, as will appear by the following

•sedation. She received five thousand

rstea from the King's theatre, and two

i«Bn assured to her at one thousand

paatach; one thousand one hundred

at iSj guineas from Harrison's and the

•af's concerts; one thousand guineas from

fc sraiorios at Covent-garden ; and more

Ajoat tiioosand from different subscrip-

!■ foscctts : thus forming a total receipt

8 'yak of ten thousand guineas in less

t ISO", she performed the part pre-

'^nacted by Mrs. Billington, in the

farf " // Fanatico per laAItisica ," and

2 'Wi, appeared in various new charac-

'Jn, criaciog her admirable powers as well

->ie comic as tragic scene. In 1809, her

were withdrawn from the King's

*Qte, in consequence of a misunderstand-

•l wh the managers. The same season

* ?ive six concerts at the Hanover-square

and performed at the oratorios. In

''10, ihe reappeared at the King's theatre,

W two benefits, in which she per-

La Vestalt in Pucitta's opera of

'iitrame, and La Buena Figliuola in Pic-

*i s opera so called. She also performed

J >t>e oratorios, and succeeded Mrs. Bil-

fcjta it the Aucient concerts. In 1811,

^performed the "Etfrida" of Paesiello,

k* kr benefit. In 1812, she appeared in

« fallowiog, among other operas: " En-

'** If" of Martini ; " L.a Omenta di

of Mozart; "Camilla," of Pacr ; and

" "Kwh ii r,garo," of Mozart. In 1813,

Opera-house opened with " // /«rio

contra ilfurbo," a burletta by Fioravanti, in

which Madame Catalani performed. At her

benefit she appeared in an unsuccessful

opera, by Ferrari, " VEroina de Raab."

She also returned to the Ancient concerts,

which, for one season, she had seceded from.

In 1815, Madame Catalani quitted Eng

land, and proceeded to Paris, where the

king of France granted her the patent of the

Theatre Royal Ltalien, and condescended to

annex, by way of encouragement, an annual

allowance of about seven thousand pounds

sterling. She continued for four years pro

prietor and sole manager of that theatre,

then the most elegant in Paris. She gave

alternate engagements to the celebrated

composers, Paer and Spontini, for conduct

ing the musical department, and also en

gaged, during the time mentioned, almost

all the first singers, both male and female,

of Italy. Nevertheless, as, when Madame

Catalani did not herself sing, the receipts

were trifling, the establishment became a

burthen to her, and she resolved on leaving

Paris, and exerting her talents in all the

capitals of Europe. The trumpet of fame

has successively announced to us the glori

ous fruits of this determination.

From Paris she went direct to Berlin,where

success the most flattering, and honours the

most distinguished, awaited her. She ex

cited no less admiration by her beneficence,

than by her extraordinary talents : and his

Prussian majesty bestowed upon her the

most honourable reward, in deigning to

write her a most gracious letter, transmitting

to her, at the same time, the grand medal

of the academy (similar to that which the

great Frederick sent to Voltaire.) The

king's letter was published in all the jour

nals of the time. Madame Catalani likewise

received from the court of Prussia the most

distinguished testimonies of kindness.

Laden with honours and presents, she

went from Berlin to Hanover. His royal

highness the duke of Cambridge, whose en

lightened taste for the arts, and particularly

for music, is generally known, received her

with all that amenity which distinguishes

him ; and all the ladies of the court
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hastened to make her sensible oftheir good

ness. She gave a concert for the benefit of

the poor, and was, the same evening,

crowned at the theatre.

Madame Catalani afterwards went to

Btuttgard. The charms of her voice made

such an impression on the late king, who,

as we know, was passionately fond of music,

that some minutes before his death, which

happened a few days after his hearing her,

he pronounced her name.

From Stuttgard she went to Munich. At

this first visit to that capital, in consequence

of a trifling misunderstanding, she did not

sing. But returning som« time after, when

she paid her duty to the queen, her majesty

embraced her, and lavished her goodness

upon her, as if to indemnify her for the

slight mistake that had occurred. The king

was not less obliging in his conduct to

Madame Catalani, and was so good as to

recommend her to the friendship of his

daughter the empress of Austria.

Furnished with this powerful recom

mendation, she proceeded to Vienna, where

she met with prodigious success. To give

an idea of it, without overstepping those

bounds and that reserve which we have

prescribed to ourselves, it will be sufficient

to cite the following facts:—At each of her

concerts, the great room of the Redoubt

was filled to excess, though the price of ad

mission was very high : the room contains

three thousand persons. She also obtained

the favour of the whole imperial court, and

his majesty the emperor made her a present

of a superb ornamental set of opal, en

riched with diamonds. The poor shared her

success, and blessed the benevolence of her

heart. The magistracy of the city testified

at once their own admiration and the public

gratitude, by causing to be struck, expressly

for her, a medal which bears the most

honourable inscription.

For a long time, pressing invitations

called for Madame Catalani in Russia,

where the brilliance of her reputation had

excited an impatient desire to hear her.

On leaving Austria, she made the journey

to St. Petersburg, where she commenced

with a concert, the tickets for which wet

fixed at twenty-five roubles. Such was th

impression she made, that the room could n<

contain the crowds of persons which carr

to the succeeding concerts, and every evenio

several hundred were disappointed of place

At length she chose, for the scene of hi

concluding concert, the public exchanjt

and more than four thousand persons we:

present. Always the patroness of the poo

Madame Catalani determined that the hrg

receipts of this evening should be devote

to the wants of two hundred unfortunal

families in St. Petersburg. When, aftt

this, she took leave of the empresses, tbei

majesties condescended to embrace he;

giving her assurances of the interest will

which the preeminence of her talents, a

the excellence of her conduct, had inspire

them. The reigning empress made hi

presents of a pair of gold ear-rings and

diamond necklace. The emperor Alexande

was not less generous. In the presence i

his whole court, he graciously kissed b<

hands, thanking her for the good act sh

had done, and presenting her with a mago:

ficent girdle of brilliants.

Madame Catalani remained four raontfc

in Russia, and in that space of time it

concerts which she gave, as well in th

capital as at Riga, at Moscow, and :

Wilna, produced her, all expenses pait

more than fifteen thousand guineas, es

elusive of presents of great value. Th

liberality with which the Russian nobilit;

encourage the fine arts is well known, as

the following is a new testimonial. Whe

Madame Catalani went from Moscow t

Warsaw, she found, on her arrival at th:

latter city, a letter from the principal Mus

covite nobles, in which they oirered to sc

cure to her two hundred and forty thousaai

roubles, (about ten thousand guineas) il

during the winter, she would come and gw

ten concerts in their ancient capital. Fc*f

ingthat her health would not bear the Sere

rity of the climate, she was compelled ti

decline this offer, adrantageous as it WJ

and for which she conveyed an answer u

term* at once of gratitude and regret.
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Besides the capitals we have named

wh, Madame Cataiani has sung in fifty

«t sity populous towns of Germany and

Ittlj; and every where the most august

passages, as well as the public at large,

iireshown her, by brilliant favours, that

ao esteem for her personal conduct and

MeSeeot disposition, equalled their admir-

Bon Su the wonders of her talent. It may

said, that her success, and the distinc-

cas with which slie has been honoured at

■I trans, have hitherto been, and will pro

fit remain, without a parallel,

ia the summer of 1821, Madame Cata-

&iretsraed to London, and immediately

"Mated a concert at the Argyle rooms,

'"*»ns brilliantly attended. She sang,

« til! occasion, an air by the marquis

Sawi, "Delia mperba Rama" "An

* if Rude, with Variations, originally

Miafir ike Violin ;" a recitative and

t-HfPamta, "Mio bene," and Mozart's

**» «? io Figaro, " Nan piu andrai."

hprat of energy, force, and brilliant exe-

raja.itttmed hardly possible that Cata-

h» tsslj eiceed the degree of perfection

* United at before quitting England;

"^at critics gave it, however, as their

that her powers were certainly im-

P^- The Quarterly Musical Reviewer,

present at her first concert in 1821,

of her in these words : " Madame

(mini's style is still purely dramatic,

fythis epithet, we mean to convey the

"ft conception that exalts passion to the

■awst pitch of expressiveness ; the bril-

■seyof colouring that invests every object

ijm vfbich the imagination falls with the

clothing, that gives the broadest

r'ts and the deepest shadows. Hence there

" 1 P^cular point in the perspective from

*»ch alone she can be viewed to advantage,

^uee is indispensable, for her efforts are

Elated to operate through amplitude

^ fee, and upon the largest assemblies,

•'ppwch her, and she is absolutely terrific ;

< 'pectator trembles for the lovely frame

"» he perceives to be so tremendously agi-

They who have never witnessed the

^laum which illuminates that finest of

all created countenances, have never seen,

no, not in Mrs. Siddons herself, the per

fection of majesty, nor in Miss O'Neill,

the softest triumphs of the tender affections.

Madame Catalani's person is a little in

creased, and her features are now stamped

with the complete and perfect dignity of

consummate beauty in its richest maturity.

Her thoughts literally coruscate through the

bright radiance of her eyes and the ever-

changing varieties of her countenance.

Hers is the noblest order of forms, and

every vein and every fibre seems instinct

with feeling the moment she begins to sing.

Never do we recollect to have observed such

powerful, such instantaneous illuminations

of her figure and her features as Cata

iani displays. Thus the whole person is

aiding (how strongly!) the effects of the

most extraordinary voice, the most extra

ordinary energy, and the most extraordinary

facility the world of art has ever known,

and the combined results are irresistible.

The mind is now allured, and now impelled,1

now awed by dignity surpassing all that

can be conceived, now transported by smiles

of tenderness more exquisite than poetry has

ever fancied." Iu the season of 1822, Ma

dame Cataiani gave five concerts at the

Argyle rooms, with her usual success. She

sang four airs in various styles at each con

cert ; and is said to have given the opening

of the Messiah, " Comfort ye my people,"

in the traditionary style of Handel, with her

own magnificence and force, and with

nearly as much purity as Mr. Vaughan

himself. Since these concerts, she has

been heard at the two celebrated pro

vincial music meetings of York and Bir

mingham, which took place in the autumn

of 1823. At the former meeting, she sang

the " Gratias agimus," from a mass by

Guglielmi: "Holy, holy," by Handel:

" Scena deve > il cimento," by Facci : Rode's

violin air with variations, "Al dolce incan-

to:" " Comfort ye," and "Every valley,"

by Handel : " / know that my Redeemer

liveth," Handel : "Angels ever bright and

fair," Handel : "Luther's Hymn:" "Domine

labia mea," Grand aria, "La tu vedrai,"
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Clementi. "llobin Adair, with Variations :"

" Jfou piu andrai," Mozart : " Sing ye

unto the Lord" Handel. At Birmingham

she sang " Mio ben" Pucitta : " llode's

Air :" grand scena, " La di Marte," Mor-

lacchi : " Semai turbo" Cianchettini : &c.

An invitation having been made to Ma

dame Catalani to perform for a few nights in

London, in the opera season of 1824, and

it being the ardent wish of the public

that she should acquiesce, (her legitimate

throne being most decidedly the boards of a

theatre and not the orchestra of a concert

room, where the halfof her unrivalled talents

is alone within the sphere of observation)

she has accordingly reappeared on the

boards of the King's theatre, after an

absence of teu years, and we have only

here space to add, with powers unim

paired.

CATALISANO, (Genaro) writer of a

work on the principles of music, published

at Rome in 1781.

CATEL, a French musician, born at

Paris in the year 1773. He was a pupil of

Gossec, and is still we believe professor of

harmony in the conservatory of Paris. He

has composed a great number of musical

works, but none has done him so much

credit as his " Treatise on Harmony,"

printed iu 1802, and adopted by the con

servatory. This work is now very gene

rally received throughout Europe. It con

tains a theory which may be considered as

a simplification of Hainan's system ; but

which is, in fact, the developement of a

more ancient and fertile observation. It con

sists in regarding only as chords, properly

so called, those which need no preparation.

Mons. Catel calls them natural chords ;

their employment gives natural harmony ;

artificial harmony is deduced from these by

the retardation of one or other of several

parts, which are prolonged in the following

chords. This theory is extremely simple

and luminous.

CATHER, (Francis) an English ama

teur composer of some pleasing vocal music,

published in a periodical work, entitled

" The Vocal Anthology," London, 1823-4.

The following are some of his compositions:

"May," a duet for two voices; "Breathe

not again" a canzonet ; " O hnowst thou,''

duet; " Ce n'est pas a"Amour" romance;

" The Evening Star;" " The Streamlet ,"

" Rest awhile," a duet, from the opera o?

Trilby; Sec.

CATTANEO, (FrancisMaria) chapel-

master and instrumental composer at Dres

den in the year 1700.

CAUCIELLO, (Prospero) a composer

of instrumental music, published at Lyons

in 1 780 : he belonged to the chapel royal

at Naples.

CAULERY, (Jean) chapel-master to

the queen of France; he published a col

lection of sacred songs at Antwerp in

1556.

CAURROY, (Francois Eustache nr)

successively chapel-master to Charles L\,

Henry III., and Henry IV. of France, and

also canon of the holy chapel in Paris, and

prior of St. Aioul, was bom in the year

1549. Although considered as one of the

greatest musicians of his day, he does not

appear to have been much known out of his

own country. There is extant of his com

position, "A Mass for the Dead," which

was formerly sung once every year in the

cathedral church of Notre Dame at Paris ;

and a posthumous work, published in 1610,

entitled " Melanges de la Musioue de En-

stache de Caurroy." He died in the year

preceding the date of the last publication.

CAUSSE, (J.) a French musician; he

published some piano-forte music at Paris

in the years 1801 and 1802.

CAUSSE, (Honore Francois) brother

of the preceding, has also published some

music for the piano.

CAVACCIO, (Giovanni) a singer and

composer, born at Bergamo in 1556. He

spent some years of his youth in Bavaria.

He composed much vocal music, published

after his return to Italy between the yens

1581 and 1615. He died at his native

town in 1626.

CAVALIERE, (Emtlio del) a cele

brated Roman nobleman aud amateur com

poser. He set to music the first known
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oratorio, which was performed at Borne, in

tie year 1600: it is called " Bappretenta-

HtK H Atima, e at Corpo," and was re

presented in action on a stage in the church

of La Vallicella, with scenes, decorations,

isd chorus, it I'antique, and analogous

duces. Emilio del Cavaliere, as well as

tie rest of the early composers of dramatic

rase, imagined that he had recovered, in

ik recitative, that style of music which the

cient Creeks and Romans used in their

tieatres. And a singer of such music is

required by Cavaliere to have a fine voice,

perfectly in tune, and free from all defects

laha delivery ; together with a pathetic ex

pression, the power of swelling and dimi

nishing the tones, and an equal respect for

the composer and poet, in singing plain,

and being particularly attentive to the arti

culation and expression of the words. It is

rtconunended to place the instruments of

fcxompaniment behind the scenes, which in

■he first oratorio were the following :

C%a lira doppia.—A double lyre, perhaps

a viol da gamba.

F» , iw ,c, „.,o„/u.—A harpsichord.

V» duttrau.—A large or double guitar.

I>njmi, o vera dai ~l

7ti_. .. > I wo common flutes,iiwi tie anttca. J

No violin is mentioned here ; but what ex-

die most surprise at present, in these

instructions for the performance of an ora

torio on a stage in a church, are the direc

tors for the dances. There are, however,

• uaplei of religious dances in the sa-

(M writings, as well as in the history of

^°ost every ancient people, in which their

'tlrjious ceremonies are mentioned. Most

■ these dances are performed to the music

<t choruses, which are singing at the same

,n*> in the manner of those in the old

F'toch operas. On many occasions it is

Commended for the actors to have instru

cts in their hands, as the playing or

9peanng to play upon them would assist

■"•son more than a visible orchestra.

CAVALIERI, (GinoLAMo) an Italian
?n«t and composer of some vocal music,

?>Utthed at Milan and Louvaiu between

1600 and 1616.

CAVALINA, composer oftwelve sonatas,

published at Hamburgh in 1800.

CAVALLI, (Francisco) chapel-master

at Venice, and composer of thirty-five

operas, between the'years 1637 and 1667;

several of these were frequently revived

long after his decease. Dr. Burney says,

that the " grave recitative began first to be

interrupted with that ornamented sort of

stanza called aria, in the opera of ' Gia-

sone,' set by Cavalli in 1649."

CAVALLO, (Tibekio) an author of a

paper on musical instruments, in the London

Philosophical Transactions for the year 1788.

CAVALLO, an Italian composer of

church music in the year 1799.

CAVAZZA, (Don Manuel) a musician

to the king of Spain, at Madrid, in the year

1770 : he published some violin music there

in 1772.

CAVI, (Giovanni) a Roman composer

of operas between the years 1783 and 1791.

CAZZATI, (Mauritio) a voluminous

composer, born at Mantua. In the year

1678, he published his sixty-fifth musical

work : his compositions chiefly consist of

motets and masses.

CECCHI, (Dombnico, called also Cor-

tona) an Italian singer at the commence

ment of the eighteenth century.

CECCHIELLI, (Domenico) chapel-

master at Rome in 1649.

CECCHINI, (Anoelo) an Italian musi

cianand dramatic composer at Rome in 16411

CELES1TNI, chapel-roaster to the duke

of Mecklcnburg-Schwerin, was born at

Rome in 1755. He was a celebrated vio

linist, and resided for some time in London :

some of his compositions for his instrument

were published in London previously to the

year 1797.

CELLA, (Lunwic) a pianist and compo

ser for his instrument at Erlangen in 17972

CELONIAT, (Ionazio) an Italian dra

matic composer in the year 1768.

CENCI, (Lvdovico) an Italian madri

gal composer in 1650.

CERCIA, (Domenico) a Neapolitan

dramatic composer in the present century. -

CERO, (Luici) an Italian composer,

1 Ui
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bom at Genoa. His compositions' are dated

since the year 1785.

CERONI, (D.Pedbo) born at Bergamo,

was a singer at Naples, and author of a

didactic work On singing in 1609. He pub

lished also a very ample musical treatise,

written in the Spanish language, and en

titled "ElMelopco," Naples, 1613. This

is a scarce and curious book, consisting of

nearly 1200 folio pages, among which,

though many are bestowed upon obsolete

science, there is a complete body of the

speculative and practical musical knowledge

of the times.

CERRELLINI, a pianist and composer

for his instrument in the present century :

some of his music has been published at

Vienna.

CERVETTO, (Jams) the elder, a

violoncellist, bora in Italy in 1682. He

came to London in 1738, where he con

tinued till 1783, and died at the great age

of 101. He first brought the violoncello

into favour in England, though his tone, in

comparison to more modern performers, was

Taw and uninteresting.

CERVE1TO, (James) the younger, son

of the preceding, was born about the year

1740 : he inherited a good fortune from his

father. When quite a child, and hardly

acquainted with the gamut, he had a

better tone on the violoncello, and played

what he was able to execute in a manner

much more chantantt than his father ; and

when arrived at manhood, his tone and ex

pression were equal to those of the best tenor

voices. It was at the professional concerts

in London that he established his reputation,

till at length he was considered matchless

on his instrument. He composed and pub

lished some instrumental music.

CESAR, (P. A.) a pianist at Paris, and com

poser for his instrument, since the year 1787.

CESSARINI, a composer of piano-forte

music. (Bland's Cat. 1788.)

CESTI, (Padre Marc Antoink) an

Italian composer. He was admitted as a

tenor singer in the pope's chapel in 1660,

but be had set an opera for Venice eleven

years before thisj'it was called " Orontca,"

I and was in such favour as to be revived in

| different towns of Italy duribg thirty-fouf

years. The most celebrated, however, of

all Cesti's operas was "La Doris" this first

appeared at Venice in 1663, and was fre

quently performed in other principal dues

of Italy. Cesti was also one of the first

writers of cantatas.

CHABANON, (Monsieur d«) member

of the French academy, died at Paris in

1792. He was the author of several works

on music ; he also composed some music

for the piano-fortej Chabanon wrote in

favour of the music of his own country, and

says, among other things, the French man

ner of singing is more placid and more

mitigated than the Italian : we believe

there are few judges of vocal music wh»

will accede to this opinion.

CHABANON DE MAUGRIS, brother

of the preceding, was a poet and dramatic

composer ; the piano-forte music which has

been attributed by Forkel to his brother, is

probably of his composition. He died in 1780.

CHABRAN. See Chiabhaijd.

CHABRAN, a composer of vocal and

instrumental music, arranged for the guitar,

and published in London about the yearl789,

CHAGNIOT, an excellent artist in the

manufacture of violins at Paris. He is said

to have greatly improved the instrument,

and has changed its shape a little, matin;

it rather resemble the guitar. If he has

not obtained the liquid tone of those of

Italy, at least he has already produced a

tone both as powerful ami of as fine quality,

which successfully rivalled one made bj

Stradivarius at a public competition.

CHALLONER, (Nevill* Bctuh)

born in London in 1784, began the violin at

a very early age under the tuition of Clande

Joseph Duboeck, a native of Brussels, and

performed a concerto on that instrument at

nine years of age. At thirteen he was arti

cled to General Ashley, and, previously to

receiving any instruction, was found compe

tent to assist in the orchestra of the orato

rios at Covent-garden theatre, and at the

public performances at Ranelagh. In 1T99,

being then fifteen, he was engaged to lead
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Ik bud at die Richmond theatre ; the fol-

kwioj year he held the same situation at

tie Birrangham theatre. In 1803 and 1804,

he studied the harp and piano-forte, and

led tie hand at Sadler's-wells. In 1805, he

atned the royal society of musicians, and

4e DMt year published " Four Preceptors,"

far tie piano-forte, violin, harp, &c In

• 807, he w is appointed first tenor at the Har-

r»aic City concerts, at which were the first

[trisrmances of Mozart's Don Giovanni,

.. in this country. In 1809, he was en

raged u harpist at the Opera-house, and

Us continued in that situation ever since,

"■A the exception of the two seasons of

1817 and 1818.

Is 1813, Challoner was engaged as prin-

second tenor at the Philharmonic con

certs, bang also an associate of that society.

Ctailooer's chief claim to public patronage

»* conceives, however, to be, the supporting

- bis parents during the last twenty years,

*>d at the same time bringing up a family

•f tight children, who are all well provided

solely by his own industry. His piano

preceptor has been already sold to the extent

of nearly 9000, and hij violin and harp pre-

• i >■■« lo the number of between 3000 and

each. He has taught upwards of six

Mi of easy affluence. Challoner opened

music shop in Regent-street, pre-

'xus to the Harmonic Institution being

esUulubed, which is opposite. His son per-

hmt adourably on the harp and piano, and

i» several pupils.

UULON, (F.) an arranger of opera

"the tor the Bute and clarionet, at Paris,

• the preMBt century.

CHALONS, (Charms) a composer of

instrumental music, published at Am-

"MTO IB 1762.

CHAMPEIN (Stasislas) was born at

^luxslks in 1763. When only thirteen

**» of age, he composed a mass and other

"•"a music. He came to Pari* in 1776,— ^- arc cttuic iu x ill in 1 / / D,

**" "feh time he was principally known

" « dramatic composer. His operas have

*a 'ery numerous, amounting nearly, if
 

the years 1780 and 1 800. There are at die

Thitttre Frydean at Paris two rival schools,

the first composed of the works of Monsigny,

Gretry, Dalayrac, and Champein ; the se

cond, of those of Cherubim, Mehul, Kreut-

zer, Berton, 1

CHAMPION, a 1

cal music at Paris in 1786.

CHAMPNESS, (Mr.) an English ban

singer. He sang at the first institution of

the Ancient concerts.

CHANDOSCHKIN, a Russian violinist

and composer for his instrument : some of

his works were published at Petersburg in

1795 and 1796.

CHAPELLE (Piebre David Acons-

i in) a French violinist and dramatic com

poser, between the years 1785 and 1795.

He was born at Rouen in 1756.

CHAPPLE (Samuel) was born at Cre-

diton, in Devonshire, in 1775. At the age of

fifteen months he was attacked with the nat a -

ral small-pox, which deprived him of sight.

As soon as he could reach the distances on a

violin, he began to take lessons on that instru-

years of age he com-

nder Eames of

Crediton, who learnt of Thomas, a pupil of

Stanley ; all these three organists were blind.

Chappie has also at present with him two

young men as pupils, who are blind. He was

appointed organist of Aahburton in the year

1795. His publications consistofthe follow

ing, via.: ""ThreeSonatasfor the Piano-forte,

with an Accompanimentfor theVtoMn" "Six

Songs, dedicated to Miss Amelia Templet;"

" Five Songsand a ©fee, the Words vrritten

by A. ft C. Tucher, Esq. " also several sin

gle songs. • Six Anthems in Score ;" " A

second Set of Anthems in Scores" " A third

Set of six Anthems and twelve Psalm

Ttencs," also, " An Anthem," composed

expressly for the coronation of his present

majesty, and sung in Aahburton church on

the coronation day.

CHARD, (Da.) an English composer,

now residing, we believe, in the north of

England. A hymn by him, upon a ]

of sir W. Scott's " Lay of the

StTtl,"

X.2
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11 The hymn was sung and prayers were read,

And solemn requiem for the dead j"

was considered elegant and effective, at the

Liverpool music meeting. It is in the style of

Dr. Crotch's « Mcthinks I hear."

CHARDAVOINE, (Jean) a French

composer of songs in 158S.

CHARDE, (Joannes) professor of mu

sic at Oxford in 1518.

CHARDINI or CHARDIN was born

at Rouen, and entered a3 tenor singer at

the grand opera at Paris, about the year

1780. Chardini composed also an oratorio,

called " Le Rctour de Tobie," and several

operas. He died young in 1790.

CHARKE, (Richard) a violinist in the

band at Drury-lane in the middle of the last

century. He was the first that composed

medley overtures.

CHARLES, a French composer of songs

in 1710.

CHARPENTIER (Marc Antoine)

was superintendent of the music of the duke

of Orleans, and his instructor in the art of

musical composition. He has left several

operas, one of which, viz. his " Mid&c" was

in its time highly celebrated. He composed

another, called "/>Ai/om£fc,"which was thrice

represented in the Palais Royal. The duke

of Orleans, who had composed part of it,

would not suffer it to be published. Char-

pentier died at Paris in 1704.

CHARPENTIER (J. J. Beauvarlet)

was bora at Abbeville in 1730. He was an

organist at Paris, and published much sacred

music up to the time of the French revolu

tion. He died in 1774.

CHARPENTIER, (J.M.Bbauvahi.et)

son of the preceding, was born at Lyons

in 1766. In the year 1789, he was organist

of St. Paul's church at Paris. He has pub

lished some masses arranged for the piano

forte, also a work entitled "Tkearie a*Or-

gue," between the years 1796 and 1800.

CHARTRAIN, a French violinist and

composer for his instrument, at Paris, about

the year 1780.

CHASSIRON, (Pierre Mattbieu

Martin de) author of a work on dramatic

music, published at Paris jo 1751.
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CHASTELLUX,(Le Marquis) a French

writer oa the subject of music. He died at

Paris in 1788. He wrote •' Eisai surf Union

de la Podsic et de la Musique," Paris, 1765.

CHAUVET, (F.) a blind organist at

Paris, composed some songs, &c. about the

year 1798.

CHAUVET, le jeune, (C. R.) pro

bably the son of the preceding, published

some piano-forte music at Paris in 1803.

CHECCI (Rene) published some Bute

music at Augsburg in 1798.

CHELLE1U (Fortunato) was bom at

Parma in 1C68. He was a celebrated dra

matic composer, his first opera met with

much success at Placenza, in 1707. After

this he travelled for three years in Spain,

and, on his return to Italy, composed many

operas ; he was then invited by the bishop

of Wurtzburg to go into Germany, where lie

remained till the year 1726, which he spent

in England, publishing there a set of can

tatas, and being received a member of the

royal academy of music. His next journey

was to Sweden, where he remained four or

five years, afterwards retiring to Cassel,

where he died in the year 1757.

CHENARD, (N.) a celebrated singer at

the Theitre Fet/denu at Paris. He was also

a violoncello pupil of Duport, and is an ex

cellent performer on that instrument.

CHENIE (Marie Pierre) was born at

Paris in 1773 ; he is professor of the double

bass at the grand opera, and has composed

several masses, also several romances.

CHERON, a French composer for the

flute about the year 1720 ; he also composed

some motets.

CHERUDINI (Marie Louis Charus

Zenobi Salvador) was born at Florence

in 1760. Before the completion of his thir

teenth year he made his talent known by

the composition of a mass, which he followed

up a few years after by several light dra

matic works, the success of which procured

for him the patronage of Leopold II. grand

duke of Tuscany, who, in 1 788, granted him

a salary to enable him to prosecute his stu

dies in music at Bologna, under the tuition

of the celebrated Sarti. Here Cherubim

»
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about four years; shortly after

uhich he quitted Italy for London, where

be continued above a year, but had little

opportunity of displaying his abilities, his

opera of " Giulio Sabino" being murdered

a us birth, for want of the necessary sup

port of capital singers in the principal parts.

On quitting London be went to Paris, and

liter a journey to Turin, in which town he

produced his celebrated opera of " Iphigenia

uJniide," he returned to Paris, producing

" Demophoon," the first of his dramatic

worb represented in France. In 1791,

Cherubim composed for the Theatre Feydcau

hi celebrated opera of " Lodoiska," which

mo became known throughout Europe.

Since then he has produced at short intervals

vinous dramatic compositions ofgreat merit,

imoog which may be named, " Elisa,"

" La deux Journc'es," and " Anacreon."

hi 1810, a most beautiful mass of Cherubini's

composition was published at Paris, and has

Boce been recherche" by all amateurs of

church music. Cherubim is at present one

of the professors of composition at the con-

strntory of Paris, and was one of the com

mittee who edited the " Me'thodede Chant"

of that body. A celebrated modern critic

observes, " Cherubini's style may be deno-

•siatted the mixed style, scientific enough

to have received its education in Vienna,

out yet tinged by the more melodious qua

litieswhich adorn the compositionsofequally

hioured natives of Italy." Many persons

Uve been heard to regret that Cherubim

ha* not obliged the world by the production

of M entire " symphony" for instruments,

in which the science and genius yet unde-

"loped by him might appear to the fullest

^vantage.

CHERUBINO, (Nicolo) an Italian

""■poser of sacred music in the seven-

•ttnth century.

CHEVALIER, a composer of small dra-

""ic pieces, and actor of the French theatre

a Hamburgh, in 1796, 1797, and 1798.

CHEVALIER, (Madame) niece to the

'wening, and actress at the French theatre

aHimburgh.in 1796, 1797,and 1798. She

and a very pleasing singer. From Hamburgh

she went to Petersburg, where she was

patronised by the emperor Paul, and realized

a considerable fortune. On the death of

Paul, she was sent out of Russia by the

government.

CHEVRIER, (Francois Antoine) a

writer on dramatic music at Paris in 1755.

He died in Holland in 1762.

CHIABRANO or CHABRAN, a vio

linist, bora at Turin. Some solos of his

composition were inserted in Preston's Cat

1 797. Chabran was a pupil ofLorenzo Somis.

CHIAPARELLI, a composer for wind

instruments ; some of his works for the flute

were published in Paris in 1782.

CHIARINI, (P.) a performer on the harp

sichord, between the years 1739 and 1744.

CHIAVACCI, (Vicenzo) a composer,

born at Rome. Several of his vocal works

were published at Vienna about the year

1799. In 1801, he produced an opera at

Warsaw.

CHILCOTT, (Thomas) organist of the

abbey church at Bath, was composer of

some concertos forthe harpsichord. (Preston's

Cat. 1797.) He was the first master of the

celebrated Thomas Linley.

CHILD (Dr. William) was a native

of Bristol, and a pupil of Elway Bevin. In

1631, being then of Christchurch college,

Oxford, he took his degree of bachelor of

music ; and in 1636 was appointed one

of the organists of St. George's chapel,

at Windsor, and soon after one of the

organists of the royal chapel at White-

ball. After the Restoration he was made

chanter of the king's chapel, and one of the

chamber-musicians to Charles II. In 1663,

the university of Oxford conferred on him

the degree of doctor in music. Dr. Child,

after having been organist of Windsor chapel

sixty-five years, died in that town in 1697,

at ninety years of age. His works are,

" Psalmsfor three Voices, Sfc. with a conti

nued Bass, eitherfor the Organ or Theorbo,

composed after the Italian way," Loudon,

1639 ; " Catches, Rounds, and Canons,"

published in Hilton's Catch that Catch can,

1652 j " Divine Anthems ," and i
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tions to serent pieces of poetry, some of

which were written by Dr. Thomas Pierce

of Oxford. Some of his secular composi

tions likewise appeared in a book entitled

" Court Ayrcs," printed in 1655. But his

principal productions are his services and

full anthems, printed in Dr. Boyce's collec

tion. His style was so remarkably easy and

natural, compared with that to which choir-

men had be«n accustomed, that it was fre

quently treated by them with derision.

Indeed, his modulation at present is so

nearly modern, as not to produce that so

lemn, and, seemingly, new effect on our

ears, which we now experience from the

productions of the sixteenth century.

CHILMEAD, (Edmund) a deeply read

mathematician, and well skilled both in the

theory and practice of music, was the author

of a tract, " Dt MuticA AntiouA GrtrcA,"

printed at the end of the Oxford edition of

" Aratus," in 1672. He was born at Stow

in the Wold, in Gloucestershire, and be

came one of the clerks of Magdalen college,

Oxford. About the year 1632, he was one

of the petty canons or chaplains of Christ-

church ; but being ejected by the parlia

ment visitors, in 1648, he came to London,

and took lodgings in the house of Thomas

Est the musician, in Aldersgate-street. In

a large room of this house he held a weekly

music meeting, from the profits of which his

chief subsistence was derived. He was an

excellent Greek scholar, and was employed

to draw up a catalogue of the Greek manu

scripts in the Bodleian library. Wood

mentions a treatise of his, " Dt Sunis,"

which does not appear to have been pub

lished. The rest of his works seem chiefly

to have been translations. He died in the

year 1654, in the forty-third year of his age.

His tract, " Dc MuticA AntiouA GracA,"

contains a designation of the ancient gene

ra,' agreeable to the sentiments of Boethius,

with a general enumeration of the modes,

after which follow three odes of Dionysius,

with the Greek musical characters adapted

to the notes of Guide's scale.

CHILSTON, an old English musician

about the year 1165. He wrote some curi-

ons directions for the practice of exiempo-

rary descant.

CH1NELLI, (Giovanni Baptista) u

Italian composer of vocal and instrumental

music about the year 1630.

CHINZER, a violinist, published two

sets of duets for his instrument, in London,

previously to the year 1797. (Preston's

Cat)

CHIODI, (Sinnon) an Italian singer,

engaged by Madame Catalani, in 1817, for

the Italian opera at Paris.

CHIPP, (T. P.) professor of the h«rp at

Covent-garden theatre. He has composrJ

some pleasing and familiar music for his in

strument, published at Power's,

CHLADNI, (Ernst Floreks Fstto-

rich, LL. D.) was horn at Witteaburg in

1756. His father was first professor of

law in that town. Dr. Chladni published,

in 1787, a work entitled " Ducavtria co»-

cerning the Theory of Sounds" and in

1802, "ATrtatite on Acoustics," which

was reprinted at Paris in 1809. This

latter work contains many very valuable

and novel experiments on the nature of

the vibrations of sonorous bodies; prefixed

to it is a biographical memoir of the author

from his own pen, a translated abridgement

of which we copy from the third volume of

the Musical Ueview : " My father (first pro

fessor of law at Wittenburg, in Saxony)

had given me a good education in my pater

nal mansion, and at length in the provincial

school of Grimme\ My education left me

very little liberty, so that, if others consider

their youth as the most happy part of their

lives, I cannot say as much of mine. Tfiii

continual restraint, which would not have

been necessary, because I was not dispose*

to abuse liberty, produced a quite contrary

effect, by impressing me with an almost

irresistible inclination to choose for myself

my occupations, to travel, to strive against

adverse circumstances, &c. Being returned

to Wittenburg and to Leipsic, and after

having fulfilled what was required, I »h"

tained at Leipsic the employment of 8 pro

fessor of law ; but after the death of my

father I quitted jurisprudence, because it
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wis not conformable to my

I applied myself principally to the study of

Mint, which had always beea my secondary

occupation, and yet the most cherished. As

a ioter of music, of which I had begun to

Ion the first elements a little late, in my

cineieenlh year, 1 observed that the theory

of uuqd had been more neglected than

many other branches of physics, which in-

spired me with the wish to supply the want,

ui of being useful to this part of natural

philosophy by some discoveries. In making

(in the year 1785) a great many very im

perfect experiments, I had observed that a

piate of glass or metal gave different sounds

»Ud it was confined and struck at different

places ; but I found no part of the discovery

on toe nature of the manner of these vibra

tions. The journals had given in those

limes notices of a musical instrument, made

ii Italy by the abbe1 ftlazzochi, and con-

Mtiag of bells, to which he applied one or

oore violin bows, which caused me to con

nive the idea of making use of a violin

how is order to examine the vibrations of

different sonorous bodies. When I applied

toe bov to a round plate of brass, fixed in

toe middle, it gave different sounds ; which,

compared with each other, were equal to

lie squares of 1,2, 3, 4, 5, he. he; but the

nature of the movement to which the sounds

corresponded, and the means of producing

taeb of these movements at pleasure, were

sttberto unknown to me. The experiments

to electric figures, formed by a plate of

resin covered with sand, discovered and

published by Litchenburg, (in the Memoirs

of the Royal Society of Gotlingen) made me

presume that the different vibratory motions

of a sonorous plate ought to offer different

appearances, if a little sand or other similar

■natter was strewed on their surface ; and em

ploying these means, the first figure which

presented itself to my eyes on the surface of a

tound plate of which I have been speaking,

resembled a star with ten or twelve rays,

wd a very acute sound was heard in the

"-its mentioned above, such as agreed with

t»e square of the number of the

I** Only guess my

seeing this phenomenon which no other

person had ever seen before. After having

reflected on the nature of these movements,

I did not find it difficult to vary and multi

ply the experiments, whose results followed

with rapid succession. My first memoir,

which contains researches on the vibrations

of a round plate, of a square plate, of a bell,

of a ring, &c. appeared at Leipsic in 1787.

The results of the researches which I have

since made on longitudinal vibrations, and

on other objects of acoustics, are to be found

in certain German juurnals, and in the me

moirs of different societies. Finally, after

having made yet more experiments, 1 have

united as much as possible the results in my

" Treatise on Acoustics," which appeared

in German at Leipsic, in which I have

abridged, changed, and added a great deal,

as appeared to me most convenient. The

invention of the euphon, and of the claircy-

lindre, and theirexecution, in very unfavour

able circumstances, cost me much more time,

more labour, and more expense, than my

researches on the nature of sound, of which

these two instruments are the practical ap

plications. Those who have laboured in a

similar, as, for example, those who have

tried to perfect the harmonica, know full

well the unforeseen difficulties which are

met with in similar efforts. Too often,

when we would apply to practice fhe ideas

which appear conformable to theory, nature,

consulted by experiments and trials, dis

avows our conjectures, and opposes to us

insurmountable obstacles which we could

not foresee. Thus, after having laboured in

vain during a long space of time, we must

sometimes destroy all we have done and

begin again. The euphon, invented in

1789, and finished in 1790, consists, exter

nally, in small cylinders of glass, which

are rubbed longitudinally with the fingers

moistened with water. These cylinders, of

the thickness of a pen, are all equal in

length, and the difference of the sounds is

produced by interior mechanism. The sound

more resembles that of the harmonica than

that of any other instrument The claircy-;

lindre, began about the year 1800, and
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since brought to perfection, contains a

fingerboard, and behind this fingerboard

a cylinder of glass, which is turned by

means of a pedal and a leaden wheel. This

cylinder is not itself the sonorous body, as

the bells of the harmonica, but it produces

the sound by its friction on the interior

mechanism. The principal quality of this

instrument is the power of prolonging the

sounds at pleasure, with all the shades of

crescendo and diminuendo, according as we

augment or diminish the pressure . of the

keys. This instrument never gets out of

tune. The reports of the institute of France

and the conservatory of music have judged

very favourably of this instrument, which,

if well made, will always be conformable

to the theory. The best manner of pro

ducing the sounds will be to use a violin

bow."

CHLEK published some trios for the

violin at Paris about 1783.

CHOQUEL, advocate in the parliament

of Provence, published, in 1759, a work in

octavo, entitled " La Musiquc rendue sen

sible par la Me'caniaue." The author here

attempts to teach sol-fa-ing and correct time

by means of two instruments called the

monochord and chronometer.

CHOQUER, (De) a French guitarist and

composer for his instrument about the year

1797.

CHORON (Alexandbe Etienne) was

born in 1772, at Caen, in Normandy. His

father had a small place under government,

and Choron did not commence the study of

music till about the age of fifteen, when he

left school. He then, without any assist

ance, and thwarted in his wishes by his

friends, began to teach himself, even with

out books, to note down all the airs that he

had retained in his memory or could ima

gine, and at length acquired much facility

in this practice. He then got possession of

the musical works of D'Alembert.Roussier,

and Rousseau, and other writers of the

school of Rameau, which served him as a

guide in the study of composition, and en

abled him to compose passably well both

in score and accompaniments, Gretry, to

icq

whom he showed some of his first regular

attempts at composition, persuaded him to

follow up his studies, and recommended to

him the abbd Rose, from which master he

some time afterwards took lessons. Being

then desirous of becoming acquainted with

the foreign schools of music, he became a

pupil of Bonesi, a celebrated Italian master,

then in France, and read with much care the

best didactic German works, learning that

language for the express purpose. Whilsten-

gaged in the study of the works of D'Alem-

bert, the desire of understanding certain

calculations which he there met with, in

duced him to undertake the study of mathe

matics, which he pursued with so mncfi

ardour, that the celebrated Monge received

him as a pupil, and appointed him under-

master of descriptive geometry at the Nor

mal school, in 1795, and subsequently named

him chef de brigade at the Polytechnic

school, at the time of its formation. Choron

also found time to join to these studies me

taphysics, general literature, and the ancient

languages, even to Hebrew, the class of

which language he often conducted at the

college of France in the absence of the pro

fessor. But it is time we should speak of

the musical works of this celebrated person.

His first didactic work is entitled "Princip's

d'Accompagncment des JScoles tCJtalie, ftt

Sodite" avec le Stair Fiocchi," Paris, 1804.

His second and greatest work is entitled

"Principetdc Composition desBcoles d Itclit

adopUs par le Gouvcrncment Francois, pour

servir a VInstruction des Elives des Mtittrist*

de Cathe'dralcs, Ouvrage classiqvc, forms' de

la reunion des Modiles Its plus parfaites e*

tout genre, enrichi iCun Teste miikodifu,

redige selon CEnscignemcnt des Ecoles let

plus ce'libres et des Ecrivains didactitpies lei

plus estimis," 3 vol. fol. Paris. Choron at

first meditated a work of even greater ex

tent than the above, but certain considera

tions induced him to contract his design to

the pubUcation of his "Principes de Com

position," and it appears that he executed

a double purpose in this treatise. Nicola

Sala, one of the most learned scholars of

Leo, died at the age of nearly a hundred
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job, at the close ofthe century which gave

tin birth (An. Dom. 1800.) He was chapel-

nijsttr and a professor in the conservatory

off* Pieti, at Naples. He had devoted

hi* long life to the collection of the finest

models in the various styles, and in 1794

they were printed in a most superb style, at

tie expense of the king of Naples. In the

crane of the ravages of that city in 1799,

the plates of Sala's works were taken from

the royal printing-office and dispersed or

destroyed, thus the general circulation was

precluded. Moris. Choron therefore thought

it more conducive to the perfection of his

own plan, to interweave the examples col

lected by Sala, at the same time distinctly

separating the parts, and using them merely

is auxiliary examples to the plan laid down

fcr lit own profound illustration of the prin

ciples of composition. Thus are compre

hended the materials amassed by the science,

erudition, and long labours of Sala, and by

Mom. Choron himselt The ingenious edi

tor of the Quarterly Musical Review, in

speaking of this work of Choron, says, " If

the books on theory, which our English

harmonists have given the world, condense

and simplify the information contained in

Choron 's valuable and elaborate work, they

bear no sort of comparison with the abund

ance of precept and example it contains."

Choron has also composed some dramatic

music and romances, of which however we

know but little. We should not omit men

tioning that Choron intended publishing,

ud famished the principal materials of,

the "Dictionary of Musicians," edited by

fayolle in 1810, Paris, 2 vols. 8vo.

CHRETIEN, (M.) a celebrated French

•"looceUist. He composed a French opera

is 1780.

CHRISTMANN, (Jean FnEDimc) a

Lutheran clergyman in Wurtemburg, was

«a excellent amateur performer on the

karpachord and flute : he published much

vocal and instrumental music between the

years 1790 1802. His compositions

•re highly esteemed in Germany, especially

U> sixth work, entitled " Die Stimmc aut

Hatittdat," published in the January

number of the third year of the "BilUotheh

der Grazien," Sheyer, 1791.

CHURCHILL, an English composer of

instrumental music. (Bland's Cat. 1796.)

CIAMPI, (Vincenzo) an Italian dra

matic composer, who came to London about

the year 1749. Dr. Burney says that his

airs were full of common-place passages.

His "Didone" is considered the most agree

able of all his serious operas that were per

formed on the English stage. He published

also some instrumental music.

CIAMPI, (Francesco) a Neapolitan

composer and violinist. He published seve

ral operas at Venice between the years 1729

and 1762; he was likewise the author of

some admirable productions for the church.

Dr. Burney was in possession of a Miserere

and a mass by this master possessing great

merit.

CIANCHETTINI, (Pro) son of F. Cian-

chettini, of Rome, and of Veronica Dussek,

was born in London in 1799. When only

five years old, lie performed in public a

sonata of his own composition, in the Opera

concert-room in London ; after which he

travelled with his father through Germany,

Holland, and France, in each of which

countries he exhibited his talent with great

applause, and was even called the British

Mozart. On his return to London he con

tinued his studies ; and at eight years old

spoke perfectly well the French, English,

Italian, and German languages. Immedi

ately after this age, he commenced the com

position of various instrumental pieces ;

amongst the rest a grand concerto, which

he executed himself at a concert in London,

in 1809, receiving the greatest applause.

Cianchettini attended Madame Catalanl

when first in England, in several of her

musical tours, acting as her composer and

conductor of her concerts ; and we under

stand that he was reengaged in the same

capacity by Madame Catalani on her return

to England in 1822. In the Italian songs

composed for Catalani by Cianchettini, h«

has been very happy in adapting his music

so as to display the most brilliant powers of

that singer, In the other songs which ho
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has written, he has shown great taste in

selecting the most classical words in British

poetry ; thus attempting to embody with

music the finest effusions of a Milton and a

Pope. IJis cantata for two voices, the

words of which are taken from the Paradise

Last, was his first specimen in this style of

composition, and abounds in sweet and ten

der, and at the same time scientific passages.

His music to Pope's Qde on Solitude is

also fraught with grace and feeling. The

following are among the principal works of

Pip Cianchet'tiqi : " A Cantata far two

Voices with Choruses, Words from the Para

dise Lost," (Mitchell); " 7'ahe, ah! take

those lips away," song, (Mitchell) ; "Fan

tasia on Di tanti palpiti,for Piano-forfe,"

(Mitchell); "Introduction and an Italian

Air, with Variations for Piano-forte and

Flute or Violin," (Clementi); "Pope's Ode

on Solitude," (Phillips); "Sixty Italian

Catchesfor two, three, andfour Voices, by

Padre Martini, with an Accompaniment

for Piano-forte," (Birchall); scena ed aria,

"Ah quando cesscra," (Mitchell); duetto,

" Ecco di Pafo il Tanpio," (Mitchell) ;

" lienedictus, three Voices," (Birchall) ;

Bode's celebrated Air for Piana-fortc, by

permission, with Madanie Catalani's Varia

tions," (Yaniewicz, Liverpool.)

CIBBER, (Mns.) sister to Dr. Arne ;

she was celebrated as a singer till the year

1736, when she first appeared as a tragic

actress. Her singing was much esteemed

by Handel, who adapted one of the airs in

the Messiah principally for her voice.

CIBER, a composer of some piano-forte

music published at Paris in 177$,

CIBULKA or Z1BULKA, (M. A.) a

good vocal composer, born in Bohemia

about the year 1770. He published much

vocal and instrumental music between the

years 1791 and 1810.

CIECO, (Francesco) a celebrated Flo

rentine organist. lie was the son ofJacobo,

a painter, of great probity and simplicity of

manners. During childhood he was deprived

of his sight by the small-ppx ; being arrived

at adolescence, apd beginning to be sensi

ble of the misery of blindness, in order to

diminish the horror of perpetual night, he

began, in a childish manner, to sing ; but

advancing towards maturity, and becoming

more and more captivated with music, he

began seriously to study it as an art, first

by learning to sing, and afterwards by ap

plying himself to the practice of instruments,

particularly the organ, which he soon played,

without ever having seen the keys, in so

masterly and sweet a manner as to astonish

every hearer. Indeed his superiority was

acknowledged so unanimously, that, by the

common consent of all the musicians of his

time, he was publicly honoured at Venice

with the laurel crown, in the manner of

a poet-laureate, for his admirable perform

ance on that instrument before the king of

Cyprus and the duke of Venice. He died in

1390, and is buried in the church of St.

Lawrence.

C1FOLELLI, an Italian dramatic com

poser in France about the year 1770.

CIFRA, (Antonio) a pupil of Pales-

trina, was chapel-master at Home. Ht

published some motets and psalms tt

Venice in 1629, which are better thin his

secular music ; in reference to some of which

Dr. Burney says, " We cannot help re

specting these old masters for their science

in ecclesiastical composition, in which they

have left such admirable examples of pure

harmony and ingenious contrivance; yet

whenever, like Mr. Vellum, in Addison's

comedy of the Drummer, they choose

to be jocular or to attempt grace and

gaiety, they become grotesque and ridi

culous."

CIMA, (Giovanni Paolo) an eminent

organist and composer at Milan from 1691

to 1610. He acquired great reputation

among the learned musicians of his time

for his construction of perpetual fugue or

canon.

CIMA, (Giovanni Battista) a go"1

organist and composer at Milan about the

year 1626.

CIMA. (Akdrjsa) a brother of G.

P. Cima, was chapel-master and er-

gapist at Milan and Bergamo. He P"""

lished. conserves' for two, three, wd ^
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roicf*, at Milan in 1614, and at Venice in

mi.

C1MADOR, (Giambattista) born at

Vfnjct in the year 1750, was a musician of

w. jreat scientific acquirement, though his

wis are full of fire and imagination*

Before he quitted Italy, he composed an

open called " PigmaliOTie," which was well

itcrived by the public as a spirited and

anginal work ; the composer himself was,

kowerer, so discontented with it, that he

tbrew the score in the fire, proposing never

to write original music again ; he kept his

word, we believe, as we are not aware that

tc nbsequently did more than arrange the

music of other composers. His most im-

in this latter way, was an

of twelve symphonies of

Moart, as sestets, with a seventh part

sink.; this was done while Cimador was in

England, where he remained many years,

being, during part of the time, engaged in

tbe music trade. It is stated by Gerber,

toat Cimador was a pupil of Haydn, for

CUIAROSA (Dominico) was born at

Xapies in 1754. He received bis first iu-

ttrartioos in music from Aprile, and subse

quently studied on the principles of the

freat Durante, at the conservatory of Lo-

"tto, where he took advantage of the valua

ble lesions of Fenaroli, a pupil of Durante.

He became early in life celebrated as a

Iraautic composer, and in 1787 received

u intuation from the empress Catherine

•I Rusjia to accept the oflice of dramatic

»»po»er to the court of St. Petersburg,

lit did not, however, long remain in that

capital, for we find him in 1791 again in

Italy, whence he was invited to Vienna by

toe emperor Leopold, being offered the ap

pointment of conductor of the Italian opera

* that city, in the room of Salieri. In the

Mlo»iog year he accordingly proceeded to

t Knua, and soon composed for the theatre

toert one of his best operas, " // Matrimo-

Ht SrgTtio." He next revised his opera of

" " Pittere Parigino," and produced it

""a* tame stage. Shortly after this, the

*f«ror Leopold died, when his

the emperor Francis, presented Cimarosa

with a splendid gold snuffbox, as an ac

knowledgment of the sense he entertained

of his talents ; at the same time stating,

that he had ceded to the wishes of the in

habitants of Vienna, by restoring their fa

vourite Salieri to his office of opera conduc

tor. Up to this period Cimarosa had made

himself known by the composition of the

following operas : " Iljtaliana in Londra,"

1779 ; " // Conviclo," " Idue Baroni," " GU

Inimici Generosi," and '* // Piltore Pari-

gino," 1782; " Artaserse," of Metastasio,

and *' II Falegname," 1785; " /due Snp-

posti Conti," 1786; " Folodimiro," " Lm

Ballerina Amante," and " Le Trame De-

luse," 1787; " L'Impresario in Angu.itie,"

" 11 Credulo," " II Marito Disperato," and

«' II Fanatico Burlato," 1788 ; " // Con-

vitatodi Pirtra," 1789 ; " Giannina e Ber-

?iadone." " La Viltanelle rlconosciuta," and

" Le Astuzie Feminili," 1790; and " H

Matrimonii) Segreto," 1792. Cimarosa

now resumed his function of chapel-master

at Naples, where his talents and industry

had acquired him numerous friends and

admirers. He, however, continued his la

bours in that city only a very few years

longer, producing there, amongst other

minor works, the following : " // Matri

monii) per Sussuro," " Iai Penelope,"

" L'Olimpiade," and " // Sacrifizio oVAbra-

mo," in 1793 ; " Gli Amanti Comici," and

" Gli Orazi," in 1797.

When the French revolutionary armies

extended their successes to Naples, and oc

cupied that city, during which time it was

said that Cimarosa evinced a decided par

tiality for their cause, he lost the favour

of the court, and at length very nar»

rowly escaped the forfeiture of his life. He

died at Venice in 1801 from the effects,

according to some of his biographers, of the

cruel treatment he experienced in the pri

sons of Naples. This fact, however, appears

to rest on no good authority, as after bis

arrival at Venice in 1800, he not only com

pleted the composition, and brought out his

opera, of " L'lmprudenti Forlnnato" but

commenced writing another opera, entitled
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" Artemisia," only the first act of which he

had completed before his death. Several

composers afterwards attempted to finish it,

and the piece in this state was announced

for performance at Venice, but the public

caused the curtain to be lowered in the mid

dle of the second act. All the operas of

Cimarosa are distinguished by their contri

vance, originality of ideas, richness of ac

companiment, and the skill displayed in

scenic effect. These merits are peculiarly

conspicuous in his comic operas. Most of

his motivi are evidently di prima intenzione,

and one cannot help feeling, as we listen

attentively to each passage, that the score

must have been dictated by the inspiration

of the moment. The enthusiasm excited in

Italy by the " Matrimonii) Srgreto" can

hardly be conceived. In a word, it at once

fixed the wavering taste of the Italians.

Cimarosa himself presided at the piano dur

ing the first seven representations of the

opera at Naples, a circumstance very unu

sual there. At Vienna, the emperor, after

hearing the first representation of it, invited

both the vocal and instrumental performers

to a banquet, after partaking of which, they

proceeded the same evening to the theatre,

for its second performance.

Several traits have been cited of the mo

desty of this great master. A painter, de

sirous of paying him a compliuient, said,

that he considered him superior to Mozart.

" Sir," replied Cimarosa with warmth,

" what would you think of the man who

shouldsay that you aresuperior to Raphael V*

Amateurs have differed much in opinion as

to the comparative pleasure derivable from

the dramatic works of Mozart aud Cimarosa.

Napoleon once asked Gretry, (who, en pas

sant, knew little about Mozart's music)

what was the exact difference between these

two great composers. " Sire," replied

Gretry, " Cimarosa places the pedestal in

the orchestra, and the statue on the stage ;

whereas Mozart fixes the pedestal on the

stage, and the statue in the orchestra ;"

meaning by this to express, that the renown

of Cimarosa depended on the vocal, of

Mozart, on the instrumental parts. Some of

Cimarosa's serious operas, especially his

" Orazi e Curiaci," are as great in their style

as his bvffa compositions.

CINTI, (Signora) a female Italian

singer, engaged at the King's theatre in

1823. She performed previously at the

Italian opera at Paris.

CIPRANDI, a good Italian tenor singer ;

he sang at the opera in London from 17;..',

to 1765.

CIPRIANI, (Lorenzo) an Italian

singer at the opera in London in 1796.

CIPRIANO DI RORE, one of the most

renowned composers of the sixteenth cen

tury, was born at Mechlin, in Flanders,

1516. In the titlepage of a book published

at Venice in 1549, he is called the scholar

of Adrian Willaert. In the preface of the

Canti Carnascialeschi, published at Florence

in 1559, he iscalled Cantore, as if he had

been merely a singer in the service of the

house of Medicis. However, he seems to

have spent the greatest part of his life in

Italy as a composer ; in which character he

is mentioned with great respect by Zarlino,

Vincenzo Galilei, Pietro Pontio, and almost

every Italian musical writer of his time;

and, after having been successively ma

estro di capetla to the duke of Ferrara,

the republic of Venice, where he was the

immediate predecessor of Zarliuo, and the

duke of Parma, he died at the court of that

prince, in 1565, aged forty-nine. His

motets and madrigals were first published

at Venice in 1544, and after his decease

were republished with his masses. His

" Cantiones Sacras," or motets, were like

wise printed at Louvain in 1573.

CIPRIANO, (Cormier) a violinist, re

sident in Poland ; he was a scholar of Nazan,

of Venice, and was born in that town. He

composed much music for his instrument,

and died at Warsaw in 1789.

CIRET, a French harpsichord playerand

composer for his instrument at the beginning

of the sixteenth century.

CIR1LLI, (Francisco) a Neapolitan

dramatic composer about the year 1650.

CIRRI, (Giambattista) an Italian

violoncellist and instrumental composer
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Setveea the years 1763 and 1795. Some

iri bis muse has been published in London,

ml other pieces at Berlin and in Italy.

CTVEiTO, a violoncellist and composer

fa- bis instrument ; some of his works were

pnUsted previously to the year 1799.

CLAGGET, an English composer, and

isventor of several improvements in musical

i-.nments, which he commenced exhibit-

15 to the public in what he called a musi-

■I museum, about the year 1789. His

(nations are chiefly instrumental, the

uses of which are to be found in Preston's

Citfbr 1797.

CLUB, (J. M. ti) a French violinist

«4 composer for his instrument. He was

Uiaber-musician to Louis XV. He was

- • u:tJ in the streets of Paris in

1761

CLARCHIES, (Julien) a violinist, born

^Curacao in 1709. He was a pupil of

^fm, and composed some instrumental

sue

CLARI, (Carlo Mabia) of Pisa, a

sttiolu of Colonna, and chapel-master of

raftedral of Pistoja. His excellent

chamber duets and trios were not published

tf lit year 1720 ; they had however been

"^xned in manuscript long before that

fni. and though the duets of Steffani

*cra more early known, it does not appear

iaxUxy had been his model ; for he was a

(oaposer of great eminence so early as the

!«» 1695, when he set an opera for the

"ware of Bologna, entitled " // Savio

'Wirrao," which was extremely admired,

•ta style of duetti and terxetli certainly

Ia«ables that of Steffani ; but we find no

ssairity of passage, and sometimes he is

fien superior to the Abate, in grandeur of

"oject ud elegance of phrase, in his melo-

■* Handel is supposed to have availed

^wtlfof Clari's subjects, and sometimesof

in the choruses of Theodora.

CLARK, (Richard) born at Datchet,

*" New Windsor, in 1786, was educated

""k'Dr.Aylward and Mr. Sexton, in the

** of St. George's free chapel of Windsor,

maer Stephen Heather, at Eton college.

' '- -t death of his grandfather, Mr. Sale,

in 1802, Clark was elected his successor, as

lay-clerk of St. George's chapel, and gen

tleman extraordinary at Eton college. In

1805, he was appointed a deputy at West

minster abbey for J. B. Sale, and on the

death of Page was appointed deputy at his

majesty's chapels royal, for Bartleman, and

secretary to the glee club. In 1811, he.

quitted his places at Windsor. In 1814, he

published, principally for the use of the

above-named club, a volume containing the

poetry of glees, madrigals, rounds, and

catches, with a preface, in which is given

an account of the national anthem of

" God save the King," the music of which is

there attributed, by Clark, to H. Carey;

also a notice of the origin of the glee club,

with some account of the word madrig ml,

and its introduction into this country about

1583 ; together with a list of the prizes

given at different periods by the nobleman's

catch club, and the glee club, up to thi • year

1812; some remarks on the custom of

applauding the grace, '* Aron nobisDomine 1"

also his regret at not being able to dis cover

the author of those beautiful words begin

ning.

When winds breathe soft along the silent deepH

The waters curl, the peaceful billows sleep.

The account of " God save the King" in

this volume being contradicted, Clark set

himself about finding the real author and

composer ; and after more than eight years

research, (in which time he appears to have

been most indefatigable) by a strong chain

of circumstantial evidence he proves, that

the national anthem was written by Ben

Jonson, the music by Dr. Bull, and that it

was first sung at Merchant Tailors' hall, on

July 7th, 1607, by the gentlemen and chil

dren of his majesty's chapel royal, when kin g

James I. was present, at a dinner give n

by that company on* his escape from ti te

Powder plot. This curious account was

published in 1821, with forty-three plafcas,

among which are portraits of Jonson, Bull,

king James, &c. ; the work appears by 1.he

list of subscribers to have been very highly

patronised. There are, indeed, some curious

facts in it which had previously not appealtd
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ill print After this work wis published,

Clark produced three tunes from very rare

collections, which he had spoken of, but

from their scarcity could not meet with in

time to print for his subscribers ; by these

it is further proved, that the same air of

" God save the Kitig" existed in the reign

of king Charles, and was composed by

Bull.

On the death of Corfe, Clark w*s

appointed one of the gentlemen of his

majesty's chapels royal, and continued a

deputy for J. S> Smith ; he was also ap

pointed a deputy at St. Paul's for Sale.

Clark's compositions consist of several

" Chants, Commandments^ Anthems, and

G&es ;" one of these was a candidate for

the prize given by the gentlemen of the

glee club. None of them have been printed.

CLARK, (Rbv. Mil.) a minor canon of

St. Paul's, and celebrated tenor singer. He

sang at the first institution of the Ancient

concet bit <

CLARKE, (Cmnuss E. J.) the present

organi st of the cathedral at Worcester, was

a choiister in the same cathedral. He was

appointed organist to the cathedral at

Durham before he had attained his sixteenth

yi?ar, and two years afterwards, in 1814, a

vacancy occurring in the situation of

organist to the cathedral at Worcester, his

native city, he was elected.

CLARKE (Dr. jEREaiAn)was educated

in the royid chapel, under Dr. Blow, who

•entertained so great a friendship for him

t hat he resigned in his favour the place of

naaster of the children and almoner of St.

I 'aid's: Clarke was appointed his successor

in 1693, and shortly after he became

organist of that cathedral. In July, 1700,

he and his fellow pupil were named gentle-

m« » extraordinary of the royal chapel ; and

in 1704, they were jointly admitted to the

pla ce of organist. Clarke had the mis-

fori une to entertain a hopeless passion for a

ver y beautiful lady, in a station of life far

abo ve him ; his despair of success threw

him into a deep melancholy, and on the 5th

of 1 November, 1707, he shot himself. He

i upon this method Of putting

an end to his life by an event which,

strange as it may seem, is attested by the

late Mr. Samuel Wesley, one of the lay-

vicars of St. Paul's, who was very intimate

with him, and heard him relate it. Being

at the house of a friend in the country, he

took an abrupt resolution to return to Lon

don : his friend, having observed in his

behaviour marks of great dejection, fur

nished him with a horse and servant.

Riding along the road, a fit of melancholy

seized him, upon which he alighted, and

giving the servant his horse to hold, went

into a field, in a corner whereof was a pond

and also trees, and began to debate with

himself whether he should then end his

days by hanging or drowning. Not being

able to resolve on either, he thought of

making, what he looked upon as chance, the

umpire, and drew out of his pocket a piece

of money, and tossing it in the air, it came

down on its edge, and stuck in the clay ;

though the determination answered not hii

wish, it was far from ambiguous, as it

seemed to forbid both methods of destruc

tion. Being thus interrupted in his purpose,

he returned, and mounting his horse, rode

on to London ; a short time after this be

shot himself, lite compositions of Clarke

are few; his anthems were remarkably

pathetic, at the same time that they preserve

the dignity and majesty of the church

style ; the most celebrated of them are,

" / will love thee," printed in the second

book of the Harmonica Sacra ; " Bow dotr*

thine ear ;" and " Praise the Lord, 0 Jeru

salem." The ordy works of Clarke published

by himself, are lessons for the harpsichord,

and sundry songs, which are to be found in

the collections of that day, particularly is

" The Pills to purge Melancholy ;" but

they are there printed without the basses.

He also composed for D'Urfey's comedy of

" The Fond Husband, or the Plottifg

Sisters," that sweet ballad air, "The homy

grey-ey'd morn," which Mr. Gay has in

troduced into the *' Beggar's Opera? and

is sung to the words, " 'J'is woman that

CLARKE, (Wjluah) a
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w piuo of much celebrity, resident in

Liairargb.

CLARKE, (Dr. Jon*) now Clarke

Wi^eU, was born it Gloucester in 1770.

lit cxamenced his musical education at

OiU, in 1783, under the late Dr. Philip

bra, professor of music, went to Lud-

i» in 1789, under the patronage of the

ffnu Earl of Powis, and was elected

*?»ist of St. Lawrence's church in that

ion. I» 1793, he took his degree of

Mu-Bse. at Oxford, and in 1795 went to

Ltaad, being appointed organist of the

:«.nj»)ilan cathedral at Armagh. In the

fflf. year he was created Mus. Doc. by

aity college, Dublin, and elected master

ii lW choristers of Christchurch and

Xhtntk s cathedral in that city, being

cantd with the patronage of his exeel-

lie present marquis of Camden, then

*-teueiuurt of Ireland. Dr. Clarke re-

""d to England in 1798, owing to the

Lai rebellion ; and was; next elected organist
■•x suaer of the boys of Trinity and

«.i*t'i colleges, Cambridge, which ap-

.wjsxbj he held for more than twenty

J** a 1799, he was admitted Mus.

ftti lie university of Cambridge, and

Jai of Oxford in 1810. In 1614, he

i»t surname of Whitfield, by sign ma-

-H oo the death of his maternal uncle,

Fotherley Whitfield, Esq., of Rick-

ta"wt» park, Herts. In 1820, Dr.

Quit wis elected organist and master of

*• dwistets of Hereford cathedral ; and

1 -Wember, 1821, professor of music at

t*»ridge, by a majority in the senate of

*K than one hundred. Dr. Clarke is still

*dat at Hereford. His vocal corhposi-

,jets sre numerous. The principal are,

rohunei of cathedral music in score.

"T«ral sets of glees, two volumes of vocal

P«x,»ith original poetry, by Sir Walter

**> Lord Byron, Mrs. Joanna Baillie,

Ho(t?, &c. Various songs and glees,
■«a the Lay of the last Minstrel, Marmiou,

, Lord of the Isles, The Pirate, Ate.

Sla? °f which were popular, as, "FUx-

"iMkimar," " The- loot Words of

"ThtCoronach," "The'GypreM

terrain," "It it the roar of TeMot't tide ?'

" Ave Maria," " Sweet Tepiot," &c. with

numerous single miscellaneous songs, duets,

and glees. An oratorio in two acts ; the first

act consisting of the crucifixion, the second

of the resurrection. The crucifixion was

inimitably performed in the cathedral at

Hereford, at the triennial music meeting,

1822, by a select and numerous band, led

by Mj. F. Cramer, and received with

universal approbation. This oratorio ex

cited additional interest from the publicity

of the circumstance of its having been

composed during the agonized feelings of

the author, for the loss of his eldest son, an

amiable young man, midshipman in hist

majesty's ship York, Capt. Mitford, who

perished with the whole crew, December

24th, 1808. Dr. Clarke further edited

several works, principally consisting of

fifteen volumes of Handel's oratorios and

coronation anthems, with a compressed ac

companiment for the organ Or piano-forte.

The beauties of Pureell, In two Vols. ; two

volumes of anthems, by celebrated com

posers ; Arne's Artaxerxes ; Matthew Lock's

music in Macbeth ; with numerous single

songs, duets, glees, &c &c.

CLASZEN, (P. L.) composer of some

piano-forte music published at Manheim in

1780.

CLAUDE or CLAUDIN, le jeune,

whom the French rank among their first

composers of the sixteenth century, wits

a native of Valenciennes. He Was nbt Only

in the service of Henry IV., but in great

favour at the court Of his predecessor Henry

III., particularly in the year 1681, at the

wedding of the duke de Joyeuse, when his

music is said by several Writers of the times

to have produced an extraordinary effect.

Thomas d'Embry, who was his intimate*

friend, and had the story from Claudin

himself, relates what happened on this

occasion ih a less suspicious rhadner lhatt

the restj *' This great musician," says he,

" at first caused a spirited air to be sung,

which so animated a gentleman who was

there, that he clapped his hand on his

sword, and swore it was impossible for him

i ta
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to refrain from fighting with the first person

he met : upon which Claudin caused another

air to be performed of a more soothing kind,

which soon restored him to his natural tem

perament. Such power," continues he,

" have the key, movement, measure, and

inflexions of the voice over the affections."

His works consisted chiefly of miscellaneous

songs and psalms. His songs are chiefly

French, and in many parts like the madri

gals of Italy. ...

CLAUDIO, a violinist, born at Lucca.

He was second violin at the Opera-house

in London many years, and composed six

solos for his instrument, published about the

year 1740.

CLAUDIO DA CORREGGIO. See

Mehulo.

CLAYTON, (Thomas) one of the royal

band in the reign of king William and

queen Mary. Having been in Italy, he

persuaded himself that he could reform the

bad musical taste of the English by his own

compositions in the Italian style, and he

accordingly, in the year 1705, arranged

an opera called " Arsxme" in which Dr.

Burney says, *' Not only the common rules

of musical composition were violated in

every song, but also the prosody and ac

cents of our language."

CLAYTON, a composer of piano-forte

music, now living, (dementi's Cat.)

CLEEMANN, (F.) a native of Mecklen

burg, published some German songs in

1797, and in 1800 a work entided " The

Magician'i Manuals'

CLEGG, (John) an English violinist.

He travelled with Lord Ferrers to Italy, and

much improved his taste during his stay in

that country. C]egg, by the account of

contemporary professors, seems to have been

superior to all performers on the violin iu

tone and execution, till about the year

1742, when he had so deranged his faculties

by intense study and practice, that he was

confined in the hospital of Bethlehem, where,

during intervals of sanity, he was allowed

the use of his instrument ; and it was long

a fashionable, though inhuman amusement,

to visit him there, among other, lunatics, in

hopes of being entertained by his fiddle oi

his folly.

CLELAND, (George) late organist o

St. Mary's chapel, Queen-square, Bath

now a teacher of the piano-forte in London

has published, amongst other music, a self (

tion of original chants, with a Sancliu an

Kyrie eleison.

CLEMENS NON PAPA, (Jacob) ■

excellent Flemish composer, princius

chapel-master to the emperor Charles \

Seven books of his motets, in four part!

were published after his decease, at Louvain

in 1567, as was his " Missa Defunctorum

in 1580. His style is clear, his harmoo;

pure, and every subject of fugue or iinita

tion simple and natural.

CLEMENT, (Fkanz. J.) bom at Vienna

in 1782 ; he displayed a great genius b

music at a very early age. When sevei

years old he came to London, and perform*

publicly on the violin with the first master

of the day, in some instances taking the firs

violin part. In 1805, he was chef-d'oresestr

at one of the theatres at Vienna. He ha

composed some instrumental music, chief!;

at Vienna, among which we may especiail;

notice " Var, Op. 1." ,

CLEMENTI (Muxro.) We hate n

hesitation in extracting from the Musica

Review, vol. ii. the following memoir o

the above celebrated artist, as being by fa

the most satisfactory that has been see

in print :

" Muzio Clementi was born at Rome

in the year 1752. His father was a work,

in silver of great merit, and principal]

engaged in the execution of embossed vase

and figures employed in the Cathuli

worship. At a very early period of hi

youth, he evinced a powerful disposition f»

music, and as this was an art which greatl;

delighted his father, he anxiously bestowci

the best instructions in his power on his sot

Buroni, who was his relation, and wh

afterwards obtained the honourable static

of principal composer of St Peter's, was hi

first master. At six years of age he befai

sol-fa-ing, and at seven he was plac«

under an organist of the name of Conucell

1GQ
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for instruction in thorough-bass ; at the age

of niue he passed his examination, and was

admitted an organist in Rome. This

examination consists in gning a figured

bus from the works of Curolli, and making

the scholar execute an accompaniment,

after which he is obliged to transpose the

same into various keys. Thi3 Ciementi

affected with such facility, that he received

tiie highest applause from his examiners.

He next went under the celebrated Santa-

relli, the last great master of the true vocal

school. Between his eleventh and twelfth

years he studied under Carpini, the deepest

contrapuntist of his day in Rome. A few

months after he was placed under this

master, he was induced by some of his

friends, and without consulting his pre

ceptor, to write a mass for four voices,

for which he received so much commenda

tion, that Carpini expressed a desire to hear

it It was accordingly repeated in church

in the presence of his master, who, being

little accustomed to bestow praise on any

one, said to his pupil after his dry manner,

' Why did not you tell me you were about

to write a mass? This is very well, to be

rare j but if you had consulted mc, it might

hate been much better.' Under Carpini

he was practised in writing fugues and

canons on the canto fcrmo, and his master

*ia frequently heard to say, that had

Cltmenti remained under his instruction

a year longer, he might have passed his

(-lamination in counterpoint. During these

ttadies he never neglected his harpsichord,

on which he had made so great a proficiency

!*twe*a thirteen and fourteen, that Mr.

1'eter Beckford, nephew of the alderman of

that name, who was then on his travels in

Italy, was extremely desirous of taking

!..m over to England. The declining riches

'-' the Romish church, at this period, not

:nicg much encouragement to the trade of

a» father, he agreed to confide the rising

tiltnts of his son to the care of Mr. Beck-

fcnl, and soon after this Ciementi set off for

Itf.Hand. The country seat of Mr. Beck-

fad was in Dorsetshire, and here, by the

a«l of a good library and the conversation

'01. t.

of the family, Ciementi quickly obtained a

competent knowledge of the English lan

guage. The plan of study adopted by a

man, who, independently of the great cele

brity he has acquired by his own art, has

made so uncommon a proficiency in the

dead and living languages, and in the

whole circle of belles lettres, would furnish

a highly instructive lesson to the rising

generation ; and we regret that it is not in

our power to communicate any particulars

on so interesting a subject. With regard to

his own art, we have learnt from good

authority, that his early studies were prin

cipally employed on the works of Corelli,

Alessandro Scarlatti, Handel's harpsichord

and organ music, and on the sonatas of

Paradies. His efforts to acquire preemi

nence on the harpsichord were in the mean

time as indefatigable as they were success

ful ; and at the age of eighteen he had not

only surpassed all his contemporaries in the

powers of execution and expression, but had

written his Opera 2, which gave a new a?ra

to that species of composition. Three years

afterwards this celebrated work was sub

mitted to the public. The simplicity,

brilliancy, and originality which it dis

played, captivated the whole circle of pro •

feasors and amateurs. It is superfluous

to add, what all the great musicians of the

age have uniformly allowed, that this ad

mirable work is the basis on which the

whole fabric of modern sonatas for the

piano-forte has been erected. The cele

brated John Christian Bach spoke of it

in the highest terms ; but, although one of

ths most able players of his time, he would

not attempt its performance ; and when

Schroeter arrived in this country and was

asked if he could play the works of

Ciementi, he replied, " That they could

only be performed by the author himself, or

the devil!" Yet such is the progress which

executive ability has made, that what was

once an obstacle to the most accomplished

talent, is now within the power of thou

sands. At the same time it should be

remarked, that merely to execute the notes,

is very far from expressing the intention of
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the author, which can only be effected

by a powerful hand, guided by a still

more powerful mind. Those who have

heard these compositions from the hand

of the author and some of his best scholars,

will readily acknowledge the justness of

this remark. A well-known popular air

with variations, his Ops. 3 and 4, and a

duet for two performers on one instru

ment, were the next productions of his

youthful pen. Soon after he had quitted

Dorsetshire to reside in London, he was en

gaged to preside at the harpsichord, in the

orchestra of the Opera-house ; and had an

opportunity, which he never neglected, of

improving his taste by the performances of

the first singers of that age. The advantage

which he derived from this species of study

was quickly shown by the rapid progress he

made, beyond his contemporaries, in the

dignity of his style of execution, and in his

powers of expression. This, also, he carried

into his compositions ; and we have heard

Dussek, Steibell, W'oelfl, Beethoven, and

other eminent performers on the continent,

who had had no opportunity of receiving

personal instructions from Clementi, declare

that they had formed themselves entirely on

his works. His ability in extemporaneous

playing has perhaps no parallel. The rich

ness of harmonic combination, the brilliancy

of fancy, the power of effect, and the noble

style of execution, which he displays, make

him stand alone in an age which has pro

duced such a host of executive talent. We

recollect being once present amongst many

of the greatest musicians of the day, when

Clementi was prevailed upon to treat the

company with a performance of this descrip

tion. The inspiration which beamed in his

eye, the bard-like enthusiasm with which

he swept the keys, and the admirable effects

which he produced, astonished and delighted

every body. Dussek was afterwards re

quested to play; and we remember, with

pleasure, the modest and just reply which he

made : ' To attempt any thing in the same

style would be presumption ; and what sonata,

what concerto, or what other regular com

position could a man play without falling

into insipidity, after what we have heard P

His reputation, without the protection of any

patron, rose with such rapidity, that, in a

very short time, he received the same remu

neration for his instructions as J. C. Bach ;

and the fame of his works and of his executive

talents having spread over the continent, he

determined, in the year 1780, and at the

instigation of the celebrated Pacchierotti,

to visit Paris. In that city he was received

with enthusiasm, and had the honour to

play before the queen, who bestowed on

him the most unqualified applause. The

warmth of French praise, contrasted with

the gentle and cool approbation given by

the English, quite astonished the young

musician, who used jocosely to remark,

' That he could scarcely believe himself to

be the same man.' "Whilst he remained in

that capital, he composed his Ops. 5 and

6, and published a new edition of his Op.

1, with an additional fugue. Having en

joyed the unabated applause of the Parisians

until the summer of 1781, he determined on

paying a visit to Vienna. In his way there

he stopped at Strasburg, where he was in

troduced to the then prince de Deux Pont-,

the present king of Bavaria, who treated

him with the greatest distinction : and also

at Munich, where he was received with

equal honour by the elector. At Vienna,

he became acquainted with Haydn, Mozar:,

and all the celebrated musicians resident ia

that capital. The emperor Joseph II., whr>

was a great lover of music, invited him to h: s

palace ; where, in the latter end of the ye: r

1781, he had the honour of playing alte -

nately with Mozart before the emperor, an 1

the grand duke Paul of Russia and h «

duchess. At Vienna, he composed thrt ;

sonatas, (Op. 7) published by Artaris ;

three sonatas, (Op. 8) published at Lyon< ;

and six sonatas, (Ops. 9 and 103 a'so Pu' -

lished by Artaria. On his return to En; -

land, he deemed it necessary to publish h i

celebrated " Toccata," with a sonata, (O; .

11) a surreptitious copy.fullof enors.havin ;

been printed without his knowledge i i

France. Iu the autumn of 1783, Job

Baptist Cramer, then about fourteen <
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fifteen years of age, became his pupil. He

lid previously received some lessons from

Schroeter, and was studying counterpoint

under Abel. Clementi, at tbis time, resided

in Titchfield-street, and Cramer used to

attend him almost every morning, until the

following year, when Clementi returned to

france. Previous to his undertaking this

second journey, he was engaged at the no

bility's concerts, and had published his

Op. 12 ; upon one of the sonatas of which

work, both Dr. Crotch and Samuel Wesley

afterwards gave public lectures in London.

Id the year 1784, he again came back to

England, and soon afterwards published his

Ops. 13, 14, and 15. From this period, to

the year 1802, he remained in England,

punting his professional labours with in

creasing reputation ; and wishing to secure

himself sufficient time for the prosecution of

his studies, he raised his terms for teaching

to one guinea per hour. His fame, however,

was so great, that this augmentation of

price rather increased than diminished the

candidates for his instruction. The great

number of excellent pupils, of both sexes,

which he formed during this period, proves

his superior skill in the art of tuition ; the

invariable success which attended his public

performances, attest his preeminent talents

as a player ; and his compositions, from Op.

U to Op. 40, are alasting proof of his appli

cation and genius. Before the publication

of this last work, he had produced one, the

advantages of which have been, and arc

still felt and acknowledged, by almost all

tie professors of our time ; we mean his

wcellent and luminous ' Introduction to the

Art uf'Playing on the Piano-forte? About

the year 1800, having lost a large sum of

money by the failure of the well-known

frm of Longman and Broderip, 26, Cheap-

«de, he was induced, by the persuasions of

•ome eminent mercantile gentlemen, to

'nbark in that concern. A new firm was

accordingly formed, and from that period

he declined taking any more pupils. 'Die

boun which he did not thenceforward em

ploy in his professional studies, he dedicated

to the mechanical and philosophical im-

provement ofpiano-fortes ; and the originality

and justness of his conceptions were crowned

with complete success. The extraordinary

and admirable talents of John Field must

be still fresh in the memoryof a great number

of our readers. These talents Clementi had

cultivated with unceasing delight ; and he

has often been heard to say, ' That such was

the quickness of conception, retentiveness of

memory, and facility of execution, which

this highly gifted boy possessed, that he

seldom had occasion to make the same re

mark to him a second time.' With this

favourite pupil, in the autumn of 1802, he

paid his third visit to Paris, where he was

received with unabated esteem and admira

tion. This pupil delighted every one who

heard him ; and what is still more worthy

of remark, he played some of the great

fugues of Sebastian Bach with such preci

sion and inimitable taste, as to call forth,

from a Parisian audience, the most enthu

siastic applause. From Paris he proceeded

to Vienna, where he intended to place

Field under the instruction of Albrechtsber-

ger, to which his pupil seemed to assent with

pleasure ; but when the time arrived for

Clementi to set off for Bussia, poor Field,

with tears trembling in his eyes, expressed

so much regret at parting from his master,

and so strong a desire to accompany him,

that Clementi could not resist his inclina

tions ; they therefore proceeded directly to

St. Petersburg. In this city Clementi was

received with the greatest distinction ; he

played extemporaneously in the society of

the principal professors with his accustomed

excellence, and to the admiration of his

audience ; and having introduced Field to

his friends, soon afterwards left Bussia, in

company with a young professor of the

name of Zeuner. A short characteristic

anecdote of Palschau, of St. Petersburg,

who is, perhaps, the most exact fugue player

in existence, may not be unacceptable to

our readers. When Field had one day

performed several ofSebastian Bach's fugues,

in his exquisite manner, and to the inex

pressible delight of all present, Palschau

turned dryly round to Clementi, and said,
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in a grave tone, 'Ma foi, ila lien 4tudi(!

Zeuner was the principal piano-forte player

and teacher in Petersburg, and having re

ceived some instructions from Clementi

during his residence there, he became so

attached to his master, that he left all his

scholars for the sake of accompanying him

to Berlin. In the latter city Clementi

played, both extemporaneously and from his

works, before all the most eminent musicians

with his wonted vigour and effect ; and,

after remaining there two months, took

Zeuner with him to Dresden, the place of

his birth, where he left him well prepared

to acquire the reputation which he after

wards obtained. In Dresden, an unassum

ing, but very able and excellent young mu

sician, of the name of Klengel, introduced

himself to the acquaintance of Clementi, and,

after obtaining some instructions, became

exceedingly desirous of accompanying his

master in his travels. Clementi was so

much pleased with his character and talents,

which have since become well known to

the public, that he consented ; and after a

few weeks' residence at Dresden, he took

him on toVienna, where, during some months,

his pupil worked very hard under his in

struction. It was at this time that he be

came acquainted with and cherished, by

counsel and the frequent exhibition of his

own powers on the piano-forte, the rising

talents ofKalkbrenner, who has since raised

himself to such distinguished eminence.

During the summer following, Clementi

took his pupil Klengel a tour through Swit

zerland, and returned immediately after

wards to Berlin, where he married his first

wife. In the autumn he took his bride

through Italy, as far as Rome and Naples ;

and on his return to Berlin, having had the

misfortune to lose her in childbed, he im

mediately left the scene of his sorrows, and

once more visited Petersburg. In this jour

ney he took with him another promising

young pupil, of the name of Berger, who had

previously received his instructions, and who

is now the principal professor of the piano

forte at Berlin. At Petersburg, he found

Field in the full enjoyment of the highest

reputation ; in short, he might be said to

be the musical idol of the Russian nation.

Here he remained but a short time ; and

finding relief from the contemplation of his

severe loss in the bustle of travelling, he

again went back to Vienna. The following

summer, having heard of the death of his

brother, he proceeded once more to Rome,

to settle the affairs of his family. He then

made short residences at Milan and various

other places on the continent, where he was

detained, in spite of his inclinations, by the

disastrous continuation of the war ; and

seizing a hazardous opportunity of convey

ance, in the summer of 1810, he once more

arrived in England, and the year following

married hispresent amiable and accomplished

wife. Although, during this period of

nearly eight years, he published only a

single sonata, (Op. 41) his mind and his

pen were still occupied in the composition of

symphonies, and in preparing materials for

his ' Graclus ad Parnassian.' His first pub

lication, after his return, was the appendii

to his ' Introduction to the Art of Playing

on the Piano-forte, ' a work which has been

of infinite use both to the profession and to

the public ; and the demand for which has

constantly augmented, in proportion as its

excellence has been discovered and appre

ciated. He next adapted the twelve grand

symphouies of Haydn for the piano-forte,

with accompaniments for the flute, violin,

and violoncello. This work was a great

desideratum, since that which had already

been published by Salomon was awkwardly

and imperfectly done. Before he went abroad,

he had adapted Haydn's ' Creation' for

the piano-forte and voices ; and he now pub

lished the oratorio of the ' Seasons,' which he

had done in thesamc manner. He afterwards

adapted Mozart's overture to ' Don Gio

vanni,' besides various selections from the

vocal compositions of the same author. The

Philharmonic society having been now

established, he gave two grand symphonies,

which were received there, and at various

other concerts, with enthusiastic applause.

We understand, from good authority, that

he has several other manuscript symphonies
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ready for performance."—The following is

nearly a complete list of Clementi's works :

Op. 1. " Sir Sonatas."—2. " Six Sonatas,

inlk Flute or Violin Accompaniment."—4.

" Sir Sonatas, with Flute or Violin Accom-

pnhmt," dedicated to Mrs. Phillips.—5.

"Piano-forte Duct."—6. " Three Sonatas,

n<i4« and Violoncello Duets," dedicated to

Mr<. Chinnery.—7. " Three Sonatas."—8.

" Three Sonatas."—9. "Three Sonatas."—

W'Three Sonatas."—11. "One Sonata."—

12. "Four Sonatas and one Duct, for

iro Piano-fortes." — 13. " Six Sonatas,

*ith Flute and Violin Accompaniment,"

dedicated to Count de Bturl.—14 and 15.

" Thee Sonatas, with Violin Accompani

ment."—16. " La Chaste."—17. " Capric-

o«.n— 19. "Musical Characteristics."—

20. "Single Sonata."—21. "Three So-

nottt for Flute or Violoncello, and Violin

Atampaniinent," dedicated to Miss Mey-

kj.—22. " Three Sonatas for Flute or

Violoncello, and Violin Accompaniment,"

dedicated to Miss Maria Caroline Blake. —

23. «' Single Sonata."—25. "Six Sonatas,"

dedicated to Mrs. Meyrick.—2fi. "One So-

»«'«."—27. " Three Sonatas, with Violin

ni Violoncello Accompaniment," dedi

cated to Miss Blake.—28. " Three Sonatas,

*iM Violin and Violoncello Accompani-

dedicated to Miss Gilding.— 29.

" Three Sonatas, with Violin and Violon-

"Uo .iceompaniments," dedicated to Mrs.

Bum.—31. " One Grand Sonata, with

Fktr Accompaniment."—32. *' Three So-

—t*s,\rith Flute and Violoncello Accompani-

ft,* dedicated to Miss Newbury.—33.

''Three Sonatas, with Flute and Violon. Ac-

'"pamment," dedicated to Miss Janson.—

14. " Two Sonatas and two Capriccios,"

Wicated to Miss Savory.— 35. "Three

Snatos.''—36. " Six Progressive Sona-

'««," sixth Edition.—37. " Three Sona-

dedicated to Miss Gompertz.—38.

" Trrlte Waltzes, with Flute Accompani'

new Edition. — 39. " Twelve

^slttet, teith Tambourine and Triangle

■l^ttnptniments."—i<i. " Three Sonatas,"

Scaled to Miss Fanny Blake.—41. "One

■Wa," new Edition, dedicated to the Rev.

John Banks.—42. "Introduction to thi

Art of Playing on the Piano-forte," tenth

Edition.—43. " Second Part of Introduc

tion to the Art of Playing on the Piano

forte."—44. " Gradus ad Parnassum,"

vol. i. and ii., dedicated to Her Excellency

the Princess Sophia Wolkonsky.—46. " So

nata," dedicated to Kalkbrenner.—AT."Two

CapricHos," dedicated to Mrs. Clementi.—

48. " Fantasia, with Variations on 1 Au,

clair dc la tune,' " dedicated to Madame

Moreau.—49. " Twelve Monferrinas," de

dicated to Signora Barbarina Frigerio.—50.

"Three Sonatas," dedicated to Cherubini.—

51. " Three Duettinos," dedicated to his

child, Cecilia Susanna.—52. " Third and

last Volume of the Gradus."

CLERAMBAULT, (Louis Nicolas) a

French vocal composer, and a great fa

vourite of Louis XIV. He died at Paris in

1749.

CLEREAU, (Pierre) a French com

poser of vocal music, published at Paris, in the

middle of the sixteenth century, " Chan

sons Spiritucllts d tpiatre Voix," and a work

entitled " Tricinia."

CLERICO, (Francesco) ballet-master

and dramatic composer at Venice in 1789.

CLIFFORD, (Rev. James) a minor

canon of St. Paul's, died about the year

1700. He edited, in 1664, a useful little

book, containing a collection of the words of

the services and anthems used in our col

legiate and cathedral churches.

CLIFTON (John C.) was born in Lon

don in 1781 : he was intended for mer

cantile life by his father, who at length,

however, on the persuasion of his son,

placed him under the musical tuition of

R. Bellamy, father to the present Bellamy,

who was related to the Clifton family.

R. Bellamy was at that time almoner and

master of the choristers of St. Paul's cathe

dral. Under his able instructions Clifton

remained nearly five years ; at the expira

tion of which time his father sent him to a

classical school, and again wished to turn

his mind to commercial pursuits, at the

same time not purposing to neglect hi*

musical education} which soon after rc
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commenced under the celebrated Charles

Wesley, of whom Clifton became a favourite

pupil. Again, however, his father took him

suddenly from bis musical pursuits, and

placed him in a counting-house, to the duties

of which he could not at all get reconciled.

When about eighteen years of age, he be

came acquainted with Cimador, Spagnoletti,

and other musicians, who changed and im

proved his taste to such a degree that he

determined immediately to follow music as

a profession; but when on the point of

doing so, he was given a situation in the

government stationary-office, where he did

not continue more than two years, again

fiuding calculation and account-books to in

terfere too much with his favourite pursuit.

The first opening of Clifton's professional

life was at Bath, where he was engaged

to conduct the musical department of the

Harmonic society, for which he set to

music a Latin grace, " Sen cdamus," written

by Dr. Morgan, and which continued to be

sung for many years before supper. While

at Bath, he composed several glees and

songs, among the latter his admired song,

" If music be the food of love." In 1802,

he visited Ireland, with the best introduc

tions. During the time of his residence

there, he met with great encouragement in

composition, and published many of his

works in Dublin ; he also wrote a biographi

cal sketch of his friend sir John Stevenson,

for one of the literary reviews. In 1815,

Clifton produced a musical piece called

" Edwin," at Crow-street theatre, the music

of which was well received. He resided in

Ireland, chiefly in Dublin, for nearly fourteen

years, and conducted during that time se

veral concerts. The last which he conducted,

conjointly with sir John Stevenson, did

credit to their feelings, as well as to all the

professors, who volunteered their services, it

being for the benefit of the poor of Ireland,

who were then in a state of famine. The

concert was on a very grand scale, and to

make it more attractive, Clifton collected

from the military bands all who were able

to sing, and rehearsed them in the choruses

of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. He

likewise added some hundreds of the charity

children, and taught them Handel's halle

lujah chorus, which produced a sublime

effect. The orchestra was composed of

more than four hundred performers. For

his exertions on this occasion, Clifton re

ceived the public thanks of the committee,

and was offered a professor's degree, which

his modesty declined. In 1816, he finished

a " Theory of Harmony simplified,''

and invented a machine called the Eidu-

tnusicon, which, being fastened to the

piano-forte, over the action, produced the

notes and chords as they were struck, and

gave you the different intervals so distinctly,

that the eye and the ear were engaged at

the same time, which rendered vocal dis

tances easily attainable for sight-singing,

He next publicly lectured on his new plan

and invention, which gave much satisfaction.

Being advised to publish it, he came to

London and prepared his book for the

press ; but finding the expenses enormons,

and the difficulty attending the prosecution

of his new design to be very great, he

abandoned the idea altogether. In 1816,

Clifton adopted the principles of Logiet'i

system, and settled in London, where he

holds a highly respectable rank in his pro

fession, as a teacher of singing and of the

theory and practice of harmony. The fol

lowing list contains Clifton's principal vocal

publications :

Songs : " If music be the food of lore,"

"Nay, if you threaten," " When I en

doomed," " It may be love" " Sued

stream" " A thousand charms," " Tte

moments fly" " Here is the bower"

" Think, oh think," " The finl

whisper of love," " Give me the lyrf,"

" Answer to it," " Edward and Eimia,"

"Mary," Serenade, " O come," " I live in

thy smile," " The Moss Rose," " Tvtlee

Moral Songs," " A bumper of sparkling

wine," "My Sarah dear," "Love ohJ

Kilarny," " The Sleeper," "Near Iks

purple moon," " Soft as the violet bans,"

" T/te first dawn of love," " The Lars,"

"British Melodies," "Irish Songs," and

" As through life." Glees : Come to then
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teems," "Sett edamus," " The Maid of

Truro," "Kain Ullin," " Thersit," " Two

decs harmonized," " Freth flows," "A

lilouoin," " On a roch," " Hushed is the

harf," " Dirge of the Princess," " 'Tis

lire to young loves" " Two Volumes British

ilebdits." " One Volume French Songs,"

'' One Volume Moral Songs." Duets:

" See t hen the falling day," " O'er

Albion's bier," " Faithful Ltwe," " When

tare is drowned," and " Farewell to

thee." (Clementi's Cat.)

CLIYIi, (Mrs.) a good English actress

lad comic singer. She first appeared at

Drury-lane theatre in 1730.

CUBB, (Richard) organist to Charles

L. of England. Several of his compositions

may be found in "The Triump/is ofOriana"

COBBOLD, (William) an English

composer of madrigals and psalms at the

dote of the sixteenth century. Some of his

compositions are to be found in Thomas

Este's collection of psalms, published inl59 1 ,

and in a work entitled " The Triumplts of

Oriaua," published in 1601. ,

COB11AM, an excellent violinist, en

gaged at the King's theatre in 1818. He

died at Chelsea in the year 1819, aged only

forty-sii.

COCCHI, (GiOAccntNo) a Neapolitan

dramatic composer ; he was engaged in

1757 to write for the opera in London.

When he first arrived in England, he

brought over the new passages that were

is favour at Rome and Naples, to which,

however, he added so little from his own

stock of ideas, that, by frequent repetition,

tiie public was soon tired of them ; and his

publications in ibis country are now as much

forgotten as if he bad lived in the fifteenth

century. He remained here long enough to

save a considerable sum of money by teach

ing to sing. Plutarch informs us that

Dionysius the tyrant of Syracuse, when he

bad lost his kingdom, became a school

master, the common resource of opera com

posers and singers, who, after being de

throned in the theatre, often submit to the

tame drudgery. In 1762, his engagement

» open composer in London ceased. About

1772 he retired to Venice, where he had

been maestro of a conservatory before his

arrival in England. The exact year of his

death is unknown.

COCCIA, (Carlo) a celebrated drama

tic composer, was born at Naples about the

year 1792. He studied counterpoint under

Finaroli, and theatrical composition under

Paesiello. In the year 1820 he went to

Lisbon, where he was engaged for two

years as composer to the theatre, and pro

duced during that time four operas. From

Lisbon lie came to this country, where he

arrived in August, 1823, and was engaged

for the season of 1824 at the opera in Lon

don, as composer and conductor. This

master is said to inspire great hopes in the

musical world. His most admired operas

are, probably, "La Festa Arlla Musica,"

" La Clotilde," " La Sclvaggia," and

" Fajil." The following list comprises the

principal of his works :

At Rome, " // Matrimonio per Cam-

Hale," composed in 1808, and " Rinaldo

dAsti," in 1816. At Florence, "II Poeta

fortunate," 1808, " Carlotta e Wertcr,"

1814, and " Fajel," 1819. At Fen ara,

an opera, in 1809, the name of which we

have not been able to procure. At Venice,

farces, "La Verita nella buzia," 1810, "La

Matilde," 1811, " I Sotitari," 1818, "Ar-

righetto" 1814, and"// Crescendo," 1815:

operas, " 11 Sogno verificato," 1812, "La

Sclvaggia," 1814, " Euristea," 1815,

" Clotilde," 1816, " Claudine in Torino,"

1817, and " Etelinda," 1817. In Trieste,

two cantatas, "La vera Gloria," 1817, and

" La Fcdeltu," 1819. At Padua, a cantata

on the occasion of the entry into Paris of

the allied forces. At Milan, two operas,

"Evelina," 1815, and "/ begli Vsi di

Citta," 1816. At Turin, an opera, " Teseo

e Medea." At Genoa, an opera, "Donna

Caritea," 1818. At Lisbon, four operas,

"Alar," 1820, " Mandane," 1821, "La

Fcstadclla Rosa," 1821, and "Elena e Cos-

tantino," 1821 ; also a cantata, "// Gcnio

Lusitano," 1820. At Treviso, a cantata

on occasion of the birth of the king of

Rome.
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COCHEREAU, a celebrated French

singer at Paris towards the close of the

seventeenth century ; he likewise composed

some ariettes.

CCEURIOT. See Curiot.

COGAN, (Dr. Pihlip) an English com

poser, chiefly of instrumental music, since

the year 1788. He resides in Ireland.

COGGINS, (Joseph) an English pro

fessor of the piano-forte, was for many years

a pupil and assistant of the late Dr. Callcott,

He published, in 1815, an excellent work

called " The Musical Assistant ; contain

ing all that is truly useful to the theory

andpractice of the piano-forte, explaining,

oy the most easy method, the use of every

musical character necessary for the inform

ation of young performers ; with appro

priate preludes and lessons ; also a complete

dictionary of the musical terms adopted by

the best modem viastcrs." He has also

published a divertimento from a theme of

Steibelt's, and other piano-forte music, in

very good taste.

COICK or LE COQ, (Gian) author of

several songs in the collections of his time,

particularly of one in five parts, printed at

Antwerp bySusato, 1545, in the sixth book

of " Chansons a cinq et six Parties." In

this song, the two upper parts are in canon,

in which the second part inverts the melody

of the first, while the other three move in

fugue. " Tout a rebours va mon affaire" is

the motto of this canon. This composition

is curious and valuable, merely from the

difficulty of its construction.

COIGNET, a merchant at Lyons. He

was a collaborator with J. J. Rousseau in

the opera of Pygmalion.

COLASSE, (Pascal) chapel-master to

Louis XIV., was born at Paris in 1636. He

was a pupil of Lulli, and took him for his

model in all his compositions, as the follow

ing lines testify :

Cnlasse de Lulll craigntl de s'ecarter,

11 le pilla, dit-on, cherchant a l'imiter.

But it is said that, whether he imitated

Lulli or not, his opera of " Thetis and Pe-

leus" will always be esteemed an excellent

production. There are besides of his compo-
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sition, motets and songs. Colasse destroyed

both his fortune and health in an infatualed

pursuit of the philosopher's stone, and died

at Versailles in the year 1709.

COLBRAN, (Isabella Angela.) See

Rossini.

COLEMAN (Dr. Charles) was a gen

tleman of the private music of king Charles

I. After the rebellion he taught music in

London. Coleman, Henry Lawes, captain

Cook, and George Hudson, composed the

music to an entertainment written by sir

William D'Avenant, intended as an imita

tion of the Italian opera, and performed

during the usurpation, at Rutland-house, in

Charter-house-yard.

COLETTI, (A. B.) a Venetian dramatic

composer at the beginning of the eighteenth

century.

COLIZZI,(Jean) an Italian instrumental

composer in the latter half of the last

century. Some of his music was published

in London. (Preston's Cat. 1797.)

COI.LA, (Givseite) husband of Agujari

the singer, and composer of most of the

music which she sung in public during her

stay in England. Dr. Burney says that

Colla's music, though often good, was by no

means either very original or varied.

COLLARD, a violinist, engaged at the

King's theatre in 1818, also at the Vocal

concerts.

COLLET, (Rich Ann) an English vio

linist. He was reckoned amongour principal

native performers on that instrument inl745;

but having neither taste nor knowledge of

music, he was always an inelegant player.

COLOMBE or COLOMBA, an instru

mental composer at Paris in 1783.

COLOMBINI, an author of some madri

gals published at Venice in 1633.

COLONNA, (Fabio) a Roman noble

man and celebrated mathematician, pub

lished, in 1618,a speculative work, now be

come very scarce, on the division of the

scale, which at no time could be of much use

to practical musicians, but at present, when

so many better treatises on harmonics are

extant, would not be read, if it could be

found, Colonna died in 1647.
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COLONNA (Giovanni Paolo) was

bora at Brescia in 1630. He was chapel-

toaster at Bologna. He composed but few

operas: but he published, about the latter

ad of the last century, many excellent

works for the church, of which P. Martini

lis given a list to the amount of twelve, in

Ae second volume of his history of music.

It was the opinion of Dr. Boyce, that Co-

lonni was Handel's model for choruses ac

companied with many instrumental parts

different from the vocal. His psalms in

eight parts, published at Bologna in 1694,

have been very justly admired for their

masterly composition.

COLTELLINI, (Celeste) a celebrated

Italian female singer since the year 1780.

COMA, (Annibale) a composer of ma

drigals, published at Venice at the latter end

of the sixteenth century.

COMANEDO, (Flaminio) a composer

of canzonets, published in Venice and

Milan at the beginning of the seventeenth

century.

COMI, (Gaudenzio) an Italian musi

cian in the service of the prince of Conti, at

Paris, in 1790. He has published some

symphonies and other instrumental music

siace the year 1786.

COMIN, (Giacomo) music-master to

queen Margaret of France, and composer of

some Italian part-songs, lived in 1589.

COMPTON, (Henry) an English com

poser of piano-forte music, now living. His

litest work is "Marie Louise" a French

air, with variations for the piano-forte. It

« said that the empress Maria Louisa was

accustomed to play this air to Napoleon, to

calm his temper when ruffled.

COMTE, (Monsieur le) a principal

singer at the grand opera at Paris in 1820.

CONCIATINI, (Giovanni Carlo) an

eminent singer of the Bolognese school, was

own in 1745. He was first singer at the

opera at Berlin till 1796, when he retired

with a handsome pension from the Prussian

court.

CONDELL, a good violinist at the King's

theatre in 1818.

CONFORTI, (Giovanni Battista) a

pupil of Claudio da Corregio, published a

book of madrigals at Venice in 1567.

CONFORTO, (Nicolo) composer of

the opera "Antigono," which was success

fully produced in London in 1757.

CONOBIO, a composer of some flute and

violin music, published at Paris in 1780.

CONRAD (J. G.) published some pre

ludes for the organ at Leipsic in 1798.

CONRADI, (Johann Georc) chapel-

master at Dettingeu, wa3 one of the first

opera composers for the Hamburgh theatre

in the years 1691, 1692, and 1693.

CONSATO, (Nicola) an Italian drama

tic composer. One of his operas, "Anti

gono" was performed in Loudon in 1757.

CONSTANTINI, (Fabio) a Roman

composer of sacred vocal music about the

year 1630. He also published a collection

of the vocal works of the most esteemed

masters of the preceding age?.

CONTAMINE (Mlle. de) published a

collection of airs of her composition, with an

accompaniment for the guitar, at Paris, in

1780.

CONTAMINE, (Cousin de.) See

Cousin.

CONTI, (Anoiola, called La Tacca-

rina) a much esteemed Italian prima donna

about the year 1760.

CONTI, (Giacomo) ckef-d'orchestre

of the Italian opera at Vienna in 1790. He

has composed much instrumental music.

CONTI (Giovachino, called Gizzielo,

from his master Gizzi) was a celebrated

Italian singer about the yearl750. He was

engaged by Handel for the opera in Lon

don. Conti excelled in the pathetic. At

the time he was in England he was a young

singer, and so modest and diffident, that

when he first heard Farinelli at a private

rehearsal, he burst into tears and fainted away

from despondency. Gizzielo narrowly escaped

with hislifeduringthe earthquake which hap

pened at Lisboninl755, and he was impressed

with such religious awe on witnessing that

tremendous calamity, that he retreated to a

monastery, where he ended his days.

CONTI, (Ic-.nazio) an Italian composer

of dramatic music in the service of the em
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peror of Germany at Vienna; his composi

tions bear date from the year 1728 to 1736.

CONTI,(Lauba) a female Italian singer,

educated at the conservatory of L'Otpida-

letto at Venice. Dr. liurney was delighted

with her taste and expression ; he heard tier

at Venice in 1770. She was a pupil of

Durante.

CONTI, (Nicolo) a composer of Italian

songs about the year 1750.

CONTI, (Fiiaxcesco) a celebrated the-

orbist, born at Florence, was, upon the de

cease of Ziani, in 1703, appointed vice

chapel-master to the emperor of Germany,

at Vienna. He composed an opera entitled

" Archelas Re" di Cappadocia," the words

whereof were written by Abbate Pariati ;

as also the opera of " Clotilda," performed

at London in the year 1709. He was also

the composer of various other dramatic

pieces ; among which may be remarked the

comic opera of " Don Quixote," said to be

one of the first examples of good comic

dramatic music. The following anecdote

of Conti is preserved. In the year 1730,

this musician, having been insulted at

Vienna by a secular priest, took satisfaction

on the spot, by beating the holy father. The

transaction having been public, a criminal

process was issued against Conti ; he was

convicted, and an ecclesiastical sentence

passed upon him, that he should be ex

posed for an hour, each of three successive

days, at the great door of the cathedral

church of St. Etienne. The emperor com

muted the sentence to one instead of three

humiliating exhibitions to which he had

been condemned ; but not having conducted

himself with sufficient humility on the first

occasion, he was ordered to surfer the re

maining portion of his original sentence,

by being exposed on the other two days,

dressed in a loose robe or shirt, and bearing

in his hand a lighted torch ; to this was su

peradded a fine of one thousand francs, to be

given to the priest who had been struck.

All the expenses of the proceedings were

ordered to be defrayed by him; that he

should be imprisoned four years ; and after

that, banished for ever from the Austrian

dominions. On this occasion the following

epigram appeared :

Non oa rnusa bona est musica, enmposuisti

Quam, Conti, tactut nam fuit ille gravis

Et baisus minium cr.issus, nequeconionacUvu,

Ferpttuo nigras hie geris ergo notai.

CONTINI, (Giovanni) chapel-master

at Brescia, and composer of madrigals and

sacred music, published at Venice between

the years 15G0 and 1570.

CONVERSI or CONVERSO, (Gibo-

uao) born at Correggio, composed two

books of madrigals, published at Venice is

1575 and 1584. His madrigal, " munaU

alone my pretty love" will ever be a fa

vourite w ith the amateurs of this style of

music.

COOK (Henry) was educated at the

chapel royal, during the reign of king

Charles I. ; but at the commencement oi

the rebellion he quitted it, and entered the

army. About the year 1642, he had in

terest enough to obtuin a captain's commis

sion ; and, from that time, he was always

distinguished by the name of captain Coot.

The loyalty and skill of this musical soldier

recommended him to the notice, and se

cured liim the patronage of Charles II, j bj

whom he was not long afterwards appointed

master of the children of the royal chapel.

A hymn in four parts, composed by Coot,

was performed instead of the Litany, in

the chapel of St. George, at Windsor, by

order of the sovereign and the knights of

the garter, on the 17th of April, 1661.

None of his church music has hitherto

been printed ; and, if we may judge from

his few secular compositions that are to

be found dispersed in the collections of the

times, he seems to have by no means pos

sessed the requisite qualifications for the

high office to which he was appointed. In

the second part of Playford's " iluucal

Companion," published in 1667, there are

two or three of liis songs, which arc in

almost every respect dry aud uninteresting.

He was the musical instructor of Humphrey,

Blow, and Wise ; and, as Anthony Wood

informs us, died of grief in the year 1672,

in consequence of the talents aud musical
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reputation of his pupil Humphrey having

become far superior to his own.

COOKE, (Dr. Bekjamin) a celebrated

English musician, was the son of Benjamin

Cooke, a music-seller in New-street, Covent-

garden. About the year 1780, he was or-

paist and master of the boys of West-

suuter abbey. Dr. Cooke composed many

beautiful Tocai pieces ; among which may

1« named, the duets of " Thyrsis when he

left me," and " Let Hubinelli charm the

«r," also the glees, " Hark the lark,"

" Hew sleep the brave" " lu paper case"

and " /» the merry month of May ;" the

Utter of which is an admirable imitation

of the ancient madrigal style. Dr. Cooke

bad the character of a most amiable and

agreeable man. Alias Hawkins, in her

anecdotes, says, " Mo one was ever less

lain of superior excellence in an art, or

rather, less sensible of it, than Dr. Cooke ;

ne certainly supposed that every body could

ia what he did, * if they would but try ;'

and he would lead his abilities to assist, in

tiie bast ostentatious manner. When seated

at the organ of Westminster abbey, where

no one ever excelled him in accompanying

ao anthem, he would press every band

that could be useful into his service ; and,

(tea at the risk of addressing himself to

persons ignorant of the first principles of

auuir, would say to any lad, who had

Railed into the church and found his way

sp to the organ, ' Young gentleman, can't

wi lend us a hand here Y To his boys he

»oold say, ' Come, come, don't stand idle ;

put in one band here under my arm.' " Dr.

I'oole died in the year 1793.

COOKE, (Robert) organist and master

•f the choristers of Westminster abbey,

ied in the year 1814. He was a composer

tf »me excellent vocal music. The most

'"haued of his works, is, " An Ode to

Friendship," which was sung on the first

•ajat of the British concerts. Among his

•uwr works art, " In the rose's fragrant

■We," glee, four voices ; " Love andfolly

»nt at play" glee, four voices ; " Mark

»lnr the silver queen," glee, four voices ;

"Vwm of the Sea," " Mound thy pillow,"

three voices ; " Soft Spirit," three voices j

icc&c. (Birchall's Cat.)

COOKE (Nathaniel) was born at

Bosham, near Chichester, in 1773. He re

ceived the principal part of his musical edu

cation in London, from his uncle Matthew

Cooke, organist of St. George's, Blooms-

bury. N. Cooke has published many small

pieces for the piano-forte, some of which

are particularly pleasing, and their value

not sufficiently appreciated by the composer,

who has taken little pains to recommend or

give them publicity. He has further pub

lished " A Collection of Psalms andHymns

for the Use of the Urighthelmstonc Church

Choir," which includes a well-constructed

canon, " / have set God always before

me," and a " Te Deum laudamus," that

has been much admired aL Brighton, having

been sung in the church nearly every Sun

day for fifteen years past, and is still con

stantly inquired after. N. Cooke has va

rious compositions, vocal and instrumental,

ready for publication. We understand that,

at the election of an organist for the parish

church at Brighton, though several candi

dates were put in nomination, all the per

sons present, amounting to four hundred,

with one exception only, held up their

hands in Cooke's favour.

COOKE, Senior, professor of the

hautboy at the royal academy of music.

He is an excellent theoretical and practical

musician.

COOKE, (Thomas) son of the preceding,

was born in Dublin. Having evinced an

early genius for music, he studied under his

father, and at seven years of age played a

concerto on the violin in public, with an

effect and precision hardly ever equalled

by so young a performer. A talent for

composition soon appeared, when he had the

advantage of further instruction in theory

from the celebrated Giord.tni, at that time

resident in Dublin. It may be asserted,

without any chance of contradiction, that

no living musician has a greater knowledge

than T. Cooke of the various musical instru

ments now in use, on nine of which he per

formed solos for bis benefit, in one night,
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at Drury-lane theatre, about four years ago,

and for all of which he writes with much

facility. At a very early age, T. Cooke

succeeded to the directorship and leading

of the music at the theatre royal, Dublin.

While in this situation he composed several

musical pieces, which were eminently suc

cessful ; but the ambition of ardent genius

is seldom at rest so long as there is any

thing to attain ; and to the surprise of all

his friends he suddenly announced himself

in Dublin, to perform the arduous singing

character of the Serashier, in the " Siege

of Belgrade." The play-going part of the

town knew not what to think, not having

the least idea of his possessing any vocal

powers beyond those necessary to join in a

glee ; but it proved that he well knew his

ground, for, to the astonishment of a most

brilliant house, (it being his own benefit) he

acquitted himself in such a manner as at

once to place him on the line of first-rate

singers. After this successful dibut, he, at

the request of the proprietors, played some

nights more in Dublin, and soon afterwards,

having occasion to visit London, he accepted

a proposal from the proprietors of the

English opera, at which theatre he filled

the situation of first singer some seasons,

during which time he composed many suc

cessful operas. This led to offers from

Drury-lane, where he closed an engage

ment for a series of years as principal singer,

and at which theatre he is now engaged as

musical director, leader, and composer.

His preference to the duties attached to

these latter situations, may be naturally ac

counted for, by their having been the objects

of his earliest pursuit. T. Cooke was mar

ried early in life to Miss Howells, formerly

of Covent-garden theatre, and a singer

possessing many first-rate acquirements ;

having a family, she left the stage. Their

eldest child is a daughter, who has a most

extraordinary musical talent, being a sci

entific performer on the piano-forte and

harp ; and fortunately nature has bestowed

upon her a voice of the most perfect order,

which, under her father's able tuition, she

has cultivated to a high degree of perfection.

We learn it is the intention of this young

lady to devote herself to concert singing,

and giving instruction in vocal music, on

the principles so very successfully adopted

by Miss M. Tree, Miss Povey, Mrs. Aus

tin, &c. who have for some years been also

Cooke's pupils. T. Cooke's two sons are

students at the royal academy of mu

sic; and at the late examination of the

pupils of that establishment, one of them

was awarded a silver medal. They give

every promise of becoming ornaments to

the musical profession. We cannot better

prove the estimation in which T. Cooke is

held in the various branches of his profes

sion, than by enumerating some of the si

tuations and societies to which we have

ascertained he has with unanimous concur

rence become attached. He has been elected

a member of the Philharmonic society, of

the royal academy of music, of the no

bleman's catch club, and of the glee

club ; director, leader, and composer of the

music to the theatre royal, Drury-lane ;

and principal tenor singer to the Bavarian

legation, at their chapel in Warwick-street,

Golden-square, &c. &c.

T. Cooke's publications are numerous

and of extensive sale. He is happy in the

esteem of a most respectable private circle

of acquaintance ; he possesses a lively wit,

and his society is much sought by those

who appreciate talent, combined with a

liberal, unaffected, and cheerful disposi

tion.

His principal compositions are as fol

lows : Operas : " Frederick the Great,"

(Power.) " The King's Proxy," (Fen-

tum.) Songs : " Who would not love,"

(Power.) "Lilln come down to me," (Power.)

" No joy without my love," (Power.)

" This is love," (Harm. Inst.) " Father, ac

cept the humble prayer," (Harm. Inst.)

" The smile of early love," (Clementi.)

" Bolivar's March," Clementi. " The

Shepherd Boy," (Clementi.) '* Remember

the moment," (Clementi.) "Pot Pourri,"

harp, (Power.) Piano-forte duets :" Tri

umphal March," (Harm. Inst.) " Ah se

puoi," (Harm. Inst.) Overture to "Maid »r
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Wl/f," (Harm. Inst.) " Heart beating,"

( I larm. Inst. ) " Caermarthen House,''(Harm.

InsL) "Irish Capriccio," (Goulding.) Glees,

"Fill my boy," (Power.) "A knight there ,

ctmt," four voices ; " Comrades come," three

races; (Williams.) Piauo-forte, "Lord

Bttrdwici's March," (Power.) " Pastoral

mi Military Overture, ' (Williams.)

"Scale, tcithfifty-sevenVariationsfor young

Performers on thePiano-forte," (Goulding.)

COOMBE (William Fhancis) was

born at Plymouth, in Devonshire, in 1786.

He began his musical studies under his

father, who is a professor of singing at Ply

mouth, in which town he sang at the early

age of nine years, on occasion of some ora

torios being given, at which the principal

London performers were present. He next

studied music under Churchill, and a short

lime with Jackson, of Exeter. At the age

of fourteen he was appointed organist of

Chard, in Somersethire, afterwards at Tot-

cess, in Devonshire, which situation he held

fi* nine years, subsequently removing to

Chelmsford, in Essex, where he has held

the organist's place eleven years. Having

been much engaged in teaching, he has had

but little time for composition. He has,

however, published a few sonatas, &c.

chiefly for the use of his pupils.

COOMBS, (James Mourns) born at

Salisbury, was admitted a chorister in the

cathedral, and received his musical educa

tion from Dr. Stephens and Mr. Parry. At an

unusually early period of life he composed

and Dublished a " Te Deum," which was

much admired for its originality, and is still

occasionally performed in various cathedral

churches. In 1789, he w as appointed or

ganist of Chippenham. He afterwards pub

lished several single songs, glees, a set of

fxraonets, otc. many of which were very

popular. In 1819, he edited a selection of

JHta tunes, which is very highly approved

of, ind has an extensive circulation. His

hsl attempt in composition, was an "Agnus

J>ri,"by competent judges deemed particu-

iulj beautiful ; it has hitherto remained in

Uinuscript, but is now about to be published,

lit died in the year 1820, aged fifty-one, to

the great regret of numerous friends, who

properly appreciated his professional abili

ties, and who respected his social qualities

as a neighbour.

COPERARIO or COOPER, (John) a

celebrated performer on the viol da gamba,

and composer for that instrument and the

lute, was one of the musical preceptors to

the children of king James I. Some of his

vocal compositions are to be found in sir

William Leighton's collection, and there

are several others extant in manuscript. In

conjunction with Laniere and another per

son, he composed the songs in a masque

written by Dr. Campion, on the marriage of

the Earl of Somerset with lady Frances

Howard, (the divorced countess of Essex)

which was represented in the banqueting-

house at Whitehall, on St. Stephen's night,

1614. One of the songs in this masque,

beginning with the words " Come ashore "

is inserted in Smith's "Musica Antigua," as

a specimen of the music of this composer,

Coperario was the author also of " Funeral

Tears for the Death of the Right Honour

able the Earl of Devonshire ; figured in

seven Songes, whereof six are soe set that

the Wordes may be expressed by a treble

Voyee alone, to the Lute and Base-Viol, or

else that the meane Part may be added, if

any shall effect more fulnesse of Parts.

The seventh is made in forme of a Dialogue,

and cannot be sung without two Voyces"

printed in 1606 ; and "Songs of Mourning

andBewailing the untimely Death ofPrince

Henry," printed in 1613. It has been sup

posed by some persons that Coperario was,

by birth, an Italian. This, however, is an

error, arising from the circumstance of his

having Italianized his plain and genuine

name of John Cooper, into Giovanni Cope

rario.

COPPENNEUR (J. H.) published

three duets in 1801, probably at Paris.

COPPOLA, (GuisF.ppt) a Neapolitan

composer, published an oratorio entitled

" VApparizione di St. Miehcle," in 1788.

COQ. See COICK, (Gian lk.)

COQUET, a French musician, and author

of a work entitled "La Musiqne rendu*
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tenable." He lived in the first half of the

last century.

COBELIN, a harpist at Paris, pub

lished a method for his instrument in 1783,

and other musical works up to the year

1802.

CORBETT, (Willi am) one of the king's

band, was a celebrated performer on the

violin, and leader of the first opera orchestra

at the Haymarket, at the time when

" Arsinoe" was performed there. Of this

person there are some particulars worth

noting. He was a good composer and a

great collector of music and musical instru

ments. When the Italian opera, properly

so called, was established in London, (that

is to say, in the year 1710, when "Riualdo"

was performed at the Haymarket) a set of

instrumental performers were introduced,

and Corbett, though in the service of the

king, was permitted to go abroad. Accord

ingly he went to Italy, and resided at Rome

many years, during which time he made a

valuable collection of music and musical in

struments. Those who were acquainted with

his circumstances, at a loss to account for

his being able to lay out such sums as he

was observed to do in the purchase of books

and instruments, confidently asserted that,

besides his salary, he had an allowance

from government, and that his business at

Rome was to watch the motions of the

Pretender. In his younger days, and before

he left England, he had published two or

three sets of sonatas for violins and flutes,

twelve concertos for all instruments, and

sundry sets of tunes made for plays; but

upon his return, about the year 1740, he

brought over with him a great quantity of

music of his composing during his residence

abroad, from the publication of which here,

he hoped to derive considerable advantage ;

he was however disappointed in his expecta

tions. Corbett died at an advanced age,

about the year 1748.

CORDANS, (Don BAnxoLOMro) a Ve

netian dramatic composer between the years

1707 and 1731.

CORDICELLT, (S. Giovanni) a Roman

organist and composer of motets about the

year 1750. He taught Clementi thorough

bass.

CORELLI, (Abcanoelo) founder of the

Roman school, what may now be termed

the ancient school, of violinists, was born

at Fusignano, near Imola, in the territory of

Bologna, in 1653. He is said, by Adami, to

have received his first instructions in coun

terpoint from MatteoSimonelli.of the papal

chapel : his violin master was Giovanni Bat-

tista Bassani, of Bologna. It has been

said, without authority, that Corelli went to

Paris in the year 1672, but was soon driven

thence by the jealousy and violence of

Lulli. That he visited Germany, after he

had finished his studies, we are assured by

Gaspan Printz, who informs us that he was

in the service of the duke of Bavaria in

1680. Soon after this period he returned

to Italy and settled at Rome, where, about

1683, he published his first twelve sonatas.

In 1685, the second set appeared, under the

title of " Balletti da Camera." In 1690,

Corelli published the third opera of his

sonatas ; and in 1694 the fourth, which,

consisting, like the second, of movements fit

for dancing, he called also "Balletti da Ca

mera," About this time the opera was in

a very flourishing state at Rome, and

Corelli led the band as principal violin.

His solos, the work by which he acquired

the greatest reputation during his lifetime,

did not appear till the year 1700, when they

were published at Rome under the follow

ing title, " Sonate ii Fiolino, e lloloHe,o

Ceinbalo,Opera Quinta, Parle Prima, Parle

Seconds, Prcludii, Allemande, Corenlr,

(jiffhif Sarabande, Gavotte, 2 Follia." This

work was dedicated to Sophia Charlotte,

electrcss of Brandenburg. Corelli's great

patron at Rome was cardinal Ottoboni, the

great encourager of learning and the polite

arts; to whom, in 1694, he dedicated his

"Opera Qtiinta," axiA in whose palace he con

stantly resided, " col spetiosa carattere (Cat-

tuale servitore" of his eminence, as he ex

presses himself in the dedication. Cresom-

bini, speaking of the splendid and majestic

academic, or eoncerf, held at cardinal Otto-

boni's every Monday evening, says, that the
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peffonmnee was regulated by Arcangelo

Corelli, that most celebrated professor of

the violin, " famosissimo professore di

Tioliao." The following anecdotes of this

eminent musician were communicated by

Geminiani, one of his most illustrious pupils,

ad who was himself an eye and ear wit

less of what he thus related. At the time

when Corelli enjoyed the highest reputa

tion, his fame having reached the court of

Xaples, excited a curiosity in the king to

bear his performance ; he was consequently

invited by order of his majesty to that capi

tal. Corelli, with great reluctance, was at

length prevailed upon to accept the invita

tion ; but, lest he should not be well aceom-

pmed.he took with him his own second

viofc and violoncello. At Naples he found

Akamdro Scarlatti, and several other mas

ter He was entreated to play some of his

rraeertos before the king : this he for some

tiffle declined, on account of his whole band

sot being with him, and there was no time,

he laid, for aTehearsal. Although, however,

kee»s«ited,and in great fear performed the

fcst of bis concertos, his astonishment was

Try peat to find that the Neapolitan mu-

9am executed his productions almost as

atcsrately at sight, as his own band after

■■epeated rehearsals, when they had almost

.pit them by heart. " Si mona (says he to

Marten, his second violin) A Napoli." After

this, being again admitted into his majesty's

presence, and desired to perform one of his

vmatas, the king found an adagio so long

lad dry, that, being tired, he quitted the

room, to the great mortification of Corelli.

Afterwards he was desired to lead in the

performance of a masque, composed by

Scarlatti, which was to be represented be

fore the king. This he undertook ; but from

Scarlatti's little knowledge of the violin,

Corelli's part was somewhat awkward and

difficult ; in one place it went up to F, and

when they came up to that passage, Corelli

failed and could not execute it : but he was

astonished beyond measure to hear Petrillo,

the Neapolitan leader, and the other violins,

perform with ease that which had baffled

hb utmost skill. A song succeeded this, in

C minor, which Corelli led off in C major.

" Recomminciano," (let us begin again)

said Scarlatti, goodnaturedly. Still Corelli

persisted in the major key, till Scarlatti was

obliged to call out to him and set him right.

So mortified was poor Corelli at this dis

grace, and the deplorable figure he imagined

he had made at Naples, that he stole back

to Rome in silence. Soon after this a haut

boy player, whose name Geminiani could

not recollect, acquired such applause at

Rome, that Corelli, disgusted, would never

again play in public. All these mortifica

tions, joined to the success of Valentini,

whose concertos and performances, though

infinitely inferior to those of Corelli, were

become fashionable, threw him into such a

state of melancholy and chagrin, as was

thought to have hastened his death. This

account of Corelli's journey to Naples is not

a mere personal anecdote ; it throws light

upon the comparative state of music at

Naples and at Rome in Corelli's time, and

exhibits a curious contrast between the

fiery genius ofthe Neapolitans, and the meek,

timid, and gentle character of Corelli, so

analogous to the style of his music. In 1712,

his concertos were beautifully engraved at

Amsterdam by Estienne Roger and Michael

Charles le Cene, and dedicated to John

William, prince palatine of the Rhine ; but,

alas ! the author survived the publication of

this admirable work but six weeks ; the

dedication bearing date the 3d of Decem

ber, 1712, and he dying on the 18th of

January, 1713. He was buried in the

church of Santa Maria della Rotonda, the

ancient Pantheon, in the first chapel on the

left hand of the entrance of that beautiful

temple, where a monument, decorated with

a marble bust, is erected to his memory,

near that of the greatest of painters, Raf-

faele, by Philip William, count palatine of

the Rhine, under the direction of cardinal

Ottoboni. During many years after Corelli's

decease, a solemn service, consisting of selec

tions from his own works, was performed in

the Pantheon by a numerous band, on the

anniversary of his funeral. This solemnity

continued as long as any of his immediate
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scholars survived to conduct the perform

ance. Of the private life and moral charac

ter of this celebrated musician, no new

information can now be obtained ; but if we

may judge of his equanimity and natural

disposition by the mildness, sweetness, and

even tenour of his musical ideas, his temper

and talents must equally have endeared

him to all his acquaintance. The account

that is given of his having amassed six thou

sand pounds, exclusive of a valuable collec

tion ofpictures, and of his having bequeathed

the whole of his property to his patron, car

dinal Ottoboni, savours more of vanity than

true generosity ; and the cardinal magnani

mously evinced his opinion of this bequest,

by reserving only the pictures, and distri

buting the remainder of Corelli's effects

among his indigent relations, to whom they

naturally appertained. In regard to the

peculiar [merits of Corelli's productions, it

may be briefly said, that his solos, as a

classical book for forming the hand of a

young practitioner on the violin, have ever

been regarded as truly valuable by the most

eminent masters of that instrument ; and it

is said that his " Opera Quinta," on which

all good schools for the violin have since

been founded, cost him three years to re

vise and correct. Tartini formed all his

scholars on these solos ; and Ciardini ob

served, that of any two pupils of equal age

and abilities, if the one were to begin his

studies by Corelli, and the other by Gemi-

niani, or any other eminent master what

ever, he was certain that the first would

become the best performer. The concertos

of Corelli have withstood all the attacks of

time and fashion, with more firmness than

any of his other works. The harmony is so

pure, the parts are so clearly, judiciously,

and ingeniously disposed, and the effect of

the whole, from a large band, so majestic,

solemn, and sublime, that they preclude all

criticism, and make us forget that there is

any other music of the same kind existing.

Geminiani's character of Corelli, upon the

whole, seems very just : " His merit was

not depth of learning, like that of his con

temporary Alessandro Scarlatti, nor great

fancy or a rich invention in melody or har

mony, but a nice ear, and most delicate

taste, which led him to select the most

pleasing melodies and harmonies, and to

construct the part so as to produce the most

delightful effect upon the ear." At the

time of Corelli's greatest reputation, Gemi-

niani asked Scarlatti what he thought of

him, who answered, that " he found nothing

greatly to admire in his composition, hot

was extremely struck with the manner in

which he played his concertos, and his nice

management of his band, the uncommon

accuracy of whose performance gave the

concertos an amazing effect, even to the eye

as well as to the ear." For, continued Ge-

miniani, " Corelli regarded it as an essential

to a band, that their bows should all more

exactly together, all up or all down, so that

at his rehearsal, which constantly preceded

every public performance of his concertos,

he would immediately stop the band if he

saw an irregular bow." There was little

or no melody in instrumental music before

Corelli's time ; and though he has more

grace and elegance in his cantilena than

his predecessors, and though slow and

solemn movements abound in his works,

yet it must be confessed they are destitute

of true, pathetic, and impassioned melody.

However, when we recollect that some of

his productions are upwards of a hundred

and thirty years old, we shall, in spite of

this deficiency, admire, and wonder at their

grace and elegance, which can only be ac

counted for on the principle of their ease

and simplicity, which have conferred longe

vity on the works of Corelli. His produc

tions continued longer in unfading favour in

England, where they still retain a consider

able portion of esteem, than even in his own

country, or indeed in any other part of

Europe. They have, however, been com

pelled to submit to the superior genius and

talents of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and

Cherubini.who, in the ideas of the generality

of our musical readers, will probably, and

perhaps justly, be considered to have left at

an immeasurable distance, the comparatively

humble efforts of their laborious predecessors.
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CORETTE, (Michael) organist of the

Jesuit's college at Paris in 1738, composed

Dick instrumental music between the years

1780 and 1786. He also wrote numerous

• •- jtKs on music, and methods for different

instruments. He was a furious partisan of

tin French school of music.

CORFE, (Joseph) born at Salisbury

ii 1740, was one of the choristers of the

ntbedril of that city, and received his

.;•:<•»! education from Dr. Stephens the

orjanist. Early in life Corfe was honoured

with the patronage of James Harris, Esq.,

-odfather to the present Earl of Malmes-

ttrr, by whose friendship he was recom

mended to the notice of bishop Lowth,

•tack procured for him, in 1782, the ap

pointment of one of the gentlemen of his

majesty"! chapel royal. In 1792, he was

eiected, by the dean and chaplain of Salis-

017, organist of that cathedral and master

of the choristers ; which situation he re

ined, in 1804, to his son .\rthur, the

present organist. Few men stood higher,

t*th in public and private estimation, than

Corfe. His compositions are chiefly for

<lie church, and his morning and evening

Krvice, with many excellent anthems, are

■ constant use at Salisbury and other

titbedrak He died in 1820. The fol-

'>»iig is a list of his publications : " A

Mmsutg and Evening Service, a Sanc-

ttilk eight Anthems, dedicated to the

and Chapter vf Salisbury," 1 vol.;

" >1 Treatise on Singing ;" " A Treatise on

Iknmgh-Ban ;" "The Beauties nfHandel,

h&ctted to Ms late Majesty," 3 vols.;

u.Werf Music, adapted to some of the

•kites! Compositions ofJomelli, Pergolesi,

4' ^c. by the late James Harris, Esq. de-

tostil t, the Earl of Malmesbury ;" "The

Holies of Purcelt, dedicated to Miss S.

HMp" 2 vols.; " Three Sets of Glees,

hm Scotch and other Melodies," "The

S**tr»hnnc of Kent's Anthems?

WRFE, (Arthur Thomas) son of the

r''«4iag, wa, born at Salisbury in 1773.

*u placed as chorister at Westminster

****J ia 1783, and received his musical

ri«tam from Dr. Cooke ; he afterwards

studied the piano-forte under Clementi. In

1804, he was elected organist and master

of the choristers of the cathedral of Salis

bury. ■ Mr. A. T. Corfe's compositions are

a Te Deum, Jubilate, Sanctus, and Com

mandments! an anthem, "Lord thou art

become gracious," for a countertenor ; the

Ordination Hymn, from Handel's Works ;

and also several piano-forte pieces.

CORKINE,(William) an English com

poser of "Airs to sing to the Lute and Bass-

viol" published at London, in two volumes,

in 1610 and 1612.

CORNELIE, (Madame.) See Pom-

FEATI.

CORNEO, (Alissandre) a Roman

opera composer in 1790.

CORNET, (A.) a composer and singing-

master at Vienna in 1796. He published

some duettini at Vienna in 1793.

CORNISH, a good English performer on

the hautboy. He was engaged at the King's

theatre in 1818.

CORNISHE, (William) composer for

the chapel royal in the time of Henry VII.

CORRADI, (Giovanni Battista)

chapel-master and composer at Milan in

1600.

CORRADINI, (Nicolo) organist and

composer at Cremona. His " Canzoni

Francese" were published at Venice in 1624.

CORREGIO (Claudio) published some

madrigals at Venice in 1566.

CORRI,(Dominico) an Italian composer,

resident in London, was a pupil of Porpora

at Naples, from the year 1763 till Porpora's

death, in 1767. Corri came to London in

1774, and the same year produced an opera,

entitled " Alessandro nelf Indie;" but his

name was not sufficiently blazoned to give

his opera much Mat, or indeed to excite

the attention it deserved. In 1788, Corri

published three volumes of English songs,

with original accompaniments, a work which

was moderately successful. About the year

1797, he entered into partnership with

Dussek in a music warehouse, where he

published a great deal of his own and other

music; but the works by which he is chiefly

known in England, are his opera of " The
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Travellers," and a treatise on singing, in

two volumes, called " The Singer's Pre

ceptor." Corri is still living in London, at

tbe very advanced age of near eighty. He

is father to Antonio Corri, now in Ame

rica, Haydn Corri, of Dublin, M. Corri,

of Manchester, and also to Mrs, Moralt,

late Mrs. Dussek.

CORIU, (Mlle.) See Mobalt, (Ma

dame.)

CORRI, (Haydn) third son of Dominico

Corri, is a good pianist and singing-master,

now resident in Dublin. A work written

by him on the art of singing is, we believe,

preparing for the press. H. Corri has

composed some vocal music, published by

Chappell.

CORRI, (Montague) second son of

Dominico Corri, was born in Edinburgh

about the year 1785. At an early age he

was taught fencing by the late Mr. T.

Angelo, and became unusually expert at it

when only ten years old. As all his family

were musical, it was intended he should be

brought up to the same profession ; but his

inclinations leading him to prefer painting,

for which he also showed a talent, some

family differences took place, which occa

sioned his suddenly leaving home and enter

ing the sea service ; hi ioon, however, be

came tired of this life, and returned to his

family, where, on approaching the age of

nineteen, he began to reflect thathe must de

pend entirely on himself for support, and flew

with avidity to music as his last resource.

M. Corri may be said to have been almost

self-taxght in music, never having re

ceived more instruction than six lessons

from his father, twelve from his mother, and

a few occasionally from Winter and Steibelt

on composition ; whatever further know

ledge he derived was from reaJing over the

scores of the most celebrated composers.

His career in instrumental practice was

soon stopped, first by an accidental wound

in his head, and soon after by the complete

dislocation of one of the fingers of his right

hand, which prevented him from playing on

the piano-forte. Composition and the ar

rangement of instrumental music, both for

theatres and military bands, then becam

his only means of support, and in thi

branch of business his expedition was woe

derful. He was first employed at th

Surrey theatre as composer and compiler <

their music. As an instance of his quickne

and cleverness in theatrical business, «

will relate the following two anecdote;

he once received the words of two songs i

the morning, both of which were suog th

same evening in a theatre. At anothi

time Mr. Liston had advertised the Fori

Thieves for his benefit at Covent-garde

but on the Saturday previous to his beneli

which was to happen on the followir

Tuesday, it was found that the orchesti

parts were not to be had, they having nev<

been reset since the fire of Drnry-hu

theatre ; thus circumstanced, M. Corri vt

named as the person most likely to replw

them. On Sunday he was sent for, an

after reflecting a little on the difficulty of th

undertaking, ultimately agreed to do i

He commenced on Monday morning, will

out giving himself time to make the scor

to write the whole of the parts for the di

ferent instruments from a piano-forte cop

and contrived to be prepared for a half ha:

rehearsal on Tuesday morning. Durir

the rehearsal, he quitted the house for rt

and refreshment for an hour, and immeo

ately after proceeded with his work, win

he entirely completed, without an error, I

eight o'clock that evening. Corri's ne

engagements were at Astley's and the C

bourg theatre till the year 1816, when 1

was appointed choius-master at the Englj

Opera-house. About 1817, hewasengag

by his uncle to manage his Pantheon

Edinburgh. On bis return, he arranged sot

music for regimental bands, at Newcasll

upon-Tyne ; and then took his passage Ire

Shields to London, on board a Dutch trad*

which was wrecked. After many har

ships, Corri and the rest of the crew »«

taken up from the long boat, by a colli1

and he arrived in Gravesend, having h

every thing he possessed, except the elott

on his back and a few pounds in a pocki

book, which he had tied round his net
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Since this period, he has resided alternately

at Manchester and Liverpool, occasionally

employed at the theatres and giving in

struction* in fencing.

CORRI, (Natale) brother of Dominico

Com, was a singing-master of reputation at

Edinburgh, where, for many years, he gave

public concerts and other musical entertain

ments. N. Corri has published several

boob of Scotch songs, also some Italian

chamber music.

CORRI, (Miss Frances) daughter of

Xatale Corri, was born at Edinburgh in

1801. Her earliest instructor in singing was

her father, but she was brought early to

London and placed under the tuition of

Brahira. She has subsequently made a

long toor in company with Madame Cata-

lani, during which she must have heard most

of the principal singers in Europe. At the

ut of seventeen she was introduced to the

English public at the King's theatre, where

she undertook several arduous characters

is orima donna. The editor of the Musi

cal Review, in speaking of Miss Corri's

singing, observes, that " no auditor would

listen for five minutes to her singing with

out pronouncing, this is the manner of

Catalani." Miss Corri's intonation is per-

fect, and she promises in a few years to be

on* of the greatest ornaments of the Italian

Mage. She has been singing in various

parts of Germany, where, it is said, her

wing abilities have not been sufficiently

appreciated.

CORRI, (Miss Rosalie) younger sister

of the preceding. She sang at the oratorios

in London in 1820 and 1821, has a good

>oiee, and much of the delightful execution

of her sister.

CORS1N, a guitar- master and composer

'w his insirumcut at Paris in 1785.

CORTECCIA, (Francesco) an eminent

Italian organist and composer, was chapel-

master, during thirty years, to the grand

duke Cosmo II. He published at Venice,

■ 1566, madrigals, motets, and some sacred

music. He died in 1581. A copy of Cor-

Imia's madrigals is preserved in the Christ-

church collection, at Oxford.

CORTIVTL, a French flutist and instru

mental composer about the year 1720.

Some of his duos for the violin were pub

lished in London.

CORTOIS or COURTOIS, (Jan) a

composer of part-songs, published at Ant

werp in 1545. Great art and labour have

been bestowed on his compositions to very

little purpose.

CORTONA, (Antonio) a Venetian

dramatic composer about the middle of the

last century.

COSIMO, (Nicolo) a Roman composer

and violinist. He was in England in 1702,

when he published twelve solos for the

violin, which have considerable merit for

his time. There is a mezzotinto print of

this musician, engraved by J. Smith from a

picture of sir Godfrey Kneller.

CONSTANTIl'S FESTA. See Festa.

CONSTANZO I'ORTA. See Porta.

COSTELEY, (William) of Scotch ori

gin, was organist and valet de chambre to

Charles IX. He wrote on music in 1570.

COSYN, an English musician, published,

in 1585, sixty psalms, in six parts, in plain

counterpoiut.

COSYN,(Benjamtn) a celebrated com

poser of "Lessons for the Harpsichord," and

probably an exc* Ment performer on that

instrument, flourished in the first half of the

seventeenth century. There are many of

his lessons extant, somewhat in the same

style with those of Dr. Bull, and in no respect

inferior to them.

COUDRAY,(G.Tronson dv) aFrench

composer of romances, some of which are

published in London by Chappell.

COULON, a French composer of songs

about the year 1800.

COUPERIN, (FiiANyois) organist and

chamber-musician to Louis XIV. and XV.,

was a fine performer on the haqisichord, and

composed for that instrument an allemande

entitled " Let Ide"es hcuratses," which may

be seen iu the first volume of sir John

Hawkins's History, p. 48. Couperin died in

1733.

COUPERIN, (Armand Louis) son of

Nicholas Couperin, chamber-musician to
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the count of Toulouse, was organist to the

king, and to several churches in Paris. He

composed some instrumental and church

music, and was much celebrated for his

skill on the organ and harpsichord. He

died in 1789. Dr. Burney heard him per

form on the organ at Paris in 1770, and

considered him as a great player.

COUPERIN, (Gkbvaix Francois) son

of the preceding, succeeded his father as

organist of several churches in Paris : he

also composed some instrumental and church

music.

COUPILLET, chapel-master at Ver

sailles, patronised by the celebrated Bossuet

in 1683.

COURBEST, a French amateur com

poser of sacred music at Paris in 1603.

COURBOIS, a French composer of can

tatas at the beginning of the eighteenth

century.

COURCELLE, a French dramatic com

poser about the year 1730.

COURROY. See CAunnov.

COURSELLO (father and son) pub

lished three sonatas for the harpsichord at

Paris in 1774.

COURTEVILLE, (John) the author of

several songs, printed in the Theatre of

Music, in the latter half of the seventeenth

century.

COURTEVILLE, (Raphael) brother

of the foregoing, was a gentleman of the

chapel royal in the reign of Charles II. He

composed sonatas for two flutes, and various

songs, printed in the collections of his time.

COURTIVIL. See Cortivil.

COURTOIS. SeeCoRTois.

COUSIN JACQUES. See Beffroi.

COUSINEAU, a French harpist and

composer for his instrument since the year

1780.

COUSSER, (Johann Sic.ismund) born

about the year 1657, was the son of an

eminent musician of Presburg, in Hungary.

Being initiated by his father in the rudi

ments of music, and also in the practice of

composition, he travelled for improvement

into France, and at Paris became a favourite

of Lulli, and was by him assisted in the

prosecution of his studies. After a stay o

six years at Paris, Cousser visited Germany

and introduced there the Italian method

singing, to which the Germans had hitherU

been strangers. About the year 1700, hi

visited Italy, making two journeys thithe

in the course of five years. Upon his las

return to Germany, not receiving that en

couragement which he thought due to hi

merit, he quitted that country and came ti

England, and, settling in London, becami

a private teacher of music. In the yea:

1710, he went to Ireland, and obtained ar

employment in the cathedral church o

Dublin. Cousser composed several opera!

and other vocal music. He died at Dublin

in the year 1727.

COUTEAUX. SeeABTacn.

COX, an organist and composer for hi;

instrument in London about the year 1780.

COYLE, an English composer of piano

forte music. (See Preston's Cat. 1795.)

CRAFT, a composer of instrumental

music, published at Amsterdam in 1720.

CRAIG, an English musician, published

a collection of Scotch tunes for the harp

sichord. (Preston's Cat. 1795.)

CRAMER, (William) born at Man

heim about the year 1730, was an excelleni

violinist, celebrated for his fire, tone, and

certainty of touch. He is said, by the Ger

man writers, to have united in his playing

the brilliancy of Lulli, with the expressior

and energy of Benda ; he was considered *

the first violinist of his time in Germany, and

was employed at the chapel of the elcctoi

palatine, at Manheim, from 1750 to 1"0

In the latter year he came to England, am

was nominated chamber-musiciau to thi

king, and likewise appointed leaderof the or

chestra at the opera, and a few years after

wards, leader at the Ancient concerts. I'

was Cramer who, in 1787, led the orchestr.

of eight hundred musicians, at the com

mcmoration of Handel. He died in 1805

W. Cramer composed and published mucl

music for the violin.

CRAMER, (John Baptist) son of tin

preceding. Among the foreign musical ar

tists of eminence to whom England can It}
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claim, as the land of their adoption, there is

no Mine of greater celebrity than the sub-

jertofthe present memoir, who, though born

in Germany, was brought over by his father

la il» country at a very early age. With

i strong natural genius for music, it could

sot be long before young Cramer's progress

n the art, gave to his friends the promise of

(stare excellence. Surrounded also as he

»a by tbe most eminent musical circle then

resident in England, he had every opportu-

sirj of forming his taste ou the best models.

Still, it is said that the violin, to the per

formance of which instrument the father

•used to direct his son's talent and taste,

•u never sufficiently admired by young

Cramer, to draw forth the latent powers of

rtu f«ius, and it was not till he was dis-

rarered, when about six years old , to take

BBJ opportunity of practising privately on

in old piano-forte, that his friends perceived

toe true bias of his mind ; shortly after

*M>, his father apprenticed him for three

'"n to a German professor of that instru

ment, n; the name of Benser ; his next

""set being Schroeter, and his third,

tbosri only for the short terra of one year,

«* celebrated dementi. Cramer, on the

™»pletioo of his tuition, had arrived at the

*ff of thirteen, when, after another year's

•iidoous practice from the works of the best

■Mrs, his fame as a performer began to

V*s1 through the metropolis, and he was

"'itedtoplay in public at several of the

■* concerts, where he astonished the most

judicious audiences by his precocious bril

liancy of touch and rapidity of execution.

W the same time he studied the theory of

mose under C. P. Abel. The father and

*>n may be considered as having been at

'sis period two of the first instrumental per

formers in Europe; their assistance was

anxiously sought for in every orchestra of

importance throughout the kingdom ; and it

,J3 not long after this time, that W. Cra-

^r, who had for several years been chef-

fvrckntrt at the opera, was appointed to

■ssl »t one of the commemorations of Han-

W in Westminster abbey ; a professional

lunou of the very highest degree to which

a violinist could aspire, and to which no one

could have done greater justice. It should

be recollected that the vocal and instrumen

tal band on that occasion consisted of above

eight hundred performers ; and it is well

known that London could then boast of

many excellent violinists, all of whom

readily ceded their claims to Cramer sen.

We believe that the son was in that year on

the continent ; at all events the character of

his instrument was such as to render his

professional assistance useless on the occa

sion. Whilst on this subject, we cannot but

lament that many brilliant pianists of the

present day seem altogether to have neg

lected, in their musical education, that di

vine and stupendous instrument the organ.

We have never heard this properly explain

ed, nor can we conceive an adequate rea

son being adduced, for a pianist neglecting

separately to study the organ in the course

of his professional education. An impres

sion prevails with many musicians, that a

good performer on the piano-forte can play,

what they term, sufficiently well on the or

gan, with little or hardly any previous prac

tice : and this may be true so far as relates

to the music performed in Protestant parish

churches; but we will venture to say there

exists no pianist, however excellent as such,

who can, without having studied the organ

diligently and for a great length of time,

give adequate effect to the wonderful pow

ers of its mechanism. The most usual fault

of piano-forte organists is to be lavish of

execution, and to forget that they are not

to consider themselves as principals, but as

auxiliaries to the human voice. The writer

has not unfrequently heard, at the fashiona

ble chapels of the metropolis, these gentle

men amusing themselves in a simple psalm

by a display of ambidextral skill, and in

tricacy and volubility of sound, that has

even alarmed the more pious members of

their congregations. But to revert to the

subject of our memoir. He was about

seventeen years of age when he went to va

rious parts of the continent, exerting his

talents in several of the capital towns, in

such a manner as to attract the attention of
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all amateurs of the piano-forte. His return

to England took place about the year 1791 ;

previously to which period, he had become

known as a composer by several operas of

sonatas, published at Paris. A few years

afterwards he again went abroad, and pro

ceeded as far as Vienna and Italy. At

Vienna he renewed his friendship with

Haydn, who, when in England, had evinced

great partiality for him. On his again re

visiting this country he married, and has

since been resident amongst us, with the

exception of occasional visits to Paris on

subjects connected with his profession. J. B.

Cramer's eminence as a teacher as well as

performer has long been established in the

metropolis, and his " Instructions'' and

" Studies" for his instrument are consider

ed as among the best inEurope : the former

work has gone through several editions ; its

contents are as follows. Seventeen pages are

filled with elementary instructions, and nu

merous examples of fingering, given in such

convenient and well-arranged forms as

greatly to facilitate the progress of the stu

dent in every difficulty and change that the

hand may have to encounter in modern mu

sic. He then proceeds to a series of les

sons arranged according to the major and

relative minor keys, all of which are more

or less fingered; and though several of them

are attended with considerable difficulties

to young students, still the combinations

are such as must soon be met with in the

compositions of able modern masters : these

lessons therefore form a sort of pons asino-

rum, without passing which with care, it

is premature, or, indeed, altogether needless,

for a student to attempt proceeding further

in the science. The " Studies" are works

displaying a great versatility of taste, and

will be found fully to answer the purposes

for which they were written. We have ob

served various passages in them, as indeed

in many of the other works of this master,

which remind us forcibly of the harmony of

Sebastian Bach ; this is, indeed, the less re

markable, as the works of that great master

and his family are said to have received the

strictest attention from Cramer, in the ear-

lier portion of hi.« professional career. Well

indeed would it be for various professors of

the present day, had they laid the founda

tion of their musical attainments on so turn

a basis ! The neglect of good models is

probably the source of all musical defects.

How many a musical genius, says Forkel,

has been cramped by the deficiencies of the

music-master, who, that he miy maintain

his own credit, cries up and recommends

studies to his pupils, compositions within

the reach of his own limited talents, whilst

the sublime eff usions of a Bach are decried

as obsolete and whimsical, lest, if produced,

it should be discovered that the roaster can

neither play nor even comprehend their bean-

ties. Thus many a pupil is obliged to spend

his time, labour, and money in useless jin

gle, and in half a dozen years is, perhaps,

not a step further advanced in real musical

knowledge, than he was at the beginning.

With better instruction he would not have

wanted half the time, trouble, and money to

be put into a way in which he might have

safely and progressively advanced to per

fection in his art. It is certain, continues

Forkel, that if music is to remain an art,

and not to be degraded into a mere idle

amusement, more use must be made of

classical works than has been done for some

time past. Bach, as the first classic in

music that ever lived, or perhaps ever will

live, can incontcstably perform the most im

portant services in this respect. A person

who has for some time studied his music

must (us is proved by the writings of J. B.

Cramer) readily distinguish mere jingle

from real harmony, and will show himself a

good and well-informed artist, in whatever

style he may subsequently adopt. But our

space will permit no more on this subject,

we will therefore conclude by a few re

marks on the style of composition and per

formance of this eminent master. " If mu

sic be a language," says an eminent contem

porary writer, " if it be, moreover, the

language of the passions, as authors have

described it, we must not, therefore, ima

gine that sounds convey only sentiment,

raise only refined emotions, or excite only
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irapassionate feelings. Music has a phrase

ology as varied, and perhaps even more di

versified than words can assume ; and while

we perceive that the great body of composi

tions parses across the mind without pro-

uuaog any pleasurable ideas or conveying

toany other sense than our hearing any pe-

raliar excitement, there are among the few,

men who seldom write a passage that is not

remarkable for some particular beauty. It

is therefore sufficiently perceptible, that na

tural aptitude and cultivation arrive toge

ther, at last, to a perfection, analogous in

the assimilation of its objects to that which

marks what is called fine taste in conversa

tion and manners. language defines the

thought precisely. Music, on the contrary,

addresses a whole class of perceptions. A

certain series of notes will excite our sensi

bility to a general but undefined feeling of

grandeur, or pathos, or elegance,without, per

haps, producing one single perfect image—

emouoiu merely ; yet it is obvious that these

emotions attend as certainly on passages of

a given kind, as definite ideas are conveyed

by a particular set of words. It happens,

then, that there is the same choice in mu

sical as in conversational phraseology, and

•*<? apprehend that elevation and polish are

attained by the same means in the one case

at in the other, by a naturally delicate ap

prehension, by memory, by a power of as

similating what is great or elegant, by a

diligent study of the best models. At this

perfection J. B. Cramer seems to have ar-

rived. Seldom, indeed, is it, that we meet

with a weak, iusipid, or coarse passage in

his writings. If he employs those which

arecommon or familiar, he interweaves them

*> judiciously with more graceful notes—he

varies his expression so continually—dwells

in so short a time upon any single expedi

ent of the art, opposes the members of his

musical sentences, and even whole sen

tences, with such judgment, throws in such

strong and vivid lights of fancy, modulates

*ith such skill, and lays his foundation of

harmony in a manner so masterly, that they

•ho do and they who do not understand the

untm ince and elaboration of all this com-

plex, yet apparently natural order, feel

alike the sweetness and effect, are alike

agitated by the varying sensations. With

the exception of Clementi, we know of no

composer who has so universally succeeded.

And yet, if we were desired to point out the

reason of the universal pleasure his compo

sitions bestow, we should say, after all the

attributes we have already allowed to be

long to this author, that the grand source of

delight has not yet been mentioned. This

grand delight is melody.—This is the never-

ceasing charm." No words can possibly

give a mere just idea than the above of the

causes of the pleasurable sensations deriva

ble from melodious music ; also of the pe

culiarities of merit in the compositions of

J. B. Cramer. With respect to the talent

of this master as a pianist, we need only say

that, by the willing acquiescence of the ca

pital, every professor yields to him the palm,

not iudeed in velocity of finger, but in bril

liancy of touch and genuine taste. The

following culogium of his performance by a

contemporary writer is by no means over

charged. " As a performer on the piano

forte, Cramer is unrivalled, and we may

perhaps venture to assert, every professor

unreluctantly yields to him the palm. His

brilliancy of execution is astonishing ; but

this quality, which is, in fact, purely me

chanical, amounts to little or nothing in the

general estimate of such merits as his ; taste,

expression, feeling, the power that he pos

sesses of almost making the instrument

speak a language, are the attributes by

which he is so eminently distinguished.

The mere velocity of manual motion, those

legerdemain tricks which we are now and

then condemned to witness, may entrap the

unwary ; the physical operation of sounds,

whose rapidity of succession is incalculable, "

may be necessary to stimulate the indurated

tympanums of some few dull ears ; but those

who love to have their sympathies awaken

ed by the ' eloquent music which this in

strument may be made to discourse,' who

derive any pleasure from the most social

and innocent of the fine arts, and who

would gain the practical advantages of an
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instructive lesson by listening to a delight

ful performance, such persons should seize

every opportunity that is afforded them of

hearing Cramer." We will conclude by a few

remarks on a passage in the preface to one of

his elementary works. He says that " experi

ence proves that introducing popular airs,

arranged as lessons for the practice of learn

ers, greatly promotes their application and

improvement ; besides, when desired to play,

they have the satisfaction to observe that they

afford more entertainment to their hearers, by

pieces of this kind, than by playing long and

uninteresting compositions : therefore the

author has selected for his lessons many fa-

vourite airs, which he has arranged in a fami

liar style ; and in order to preserve the neces

sary progressive gradation, has composed

the remainder of the lessons." We are

ourselves convinced that the foregoing idea

of Cramer is founded on enlightened ex

perience ; as, without cavilling about terms,

■we know at present several instances of un

usually rapid advances in piano-forte play

ing, made by children who are studying on

the plan recommended above, and who

have thus gained that confidence in their

own playing which is absolutely requisite

to accustom a child to perform well before

strangers; and which confidence they have

acquired by feeling and knowing that.whilst

they amuse themselves, they give pleasure

to their hearers. The following is a list of

Cramer's published works :

Op. 1. " Three Sonatas."—1. " Three

Sonatas," (easy.) — 3. " Three Sonatas,

with Accompaniments" (easy.)—4. " Three

Grand Sonatas," Paris.—5. *' Three Sona

tas," (easy.) Paris.—6. "Four Grand Sona

tas," Paris.—7. " Three Grand Sonatas,"

dedicated to Muzio dementi.—8. " Two

Sonatas."—9. " Three Sonatas with Ac

companiments."—10. " Concerto, with Or

chestral Accompaniments."— 11. " Three

Sonatas."—12. " Three Sonatas, with po

pular Airs."— 13. " Three Sonatinas."—

14. '* Three Sonatas," (easy.)—15. " Three

Sonatas," (easy.)—16. "Concerto,with Or

chestral Accompaniments."—17. "Marches

and rVall:es."—ia, » Three Sonatas, with

Accompaniments."—19. "Three Sonata),"

(easy.)— 20. "Sonata," dedicated toCle-

menti.—21. " Two Sonatas," (easy.)—22.

" Three Sonatas," dedicated to J. Haydn,

Vienna.—23. " Three Sonatas," (easy.)—

24. "Duel for two Grand Piano-fortes."—

25. " Three Grand Sonatas."—26. "Con

certo, with Orchestral Accompaniments."—

27. " Two Grand Sonatas," London and

Paris. — 28. ** Quartet for Piano-forte,

Violin, Tenor, and Violoncello" fandon and

Vienna.— 29. "Three Grand Sonatas,"

dedicated to J. L. Dussek, London, Paris,

and Vienna.—30. " First Volume of Studio

peril, Piano-forte."— 31. "Three Sona

tas," (easy.)—32. *' Notturno," (easy.)—

33. " Three Sonatas."—34. " GrandDutt

for two Performers on the Piano-forte^—

35. " Three Sonatas, with popular Airs."—

36. " Grand Sonata," dedicated to J.

Woeff.—37. " Concerto with Accompani

ments." — 38. "Three Sonatas."— 39.

" Three Sonatas, with popular Airs."—40.

" Second Volume of Studio peril. Piano

forte."—41. " Three Sonatas, with popular

Airs."—42. " Grand Sonata," dedicated

to G. Onslow, Esq.—43. " Three Sonatas,

with popular Airs."—44. " Three Sona

tas." — 45. " Duet for Piano-forte anil

Harp."—46. " A Sonata," —47. " Thrre

Sonatas." — 48. " Grand Concerto in C

minor," London and Paris.—49. " Tint

Sonatas."—50. " Duet for two Performers

on the Piano-forte."—51. " Concerto in E

flat, major," London, Paris, and Offen

bach.—52. '* Duet for Piano-forte and

Harp."—53. "Grand Sonata {L' Ultima,)"

London and Paris.—54. " A'otturno."—55.

" Dulce et Utile," London and Paris.—56.

" Concerto in E sharp, major."—57. "So

nata, No. 1. • Les Suivantet,' " London

and Leipsic—58. '* Sonata, No. 2, ' U>

Suivantes,' " London and Leipsic — 59.

" Sonata, No. 3, ' Les Suivantes,' " Lon

don and Leipsic— 60. " Grand Bravura,

with Variations," London, Paris, and Bonn.

—61. " Grand Quintettofor Piano-forte,

Violin, Tenor, Violoncello, and Contra

Basso," London and Bonn.—62. " Sonata

deRetour a/Andres," dedicated to F.Bi*i
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London, Paris, and Leipsic.—63. " Sona

ta," dedicated to J. N. Hummel, London,

Paris, and Leipsic.—64. "Aria a TInglese,"

dedicated to T. Broadwood, Esq., London

and Leipsic. Not classed as operas:

"Sketch A la Haydn," dedicated to his

friend, D. Dragonetti ; "Rondo," dedi

cated to his daughter ; both composed for

the Harmonicon. " Round, from the. Opera

of ' Cortex, ' arranged as a Fantasia."

" Capriccio, with Airs from Mozart."

" Fantasia, with Variations on a Russian

Air." " Che faro Senza, Air adapted

from Gluch." " Vedrai Carina, with Va

riationsfrom Mozart" "Ah I Perdona,

with Variations from Mozart." " Deh

Prendi, with Variations from Mozart"

" Impromptu on a Subject by Handel."

"Grand Sonata, with a Violin Obligato,"

London and Munich. " Periodical Sonatas,

letters A, B, C, D." " Twelve detached

Movements, consisting of Rondos, Varia

tions, Adagio, and a Toccata," (published

in an oblong form) London and Vienna.

" Four Rondos, from Subjects of H. R.

Bishop's Operas." " Two Serenatas for

Pianoforte, Harp, Flute, and Horns."

"Twenty-fate Divertimentos for the Piano

forte, including, 'Days of Yore,' 'La

Reunion,' ' Le Retour du Printemps' ' La

Slrenna,' ' Harvest Home,' ' Ranks of

the Danube,' ' La Ricordanza,' ' Of noble

rece was Shenkin,' ' Hanoverian Air, with

Variations, ' Rousseau's Dream, with Va

riations,' ' Crazy Jane, with Variations.' "

CRAMER, (Francois) second son of

William Cramer, was born at Schwetzingen,

sear Manheim, in 1772. He was early

instructed by an able master in the art of

playing the violin. At the age of seven,

be left his native country to join his father

and brother, who were settled in England.

On his arrival in London, it was his father's

anxious wish, by giving him good masters,

to follow up what he had already so well

Begun ; but the change of climate operating

on his naturally delicate constitution, it

*ai advised, by the first medical man of

uie day, (sir Richard Jebb) that he should

touiely discontinue the study of the violin,

which was strictly adhered to by his father.

A lapse of seven years having made great

improvement in the health of the young

artist, at the age of fifteen it was thought

necessary that some plan should be adopted

for his future prospects in life. His bro

ther John then recommended him to take

up the violin again ; which advice he fol

lowed, and had the painful task of being

obliged to recommence, even by practising

the gamut and scales of different descrip

tions. Having, however, had an early im

pression of these difficulties, he soon found

the means of overcoming them, and in a

few months was able to take a part in

some easy duets, for two violins, and to ac

company his brother in some familiar sonatas

for the piano-forte. Soon after this, he

found himself equal to attempt some of Co-

relli's music, and studied with much

avidity the solos of that great master ; after

which, hs made himself well acquainted

with the solos of Geminiani and Tartini,

and the capriccios of Benda and old Stamitz.

In the improvement of a young artist, more,

however, is required than to make himself

acquainted with the secrets of his instru

ment : reading music is of the first import

ance. At the age of seventeen, therefore,

his father placed him (gratuitously) in the

opera band, of which he, the father, was

the leader, that he might profit by the various

styles and character of the music generally

heard in that theatre. In the course of a

few years he rose in the ranks of the orches

tra, and was appointed principal second

violin under his father, not only at the

opera, but at all the principal concerts,

namely, the King's concert of ancient music,

the Ladies' concerts, and the great musical

festivals given in the country. In the

autumn of the year 1799, he lost his father,

and in the ensuing season was appointed

leader of the Ancient concerts, by the ex-

press desire of his late majesty, and by the

unanimous consent of the noble directors.

He was likewise engaged to lead the Vocal

concerts, Philharmonic, &c. and had the

honour of leading, by express command, the

band on the occasion of the coronation of
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his present majesty. During the last year,

Air. Cramer led at all the great provincial

musical festivals.

CRAMMER (F.P.) published some sona

tas for the piano-forte at Munich in 1800.

CRANFORD, (William) one of the

choir of St. Paul's church in London, in

1650. He composed several rounds and

catches, to be found in Hilton's and Play-

ford's collections ; and likewise the well-

known catch, to which Purcell afterwards

adapted the words, " Let's live good honest

Uvea.*'

CRANTIUS. SeeCRANz.

CRANZ. See Khaki.

CRECQUILLON, (Thomas) an emi

nent Belgian composer and chapel-master

to Charles V. His compositions are dated

between the years 1549 and 1576.

CREED, an English clergyman, who

died in 1770. A paper of his was read to

the royal society, in 17*7, entitled " A

Demotutration of the Possibility of making

a Machine that shall write extempore

Voluntaries, or other Pieces of Music."

This paper is printed in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1747, No. 183, and in

Martin's Abridgement, vol. x. p. 266. See

Hohlfield.

CRETCH, a composer of ariettes in Paris

about the year 1790.

' CREIGHTON, (Robeiit) D.D. wasthe

son of Dr. Robert Creighton, of Trinity col

lege, Cambridge, who was afterwards bishop

of Bath and Wells, and attended Charles

II. during his exile. Iu his youth he had

been taught the rudiments of music, and

entering into orders, he seduously applied

himself to the study of church music ; in

which he attained to such a degree of pro

ficiency, as entitled him to a rank among the

ablest masters of his time. He died at

Wells, in the year 1736, having attained the

age of ninety-seven. Dr. Boyce has given

to the world an anthem for four voices,

" / will arise and go to my father," com

posed by Dr. Creighton, which no one

can peruse without regretting that it is so

short.

CKEMONESI, (Ambrosio) a composer

of some concerted madrigals, published at

Venice in 1636.

CREMONINI, a female singer at the

opera, in London, from the yearl762 to 1765.

CREMONT, a German professor of the

clarionet, and composer for his instrument,

at Vienna.

CREQU1XON, (Thomas) a composer of

the Flemish school, was chapel-master to

the emperor Charles V. about the year 1636.

CRESCENTINI (Le Chevaliie Gmo-

lamo) was born at Urbania, near Urbino,

in Italy. This celebrated soprano singer,

of the Bolognese school, performed at the

principal theatres and courts of Europe. In

1804, he was at Vienna ; where, at a re

presentation of " Borneo and Juliet" in

which he personated Romeo, after the beau

tiful air, *' Ombra adorata," which he sino

in the garden, two doves were made to

descend from the clouds, bearing him a

crown of laurels, while, from every title,

flowers and garlands were thrown on the

stage. Having consented, in 1809, to per

form the same opera at the court theatre

in Paris, he so delighted the emperor Na

poleon, that, at the third representation ot

the piece, the emperor sent him the decoration

of the order of the Crown of Iron. Cres-

centini has composed much vocal music,

which has invariably met with success. Hi*

singing exercises, a truly valuable work,

are published by Boosey and Co., of Lon

don. In the year 1806, Crescentini was

in the service of the emperor Napoleon, as

principal singer at his private concerts.

CRESCINBENI, (Giovanki Minn)

an Italian priest, died at Rome in 1728.

He was author of the following works:

First, "Isturia delta volgar Poesia," Roma,

1698. Second, " Commentariiintornosiit

sua Jsloria delta volgar Poesia," Roma,

1702—1711. In these works the eleventh

chapter treats "De Drammi Musicali,eitUn

loro Origine e Stato i" the twelfth chapter

"Delle Piste Musicali, e delle Canute t

Serenatei" and the fifteenthchapter"***'''

Oratorj c delle Cantate Spirituali."

CRESPEL, (John) a celebrated vocal

composer in the middle of the sixteenth

1 no
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century. Hi* name appears in many of the

best collections of motets and songs which

were published about that time.

CRESSOTTI, (Adelaide) a female

Italian prima donna at the opera at Lisbon.

CRETA, (Joachih Fbiedrich) a per

former on the horn. In the year 1729, he

wu announced at a concert in London to

Mow the first and second treble on two

French horns, in the same manner as is usu

ally done by two performers.

CREUZBURG, (Johanw G.) a composer

ofsome sonatas for the piano-forte, published

at Nnremburg in 1760.

CRINAZZI, a vocal performer at Vienna

b 1780.

CRISPI (Abbe Pietro) was born in

Italy, about the year 1737. He published

several sonatas and concertos for the harp

sichord, in the style of Alberti. His com

positions contain great elegance of melody,

which, though sometimes simple to excess,

is not easily imitated ; specimens of them

are inserted in Dr. Crotch's selections.

Critpi died in 1797.

CRISTELLI, (G.) a violinist and com

poser for his instrument at Salzburg in

1757.

CRIVELLI (Domenico) was born at

Brescia in 1794. At nine years of age, he,

with his father, who is an eminent tenor

singer, went to Naples, the latter being en

raged there in the service of the royal chapel

of Cacerta, as well as in that of the theatre

royil of San Carlo. On his arrival at

Naples, Domenico Crivelli immediately

commenced his studies in the art of singing,

cader t he tuition of the celebrated Millico,

and, on completing his eleventh year, en

tered as a pupil of the conservatory of St.

Onofrio. During the succeeding three years,

h» services were employed as a soprano

nice in that establishment ; and so suc

cessful was he in his public performances,

as to be deemed by the governors, at the

end of that period, a proper object of their

rauniScence, by dispensing for the future

with the annual fees demanded from each

cullejian attached to the institution. On

lit change of his voice, Crivelli applied

himself more seriously to the study of com*

position than he had done before, having

been recommended to cultivate this portion

of his musical studies with attention and

assiduity ; and in this branch of the science,

he had the good fortune to be placed under

the direction of Fenaroli, pupil of the great

Durante. After five years of close application

and deep study, and after having undergone

the fifth public examination, he was named

maettrino of the same conservatory ; and,

during the last two years of his residence

in that capacity, the instruction of the sol-

feggio of the younger pupils of the establish*

ment was wholly confided to his care.

During this period, he composed several

pieces of sacred music ; and it was by these

essays he first submitted his abilities as a

composer to the criticism of the public.

Those efforts experienced the most flattering

encouragement ; and, stimulated by the en-

co mi urns bestowed upon him on those occa

sions, as well as by taste and inclination, to

render himself a proficient in " ideal com

position," he took leave of his college, in

1812, to visit Rome, in order to place him

self under the instruction of the celebrated

Zingarelli, at that time master and composer

to the pontifical chapel. The following year

he returned to Naples, and then commenced

his profession at large, particularly devoting

his talents to the service of the " ecclesiasti

cal function ;" and though these productions

were honoured by the general approbation

of his former masters, yet, being fortunately

favoured by the cordial friendship of the

chevalier Paesiello, he never allowed any

of his compositions to make their appear

ance till he had first consulted the eminent

talents and opinion of his celebrated friend.

Indeed, so sincere and affectionate was the

attachment of the chevalier, that, a little

before his death, he undertook to direct the

performance of a new Mass composed by his

young friend and dedicated to a ffite of the

patron saint of Caravaccio college at Largo

Mercatello; thereby giving unequivocal proof

of the high regard and estimation in which

he held the talents of Crivelli. The result,

however, justified the opinion thus enter
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tained, the performance being received with

marks of the strongest approbation by

professional artists as well as the public.

Encouraged by the success of his classical

effort in sacred music, the young composer

began to try his talents in theatrical composi

tion, being now and then called upon to com

pose many " peggi sciolti" for the stage. In

1816, he completed his first theatrical piece,

an " opera seria," for the theatre royal of

San Carlo ; but that theatre being unfortu

nately burnt at that time, put an end to the

prospect of its being soon exhibited there, a

circumstance which led to some flattering

offers from the theatre at Palermo. His

father, however, who at that time had left

Paris for London, under an engagement at

the King's theatre, prevailed upon him to

relinquish the proposition from Palermo,

advising him rather to choose England for

his professional career, where he found the

fine arts, and music in particular, so generally

cultivated.and protected, as to furnish hopes

of greater advantage than in any town on

the continent. Embracing immediately his

father's suggestions, Crivelli quitted Naples

for England, passing through Paris on his

way. He remained in that capital about

six weeks, during which time an overture of

his composition was performed at a public

concert, given for the benefit of the poor ;

a composition which he had the high grati

fication to hear not only applauded by the

Parisian public, but complimented by the

chevalier Paer in persou. Crivelli soon

after quitted Paris for London, where he

arrived in 1817 ; and his reception there

proved so flattering to the hopes which had

been excited by his father, that he imme

diately commenced his career as " professor

of singing." In this avocation, he soon dis

covered the necessity of new modelling the

materials of elementary instruction ; and,

with this view of the defects of the prevail

ing system, composed and arranged for the

use of his numerous pupils, a progressive

series of " Scale Bssercizi e Solfeggi,"

which will shortly be submitted, through the

press, to the public opinion. The only pieces

Crivelli has hitherto published in England,

are three canons and a canzonetta. Re

cently, he has composed a cantata for three

voices, with a grand accompaniment for a

full orchestra, in honour of his present ma

jesty and the British nation, which has not

yet been published. The managers of the Ita

lian opera in this country have often employed

his pen to change, correct, transpose, and

otherwise adapt to the peculiar tones of the

voice of eminent performers,musical pieces on

many different occasions, and some of his ori

ginal pieces have been received on that stage

with general applause. He has several times

been invited to lead the piano at the great

orchestra of that theatre ; but want of time,

which has always been thoroughly absorbed

by his numerous pupils in town, of the

highest rank, obliged him to decline offers

which were not less lucrative than honour

able to his talents and proficiency as a per

former on that instrument. Yet he does not

forget that the King's theatre must be the

arena of musical talent; and, impressed with

that sentiment, he is now preparing an

opera buffa, " La Fiera di Salerno, oj«'« la

Finta Capriciosa ; " the dramatic poetry

of which is by Signor Caravita, and which

may probably make its appearance in the

course of the seasou of 1824. On the for

mation of the royal academy of music

in London, which fixes a new epoch in the

annals of British music, Crivelli was ap

pointed, by the unanimous vote of the com

mittee, " maestro di canto" to the boys on

that establishment : and in acquitting himself

of this arduous task, he applies the rules

and methods of the conservatorio at Naples;

which have been confirmed, by long experi

ence, as being the best, and founded on the

closest observation of practical efficacy.

CROCE, (Giovanni) vice chapel-master

of St, Mark's, at Venice, in 1605. He com

posed some church music ; among which, his

Penitential Psalms were reprinted in Lo°

don with English words. The madrigal,

No. 26, in " The Triumphs of Oriana," is

by this composer. Peacham says, that " for

a full, lofty, and sprightly vein, Croce was

second to none."

CROENER. There were four brothers of
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this name belonging to the chapel of the

elector of Bavaria, since the year 1780.

They published together some violin trios,

u Amsterdam, in 1788.

CROES, (Henri Jacques de) an instru

mental composer about the year 1760. His

works were published at Brussels and Paris.

CROFT, (William) educated in the

chapel royal under Dr. Blow, was born in

1677, at Nether Eatiugton, Warwickshire.

His first preferment, after quitting the cha

pel, on the loss of his treble voice, was to

the situation of organist of St. Anne's, West

minster, where an organ was newly erected.

In 1700, he was admitted a gentleman extra

ordinary of the chapel royal ; and, in 1707,

upon the decease of Jeremiah Clarke, he was

appointed joint organist with his master Dr.

Blow ; upon whose demise, in 1708, he not

only obtained the whole place of organist,

but was appointed master of the children,

md composer of the chapel royal, as well

as to the place of organist of Westminster

abbey. All these appointments, at so early

a period of life, being then but thirty-one

years of age, occasioned no diminution of di

ligence in the performance of his duty, or of

zeal in the study and cultivation of his art ;

and, indeed, he seems to have gone through

life in one even tenour ofprofessional activity

and propriety of conduct. We hear of no

illiberal traits of envy, malevolence, or in

solence. He neither headed nor abetted

tJdling factions ; but insensibly preserving

ihe dignity of his station, without oppress

ing or mortifying his inferiors by reminding

them of it, the universal respect he obtained

from his talents and eminence in the pro

fession seems to have been blended with

personal affection. In the year 1711, he

resigned his place of organist of St. Anne's

ckurcb, in favour of John Isham ; and,

in the following year, published, anony

mously, under the title of " Divine Har-

"mjt," a similar book to that of Clifford,

mentioned above, containing the words only

of select anthems used in the chapel royal,

Westminster abbey, St. Paul's, &c. with a

Pefice, containing a short account of our

much music, and an encomium on Tallis

and Bird. In 1715, he was honoured with

the degree of doctor of music, in the univer

sity of Oxford. His exercise for this degree,

which was performed in the theatre, July

13th, by the gentlemen of the chapel,

and other assistants from London, consisted

of two odes, one in English, and one in

Latin, written by Dr. Joseph Trapp. The

music to both these odes was afterwards

neatly engraved on copper, and published

in score. During the successful war of

queen Anne, the frequent victories obtained

by the duke of Marlborough occasioned Dr.

Croft, as composer to her majesty, to be

frequently called upon to furnish hymns or

anthems of thanksgiving. Several of these,

and other occasional compositions for the

church, are printed in his works, and still

performed in our cathedrals. In 1724, Dr.

Croft published, by subscription, a splendid

edition of his choral music, in two vols,

folio, under the title of " Musica Sacra, or

select Anthem* in Score, for two, three,

four, five, six, seven, and eight Voices; to

which is added the Burial Service, as it is

occasionally performed in Westminster Ab

bey!' The neatness and accuracy with

which the work was published, being the

first of the kind that was stamped on pew

ter plates, and in score, rendered it more

acceptable and useful to the purchasers ;

as, whatever choral compositions appeared

anterior to this publication, had been printed

with types, on single parts, and extremely

incorrect. Dr. Croft's music never reaches

the sublime, though he is sometimes grand,

and ofteu pathetic. His allegros are always

more feeble than his slow movements. But

more melody is necessary, to support cheer

fulness with decorum and dignity, than

Croft, or indeed the whole nation, could

furnish during the first twenty years of this

century. This pleasing composer and ami

able man died in 1727, in the fiftieth year

of his age, of an illness occasioned by his

attendance on his duty at the coronation of

king George II.

CROIX, (Anton, la) a French violinist,

born in 1 765. He studied composition under

Loreuziti. He emigrated at the commence
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DMBt of the French revolution into Germany,

and tinea the year 1803 has kept a music

warehouse at Lubec. He has composed much

esteemed violin music, which has been pub

lished chiefly at Brunswick and Leipsic.

CROSDILL, a celebrated English violon

cellist, born in London in 1755. He was

chamber-musician to the queen (Charlotte)

in 1782, and teacher of the violoncello to his

present majesty, who performs extremely

well on that instrument. About the year

1794, Crosdill retired from the duties of his

profession, having married a woman of con

siderable fortune. He was principal violon

cellist at the Ancient concerts, on their first

institution. He is still living, and is an ho

norary member ofthe royal academy ofmusic.

CROTCH (Dr. William) was born at

Norwich in 1775, and exhibited a most ex

traordinary instance of precocity of musical

genius ; a very interesting account of which

was given by Dr. Burney in the Philoso

phical Transactions, vol. lxix. Part I. for

the year 1779, to which, from its great length,

we must refer our readers; more especially

as the following comments, by the hon.

Daines Barrington, are nearly of equal in

terest, more concise, and less generally

known to the public. " I first," says Daines

Barrington," heard little Crotch on the 10th

of December, 1778, when he was nearly

three years and a half old, and find that I

made the following memorandum on re

turning home :—Plays God iiwc the King

and Minuet de In Cour almost throughout

with chords ; reaches a sixth with his little

fingers ; cries no, when I purposely intro

duced a wrong note ; delights in chords and

running notes for the bass ; plays for ten

minutes extemporary passages, which have

a tolerable connection with each other ;

s at the harpsichord, and yet

ts the right intervals, though

distant from each other. His organ

rather of a hard touch ; many of his pas

sages hazarded and singular, some of which

he executes by his knuckles, tumbling his

hands over the keys."

At the same time Daines Barrington

the following account from the

mother, of the first appearance of a musical

disposition in her child.

" His father is an ingenious carpenter of

Norwich, and had made an organ, on which

he was capable of playing two or three easy

tunes, and which had not been used for

some time. When little Crotch was two

years and three weeks old, he heard God

lave the King played on this instrument,

after which he was excessively fractious,

whilst tbey were putting him to bed : his

mother then conceived that he wanted to

get at the organ, and, placing him so as to

command the keys, the boy immediately

struck them, although she did not then dis

tinguish that he played any particular tone.

The next morning, however, there was no

doubt but that he successfully attempted

God save the King. After this the child's

musical fame spread quickly through the

city of Norwich.

" The accuracy of this child's ear is such,

that he not only pronounces immediately

what note is struck, but in what key the

music is composed. I was witness of an

extraordinary instance of his being able to

name the note touched, at Dr. Burney's,

who has a piano-forte, with several keys, both

in the bass and treble, beyond the scale io

the common instruments of the same sort.

" Upon any of these, very high or very

low notes being struck, he distinguished

them as readily as the intermediate

notes of the instrument. Now it is well

known that the harpsichord tuners do not

so easily manage the extremes, as their ears

are not used to such tones, and more par

ticularly the lowest notes.

" A still more convincing proof, perhaps,

of the same kind has been mentioned to

me by Master Wesley, who takes little

Crotch much under his protection. The

child has lately taught himself to play on

the violin, which he holds as a violoncellOi

and touches only with two of his fingers.

Master Wesley has sometimes mistuned the

instrument, on purpose to excite his anger,

which he never fails to express ; adding, at

the same time, whether it should be higher

or lower. He likewise judges most accu
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rattly of what are called estremti <m tbe |

violin ; which seems to be still more aito-

5i«iw, a* the child hai scarcely heard any

ether instrument than the organ, which is

defaetirt in the quarter tones. In other

toot, it stems to prove, that Crotch's ear

j 10 very exquisite, as to distinguish quarter

Mots; whilst the notes of the organ are

oolj subdivided into half tones, all of which

ire, to a certain degree, imperfect ; and the

ability of the tuner is shown by distributing

&ii defect as equally is possible amongst

then all. Surely, therefore, this great re-

lement may be pronounced to have been

almost innate in the child ; for though, per

haps, be might have heard a Norwich

fiddler, yet it is highly improbable that such

performers should have stopped with this

great precision.

" Dr. Barney indeed mentions, that

Cratch was present at a concert in London

*bere Pacchierotli sang ; and where, un

doubtedly, there might be some able musi-

nam. . .

" I once happened to be present when he

was playing a well-known air called the

.Vumet it la C'uxr, in the greater third and

!"y of A, which he afterwards repeated in

■hat of B. Observing this readiness in the

child to transpose, I desired him to try it in

' . which he not only complied with, but

proceeded regularly through the whole oc-

*•«; whilst he sometimes looked back with

?«at archness upon met inquiring whether

I tnew in what key he was playing ; and

Jiving answered him once or twice wrong

■ purpose, he triumphed much in setting

** right, I must acknowledge, also, that

u last he really puzzled me, for he con

cluded in the key of F sharp, which is never

«d by English composers, and which I

*ai not able to name on his word of com-

"•"d, not having attended to the last note

<< bis bass.

" I need scarcely say, that I left the room

tfcer thu in great astonishment ; and it then

"Barred to me, that it might be right to

a» experiment, whether he would be

*4«aily ready to transpose in the minor

' in, which, probably,the child had never

heard any composition whatsoever, it being

so seldom used at that time.

" I accordingly communicated what I had

been witness of to Master Wesley, desiring

that he would write down a simple melody

of a few bars in the minor third ; which he

immediately complied with, and went with

me to little Crotch, in order to assist in the

experiment.

" I was in great hopes that the child would

catch this little air, after Master Wesley had

repeated it five or six times ; but in this I

was disappointed, for little Crotch happened

not to be in a humour for music, though we

endeavoured much to coax him to the organ.

Having observed, however, that he would

sometimes play from pique, when entreaties

had no effect, I desired Master Wesley to

give the treble only, and told Crotch that he

could not add the bass to it : on this, the

urchin sat dowu by Master Wesley, accom

panying with the proper bass this same tune,

transposed in the minor third through the

whole octave.

*' When he had finished, Master Wesley

had a curiosity to try him in transposing

through the octave in the major third, which

Crotch instantly did , and in a manner too

peculiar not to be fully stated.

" The tune fixed upon, in trying this ex

periment a second time, was, as before, the

Minuet de la Cour; but Crotch, conceiving

at once what Master Wesley wished to be a

witness of, only played three or four bars of

the first part, and then instantly changed the

key throughout the octave.

" The child both looks and is very intel

ligent in other matters which do not relate

to music, and draws in a bold masterly way

with chalk on the floor.

" One of his most favourite objects to re

present is a violin, which he forms instant

aneously with a few strokes. I need scarcely

mention the difficulty of reversing the two

sides and S's, which must be very obvious

to penmen as well as painters. The boy

likewise succeeds very well in the hasty

outline of a ship."

From tbe foregoing extract it will clearly

appear, that young Crotch was a most
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extraordinary instance ofprecocity ofmusical

genius : he seems, indeed, " by the help of

nature alone, to have instantly, as it were,

understood those distinctions, which are ac

cessible to common ears and common talents

only by a long course of study." His extra

ordinary natural powers were, however, in

the opinion of many, checked by the severity

of his subsequent musical studies ; his

talent being chiefly trained under some

celebrated masters of the old school of

English music at our universities, to the

minute perfection of strict counterpoint. At

the age of twenty-two he was appointed

professor of music in the university of Oxford,

which conferred on him the degree of doctor

in music ; since which period he has held

the highest rank in this country as a profound

theorist. At present, among several other

public situations, Dr. Crotch holds those of

lecturer on music to the royal institution

and principal of the new royal academy of

music. His published works are as follows :

Motet, for five voices, " Methinhs I hear

the full celestial choir." " Overture and

Finale to Tito, Mozart, adapted on a new

Plan as a Ductfor the Piano-forte," " Sin

fonia, No. 1, Duet, composed by Dr. Crotch

and arranged as a Duet." " Sinfonia,

Haydn, No.l, of Salomon's Set, adapted as

a Duet." " Sinfonia, Haydn, No. 8, of

Salomon's Set, adapted as a Duet." " Sin

fonia, Haydn, No. 10, of Salomon's Set,

adapted as a Duct." " Overture, Zauber-

ftotc, Mozart, as a Duet." " Sinfonia in

C, Mozart, as a Duel, (Jupiter.)" " Nos. 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, constituting the First Act ofDon

Giovanni, for the Piano-forte and Uute."

" Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, constituting the First

Act of Don Giovanni, as a Duet for the

Piano-forte." " Corelli's Concerto, No. 1."

" Preludes and Rudiments ofMusic for the

Piano-forte." " Three Sonatas for the

Piano-forte." " Ten Anthems." " Ode to

fancy," Glee for four voices, " Go tuneful

bird." Glee for three voices, " To love thee,

O my Emma," Ode for five voices, " Mona

on Snovidon calls." " Tallis's Litany and

Old Psalm Tunes in Score." " No. 1, Ori

ginal Airs by John and William Crotch."

" jVo.2, OriginalAirs by John and William

Crotch." " No. 3, Original Airs by John

and William Crotch." " No. 1, Concerto

for the Organ, with Accompaniments."

" No. 2, Concerto for the Organ, with

Accompaniments." " No. 3, Concerto for

the Organ, with Accompaniments." "Fugue

on a Subject by Muffat.'" Gle« for four

voices, "Nymph, with thee." Canzonet,

" Clear shines the shy." " Prelude and

Air, with Variations." Three volumes of

" Specimens of the various hinds of Music

of all Nations." Glee for four voices,

" Yield thee to pleasure." " Sonata, Piano

forte." Glee for five voices, " Sweet sylvan

scenes." Glee for four voices, " Hail all

the dear delights." Glee for four voices,

with instrumental Accompaniments, " Hail

sympathy." Air, " Milton Oysters," with

variations for the piano-forte. " Fantasia.''

" No. 1, Concerto, Mozart, arranged."

" No. 2, Concerto, Mozart, arranged."

" No. 3, Concerto, Mozart, arranged''

The Overtures, Chortises, Marches, Ift.

in Handets Oratorios, Anthems, Operas, l(C.

adapted for the Organ or Piano-forte :

'•No.\, Esther." "No.i, Deborah." " No. 3,

Athalia." •• No. 4, Acis and Galatea."

" No. 5, Alexander's Feast." " No. 6,

Dryden's Ode." " No. 7, Israel in Egypt."

" No. 8, L'Allegro ed it Pensieroso."

" No. 9, Saul." " No. 10, Messiah:'

" No. 11, Sampson." "No. 12, SemeU."

" No. 13, Betshaztar." " Aro. 14, Susanna."

"No.\5, Sis Hautboy Concertos." "No. 16,

Hercules." "No. 17, Occasional Oratorio."

"Palestine," a sacred oratorio, the voice

parts in score, the instrumental parts

adapted. "Quartet in C, No. 1, Haydn."

" Quartet in E, No. 2, Haydn." " Concerto

in D, Gcminiani, adaptedfor the Piano

forte." " Elements of Musical Composi

tion and Thorough-Bass." " Sinfonia, -Vo.

1 , as a Duetfor the Piano-forte." " Rom

berg's Overture in D, adapted for the

Piano-forte." " Thirtu Rounds for the

Piano-forte" " Air with Variations, com

posed by Nehrlich." Duet, " The Hope of

Israel. " Una bella Serenata, tfc, Mo

zart, arranged on a new Plan as a Duet.
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CROVCB, (Mbs.) a celebrated actress

asd anger at Drury-lane theatre, was born

in 1763, and first appeared on the stage in

1780. She had a remarkably sweet voice

aid a fwK'f affecting style of singing ; this,

added to extraordinary personal charms,

aide her a great favourite of the public for

stay yean. She died at Brighton in

rm.

CROUCH, an English violoncellist. He

w engaged at the King's theatre in 1817.

He has composed some solos for his instru

ct, (dementi's Cat.)

CRUCIATI, (Maup.izio) an Italian

composer of sacred music at Bologna, about

tk year 1600. One of his works is entitled

" Sam," an oratorio, published at Bologna

ul6S7.

<R(GER, (Johann) chapel-master of

& eaorcb of St. Nicholas, at Berlin, was

tea in 1602. He was the author of " Sy-

Musica" and several other musical

•oris, published in Germany between the

ran 1633 and 1651. His collection of

LntWna hymns, entitled " Praxis Pic-

tdii," west through thirty editions, up to

Ik jar 1701.

CiTSELL, (Bernhard) a German

Pinner on the clarionet and composer

tr ha instrument towards the close of

-* last century. Among his more fa-

l«.nte works are, " Ctmcertante for Cla-

natf, Horn, and Bassoon, with Accom-

foiment of Grand Orchestra," Op. 3.

" Sympk. Concertantefor Flute, Clarionet,

'vt Banprincipal, with two Violins, Alto,

s*i Bass, two Hautboys, two Horns,"

u>23.

CUDMORE (Richard) was born in the

far 1787, at Chichester, in Sussex. His

tr»t master wa< James Forgett, a native and

■tsanist of that city. Cudmore performed

i -ilo on the violin in public when only

sae yean of age ; at ten, he was taught

bj Reinagle, now residing in Oxford ; at

eleven, be played a concerto at Chichester

ra posed by himself) in public, and was

uwn introduced to the celebrated Salomon,

by the Rev. Mr. Marwood, alter which he

i emaiaed underSalomon's instructions about

two years with different intervals. When

twelve years of age, Cudmore led the band

at the theatre in Chichester ; also played a

concerto for the celebrated comic actor

Suett, at his benefit : in the same year he

performed amongst the primo violins at

the Italian opera, in London. Cudmore

next resided, during nine years, in Chi

chester ; in the course of which time he

played at Oxford two concertos on the

violin, when Morelli and Mrs. Mountain

were engaged. He removed subsequently

to London, became a pupil of Woelfl on the

piano-forte, played a concerto at Salomon's

concert on the piano-forte, also one at

Madame Catalani's concert. He likewise

performed in public a concerto of bis own

composition on the piano-forte, and also

one of his own on the violin. He then be

came a member of the Philharmonic con

certs. We cannot adduce a more genuine

instance of Cudmore's musical ability than

the following anecdote. On one occasion a

performance took place at Rowland Hill's

chapel in London, for which Salomon had

rehearsed with Dr. Crotch and Jacobs ; Sa

lomon being, however, suddenly subpoenaed

on a trial, sent to Cudmore to become his

substitute at the chapel, when he performed

the music at sight, before two or three

thousand persons. As another instance of

Cudmore's skill in playing A livre ouvert,

he is remembered to have performed at

sight, in a party given by Mr. C. Nicholson,

a difficult manuscript concerto which was

brought there by a professional man. Cud

more once executed three solos the same

evening, at a public concert at Manchester.

At Liverpool he performed a concerto on

the violin by Rode, one on the piano by

Kalkbrenner, and one by Cervetto on the

violoncello. Cudmore now leads the band

at that distinguished establishment, the

Gentleman's concert, at Manchester, also

leads occasionally at Liverpool.

CULANT, (Le Marquis be) a French

amateur musician, wrote a tract, entitled

" Nouveaux Principes de Musique," Paris,

1785.

CUMMINS, (CuABi.E»)violinist, pianist,

tout. o 193
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and composer, was born at York in 1785.

His father was the Roscius of that theatrical

circuit for nearly forty-four years, and com

menced his prosperous career under the

management of the eccentric Tate Wilkin

son. He closed a valuable life in the actual

performance of his public duty, dying on

the stage at Leeds while representing the

part of Dutnont, in the tragedy of Jane

Shore, on the 20th of June, 1818.

Charles Cummins, in the course of a

liberal education, received lessons in the

theory of music from the late Dr. Miller of

Doncaster, and, preferring the science for

his profession, became successively leader

of the theatrical bands at Lancaster and

Exeter, till engaged at Bath, at the express

instance of his friend Mr. Loder, as director

of the choruses in that and the Bristol the

atre. He is now established at Bristol and

Clifton as a teacher of the piano-forte, sing

ing, and thorough-bass. He is the composer

of much local and incidental music, a small

part only of which has been published. The

deeply lamented princess Amelia was so

much pleased with one of Cummins's com

positions, (a canzonet, the words by the au

thor of the comedy of the Honey Moon)

which had been performed at the Wey

mouth theatre on the evening previous to

her final departure for Windsor, that her

royal highness's page was delayed for a day

in order to procure a copy of it.

His attainments in languages, and facility

in literary composition, have rendered Cum

mins a powerful auxiliary to the orchestra, in

the writing and arrangement ofEnglish words

for several pieces of celebrity, for the use of

Signor Rauzzini's concerts and the Bath

Philharmonic society, (of the latter of which

he was a director) particularly the " Storm

Chorusf of Haydn, two of Mozart's motets,

(Nos. 1 and 2) Sundry extracts from his

"Requiem," and Cherubini's "Monody on the

Death of Haydn," besides the adaptation

of many songs, from foreign operas, for the

English stage.

He has been a frequent writer in publica

tions embracing musical criticism ; and dis

tinguished himself, during the existence of a

Bath gallery of paintings, as a coanoissw

possessing no mean powers of pictorial du

crimination. He is the author of a pan

phlet in controversy with Mr. Logier, th

propagator of a new system of musical tui

tion ; which was, by virtue of Cummins

dissertation upon its merits, utterly a

eluded from Bath and the west of Englan

generally. He has received (what must 1

doubtless highly gratifying) notices of !i

literary efforts in the cause of music, fro

the most eminent individuals in the pn

fession ; and was awarded a splendid toki

of the collective opinion of a large r

jority of the unprecedented concourse

talent at the grand musical festival, held

the cathedral of York in the autumn

1823.

Cummins is a member and secretary d

literary and philosophical society in Bristt

named The Inquirers, to which he delive

occasional lectures on music ; beinE, '

believe, the only instance of this descriptit

out of the metropolis. Superadded beret

Cummins enjoys the reputation of beins.

conversation, a wit, whose flashes tJ«

warmth in his hearers without scorehin*<

implacably degrading their personal obi*'

and he is a not less forcible than lively «

tempoTaneous orator, upon subjects ti

have occasionally called for the exert-iw

so enviable a faculty in public meetings,

well as in the progress of official duties,

a member of the fraternity of freemason"

the province of Bristol. Cummins coi

menced the season of 1923-1824 as It-ad

and musical conductor of the Bristol th

atre royal, which is of late years a se|

rate management from that of Bath.

CUPI8, (J. B.) le jeune, a violinist

Paris, and pupil of Bertaud. He eomp«

a concerto, well known in France by t

name of "Le Saut tie Cupis." He flourish

towards the middle of the last century.

CURCIO, (Gcsrr-rs) a Neap*

chapel-master and dramatic composer

the latter end of the last century. One

his best works is " Li Oanvulshni," «pt

buffa.

CURIONI, (Siokor) an Italian ten
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anger, with a sweet voice of moderate

. .pi", from the theatre San Carlos at

Xipies, and the Italian theatre at Barce

lona, was first engaged at the King's the

aut, in London, in 1820. His expression

ii pit, and his general performance indi

aa much mind. He is an honorary mem

W af the royal academy of music.

CUBIOT, a good tenor singer at the

rock theatre in Amsterdam. He was

^fU of the Paris conservatory.

CUBTZ, (Bernahdovx) a buffo singer

u Vienna in 1751. For an anecdote re-

sjeetng him, see the biography of 11 a yd v.

• sOIJ. an Italian singer engaged by

iUdame Catalani, in 1817, for her opera

a'jsianment in Paris.

CUILL, (Richard) an English mu-

>raa it the beginning of the fifteenth

"s:r_rr.

CITLER, (William Henrt) Mus.

i«-Oio«, wu born in the year 1792, of

aawable parents, in the city of London.

**m*Jt alter the birth of this their second

'J ,itr obtained a spinet at a sort

toUerj meepstake, and after the business

las over would frequently strum

to t» r«o little boys on this instrument.

" W then, however, very little know-

Hi o( buiic ; but, possessing industry

t; pe-vverance, overcame every difficulty

u tie science, so as to enable him to super

nal ais second son through all his subse-

Vt exertions in practice. A friend relates

**. «* time when he entered the father's

'"toor. be saw him with this little boy on

lit hp,
teaching him his notes ; at another

""i 'he tame friend has seen father and

ft w the carpet playing with pieces of

Pi « which the notes of music and their

I*8" and hues, tec appeared, correspond-

*l *"h pipers pasted on the keys of the

P* At that time the child could not

heen much above two years of age,

""•nlj Mt three years old. His father,

""•wring Out the boy had a taste for

**&c' •*»* engaged a master to teach him

""to. when he improved so rapidly as

^! aconcerto of Jarnowich before he was

fcpaiif, h, performed on the little

Amati violin, which was once Dr. Crotch's,

and which his father bought of the late Mr.

Betts. Still, however, the spinet appeared

to be the child's favourite, and J. H. Little

was for some time his instructor on that in

strument, which was at length changed for

a piano- forte, G. E. Griffin being engaged

as the boy's master. About the year 1799,

the child had lessons ofsinging and thorough

bass from Dr. Arnold, who expressed his.

approbation of his talent by repeated gifts

of small silver two-penny and three-penny

pieces. Shortly after mis, he played a

concerto ofViottion the piano-forte, at the

Haymarket theatre, for the Choral Fund con

cert, and received universal applause : he

has played concertos, &c. several times

since for the same fund. He sang also at

the oratorios under Dr. Arnold.

In 1801, when Dr. Busby took his degree

of doctor of music, young Cutler went to

Cambridge to sing the principal airs in

that exercise ; and under this gentleman he

would have been placed, but his father ob

jected to his being other than a concert

singer, while the doctor wished him to be

brought out in theatrical performances. In

1803, he was placed in the choir of St,

Paul's. He sang also at Harrison's con

certs, the concerts of ancient music, the

glee club, (generally) Wykhamists, &c. &c.

and private concerts. Previously to this,

he had also appeared before the public as

:omposer, his 6rst publication being a

march for the full band of the sixth regiment

of Loyal London volunteers, in the rifle

company of which regiment his father was

officer. Soon after this, he sang in the

solemn services, dirge, &c of three of the

greatest men of the day, being summoned

to attend the funerals of lord Nelson and

Messrs. Pitt and Fox. After leaving the

choir of St. Paul's, he was placed under the

instruction of the late W. Russell, Mus.

Bac. Oxon, for the theory of music, and was,

in 1818, elected organist of St. Helen's,

Bishopsgate ; he also taught in several pri

vate families. In the year 1812, he took

his bachelor's degree at Oxford, highly com

plimented by Utter from the professor of
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that university. In 1818, when Logier came

to England from Dublin, W. H. Cutler, in

fluenced by Kalkbrenner's advertisement,

applied to Logier and paid one hundred

guineas to learn his system. He then took

a house in Broad-street-buildings, and

opened an academy on the Logierian plan ;

but, after between two and three years'

trial, rinding it not advantageous to keep up

the requisite establishment, he relinquished

that house, though he still teaches the theory

of music according to Logier's system. In

1821, Cutler was engaged to sing at the

oratorios at Drury-lane, under the direction

of sir George Smart ; but want of nerve

prevented his giving full power to his voice,

and determined him to relinquish altogether

singing in public. In 1 823, a part of the

exercise for his bachelor's degree was per

formed at the oratorios under the direction

of Bochsa. He has lately resigned the

situation of organist of St. Helen's, and been

appointed organist of Quebec chapel, Port-

man-square, for which chapel he has written

a "TeDcum" and"Jubilate," an&a."Four-

PartAnthemforChristmasDay." We should

not omit mentioning that, among other ad

vantages, in the course of Cutler's musical

education, he was fortunate enough occa

sionally to be favoured with the counsel of

Clementi, both on his compositions and per

formances on the piano-forte. The follow

ing is a list of the principal publications of

W. H. Cutler: 1. "Favourite March,"

dedicated to Lady Blizard.—2. " The Power

of Music," song, dedicated to Miss Cham

bers.—3. " The Pose-bud," song.—4. " The

Jste of Walchercn," rondo, dedicated to

Miss C. S. Raikes.—5. " The Rose and the

Myrtle," song.—6. "Les dear Amis," rondo,

dedicated to W. Russell, M. B. Oxon.—

7. "Pray, Goody," rondo.—8. "The Wedding

Day," song, dedicated to Lady Blizard.—

9. " The White Cockade," rondo, dedicated

to Duchess d'Angouleme.—10. " The Bar

rier of Paris," rondo, dedicated to Marshal

Blucher.—11. " The Deeds of Wellington,"

song, dedicated to Sir W. Blizard.—12.

" LordSt. Orville," rondo, dedicated to Miss

Smith.—13. " Colder Fair," rondo, dedi-

cated to Miss Griffith.—14. "Maria" song.

—15. " Ah '. vous dirai-je, ma mama*,

with Variations," dedicated to Miss Mour-

gue.—16. " New Rondo" dedicated to Miss

Dyer.— 17. "Fantasia and French Air, tcilk

Variations and Flute Accompaniment," de

dicated with permission to Her Royal High

ness the Duchess ofGloucester.—18. " So

phia, (waltz) with Flute Accompaniment,"

composed for Her Royal Highness Princess

Sophia of Gloucester —19. " March," com

posed for His Royal Highness the Duke of

Gloucester.— 20. "Exercise for Bachelor'i

Degree," dedicated to His Royal Highness

the Duke of Gloucester.—21. "Duet, The

Sisters," dedicated to the MissesWroughton,

of Newington-house, Shillingford, Oxon.—

22. " Old favourite Air, with Variations,"

dedicated to his pupil Miss Guthrie.—23.

" Divertimento for Flute and Piano-forte"

dedicated to Mrs. T.N. Williams.—24. "Re

cti, and Air, takenfrom the Exercise, Of.

20, as sung by Mr. Cutler at the Oratorio,

Theatre Royal, Drury-lane."—25. "Robin

Adair, harmonised for three Voices, with

Accompaniments for the Piano-forte and

Guitar."—26. " Boccage que I'Auron,

with Flute Accompaniment," dedicated to

his pupil Miss Thomas.—27. " TheFhmm

of Spring, Flnte Accompaniment, Ato. 1>

Select Melodies, {to be continued) sung

Mrs. Belkhambers, at the Oratorio."—1o\

" The young Crusader, Flute Accompani

ment, No. 2, Select Melodies, (to be con

tinued) sung by Mrs. Bellchambers, at tht

Oratorio."—29. " Thoughts ofHome, sung

by Miss Stephens, Words by Lord Byron!'

30. "A Man to my Mind! Words by J-

Cunningham, Esq. sung by Mrs. FittviL

Ham, of the Theatre Royal, Drury-lant"

31. "A Girl to my Mind.' a Parody, **

Charles Clementi, Esq. Son ofthe celebrated

Clementi."—■32. " The Panegyric, Song,

translated from the German."—33. "An-

diamio Aldiavolo .' Words by C. Clementi,

Esq."—" Fancy's Wreath, No. 3," rondo ;

" A Quartette for two Violins, Viola, n*i

Violoncello," is announced as shortly to be

published by Cutler.

CUVELUER, (J.G.J aFrench dramatic
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aajmer, bora in 1770. He composed

R»eral operettas and songs.

CIBONL See Sandoni.

CYPMANUS, a composer of madrigals

m Ik sixteenth century. He and Orlando

mn the two first who hazarded what are

fimr called chromatic passages.

GZARTH, (Geoboe) born in Bohemia

a 1703, was an eminent violinist, attached

tt the court of Berlin, and subsequently of

ilulteim, where he died in 1774. He

published six solos for the violin, and left

much manuscript music for the violin and

flute.

CZERNY, (Gaspahd) born in Bohemia,

was an excellent performer on the English

horn. He resided in his youth at Prague,

and afterwards at Petersburg, and Fri-

burg, in the Brisgau, at which latter place

he engaged himself, in 1786, in the service

of the princess of Baden. He has published

at Vienna some music for military bands.

D

DACIER (Anne) died at Paris in 1721.

-W^ber numerous writings we may dis-

'Egraa a dissertation on the flutes of the

•mob, inserted in her edition of '* Tc-

DACOSTA, a clarionet pupil of Charles

Dwnaj. He lately , belonged to the or-

of Ae ThiAtre Feydeau, at Paris.

Me la published some pleasing music for

istmment.

WGINCOUBT, a composer for the

■LT<&<xi at Paris. He died at Rouen in

18i

DAHHEN, (J. A.) an excellent violinist

Ui composer for his instrument. He was

torn in Holland, and lived many years in

He flourished in the latter end

B'li» list century.

DALAYRAC, (Nicholas) born in Lan-

V*Ak, of a noble family, came to Paris

V'T&t, and served in the gardes-du-corps.

"e was so struck with the dramatic music

•f Grttry.the representations of which he

•woly ever failed to attend, that at length

^ determined to study the science of music,

which he had a strong natural taste, and

teuae the pupil of Langle\ After a few

Tars' study, Dalayrac made his dibut as a

''""pr tt the Opera Camique, by a piece

entitled " VEelipte Male," where the

?trt» of his admirable talent was imme-

^J'ttognijed by connoisseurs. It may

be remarked of this composer, that he ge

nerally showed less originality than Mon-

signy, and less comic spirit than Gretry,

but as much freedom and nature as either

of the foregoing. He, however, peculiarly

excelled in grace and sweetness. The fol

lowing are the titles of Dalayrac*s most

successful operas : "Nina," 1786 ; "Adolphe

tt Clara," 1799 ; "Maiton it venire," 1800 ;

"Picaros et Diego" 1803 ; "Une Heure de

Manage," 1804 ; " Gulistan," 1805 ; and

" Camille," 1791. Dalayrac died of a

neglected catarrhal complaint in the year

1809.

DALBERG, (Johaxn Frif.dmchHuoo

Fheyiierr Baron Von) a celebrated Ger

man amateur composer and pianist, born

about the year 1752. He published, in

1781, a pamphlet, entitled " Coup-d'OSil

(tu?i Musicien sur la Mtuiqne dee ILspirits"

He also wrote a tract on the music of the

Hindoos, the principal materials for which

are extracted from the works of sir William

Jones. Von Dalberg's compositions con

sist both of vocal and instrumental pieces,

aud were published between the years 1790

and 1804. Some English songs adapted to

his music were published, in London, by

Corri, in 1796. A set of his sonatas for

the piano-forte were also published about

the same time, in London, by Broderip. We

have no account of his death.
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D'ALBANESE. See Albauem.

DALE, a composer of piano-forte music

in London. (Birchall's Cat.)

DALEMBERT, (Jean leRond) mem

ber of the academies of sciences of Paris

and Berlin, and perpetual secretary to the

French academy, was born at Paris in 1717.

In 1722, Rameau published his treatise

on harmony, which at first produced little

effect, from its being too profound for com

mon readers. In 1752, Dalembert under

took to render the system of Rameau more

familiar, and wrote a tract for that purpose,

by which means he only gave the ap

pearance of order and clearness to a system

essentially erroneous, and which is, in great

part, rejected by the modern musical theo

rists of France. Dalembert also wrote some

tracts on music in the periodical publica

tions of his time.

DALLOGLIO, (Domenico) a composer

and violinist, was born at Padua. In 1735,

he went with his younger brother to Peters

burg, where he remained for twenty-nine

years in the service of that court. He died

suddenly, in 1764, being then on his return

to his native country. His compositions

were chiefly instrumental, and for the

violin. Some of them were published at

Vienna.

DALVIMARE. See Alvimass.

D'ALPY, (Mlle.) an eminent performer

on the piano-forte, was a pupil of Cramer.

DAMBRIUS, a French composer about

the year 1685.

DAMEN. See Dahmek.

DAMIANI, (F.) an Italian composer

and singer, who was in London about the

year 1800, where he published " God save

the King" in Italian, with variations ; also

" Four easy Songs for the Harp or Pi-

mo," and " Notlarni, for two and three

Voices."

DAMMAN, of his majesty's household

band, is an eminent performer on the

serpent.

DAMON (William) is chiefly known

on account of the harmonies which he pub

lished to a collection of psalm tunes. He

was organist of the chapel royal during

the reign of queen Elizabeth, and was a

man of considerable eminence in his pro

fession.

DAMON, the Athenian, was the smsic-

master of Pericles and Socrates. The phi

losopher calls him his friend, in a dialogue of

Plato, where Nicias, one of the interlocutors,

informs the company that Socrates had re

commended, as a music-master to his son,

Damon, the disciple of Agathocles, who not

only excelled in his own profession, but

possessed every quality that could be wished

in a man to whom the care of youth was to

be confided.

Damon had chiefly cultivated that part

of music which concerns time or cadence.

For which he is highly commended by

Plato, who seems to have regarded rhythm

as the most essential part of rtrasie, and that

upon which the morals of a people de

pended, more than upon melody, Of, *>

the ancients called it, harmony. He is also

mentioned by Aristides Quintilianos, as

having excelled in characterising his melo

dies, by a judicious choice of such soon*

and intervals as were best adapted to the

effects he intended to produce.

Damon, according to Plutarch, Was a pro

found politician, and, under the mask of a

musician, he tried to conceal from the mul

titude his talent. He was, however, in

volved with his patron Pericles in the

political disputes of his time, and banished

as a favourer of tyranny. The period when

he flourished may be gathered fre» his

connections.

DANA, (Giuseppe) an Italian com

poser at Naples. In 1791, he brought oat

there two ballets of his composition, vii. :

1st. " La finta Pazza per Mure"

2d. " Finta campestre"

DANBY, (John) a celebrated EngM

composer of glees in the latter part of the

last century. He died whilst a concert was

performing for his benefit. The followin?

catalogue comprises his principal works:

" La Guida alia Musica Focak." " Whe*

Sappho tuned," glee, three voices : " Wkt*

generous wine expands," three voices:

"When floods retire to the sta" three
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voice: " Tkefairest flowers the vale pre'

fir," three voices : " Sweet Thrush," four

raica: "Shepherds, I have lost my love,"

tine voices: "Co to my Anna's breast,"

faff voices : " Fair Flora dechs," three

vans : "Come, ye parlyjangling swains,"

ia- voices: and " Awahe .Saltan lyre,"

kr voices. John Danby gained numerous

prist medals for his compositions, from the

dee dub and other societies, and for a

series of years he shared with the cele

brated Samuel Webbe the meed of pub

lic approbation in bis peculiar school of

mm.

DAXCE (William) was born in 1755.

iie studied the piano-forte under Dr. Ayl-

nri, organist of St. George's chapel,

W.sdsor, and the violin, first under C.

Biamgarten, and subsequently under

a -•tau.-d Giardini. Dance is certainly

•scot the oldest professors in London, hav-

&i performed in the orchestra of a theatre

» ike year 1767. He belonged, for four

van, to Drury-lane theatre, in the time of

food, and afterwards for a period of

^Wsyears, (namely, from 1775 to 1793)

t> lit img's theatre. He led the band at

"•tJurnarket theatre for seven summers,

^■i 1784 to 1790 inclusive. He assisted

a ill I'm performances for the commemora-

of Uaadel, at Westminster abbey, and

U the band there, in the year 1790, for

"-'ee performances, during the indisposition

'■ the elder Mr. Cramer. Dance has

Is^ht the piano-forte in London for forty-

azht years. He was one of the founders

«f the Philharmonic society, and is now one

«' its directors and treasurer. He has pub-

IsW various piano-forte works of merit,

raosisting of sonatas, fantasias, variations,

P-'eludes, 6lc Hia variations on God save

itt hiuq have been extremely admired, and

tkt sale has been such as to require four

•* of plates.

DANDMEU (Jean Fbancois) was

ton in the year 11584. He was a celebrated

'"afoset for, and a masterly performer on,

organ and harpsichord. Both in style

°a execution he is said to have greatly re-

"'~"*tt tQe famous, Coupeiin. Daudrieu

died at Paris, in 1740, leaving of his works,

three volumes of pieces for the harpsichord,

and one volume for the organ, with " Uh

Suite dt Nolls," or carols and songs cele

brating the nativity of Christ, all of which

have been greatly esteemed.

DANN, a composer of some sonatas pub

lished at Heilbron in 1797.

DANNELEY (John Fsltham) was

born at Oakingham, in Berkshire, in 1786.

His grandfather was a solicitor of great re

pute and considerable property at Windsor,

whose early death and unforeseen misfor

tunes plunged his family in difficulties ; when

his son, G. Danneley, accepting a situation

obtained for him in the choir at Windsor,

devoted himself to music as a profession,

and by him, his second son, the subject of

this memoir, was initiated in musical sci

ence. At the age of fifteen, he was placed,

as a pupil for the piano-forte, under C.

Knyvett, and under Samuel Webbe for

thorough-bass. At seventeen, he left his

musical studies to reside entirely with a

wealthy maternal uncle, who promised and

intended to provide amply for him ; but, in

dulging in procrastination, (which so often

frustrates the best intentions) was, by rapid

illness, and consequent death, deprived of

the power of making a will. By this event

young Danneley was again cast upon the

world; when, resuming his professional pur

suits with increased assiduity, he placed

himself under the tuition of that very emi-

ment performer, the lateWoelfl, from whom

he learnt to comprehend and admire the

expression given to piano forte playing by

the varied and sensitive touch adopted by

the best German masters, and so well de

scribed in Forkel's life of Bach. He also

took lessons from another excellent master,

C. Neate, and then went to reside with his

mother at Odiham, in Hampshire.

At this period of his life he contracted

a great love for foreign music, from fre

quently joining in concerts with French

and Italian officers, placed as prisoners of

war in the vicinity of Odiham, and in their

society he acquired a knowledge of the

French and Italian languages.
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In his twenty-sixth year, an eligible

circle of tuition was offered to his ac

ceptance at Ipswich ; and after a few years'

residence, he was elected organist of the

church of St. Mary of the Tower in that

town.

At the commencement of the peace Dan

neley went to Paris, where he attended the

meetings of L'Ecole des Fits tTApollon, and

studied assiduously under Antoine Reicha,

the first theorist of the day, author of some

admirable quintets, and of the " Cours

complet de Composition Musicale," a work

celebrated all over Europe. At this time

he also took lessons of Pradher, the Cramer

of Paris, and Mirecki, te jeane Polonois, of

whose splendid edition of Marcello's psalms

Danneley was one of the original promot

era. He also enjoyed the advantage of

frequent conversations with the celebrated

Cherubini, and Mousigny, the author of an

original and elegant, though perhaps some

what fanciful, theory of music. In supe

rior Parisian society, as well as in pro

fessional circles, Danneley's astonishing

facility, as a sight player, was generally

In 1822, Danneley prepared to visit

Vienna and Munich ; but these arrange

ments were changed for an attainment much

more the object of his wishes, namely, the

hand of an amiable and accomplished young

lady, to whom he had long been attached.

The following are among the specimens

which Danneley has occasionally selected

for publication from his numerous manu

script compositions : " Queen of every mov

ing measure," " Col Arto a"un Ciglio,"

" Military Divertimento," " Waves of

Orwell," duet, " Rondo in C," " Violets,"

a song, and " Palinodia d Nice," a set of

twelve Italian ducts, dedicated to his royal

highness the dake of Sussex.

Danneley is now engaged in preparing

for the press a portable encyclopaedia of

music, in one volume, consisting of all the

most useful information that can be com

piled, abridged, and selected from the best

theoretical works of the continent ; a task

for which he is well trualified, by his know-

20tt .

ledge of the French, Italian, and German

languages.

DANNER, (Cmus-rrAs) leader of the

band to the margrave of Baden at Carls-

ruhe. Some of his compositions for the

violin are published at Vienna.

DANVELS, an English performer on

the tenor, now living.

DANYEL, (John) a bachelor of music,

at Christchurch, Oxford, in the year 1604.

He published *' Songs for the Lute, Viol,

and Voice," London, 1608.

DANZI, (Fhanz) chapel-master to the

king of Bavaria at Munich, and an excellent

violoncellist. He was born at Manheim, of

Italian parents, in 1763. His father was an

excellent performer on the violoncello, and

taught him music at a very early age ; he

also studied, subsequently, under the cele

brated abbe1 Vogler, at that time chapel-

master to the elector. In 1779, he pro

duced his first opera, "Azakia," for the

theatre at Munich, to the cathedral of

which town he was appointed chapel-

master. Since that period he has published

several other operas, and a great variety of

instrumental music, much of which has

been printed at Paris. His quatuors for

two viols, tenor, and violoncello, Opera 44,

published at Leipsic, are particularly ad

mired. Danzi was appointed, in 1807,

chapel-master to the king ofWurtemburg, at

Stuttgard, from whence he still continues to

publish instrumental music.

D'APEL. SeeArEt.

DAQUIN, (Lou. Claude) organist to

the king of France, was born at Paris in

1694. He became celebrated as an organ

ist at the early age of twelve years. When

Handel went to France, he was so astonished

on hearing the performance of Daquin, that,

although extremely pressed to play himself

before him, he could never be prevailed

upon to do so. Daquin is said to have pre

served the brilliancy of his touch to the ad

vanced age of seventy-eight. During his

last illness, which was only of eight days

continuance, he recollected that thefile of

St. Paul was approaching, and said, "J'

four mefairs porter a figtitt far juutrt
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hmna, ft murir a rutin orgue." He died

the I5ih of Jane, 1772, and his funeral

was attended by a prodigious concourse of

amateur and professional musicians. The

regular canons of St. Anthony, to whom he

l.ii! keen organist for sixty-six years, sang

lu facial service. Daquin composed some

ucred and other music for bis instrument

DAQUONEUS, (Joannes) a composer

of madrigals, one set of which was pub

lished at Venice in 1557, and another at

Antwerp in 1594.

DARBES, (Jodann) a Danish violinist

of some merit, who is also known as the

t taposerof a "StabatAfater :" he lived near

Copenhagen, in 1784, having been pen-

toned by the court.

DARCIS, (M.) a pupil of Gretiy, com

posed the opera " La Fauste Peur," in

177i * Lt Bat mmtjmf' is also attributed

to aim.

DARD, author of some instrumental

rauk, also of a work entitled " Principe

i< Mtaique," published at Paris about the

vear 1796.

DAREIS, (J. B.) author of some ro-

'™cej published at Paris in 1800.

DARONDEAU, (Bononi) born at Mu

nich in 1740, was a professor of singing at

Vtns, and composed seven collections of

""anas, and the music of the opera " Lc

par Amottr."

DARONDEAU, (Henry) son of the

fttcediag, was born at Strasburg in 1779.

He was a pupil of Berton, and has colo

rs several collections of romances, and

"me piano forte music.

DASERUS or DASSER, (Ludovicus)

-iptl-master to the duke of Wurtemburg

» the latter half of the sixteenth century.

"c composed much sacred music.

DAl'BE, (Johann Friedrich) born in

'"30, was secretary to the imperial society

i uti and sciences at Vienna. He wrote

""ral books on music, and composed some

i:« for the lute. He died at Vienna in

I'M.

DAUBERVAL, a pupil of Noverre, and

1 «lebrued ballet-master. He was born

u YtaaUle*, and died in 1 806.

. DAUPHIN, a composer of songs at

Paris in the beginning of the last cen

tury.

DAUPRAT, professor of the horn at the

Paris conservatory.

DAUSSOIGNE, professor of accompani

ment at the Paris conservatory.

DAUTRIVE, (Richard) a French vio

linist and composer for his instrument in

the year 1799.

DAUVERGNE, (Antoine) born at

Clermont in 1713, was superintendent of

the king's music, and director of the opera.

He composed many dramatic pieces, and

some music for the violin. He died at Lyons

in 1797.

DAUVTT.T.TF.RS, (Jac<j. Marin) bom

at Chartres in 1754, was a composer of

light vocal music.

DAVEAUX. See Avaux.

DAVELLA (Giovanni) published at

Rome, in 1657, "Regain di Musica," a work

of no great merit, according to Dr. Burney.

DAVID, (Giacomo) a celebrated tenor

singer, born at Bergamo about the year

1750. He sung at most of the large towns

of Italy, also in London and Paris till

about the year 1796, when he returned to

Italy, and became chamber-musician to the

grand duke of Parma.

DAVID, (L) a harpist and singing-mas

ter at Geneva in the year 1800. He has

published some romances with accompani

ments for his instrument.

DAVID, the younger, a very eminent

Italian tenor singer ; his voice is of extra

ordinary compass. He has been engaged

for some time at Vienna, where he is en

thusiastically admired.

DAVIES, (Miss Cecilia) known in

Italy by the name of L'Inglesina, first ap

peared at the opera in London in 1773.

She was considered as being second only to

Billington among English female vocalists.

She had performed for some time in Italy,

before her appearance on the London

boards, and even the Italians confessed,

that her powers were excelled on the conti

nent by Gabrielli alone. After singing a

few years in England, she returned to the
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continent with her sister, who was a cele

brated player on the harmonica.

DAVJON (J.) published a collection of

romances at Paris, about the year 1801.

DAVY, (Richahd) an old English com

poser of songs. He lived about the year

1500.

DAVY (John) was born in the parish of

TTpton-Helion, about eight miles from Exe»

ter. Wheu he was about three years of

age, he came into the room where his uncle,

who lived in the same parish, was playing

a psalm tune on the violoncello; but the

moment he heard the instrument he ran

away crying, and was so much terrified that

it was thought he would have gone into

fits. For several weeks his uncle repeatedly

tried to reconcile him to the instrument ;

and at last, after much enticement and coax

ing, he effected it by taking the child's

fingers, and making him strike the strings.

The sound thus produced very much

startled him at first ; but in a few days

he became so passionately fond of the

amusement, that he took every opportunity

of scraping a better acquaintance with the

monster which had before so much terrified

him. With a little attention, he was soon

able to produce such notes from the violon

cello as greatly delighted him. About this

time there happened to be a company of

soldiers quartered at Crediton.atown about

a mile from Ilclion. His uncle frequently

took him there, and one day attending the

roll-call, he appeared much pleased with the

fifes. Not contented, however, with hear

ing, he borrowed one of them, and soon

made out several tunes, which he played

very decently.

At the age of four or five years, his ear

was so correct, that he could play an easy

tune after once hearing it. Before he was

quite six years old, a neighbouring black

smith, into whose house he used frequently

to run, lost between twenty and thirty

horse-shoes. Diligent search was made for

them many days, but to no purpose. Not

long afterwards the smith heard some mu

sical sounds, which seemed to come from the

upper part of his house, and having listened

a sufficient time to be convinced that ki

' ear did not deceive him, he went up stairs

where he discovered little Davy, with hi

property, between the ceiling and th

thatched roof. The boy had selected eigli

horse-shoes out of the whole number t

form an octave, had suspended each <

them by a single cord clear from the wal

and, with a small iron rod, was amusra

himself by imitating the Crediton chime

which he did with great exactness.

This story being made public, and h:

genius for music daily increasing, a neigl

bouring clergyman, of considerable rank i

the church, showed him a harpsichord. Thi

he soon became familiar with, and, by hi

intuitive genius, was, in a short time, abl

to play any easy lesson which was put I;

fore him. He applied himself likewise t

the violin, and found but few difficulties

surmount in his progress on that instniraen1

AVhen eleven years old, he was introduce-

to the Rev. Mr. Eastcott by this gentleman

who was now become his patron. Mr

Eastcott was so much struck with his per

formance on the piano-forte, and his gen<

ral turn for music, that he earnestly «

commended it to his friends to place hit

with some musician of eminence, und<

whom he might have free access to a goo

instrument, and acquire a requisite Uo»

ledge of the rules of composition. Tli

applied to Mr. Jackson, the organist i

Exeter cathedral, and, when he was aboi

twelve years of age, he was articled as

pupil and apprentice of this excellent nun

His progress in the study of composite

and particularly in that of church musi

was extremely great. He also became ■

admirable performer, not only on the org*

but on the violin and violoncello. The rir

of his compositions that appear to have a

tained anj high degree of celebrity, we

some vocal quartets, which were consider?

by the best judges to afford the stnrage

indication of musical genius and knowing

Davy resided at Exeter for some tin

after the completion of his studies. One i

his earliest employments, upon his arrival i

London, appears to have been as a pe
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fanner in tie orchestra at Covent-gaTdera ;

it tin tint he also employed himself in

teaching, and soon had a considerable num

bs of pupils. He composed some dramatic

peeolbr the theatre at Sadler's Wells, and

wirt the music to Mr. Holman's opera of

" Tut a Blunder f which was performed

it the little theatre in the Hayroarket in

fc year 1800. In the following year he

•a engaged with Moorehead in the music

of "Ptmue," and with Mountain in that of

" TV Braze* Mask," for Covent-garden.

He tied in February, 1824.

DAY, (M».) a teacher of music in Dub-

ia, and composer of some music for the

fiao-forte. (Ooulding's Cat.)

DMJOCT8, (Anna.) See Auiaa.

DEBAIGNE (Abbe) was music-master

!• Mi XI. Bonchet relates that the

once said, jocosely, that he should

si! u well to hear a concert of pigs as of

wacuns. The abbe\ on this, collected a

saberof pigs, of different ages, in a Sort of

*«, Mire which he placed a machine,

ten similar to a harpsichord : on

tatkis! these keys, they moved some sharp

P**^ instruments, which pricked the

"aai, and caused them to make a pro-

V«« noiie, to the great entertainment of

'majesty, who lavished his favours on the

inventor of this novel species of

tsnsoay.

DKBEGNIS (GcrsEPPE) was born at

W«i a town in the pontifical states, in the

"85, He commenced his vocal stu-

M Httie more than seven years of age,

"to Padre Bongiovanni, and sang soprano

■ lie chapel at Lugo, from that time till

^•ai near fifteen, when his voice broke,

lit always evinced much genius as a comic

' !«, and was desirous, at the time his voice

*H (which he feared would not return)

a that profession, for which purpose

■ ""aed ander the direction of Mandini,

>*lebrated Italian actor. His father, how-

rerusing to consent to his becoming a

Median, he took further lessons in singing

<ke canposer Saraceni, brother to

Xtbat Morandi. In the carnival of the

I* U13, he made his first dibut as primo

buffo singer at Modena, in an opera called

Marco Antonio, the music by Pavesi, and

was received with such applause ax at

once to decide the line of his future profes

sional pursuits. From thence he went to

Forli and to Rimini, and terminated the first

year of his theatrical career again at Mo

dena. In the following carnival he per

formed at Sienna, at the opening of a new

and superb theatre, called Teatro degH

Academiei Bozzi. He first appeared there)

in the comic part of Pazzo, in the Agnese,

of Paer, and was received with enthusiasm

both as an actor and singer. He afterwards

played Selime, the Turk, in the Turco in

Italia, of Rossini. He next proceeded to

Ferrara, Badia, and Trieste, at which latter

town he appeared in the following operas :

Avcrtimento alle Hogli, of Caruso; La

Matilde, of Coccia ; Teresa e Claudia, of

Farinelli ; Don Papirio, of Guglielmi ;

and Don Timonella di Piacenta, of

Celli. In the carnival of 1815, he was at

Cesena, where he particularly attracted the

town by his performance in the opera

Bella piace a tnttl : he sang in it an aria

buffa, in the style of the old rondos, and in

which he imitated with his falsetto the cele

brated singer Pacchierotti. The mnsic of

the above opera is by Fioravanti. He next

appeared in the Due Prigionieri, of Pu-

citta, and finally in La Vnerra aperta,

of Guglielmi. He passed the spring in

Mantua, and performed the part of Murtu-

pha, in L'llaliana in Algeri, of Ros

sini, and in La Guerra aperta. " At

Udiue, during the summer, he performed in

L'ltaliana, and in L'Inganno fclice,

of Rossini. He passed the autumn at Rome,

where he played in Agncte, the part of

Francesco, in the Ginevra degliAlmievi, the

Sotitarlo, in the Lagrime rf'unn Vedova,

of General i, Selime, in the Turco in Italia,

of Rossini, and in II quid pro quo, of Ro-

mani. In the -carnival of 1816, he was at

Milan, where he had an illness of three

months' continuance, and was not able to

sing during the whole period of his engage

ment. "On his recovery, he proceeded to

Parma, where his success was the most
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brilliant of any he had experienced in the

course of his musical career, especially in the

part of Mustafa, in the Italiana, and in

the Marcotando, of Pajni. He passed

the summer at Modena, and appeared in

Marc Antonio, and in La Capriciosa pen-

dita, of Fioravanti. In the autumn he came

to Bologna, where he undertook the part of

Sclimc, the Turk, in the Turco in Italia ;

his voice was at that time still more flexible,

and its compass greater than at present, and

he got through the part with considerable

success. A singular circumstance, and

highly honourable to his comic talent, now

took place at Bologna. Before the arrival

of De Begnis, Paer's opera of Agnese had

been twice attempted in that town, and com

pletely failed in both instances. The ma

nager, however, having beard of De Begnis's

success in the character of Pazzo, both at

Borne and Ferrara, wished again to try the

piece, and it was accordingly chosen for the

benefit of Mile. Bonzi. The whole town

were against the attempt, and the opera was

declared to be miserably ennuynnt. The

trial however was made, and its success was,

in this instance, as complete as were its

former failures ; the principal reason for

which change was generally attributed to

the talent of De Begnis, whose success was

such in Pazzo, that the piece was after

wards played many times, and is still con

sidered there as one of their best stock

operas. De Begnis also played at Bologna,

with much success, the comic part of the

Ancicn Militaire, who detests noise, in the

opera // Matrimonio per Susurro, by Sa-

lieri. It was at this town that De Begnis

was married to Mile. Bonzi : he was also

nominated philharmonic academician to

the musical institute at Bologna. Soon

after their marriage, he was obliged to sepa

rate for some time from Madame De Beg

nis, who had previously to her marriage

made an engagement for Genoa, and De

Begnis for Borne ; on his second visit to

which city he performed the feigned prince,

called Dandini, in the opera of La Cent-

rentola, a part expressly written for him by

Bossini. The newly married couple again

met at Florence in the spring of 1817, and

passed the summer at Vicenza and the

autumn at Verona, where De Begnis was

elected an honorary member of the musical

academy of the Anfioni. The success of

De Begnis and his wife were here such,

especially in Figaro and Rosina, in the Bar

biere di Seviglia, of Bossini, that this cele

brated composer invited them to perform at

the opening of the new theatre of Pesaro,

which was under his direction. The opening

piece selected by Bossini was La Gasza

Ladra, in which they played the PoduU

and Ninette. This was succeeded by the

Barbiere di Seviglia. From thence they

proceeded to Lucca, where they passed the

autumn of 1818, and, in the carnival of

1819, made their tUbuts at Paris. Here

their success was complete : their first ap

pearance was in the Fuorusciti, of Paer, is

which they played Jsabelle and Uberto.

They afterwards performed together in the

Barbiere, in the Molinara, of Paesiello, and

in the Pielra di Paragone, of Bossini. De

Begnis played also in the Pastorella nobile,

with several other operas that we have not

space to enumerate. After remaining three

seasons at Paris, they made their first ap

pearance at the King's theatre in Loudon, in

the opera of // TWco in Italia ; since which

period De Begnis has been considered as

the most natural and purest buffo singer in

this country. He has performed at all the

principal concerts and public musical meet

ings in England, and has lately had the

direction of the operas at Bath, which

proved highly successful. He is engaged

at the opera for the season of 1824.

DE BEGNIS, (Madame Bonzi) wife

of the preceding. Many particulars respect

ing this lady being included in the forego

ing article, it is only requisite to mention

that, after her marriage at Bologna, Madame

De Begnis went to Genoa, and performed

at the great theatre there, Elizabetta fk-

gina d'Anglrterra, in Bossini's opera ot

that name, and was received in it with the

greatest enthusiasm. She afterwards tang

in La Rosa bianca e la Rosa rosso, of

Mayer, On her return to Florence, she sang
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Jl lie oratorios there in Lent. She after

wards accompanied De Begnis to the dif

ferent towns mentioned in the preceding

irtidc, at all of which she received high

honours as an artist, especially as a serious

soger ; her comic powers, which are known

it this country to be very great, having been

considered on the continent as altogether

secondary to her performances as prima

tuna teria. Madame De Begnis is re

markable for her articulate execution ; her

voice is extremely pleasing, and is allowed

to hare improved greatly since her arrival

is this country. She is engaged, for the

season of 1824, at the King's theatre.

DEBLOIS (Charles- Gci-Xavier,

railed also Vanghosxenhabe) was born at

Uoeville in 1737. He was a pupil of

Cnirdmi, and for twenty-eight years one of

the first violins at the Italian opera at

Pahs. He composed a comic opera, called

' La Bxtans," also some romances and

four symphonies.

DECHAMPS (1*) published "Nouvelles

Ramca," Ops. 1 and 2, at Paris, in

UNO.

DECHE composed a comic opera, called

" MUe," at Paris, in 1791.

DEDEKIND,(Coxstantin Christian)

clumber-musician to the elector of Saxony,

published a very large collection of songs,

io four volumes, quarto, at Dresden, in

1657. .

DEERIXG, (Richard) the descendant

"fan ancient Kentish family, was educated

■ Italy ; and when his education was com

pleted, he returned to England, with the

character of an excellent musician. He re

eded in this country for some time, but,

vpoa a very pressing invitation, went to

frtsieis, and became organist to the mo-

outery of English nuns there. From the

nonage of Charles I. until the time when

•hat monarch left England, he was organist

to the queen. In 1610, he was admitted to

H>« degree of bachelor of music at Oxford,

*ad died in the communion of the church

<i Rome, about the year 1657.

lit has left us, of his composition,

"Cantiones Sacra quinqueVocum, cum Basso

continuoad Organum, " printed at Antwerp

in 1597, and others entitled. " Cantica Sa

cra," published at the same place about

nineteen years afterwards.

DEFESCH (Wilhexm) was, in the year

1725, organist of the great church at Ant

werp. He published much instrumental

and vocal music, chiefly at Amsterdam ;

his oratorio named " Judith," was, however,

published in London, in the year 1730.

DEGEN, (Henry Christopher) cha

pel-master to the prince of Schwartzburg

in 1757, composed much music for the

violin and harpsichord, on both which in

struments he excelled.

DEHEC, (Nassovius) principal violinist

at the church of Santa Maria, at Bergamo,

published " Six Trios for the Violin," at

Nuremburg, in 1760.

DELABORDE, (Jean Benjamin) born

at Paris in 1734, was of a wealthy family,

and received a polished education. Among

other masters, he was instructed on the

violin by the celebrated Dauvergne, and in

the theory of music and composition by

Rameau. Destined by his friends for a

government financial situation, he became

at first principal valet de chambre to Louis

XV., of whom he was a great favourite.

He soon after this cultivated his talent for

music with greater ardour and application,

and, in 1758, produced at the theatre of the

court the comic opera " Gitles Garcon

Pcintre," which was very successful. At

the death of Louis XV., in 1774, Delaborde

quitted the court, and became one of the

farmers-general of finance. In 1780, he

published " Essai sur la Musique ancienne

et moderne," four vols, in quarto, with

plates, a work of little authority. After

this, he produced several other books on

music, expensively edited, but which are

now considered of little or no value. Dela

borde was afterwards guillotined in the

revolution, for being a partisan of the

court.

DELAFOND, (John Francis) a sing

ing-master and teacher of several musical
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instruments, also of the Latin and French

languages. He published, in 1725, at Lon

don, an octavo volume, entitled " A new

System of Music, both theoretical and

practical, and yet not mathematical," a

work of little merit.

DELANUE, (E.F.) a composer at liege,

published there, in 176B, his Opera 6th,

consisting of eight overtures.

DELAUNAY published at Paris, in

1799, " Sc^e petits Airs pour le Clave

cin."

DELAVAL, (Madame) a French harpist,

and composer of a cantata entitled " Les

Adieux de Vinfortuni Louis XVI. & son

Peuple." She has also published much

harp music, and some French songs. (Bircb-

all's Cat)

DELCAMBRE, (Thomas) a professor

of the bassoon at the Paris conservatory,

and composer for his instrument.

DELFANTE, (Antonio) a dramatic

composer at Koine. He produced, in 1791,

the opera buffa entitled " II Hipiego

dcluto."

DELLAIN, author of a work entitled

" ffouncau Manuel Musical," Paris, 1781.

He composed the music of " La File du

Moulin," performed, in 1768, at the Italian

theatre.

DELLAMARIA, (Dominico) bom at

Marseilles of an Italian family, devoted

himself to the study of music from a very

early age. At eighteen years old, he had

already composed a grand opera, which was

represented at Marseilles. He subsequently

went to Italy, where he studied, during

nearly ten years, under various masters, the

last of whom was Paesiello. Whilst he re

mained in Italy, he composed

i of which were

especially his " // Maestro

>ellamaria returned to France

in 1796, and first produced the opera, " Le

Prhonnier" which much increased his re

putation. To this brilliant dibut succeeded

" L'Oncle Valet," " Le vieux Chateau,"

" L'Opera camiqur, and some other works,

all given within the space of two years, and

attesting the fecundity and superiority of

his talent. Dellamaria died suddenly, in his

thirty-sixth year, at Paris, in 1800.

DELLEPLANQUE, a harpist at Paris,

composed and published much music for his

instrument, between the years 1775 and

1800.

DELLER, (Flobian) a dramatic com

poser at Ludwigsburg. He died in 1774.

DELVER, (Fbiedrich) a pianist a

Hamburgh, has published some romances

and piano-forte music since the year

1796.

DALVIMARE. See Alvimabb.

DEMACHI, (Josefs) a violinist of

the king of Sardinia's chapel at Alexandria,

about the year 1760. He published seven

teen operas of instrumental music at Ptrit

and Lyons.

DEMANTIUS, (Christopher) acele

brated composer, born at Reicbenberg in

1567. His works are chiefly vocal, both

sacred and profane. Many of them were

published at Nuremburg, between the

years 1595 and 1620.

DEMAR, (Sebastian) born in Fran-

conia in 1766, was a pupil of Haydn. He

has published much instrumental music,

chiefly at Paris, between the years 1795

and 1608. He has for some years past been

leader of the town band at Orleans, anil

several of his pupils for the piano and bom,

have become excellent performers.

DEMAR, (Joseph) brother to the pre

ceding, resides at Wurtzburg, and has com

posed a method and various music for tin

violin.

DEMMLER, (Jian Michel) a Gei-

man organist, and composer of much vocal

and instrumental music. He died in 1785.

DEMMCH, author of a collection of

romances, published at Paris in 1796.

DEMOIVER, a flutist and composer to

his instrument. Some of his music was

published in London towards the end of

the last century.

DEMONTI, (H.) a professor of music

at Glasgow. Some of his sonatas for the

piano-forte, are published by BirchaJJ.
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DENCK, (Caul) a composer of some

instrumental music, published at Vienna

u 1799.

DEXEITFVILLE (Jean Jacop) was the

son of a French merchant. He studied

nunc, and afterwards became organist and

coapoier at Nuremburg, in Germany,

-sere he composed some sacred music, at

tie beginning of the last century. He died

u 171S, in his twenty-eighth year.

DENMAN, (Mb.) a celebrated English

but singer towards the end of the last

DE.VNERY, 1 French

DE.NNINGER, (J.N.) chapel-master

Jl Otningen, published some instrumen

ts ease at Manheim, about the year

17&

DENKIS, (John) author of an "Essay

tie Italian Opera," London, 1706.

flemis died in 1737.

DENTICE, (Lcioi) a Neapolitan no-

Uessa, and amateur of the fine arts. He

» work entitled " Due Dialoghi

«•*■><•«," Naples, 1552. These dSa-

'fw pre some idea of a concert at Naples

E laa period. One of the interlocutors

•kdibes a performance, at which he had

present, at the palace of Donna Gio-

touu d'Arragona. He says the performers

and sung in a

It appears that the

r-J performers were accompanied by a

band, and each sung to his own instrument.

" There are few musicians," says the au-

ttW, " who ting to their instruments, that

atisfied me, as they have

defect of intonation, utter-

timent, execution of divi-
 

of diminishing or swelling

; in which particulars

conspire to render

t perfect."

DEON, a French composer of songs.

Several of his compositions aTe to be found

■ a collection published at Paris, in 1710,

«ader the title of "Recueil a"Airs stnmxtt

i bitre.*'

DEPUIS (Ubore) composed, in 1794,

the operetta " Die Liebe im Somnur," tot

the Jews' theatre at Amsterdam.

DERAGINI, a composer of duos for the

flute. (Preston's Cat. 1797.)

DERIVIS, an eminent French singer at

the grand opera at Paris, was a pupil of

the conservatory.

DEROSIER, (Nicolas) a guitarist and

composer of instrumental music, published

in Holland at the latter end of the seven-

DESAIDES or DEZEDE, an Italian

dramatic composer, born at Turin in 1745.

He resided chiefly at Paris, and composed

a great number of operettas for the French

stage, between the years 1778 and 1796.

The piece most prized of his composition is,

" Blaise et Babet." We have no account

of his death.

DESARGUS, (Xaviea) a professor of

the harp at Paris, and author of a method

for his instrument, published there in 1 809.

His son is also an excellent performer on

the harp.

DESAUBRY, a French violinist and

composer for his instrument. (Preston's

Cat. 1797.)

DESAUG1ERS (Mabc Antoine) was

born in Provence in 1742, and made his

debut as a composer, at the academy of

music in Paris, iu 1774, by the opera of

" Erixire." After giving one or two ope

rettas of inferior merit, he produced " Lts

deux Jumeaux de Bergame," a piece which

obtained the most complete success. The

two airs, " Daigru t'couter tamant fidile

et tendre," and, " La foi que vous m'aves

are still very popular in France,

on terms of intimacy with

Gluck and Sacchini, and composed a mass

ou the occasion of the death of the latter,

which has been greatly admired.

DESBORDES, member of the conserva

tory at Paris, and author of the minor opera,

" La None de IAndenbvrg," performed at

Paris in 1798.

DESCARTES, (Rene) the celebrated

French philosopher, wrote, in 1618, at the

age of twenty-two, a work entitled " Com-

I pendium Murtctt," which was 1
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lished during his lifetime, but was trans

lated into various languages, and printed

after his decease.

DESENTIS, (J. P.) a composer of

piano-forte music at Paris, about the year

1787.

DESFORGUES, (Hus) a French com

poser of instrumental music at Paris in

1803.

DESHAYES, a Parisian composer of

dramatic and sacred music, also of some in

strumental music, between the years 1780

and 1793.

DESMAISONS, author of some music

for the piano-forte, at Paris, in 1795.

DESMARETS, (Henry) a French com

poser of dramatic and other vocal music.

He died at Luneville in 1741.

DESMASURES, a celebrated organist

at Rouen about the year 1780. He lost

three fingers of his left hand by the burst

ing of a gun, and afterwards used some

fingers of wood, made at Paris, and with

which he is said to have played nearly as

well as previous to his accident.

DESORMERY", (Leopold Bastien)

born at Bayon in 1740, was a French dra

matic composer for the court, of some emi

nence. He also composed some sacred

music.

DESORMERY, son of the preceding, is

an eminent pianist at Paris. He has also

composed some instrumental music.

DESPERAMONS, a French singer and

composer of romances at Paris. He was

born at Toulouse in 1783. At eight years

of age, he commenced his studies in music,

and at fourteen came to Paris, where he

was admitted as a violin pupil of the con

servatory, under Guenui. He subsequently

quitted his violin studies, and devoted him

self to singing, first under Persuis, and

afterwards under Garat. At present, Des-

peramons is one of the professors of singing

at the conservatory.

DESPRES. See Josquin.

DESPREUX, (L. Felix) a composer

of piano-forte music, published by Imbault,

at Paris, about the commencement of the

present century.

DESTOUCHES, (Andri Cardinal)

born at Paris in 1672, was superintendent

of the king's music, and inspector-general

of the opera, between the years 1713 and

1731. He made his dtbut in composition, in

1697, by the opera of "iW," which pleased

the king so much, that he gave him a

purse of two hundred louis, adding that,

" Untouches e'tait le sen! qui He lui cut

point fait regrettcr ImIU." He died in

1749.

DE8ZCZYNSKI, a Polish musician at

Wilna, and author of some Polonaiiet for

the piano-forte published at Leipsic.

DEV1ENNE, (Francois) a celebrated

French flutist, and professor of his instru

ment at the conservatory at Paris. He

wrote a method for the flute, published at

Paris in 1795, and composed several comic

dramatic pieces, among which are, " L»

Visitandines" " Let Come'dient ambulatu,"

and " Le Valet de deux Maitre>." Manj

overtures and symphonies for a full orches

tra, also concertos, quartets, trios, duos,

and solos for wind instruments, were pub

lished by Devienne. At length the intensity

and variety of his professional studies

affected bis mental faculties, and he died

insane at the Lunatic asylum, at Chareo-

tou, in 1803, at the early age of lor:;-

three.

DEVRIENT, (Sionor) a bass singer at

Berlin. He performed, in 1823, at Dresden,

and is highly spoken of for the beauty and

freshness of bis tone.

DEZEDE. See Desaides.

D'HAUDIMONT, (L'Abbe) a pupil of

Rameau, and chapel-master at one of the

churches in Paris. He composed some

sacred music about the middle of the last

century.

D'HERBAIN, (Le Chevalier) a cap

tain in the French infantry, composed in

Italy the operas of " Eneat" and " Lavinia"

also several others at Paris, about the middle

of the last century.

DIABELLI, composer of much instru

mental music at Vienna, chiefly for the

guitar.

DIBDIN (Charles) was born in
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Southampton, where his father was a silver

smith, about the year 1745. He was edu

cated for the church on the foundation of

>Yinchester school ; but music soon took such

complete possession of his mind, that he

weald attend, as a boy, to little else. At

t»elre years of age he had a very sweet

'oice, and sung at the cathedral at Win

chester; also at a subscription concert in

that town, where he was patronised by the

principal inhabitants. Shortly after this, he

stood for the situation of organist, at a

vlla^e in Hampshire, but was rejected on

ircount of his youth. Dibdin's elder bro-

tha was captain of a West Indiaman, and

heing in Loudon about this time, pressingly

invited his younger brother to make a trial

of his talents in the metropolis. He accord

ing came up to London, and was intro

duced to several of the most eminent music-*

sellers, for whom he composed some ballads ;

tie profits of which were, however, very

tHSing, as the most he received, for the

npyiight of six songs, was three guineas.

Tt.e test of his time he filled up in tuning

piano-fortes. This occupation being little

to his taste, he soon became acquainted

*ith the principal musical and theatrical

characters of the day, and in the sum-

■« of 1762, when only fifteen years of

H*, appeared as a performer at the Rich-

r*od theatre. The following year he per-

k"Md at Birmingham, and, in 1764, made

■ Hint on the London boards, in the

titracter of Ralph, in the Maid of the

J''", and received a great share of the

P«hhc approbation. Still, however, he

not in his element : he disliked the

pufesson of an actor, and his chief delight

in composition. Accordingly, soon

this time, he wrote the principal part

rf the music for " Lionel and Clarissa ;"

« year or two afterwards, the entire

** »f " The Padloch." The success of

pieces fully established his fame as a

■wait composer.

Wtig Dibdin's more celebrated works

* *» stage may be enumerated, " The

r0"1"" produced in 1772 ; " The Water-

*•»." (words and music) in 1774 ; and

'0L I.

" The Quaker," in 1775. In the intervals"

of these performances, it must be confessed

that his prolific pen gave birth to a great

deal of trash. The whole number of his

theatrical compositions amounted to nearly

a hundred. After quarrelling with the pro

prietors of all the principal theatres, and

more especially with Garrick, having also

failed in more than one theatrical specula

tion as a manager, Dibdin at length re

solved on attempting to entertain the public

by his single performance of his own songs,

accompanying them himself on the piano

forte. In this he was eminently successful

for some years, both in the metropolis and

in provincial towns ; and he might doubtless

have amassed a handsome fortune by this

singular exertion of his talent, had he not

been unusually improvident in his pecuniary

concerns. The number of new songs

which he wrote (both words and music)

for these entertainments, is astonishing;

they amounted, it is said, to upwards of

1200 ; among which his sea songs are

certainly the most clever. *' Poor Jack,"

" Tom Bowling," and various other ballads

of that class, will ever remain dear to the

ear of a British sailor. Dibdin died in

1814, in very obscure circumstances, having

suffered, for someyearspreviously to his de

cease, from an illness which rendered him

almost helpless.

DIBDIN, (Hiss) an excellent per

former on the harp, was originally a

pupil of Challoner, and since of Bochsa.

She is an assistant professor of her instru

ment at the royal academy of music.

Miss Dibdin began her musical studies

under Challoner in 1808, and in 1815, she

performed Steibelt's grand duetto on the

harp with Haydon, at the oratorios at

Covent-garden, where she was advertised

as " a pupil of Mr. Challoner." She has

Since performed in public with Bochsa,

and with the greatest eclat.

DICCHUT, composer of some instru

mental music published at Mayence.

DICKONS, (Mrs.) This lady, so justly

celebrated as a singer, was also an instance

of premature musical genius, having been,
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at the age of six years, capable of perform

ing Handel's overtures and fugues on the

piano-forte, with an astonishing degree of

taste and precision.

Mr. Poole (her father) took advantage

of this extraordinary talent, and placed her

under the tuition of the celebrated Raurzini,

of Bath, thus infusing into her young mind

the true Italian taste. In due time she was

engaged at the Ancient and Vocal concerts,

and also at Covent -garden theatre, where she

made her tUbut in the character of Ophelia,

in which she evinced the most delicate

feeling and pathos ; she also performed, with

unrivalled success, the first range of operatic

characters, both in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, and was received by the Irish with

enthusiasm.

The superior excellence of Mrs. Dickons

in sacred music is also well known. In

that style she sang with such a degree of

sublimity, that religion seemed to breathe

through every note. She was also engaged

at the Italian opera, and performed (among

other principal characters) the Countess, in

Mozart's It Nozze di Figaro, with eminent

success, to Madame Catalani's Susanna,

At tlie conclusion of her engagement at

Drury-Iane theatre in 1816, she was en

gaged as prima donna at Madame Cata

lani's theatre at Paris. From thence she

went to Italy, where (at Venice in parti

cular) she received the high and distin

guished honour of being proclaimed, by

general vote, Soda Onoraria dell' Institute

Filamwnico,

She was engaged to sing at several places

with the celebrated Velluti ; but the death

of a particular friend demanded her speedy

return to England, before she could fulfil

those engagements, and Mr. Harris availed

himself of that opportunity to bring her for

ward once more iu his theatre, where she

had so early begun her theatrical career.

The result ofher appearance in the Barber of

Seville, and the great improvement of her

styleby her visit to the continent, is too well

known to need culogium here.

She has now retired from public life,

esteemed and beloved by all who have the

pleasure of knowing her ; and although is

full possession of her vocal powers, has

declined many tempting and lucrative offers

to return to the stage.

She has also lately had most flatterins

and advantageous applications to sing a

Italy, where her fame is well known anc

her talent duly appreciated.

DIDYMUS was an eminent musician o

Alexandria, and, according to Suidas, con

temporary with the emperor Nero, b;

whom he was much honoured and esteemed

He wrote upon grammar and medicine, a

well as music : but his works are all lost

and the whole that we know at present I

his harmonical doctrines is from Ptolemy

who preserved and disputed thera. Hoif

ever, this author confesses him to have beti

well versed in the canon and hannonii

divisions; and, if we may judge from ibi

testimony even ofhis antagonist, he must ban

been not only an able theorist in music, bu

a man of considerable erudition.

DIETER or DIETTER (Chmstu:

Ludwio) was born in 1757 in Wurtemburj

He composed much instrumental nnwi

particularly for the bassoon, also somedn

matic pieces, between the years 1781 a*

1803.
DIETRICH, (F. A.) composer of soib

piano-forte music, published at U't"

towards the end of the last century.

DIETTENHOFER. See Dittenhofb

DIETZ, (Joseph) a German compos*

published, in 1768, at Nuremburg, so"

music for the violin ; also, subsequent

some instrumental trios at Amsterdam a«

Paris. We imagine he is the same D^t

who has lately invented at Paris a P

instrument called the claviharp.

DIEUDE, (Madame) of Paris, a con

poser of some beautiful romances a<

Ok:
ru — -
cantatas, published in that town. She is

Italian parentage. Madame Dieude" is aJj

an excellent pianist
DIEZELIUS (Valentin) published

large collection of Italian madrigal*

Nuremburg, in the year 1600.
DIGNUM (Charles) was bo™ 1

Rotherhithe, where his father wasaresi*1
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able, bat got affluent tradesman. Being of

[he Roman Catholic church, he officiated,

*ben a boy, at the Sardinian ambassador's

cbapel, and also sung in the choir. His

voice wai at that time particularly admired

bj the frequenters of the chapel, for its melody

aid power ; so much so, that S. Webb, a

jeatleman well known to the musical world,

remarked bis talents, and gave him instruc

ts. Dignum, however, entertained no

:'ea of making music his pursuit : he wish

ed rather to dedicate himself to the service

of religion, and importuned his father to

xnd Lbn to the college at Douay to

craplete his education, and fit him for

uking holy orders. This plan was, however,

relinquished, and young Dignum was placed

on trial under the care of a carver and

filder named Egglesoe, who was at the

ttad of that branch in the house of Messrs.

Seddonj. Though this situation was by no

nseans suited to his genius, he remained

■in months in it, and was on the point of

becoming a regular apprentice, when a quar

rel between his father and Egglesoedissolved

ti e connection. Thus it often happens that

the mast trivial circumstance changes the

history of a man's life. Had Dignum pur-

s»ed the occupation of Egglesoe, he might

Iwe bred in obscurity, and died unknown

beyond the circle ofhis own family : chance,

Werer, operated in his favour, and whilst

ke vas dubious what occupation to follow,

k< ro introduced to the acquaintance of

■ celebrated Mr. Linley. That great

»uter of vocal and instrumental music

*-*% perceived the talents of young Dig-

an, and gave him the most flattering hopes

>i« be would one day become an acquisi-

fa« to the stage.

Tboi encouraged, and conscious of his

e*5 natural powers, Dignum articled him-

*f to linley for seven years. During the

!"j first years of this period, the master

!*£owtd the most indefatigable attentions

la pupil, and would not permit him to

•H in public, till his judgment was suffi-

r*% correct.

■'•oHiim made his debut at Drury-lane

)it^t in 1784, in the character of Young

Meadows, in the comic opera of Love in a

Village. His figure was indeed rather un

favourable for the part he represented, but

his voice was so clear and full toned, and

his manner of singing so judicious, that he

was received with the warmest applause.

He then appeared in Cymon, and again ex

perienced the most flattering approbation.

On the removal of Bannister, sen. to

the Royalty theatre, Dignum succeeded

to a cast of parts more suited to his person

and voice, which was a fine tenor ; amongst

other characters, those of Hawthorn and of

Giles particularly suited him, and he was su

perior in them to every other actor since the

days of Beard, who was their original repre

sentative. Dignum has, for some years, re

tired from the stage in easy circumstances,

and still resides in London, greatly esteemed

by a numerous circle ofacquaintance, for his

private worth and amiable disposition.

He has composed several pleasing ballads,

and also published, by subscription, a col

lection of popular vocal music.

DIRUTA (Gikolamo) was a Francis

can friar, and the author of a work in

dialogue, entitled " II Transilvano," printed

at Venice in the year 1625. The design

of this work is to teach the proper method

of playing on the organ and harpsichord.

DITTENHOFER (Joseph) was born

at Vienna about the year 1743. He re

ceived his instruction on the harpsichord in

that city, from Steffani, and his knowledge

of counterpoint from Wagenseil, both of

whom were reputed to be the first and most

skilful organists in Vienna. After having

passed fifteen or sixteen years on his travels

through Germany and France, he at length

fixed his residence in London, where he

taught the harpsichord and piano-forte, and

published a didactic work on composition,

also several fugues and voluntaries for the

organ. Dittenhofer possessed a perfect

knowledge of his instrument, and although

he had not that brilliant and rapid perform

ance which is remarkable in some of the

present professors, yet his education was so

regular, that he was a complete master of

harmony and modulation. One of the most
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celebrated English pupils of Dittenhofer is

Monro, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

DITTERS, (Carlo von.) This admir

able composer was by birth a German, and

born in the year 1730. He first made him

self known as a performer on the violin in

the imperial chapel of Vienna, and after

wards resided at Frankfort. So highly was

he esteemed by the emperor of Germany,

that, as a reward for his merit and talents,

he was elevated, in the year 1770, to the

rank of nobility, by the title of Ditterdorf,

and at the same time nominated ranger of

the forests in the emperor's Siberian domi

nions. Shortly after this period, he was

appointed by the bishop of Breslau director

of his chapel, and from that time he appears

to have resided alternately in Siberia and at

Vienna. In 1792, says Dr. Burney, he

lived in a splendid manner, on his own

property, in Austria. The compositions of

Ditters have had great celebrity, and are

said to be extremely numerous, though few

of them have been printed. These are not

more than eight or ten in number, beyond

the fifteen symphonies composed from his

feelings on reading the Metamorphoses of

Ovid. The latter were attended with uni

versal applause. In the year 1780, he

composed the oratorio of " Esther," which

was performed for the benefit of widows

and families of musicians. The work, how

ever which obtained for him the greatest

admiration, was " Der Doctor und der

Apothcker," which was performed in the

theatre at Vienna in 1 786. Two years after

this, he composed and published three other

operas at Vienna.

DITTERSDORF, (Vox.) See Vox

DlTTEHS.

DIXON (William) published some

books of psalms and hymns in London,

about the year 1790. (Preston's Cat.

1795.)

DIZI, (F.) a celebrated harpist, resident

in London. He has long been celebrated

for the superior beauty of the tone produced

by his touch, and he has composed and

arranged much very pleasing music for his

instrument. At the Covent-garden ora-

torios, in the season of 1821, Bishop

(the conductor) employed no less than

twelve harps, with Dizi at their head,

whilst sir George Smart, at Drury-lane,

engaged thirteen, headed by Bochsa. Dili

has invented an improvement in the me

chanism of the harp, and calls his invention

" the perpendicular harp" The principle

is, that the tension of the strings act upon »

centre, parallel to the centre of the column,

as well as to that of the sonorous body.

He has arranged his mechanism between

plates of iron and brass, which are at such

a distance as to allow the strings to vibrate

freely. These plates are held together by

the pins which serve to turn the string.

The strength of these metal plates is much

more than equal to the pressure upon them,

and they are therefore not liable to the

common disturbances and evils arising from

loss of shape.

The column which assists in supporting

the mechanism, takes the pressure exactly

in the centre, and therefore has no tendency

to incline to either side. The strings ar<

stated to possess a freer power of vibration,

and consequently the tone is prolonged

They are moreover so placed, that, when si

their utmost tension, they still preserve a

straight line, and make no angle.

Dizi has substituted a damper pedal foi

the swell, by which means the sons itetft*

may be produced without the common actio:

of the hand. There are several simplifica

tions in the mechanism, and the instrument

being alike on both sides, is more uniform

in its appearance ; but the principal excel

lence we conceive to be, that the string i

not drawn out of its vertical perpendicular

Dizi's compositions for the harp are distin

guished for their elegance. Among hi:

principal publications we may enumerate

" Twelve Exercises or Fantaisies compom

expressly for the Patent Harp, with dattll:

Movement." (Chappell.) " A Second Serif

of Twelve Fantaisies for Patent Harp.'

(Harm. Inst.) " Six French Romances ar

ranged. Book I.," " Sir French Romance-

arranged, Hook II." " Arrangement u)

Cramer's Saxon Air," " Arrangement *j
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Crmer's Rousseau's Dream," " Arrange-

wt of Cramer's Anglo-Caledonian Air,"

" Variations on Le Hussard, Flute Accom

paniment,"t " Variations on Unbacio tenero,"

" Variations on Gavotte in Achille" u Va-

riatmson Toujours, toujours," " Variations

n I hire roamed through many," " Grand

Saula."

DOBLER, a powerful bass singer at

Frank(bit.

DOBLER, (Madame) wife of the pre

ceding, is a good singer at the theatre at

Frankfort.

DOCHE, (Joseph Dennis) a French

composer of romances at the commence

ment of the present century. He has com

posed some admired church music.

DOCRING, (I. F. S.) a German pro

fessor of singing, and composer of songs,

resided it Gorlitz, in Upper Lusatia, at the

commencement of the present century.

DOISY, (Lintant) a guitarist at Paris,

and composerfor his instrument, at the close

f ' the last and commencement of the pre

sent century.

DOLES, (Johann Fhiedricii) a singer

aad chapel-master at Leipsic, was born in

■lie year 1715. He composed much vocal

o«ic, principally for the church. He died

■ 1797.

DOLES, (Dr. Johaxn FniEnnicn) son

13 ike preceding, was born in 1746, and

considered as one of the best German mu

ll amateurs. He published some in-

ii-omenul music at Leipsic, about the year

1733.

D0LP1JIN, a French instrumental com-

fm, published at Offenbach, in 1780, six

'-" i> for the violin. He is also the author of

«ker instrumental music published at Paris.

D0M1NICK, (M.) a professor of the

'■«n at the conservatory at Paris. He has

xilishtd a method, and some music for his

aamnent ; also several romances.

DONATI, (Icnazio) an Italian composer

*jd chapel-master at Milan. He published

•"t sacred music at Venice, between the

.'«an 1619 and 1633.

bOSATO, (Baldassaie) thapel-master

»( St. Mark's church, at Venice. He com- i

posed many madrigals and canzonets (Can

zone Villanesche) between the years 1555

and 1568. See Cambio.

DON! (Antonio Francesco) published

at Venice, in 1544, a work entitled

" Dialoghe delta Musica." Dr. Buiney

places this among the more rare musical

publications, never having seen but one

copy of it, which was in the possession . of

P. Martini. Doni died (according to Wal-

ther) in 1574, in the fifty-fifth year of his

age.

DONI, (Giovanni Battista) a native

of the city of Florence, was born in the year

1594. He was the descendant of a noble

family, and though not by profession a mu

sician, has been justly celebrated for his

skill in this science. Early in life, he was

appointed professor of eloquence, and mem

ber of the Florentine academy, and that of

Delia Crusca. He was much favoured by

cardinal Barbarini, afterwards pope Urban

VIII., and at his recommendation was ap

pointed secretary to the college of cardinals.

Being a man of extensive learning, and

finding the attention required in this em

ployment too great an interruption to his

studies, he quitted it, and retired to Flo

rence, where he ended his days, at the age

of about fifty.

From an account which he has given us

of himself and of his studies, it appears

that, in the early part of his life, he was

taught to play ou the flageolet and the lute.

He says that he also attained some pro

ficiency on the harpsichord ; and that,

afterwards, notwithstanding the little time

he had to spare from his more serious avo

cations, he applied himself with uncommon

assiduity to the science of harmony.

In 1635, he published at Rome, a dis

course entitled " Compendia del Trattato

de' Generi e de' Modi della Musica, con un

Discorso sopra da Perfettione dc' Concenti."

This book is of a miscellaneous nature, but

its avowed design is to show, that the music

of the ancients was preferable to that of the

moderns. It contains a tract, entitled

" Discorso sopra la Perfettione della Me

lodic," at the beginning of which the
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author treats of the madrigal style ofcomposi

tion, and of the particulars which distinguish

the cantusfiguratus from the cantus ecclesi-

asticus. The invention of the latter, he

says, followed naturally from the use of the

organ.

Five years afterwards, Doni published his

" Annotazioni sopra il Compendia de'

Generi, edt' Modi delta Afusica," and some

other tracts. In one of them, he describes an

instrument of his own invention, called,

after his patron, a Lyra Barbarino, re

sembling, in shape, the Spanish guitar, but

having three niches, each of which was dou

ble, like the theorbo or arch-lute. The use

of this instrument was to enable the per

former to play either in the Dorian, the

Phrygian, or the hypo-Lydian modes of the

ancients. All these tracts contain curious

particulars relative to the music and mu

sicians of the author's time. Doni pub

lished, in 1647, a treatise in three books,

" De Prastantia Musicee veteris."

DONZELLI, an Italian singer, at present

at Vienna. He is reported to have a beauti

ful voice, of such compass, that he never

uses the falsetto ; his action is polished, his

recitative particularly impressive, his elocu

tion generally good, and his whole per

formance full of life and expression.

DORATUS, (Nicholas) composer of

madrigals published at Venice in the middle

of the sixteenth century.

DOREMIEULX, (H. L L.) a Parisian

composer and flutist, published at Paris, in

1 802, " Etudes pour la Flute."

DORI, an English violinist, now living.

DORIA, author of "Lessons for the

Voice," published in London at the latter

end of the last century. (Preston's Cat)

DORION is mentioned by Plutarch as a

flute-player who had made several changes

in the music of his time, and who was head

of a sect of performers, that militated

against another party of practical musi

cians, of which Antigenides was the chief :

a proof that these two masters were contem

poraries and rivals. Dorion, though much

celebrated as a great musician and poet

by Athenaius, is better known to posterity

as a voluptuary. Both his music and poetry

are lost ; however, many of his pleasantries

are preserved. Being at Milo, a city of

Egypt, and not able to procure a lodging,

he inquired of a priest, who was sacri

ficing in a chapel, to what divinity it

was dedicated, who answered, " To Jupiter

and to Neptune." " How should I be able,"

says Dorion, *' to get a lodging, where the

gods are forced to lie double 1" Supping

one night with Nicocreon, in the island of

Cyprus, and admiring a rich gold cup that

was placed on the sideboard, " The gold

smith will make you just such another,"

says the prince, " whenever you please."

" He will obey your orders much better than

mine, sir," says Dorion, "so let me have

that, and do you bespeak another." The

remark of Athenasus upon this reply, »,

that Dorion acted against the proverb, which

says, that

To flute-players, nature gave brains there*! no

doubt,
But alas I 'tis in vain, for they Boon blow them

out.

Upon hearing the description of a tem

pest, in the Nautilus of Timothens, Dorion

said, " He had seen a better in a boiling

chaldron."
Having lost a large shoe at a banqaet,

which he wore on account of his foot being

violently swelled by the gout, "The only

harm I wish the thief," said he, "i'>al

my shoe may fit bim."
His wit and talents made amends for h|S

gluttony, and he was a welcome guest

wherever he went. Philip of Macedon, in

order to enliven his parties of pleasure, used

frequently to invite him with Aristonicus the

citharist.
DORNAUS, (Philip) a German pro

fessor of the horn, published some music for

his instrument at Offenbach in 1802.
DORNAUS, (L.) younger brother to W

preceding, also a professor of the born,

composer of music
for his instrument

DORNEL, (Antoine) organist of ^

Genevieve church, at Paris, died in

He published some vocal and instrumeo

music.
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DOTHEL, a composer of music for the

dote. (Preston's Cat)

DOTZAUER, (Justus Joiiann Fhied-

jira) a composer and violinist at Dresden,

is born near Hilburghausen, in Saxony, in

1783. He was appointed chamber-musician

to the king of Saxony in the year 1811, and

kas published much instrumental music,

chiefly at Lcipsic. The quartets of Dotzauer

are much admired.

DOUAY, author of some duos for the

iiolin, published at Paris in 1795.

DOURLEN,(Victor) apupilof Gossec,

obtained, in 1 806, the grand prize for com

position decreed by the national institute.

He subsequently went to Italy, and on his

return to Paris produced several operas,

among which are " Philocles," " Linnee,"

and "La Dupe dr son Art," and more

lately, " Les Dies du Frire Philippe."

Dourlen is at present one of the professors

of harmony at the Paris conservatory.

Some of his songs are published by

BirchiU.

DOWLAND, (John) a celebrated per

former on the lute, was bom in the year

1562, and, at the age of twenty-six, was

admitted to the degree of bachelor of music,

Jt Oiford. He seems to have been a great

favourite with the public. Anthony Wood

ays of him, that *' he was the rarest mu-

sciin that the age did behold." And

ShiUpeare has thus immortalized him in one

of his sonnets.

"Music and sweet poetry agree,

A* they needs must, (the sister and the brother)
Tn*n most the love be great 'twixt thee and me,

Uecaose thou Inv'st the one, and I the other.

Inland to thee is dear, whose heavenly touch

Upna the late, doth ravish human sense ;

Spetoer to me, whose deep conceit is such,

Ai passing all conceit, needs no defence ;

Ibw lov*st to hear the sweet melodious sound

Tast Ptta-bus* lute (the queen of music) makes,

And I, in deep delight am chiefly drown'd

""hen as himself to singing he betakes ;

°« Ood Is good to both, as poets feign,

Oa< knight loves both, and both in these re-

■afar*

la the year 1584, Dowland travelled

the principal parts of France,

fam thence he passed into Germany, where

he was received in the most flattering man

ner by the duke of Brunswick, and the learn

ed prince Maurice, the landgrave of Hesse-

Cassel. After a residence of some months

in Germany, he crossed the Alps into Italy,

and successively visited Venice, Padua,

Genoa, Ferrara, and Florence.

He published, in 1595, " The first Booke

of Songcs or Ayres of four Parts, with

Tablature for the Lute ; " and in the se

cond book, printed in 1600, he styles him

self lutenist to the king of Denmark. A third

book of the same work was afterwards

given to the public. Some time after this,

he printed his " Lachrima?, or Seavcn

Tcares,figured in seavenpassionate Pauans,

with divers other Pauatts, Ga/iards, and

Almands, set forth for the Lute, Viols,

or Violins, in five Parts." The pauan or

pavan was a peculiar species of Spanish

dance. This work seems to have attained

considerable celebrity. It is alluded to in a

comedy of Thomas Middleton, entitled, iVo

Wit like a Woman's, in which the servant

tells his master bad news, and is thus

answered, " No, thou plaiest Dowland's

Laehrimee to thy master." Dowland trans

lated and published, in 1609, the " Micro-

logus" of Ornithoparcus, containing the

substance of a course of lectures on music,

delivered by that author, about the year

1535, in the universities of Tubingen, Hei

delberg, and Mentz ; and in 1612, he pub

lished " A Pilgrim's Solace, wherein is con

tained Musical Harmony of three, four,

and five Parts, to be sung and plaid with

Lute and Viols." In the preface to this

work he styles himself lutenist to lord Wal-

den. One of Dowland's madrigals for four

voices, " Go, crystal tears," is inserted in

Smith's Musica Antiqua; and another,

" Awake, sweet love," which is f II of

elegance, taste, and feeling, in Dr. Crotch's

selections. He died in Denmark, as it is

supposed, in the year 1615.

DOWLAND, (Robert) son to the pre

ceding, published a work entitled "A Mu

sical Banquet," London, 1610.

DOY, composer of six trios for the violin,

published at Paris in 1797.
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DOYLE, (Wesley, Esq.) a very agree

able amateur singer, and composer of vocal

music. He bas published several collections

of canzonets, pne air in which, " Waters of

EUe," is peculiarly beautiful.

DRAGHI, (Behnadjno) a composer of

canzonets (Canzone Villanesche) published

at Venice in 1581.

DRAGHI (Giovanni Battista) was

an Italian by birth, and is supposed to have

been one of those musicians who came into

England with Mary d'Este, the princess of

JYIodena, and consort of king James II. He

was a fine performer on the harpsichord, &c,

and published, in England, many lessous for

that instrument. He joined with Locke in

composing the music to Shadwell's English

opera of " Pytche ; " and, on his decease,

in 1677, succeeded him in the place of

organist to the queen.

Although Draghi was an Italian, and many

of his compositions are entirely in the Italian

style, yet, during his long residence in

England, he seems, in a remarkable degree,

to have assimilated his music to that of the

old English masters. This is particularly

apparent in his anthem, " This is the day

that the Lord hath made," and in many of

the ballad airs and dance tunes composed

by him.

During the reigns of Charles II. and

James, Draghi was the favourite court-mu

sician, and he is supposed to have been the

musical preceptor to queen Anne. Towards

the latter end of his life, he composed the

music to a whimsical opera, written by

D'Urfey, entitled " The Wonders in the

Sun, or the Kingdom of Birds" performed

at the Queen's theatre in the Haymarket,

in 1706. Some of the music of this opera

is extremely good ; but the piece proved

unsuccessful, surviving only six nights, and

scarcely paying half the expense which had

attended the getting of it up.

In the printed collections of songs pub

lished towards the close of the seventeenth

century, we meet with many that have the

name of Signor Baptist to them. This uni

formly means Baptista Draghi, and not

Baptist Lulli, as some persons have supposed.

DIUGONETTI, (Domekico) the cele

brated performer on the double bass, was

born in Venice. His father, Pietro Dra-

gonetti, was also a performer on that instra-

ment, but by ear only ; he excelled in ac

companying a band at balls, and was likewise

a professor of a sort of guitar with steel

strings, an instrument which was at that

time commonly in use for the purpose of

teaching the chords in music. At nine years

of age, Domenico, feeling an irresistible

impulse towards music, applied himself to

study, unknown to his parents, on the guitar

of his father, and in a short time made in

credible progress. So much so indeed, that

a certain Doretti, an excellent violinist and

composer of ball music, having requested

Peter to accompany him on the guitar in

some of his compositions, and the son, Do

menico, perceiving that his father did sot

perfectly well succeed, asked for the guitar

to accompany, himself, the composer. Peter,

unconscious of the ability of his son, refused

to satisfy him ; Doretti, however, observing

the boy's assurance, persuaded the father to

cede the instrument to him. How great

was the surprise which Domenico occa

sioned to both parties, when, taking the

guitar in hand, he began to accompany the

notes of Doretti with chords so exact and so

masterly as to resemble much more those

of an expert professor than of a mere lad.

Domenico having at that time an acquaint

ance named Giacomo Sciarmadori, a shoe

maker by trade, but who was a passable vio

linist and knew a littleof music, begged this

man to be his instructor in the rudiments

of violin playing. He very willingly un

dertook the office, and with this frail assist

ance alone, aided by his natural genius and

perseverance, Domenico soon picked up,

unknown to his father, a knowledge of the

use and management of his double bass.

Soon after this, another musical performance

took place between his father and Doretti,

when Peter played the double bass. Ihe

son then again proposed (as he had done

before with the guitar) himself to accom

pany Doretti with the double bass ; when,

oh bis request being granted, his eitraordi-
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nary advancement on the instrument was

so highly appreciated by Doretti, that he

earnestly begged the father to allow his son

to play in public with him at some of the

most brilliant musical parties of Venice.

He was at this time about twelve years of

age, and, on the father's consenting to his

public performance, his fame soon spread

through that city as a most extraordinary

instance of precocity of musical talent. He

was now placed under the tuition of Berini,

the best master for the double bass in Venice,

and received from him eleven lessons, that

number being found sufficient, as Berini

could teach him nothing further. Young

Dragonetti, now abandoning himselfentirely

to his genius, determined to carry the cul

ture of his instrument to the highest pos

sible point of perfection, and with this

object in view, associated himself with his

friend Jlestrino, who being likewise en

dowed with extraordinary talents for the

violin, was engrossed by a similar desire

of fame. The two students commenced,

therefore, at the house of Dragonetti, the

■est scientific and accurate exercises on

■he violin and double bass, employing many

hours of the day in various practical experi

ments on music not adapted to their instru

ments. To these exercises of execution they

added the composition of " Capricci" and

"tier short pieces, which pursuits lasted

'« several years, whilst the two friends

were engaged, almost every evening, at the

■fist brilliant musical circles in Venice,

s«d, on their return from these assemblies,

would frequently amuse crowds in the

sheets by serenading with the violin and

guitar. When Dragonetti was only thirteen

jears of age, he held, with great applause,

the situation of first double bass at the Opera

at Venice ; and when in his four-

'eenth year, he obtained the same rank in

'lie orchestra of the Grand Opera Seria, at

ftt theatre of St. lienetto, where he re

mained always employed during his stay in

Italy. When about eighteen, being at

Treviso, he was invited by the distinguished

family of the Signori Tommasini to join in

quartets. At this mansion he met a

nobleman named Morosini, procurator of St.

Marco, who, astonished at the performance

of Dragonetti, complimented him by ob

serving, that he was only sure of his

not being a performer at the chapel of St.

Marco, because they had no double bass

there equal to him. On his return to Venice,

the office of principal double bass at the

above chapel was offered to him and ac

cepted. This was thought a peculiar honour,

since the post was certainly already well

filled by Berini, and it had been a previous

rule in the chapel that the first places

should be given by seniority. Dragonetti,

however, did not willingly accept of this

office, being hurt at the idea of superseding

his old master Berini, whom he much loved

and respected; so much so, that he was

just on the point of refusing the proffered

honour when Berini appeared in his cham

ber, and, embracing him, entreated that he

would accept the situation, as he (Berini)

had been complimented with increased sa

lary, and was perfectly contented to resign

in favour of so eminent a successor. About

a year after this time, Dragonetti was of

fered a very lucrative appointment in the

service of the emperor of Russia, on which

occasion he applied to the procurators of

St. Marco for permission to resign ; so far,

however, were they from acceding to his

request, that they augmented his salary, and

relieved him from the embarrassment of

refusal, by taking that duty on themselves.

He was now invited to perform at the mag

nificent musical meetings which were given

in Venice on the occasion of the grand

festival for the new doge. He was like

wise employed, with the pay of a concerto

performer, to take the solo and other vio

loncello parts in quartets with his double

bass. At one of these meetings, which was

most numerously attended, he was unex

pectedly called upon for a concerto A solo on

his instrument, from which he tried to ex

cuse himself, having with him no music of

that description. This apology was, how

ever, not accepted, and he was at length

obliged to play a very difficult concerto,

written for the bassoon. After this time,
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he set himself to work to compose concertos,

sonatas, and solos for the double bass, in

which he introduced passages to prove the

superiority of his power over the instru

ment, and many of whieh were attended

with difficulties which he alone was com

petent to overcome. Nor was the execution

of these compositions long delayed ; for,

shortly after this time, the republic of

Venice received fourteen sovereign princes

within their city, when they elected Dra-

gonetti one of the directors of their great

musical festivals on that occasion, at which

meetings he formed the delight of his dis

tinguished audience by the performance of

his own music for the double bass. He was

sometimes called On to perform seven or

eight pieces on the same evening, and al

most always those of his own composition.

One of his concertos so delighted the queen

of Naples, that he was commanded to re

peat it in every evening's performance,

which were fourteen in number. He after

wards presented a copy of the concerto to the

queen, which was most graciously received.

Dragonetti next went to Vicenza, where he

played at the grand opera. It was at this

town that he was so fortunate as to get pos

session of the celebrated double bass, ma

nufactured by Gasparo di Salb, master of

the famous Amati. This instrument had

formerly belonged to the convent of St.

Pietro. Delighted with so precious an ac

quisition, Dragonetti hastened to get the

instrument repaired with the utmost skill,

on the completion of which, he made a

trial of it in the hall of his residence at

Vicenza. How great was his surprise, when,

after a few sounds, he observed the servants

running from a distant kitchen in alarm,

many of the brass vessels on the shelves

having vibrated so powerfully to the tones

of the double bass, as to ring and shake as

if they were all ready to fall. On quitting

Vicenza, Dragonetti proceeded to Padua

to pay his accustomed friendly visit to the

inmates of the celebrated convent of St.

Giustina. He took his newly acquired in

strument with him, and, in describing its

excellencies to Signor Turvini Bertonj, the

celebrated chapel-master and organist of the

convent, ventured to express an opinion that

the lower strings of it might be made to

produce a more powerful effect than could

be derived from the bass of the magnificent

organ of the convent. Turvini treated this

proposition with ridicule, which so piqued

Dragonetti, that he resolved to have his

little revenge; and accordingly furnished

himself in private with some immensely

thick bass strings, which at night he attached

to his instrument. The weather was per

fectly calm, and, when sleep reigned through

the whole convent, he quietly carried his

double bass into one of the spacious corri

dors, and there produced, from the thick

strings, sounds so strange aud characteristic,

as precisely to counterfeit the rising of a

horrid tempest. The imitation was so com

plete, that nothing was talked of the next

morning, in the convent, but the storm of

the preceding night. Great indeed was the

surprise of the fraternity, when they dis

covered, from the neighbours, the weather

had been unusually serene. On the fol

lowing night, Dragonetti, having remained

unsuspected, was desirous again to conjure

up the spirits of the air; but, unluckily, he

so alarmed one of the monks, that rushing

precipitately from his cell he tumbled over

the double bass, and the necromancer was

thus discovered. After this anecdote, it

may be well supposed that the organist al

lowed the double bass to be more powerful

than his own instrument. Dragonetti had

now attained the age of twenty-four, and

his fame as a performer being decidedly

unrivalled in his own country, he was ap

plied to by the celebrated singer Banti,

then in London, to make an engagement for

this metropolis. In this request she was

seconded by Bertoni, chapel-master of St.

Marco, and Pacchierotti the singer, both at

that time in England, and who, on their re

turn to Italy, prevailed on Dragonetti to

accept the proposals made to him. He ac

cordingly took leave of the directors of the

chapel of St. Marco, who kindly granted him

a year's leave of absence, with a continua

tion of his salary lor that period. His
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reception and high professional character in

this country are too well known to render it

necessary that we should here dwell on them.

It is sufficient to observe, that wherever the

best orchestral music is to be heard, up to the

present time, the name of Dragonetti may

jjways be found. He is engaged for the pre

sent season of 1824 at the King's theatre.

DRECHSLEH, a German composer of

instrumental music, now living at Vienna.

DRESCH or DREESCH, (J.) composer

of «ome music for the violin, published at

Amsterdam in 1793.

DRESE, (Johann Samuel) a relation

to the preceding and chapel-master to the

duke of Weimar. He died in 1716. His

compositions consist of harpsichord music,

»lso some church and dramatic pieces.

DRESE, (Adam) a good composer of

church music in the seventeenth century.

He was chapel-master at Arnstadt.

DRESSLER, (Johann FmEDRicn) a

German instrumental composer towards the

end of the last century. He published some

concertos and quartets for wind instru

ments. He was the first person who intro

duced the trombone into English orchestras.

DREVER, (Johanh Conrad) a cele

brated singer and director of the music at

Lunenburg, was born at Brunswick in

1672, and died in 1713.

DREYER, (Johann Melchior) a

celebrated church composer. His composi

tions bear date from the year 1790. Dreyer

is organist at Elwangcn, a town of Suabia.

DROEB, composer1 of some music for

organ, published at Paris.

DROLING, a composer of piano-forte

■antic at Paris.

DROUET, a celebrated flutist, was born

in Holland about the year 1792, and came

to London in 1817, where his talents as a

performer deservedly received the most

brilliant applause. He performed at most

•'the principal concerts in Londoriihe also

«UbUshed a flute manufactory in Conduit-

"reet, where he resided only one year,

letting England for the continent in 1819.

had an amazing facility in perform-

»J rapid passages, but it is said he was defi-

cient in taste in adagio movements. He has

composed much music for his instrument.

DRUZECHY or DRUSCHETZKY,

(Georo.) a musician at Presburg in 1787.

He composed some dramatic pieces, also

some solos for the violin.

DUBOIS, a French violinist and com

poser of the opera "La Paysanne supposic"

performed at Paris in 1789.

DUBOURG, (Matthew) a violinist,

and pupil of Geminiani, was born in 1703.

He led the violins for Handel when in

Dublin. One night, Dubourg having a solo

part in a song, and a close to make ad

libitum, he wandered about a great while,

and seemed a little bewildered and uncer

tain of his original key ; but at length

coming to the shake, which was to termi

nate this long close, Handel, to the great

delight of the audience, and augmentation of

applause, cried out loud enough to be heard

in the most remote parts of the theatre,

" You are welcome home, Mr. Dubourg."

It wasinl728that Dubourg was appointed

composer and master of his majesty's band

of music in Ireland. He resided there many

years, and, in 1761, received a visit from his

master Geminiani, who died in his house,

at the great age of ninety-six. It has been

erroneously stated that Dubourg was no

composer : he was indeed no publisher ; but

the odes which he set for Ireland, and in

numerable solos and concertos composed by

him for his own public performances, are

now in the possession of one of his pupils,

and some of them are excellent. Dubourg

died in London in 1 767.

DUBUISON, a celebrated French com

poser of songs in the reign of Louis XIV.

He died in 1712.

DUCRAY DUMINIL, (M.) a French

composer of songs and operettas at the

latter end of the last century.

DUCREUX, a French composer for the

flute at the latter end of the last century.

DUFAY. See Fat.

DUFRESNE, a French violinist at the

ThiMre Francois in 1752. He published, in

1780, six solos for the flute.

DUGAZON, (Gustavi) son of Madame
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Dugazon, the celebrated French actress,

was a pupil of Berton at the conservatory.

He has published some romances and piano

forte music.

DUGUET, (Abbe) a chapel-master of

Notre Dame at Paris, about the year 1780,

was an esteemed composer of church music.

DULON, (Friedrich Lvdwig) a cele

brated German flutist and composer of in

strumental music, published at Leipsic

since the commencement of the present cen

tury : he was appointed, in 1 796, chamber-

musician to the emperor of Russia, from

which court he has now retired with a pen

sion, and resides on his property at Stendal,

in Brandenburg,

DUMANOIR, a fine performer on the

violin, was, by letters patent, appointed king

of the violins, with power to license per

formers on that instrument in all the pro

vinces in France.

DUMENIL, a principal countertenor

singer at the opera in Paris, towards the

end of the seventeenth century. He had

been a cook, and was utterly ignorant of

music, when he first appeared on the stage.

DUMINIL, a French composer of ro

mances at Paris, at the latter end of the

last century.

DUMONCHAU (Charles) was born

at Strasburg in 1788. He is a professor of

music at Lyons, and has composed some

minor dramatic pieces ; also much instru

mental music, some of which has been pub

lished at Offenbach.

DUMONT, (Henri) chapel-master to

Louis XIV., is celebrated by the French

writers as a masterly performer on the

organ. He was bom in the diocese of

Liege in 1610, and was the first French

musician that introduced thorough-bass into

his compositions. There arc extant some of

his motets, which are in great estimation ;

as also five grand masses, called royal

masses, which are still performed in some of

the convents in Paris, and in many provin

cial churches of France. Dumont died at

Paris in the year 1684.

DUNCAN, (Mr.) an eminent teacher of

music in Dublin.

DUNCOMBE, an English composer,

published a set of progressive lessons for the

harpsichord, in London, about the year 1770.

DUNI (Eoinius) was bom in 1709, at

Matera, in the kingdom of Naples. He was

like all other great melodists, a musician

while yet a child; his taste for the art was

as intense as it was precocious. He was

always to be found at the village church,

and uniformly attentive to the chanting of

the priests and the sounds of the organ.

This decided taste for music induced Lis

parents to send him to the conservatory of

Naples, for they were not rich, and the

musical profession was then in such consi

deration, that they were anxious their son

should enter it. The young Duni, there

fore, accompanied by his father, went to

Naples, and was received into the conserva

tory directed by Durante.

This great master showed much attach

ment to his pupils ; he served as a model of

talent as well as an example of virtue to

them, and we have already remarked, he

was no less their father by his kindness

than their master by his learning and in

struction. The docility of Duni pleased

him; he carefully cultivated his opening

talents for his art, gave him the best studies,

and when they were completed, concluded

an engagement for him at Rome, to which

city Duni repaired. He was there com

missioned to compose the opera of " f?f

rone," which had the greatest success.

Duni, after having been advantageously and

honourably appreciated in several of the

great Italian theatres, was next called to

Paris. He appeared for the first time in a

country, of which he knew neither the taste

nor the music; but he was formed to suc

ceed, as much by the sweetness and modesty

of his character, as by his talents. He com

posed several comic operas for his debut,

conceiving that he ought especially to de

vote himself to that style in France ; for he

judged, not without reason, that the French

would be better pleased with Italian music

when applied to the comic, than to the

great opera. He succeeded, and although a

foreign composer, his career has been among
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tic most fortunate. We cannot give a

tetter eulogy than the opinion of the au-

thors of the Dictionnaire Ilistorique ties

Miariens on the style of this composer.

"Varied and natural music, delicious

and flowing melody, these are the qualities

which always maintain for Duni an ho

nourable place among those who have

obliged the French to appreciate new plea

sures in their lyric theatres. When re

proached with not being sufficiently power

ful, he replied, ' / desire to be sung for a

UnftA of time.' Nevertheless, he composed

airs suited to the situation of the scene when

required. It may also be remarked, that it

is astonishing for an Italian to have so well

understood and observed the prosody of the

French language."

We shall add to this judicious and ho

nourable analysis of Duni's talent, that no

one better understood the art of giving, by

means of sound, the truest and most ani

mated pictures of rural life, and the most

delightful and varied scenes of village man

ners. He is the Teniers and Claude Lor-

rain of music : he has the colouring of the

one, and the design of the other ; and the spirit

of his subjects, the grace of his airs and

lecompaniments, sufficiently testify that

nature had bestowed on him the gift of a

richly stored palette, from which he chose

the most lively, as well as the most agree

able colours.

The first of Duni's operas was " Le

Piixtre amovrcujc," in which he has ex

pressed the most striking and comic situa-

•was. " Mazet" is one of the prettiest

compositions of its kind, and not less true

than original. " La Clochette" surpasses

the former in ease and truth of local colour-

lng. " I.es Moissonneurs" enriches the

French comic opera, and ensures the repu

tation of its author. " Ia-s Sabots," "Les

Oasteurs," and " La Sabotiire" leave

"othing to be desired in point of musical

expression. The latter opera, after more

than sixty years of existence, is still per-

knned in the French theatres. Duni died

* 1~5, in the sixty-sixth year of his age.

DlTfKFX, (Fbanz) chamber-musician

to the courl of Saxony, was born at Dresden"

in 1759. He composed much sacred music

between the years 1788 and 1797.

DUNN, an excellent English violinist,

now living.

DUPHLY, a French composer for thd

harpsichord, was born at Rouen ; his com

positions bear date from the year 1750.

DUPIERGE, (Felix Tiburce Air-

odste) born near Paris in 1784, has pub-

lished some instrumental music in that city.

DUPONT, (J. B.) a violinist at Paris,

published, about the year 1773, "Principes

de Musiijuc," and "Principes \de Violon."

He has also published some concertos for

the violin.

DUPORT, (Jean PiEnnE)a pupil of the

celebrated Berthaud. He resided at Paris

till the year 1772, when he went to Berlin,

where the king of Prussia named him vio

loncellist to the court, and, subsequently,

director of the court music. He has pub

lished much music for his instrument, both

at Berlin and at Paris.

DUPORT, (Lewis) younger brother to

the preceding, and his pupil on the violon

cello. He is considered to have excelled

his brother on that instrument. He per

formed at the concert spirituel at Paris in

1780, and was again heard in public in

1806, when, although nearly sixty years of

age, he is said to have lost none of the ease,

brilliancy, and energy which characterised

his style of playing in the prime of life. He

then executed every possible violin pas

sage on his violoncello. He has composed

much music for his instrument, published

chiefly at Paris.

DUPRAT, a French composer of piano

forte music.

DUPRE, composer of instrumental music

at Paris, died in 1784.

DUPUIS, (Thomas Saunders) Mus.

Doc, was born in this country in the year

1733, but his parents were natives of

France. His father held some situation at

court under the late king, and this, proba

bly, is the reason why his son was placed

in the chapel royal. The first rudiments of

his musical education were received from
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Mr. Gates. He afterwards became a pupil

of Travers, at tha,t time organist of the

king's chapel, and for whom, in the early

part of his life, he officiated as deputy.

On the death of Dr. Boyce in the year

1779, Dupuis was appointed organist and

composer to the chapel royal ; and it is pro

bable that the bishop of London never

exercised his taste and judgment more pro

perly, than by nominating so worthy a man

to such a respectable situation.

As a composer, Dr. Dupuis is known

by several publications, and many of his

writings are still in manuscript in the royal

chapel. The former consists principally of

two or three sets of "Sonatas for the Piano

forte," " Two grand Concertos," for that

instrument, " Organ Pieces," intended

principally for the use of young persons,

two sets of *' Chants," performed at the

chapel royal, and several "Anthems."

Two of the latter, " The Lord even the most

mighty God," and " / cried unto the Lord,"

are inserted in Page's llarmonia Sacra.

As a performer on the organ, Dr. Dupuis

was excelled by very few Englishmen of

his time. He died at his house in Park-

lane in 1796, and was succeeded as organ

ist of the chapel royal by Dr. Arnold, and

as composer to his majesty by Attwood,

the organist of St. Paul's.

DUPUITS, an organist and composer of

harpsichord music at Paris about the year

1754.

DUPUY, a German violinist and com

poser for his instrument in the year 17J90.

He resided for some years at Copenhagen,

which town he quitted in 1809. He has

composed some much esteemed duets for

two violins.

DURAND, (A. F.) a violinist and com

poser for his instrument, was born at War

saw in 1770. His compositions are pub

lished at Leipsic, Bonn, and Dresden, and

bear date from the year 1796.

DURANOWSKY, (A.) a violinist and

pupil of Viotti. He has published, inParis,

some duos for the violin.

DURANTE, (FnANCESco) born at

Grumo, a village near Naples, in 1693, was

educated in the conservatory of San Onoftio,

and received lessons of the celebrated Ales-

sandro Scarlatti. He quitted the conser

vatory at an early age and went to Rome,

where he was attracted by the reputation of

B. Pasquini and Fittoni, He studied fin-

years under these masters, learning from

one the art of singing and counterpoint, and

from the other all the resources of counter

point. He then returned to Naples and de

voted himself to composition ; but he wrote

principally for the church, to which his

genius seems peculiarly to have directed

him. This style became exclusively his own,

and he did not hesitate to improve on the

manner of Palestrina himself, which, not

withstanding the genius of that composer,

partook of the infancy of the art ; he em

bellished it without loading it with orna

ment ; he added to its noble and antique

simplicity that elevation which belongs to a

species of melody consecrated to the cele

bration of the Creator.

But Durante principally excelled in tui

tion. To his instruction and principles the

Neapolitan school owes its greatest masters

of the eighteenth century. He became a

professor of the conservatory of San Onofrio

about the year 1715 ; and was at the head

of that of Gli Poveri di G. C. when cardinil

Spinelli, archbishop of Naples, abolished

it. Durante died at Naples in 1755, aged

sixty-two. He was not only a great com

poser but a good citizen. He had several

wives, who all died before him. One of

them put his patience more to the proof

than Xanthippe did that of Socrates. She

sold, for the purpose of gaming, all her

husband's scores, which would have been

for ever lost both to the art and to himself,

if, aided by his wonderful memory, be had

not remembered and written them anew.

With respect to Durante's style of com

position, his subjects are simple, and at the

first glance appear common-place, but they

are so well conceived, and conducted with

so much art and genius, as to produce pro

digious effects. He had the means of em

ploying all the imaginable forms ; and thus

keeping alive the interest of the auditor*
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he increased the desire of hearing him,

which is the more remarkable, as his manner

was severe and serious, and he generally

sacrificed but little to grace.

The greatest singers and best masters

prefer the duets of Durante to those of any

tder composer in his style. He formed

them upon the airs of the cantatas of his

master, Alessandro Scarlatti. They are more

in dialogue or duet than fugue, but contain

core beautiful and impassioned pieces of

melody, than ever the creative genius of old

Scarlatti invented ; and these are marked

13 so learned a way, that it appears refine-

c*at can go no further in this style of

composition.

DITUEU (M.) published at Paris, in

ViSfl, " Nouvelle Mithodc de Atusique Vo-

"i'also a " Mithode de FioUm."

DCRLT, (Marcel) a French violin

ppilofRode, gained the violin prize at

■ conservatory of music at Paris in 1803.

DURON, (Sebastian) an eminent

Spaaish composer of church music in the

"^wvii century.

DOKCSET, an agreeable tenor singer at

Cooi-garden theatre. He was considered

u * principal male vocalist on those

during the absence of Sinclair in

Wj.

DURWOLT, a composer of vocal music,

"P^ully Swiss airs, arranged for several

r*ces. His music is published by Gould-

D13SCHECK, (Fhanz) a professor of

fte piano-forte, aud composer for his instru-

^ at Vienna, died in 1799. He was

son of a daylabourer. Many of his

"""positions for his instrument, which are

,ugWy esteemed, are published at Vienna

"A Lapsic.

Dh'SSEK, (John) organist at Czaslau,

■ Bohemia, was born there in the year

"<0. His father, grandfather, and great

?anutather were all celebrated organists.

His brother (Francis Joseph) was also an

musicija and composer.

DUSSEK,
(John Louis) son of John

I*"*', was born at Czaslau, in Bohemia,

»4e year 1762, He learnt the elements

of music of his father, and at ten years of

age was sent by some noble friends of his

family to one of the first colleges of the

university of Prague, where he remained

seven years. Besides the study of ancient

and modern literature, he cultivated the

science and practice of music, profiting

mnch by the instructions of a Benedictine

monk in counterpoint. Having attained the

age of nineteen, he left his native country

for Brussels, where a nobleman of the

stadtholder's court presented him to the

princess of Orange. After this honour, the

young artist made his dSut in public, as

pianist, at the Hague, and was patronised

there by the stadtholder and all his family.

On quitting Holland, he resolved to travel

in the north of Europe, and from thence to

visit Paris and London. At Hamburgh he

had the good fortune to receive professional

advice from the celebrated Emmanuel Bach.

He then proceeded towards St. Petersburg,

but being introduced on his journey to

prince Charles Radziwill, he was induced,

by an advantageous offer from that noble

man, to remain with him in Lithuania for

two years. At the expiration of which time,

instead of proceeding northwards, he re

turned to Berlin, and in the year 1786

arrived at Paris. There he remained only

till the breaking out of the French revolu

tion, when he came to London, and, by the

year 1790, was well established here as a

teacher of the piano. In 1796, he opened a

music warehouse in the Haymarket in con

junction with N. Corri, and they were

appointed music-sellers to their majesties

and the royal family. This establishment,

however, did not succeed, and Dussek re

visited the continent in the year 1799, with

the intention of again seeing his father : we

know not, however, if he reached Bohemia ;

but, in the following year, we find him

residing at Hamburgh, where he occa

sionally, but very rarely, performed in public.

After remaining there during upwards oftwo

years, he proceeded again, we believe, to

Paris, and, in the latter part of his life, was

attached to the household of the prince of

Benevento. He died about the year 1810.
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The following is a list of Dussek's principal

works :

Piano-forte and harp music : Op 1.

" Three Sonatas, with Accompaniment,

Violin and Violoncello."—2. " Three Sona-

tas, with Accompaniment, Violin and

Violoncello."—3. " Three Sonatas, with

Accompaniment, Violin and Violoncello."—

4. " Three Sonatas, with Accompaniment,

Violin and Violoncello."—5. " Grand So

nata."—6. " Petits Pieces."—8. '• Three

Sonatas."—9. '* Three Sonatas, Violin

Accompaniment."—10. " Three Sonatas,

Violin Accompaniment."—11. " Duo &

deux Clavicins"—12. " Three Sonatas,

Violin," dedicated to Airs. Cosway.—13.

" Three Sonatas, Violin."—14. " Three So

natas, with Air Russe."—15. " Plough-

boy."—16. " Three Sonatas, Violin Obli-

gato." — 17. " Three Sonatas." — 18.

" Three Concertos."—19. "Sis- Sonatinas."

20. " Three Sonatinas."—21. " The Ro

sary."—-22. " Concerto," dedicated to Miss

Collins.—24. " Sonata,"—25. " A Concerto,

with favourite Airs." — 26. " Duet,

Harps."—27. " A Concerto," dedicated to

Mrs. Hyde.—28. " Six Sonatas," (easy.)—

29. " A Concerto."—30. " A Concerto."—

31. " Three Sonatas, with Airs, Violin, or

Flute and Violoncello."—32. " GrandDuo A

quatre Mains."—33. " Overture for two

Performers on onePiano-forte."—34." Two

Sonatas for Harp, Accompaniment Violin

and Violoncello."—35. " Three Sonatas,

with Airs, Violin, or Flute and Violon."—

36. " Duet for Harp and Piano-forte."—

37. " Sonata, arranged by Cramer."— 38.

" Sonata."—39. " Three Sonatas."—40.

" A Military Concerto."—43. " Sonata,

arranged by Crainer."—44. " Farewell."—

45. " Sonata, for Clementi and Co's Piano

forte, with extra keys, up to F, and also

arranged for the Piano-forte up to C."—

46. " Three Sonatas."—47 . " Sonata."—

48. " Duet to the Sisters."—49. " A Con.

certo," dedicated to Mr. and Mrs. Vidal.—

50. " Duet, arranged by Cramer."—51.

" Three Sonatas," (easy.)—53. "A Quar

tet."—61. " Elegy on the Death of Prince

Ferdinand of Prussia"—67. " three So-

nalas, progressive, A quatre Mains."—68.

11 Notturno Concerto, progressive, Piano

forte, Violin, andCoritet."—71. " Airs with

Variations."—-72. " Two Sonatas, for Vio

lin and Violoncello," (easy.)

DUSSEK MORALT, (Mrs.) wife of

the preceding, is a daughter of Dominico

Corri, and was born at Edinburgh in 1775.

Her extraordinary musical genius showed

itself at the early age of four years, when

she played in public on the piano-forte. In

1 788, the family left Scotland, and came to

settle in England, when Miss Corri sang at

the king's, and all the nobility's and public

concerts in London, being then only four

teen years old. Her principal singing-

master was her father, but she sang a great

deal with Marchesi, Viganoni, and Cimador,

at that time. In 1792, she married J. L.

Dussek, and soon after was celebrated not

only as a singer but also as a player on the

harp and piano-forte, performing with her

husband at all the oratorios, and at Salo

mon's concerts. She then sang at Cam

bridge, Oxford, Liverpool, Manchester,

Dublin, and Edinburgh with universal

applause, and afterwards performed one

season at the Opera-house ; but finding it

attended with so much fatigue and cabal,

quitted the stage, and became a teacher and

composer of music, especially for the harp.

In 1812, Mrs. Dussek married her second

husband, John Alvis Moralt. Since which

time she has resided at Paddington, having

established there an academy for music

with great success.

DUSSEK, (Olivia) daughter of the

two preceding, was born in London in

1801. Inheriting the talents of her parents,

she excels on the piano-forte and harp.

Her vocal powers have not yet been brought

into public exercise, on account of the de

licacy ofher constitution; but her taste, both

in singing and playing, is well known to all

who have heard her. She received her

musical education from Madame Dussek,

and played on the piano-forte at the Argyle

rooms, when only eight years old, having

then only learnt music one year. She now

resides with her mother, following the same
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profession, only now and then performing

la public, a private life being more conge

nial to her wishes. She has composed

oax very pleasing ballads, and a duet,

" Unianuin," for the harp and piano

forte.

M.TARTRE, a French composer of

sags at the beginning of the last cen-

D17ILLIEU, (Ikene Tomueoni.) See

ToNXZOM.

DITILUEU (Pierre) was born at

boss in 1766, and became, in 1791, com

bat to the royal opera at Vienna, where

ht produced several comic operas and

tJlets, between the years 1791 and 1796.

Ht ilio published, at Vienna, some violin

■ait

DOTAL, (George Vincent, Esq.) an

'•Ellen composer of some pleasing vocal

=ac (Power's Cat.)

DUVAL, (AIlle.) a singer at the opera

at Paris, in great repute about the year

1720. She composed the music of the

ballet, " Let Glides," and afterwards pub

lished a " Mdlhode de Chant."

DUVERNOY, (Frederic) a celebrated

French performer on the hoin, and professor

of his instrument at the Paris conservatory.

He has also published a methud, and much

music, for his instrument, which bear date

from 1793 to 1804.

DUVERNOY, (Charles) brother to

the preceding, is a distinguished performer

on the clarionet, and professor of his instru

ment at the conservatory. He has pub

lished much instrumental music since the

year 1795.

DYNE, (iMR.) a celebrated English

countertenor singer. He sang at the An

cient concerts, on their first establishment,

in the year 1776.

E

HG£R (Joun) was oom in the year

ITffi, . the city of Norwich, where his

iitifr, »ho was in one of the regiments of

fail, had settled, after having retired

ina public service.and, following the natural

<w of his own inclinations, had obtained

^degree of reputation as a manufacturer

» musical instruments, particularly in

'^ubuiluinjr. By him the son was iniated

"u* first rudiments of music, and was

■Wkj enabled, at a very early age, to con-

tolnlt essentially to bis support. Eager is

* ire example of persevering industry,

aaabiatd with very considerable talent.

« brief outline of his life may therefore be

1 wtful stimulus to those who have no-

itinj; to depend on, but what arises from

u«rown industry and application. When

■ *aj about twelve years old, the (then)

*bt of Dorset happened to visit Yarmouth,

■ the benefit of sea-bathing. His grace

1,1 exceedingly fond of music, and himself

1 tolerable performer on the violin. By

Eager was introduced to him,

when the duke was so delighted with his

power, young as he then was, over that

instrument, that he persuaded his father to

allow of the boy's accompanying him to

Kent, assuring him of his patronage. Arrived

at Knole, where a great part of his time

necessarily hung idly and heavily on his

hands, he first conceived a desire to cultivate

his mind by the study of literature, and

repair the defects of his previous education,

which, till then, hid, in fact, been almost

entirely neglected. A free and unrestrained

access to his patron's valuable library, fully

furnished him with the means ; nor were his

endeavours, both in musical and general

knowledge, at all disproportionate ; and he

seemed to be about to enter life with the fairest

prospects of future success, when, unfortun

ately, his indulgent master was seized with

a severe mental affliction, which terminated

his career, without having made a provision

for his young protigf. This was the more

unfortunate, since, from a natural vivacity

and boldness of disposition, he had uncon
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sciously created a number of enemies in

the family ; who, tongue-tied and subser

vient while Eager was the favourite of their

master, now found sufficient opportunities

to poison the ear of the duchess against

him : upon which, finding himself coldly

looked upon by the whole household, he

deteimined to quit the family with the ear

liest opportunity, a resolution which he

soon was enabled to put in practice. Her

grace having one day rather abruptly observ

ed to him, that his presence there was no

longer necessary, he took his departure the

next morning before breakfast, with his ward

robe under his arm, to seek his fortune, and

with such slender finances, as to be obliged

to borrow a few shillings of one of the foot

men, to pay his coach-fare to London. He

then returned to Yarmouth, and again en

deavoured to procure support by his instru

ment. At the early„ age of eighteen he

married a lady of that town, younger than

himself, who brought him some coasiderable

property; which, in the hands of persons

so.young and inexperienced, of course was

soon exhausted, and, before the age of

twenty-one, he found himself father of two

children, with every prospect of becoming

entirely pennyless. He then saw the ne

cessity of applying himself strictly to his

profession ; and, finding his labours inade

quate to cover his expenses, he determined

to unite dancing with his musical business.

This, from various causes, and from infringing

on various interests, raised him a host of

enemies, Who tried every means to thwart

his projects. The complete reverse was,

however, the consequence: many individuals,

who before had neglected him, seeing the

undue means his opponents resorted to, to

crush him, became his warmest and most

enthusiastic supporters ; till, at length, he

was able to bid defiance to their opposition,

and smile at the impotence of their malice.

About the time that he began to be com

fortably settled, with the enjoyment of at

least a sufficient income, Logier's new sys

tem of instruction in music was very gene

rally made a subject of consideration ; and

Eager determined, like many more, to give

it a fair and impartial investigation, and if

it could stand this .auto da fi immediately

to adopt it. The result was, in his opinion,

eminently favourable to the new system ; and,

in spite of all the fears and arguments of his

friends, and the clamour of his opponents,

he became Logier's pupil, and his most

zealous coadjutor. The opposition he en

countered on this occasion would have

overwhelmed almost any other man : be

was attacked, ridiculed, and abused by the

county newspapers and various pampliltls,

which were written purposely to annoy bim ;

but he steadily supported the cause he bid

undertaken, and replied to the abuse and

invectives levelled against him, by publicly

challenging his accusers to an exaininitioo

of pupils instructed by himself and Logier,

as to their knowledge of theory and funda

mental principles of harmony : the result of

which may be found in a pamphlet publish

ed by him on the occasion. Logier, indeed,

has been often heard to declare, that Eager

was not only the boldest and most enthu

siastic champion and advocate of his system,

but also had a more perfect knowledge of

it, tban almost any other individual. A> >

composer, Eager is not known to the musicil

world ; his occupations have ever been too

numerous to allow him to attend to origin!

composition. There is, however, a " C»-

cerlo for the Piano-forte," which be BU

published, dedicated to her grace the

duchess of Dorset, and a " Collection tf

Sonirt," composed by him, dedicated to

lady Beddingfield, which have been much

admired ; and are sufficient to show, that

had opportunity or necessity rendered that

branch of the science necessary, his talents

would have enabled him, if not to rank u

a first-rate composer, to have followed their

steps at no very humble distance. He hat

for many years been the corporation organist

at Yarmouth, and there is scarcely »»

instrument he does not play, or has not

taught professionally.

EARSDEN, (John) an English musi

cian at the commencement of the seven

teenth Century, who, together with George

Mason, wrote the music of a small ofera,
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wi.ich was subsequently published under

the following title, " The Ayres that were

tug and played at Brougham Castle in

Wattmeland, in the King's Entertainment,

giten by the Right Honourable the Earlc

if Cumberland, and his right noble Sonne,

lit lard CUfford," Loudoo, 1618.

,. hSICQTf, Ui. ii a i< i.j author of a

work entitled " Shetches of the Origin,

Prugrtu, a«-l Effects of Music, with an

■ i -..i.i of the ancient Bards and Min

imis," Loudon, 1793.

EASTVyiCK. SeeEsxwics.

EBDO.N", an English composer of sacred

nuisc and glees, also of some sonatas,

previously to the year 1797. (Preston's

Cu.)

EBELL, (Heinjuch Carl) court secre-

liO' tt Breslau in 1810, has composed au

open lot the theatre of that town, entitled

" Awrrnn in Ionia." He has also pub-

ittied some other vocal music

EBLR. See Ebers.

EBERL, (Antoine) a celebrated pianist

ud composer, born at Vienna in 1765.

ilis tiknt fur music showed itself at a very

tady age, and, like Mozart and many other

pat musicians, he performed in public on

u instrument in early childhood. He com-

atoctd composition at about the age of six

teen and toon after went to Petersburg,

vMre he was patronised by the court. In

"01, he returned to Vienna, since which

Lie he has published much vocal and instru

mental music there. Eberl died at Vienna

o 1807, in the forty-second year of his age.

EBEKLE, (Johann Josej-h) a compo-

*' of tongs and light piano-forte music,

««• tt Prague in 1742.

UE&UK, (Daniel) a celebrated araa-

Uni violinist, aad composer for his instru

ct. Swine of his music was published at

Xuremburg in 1675.

EBERS, (Cabl Frieoricii) chamber-

"umcun to the duke of Mecklenburg-Stre

et, «u born at Cauel in 1772. He was

•"heated for another profession, but his

"tt lor music was so predominant, that he

"fpu himself in early life as chef-d'or-

<*utre to a strolliug company of players.

He subsequently settled at New Strelitz,

where he was engaged as musician to the

court, and, since the year 1796, has com

posed many dramatic pieces for the theatre

of that town; also much instrumental

music.

EBERWEIN, (Maximilian) a German

violinist and composer, born at Hudolstat

in 1780. After visiting Italy, and some of

the principal towns of Germany, he returned

to his native place, since which time be has

composed some dramatic pieces and other

music, published at Leipsic

EBHARDT, (Gotthilf Pribprich)

organist at Greitz.a town of Upper Saxony,

was born in 1771. He has composed much

sacred and other music for the organ.

EBNEB. Two Hungarian boys of this

name, one ten and the other eleven years of

age, played Maysedcr's difficult variations

for the violin, at a concert at Berlin, in

1823.

ECCLES (John) was the son of Solomon

Eccles, a professor of the violin, and the

author of sundry grounds with divisions

thereon, published in the second part of the

Division Violin, printed at London, in 1693.

John Eccles was instructed by his father in

music, and became a composer for the

theatre, of act tunes, dance tunes, and such

incidental songs as frequently occur iu the

modern comedies, a collection whereof are

published, and dedicated to queen Anne.

He composed the music to a tragedy, en

titled " Rinaldo and Armida," written by

Dennis, and performed in 1699, in which is

a song for a single voice, " The jolly

breeze," which, for the florid divisions in it,

was by many greatly admired. Eccles

likewise set to music an " Odefor St. Ceci

lia's Day," written by Congreve, and

performed on the anniversary festival of

that saint in 1701. He also composed music

for Congreve's masque, entitled " The

Judgment of Paris." This he did for one

of the prizes mentioned in the preceding

article, and obtained the second, which was

of fifty guineas value. His music to " The

Judgment of Paris" is published.

About the year 1698, upon the decease
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6f Dr. Staggins, Eccles was appointed mas

ter of the queen's band ; bnt in the latter

part of his life, he was known to the musical

world only by the New Year and Birthday

Odes, which it was part of his duty to com

pose. At the present time, Eccles is chiefly

remembered from being the author of the

duets, " Fill, Jill all your glasses," and

" Wine does wonders"

ECCLES, (Henry) younger brother to

the preceding, was a violinist in the chapel

of the king of France, and published some

music for his instrument at Paris in 1720.

ECK, (Joiiakn Friedhich) a musician,

born at Munich. He is a celebrated violin

ist, and composer for his instrument. In

1802, he resided at Nancy.

ECKART or ECKARD (Johann Got-

tried) was a native of Germany, but he

resided upwards of fifty years in Paris. His

compositions are principally for the harpsi

chord ; and, although they afford great

proofs of skill and a thorough knowledge of

the instrument, are but little known in this

country. The writer of an account of this

musician, in Dr. Rees's Encyclopedia, states,

that in his compositions there is an elegance

of style, built upon such sound principles of

harmony and modulation, as few have sur

passed ; and that, in particular, his varia

tions to the minuet d'Exaudit, or, as we

call it, Marshal Saxe's minuet, are in the

highest degree ingenious, elegant, and fan

ciful. Eckart died, between the years 1790

and 1795, at Paris.

ECKERSBERG, (Joh. Wilt.) organist

at Dresden in 1783. He has published

some collections of songs there.

ECKHARD, (C. F.) an amateur pianist

and composer for his instrument, residing in

Suabia. Since the year 1798, several of his

works have been published at Offenbach.

EDEL, (Georoe) an instrumental com

poser at Vienna. His works are dated from

the year 1798.

EDELMANN (Johann Friedhich)

was a native of Strasburg, and born in the

year 1749. He resided for several years as

a teacher of music, but principally of the

harpsichord, at Brussels. Previously to the

breaking out of the French revolution, hi

had, however, been induced to settle ii

Paris. During the time of Robespiem

though usually considered an innoxious am

well-disposed man, he became involved i

the dreadful calamities of that ill-fate

country, and suffered under the guillotin

at Strasburg. Edelmann, as a teacher <

the harpsichord, and a composer for thi

instrument, has considerable celebrity; i

particular, he is said to have played hisow

pieces with great neatness and spirit. Hi

style, however, has been considered as a ba

imitation of Schobert, and is, on the vrholi

flimsy and rattling, containing neither dept

nor science.

EDER (Charles Gaspard) was lion

in Bavaria, in 1751. He is a celebrate

violoncellist, and has composed much instn:

mental music, which has been published i

various towns of Germany.

EDER, (PuiLipr) a pianist at YieoM

and composer for his instrument, since

year 1803.

ELDING, (Josiinr) a celebrated per

former on the clarionet, and composer for b

instrument. He was born near Eisenach,!!

Upper Saxony, in 1754, and died in 1786.

EDWARDS, (Richard) an Engliif

composer and poet, born in Somersetshi'i

in 1523. He was musician to Henry VIII

and Elizabeth, and died in 1561.

EGLI, (Johann Fiiiedricii) a Swet

musician, was born, in 1742, in the cantm

of Zurich, at the town of which name n<

has since resided, and published a frreil

variety of church and other vocal music.

EHRENBERG, a German composer i

sacred, and other vocal music, published al

Berlin in 1790.

EHRENFRIED, a flutist at Mentz, and

composer for his instrument, between tie

years 1794 and 1798.

EHRNSTEIN, (Johann- Jacob) an in

strumental composer in Germany, at the

beginning of the last century.

EIBLER. See Eybler.

EICHBAUM, a celebrated German vio

linist. He has lately distinguished hiuise1'

much at Berlin, as a concerto player.
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EICHHOLZ, (Friedrich Wilhilm)

diimber-musician to the king of Prussia,

was born ia 1720. He composed some dra

matic and other music. He died in 1 800.

EICHHORN, (J.) a violinist and com

poser at llruchsal, in Germany, since the

jar 1801.

EICH1NGER, a pianist at Vienna, and

composer for his instrument, since the year

1791.

EICHLER, a German musician, pub

lished at Paris some quatuors for his instru-

meat in 1783 and 1790.

EICHNER (Ernest) was a German or

ganist ofconsiderable eminence. His writings

consist chiefly of sonatas and concertos for

the piano-forte, and quartets. With respect

to the former, he introduced a style some-

wait betwixt that of Schobert and the mu

sic of the present day ; with less Are, indeed,

tlun Schobert, but with more taste and ex

pression. The instrument on which he him

self chiefly excelled was the bassoon. About

the yen 1776, be came to England; but

owing to the infirm state of his health dur

ing the time he was in this country, he

seldom played in public. Eichner died at

Berlin, in the year 1778. ..:

EIDEXBENZ, a vocal and instrumental

composer at Stuttgard. His compositions

hear date from the year 1790 to 1798. He

died at Stuttgard in 1799, in the thirty-

serenth year of his age.

i ELER, a professor of several wind in

crements at Paris, and instrumental com

poser. His works are dated from the year

1796 to 1801. He has composed several

operas.

ELEY, a good English violoncellist, now

biing, has published a " Tutor for the Bat-

(Goulding's Cat)

ELFORD, (Richard) an English singer,

*i educated in the choir of Lincoln, but

voice settling into a countertenor, he

was invited to Durham cathedral, where,

iowever, he did not long remain, being ad-

used to go up to London, to try bis fortune

■ the stage. In 1706, his name appears

«" Dowses the prompter's list of performers,

■ D'Urfey', opefj 0f >< The Wondert af the

Sun, or the Kingdom of Birds." But his

person and action being clumsy and awk

ward, he quitted the theatre, and was ad

mitted as gentleman of the chapel royal,

as well as to the places of lay -vicar of St.

Paul's and Westminster abbey. He had

likewise an addition of a hundred pounds a

year made to his salary in the chapel, on

account of the uncommon excellency of his

voice.

ELISI, (PniLir) an Italian singer, who

performed at the opera, in London, in the

years 1760 and 1761. Elisi, though a great

singer, was still more eminent as an actor.

ELIZABETH (Queen) was, as well as

the rest of Henry VIII.'s children, and,

indeed, all the princes of Europe at that

time, instructed in music early in life.

Camden, in enumerating the studies of his

royal mistress, says, " She understood well

the Latin, French, and Italian tongues, and

was indifferently well seen in the Greek.

Neither did she neglect ruusicke, so far

forthe as might become a princesse, being

able to sing, and play on the lute prettily

and sweetly," There is reason to conclude

that she continued to divert herself with

music many years after she came to the

throne. Sir James Melvil gives an account

of a curious conversation which he had with

this princess, to whom he was sent on an

embassy by Mary queen of Scots, in 1564 :

" After her majesty had asked him how his

queen dressed? What was the colour of

her hair 1 Whether that, or hers, was best 1

Which of the two was fairest 1 And which

of them was highest in stature t Then she

asked, what kind of exercises she used?

' I answered,' says Melvil, ' that when I

received my despatch, the queen was lately

come from the Highland hunting ; that when

her more serious affairs permitted, she was

taken up with reading of histories ; that

sometimes she recreated herself with play-

on the lute and virginals.' She asked, if

she played well 1 I said, reasonably well

for a queen. The same day, after dinner,

my Lord of Hunsdon drew me up to a quiet

gallery, that I might hear some music, and

(buthe said that he durst not avow it) where
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Imight hear the queen play on the virginals.

After I [bad hearkened awhile, I took up

the tapestry that hung before the door of

the chamber, and seeing the queen's back was

toward the door, I entered within the cham

ber, and stood a pretty space, hearing her

play excellently well. But she left off im

mediately, so soon as she turned about and

saw me. She appeared to be surprised to

see me, and came forward, seeming to

Strike me with her hand, alleging, that she

used not to play before men, but when she

was solitary, to shun melanclwly. She

asked how I came there 1 I answered, as 1

was walking with my Lord Hunsdon, as we

passed by the chamber door, I heard such a

melody as ravished me, whereby I was

drawn in ere I knew how ; excusing my

fault of homeliness, as being brought up in

the court of France, where such freedom was

allowed ; declaring myself Willing to endure

■what kind of punishment her majesty should

lie pleased to inflict upon rfle for so great an

offeftbe. - * •- '■ ■

" Then she sat down low upon a etishion,

and I upon nty knees by her ; but with her

own hand, she gave me a cushion to lay

linder my knee ; which' at' first T refused,

but she compelled me to tak« it; She in>

quired whether my queen or she played the

best. In that I found myself obliged 16

give her the praise."

If her majesty was ever able tb execute

any of the lessons that are preserved in a

MS. known by the name of " Queen Eliza

beth's Virginal Book," she must have bee!n

a very great player ; as some of those pieces,

which were composed by Tallis, Bird, Giles,

Farnaby, Dr. Bull, and others, are so diffi

cult, that it would hardly be possible to find

a master in Europe who Would undertake

to play one of them at the end of a month's

practice.

Besides the lute and virginals, it has been

imagined that Elizabeth was a pcrformercm

the violin, and on an Instrument something

likealute.butstrungwith wtre.and called the

ptitifrtiant. A violin of a singular construc

tion, with the arms of England, and the

trest of Dudley, Earl of Leicester, this

queen's favourite, engraved upon it, wis pur

chased at the sale of the duke of Dorset's

effects many years since. Fromthe date of its

make, 1578, and from the arms and crest

engraved upon it, it has been conjectured that

queen Elizabeth was its original possessor,

It is very curiously carved ; but the several

parts are so thick, and loaded with orna-

mentsj that it has not more tone than a mute,

or violin with a sordine ; and the deer.,

which is too thick for the grasp of the hud,

has a hole cut in it for the thumb of thfcplayer,

by which the hand is so confined, is to be

rendered incapable of shifting, so that Bo-

thing can be performed on this instrument

but what lies within the reach of the hud

in its first position. .■ '

ELLEVIOU, a French singer at the TM-

litre Feytte.au in the yeix 1818. His ndfrtnf

was remarkable for grace and elegance,

united to expression and dramatic truth.

ELLIS, (Samuel) organist and professor

of the. flute, was a native of rhlifai,

Yorkshire, and born in the y«H 1778. Ht

received his first lessons on the piano-fbrtt

from Stopford, the organist of that place;

afterwards was sent to LtvWpboij and m<

placed under the late Nicholson for instruc

tion on the flute. When he had been there

a few months, (at the age of twelve) h*

played a concertante duet with his master,

at the Music Hallj On leaving Liverpool

he went to London, and was placed under

the direction of Joah Bates, Esq., a- particu

lar friend, by whose rtcommeBdatkfH be was

rntroauced to Dr. Cooke, the organist of

Westminster abbey, from whom he re

ceived instructions in composition and the

organ. He' further had lessons from /• G.

Graeff, who was particularly anxious he

should remain in Loudon, and be intro

duced to the Hanover-square concert'') h"1

this was contrary to his inclination at the

time. He has since been repeatedly soli

cited to reside in Manchester and other

large towns, trot has hitherto preferred com

fortable obscurity. He was appointed or

ganist of Rotherharh, Yorkshire, at the a»e

of eighteen, where he has since remained.

In composition, he has published no
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thing worth stating : except "A circular

Sftttm of Scales, major and minor, with

Preludes for BeginnerI," published by

Mess. GouMing and Co. ; and " A Morn-

i*f ad Evening Hymn, dedicated to Vis-

emu published by Preston,

Staid. His principal works for the flute,

\r. art still in manuscript.

ELOUIS, (J.) a celebrated French harp-

•t, and composer for his instrument, at the

.Jtter end of the last century. Many of his

works are published at Paris. (See Birch-

ill's Cat.)

ELSPERGER, (Johann Christoph

Zaciurias) born at Ratisbon, composed

much sacred and instrumental music. He

died m 1790.

ELSNER, (J.) chapel-master at Warsaw

is 1802, is the composer of two operas and

two melodrames, the words of which are in

die Polish language. He has also com-

powl tome instrumental music, published

at Vienna, Leipsic. and Offenbach.

EMDIX, (John, Esq.) an amateur com

poser of vocal music, published by Power.

EMA1ERT, (Adam Joseph) an amateur

composer, was born at Wurtiburg, in 1765.

lie has composed a great variety of vocal

and instrumental music, between the years

1797 and 1806.

EA1MERT, (Joseph) father to the pre-

ftding, was rector of the Latin school at

Murtzburg. He composed some sacred

music of much merit. His death took place

■ Wurtibiirg, in 1809.

EXDERLE (WilhelmGottfried) was

tors « Bayreuth in 1722. He was one of

best violinists of his time, and composed

much music for his instrument. He died at

Uinastadt in 1793.

ENURES, (S. J.) an instrumental com-

P***r. published some music for the piano-

Wi M Spire, in Germany, in 1791.

ENGEL, (Caul Imhanuel) an organist

>t IViptic, published some piano-forte and

olsia music at that town, from the year

He died in 1795.

ENGELBERTH, composer of a polonoise

■j other instrumental music, published at

ENNO, (Sebastien) an Italian com

poser of vocal music, published at Vienna

in 1655.

ENSLIN, chapel-master at Wetzlar, pub

lished some vocal and instrumental music

at Frankfort, in the years 1782 and 1787.

ENT (Dr. George) wrote a paper in the

Philosophical Transactions, vol. xii. under

the title " Ah Essay tending to make a pro

bable conjecture of temper, by the modula

tions of the voice in ordinary discourse.7*

EPINE, (Francesca Margarita de

l') an Italian singer in London, at the

commencement of the last century. On

her arrival in England, in 1707, a singular

plan was resorted to. Urbani, a soprano,

a female singer called the Baroness, and

Margarita de l'Epine performed the parts in

Italian, while the rest of the opera was in

English. This confusion of tongues, upon

which Addison exercised his pleasantry in

the Spectator, was tolerated with great good

nature by the public.

EPPINGER, (E.) a composer of some

instrumental music, published at Leipsic in

1802.

EPPINGER, (Heinrich) a violinist,

resident at Vienna. He has published much

music for his instrument, at Paris and Vi

enna, since the year 1796.

ERBA, (George) a violinist, born at

Rome. He published some instrumental

music at Amsterdam, in 1736.

ERBACH pr ERBACHER, (Chris

tian) organist at Augsburg about the

year 1600. He composed some sacred

music.

ERCOLANI, (Gdiseppe) a dramatic

composer at Naples. He composed the

music of the ballet " // Ben ed il Male,"

about the year 1 790.

ERCTJLEO, (D. Marzio) a composer

of church music, published at Modena in

the latter part of the seventeenth century.

EREMITA, (Giulio) an organist at

Ferrara in the sixteenth century, composed

three books of madrigals, which were sub

sequently reprinted at Antwerp.

ERICH, (Daniel) an organist at Gus-

trow, in Germany, was a pupil of Bux
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tehude, and published much music for the

harpsichord about the year 1730.

ERLEBACH (Puilipp Heiniiich)

was born at Essen in 1657. He published

much instrumental music for the organ and

piano-forte, which bears date from the year

1692. He died in 1714.

ERNST, (FnANz Anton) a celebrated

German violinist and musical mechanic.

He died at Gother in 1805.

ERTEL1US, (Seuastianus) a Benedic

tine monk, and composer of some sacred

music, published at Munich at the beginning

of the seventeenth century.

ESCH. See Von Esch.

ESCHENBURG, (Johann Joachim)

professor of the belles lettres at the college

of St. Charles, at Brunswick, was born at

Hamburgh in 1743. He has rendered great

service to music in Germany, by his trans

lations from foreign languages, especially

from the English and Italian, of various

works on the theory and practice of

music.

ESCHSTRUTH, (Hans AnoLrn Baron

von) counsellor of the regency at Cassel,

and member of the principal literary so

cieties of Europe, was born in 1756. He

published, between the years 1784 and

1790, several works on music, also some

vocal compositions. He died at Cassel in

1792, in the thirty-seventh year of his

age.

ESCOVEDO, (Babtiioi.omeo) a cele

brated Spanish composer. He was living in

Italy about the year 1580.

ESSER, (Michael Ritter von) a

German dramatic and instrumental com

poser towards the close of the last century.

ESSEX (Dn.) is a native of Coventry,

in Warwickshire. At thirteen years of age

he amused himself with the flute and violin,

and made a rapid proficiency, though

destitute of any professional aid, which

induced his father to let him study the

science and practice of music as a pro

fession. In 1806, he obtained a bachelor's

degree in music at Oxford. His exercise

was an anthem taken from the fifty-seventh

Psalm.

In 1812, he gained his doctor's degree;

the subject of which was an entire oratorio

in verse, written expressly for the purpose,

by his friend R. A. Davenport, in his

usual and happy style of elegance and

sublimity. The following are some of

the popular productions of this com

poser : " The Seaside Sonnet," dedicated

to the Duchess of Devonshire, from Op, 1.

" Tie Juvenile Song," dedicated to the

Honourable Miss Caroline Douglas, Op. 1.

" The Moonlight Sonnet, front Mrs. Ami

Radcliffe*s Romance of the Forest" com

posed for and sung at the New Musical

Fund's annual concert. " The Maternal

address, from Mis. Robinson s Poems, a

Duett >« which is a Canon for two Sopra

nos," tl Mine be a Cot,from the Pleasure!

of Memory, by Rogers." " Happiness, fly

Mr. Pratt." " The Gift, by Mrs. Robin

son." " Lines on a Ring, by J. P. Cur-

ran." " To all you ladies now on land,

a Glee for three Voices, Words by Pralt,

written expressly for Dr. Essex" ■ " A

Canadian Root Song, for three Voices,"

dedicated to Sir Edward Owen. " A Set of

Six Duets for two German Flutes," pub

lished by Millhouse. " A Set of Slow ani

Quick Marches for the Piano-forte, with

the full Scores addedfor a Military Band."

" A Piano-forte Duet," Op. 11, dedicated

to Lady H. Montague and the Honourable

Miss C. Douglas. " A Duetfor the Piano

forte, with Accompaniments for two Ger

man Flutes." "A Military Rondo Duet,

for the Piano-forte, with Accompaniments

for a Harp or Piano-forte," dedicated to

Lady Kerrison and daughters. " A Mili

tary Rondo Duetfor the Piano-forte, with

Accompaniments for a Harp or Piano

forte." " The Britannia, a Rondo for

Piano-forte, with Violin Accompaniment

characteristic of the English Style.

" The Hibernia, a Rondo, characteristic

of the Irish Style, for Piano-forte and

Violin." " The Caledonian, a Rondo, in

imitation of the Scottish Style, for Piano

forte and Violin." "The Guaracka, »

Rondo, in imitation of the Spanish

Style, for Piano-forte and Fktt."—
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" A» Introduction and Fugue for the

Organ."

ESSINGER, director of the music at

Labeii, published, in 1797, several minor

opens.

1ST or ESTE, (Mich act.) bachelor of

ame, and master of the choristers of the

catkedral church of Litchfield, was the

author of several collections of madrigals

ai other vocal compositions. His pub-

.'!»•!- are much more numerous than

tkose of any composer of his time. One of

tkese is entitled " The Sixth Set of Bookes,

therein aresinthemesfor Verses, and Chorus

tf Jhe and six Parts, apt for Vioils and

fuces." It is probable that this person

«>s the son of that Thomas Est, who first

:."--"! the psalms in parts, and other

writ, usuming on some of them the name

cf Saodham. One of Michael Est's three-

part sags, "How merrily we live" has

fata revived, and honoured with the

public favour ; and there are several others

mane; his works which are equally deserv

ing <A mice.

EST or ESTE, (Thomas) father to the

prtrrfa», edited " The whole Book of

Psatsts, with their wonted Tunes, as they

ere sang in Churches, composed into foure

Peru, by nine sondry Authors, so laboured

u this Work, that the unskilful, by small

Practice, may altaine to sing that part

rhcA is fittest for his Voyce," London,

1594. \.

ESTEVE, (Pierre) member of the

royal society of Montpellier, wrote some

theoretical works on music in the middle of

tit last century.

ESTOCART, a composer of church mu

sic, published at Lyons towards the close of

tke sixteenth century.

ESTREE, (Jcan n') professor cf the

Hautboy to the king of France in the

niildle of the sixteenth century, and

editor of a work entitled " Qaatre

Litres de Danseries, contenant le Chant

rf" Branles communes, gais, de Cham-

ffc, de Bourgogne, de Poitou, tTEcosse,

' Malthe, des Saborts, de la Guerre, et

—tra; Gaillardes, Ballets, Voltes, Basses

Daniel, Hauberrois, Allemandee." Paris,

1564.

ESTWICK or EASTWICK, (Samson)

one of the choristers at St. Paul's at the

time of the Restoration, and subsequently

a minor canon. He died in 1739.

EUCHERO, (Pastore Arcade) an

Italian singing-master, published at Venice,

in 1746, " Rifiessioni sopra alia maggior

facilita che trovasi nelC apprendere il canto

con Vuso di un Solfeggio di dodici monosil-

labi atteso ilfrequenteuso de gl' accidenti."

EUCLID. This great geometrician

flourished in the time of Ptolemy Lagus,

that is, about 277 years before Christ. His

"Elements" were first published at Basil, in

Switzerland, 1533, by Simon Grynsus, from

twomanuscripts,the one found atVenice,and

the other at Paris. His " Introduction to

Harmonics," which in some manuscript was

attributed to Cleonidas, is in the Vatican copy

given to Pappus. Meibomius, however, ac *

counts for this, by supposing those copies to

have been only two different manuscript edi

tions of Euclid's work, which had been re

vised, corrected.and restored from the corrup

tions incident to frequent transcription by

Cleonidas and Pappus, whose names were,

on that account, prefixed. It first appeared

in print, with a Latin version, in 1498, at

Venice, under the title of " Cleonidas Har-

monicum Introductorinm :" who Cleonidas

was, neither the editor, George Valla, nor

any one else, pretends to know. It was

John Pena, a mathematician in the service

of the king of France, who first published

this work at Paris, under the name of

Euclid, in 1557. After this, it went through

several editions with his other works.

His " Section of the Canon" follows his

Introduction ; it went through the same

hands and the same editions, and is men

tioned by Porphyry, in his Commentary on

Ptolemy, as the work of Euclid. This tract

chiefly contains short and clear definitions

of the several parts of Greek music, in

which it is easy to see that mere melody

was concerned ; as he begins by telling us

that the science of harmonics considers the

nature and use of melody, and consisU
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•f seven parts, sounds, intervals, genera,

systems, keys, mutations, and melopceia.

Of all the Writings upon ancient music

that are come down to us, this seems to be

file most correct and compressed ; the rest

are generally loose and diffused* the authors

either twisting and distorting every thing to

a favourite system, or filling their books

with metaphysical jargon, with Pythagorlc

dreams and Platonic fancies, wholly

foreign to music: But Euclid, in this little

treatise, is like himself, close and clear, yet

so mathematically short and dry, that he

bestows not a syllable more upon the sub

ject than is absolutely necessary.

According to Dr. Wallisi Euclid was the

first who demonstrated that an octave is

Somewhat less than six wAole tones ; and

this he does in the fourteenth theorem of

his "Section 6ftht Cation" In the fifteenth

theorem, he demonstrates that a fourth

is less than two tohes and a half, and a fifth

less than three artfl a half ; but though this

proves the necessity of a temperament upon

fiked instruments, where One sound answers

Several purposes, yet he gives no rules for

one, which seems to furnish a proof that

such instruments were at least Mt generally

known or used by the ancients.

What Aristoxenus called a half tone,

Euclid demonstrated to be a smaller interval,

in the proportion of 256 to 243. This he

denominated a lintma, or remnant, because

giving to the fourth, the extremes of which

were called soni stabiles, and were regarded

as fixed and unalterable, the exact propor

tion of 4 to 3, and taking from it two major

tones J x §, the /immawas all that remained

to complete the diatessaron. This division

of the diatonic genus being thus, for the first

time, established upon mathematical de

monstration, continued in favour, says Dr.

Wallis, for many ages.

EULE, director of music at Hamburgh,

is considered an excellent pianist and able

composer for his instrument.

EULE, junior, son of the preceding,

is a good pianist and composer for his

instrument since the year 1799. He has

also written some nan

EUIHOLPUS, according to the Oxford

marbles, was the son of Musaeus, and at

once priest, poet, and musician, three cha

racters that were constantly united in the

same person, during the first ages of the

world. He was the publisher of his father's

verses ; and, like htm, having travelled into

Egypt for the acquisition of kuowledge, he

afterwards became- so eminent at Athens,

as hierophant in the Eleusinian mysteries,

that, as Diodorus Siculus informs us, the

priests and singers at Athens were after

wards called Enmalpides, from Eumolput,

whom they regarded as the founder of their

EVANS; fCnARi-xs) an organist ia

London. He was a candidate with CaUcoit

for the situation of organist to Caveat-gar

den church. He has published some vocii

and instrumental music.

EVEQUE. See L'EvEatiE.

EVERS. See Dm

KM MENU, (AwtOM»>) a Spanish Jesuit,

resided at Home about the year 1780. He

published, in 1774, a large volume ia quarto

entitled "DeW origine c deUc tegolt delit

musica, ciAla sloria ilel sua progresso, dc

xn e rmunvfttione. The Italians carcaden

of this book, " Bizxano romanxo di musica

con cui cot distrtlggere senta potcr pni

rifabbricare." See Elogii Italians, vol. vui.

In 1775, Eximeno published at Home,

" Dnbbio sopra il saggio di contrafnssUo

del Padre Martini" It was an answer to

Padre Martini, who, in his " Saggio con-

trap.," had criticised Eximeno. A detailed

analysis of this work is to be found in

Efemeridi di Roma, 1775, vol. iv.

EYBLER, (Joseph) an organist and

pianist at Vienna : he has published much

vocal and instrumental music, bearing date

between the years 1795 and 1805. Eybler

is vice chapel-master to the court.

EYMAR, (A. M. d'} prefect of the de

partment of Leman, in France, was a cele

brated patron of the arts. In the year 6

of the French republic, he inserted in the

" De'cadc p/tilosophiyue et littc'rairc,'* some

anecdotes of Viotti, with whom he had been
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of sacred music at the begin-

aiae of the seventeenth century.

FABRE (Asdre) was born at Riez in

1763. He published at Paris, about the

rear 1800, some piano-forte music, also se-

reral admired romances, especially the one

railed " Baimonde,"

FABRE lyOLIVET (M.) was born in

1768 in Languedoc. He is well known as

! ' author of " Lrttret a Sop/tie sur I'His-

tmrr." He was likewise a good musician,

ud published many romances, and some

i£<tranental music.

TABRICI, (Don Pietro) a Florentine

nasi, published at Home, in 1678, "licgolt

£ ' ■■*!'■ Hrmc.'' '

FABRICIUS, (AlbiWtjs) a church com-

pwn at Hamburgh at the end of t lie sixteenth

t?utuiv.

FABRICIU3, (Werner) an

i-( ;v. published, towards th

the Sfrenteenth century, much vocal

ra«sr, ak« some pieces for the organ. He

*eim 1879.

MBRIZI, (Vincenzo) a Neapolitan

i-amatic composer since the year 1785.

FACCINI, (Grov. Battista) composer

•■' church music, published at Venice in the

usUle of the seventeenth century. .

FACCIOLA, (FABniT.) a composer of

■cred music, published at Venice towards

tat end of the sixteenth century. ■ .

FACCO, (Giacomo) an instrumental

'omposer, published twelve concertos at

Amsterdam in the year 1720.

FACINI, an instrumental composer

■ Vienna at the close of the last century.

FACIU8, (T. H.) an instrumental com-

posea and violoncellist, published some mu

st tor his instrument at Vienna in 1799.

FADINI, (Andrea) an instrumental

nwiposer, published twelve sonatas at Am

sterdam in 1710.

i'AOO, (Nicoto) a celebrated Italian

wnpsser, about the year 1700. He Was a

iwpusf

Dei Poveri dl Gesu Cristo,

which he afterwards directed, as well as

that of La PietA. Fago's compositions were

both for the church and theatre. " Eustnchio"

is the most celebrated of his operas.

FAIGNIENT, (Nqe) a composer of

madrigals and other vocal music, published at

Antwerp between the years 1568 and 1595.

FALCO published, about the year 1776,

in London, his Op. 2, consisting of six solos

for the violin. He also published some sol

feggi in 1780

FALCONIUS, (ri-AciDus) a Benediqtine

monk, composed some church music, pub

lished at Venice between the years 1576

and 1588i • , -

FALGARA, a theatrical composer) in the

service of the king of Bavaria, at Mudich,

about the year 1790* > i .. -

FALKNER, a German musician, resi

dent in England, about the year 1760, and

author of a work entitled " Instructions for

playing the Harpsichord, Tkorough-Bass

folly explained, and exact Hales for tun

ing the Hdrpsichord," London. - „

FALTIS (JO published at Vienna, in

1800, some music for the harpsichord.

FANELLL (Cola Vinc.) an Italian

composer in the sixteenth century,

FANTINI, composer of some sonatas for

the piano-forte, published by Clementi in

London previous to the year 1800.

FARINA, (Carlo) of Mantua, pub

lished, id 1628, " Pavans and Sonatas for

the Violin," and was a celebrated performer

on that Instrument, in the service of the

elector of Saxony.

FARINELLI, called Carlo BROscHr.

This renowned singer, whose voice and

abilities surpassed the limits of all anterior

vocal excellence, was born at Naples in

1 705. He was instructed in the rudiments

of music by his father, and in singing by

Porpora. In 1722, at the age of seventeen,

he went frotn Naples to Rome, with his

master, then engaged to compose for the
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with a famous performer on the trumpet.

Every night, during the run of an opera,

this struggle was repeated, which, at first,

seemed amicable and sportive, until the au

dience began to interest themselves in the

contest. After severally swelling out a

note, in which each manifested the power of

his lungs, and tried to rival the other in

brilliancy and force, they had both a swell

and a shake together, by thirds, which was

continued so long, while the audience

eagerly waited the event, that both seemed

to be exhausted ; and, in fact, the trumpeter,

wholly spent, gave it up, supposing, how

ever, his antagonist as much, tired as him

self, and that it would be a drawn battle ;

when Farinelli, with a smile on his coun

tenance, showing he had only been sporting

with him all this time, broke out, all at

once, in the same breath, with fresh, vigour,

and not only swelled and shook upon the

note, but ran the most rapkl and difficult di

visions, and was at last silenced only by the

acclamations of the enraptured audience.

From this period of his life may be dated

that superiority which he ever maintained

over all his contemporaries. In the early part

of his life, he was distinguished bythe name

of " II Ragazzo," (the boy) as Homer was

called " thePoet,"andour Swift " theDean."

From Rome, Farinelli went to Bologna,

where he had the advantage of hearing

Bernacchi, a scholar of the famous Pistocchi,

of that city, who was then the most scientific

singer in Italy. Thence he went to Venice,

and from Venice to Vienna ; in both which

cities his powers were considered as mi

raculous. Farinelli himself told Dr.Bumey,

that, at Vienna, where he received great hor

nours from the emperor Charles VI., (and ad

monition from that prince was ofmore service

to him than all the precepts of his masters, or

the examples of his competitors) his imperial

majesty condescended one day to tell him,

with great mildness and affability, that in

his singing he neither moved nor stood still

like any other mortal ; all was supernatural.

" Those gigantic strides," said he, "those

never-ending notes and passages, (ces notes

qui nefinissmt jamais) only surprise, and it

is now time for you to please. You are too

lavish of the gifts with which nature has

endowed you : if you wish to reach the heart,

you must take a more plain and simple road."

These judicious remarks effected an entire

change in his manner of singing : from this

time he united pathos to spirit, simplicity

with the sublime, and by these means de

lighted, as well as astonished, every hearer.

In the year 1734, he came to England,

where the effects which his surprising talents

had upon the audience were ecstasy '. rapture !

enchantment ! In the famous air, " Son

qual Nave," which was composed for him

by his brother, the first note he sung was

taken with such delicacy, swelled by minute

degrees to such an amazing volume, and

afterwards diminished in the same manner

to a mere point, that it was applauded for

full five minutes. After this, he set off with

such brilliancy and rapidity of execution,

that it was difficult for the violins of those

days to keep pace with him. In short, in com

parison with other singers, he was as superior

as the famous horseChUders to all other racers.

But it was not in speed only that he ex

celled, for he united the perfections of every

celebrated singer. His voice was equally

eminent for strength, sweetness, and com

pass-; and his style equally excellent in

the expression of tenderness, grace, and

rapidity. In a word, he possessed such

powers, as were never before or since

united in any one singer, powers that

were irresistible, and which subdued

every hearer, the learned and the ignorant ,

the friend and the foe.

With these talents, he went to Spain, in the

year 1737, intending to return to England

having entered into articles with the nobility

who had, at that time, the management of

the opera, to perform during the ensuing

season. In his way thither, he sung to the

king of France, at Paris ; where, according

to Kiccoboni, he enchanted even the French

themselves, who universally abhorred Ita

lian music.

The very first day he performed before

the queen of Spain, it was determined he

should be taken into the service of the court.
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to which he was ever after wholly appropri- 1

ated not being once permitted to sing in

public. A pension was then settled upon

him for life, amounting to upwards of

two thousand pounds sterling.

He told Dr. Barney, that, for the first ten

years of his residence at the court of Spain

doing the reign of Philip V., he sung to

that monarch, every night, the same four

tin, two of which were " Pallida il sole,"

sad " Per questo dolce Amplesso," both

composed by Hasse. He was honoured

alio by his first royal master, Philip V., with

the order of St. Jagn, and by his successor,

Ferdinand VI., under whom also he con

tinued in favour, with that of Calatrava, in

1750. His duty now became less constant

and fatiguing, as he persuaded this prince

to patronise operas ; which were a great re

lief to Farinelli, who was appointed sole di

rector of these performances, and engaged

the best Italian singers and composers, as

also Metastasio as poet.

The goodness of Farinelli's heart, and the

natural sweetness of his disposition, were

not exceeded even by the unrivalled excel

lence of his vocal powers, as some of the

following anecdotes will testify.

It has been often related, and generally

believed, that Philip V., king of Spain,

beingseized with a total dejection of spirits,

absolutely refused to be shaved, and was,

ra other respects, incapable of transacting

the affairs of the state. The queen, who

had in vain tried every common expedient

that was likely to contribute to his recovery,

determined that an experiment should be

made of the effects of music upon the king,

her husband, who was extremely sensible of

its charms. Upon the arrival of Farinelli,

of whose extraordinary performance an ac

count had been transmitted to Madrid, her

majesty contrived that there should be a con-

wt in the room adjoining the king's apart-

neat, in which this singer executed one of

kit most captivating songs. Philip at first

appeared surprised, then affected, and, at

'lit conclusion of the second air, commanded

*» attendance of Farinelli. On his entering

overwhelmed him with compliments and

Caresses, demanding how he could suffi

ciently reward snch talents, apd declaring

that he could refuse him nothing. Fari

nelli, previously instructed, only entreated

that his majesty would permit his attendants

to shave and dress him, and that he would

endeavour to appear in council as usual.

From this moment the king's disease sub

mitted to medicine, and the singer had the

whole honour of the cure. By singing to

his majesty every evening, his favour in

creased to such a degree, that he was re

garded as a prime minister ; but what was

still more extraordinary, and most highly

indicative of a superior mind, Farinelli,

never forgetting that he was only a musi

cian, behaved to the Spanish nobles attendant

upon the court, with such unaffected humility

and propriety, that instead of envying his

good fortune, they honoured him with their

esteem and confidence.

The true nobility of this extraordinary

person's soul appears still more forcibly in

the following rare instance of magnanimity.

Going one day to the king's closet, to which

he had at all times access, he heard an officer

of the guard curse him, and say to another,

" Honours can be heaped on such scoundrels

as these, while a poor soldier, like myself,

after thirty years' service, is unnoticed."

Farinelli, without seeming to hear this re

proach, complained to the king that he had

neglected an old servant, and actually pro

cured a regiment for the person who had

spoken so harshly of him in the antecham

ber ; and on quitting his majesty, he gave the

commission to the officer, telling him he had

heard him complain of having served thirty

years, but added, "You did wrong to accuse

the king of neglecting to reward your ser

vices." The following story, of a more

ludicrous cast, was frequently told and

believed at Madrid, during the first year of

Farinelli's residence in Spain. This singer,

having ordered a superb suit of clothes for a

gala at court, when the tailor brought them

home, he asked for his bill. " I have made

no bill, sir," said the tailor, " nor ever shall

make one. Instead of money, I have a
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favour to beg. I know that what T want is

inestimable, and only fit for monarchs ; but

since I have the honour to work for a person

of whom every one speaks with rapture, all

the payment I shall ever require, will be a

song." Farinelli tried in vain to persuade

the tailor to take his money. At length,

after a long debate, giving way to the

earnest entreaties of the humble tradesman,

and perhaps more highly gratified by the

singularity of the adventure, than by all the

applause which he had hitherto received, he

took him into his music room, and sung to

him some of his most brilliant airs, delighted

with the astonishment of his ravished

hearer ; and the more he seemed surprised

and affected, the more Farinelli exerted

himself in every species of excellence.

When he had concluded, the tailor, over

come with ecstasy, thanked him in the most

rapturous and grateful manner, and prepared

to retire. " No," said Farinelli, "lama

little proud, and it is perhaps from that cir

cumstance, that I have acquired some little

degree of superiority over other singers. J

have given way to your weakness ; it is but

fair that, in your turn, you should give way

to mine." Then taking out his purse, he in

sisted on his receiving a sum, amounting to

nearly double the worth of the suit of clothes.

Farinelli, during two reigns, resided up

wards of twenty years at the Spanish court,

with a continual increase of royal favour,

and the esteem of the principal nobility of

the kingdom.

During his greatest favour at the court of

Madrid, he is said to have been no more

elated, than with the acclamations which

his extraordinary talents commanded when

ever he sung in public. In the year

1759, Farinelli returned to Italy. After

visiting Naples, the place of his nativity,

he settled at Bologna, in 1761 ; in the en

virons of which city, he built himself a

splendid mansion, which in Italy u called

a palazzo. Here he resided for the remain

der of his life, in the true enjoyment of

affluent leisure. He was remarkably civil

and attentive to the English nobility and

gentry who visited him in his retreat, and

appeared to remember the protection and

favour of individuals, more than the neglect

of the public, during the last year of his

residence in Loudon. When the marquis of

Caermarthen honoured him with a visit at

Bologna, upon being told that he was the

son of his patron and friend, the duke of

Leeds, he threw his arms round his neck, and

shod tears of joy in embracing him. This

extraordinary musician, and blameless man,

died in 1782, in the eightieth year of his age.

FARINELLI, uncle to the preceding,

was composer, violinist, and concert-master

at Hanover, about the year 1684. He was

ennobled by the king of Denmark, and was,

by king George I., appointed his

at Venice.

FARMER, (John) an English I

and author of the following works : 1.

" Divers and sundri Waies of two Parts U

one, to the number of fortic uppon one

playn Song ; sometimes placing the Grounds

aboue and two Parts benethe, and otherwise

the Grounde benethe and two Parts aboue.

Or again, otherwise the Grounde sotssftismes

in the Middelst between^ both. Liheuise

other Conceites which are plainlie set downs

for the Profile of those which would attaint

unto Knowledge ;" by J. Farmer, London,

1591. 2. " The first Sett of English Ma

drigals to four Foyces," London, 1599.

FARMER, (Thomas) originally one of

the waits, in London, was nevertheless ad

mitted to the degree of bachelor in music,

of the university of Cambridge, in 1664.

He composed mauy songs, printed in the

collections of his time, and particularly in

7'Ae Theatre of Music, and The Trea

sury of Music, and was the author of two

very fine collections of airs, the one entitled

"A Consort ofMusic in four Parts, contain

ing thirty-three Lessons, beginning with

an Overture ;" and another, "A second Con

sort of Music in four Parts, containing

eleven Lessons, beginning with a Ground ;"

both printed in oblong quarto, the one in

1685, the other in 1690. La the Orpheus

Jiritannicus is an elegy on his death, writ

ten by Tate and set by Purcell, by which it
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7ARNABY (Giles) was of Christ-

drarch, Oiford, and, in 1592, admitted

bichelor of music. There are extant of his

composition, " Canzonets for four Voices,

trilk o Song for eight Parts," London,

1594. He also assisted Ravenscroft in

putting parts to some of the psalm tunes

published at the beginning of the next cen

ter; . There are about twenty lessons in

qseen Elizabeth's Virginal boot, by Giles

Faioibr, nearly as difficult as those of Bird

■4 Ml

FARBANT, (Richard) a fine old com

poser of church music, was a gentleman of

the chapel royal in the year 1564, and after-

»ird« master of the children of St. George's

ckipel, at Windsor. He was also clerk,

and one of the organists. On his appoint

ment to the latter office, however, he re

signed his place in the chapel, but being

ailed to it again, he held it till 1580. He

« supposed to have died in the year 1585.

His compositions are in a remarkably de-

totit aad solemn style I many of them are

printed in Barnard's collection of church

»uic, and a few in Dr. Boyce's cathedral

music. Ihe full anthem, " Lord,for thy ten-

it mercy's take," is at this day in frequent

s« ; and Dr. Crotch, who has inserted it in

tu« work, has justly observed, that " it is

remarkable for its serene effect, and for

acing as beautiful as the nature of plain

'wnterpoint will admit."

FARRENC, a flutist and composer for

bis instrument. He was a pupil of Ber-

Mpaer. He has published three " Grand

Dtett Cmcertante," which are highly

Wttmed. (Boose/s Cat.)

FASCH (JonANre Friedrich) was born

ra Germany in 1688, and died in 1759.

lit composed some good church and instru

mental music.

FASCH, (CAHi.FnrEDnicn Christian)

*» of the preceding, was chamber-musician

<o the king of Prussia, and pianist at Berlin.

He died in 1800. Pasch composed much

nrtly esteemed church music, and also

piano-forte music. We have heard

*w of his sacred compositions in this

but call the attention of amateurs

to it as highly worthy of importation, espe

cially his Ops. 3 and 8. His Op. 1 con»

sists of " Three Church Cantatas," anthems.

2. "A Miserere."—3. "A Mass" of great

merit.—4. "Psalms."—5. "A Kyrie."—

6 and 7. " Two Cantatas."—8. Some very

ingenious "Canons."—9. "A Lesson far the

Piano-forte."—10, 11, and 12. " Psalms."

FATIUS, (Alselhus) a Sicilian com

poser of madrigals between the years 1589

and 1628.

FATKEN, (JohannAvgustusLudoi-f)

a composer of instrumental music, pub

lished at Berlin in 1790.

FATTORINI,(GABniELE) a composer of

church music, published at Venice in 1608.

FATTSCHECK, a composer of romances,

published at Hamburgh in 1799.

FAU, a French instrumental composer,

published some music at Amsterdam in!715.

FAUNER, (Adelbebt) an instrumental

composer at Vienna, published some music

there for the violin about the year 1760.

FAUNER (FRiEDmcii) published some

duos for the violin about the year 1780.

FAUSTINA. See Hasse.

FAUVEL, l'atn£, a member of the opera

orchestra at Paris, and composer of instru

mental music published between the years

1798 and 1800.

FAVER1US or FAVORIUS,(Joannes)

a composer of canzonets and other vocal

music, at the end of the sixteenth and be

ginning of the seventeenth century.

FAVI, (Andrea) an Italian composer

at Forli, in Italy. He is the author of the

opera bulla called " // credtUo paszo"

performed at Florence in 1791.

FAVRE, a French composer of instru

mental music at the beginning of the

eighteenth century.

FAY,(Guim.aw»i Du)a French composer

in the first half of the fifteenth century.

FAY, a singer at the Thfitrc Feydeau,

at Paris, and composer of dramatic music,

between the years 1790 and 1800.

■FAYRFAX orFAIRFAX, (Dr. Roimt)

an English musician about the year 1500.

FEBURE, {Antok.) See Lefebtsre.

FEBURE, (Jean le) chapel-master «t
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Mentz, and composer of church music be

tween the years 1595 and 1609.

FECHNER, (J. W.) a composer of songs,

published at Leipsic in 1795.

FEDE, a composer of some sonatas pub

lished at Amsterdam in -17 15.

FEDELE, (Daniele Tnnu) an Ita

lian dramatic composer, the date of whose

works is not exactly known.

FEUERICI,(D.FRANCEsco)apriestand

composer of church music, lived in 1676.

FEDERICI,(Vincenzo) a native of Pe-

saro, was member of the conservatory at

Milan, and a dramatic composer of merit.

He came to England in 1790, and several

of his serious operas were performed about

that time in London, where he also pub

lished some sonatas for the piano-forte.

Two of the songs from his opera, " / Giaclti

d'Agrigenlo," and two from "1'eodolinda,"

have been printed by Birchall. The aria

" Grazie ti rendo" of Federici, is one of his

most admired vocal compositions, and is

frequently sung at private concerts.

FEHRE, (J. A.) junior, a pianist in Ger

many, and composer of music for his instru

ment, published at Riga and other towns in

Germany between the years 1792 and 1797.

FELDMAYER, (Georok) an instru

mental composer at Offenbach, in Germany,

in 1800.

FELDMAYER, (Johann) an organist

and composer at Berchtolsgaden, in the

duchy of Salzburg. He published some

sacred music at the beginning of the seven

teenth century.

FELICI, an Italian dramatic composer

about the year 1768 ; he also composed

some quatuors for the violin.

FELIS, (Etiekne) of Bari, in Naples,

and a composer of madrigals, &c. published

at Venice in the latter part of the sixteenth

century.

FELTON, (Rev. William) prebend

ary of Hereford, was celebrated, in his

time, for a neat and rapid execution on the

organ and the harpsichord. He published

three sets of concertos for these instruments,

in imitation of those of Handel, and two or

three seta of lessons, which have been in

considerable request. Tiiey are not, however,

dow to be met with, except occasionally

among collections of second-hand music.

FEMY, (Henri) a French violoncellist

and composer for his instrument since the

year 1810. He obtained the violoncello

prize at the Paris conservatory in 1808.

FENAROLI (Fidele) was born at Na

ples in 1734, and educated at one of the

conservatories there. He was for some

years principal of the conservatory of La

Pieti in that town. Fenaroli published

a small work, entitled "llegoleper gli Prix-

cipianti da Cembalo," which is succeeded

by a collection of " Partimenti," forming

an excellent series of lessons in fundamental

bass. Choron, the celebrated French com

poser, has republished this work in Pahs,

with additions; and a young composer,

named Imbimbo, has also published a sup

plement to this work.

FENZI. There were two brothers of this

name, good violoncellists, towards the close

of the last century. One of them has published

some instrumental music at Naples and Pahs.

FEO, (Francesco) born about the year

1699, was a pupil of Gizzi. This composer

equally celebrated by his labours for the

church and theatre, and for his ability ia

teaching his art, founded a school for sing

ing at Naples, to which that city and the

whole of Italy owed a great number of

singers, as famous for the beauty of their

voices, as for their talent and skill in the

use of them. This school spread the repu

tation of its founder throughout Europe.

Feo commenced his labours by composing

for the church : he displayed talents worthy

of the style, and his works were distinguished

for their grandeur and strength, science

and energy. Satisfied with the approbation

bestowed by his fellow-citizens on his superb

masses, and among others on a justly cele

brated " Kyric," he next devoted himself

to the theatre, and composed several operas,

among which his *' Ariana" and " Artact"

are preeminent. From the latter Gluck

has borrowed his overture to " Ipkigenia."

After having thus shone equally in compo

sitions for the church and theatre, he at
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length devoted himself entirely to instruc

tion, and it was be who completed the mu

sical education of Jomelli. We may now

add, that the talents and labours of Feo

hsvr procured him a high station among

tie classical composers of the most brilliant

Kaool of Italy. Besides his operas, there

remain some of his masses, psalms, and

other pieces for the church, which complete

tie nomenclature and the merit of his

works.

FERABOSCO, (Alphonso) senior, an

Italian composer of madrigals and motets,

about the year 1544. Peacham says of

tttabosco's madrigals, " They cannot be

Mtttr'd for sweetness of ayre and depth of

judgsttat." Some of them were published

ta Loadoa, in 1597, by Younge.

FERABOSCO, (Alphonso) junior, son

to tit preceding, was born at Greenwich,

'» England. He composed some songs at

tie beginning of the seventeenth century.

(See Dr. Burney's Hist. vol. iii.)

FERANDIERE, (D. Fern) a Spanish

guitarist, and author of an excellent method

far as instrument, published at Madrid in

1799.

FERANDINI, (Giovanni) director of

tie Euisic, and counsellor to the elector of

&t»ria, at Munich, in 1786. About the

'ear 1760, he made himself known by se-

ienl compositions for the viol and guitar,

la 1756, he composed for the court of Par-

ma, the opera called " // Festino," the

lords by the celebrated Goldoni. Ferandini

C-«l at Munich, in 1793, at an advanced

FERANDINI, (Antonio) a Neapoli

tan composer, left the conservatory at an

early age, and after having travelled

tirooghout Italy, where he was remarkable

*ur more than one learned and agreeable

'omposition, repaired to Germany, to make

L-mself acquainted with its masters, pro

ductions, and theatres. He acquired many

friends, and nature had bestowed on him

rery estimable qualities. His travels finished,

lie settled at Prague. This city, as well as

the whole of Bohemia, is particularly fa-

Tcmrable to music, in consequence of the |

number of inhabitants by whom it is cul*

tivated, and of masters who teach it. It

appears that the works of Ferandini were

admired, but the justice rendered to his

merit did not save him from misfortune. He

had especially adopted the ecclesiastical

style, and in this he particularly excelled. He

composed, amongst other pieces, a " Slahat

Mater," which was long sung in Prague,

and generally admired. Its style is at once

simple, natural, and elevated, and resembles

that of Pergolese. Its merit causes a regret

that the other productions of this master

are unknown. Notwithstanding his abilities,

he fell into indigence, and, it appears, less

from misconduct than from generosity. He

was seized with an incurable disorder, and

was reduced to seek an asylum in one of

the hospitals in Prague, where he died, iu

1779, after having suffered for a consider

able period.

FERANDINI, a native of Milan, and

composer of some quartets and other instru

mental music, about the year 1799.

FERDINAND III., emperor of Ger

many between the years 1637 and 1650.

All historians agree iu representing this

prince as an excellent connoisseur and com

poser of music. Wolfgang Ebner, court-

organist at Vienna, published, in 1646, an

ariette, with thirty-six variations, the com

position of this prince.

FERDINAND, of Prussia, (Prince

Friedrich Christian Ludwio) was born

in 1795, and was an excellent pianist. He

was killed in an engagement with the French

army in the year 1806. Nine operas of piano

forte music, the composition of this prince,

have been published at Leipsic and Paris.

FERDINANDI, an Italian by birth,

and a good performer on the piano-forte,

published some music for his instrument at

Prague, about the year 1796.

FERGUS, of Glasgow, a composer of

piano-forte, organ, and vocal music, in

London, previous to the year 1799.

FERGUSON. See Tepper.

FERIGO published some violin trios, in

London, before the year 1797.

FERLENDIS, (Giuseppe) a celebrated
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performer on the hautboy, was born at Ve

nice. He came to London in 1793, at the

same time with Dragonetti, and afterwards,

we believe, settled at Lisbon. Ferleudis

composed much music for his instrument.

FERLENDIS, (Alexander) younger

son to the preceding, was born at Venice,

in 1783. He was a pupil of his father on

the hautboy and English horn. His playing

has been greatly admired at Paris, and

several other of the European capitals.

FEROCE, a Florentine composer. Dr.

Burney speaks highly of a mass by Feroce,

vrhich he heard at Florence in 1770.

FERRADINl, (Giovanni) a flutist

and composer for his instrument. Some of

his works were published at Amsterdam,

in 1799.

FERRARI, (Do.menico) of Cremona,

was a violin pupil of Tartini. He died on

his passage to England, in the year 1780.

He composed some instrumental music,

which has been published at Paris.

FERRARI, (Benedetto) a native of

Reggio, was both a poet and a musician.

He resided principally at Venice, where,

about the year 1638, he established an

opera, which he himself superintended,

and for which he was both poet, composer,

and singer. His best known operas are

those of " Armida," composed in 1630, and

" .ft Pastor reggio," in 1640. But in these

there are no airs, the dialogue being only

carried on in recitative. Ferrari was him

self so excellent a performer on the lnte,

that he has not unfrequently been styled,

Ferrari delta Tiorba.

FERRARI (Giacomo Gotifredo) is

the son of Francesco Ferrari, a respectable

merchant and silk-manufacturer at Ro-

veredo, in the Italian Tyrol. G. G. Ferrari,

after the usual course of study in the public

school at Roveredo, was sent by his father

to Verona, to finish his education under the

Abbate Pandolfi. There he began sol fa,

and to learn thorough-bass, first underAbbate

Cubri, and subsequently under Marcola,

and at the same time to play on the harpsi

chord, under Borsaro ; these being esteemed

the first masters at Verona, at that tune.

Ferrari showed immediately a great natural

genius for music, and, in the course of two

years, sang, accompanied, and played it

sight. He then returned to Roveredo, and

was taken into his father's counting-house.

But music was already so much his delight,

that he determined in his own mind to be

come a composer, and to learn the theory

of every instrument for that purpose. He

persuaded his father to let him learn to play

on the flute ; assigning as a reason, that being

on the change of his voice, and therefore

unable to sing, the study of the flute would

prevent him forgetting his singing. His

father, who could refuse him nothing, agree)

to his request, and, in a few months after

wards, he played with fluency on that in

strument. After this, his family concerns

that he became too much attached to music,

he was sent to Mariaberg, near Chor, in

the German Tyrol, with the intention of

being instructed in the German language'

But the good man, his father, did not ima

gine that the institution of the convent and

college of Mariaberg was, that the thirty-

two monks belonging to it should be ill

musicians, and could not enter into it with

out having proved that they could sing '

play upon some instrument at sight: that

every day, and sometimes two or three times

a day, sacred music was performed in t«e

church of the convent : and that the scho

lars belonging to the college had the rujlil

to receive instructions in any branch oi

music they liked, by paying only ninety

Tyrolean florins (eight pounds sterling) >

year, including board in a luxurious style,

a bedroom to each, washing and instruc

tions, and no extra charge. Here Ferrtn

perceived that he was in a situation

agreeable to his wishes. By constantly

hearing both sacred and profane music per

formed, and by copying a great deal of

he became a solid musician at an early

period of life. He pursued his other studies

at school just for the sake of not beini

punished, but music was his fort. "e

learned also to play on the violin, hautbo?.

and double bass, in a slight manner, of

course, but well enough to be able to taie
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bla £nt part with other instrument*. The

celebrated fuguist, Pater Marianus Sle

eker, who was tin: schoolmaster, gave him

tin a peat man; lessons on the piano-

fate and in thorough bass. After spending

rm yean at Mariaberg, Ferrari returned

again to his father's counting-house, where

be attended for three years, but more

from obedience than inclination. His

fitter theu died, and being ill-treated-

by his partners, he determined, without

farther delay, to try his fortune as a com-

fSJEta

Pnnce Wenceslas Lichtenstein, who

ratten on his way to Rome, took young

lerrtri with him. From thence he repaired

*« Naples, with the intention of taking

'<*a in counterpoint from Paisiello ; but

■I great dramatic composer having no

■I to spare, recommended him to Latilla,

" able contrapuntist, under whom he

s»iied for two years and a half. At the

■* time, however, Paisiello gave him

"lna, and, as a friend, instructed him

daily in theatrical composition. At

** period, M. Campan, mattre-d'hotel to

" lite queen of France, offered to take

*• on a tour through Italy, and from

tow to Paris, which proposition was

*wpted. M. Campan introduced him to

^*ik,premiire femme de chambre to the

i*en, and Madame Campan introduced

tiffl to her majesty, whom he had the

'loaour to accompany on the piano for seve

rs! toxin. Her majesty approved his man-

Mr of accompanying, and also admired

Italian notturni of his composition

"tich he sang to her. Some time after

wards, the queen sent Madame Campan

to inform Ferrari, that it was her intention

to appoint him her singing-master, should

tte public affairs take a good turn, but the

Evolution came rapidly on, and every

""m? was overthrown.

When the TUitre Fefdeau was built in

firij for the Italian opera, Ferrari was

appointed conductor, when he composed

'•'end pieces of music, which were re

ceived with great applause. In the year

''91. having witnessed the horrors of the

French revolution, he emigrated to Brussels

and Spa, where he gave concerts. He also

composed there, and performed a concerto

and several sonatas, which were favourably

received.

He was, however, never a very great

player, but his feelings, taste, and com

positions made him appear greater in that

respect than he really was.

In the same year, he set the opera

" LesEvenemens imprimis," for the Theatre

Montansier, which was very much ad

mired, although it had been composed

before by Gretry. The favourite duet of

" Serviteur h Monsieur la Fieur," was

rapturously encored ; this was the first

time any piece of music had been encored

on the French stage ; also after the

opera was over, Ferrari was called for, to

present himself, when he was greeted

with the applause of the whole audience.

During the four years he remained in

Paris, he composed and published several

Italian notturni, duets, modern canons

for three voices, some sets of romances, the

favourite of which are, " Thionie, pour

aimer j'ai recti la vie," " A tombre d'une

myrthe Jteurie," " Quand famour naquit

a Cytherc," &c. several sets of sonatas for

the piano-forte, and for the piano-forte and

violin, or flute, &c. ice.

Ferrari was next engaged as a composer

to the The'atre Montansier, with three hun

dred louis d'or a year ; but, fearing that the

public affairs would become worse and

worse, he emigrated to Brussels, and in the

year 1792 to London, highly recommended

to some of the first noblemen's and gentle

men's families, as well as to several foreign

ambassadors, by whom he was constantly

well received and employed for musicai

tuition, particularly in singing.

His first composition in London, was

performed at Salomon's concerts, and

was a recitative and rondo, " Se mi tor-

menti amore," sung with great success by

Simoni. In the course of thirty-one years'

residence in London, he composed a great

many pieces for public concerts, and for

the Opera-house, some of which are,
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" Io son capricciosetto" 11 Sospiro e mi

vergogno," " Belle Enee abbandonate,"

" Quando verra la sopra," " Qu' Zimira

che ndorai," " Per pitta benmio pcrdona,"

" Le belle mie speranze," " Solo amor,"

" Tornate al prtrto," " Ve come nobile,"

" Vedete Fedete," " Senti dirb cosi,"

" Scena di Petrarca," " Sento net core,"

" Un bacio tenero." He also composed

four Italian operas, two of which became

favourites, " Li due" Svizzeri," and " L'E-

roina di Raab." Two ballets, " Borea

e Zeffiro," and " La Dama di Spirito ;"

a great deal of music (It camera, such as

sets of Italian and English canzonets,

duets canone for three voices, sets of sona

tas for the piano-forte, sometimes with an

accompaniment for the violin, violoncello,

and flute, &c. A great many duets and

divertimentos for the harp and piauo-forte,

the first of which (Op. 13) has been deemed

quite a model for a duet for those instru

ments. In the year 1804, he married Miss

Henry, a celebrated pianist, by whom he

had a son and a daughter. In the year

1 809, he was afflicted with a complaint in

his eyes, and was blind for nearly three

years. At this period he used to dictate

his compositions to his friends; but at length

he recovered well enough to be able to

write for himself, with the help of a mag

nifying glass, and to resume his instruc

tions,

Ferrari's last compositions are without

doubt the best ; for, without changing either

his school or style, he has followed the

modern taste with effect. As a part of his

latter compositions, we shall mention

" L'Addio," dedicated to Miss Ellis and

Miss Canning ; " Six Italian Canzonets,"

dedicated to Lady E. Lewison Cower ;

" Three Italian Canzonets," dedicated to

Mrs. Trevor Plowden ; " A Greek Not-

turno," dedicated to the Countess Cowper ;

" A Treatise on Singing," and a " First

Vol. of Sol fa," dedicated to T. Broad-

wood, Esq. ; a " Second Vol. of Sol fa,"

dedicated to Miss Naldi ; " Six Italian

Canons," dedicated to the King ; and his

last work, just published, " Studio di Mu-

sica Teorica pratica," dedicated to Lady

C. Stuart Worsley.

We do not know why Ferrari has

left London for Edinburgh ; but we are

happy to hear that he is well received

there, that his compositions and singing

have been admired in many private con

certs, and that his instructions are eagerly

sought after in the first families and schools

of that metropolis.

FERRARI, (Madame Victoire) wife

of the preceding, and daughter of Monsieur

Henri, a celebrated dancing-master, was

born in 1785. From the age of seven

years, she studied music under Kreusser,

and acquired such proficiency on the piano,

that at nine years old she was introduced

to Haydn, and performed before him.

Between eleven and twelve she played in

public at Raimondi's concerts, before his

present majesty, who expressed his appro

bation of her talent.

FERRARI, (Carlo) a celebrated

violoncellist and composer for his instru

ment. Dr. Burney heard him at Parma in

1770, and speaks highly of his talents.

He published six solos for the violoncello at

Paris.

FERRARI, (Dominico) brother to the

preceding, was a violin pupil of Tartini,

and published at London and Paris some

violin music, which is much esteemed.

FERRAZI, (Giof.Battista) an Italian

composer of the seventeeuth century, pub

lished a book of ariettes, at Venice, in

1652.

FERRERO, (Giuseppe) an Italian

dramatic composer between the years 1783

and 1791.

FERRETTI, (Giovanni) a Venetian

composer of canzonets in the years 1574

and 1576.

FERRI, (Baldassaro) of Perouse, is

the singer whose voice J. J. Rousseau

eulogizes at the article Voix of his dic

tionary.

FERRO, (Marco Antonio) a composer

of instrumental music at Venice in

1649. v
FERRONATI, (Lodovico) an instro
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mental composer at Venice about the year

171*

FERTEGA, a composer of piano-forte

music, published at Vienna in 1800.

FESCA, a composer of instrumental,

dramatic, and church music, at present

resident at Vienna.

FESCH. See Defesch.

FESTA, (Constantics.) The composi-

tioia of this master are generally considered

to be excellent. One of his motets is to be

found in the fourth book of Motttti delta

Cctom, printed so early as the year 1519.

In the third book of Arkadelt's madrigals,

published at Venice in 1541, there are

wrrpn of Festa's compositions. " In these,"

says Dr. Burney, " more rhythm, grace,

and facility appear than in any production

of bis contemporaries that I have seen.

Indeed, he seems to have been the most

able contrapuntist of Italy during this early

period; and if Palestrina and Constantius

Porta be excepted , of any period anterior to

the time of Carissimi. I could not resist

the pleasure of scoring his whole first book

of three-part madrigals, from the second

edition, printed at Venice in 1559, for I was

astonished as well as delighted to find the

composition so much more clear, regular,

phrased, and unembarrassed, than I ex

pected."

FESTA, (Luici) a celebrated Italian

Tioiuust and composer for his instrument,

Hided at Naples about the year 1805.

FESTING, (Michael Christian) a

German violinist and composer for his

instrument, resident in London in the first

half of the last century. He wa3 a pupil of

Gtminiani. His solos for the violin arc well

composed, but little known, having been

originally sold only by private subscription.

To Festing appertains the principal merit in

publishing the fund for the support of

decayed musicians and their families. This

society took its rise in the year 1738, from

the following occurrence : Festing, then

resident in London, being one day seated

t the window of the Orange coffee-house,

u the corner of the Haymarket, observed

» my uttelugent-looking boy driving an

ass and selling brickdust. He was in rags,

and on inquiry was found to be the son of

an unfortunate musician. Struck with grief

and mortification that the object before him

should be the child of a brother professor,

Festing determined to attempt something

for the child's support, with the assistance

of Dr. Morrice Green. These worthy men

soon after established a fund towards the

support of decayed musicians and their fa

milies.

FESTONI, an Italian composer of in

strumental music, published at London sub- -

sequently to the year 1780.

FET1S, (Francois Joseph) a French

pianist, was born at Mods in 1784. He

entered the Paris conservatory in 1801, as a

pupil of Rey in harmony. In 1804, he

went to Vienna, and studied composition

under Albrechtsberger. Since his return

to France, he has composed much excellent

music, chiefly instrumental.

FEVIER, a Parisian organist, and com

poser for his instrument in 1755.

FEVIN or FEUM, {Antojne) a native

ofOrleans, is mentioned by Glareanus with

great encomiums, as a successful emulator

of Jusquin de Prez, and a youth whose

modesty and diffidence were equal to his

geuius. There are three of his masses, in

the collection of masses and motets de

posited in the British Museum, all of which

are said to be excellent, but particularly the

one entitled " Sancttn 7'rinitatis."

FEYER, a violinist and composer for

his instrument since the year 1791. Some

of his works have been published at Paris,

others at Berlin.

FIALA, (Joseph) professor on the haut

boy at Salzburg, has published some in

strumental music at Augsburg and other

German towns since the year 1780.

FIBICK, (Anton) a performer on the

trumpet at Prague. He composed some

masses previous to the year 1796.

FIDANZA, a Florentine instrumental

composer about the year 1780.

FIELD, (John) a native of Bath, and

celebrated piano-forte pupil of Clementi.

He accompanied his master in the year
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1802 to Paris, where he delighted every

one who heard him, playing some of the

great fugues of Sebastian Bach with such

precision and inimitable taste, as to call

forth from his , Parisian audience the most

enthusiastic applause. From Paris he pro

ceeded to Vienna, where dementi intended

to place him under the instruction of

Albrechtsberger, and to this Field seemed

at first to assent with pleasure ; but when

the time arrived for Clementi to leave him,

and set outibr Russia, poor Field expressed

so much regret at parting from his master,

and so strong a desire to accompany him,

that Clementi took him on to Petersburg,

in which city he left him with proper intro

ductions. The following summer Clementi

revisited Petersburg, and found Field in

the full enjoyment of the highest reputation,

which he has ever since maintained in that

capital, where he still coutinues to reside.

Field has published many concertos of con

siderable merit, and much other music

for the piano-forte. Among his works are

the following :

Piano-forte : "First Concetto in Eflat."

" Second Concerto in A flat." " Third

Concerto in E flat." " Fourth Concerto

in Eflat." " Fifth Concerto, or L'lncen-

dic par i'Orage, in C." " First Divertisc

went, with Accompaniment of two

Violins, Flute, and Baas," (Bonn.)

" Another Edition offirst Divertistment,

with Accompaniment of two Violins,

Flute, and Bass," (Leipsic.) " Second

Divertisement, with Accompaniment of

two Violins, Flute, and Bass," (Moscow.)

" Quintet for Piano, two Violins, Flute,

and Violoncello." " Rondo, with Ac

companiment of two Violins, Tenor, and

Bass." " Grand Waltt," (London.)

" Variations to a Russian Air," (Leipsic.)

" Fantasie and Variation to the Air

ila Zelube," (Bonn.) "Fantasie to ait

Andante by Martini," (Op. 3.) "Fan

tasie upon Guarda mi un paco dal copo al

piede." " New Fantasie, upon the Po-

lonoise. Ah, quel dommage," (Leipsic.)

" Three Sonatas," (Op. 1.) (Leipsic.)

" Another edition of three Sonatas in three

Numbers," (ad lib.) " Rondo Ecossoiu,"

(ad lib) " Rondo,from hisfirst Concerto,"

(ad lib) " Rondo, front his second Con

certo," (ad lib) " Rondo, from Us third

Concerto," (ad lib) " Rondo, from iiu

fourth Concerto," (ad lib.) " Rondo,

from his fifth Concerto," (ad lib)

" Sonata" (ad lib.) " Russian Air," (ad

lib.) " Three Romances," (ad Hi.)

" Air du bon Roi Henry IV., with Varia

tions." " Exercise in all the major and

minor Keys," (Leipsic.) " Three Not-

turnos." " Fourth Nocturno in A."

" Fifth Nocturno in B.flat." "Sisth Noc

turno in F." " Seventh Nocturno in C."

" Eighth Nocturno in G." " Rondo, No. 1."

" Rondo, No. 2." " Rondo, JV>. 8°

" Rondo, No. 4." " Sonata in U," de

dicated to Mademoiselle Xekundeft

" Grand Waltt, in A." " Favouriu

Polonaise, in form of a Rondo, in E fiot"

" Favourite Rondo in A," dedicated to lk«

Countess d'Orloff. " Two Airs, em Jow

deau." " No. 1, Sonata in A," dedicated to

Mr. Clementi. " Rondo in G." " Thru

Sonatas," (Of. 1.) '» Three Romamai."

"First Sonata," (Op. 1.) "Air Rusi',

Variations." "Go to the Devil and shake

yourself." " Two Airs" " Rondo,

(Coll. No. SO.) " Duet on m Russia

Air."

FIENUS, (Joannes) a composer o(

madrigals, published in the Netherlands

between the years 1569 and 1580, H<

died at Dordrecht in 1585.

FIER, a German guitarist and compost'

for his instrument. He resides at Vienna.

FIES or F1ESCUS, (Giulio) amadri-

gal composer about the middle of the

sixteenth century. He was born at Ferrari,

and his works were all published »

Venice.

FIFIN, (James) an English musiciu.

He published, in 1801, " The M*«»l

Calendar, or Vocal Year,'for one, t*>o, *

three Voices, With introductory Symphonic

expressive of the four Seasons," London ,

1801.

FIUBERI, (Obazio) a composer of

sacred music iu the seventeenth century.
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FILIPPI, (Gasparo) a composer of

vocal music iD the seveuteenth century.

FILIPPUCCI, (Aoostino) a composer

of sacred music at Bologna in 1665.

FIIXENBAUM, an instrumental com

poser it Vienna in 1799.

FILS, a French violinist, and author of a

method for his instrument, published at

Paris in 1800.

FINAZZI, (Filifpo) a singer and com

poser, born at Bergamo in 1710. After

performing at the Italian opera at Breslau,

aA remaining for some years in the service

of the duke of Modena, he purchased a

country-house near Hamburgh, where he

married and remained till his death, which

took place in the year 1776. Much of

Fiaani's music was published at Ham

burgh,

FI.VCH, (Edward) a deacon of York

in the year 1 700. In Dr. Tudway's collec

tion of services and anthems are a " Te

Drum." and a " Jubilate" of Finch's com

position.

FIN'CK, (Hermann) author of a work

published at Wurtemburg in 1556, under

the title " Practica Musica, exempla va

riorum signorum, proportionum et canonum,

judicium de tonu ac quadam de arte suaviter

rt ertificiote cantandi." This is a very

rare book, and contains much valuable

matter respecting the early history ofmusic.

FINEriTI, (Giacomo) a Franciscan

monk and composer, born at Ancona. He

published much sacred music at Venice

<o the early part of the seventeenth

ceatury.

FINGER, (Gottfried) a German mu-

rician, and chapel-master to king James

II. of England in 1686. He published an

opera, in London in 1691, called " The

Judgment of Paris," and afterwards, on the

continent, various other dramatic music,

"id some instrumental pieces.

FINK, (Gottfried Wilheljj) born in

1763, in Ttraringta. He has composed

nay son»s published at Leipsic, where he

»•« resides.

HOCHI (Vincf nzo) was born at Rome

» 1767. Ht studied at Naples under

Fenaroli, at the conservatory of La Pieth,

after which he composed in Italy sixteen

operas, some of which were successful in

the performance. He was next appointed

organist to St. Peter's at Rome, from

whence he went to Paris about the year

1802, when he produced the opera " Le

Valet de deux Ma'ttres." Since this time

he has been engaged in tuition in Paris,

and has also published, conjointly with

Choron, " Lea Principes iT'Aceompagne-

ment."

FIOCCO, (JosEni Hector) junior,

chapel-master to the French church at

Antwerp, published some motets and harp

sichord music in 1730.

FIORAVANTI, (Valentino) a dra

matic composer, born at Rome. He set

many comic operas for the Italian theatres,

between the years 1787 and 1810. Some

of his mnsic is published at Birchall's,

namely, two songs from the opera of

" Camilla," one from " / due Haroni,"

and two from " // furho contra il furbo."

Fioravanti is probably still residing at

Milan. In 1807, he was at Paris, and

brought out the opera, " / virtuosi ambu-

lanti," which had much success.

FIORAVENTA, (Pietaro) a Roman

dramatic composer about the year 1 787.

FIORE, a composer of motets, published

at Leyden in 1532.

FIORE, (Anoelo Maria) an instru

mental composer and violoncellist at Turin

in the year 1700.

FIORE, (Stefano Andrea) chapel-

master to the king of Sardinia. He was a

good vocal and instrumental composer in

the early part of the last century.

FIORILLI, (Agostino) a dramatic

composer of Palermo between the years

1783 and 1790.

FIORIIXO (Ionazio) was born at

Naples in 1715. The name of his master is

unknown, but the method transmitted to

the pupil bespeaks that of Durante or

Mancini. After having composed several

operas in Italy, which were favourably

received by the public, Fiorillo was called

to Germany in consequence of the reputa
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tion he had acquired. He was appointed

chapel-master at Brunswick in 1754, where

he composed the music to Nicolini's ballets,

who then disputed precedence in this kind

of spectacle with the first ballet-masters in

Europe. From this time the talents of

Fiorillo were specially sought in this style

of composition. He was subsequently en

gaged to direct the chapel at Cassel, where

he was equally successful. In 1780, he

obtained a pension from the elector, and in

the bosom of retirement and repose he

ended his days, in one of the villages near

the town of WeUler, in the year 1787,

Fiorillo is the author of many works which

have cemented the union of Italian melody

with German harmony. " Demofooute,"

" Andromeda," and "A'ileti" are regarded

as his best operas.

FIORILLO, (Federipo) son of the

preceding, was a good violinist. He was

born at Brunswick in 1753, remained in

Poland some time, and was appointed

chef-oVorchestre to the theatre at Iliga in

1783. From thence he went to Italy, and

afterwards to France, where he published

much violin music about the year 1785.

From Paris Fiorillo proceeded to London,

where his performance and compositions

were much admired, especially his trios,

which were thought little inferior to those

of Boccherini. The instrumental com

positions of F. Fiorillo are very numerous,

and bear date from the year 1780 to 1800.

He also published " Etude dc Violon,

farmanttrenle-six Caprices," a work ofhigh

authority in the art of violin playing. We

have no account of his decease.

FIORINI, (Ippolito) chapel-master to

the duke Alphonso II. ofFerrara, composed

much sacred music about the year

1570.

FIORINI, (Giov. Andrea) aMilanese,

pupil of the celebrated Leo, flourished about

the year 1750. He was chapel-master to

the cathedral of Milan, also to that of

Como. His compositions for the church

were much admired.

FIRNHABER, a pianist at Petersburg,

and native of Hildesheim, published, since

the year 1779, some piano-forte music at

Berlin.

FISCHER (Johann Nicholas) was

born in 1707 at Behlen, in the bailiwic of

Kcenigsec, in the county of Schwartiburg.

He was a violinist of some repute, and

served the duke Augustus William of

Brunswick in that capacity for nine months.

Amongst others of his compositions are tie

following for the violin: " Six Symphonies

for two Violins, two Flutes, Viol, and Bass?

" Six Concertos for the Violin," and" Two

Books ofSolos for the Violin.**

FISCHER, composer to one of the

theatres at Hanover, published some dra

matic music in that town about the year

1795.

FISCHER, (A. J.) son of LudwigFischer,

is a celebrated buffo bass singer at Berlin.

He was born about the year 1782. He

resides at Cassel, and has composed some

piano-forte music, published at Offenbach

and Leipsic.

FISCHER, (Christian Friedrich} a

celebrated singer at Kiel about the year

1740.

FISCHER, (CHRisToni Heinrich) a

musician at Brunswick, composed some

piano-forte music, of a popular description!

about the year 1792.

FISCHER, (Ferdinand) court-musician

at Brunswick, has published there much

instrumental music. In the year 1800, he

received a magnificent present from the

emperor Paul of Russia, for a military

cantata, composed on the occasion of the

emperor's birthday.

FISCHER, (Georc Wilhelm) com

poser of piano-forte music in Germany, be

tween the years 1784 and 1799.

FISCHER, (J.) composer of songs, pub

lished at Bonn in 1798.

FISCHER (Johann) was bora in

Suabia. He went very early to Paris, and

became copyist to the celebrated Lull).

On leaving France, he engaged himself as

violinist at several of the principal towns in

Germany, and at length settled at Scbwedt,

a town of Brandenburg, where he died at an

advanced age, towards the middle of the
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list century. His compositions consist of

Mi vocal and, instrumental music, pub

lished chiefly at Augsburg, Hamburgh, and

Berlin, and bearing date from the years

1681 to 1708.

FISCHER, (Johann Abraham.) See

Fisain.

FISCHER, (Johann Casper Ferdi-

ssxn) chapel-master to the margrave of

Baden, and pianist. He published much

local and instrumental music at Augsburg,

iftween the years 1696 and 1738.

FISCHER, (Johann Christian) a ce

lebrated performer on the hautboy, and

composer for his instrument and for the flute,

*u a native of Friburg, in the Brisgau.

He resided for some years in London. In

the spring of the year 1800, while perform

ing a ulo part in his concerto at the queen's

house, after having executed his first move-

rant in a style equal to bis best perform

ance during any part of his life, in the

course of his adagio, he was suddenly seized

"ith an apoplectic fit, and fell down.

Prince William of Gloucester, observing the

accident, supported him out of the apart

ment, whence he was conveyed to his resi

dence in Greek-street, Soho, where he ex-

r'ti in about an hour afterwards. The

nas very much affected, and had the

medical assistance called to his aid. In

"» last moments, Fischer desired that all his

Uauscript music might be presented to his

Hesty George the Third.

FISCHER, (Johann Gsono) author of

> Latin work on vocal music, published at

Ijo'.tiDgen in 1680.

FISCHER, (Johann Gottfried) a

"ger at Freyberg, since the year 1800.

He composed some vocal and instrumental

tusic, published at Leipsic and Dresden,

between the years 1785 and 1795.

FISCHER, (Ludwig) a celebrated

"get at the Italian opera at Berlin, was

at Mentz in 1745. His singing was

"ach admired both in Italy and Germany.

FISCHER, (Madame Barbara) wife

10 the preceding, was also a celebrated

'"get in Germany at the latter end of the

U" century.

FISCHER, (J. P. A.) a Dutch author of

some didactic works on music, published at

Utrecht in the year 1728.

FISH (\V.) was born at Norwich in the

year 1775, and spent the early part of his

life as a practical musician in the theatre,

whilst holding which situation he composed

several bagatelles for the stage, which were

introduced and applauded, but were never

published. On leaving the theatre and de

termining, on his marriage, to reside in Nor

wich, he found it necessary to turn his at

tention more particularly to the piano-forte ;

a study that he was the more stimulated to,

by his natural inclination for composition,

and which at that time he had an opportu

nity of cultivating under Hugh Bond, for

merly organist of Exeter cathedral. Since

this period, Fish has exercised his profession

in various ways. On the death of his

former preceptor, the justly celebrated Mi

chael Sharp, it fell to his lot to be appointed

to the situation he vacated as principal haut

boy at the public concerts at Norwich, then

under the direction of the Rev. E. Glover.

On this instrument he continued to perform

several years, occasionally playing concertos.

The last five years he has been leading the

principal professional concerts at Norwich,

and the annual oratorios at the cathedral,

for the benefit of the Norfolk and Norwich

hospital, also himself giving series of con

certs at intervals. The following is a list

of his principal works : Song, " To pity's

voice." Song, " Maid of the Vale." Song,

" How sweet were the days that arc gone"

(words and music.) Song, " Shipwrecked

Sailor," (words and music.) Song, " When

in the tentedfield" (words and music.) Duet,

" The Lark" (words and music.) Glee,

" O thou that rollest above." Song, " In

vocation to Sleep." Song, " Maria's stdicu."

Song, " Maid of Marlwall." Song, " Co,

balmy zephyr." Song, " The Evening

Star." Song, " Joy to my lore," (words by

Mrs. Opie.) " Grand Sonata, Piano-forte,"

Op. 1, dedicated to Miss Head. " Grand

Sonata, Piano-forte," Op. 2, dedicated to

Miss Lovelace. " Concerto, Hautboy,"

performed at the provincial meetings and
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professional concerts. " Polonaise Hondo,

Piano-forte" " TeieH, as a Hondo, Piano

forte." " Life let us cherish, Harp," dedi

cated to Miss L. Woodhouse. " Net cor

piu, Harp," dedicated to Miss Stracey.

" Winters of the Alps, Rondo, Piano-forte."

" Fantasia, Harp," dedicated to Miss

Beevor. " Introduction and Walts, Piano

forte," dedicated toMissLukin. " Montpel-

lier Rondo," dedicated to Mrs. Opie,

(Manuscript) " A Cantata," (words by

Mrs. Opie.) " Grand Duet, Harp and

Piano-forte," dedicated to Miss Jerningham

and Miss F. Jerningham. " Fantasie and

Rondo," dedicated to Lady Maria Belders.

FISHER, (John Abraham) doctor of

music, was bora in London in 1744. The

following are some of his compositions : 1.

" Monster of the Wood," opera, published

by Clementi.—2. " Sylphs," opera, pub

lished by the same. — 3. " Canzonets,"

published by Broderip.—4. " Nine Con

certos for the Piano-forte," published by

Clementi and Broderip.—5. " Four Con

certosfor the Hautboy," published by Cle

menti. — 6. " Divertisements for two

Flutes," published by Clementi.—7. " Violin

Solo," published by Clementi.—8. " Violin

Trios," Ops. 1 and 2, published by Preston.

FI8TN (James) was born in Colchester,

and received the first acquirements of his

musical education under the tuition of the

well-known Frederick Charles Reinhold,

whose abilities and talents were highly ap

preciated by the most eminent professors of

his time.

After quitting Colchester, in the year

1776, he was so fortunate as to be placed

under the auspices of the late Dr. Burney,

from whom he experienced infinite advan

tages, as well from his friendship, as his

transcendent knowledge of music.

For many years Fisin was patronised by

the late sir Edward Walpole, from whose

exalted protection and benevolent atten

tion he derived great benefit. In the

year 1801, in consequence of the ill state

pf his health, Fisin fixed his abode at

Chester, in which city he resumed his pro

fessional pursuits, teaching and composing

music ; there he remained three years, in

the enjoyment of much respect in a circle o(

distinguished characters. At present ht

resides in his native town, Colchester.

The following are among the published

works of Fisin : " One Set of Cantoneti,'

dedicated to Miss Crew. " One Set ofCas-

zonets," dedicated to Lady Vernon,

" Three Sets of Canzonets," dedicated U

Mrs. Wright. " Twelve Ballads," dedi

cated to Mrs. Norman. " Six Vocal Duett"

dedicated to Lady Hume. " Three Glea

for four Voices," dedicated to Sir George

Smart. " The Seasons, or Vocal Year,"

dedicated to the Princess Mary. " Aulf-

tnent of Paris," dedicated to the Cout-

tess of Bridgewater. " Sacred Stmgi'

" Three Sonatas," dedicated to Mrs. Bar

ney. " Three Sonatinas," dedicated »

Miss Graham ; besides a variety of single

pieces.

FLACCIA, (MATTn^o) a composer of

madrigals, published at Venice in 1568.

FIACKTON (William) published some

solos for the violoncello, also some trios fo'

the violin, and piano-forte music, in 1m-

don, about the year 1770.

FLAMMINI, (Flamminio) a Romu

nobleman, published at Rome, in 161'*'.

" Villanelle, a une, duo, e Ire Foci, tt*

Stromcnto e Chitarra Spagnola."

FLANDRUS, (D. Arnoldus) compo

ser of madrigals, some of which were pub

lished at Dillengen, at the commencement

of the seventeenth century.

FLASCHNER, (Gottheif Benj»*»)

a composer of songs, published at Zittau

Leipsic, between the years 1789 and l"?--

FLATH, (P.) a flutist at Paris, has

published much music for his instrument-

since the year 1790.

FLAVIN!, (Signora) a prima if*

at the Italian opera in Lisbon, in the yeai

1822.

FLECHE, (J. A. Marseille w ")

gentleman of the chamber to the king <&

Westphalia, at Cassel.in 1812, was boroat

Marseilles in 1779. H* is a celebrated

singer and amateur vocal composer. Pre

viously to the year 1811, he had <
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"U Tntiaiur," opera, in two acts;

' VAwatt Pattrno," a cantata; and a

jreat ririety of romances.

fliCK, tuthor of "TheArt of Playing

the Htrpickord" published in the latter

pjrt si the last century, by Clcmenti.

flElSCHER, (Fbiedrich Gottlbb)

(lumber-musician to the duke of Bruns-

Nk, and organist of that town, was born

si Gotha ia #722. He was considered, in

1790, as one of the first German pianists of

iescboolofBach. He published much vocal

im uatrnmental music at Brunswick, where

it &sd in 1806, in his eighty-fifth year.

iLEttCHMANN, (Friebrich) chapel-

ttaet rod private secretary to the duke of

^Stiningen, died, at an early age, in

1"9. He published much music for the

pa>4r», in different towns of Germany,

'irrinanii was a man of letters, and of

rasidtnble taste in the arts.

FLEI3CRMANN, (Johann Georo)

'•Wllist and chamber-musician to the

tow «( Prauia, has been celebrated in

lieraw mce the year 1790, both for his

Hniraautj on BiR instrument and his corn-

tone of which, however, have

MSCHMANN, (Johavs Gottlieb)

a«nnist at Leipsic, and composer for his

'"fiswDt, since the year 1798.

FLOSCHMANN, (Johanv Nicolavs)

"tMiR at Gottingen, published some vocal

w piano-forte music at that town, between

b«»n 1785 and 1794.

FLETCHER, a good performer on the

bus, now living in London.

FLETCHER, (W.) a good performer on

**t*aor, now living.

FLETCHER, (Miss) a pleasing orches-

•""sger. She performed at the Birming-

^ masiei] festivities in 1820.

FLEl'RY, (C.) an instrumental com

bat Paris, in the years 1802 and 1803.

FLEURY (Francois Nicholas de)

i^lishtd t didactic poem on music, at

"•*> ia 1678. He also composed some

^^masjc.and a method for the theorbo.

FLEURY, 4 composer of music for wind

1Mna»tj, is now resident at Paris.

FLIESZ, (Bebnhakd) a composer of

piano-forte music, was born at Berlin, of

Jewish parents, in 1770. He has published

some piano-forte music at Berliu and Zerbst

since the year 1796, also some canzonets,

and an opera, called " The Ridclto at Ft'

nice," which has been successful at the Ber

lin theatre.

FJJTTNER, (Johann) a clergyman at

Grimmen, in Pomerania, died in 1678. He

wrote a work on music.

FLOQUET (Etienne Joseph) was born

at Aix, in Provence, in 1750. After being

engaged in the choir of one of the churchea

at Paris, from a very early age, and having

even attempted the composition of church

music, he went to Naples and studied under

Sala and P. Martini. Whilst at Naples, he

composed a " 2V Deum" for a double or

chestra, which the Italians much admired.

On his return to Paris, he devoted himself to

the composition of dramatic music, and

brought out several operas, which were only

moderately successful. He died in 178S.

FLOR, (Christian) a celebrated or

ganist and composer at Lunenburg, in the

middle of the seventeenth century.

FLORIANI, (CuRisTOEFono) a church

composer in the last century.

FLORIO, (G.) a flutist, well known in

London as the pratige" of Madame Mara,

was son of Pietro Grassi Florio, flutist in

the chapel at Dresden. Some of his music

has been published by Clementi and Bro-

derip.

FLORSCHUTZ, (Eochab) a composer

of vocal and instrumental music, published

at Leipsic between the years 1792 and

1802. His duets for the piano-forte are

much admired.

FOCKERODT, (Joiianv Arnolb) a

composer, born at Muhlhausen. His works,

which are chiefly for the church, are dated

from the years 1692 and 1718.

FODOR, (Antoine) a F'rench pianist,

and composer for his instrument. He left

France during the revolution, and settled

for some time at Amsterdam, where, and at

Berlin, many of his works have been pub

lished, between the years 1795 and 1802.
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FODOR, (Jean) elder brother to the

preceding, was also a good violinist, and

composer for his instrument. His works

are voluminous, and have beeu published

at Paris and in Germany. He remained

some time at Petersburg, during the French

revolution.

FODOR, (Madame Mainville) an

accomplished Italian singer who performed

in this country in the seasons of 1817 and

1818. She subsequently performed in

Paris, and from thence went to Italy, where

she has been received with much enthu

siasm. She was at Vienna in 1823, in

which capital her popularity was also very

great. Madame Fodor made her dibut

at Vienna in the character of Dtsdemona,

in Rossini's Olello, Donzelli performing

Otello, Ambrogi, Elmirn, and David, Rod-

rigo. Educated in a fine school, Madame

Fodor has obtained such flexibility of voice,

that every passage in her singing is exe

cuted with indescribable lightness and ten

derness. It has been said of her at Vienna,

that her ability consists in making art

appear like artlessness.

FOERSONIS, a pianist, resident at

Copenhagen.

FOERSTER, (Christoph) a celebrated

instrumental and church composer in

Germany at the commencement of the last

century. His works are very voluminous.

FOERSTER, (Emanuel Aloysius)

chapel-master at Vienna, where he has com

posed much vocal, piano-forte, and church

music, since the year 1790. He has also

written a treatise on thorough-bass.

FOERTSCH, (Johann Philipp) a

dramatic poet and composer at Lubec,

towards the end of the seventeenth cen

tury.

FOGGIA, (Francesco) of Rome, a

pupil of Paolo Agostino, from 1645 to 1681.

In his youth, he was several years in the

service of the court of Bavaria, and of the

archduke Leopold, afterwards emperor ;

but returning to Rome, he was appointed

maatro di capella to the church of St. John

Lateran, and other great churches in that

city, Antonio Liberati calls him the prop

and father of music and true ecclesiastic:

harmony.

FOGGIA, (Radesca di) ehapel-masti

and composer of some masses and motet

published at Venice in 1620.

FOGLIANO, (Lodovico) author of

Latin work on the theory of music, publish

at Venice in 1529.

FOIGNET, (M., le pere) composer

operas for the minor theatres of Paris, b

tween the years 1787 and 1800.

FOIGNET, (le fils) a Parisian cod

poser of operettas for the minor theatre

since the year 1800.

FOITA, (Joseph) master of the big

school at Prague, known as a violinist the

since the year 1796.

FOLIANO. See Fooliano.

FONSECA, (Christovan de) a Pora

guese monk and composer of church ma»

died in 1728.

FONTAINE, an eminent Freuch vioJiuis

now living in Paris. He has publiihe

some music for his instrument. A fantasi

and a military air, composed and perform

by him lately, at the new Philharroos-

society in Paris, received great approbate

It is in a great measure to his actirin

perseverance, and love of his art, that th

above society is indebted for its existence.

FONTAINES, (R. des) a French p*

and composer of songs, at the end of tb

seventeenth and beginning of the last cei

tury.

FONTANA, (Benionus) a compel

of sacred music at Goslar, in Low^r Saxon)

in the first half of the sixteenth century.

FONTANA, (Fabritio) an Italian con

poser and organist, was born at Turin

1650, and published some music for hi

instrument at Rome in 1677.

FONTANA, (Giovanni Battisia) i

composer of instrumental music in 1660.

FONTANA, (Giovanni Stepuaso) :

composer of sacred music in Italy, >n *

first half of the seventeenth century.

FONTEI, (Nicolo) a composer o

church music, published at Venice in tb<

first half of the seventeenth century.

FONTENELLE, a French 'dram^'
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1

arapojer. His principal work, the opera of

" HtnU," was brought out in 1799, but

nast of the music is said to have been bor

rowed from Gluck and Sacchini. lie has

lis) tanposed some admired violin music.

FORCHEIM, (Joiiann Wilhelm) a

Sum composer about the year 1670. He

wu organist and vice chapel-master to the

elector of Saxony.

FORD, (Thomas) one of the musicians

a lit soite of prince Henry, the son of

tog James I., was the author of some

nam and rounds, printed in Hilton's col-

kctsn, and also of a work entitled " Mu-

*k tf nutdre Kinds, set forth in two

1»fe,$c." This work was published in

toM,'»me year 1607. Thomas Ford com

mie beautiful madrigal, " Since first I

'"tmftce."

FORDE, (Miss) a pleasing singer and

Wrsit Drury-Iane theatre.

fORESTER, (Conti le) an amateur

vieiiaiit and composer at Brunswick. He

•fcipapilof Viotti.

FORKEL, (Johann Nicol.) a doctor

* pWojpby, and director of the music at

to* nwsity of Gottingen, was born in

his knowledge of musical literature

"rartrally allowed to be very extensive,

■ 4a theoretical works on that science,

m considered as the highest authority

koc^ modem musicians. The following

^tabraces his principal works : 1." Uber

frTWw der MiniA," (the Theory of

"«*J Gottingen, 1774, in 4to.—2. " Mu-

*>kKritische Bibliothek" Gotha, 1778,

!'jls.8vo.—3. " On the better Arrange-

Public Concerts," Gottingen, 1779,

1 ilo.—4. « J Definition of certain Mu-

toi lieu," Gottingen, 1780, in 4to.—

1 " Maunack of Music, for 1782, 3, 4,

*<9."—6. " AUgemeine Getchickte der

(General History of Music)

*f»c, 1781, 2 vols. 4to. This is Forkel's

*• celebrated work ; it contains the his-

*! of ancient a? well as modern music.—

■ Hutory of the Italian Opera, trans-

t[,ifttm the Italian, with Notes," Leipsic,

2 vols. 8vo.—8. " Numerous Critiques

"IxlMertry Journal of Gottingtn."—

9. " General Literature of Music, or Its*

struvtions for knowing tlie Books on Music

which have been published in Europe, front

the earliest Ages to the present Time ; drawn

up in the Form of a Dictionary, and ac

companied by Notes and Critical Discus

sions."—Besides his merits as an author on

the science of music, Forkel was an excellent

pianist of the school of Bach, of whom he

has published a life, with a critical view of

his compositions. Forkel has also composed

much vocal and instrumental music.

FORNAS, (Philippe) a French musi

cian, published " L'Art du Plain-chant,"

in 1672.

FORQUERAY, (J. B.) a French vio

linist and composer for his instrument,

towards the middle of the last century.

FORSTER. See Foerster.

FORSTER, (Geohg) chapel-master at

Dresden, and composer of church music,

died in 1537.

FORSTMEYER, (A. E.) chamber-mu

sician at Carlsruhe, published some instru

mental music at Manheim about the year

1780.

FORTIA DE PILLES, (Alphonsk)

governor of Marseilles, was born in that

city in 1758. He studied composition under

Ligory, a Neapolitan pupil of Durante.

Fortia composed four operas, which were

performed at Manci. He also published

much instrumental music.

FORTUNATO, (Giovanni Francesco)

a dramatic composer at Flacenza, between

the years 1783 and 1791.

FORZELINI, an Italian dramatic com

poser about the year 1750.

FOSCOM, (Tomaso) a Carmelite monk

and composer of Rauenna, published some

motets at Venice in 1642.

FOUGAS, a professor of the bassoon, and

composer for his instrument at Paris.

FOURNIER, a French dramatic com

poser, brought out the opera, " Les deux

Aveuglcs de Bagdad," at Paris, in 1782.

FOY was many years a professor of

music at Dorchester, Dorset, and his many

virtues deserve to be hauded down to poste

rity. He was of a truly religious, and con
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gequently of a very friendly disposition.

His hospitality was so great, that it became

almost proverbial. He was a great friend

to the poor, and, indeed, if he could render

service to any one, it always afforded him

the greatest pleasure. Foy was a fine per

former on the violin. He died suddenly in

London, while on a visit, in 1620.

FOY, (James) son of the preceding.

From the early proofs which he manifested

of a talent for music, his father determined

to bring him up to that profession, and

commenced teaching him the piano-forte.

In the year 1814, when the late lamented

princess Charlotte was on a visit to Abbots-

bury castle, in Dorsetshire, the seat of the

countess dowager of Ilchester, her lady

ship introduced Foy to play the piano-forte

to the princess. Her royal highness was

delighted with his performance. His father,

in some of the pieces, accompanied him on

the violin. The princess was extremely

affable to both father and son, and thought,

from the boy's performance on the piano

forte, he had studied under the first masters

in London ; but was astonished to find that

the father had been his only instructor. Foy

was from this time a great favourite with

the princess ; she frequently observed how

much she was delighted with his perform

ance and interesting manners. He shortly

after sent her royal highness a piece of his

composition, the first he ever wrote : she

was highly pleased with it, and desired the

countess dowager of Ilchester to write to

his father to that effect ; and there is no

doubt, if that beloved princess had lived to

have reached the throne, she would have

rendered Foy great service. He continued

to practise the piano-forte and to compose,

and some time afterwards he commenced

learning the harp ; and through the kindness

of his uncle, William Maddick, Esq. of

London, who took great interest in his wel

fare* he was enabled, in his occasional visits

to the metropolis, to study the harp, piano

forte, and the rules of composition, under

the most celebrated masters. When his

father died, the maintenance of his mother,

three brothers, and a sister, devolved on

him ; and though he was not at this tun

eighteen years of age, he, by his teachim

managed to support the family in a ver

respectable manner. He used to lead tk

concerts which were given at Dorcheste

In the year 1823, he gave a musical festir

in that town, when two new overtures

his own composition, for a full orchestn

were performed, and the reception they rm

with must have been truly gratifying to h

feelings. Having had several very a

vantageous offers made him to reside ;

London, we understand he intends settln

in the metropolis. The following is a !■

of his compositions, none of which have, i

yet, been published, but may be expect'

to appear shortly : ' ' Three Concertos j

the Harp," " Three Overtures for tli

Orchestra," " Thirteen single Song', t"

ofwhich have OrchestraI^ccompantmenti

" Three Vocal Ltuets," " Four single Gin

for three anil four Voices." " One QmVttt

and Chorus," " 7wo Sacred Kern,

" Four Fantasias for the Harp," " 0i

Fantasiafor the Piano-forte," " TmcDt

for Harp and Piano-forte," and *

Quartetto for Harp, Flute, Clarionet, it

Bassoon"

FRAENZL, (Ionaz) chef-d'orchtttn :

the Manheim theatre in 1790, was a

violinist. He has published some music'

his instrument.

FRAENZL, (Ferdinand) sob to tl

preceding, is more celebrated as a violins

than his father. He was residing some rio

at Naples, and published there some mt»

for his instrument. Since his return I

Germany, many of his compositions hi'

been printed at Berlin and OfTenbai!>

They consist of both vocal and instn

mental music. In 1803, F. Fraeml *o

to Petersburg, where, we believe, he srJ

resides.

FRAGMENGO, (Philifpo) a con

poser of madrigals, published at Venice n

1584.

FKAMEUV, (Nicolas Etiin")

French writer on music. He wrote

article Mitsique, in the Encyclopedic Mi

thodique. He also published, in l**2
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* THsantri fui a rempctrte" le Prix de Lit'

Irriturt et Beaux Arts de tlnstitut Na-

tvmat de France." Framery also wrote

;'ae music, as well as the words, of " La

Swain far kntard,'' an opera, performed

at Puis in 1783.

FRANC, (Guillaume) one of the fifty

nuncians who composed the tunes to the

French version of psalms byMarot. These

tunes were first printed at Strasburg, in

tkt year 1545, and were afterwards, with

KTtral others, set in parts by Bourgeois and

Gondimel.

FRAN'CESCHI, (D. Francesco) an

Italian writer on music, and editor of an

edition of the works of Metastasio, with

copious notes on the subject of music, pub

lished u Lucca in 1789. This work is

considered by the Italians as a chrf-d'ceuvrt

in mnsical literature.

FRANCESCHINI, (Antonio) a Nea

politan dramatic composer between the

rears 1783 and 1791.

FRANCHI, (Pietro) an Italian instru

mental composer, published some sonatas at

Amsterdam towards the close of the last

century.

FRANCHINUS. See Gated riiis.

FRANCIA, (Grecorio) a composer.

FRANC19CHELLO, a very celebrated

1'j.lian violoncellist at the commencement

a( the last century.

FRANC1SCI, a composer of some guitar

Banc, published by Clementi, in London,

previously to the year 1800.

FRANCK, (JohannWoifoano) a com-

paas of dramatic and instrumental music,

t»«4y published at Hamburgh between the

y«n 1679 and 1686.

FRANCE, (MiLcmon) a celebrated

tjerman church and secular vocal composer.

K> works, which are very numerous, and

'May written in the Latin language, were

pfkhshed at different towns of Germany,

'♦tween the years 1600 and 1636. He died

1 1639 at Cobourg.

FRANCQIUR, (Francois) chamber-

B«ician to the king of France, was born at

Hanfa 1698. He was a good violinist,

cmpotttl some instrumental music

and several operas. He died at Paris in

1787, aged eighty-nine.

FRANCffiUR, (Lovts) first violin at

the opera at Paris, died in 1745. He was

generally called thonnete homme,

FRANCOiUR, (Low Joseph) eldest

son of Louis Francceur, was born at Paris

in 1738. He was educated by his uncle,

Francois Francceur, who placed him at the

opera, as a violinist, in 1752. In 1767, he

was appointed chef-d'orehestre at the opera.

In 1772, Francceur published a work en

titled " Diapason de tons les Instrument cl

vent." He also composed some operas.

FRANCUS, (Joannes) a composer of

sacred music published at Augsburg in

1600.

FRANSECHINI published some music

at Berlin in 1790. He was probably a

violinist, resident in Holland.

FRANSZ, (R. W.) a composer of songs

published at Dresden in 1810.

FRANZ, (Johann Christian) a singer

and vocal composer at Berlin, was born in

1762. He published twelve songs in 1795,

and is also the author and composer of the

operetta " Edelmuth and Liebe," produced

at Berlin in 1805.

FRANZONI, (Amante) a composer of

madrigals, published at Venice at the be

ginning of the seventeenth century.

FRASI, (Giulia) an Italian singer at

the opera in London in 1743.

FHEDDI, (Amadeo) chapel-master at

Padua, published four operas of sacred mu

sic at Venice, between the years 1617 and

1642.

FREISLEBEN, a German musician at

Paris, published there some duos for the

flute about the year 1784.

FREISLICH, (Johann Balthasar

Christian) chef-donhestre at Dantzic in

1731. .He composed much chamber and

church music, very little of which has been

published.

FRENEUSE, (J. L.) a writer in defence

of the French school of music against the

Italian, at the commencement of the last

century.

FRERE, (Alexandre) member of the
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at Paris, in the early

part of the last century. He published, at

Amsterdam, " Transpositions de Musique,

reduites an natureI, par le Sccours de la

Modulation. Avecune Pratique des Trans

positions irriguliiremtnt (antes, et la Ma-

niire d'ensurmonter les Difficuitis."

FRERON (Elias Cathahina) was a

Jesuit, born at Quimper in 1719. He pub

lished at Paris, in 1753, "Deux Lettres sur

la Musique Franqaise, en riponse & celle de

J. J. Rousseau"

FKESCHI, (Giovanni Dohenico) a

monk, born at Vicenia. He was chapel-

master, and a much admired church and

dramatic composer at Venice. His public

ations bear date from the year 1660 to

1685. In 1680, the opera of " Berenice,"

set by this composer, was published at Padua

in a most splendid manner. There were

choruses of one hundred virgins, one hun

dred soldiers, one hundred horsemen in

iron armour, forty cornets of horse, six

trumpeters on horseback, six drummers, six

ensigns, six sackbuts, six great flutes, six

minstrels playiug on Turkish instruments,

six others on octave flutes, six pages, three

jerjeants, six cymbalists, twelve huntsmen,

twelve grooms, six coachmen for the tri

umph, six others for the procession, two

lions led by two Turks, two elephants by

two others, Berenice's triumphal car drawn

by four horses, six other cars with spoils

and prisoners drawn by twelve horses, and

six coaches for the procession. Among the

scenes and representations, in the first act

was a vast plain with two triumphal arches,

another with pavilions and tents, a square

prepared for the entrance of the triumph,

and a forest for the chase.

Act second, the royal apartments of

Berenice's temple of vengeance, a spacious

court, with a view of the prison, and a

covered-way for the coaches to move in pro

cession.—Act third, the royal dressing-

room completely furnished, stables with

one hundred live horses, a portico adorned

with tapestry, and a delicious palace in

perspective. In addition to all these attend

ants and decorations, at the end of the first

act there were representations of every kind

of chase, as of the wild boar, the stag, dor,

and bears ; and at the end of the third act,

an enormous globe descends from the skv,

which, opening, divides itself into other

globes, suspended in the air, upon one of

which is the figure of Time, on the second

that of Fame, on others Honour, Nobility,

Virtue, and Glory.

FRESCOBALDI, (Girolamo) a native

of Kerrara, was born in the year 1601, and ai

about the age of twenty-three was appointed

organist of the church of St. Peter's a'.

Home.

Frescobaldi is not less celebrated for his

compositions for the organ than for hit

great powers of execution on that instrt-

ment. He was the first of the Italians who

composed for the organ in fugue ; and in

this species of composition, originally in'

vented by the Germans, he was without i

rival. He may be truly considered the

father of that style of organ-playing called

by the Italians toccatas, and by the English

voluntaries.

In the year 1628, Bartolomo Grassi,

organist of St. Maria in Acquirio, at Rome,

published a work of Frescobaldi, entitled

"InPartitura it Prima Libra delle Camom>

d line, tre, e quatro Voci, per sonare «-

nongni Sorte di Stromenti" From the title,

it seems that these were originally vocal

compositions, but that Grassi, for the im

provement of those who were employed in

the study of composition, had rejected the

words and published the music in score. In

this form they met with so favourable a

reception from the public as to be twice

reprinted.

Another work of Frescobaldi was pri nte.l

at Rome, in 1607, entitled " // Secmdc

Libra di Toccata Canzone, et altre Partite,

rf Intarolatnra di Cimbalo et Organo."

FREUBEL, (J. L. P. L.) an instrumental

composer, some of whose works were pub

lished at Berlin between the years 1797 and

1802. Freubel was chef d'orchestre at the

Amsterdam theatre in 1804.

FREUND, (Philipp) an instrumenul

composer at Vienna since the year 1798.
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TREUNDTHALER, (Cajetan) com

poser of church and instrumental music at

Vienna, previously to the year 1 799.

FREY, a celebrated violinist of Man-

beim.

FREYSTAEDTLER, (Fn. Jac.) a com

poser for the piano-forte at Vienna between

the years 1791 and 1801.

FREYTAG, (F. M.) composer of some

sen?* published at Leipsic in 1790.

FR1BERTH, (Cable) chapel-master

of the Jesuits' church at Vienna. He

composed some church music. Friberth

was a friend of Haydn, and furnished many

of the particulars published in his life.

FR1CHOT, inventor of the bass horn,

year 1800 was published, in London,

a iroA entitled " A complete Scale and

Gtmmt of the Bass Horn, a new Instru

ment, invented by Mr. Frichot, and manu

factured by G. Astor.

FR1CK, (Philip Joseph) formerly or-

tnatl at the court of the margrave of Baden,

performed curiously well on the harmo

nica ; \« was also a good pianist. He died

at Lsc'Jea in 1798. Frick published in

Eajijad, 1. " Treatise on Thorough-bass,"

Lsadon. 1786.—2. " On Modulation and

Jecmpaniment." This work was after

wards translated into French. He also pub

btfaed some piano-forte music.

FRIDERICI or FRIEDRICH, (Da-

sitL) a singer and composer of vocal

Basic, at Rostock, between the years 1614

and 1624.

FRIDZERL See FniTZEni.

FRIED13ERG, a German composer, at

tached to prince Antony Esterhazy, at the

time that Haydn resided with him.

FR1EDEL, (S. L.) a violoncellist of the

i*/yaJ chapel at Berlin, and instrumental

i-smposer, about the year 1798.

FRIEDL. See Frikdel.

FRIEDRICK, (Ion.) a Benedictine

rsook, was an excellent violinist and violon

cellist, also a composer for his instrument.

He died at Prague in 1788.

FRILIXG, a composer of some piano

forte music. He resides at Hamburgh.

raBCHWJTH, (JOHANN ChRZSTIAn)

*0U I.

a violinist at Berlin, and composer for his

instrument. He also brought out some dra

matic pieces. He died in 1790.

FRITZ, (Gaspep.) an excellent violinist

and composer for his instrument, was living

at Geneva in 1770.

FRITZ, (BARTHOLn) a musical instru

ment maker. He was the author of a work

entitled " Anwcisung, S;c." i. e. " Guide to

Temperament," published at Leipsic in

1757.

FROBE, (L. G.) a musician at Leipsic,

published there, in 1798, an air, with varia

tions for violoncello and tenor.

FROBERGER, (John Jacob) a pupil

of Frescobaldi, and organist to the emperor

Ferdinand III., flourished about the year

1650. He was an excellent performer on

the organ and harpsichord, and his compo

sitions for those instruments have been

highly applauded. He is said to have been

partial to imitations in music of different

occurrences in life, to which he had the

power of giving great expression.

FROEHLICH, (Joseph) a professor of

music at Wurtzburg, was born there in

1780. He has written some works on the

theory of music, also several composi

tions for the church, and much instrumental

music. i

FROMENT, a French composer of ope

rettas, at Paris, between the years 1787 and

1800.

FROST (EnwAHn) was born at Had-

leigb, in Suffolk, in 1781, in which place lie

resided till the age of thirteen, when the

following circumstance occurred, that ex

cited his great uneasiness. Having been,

during two years, one of the singing-boys

at the parish church, (an acquirement he

was very proud of) his voice on a sudden

gave way and he became incapable of

singing his part, which so affected his spirits

that he secretly resolved to quit his native

place. An opportunity soon occurred en

abling him to put his resolve into execution :

a recruiting party arrived in the neighbour

hood, and he engaged, unknown to his

parents, as a fifer, having previously learnt

to play a few tunes on that instrument. His
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friends «oon applied to the duke of York for

his discharge, who readily assented to their

wishes ; but as he had a taste for a new

life, and was moreover attached to any

thing musical, he was reluctant to leave

his new employment : they therefore relin

quished their wishes for the present, think

ing that the boy would soon be solicitous

for bis liberation ; in which, however, they

were mistaken, for, on his learning to play

a little on the clarionet, he was sufficiently

amused, and found himself agreeably sur

prised at being selected as one in forming a

band in the regiment, about four years after

entering it. He now began to feel the

effects of harmony, (not having heard a mi

litary band before) and directly set about

composing marches and other military

pieces, in which he succeeded tolerably well

as to the melodies, but the arrangements in

parts were certainly curious; for, having

heard musicians talk of discords without ex

plaining their relations to harmony, he ima

gined that no two intervals, disagreeing in

themselves, could be tolerated together ;

his chief care, therefore, was to avoid all

discords, consequently his productions were

monotonous enough. A circumstance, how

ever, soon occurred which a little unde

ceived him in this respect ; for having acci

dentally added the flat seventh to the com

mon chord on the dominant at the close of

one piece, and the resolution being, by good

luck, regular, he was particularly struck

with the effect it produced on his ear, aud

proceeded immediately to examine the parts,

which he found not to correspond with his

system. He therefore altered them ; but as

the common chord did not satisfy his car so

well, he was induced to let the former re

main, thinking that no one would find out

the mistake, (supposed) it being, as he

thought, such an agreeable one. Not long

after this, a friend lent him an old publica

tion on the principles of music ; he knew

not the author, as the titlepage, with a few

of the first leaves, was lost. This, however,

he found, required much dry study, and

having no one to press him to persevere, he

merely informed himself of the use of the

common chord, the chord of the seventh

&c. and their inversions, with their regular

progressions in harmony. This pursuit,

however, opened a new field for him : he

therefore rearranged all his former pieces on

a new plan, with which he was much better

pleased, as were also his friends. He wi>

now naturally elated with his success, and

could he, at this period, have had the assist

ance of a good theorist, his exertions would

probably have been successful, as he felt

sufficient stimulus to urge him on. Instead

of which he had every thing to gain by slow

experience, a circumstance that, of course,

retarded his progress ; for he found, that, to be

able to arrange music effectively for a bind,

it required a knowledge of the various instru

ments to be introduced, and this he was nit

able to obtain till he was appointed master,

which situation he enjoyed about twelve

years ; when, by experience, he found tkst

even the worst performer in a band may be

set off to the best advantage. After enjoy

ing this situation till the close of toe

war, and the subsequent disembodying

the regiment, he had to provide for uii

family by his professional exertions as ;

teacher, which occupation he still continues.

His success proves that it is not always ne

cessary for an instructor to be a first rate

performer ; but that diligent perseverance

in the pupil, and regular attendance of the

master, are the chief essentials to perfection

on any instrument. His efforts in compo

sition, while in the army, were chiefly cot

fined to military pieces, with, occasionally, a

simple song or a glee ; these, with his dutie

in the band, occupied all his time. He bsi

since, however, published some symphonies

and piano-forte music, and intended ti

adapt new melodies to Brady and Tate'i

version of the psalms, but never had til*

to complete more than half of them.

FllUH, (G.Gottlikb) organist atMuW

hausen, and instrumental composer, abou

the year 1783.

FUCHS, a violinist in the imperial chape

at Vienna, in 1796. He was reckoned a;

excellent concerto player.

FUCHS, (GEORoFniED»icH)aGenM:
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instrumental composer at Paris, was born

ibout lie year 1770. He has published

mrh instrumental music since the year

1790. Most of his compositions are for

wind instruments.

FTCHS or FUX, (Peter) a violinist in

uvimperial chapel at Venice, and composer

£» hii instrument, since the year 1790.

FIEGER, (Gottlieb Chiiietian) bom

u Heilbroan in 1749, published at Zurich,

a 1783, a work entitled " Charactrristiche

Utcitr ttieit."

FUERSTENAU, a celebrated flutist at

Oldenburg in 1801, was born at Munster in

1770. He has published much instrumental

nsic chiefly at Offenbach, since the year

UOt, At present, he is first flute of the

&uon chapel royal, and is a much admired

perfirmer.

fb'ETSCH, (Joachim Joseph) chamber-

ousidan and violoncellist at Salzburg, was

torn there in 1766. He has composed much

"usicfor his instrument, none of which, we

Mere, it published.

FUNCK, first violoncello to the king of

Denmark. He performed concertos on his

instrument at Vienna, in 1823, with very

great applause.

FlfiCHElM, (JoHANN YViLHELm) a

composer of the seventeenth century, pub

lished some instrumental music at Dresden

in the years 1674 and 1687.

FUX, (Ernst) an organist, probably re

sident at Vienna, where he published some

violin music previously to the year 1799.

FUX (Jouann Joseph) was a native of

Styria, a province of Germany, in the circle

of Austria, and chapel-master to the emperor

of Germany, Charles VI. In 1701, he

published, at Nuremburg, a work entitled

"ConcentusMtaieo Instrumentalis, in septem

Partitas divisus." He also composed se

veral operas, among others one called

" Eliza," on the occasion of the birth of the

empress Elizabeth Christiana : this was

printed at Amsterdam. Fux, however, ii

better known to the world by his " Gradtn

adParnassum, sivc, Manuductio ad Cvmpo-

sitionem Musica regularem, Mcthodo novi

«c certa nondum anti tarn exacto ordine

in lucem editi," printed at Vienna in the

year 1725, and dedicated to the emperor

Charles VI., who defrayed the whole ex

pense of the publication. This work, which

has been translated into Italian, is, up to

the present moment, the guide of all the

masters and schools of Italy. Fux died

about the year 1750. -t ■•

G

GAA or GAH, (G. M.) a good violinist

id pianist at Heidelberg in 1803. He

faUuicd at Manheim, in 1798, " Six

... vu.vi/'./, Lieiler."

GABLER, (Christopher August) a

iu.il and instrumental composer at Revel,

^ published much music at Leipsic, be -

'*eea (he years 1788 and 1802.

GABLER, (Matthias) born at Spalt, in

F;uconia,in 1726, pubUshed at Ingolstadt,

- 1776, a treatise, in 4to., on the tone of

ujtumenti. He died at Wembdingen in

UOi.

GABRIELI, (Asdkfa) a celebrated

'•"paist of St. Mark's church at Venice,

kiuasBtd in the second halfof the sixteenth

century. He published many madrigals,

and church music, at Venice, between the

years 1572 and 1590.

GABRIEU, (Domenico) a dramatic

composer at Venice in the latter part of the

seventeenth century.

GABRIELI, (Fhancesa) of Ferrara,

was a pupil of Sacchini in 1770, at the con

servatory of the OspedalcttOt at Venice. In

1786, she sang at the opera in London, and

was second only to Madame Mara.

GABRIELI, (Giovanni} a celebrated

composer and organist of St. Mark's church

at Venice, died in 1612. He published

much sacred and other vocal music at

Venice.
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GABRIELI, (Cathakiva) one of the

most celebrated singers of the eighteenth

century, was born at Rome in 1730. She

was a pupil of Porpora and Metastasio, and

was famed for her astonishing capricci. Of

this extraordinary woman, Brydone thus

speaks, in his Tour through Sicily ami

Malta, vol. ii. p. 319 : " The first woman is

Gabrieli, who is certainly the greatest

singer in the world, and those that sing on

the same theatre with her must be capital,

otherwise they never can be attended to.

This indeed has been the fate of all the per

formers, except Pacherotti, and he too gave

himself up for lost on hearing her perform

ance. It happened to be an air of execu

tion, exactly adapted to her voice, in which she

exerted herself in so astonishing a manner,

that, before it was half done, poor Pache

rotti buist out a crying, and ran in behind

the scenes, lamenting that he had dared to

appear on the same stage with so wonderful

a singer, where his small talents must not

only be lost, but where he must ever be ac

cused of presumption, which he hoped was

foreign to his character. It was with some

difficulty they could prevail on him to ap

pear again ; but from an applause well

merited, both from his talents and his mo

desty, he soon began to pluck up a little

courage ; and in the singing of a tender air,

addressed to Gabrieli in the character of a

lover, even she herself, as well as the audi

ence, is said to have been moved. The per

formance of Gabrieli is so generally known

and admired, that it is needless to say any

thing to you on that subject. Her wonderful

execution and volubility of voice have long

been the admiration of Italy, and has even

obliged them to invent, a new term to ex

press it, and would she exert herself as

much to please as to astonish, she might al

most perform the wonders that have been

ascribed to Orpheus and Timotheus ; but it

happens, luckily perhaps for the repose of

mankind, that her caprice is, if possible, even

greater than her talents, and has made her

still more contemptible than these have

made her celebrated. By this means, her

character has often proved a sufficient anti-

dote, both to the charms of her voice and

those of her person, which are indeed almost

equally powerful ; but if these had been

united to the qualities of a modest and an

amiable mind, she must have made dreadful

havoc in the world. However, with all her

faults, she is certainly the most dangerous

siren of modern times, and has made more

conquests, I suppose, than any one woman

breathing. It is but justice [to add, that,

contrary to the generality of her profession,

she is by no means selfish or mercenary,

but on the contrary has given many singular

proofs of generosity or disinterestedness.

She is very rich, from the bounty, as is sup

posed, of the last emperor, who was fond of

having her at Vienna ; but she was at last

banished that city, as she has likewise beea

most of those in Italy, from the broils and

squabbles that her intriguing spirit, perhaps

still more than her beauty, had excited.

There are a great many anecdotes concern

ing her, that would not make an unentertain-

ing volume, and, I am told, are, or will

soon be published. Although she is con

siderably upwards of thirty, on the stage she

scarcely appears to be eighteen ; and this ait

of appearing young, is none of the most con

temptible she possesses. When she is in good-

humour, and really chooses to exert herself,

there is nothing in music I have ever heard

to be compared to her performance ; for she

sings to the heart as well as to the fancy,

when she pleases, and she then commands

every passion with unbounded sway. But

she is seldom capable of exercising these

wonderful powers ; and her caprice and her

talents exerting themselves by turns, have

given her, all her life, the singular fate ot

becoming alternately an object of admira-

tioAnd contempt. Her powers in acting

andreciting are scarcely inferior to those os

her singing : sometimes a few words in the

recitative, with a simple accompaniment

only, produces an effect, that I have nevej

been sensible of from any other performer,

and inclines me to believe what Rousseau

advances on this branch of music, which

with us is so much despised. She owes

much of her merit to the instruction she

_
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receired from Metastasio, particularly in

acting and reciting ; and he allows that she

does more justice to bis operas than any

sther ictress that ever attempted them. Her

caprice is so fixed and stubborn, that neither

iilatst, nor flattery, nor threats, nor punish-

seiti, hate the least power over it ; and it

appears, that treating her with respect or

contempt have an equal tendency to in

crease it. It is seldom that she condescends

to eiert these wonderful talents ; but most

jwioilirlv if she imagines that such an

tuition is expected. And instead of sing-

bj he; airs as other actresses do, for the

ee pat she only hums them over, a MM

-Mt; ind no art whatever is capable of

oui«5 her sing when she docs not choose it.

The am successful expedient has ever been

tasi,to prevail on her favourite lover, for

'Jnv* has one, to place himself in the

twin of the pit or the front box ; and if

4ey are on good terms, which is seldom the

<w, the will address her tender airs to him,

saium herself to the utmost. Her pre-

■* itaoorata promised to give us this

!f*™ao(his power over her. He took his

W srcordingly ; but Gabrieli, probably

^ectiag the connivance, would take no

^ofhim: so that even thisexpedient does

K ilways succeed. The viceroy, who is

ki of music, has tried every method with

"> to no purpose. Some time ago he gave

>?rcit dinner to the principal nobility of

filomo.and sent an invitation to Gabrieli

'* be of the party. Every other person ar-

EItd ix the hour of invitation. The viceroy

fined dinner to be put back, and sent to

^' net know that the company waited her.

•W messenger found her reading in bed.

&eaid she was sorry for having made *f

ttmpiny wait, and begged he wouU' -a

W apology, but that really she had entirc.y

^?*her engagement. The viceroy would

^(forgiven this piece of insolence, but,

*™ the company came to the opera, Ga-

l^i repeated her part with the most per-

*' negligence and indifference, and sung

■ lira in what they call sotto voce,

• M low, that they can scarcely be

**«• The viceroy was offended ; but as

he is a good tempered man, he was loth to

make use of authority ; but at last, by a

perseverance in this insolent stubbornness,

she obliged him to threaten her with punish

ment in case she any longer refused to sing.

On this she grew more obstinate than ever,

declaring that force and authority should

never succeed with her ; that he might make

her cry, but that he never could make her

sing. The viceroy then sent her to prison,

where she remained twelve days : during

which time she gave magnificent entertain

ments every day, paid the debts of all the

poor prisoners, and distributed large sums

in charity. The viceroy was obliged to give

up struggling with her, and she was at last

set at liberty amidst the acclamations of the

poor. Luckily for us, she is at present in

good-humour, and sometimes exerts herself

to the utmost of her power. She says she

has several times been on terms with the

managers of our opera, but thinks she shall

never be able to pluck up resolution enough

to go to England; What do you think is

her reason 1 It is by no means a bad one.

She says she cannot command her caprice,

but for the most part that it commands her ;

and that there she could have no opportu

nity of indulging it. For, says she, were I

to take it into my head not to sing, I am

told the people there would certainly mob

me, and perhaps break my bones; now I

like to sleep in a sound skin, although it

should even be in a prison. She alleges, too,

that it is not always caprice that prevents

her from singing, but that it often depends

upon physical causes. And this, indeed, I

can readily believe : for that wonderful flexi

bility of voice, that runs with such rapidity

and neatness through the most minute divi

sions, and produces almost instantaneously

so great a variety of modulation, must surely

depeud on the very nicest tones of the

fibres. And if these are in the smallest de

gree relaxed, or their elasticity diminished,

how is it possible Jhat their contractions

and expansions can so readily obey the will,

as to produce these effects 1 The opening

of the glottis which forms the voice is ex

tremely small, and in every variety of tone,
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it* diameter must suffer a sensible change ;

for the same diameter must ever produce

the same tone. So wonderfully minute are

its contractions and dilatations, that Dr.

Keil, X think, computes that, in some voices,

its opening, not more than the tenth of an

inch, is divided into upwards of 1200 parts,

the different sound of every one of which is

perceptible to an exact ear. Now, what a

nice tension of fibres must this require ! I

should imagine even the most minute change

in the air must cause a sensible difference,

and that in our foggy climate the fibres

would be in danger of losing this wonderful

sensibility, or, at least, that they would very

often be put out of tune. It is not the same

case with an ordinary voice, where the va

riety of divisions run through, and the volu

bility with which they are executed, bear no

proportion to those of a Gabrieli."

Gabrieli, nevertheless, came to England

in the season of 1775-1776, and Dr.

Burney, amongst other more minute parti

culars, speaks of her as follows : " Caterina

Gabrieli was called early in life La Cuoche-

tina, being the daughter of a cardinal's cook

at Rome. She had, however, no indications

of low birth in her countenance or deport

ment, which had all the grace and dignity

of a Roman matron. Her reputation was

so great before her arrival in England, for

singing and caprice, that the public, expect

ing perhaps too much of both, was unwilling

to allow her due praise in her performance,

and too liberal in ascribing every thing she

said and did to pride and insolence. It

having been reported that she often feigned

sickness, and sung ill when she was able to

sing well, few were willing to allow she

could be sick, or that she ever sung her best

whi'e she was here. Het voice, though of

an exquisite quality, was not very powerful.

As an actress, though of low stature, there

were such grace and dignity in her gestures

and deportment, as caught every unpreju

diced eye; indeed, she filled the stage and

occupied the attention of the spectators so

much, that they could look at nothing else

while she was in view. Her freaks and

espiigfcrits, which had fixed her reputa-

tion, seem to have been very much subdued

before her arrival in England. In conversa

tion, she seemed the most intelligent and

best bred virtuosa with whom I bad ever

conversed ; not only on the subject of music,

but on every subject concerning which a

well-educajed female, who had seen the

world, might reasonably be expected to hare

obtained information. She had been three

years in Russia previous to her arrival ia

England, during which time no peculiari

ties of individual characters, national man

ners, or court etiquette, had escaped her ob

servation. In youth, her beauty ami ca

price had occasioned a universal delirium

among her young countrymen, and there

were still remains of both sufficiently pow

erful, while she was in England, to render

credible their former influence."

GABR1ELSKY (W.) has the reputation

of being one of the best flutists in Europe;

he is also reported as a good composer. He

resides at Vienna. Among his works art:

Concertos: Op. 36. "Adagio and Routt,

with Orchestra."—48. " First Concerto is

D."—49. "Adagio and Polonaise, in D.

with Orchestra."—50. "Second Concetti

in G." Trios: Op. 45. "Grand Trio fr

Flute, Violin, and Tenor," dedicated to Mr.

Walcher. Trios for three Flutes : Op. IP-

" Three Grand Trios," dedicated to i

Eber.—32. "Grand Trio Conccrtanti,"

dedicated to the King of Wurtemburg —

33. "Grand Trio Concertante, in C."—

34. *' Grand Trio Concertante, in F."—

41. " Grand Trio Concertante, in BJIot"

55. " Three Trios."—56. " Three Trios."

58. "Three Trios Concertante." Duet!

for two Flutes: Op. 22. '« Three Grtni

Our/* Concertante," dedicated to Jlr

Olikel."—35. " Three Grand Ihtets Cm

certante," dedicated to Air. Greville.—

40. " Three Grand Ihtets Concertante

52. " Six easy and brilliant Ihtets," dedi

cated to C Tultier, Nos. 1 and 2.-57. "Si

Duets."—69. " Six Duets." Solos, Vans

tions, &c. : Op. 2. " Variations to the Ail

1 Liebes Miidchcn hor mir zv' n—3. a Fa

nations to * Theme from ' Aline."'—4

" Variations to the Air, 'Gieb mir die Bi"
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mm,'" l[Cr-5. "Theme, with Variations."

6. "Seta Variation! to a known Theme."

li " Divertissemens."— 16. " Seven Va-

natisas."—17. "Six Variations to a Tyro-

lin Dance."—21. "Variations to ' Der

Irem ToH.' " by Korner.—22. " Variations

ti ' Le Troubadour.' "—26. " Variations to

' Hen Bruier nimm das Gliissvhen.' "—27.

" Variations to a Tyrolese Waltt."—28.

"ftristsam to a favourite Waltt."—29.

" Variations to a favourite Waltt in the

Osert 'Joeonde.'"—30. " Variations to a

Garttit, with Fantasie and Polonnise."—

34. " Variations to a Vienna Waltz."—37.

Variations to a Theme ofMozart's."—39.

" Ftriations to a favourite drinking Song,"

ind 51. "Six Themes, varied."

GAENSBACHEK, (Johann) a com-

poKf it Prague, and pupil of the abbe

Vo$Jer, has published much vocal and in

strumental music, since the year 1803.

GAFOR or GAFFURIUS (Fhanchi-

>ci) *u a native of Lodi, a town in the

Miluoe, and born about the year 145 1 . His

youth was spent in a close application to learn-

inj, but particularly to the study of music.

He was elected professor of music at Verona ;

md le afterwards resided succeasively at

Genoa, Naples, Monlicello, Bergamo, and

Milan. In the latter place, he was ap

pointed conductor of the choir of the cathe-

and received many distinguishing

2iris of honour. He was living in 1520,

■o that he must have been at least seventy

'fin of age when he died. His first work,

" Tkeoreticum OmtsArmonica Disciplina,"

*u printed at Naples in the year 1480,

ind was little more than an abridgement of

Baftkias, with some additions from Guido.

la 1496, he published at Milan his " Prat:-

nm Musica utriasqae Cant fa i" which

<reati chiefly of the elements of music, and

tat practice of singing, according to the

Mlaud of Guido. This is written in so

dear and perspicuous a manner, as to show

plainly that Gafor was perfectly master of

tin subject. Another work by this writer

»u entitled " Angelicum ac divinum Opus

<•*•." It was printed at Milan in 1508,

u^i from it* ityle and manner, seems to

have contained the substance of the lectures

which he had read at Cremona, Lodi, and

other places. It however contains little

more than what may be found in the writ

ings of Boethius, and other preceding harmo

nists. His treatise, " De Harmonia Mu-

sicorum Instrumentorum," printed at Milan

in 1518, contains the doctrines of such of

the Greek musical writers as had come to

the hands of the author. The writings of

Gafor, in the course of a very few years,

became so famous, that they were spread

almost all over Europe ; and the precept*

contained in them were inculcated in most

of the schools, universities, and other public

seminaries of Italy, France, Germany, and

England. The benefit arising from bis

labours were manifested, not only by an

immense number of treatises on music that

appeared in the world in the succeeding

age, but also by the musical compositions of

the sixteenth century, formed after the pre

cepts of Gafor, which became the model of

musical perfection.

GAGLIANO,(Giovanni Battista da)

a composer of madrigals and motets, in the

first half of the seventeenth century. He

was a native of Florence.

GAGLIANO, (Marco da) a celebrated

Florentine composer of the seventeenth cen

tury. He was one of the earliest dramatic

composers of Italy.

GAGLIARD1, (Dionisio) an Italian

dramatic composer, lately at Naples.

GAUM, (Anoelo) a Florentine drama*

tic composer between the years 1783 and

1791.

GAIL, (Madame Sophie) born at Me-

lun, published several sets of admired ro

mances at Paris in the early part of the

present century. She has also composed

the music of " Les deux Jaloux," and one

or two other dramatic pieces of great merit.

Madame Gail died in the year 1819.

GA1LLARD (John Ernest) was the

son of a perukeraaker, and a native of ZelL

He was born about the year 1687, and wai

instructed in composition first by Marichal,

and afterwards by Farinelli, the director of

the concerts at Hanover ; likewise by Stef
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faui, who also resided at that place. After |

finishing his studies he was taken into the

service of George, prince of Denmark, who

appointed him a member of his chamber

music. On the marriage of that prince,

Gaillard came to England, where he seems

to have studied our language with con

siderable diligence and success, and, on the

death of Battista Draghi, he obtained the

place, then become a sinecure, of chapel-

master to the queen dowager Catherine, the

relict of king Charles II., at Somerset-

house. He composed a " Te Drum," a

"Jubilate," and " Three Anthem)" which

were performed at St. Paul's and the royal

chapel, on thanksgiviugs for victories ob

tained in the course of the war ; and he was

generally esteemed an elegant composer.

His merits and interests afforded some rea

son, at one time, to suppose that he would ob

tain the direction of the musical perform

ances in this kingdom ; but not being able to

stand in competition either with Handel or

Uuononcini, he wisely declined it. He how

ever set to music " Calypso and Telema-

chus," performed at the Haymarket theatre

in 1712. This, notwithstanding the ex

cellence both of its poetry and music, was

condemned by the friends of the Italian

opera, and it was therefore represented

under unfavourable circumstances; but

some years afterwards it was revived, and

with better success, at the theatre in Lin-

coln's-inn-fields. Gaillard published, at

different times, " Six Cantatas," " Three

Cantatas," " Six Solosfor the Flute, with

a Thorough-bats," and " Six Solosfor the

Violoncello or Bassoon ; in 1728, the

" Morning Hymn ofAdam and Eve," taken

from the fifth book of Paradise Lost, the

latter of which has lately been republished;

and in 1742, a translation of Tosi's "Opinioni

de* Cantori antichi emoderni" under the title

of "Observations on theflorid Songs or Senti

ments of the ancient and modern Singers."

He also published some operas. His prin

cipal employment for several years was

composing for the stage. He set to music

an opera in one act, performed at the theatre

in Lincoln's-ino-fields in 1717, called " Pan

and Syrinx ; and by virtue of his engige-

ments with Mr. Rich, he was doomed to

the taste of composing the music to all such

entertainments as that gentleman thought

proper to give him ; which consisted of a

strange mixture of opera and pantomime.

These, as far as can now be collected, were

"Jupiter and Europa," " The Necromancer,

or Harlequin Faustus," "TheLivesof Pluto

and Proserpine " and "Apollo and Daphit,

or the Burgomaster tricked." One of his

last works of this kind, was the music to an

entertainment called " The Royal Chase, or

Mtrlins Cave" in which is that famous

song, " With early horn," by singing which

for some hundred nights, Mr. Beard first

recommended himself to the notice of the

public. He composed also the music to the

tragedy " CEdipus," which had before been

set by Purcell. This was never printed,

but is preserved in the library of the aca

demy of ancient music. Many of his songs

are inserted in the Musical Miscellany ; and,

about 1740, he published a collection of

twelve songs, which he had composed at

different times. About the year 1745, he

had a concert for his benefit at Lincoln's-inu-

fields theatre, in which were performed the

choruses to the duke of Buckingham's two

tragedies of Brutus and Julius Ceesar, set

to music by himself, and a curious instru

mental piece for twenty-four bassoons and

four double basses. Mr. Gaillard died in

the beginning of the year 1749, leaving be

hind him a small but curious collection of

music, containing, besides other things, a

great number of scores of valuable composi

tions in his own writing, and an Italian

opera of his composition, not quite com

pleted, entitled " Oreste e Pilade overa Is

Forza dell Amicizia." This collection,

together with his musical instruments, was

sold by auction a few months after his death.

GALLEAZZI, (Antonio) a violinist

and dramatic composer at Venice, about

the year 1730.

GALLEAZZI or GALEAZZI, (This-

cesco) a musician of Turin, published st

Rome, in 1791, " a much esteemed work,

entitled " Element! Ttoretico-Pratici rfi
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Muiiet, n* im tnggio sopra VArtt di fut

ure it riolino," 2 vols. 8vo.

CALE.VO, (Giovanni Battjsta) a

composer of madrigals, published at Ant

werp in 1594.

GALILEI, (Vincenzo) father to the

celebrated astronomer Galileo, was a I'lo-

.-tstine nobleman, and excellent musician.

He published, in 1581, " Dialogo delta

' .: i Antieha, e delta Afoderna in sua

k/itu, contra O. Zarlino." In this dia

logue is a precious fragment of the ancient

Greet music. Galilei also published, " //

Frrnsu, Dialogo topra VArtt del bene inta-

"-lm, ti rtliamente tuonare la Mutica,

■fffi Stronenti artificiali, si di corde come

■ ■■■■ '■! i,i jmrtivoliirc nelLiuto," Venice,

lift,

GiLDIBERTI, (Ferdinand) a distin-

pnWnolinist and instrumental composer,

a Win, about the year 1740.

GAIXA, (Signora) a performer of con

tinue celebrity on the stage of the King's

in the Haymarket, and the last of

Ru4el'»aUn That celebrated musician

M several of his most favourite airs

'ifwidy for her, both in his operas and

^fcnos, in which she sang with great

^ue, and appeared so lately as the

•tu 1797, in Ashley's oratorios at Covent-

■xim theatre. After quitting the stage,

fie resided as a companion with the unfor-

"xute Miss Rav, and was in company

"A her at Covent-garden theatre, on the

•temng she was shot by the Rev. Mr.

Hidmu, April 7, 1779. She died poor,

U1804.

GALLAT, a celebrated French composer

''• the beginning of the eighteenth century.

GALLEKBERG, (Graf von) an ama-

composer of piano-forte music, published

« Leipsic in 1802.

GALLERANO orGALERANO,(LEAN-

>*o) chapel-master at Padua, published

ioro sacred music at Venice in the year

)«9.

GALLL,(Filippo) ln Italian tenor singer,

*•> engaged at Venice.

HALLIARD. See Gaillabd.

GALLLMARD published at Paris, in

1754, a treatise entitled "La Thtorie da

Sons applicable A la Musique, oil I'on dimtn-

tre, dans une exaete Precision, les Rapports

et totis les Intervalles diatonioues et chroma-

tiques de la Gamvu."

GALL1NI, an Italian pianist and com

poser for his instrument. Some of his music

has been published by Clementi.

GALLIOTTI, (S.) an instrumental com

poser. Some of his works were published

at Amsterdam in 1762, and some at Berlin

in 1790.

GALLO, (Ionazio or Antonio) born

at Naples in 1689, was a pupil of Alessan-

dro Scarlatti. On the completion of his

studies he displayed great talents for tuition,

and became master of the conservatory of

La Picta, and on its suppression, of that of

Loretti. Gallo devoted himself wholly to

instruction, and superintended several con

servatories. His pupils occupied his whole

attention, and his labours in this branch

were too incessant to allow him time for

composition. If he has left a great name,

without leaving any great work, it must be

attributed to his principles of instruction,

which were so excellent as powerfully to

contribute to the rapid progress of the art.

In fact, the school of Naples was daily

strengthened by the zeal of such men as

Gallo, and by the researches of those who

devoted themselves exclusively to the pro

duction of theoretical works. When an art

expands, and is purified by the acquisition

of great compositions, the homage of public

gratitude is not only due to those who have

produced them, but in a great degree to

those who inculcate precepts and principles

upon which they are founded, or which

they establish. Such was Gallo, and his

labours have not been less valuable to his

school than the works of the best composers.

GALLO, (Domenico) of Venice, was a

violinist and church composer. He com

posed likewise some instrumental music,

about the year 1760.

GALUPPI (Baldessaro) was born in

the little island of Burano, near Venice,

and was the most captivating composer of

the Venetian school. His father taught
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him the first rudiments of music, and after

wards he had Lotti for his master. His

two first operas were produced in 1722,

and he succeeded equally in every species

of vocal music. For the church St, Mark

at Venice, of which he was long the chapel-

master, and for the conservatory of the

Incurabili, where he also presided several

years, he composed many masses, oratorios,

and motets. The number of operas, serious

and comic, which he composed for the prin

cipal theatres of Italy before his departure

for Petersburg in 1766, exceeded seventy ;

one of them, that of "Sine," has been

published in this country. This ingenious

and fertile composer died at Venice in

1785, at the age of eighty-four; and he

seems, during his long life, to have constantly

kept pace with all the improvements and

refinements of the times, and to have been

as modern in his dramatic music, to the

last year of his life, as ever.

GAMBBtllNI, (Antonio) an Italian

dramatic composer between the years 1783

and 1791.

GAMBLE, (John) an English violinist

and composer, in the service of Charles II.

He published " Ayres and Dialoguea,"

London, 1657.

GAMBOLD (Jobann) published some

sonatas for the harpsichord at Leipsic, in

1787.

GANDINI, an Italian composer, now

living. He lately brought out, at Turin, the

opera of " II Ruggero," which was unsuc

cessful.

GARAT, (Joseph Dohenico Fabrt)

born at Bourdeaux in 1775, was the son of

a celebrated advocate to the parliament of

that town, and brother of Pierre Garat, the

celebrated professor of singing. J. Garat

has published eight collections of romances,

which are much admired. He is an excel

lent singer.

GARAT, (Piebhf) late professor of

singing at the conservatory of Paris. He

received his first instructions of Lamberti,

and subsequently studied under Francis

Beck at Bourdeaux. P. Garat was esteemed

an excellent tenot singer of the Ftench

school, with an astonishing compass aid

variety of voice. He first sang in public it

Paris, in the year 1795, after which time

he visited different towns of Germany, and

also Madrid ; and, in the year 1802, was

engaged in the service of the emperor of

Russia, from whence he returned to France

with a pension. Garat has composed seve

ral collections of romances, also an excellent

" Me'thode de Chant" He died in 1823 at

Paris, in the sixty-third year of his age.

GARAUDE, (Adoli'iik) born at Nanci

in 1779, where his fattier was a counsellor

to the parliament, found himself obliged, ia

the course ofthe French revolution, to tale

advantage of the musical art, which hid

only been considered as an ornamental part

of his education. After having studied let

some time under several Italian master;,

he devoted himself to the teaching o'

singing and composition. G amide* lias

published several collections of romances, of

which he has also written the words. ife

has likewise composed much instrumental

music, and written a " Me'thode de dual,"

which is very highly esteemed in Paris.

GARBRECHT, a mechanic at Konig*

berg, has, with the assistance of the deacea

Wasiansky, manufactured a bow-harps-

chord of superior quality. He ii said by

Gerber, in his Lexicon, to be unwearied ia

his application to the improvement of this

instrument. See Hohlfelo.

GARCIA, (Manuel.) This celebrated

tenor singer was born at Seville, in Spain,

in the year 1782. He received his int

musical instruction from the age of seten,

at the Callegiale of his native town, and

subsequently studied under Ripa. He has

sung with the greatest applause It tie

principal Italian theatres of Madrid, Pan!.

Rome, Naples, Turin, and London. Girt"1

has composed much music for the church

and theatre. Amongst his principal drama

tic works are, "QKienporfiamHehoaleaf>"'\

(Op. com.) ; " El Reler de Madera," (Op.

com.) ; " El Poela calculate," (Op. com) I

"La Florinda," (Op. com.) \ "LeCtlifi

de Bagdad," (Op. com.) j •' Ln Do**!'*

di Raai," (Op. »*r.); «' Lt Prince fOcc"
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dek* (Op.com.) ; " n Fatsoletto," (Op.

com.); "La Afort dtt Tasse," (Op. ser.);

"Flfotan, ou le Conseil de Di.r," (Op.

ser.) The above operas have all been

performed. The following have not yet

appeared : " Culislan," (Op. com.) ; " Zemjrc

oW./rer,"(Op.com.) ; " L'fnconnu," (Op.

Mm.); "LeJoseph" (Op. ser.); "Legrand

Unit," (Op. ser.) ; " Let deux Contrats,"

{Of. com.); &c. His other compositions

coasist of " Endimione," (a cantata for three

races) and several masses; one of which was

ireailv admired in 1822, when performed

it the Bavarian chapel in London. Garcia

to engaged as principal male singer at

the King's theatre, in the season of 1824.

Ha nice has extensive compass, consider

able fewer, and extreme flexibility ; and his

Kta», both in tragedy and comedy, is in

k Otghest degree impressive and ener-

GARDI, (Francesco) an Italian drama-

lit composer, between the years 1785 and

1794.

GARDNER, (CnAnt.Es) professor of

nine it Oresham college, London, in 17S2.

GARNERITJS, a learned musical theo-

lived at the close of the fifteenth

ratoy. He was fixed on by Ferdinand,

to; of Naples, to form an academy of

Base, conjointly with Gafturius.

GARNIER, professor of the hautboy to

k>fl» XVI, He published some music for

«« instrument, at Paris, in 1788,

GARNIER, le jeune, a professor of

flute, and performer in the opera

orchestra at Paris, in 1799. He has pub-

&hed some music for his instrument.

GARNIER, musician to the king of

Folind, published a method for the piano

forte in 1766.

GARNIER, a violinist at Paris, pub-

liahed some instrumental music since the

I«ar 1792.

GARTH, (Jonic)of Durham, an English

"""po'Cr of instrumental music about the

ye« 1769.

GARULU, (Bernardino) an Italian

"""poser of vocal misic, published at Ve-

^inldeaind 1665.

GASPAR, a compbser, vfhose works are

much praised by Franchinus. He lived in

the latter half of the fifteenth and beginning

of the sixteenth century. Dr. Burney dis

covered a mass by this composer among the

collection of music in the British Museum:

it is dated 1508.

GASPAR (Michael) printed in London,

in 1783, a work entitled " De Arte Me*

dendi apnd priscos, Musices ope uttptt

Corminum, Src." t

GASPARD, a french composer of instru

mental music, about the year 1777.

GASPARIN1, (Francesco) born at

Lucca about the year 1650, was one of the

most celebrated vocal composers of the last

century. He excelled equally in chamber

and theatrical music. His cantatas are

esteemed among the finest of the kind that

have ever been published, and his operas,

of which he composed a great number, are

scarcely exceeded by those of Scarlatti. He

joined with Albinoni in the composition of

the opera of "Engelberta," and was living at

Rome in the year 1723. His printed work*

are " Cantatc da Camera a Voce tola," pub«

lished at Lucca in 1697; and a treatise

entitled " L'Armonico praltico al Cimbola,

regole per ben suonare il Basso" published

at Venice in 1708.

GASPARNI, (Quirino) a composer

ofchurch music, and also some instrumental

pieces, previously to the year 1797. He

was chapel-master to the king of Sardinia

at Turin, about the year 1770.

GASSE, (Ferdinand) a Neapolitan,

was pupil of Gossec at the Paris conserva

tory, and gained the prize for composition

in 1805. He afterwards went to Rome,

where he has composed some sacred and

dramatic music.

GASSMAN, (FloHean Leopold) cha»

pel-master to the emperor of Germany, and

supervisor of the Imperial library of music

at Vienna, was born in Bohemia in 1729.

He composed some church music, likewise

some operas and instrumental pieces. His

quartets, when compared with those of

Haydn, are stiff and ice-cold compositions*

Gassmau was one of the masters of Sali*ri,
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■who succeeded to his appointments of

chapel-master, &c. at Vienna.

GASTOLDI. See Castoi.di.

GATAYES, (G.) a harpist at Paris ; he

has published a method for the guitar, and

much harp music, since the year 1800; also

some romances, among the most pleasing of

which is " Le pauvre Aveugle"

GATES, (Bernard) teacher of the

choristers at the chapel royal in London,

about the year 1710. Handel's oratorio of

Esther was performed in the house of Gates,

and met with considerable applause, in

ducing, as it is said, its composer to perse

vere in that style of music. Gates died in

1773, in the eighty-seventh year of his

age.

GATTI (J. Tiieobalde, called Theo-

baldo) was born at Florence. It is said of

him, that being charmed with the music of

Lulli, which had reached him even in his

native country, he went to Paris to compli

ment that celebrated musician, and in all

his compositions studied to emulate him; and

at length discovered himself to be a me

ritorious pupil of that great man, by two

operas, which he had caused to be repre

sented in the royal academy of Paris. He

died at Paris, in the year 1727, at an ad

vanced age, having, for fifty years, been a

performer on the bass-viol in the orchestra

of the opera.

GA1TI (Abbe) was born at Mantua,

and reckoned one of the most agreeable com

posers of Italy, about the year 1 790. His

opera, " Olimpiade," was performed at Pla-

cenza, in 1784, and his " Demofoonte" at

Mantua, in 1788.

GATTUS, (Simon) a Venetian composer

of church music about the year 1 579.

GAUBERT, (D.) professor of singing at

Paris, has published " Nouveau Recticil de

six Romances avec Accompagnemcnt de

Piano," Paris, 1802; also "Cinauiime

Eglogue de Virgile, et ouatre Romances,"

Paris, 1803.

GAUDE, a young German composer of

instrumental music, published at Offenbach,

Bonn, and Hamburgh.

GAUDIO, (Antonio del) a dramatic

composer at Rome in the latter half of the

seventeenth century.

GAUTHEROT, (Madame Lovisi) »

celebrated female violinist, was considered,

in 1790, among the most celebrated players

on that instrument. She died in 1808.

GAUTHIER, (Denis, surnamedtheD-

der) an admired French lutist. The principal

pieces of the elder Gauthier are those en

titled "VImmortelle," " I* Nonpareilk"

aud " IjC Tombeau de Memangeau." There

was also another Denis Gauthier, who com

posed some much admired lessons for the

lute, of which' the most esteemed are those

entitled " VHomicide," " Lc Canon," and

" Le Tombeau de lyenclos."

GAUTHIER, (Pierre) a musician of

Provence, was director of an opera companj,

which exhibited, by turns, at Marseilles,

Montpellier, and Lyons. He embarked at

the Port de Cette, and perished in the vessel,

at the age of fifty-five, in 1697. There is

extant of his composition a collection of duos

and trios, which is much esteemed.

GAUZARGUES, (Charles) chapel-

master to Louis XV. He is the author of

" Traitl de VHarmonic 3 la portie de !<>«<

le Monde," published at Paris in 1798.

GAVAUDAN, (Madame) a very

pleasing comic actress and singer at the Tie-

Aire Feydeau at Paris. She retired from

the stage about the year 1820.

GAVEAUX, (Pierre) composer to the

Opera Feydeau at Paris, was born at Be-

zieres in 1 764. He became chorister in the

cathedral of that town at seven years ofage,

and in less than two years was able to read

every description of music, and in all cliffs,

at sight. He subsequently went to Bour-

deaux, and was attached to one of the

churches as tenor singer : here he received

lessons in composition from Francis Beck,

and composed several motets, which met

with the approbation ofhis master. Gaveaui

then engaged in the theatrical career, first

at Bourdeaux, and afterwards at Mont

pellier; at length, in 1789, he made his

dibut at the TM&tre des Tuileries, (then

named The'ttre de Monsieur) taking the

principal tenor parts, and becoming the
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chief support of that theatre till the time of

the union of the Ftydeau and Opera Catni

ps in 1800. The following is a list of the

principal operas composed by Gaveaux :

Op. 1. " VAmour filial, die Jambe de

fi«f,"in 1792.—2. "La Chaumiire Indi-

nue.mt It Paria," 1791. — 3. " La Fa-

mile Imdigente."—A. Let deux Hcrmites,"

1792.—5. " La Partie ouarr<fe."—6. "Del-

m» tt Nadine."—7. " Le petit Matelot."

l.uLt Traiti nul," 1796.—9. "La Gas-

nude."—10. "Les A'oms supposc's."—1 1 .

" Let deux Jockies."—12. " Sophie et Man-

tars."—13. " Lionore, ou I'Amour Conju-

gtir—U.-'LaLocataire," 1799.—15. "Le

Dithk Couleur de Hose."—U. "LeTrom-

fnrtnmp^r—n. "Lite et Colin."— 18.

" Owitska."— 19. " Ciliane."—20. " Tout

far luuard." Besides these dramatic

f eces, most of which were successful, Ga-

reanx has composed some romances and

oarumental music. His lively air, "La

Pipe de Tabac," has been popular through

out Europe.

GAV1N1ES, (Pimm) a celebrated

French violinist, was born at Bourdeaux in

1 726. At fourteen years of age, he made

hi) debut as a performer at the concert

sfirituel at Paris, when Viotti, having

heard his playing, designated him as Le Tar-

tM de la France. Gavinies published three

operas of sonatas, and several concertos.

A year before his death, which took place

v 1799, he published a collection of violin

oosie, entitled " Afj vingt-ouatre Matinees:

"ost of the pieces in it are extremely difK-

ruit. The only dramatic work of Gavinies

». " Le Pretendu," an intermide, performed

vtii success, at the Italian theatre at Paris,

io 1760. In 1794, he was appointed pro

's** of the violin at the Paris conser-

'Uory.

GAWLER, an organist in London, and

iathor of—1. 'liarmania Sacra i a Collec-

tfm of Psalm Tunes, with Interludes, with

' Thorough-bass,forming a most complete

"wi of Sacred Music;" London, pub

lished by Clementi.—2. " Dr. Watts's Di-

tu« Psalms."—3." Ijcssons for the Harpsi-

•*»<."—4. " Eleven single Voluntaries for

the Organ."—5. " Twenty-four Interlude's

or short Voluntariesfor the Organ."

GAVE, chamber-musician to Louis XV.

An anecdote is related of him, that having

spoken disrespectfully of the bishop of

liheims, he feared being deprived of his

situation at court ; falling, therefore, at the

feet of the king, he acknowledged his

fault, and requested pardon. A few days

afterwards, as he was singing mass in the

king's presence, the archbishop of Rheims

took occasion to remark to his majesty, with

a view of procuring the dismissal of the mu

sician, " C'eat dovwiage, Sire, le pauvre

Gaye perd sa voix." " Vous vous trompez"

ditleKoi, "ilehantebien, mais il parte mal"

GAYER, (Johann Joseph G.) chamber-

musician to the landgrave of Hesse-JJarm-

stadt, was born in 1748. He composed an

oratorio entitled " Der Engel mensch und

Fiend," six masses, and some motets; also

a variety of instrumental music.

GAZZANIGA, (Giuseppe) of Venioe,

was chapel-master at Verona, and a pupil

of Sacchini. He resided for a long time at

Vienna, and composed many Italian operas

between the years 1783 and 1792.

GEARY, an English composer of can

zonets and piano-forte music, published

since the beginning of the present century.

(Goulding's Cat.)

GEBAUER. There wers four brothers

of this name, resident at Paris ; each of

them composed instrumental music between

the years 1790 and 1800, chiefly for wind

instruments. Many of their quartets, which

they played together in public, were much

admired. One of the brothers published

" Sixty Methodical Lessotis, as Duets, for

two Flutes, for the Use of Beginners," a

work which is much esteemed in Germany.

GEBEL, (Geoho) the elder, organist at

Breslau, was born there in 1685. lie pub

lished much music for the harpsichord,

and many compositions for the church. He

died about the year 1750.

GEBEL, (Geoiic) the younger, son of

the preceding, and born at Breslau in 1709,

waschapel-masterto the prince of Schwartz-

burg Rudolstadl. His works are very
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Voluminous, consisting chiefly of compositions

for the chinch, and 6ve operas. He died in

1753.

GEBHARD, (Padi,) author of six

quatuora for the violin, published at Lyons

about the year 1780.

GERHARD, (Johann Gottfried) a

musician at Barby, in Saxony ; he published

some collections of piano-forte music at

Leipsic, between the years 1784 and 1788.

GEERE, a composer of church music

about the year 1770.

GEHOT, (John) a violinist and com

poser in London in 1784, published in that

year "A Treatise on the Theory and Prac

tice ofMusici" also " The Art of Bowing

the Violin , " and " The complete Instructor

for every Instrument." He is likewise the

author of some instrumental music, published

at Berlin and Paris.

GEHBICK, author of some instrumental

music for the piano-forte, published at

Vienna in 1796.

GEHBING, (Johann Wilhelm) cha

pel-master at Budolstadt after the death of

Gebel, was a celebrated performer on the

bassoon, and composer for his instrument.

He died in 1787.

GELINECK, (G.) a performer on the

double bass, at the Grand Opera at Paris,

and composer of a collection of waltzes, &c.

for the harp, published about the year 1798.

GELINECK (Herrmann Anton,

called Cervetti) was born in Bohemia in

1709. He was a celebrated violinist, and

spent much of his life in 1'rance and Italy.

He died at Milan in 1779.

GELINEK, (Abbe P.) a good pia

nist, and admired composer for his instru

ment, was born in Bohemia in 1760.

About the year 1795, he resided in the

house of a nobleman at Vienna, in which

town he has published much piano-forte

music, especially airs with variations, up to

the present time.

GELLI, (Philippo) of Rome, an Italian

composer, now living. He lately brought

out, in that city, the opera of " It Corsaro,"

which failed.

GEM1NIANI, (Francesco) a native of

Lucca, was born about the year 1666. He

received his first instructions on the violin

of Carlo Ambrogio Lonati, of Milan, com

monly called 11 Gobbo, a celebrated per-

former on that instrument, who set •

opera of "Ariberto and flavio," tot Venice

in 1684. After this, Geminiani (tudid

counterpoint at Rome, under Alessandii

Scarlatti ; he also, in that town, became

pupil of Corelli on the violin, Bavin-

finished his studies, Geminiani went U

Naples, where, from the reputation of hi]

performance at Rome, he was at once

placed at the head of the orchestra . bui,

according to the elder Barbells, he was som

discovered to be so wild and unsteady i

timist, that instead of regulating and ab

ducting the band, he threw it into confusis:

as none of the performers were able t

follow him in his tempo rubato, and out"

unexpected accelerations and relaxation

of measure. After this discovery, 'be

younger Barbella assured Dr. Burney that

his father, who well remembered Gejniniani

arm a] at Naples, said he was never tmlti

with abetter part than the tenor, during bis

residence in that city.

He arrived in England in the year 1714

In 1716, he published, in London, In- '

work, dedicated to barou Kilmansegge, as

sisting of twelve solos for the violin, which

though few could play, yet all the professw

allowed them to be still more masterly than

those of Corelli. In 1726, he formed O

relli's first six solos into concertos, and sow

after, the last six. He likewise selected o»

of his sonatas for the same purpose ; and

imitating his style in composing additional

parts to them, manifested how much be re-

spected the originals. It was not till the

year 1732 that Geminiani published hi*

first six concertos, which he called ku

" Opera Scconda," and dedicated to the

duchess of Marlborough. Soon after this,

his •' Opera Terta," or second 6et of con

certos, appeared ; which established his

character, and placed him at the head of nil

the masters then living, in this species ot

composition.

.His second set of solos, commonly called
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his French solos, either from their style, or

their having been composed and engraved

!-. France, was published in 1739. These

were admired more than played ; as, about

this time, it became more than ever the

:>•.,» for public solo players to perform

n'y their own compositions, and others

were unable to execute them. His third

set of concertos, which appeared about the

year 1741, was so laboured, difficult, and

raaustical, as never to be played in either

public place or private concert.

His long promised work, with the title of

"GuTta Armonica," published in 1742,

appeared too late ; for though there are many

combinations, modulations, and cadences,

that would open the mind and eurich the me

mory of a young student in harmony, he pro

mised too much, and his authority in the king-

don wu diminished by new music and new

performers, as well as by his own frequent

change of sentiment : setting up, at one

time, u a mode of perfection, what he

would despise and condemn at another.

H'u " Treatise on good Taste, and Rales

for fltying in good Taste," did not ap

pear till about 1747 ; but that was too soon

lor the present times. Indeed, a treatise on

rood taste in dress, during the reign of

<peen Elizabeth, would now be as useful to

a tailor or milliner, as the rules of taste in

oosie, forty years ago, to a modern musi-

oaa.

In 1748, he published his "Art offlaying

n tit Violin," which was a very useful work

aitsday ; the shifts and examplesof different

difficulties and uses of the bow, being in-

toitely inperior to those in any other book

the kind, or, indeed, oral instruction

which the nation could boast, till the arrival

►i Giardini.

Its composition called the " Enchanted

F"ttt," in which he endeavoured, by mere

to represent to the imagination of an

•adieoce all the events in the episode of the

"urteei.th book of Tasso's Jerusalem, was

pohKshed about 1756. But music has never

power, without vocal articulation, to

""ate or instruct; it can excite, paint,

soothe our passions, but is utterly

incapable of reasoning or conversing to any

reasonable purpose.

Besides these practical and theoretical

works, he published two books of " Harpsi

chord Pieces," that are rendered impracti

cable by crowded harmony and multiplied

notes ; and two books upon the "Art of

Accompaniment," which are only intel

ligible to those who no longer want such

assistance, and, if practised, would be in

tolerable to singers and solo players, who

wish to be heard through the tinkling of a

harpsichord. ..

Geminiani was seldom heard in public

during his long residence in England. His

compositions, scholars, and the presents he

received from the great, whenever he could

be prevailed upon to play at their houses,

were his chief support. In 1731, he ad

vertised a weekly concert of music, to be

carried on at Hickford's room by subscrip

tion, and at which he played the first

violin himself. In 1741, he had a benefit

concert at the little theatre in the Haymar-

ket, by command of some of the royal

family ; and in 1749, a concerto spirituale,

during Lent, at Drury-lane theatre, in

which he led the band, and played a con

certo from the fifth solo of his fourth opera,

and the tenth solo of the same set. The

unsteady manner in which he led, seemed

to confirm the Neapolitan account of his

being a bad mental arithmetician or calcu

lator of time. After this, he went to Paris,

where he continued till 1756, when he re

turned to England, and published a new

edition of his two first sets of concertos.

In 1761, he went to Ireland, to visit his

scholar Dubourg, master of the king's band

in that kingdom, who always treated him

with great respect and affection. It is sup

posed that his death was accelerated there

the next year, by the loss of an elabo

rate treatise on music, which he had been

many years compiling, and which, by the

treachery of a female servant, was conveyed

out of his room, and could never be reco

vered. Surviving this loss but a short

time, he died at Dublin, in 1762, at the

great age of ninety-six.
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GEMMINGEN^EberhaudFuisdhich

Baron de) privy-counsellor to the duke of

"Wurtemburg about the year 1784. He was

a musical amateur of superior taste and ac

quirements, and composed six symphonies,

and much piano-forte music, which has

been greatly admired.

GENARD, a composer of instrumental

music at Paris, in 1820.

GENERAL!, an Italian composer of the

comic opera " La Contessa di coiie crboxo"

performed at Munich in 1823; also of "La

Testa maravigliosa." A curious trio on one

note, by this composer, is published in the

Vocal Anthology.

GENST, a composer of music for the

6ute, published at Paris.

' GENTILI, (Georgio) a violinist and

composer of instrumental music at Venice,

at the commencement of the last century.

GEORGE, (Sebastian) a pianist and

composer for his instrument at Moscow, was

born at Mentz : his publications bear date

from the year 1796.

GEORGE, (J. P.) son of the preceding,

is also a pianist and composer for his instru

ment at Moscow : his compositions are dated

from the year 1797.

GEORGES, (Le Chevalier de Saint)

born at Guadaloupe, died at Paris in

a state of indigence in 1801. He was

equally remarkable for his skill in gymnas

tic exercises, and for his talent as a violinist.

He led the band at the concert of amateurs

at Paris in 1770. St. Georges composed

some violin music, and also an operetta,

called " La Chaise."

GEORGIO, (Abbe) an amateur com

poser of instrumental music at Vienna,

towards the close of the last century.

GERARD (Henri Philippe) was born

at Liege in 1760. At the formation of the

Paris conservatory, he was appointed pro

fessor of singing. Mons. Gerard has pub

lished but few works, though much of his

music in manuscript is known and admired

by amateurs. ,

GERBER, (Hiinrich Nicholas) or

ganist to the Prince of Schwartiburg, at

Sondershausen, was born in 1702. He

studied composition at Leipsie under Sebas

tian Bach. His works consist chiefly of

preludes and fugues for the organ and piano.

GERBER, son of the preceding, m

born in 1746, and succeeded his father u

organist at the court of Sondershausen. He

is well known as the author of the" A'enei

HistoTisch-liiographisches Lexicon der 7o»-

kilnstler," Leipsie, 1812, 4 vols.Svo. This

is by far the most valuable work on musical

biography which has been published on tie

continent, ami is especially rich in its ac

counts of the composers of the German school,

GERBERT, (Martin) prince-abbot of

the convent of Benedictines, and of the

congregration of St. Blaise, in the Blaci

Forest, was born jn 1720, at a small ton

in Austria. He united to extensive learns;

the most elevated mind, and simple ati

amiable character. Having frequently in bii

youth had opportunities of hearing excelled

music in the chapel of the duke of Wortem-

burg, at Ludwigsburg, and even of occasion

ally singing himself, he imbibed that affection

for music to which we are indebted for his

learned and toilsome researches on the his

tory of that art. With a view to render

these researches more profound and useful,

he undertook to travel for three years in

France, Germany, and Italy ; and »a

enabled, through his authority in the churco,

to discover the most secret treasures of mu

sical literature, by obtaining admittance

into the libraries of the convents, and thai

collecting from the fountainhead the male-

rials for his history of church music. At

Bologna he became intimate with P-

Martini. They agreed to communicate to

each other their different knowledge; and

that P. Martini should write the history of

music in general, while Gerbert confined

himself exclusively to that of the church.

The number of seventeen thousand authors,

that Martini had collected, certainly as

tonished Gerbert, but he says that he

acquainted him with a still greater number

existing in the German libraries. In 1762,

he announced his intention of writing a his

tory of church music, by a printed pros

pectus, and soliciting any information that
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could be given on the subject. This pro-

specrtu is to be found in the critical letters

ofMarpare. He finished this work in six

jean, though, in the interval, (the 23d of

July, 1768) the abbey and valuable library

to it became a prey to the flames,

the loss of a great part of his

and likewise of his time, which

he was obliged to employ in giving direc

tions for the construction of a new edifice.

Hsu work is in two volumes, and contains

tiany prints; it is entitled, " De Cantu el

SacrA, a pritnA ecclesia state usrpic

ed present tempus. Auctore Martina Ger-

iertot Moneuterii ct Congregationis St. Bla-

ni it Sifoi MigrA Abbale, Sacricpie Romani

Imperii Principe. Ft/pit San-Blasianit,

1*74. Cerbert divided his history of church

music into three parts : the first finishes at the

pontificate of St. Gregory ; the second goes

M fir as the fifteenth century ; and the

tiird to his own time. But the work which

ku given the prince-abbot Gerbert the

greatest title to gratitude from artists and

literati, is one of far more importance, pub

lished in 1784, under the title of " Scrip

tures Eeetetiastici de MusicA SacrA potissi-

imm. Ex rariis Italia, Gallia el Ger-

'•Wiut codicibus Manuscriptis collecti el

prinittm publicA luce donati ; A Mar-

tiro Gerberto Moneuterii el Congregat. S.

SilvA A'igri Abbate, S. A. H. I. P.

Tyyi< San-Blasianis, 1784. This is a col-

'w»n of all the ancient authors who have

•ntten on music, since the third century to

lie invention of printing, and whose works

remained in manuscript. The learned

*rateur has by this work rendered an im-

""tal service to the science of music. Un

fortunately, it is now very difficult to procure

1 wpy of this book. M. Forkel has given

■ extensive analysis of it in his Histoire

■ I* Mrniane. The abbot Gerbert kept

1 » constant correspondence with the cele-

'-tedGluck. He died in his seventy-third

I*. in 1793.

liERBINT, (Mile. Lucia) an amateur

t""i*mer on the violin, and pupil of the

"-tinned, Viotti. In 1799, she went to

where she performed some con-

"OUl.

certos on the violin, between the acts, at the

Italian theatre. She afterwards engaged at

the same theatre as singer, and proved her

self equally powerful as in instrumental

music. In 1801, she went to Madrid ; and

also, a few years since, performed on the

violin at some public concerts in London.

GERL or GOERL, (Franz) a composer

of dramatic and other music, who has resided

at Vienna and at Brunn. His compositions

bear date since the year 1794.

GERLIN, (J. P.) a French composer,

about the year 1780. Among the French

airs which appeared at Amsterdam at that

time were many of his composition.

GERN, (G.) a German bass singer at

Berlin, since the year 1801. He has a

younger brother, who is also a bass singer at

Manheira.

GERSTENBERG, (Johann Wnaix*

von) consul to the king of Denmark, re

siding at Luhec, was born at Tondern in 1 737.

He was a most able and enlightened amateur

musician. He wrote two dissertations, the

first on Italian lyric poetry, the second on

the manner of figuring chords.

GERSTENBERG, (J. D.) a German

composer of vocal and instrumental music,

resident at Petersburg since the year 1 795.

GERVAIS, (Charles Hubert) a

French composer of dramatic and other

vocal music. He died at Paris in 1744.

GERVAIS, (P. N.) senior, was born at

Manheim. He was one of the best violin

pupils of Fraenzl. He died at Lisbon in

1795. Some of his music for the violin is

published at Paris.

GERVAIS,(Andreas) a younger brother

of the preceding, also a pupil of Fraenzl,

was, in 1799, violinist at the Manheim

theatre.

GERVASONI, (Carlo) chapel-master

at Borgo-Taro, published, in 1800, two vo

lumes octavo, entitled " La Scuola delta

Miuica."

GESTEWTTZ (Friedrich Christopii)

was born in Germany in 1753, and studied

music under Hillier. In 1790, he was di

rector of the music at the Italian theatre at

Dresden. He composed some sacred music,
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also several dramatic pieces and piano-forte

music. He died at Dresden in 1805.

GESUALDO, (Carlo) prince of Venosa,

(a principality of the kingdom of Naples)

flourished about the latter end of the six

teenth century. He was the nephew of

cardinal Alphonso Gesualdo, archbishop of

Naples, and received his instructions in

music from Fomponio Nenna. The writers

of all countries give to this prince the cha

racter of being an extremely learned, inge

nious, and artificial composer of madrigals.

He. is generally supposed to have imitated

and improved that plaintive kind of air

which distinguishes the Scots melodies,

and which has been brought to considerable

perfection in the preceding century. Dr.

Burney, however, says, that, in a very atten

tive perusal of the whole six books of the

prince of Venosa's madrigals, he was utterly-

unable to discover the least similitude to, or

imitation of, the Caledonian airs ; and, in

stead of giving to his compositions the un

limited praise that has been so liberally

bestowed by others, he says, that " so far

from Scots melodies, they seem to contain

no melodies at all ; nor, when scored, can

we discover the least regularity of design,

phraseology, rhythm, or indeed any thing

temarkable, except unprincipled modula

tion, and the perpetual embarrassments and

inexperience of an amateur in the arrange

ment and tilling up of the parts." Notwith

standing this opinion of Dr. Burney, which,

indeed, few persons would venture to ques

tion, it is well known that Geminiani has

often declared, that " he laid the foundation

of his studies on the works of the prince de

Venosa." The first five books of his madri

gals were published in parts, in 1585, by

Simon Molinaro, a musician and chapel-

master of Genoa. In the year 1593, the

madrigals of the prince of Venosa (six books)

were published together by the same per

son. The pieces contained in this edition

were upwards of a hundred in number. Two

other collections were afterwards printed,

but it is probable that the edition of 1G13

contains the whole of his works.

GEYER, (Jouann jEoidivs) an araa-

teur musician, resident atLeipsic since tie

year 1799. He composed much piano-forte

and vocal music of merit. He died in the

prime of life, in the year 1808.

GEZEK, (Wenzkl) an organist at

Prague, of some celebrity as a church com

poser. He was born in 1733.

GHERARDESCA, (Filippo) born at

Fistoia, was a pupil of Martini. He pub

lished, subsequently to the year 1767, some

operas, which were performed at different

Italian theatres. In 1770, he composed for

Pisa. Some time afterwards, he published

at Florence, six sonatas for the piano-forte,

with a violin accompaniment. Among his

best compositions, is a " Requiem" composed

after the death of Louis I. kiDg of Etruna.

It is considered a masterpiece of its kind.

Gherardesca died at Pisa, in 1808, aged

seventy.

GHERARDINI, (Filippo) a pianist ia

the opera band at Paris in 1783.

GHION, an excellent violinist in the

service of the king of Sardinia.

GIIIRARDUZZ1, a celebrated Italian

violinist in the early part of the last cen

tury.

GIACOBBI, (Girolamo) born at Bo

logna. He wrote some church and dramatic

music. In 1610, he composed the music of

the opera of " Andromeda." Giacobbi is

one of the earliest musical classics of the

Bolognese school.

GIACOMELLI, (GEMtsiAvo) of Pu

ma, first appeared at Venice as an opera

composer, in the year \72t. He was a

pupil of Capelli, and had a lively imagici-

tion, that furnished him with agreeatw

flights, which, from their novelty, afforded

much pleasure, and contributed not a littfc

and establish the taste *to propagate

subsequent ages.

GIACOMETTI, (Abbate) a celebraM

church composer at Verona, in the JW

1770.

GIACOMO published at Augsburg, &

1751, three solos for the violin.

GIAI, (Giovanni Antonio) on Italiai

composer, composed for the theatre a

Vienna, an opera entitled - Mitridatt,
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which vis afterwards performed at Venice

in 1730.

GIAMLLA, (Luigi) a celebrated flutist

a Paris, has published some duets, trios,

ud concertos for his instrument, since the

year 1803.

GIAXNOH, a performer on the double

bass, at the grand opera at Paris, in the year

1739. He wrote a treatise on composition,

published in the year 1759, entitled " Le

Guide dtt Compositeur "

GIARDINI, (Fjelick) a native of Pied-

noot, when a boy, was a chorister in the

at Milan, uuder Paladini, of whom

fee learned singing, the harpsichord, and

composition ; but having previously mani

fested > disposition and partiality for the

ratio, bis father recalled him to Turin, in

uier to receive instructions on that instru

ct of tbe famous Somis. But though

■ preference to the violin, upon which

knxa kecame the greatest performer in

&K>pe, seems a lucky circumstance, yet

be bad talents which would have made him

* superior harpsichord player, had he con-

t"v4to practise that instrument. But he

*H Dr. Burney that he was perfectly

Ond of that vanity at Paris, by the per-

kraaace of Madame de St. Maur, a scholar

«f Rameau, who played in such a manner,

u not only made him ashamed of his own

performance, but determined him never to

touch the instrument again in serious prac

tice. He went to Borne early in life, and

iiterwards to Naples, where.having obtained

* place among ripienos in the opera orches-

"•>, he used to flourish and change passages

t'ucri more frequently than he ought to

done. " However," says Ciardini,

" I acquired great reputation among the

'sTorant for my impertinence ; yet, one

"■fbt daring the opera, .Jomelli, who

bail composed it, came into the orchestra,

seating himself close by me, I deter

mined to give the maestro di capella a

'"uch of my taste and execution ; and in

■l symphony of the next song, which was

• a pathetic style, I gave loose to my

'tagersand fancy, for which I was rewarded

■ ; the composer with a violent slap in the

face ; which," adds Giardini, " was the best

lesson I ever received from a great master

in my life." Jomelli, after this, was, how

ever, very kind, in a different way, to this

young and wonderful musician. Giardini

came to England in 1750. His first public

performance in London, was at a benefit

concert for old Cuzzoni, who sang in it with

a thin cracked voice, which almost fright

ened out of the litle theatre in the Hay-

market, the sons of those who had, perhaps,

heard her, at the great theatre of the same

street, with ecstasy. But when Giardini

played a solo and concerto, though there

was very little company, the applause was

so long, loud, and furious, as nothing but

that bestowed on Garrick had ever equalled.

Dr. Burney had met him the night before,

at a private concert, with Guadagni and

Frasi, at the house of Franks, Esq. who

was himself one of the best dilettanti per

formers on the violin at that time, and

says, " We were all equally surprised and

delighted with the various powers of Giar

dini, at so early a period of his life ; when,

besides solos of his own composition, of the

most brilliant kind, he played several of

Tartioi's in manuscript at sight, and at

five or six feet distance from the notes, us

well as if he had never practised any thing

else. His tone, bow, execution, graceful

carriage of himself and instrument ; playing

some of my own music, and making it

better than I intended, or had imagined it

in the warm moments of conception ; and,

lastly, playing variations extempore, during

half an hour, upon a new but extraordinary

kind of birthday minuet, which accidentally

lay on the harpsichord ; all this threw into

the utmost astonishment the whole company,

who had never been accustomed to hear

better performers than Festing, Brown, and

Collet." Such was the esteem which

Giardini acquired in London, from his

talents, that, in 1754, he was placed at the

head of the opera orchestra. Two years

afterwards, he joined Mingotti in the

management of the opera ; but although

they acquired much fame, their manage

ment was not attended with much success.
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During this period, Giardini composed se

veral of the dramas which were performed.

After the year 1763, Giardini retired from

his situation with considerable loss, and

entered upon the occupation of teaching in

families of rank and fortune, at the same

time continuing unrivalled as a leader, a

solo player, and a composer for his favourite

instrument. He resided in EDgland till the

year 1784, when he went to Naples, under

the patronage of Sir William Hamilton.

Here he contined five years, and then re

turned to this country, but his reception was

not what it had formerly been. His health

was greatly impaired, and, sinking fast under

a confirmed dropsy, all his former excel

lence was lost. Instead of leading in all

the most difficult pieces, he now played in

public only the tenor in quartets, which he

had recently composed. He attempted, but

without success, a burletta opera, at the

little theatre in the Haymarket, and at

length, in 1793, was induced to go to

Petersburg, and afterwards to Moscow,

with his burletta performers. But he ex

perienced only the most cruel disappoint

ment in each of these cities. The general

capricious character and splenetic disposi

tion of Giardini, were his bane through life.

He spoke well of few, and quarrelled with

many ofhis most valuable friends. Nothing

but his very superior musical talents could

have upheld him during the time he was in

favour with the public. Careless of his'own

interest, and inattentive to all those means

which would have promoted his success in

the world, he at length sunk under mis

fortunes of his own creating, and died at

Moscow, weighed down by penury and

distress.

GIBBONS, (Edward) elder brother of

Orlando Gibbons, was a bachelor of music

at the university of Cambridge, and w'as

incorporated at Oxford in 1592. He was

organist of the cathedral church of Bristol,

and was also priest, vicar, sub-chanter, and

master ofthe choristers there. In 1604, he

was appointed a gentleman of the chapel

Toyal. It is said that, in the rebellion, he

furnished the king with the sum of a thou-

sand pounds, for which act of loyalty be

was afterwards very severely treated by

those in power, who deprived him of a con

siderable estate ; and, though at that time

more than eighty years of age, he and three

grandchildren which he maintained were

actually turned out of their home. He was

musical preceptor to Matthew Locke : and

Anthony Wood says, that several of hii

compositions were deposited in the music

school at Oxford.

GIBBONS, (Ohlando) one of the most

celebrated English musicians of his time,

was a native of the town of Cambridge, and

born in the year 1583. At the age of

twenty-one, he was appointed organist of

the chapel royal, and in 1622, (along with

Dr. Heyther) obtained the degree of doctor

ofmusic, in the university of Oxford. Three

years after this, being ordered to gotoCanter-

bury for the purpose of attending the mar

riage solemnity between king Charles I. and

Henrietta of France, (for which he bad

composed the music) he was seized with

the small-pox, and died there at the age of

forty-five. He was buried in the cathedral

church of that city. In 1612, he published

" Madrigals in four parts, far Voices and

Viols i" but the most excellent of his works

are his compositions for the church, namely,

his services and authems, ofwhich there are

many extant in the cathedral books. Us

anthem of " Hosanna," is one of the most

perfect models for composition in the church

style now to be found. He composed the

tunes to the " Hymns and Songs of tit

Church, translated by George Wiltheri ;"

and some of his lessons for the virginal are

preserved in the collection entitled Pen-

thtnia. The compositions of Orlando

Gibbons are for the most part truly a-

cellent ; and the study of them cannot be

too strongly recommended. The charac

teristics of his music are fine harmony,

unaffected simplicity, and an almost un

exampled grandeur. For choice of subjects,

for skill in the management of them, and

for flow of melody in all the parts, this great

master was inferior to none of his contem

poraries, and infinitely superior to most of
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thrm. Specimens of his anthems are to be

found in nearly all the miscellaneous col

lections of ancient sacred music that are

extant. His five-part madrigal, " The Silver

An*," which is a remarkably fine specimen

of this species of music, is inserted in Dr.

Crotch's publication, and also with a piano

forte accompaniment, in the Vocal An-;

tkntogy. There is likewise a preludium

for the organ, and other organ pieces of

his composition, in Smith's Mtcsica Antir

fM..

GIBBONS, (Ellis) brother to the cele

brated Orlando Gibbons, flourished about

the year 1600. Two of his compositions

ire to be found among the collection of

midrigals for five and six voices, edited by

Moriey, in London, in 1601, under the title

of The Triumphs of Oriana.

GIBBONS, (Christopher) the son of

the celebrated Orlando Gibbons, was, from

his childhood, educated to the profession of

music under his uncle, Ellis Gibbons, or

ganist of Bristol. He had been a chorister

in the chapel of Charles II., organist in

private to his majesty, and organist of

H'eitminster abbey. The king had so great

a partiality for this musician, that he was

induced to give him a personal recommend

ation to the university of Oxford, requesting

that he might be admitted to the degree Of

doctor in music. This he was in consequence

honoured with, in 1664. He died in the

year 1676. C. Gibbons was more cele

brated for his skill in playing the organ,

than for his compositions. There are, how

ever, many of his anthems extant, though

we know of none that have been less printed.

Those most celebrated are, " Ood be merci

ful unto us," " Help me, O Lord" " Lord,

I am Mot high-minded,*' and " Teach me,

0 Lord." It is said that he assisted in the

work entitled " Cantica Sacra," contain

ing English and Latin hymns and anthems,

published in 1674.

GIBEL, (Otto) director of music, singer,

and composer at Minden. He was born at

Borg, in the island of Femern, and died in

1681

01BELLI, (Lorenzo) an Italian com-

poser of church music, now resident at

Bologna.

GIBELLO, (Laurentino) chapel-mas

ter at the church of St. Bartholomew at

Bologna, about the year 1770. He was a

pupil of P. Martini. Dr. Burney disputes

his compositions having any other merit

than that of harmony. ., '

GIBERT, a French musician, composed

many operas for the Italian theatre at Paris,

and has published a work entitled " Sotfe"-

ges ok Lecons de Mttsique." He died at

Paris in 1787.

GILDON, an English professor of the

piano, and composer of piano-forte and

vocal music, in the present century. (Gould-

ing's Cat.

GILES (Nathaniel) was born either

in or near the city of Worcester, and was

admitted, in 1585, to the degree of bachelor

in music, and about forty years afterwards,

to that of doctor, in the university of Ox

ford. He was one of the organists of St.

George's chapel at Windsor, and master of

the boys there. In 1597, he was appointed

master of the children, and afterwards, in

the reign of King Charles I., organist of the

chapel royal. He died in 1633, at the age of

seventy-five. His compositions are chiefly

services and anthems, many of which are

understood to possess considerable merit.

GILLES, (Jean) ofTarascan, in Provence,

was director of the music, or chapel-master

in the church of St. Stephen, in Toulouse.

He was a singer in the choir of the cathedral

of Aix, and a fellow-pupil with the cele

brated Campra. There are many fine mo

tets by Gilles; several of them have been

performed in the concert spirituel at Paris

with great applause, particularly his " JH-

ligam te." But his capital work is a

" Messedes Marts," of which the following

history is recounted by Laborde. " Two

counsellors of the parliament of Toulouse

died nearly at the same time, each of them

leaving a son. The two youths were united

in the closest friendship, and they agreed to

join in celebrating a grand funeral service

for their parents. They, consequently, en*

gaged Gilles to compose a Re</uiem, allowing
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him six months to complete the work.

When the mass was finished, Gilles col

lected all the musicians in the town to assist

at the rehearsal, inviting the most celebrated

masters of the neighbourhood, and among

others Campra and the abbe Madin.

The composition was found to be admirable ;

however, the two young counsellors had

changed their opinions, and would not have

it performed. Irritated by this circum

stance, Gilles said to one of them, " Eh

bien ! elle tie sera ejte'cttle'e pour personnelen

veux avoir IVtrenne f " Very well, then,

its first performance shall be for myself." In

fact, he died a very short time after, when

this mass was sung for him. It was subse

quently used in 1764, at the funeral service

in honour of Rameau, at the Oratoire church

in Paris.

GIMMA, (Hyacinto) a learned Italian

priest. He published a work at Naples in

1724, entitled " Idea dclla Storia dell' Italia

Literata," in 4to., in which is a dissertation

on the rise and progress of Italian music.

GINGUENE, (P. L.) a French author

and warm partisan of Piccini in the disputes

between the Piccinists and Gluckists. He

published a pamphlet entitled " Kntrelien

sur VElal actuel de f Opera de Paris."

This book caused a violent critique from Mon-

sienr Suard, which appeared in the Mereure

cfthat time. He subsequently carried on a

paper war with MM. Suard and l'abbe

Arnaud, under the name of Mikphile.

Ginguene has occupied himself much in the

study of Italian literature, and the history

of music. He wrote, conjointly with Fra-

mery, the article Musique in VEncyclo

pedic Milhodique. Much of Giuguen^'s

'** Histoirc de la Musique" is translated

from Dr. Burney, whom, by the by, he

might as well have quoted throughout the

whole article of Cantate, which is one of the

most interesting in the volume. In 1801,

this writer published a very interesting me

moir of the life and writings of Nicolas

Piccini, where he appears to have acknow

ledged the errors of his youth. The par

tisans of GKck, and even th'ose "of Piccini,

were pleaSed with the moderation he at

length observed towards the reformer of the

French opera.

GINI, (Giovanni Antonio) chapel-

master to the king of Sardinia, at Turin,

about the year 1728. He composed the

music of the operas of " MUridale" and

" Tamerlano," also much other vocal

music. ; .

GIORDAN! (Giuseppe) was a native

of Italy. He came to England early in life,

and resided so many years in London, that

he was at length almost as well acquainted

with the English language, and English

style of music, as any individual of his tin*.

In the year 1779, he entered iuto a specu

lation with Leoni the linger, by taking the

theatre in Chapel-street, Dublin, for the

performance of operas, in which the whole

of the musical department was to be under

his management. This connection con

tinued about four years, Giordani composing

the music, and Leoni superintending the

singing. They had considerable encourage

ment, but owing, as it is supposed, to several

improvident engagements which they made,

they at length became bankrupts, and the

concern was, of course, transferred to other

hands. Giordani from this time continued

to reside at Dublin, as a teacher of music,

where he had several pupils of distinction.

He married there the daughter of Mr.

Wilkinson. He not only wrote, but his

published much music of his Italian operas,

which were in general well received. The*

that are now in print are, " Artaserse,"

" Antigono," and "II Baccio." Of his

English operas, the first that was pub

lished appears to have been, " Persever

ance, or the Third Time the hest," per

formed in Dublin in the year 1789. H»

sonatas and other pieces for the piano-forte,

as well as his single songs, both Italian vA

English, had a great sale. Besides the

above, Giordani composed an oratorio en

titled " Isaac."

GIORDANT,(Giacoma) an Italian com

poser ofsome sacred music towards the end cf

the last century. He also published much

piano- forte music in France.

GIORGI, a celebrated violinist and pupil
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of Ttrtioi, residing at Vienna in the year

1771

GIORGI, (Fiupyo) a good Italian tenor

singer towards the close of the last century.

He (rat snog at the opera at Rome, and

subsequently at that of Petersburg.

G10RG1S, (N.) a violin pupil of Viotti,

published, at Paris, some concertos and airs

with variations for his instrument. He was

'iolioist at the chapel of the king of West-

; ulia about the year 1810.

GIORNOVICHI. See Jap.nowich.

GIOVANELLI DA VELLETKl (Ruc-

uuo) was a chapel-master and successor

la Palestrina in the church of St. Peter at

Home. He was also a singer in the ponti

fical chapel. There is extant a collection

of madrigals by Giovanelli, that were printed

at Venice. He composed many masses,

*ome of which have been much celebrated.

He alto published a work on music in 1581.

GIOVANNI DETTO BEL VIOLONE,

Cjrlo Cesaiu.ni) an Italian violinist and

iramatic composer early in the last century.

G10VAXNINT, an Italian composer

aol celebrated violinist, resident at lierlin

"> 17-10. He was in England for some

lime, and composed some dramatic and

oilier music. He died in 1782.

G1RANECK, member of the chapel of

elector of Saxony, at Dresden. He

- «1 iu 1 7C0, and left some music of his

opposition for the violin, harpsichord, and

fiute.

GIRAUD, member of the French aca-

'■tuy of music, composed, in conjunction

»ith Bcrton, the opera of "Deucalion et

Pjnka," which was performed in 1755.

hi 17C2, be composed alone, " /.'Optra de

Smelt'." His motets also met with much

■access in France.

G1RAULT, (A.) a Fiench violinist and

'oiflposer for his instrument! Some of his

"mac has been published at Paris" in the

present century. . , , '

G1RBERT, (Christoph Heisrich) di-

*«or of the music at the, theatre of the

ut^rave of Ansparh, Bayreuth, in 1785,

**» » celebrated pianist and composer for

hit lutrumeat. Gilbert was born in 1751.

GIRBINI, (Madame) a celebrated fe

male violinist and pupil of Pugnani. She

published at Lisbon In 1799.

GIROLAMO DI NAVARRA, a Spa

niard and very great musician, flourished in

Italy about the year 1550.

GIROUST (Francois) was born at

Paris in 1730. At seven years old he was

chorister at the church of Noire Dame,

where he learnt composition under Goulet,

music-master of that church. In 1775, the

king named him master of the chapel royal,

and afterwards superintendent of his music.

Giroust composed several oratorios, any one

of which would have rendered a composer

celebrated. In that of " Le Passage de la

Mtr-Iluuge" he surpassed himself. He

also composed for the opera ; but through

cabal and envy his works did not appear

there. It is affirmed by connoisseurs who

have heard the overture of his " Tvlcphr,"

that it is at leas\ equal to that of

" Iphig/nic." Giroust died at Versailles

in 1799.

GITTER (J.) published at Manheioi

and Mentz, in 1784, three quatuors for the

flute, violin, viol, and violoncello, and three

duets for the violin.

GIULIANI, an Italian composer of

vocal and instrumental music, published at

Vienna towards the close of the last and

commencement of the present century.

GIULINI, (Andreas) chapel -master

at Augsburg. He was a profound theorist

in music"; he taught singing for the church,

also composed . much sacred and other

music. He died in 1771.

GIULINI, (Conte Giorcio) a cele

brated poet and composer at Milan in 1714.

He died in 1780.

GIULINI, (Sionora) an Italian singer

at the opera at Vienna. She made her

debut in 1791.

GIULLOU, an eminent Fiench professor

of the flute at Paris.

GIUSTI, (Maria, called La Romanina)

a celebrated Italian singer. She performed

at various towns of Germany, also in

France, at the beginning of the last

century.
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GIUSTINI, (Ludovico) of Pistoia, an

instrumental composer towards the middle

of the last century. Some of his works

were published at Amsterdam in 1736.

GIZZI (Dominico) was born at Aprino,

in the kingdom of Naples, in 1680, and

died at that capital in 1745. He was a

celebrated singer, and in 1720 founded a

school of singing, in which he formed the

famous Conti, surnamed Gizziello, in

honour of his master. The reputation of

Gizzi as a citizen is purely traditional,

as none of his works are now existing.

GIZZIELLO. See Conti.

GLAESER, (CarlLudwioTranoott)

born at Weissenfeld in 1747, was director

of music at the seminary there, and com

posed much church and instrumental music.

He died in 1797.

GLANZ, (Georg) chamber-musician,

violinist, and composer to the duke of Wur-

temburg, about the year 1760.

GLAREANUS, (Henry Loris or

Lorit, called) because he was of Glaris, in

Switzerland, was born in 1488. He first

taught music at Cologne, and afterwards

at Bale, Paris, and lastly at Friburg,

where he died in 1563. His music-master

was J. Cochlaeus, and his preceptor in

literature the celebrated Erasmus, with

whom he was united in the strictest friend

ship. Erasmus, in his letters, represents

Glareanus as a man of profound and

universal learning, joining to the knowledge

of philosophy, theology, and mathematics,

that of poetry, geography, and history.

The emperor Maximilian I. gave him a

crown of laurel and a ring, as a mark of his

esteem for his person and poetry. It is

known that the Swiss, assembled at Zurich,

recompensed magnificently the " Pau/gg-

ritpie de VAUiance dcs Cantons'' which

Glareanus put into verse. In 1547, his

" Dnderachordon," in one vol. appeared at

Bale. This work, which has now become

scarce, is of great importance, inasmuch as

it shows the state of practical musi*- about

the year 1500, that is to say, at the epoch of

the Flemish school. The author establishes

the twelve tones of the ecclesiastical chaut,

and gives on each of them a choice of musical

pieces, for two, three, four, and frequently

more parts, selected from the chef-ftrmm

of the best masters of his time. In this

work are to be found documents respecting

many of the best composers. Choron has

republished much from this writer, in his

great work ou music.

GLASER, (Joseph Mich.) born at

Erlangen in 1725, was a violinist in the

chapel royal at Anspach. In 1775, he

returned to Erlangen as town-musician,

where he resided till his decease. Some

symphonies of his composition were pub

lished at Amsterdam.

GLEDHILL, a good English violinist in

the band of the King's theatre.

GLEICHMANN (Johanw Andbeis)

was born in Germany in 1775. In 1791

he was made director of music to the court

at Hildburghausen. He has composed

much vocal and instrumental music.

GLEISZNER, (Franz) musician to the

court at Munich, has composed an oratorio

of considerable merit called " latent,"

also much other vocal and instrumental

music since the year 1795.

GLOEGGL, (Franz Xaver) chapel-

master at Lintz in 1799, and founder of a

music school there.

GLOESCH, (Carl Wiihelm) born at

Berlin in 1732, was the only son of Peter

Gloesch, a celebrated performer on the haut

boy. Carl Gloesch was, in 1765, chamber-

musician and music-master to the royal

family of Prussia. He died at Berlin in

1809.

GLOSSOP, (Mrs.) formerly Mas

Fearon, an excellent English singer. She

went to Italy a few years since for im

provement in her art, and was lately

engaged at the theatre of San Carlos, it

Naples, to supply the place of Madame

Fodor, and at a salary, it is reported, of

thirty thousand francs (one thousand

two hundred and fifty pounds) per an

num.

GLUCK, (Christopher.) This cele

brated musician was born in 1714, accord

ing to an authenticated certificate of his
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(upturn, it Weidenwangen in the Upper

Pahtuule, where bis father was head fo

rester to prince Lobkowiti. Early in his

childhood, his family removed into Bohemia,

where the father died, leaving his son still

snder age, and without either education or

fortune. Nature, however, had in a great

measure compensated young Gluck for these

denriencies, by gifting him with musical

talents of the first order. This natural taste

for music is common in Bohemia, where the

rural population, as well as the inhabitants

of towns, may be heard singing in parts

2nd playing on various instruments in the

tields or streets, and in groups, consisting

of men, women, aud children. Young

Gluck, with very little instruction, soon be

came so remarkable for his skill on various

instruments, that he determined on journey

ing from town to town to procure a liveli

hood asan itinerant musician. At length he

wandered as far as Vienna, where his talent

met with sufficient encouragement to enable

him to obtain some little instruction, both

in general education and in the principles

of his favonrite science. In 1736, he went

in the suit of a nobleman to Italy ; and at

Milan, after taking lessons of the celebrated

Martini, he was put upon prince Melzi's

publishment as musical composer. Having

given many proofs of his genius, he was at

length selected to compose a grand opera

lor the theatre in that city. This work was

entitled " Artaxerxes," and was produced

>t Milan in 1741. In this composition,

Cluck depended entirely on his own ge

nius, without asking the advice of any one,

and by so doing, he avoided the usual rou

tine of other composers. In fact, exjtrarion

seemed to be his principal study, whilst he

disregarded the dictates of usage and fashion.

At the first rehearsal, which was attended

by a considerable number of amateurs, one

aria was wanting on account of some re

quired alteration in the words; when Gluck

perceiving that his music was much criti

cised, >ook advantage of the deficiency of

the above air, and brought it out entirely

after the Italian model ; merely to please

tat ear, and without paying the least atten-

tion to the words, or to the relation of the

music to the general character of the drama.

This little ruse operated wonders at the

second grand rehearsal, when it was whis*

pered about by the dilettanti that this song

was not the composition of Gluck, but of

their favourite San Martini. Still Gluck

took no notice of the above remark, and the

first public representation of the opera took

place, when the audience were almost una

nimous in their approbation of the entire

music, with the single exception of the air

a I'ltaliennc, which they condemned as dull

and inappropriate, the general outcry being,

that it destroyed the unity and character of

the whole opera. It was then that Gluck

took signal vengeance on his hypercritics at

the rehearsals, by himself avowing the air

in question to be San Martini's composition.

This opera so established his fame, that he

immediately received orders to compose for

several of the principal theatres in Italy.

He in consequence produced " Demetrio "

and " Ipcrmnestra" for Venice, " Aria-

meiie," for Cremona, and " Alessandro

nelV Indie," for Turin : also composed suc

cessively for Milan, " Demofoonte" in

1742, "Si/ace," in 1743, and " Phadra,"

in 1744. Almost all these works were suc

cessful, and placed him in the highest rank

of his profession. In 1745, he was invited

to this country, where he composed an

opera entitled " La Caduta de Giganti"

and a pasticchio called " Piramo e Tisbe ;"

he also reproduced his " Artamene." His

" Caduta de Giganti" was performed at

the King's theatre before the duke of Cum

berland, in compliment to whom the whole

was written and composed. The music had

considerable merit, and the opera was tole

rably well received, though it had only five

representations. His " Artamene" which

was produced in the same season, (1746)

was also successful, and Monticelli was

every night encored in the beautiful air

" Russerena il tnesto ciglia." " Pyramo e

TUhe" was a selection of the most beautiful

airs from all his other works ; but from their

inapplicability as thus collected to the scenic

representation, the pasticchio, as a whole,
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disappointed the public ; and soon after its

representation, the composer quitted Eng

land, being much astonished to find that

those airs which had been most effective

in the operas for which they were originally

composed, were without effect, when re

produced with other words and action.

Cluck, next proceeded to Copenhagen, and

from thence to Cermany, where he com

posed several theatrical and other works,

and zealously applied himself to repair the

defects of his education, both by the study

of languages, and by associating himself

with individuals distinguished in the literary

world. One result of these pursuits was,

his acquirement of bolder and more compre

hensive ideas than had ever previously been

conceived as to the effects producible by

the union of poetry and music. He soon

felt that those beautiful melodies, on the

powers of which the Italians chiefly relied for

t he success of their vocal compositions, were

in themselves only capable of pleasing

the ear and could never reach the heart.

When spoken to, concerning the pathos of

certain celebrated Italian airs, he was known

to reply, "They are charming, but," adopting

an energetic Italian expression, " they do

not draw blood." It was from about this time

that Cluck totally abandoned the Italian

school of composition, seeming to think with

the abbe* Arnaud, that their opera is a con

cert to which the drama is a mere cloak.

He now, as the Ciulio Romano of music,

commenced turning his mind to a new dra

matic system, where every thing should be in

strict keeping, the music never varying from

the style demanded by the passing scene :

where, in fact, the interest should result

from the perfect ensemble of all the parts

of the drama and music. He determined

further, that it was hopeless to bestow that

energy and those charms on music, of which

it Is susceptible, if it be not intimately allied

with animated and simply expressive poetry,

•uch, in fact, as truly depicts natural and

determinate sentiments ; that vocal music

may be made to become a language express

ive of all the affections of the human heart;

but that, in order to bring it to this degree

of power, the melody must follow with pre

cision the rhythm and the accent of the

words, and tiie instrumental accompani

ments must assist by their own expression,

either in strengthening the voice part, or

affording a contrast to it, as the scenic situ

ation may require. In the year 1754, the

high reputation of Gtuck caused him to be

invited to return to Italy, when he brought

out at Rome his " Ctemcnza di Tito," and

" Antigonus." He then gave an opera

named " Clelia," for the opening of a new

theatre ; and proceeded to Parma, where ht

composed " Ilnui-is e Philemon," and

"Aritteo," all of which were successful;

in his own opinion, more so than they de

served, because they were written too much

in the Italian taste, and against the con

victions of his own mind on the subject of

dramatic music. He next returned to Vi

enna, and between the years 176*0 and 1764

produced his operas of " Helen and Paris,''

and " Alcette :" he also brought out his

" Orpheo," concerning the composition of

which it is now necessary to state some

particulars. Cluck having become con

vinced that the poetry of Metastasio, though

fraught with various beauties, was not ca

pable of eliciting the greatest possible effect

of which dramatic music is capable, com

municated this opinion to M. Calzabigi, an

ingenious Italian poet, whom he met at Vi

enna; particularly stating his conviction,

that it would be proper to introduce cho

ruses with action, nothing tending more

to produce powerful theatrical effect than

the sentiments of an impassioned multitude.

Calzabigi had himself reflected on the im

perfections of the Italian opera, and as he

took the same view of the subject as Glut l.

he was delighted to find so great a musician

ready to join with him in attempting a re

volution in this department of literature and

the fine arts. He accordingly wrote the

poem of " Orpheus," which Cluck set to ma

fic, and it was first performed at Vienna in

1764. It excited more astonishment than

pleasure on its first representation; the

public ear having been accustomed to the

routine of recitative, and to the mannerism
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of the usual Italian airs. Still, however,

it* great musical beauties surprised the con-

uoipeiirs, whilst its simple and affecting

-.matrons and expression excited hitherto

unkaown emotions in the sensitive mind.

Thee feelings so prevailed, that at the fifth

performance of the opera all objectors were

traced, the piece was generally ap

plauded, and its success became more eon-

fcnned by a very considerable number of

<nccessive representations. In 1765, Gluck

»ai again invited to Parma on occasion of

tlit marriage of the Infanta. He then pro

posed to give " Orpheus," but that perform

ing was not agreeable to the court ; the

opinion of the citiiens of Vienna having no

"tight with the Italian amateurs, who

could not imagine the possibility of writing

better poems than those of Mctastasio, or

liner music than that of Jomelli, Sacchini,

or Piccini. Millico, the principal singer

at Parma, being requested to appear in the

part of Orpheus, said at first, that such a

request was made only to destroy his rcpu-

Ution. Oluck, however, overcame all ob

stacles, aud insisted on risking the perform

ance, esteeming the Italians to be more at

tached to their sensations than their opi

nions ; in which judgment it would seem he

il'J not err, for the opera met with perfect

success on the first representation, and had

>»eot) -eight successive performances, the

" Jrmda" of Traetta, who was engaged

II the same time with Gluck, not being

..lowed to be brought forward. " Orpheus"

afterwards performed with success in

•lraosl every theatre of Europe. Amongst

"hers it was, in 1773, brought out at the

to'Jrt theatre at Naples, when, on a duct in

u« third act by another composer being sub-

miutcd for the original, the audience called

l'-'jdly for the restitution of Gluck's music.

Tout opera obtained the honour of being the

•rst ever printed in Italy, those composed

»ntecedently having been only copied for

Gluck now visited the principal

"ties of Italy, and amongst others Naples,

"here he was engaged to compose two operas :

III one of these he wrote for CafTarelli the

"Itbnted air, " He mat senli spirarti sul

rolto," with which the Neapolitan professors

found much fault, chiefly on account of a

long pause in the vocal part, during which

the instrumental accompaniments continued

the movement. They even laid the score

of the air before Durante, to hear his opinion

of it. " I will not pretend to decide," said

that great master, " how far this is strictly

agreeable to rale, but one thing 1 can as

sure you, that we should, any of us, be very

proud to have imagined and composed a

similar passage." The biitliant success of

" Orpheus" induced Gluck and Calzabigi to

unite their efforts in treating upon the same

plan a still more tragic subject ; they ac

cordingly composed " Alceste," which was

first performed at Vienna in 1768. Never

did any opera obtain such great applause

or draw so many tears ; no other drama

was even allowed at the court theatre for

the two succeeding years, every performance

during that time beinp; " Alceste." In 1769

it was printed, with the following dedica

tion prefixed to it, written by Gluck.

" When I determined," says he, " to com

pose music for this poem, I proposed to

myself to shun various abuses in composi

tion, that the vanity of singers, or excessive

complacency of composers, had introduced,

and which had rendered the Italian opera

a most fatiguing and ridiculous, instead of a

splendid and beautiful spectacle. I endea

voured to reduce music to its legitimate

purpose, which is that of seconding poetry,

in order to strengthen the expression of the

sentiments, and the interest of the fable,

without interrupting the action, or weaken

ing it by superfluous embellishments. It

struck me, that music ought to aid poetry,

as vivacity of colouring, and a happy agree

ment of light and shade, strengthen the effect

of a correct and well-designed picture, by

animating the figures without altering the

outline. I have, therefore, never in this

opera interrupted a singer in the warmth of

a dialogue, in order to introduce a tedious

rilornellu, nor have I stopped him in the

midst of a discourse, to display his agility of

voice in a long cadence. I have never

deemed it requisite to hurry over the second
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part of an air when it consisted of the most

impassioned and important portion of the

subject, in order to repeat the words of the

first part four times over; or to finish where

the sense does not conclude, in order to give

the singer an opportunity of showing that

he can vary a passage in several ways, and

disguise it in his own peculiar manner. In

short, I have attempted to reform those

abuses against which good sense and good

taste have so long declaimed in vain. I

have considered, that the overture ought to

prepare the audience for the character of the

coming action and its subject ; that the in

strumental accompaniments should be used

only in proportion to the degree of interest

aud passion of the drama ; aud also, that it

is principally requisite to avoid too marked

a disparity in the dialogue between air and

recitative, in order not to break the sense of

a period, or interrupt in a wrong place the

energy ofthe action. Lastly, I have thought

that I should use every effort in aiming at

simplicity, and have accordingly avoided

making any show of dithculties at the ex

pense of clearness. I have set no value on

novelty, unless it naturally sprung from the

expression of the subject. In fine, there is

no rule of composition that I have not wil

lingly sacrificed for the sake of effect. Such

are my principles, and fortunately the poem

strongly seconded my project. The celebrat

ed author of ' Aiceste having conceived a

peculiar plan for the lyric drama, had sub

stituted for flowery descriptions, for useless

comparisons, for cold and sententious mo

rality, strong passions, interesting situations,

the language of the heart, and a constantly

varying scene. Success has justified my

ideas, and the unanimous approbation of the

public, in so enlightened a city, has proved

to me, that simplicity and truth are the first

principles of the beautiful in the productions

of the fine arts, ice." Theseopinions abound

with sense and good taste, and are well de

serving the serious attention of dramatic

composers.

Gluck now turned his mind to another

field for his exertions. Notwithstanding his

renown in Italy and Germany, he felt him-

self capable of still further advances in the

career that he had entered on : he consi

dered that a tragedy in music, where the

principal performers were castrati, must al

ways want theatrical illusion ; and that lit

could not fulfil the idea he had formed of

dramatic perfection, unless, in addition to

good poetry, aud a magnificent theatre, he

could command actors capable of uniting the

art of singing with correct, noble, and

pathetic action. These ideas he couimuni-

caled to the liailli du Roulet, who belonged

to the French embassy of Vienna in 1772,

stating, that all the dramatic advantages he

so much desired were, as he understood,

united on the French stage. This was suf

ficient for the Frenchman, who adopted

G luck's opinious with warmth, and in coo-

cert with him chose the Iphigenia of Racine,

as the subject best adapted to unite strode

tragic interest with great musical and seeoK

effect. The " Iphigenia in Autidt" was ac

cordingly completed, and performed at Vi

enna in the autumn of 1772. The Bailli

Roulet then wrote to the director of the aca

demy of music at Paris, strongly recommend

ing the piece for the French stage. The offer

was accepted, and Gluck accordingly, when

in his sixtieth year, departed for Puis,

where he was immediately patronised bj

the queen, (Marie Antoinette) who had

been his pupil at Vienna, and without

whose powerful assistance, he soon found

it would have been impossible to haw

obtained the performance of his ne»

composition. All the musicians and ama

teurs of Paris formed an almost insupera

ble cabal against him, having taken up the

prejudiced notion, that it was a disgrace to

the poetry of their immortal Racine to be

coupled with the music of a foreign com

poser ; and above all, that it was an insult

to the taste of their metropolis, to admit

such a heterogeneous production uu the

boards of one of their principal thea

tres. Under such circumstances, the

composer solicited the interference of the

queen ; upon whose positive mandate the

piece was performed for the first time on

the lath of April, 1776, when it eicited
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the liveliest sensation, and the abbe! Ar-

mud wrote several eloquent pages in fa-

lourof the opera, ably interpreting the ge

neral enthusiasm which it had excited. " It

should be remembered," say the editors of

the French Encyclopedia, " in what state the

aridtmy of music was before the arrival

af Gluck ; the coldness of the performers,

tic immovability of the chorus, the want of

uiU of the orchesta ; let the zeal and abi-

htt be called to mind that now animate all

parties, and what moral activity and physi-

<al effort must have been required to effect

ttch a change, then will it be acknowledged

i»Jt Cluck was precisely the individual to

knar about so fortunate a revolution." The

•WW of " Iphigrnia" was the last blow

mm4 it the ancient French grand opera.

6a i Gluck triumphed without difficulty

wer L«lly and Rameau, he soon found

* ficcini a more formidable competitor,

t musician, whose reputation was well

inown to the Parisians, arrived in their

«p<Ul in December, 1776, not announc-

»; himself by any of the means employed

k! Gluck. He had previously composed

" Iks than three hundred operas ; but

oil modestly determined to make himself

«jler of the French language, and

"penally of their declamation and poetry,

Wire he competed for their favour as a

diimaric composer. The assistance he rc-

W'fed in this respect from the celebrated

Msnnontel will be found in our article

" Piccixi." He had only just commenced

I"! opera of Roland, when Gluck, with his

partisms, formidably opposed him, and a

'» called) " musical war" commenced,

*bieh for a very considerable time divided

"if ibeatrical circles of Paris. The aggres-

*» »as evidently on the part of Gluck.

To the /; |'n stulis" of Gluck suc-

'xleda French translation of his "Orjihro,"

>rto!"Ai(rtte," in 177G ; of "ArmiHa'' in

1*77; of " Iphigrnin in Tanris," and of

"£(4o twi .VarcfMMJ," in 1779. "Alcrstr"

'*» established with more difficulty than

wber an"Iphigrnln in Antit," or his "Or-

P*«u," on which account his panegyrists

'edwbled their enthusiasm. The musical

■Solution in Paris was now far advanced.

Some few French operas were still performed,

but it was nearly impossible to hear them.

To complete the triumph of Gluck, it only re

mained for him to compose new music to some

poems already set by Rameau or Lully, ia

order that the same verses appearing with dif

ferent music the question of superiority might

be no longer left in doubt. With this view

Gluck determined to set the poem of "Ar-

mida" during the time of his being employed

on which work Piccini came to Paris, as

before related. "Armida" was performed,

with moderate success, in March, 1777. It

was the same with this opera as with "At-

cestr," the public accustomed themselves to

it by degrees. With respect to " Iphigenia

in Taurir, and 11 Echo and Narcisse," the

former redoubled the enthusiasm of Gluck's

admirers, and the latter (though condemned)

could not cool it. The public were not at

first favourable to "fphigenia in Taurh

but by keeping the work on the stage, being

careful in the performances, adding superb

ballets, and causing its praises to be heard

every where, numerous audiences were at

tracted. The two last-named operas were

the latest complete productions of their

great composer. He resided several years

after at Vienna, where he peaceably enjoyed

in quietude his reputation and fortune. He

had projected, and even begun, the opera of

the "Danaides," but being attacked by apo

plexy, he was unable to continue it, and after

wards gave the poem to Salieri, who subse

quently produced it with success. Gluck died

of asecond apoplectic attack in 1787, leaving

a fortune of nearly six hundred thousand

francs, (about twenty-five thousand pounds.)

.I.J. Rousseau's admiration for the genius of

Gluck, as soon as he became acquainted with

his works, is well known. All Paris ob

served him frequenting the theatre at

every representation of Gluck's " Or

pheus," although for some time previ ■

ously he had absented himself from such

entertainments. To one person he said on

this subject, that Gluck had come to

France to give the lie to a proposition

which he had formerly defended, namely,

that good music could never be set to

French words. At another time he ob
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sirred, that all the world blamed Gluck's

■want of melody, for himself, he thought it

issued from all his pores. Gluck was one day

playing on his piano the part in " Jphigc-

nia in Tauris," where Orestes, left alone in

prison, after having experienced his accus

tomed agitation, throws himself on a bench,

saying, " Le cahne rentre dans mon cceur."

Some one present thought they observed a

contradiction in the bass, which prolonged

the preceding agitation, after Orestes had

declared that his heart was calm : they men

tioned this to Gluck, adding, " but Orestes

is calm, he says so."—" He lies," exclaimed

Gluck, " he mistakes animal exhaustion for

calmness of heart ; the fury is always here :

(striking his breast) has he not killed his

mother 1"

On the day appointed for the first re

presentation of his " lphigenia in Aulis"

at Paris, Gluck was informed that the

principal singer had been taken suddenly

ill, but that another would perform

his part for that evening. Gluck, sus

pecting cabal, immediately replied, " No;

the performance must be postponed." That

was declared impossible, the piece having

been already advertised and announced to

the royal family, under which circumstances

there was no precedent of a postponement.

" I will sooner," replied Gluck, " throw

the piece into the fire, than submit to its be

ing murdered in the way proposed." All

remonstrance was in vain, and the circum

stance was obliged to be reported to the

royal family, who kindly allowed the per

formances of the night to be altered.

GLUCK, (Joiiann) born at Plauen,

published at Leipsic, in 16G0, a sort of

oratorio, entitled " Sept Paroles de Jesus

Christ sur la Croix." It was the same

idea which Haydn has since done more

complete justice to.

GLUME, a flutist at Berlin in 1786.

GNECCO, (N.) an Ita.ian dramatic

composer. A piece by him, entitled " La

Prova Hi un Opera Serin," was performed

with success at the opera buffa at Pans, in

1806. .

GOBERT, a French musician, member

of the conservatory at Paris, has published

some instrumental music there since the

year 1799.

GOCCINI, (Giacomo) an Italian dra

matic composer, set, in 1713, the music of

the opera " Amor fea gf incanti."

GODSCHALK, (Euoene) an excellent

harpist, violinist, and composer for the

latter instrument, resided in 1772 at

Brussels.

GOEPFERT, (Joiiann Gottlub)

singer and director of music at the colle

giate chapel of VVeesenstein, uear Dresden,

was an excellent composer. He died in

1766.

GOEPFERT, (Carl Gottlieb) sod of

the preceding, was one of the most esteemed

violinists in Germany. He was horn at

Weesenstein about the year 1733. He »»s

chorister at the school of the St. Croii, and

at the chapel at Dresden. At the moment of

quitting his paternal home, for the | i.

of proceeding to the university of Lcrpsii,

his father is said to have given him a violin

with these words : " Voilii, inon iils, un in

strument : tu connais ma position, et tu

sais que je ne puis guere tc donner daran

tage. Si tu es heureux, tu pourras te passer

aisement de mon faible sccours, et si tu e<

malheureux, tout ce que je peux te donwr

ne saurait t'aider." Goepfert, soon afkt

this, experienced the vicissitudes of fortune

till the year 1764, when, on occasion of lb

coronation of the emperor Joseph II., kt

went to Frankfort, where he met with

the celebrated Dittcrsdorf, and took him

for his model in music. In a short time Ik

fame of Goepfert as a violinist sprt-il

throughout Germany, and he afterward*

held various lucrative musical situation* at

the German courts, admired for his talent,

and beloved for his private character, b)

all his countrymen. He died in 1798. Yen

little of his music has been published.

GOEPFERT, (Carl Andrlas) chapel-

master to the duke of Saxe-Meiuingeo, wsi

born in Franconia, in 1768. He is a cele

brated performer on the clarionet, and ha*

composed much valuable music for Ins

instrument.

GOETZE, (Nicolas) pianist and vio

linist at lludolstadl, in the service of lh*
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pact of Waldeck, resided, about the year

1740, at Augsburg, where he published

hkk harpsichord music.

GOETZSL, (Francois Joseph) flutist

it tat chapel of the elector of Saxony at

Dresden, in 1756, was celebrated for his

tofeat and compositions for his instrument,

lie ns in London for some time.

GOEIZLOFF, a composer of some

French and German songs, in three parts,

published in Paris.

GOLDBERG, chamber-musician to

Brahl, at Dresden, about the year

tft7, to a pupil of Sebastian Bach, in

•reposition and harpsichord playing. He

txd rerr young. Few, if any, of his com

positions hare been published : those which

an town in manuscript are of extreme

d*shy.

GOLDE, (Johavn Gottfried) eham-
••;.4<ic:an and court-organist at Gotha,

ps&hshed some vocal music there in 1768.

Guide died in 1788.

GOLDWIN (John) was a pupil of Dr.

ViOim Child, and on the 12th day of

• 1697, succeeded him as organist of

'J* (w chapel of St. George at Windsor.

■ lie year 1703, he was appointed master

<* 'be choristers there, in both which sta

sis he continued till the day of his death,

■ 1719. Of the many anthems of his

imposition, Dr. Boyce has selected one for

'w voices, " / have set God always before

which, as regards the modulation,

»ns»'trs precisely to the character which

lie doctor has given of the music of Gold

en, namely, that it is singular and agreeable.

GOMBERT, (Nicholas) a native of

tot Netherlands, was chapel-master to

"* emperor Charles V. He was a

Pupil of Josquin, and was well skilled in

*t science of harmony ; so much so, in

ked, that he is distinguished by Finch as

laving surpassed his master, and as having

sdtinced the art of fugue. Gombert fur

bished a very considerable portion of nearly

■ the books of songs and motets that were

Punted in Antwerp and Louvain during the

""Idle of the sixteenthcentury, besides a set

suites, published at Venice in the year

1541, and two sets of motets in 1550 and

1554, all in four parts.

GONETTI, (VicTon) composer of some

piano-forte music, published in London

about the year 1790.

GOODALL, (Miss) a celebrated Eng

lish orchestra singer. She has successfully

cultivated the Italian school, and is nearly

at the head of her profession. This young

lady is remarkable for a sweet and elegant

style, for the purity of her public manner,

and her goodness in private life. In the

branch of the profession which she has

adopted, she is generally considered second

only to Mrs. Salmon, amongst English vo

calists.

GOODBAN (Thomas) was born of

musical parents, who were both natives

of, and residents in Canterbury. His mo

ther (whose maiden name was Saffery) was

a singer above mediocrity, and his father a

violin player, and one of the lay-clerks of

the cathedral. They kept a tavern tailed

the Prince of Orange, where his father,

with the assistance of his musical friends,

established a weekly musical society, during

the six winter months, called the Canter

bury Catch Club, the performances at

which were conducted by his brother-in-

law T. N. Saffery, and afterwards by his

son Osmond Saffery. This society has been

kept up annually ever since that period,

and, being supported by the principal in

habitants of the city, enjoys at the present

time a very high degree of popularity, be

ing, although a convivial meeting, in every

respect conducted upon the same principle

as a regular weekly coucert of vocal and

instrumental music.

T. Goodban was placed in the choir of

the cathedral at the age of seven years;

under the late Samuel Porter the organist,

but, showing no particular disposition to the

study of music, did not begin to practice

the violin until fourteen years of age, when

a change occurring in his father's circum

stances, his mother's death soon following,

he was placed in a situation as clerk in the

office of a very respectable solicitor in Can

terbury, There, although labouring under
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the disadvantage of daily employment at

the desk, Goodban made such progress on

the violin, that upon the death of his father

he succeeded to his teaching, though only

then eighteen years of age. Being left

with two younger brothers to his own re

sources, Goodban next began seriously to

apply himself to the study and practice of

the piano- forte, and the science of music

generally. In 1809, he was appointed one

of the lay-clerks in the cathedral, and

soon afterwards took to the profession as a

teacher of the violin, piano-forte, andsinging,

as his only means of support. In 1810,

(the society being then in a declining state)

O. Saffery gave up the leading and direc

tion of the orchestra at the catch club,

when, at the solicitation of the members of

the society, Goodban undertook the duties

of that honourable situation, and to this cir

cumstance principally attributes the success

of his subsequent professional career. From

this time the society gradually recovered

its popularity, and in 1819 Goodban had

the distinguished honour of being presented

with a silver bowl and salver, of the value

of fifty guineas, bearing the following in

scription : " Canterbury Catch Club, esta

blished 1779. In testimony of the eminent

services rendered gratuitously to the club

for several years of the above period, by

the constant attention and exertion of his

musical talent, this bowl and salver were,

the 1st day of June, 1819, presented to Mr.

Thomas Goodban by the members, as a

mark of their esteem and gratitude. Charles

Delmar, president." Goodban's principal

publications are as follows : " A complete

Guide to the Violin," published in 1810.

*' A Guide to the Piano" a new edition

of which is just published. " A new Game

of Musical Characters, adaptedfor the Im

provement of Beginners and Amusement of

Performers in general," published in 1818.

" The Rudiments of Music, with progressive

Exercises to be written upon Slates, being a

new System of Musical Instruction, and

adapted as wellfor teaching in Classes as

for private Tuition," published in 1820.

" A Glee to Apollo and Bacchus, for four

1

Voices," dedicated to the President ltd

Members of the Catch Club, Canterbury.

GOODGROOM, (John) an English

composer and singer at the chapel royal,

London, about the year 1750. Some of his

sacred music has been published.

GOODSON, (Richard) bachelor of

music and organist at Christchurch, Or-

ford, was elected professor of music thete

in 1682. He died in 1717.

GORDON, (John) a professor of music

at Gresham college. He died in 1739.

GOSS (John Jeremiah) wis a native

of Salisbury, and became a choriste:-boy

of that cathedral. His superior abilities

procured him the situation of a gentlemaa

of the chapel royal, and vicar-choral of St.

Paul's and Westminster abbey. He «u

much admired as a singer, his voice brie;,

not as is frequently the case, a falsetto, but

a genuine countertenor of beautiful qua

lity : his taste in part-singing was both

chaste and elegant. J. J. Goss possessed

many most amiable qualities, in private

life, which will long be remembered by his

professional and other friends. He died in

1817, aged forty-seven, and was buried i«

St. Paul's cathedral.

GOSS, (John) son of the preceding,

was born in 1800, at Fareham, in Hants.

At nine years of age he was entered as one

of the children of the chapel royal at St.

James's, under John Stafford Smith. On

leaving that establishment at the break

ing of his voice, he became a pupil of Att-

wood, under whose excellent tuition he

completed his musical education. John

Goss was a member of the Concentorti

society, also an associate of the Philhar

monic. He has published a canone for

six voices, " / will always give thanks.

dedicated to his master, Attwood, also

some songs. His other compositions con

sist of unpublished glees, one of which,

I " Kitty Fell," was performed last season

at the British concerts.

GOSSEC, (Francis Joseph) member

of the institute and of the legion of ho

nour, was one of the three inspectors of

instruction, and professors of composition,
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Jt the conservatory of music, in Paris. He

wis born in 1733 at Vergnies, in Hainaut.

When seven years of age he was sent to

Antwerp, and remained for eight years in

tilt city as a singing-boy in the cathedral,

ftraec was nearly self-instructed in music,

chiefly by means of a profound study of

the scares of the great masters. It appears

that he was never able to visit Italy, but in

1751 went to Paris, where he afterwards

tied his residence. Soon after this he was

itaehed to the suite of the prince de

Condi, as leader of his band, and composed

xveral operas for it. In 1770, he founded

Ue concert of amateurs, where the cheva

lier de St. George was first violin, and

which hid the greatest success during ten

swus. In 1773, Gossec took the manage

ment « the spiritual concert, and in 1784

raippointed a principal professor in the

"Til school of singing and declamation,

Wed at the Minus plaisirs by M. le

Euon Breteuil. At the commencement of

lie French revolution, he accepted the situ-

kbo of director of the band to the national

pari; and many symphonies, hymns, &c.

wind instruments were at that time

t»=I»sed by him, and performed by this

bud on different public occasions. In the

jar 1795, a law was passed by the national

coavention, definitively fixing the organiza-

of a conservatory of music, when

Gossec was chosen, conjointly with Messrs.

iiebul and Cherubini, inspector of the

filablishment and professor of composition ;

(iH his principal pupil, being at the

"me time named professor of harmony.

The pupils of Gossec have, for the most

fin, obtained the great prizes at this in

tuition. Gossec was living in 1811, and

H the age of seventy-eight composed a

" Te Drum." We do not know the date

°f his decease. The following anecdote is

•slated respecting the celebrated " 0 salti-

l*W of this master. In the year 1780,

Messrs. Lais, Cheron, and Rousseau, three

'tench singers, were in the habit of fre-

tptently accompanying Gossec to dine with

M de la Salle, secretary of the opera, at

Qwerieres, a village near Paris, The

voui.

curate of the parish, who was well known

to them, one morning requested the three

singers to perform in his church the same

day, on the occasion of some festival :

" With all my heart," said Lais, " if Gossec

will write something for us to sing." Gossec

immediately asked for music-paper, and,

whilst the parties were at breakfast, wrote

his " O'salutaris," which, two hours after

wards, was sung in the church. This com

position has been lately printed in England,

in a very elegant musical work, entitled

Vocal Anthology.

GOTI, (Antonio) a celebrated Italian

singer, was engaged at the opera at Stuttgard ,

when under the direction of Jomelli, in the

year 1663. He was still living in Italy in

1774.

GOTTSCHED, (Johann Christian)

first professor of philosophy, senior at the

university of Leipsic, and colleague of the

grand college of the princes. He has pub

lished several treatises on music, comprising,

1. " Jde'es sur I'Origine tt CAntiquiti de la

Musiqur, el sur let Qua lilt's de ?Ode." 2.

" Idtes sur Its Cantates." 3. " Mies sur

COpera." Gottsched died in 1765.

GOTTWALT, (J.) a German composer

for the piano-forte, in the year 1800.

(Breitkopfs Cat.)

GOUDIMEL, (Claude) a musician of

Franche-Compte, who seems to have lost

his life at Lyons, on the day of the massacre

of Paris, for setting the psalms of Marot,

is ranked among the most eminent compo

sers of music to Calvinistical psalms and

spiritual songs. Goudimel has been much

celebrated by the Calvinists in France for

this music, which was never used in the

church of Geneva, and by the Catholics in

Italy, for instructing Palestrina in the art of

composition, though it is doubtful whether

this great harmonist and Goudimel had ever

the least acquaintance or intercourse toge

ther. He set the " Chansons Spirituelles" of

the celebrated Marc-Ant. de Muret, in four

parts, which were printed at Paris in 1556.

We may suppose Goudimel, at this time, to

have been a Catholic, as the learned Muret

is never ranked among heretics by French
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biographers. Ten years after, when he set

the psalms of Clement Marot, this version

was still regarded with less horror by the

Catholics than in later times ; for the music

which Goudimel had set to it was printed

at Paris by Adrian le Roy and Robert

Ballard, with a privilege, in 1565. It was

reprinted in Holland in 1607, for the use of

the Calviuists, but seems to have been too

difficult : for we are told by the editor of the

psalms of Claude le Jeune, which were

printed at Leyden in 1633, and dedicated

to the states-general, that, in publishing the

psalms in parts, he had preferred the music

of Claude le Jeune to that of Goudimel ;

for at the counterpoint was simply note for

note, the most ignorant in music, if pos

sessed of a voice, and acquainted with the

psalm tune, might join in the performance

of any one of them ; which is impracticable

in the compositions of Goudimel, many of

whose psalms being composed in fugue, can

only be performed by persons well skilled

in music.

GOUGELET, a musician at Paris, pub

lished there, in 1768, two collections of

ariettes from French operas, with accompa

niment for the guitar. He afterwards pro

duced his " Mithode, ou Abregi des Regies

eCAecompagnement de Cavecin," and "/Je

wel/ d'Airs, avec Aceompagnemcnt <fan

muveau genre."

GOU LE, a French composer of romances,

among which the most popular is " La

Suissessc au Bord du Lac."

GOULET, chapel-master at the church

of Notre Dame, at Paris, in 1755. He is

celebrated for his church compositions.

GOUPILLIER or GOUPILLET, cha

pel-master at the church of Meaux, in

France, and subsequently at the chapel of

Versailles, in the year 1683. Several of

the motets of Goupillier were composed by

Desmarets. Louis XIV. having been

apprized of this fact by Goupillier himself,

said to bim, " Avez-vous du moins payi

Desmarets f" Goupillier replied, " Oul."

The indignant monarch commanded Des

marets never again to appear in his pre

sence. Such was the sensation created by

this affair, that Goupillier was obliged to

retire. The king, however, granted him

his pension of retreat, aud likewise conferred

on him a good canonry to console him is

his disgrace. He did not long enjoy these be

nefits, as he died a very few years afterwards,

GOYV, (Neil.) The following interest

ing account of this extraordinary musical

character was written by the reverend prin

cipal Baird, of the college at Edinburgh.

" Neil Gow was born in Strathband,

Perthshire, of humble but honest parents, in

the year 1727. His taste for music was

early decided. At the age of nine he began

to play, aud was, it is said, self-taught, till

about his thirteenth year, when he received

some instruction of John Cameron, an at

tendant of sir George Stewart of Grand-

tully. The following anecdote of a compe

tition, which happened a few years after litis,

deserves to be related, not only as a proof

of natural genius assuming its station at

an early period, but on account of the cir

cumstance with which it concludes, and

which was perhaps the first acknowledg

ment of that peculiar professional ability u

which he afterwards owed his fame. A

trial of skill having .been proposed, amongM

a few of the best performers in the country,

young Neil for some time declined the con

test, believing himself to be no match lot

such masters in the art. At last, however,

he was prevailed on to enter the lists, and

one of the minstrels, who was blind, being

made the umpire, the prize was adjudged

to Neil Gow, by a sentence, in the justice

of which the other competitors cheerfully

acquiesced. On this occasion, in gi"H

his decision, the judge said, that be could

distinguish the stroke of Neil'4 bow among

a hundred players. Having now obtained

the summit of his profession at home, the

distinguished patronage, first of the Athole

family, and afterwards of the duchess of

Gordon, soon introduced him to the notice

and admiration of the fashionable world-

From this period Gow's excellence was

doubtless unrivalled in his department of

Scotch national music; and formed, in

truth, an aira in the progress of its imprpre
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men! which has since been completed by

his sons. The livelier airs which belong to

the class of what are called the Strathspey

and reel, and which have long been pecu

liar to the northern part of the island,

assumed, in his hand, a style of spirit, fire,

asd beauty, which had never been heard

beure. It is carious and interesting to in

quire, on the principles of art, in what con-

sated the peculiar character of a perform

ance which had thus charmed and enlivened

tie scenes of gaiety and innocent pleasure,

*ith equal effect, in every rank, and age of

life. There is perhaps no species whatever

of music executed on the violin, in which

tat characteristic expression depends more

to the power of the bow, particularly what

•'• oiled the upward or returning stroke,

<*a» tie highland reel. Here accordingly

Ri (raw's fort. Jits bow-hand, as a suit-

ate instrument of his genius, was uncom-

aduly powerful ; and where the note pro-

doced by the up bout was often feeble and

indistinct in other bands, it was struck, in

his playing, with a strength and certainty,

which never failed to surprise and delight

thesaiirnl hearer. As an example, may be

sentuaed his manner of striking the tenor

G in Alhale House. To this extraordi

nary power of the bow, in the hand of great

original genius, must be ascribed the singu

lar felicity of expression which he gave to

all his music, and the native highland gout

w certain tunes, such as Tultock Gormn, in

■hich his taste and style of bowing could

°"er be exactly reached by any other per

former. We may add the effect of the sitd-

ikout, with which he frequently accom

panied his playing in the quick tnnes, and

which seemed instantly to electrify the

dancers, inspiring them with new life and

energy, and rousing the spirits of the most

•"animate. Thus it has been well observed,

' The violin, in his hands, sounded like the

"arp of Ossian, or the lyre of Orpheus, and

P»e reality to the poetic fictions which

t&mot the astonishing effects of their per

mittance.'

"The different publications which have

•PPwed under the name of Neil Gow, and

which contain not only his sets of the older

tunes, but various occasional airs of his own

composition, for instance, his 'Lamentation

for Abucairney,' and ' Loch Eroch side,'

are striking specimens of feeling and power

of embellishment. These were set and pre

pared for publication by his son Nathaniel,

whose respectable character and propriety

of conduct have long secured him the esteem

and favour of the public ; and whose know

ledge of composition, and variety of talent

in the art, joined with the greatest refine

ment of taste, elegance of expression, and

power of execution, render him (beyond all

dispute) the most accomplished and suc

cessful performer of Scottish music in gene

ral, ever produced by this country. In pri

vate life, Neil Gow was distinguished by a

sound and vigorous understanding, by a

singularly acute penetration into the charac

ter of those, both in the higher and lower

spheres of society, with whom he had in

tercourse, and by the conciliating and ap

propriate accommodation of his remarks and

replies, to the peculiarities of their station

and temper. In these he often showed a

high degree of forcible humour, strong sense,

and knowledge of the world, and proved

himself to have at once a mind naturally

sagacious, and a very attentive and discri

minating habit of observation. But his

most honourable praise is to be drawn from

a view of his character, which was not so

obvious to the public. His moral and re

ligious principles were originally correct,

rational, and heart-felt, and they were never

corrupted. His duty in the domestic rela

tions of life, he uniformly fulfilled with ex

emplary fidelity, generosity, and kindness.

In short, by the general integrity, prudence,

and propriety of his conduct, he deserved,

and he lived and died possessing, as large a

portion of respect from his equals, and of

good-will from his superiors, as has ever

fallen to any man of his rank. Though he

had raised himself to independent and afflu

ent circumstances in his old age, he con

tinued free from every appearance of vanity

or ostentation. He retained to the last, the

same plain and unassuming simplicity in his
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carriage, his dress, and his manners, which

lie had observed in his early and more ob

scure years. His figure was vigorous and

manly, and the expression of his counte

nance spirited and intelligent. His whole

appearance, indeed, exhibited so charac

teristic a model of what national partiality

conceives a Scottish highlander to be, that

his portrait has been repeatedly copied.

Four admirable likenesses of him were

painted a few years ago for the duke of

Athole, lord Gray, hon. William Maule,

M.P. and for the County-hall, Perth, by

sir Henry Raeburn ; and he has been in

troduced into the view of a highland wed

ding, by the late ingenious Mr. Allan, to

whom he was requested to sit for the pur

pose. In this picture, too, Mr. Allan has

preserved an admirable likeness of Do

nald Uow, the brother of Neil, his steady

and constant violoncello, and without whose

able and powerful accompaniment Neil

could scarcely, in his latter days at least,

be prevailed on to play a note. Such was

the person to whose memory this brief bio

graphical tribute has been thought due. It

is paid unsolicited, by one who had full and

frequent opportunity to judge of his charac

ter. He had often listened to Neil Gow,

while delighting the gay by his music, he

had seen him often in the midst of his

family, and he had conversed with him,

when, in sickness, he was anticipating the

near approach of death. He died at Inver,

near Dunkeld, in 1807. Besides his son

Nathaniel mentioned below, he left an

other, (John) who has long resided in Lon

don, and is also distinguished and admired,

as inheriting much of his father's musical

taste and power of execution. Two other

sons, of equally eminent musical talents,

William and Andrew, died before their

father, a few years ago ; but not till after

they had completely established their repu

tation as true descendants of old Neil. On

the whole, a family of such celebrity in

national music, as that of the Gows, Scot

land is not likely soon to witness again."

GOW, (Nathaniel) son of the preced

ing. His ability as a performer being alluded

to in the foregoing sketch, we need here only

subjoin the following list of the works publish

ed by him : " The Beauties of Neil Gow, in

three Parts,' ' " Fourth, Fifth, and Sixtk Col

lections to follow the above." These six books

contain the chief compositions of the Gows.

" The complete Repository, in four Parti.''

The above are mostly all old, original, slow,

and dancing tunes. " The Vocal Melodiea

of Scotland, in two Parts." This work con

tains slow airs only, without the words.

" The curious Collection of Scotland ar

ranged by Nathaniel Gow."

GOW, (John) son of Nathaniel Gow,

also an excellent performer on the violin,

resident in London. (See his father's bio

graphy above.)

GRAAF, (C. Feiedhich) a musician,

born at Rudolstadt, in Germany, composed

much vocal and instrumental music towards

the close of the present century. Most of

his compositions are published at Berlin;

some few at the Hague, where, from the

year 1762, he was chapel-master to the

prince of Orange.

GRAAF, (FniEDnicH Hermann)

younger brother of the preceding, was bom

at Rudolstadt, about the year 1730. He

was an excellent flutist and composer for

his instrument, and was for some time in

London. He died at Augsburg in 1795.

GRABUT, a French musician, «a

chapel-master to Charles IL, king of Eng

land, and director of the music at one of

the London theatres. The first dramatic

piece produced at London under the name

of opera, was of his composition, entitled

" Ariadne, or the Marriage of Bacchus.

It was performed for the first time in 1674.

His second complete opera, with recitatives,

was " Albion and Albanius," performed in

1685.

GRiEFE,(.ToHANN FniKDRicu) counsel

lor ofthe chamber and of the posts of the dutf

of Brunswick, was born in the year 1711.

at Brunswick. He was an enlightened and

zealous amateur of music. He wrote onsi%'-

ing, and composed many songs, which hate

been much admired. He published six col

lections of airs, the first of which ippeared
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ia 1736, likewise "Les Psaumes deCramer,"

wili an accompaniment for two violins, in

176V), and a French ariette in parts, also

modi other vocal music* He died at

Brunswick, in 1787, aged seventy-six.

GRAEFF, (John George) a dis-

najuished performer on the violin and

Jute, was born, about the year 1762, at

Menu, (where his father held a considera

ble post under the government) and origin

ally intended for the church, but having a

strong predilection for music, was placed

under the tuition of the celebrated Charles

Frederic Abel, and subsequently under

Haydn, He quitted his native city at an

early age, and successively visited Basle,

Berne, and Lausanne, meeting with en-

Wiitnent equal to his most sanguine

"rotations, during a period of five years'

"sdnee in Switzerland. At Lausanne he

n intimate with the celebrated Monsieur

Bonnet de la Rive, and Duverdin, the friend

of Gibbon the historian. Leaving Switzer

land, Graeff made a year's stay in Paris,

»bere his performances were received with

I** most marked applause. Among the

•■fct of his more intimate friends, there

*n tie abbe Vogler.

Graeff came to London in 1784, and,

kindly assisted by Clementi, met with

considerable success as a teacher and com

poser, and is now retired from the profes

sion in affluent circumstances. Graeff is a

ienizen of this country. He has published

fcoch instrumental music. (See Clemeuti's

Cat.)

GR.ESER, (J. C.) a musician at Dres

den. He published at Leipsic, in the years

1736 and 1787, three series of sonatas for

tie harpsichord, of great taste. He died

•hoot the year 1790.

GRAESZ, a pianist and composer for the

tniptl royal at Munich in 1803, was a pupil

cf Haydn and Bcrtoni. He published an

oratorio called " The Death of Jesus," also

much other sacred, and some dramatic music.

GRAVEN, a German amateur composer

of music, excellent pianist, and composer

for his instrument. He died young, in 1 770.

Professor Cramer has inserted a sonata of

his composition in his Flora, and speaks

highly of his taste in music.

GRAF, (C. Friedrich.) See Graaf.

GRAF, (F. Herman.) See Graaf.

GRAHAM, (G. F., Esq.) an amateur

composer of some pleasing ballads, pub

lished by Chappell.

GRAHL, (Andh. T.) a German musician,

born about the year 1745, published some

vocal and instrumental music at Leipsic.

GRANDFOND (Eugene) was born at

Compiegne in 1786. He studied the violin

at the conservatory under Kreutzer, and

composition under Berton. He composed

many collections of romances, some of

which have been published, two concertos

for the violin, and the music of a comic

opera, in two acts, performed at the The'utre

Feydeau,

GRANDI, (Alessandro) a celebrated

Italian church composer, was a Sicilian by

birth. He was chapel-master at Bergamo.

His compositions bear date from the year

1619 to 1640.

GRANDVAL, a French musician. He

published a work at Paris, in the year

1732, entitled " Essai sur le ion Gout en

Musiaue." He likewise composed some

cantatas.

GRANIER (Francois) published at

Paris, in 1 754, six solos for the violoncello.

Op. 1.

GRASSET, (M.) chcf-d'orehestn at

the Italian opera at Paris, during Madame

Catalani's management. Some of his con

certos for the violin have been published.

He is looked upon as the best pupil of

Bertheaume. Grasset is at present one of

the professors of the violin at the Paris

conservatory.

GRASSINI, (Signora Gicseppa) an

Italian female singer of great celebrity,

between the years 1795 and 1810. Her

voice was a contralto of uncommon sweet

ness, and which she managed with a judg

ment still more rare. She was engaged as

prima donna at Venice, in the year 1797.

After the battle of Marengo, Buonaparte,

then chief consul of France, invited her

from Milan to Paris, where she sang at the
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great national fSte, on the 22d of July,

1800. In 1801, she quitted Paris for

Berlin, and the following year proceeded

to London, where she was engaged as the

successor of Banti, at a salary, it is said, of

three thousand pounds for the season. Her

acting was considered, by the English, as

unrivalled on the Italian stage, and her

voice esteemed as the finest example ever

heard of the low soprano. Grassini was

performing, in 1823, at Florence.

GRAUN, (Johann Gottlieb) elder

brother of the celebrated chopel-master of

that name, was born at Wahrenbruck, in

Saxony, towards the close of the seventeenth

century. He was singer at the cathedral

of that town, and a good composer. There

are extant of his writings, several overtures,

symphonies, concertos, a " Salve Regina,"

and some masses.

GRAUN, (Caul Heinrich) chapel-

master to Frederick the Great, at Berlin,

was bom at Wahrenbruck, in Saxony, in

the year 1701 ,and educated in the school of

the holy cross at Dresden. He was first en

gaged by the king, when prince of Prussia, in

the year 1735, as a singer and composer,

and was afterwards sent for his improvement

into Italy. There he remained about two

years, during which time the king con

structed one of the most complete and

most magnificent theatres in Europe, to

which Graun was the composer during the

remainder of his life. At the onset of his

musical career, Graun devoted his talents

chiefly to the service of the church. He,

however, afterwards composed a great num

ber of operas, a few of which are in the

German, but by far the greater part in the

Italian language. Of the latter, he com

posed as many as seventeen, between the

years 1742 and 1756. These continued to

be performed almost exclusively during the

life of the late king of Prussia. He wrote

also the overture and recitatives to the pas

toral opera of " Oalatea," of which the

king himself set part of the songs. His

other compositions consist of several sets

of harpsichord concertos, for the princess

Amelia of Prussia. These are graceful and

pleasing in melody, artful in the disposition

of the parts, excellent in harmony, and yet

easy of execution. His sacred music con

sists of a " Te Detim," masses, and spi

ritual cantatas or oratorios, almost innu

merable ; among which is a very celebrated

one, entitled "Der TodJesu." Graun's " Te

Deum" was many years ago performed at

the concert of ancientmusic, and it has con

tinued a stock piece ever since. Part of

his oratorio, " 7'/ic Death of Jena," and

some other compositions of Graun's; are in

Latrobe's selections, who has also published

an edition of his " Te Deum" at Birchall's.

Specimens of his works are also to be

found in Dr. Crotch's Specimens. Graun,

who was as much revered in Prussia is

Handel was in England, died at Berlin,

universally lamented, in the year 1759.

GRAUN, (Johann Gottlieb) brotler

of the preceding, was an excellent pet-

former on the violin, and a respectable

composer of the old school. He was con

cert-master to the king of Prussia, and

there are extant of his writings, several

overtures, symphonies, concertos, a " Sakt

Regina," and some masses.

GRAUPNER, (Christoph) chapel-

master to the court of Hesse-Darmstadt,

and a celebrated composer of harpsichord

music, was born about the year 1 683. He

also composed several operas for the theatre

at Hamburgh, between the years 1707 and

1710. He died in 1760.

GRAVERAND (N.) was born at Caen

in 1770. At the age of nine years, he

received instruction on the violin from

Quern, a pupil of Capron, and afterwards

perfected himself under Baillot Graverand

was during several years a violinist, and then

chef-oVorchestre of the theatre at Caen.

He has published much music for his instru

ment.

GRAVTUS (Johann G.) was born of a

noble family, at Sahbach, in 1648. 1°

1672, he went to Leyden for instruction in

the law, and there studied also instrumental

and vocal music, in both of which he

attained to a high degree of perfection. In

1677, he went to Bremen, as singer and
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under-master to the Gymntsian academy

of tiat town. He remained there thirty

Tears, nntil he obtained the same situation

at Berlin, where he died in 1729, aged

eifitT. Gravius played on most instru

ment!, and composed with facility. King

Frederick offered him the situation of chapel-

mater, which he refused. The following

ire among his works : " Description de la

Tnmpetle marine," Brime, 1681. " Chan-

mu Spirituelles d deux dessm, avec B. C."

Breme, 1683, in octavo. " Lecons de Chant,

n Dialogue." Brfme, 1702, in octavo.

" Bxdimenta Muticm pratlcar." Breme,

1685, in octavo.

GRAY, an English composer of vocal

tod instrumental music, since the year

1"«.

GMZIAM, (Siokor) an excellent Ita-

f'nrioloncellist. He published at Berlin, in

I'M, sit solos for the violoncello, Op. 1 ;

tad afterwards at Paris, s'x solos for the

wloncello, Op. 2. He died in 1787.

GRAZIANI, (Bowifacto) of Marino,

*w Rome, and chapel- master to the

Jesoits' church in that city, published,

Iw«ee4 the years 1652 and 1672, much

fiircb and other music.

GRAZIOLI, (G.B.) an Italian composer

«f piano-forte music, published at Paris at

tit close of the last century.

GRAZIOLI, (Filipfo) an Italian dra

matic composer, now living. He lately

tronght out at Venice an opera, called

" PeUegrixo bianco," which failed.

GREATOREX (Thomas) is a native

of Derbyshire, and, we believe, was born

m the same parish as the late Mr". Harrison,

*ita whom he was in habits of the strictest

friendship and regard, from very early life,

•ill the hour of Harrison's early death. He

°»* to London in the year 1772, and

'wane a pupil of Dr. Cooke, organist

*ad master of the boys of Westminster

"hey, under whose excellent tuition the

following eminent professors (as well as

■"My others) were educated, namely, sir

William Parsons, Crosdill, Knyvett, Bar-

if, Bock, Spofforth, &e. &c. In

*• fun 1774, 1775 and 1776, Greato-

■ rex attended the oratorios which the late

- lord Sandwich gave, during Christmas,

at Hinchingbrook, and there he derived

| the greatest advantage, not only from

. hearing Handel's music executed with

a precision and effect till then unknown,

but also from the acquaintance and friend-

■ ship of Mr. Bates, who conducted those

performances. The science of Mr. Bates

is well known, and his exertions to bring

forward the commemoration of Handel at

Westminster abbey, will form a lasting

monument of his devotion to the works of

that pride of English musicians. Perhaps

no man can be said to have promoted the

cause of music so essentially as this gentle

man, certainly no amateur. His skill as

a conductor, nurtured and confirmed by

the longest and most universal experience,

was consummated in the performances at

the abbey. The opportunity Greatorex

thus enjoyed of an intimate understanding

of Mr. Bates's theory and practice, could

not fail to be beneficial to the highest pos

sible degree, in turning the taste, and

directing the inquiries and intelligence Of

the young musician. Greatorex has given

the strongest proofs that the friendship of

Mr. Bates was not extended to him in vain.

At the establishment of the Ancient concert,

in 1776, Greatorex assisted in the choruses,

and continued a performer there, till he was

advised to try a northern air for the reesta-

blishment of his health, and he accepted

the situation of organist of the cathedral

of Carlisle, in 1780. Here, though the

emoluments were small, the writer of this

sketch has heard him say, he passed some

of the happiest days of his life. He spent

two evenings of each week in a select

society, in which were included Dr. Percy,

late bishop of Dromore, (then dean of Car

lisle) Dr. Charles Law, late bishop of

Elphin, and archdeacon Paley. The

continual admission of Greatorex to bear

a part in the conversations of such men,

is a powerful testimony of his rank in intel

lect. In 1784, Greatorex resigned his

situation at Carlisle, and went to Italy,

where he studied vocal music, and received
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instructions in singing from signor Santa-

relli, (the most celebrated singing-master of

his time) at Rome, for the space of two

years. He also made a considerable stay

at Naples, Florence, and Venice ; and

visited, on his return, Bologna, Pisa, Leg

horn, Padua, Verona, Vicenza, Mantua,

Parma, Milan, and Genoa, entering Swit

zerland by Mount St. Gothard, and passing

down the Rhone to Cologne ; from whence

he returned to England, through the Nether

lands and Holl and, at the end of the year 1788.

He now established himself in London, and

very soon had his time fully occupied as a

teacher of singing. In the year 1793, on

the resignation of Mr. ISates, as conductor

of the Ancient concert, the noble directors

did Greatorex the honour, without any

application on his part, to appoint him to

that distinguished situation, which he has

now held for twenty-seven years. In

1801, Greatorex, in conjunction with

Harrison, W. Knyvett, and Bartleman,

revived the Vocal concert, and he has very

lately succeeded to the situation of his

respected master, Dr. Cooke, as organist

and master of the boys at Westminster

abbey, which is, perhaps, amongst the most

grateful compliments he could receive.

Greatorex's pursuits are not altogether con

fined tomusic : he is no mean mathematician,

much attached to astronomy, and possesses

several valuable and superior telescopes : he

is also a fellow of the Royal and Linnsean so

cieties. The publications of Greatorex are,

a compilation of " Psalm Tunes," harmo

nized by himself, and dedicated, by permis

sion, to the king. His labours have been

chiefly confined to the arranging many

musical compositions for the concert of

Ancieut music, and the Vocal concerts, by

adding complete orchestral, vocal, and in

strumental parts, to what, perhaps, was

only a duet or air. Of this sort are, " Sing

unto God," Dr. Croft ; " This is the day,"

Dr. Croft ; *' We will rejoice," Dr. Croft ;

" Great it Jehovah," Marcello ; *' Hark,

my Daridcar," Purcell ; and a great num

ber of harmonized glees. He also put wind

instruments to the musette in Handel's

sixth grand concerto, arranged the minuet

to Gluck's overture in " fphigenie," and

adapted the favourite movement in Handel's

lessons for a full band.

GREBER, (Giacomo) a German mu

sician, who came to London, in 1703, with

Margarita de l'Epine, afterwards Mrs.

Pepusch. In 1705, Greber produced at

the New Haymarket theatre, an Italian

pastoral of his composition, called " The

Loves of Ergasto." This was the first at

tempt at dramatic music in the Open-

house.

GRECO, (Gaetano) born at Naples

in the early part of the eighteenth century,

was director of the conservatory of / Povm

di Gesu Christo. It is not known whether

he devoted himself exclusively to tuition, is

none of his compositions have lived ; but his

reputation, as a learned professor, has sur

vived him, and if he has not been immor

talized by his works, he has by bis pupils.

He was Pergolesi's first master, and is said

to have bestowed particular care on his

illustrious disciple, and to have foreseen his

talents and genius.

GREEN (John) is a native of Preston,

in Lancashire, where his father still holds

I he office of treasurer to the corporation,

and other respectable appointments. 1.

Green showed a talent for music early in

life, and soon took a part in the amaieur

concerts of his native town. Becoming

acquainted with the celebrated Yaniewitr,

who at that time had just embarked in the

music trade in Liverpool, Green was pre

vailed on by him to enter into partnership,

and open another warehouse in Preston,

which he did with much success; subse

quently closing it only for the purpose of

superintending the concern at Liverpool,

on account of Yaniewitz having entered

into some engagement in London. Green

resided at Liverpool during six years, when

he accepted proposals from Messrs. Cle-

menti and Co., "to travel for them in the

musical line ; in the course of which duties

he became acquainted, in Ireland, with

Logier, the author of the new system of

musical tuition. From this time. Green
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continued Leper's most intimate friend,

firing' him assistance in forwarding his

plans of instruction, wherever he could

b« useful, and soon had the satisfaction to

induce several professors from Edinburgh,

Liierpool, etc. to go over to Dublin for the

purpose of malting themselves acquainted

<rith Logier's improvements. When S.

Webb* proposed to introduce the new sys

tem in London, Green, having retired from

dementi's on account of being unable to

rringe a partnership, entered into an

agreement with Logier, for the patent of

the chiroplast, and the copy-right of all the

•oris then published, or afterwards to be

published, appertaining to his system. Pie

lis arranged and managed the affairs of

I'^b'i first academy in Bedford-place,

rail ilit whole was in regular train, when

bran academy was opened in Soho-square,

*fcere be still continues to teach according

to Login's principles. At the same place

has also established a depot for various

ifeoiws inventions, viz. : the metronomes,

■ musical time-beaters, of Maelzel, to

»hom be has been appointed agent; second

ly/ for nxious descriptions of improved mu

tilates and metallic tablets ; thirdly, for

■-'jit pencils, (slate and black-lead) also

'"responding obliterators, half of sponge

^d half india-rubber. As an author,

Gran's principal work is a translation, with

copious additions, of Massimino's method

of teaching singing in classes. He has

'"Tiber composed some ingenious vocal and

Mrumental music for learners, also several

^»gs and glees.

GREENE (Dr. Mad rice) was the son

■ the Rev. Thomas Greene, sergeant at

He was brought up in the choir of

S!- Paul's, and when his voice broke was

tound apprentice to Brind, the organist of

cathedral. He was early noticed as

10 elegant organ player and composer for

w church, and obtained the place of organ-

"tof SLDunstan in the west, before he was

twenty years of age. In 1717, on the death

of Daniel Purcell, he was likewise elected

"Swistof St. Andrew's, Holborn ; but the

year his muter, Briud, dying, Greene

was appointed his successor, by the dean

and chapter of St. Paul's ; upon which

event, he quitted both the places he had

previously obtained. On the death of Dr.

Crofts, in 1726, he was appointed organist

and composer to the chapel royal, and on

the death of Eccles, in 173-5, master of his

majesty's band. In 1730, he obtained the

degree of doctor in music, at Cambridge,

and was appointed public music professor

in the same university, in the room of Dr.

Tudway. Greene was an intelligent man,

a constant attendant at the opera, and an

acute observer of the improvements in com

position and performance, which Handel,

and the Italian singers employed in his mu

sical dramas, had introduced into this coun

try. His melody, therefore, is more elegant,

and his harmony more pure, than that of

his predecessors, though less nervous and

original. Greene had the misfortune to

live in the age and neighbourhood of a

musical giant, with whom he was utterly

unable to contend, but by cabal and alliance

with his enemies. Handel was but too

prone to treat inferior artists with contempt ;

what provocation he had received from

Greene, after their first acquaintance, when

our countryman had a due sense of his

great powers, I know not, (says Dr. Bur-

ney) but for many years of his life, Handel

never spoke of him without some injurious

epithet. Greene's figure was below the

common size, and he had the misfortune to

be very much deformed ; yet his address

and exterior manners were, those of a man

of the world, mild, attentive, and wellbred.

History has nothing to do with the infir

mities of artists ; who, being men, in spite

of uncommon gifts and inspirations, are

subject to human frailties, which enthu

siasm, praise, and the love of fame, more

frequently augment than diminish. We

shall not omit to notice, that Greene, in

conjunction with Festing, has the credit

of being the first institutor of the charita

ble fund for the support of decayed musi

cians. See Festing.

Greene, during the last years of his life,

began to collect the services and anthems of
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Our old church Composers, from the single

parts Used in the several cathedrals or the

kingdom, in order to correct and puhlish

them in score ; a plan which he did not live

to accomplish, but, bequeathing his papers

to Dr. Boyce, it was afterwards executed in

a very splendid and ample manner, Greene

died in 1755, and was succeeded, as com

poser to the chapel royal, and master of his

majesty's band, by his worthy pupil Dr.

■William Boyce.

■ GREENE, (Miss) a pleasing singer at

the oratorios, and at the public concerts, in

London.

• GREETING, (Thomas) an English mu

sician, and author of a work entitled

'' The pleasant Companion, or Lessons and

Instructions for the Flageolet," printed for

John Playford, in 1675.

GREGORY, (St., called GiiECOnV ths

Great) a Roman pontiff, was born at Rome,

of an illustrious family, about the year 550.

His rank and talents recommended him to

the notice of the emperor Justin, who ap

pointed him prefect of that city. Being of

a religious turn of mind, and finding that

the duties of his office attached him too much

to the World, he retired to a monastery ; but

he was soon summoned from his retirement,

by pope Pelagius II., who appointed him

6ne of his deacons, and sent him to Con

stantinople in the capacity of nuncio. Upon

his return to Rome, he was employed by

Pelagius as his secretary, but at length ob

tained leave to retire to his convent. Here

he hoped to devote his days to study and

contemplation, but a plague, that raged with

violence in the capital, drew him from his

seclusion. He came forth from his retreat,

and instituted litanies, which were sung in

procession about the streets of the city.

On its arrival at the great church, it is said

that the contagion ceased. Of this distem

per Pelagius died, and Gregory was unani

mously chosen to fill this high dignity.

Though of an infirm and weakly constitu

tion, he possessed a vigorous mind, and dis

charged the duties of his station with equa

nimity and firmness. One of the greatest

events which, by his prudence and judi-

cioits management, he effected, during his

pontificate, was the conversion of our ovta

nation to Christianity.

Bnt what particularly entitles Gregorj

to notice in this work, is his having effected

a reformation in the music of the church.

About 230 years before the period in fchich

Gregory lived, St. Ambrose, who was then

bishop of Milan, became one of the pitrom

of church music, and instituted, is his

church at Milan, a peculiar method of sing

ing-, which received the name of Ctntu

slmbrosiamis, or Ambrosian chant. St. Au

gustine, the disciple of St. Ambrose, spesh

of the great delight he received in hearing

the psalms and hymns sung there : " As the

voices," says he, " flowed into my ears,

truth was instilled into my heart, andthi

affections of piety overflowed in tears i

joy. The church of Milan," he continues,

" had not long before begun to practise this

method. It was here first ordered, that

hymns and psalms should he sung after the

manner of eastern nations, that the people

might not languish and pine away with

a tedious sorrow ; and from that period it

has been retained at Milan, and imitated

by almost all the other congregations of

the world." Tradition says, that it *aS

upon occasion of St. Ambrose receiving St.

Augustine into the church, on his conver

sion, that the bishop of Milan composed

the celebrated " Te Deum," which has

since exercised the talents of the most cele

brated composers.

The chant thus established by St. Ambrose

continued in use, with few alterations, till

the time of Gregory the Great, whose ob

ject in reforming it seems to have been two

fold ; he enlarged the former plan, by

introducing four new modes or tones into

the " Canto fermo," and banished from

the church the " Cantofigurato," as being

too light, and destitute of that gravity and

simplicity suited to the solemn offices of the

church. John Diaconus, the author of

Gregory's life, informs us, that he established

a singing school at Rome, and that it sub

sisted three hundred years after his death,

which happened in 604. He assures us,
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that the original " Antiphonarium" or

volume of anthems of this pope, was still

editing, as well as the whip with which

he used to threaten the restive scholars, and

also the bed on which his infirmities obliged

him to recline, when, in the latter part of

his life, his zeal still led him to visit his fa

vourite school, and hear the scholars prac-

ase. This pontiff is likewise said, by eccle-

sastical writers, to have been the first who

separated the chanters from the regular

dergy; for it was his observation, that

angers were more admired for their fine

voices, than for their precepts or their piety.

At present, this kind of singing is be

come venerable from its antiquity, and

from the use to which it is appropriated ;

fat though the more rich and varied strains

oft Hjydn and a Mozart have been adopted

a the general service of the Roman Catho-

fc church, yet, on particular occasions, the

Gregorian chant is exclusively used, and

heard in all its ancient glory, especially

during the penitential season of Lent, and

in the holy week. It is true, that its sim

plicity, and its total dissimilitude to secular

music, precludes all levity in the composi

tion, and all licentiousness in the execution,

and that to ears long habituated to artificial

and refined music, its simple tones may

have little charm ; yet the amateur will

delight to trace in these inartificial move

ments, some of the melodies of the olden

time, and, perhaps, it may not be too much

to add, of the days of Athenian glory.

GREGORY, (William) a gentleman of

the chapel royal in the reign of Charles II.,

was a composer of several anthems. The

best are, " Out of the deep have I called,"

and "O Lord, thou hast cast us out."

GREINER,(JohannM.) a good violin

ist, was bom at Constance in 1724. He

filled the office of chapel-master to several

German courts, up to the year 1784.

GREINER (Johann Theodore) pub

lished in 1774, at Amsterdam, two works,

comprising symphonies, each containing six

different pieces and six duets.

GRENET, a French dramatic composer,

prwheed, inl737, the opera, " Le Triomphe

de THarmonic," and in 1739, " ApoUari,

licrgcr (VAtltnete"

GRENET, (Claude de) bora at

Chateaudun, in Beauce, in 1771, was an

officer in the French army. He was a

piano-forte pupil of Kuhn, and composed

several concertos and sonatas for his in*

strument, likewise some romances, pub

lished at Paris. J

GRENIER, a musician at Paris, pub

lished there, about the year 1786, some

airs for the violin and violoncello.

GRENIER, (Gabriel) a pianist and

composer for his instrument at Paris, since

the year 1792. He has also published some

romances .

GRENSER or GRENZER, (Johann

Friedricii) professor of the hautboy to the

king of Sweden, about the year 1783, was

born at Dresden. In 1779, he published

at Berlin six trios for the flute, and other

instrumental music.

GRESLER, (Salomon) organist at

Triptio, in Misnia, published at Letpsic, in

1781, six sonatas for the harpsichord, and in

1787, other music for his instrument.

GRESNICK, (Anton) born at Liege in

1753, went at an early age to Italy, where

he studied under the celebrated Sala, mem

ber of the conservatory at Naples. He

afterwards visited London, where he com

posed the music for the opera of " Deme

trius," and obtained the situation of cham

ber-musician to the prince of Wales. He

published much dramatic music at Paris,

amongst which was the four-act opera of

" La Forlt de Brama," a work that he

himself thought would establish his reputa

tion, but which is said to have caused his

death, from his great disappointment at its

being only received at the theatre, a correc

tion. He died soon after, at the early age

of forty-seven.

GRE9ZLER, (FnizDnicn S.) a German

singer and organist, has published some

piano-forte and harp music at Dresden since

the year 1793.

GRETRY, (ANnnK.) The father of

Gretry was a teacher of music at Liege,

where Andre Gretry was born, in the year
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1741. At an early age, he became sen

sible to the charms of music, and to this

sensibility, when he was only four years

old, he was near falling a sacrifice. It

is related of him, that being left alone in

a room where some water was boiling in an

iron pot over a wood fire, the sound caught

his ear, and for some time he amused him

self by dancing to it. The curiosity of the

child, however, was at length excited to

uncover the vessel, and in so doing, he

overset it. The water fell upon, and

dreadfully scalded him from head to foot,

from the great care and attention that were

paid to him by his parents, he at length re

covered in every respect from this accident,

except having a weakness of sight, which

continued ever afterwards.

When he was six years old, his father

placed him in the choir of the collegiate

church of St. Denis, and, unfortunately, but

necessarily, under the tuition of a master

who was brutal and inhuman to all his pu

pils. Young Grfctry had his full share of

ill-treatment, yet such was his attachment

to this man that he could never prevail upon

himself to disclose it to his father; fearing

that, by his influence, the chapter might be

induced to take some steps that would be

injurious to him. What little the youth ac-

quued, during this time, " was not," as he

■aid, " so much from the lessons, as in spite

of the lessons of his master." An accident,

however, which for some time put a stop to

bis studies, deserves here to be related. It

was usual, at Liege, to tell children, that

God would grant them whatever they ask

of him at their first communion. Young

Gr&ry had long purposed to pray on this

occasion, "that he might immediately die

if he were not destined to be an honest man,

and a man of eminence in his profession."

On that very day, having gone to the top of

the tower to see the men strike the wooden

bells, which are always used during the

Passion week, a beam ofconsiderable weight

fell on his head, and laid him senseless on

the floor. A person who was present ran

for the extreme unction, but, on his return,

found the youth upon his legs. On being

shown the heavy log that had fallen upon

him, " Well, well," he exclaimed, " since I

am not killed, I am now sure that I shall be

an honest man and a good musician." He

did not, at first, appear to have sustained

any serious injury, but his mouth was full of

blood, 'and the next day a depression of the

cranium was discovered ; on which, how

ever, no operation was ever attempted.

From this time, but whether owing to the

accident or not is not known, his disposi

tion was considerably altered. His former

gaiety gave way, in a great measure, to

melancholy, and never after visited him,

except at intervals. On his return to the

choir, he acquitted himself by no means to

the satisfaction of his father, who, for a tine,

withdrew him for the purpose of his receiiing

further instruction. He wasnowplacedundti

the care of a master as mild as the other

had been severe. When his father replaced

him in the choir, his improvement both in

singing and playing was found to have been

very great. The first time he sang in the

choir, the orchestra, delighted with his

voice, and fearing to lose the sound of it,

wa3 reduced to the pianissimo ,- the children

of the choir drew back from respect; almost

all the canons left their seats, and were

deaf to the bell that announced the dera

tion of the host. All the chapters, all the

city, all the actors of the Italian theatre,

applauded him, and the savage master him

self took him by the hand, and told him

that he would become a musician of great

eminence. Some little time afterwards, his

voice began to break. It would then bavt

been prudent to have forbidden his singing,

but this not being done, a spitting of blood

came on, to which, on any exertion, he was

afterwards subject. Not long subsequently

to this, he was placed under the care of

Moreau ; but such was the exuberance ol

his genius, that he had previously attempted

several of the most complicated kinds of

music. He has himself stated, that one cf

the first things he did was to carry bis

master a mass, which he had just complet

ed. " Stay, stay," said Moreau, " yo» pro

ceed too fast;" at the same time returning
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to tbe young composer his score with

out looking at it, he wrote down on a slip

of paper five or six semibreves. " Write,"

say* he, " a treble to this bass, and show it

meto-morrow, but attempt no more masses."

Gritty withdrew, a little humbled, saying

U> himself, " My father was right in think-

iag my late master too indulgent." He

cirried Moreau the bass the next day, or

namented with three or four trebles. " You

still proceed too fast," he exclaimed ; " I

only asked for uote against note to this

bass." Gretry could not restrain his mu

sical impetuosity. " Sir," said he, " I had a

ttaoamd musical ideas in my head, and

▼as eager to make use of them." " Do»U-

m vtitcnm, in contrary motion," said his

taaster, " that is the way the parts should

am.' Gretry then quitted liim, saying to

hzneli, " I have learned nothing by these

two lessons, but let us go on gently." Yet

te could not help scribbling. He next com

posed six symphonies, which were success

fully executed in the city. Mr. Hasler, the

cation, begged him to lei him carry them to

the concert, encouraged him greatly, ad

vised him to go to Rome m order to pursue

his studies, and offered him his purse. His

master in composition thought this little suc

cess would be mischeivous to Gretry, and

prevent him from pursuing that regular

course of study, so necessary to his becom

ing a sound contrapuntist. He never even

mentioned his symphonies. Gretry walked

to Borne, in the early part of 1759, being

then only eighteen years of age. Here, in

order that his genius might be as much un

fettered as possible, he studied under se

veral masters, and almost every day visited

the churches, in order to hear the music of

Casali and Lustrini ; but particularly that of

the former, with which lie was greatly de

lighted. The ardour with which he pur-

wed his studies was so great, that it suf

fered him to pay but little attention to his

health, which, consequeutly, became so

much impaired, that he was obliged, for a

time, to leave Rome, and retire into the

country. One day, on Mount Melini, he

nut a hermit, who gave him an invitation

to his retreat, which be accepted, and became

his inmate and companion for three months.

He then returned to Rome, and, young as

he was, distinguished himself by the com

position of an intermezzo, entitled "Le Vende

Mintrice." His success was so decisive,

that he was very near suffering fatally from

the jealousy of a rival in his profession.

Admired and courted in the capital of

Italy, Grefry here continued his labours and

his studies with assiduity and perseverance,

till M. Mellon, a gentleman in the suite

of the French ambassador, incited in him a

desire to visit Paris. In his way to this

city, in 1767, he stopped at Geneva, and

composed there his first French opera of

" Isabelle et Gertrude" which was so

successful, that he was called for after the

performance. , .

It was some time before Gretry could

obtain in Paris a piece to compose ; and he

was first introduced to public notice there

in 1728, by writing the music to Mar-

montel's opera of " Le Huron." This was

received with the most flattering applause.

The opera of " Lucile " followed, which

was even more successful than the former.

His fame was now established in France,

and he produced nearly thirty comic operas

for the great Opera-house in Paris. Of

these, " Zemire et Azor," and " Richard

Cceur de Lion," have been translated, and

successfully brought on the English stage.

The taste of the Parisians tended greatly

to corrupt that of Gretry, but he has done

much towards improving theirs. They have

met about half-way, and perhaps the genius

of the French language, the style of singing,

and the national prejudices, even if he had

determined to continue inflexible, could not

have admitted of a nearer approximation

than we find in his music. Sacchini has

been known to say of Gretry, that he re

membered him at Naples, where he re

garded him as a young man of great genius,

who wrote as much in the style of that

school as even any of the Italian masters ;

but when he heard his comic operas at

Paris, many years afterwards, he did not

fiud that he was much improved by com
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posing to French words, and for French

singers. Gretry, during the anarchy which

reigued a few years ago in France,

became tainted with revolutionary prin

ciples ; and he even went so far as to pub

lish a work on the subject of religion, en

titled " De la viriti ce que nous fumes, ce

que nates sommes, ce que nous dcvons itre,"

which shows him also to have been deeply

tinctured wiih infidelity. He died at Mont

morency in 1813.

GRETRY, (Mile. Lucile) second

daughter of the preceding, composed the

music of the Italian comedy of "Le Marriage

tVAntonio," in 1786. She afterwards pro

duced the opera of " Louise et 7'oinette,"

performed in 1787.

GRETSCH, violoncellist at the.chapel of

the prince of Tour-Taxis, at Hatisbon. He

composed much music for his instrument,

which is considered excellent in its kind.

He died in 1784.

GREVILLE, (Rev. R.) an English

amateur composer ol glees and other vocal

music. His glee, " JYow the bright morn

ing star," is a highly celebrated composi

tion in that style. His compositions ap

peared about the year 1787.

GR1ESBACH (Geobg Ltjdolph Ja

cob) was the son of Johann Heinrich Gries-

bach. He was leader of his late majesty's

band. When he first came to England, he

was placed by their majesties under the

senior Cramer for the violin, and Abel for

the study of composition.

GRIESBACH, (Justus Heinhich

Christian) younger brother to the pre

ceding, was born at Hanover. He came to

England in the year 1780, at the desire of

his late majesty, George HI., and was en

gaged, after some instructions by Crosdill,

as first violoncello in the queen's baud,

which situation he held until the death of

their majesties.

GRIESBACH, (Fbiedhich) brother to

Georg and Heinrich Griesbach, is a cele

brated performer on the hautboy, who also

belonged to the queen's band. He was

for three years a pupil of Fischer, and is

now unrivalled on his instrument.

GRIESBACH, (John Henry) eldest

son of J. H. C. Griesbach, was bora at Kew

Windsor, in 1798. At the age of eight, his

father placed him under his uncle, G. L J.

Griesbach, to be instructed in the theory of

music and the piano-forte. He performed

before their majesties for the first time, in

1810, being then twelve years old, and in the

following year was appointed pianist to her

majesty, and had the honour of playinr; a

solo piece for the piano-forte every oirht,

at her majesty's private concerts. This ho

nour he enjoyed till the demise of her ma

jesty ; when, wishing to have the advantage

of instruction from Mr. Kalkbrenner, which

he had previously obtained at different

periods, for about a month each time,

came to London, and resided with his.

where he had also the great advantage i

improving by constantly hearing the extra

ordinary performance of that great master.

The following is a list of J. H. Griesbach';

works, published up to the 30th of October,

1823 : "A Quartetfor Piano-forte, fnta,

Viola, and Violoncello," dedicated to Mr.

Kalkbrenner ; " Two Fantasias for /»'

Piano-forte ,-" " Romance for the Pit"-

forte i" and some duets. These works ait

highly spoken of by the editor of the Qw

terly Musical Review.

GRIESBACHER, a professor of the cb

rionet, and composer of instrumental music

in Germany, towards the close of the last

century.

GRIFFE, composer of some piano-forte

music in London, in the latter part of the

last century.

GRIFFIN, an English professor of music

and composer. He was one of the original

members of the Philharmonic society. Some

of the instrumental compositions of this

gentleman are of a very superior order,

especially "A Quartetfor two VhHns,Tr*er.

and Violoncello," which was performed at

the British concerts, and highly appreciated

there.

GRILL, (Fbani) a German com

poser of instrumental music, published

at Offenbach and Vienna, between the

years 1 790 and 1 795, in which year be died

30?
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GRIIXO, (Xicolo) an Italian composer

rf rocal music about the year 1750. Hi*

ttautas were much admired.

GRDIALDI. See .\i..,um.

GRIAIAREST, (J. L.) a French musi-

ciao, published, about the year 1707, a work

entitled " Traiti da Hicitatif." He is

believed to have died about the year 1713,

GRIMM, (Hlinbjch) singer at Magde-

krg, and aulx>equent]y at Brunswick, flou

rished in the sixteenth century. He wrote

sany musical works, also much sacred music:

GRIJVISHAU, an English composer of

sags and piano-forte music, published since

tke beginning of the present century. '

GROENEMANN, (Albert) born at

Cologne, was organist and composer at the

ptai church of the Hague about the year

1736, In 1739, be resided at Leyden,

•-c:t he was esteemed a good violinist. He

published at that time much music for the

rielia ^ad Bute. About the year 1760, he

became insane, and died some years after

wards in confinement.

GROENEMANN,(Johank Friebricii)

brother to the preceding, resided, about the

rear 1761, at Amsterdam, and published

there and at London some compositions for

the flute, fee.

GROS (A. J.) published at Paris, in 1 783,

)js fifth work, containing airs for the harp

sichord and harp.

GROSE, an organist at Copenhagen,

published some pleasing vocal and instru

mental music between the years 1780 and

1792.

GROSHEIM, (Gsobg Cbistofu) a

German musician, born at Hesse-Cassel in

1764. He has composed much vocal and

instrumental music, some of which is for the

organ, between the years 1790 and 1800.

lie resides at Cassel, where he lias a music

warehouse,

GROSSE, (Gottfried) organist at Klos-

teibergen, near Magdeburg, has pubbshed

' Six Sonatasfor the Harpsichord," Leip-

1783.

GROSSE, (Samibl Deitbicii) a cele-

trated German violinist and composer for

nil instrument. His playing was much

admired at Paris in 1780. He died in 1789,

at the early age of thirty-two. His compo

sitions are published by Imbault in Paris.

GROSSE, senior, an excellent violinist,

in the service of the prince. royal of Prussia

in 1779, and at the chapel royal of Berlin

in 1790. He was a pupil of Lulli, and pub

lished some music for his instrument.

GROSSE, (HO eldest son of the pre

ceding, was a violoncello pupil of Duport,

and is professor, of his instrument at the

chapel royal, Berlin. He has published

some instrumental music. His younger

brother is second hautboy at the same

theatre.

GROSSE (William .Leopold) was

born in Dessau, the capital of Anhalt, in

Upper Saxony. His father is an officer of

the forests belonging to the dukedom of

Anhalt Dessau, and intended his son Wil

liam for the same business, whicli his acti

vity of mind and body particularly adapted

him for. Having, as a child, a great

predilection for music, his father allowed

him to learn the piano-forte and French

horn, to which he was much induced, by

the facility of procuring excellent teachers

from among the many eminent professors

then in the service of the reigning duke. At

the age of fifteen VV. Grosse left school, and

assisted his father till about the age of

nineteen, when he was employed by the

duke as surveyor of his estates, in which

occupation he continued to be chiefly em

ployed during six years, and then requested

his discharge, with the intention of esta

blishing himself in a music warehouse.

Scarcely had he succeeded in his wishes for

the short space of fourteen days, during

which he had opened a music shop at the

university of Halle, when the battle of Jena

took place, and the French army, with Na

poleon at their head, being victorious, en

tered Halle, and ordered all the professors

and students to leave the town within

twenty-four hours. Grosse, as a teacher,

was included in this order, and his prospects

in business were in consequence completely

blasted. From Halle he proceeded to Ber-

| lin, where b* lost his little remaining pro
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pcrty in an unsuccessful speculation in the

horse trade, between Berlin, Wittenberg,

and Leipsic. He was now reduced to the

necessity of entering one of the German

regiments which the French were then

raising, and in less than six months was

promoted to a lieutenancy, on account of

his good conduct. His regiment was then

ordered to Flushing, where he narrowly

escaped death, and being taken prisoner,

was brought over to England. Soon after

this, having no wish to rejoin the French

eagle, he applied to serve in the German

legion under the duke of Cambridge, but

was unsuccessful in his application. He

then betook himself again to music, and,

after many severe struggles and privations,

was enabled to form a connection in this

country, which has gradually led to exten

sive business as a teacher, and to his perma

nent settlement in London, where he has

published much music for the piano-forte,

also many songs. The following are among

his principal compositions for the piano :

" Zephyr's Waltz, Sfc." " Henriettas

Bower." 11 La Rosa Maria, Air, with Va

riations" " A grand March, with Intro

duction and Rondo" M Fancy's Overture.'*

" Gentil Houtard, with Variationsfor the

Piano, Flute, or Harp ; Flute Accompani

ment ad libitum." " Haydn's celebrated

Andante, with Variations." " Lisctte, a

German Air, with Variations" " Suabian

Air, with Variations" " In my cottage

near a wood, a favourite Air and addi

tional Variations." " Dessauer's March, as

a Rondo." ' ' YoungMay-Moon, as a Rondo."

M Hessian March, pas redouble, and the

Duchess of Kent and Cambridge's favourite

Waltzes." " Beauties of Mozart, Nos. 1,

2, and 3." " Hasting's Waltzes, including

Miss Macdonald's celebrated Waltz."

" Prince Leopold's Waltzes, and the ori

ginal Cobourg Marches." " 7'hc same

Marches for two Performers." " Medley

Rondo ofpleasing German Airs." " Eliza

beth, a favourite Waltz." " Petites Agri-

ables, for two Performers on one Piano

forte." " H. R. H. the Duke of Glouces

ter's March and Waltz." " The Stop,

Duke Nicholas's Waltzes, and Spanish Cas

tanet Dance." " Quatre Saisons, font

Waltzes." " Amelia's Bowers." " Achilla,

a set of Quadrilles." " Short and easy

Preludes for the Piano-forte." " Let Jar-

dins de Kensington." " Little Beauties,

Nos. 1 and 2, collected Airs, containing the

favourite Waltz amongst Roses, each .Vnr

Dances, Nos, 1 and 2." Songs : " Lttt,

Wine, or Fame" " Thine eyes, sued

maid." 11 Rosy Anne" " Fairy Song."

" To Eliza." " The Smile, with an f-

ditional Verse." " Sympathy's Tear, Vocal

Duet." " That roguish boy of Venusfair."

" The Invitation." " On the brow of yes-

der valley, Romance."

GROSSI, (Andiiea) a violinist aid

composer for his instrument, in the serriet

of the duke of Mantua, in 1725, published

sonatas for two, three, four, and five instru

ments.

GROSSMAN, (Frederic*) a celebrated

German singer at Cassel, since the year

1785.

GROSSMANN, a composer of '* Thru

Quartetti and two Clarinetti, Viola e B."

(Traeg's Cat. 1799.)

GROTTI, (Antonio) a dramatic com

poser at Vicenza in the year 1800. His

compositions for the theatre and chamber

are much approved in Italy.

GRUA, (Cabolo) chapel-master to the

elector palatine, at Manheim, in 1756.

GRUA, (Franz Paul von) councilor

to the elector of Bavaria, and chapel-

master at Muuich in 1786, at the time

when that chapel was in the zenith of in

glory.

GRUBER, (Georo Wilhelm) bora at

Nuremburg in 1729. At seven years el

age he was chorister at the chapel of to*1

town. At eighteen he sang with much ap

plause at Frankfort, Leipsic, and Dresden.

In 1750, on his return to Nuremburg.he was

elected member of the chapel there, sod

made chapel-master in 1765. Gruber com

posed much sacred and other music, lie

died at Nuremburg, in 1796.

GRUBER, (Johann Siomund-) son or

the preceding, aud doctor of laws at Xurem
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fcurg. published there, in 1783, a German

nwk in octavo, entitled " Literature of

Mate, or Means of knowing the belt Musi

cal Works." In 1785, he also published

" Beytroege zur Litteratur der Musick." It

m an alphabetical catalogue of authors.

Likewise, among other choice works, " Bio-

grsphien einiger Tonkuiislcr, ein Beytroeg

zur Musihalischen getehrten gesc/iichte

frtxef. mirf." Leipsic, 1 786.

GRUBER, (J ann) a celebrated musi

cian at Nuremburg, was born at Simitz, in

Carinthia, in 1693.

GRUENBERGER, (Tiieodor) a monk,

no* living at a convent in Suabia, has

composed much sacred music, and many

pieces for the organ, since the year 1792.

GRUND, (Christian) harpist' at the

court of Wurtzburg, was born at Prague in

1722. He was considered one of the

greatest masters on his instrument.

GRUND, a German composer of instru

mental music, chiefly for the piano-forte, in

tbe present century.

GRUND, a violin pupil of Spohr, was in

Kn»laad in 1 823. He executed a concerto

of bis master with considerable spirit. He

>tayed bat a short time in this country.

GRUNDIG, (Johann Z.) tenor singer

it the chapel royal, and afterwards at the

schoolof St. Croix, at Dresden, in 1713. He

iii«d at Dresden In 1720. He was Graun's

tn» master in vocal music.

GRUNER, (Nathaniel Gottfried

soger and director of music at the Gymna

sium at Gera, in Saxony, was considered

anoog the best German composers towards

'be close of the last century. He com-

;w*d much sacred and instrumental music,

publUhed at Lyons and Leipsic. Gruner

lost all his property by a fire which hap

pened at Gera, and nearly consumed the

*bole town, in 1781. On that occasion, he

Fibluhed six sonatas at Leipsic, by subscrip

tion, and soon got nearly 1400 subscribers.

He died in 1795.

GL'ACCINI, an Italian soprano singer

•boat the year 1710.

GUADAGNI, (Gaitano) of Viccnza,

nmt first into this country in 1748, at an

vol, u

.early period of his life, as serious man in a

burletta troop of singers. His voice was

then a full and well-toned countertenor;

but he was a wild and careless singer. He

attracted, however, the notice of Handel,

who assigned him the parts in his oratorios

of Samson and the Messiah, which had been

originally composed for Mrs. Gibber.

During his first residence of about four or

five years in England, he was more noticed

in singing English than Italian. He quitted

London about the year 1753. In 1754, he

was at Lisbon , as second serious man under

Gizziello; and, in 1755, very narrowly

escaped destruction during the earthquake.

After this dreadful calamity, Gizziello,

seized with a fit of devotion, retired into a

monastery, where he spent the remainder of

his life. Having a friendship for Guadagni,

and being pleased with his voice and quick

ness of parts, he persuaded the young singer

to accompany him in his retreat, where, for

a considerable time, he took great pains in

directing his studies : and it is from this

period, that Guadagni's reputation as a

refined and judicious singer may be dated.

His ideas of acting were imbibed much

earlier from Garrick. who, when he per

formed in an English opera called Tlie

Fairies, took no less pleasure in forminghim

as an actor, than Gizziello did afterwards in

polishing his style of singing. After quit

ting Portugal, he acquired great reputation

as first man in all the principal theatres in

Italy ; and, the year before his return to

England, excited great admiration by his

talents, as well as disturbance by his caprice,

it Vienna. The highest expectations of his

abilities were raised by report previous to his

arrival here; and, indeed, as an actor, he had

no equal on any stage in Europe. His figure

was uncommonly elegant and noble ; his

countenance replete with beauty, intelli

gence, and dignity ; and his attitudes and

gestures so graceful, that they would have

been excellent studies for a painter or sta

tuary. But though his manner of singing

was perfectly delicate, polished, and refined,

his voice seemed at first to disappoint every

hearer. Those who remembered it when he
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was before in England, found it compara

tively thin and feeble. For he had now

changed it to a soprano, and extended its

compass from six or seven notes to fourteen

or fifteen ; and let a fluid of six feet in

depth be spread over more than double its

usual surface, it will, of necessity, be shal

lower, though of great extent. The music

he sung was the most simple imaginable ; a

few notes with frequent pauses, and oppor

tunities of being liberated from the coin-

poser and the band, were all he wanted.

And in these seemingly extemporaneous

effusions he proved the inherent power of

melody totally divorced from harmony, and

unassisted even by unisonous accompani

ment. Those who were surprised at such

great effects, from causes apparently so in

considerable, in analyzing the pleasure he

communicated to the audience, discovered

that it chiefly arose from his artful manner

of diminishing the tones of his voice, like

the dying notes of the jEolian harp. Other

singers captivated by a swell or mczzc di

voce, but Guadagni, after beginning a note

Or passage with all the force he could safely

exert, fined it off to a thread, and gave it

the entire effect of extreme distance. And

though neither his voice nor execution con

tributed much to charm or excite astonish

ment, he had a strong party in England of

enthusiastic admirers and adherents, of

whom, by personal quarrels and native

caprice, he contrived to diminish the number

very considerably before his departure. He

had strong resentments and high notions of

his own importance and profession, which

disgusted many of his warmest friends, and

augmented the malice of bis enemies.

The serious operas in which he performed,

during the season of 1769 and 1770, were

Oiimpiadc, a pasticcio, chiefly by Pic-

cini ; Ezio, by Guglielmi ; and Or/eo, by

Gluck. In this last admirable drama, his

attitudes, action, and impassioned and ex

quisite manner of singing the simple and

ballad-like ail, " Che faro," acquired him

very great and just applause ; but, in the

zenith of public favour, by his private dif

ference with the honourable Mr, Hobart, at

that time patentee of the Opera-house, con

cerning a supposed affront put upon his

sister in favour of Zamparini, together with

his determined spirit in supporting the dig

nity and propriety of his dramatic character,

by not bowing when applauded, or destroy

ing all theatrical allusion by returning to

repeat an air when encored at the termina

tion of an interesting scene, he so greatly

offended individuals, and the opera audience

in general, that at length he never appeared

without being hissed.

His enemies, knowing him to be ft-

sion'i slave, frequently began an encott,

with which they knew he would not com

ply, on purpose to enrage the audience.

Guadagni was allowed to be the first bil

liard player in Europe ; but his antagonist!,

discovering his irritability, used, when play

ing for large sums, to dispute as unfair

something that was clearly otherwise, by

which 'be was so agitated, as not to be a

match for a child. He quitted England f«

the last time in the summer of 1771.

GUADAGNI, (Sioj/ora) wife of the

preceding, was a celebrated Italian singer,

and performed at the opera in London,

between the years 1759 and 1770.

GUAJETTA, (Gtov.) a celebrated

Venetian female singer, about the yen

1750. She was the wife of the tenor sinter

Babbi.

GUALANDI, (MAHoAnETT*, eaW

Ciampoli) a celebrated Venetian singerin

the service of the landgrave of Hesse-

Darmstadt, about the year 1710.

GUAMI, (Giuseppe) organist at Lucca,

published, about 1586, many motets, anil

was a celebrated performer on the violin.

GUARDASONI, (Domenico) an Ita

lian dramatic composer. He was manager

of the Italian opera at Prague and I>eips"-'-

He died in 1806 at Prague.

GUARDUCCI, (Tokjiaso) of Monte-

fiascone, one ofthe greatest singers of Italy,

was a pupil of Bernachi. He flourished

about the year 1750. Guarducci sang »t

the opera in London, during several season*

commencing with that of 1 767. The tide

of prejudice ran high against him on lis
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int arriralin London, but he had the good

Kostodiscover, before it was too late, that

» linger cannot captivate the English by

trickj or instrumental execution ; and many

ran afterwards he told Dr. Burney, that

gravity of our taste had been of infinite

"met to him.

Gl'ARNERIUS, (Andrea) of Cremona,

i celebrated maker of violins. Most of his

instruments are defined thus, " Anilreai

GworarriiM, fecit Cremona sub titulo Sane-

It Tmsr, 1580.

GUEBAUER, a celebrated performer on

tie bassoon. He belongs to the orchestra

■ lie grand opera in Paris.

Gl'KNEE, (Louis) bora at Cadii in

H81, ii one of the principal violins at the

frod opera at Paris. He was a pupil of

Hodf. Guene'e has published two works,

(Mousing " Duets for the Violin;" also

"Tn Trioi," •• A Volume of Quartets,"

" A Cnerrto," &c.

GUENIN, (A.) formerly first violin at

tke fraud opera at Paris, and afterwards in

fteierfice of the king of Spain, was born

M laadrecias, about the year 1745. He

*■ a pupil of Gavinif, and has published

much music for his instrument.

GUEN1N, (H. N.) son of the preceding,

■ known by the overture and airs of the

ballet of «' Tilimauue" arranged for the

piano. He is a good pianist.

GCENIN, (Mademosiellf.) of Amiens,

composed, at the age of sixteen, the music

nf the opera of " Vaphtiis et Amatthie"

*bich was generally admired.

GUENTHER, (Cam. Friedrich) a

professor of the hautboy, was musician to

• Seion regiment, in 1788, since which

I'me he has published some military music,

>t Dresden and Leipsic.

Gl'ERILLOT, (H.) member of the eon-

lervatory at Paris, and of the grand opera

b'nd, some years since. He was a good

'iolinist, and composed some concertos for

'be violin, some of which were published at

Lyons in 1782.

Gl'ERINI, (Franc.) of Naples, cham-

ber-violinist in the service of the prince of

O^je, between the years 1740 and 1760.

He composed some instrumental music.

Guerini resided for some years in London.

GUERRE, (Elizabeth Claude Jac-

quette df. la) a female musician, the

daughter of Marin de la Guerre, organist of

the chapel of St. Gervais, in Paris, was

born in that city in 1669, and instructed in

the practice of the harpsichord, and the art

of composition, by her father. An opera

of her composition, entitled " C/phale et

Procrii," was represented in the royal

academy of Paris, in 1694, and is still ex-

tant in print. She died in the year 1729.

GUERRENO, (Viana) of Seville, a

celebrated Spanish musician in the six

teenth century. He passed the greatest part

of his life in Italy, and composed some

excellent church music.

GUEST (Ralph) was born in the year

1742, at Basely, in Shropshire. At six years

of age he began to discover a powerful pro

pensity to music, which he was able to

indulge and improve, by joining a very

respectable church choir in his native parish.

At fourteen years of age, he pursued with

increasing ardour his musical studies, and

soon became leader of the choir above-men

tioned. At twenty-one he left the country,

and through the introduction of a friend

obtained a situation in business in London.

Here he had determined to relinquish his

pursuit, and apply solely to his business ;

but on attending Portland chapel one

Sunday, by accident, his resolution gave

way, in consequence of again hearing the

music in which he had taken so much

delight in his native parish. From this

moment he formed a part of this excellent

choir, at that time so justly celebrated in

the metropolis. He now lost no opportunity

of hearing the best public musical per

formances in London, and after a five years'

residence in town, an advantageous offer

presenting itself, he became an assistant to

the late Henry Bullen, of Bury St. Edmunds,

in which place, in the course of a few years,

he set up business for himself. Here, under

the friendly instructions of Frost, the then

organist of St. James's parish, he not only

became a performer on the organ, but also
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greatly improved his musical taste and

acquirements. About the year 1705, the

choir of St. Mary's church was intrusted to

Guest, and when an organ was subse

quently erected, he became organist. What

had been in early life merely an amuse

ment, afterwards became bis sole employ

ment ; he relinquished other business, and

devoted himself entirely to the organ, and

the instruction of private pupils in music.

In the midst even of constant employment,

he found time to publish " The Psnlms of

David," arranged for every day in the

month, many of the last old tunes being

retained, and more than sixty new ones

introduced. To this work was prefixed a

short introduction to singing and thorough

bass. Soon afterwards, he published a sort

of supplement to his former work, entitled

" Hymns and Psalms," the music to which

he adapted and composed. In addition to

his compositions in sacred music, he has

published many songs.

GUEST, (George) son of the preceding,

was born in 1771. He was very early

instructed in the rudiments of music by his

father, and manifested a great precocity of

musical talent and capability. When no

more than two years old, he began to prac

tise the diatonic scale ; at three he could

sing "God save the King s" at five he sung iu

public at St. James's church, Bury, Handel's

song, " He shallfeed his/lock," accompanied

by a full band ; at seven he took the first

treble at the opening of the organ at Stow-

market. Here he attracted the notice of

the late Mr. Taylor, organist of Chelms

ford, by whom he was immediately recom

mended to Dr. Nares, who, after having

heard him sing some of Handel's music,

appointed him to a situation among the boys

in the king's chapel. In this excellent

school, he made great proficiency in musical

knowledge, and so distinguished himself by

his skill in singing, that by Dr. Ayrton,

who succeeded Dr. Nares, in conjunction

with Messrs. Stanley and Linley, he was

brought to sing two songs in an oratorio,

performed before his late majesty. Upon

this occasion, the king, who is well known

to have been an excellent judge of music,

expressed great approbation, and gave

commands to Stanley that Master Ouest

should always sing two songs in the succeed

ing oratorios. At the commemoration of Han

del in 1784, young Guest having obtained

the situation of principal treble singer in the

king's chapel, Bartleman enjoying the same

honour at Westminster abbey, they eack

acquitted themselves with great credit.it>

the prominent parts which were assigted

them. The circumstances of these contem

poraries in after life were widely different ;

Bartleman, remaining in town, acquired a

degree of popularity, which Guest, retiring

into the seclusion of the country, could

not possibly attain. In 1787, having beta

solicited to accept the organ at Eye, Suf

folk, he left the king's chapel, to undertake

the duties of that situation. He remained

at Eye only two years, being, in 1789, ap

pointed to the organ recently erected by

Green, at Wisbeck, in the county of Cam

bridge. For this office there were at first w

fewer than nineteen candidates, but when it

was understood that Guest was one, and

that they were to undergo an examination

by Dr. Randall, in St. Mary's church,

Cambridge, they all withdrew their claims,

except three. Guest having performed

several difficult pieces of music, and having

extemporized upon a given subject of a fe«

bars in a masterly manner, he was recom

mended to the capital burgesses of Wished

by Dr. Randall, and by them accepted.

Guest has ever since resided at Wished,

where he is celebrated as a teacher of the

piano-forte, and as au extemporary pet-

former upon the organ. In this last respeit.

he has long excited admiration by the

correctness and elegance with which he

pours forth the impulses of the moment.

To a thorough knowledge of his art, and a

complete mechanical command of his in

strument, is superadded the further excel

lence of a chaste, yet brilliant original con

ception of musical ideas, which he never

fails to develope with precision and effect.

Guest is the author of a variety of mu

sical publications, which have been well
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record, particularly his " Fugues and

Vtkntariafor the Organ," " An Anthem

firChristmas Day,inscribcd toVr.Clarke,"

" A Set of Hymns for the Service of the

Clatrch," and a Six Grand Piecesfor a full

Military Band." He is also the author of

several admired glees, duets, and songs.

GUGEL, (H.) a celebrated performer on

tie born, and composer for his instrument.

He was lately at St. Petersburg, and went

from thence to Paris. His knowledge of his

instrument is said to be perfect, and his

powers upon it beyond all expectation.

GUGL, (Matth^us) organist at the

cathedra] of Salzburg, published there, in

1"19, " Fundamenta Partitura in com-

pm&i Data." A third edition of this work

wupublished at Augsburg in 1777.

GUGLIELMI, (Pietbo) son of Joa-

cira Guglielmi, master of the chapel of

tie Me of Modena, was born at Massa di

Carrara, in 1729. He studied music under

tis father till he was eighteen, when he

*as itnt to the conservatory of Lorctto, at

Naples. The celebrated Durante then

directed this school, from whence Piccini,

Sacchini, Cimarosa, Maio, Trajet'ta, Pai-

wlk), Sec. have issued. Guglielmi did

not announce any great disposition for

music, but Durante subjected him to the

dry studies of counterpoint and composition.

He left the conservatory at the age of

t»enty-eight, and composed, nearly directly,

for the principal theatres of Italy, comic

and serious operas, in both of which he

succeeded equally well. He was sent for

to Vienna, to Madrid, to London, and

returned to Naples, being then in his

fiftieth year. It was at this epoch, that his

faculties acquired their greatest activity,

and that his genius shed its greatest lustre.

He found the theatre at Naples occupied by

the great talents of Paisiello and Cimarosa,

*bo there disputed the palm. He revenged

himself nobly on the latter, of whom he

had cause to complain. He opposed a work

to each work of his adversary, and con

stantly conquered him. Pope Pius VI.

offered Guglielmi, in 1793, the situation of

assterof thechapelof St. Peter. This retreat

gave him, being then sixty-five, an oppor

tunity of distinguishing himself in church

music. Guglielmi's works are reckoned to be

more than two hundred. The best are the

operas of " Le due GemeUi," "La Paslo-

rella A'obile ;" and among his oratorios,

" La Morte d'Oloferne," and " Deborah."

Zingarelli looked upon this last as the

chef-d'oeuvre of Guglielmi. Musicians dis

cover in this composer, simple and elegant

melodies, a clear and supported harmony,

and whole pieces full of fancy and originality.

Hedied in 1804, in his seventy-seventh year.

GUGLIELMI, (Pietro Carlo) a Nea

politan musician, and eldest son of the

preceding, was in London during several

years, and much esteemed here as a dramatic

composer. Among many successful comic

operas, his " / due Gcmelli" is considered

his best work. He has also composed an

oratorio, called "La Dittruzzionc de Gc-

rusalemme," which was performed at the

theatre del Fondo, at Naples, at the begin

ning of the present century.

GUGLIELMI, (Giacomo) younger bro

ther to the preceding. He resided at Paris

for some years, and was engaged at the

Opera buffa in 1810. G. Guglielmi was

boru at Massa di Carrara, in 1782. His

first debut was at the theatre of Argen

tina at Rome ; he then went to Parma,

afterwards to Naples, Florence, Bologna,

Venice, Amsterdam, and lastly to Paris.

GUICCIARD1NI. (Ludovico) an his

torian, born at Florence in 1523. He

resided at Antwerp, where he published

some historical works, in which is to be

found the biography of thirty of the princi

pal Flemish musicians. He died in 1589.

GUICHARD, (Nicolas) a French pro-

fessor of the guitar. He published a collec

tion of airs, among which are " Bouquet de

Romarin," " Le Coin dn Feu," " II est passe"

bon temps," &c. Guichard died in 1807.

GUICHARD, (Louis Joseph) born at

Versailles in 1752, was appointed chamber-

musician to the king of France in 1776.

In 1784, he became professor at the royal

school of singing, and in 1792, singing-

master at the academy of music. Guichard
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is now professor of declamatory singing at the

conservatory, and has composed some ro

mances.

t/ GUIDO. See Ah/tinus.

/ GUIGNON, (Jean Pierre) born at

Turin in 1702. He was a celebrated violin

ist, and gave lessons to the dauphin, (father

ofLouis XVI.) and to Madame Adelaide of

France. Guignon held for thirty years an

absurd appointment, named " Roi dcs Vio-

lona, el Maitre des M(*atrieri," which he

afterwards gave up, and at his request the

office was suppressed. He gave gratuitous

lessons to many young violinists, who re

quested them of him. Guignon's composi

tions consist of some sonatas, duets, trios,

and concertos for his instrument. Guignon

died at Versailles in 1774.

GUILLEMAIN, (Gabriel) bora at

Pans in 1705, was celebrated as a violinist.

He composed some sonatas for the violin and

harpsichord. Guillemain lost his senses

late in life, and in 1770 destroyed himself,

inflicting on his person no less than fourteen

wounds.

GUIIXON, a French musician, published

about the year 1780, at Lyons, some quar

tets for the violin, also some instrumental

music at Paris.

GUILLOU, first flutist at the grand opera

at Paris.

GUMPENHUBER, an amateur per

former at the Pantalon, was engaged for

three years at Petersburg, in 1755, as

chamber-musician, where his capriccios and

concertos were much admired. He quitted

that country in 1757.

GUNTHER, organist at Neustadt, was

named, in 1789, to the church of Su Croix,

at Dresden.

GUNTHER, (Friedrich) a bass singer

at the theatres of Weimar and Gotha, be

tween the years 1770 and 1780.

GUTHMANN, (Frikdrich) second vio

linist at the Italian theatre, at Paris, pub

lished there, in 1786, six duets for the violin.

He has since published a method for the

guitar, and other works, in Germany.

GUTTER1DGE (William) was origin

ally intended for the musical profession, and

received his first instruction at Tenterden,

in Kent. Having some friends in Brussels,

he went there for the benefit of tuition, aid

after remaining some time was engaged to

lead the band, at the theatre in the put.

On his return to England, he undertook the

same situation in the theatre at Birmingham,

then under the management of R. W. Ell*

ton. From thence he was engaged by T.

Dibdin, to instruct the chorus at the Surrey

theatre, and subsequently to lead the band

at the theatre in Brighton, where he becar. <

a pupil of Keisewetter. Soon after this,

he was engaged to lead his majesty's qua

drille band, was also appointed organist at

the Independent chapel in Brighton, ui

officiated in the absence of Mr. Attwood, at

his majesty's private chapel. His composi

tions have never been published, with the

exception of two pleasing songs.

GUTTMAN, (C. A.) a composer of some

piano-forte music, published by Gouldiog.

GUY D'AREZZO. See Guiao.

GU YMENER, a good violinist, resident

in England.

GYROWETZ (Adalbert) was bora ii

Bohemia in 1 765. He received his musical

education at Vienna, and soon became an

excellent pianist and violinist. In 1785, he

went to Naples, from thence came to England,

and returned in 1793 to Vienna, where he

at present resides, enjoying, since 1804, the

place of imperial chapel-master. Gyroweti

has composed very numerous instrumental

works, also some romances and other vocal

pieces.

H

HAAKE or HAACK (Carl) was born [ about the year 1790, first violin and chapel-

at Potsdam in 1757, and was appointed, | master to the royal chapel in Berlin. IT"1
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following arc among his compositions :

"SiiSttitfViolin Concertos," published at

Berlin between the years 1791 and 1797.

" Three grandSonatasfor the Piano-forte,"

Berlin, 1793.

HAAKE or HAACK, (FmEDErucH)

lie Tounger brother of the preceding, is an

organist at Stettin. He has published " Coa

ts* pour kClav." Op. 1 ; " Three Triospour

It Cist." Op. 5 ; "Three Trios pour le Clav."

Op. 6. f. Haake is a celebrated pianist, and

»u a pupil iu counterpoint of Fasch.

HAASS, (Ignaz) a celebrated organist

and composer at Koniggrati, in Germany.

He published at Vienna, in 1797, " Varia-

mi npra I'Andante in A dur del Sig.

Html."

HAASS, (Pat. Ildefonis) a librarian

ud conk in Germany, was born at Offen-

feio 173d. He was an excellent theorist,

uaposer, and violinist. He died in 1791.

Hua'i publications are chiefly for the

church.

HABENECK, (F. A.) There are three

When of this name, all of them violinists.

F. A. Habeneck is the eldest, and was

adjunct and one of the best violin pupils of

Baillot, at the conservatory at Paris. He

"a afterwards adjunct with Kreutier for

ttfo playing, at the imperial academy of

oasic He has published, at Paris, three

fantasies for the violin, which are much

t-lteraed. Joseph and Corentin Habeneck

(ais brothers) were likewise pupils of the

onservalory, and of Baillot's class, and

Wi performed, with great success, con-

wtos on the violin, at the concerts given

by that institution.

HABERMALZ, (H. B. R.) a German

harpist, published, about the year 1782,

"AriK Sammlung fur die Harfe mil einer

r»l, (Urpsic) "BOhe liebes Feilehen,"

the harp, (Dresden) also other pieces

;t" the same instrument.

HABERMANN, (Franz Johann) di-

'tctor of music at Prague, in Bohemia, was

bora in that city in 1712. He was particu

larly esteemed as a contrapuntist about the

cuddle of the last century. Twelve masses

r'f has composition were published at Prague,

in the year 1746, and in 1747 six litanies,

in folio. He has composed also many Sym

phonies and sonatas.

HABERMEHL, (p.) a German com

poser, has published twelve variations for

piano-forte, at Darmstadt, (1796) and twelv*

others for piano-forte, at Brunswick,(1797.)

HACKER, (Benedict) a German com

poser, born in Bavaria in 1769. The follow

ing are among his principal works, up to the

year 1800: "Hebe undTreue, an Emma,"

a song, (Munich, 1797.) "Sir Songs,"

(1798.) "Six Songs," (1799.) "Jefrtlher,

je lieber," song. " Four-Part Songs."

" List gegen List," an operetta. He was

a friend and pupil of Michael Haydn.

HACKMEISTER, (Kahl CnmsTora)

organist at the church of the spirit at Ham

burgh, published, in 1753, a work entitled

" Klavier iibung, bestehend in SO auser-

lesenen variationen iiber eine menuet turn

nutzen der information componirt, tfc."

first volume ; in which he discovers not only

good taste, but a thorough knowledge of

counterpoint.

HADRAVA or HADRAWA was a

Hungarian by birth. He was a good ama

teur violinist, and published in 1782, at

Berlin, six sonatas for the harpsichord.

HAEFNER, chapel-master, in 1797, to

the king of Sweden at Stockholm, was born

in Germany. He studied Gluck's style of

dramatic composition, and when quite a

young man, in 1789, brought out an opera

at Stockholm, called " Electra," which was

very successful.

HAEMMERLEIN (Franz Joseph) was

born at Augsburg. He was an excellent

pianist, and resided, after the year 1771, at

Munich.

HAEMPELN, superintendent of tie

music of the dukes of Furstenberg, was

considered, about the year 1795, as one of

the best violinists and composers for his

instrument iu Germany.

HiENDEL. See Handii.

HANDLER, chapel-master to the bishop

of Wurtiburg, was born at Nuremburg,

towards the close of the seventeenth cen

tury. He was a pupil of Pachelbel. Soon
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after the year 1712, he was named organist

of the court of YVurtzburg. Jie died in

1742.

HAENEL or HANDL (Jacob, called

also Gallus) was one of the greatest Ger

man contrapuntists, about the year 1550.

His works consist chiefly of motets and

church music He died at Prague in 1591.

HiENSEL, (J. D.) See Hexseu

HAENSEL, (Peter) chapel-master to a

nobleman at Vienna, in 1798, was a pupil

of Haydn. He has published " Ncuf Qua-

tuors a deux Virions, Tenor, et Violoncello"

Ops. 1, 2, 3, (Offenbach, 1798.) " Trois

77i2ww\r varies pour le Violon, avec Acc,

lie Viola" Op. 4. " Air, avcc Variations

pour In Harper Op. 4, (Offenbach, 1799.)

" Six Quatuors a deux Violons, Tenor, et

Violoncello," Ops. 5, 6, (Offenbach, 1799.)

V Six Quatuors a deux Violons, Tenor, et

Violoncello," Op. 7, (Offenbach, 1800.)

*' Trois Quatuors d deux Violons, Tenor, el

Violoncello," Op. 8, (Offenbach, 1801.)

" Trois Quatuors i deux Violons, Tenor, et

Violoncello," Op. 9, (Offenbach, 1802.)

H.ERLEMME, (A. G.) an Italian com

poser of the seventeenth century, published,

in 1664, " / sacri Salmi di JJavid, messi

in rime volgalidn Giov. Diotati," (Lucca.)

HAESER, (Johann George) born in

Germany in 1729, was, till the year 1808,

chapel-master of the university church at

Leipsic. He died much lamented in the

year 1809, leaving five children, all of

whom are respectable musical characters in

Germany.

IIAESLER, (Johan-n Wilhelm) direc

tor of music, and organist at Erfurt, was

born in that town in 1749. He was an

excellent performer, and likewise a good

tenor singer. Haeslcr came to England in

1791, and performed on the piano before

their tnajesties, and also in several churches.

He afterwards proceeded to St. Petersburg

and Moscow, where he, probably, is still

living. His works arc numerous for the

organ and piano.

HAEUSLER, (Ernst) tvioloncellist and

composer, born at Stuttgard in 1760, resided,

in 1801, at Augsburg. He published much

vocal and other music between the years

1792 and 1800. His " 12 Canxonette Jtal.

Acc. p. il Piano-forte e Chiterra," published

at Vienna, in 1800, are said to be extremely

beautiful.

HAFEXEDER (Joseph) published at

Manheim, in 1785, his first work, consisting

of three symphonies.

HAGEN, (Avanser) a musician, resi

dent at Paris, has published, since the year

1795, thirteen collections of clarionet duos,

also " Trente-cinq Preludes et Points

d'Orgue dans tons Us Tons unite's," (Paris,

1803.) Hagen was born at Hamburgh,

and was for some time organist at Rotter

dam.

HAGUE (Dr. Charles) was born in

the year 1769, at Tadcaster, in Yorkshire.

From early youth he manifested great fond

ness for music. A violin was placed in hii

hand, and his brother, who was many years

older than himself, became his preceptor.

In 1779, he left his native place for Cam

bridge, where his brother had begua io

reside. From the last-mentioned period, lie

had the advantage of excellent instruction,

both in the practice and the theory of bis

future profession. He became the pop:!

of Manini, an eminent performer on the

violin; and studied the rudiments of tho

rough-bass, and the principles of composition,

under the elder Hellendaal, a man of

undoubted attainments in musical science.

Under these favourable circumstances,

Charles Hague rapidly acquired celebrity,

by his exquisite performance on the violin,

which to the close of life continued to he his

favourite instrument. As he became known,

he acquired friends. Indeed it would have

been surprising if a youth of his interesting

appearance and admirable talents, living in

Cambridge, had not secured many friends

in the university. Among those who were

the most anxious for his success in life, and

the most zealous to promote it, there would

be great injustice in omitting to mention the

late Rev. Or. Jowett, at that time regius

professor of civil law, a gentleman who,

while eminent for his acquirements as •

scholar, possessed a refined taste in music,
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aj a accurate knowledge of its princi-

sift

About the year 1785, Maninidied; and

bj tit advice, as it is believed, of hi* uni-

Tentty friends, young Hague then resided

fcr a lime in London, and became the

pupil of Salomon. Already an excellent

performer, he could avail himself to the

ittermost of the instructions of that great

rater; and from Salomon, without doubt,

ie acquired no small portion of that skill

and power which enabled him to give such

delightful effect to the compositions of

Haydn. During this period, he had the

P»d fortune to be assisted in the study of

and harmony by Dr. Cooke, of glee writers

3 modem time* second to few in point of

f'-e?UM, and, perhaps, the most learned.

Oa lis return to Cambridge, the subject

. iio memoir had the satisfaction of num-

* -? amoag his pupils many members

' tie university, eminent both for rank

ud talent,

i» 1794, he was admitted to the degree

of bacbtlor of music in the university of

Caahndfe.

« 1799, the professorship of music be

came vacant, in consequence of the death

■ Dr, Randall ; when, encouraged by his

-umnous friends among the members of

tit senate, he became a candidate for the

appointment, and was successful. Soon

iner his election to the professorship, he

proceeded to the degree of doctor of music.

Dr. Hague, from that time, considered

ttaselfu completely settled in Cambridge,

•here he continued to reside to the day

»uich discovered what small reliance can

* placed on a constitution even of great

apparent strength. During the spring of

■wl, he frequently complained of being

ra*ell, but no danger was apprehended,

towards the end of May, he was making

arrangements for some concerts on a grand

^ale, which were to be performed at the

approaching commencement, when he be-

alarmingly ill. He remained two

w three weeks in a state which gradually

ktroYed all hopes of his recovery, and

wthe i$o, 0f june) 1821, he expired,

deeply regretted by his family and his

friends.

Dr. Hague was well acquainted with the

principles of playing on keyed instruments,

although not a performer himself. Besides

the violin, he was a complete master of the

tenor and the violoncello.

On public occasions, on which his ser

vices were more particularly called forth,

he was accustomed to lead the musical

performances with a precision and a cer

tainty which showed that he was clearly

entitled to the situation in which he was

placed.

In quartets, his style of playing was

the most delightful that can be imagined.

If, however, we were required to state one

department in which he more particularly

excelled, we should mention his violin ac

companiment to the piano-forte. In thai,

we are almost'inclined to think he was un

rivalled, so prompt was the intelligence

with which he seized the meaning of the

composer, so fascinating the eloquence with

which he developed his ideas.

Dr. Hague was well acquainted with the

theory of music. Whoever would under

stand the principles of composition will

find it an advantage to consult many wri

ters for the purpose of illustration ; but

if i> indispensable that he study one stand

ard author thoroughly. We may observe

that students in music are not the only

students to whom this hint may be useful.

In the last age, ltameau was generally

held to be the great master-theorist—the

hierophant of the mysteries. Dr. Hague

had studied in the school of Rameau. He

had read many modern writers—but Ra

meau he had studied. The writer of this

memoir is of opinion, that the late professor

was partial to Rameau's system ; and the

present writer, if he may venture upon a

determination, not ex-cathedra, is also dis

posed to maintain, that notwithstanding the

discoveries of recent times, whoever has

acquired all the information which Rameau

and his commentators will afford, has but

little to learn in the theory of musical

composition. On subjects of this kind Dr.
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Hague was always glad to converse, and

often lias " the witching time o* night"

found the professor and his biographer with

music paper before them, and black-lead

pencils in their hands, discussing concords

and discords in all their forms, and esti

mating

"Tlieir bearing* and their tics.

Their nice connections and dependencies."

The late professor had no exclusive ad

miration, either of ancient or of modern

music ; he knew the peculiar value of each.

He was anxious to preserve a sensible dis

tinction between the secular and the eccle

siastical style. To record his opinions of

the great composers of different ages, is

beyond the scope of this memoir. It may,

however, he observed, that he was very

copious and animated in his praise of Tar-

tini, whose works he had studied with assi

duity. His master, Hellendaal, had been a

pupil of Tartini ; and from Hellendaal he

had derived several of Tartini's precepts of

composition, which he used to repeat with

great pleasure.

Of the productions of his contemporaries,

Dr. Hague was always disposed to speak

with kindness and liberality. He spoke

with rapture of the music of " Palestine,"

and in his copy of the words of that ora

torio he had made remarks on each move

ment, in a style which manifested the just

ness of his taste and the acuteness of his

critical powers.

The mention of Dr. Crotch has brought

to mind a circumstance which will probably

be thought not uninteresting, and which

might otherwise have been forgotten. For

a short period during the early years of that

extraordinary genius, he was the pupil of

Charles Hague, who was also at that time

very young, being but six years older than

his pupil. In a journal of Dr. Hague's yet

remaining, the circumstance is stated, with

admiration of the rapid progress which his

pupil had made ; and with a declaration,

that to have had such a pupil would always

appear to him the greatest honour of his

life. In due time, Crotch became professor

of music at Oxford. It is pleasing to con-

sider that the tutor and the pupil inviriably

regarded each other with paternal affectioni

Numerous must have been the good qua

lities of that man of whom it may be said—

as it may with truth be said of Dr(

Hague—that many were the friends who

were attached to him when living, and who

lament him now he is no more.

It now remains to notice brieBy the mu

sical productions of Dr. Hague. Of the

single songs which he published, few are

known to the present writer. They an

said to possess considerable merit. In 1805,

" A Collection of Songs" was published by

the Rev. Mr. Plumptre, then fellow ot

Clare-hall, Cambridge. To this work, Dr.

Hague rendered his assistance in adapting

the music, and in a few instances as a

composer. The volume was compiled for ike

most praiseworthy purposes. It contains

many pleasing and popular melodies, which

are as much as may be freed from difficulty.

All that was intended to be done was ably

performed.

The titlepage of a musical publication

seldom affords a date; hence it is not easy

to say in what year Dr. Hague introdurol

to the public (by permission of the com

poser, Mr. Wheeler, of Cambridge) " Sit

Glees for three andfour Voices." These >rf

productions of great sweetness and ele

gance. If any persons should be induced

to become acquainted with them on this

recommendation, he can hardly tail, ■*

think, to be delighted with such composi

tions as " Happy the man," " Wekau,

dear Stella," " My Phillida, adieu, If!"

Some of our readers will not perhaps, de

spise the information, that the words of th«

last-mentioned glee may be found in Perry1'

Relioucs, vol. ii. p. 292, 5th edition.

Dr. Hague's principal publications are

the following: 1. "An Anthem conpoi't

for the Degree of Bachelor of Music,

performed June 29M, 1794." The sub

ject is the 137th Psalm, " By the iters

of Babylon, Ifc." In this production the

author shows that he had completely over

come the mechanical difficulties of com

position. The parts proceed without em-
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urossment, and the harmony is pure.

Over the whole there is thrown a character

of nmplicity and of learning. The opening

'■no, " By the waters of Babylon," is ten

der and pathetic. The subject of the chorus,

" illfar our harps," was employed by the

ailbor, on another occasion, with much

greater effect. " For they that led us away

captive," and " How shall we sing- the

Ltrtssong in a strange land," are deeply

uVtutjj. In listening to the entire com-

; -::nm, we appear to be surveying scenes

cf desolation and of melancholy grandeur.—

1- " Glees," Without pretending to have

'rammed these productions very minutely,

*< think them worthy of a pupil of Ur.

Cooke They consist of real parts. Our

knowledge of them is confined to a mere

pemia) ; we have never heard the effect of

•«y of them, All that we can say of them

is, that they promise much pleasure to those

»fio have an opportunity to hear them.—

" Twelve Symphonies by Haydn, ar-

■'iftd mt Quintets," What is here at

tempted is accomplished in a very masterly

manner.—4, " The Ode as performed in

tie Senate-house at Cambridge, at the In-

laUitisn ef his Royal Highness the Duhe

•/ Gltmctster, Chancellor of the Uiuver-

The ode itself is from the pen of

William Smyth, Esq., professor of modern

•istorjr. In our opinion, we have here the

km elegant and the most sublime of Dr.

Hone's productions. In our opinion—for

"hers, we believe, would select differently

frwn the same work—it would not be easy

nod any thing more beautiful than the

ullowiug air, or more sublime than the

■ hnrus which succeeds it. " The master

«" >l» British shell,'" it will be recollected,

"the poet Gray.

air.

0 Am feu muter of the British shell I
thssed in ike calm of academic bowers

Ts via the spoils of meditative hums,

tnd from thy studious cell

toy loved art*, and virtue's lovely train,
■•■ir roond Uie world securely reign j—

'ha 1 how U that world defiled,

Rov changed each scene that peaceful smiled,

*»«iatoii crowded dome, thy skill divine
-is Umvl wreaths round Granta's spectre twine I

(i! 'mis.

What countless forms, with frantic mien,

Have flitted o'er yon darken'd scene 1

Thty tome—they rage— they disappear,

The storm is woe—the pause is fear !

HAGUE, (Harriot) eldest daughter of

the preceding, died in 1816, at the early

age of twenty -three. Her performance on

the piano-forte indicated a power of exe

cuting all that the most capricious fancy of

the composer could imagine ; but it was a

power which was always under the doml*

nion of taste and of feeling. She could

give effect to the finest inventions of Mo

zart, and triumph, even wheu listened to by

Samuel Wesley, over the most intricate

combinations of Sebastian Bach. In 1814,

she published, by subscription, " Sit Songs,

with an Accompaniment for the Piano*

forte," which are said to be eminently

beautiful compositions.

HAHN, (George J. J.) a senator and

director of music at Munnerstadt, in Fran-

conia, has published, since the year 1748,

many theoretical and practical works,

chiefly in the German language. His

" Officium Vespertinum turn rurale turn,

civile," consisting of six masses and psalms

for a full orchestra, was published at Augs

burg in 1759, and the second edition of his

" (Jencralbasschuler" in the same town ill

1768.

HAIBEL, an actor and good tenor singer

in Vienna, subsequently to the year 1794.

He composed, an operetta, called " Der

Tyraler Wastel" which was very success

ful, and published in different ways in

several of the large towns of Germany.

HAIGH, (T.) an English pianist and

composer. He was a pupil of Joseph

Haydn, and has not only arranged for the

piano many of his master's most celebrated

works, but has made himself known by

several very excellent original compositions.

Among his works may be mentioned a

" Single Violin Concerto," (Preston.)

" Three Duets, with favourite Airs for

Piano-forte," Op. 5, (Preston.) " 7'Arf*

easy Duets," Op. 7. "Divertimento."

" Twenty-eight Sonatinas, with Preludet
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and two easy Duets." " Twenty-eight

Sonatinas, second Set." " Six Sonatas,"

Op. 4. " Three Sonatas," Op. 6. " Six

Sonatas," Op. 8, dedicated to Dr. Haydn.

*' Three Sonatas," Op. 9. " Two Sonatas,"

Op. 12. "Sonatas," Op. 16. "Sonatas,"

Op. 19. "Eight Divertimentos," Op. 42.

" Divertimento, with Blue Bells " " Crown

Prince of Sweden's March," " Sonata,

with Care the Canher." " Sonata, with

Fal,lal,la." "Sonata, with Louis XVI.'s

March." " Thema, with Variations," de

dicated to Miss Thornton. " Air from

' Zauberfiote' of Mozart, with Varia

tions." (All published by Preston.)

" Three Sonatas," Op. 30. " Two Sona

tas," Op. 31. " Twelve Pctits Pieces.

Second Edition," Op. 32. " Three Sona

tas," Op. 39. " Prelude, Minuet, and

Dance Cossacque." 11 Second Diverti

mento for Flute or Violin," Op. 40.

" Thema, with Variations, Letter A." " So

nata, Letter B." " Prelude and Dance,

Letter C." " Sonata Capriccio, Letter D."

" Theme, No. 1, Flute Accompaniment."

" Theme, No. 2, Flute Accompanimejit."

" Air Militaire." " Fantasia," dedicated

to Clementi. "Trio, 'When war's alarms?

for Flute and Violin." " Siege of St. Se

bastian, for Flute and two Harps.'* "La

Joyeuse Rencontre." " Introduction and

Polacca, founded on Slingsby's * Alle-

mande.'" "Divertimento, No. 1, with

'When you tell me,' and' Military Waltz.'"

"Divertimento, No. 2, with ' Where Helen

lies' " " Divertimento, No. 3, with 'Auld

Bob Morris,' and 1 Gypsy Rondo." " In

troduction and Polonoise, to Miss Buckby."

"Arrangement of Haydn's Symphonies,

Nos. 1, 2, and 3, (Letters A, B, and C) in

which are introduced the admired Canzo-

neltas, ' Far from this throbbing bosom,'

' My mother bids me,' and 1 Now the danc

ing sunbeams play,' for Piano-forte and

Flute." " Parody on Overture to Lo-

doiska.for Flute." (dementi's Cat.)

HA1LLOT, a violoncellist at Paris, in

the latter part of the last century. He pub

lished, in 1780, " Six Duos de Violoncello,

tire's de rOpera comiyue," Op. 1.

HAINDEL or HEINDLwas, in 1793,

court-musician and chef-d'orchtstre at the

theatre at Passau.

HA1NGLAISE, (J. B.) a musician, pub

lished at Petersburg, in 1798, "Six Bo-

mances avec Acc. de Guitare."

HAKART, (Carolo) a viol-da-gam-

bist and composer, who died about the year

1730.

HAKE, (Hantz) a violinist at Stade, in

the middle of the seventeenth century. He

published some music for his instrument.

HAKENBERGER, (Andreas) chapel-

master at Dantzic in the beginning of the

seventeenth century. He was one of the

most eminent composers of his time. Hit

works, which are chiefly sacred, bear date

from the year 1612 to 1645.

HALL, (Henry) the son of captaia

Henry Hall, of New Windsor, was bora

about the year 1655, and educated in the

royal chapel,where he had for his first master,

Dr. Blow. His first promotion was to the

place of organist of Exeter. After that he

hecame organist of Hereford, and a vicar-

choral in th?t church. He died in 1707.

He had a son named after himself, who was

also organist of Hereford, and died in it:

year 1713. The similar situation of these

two persons, and the short distance of time

between their death, rendered it difficult to

distinguish one from the other, and this dif

ficulty is increased by the additional cir

cumstance that each had a taste for poetrr.

The elder was a sound musician, and com

posed many anthems, well known to those

who are conversant in church music ; and

most of the musical compositions with the

name Henry Hall, are to be ascribed to

him ; for it has not been ascertained that the

younger was the author of any ; and indeed

it seems that his character of a musician is

lost in that of a poet.

HALL, (William) a violinist in the

chapel royal of king William II., died in

the year 1700. There are some printed am

of his composition. See Sir Jons Ha*"

KINS.

HALTER, (Wilhelm Ferdixand) or

| ganist of the reformed church at Koarys-
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in Prussia, published some excellent

music for the piano-forte. He died in 1806.

Seieral sets of his sonatas are published at

Leipsu and Augsburg.

HAMBOYS, (Jons) one of the oldest

do.tors of music in our country. He flou-

ruied about the year 1470, and left the fol

lowing works, 1st, " Summum Artis Mu^

«u," in manuscript ; and 2d, " Cantionet

dirersi generis." He was an ex-

relloii musician, for the age in which he

bed,

HAMERTON (William Henry) was

bom in Nottingham, in the year 1795. At

u early age he became a chorister of

Lcburch cathedral, Dublin, where he

ittmedhu musical education. In 1812,

bt TOttd London, with the intention of

sudjug vocal music, and for that purpose

fcsae the pupil of Thomas Vaughan. He

fined to Dublin in 1814, and then corn

iced business professionally, as teacher

"i weal music, the organ, and piano-forte.

la 1915, on the resignation of John

Eiliott. Hamerton was appointed master of

ite musical academy, in which he had been

himself educated, and in which several of

u pupils have now distinguished them-

■tbts, particularly Master Ormsby, who so

ouch attracted the attention of his majesty

" his late visit to Dublin, as also Master

Hill, sow a chorister. In 1822, Hamer-

I* officiated gratuitously as organist and

f'ecepior to the Molyneux asylum for

Wind females j and has lately been ap-

Panted one of the gentlemen of his majes

ty's chapel royal in Dublin.

His compositions, which are all vocal, con-

r't of a few songs, duets, and harmonized

some anthems and chants written for

Oiristchurch cathedral, and an elementary

*wk, of which the title is " Vocal Jnstruc-

combined uith the Theory and Prac

tice tf Piano-forte Accompaniment."

1I.UIMEL, (Steffan) an organist of a

'went at Wurtzburg, published some

Jood sacred music between the years 1786

«d 1807.

HAMMERSCIIMIDT, (Aran*) a

^Wan, born in 1611, was organist first

of the church of St. Peter's, at Friburg, and

afterwards of that of St. John at Zittau.

He is chiefly celebrated for his assiduity in

the improvement of the church music in

Saxony, and some of the other German pro

vinces. He died in 1675, at the age of

sixty-four. His compositions were chiefly

motets for four, five, and six voices.

HAMMOND, (Henry) an English

doctor of divinity, born in 1603, was one of

the preachers to the court of Charles I.

To his " Paraphrase and Annotations upon

the Books of the Psalms," he has added a

curious dissertation on the use of music in

divine ser\ ice. He died in 1660.

HAMPEL, (Aston Joseph) a cele

brated performer on the horn, in the chapel

royal at Dresden, in 1748. He was the

master of Punto.

HAN (GERAnDo) published at Amster

dam, in 1730, " Sonate a Ire," Op. 1.

HANDEL, (George Frederick) the

son of an eminent surgeon and physician at

Halle, in the duchy of Magdeburg, and

circle of Lower Saxony, was born on the

24th February, 1684.

In his early youth, he discovered such a

passion for music, as could not be subdued

by the commands of his father, who in-"

tended him for the profession of the law.

He had made a considerable progress in

this art by stealth, before he was allowed

a master; but at seven years old, his father,

finding it impossible to fix his attention to

any thing but music, for which he seemed

to have been endowed by nature with very

uncommon propensities and faculties, placed

him under Zachau, organist of the cathedral

of Halle, a man of considerable abilities in

his profession.

By the time he was nine years old, our

young musician was not only able to offici

ate on the organ for his master, but began

to study composition ; and, at this early

period of his life, is said to have composed

a service, or, as it is called in Germany,

spiritual cantata, every week, for voices

and instruments, during three successive

years. The late Air. Weideman was in

possession of a set of sonatas in three parts,
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•which Handel composed when he was only

ten years old. In the year 1698, at the age

of fourteen, he was earned to Berlin, where

operas were then in a very flourishing state,

at the court of the elector of Brandenburg,

afterwards king of Prussia, who at that time

retained in his service not only many Italian

singers of eminence, but likewise Buononcini

and Attilio to compose.

Handel distinguished himself so much in

this city as a wonderful performer for his

age, that his electoral highness offered to

send him into Italy at his own expense, for

the completion of his musical studies. His

father, however, perhaps from a mistaken

spirit of independence, declined this honour,

and the young musician returned to

Halle.

The death of his father happening soon

after he left Berlin, Handel, unable to

support the expense of a journey to Italy,

whither he was ambitious of going, removed

to Hamburgh, in order to procure a subsist

ence by his musical talents, this city being,

next to Berlin, then the most renowned for

its operas.

John Matheson, an able musician, and

voluminous writer on the subject of music,

Who resided at Hamburgh during the whole

time that Handel remained in that city, in

forms us that he arrived at Hamburgh in

the summer of 1703, endowed with genius

and a good disposition.

" Here," says Matheson, " almost his first

acquaintance was myself, as I met him at

the organ of St. Mary Magdalen's church,

on the 30th of July, whence I conducted

him to my father's house, where he was

treated with all possible kindness and hos

pitality, and I afterwards not only attended

him to organs, choirs, operas, and concerts,

but recommended him to several scholars.

At first he only played a ripieno violin in

the opera orchestra, and behaved as if he

Conld not count five, being naturally in

clined to dry humour.

"At this time hecomposed extremely long

airs, and cantatas without end, of which

though the harmony was excellent, yet

true taste was wanting, which, however, he

soon acquired by his attendance at the

opera."

As these young musicians lived much

together, they frequently had amicable con

tests and trials of skill with each other, in

which, it appearing that they excelled on

different instruments, Handel on the organ,

and Matheson on the harpsichord, they mu

tually agreed not to invade each other's

province, and faithfully observed this com

pact for five or six years.

"Handel," says Matheson, "pretended

ignorance in a manner peculiar to hirnsell,

by which he made the gravest people

laugh, without laughing himself. But his

superior abilities were soon discovered,

when, upon occasion of the harpsichord

player at the opera being absent, hewu

persuaded to take his place, for he then

showed himself to be a great master, to the

astonishment of every one except myielf,

who had frequently heard him before upon

keyed instruments."

Soon after this, an opera called " Clm-

patra," composed by Matheson, was per

formed on the Hamburgh stage, in which he

acted the part of Anthony himself, and

Handel played the harpsichord ; but Mathe-

son being accustomed, upon the death of

Anthony, which happens early in the piece,

to preside at the harpsichord as composer,

Handel refused to indulge his vanity by re

linquishing his post; which occasioned so

violent a quarrel between them, that, u thet

were going out of the house, Matheson p»(

him a slap on the face, upon which they

both immediately drew their swords, and I

duel ensued in the market-place, before the

door of the Opera-house : luckily, the sword

of Matheson broke against a metal butw

upon Handel's coat, which put an end to

the combat, and they were soon after recon

ciled.

This rencounter happened on the 8th of

December,1704, and, as a proof of a speeJy

reconciliation, Matheson tells us, that, on

the 30th of the same month, he aceom-

pained the young composer to the rehearsal

of his first opera, "AlmWa," at the theatre,

and performed the principal character in i' •
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.-.J that afterwards they became greater

friends tJian ever.

On the 25th of February, 1705, Handel

produced a second opera, called " Nero"

which, as well as " Almira" met with a

very favourable reception. After the run of

taese two dramas, Matheson, who per

fused the principal character in both,

quitted the stage, on being appointed secre

tary to the British resident at Hamburgh ; an

efoe in which he continued till his death,

at the distance of near sixty years from his

bit appointment. From 1705 to 1708,

wben Handel set two other operas, " Flo-

n«ii," and " Daftu," he did not compose

tay thing for the stage; but had many

•cedars, and composed harpsichord pieces,

snfte nogs, and cantatas innumerable.

Hudel having acquired at Hamburgh a

Sufficient to enable hirn to visit Italy,

*! ost for that seat of the Muses, a journey

afar which every man of genius so ardently

poo. He staid some time at Florence,

"tare be composed the opera of " Rodrigo."

Thence he went to Venice, where, in 1709,

kpraiwed his "Agrippina," which is said,

Wis biographer, to have been received

*»» acclamation, and to have run thirty

^Is. Here he met with Domenico Scar-

Gaspan ni , and Lotti.

He then visited Rome, where he had an

opportunity of bearing compositions and per-

kraers of the first class. Here the elder

Scarlatti and Gasparini had brought vocal

a«ac, and Corelli instrumental, to great

P^kdion. At cardinal Ottoboni's, by

"horn Handel was greatly caressed and

patronised, he had frequently the advan-

"wof hearing the natural and elegant

Corelli perform his own works. Here our

young composer produced a serenata, " II

Tnaf, fa Tempo" After this he pro

ved to Naples, where he set "Aeit e

W*sv" in Italian, but totally different

fro>n the English drama, written by Gay,

^h beset in 1721 for the duke of Chan-

When he returned to Germany, on

fitting Italy in the beginning- of 1710, he

PTt«eeded immediately to Hanover, where

■ found a munificent patron in the elector,

who afterwards, on the death of queen

Anne, ascended the English throne by the

name of George I. This prince had already

retained in his service, as maestro di ca-

pella, the elegant and learned composer

Steffani, whom Handel had before met at

Venice, and who now resigned his office in

his favour. This venerable musician served

as a model to Handel for chamber duets, and

facilitated his introduction to the smiles of

his patron, the elector, who settled on him

a pension of 1500 crowns, upon condition

that he would return to his court, when he

had completed his travels.

Handel, according to this proposition,

went to Dusseldorf, where he had a flatter

ing reception from the elector palatine, who

likewise wished to retain him in his ser

vice.

But, besides the engagement into which

he had already entered, he was impatient

to visit England ; having received invita

tions from several of the nobility, whom he

had seen in Italy and at Hanover. It was

at the latter end of the year 1710,

that Handel first arrived in London. His

reception was as flattering to himself as

honourable to the nation, and decided him

to remain in this country, where fortune

and renown awaited him, instead of re

turning to more limited engagements at

Hanover.

On the arrival, however, of George I. in

England, Handel, conscious of his deficiency

in respect and gratitude to a prince who

had honoured him with such flattering

marks of approbation and bounty, durst not

approach the court, till, by the ingenuity

and friendly interposition of baron Kilman-

segge, he was restored to favour in the fol

lowing manner.

The king, soon after his arrival, having

been prevailed on to form a party on the

water, the design was communicated to

Handel, who was advised to compose some

pieces expressly on tiie occasion ; the per

formance of which he secretly conducted in

a boat, which accompanied the royal barge.

Upon hearing these compositions, which

have been since so well known, and so justly
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celebrated under the title of water music,

his majesty, equally surprised and pleased

by their excellence, eagerly inquired who

was the author of them. When the baron

acquainted the king that they were the

productions of a faithful servant of his ma

jesty, who, conscious of the cause of dis

pleasure which he had given to so gracious

a protector, durst not presume to approach

his royal presence, till he had assurances

that, by every possible demonstration of

duty and gratitude in future, he might hope

to obtain a pardon. This intercession

having been graciously accepted, Handel

was restored to favour, and honoured with

the most flattering roaiks of royal approba

tion. And as a ratification of the delin

quent's peace, thus easily obtained, his ma

jesty was pleased to double a pension of

two hundred pounds a year, previously

settled on him by queen Anne ; and not

many years after, when he was employed to

teach the princesses, another pension of two

hundred pounds was added to the former

grdnts, by queen Caroline.

From the year 1715 to 1720, we do not

find that any opera was set by Handel.

During the first three years of this period,

he chiefly resided with the Earl of Burling

ton, a nobleman whose taste aud judgment

in the fine arts were as exquisite as his pa

tronage to their votaries was liberal. And

the other two years, Handel was employed

at Cannons, as maestro di capclla to the

duke of Chandos j who, among other

splendid and princely features of magni

ficence, established a chapel, in which the

cathedral service was daily performed by a

choir of voices and instruments, superior, at

that time, perhaps, in number and excel

lence, to that of any sovereign prince of

Europe. Here Handel produced, besides his

anthems, the chief part of his hautbois

concertos, sonatas, lessons, and organ

fugues; which are all so masterly, spirited,

and exquisite in their several kinds, that if

he had never composed an opera, oratorio,

Te Deum, or any other species of vocal mu

sic, his name would have beeu had in re

verence by true musicians as long as the

characters in which they are written con

tinue to be legible.

The most splendid ara in the opera annals

of this country, when the King's theatre

was under the direction of the royal aca-

demy of music, and Handel the acting man

ager and composer, was likewise the precise

moment when this great musician had ar

rived at the stage of existence, which Dante

calls "II mezzo del cammir dinostrn vita"

when the human frame and faculties hare

attained their utmost strength and vigour.

He was endowed with extraordinary na

tural powers, by that time highly improved

by cultivation ; with a hand which no diffi

culties could embarrass ; a genius for com

position original and inexhaustible ; at the

head of a profession, which facilitates access

to the great, and with extraordinary abilities

ensures their patronage ; high in the favour

of the sovereign, nobles, and public of a

rich and powerful nation, at a period of iu

greatest happiness and tranquillity ; when it

was not only blessed with leisure and real

to cultivate the arts of peace, but with power

and inclination liberally to reward those

whose successful efforts had carried them

beyond the regions of mediocrity.

Such were Handel's circumstances, wbea

he first entered into the service of the royal

academy of music. In his treatment even

of first-rate singers, Handel was somewhat

despotic, as the two following anecdotes

will evince.

The very simple and well-known air,

" Verdi prati," in "Alcina," which wucon-

stantly encored, was at first sent back to

Handel by Carestini, as too trifling for hi"1

to sing ; upon which, he went in a great

rage to his lodgings, and, with a tone a

which few composers except Handel ever

ventured to accost a first-rate singer, eJ-

claimed, in his usual curious dialect, and

with his accustomed impetuosity,

tog! don't I know better as yourselnf vast

is pest for you to singl If you vill not sing

all de song vaat I give you, I vill not pay

you ein stiver."

On a similar occasion, upon Cuiioni in

solently refusing to sing his admirabk SO
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"Falsa imagine" in " Otho," he told her

that he always kaew she was a very devil,

but that he should now let her know, in her

turn, that he was Beelzebub, the prince of

Jevils. And then taking her up by the

waist, swore, if she did not immediately

obey his orders, he would throw her out of

the window.

Daring the first years of Handel's retreat

from the opera stage, the profits arising from

his oratorios were insufficient to indemnify

las losses ; and it would remain a perpetual

stigma on the taste of the British nation,

that his "Messiah," that truly noble and

sublime work, was not only ill attended,

but ill received on its first performance in

1741, were not its miscarriage to be wholly

ascribed to the resentment of the many

great personages whom he had offended in

refusing to compose for Senesino, by whom

he considered himself affronted, or even for

the opera, unless that singer was dismissed.

This inflexibility being construed into in

solence, was tlie cause of that powerful op

position, at ouce oppressive, mortifying, and

ruinous to its victim.

Finding it impossible to stem the torrent

of persecution, Handel visited Ireland, in

order to try whether, in that kingdom, his

oratorios would be out of the reach of pre

judice and enmity.

Pope, on this occasion, personifying the

Italian opera, put into her mouth the follow

ing well-know n lines, which she addresses

to the goddess of dulness :

" Strong in new arms, In ! giant Handel stands,

Like bold Briarius with his hundred hands ;

To stir, to rouse, to shake the soul, he comes,

And Jove's own thunders follow Mars's drums.

An-fit lit in, empress ! or you sleep no more :—

*be heard ; and drove him to th' Hibernian

■bore."

" When Handel went through Chester

•his year," (1741) says Dr. Burney, " I was

»i the public school in that city, and very

■ell remember seeing him smoke a pipe

T a dish of coffee, at the Exchange

coffee-house; for, being extremely curious

10 see so extraordinary a man, I watched

him narrowly as long as he remained

at Chester ; which, on account of the

wind being unfavourable for his embarking

at Parkgate, was several days. During this

time, he applied to Mr. Baker the organist,

my first music-master, to know whether

there were any choir-men in the cathedral

who could sing at sight, as he wished to

prove some books that had been hastily

transcribed, by trying the choruses, which

he intended to perform in Ireland. Mr.

Baker mentioned some of the most likely

singers then in Chester, and among the rest,

a printer of the name of Janson, who had a

good bass voice, and was one of the best

musicians in the choir. At this time Harry

Allcock, a good player, was" the first violin

at Chester, which was then a very musical

place ; for, besides public performances,

Mr. Prebendary Prescott had a weekly

concert, at which he was able to muster

eighteen or twenty performers, gentlemen

and professors. A time was fixed for this

private rehearsal at the Golden Falcon,

where Handel was quartered ; but, alas !

on trial of the chorus in the ' Messiah,' ' Anil

with his stripes wc are healed,' poor Jan

son, after repeated attempts, failed so

egregiously, that Handel, after swearing ia

four or five different languages, cried out in

broken English, ' You shcauntrel ! tit not

you dell me dat you could sing at soite 1'

' Yes, sir,' said the printer, ' and so I can,

but not at first sight.' "

Handel, on his arrival in Dublin, with

equal judgment and humanity, began by

performing the " Messiah," for the benefit of

the city prison. This act of generosity

and benevolence met with universal appro

bation, as well as his music. Handel was

assisted by Dubourg, as leader, and Airs.

Cibber. who sang " He was 'despised and

neglected of men," in a manner truly touch

ing to an Englishman. Her voice was a

mere thread, and her knowledge of music

inconsiderable ; yet in this song, (which was

originally composed for herJ by a natural

pathos, and perfect conception of the words,

she often penetrated the heart, when others,

with talents infinitely superior, could only

reach the ear.
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Handel remained eight or nine months in

Ireland, where he extended his fame, and

began to repair his fortune. On his return

to London in the beginning of 1742, 33 he

had relinquished all thoughts of opposing

the managers of the opera, former enmities

began to subside : and when he recom

menced his oratorios the Lent following, be

found a general disposition in the public to

countenance and support him,

" Samson" was the first oratorio he per

formed this year, which was not only much

applauded by crowded houses in the capital,

but was soon disseminated in single songs

throughout the kingdom ; and, indeed, has

ever been in greater favour than any one of

his works, with the exception of the " Met-

tiah," which this season, for the honour of

the public at large, and to the disgrace

of cabal and faction, was received with

universal admiration and applause ; and,

from that time to the present hour, this great

work has been heard in all parts of the

kingdom with increasing reverence and

delight.

It has fed the hungry, clothed the naked,

fostered the orphan, and enriched succeed

ing managers of oratorios, more than any

single musical production in this or any

other country.

This sacred oratorio, as it was originally

called, on account of the words being wholly

composed of genuine texts of Scripture, ap

pearing to stand in such high estimation with

the public, Handel, actuated by motives of

the purest benevolence and humanity,

formed the laudable resolution of performing

it annually for the benefit of the Foundling

hospital ; which resolution was constantly

put in practice to the end of his life, under

his own direction, and long after his death

under that of Mr. Smith and Mr Stanley.

In consequence of these performances, the

benefactions to the charity, from the year

1749 to 1759, by eleven performances,

under Handel's own direction, amounted

to 6,935/.: from 1760 to 1768, by eight

performances, under the conduct of Mr.

J. C. Smith, 1,332/. : from 1769 to 1777,

by nine performance";, under the direction

of Mr. Stanley, 2,032/.: being in ill,

10,299/.

The organ in the chapel of this hospital

was likewise a present from Handel, and he

bequeathed, as a legacy to this charity, a

fair copy of the original score of the " Mil-

siah"

From the time of his return from Ireland,

with little opposition, and a few thin houses,

in consequence of great assemblies of the

nobility and gentry, manifestly and cruelly

collected together on his nights of perform

ance, with hostile intentions, by some

implacable remains of his most powerful

adversaries, he continued his oratorios till

within a week of his death.

But though the " Messiah" increased in

reputation every year, and the crowds that

flocked to the theatre were more considera

ble every time it was performed, yet to

some of his other oratorios, the houses ««<

so thin, as not even to defray bis expenses;

which, as he always employed a very

numerous band, and paid his performer!

liberally, so deranged his affairs, that, in

the year 1745, after two performances of

" Hercules," January 5th and 10th, before

the Lent season, he stopped payment He>

however, resumed the performance of hu

oratorios of " Samson" '* Saul" ** Joseph,

" Belshazzar," and the " Messiah," in

March. " But," says Dr. Burney, " I per

fectly well remember, that none were well

attended, except ' Samson,' and the 'Met-

siah.'"

Dr. Burney likewise informs us, that he

has frequently heard Handel, as pleasantly

as philosophically, console his friends, when,

previous to the curtain being drawn up,

they have lamented that the house was so

empty, by saying, " Never mind, de moosic

vil sound de petter."

In 1749, "Theodora" was so very un

fortunately abandoned, that he was glad if

any professors, who did not perform, would

accept of tickets or orders for admission.

Two gentlemen of that description havi«g

applied to Handel, after the disgrace oi

" Theodora," for an order to hear the

" Messiah," he cried out, " Ob, your sar
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rant, mien herrein! your are tamnable

flinty ! you would no co to ' Theodora :'

der us room enough to dance there, when

that wis perform."

His majesty king George' II. was a

steidy patron of Handel during these cala

mitous tines, and constantly attended his

oratorios, when they were abandoned by his

roan.

Handel, late in life, like the greatest of

poets, Homer and Milton, was afflicted with

blindness, which, however it might dispirit

m embarrass him at other times, had no

(fleet on his nerves or intellects in public;

" be continued to play concertos and vo

luntaries between the parts of his oratorios

to the last, with the same vigour of thought

UQKachfor which be was ever so justly

nooned. To see him, however, led to

ttcorran, after this calamity, at upwards

■ sweaty years of age, and then conducted

twards the audience to make his accustom

ed obeisance, was a sight so truly afflicting

and deplorable, to persons of sensibility, as

SMauj diminished their pleasure on hearing

•tro perform.

Danng the oratorio season, he practised

d** incessantly ; and, indeed, that must

kwe been the case, or his memory nncom-

tjaly retentive, for, after his blindness, he

P%ed several of his old organ concertos,

1 " h must have been previously impressed

•» "is recollection.

latterly, however, he rather chose to

trust to his own inventive powers, than those

of reminiscence : for giving the band only

"* skeleton or ritornels of each movement,

ke played all the solo parts extempore,

*bile the other instruments left him ad

A'kbi, waiting for the signal of a shake,

'"fore they played such fragments of sym-

Pbtmy is they found in their books.

Handel not only continued to perform in

pohr, after he was afflicted with blindness,

hi to compose in private. The duet and

dams in " Judas Maccabaus," " Sion now

hud ikall raise," were dedicated to

Mr- Smith by Handel, after the total pri-

"hon of sight.

Ibis comnosition so late io life, and

under such depressing circumstances, con

firms an opinion of Dr. Johnson, " That it

seldom happens to men ofpowerful intellects

and original genius, to be robbed of mental

vigour by age ; it is only the feeble-minded,

and fool-born part of the creation, who fall

into that species of imbecility, which gives

occasion to say that they are superannuated;

for these, when they retire late in life from

the world on which they have lived, by

retailing the sense of others, are instantly

reduced to indigence of mind." Dryden,

Newton, Dr. Johnson himself, and our great

musician, are admirable illustrations of this

doctrine. Indeed, Handel not only exhi

bited great intellectual ability in the com

position of this duet and chorus, but mani

fested his power of invention, in extempo

raneous flights of fancy, to be as rich and

rapid a week before his decease, as they

had been for many years. Subsequent to

his privation of sight, he was always much

disturbed and agitated, whenever the affect

ing air in " Samson," " Total Selipse,"

was performed. The last oratorio at which

he attended and performed, was on the 6th

of April, and he expired on Friday the 13th,

1759.

Dr. Warren, who attended him in his

last sickness, said, that he was perfectly sen

sible of his approaching dissolution; and,

having been always impressed with a pro

found reverence for the doctrines and duties

of the Christian religion, that he had most

seriously and devoutly wished, for several

days before his death, that he might breathe

his last, as actually happened, on Good

Friday, in hopes, he said, of meeting his

good God, his sweet Lord and Saviour, on

the day of his resurrection, meaning the

third day, or Easter Sunday following.

The loss of sight was an awful warning,

which wrought a great change in his tem

per and general behaviour. Throughout

life he was a man of blameless morals, and

manifested a deep and rational sense of re

ligion. In conversation he would frequently

declare the pleasure he felt in setting the

Scriptures to music, and how much con

templation of the many sublime passages in
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the Psalms had contributed to his edifica

tion ; and now that he found himself near

his end, these sentiments were improved

into solid and rational piety, attended with

a calm and even temper of mind. For the

last two or three years of his life, he con

stantly attended divine service in his own

parish church of St. George, Hanover-

square, where his looks and gesticulations

indicated the utmost fervour of unaffected

devotion. He was buried in Westminster

abbey, the dean. Dr. Pearce, bishop of Ro

chester, assisted by the choir, performing

the funeral solemnity. Over the place of

his interment is a monument, designed and

executed by Roubilliac, representing him in

full length, in an erect posture, with a

music paper in his hand, inscribed, " /

Know that my Redeemer liveth," with the

notes to which these words are so admirably

set in his " Messiah."

Those who are but little acquainted with

Handel are unable to characterise him

otherwise than by his excellencies in his

art, and certain foibles in his nature, which

he was never studious to conceal. Accord

ingly we ate told that he had an enormous

appetite, that he preferred Burgundy to

Port, and that when provoked he would

break out into profane expressions.

These are facts that cannot be denied ;

but there are also particulars which mark

his character but little known, and which

possibly may be remembered elsewhere,

when those that serve only to show that he

was subject to human imperfections are

forgotten. In his religion he was of the

Lutheran persuasion, in which he was not

such a'bigot as to decline a general confor

mity with that of the country which he had

chosen for his residence, at the same time

that he entertained very serious notions in

regard to its importance. These he would

frequently express in his remarks on the

constitution of the English government;

and he considered as one of the greatest

felicities of his life that he was settled in a

country where no one suffers molestation on

account of his religious principles.

His attainments in literature cannot be

supposed to have beeii very great. The

prodigious number of his compositions will

account for a much greater portion of his

time than any man could well be supposed

able to spare from sleep and the necessary

refreshment of nature ; and yet he was well

acquainted with the Latin and Italian lan

guages ; the latter of which was so familiar

to him that few natives understood it better.

Of the English also lie had such a degree

of knowledge as to be susceptible of the

beauties of our best poets ; and this he has

sufficiently evinced by the admirable man

ner in which the sound is almost constantly

an echo to the sense of those passages

which he has selected and set to musk.

The style of his discourse was very sin

gular : he pronounced English as the Ger

mans do, but his phraseology was exotic,

and partook of the idiom of the different

countries in which he had resided, a circum

stance which rendered his conversation ex

ceedingly entertaining.

His habits of life were regular and uni

form. For some years subsequent to his

arrival in England, his time was divided

between study and practice, that is to say,

in composing for the opera, and in condurt-

ing concerts at the duke of Rutland's, the

Earl of Burlington's, and at the houses of

others of the nobility who were patrons of

music. There were also very frequently

concerts for the royal family at the queen's

library, in the Green park, in which the prin

cess royal, the duke of Rutland, lord Cowper,

and other persons of distinction performed.

Of these Handel had the direction, and as

these connections dissolved he gradually

retreated into a slate of retirement, showing

no solicitude to form new ones. His resi

dence was on the south side of Brook-street,

near Hanover-square, in a house afterwards

in the occupation of sir Jarr.es Wright, four

doors from Bond-street, and two from the

passage to the Stable-yard.

His permanent income was six hundred

pounds a year, arising from pensions, that •»

to say, one of two hundred pounds, granted

by queen Anne, and two others of two hun

dred pounds each, granted, as already
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related, by George I. and queen Caroline.

The rest was precarious : for some time it

depended upon his engagements with the

directors of the academy, and afterwards

upon tbe profits arising from the musical

performances which he undertook on his

own account.

We have seen that, in his ruinous con

test with the nobility, he sold out ten thou

sand pounds, the whole of his former

sarings, without being able even then

entirely to extricate himself from his diffi

culties. However, he had at all times the

pnidence to regulate his expenses by his

lacome. Equally untainted by avarice or

profusion , when some years afterwards he

fain found himself in a state of affluence,

tarassumed his former course of living.

Ha social affections were not very strong,

ttd to this it may be imputed that he spent

whole life in a state of celibacy : that

■ had no female attachment of a less

iwamrable description may be ascribed to

• better motive ; and we may truly say

• ■'. Haudel, endowed with many virtues,

*as addicted to no vice or even foible that

*u in the remotest degree injurious to

*Kety.

■'• temper and conduct like this was, in

etry view of it, favourable to his pursuits ;

* impertinent visits, no idle engagements,

or rather expedients to kill time, were ever

ssfered to interrupt the course of his

stsdies.

He bad a favourite Ruckcr harpsichord,

keys of which, by incessant practice,

•ere hollowed like tbe bowl of a spoon.

He wrote very fast, but with a degree of

aipatiencc proportioned to the eagerness

that possesses men of taste to see their

conceptions reduced into form.

like many others of his profession, he

"is passionately fond of paintings ; and,

■ill his sight failed him, viewing collections

•I pictures upon sale was one of the few

'ttrtations in which he indulged himself.

Handel in his person was large, and

rather corpulent, ungraceful in his gait,

which was ever sauntering, and had some

what of that rocking motion which distin-

guishes those whose legs are bowed. His

features were finely marked, and the general

cast of his countenance placid, bespeaking

dignity attempered with benevolence, and

every quality of the heart which has a ten

dency to beget confidence and ensure

esteem.

Though he was impetuous, rough, and

peremptory in his manners and conversa

tion, yet was he totally devoid of ill-nature

or malevolence ; indeed, there was an ori

ginal humour and pleasantry in his most

lively sallies ofanger and impatience, which,

united with his broken English, rendered

him rather the cause of merriment than un

easiness. His natural propensity to wit and

humour, and happy manner of relating com

mon occurrences in an uncommon way,

enabled him to throw persons and things

into very ridiculous attitudes. Had he been

as great a master of the English language

as Swift, his bans mots would have been as

frequent and of a similar cast.

At the coronation of his late majesty iu

1727, Handel had words sent to him by the

bishops for the anthems, at which he mur

mured and took offence, as he thought it

implied his supposed ignorance of the Holy

Scriptures. " I have read my Bible very

well," said he, " and shall choose for my

self." And his own selection of the .-ords,

" My heart is inditing of a good n;atter,"

&c. was very judicious, and inspired him

with some of the finest thoughts thaJ are to

be found throughout his works. This a.'thera

was sung at the coronation, while the pt*s

were doing homage.

Dr. Burney informs us that, besides

seeing Handel at his own house in Brook-

street and at Carlton-house, where he had re

hearsals of his oratorios, by meeting him at

Mrs. Cibber's and at Frasi's, who was then

Burney's scholar, he acquired considerable

knowledge of his private character and turn

for humour. Handel was very fond of Mrs.

Cibber, whose vcice and manners had

softened his severity, and atoned for her

want of musical knowledge. At her house,

on Sunday evenings, he used to meet Quin,

who, like Handel, in spite of native rough
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ness, was almost as fond of music as of good

cheer.

Mrs. Cibber, the first time these giants

met, prevailed on Handel to sit down to the

harpsichord, when he played the overture

of " Siroe," and particularly delighted the

company by the wonderful neatness

with which he played the jig at the

end of it. Quin, after Handel was gone,

being asked by Mrs. Cibber whether he did

not think Mr. Handel had a charming

hand ! " A hand, madam, you mistake, it

is a foot." " Poh ! poh ! said she, has he

not a fine finger V " Toes, by G—,

madam!"

In fact, his hand was so fat, that the

knuckles, which usually appear convex,

were like those of a child, dinted or dim

pled in, so as to be rendered concave ; how

ever, his touch was so smooth, that his

fingers seemed to grow to the keys. They

were so curved and compact when he

played, that no motion, and scarcely the

fingers themselves, could be discovered.

" I remember," says Dr. Burney, " at

Frasi's, in the year 1748, he brought in his

pocket the duet from 1 Judas Maccabaus*

' Prom these dread scenes, ' in which she

had not sung, when that oratorio was first

performed in 1746. When he sat down to

the harpsichord, to give her and me the

time of it, while he sung her part, I hum

med, at sight, the second over his shoulder,

in which he encouraged me, by desiring that

I would sing out; but, unfortunately, some

thing went wrong, and Handel, with his

usual impetuosity, grew violent, a circum

stance very terrific to a young musician.

At length, however, recovering from my

fright, I ventured to say, that I fancied there

was a mistake in the writing, which, upon ex

amination, Handel discovered to be the case ;

and then, instantly, with the greatest good-

humour and humility said, ' I pec your

barton—I am a very odd tog : Maishter

Schmitt is to plame.' "

Handel wore an enormous white wig,

and when things went well at the oratorio,

it had a certain nod or vibration, which

manifested his pleasure and satisfaction.

Without this signal, nice observers were

certain that he was out of humour.

At the close of an air, the voice wili

which he used to cry out, " Chorus! !" was

extremely formidable indeed ; and, at the

rehearsal of his oratorios at Carlton-house.

if the prince and princess of Wales were

not exact in entering the music room, tie

used to be very violent j yet such was the

reverence with which his royal highness

treated him, that, admitting Handel to hare

had cause of complaint, he has been heard

to say, " Indeed, it is cruel to keep these

poor people," meaning the performers, " so

long from their scholars and other concern?."

But if the maids of honour, or any other

female attendants, talked during the per

formance, it is to be feared our modem

Timotheus not only swore, but called names;

yet, at such times, the princess of Wales,

with her accustomed mildness and benig

nity, used to say, " Hush ! hush ! Handd

is in a passion 1" Though totally free from

the sordid vices of meanness and avarice,

and possessed of their opposite virtues, cha

rity and generosity, in spite of tempoa"

adversity, and frequent maladies of body,

which sometimes extended to intellect, Han

del died possessed of twenty thousand

pounds, which, with the exception of one

thousand to the fund for decayed musicians,

he chiefly bequeathed to his relations on the

continent.

In regard to his performance on the

organ, the powers of speech are so limited,

that it is almost a vain attempt to describe

it, otherwise than by its effects. A fine and

delicate touch, a volant finger, and a ready

execution of the most difficult passages, art

the praise of inferior artists ; they were

scarcely noticed in Handel, whose exi*-

lencies were of a far superior description.

His amazing command of the instrument,

the fulness of his harmony, the graadenr

and dignity of his style, the copiousness ol

his imagination, and the fertility of his in

vention, were qualities which absorbed e»erj

subordinate attainment.

When he gave a concerto, his usual me

thod was to introduce it with a voluntary
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movement on the diapasons, which stole on I

the ear in a slow and solemn progression ;

the harmony close wrought, and as full as

could possibly be expressed, the passages

roccatenated with stupendous ait, the whole

at the same time being perfectly intelligible,

and carrying the appearance of great sim

plicity. This kind of prelude was succeeded

by the concerto itself, which he executed

with a degree of spirit and firmness that no

one ever pretended to equal.

Such, iu general, was the manner of his

performance ; but who shall describe ks

effects on his enraptured auditory ! Silence,

the truest applause, succeeded the instant

that he addressed himself to the instrument ;

silence so profound, that it checked respira

tion, and seemed to control the functions of

nature, while the magic of his touch kept

the attention of his hearers awake only to

those enchanting sounds to which it gave

utterance.

Wonderful as it may seem, this command

over the human passions is the acknow

ledged attribute of music j and by effects

like these the poets have ever described it,

alwayssupposing in the hearers a mind sus

ceptible of its charms. But how are we

to account for the influence of that har

mony, of which we are now speaking, on

those who, as far as regards music, may

be said to have no passions, no affections,

on which it could operate? In all thea

trical representations, a part only of the au-

•heoce are judges of the merit of what they

•te and hear, the rest are always drawn

together by motives, in which neither taste

"or judgment have any share ; and, with

"feet to music, it is notorious, that the

pester number of mankind are destitute,

though not of hearing, yet of that sense

which, superadded to the hearing, renders

tu susceptible of the fascination of musical

sounds ; and in times when music was less

fashionable than it is now, many of both

*»es were ingenuous enough to confess, that

"xy wanted that sense, by saying, "I have

*• ear for music." Persons such as these,

*•». had they been left to themselves,

•"^W have interrupted the hearing of

others by their talking, were, by the per

formance of Handel, not only charmed into

silence, but were generally the loudest in

their acclamations.

This, though it could not be regarded as

genuine applause, was a much stronger

proof of the power of harmony, than the

like effect on an audience composed only

of judges and rational admirers of his art.

There seems to be no necessary con

nection between those faculties which con

stitute a composer of music, and the pow

ers of instrumental performance ; on the

contrary, the union of them iu the same

person, in the superlative degree, appears

scarcely practicable ; nevertheless, in the

person of Handel, all the perfections of

the musical art were concentrated.

He had never been a master of the violin,

and had discontinued the practice of it

from the time he took to the harpsichord at

Hamburgh ; yet, whenever he had a mind

to try the effect of any of his compositions

for that instrument, his manner of touching

it was such as the ablest masters would

have been glad to imitate. But what is

still more extraordinary, without a voice, he

was a most excellent singer of such music as

required more of the pathos of melody than

a quick and voluble expression.

At a concert at the house of lady Rich,

he was once prevailed upon to sing a slow

soug, which he did in such a manner, that

Farinelli, who was present, could hardly be

persuaded to sing after him.

To enter upon a critical inquiry into the

several merits of the various works of this

great master, would far exceed the limits

and abilities of the compiler of this work.

Ofsome of his product ions, a transient view

has already been taken. Among those of

the first and highest class, no competent

judge will hesitate to rank his first " Te

IJeum" and " Jubilate," his "Coronation

and other Anthemi," the "Dettingen Te

Deutn," and the truly sublime choruses in

his oratorios.

To point out the various excellencies

in the choruses of Handel would be an

endless task. In general, it may be
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observed that they are fugues, in which the

grandest subjects are introduced, and con

ducted with such art, as only himself

possessed. Some are in the solemn style of

the church, as that of the conclusion of the

first part of "Saul" others have the natural

and easy elegance of madrigals ; others are

in the highest degree expressive of exulta

tion, such as that in *' Israel in Egypt,"

" I will sing unto the Lord," and those in

the **Jifessiak," "For unto us a child is born,"

and " Hallelujah, for the Lord God omni

potent reignelh." Lastly, there are others

in a style peculiar to himself, and calculated

to excite terror, such as " He gave them

Jiailstones for rain" "But the waters

overwhelmed their enemies," and " Thy

right hand, O Lord, hath dashed in pieces

the enemy," in " Israel in Egypt" And

though, perhaps, it may be said that Handel,

agreeably to the practice of his country

men, has too much affected imitation, par

ticularly in the latter of the above-

mentioned unrivalled productions, by pas

sages broken in the time to express the

hopping of frogs, and others calculated to

resemble the buizing of flies ; and that in

"Joshua," he has endeavoured, by the har

mony of one long-extended note, to impress

upon the imagination of hishearers the idea of

the great luminary of the universe arrested

in his course, or, in other words, to make

them hear the sun stand still, it may be

justly said that they abound with innumer

able examples of the true sublime and

beautiful in music, and that they far sur

pass in majesty and dignity the productions

of every other deceased or living author.

The lessons of Handel for the harpsichord

were composed for the practice of the

princess Anne, and consist of suits of airs,

intermixed with fugues, the latter, perhaps,

more proper for the organ, and because they

require a masterly hand, but little practised.

The character of an author is but the

necessary result of his works, and the per

manent fame of Handel must ultimately

rest on the merits of bis oratorios, and other

■acred productions.

Many of the excellencies, which, as a

musician, recommended him to the patron

age of the public during a residence of fifty

years in this country, he might perhaps

possess in common with a few of the most

eminent of his contemporaries ; but till

they were instructed by Handel, none were

aware of that dignity and grandeur of

sentiment which music is capable of con

veying, or that there is a sublime in music,

as well as in poetry and painting. This is a

discovery which we owe to the genius and

inventive faculty of this great man ; and

there is little reason to doubt that the

many examples of sublimity with which his

works abound, will continue to engage the

admiration of judicious hearers, as long as

the love of harmony shall exist.

We shall conclude the foregoing account

of this great musician by an extract from >

very able criticism in the QuarterlyMusical

Review, where the author, in an essay on

the formation of an English school of

music, introduces the following observations

on the works of Handel.

" Though not strictly speaking an English

composer, Handel has always been the first

and most continual object of English admir

ation. But his popularity is fast ebbing

away, and the higher, classes are almost

universally devoted to Italian music.

Handel was a composer of great majesty

and strength, even his elegance partakes

of sublimity. His style is the great, and is

simple in the degree which contributes

most to this end. From a singer he requires

more legitimate and genuine expression

than any other master. In the hands of a

common performer, Handel's best pieces

are heavy and fatiguing, but when we hear

them from one who is alive to his subject,

and whose expression is at all equal to the

task, they awaken the noblest and best

feelings of humanity. They produce in us

a reverential awe for the power which they

celebrate, while they elevate the soul into

adoration and thanksgiving. But, alas!

these sensations are now hardly ever felt,

that dignified simplicity of manner, tsA

that pure elocution that ' spoke so sweetly

and so well,' the finest accordance ofsenti-
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twnt and of sound, are almost gone. Let

<i< endeavour to ascertain the causes. It is

admitted universally, that one of the

strongest impulses to pleasure is novelty.

To this feeling, perhaps, may be traced the

mental preparation which is now leading,

or hat led, to an entire change of musical

opinion in this country. The managers of

public music nsed not to be sufficiently

trtentire to variety in selection : not con

tent with confining the bill of fare to Han-

U, tbey kept to particular songs, and I

tiuok I am warranted in saying, that while

Main portions of his works have been per

formed night after night, much of very

dorioos composition is almost unknown.

Siiiety palled the appetite. Education has

si'aced hand in hand with the fine arts :

tee Eodem languages are now every where

tuttt and understood. In every family of

stable breeding, Italian is thought indis

putable -, there is no longer that bar to

Man music—the ignorance of the lan-

gnage. Not to understand Italian, and

**to ling Italian music, are now some

thing allied to the disgrace of a defective

edncation. Pride is therefore become a

poierfal advocate for the foreigner. The

power of escaping the nice observation of

English critics upon pronunciation, which

'Ik Italian language affords to professional

sogers, must not be overlooked ; there is no

judgment for tbem to dread in this respect,

»nce, even at the opera, the performers are

°fcn known to use a provincial dialect

without censure, and almost without dis-

°rtery. It also happens that the expression

Italian singing is not required by the

English themselves to be so precise and

ilsolute as the expression of their own

words. It may be very easily imagined

t°at the vocal expression of a passage may

W agreeable in a language with which we

art not thoroughly conversant, although we

in not perceive that is not the genuine and

eaact expression, which we should not fail

"i do were it in our own tongue. Hence

Italian singing does not ask for an English

audience the same nice finish which in

English singing we cannot dispense with.

We are apt too to consider what we do not

entirely comprehend to be idiomatic and

peculiar. And we are certainly much

more easily satisfied with Italian than with

English expression. Though these causes

may appear somewhat subtle and remote,

they have, I am persuaded, a very powerful

operation. I shall now proceed to others

which arise more immediately from the

nature of the compositions of our English

favourite and of Italian music.

" A certain portion of terror frequently

mixes itself with the emotions of the sub

lime. In music this is frequently effected

by association. When we hear and feel

1 / know that my Redeemer liveth,' ' The

trumpet shall sound,' or any song of a like

cast, the ideas of death, resurrection, and

judgment fill all the mind. We cannot

dwell without strong emotion upon such

subjects ; the sensation produced is too

sublime and too awful, and when it is

passed away, we are not solicitous to recall

it, but at certain and solemn occasions.

Such are the genuine effects of Handel.

I have already remarked that even his

lighter compositions partake of grandeur.

In his ' Acis and Galatea,' in despite of

music so exquisitely beautiful, descriptive,

original, and impassioned, the mind is

strained beyond its common pitch, and we

are not affected by the tenderness of the

lovers, in the same manner, or in the same

degree, as we are by the amatory composi

tions of the Italian masters. In the story

itself, love is mingled with apprehension,

and pathos with ideas of the bulk, the

ferocity, the strength, the hideous figure,

and the rage of Polypheme. These

serve to give the mind a contrary deter

mination, and prevent it from sinking into

that delicious languor which it is the sove

reign art of the Italian school to produce.

The genius of the Italian language, of

its poetry and its music, is principally

calculated to excite the gentler passions.

The frequent recurrence of soft syllables,

the sweetness of the passages, and the

lubricity with which a true Italian singer

glides through melody, melts us at once
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into a dream of pity or of love. Thus then

we see that the passions which most

agreeably bias and affect the mind are all

on the side of Italy. If it should be urged

that only one master is adduced against the

whole Italian school, I reply that I have

selected the man to whom the English are

most devoted, and, in truth, the only one,

nationally speaking, who is extensively

known to the British public. The works of

early English composers, Purcell, Croft,

Blow, Greene, Boyce, and Arne, though

high in the estimation of sound taste, are

now seldom heard. Their style, with an

exception, perhaps, in favour of the last

master, is considered obsolete. It certainly

lacks the improvement of modern art and

modern taste, while the reasons produced

against Handel bear still more strongly

upon these really English writers. It

appears to me that so far as appertains to

composition, the Germans have already

effected for themselves what I propose to

the English. They have blended and in

corporated with the happiest success the

sweetness, the tenderness, and the variety

of Italian melody, with a strong and natural

character of German music. Haydn and

Mozart rank in the very highest order of

genius, and so truly do their notions of ex

pression accord with our own, that we may

assert, no composers have treated the

expression of most peculiar subjects with

such eminent propriety. It is of little im

portance, I think, whether they wrote to the

words, or whether the words were written

to the music in particular works. No

Englishman could desire or conceive a

more exquisite consent between sound and

sense, than is to be found in the writings of

both these composers. The Creation of

Haydn contains most singular imitations;

and although not comparable for grandeur,

simplicity, and solemnity, and, indeed, not

comparable at all with the ' Messiah ' of

Handel, which is addressed to a totally

different class of thoughts and perceptions,

it is nevertheless full of beauty, tenderness,

and grace. I do not mean to draw a

parallel between these great works of great

men, but rather to contrast them, because

they are really of a totally opposite nature,

and because they ought never to be con

sidered together as objects of comparison.

Their beauties are as distinct and different

as the poetry of the Paradise Lost, and of

the Seasons, to which, in point of style,

they bear perhaps some analogy. The

Creation of Haydn, then, if it seldom rises

into magnificence, is full of elegance and

invention, nor can I point out a single

weak or uninteresting melody. Joy, grati

tude, benevolence, and love are expressed

with as much purity and as much ecstasy by

Haydn in the Creation, as are the sub

lime emotions which inspire all the hopes

and the terrors of religion, all the blessing,

and honour, and glory, and power we assign

to the great Creator and Preserver of man

kind, in the ' Messiah' by Handel."

The following is a chronological list of

Handel's works ;

Operas : " Almira," an opera, performed

at Hamburgh, 1705. " Nero," an open,

performed at Hamburgh, 1705. " Floritdt,'

Dafne, 1708. « Rinalda," London, 1711.

" Ttteo," Pastor Fido, 1712. " Amadige,"

1715. " Rhadamisto," 1720. " M*ii»

Seevola," 1721. " Ottone," 1722. " Cm*

Cesare," " Floridante," •' FUvio," 1723.

« Tamerlano," 1724. " Roielinda," 1725.

" Alessandro, Scipione," 1726. " Ricerdo

Primo," 1727. " Rodrigo," performed at

Florence, 1709. " Agrippina," Venice,

1709. " Ammeto," London, 1727. "Tf

lomeo, Sine," 1728. " Lotario," 1729.

" Partenope," 1730. " Poro," 1731.

" Orlando, Sosarmc," 1732. " AriMKM,

Ezio," 1733. " Ariodante," 1734. "Al-

etna," 1735. " Arminio," " Atalmtt,"

" Giustino," 1736. " Berenice," " F*rf

mondo," " Alessandre Severo," " Pff~

ticcio," 1737. « Serse," 1136. " laenn."

" Parnasso in Feste," " Dridamra" 1740.

Miscellaneous works: "Anthems," 6

vols. " Cantatas," 4 vols. " Te Dtums

and Jubilate," 3 vols. "Opera SoHgi,"

2 vols. " Laudate." " (Mlettuns

Songs and Choruses." " Motetti e DnetH."

"II Trion/o del Tempo," Rome, IM*
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" Aeije e Galatea," Napoli, 1709.

" Oratorio Ilaliano." " Cantatc." " Con

cern." " Concerti Grossi." " Transcript

of six Sonatas for two Hautboys and a

tints,'' 1694. "Sonatas for two Violins

«W a Bass," two sets. " Harpsichord

Lessons" two books, 1720. " Fugues for

tit Organ." " Organ Concertos," three

stts. And " Cantatas, composed at Ham

burgh and Rome, between 1703 and 1710."

Oratorios: " Esther!' composed 1720.

" Either " publicly performed in London,

1731 " Deborah," " Athalia," Oxford,

1733. " Acts and Galatea," (at Cannons,

1731) 1736. " Ode, St. Cecilia's Day,"

1736. " Israel in Egypt," 1738. " VAl

legro ed il Pensieroso," 1739. " Saul,"

1740. " Messiah," 1741. " Samson,"

174J. " Semele," " Bclshaztar," " Su-

ima," 1743. " Hercules," 1744. " Choice

(■/ Hercules," and " Occasional Oratorio,"

1745. " Joseph," and " Judas Macca

beus," 1746. "Alexander Balus," and

" Joshua," 1747. " Solomon," 1749.

" Theodora," 1750. " Jephtha," and

" Time and Truth," 1751.

HAKDSCHKE, (Anton) a composer of

some vocal music, published at Vienna in

1801.

HANF, (JonrAKN N.) organist at Schles-

*ick, died in the year 1706. He published

some vocal and instrumental music.

HANFF, (J. C.) a pianist, probably

tHident in Russia, published at St. Peters-

bnrg, in 1802, " A Grand Sonata for the

Piano-forte, with Accompaniment Obligate

fir the Violin."

HANISCH, (Franz) a celebrated per

former on the hautboy, and composer for his

instrument. He resides in Bohemia. There is

mother of the same name, who is celebrated

st Vienna as a performer on the trombone.

HANKE, (Karl) singer and director of

tU music at Flensburg, in Germany, has

composed much vocal music for the church

ud theatre ; also much instrumental music.

His works bear date between the years

1780 and 1800. Hanke was for some time

thtf-forchestre at the theatre at Hamburgh.

HANSMANN, bora at Potsdam in 1764,

was chamber-musician and violoncellist at

Berlin. He is pupil of the celebrated Duport.

HARANC, (M.) first violin of the royal

chapel and chamber-musician at Paris, was

born in that city in 1783. When only six

years of age, he executed the most difficult

sonatas of Tartini. He travelled in foreign

countries from 1758 to 1761, when he re

turned to France, and was received in the

chapel royal. The dauphin, father of

Louis XVI., chose Haranc, in 1763, for bis

violin-master, and took lessons till his death

in 1765. Haranc composed much instru

mental music, which has however remained

in manuscript. He died in 1805.

HARBORDT, (Gottfhiedb) a German

composer, has published some music for the

piano- forte and flute atBrunswick, since the

year 1796.

HARD, (J. D.) chapel-master to the

duke of Wurtemburg, was born at Frankfort

on the Maine in 1696. He was a celebrated

performer on the viol da gamba.

HARDER, (Augustus) a musician, re

sident at Leipsic. Since the year 1802, he

has published a considerable quantity of

vocal music, with accompaniments either

for the piano or guitar. He has also pub

lished some sonatas and polonaises for the

piano-forte, and progressive pieces ; also

variations for the guitar. The whole of his

music is published by Breitkopf and Co.

at Leipsic.

HARDOUIN. Several songs by a com

poser of this name are in the Recueil ofAirs

se"rieux ei a boire, Paris, 1710.

HARDOUIN, (L) probably a son of

the preceding, resided at Rheims in 1788,

and published there " DomeMesses en Mu-

sique d uuatre Parties."

HARDY, an English violoncellist, pub

lished, about the year 1800, " A Violoncello

Preceptor," with scales for singing in the

various keys.

HARINGTON, (Dr.) a physician, at

Bath, was a celebrated amateur musician

and vocal composer, in the latter part of the

last century. He was a lineal descendant

of sir John Harington, the godson of queen

Elizabeth, and translator of " Orlando Fu
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rioso." A volume of glees, sung at the Bath

Harmonic society, and published in the year

1 797 , contains the principal part of the follow

ing compositions by this master ; the remain

der are to be found in a volume of glees pub

lished by the doctor, in conjunction with Ed

mund Broderip, organist of Wells cathedral,

and the Rev, Wm. Leeves, of Wrington, So

mersetshire, composer of the still prevail

ing melody of Auld Robin Gray :—" Sow

we're met like jovial fellows" glee, three

voices, " How happy, how joyous are we,"

glee, five voices. " / gave her cakes, and J

gave her ale," canon, three ill one. " Ian-

the the lovely," ballad, harmonized. " Suc

cess to our innocent social delight," glee,

three voices. " The Bath Toast," glee,

three voices. " The Alderman's Thumb,"

glee, three voices. " O synge unto my

roundelaies," glee, three voices, words

from Rowley's poems. " O thou, whose notes

could oft remove," glee, three voices.

u The rttse's life is one short day," glee,

three voices. " How happy, how joyous,"

glee, five voices. " O, that I had wings

like a dove," rota, three voices. " Give me

the sweet delights," catch, three voices.

" Sweet doth blush the rosy morning,"

duet. " How sweet in the woodlands,"

duet. " Life's short moments still are wast

ing," glee, three voices. " How great is

tke pleasure," catch, three voices. " At

the close of the day," glee, three voices.

" Sec o'er the brow the moon doth peep,"

fairy glee, three voices. " Come, follow,

follow me," fairy glee, four voices. The

last of the doctor's publications that we

are acquainted with appeared in March,

1800, with a dedication to the king. It is

a sacred dirge for Passion week, " Eloi !

Bloi! or the Death ofChrist," and was sung

by Madame Mara, Nield, and Welch.

HAROLD, the elder, an organist at

Vienna, celebrated for his compositions in

fugue about the year 1796.

HARPER, a celebrated performer on the

trumpet, was born in Worcester in 1786.

At about ten years of age, he quitted his

native city for London, where he studied

music under Hey, and soon entered the

East India volunteer band, his instruments

being the horn and trumpet. In this situa

tion he remained nearly eighteen years,

performing also at some of the minor

theatres during the first seven years of his

military service, after which he was en

gaged as first trumpet at Drury-lane

theatre and the English opera. At present

he is first tmmpet at the King's theatre,

Ancient and Philharmonic concerts, and has

been engaged within the last sixteen years

at most of the other principal concerts and

music meetings both in town and country.

HARRER, (Gottlob) a director of

the music at Leipsic, about the year 1745.

He studied counterpoint in Italy. Frede

rick the Great, during his stay in the above

town, much admired Harrer's performance

on the piano, and commanded his daily

attendance at his chamber concerts.

HARRIES, (Heinrich) a clergyman in

the duchy of Schlcswick, wrote some works

on music, and some vocal compositions, in

the latter part of the last century.

HARRINGTON, acelebrated performer

on the hautboy, was born in Sicily. He w

a pupil of Lebrun. He performed at Salo

mon's concerts in London, in the years

1793 and 1794.

HARRINGTON, (Jotrn) anoldEnglish

composer in the reign of Henry VIII. He

studied counterpoint under Tallis. See Sir

John Hawkins.

HARRIS, (Joseimi) many years organist

of St. Martin's church, Birmingham. Ha

abilities as a composer were well known;

the works of Handel were his chief model.

He died at Liverpool in the year 1814.

HARRIS (JosEni Macdovalo) was

placed at an early age as a chorister is

Westminster abbey, under the late Mr.

Guise, where he remained till the breaking

of his voice, when he received from tlie

dean and chapter a marked testimony of

their approbation of his conduct. On leaving

the choir he became the pupil of the late

Robert Cooke, then organist of Westminter

abbey, but is principally indebted for his

professional acquirements to the works of

Purcell, Corelli, S. Bach, Handel, Haydn,
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i&d Mozart, all of which he has carefully

itgdied. Harris has subsequently been

employed as a conductor of concerts, public

and private; also as a piano-forte and

staging master and composer.

In the following list will be found the

principal part of his compositions already

published or in a course of publication :

Vocal trios : " Ye sleeping echoes wake

again." " The heart that bends at beauty's

throne." •' The May Bird." "Daylight

rioi the storm is o'er." " Virtue chains

tie conquer'd soul." " Zephyr, whither

art thou straying?" Duets: " Adieu,

taied youth." " O, dinna weep." " The

rainbow's lovely in the eastern cloud."

" Come, all ye youths." Songs : " Come,

if thou prize a loce like mine." " The

Indian Hunters' Song." " Must it be?"

" Ife part, for ever part, to night." " Vi-

itlli) amahUe." " The Evening Song."

" The Child of Tantalus." " The Cid"s

ruing." " The charmed Bark." " One

Stt of harmonized Airs." Piano-forte :

" The Oddity, a Hondo." " Introduction

to an original Theme, and Variations."

" Variations on a Scotch Air." u Varia

tions on a Welsh Air." " Fantasia for the

Piano-forte." " La Suissesse, as a Hondo."

" Introductory Exercises for the Piano~

firle."

HARRISON. This celebrated English

viagtr was trained from his earliest years

unong the choristers of the chapel royal of

England. In this school and its adjuncts,

the king's concerts, and those meetings

which are supported by the gentlemen of

'he chapel, he continued till his death. His

roict was a legitimate tenor, of no extensive

compass, (about two octaves, from A to A)

of «ery limited power, but of a tone en-

chantiagly rich and sweet.

Hurison's conception was chaste, and it

" probable that he owed the peculiar supe-

nwity he enjoyed over all others in this

Rspcct, and the infinitely minute fiuish of

"hat he did, to the limited power of voice

*e have already spoken of. But this

oatural disqualification for the bolder

Sghts of imagination ought not to impeach

the character of his judgment." In all that

he voluntarily attempted it was scarcely

possible to conceive any thing more pure*

We say in what he voluntarily attempted,

because it is a necessary reservation against

the general cast of songs which provincial

meetings, where oratorios are doue entire,

entail upon the profession. Harrison's choice

we should estimate by the songs which he

adopted in concerts of selection. They

were commonly Dr. Pepusch's cantata of

" Alexis," Handel's " Lord, remember

David," and ** Pleasure my former ways

resigning," Dr. Boyce's " Softly rise," Ziu-

garelli's " Ombra adorata," Webbe's " A

rosefrom her bosom had strayed," and, in

later days, Attwood's " Soldier's dream,"

and Horseley's " Gentle lyre." In fine, in

the true aria cantabile, Harrison was

the most finished singer of his age or

country, or perhaps of Europe. He died in

1812, at the age of fifty-two.

HART, (Philip) supposed to be the son

of James Hart, one of king William's band,

and whose name frequently occurs in the

Treasury ofMusic, and other collections of

that time, was organist of the church of St.

Andrew Undershaft, and also of St. Mi

chael's, Cornhill. There are extant of his

composition a collection of fugues for the

organ, and the morning hymn from the fifth

book of the Paradise IasI, which latter

work he published in March, 1728 1729.

He died about the year 1750, at a very

advanced age.

HART (Josiph) was born in London in

1794, and entered St. Paul's cathedral, as

one of the choristers, at the age of seven

years and a half, under the instruction of

J. B. Sale, senior. At the age of eleven, he

acted as deputy for Mr. Attwood, the or

ganist, on several occasions. Whilst in the

cathedral choir, Hart received private in

structions on the organ from S. Wesley and

M. Cook, organist of Bloomsbury ; he also

had lessons on the piano-forte from J. B.

Cramer. He remained in the choir nearly

nine yean, and at sixteen years of age was

elected organist of Walthamstow church,

Essex, which situation he left to become
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organist of Tottenham, Middlesex: this last

appointment he still holds. It should be

mentioned that Hart was elected organist of

Tottenham, after a public competition and

trial of skill of nine candidates. After Hart

left St. Paul's cathedral, he went also as

domestic organist to the late Earl of Ux-

bridge, where he remained three years, and

it was at his lordship's decease that he

entered the profession as a teacher, com

poser, &c. At the termination of the war

in 1815, quadrille dancing became the

fashion, when Hart attended private parties

as a piano-forte performer, and wrote several

popular sets of quadrilles ; for instance, a

set from " It Don Giovanni," " The origi

nal Lancers" " Hussars, fourth Set," dedi

cated, by permission, to his majesty, before

whom he has had the honour of performing

at Brighton on many occasions. " Fifth Set

from II Turco in Italia," " Sixth Set from

La Gazza Ladra," "'Seventh Set from

Pietri I'Ermita," " Eighth Set from the

most popular English Melodies" " Ninth

Set from La Donna del Ijago," " Tenth

Setfrom the Opera ofFrcyschutte," " First,

second, third, and fourth Sets of Scotch

Quadrilles," and " A Set of Quadrillesfrom

the Irish Melodies," (Mayhew's Cat.)

Hart shortly intends publishing " An easy

Mode of teaching Thorough-bass and

Composition," a work especially intended for

schools and young professors. He was also

during three years chorus-master and piano

forte player at the English opera, during

which time he composed several musical

farces : " Amateurs and Actors," " Bull's

Head," " Walk for a Wager," and the po

pular dramatic opera of " The Vampire."

HARTMANN, (C.) a German com

poser, for some time in the Russian service,

and subsequently resident at Paris, where

he was a member of the royal academy of

music, and much celebrated as a flutist.

Among his works are " Six Airs, Francois

et Rnsse, Variations pour la Flute, avec

Accompagnements aTttn V. ou Violoncello"

" Recueil dc Preludes dans toutes Sortes de

Modulations pour la Flute." " Recueil

d'Airs nouveaux," " Recueil de Points

oVOrgue dans tous let Tom majeurt tt nii-

neurs." " Trait Duos pour deux Flstn,"

Op. 7. The whole of the above were pub

lished at Paris.

HARTMANN, (C. H.) an organist st

Limbeck, in Germauy, has published, sine?

the year 1781, several sets of sonatas (or

the piano, and some dramatic music.

HARTMANN, (H. A. F.) chef-dor.

chettre at the French-theatre in Peterebore,

His son was director of the music at Mos

cow in 1801, on the occasion of the corona

tion of the emperor of Russia.

HARTMANN, (Johann) a musician ai

Ploen, died in Copenhagen in 1791. He

composed much vocal music to Omsk

words ; also some music for the piano.

HARTUNG, a violinist of Brunswicl,

and composer for his instrument, since ii><

year 1790.

HARTUNG, (Caul August) orgwisl

of the reformed church at Brunswick. He

has published some vocal music since lis

year 1783.

HARTUNG (H. A.) has published son;

music for the piano-forte at Breitkopfs, i;

Leipsic, since the year 1792.

HASCHKA, (Lorenz Leopold) anei-

Jesuit, was born at Vienna in 1749. He

was a poet, and published also a trio for

piano-forte.

HASENBALG, (Fa.) a harpist at Bruns

wick, has published there some music f*

his instrument, and for the piano-forte, since

the year 1797.

HASLER, (Hanns Lio von) son of

Isaac Hasler, a musician at Nurembnr?,

and born in 1560, was court-musician to

the emperor of Germany . In 1 584, he west

to Venice, where he studied counterpoint

under the celebrated Andrea Gabrieli. 1"

1601, he proceeded to Vienna, where the

emperor Rudolph II. not only took him 10

his service as musician, but granted Mo »

patent of nobility. He died in 1612. Hi

works were very numerous, but chierJy

vocal and for the church. He hid 1*0

brothers, who were also very eminent »<

organists.

HASSE, (Giovanni AD«wo)calW i«
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Italy II Sasemi, chapel-master to the king

of Poland, (elector of Saxony) was born at

Berjedorf, near Hamburgh, in the year

1699. He learnt the first elements of mil-

tic it Hamburgh, where he went to school.

Hi) extraordinary talents for the science

mt first observed by Johann Ulric Kcenig,

i (titbrated poet and musical amateur, who

KommeDded him, in 1718, as tenor singer

« tie opera in Hamburgh, to which theatre

ine renowned Keiser was then composer,

. . » nose compositions served as a model

to Hase. He made extraordinary progress

a tie succeeding four years, at the expira

tion of which, his protector Kcenig obtained

I* him the situation of singer to the court

ad theatre at Brunswick. His studies had,

•nua, been by no means confined to

xtpt, as be had become an excellent

(w>i and in the year after his arrival at

fomwick, composed an opera called "An-

tf*o," which was well received in that

"w. Still, up to this period, Hasse had

i :,t,i himself too much to his genius

"tiout itudying any of the profound rules

■ omterpoint, and he now began to feel

^ wonveniences of this negligence, and

fwlred to travel into Italy for the purpose

" studying composition in one of its most

nltoraed schools. In 1724, he arrived at

^ipla, where he placed himself for a short

lust under the tuition of Porpora. Amongst

" peat musicians who were then in that

u!!, Altssandro Scarlatti was the most con-

(fuuously eminent, and Hasse ardently de-

'M to profit by his instructions, but dared

w make the proposition to him, fearing

4>l his pecuniary means would not permit

affording a proper remuneration. His

?»d genius, however, caTried him through

tsu difficulty ; for meeting Scarlatti in so-

, he so gained on the venerable com-

Pww'i affections by his talents, modesty,

*« itspectful manner towards him, that he

short time called Hasse his son, and

offered to give him lessons gratuitously. It

■Jj well be supposed that Hasse accepted

*■ offer with no common delight. In the

JW 1725, he received an order from a

this was

the first opportunity, of making known hia

talents in composition, which had offered

itself in Italy. His serenata was for two

voices, and sung by Farinelli and Fosi before

a brilliant audience with unanimous ap

plause. This first success was extremely

favourable to htm, and he was soon after

desired to compose an opera for the theatre

royal. His piece was " Sesostrate," and so

perfectly established his reputation, that he

was afterwards called in Naples // Caro

Sassoni. After this epoch, all the great

theatres of Italy disputed the honour of pos

sessing him as maestro at the head of their

orchestras. In 1727, he went to Venice,

where he was nominated chapel-master to

one of the conservatories. His success in this

city was still increased through the interest

of the celebrated Faustina, who afterwards

became his wife. Amongst the composi

tions which he produced in consequence of

his situation as chapel master, a Miserere,

for two soprano voices and two altos, with

an accompaniment for two violins, violon

cello, and double bass, was so peculiarly

admired, that the great Padre Martini

called it divine music. In 1730, he made

himself further known at Venice by the

composition of two operas, " Daliln" and

Artaserse," the words of the latter being

written for him by Metastasio. His repu

tation had, by this time, extended to Ger

many, and he was offered the situations of

chapel-master and opera composer to the

king of Poland and elector of Saxony, with

a salary of 12,000 dollars per annum for

himself and Faustina, to whom he was now

married. They accepted these terms, and

arrived at Dresden, where Hasse shortly

afterwards composed the opera of " Cleo-

fide, o Alessandro nellc Indie." This piece

was played for several successive weeks,

and the most celebrated singers of Italy

performed in it. We find Hasse, soon after

this, again journeying to different towns in

Italy, and he thus seems to have divided

his time between Italy and Germany. It

was at this period that the spirit of party

which reigned in the opera establishment of

London had reached its acme. The noble
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directors not being able to appease the dif

ferences between Handel and the singers,

at length separated from that composer and

opened a second Italian theatre in Liucoln's-

inn-f.elds, of which Porporahad the manage

ment, who engaged the renowned Farinelli,

Senesino, and Cuzoni as principal singers.

The compositions of Porpora could in no

way, however, compete with those of Han

del, and Hasse was accordingly invited to

England, and arrived here in 1733, when

his opera of "Arlaserse" was performed for

the debut of the matchless Farinelli, and

became such a favourite with the town that

it was played forty times during Farinelli's

stay in England. Nothing, however, could

induce Hasse to remain in this country, pro

bably from the virulence of the musical

cabals at that time, and he returned to Dres

den, where at length, in the year 1740, he

settled. In the campaign of 1745, Frede

rick the Great entered Dresden on the 18th

of December, after the battle of Kesseldorf,

when, being desirous of witnessing the

talents of Hasse, he commanded one of his

grand operas. "Armenia" was chosen,

which so enchanted the king, that he sent

Hasse a present of 10U0 dollars and a dia

mond ring. In 1755, Hasse lost his fine

voice so completely, as hardly to be heard

in speaking. In 1760, at the bombardment

of Dresden by the Prussians, all the pro

perty in furniture, &c. of Hasse, and among

the rest his manuscript music, was destroyed

by fire. This loss the more deeply affected

him, as he was on the point of publishing a

complete collection of his works, the ex

penses of which the king had promised to

defray. In 1763, the court of Dresden ex

perienced such reverses, that many persons

attached to it were dismissed from their

employments, among whom Hasse and his

wife were obliged to retire on a small pen

sion. Soon after this he went to Vienna,

and in the following three years composed

six operas for that capital. In 1769, he

brought out "Piramo e Tube," an interlude,

remarkable for a character of music distinct

from all his other compositions. His last

opera was " iiuggiero," performed at Milan

in!771, on the marriage of the archduke Fer

dinand. After this he retired to Venice.and

in 1780 composed a "Te Deum," which was

sung in the presence of the pope. This wis

his last composition, and he died at Venice

in 1783, in his eighty fourth year. He had

composed only a few years before his deatli,

a"/feytiirm,"which he meantto be performed

at his funeral service. This work proves

that he had retained his full powers for

composition to a very advanced age. Dr.

Burney considered Hasse to be the most

learned, natural, and elegant, and at the

same time the most voluminous, composer of

his age. An equal judge of music and

poetry, he showed as much judgment and

genius in the expression of his words, as in

the sweetness and melody of his accompani

ments : he considered the voice as the essen

tial object of dramatic music, and paid ever}'

attention to make it conspicuous in his

operas, and not hidden by loud and chro

matic instrumental accompaniments. He

had also his detractors. The learned Homt-

lius reproaches bis works with want of har

mony ; and, in point of fact, he was in this

respect much below Bach, Handel, ami

Graun; occasionally, however, there are

morceaux in his works most powerfully har

monious. It should be remembered that his

taste was formed under Porpora, Scarlatti,

Leo, Vinci, and Pergolese, at a period when

the simple and natural were considered suf

ficient to charm the ear and please the pub

lic taste. To this ancient partiality Tor

simplicity he always remained faithful.

Hasse composed so much that it is said he

often could not recognise his own music

when played. He set all the operas of

Metast&sio in two, three, or four different

ways. Hasse was agreeable in person, and

of excellent disposition and principles. The

following is a list of some of his composi

tions: " Sesostrate," Op. Naples, 1726.

" Attalo." " Be di Bitinia," Napl-%

1728. "DaUla," Venice, 1730. UD*

metrio," Venice, 1732. " Olimput <»

Ebuia," 1740. " Antigono,"

cippo," " Dido," " Semiramidet," a"

operas. Church music, oratorios: "Ser-
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fata ix Descrto," " Lm Virtu a fU delta

Cmct," " La Deposizionc delta Croce,"

"LaCaduta di Gerico," " Magdalena," "11

Cantico deifanciutli," " La Conversions di

S. Jgostino," " It Ouiseppe riconosciuto,"

and " Pellegrini at Sepulchro di nostro

Salrotore," all published at Leipsic inl7B4.

"St. Elena alt Calvario," twice composed.

"A Te Deum," Venice, 1780. " Te

IJeum," at Dresden. " Litania of the

Firga," Venice, 1727. " Litania for two

Sapr.,Alto, and Organ." " Litania for two

Sopr., «ri/A Instrumental Accompaniments."

These litanies, which are all considered very

beautiful, arc to be met with at Breitkopf's,

in Leipsic.

11ASSE, (Faustina Borooni) wife of

the preceding, was a pupil of Michael An-

gelo Gasparini, of Lucca. She may be said

to have invented a new mode of singing, by

muiiing divisions, with a neatness and ve-

lot-ity which astonished all who heard her.

Sbe had the art of sustaining a note longer,

ia the opinion of the public, than any other

linger, by taking her breath imperceptibly.

Her beau and thrills were strong and rapid ;

her intonation perfect ; and her professional

perfections were enhanced by a beautiful

'ice, a symmetric figure, though of small

suture, together with a countenance and

Ksture on the stage, which indicated an

"itire intelligence and possession of the

several parts which she represented. She

•W appeared as a theatrical singer at

Venice, in 1716, in the opera of Arhdante.

1719, she appeared on the same stage

»ith Cuzzoni and Bernachi, in an opera com

pel)} her master Gasparini. Here she is

oiled Virtuosa di Camera of the elector

palatine. In 1722, she sang in Leo's opera

of Rajatet, at Naples; and in 1725, at

V ienna, where, according to -Apostolo Zeno,

teceived great honours, as well as pre-

Wr>t*. At the palace of prince Lichtenstein,

•far tinging to a great assembly, she was

Footed with a purse containing a hun

ted pieces of gold, and nearly as much

at the French ambassador's.

^< remained in England but two seasons,

■* lr*n returned to Venice, where, in 1732,

VOL. |.

she was married to Hasse, and soon after

went with her husband to Dresden, in the.

service of which court she continued till the

year 1 756. During the war they retreated

to Vienna, and remained there till the year

1775, then retiring to Venice, the place of

Faustina's nativity, they ended their days in

that city. Faustina died in 1 783, at the great

age of ninety, and her husband soon after.

HASSE, (Nicolaus) organist and com

poser at Rostock in 1650, published " De-

liciar Musiea," and other collections of

instrumental music.

HATTASCH, (Heinbich Chris-tophi)

an actor and composer of some German

operettas, between the years 1780 and

1795. Some of the music in them has been

published at Hamburgh.

HATTASCH, (Disma) a violinist in

the royal chapel of Saxe-Gotha, born in

1725, entered, in 1751, the service of the

duke of Gotha. Two symphonies and six

violin solos of his composition are known.

He died in 1777.

HATZFELD, (Cou niess of) acelebrated

amateur musician. She performed, about

the year 1793, at a private theatre in

Vienna, several principal characters in

Italian operas, and was considered equal to

almost any professional singer of her time.

HAUDIMONT, (Abbe d') a pupij of

Rameau, was worthy of his master in the

expression of bis compositions, and perhaps

surpassed him in taste. He wrote much,

for the church.

HAUFF, (Wilh. Gottl.) a singer in a

regiment of Saxe-Gotha, in the service of

Holland. He published at Paris, in 1774,

six symphonies, and afterwards, in 1776

and 1777, six sextuors for wind instruments,

three trios for the harpsichord, and six

quatuors for violins.

HAUG (Viroilivs) published a work

called " Erotemata Musical Practical ad

caption puerilem formata," Breslau, 1541.

HAUPT published at Paris, in 1796, in

conjunction with Punto, " Melhode pour

apprendre les Ele'mens des premiers et

deuxiemes Cors" Paris, 1796.

HAUSCHKA, (Vincenz) a celebrated
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•violoncellist at Vienna, was born in Bohe

mia in 1761. Among other works, he has

published "Sir Sonniespour Violoncello avec

Accompagnement He Bass, Op. 1, Premiire

et Deuxiime Partie," Vienna, 1803, and

"DeutscheGesangefur 3 Stimvun," Vienna.

HAUSEN, (Johann) harpist to the duke

of Weimar, died in 1733.

HAUSEN, (Wilhblm) an ex-Jesuit,

published some sacred songs at Dillingen

in 1763 and 1764.

HAUSER, (Urikl) a Franciscan monk,

was born in 1702. He wrote " Instructio

Fundamentalis Cantus Choralis ad ttsum

Reform. Prov. TW 1765.

HAUSIUS, (CarlGottlob) an amateur

musician at Leipsic, was born in 1756. He

published several collections of songs at

Leipsic, between the years 1784 and 1794.

HAUSMANN, a musician at Paris, pub

lished, about the year 1792, several pieces

from operas, as airs, overtures, &c. arranged

for the piano-forte.

HAUSMANN, (Valantin) son of Va-

lantin Hausmann, a musician at Nurem-

burg, at the time of the Reformation. The

father wrote some music for the reformed

churches, as did the son, with the addition

of much other vocal music, consisting chiefly

of madrigals, between the years 1590 and

1610. The two grandsons and great grand

son of the elder Hausmann were also

organists and musicians, and all named

Valantin, consequently music under that

name is to be found in Germany, bearing

date as early as 1510 and as late as 1750,

which is about the period of the decease of

the last of that name.

HAWES (William) was born in London

in 1785, and became a chorister in the

chapel royal .under Dr. Edmund Ayrton, in

1793, wheie he remained till 1801. In

1802, he first engaged publicly in his pro

fession, by becoming a performer on the

violin in the band of Covent-garden theatre,

and about the same time commenced business

as singing-master; he also attended the An

cient, Vocal, and most other concerts. In

1803, he was appointed deputy vicar-choral

of Westminster abbey, and continued in that

office till fully appointed. In July, 1805, he

obtained the appointment of gentleman in or

dinary of his majcsty'schapels royal. In 180$,

he became an honorary member ofthe noble

men's catch club. In 1807, he was elected

a member of the royal society of musicians ;

and in 1808, honorary member of the So

merset-house Lodge, and of the societies

called the Madrigal and Concentores. He

was one of the original associates of the

Philharmonic, which commenced in 1813,

and a member of the professional concert,

which followed shortly after ; but on account

of the party spirit, which then prevailed so

widely in the profession, quitted the former

society, on the breaking up of the latter.

In 1814, he was appointed almoner, master

of the boys, and lay-vicar of St. Paul's

cathedral, and in 1817, master of the chil

dren of his majesty's chapel royal, and

lutenist to his majesty ; in the same year he

was also fully appointed vicar-choral of

Westminster abbey, but resigned the latter

situation in 1820, considering himself treat

ed with undue severity, in being refused

privileges which others had before, and

have since, enjoyed. He was the first pro-

.moter of the royal Harmonic Institution,

under the design of giving composers the

means of publishing their own works, and

consequently reaping the whole advantage

which should arise from their sale. For

this purpose the old Argyle rooms were re

built, and the present magnificent establish

ment opened. The following are among

the more favourite original works and

arrangements of this composer :

Songs: "Barbara Allan," '•Charlie a

my darling" " Comin* through the ryt!

" Father William," " Friendship," " Bel

dear, dear to me," " Johji Anderson my jo,"

" I tklnh on thee," " Logie o' Buchan"

" Lang tune," " My harp alone," " Hj

Ellen, alas ! is no more," " O this Ion,"

" O that I could recall the day," " 0 *•*

ye my father," " O Bolhwcll hank," " 0

for ane-au'-twenty. Tarn," " O Keiaum''

gone awa'," " Sleep, baby mine," " Tkt

land o' thcleal," "Thegreen spot thatblooms

o'er the desert of life," " Tak' your
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closi tint ye," " The Beacon," " To the j

niton," " There grows a bonny brier,"

" Wert thou lihe me," " We're a mtldiu at

(Mrktue at hame," "He's far, far frae

mt." Glees : "Allen a dale," three voices ;

" Bring me flower), bring vie urine," four

voices; "Boy, who the rosy bowl doth

f*m," four voices ; " Fairy glee, (We fairy

{«lki)" four voices ; " Gallant and gaily,"

three voices; "Henry cull'd thefloweret's

il»m," four voices; " John Anderson my

;«," three voices ; *' Lovely Phillis," four

\uic*s; " O taw ye my father," four

loices ; " 0 Bothwell bank," three voices ;

" Saeet modest floweret," four voices;

' Since then I'm doomed," four voices;

"The Shepherd's Daughter Sally," four

voices, lie has also republished Morley's

collection of madrigals, entitled The Tfi-

of Oriana.

HAWKINS (Sir John) was the son of

u eminent surveyor and builder, and born

"» 1719. After having passed through the

usual course of school education, he was

placed under the care of Mr. Hoppus, for

tlie purpose of being brought up to his

father's business. This, however, having

been found contrary to the general bent of

ki« inclination, he was afterwards articled

u a clerk with an attorney. In this situa

tion, by abridging himself of rest at night,

*nd rising every morning at four o'clock, he

»ot only found an opportunity for reading

- tlie most eminent law writers, but also

u« works of the most celebrated authors

in verse and prose.

About the year 1741, a club having been

mstituled by Mr. Immyns, an attorney of

■ns tcqusintance, the amanuensis of Dr.

PeptKh, and some other musical men,

"lied the Madrigal society, to meet every

■ ednesday evening, Mr. Hawkins became

1 member of it, and continued so for many

Jan. He became also a member of the

•cadtmy of ancient music

In the year following, Mr. Stanley and

** published, at their joint expense, six

cutatas for a voice and instruments, the

»'«tUof which were furnished by him, and

m uuac by Mr. Stanley. These succeed-

ing beyond their most sanguine expectations,

a second set was published a few months

afterwards, which succeeded equally well.

As these compositions were performed at

many of the public places, the author ac

quired considerable reputation as a poet ;

and being a modest and well-informed young

man, of unexceptionable morals, they ob

tained for him an extensive acquaintance.

Among these was Peter Storer, Esq. of High-

gate, whose daughter he afterwards married.

In the winter of 1749, Dr. (then Mr.)

Johnson instituted a club at the King's

Head, in Ivy-lane, near St. Paul's, and Mr.

Hawkins was invited to become one of the

first members.

On the death of his wife's brother in

1759, having received a large addition to

his fortune, he retired from business, and

bought a house at Twickenham; and two

years afterwards, his name having been

inserted in the commission of the peace

for the county of middlesex, he becam« a

most active and useful magistrate.

Mr. Hawkins's love of music induced him

to form a collection of the works of the best

composers, and among other acquisitions,

he had the good fortune to become possessed

of several most scarce and valuable theore

tical treatises on the science, which had

formerly been collected by Dr. Pepusch.

With the knowledge which he acquired

from these books, he was requested by seve

ral eminent musical men to set about the

preparation of materials for a work, then

much wanted, the " History of the Science

and Practice of Music."

After sixteen years' labour, he, in 1776,

published, in 6ve quarto volumes, his history,

which he dedicated to the king. Few

works have been attacked with more acri

mony and virulence than this. Its merit,

however, as containing much original and

curious information, which, but for its

author, must have for ever perished, has

been amply attested bv the approbation of

some of the first judges of science and

literature. The university of Oxford, in

consequence of its publication, offered to him

an honorary degree ofdoctor of laws, asiudi
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cative oftheir opinion of the value ofhis book.

This honour he thought proper to decline.

From a long and very intimate acquaint

ance with Dr. Johnson, and, as it is generally

believed, in consequence of a conversation

that passed between them on the subject, sir

John Hawkins, at his death, undertook to

write a life of the doctor, which he after

wards published.

Scarcely three months after the commence

ment of this undertaking, he sustained a

most severe loss in the destruction of his li

brary by fire. This lamented catastrophe, for

a short timej put a stop to the progress of his

undertaking. Yet, as soon as he could col

lect his thoughts, he recommenced his office

of biographer to Johnson, and editor of his

works, which he completed, and published

in 1787, in eleven volumes octavo.

With this production he terminated his

literary labours: and having, for several

years, been accustomed to pass all his leisure

time in theological' and devotional studies,

he now still more closely attended to them,

in order to prepare himself for that event,

which, in the common course of nature, he

knew could not be at a great distance.

On the 14th of May, 1789, he was seized

with a paralytic affection, under the effects

of which he lingered until the 21st of

the same month, when he expired. He

was interred in the cloisters of Westminster

abbey, in the north walk, near the eastern

door into the church, under a stone, con

taining, by his express injunctions, only the

initials of his name, the date of his death,

and his age.

HAYDEN (George) was organist of

the church of St. Mary Magdalen, Ber-

mondsey. He composed and published,

about the year 1723, three cantatas. There

is also extant of Hayden's compositions a

pretty song in two parts, l'As I taw fair

Clora wait alone," which is well kuown

to the proficients in vocal harmony.

HAYDN (Francis Joseph) was born

in March, 1732, at Rohrau, a small town

about fifteen leagues from Vienna. His

father was a wheelwright, and his mother,

before she married, was cook at the chateau

of count Harrach, a nobleman residing in

the neighbourhood.

Haydn's father, besides bis trade of

wheelwright, was the parish sexton. He had

a fine tenor voice, and liked music in gene

ral, but was particularly fond of the organ.

During one of those excursions, which are

often undertaken by German artisans, being

at Frankfort on the Maine, he learnt lo

accompany himself a little on the harp ;

and on holydays, after the service of Un

church, he always amused himself with this

instrument, while his wife sang. Joseph's

birth did not in the least change the peace

able habits of this family. The little con

cert was renewed every week, and the child,

placing himself before his parents, with two

pieces of wood inhishauds, one for a violin,

and the other for a bow, accompanied his

mother's voice. Haydn, full of years, and

covered with glory, has frequently called to

miud the simple airs she sung, so deeply

were these little melodies impressed on his

musical soul ! A schoolmaster of Haim-

burg, of the name of Frank, and cousin to

the wheelwright, came one Sunday to Roh

rau, and was present during the performance

of one of these family Mot; when he no

ticed that the child, then not six years old,

beat time with the utmost correctness and

precision. Frank understood music, and

begged his relations to allow him to take

little Joseph back to Haimburg with him,

and attend to his education. They accepted

the proposition with delight, in the hopes of

getting Joseph more easily into holy orders,

if he should be made to understand music.

He set olf, therefore, for Haimburg, and

had been only a few weeks at his cousin's

house, when he found there two tam

bourines, liy patience and repeated trial*,

he at length actually produced by means

of this instrument, which has but two tones,

a kind of tune, which drew the attention of

all those who visited at the school.

Haydn had by nature a sonorous and

pleasing voice. Frank, who, to repeat

Haydn's own words, treated his young

cousin with more blows than bonbons, soon

made the little tambourinist play aot only
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lie violin aid other instruments, but like-

ne taajrlil him to understand Latin, and

losing at the parish church, in a style that

(re loo; made him known throughout the

culm.

Chance now brought to Frank's house,

Reuler, chapel-master of St. Stephen's ca-

ibedral at Vienna, who was searching

round the country for additional voices for

its choir ; the schoolmaster immediately

■•■'..id his little relation to him, when

Renter gave him a canon to sing at first

■ .it.

The precision, distinctness of tone, and

be with which it was performed by the

child, astonished Reuter ; but, above all,

»e was enchanted with the beauty of the

Witoice. He remarked, however, that

not lAatr, and on asking him, smil-

itffr, the reason, the child replied with

picuiess, " How should I know how to

state, when my cousin himself does not 1"

"Come to roe," said ReQter to him, " and

! will teach you." He took him on his

kaeevihowed him how to make two sounds

■acetedeach other quickly, by holding his

br^aiii and agitating the top of the pallet.

Tie child succeeded immediately. Reiiter,

dtiiffhted with the success of his little pupil,

W a plate of fine cherries, and emptied

them into the boy's pocket. The joy of the

latter may be conceived. Haydn often

mentioned this little incident, and added,

'anting, that whenever he made a shake,

■ fancied he still saw these fine cherries,

h may easily be concluded that ReQter

ietermined on not returning alone to Vienna,

md the little shaker, then about eight years

'M, accompanied him thither. Haydn has

■aid, that, dating from this time, a single day

»eier passed at Renter's without his having

ractised sixteen, and sometimes eighteen

"an. This is especially remarkable, be-

tause, whilst at St. Stephen's, he was almost

entirely his own master, the children of the

<koir being only obliged to practise two

noun a day. When Haydn attained the

of composition, the habit of study was

tans already acquired : indeed, a musical

CinpoKi has this great advantage over other

artists, that his productions are no sooner

conceived, than they are finished.

With less precocity ofgenius than Mozart,

who, when only thirteen years old, wrote a

much admired opera, Haydn, at the same

age, tried to compose a mass, which was,

not without some reason, ridiculed by Ren

ter, to the great astonishment at first of the

young musician ; his good sense, however,

even at that early age, soon convinced him

of the justice of its condemnation. He now

began to perceive that a knowledge of

counterpoint and of the rules of harmony

was requisite ; but how was he to learn

them ? ReQter did not instruct the children

of the choir in composition, and never gave

more than two lessons in it to Haydn.

Mozart had an excellent master in his father,

who was a good violin player. But poor

Joseph was less fortunate, being only a

discarded chorister at Vienna, who must

pay for any lessons he received, and who

had not a halfpenny to apply to that purpose ;

for his father, although he had two trades,

was so poor, that Joseph having once had

his clothes stolen, and having informed his

father of the circumstance, the poor man

with difficulty sent him six florins towards

refitting his wardrobe. Of course no master

in Vienna would give lessons gratis, to a

little unpatronised chorister ; his situation

was therefore truly embarrassing. He perse

vered, however, and in the first place, like

Jean Jacques Rousseau, he purchased, at

a second-hand shop, some old books on the

theory of music, among others the treatise

by Fux, which he "began to study with a

degree of assiduity, not to be cheeked even

by- the tremendous ahstruseness of Fux's

rules. Alone, and without a master, he

laboured on, and made a number of little

discoveries which were subsequently useful

to him. Poor, freezing with cold in his

garret, without fire, and overcome with

sleep, he studied on, by the side of his old

broken harpsichord, and thought himself

happy. Thus days and nights flew rapidly

by, and he has frequently been heard to

say, that he never in after-life experienced

so much felicity. Haydn's predominant
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passion was rather the love of music thin

the love of fame ; and yet his aspirations

after fame had not a tinge of ambition in

them. He sought more to please himself in

composing music, than to acquire celebrity.

It was not of Porpora that Haydn learnt

recitative, as has been represented ; his re

citatives, so inferior to those of the inventor

of this kind of music, prove this ; but he

acquired through Porpora the true Italian

style of singing, aud the art of accompany

ing on the piano-forte, which, to do well,

is more difficult than is commonly imagined.

He was so fortunate as to obtain these les

sons in the following way. A noble Vene

tian, named Corner, was then at Vienna, as

ambassador from that republic. He had a

mistress, who was excessively fond of music,

and had retaiued old Porpora in the hotel

of the embassy. Haydn contrived, solely

from his love for music, to get introduced

into the family. He was liked, and used

to accompany Porpora and the above lady

to the baths of Manensdorlf, which was

then a fashionable place. Our young friend,

who was indifferent to everybody but the

old Neapolitan, employed all methods to

get into favour with him, and to obtain his

patronage. He rose very early every morn

ing, beat his coat, brushed his shoes, and

arranged in the nicest order the old man's

wig. Porpora was ill-tempered beyond

conception, aud poor Haydn seldom obtained

more for his trouble thau the polite epithet

of " fool," as soon as he entered his room

of a morning. But, at length, the bear

finding he was served gratis, and having

discovered some of the good qualities of

his volunteer servant, would occasionally

relax in his severity and give Haydn some

good advice. Haydn succeeded more par

ticularly in obtaining this, whenever he ac

companied the beauteous Wilhelniine in

singing any of Porpora's own airs, which

were filled with difficult basses. Joseph at

length acquired the Italian taste in singing.

The ambassador, surprised at the improve

ment of the poor young man, settled on

him, on his return to the city, a monthly

pension of six sequins, (about three pounds

sterling) and admitted him to the table of

his secretaries. Haydn was now independ

ent; he bought a black coat, and thus at

tired, went, as soon as it was light, to tale

the part of principal violin at the church of

the Fathers of Mercy ; from thence he pro

ceeded to the chapel of count Haugwiu,

where he played the organ ; and afterwards

sang the tenor at St. Stephen's. He then

returned home, having been fully employed

all day, and passed a great part of the

night at his piano. His taste and knowledge

in composition were thus formed upon the

rules and examples which he could colled

from the different musicians with whom he

associated. Availing himself of every opf01"

tunity of hearing good music, and followinj

no one master in particular, he began lu

form his own opinion of what was beauti

ful in music, but without any idea, at that

time, of introducing a style of his own.

At the age of nineteen, his voice broke,

and he was obliged to leave his situatioi

in the class of soprani at St. Stephen'!, «

rather, he was expelled from it. One da;,

in a lively frolic, he took it into his head to

cut off the tail of one of his compaiuW

gowns, a crime which was judged unpar

donable. He had sung eleven years at St

Stephen's, and the day he left it, hit only

fortune was his rising talent, a poor resource

indeed, till it becomes known. He had,

however, one admirer. Forced to seek •

lodging, by chance he met with a wig-

maker, named Keller, who had often noticfd

and been delighted with the beauty of til

voice at the cathedral, and now offered him

an asylum. This Haydn most gladly ac

cepted, and Keller received him as a son,

insisted upon his participation of their frugal

repast, and intrusted to his wife the can

of the young man's wardrobe.

Haydn finding himself thus established i«

the house of the wig-maker, and exempt

from all pecuniary cares, pursued his studies

without interruption, and made rapid pro

gress. His residence here had, however, >

fatal influence on his after-life. The Ger

mans have a mania for marriage ; and in

deed, among a gentle, affectionate, ami «•
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tiring people, domestic happiness is neces

sarily a principal object. Keller had two

daughters ; his wire and himself soon began

to thiol of uniting the young musician to

om of them, and even ventured to name

tie subject to Haydn ; who, completely

engrossed in his studies, had no thoughts to

bestow on love, but made ho objection to

tie proposal. He afterwards kept his word

witii that scrupulous honour which was his

greatest characteristic, and this union proved

fir from happy. He now began to think of

procuring money by some ofhis compositions,

and his first productions were some little

sonatas for the piano, which he sold at a

moderate price to the few scholars whom

be hal been able to meet with ; also some

rcimets, allemandes, and waltzes for the

Ridailo. He then wrote, for his amuse

ment, a serenade for three voices, which,

»iti two of his friends, he used to perform

« Sue nights in the streets of Vienha.

•1 celebrated buffoon named Curtz, com-

Mrjy called Bernardofle, was then director

o! the theatre of Carinthia, and afforded

"•eh entertainment to the public by his

joles. Crowds were attracted to the thea-

t™ by his originality, and by his good buffa

operas. He had, besides, a pretty wife ; an

inducement, doubtless, to our nocturnal ad-

'tnturers, to perform their serenade under

lie harlequin's windows. Curtz was so

Mruck with the originality of this music,

"at he came into the street to inquire who

"as the composer. " I," answered Haydn,

confidently. " How ! you ; at your age V

" Every one must have a beginning."

M Well! this is singular enough ; come in

»ith me." Haydn followed the harlequin,

»'» introduced to the pretty wife, and took

hi! leave with the poem of an opera, en

titled " The Devil on Two Sticks," to

«liioh he was to compose the music. It

»u finished in a few days, was received

»ith applause, and Haydn received twenty-

fonr sequins (twelve pounds) for it. But a

Mbleman, who had no beauty to boast, dis

covering that he was alluded to under the

Wme of '« The Devil on Two Sticts," had

the piece prohibited.

In the composition of this opera, Haydn

often said, that it cost him more trouble to

find out a way to represent the movement

of the waves in a tempest, than it afterwards

did to write a difficult fugue. Curtz, who

had much mind and taste, was very difficult

to please about this tempest, and neither he

nor Haydn had ever seen either the sea or

a storm. How then could they describe

either one or the other? Could the happy

art be discovered of describing things un

known, many great politicians would speak

better of virtue. Curtz, in the greatest

agitation, walked to and fro, and round and

round the composer, who was seated at his

piano. " Imagine," said he to him, " a high

mountain and then a valley, then another

mountain and then another valley ; these

mountains and valleys following each other

rapidly, alps and abysses alternately suc

ceeding." This fine description had no

effect. In vain did Curtz add to it thunder

and lightning : " Come," he incessantly

repeated, " now Haydn, describe all these

horrors distinctly in music, but especially

the mountains and valleys." Haydn ran

his fingers rapidly over the keys, then across

the semitones, was prodigal of sevenths,

and modulated in an instant from sharp to

flat ; still Bernardone was not satisfied. At

last, the young musician, completely out of

patience, extended his hands to the two

extremities of the instrument, and drawing

them quickly together over the whole keys,

exclaimed, " The devil take the tempest !"

" That's it ! that's it !" cried Bernardone,

throwing himself on his neck, and almost

smothering him with his embraces. Haydn

added, that, passing some years afterwards

the straits of Calais in bad weather, he

could not help laughing the whole time, at

the remembrance of the tempest in " The

Devil on Two Sticks."

When Haydn composed this opera he was

in his nineteenth year. Mozart, that pro

digy of music, wrote his first opera at thir

teen, in competition with Hasse, who said,

after hearing the rehearsal, " This child will

eclipse us all." Haydn's success was not,

however, so great ; his talent was not for
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dramatic music ; and though he has com

posed operas which would do credit to any

master, he never attained to a " Clemema

di Tito," or a " Don Juan." About a year

after the production of the " Devil on Two

Sticks," Haydn entered on his proper career,

presenting himself in the lists as composer

of six trios. The singularity of the style,

and the novelty of this description of music,

gave these pieces an immediate celebrity ;

but the grave German musicians warmly at

tacked the dangerous innovations in them,

and especially the members of the musical

academy, a sort of club of amateurs who

were patronised by the emperor Charles

VI., himself one of the most ardent dilet

tanti of his capital. We may here take the

opportunity of stating that, before Haydn,

no one had an idea of an orchestra composed

of eighteen sorts of instruments. He is also

the inventor of the prestissimo, the sole idea

of which made the old square-toes ofjVienna

tremble. Indeed, in music, as in every

thing else, we have little idea of what the

world was even a hundred years back. The

allegro, for instance, was then only an

andantinn. Other improvements of Haydn

were, the obliging the wind instruments to

execute pianissimo, also the extension ofthe

scale into the heights of altissimo. It was

at about the age of twenty that he produced

his first quartet in B flat, which all the musi

cal amateurs soon learnt by heart. About

this time he quitted the house of his friend

Keller, for what cause is not known ; but it

is certain that his talents, though tbey had

already spread his fame, had not yet raised

him from indigence. He was now offered

board and lodging by a Mr. Martinez, on

condition of giving lessons on the piano and

in singing to his two daughters. It is a

singular circumstance, that two apartments

in the same house then contained the first

poet of the age, and the greatest symphouist

in the world, as Metastasio likewise lodged

at the residence of Mr. Martinez. The

poet, however, being in the employ of the

emperor Charles VI., lived comfortable at

least, whilst poor Haydn remained in bed

most of the days of winter for want of fuel,

The delicate and profound sensibility of

Metastasio had produced in him a just tute

in all the fine arts. He was enthusiastically

fond of music, and had a considerable know

ledge of it. The merits of the young Ger

man were therefore not lost on him ; but,

on the contrary, he cultivated his friend

ship, a circumstance highly advantageous to

Haydn. The latter dined with the poet

every day, aud derived from his conversa

tion some general rules relative to the fine

arts, at the same time that he learnt

Italian.

For six long years Haydn endured this

conflict against penury, which has been the

usual concomitant, in the early part of their

career, of most young artists who have at

tained to celebrity. If at that time he had

been patronised by some man of distinction,

and sent into Italy for two years, with a

pension of a hundred louis, nothing would

perhaps have been wauting to the perfection

of his talent; but he had not, like Metas

tasio, his Gravina. At length an oppor

tunity presented itself of improving his cir

cumstances, and he quitted the house of

Martinez, entering into the employment of

count Mortzin in 1758. This nobleman

gave evening musical parties, and had a

private orchestra in his pay. By chance the

old prince Esterhazy, a passionate ama

teur of music, was present at one of these

concerts, which very properly commenced

with Haydn's symphony in A J time. The

delight of the prince at this piece was un

bounded ; and he immediately begged count

Mortzin to allow him to receive Haydn into

his own orchestra, of which he proposed

making him sub-director. Mortzin con

sented. The author had been prevented

that day by indisposition from attending the

concert ; and as the will of princes, if not

instantly complied with, is liable to change,

or to be forgotten, many months elapsed be

fore Haydn, who, of course, was extremely

anxious to enter into the service of the first

nobleman in Europe, beard any thing more

on the subject.

A means of recalling the young artist to

the mind of the prince was eagerly sought
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lj Friedberg, a composer attached to hi*

highness; and he conceived the idea of

making him compose a symphony, to be

performed at Eisenstadt, the residence of

prince Antony, on his birthday. The com

position was completed, and was worthy of

ilsanlkor. On the day of the ceremony,

'be prince, surrounded by his suite, and

seated on his throne, was present, as usual,

the concert. Haydn's symphony began,

but scarcely was the first allegro half over,

thin the prince, interrupting the performers,

asked whose was that fine composition ?

" Haydn's," replied Friedberg ; and poor

Hirdn, trembling from head to foot, was

maJe to advance. The prince, on seeing

him, exclaimed, "What! is that the music

of thU little Moor?" (It must be owned

Updo's complexion justified the appella

te*.) " Well, Moor, henceforth I retain

wo n my service. What is your name V

"Joseph Haydn." "Why, I remember

■hat name ; 1 had already engaged you ;

vhyhaiel not seen you before ?" Haydn,

wed by the majesty which surrounded the

V-m, made no answer. " Go," added

'he nnace, " and dress yourself as my cha-

fe.'-majier ; I command you never to appear

lfiin in my presence as you are now. You

"* too little, and have a pitiful looking face.

Get a new coat, a curled wig, a collar, and

W heeled shoes ; but above all, theymust

*< high, that your stature may agree with

'oar mind. You understand ; go, and every

■iaSJ requisite shall be given you."

Haydn kissed the hand of the prince, and

■tut and placed himself in a corner of the

orchestra, rather unhippy at being obliged

to give up wearing his own hair, and to

disguise his youthful figure. The day fol

lowing, he appeared at the prince's levee in

the grave dress which had been appointed

to him. He was nominated second professor

of mnsic, but always retained among his

companions the name of the Moor.

In consequence of the death of prince

Antony, which took place a year afterwards,

the title descended to prince Nicolas, a yet

"ore enthusiastic amateur, if possible, of

ousic than the former. Haydn was now

obliged to compose a great number of

pieces for the baryton, a very complex in

strument, not now in use. It was, how

ever, the favourite of his prince, who

performed on it himself, and every day de

sired to have a new piece for it on his desk.

Most of Haydn's compositions for the bary

ton were accidentally burnt ; those that re

main are useless. Haydn said, that the ob

ligation he was under to compose so much

for this instrument, improved him consider

ably.

An event occurred about this period which

for some time disturbed the tranquillity of

Haydn's life. As soon as he had obtained

the means of subsistence, he did not forget

to fulfil his promise to his old friend Keller,

of marrying his daughter Anne; but he soon

found that she was a prude, who had, in

addition to her tiresome parade of virtue, a

mania for priests and monks. The house of

our poor composer was thus constantly be

set by them, and he was himself incessantly

annoyed and interrupted in his studies by

their clamorous conversation. Added to

all this, he was under the necessity, as the

only means of living at all on good terms

with his wife, of composing, gratis, masses

and motets for the convents of these good

fathers ; but such an employment, imposed

on him by her troublesome importunities,

could not but be extremely disagreeable to

a man whose productions were from the im

pulse of his own mind, and poor Haydn at

length sought consolation in the society of

a beautiful singer, named Mademoiselle

Boselli,in the service of the prince. It may

be imagined this did not increase his do

mestic happiness, and at length he separated

from his wife, whom, however, he always,

in pecuniary concerns, treated with perfect

honour.

Attached to the service of a patron, im

mensely rich and passionately fond ofmusic,

Haydn now enjoyed, in the family of prince

Esterhazy, that happy union of circum

stances, where every thing concurred to give

opportunity for the display of his genius.

From this period his life was uniform, and

devoted to study. He rose early in the
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morning;, dressed with extreme'neatnesa, and

Seated himself at a little table by the side of

his piano, where the dinner usually still

found him. In the evening, he went to the

rehearsals, or to the opera, which took place

four times a week at the palace of the prince.

Occasionally, he devoted a morning to

hunting ; but in general his spare time was

spent either with his friends, or with Made

moiselle Boselli. Such, without variation,

was the tenour of his life for above thirty

years, and may account for the amaiing

number of his works, consisting of three

classes, instrumental, church music, and

operas. In symphony, he is the greatest of

the great ; in sacred music, he discovered a

new path, capable, certainly, of criticism,

but which ranks him among the first masters.

In the third style, namely, theatrical music,

he was estimable only, chiefly because he

was but an imitator.

Haydn produced in the space of fifty

years, five hundred and twenty-seven instru

mental compositions, without ever copying

himself, unless intentionally. Leonardo da

Vinci always carried about with him a little

book, in which he sketched the singular

faces he met with. In the same way, Haydn

also carefully noted down in a pocket-book

the ideas and passages which occurred to

him.

When he was in a happy and cheerful

mood, he would hasten to his little table, and

write subjects for airs and minuets ; if he

found himself in a tender or melancholy

mood, he would write themes for andantes

and adagios: thus afterwards, when com

posing, if he wanted any particular sort of

passage, he had recourse to his magazine.

Haydn, however, never undertook a

Symphony unless be felt himself quite dis

posed for it. He had a diamond ring, which

had been given him by Frederick II., and

he often confessed, that if he had forgotten

to put this ring on before he sat down to

his piano, he could not summon a single

idea. The paper on which he composed,

he would have of the finest and best descrip

tion ; and such was the neatness and care

with which he wrote, that the regularity

And distinctness of his characters could

scarcely be equalled by the best copyist ;

indeed, bis notes had such small heads and

slender tails, that he himself, not without

justice, called them his flies' legs.

All these preparations made, Haydn com

menced his work, by noting down his prin

cipal idea or theme, and choosing his key.

He had a perfect knowledge of the greater

or less effect produced by the succession of

certain chords ; and he sometimes would

picture to himself a little history, which

might convey musical sentiments and colours

to his mind.

It has been remarked, that no man em

understood the various effects of colour;,

their relations, and the contrasts that they

may form, so well as Titian. So Haydn

had the most perfect acquaintance with all

the instruments of which his orchestra

was composed. No sooner did hit imagina

tion furnish him with a passage, a chor-i,

or a simple idea, than immediately he sa*

by what instrument it ought to be eitcutcd

to produce the most agreeable and mcs:

sonorous effect. Had he any doubts on tkii

subject when composing a symphony, tkt

situation which he occupied while at Bs">

stadt, afforded him the easiest means

clearing them. He assembled the musician',

and had a rehearsal : he made them execute

in two or three different ways the passage he

had in his head, selected which he preferred,

then sent away the musicians, and con

tinued his work. We often meet with

singular modulations in Haydn's composi

tions ; but he felt that what is extraiaga'l

draws the attention too much from tie

beautiful. He never attempted any eitri-

ordinary change without having first pre

pared the ear by degrees for it by the pre

ceding chords ; and thus, when it occur",

it does not shock the ear by the suddenness

of the transition. He said that he had h°t"

rowed the idea of many of his modulation!

from the works of Ilach, and that Bark

himself brought them from Rome. Hayd°

confessed the obligations he was under to

Emmanuel Bach, who, previous to Mozart s

birth, was esteemed the Jtrtt piatta i"
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world ; but he assures us that he" owes

nothing to the Milanese, San Martini, whom

he considered as very confused. Haydn,

in listening to sounds, had early found, to

»s* his own expressions, " what was good,

what was better, what was bad." If the

question was put to him, why he had writ

ten such and such a chord, or why he had

assigned such a passage to one instrument?

he never made any other than the following

staple reply : *' I did it, because it went

best so."

Haydn had some particular and singular

rales for composition, which he never would

divulge to any one. It is well known that

the ancient Greek sculptors had certain in

variable rules of beauty, called canons.

These rules are lost, and their existence is

buried 'in profound obscurity. Haydn, it

6tems, had discovered something ofthe same

nature in music. The composer Weigl

begged him one day to instruct him in these

rules, and could obtain nothing more from

Haydn than this reply, " Try aud find them

out."

He had another very original habit :

when he did not intend to express by music

any particular passiou, or any particular

images, all subjects were alike to him.

" The whole art consists,'* said he, " in

the manner of treating and pursuing a

theme." Frequently, when a friend en

tered as he was about to commence a piece,

ke would say, smiling, " Give me a sub

ject." Give a subject to Haydn ! who

would have presumed to do so? "Come,

come," said he, " give me any subject that

first strikes you, let it be what it may ;"

when the person perhaps felt himselfobliged

to obey. Many of his finest quartets prove

this ; as they commence by the most insig

nificant idea, but by degrees this same idea

assumes a character, which strengthens, in

creases, and developes itself, till the dwarf

"set into a giant before oar astonished

•eases.

Haydn, when asked to which of his works

k» gave the preference, replied, " The Seven

Ifteit." The following is an explanation

of the title. A service called the Etttierro

(funeral of the Redeemer) was cele

brated at Madrid about fifty years ago.

The serious and religious feeling j of the

Spaniards invested this ceremony with

amazing pomp and magnificence. The

seven words uttered by Jesus on the cross

were successively explained by the bishop

from the pulpit, the intervening time between

each exposition being filled up by music

worthy of the sublimity of the subject.

This sacred performance was circulated, by

order of the directors, throughout Europe ;

and a considerable reward was offered to

any composer who would write seven grand

symphonies, expressive of the sentiments

which the seven words of the Saviour were

calculated to inspire. Haydn alone made

the attempt, and produced those symphonies

which are very generally considered to be

the finest of his compositions. Fully to en

ter into their spirit, however, they must be

heard with the feelings of a Christian.

Michael Haydn, the brother of our composer,

afterwards added words and an air to this

sublime instrumental music, and, without

altering it in any respect, rendered it an ac

companiment. Some of Haydn's sympho

nies were composed for holydays; and

even in the sorrow which they express, the

characteristic vivacity of Haydn is discern-

able ; and in some parts there are move

ments of anger, which are probably meant

to designate the feelings of the Jews and

Hebrews crucifying their Saviour.

With rather a severe cast of countenance,

and a laconic method of expressing himself

in conversation, which are usually indica

tions of an ill-tempered man, Haydn was

gay, humorous, and agreeable. This viva

city, however, it is true, was easily repressed

by the presence of strangers, or people of

superior rank.

His genius naturally led him to employ

his instruments to produce laughter, and

often, at his rehearsals, he gave little pieces

of this kind to his brother musicians. But

we possess few of these compositions.

Of all Haydn's comic pieces, the only

one extant is that well-known symphony,

in which all his instruments cease success
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ively, one after the other, so that, at the

conclusion, -the violin is left to perform

alone.

There are three anecdotes connected with

this piece, which being all attested by eye

witnesses, it is difficult to say which is

correct. Some say that Haydn, perceiving

that the innovations he had made in music

were offensive to the prince's musicians,

determined to play them a trick. He had

his symphony performed, without a previous

rehearsal, before the prince, who had been

made acquainted with the intention of the

thing. The confusion of the performers,

who all thought they had made some mis

take, and especially that of the first violin,

when at the close of the piece he found he

was playing alone, afforded much enter

tainment to the court of Eisenstadt. It

is asserted, by others, that the prince, in

tending to dismiss all his band, with the ex

ception of Haydn, this ingenious method of

describing the general departure, and the

melancholy that would follow in conse

quence, occurred to him ; as soon as each

musician had finished his part, he left the

room. The third may be dispensed with.

At another time Haydn contrived the fol

lowing singular method to amuse the prince

and his company. There was a fair held

in a small town of Hungary, not far from

Eisenstadt, thither Haydn went, and bought

a basket full of children's whistles, little

fiddles, cuckoos, wooden trumpets, and

other such instruments. He then took the

trouble of studying their compass and cha

racter, and composed a most amusing sym

phony with these instruments alone, of

which some even performed solot : the

cuckoo is the bass of this piece. Haydn

being in England many years after this,

observed that the English, who liked his

compositions much when the movement was

allegro, generally went to sleep when it

was andante or adagio, whatever their

beauties might be. He, in consequence

wrote an andante, full of sweetness and

flowing melody, the sound of all the in

struments in which gradually diminish ;

when, from the moment they all arrive at

pianissimo, they strike up again together,

and, aided by the beating of the kettle drum,

make the drowsy audience instantly attend.

Haydn worked incessantly, but with dif

ficulty, which in him could not possibly

arise from any deficiency of ideas ; but his

taste was not easily satisfied. A symphony

cost him a month's labour, a mass almost

double that time. His rough copies are

filled with different passages, and for one

symphony, sufficient ideas are noted down

for three or four. Haydn himself has said

that his greatest happiness was study.

Solitary and sedate as Newton, and

wearing the ring given him by the great

Fredeiick, Haydn would seat himself at

his piano, when, in a few moments, his

imagination soared among the angelic

choirs. Nothing disturbed him at Eisen

stadt; he lived solely for his art, exempt

from any earthly cares, and this uniform and

peaceable life, devoted to the occupation

most pleasing to himself, continued till the

death of the prince Nicolas, his patron, in

1789.

At one time he was requested by

the principal managers of the theatres

of Naples, Milan, Lisbon, Venice, London,

&c. to compose operas for them. But the

love of peaceful retirement, his attachment

to his prince, and to his own methodical

habits, retained him in Hungary, and were

even more powerful than his wish to pass

the mountains. It is probable, had not

Mademoiselle* Boselli died, he would never

have quitted Eisenstadt ; but he then begin

to feel a void in his life. He had sent a

refusal to the directors of the concert ifi-

riluel at Paris, but since his favourite no

longer existed, he accepted the proposals of

Salomon, who was then giving concerts in

London, and who thought that a man of

such genius as Haydn being on the spot,

and composing expressly "for his concerts,

would certainly make them fashionable.

He gave twenty concerts a year, and offered

Haydn one hundred sequins (fifty pounds)

for each one ; and accordingly he set out

for London in 1790, when in the fifty-ninth

year of his age. He remained there rather
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more than a year, and the music he com

posed for these concerts met with universal

approbation. His amiable manners, in ad

dition to his genius, rendered his success

amongst us highly flattering to his feelings.

In 1794, Haydn again visited London,

when he was engaged by Gallini, manager

of the King's theatre, Haymarket, to com

pose an opera, which should be got up in

the most splendid manner. The subject

was the descent of Orpheus into hell. Haydn

began the work ; but some difficulties hav

ing arisen as to the opening of the theatre,

the composer, who secretly regretted his

peaceful home, could not wait till the per

mission to do so was obtained, and quitted

London, with eleven pieces of his "Orpheus,"

which, it is said, are the best of his thea

trical compositions : he then returned to

Austria, and never afterwards left it.

George III., who was fond of no music

but Handel's, still highly appreciated that

of Haydn, and the German professor met

with the most flattering reception from him

and the queen. Haydn had further the

honorary degree of doctor of music con

ferred on him by the university of Oxford ;

an honour which Handel himself had never

obtained, and which had been bestowed on

only four persous since the year 1400.

Being expected, according to custom on

this occasion, to give a specimen of musical

science to the university, Haydn sent a

composition, which, whether read from top

to bottom, bottom to top, or from the middle

of the page, or on either side of it, formed

an air, and a correct accompaniment. The

following is a copy of this singular piece of

music, which, to be read double, the paper

on which it is written must be held against

the light.

Canon Cancrizans a 3 Voce. Haydn.

"J* I " | |||
^1

Thy Voice O Har - mo

»niA - - ifj n f.v

«>y is Di . vine

 

Haydn left London, delighted with Han

del's music, and in passing through Ger

many, on his return, gave several concerts,

"hicli increased his little fortune rather

"ore than usual. He received little in mo-

*J from the family of prince Esterhazy ;

hot the respect he ever met with from the

■ of that noble house, was infinitely

more grateful to a man of Haydn's disposi

tion, than any pecuniary advantages would

have been. He was admitted at all times

to the prince's table, and was always pre

sented by his highness with a court dress,

when he gave a uniform to his orchestra.

Haydn brought no more with him from

London than fifteen thousand florins;
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(one thousand four hundred pounds) but

some years Subsequently he obtained the

additional sum of one thousand pounds from

the sale of the scores of the " Creation "

and the "Four Seasons," with which he

bought a small house and garden in the

faubourg of Gumpendorff, near Schon-

brunn. Here he received a very flattering

letter from the French institute, nominating

him one of their members. As Haydn pe

rused this letter he melted into tears, and

never afterwards alluded to it without ex

pressing a feeling of gratitude; in fact, the

letter was expressed in that dignified and

elegant style of compliment, peculiar to the

French nation. Haydn, who had early

discovered the barrenness of ancient sacred

music, the profane luxuriousness of the

modern Italian masses, and the monotonous

and insipid style of the German hymns,

felt that, to compose sacred music as it really

should be, he must work on a system alto

gether different: he borrowed, therefore,

few ideas from dramatic music ; but pre

served by the solidity of the harmony some

resemblance to the fine and solemn airs of

the ancient school, sustaining, by the richness

of his orchestra, melodies, solemn, tender,

and at the same time dignified and brilliant ;

he even permitted, in his sacred airs, occa

sional graces and ornaments which happily

relieve, from time to time, the general lofti

ness and magnificence of his sacred style.

His only precursor in this style of sacred

music was San Martini. Long before the

composition of the " Creation," Haydn had

composed, in 1774, one of his first oratorios,

entitled " Tobie," a work of moderate

merit, in which but two or three movements

announce the great master. We hav« be

fore said that, when in England, he was

much struck with the music of Handel ; and

it was from this musician that he learnt the

art of the sublime. One day he was pre

sent at the performance of Handel's Messiah,

and on hearing one of the most sublime

choruses in this piece much ndmircd, re

marked, in the most pensive tone, " He is

indeed the father of us all."

It was in 1795 that Haydn, then sixty-

three years of age, undertook his great

work of the *' Creation ;" he laboured at it

two whole years. When any one hastened

him in the work, he replied with tran

quillity, " I am long about it, for I wish it

to last long."

At the commencement of the year 1798,

the oratorio was finished, and the following

Easter was performed, for the first time, in

the room of the Schwartzenburg palace, at

the expense of the Dilettanti society, who

had purchased it of the author. The en

thusiasm, delight, and applause expressed

at this first performance, can scarcely be

depicted ; every thing united to render it

more imposing. The choicest society of men

of letters and amateurs of music filled the

saloon, which was in every way perfectly

adapted for music ; Haydn himself led the

orchestra. The most profound silence, and

an almost universal feeling of devotion and

respect, reigned throughout the assembly as

the first chords resounded from the instru

ments. Expectation was not deceived. A

rapid succession of hitherto unknown beau

ties unfolded themselves to the ear, over

came every hearer, and all agreed they had

felt, for two successive hours, a delist

scarcely possible to analyze, produced by

excited desires, ever renewed and ever sa

tisfied.

The " Creation" met with rapid suciess:

at that time every German paper was filled

with eulogiums on this great effort of genius,

and the astonishing effect it had produce!

in Vienna, and the score which appeared

a few weeks subsequently, satisfied a"

amateurs of music as to the eorrectne« of

this statement. The wonderful sale of lb'5

score, augmented by some hundred lo"u

the limited iucome of the author, ifc

librarian had set both German and Kn;lish

words to the oratorio ; which were after

wards translated into the Swedish, French,

Spanish, Bohemian, and Italian languages-

The French version is pompously flat, ai

may he judged by its coming from the con

servatory of the Hue Bergihe; but still the

translator was totally innocent of the sliirht

effect the " Creation" produced the first
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time it was executed at Paris ; tlie fact is,

ill minds were engaged on another subject,

for a few minutes before it began at the

opera, the infernal machine of the third

Nivdse burst in the Rue Saint Kacaise.

T»o years after his composition of the

"Creation'' Haydn, animated by success

and encouraged by his frieud Van Swieten,

composed a new oratorio, entitled " The

Ftut Season*.*' The descriptive Baron had

drawn the text for this work from our

Thumson. The music contains less senti

ment than the " Creation," but the subject

admitted of sallies of gaiety, joy at the

hariest, and profane love : " The Fuur

Seasons" would be the finest production,

ia that style, in the world, if the " Crea

tion" did not exist. The music is more

scientific and less sublime than that of the

" Creation;" but it nevertheless surpasses

its elder sister in one point, namely, its

quartets. The best critique on this work

k that of Haydn himself, when he was

told of the flattering approbation it had met

*iih in the palace of Schwartzeuburg.

" 1 feel much delight at the manner in

which ray music has been received," said

be, " but I should not wish to hear any

compliments on the occasion. I am per-"

soided all must feel, as I feel myself, that

"■ is not a " Creation," for the following

'fasou. Iq the " Creation," the characters

■•J angels, in this they are peasants." It

»as an admirable distinction.

Haydn's musical career finished with

" The Four Seasons." Old age, and the

labour which this work had cost him, ex

hausted his strength. " I have done,'' he

said, some time after he had completed this

oratorio ; " my head is no longer what it

has been. Formerly, ideas came to me un

sought; now 1 am obliged to seek them,

and I am not equal to this."

He composed, however, a few more quar

tets, but he never could finish that num

bered 84, although he worked at it, almost

uninterruptedly, three years. Latterly, he

amused himself with putting accompani

ments to some of the ancient Scotch melo ■

dies, for which a London music-seller gave,

him twoguineas per song: he arranged nearly

three hundred in this way ; but, in 1805, he

discontinued this employment likewise, by

order of his physician.

From this time he never left his villa at

Gumpendorff. When he wished to remind

his friends that he was still living, he sent

them a visiting card, with some of his own

composition on it. The words on the cards

were :

" Hin ist alle moine k raft. Alt und tchwach

biu icb."

*' My strength fails mc. I am old and feeble."

The music to these words stops in the

middle of the period, and without arriving

at the cadence, well expresses the languid

state of the author's health.

Hin ist alio meine kraft.

- 1 ^ — m~
1 v V

Hia ist alio memo

About this time it was determined that the

" Creation" should be performed, with the

Italian words of Carpini, and a hundred and

sixty musicians met for this purpose, at the

Palace of princeLobkow itz. They were greatly

Stated by the beautiful voices of Madame

'rulier, of Berlin, Messrs. Weitmuller

and Radichi. More than fifteen hundred

The poor old man in-

Alt und achwacb. bin ich*

once more seeing that public assembled for

whom he had laboured to much. He was

conveyed in his arm-chair into the magnifi

cent saloon, where every heart was affected.

The princess Esterhazy, and Madame de

Kurtzbeck, .the friend of Haydn, met him.

The flourishes of the orchestra, and still

more the agitation of the spectators, an

nounced his arrival. He was placed in tha

middle of three rows of seats, occupied by
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his friends and the principal persons at Vi

enna. Before the music began, Salieri, the

director of the orchestra, came to receive

Haydn's orders. They embraced ; Salieri

then hastenedHo his place, and, amidst the

general emotion of the assembly, the or

chestra commenced. The effect produced

by this sacred music, added to the sight of

its great composer on the point of quitting

this world, may be conceived. Surrounded

by the nobility of Vienna and by his friends,

by artists, and by lovely women, whose

eyes were all fixed on him, listening to the

praises of God, which he himself had ima

gined, Haydn bid a glorious adieu to the

world and to life.

So much glory and love frequently

caused him to weep, and he found himself

much exhausted at the conclusion of the

first act. His chair was then brought in,

and as he was about to leave the concert-

room, ordering those who carried him to

stop, he first bowed to the public, and then

turning to the orchestra, with real Ger

man feeling, he raised his hands to hea

ven, and with tears in his eyes, blessed the

former companions of his labours.

Before Haydn had entered his seventy-

eighth year, he was become extremely in

firm. It was the last of his life. The mo

ment he went to the piano-forte, the vertigo

returned, and his hands quitted the keys to

have recourse to his rosary, which was his

last consolation. War broke out between

France and Austria ; this intelligence trou

bled Haydn, and exhausted the remains of

his strength. He every moment inquired

what news there was, went to his piano,

and with a feeble voice sang, " God save

the Emperor."

The French armies advanced rapidly,

and on the night of the 10th of May,

having reached Schonbrunn, about half a

league distant from Haydu's little villa,

they fired, the next morning, fifteen hundred

cannon-shot, only a hundred yards from

his house, upon Vienna, that town so

much beloved by him. He pictured it to

himself destroyed by fire and sword. Four

bombs then fell close to his house, when his

two servants, with terror depicted in theif

countenances, ran to him ; the old man, by

an effort, rose from his arm-chair, and with a

dignified air, cried, " Why such alarm!

know that, where Haydn is, no evil can

happen." But this exertion was beyond his

strength ; a convulsive shivering prevented

him from adding more, and he was imme

diately conveyed to his bed. On the 26th of

May, he was almost completely exhausted ;

notwithstanding, he had his piano moved

towards him, and sung three times, with as

loud a voice as he could, " God save tk

Emperor"

They were his last words. At his piano

he became insensible, and expired on the

morning of the 31st, at the age of seventy-

eight years and two months. Madame

Kurtzbeck had sent to him, during the oc

cupation of Vienna, to beg that he would

suffer himself to be removed into the city;

but he could not be persuaded to quit his

beloved retreat. Mozart's Requiem was

performed a few weeks afterwards in honour

of him, at the Scotch church. The same

homage was rendered to his memory at

Breslau, and at the conservatory at Para,

and a hymn of Cherubini's composition was

sung. The music is worthy of the great

man it celebrated.

Haydn was very religious ; it may even

be said that through his firm faith in the

truths of religion, his talent was increased.

The commencement of all his scores are in

scribed with some of the following mottoes:

"In Nomine Domini" or "Soli Deo gloria;'

and at the end of them all, " LauiDn-

If, when he was composing, he felt his

imagination cool, or that some insurmount

able difficulty prevented his proceeding, he

rose from his piano, took his rosary, and be

gan to repeat it. He said this method nerer

failed. " When I was working at the * Grw

tion,' " said he, "I felt myself so penetrated

with religion, that before I sat down to my

piano, I prayed confidently to God to gi«

me the taleut requisite to praise him wor

thily." . .

Haydn's heir was a farrier, to whom lie

left thirty-eight thousand florins in cash,
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deducting twelve thousand florins which

were bequeathed by him to his two faithful

servants. His manuscripts, sold by auction,

were bought by the prince Esterhaiy.

HAYDN, (Michael) brother of Joseph

Haydn, was formerly director of music at

Silzburg. In 1801, at his brother's soli

citation, he was appointed to an advan-

ugeous situation in the chapel of prince

Esterhazy, where he met with that regard

which his great abilities deserved. Many

of his compositions are for the church,

wd ire said to be of the most excel

lent kind. A few specimens are insert-

■ in Mr. Latrobe's admirable selection

if sacred music : these consist of verses

tun from a mass, written for the use of

toaBry churches, and they serve to show

hew wide a difference there is between the

'a»te and ability of English and German

parish singers. According to the testimony

i" Ins brother, Michael Haydn was in no way

inferior to himself as a musical genius,

^•ougb he has Dot been equally distin

guished and successful.

HAYDON, an English composer of

rocii music, in the early part of the last

century. The most remembered of his

'oris is the duet " A» I law fair Clara."

HAYDON, (Thomas) son of a respect

ive attorney, formerly of some eminence

lathe city of London, was born in 1787.

He began the practice of the piano-forte

about the age of seven years, under the

tuition of Edward Frith, a London organ-

It; bat as it was intended he should follow

lis father's profession, music received, at

that time, but a moderate share of his atten

tion ; and the practice of it was, from acci

dental circumstances, discontinued when

It was about twelve years old, and until

be was sixteen or seventeen ; at which

tune he spontaneously and vigorously re

newed bis studies with Frith, for whom he

occasionally officiated as organist.

Finding a growing dislike to the quirks

md quiddities of the law, he at length be-

pn to think seriously of music as a pro

fession, and to that end continued his

nodes with Charles Neate, from whom he

vol. i.

received much valuable instruction in the

art of piano-forte playing. In 1810-1811,

he performed several times in public,

and became soon after a member of the

royal society of musicians. •

Feeling the imperfections of the piano

forte, and observing that those professors

most eminent for time and manner were

often performers on some concert instru

ment, Haydon, at an early part of his pro

fessional career, attended also to the prac

tice of the violin and tenor, in the hope of

appreciating and enjoying the inestimable

quartets of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

&c. ; and the establishment of the Philhar

monic society, of which he is an associate,

furnished him, as well as others, with an

opportunity of studying the effects which

so powerful an orchestra was capable of

producing, and of witnessing the manual

skill and excellent talent of his own coun-

trymen.when put in competition with some of

the most eminent professors of the continent.

Haydon, for a short time, devoted his at

tention to vocal music, and had the advan

tage of some excellent instruction from

Thomas Welch, whose knowledge of dra

matic effect, and of the connection between

sound and sense, tended much to exalt his

ideas of the powers of his art. To Dr.

Crotch, we understand, he is also indebted,

in a great degree, for his knowledge of

musical science.

On the establishment of the roval

academy of music last year, Haydon was

chosen one of the professors of that institu

tion. The compositions as yet published

by him are bagatelles, which appear to

have been written more for the amusement

of a leisure hour, than with the design of

distinguishing the author as a composer.

Whether he may subsequently do any thing

of more consequence remains to be seen ;

his name is certainly a fortunate one for a

musician, and brings no unpleasant asso

ciations to the mind.

HAYES (Dr. William) was, early in

life, organist of St. Mary's church, Shrews

bury, which situation he retained, until a

vacancy occurring in the place of organist
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of Christchurch, Oxford, lie was sufficiently

fortunate to succeed to it, and consequently

left Shrewsbury for bis new appointment.

Here he was admitted to the degree of

doctor of music, and afterwards appointed

professor of music in the university, as well

as organist of several of the colleges.

Few of his compositions are at present

known. Whilst at Shrewsbury, he com

posed and printed a set of "English Bal

lads." There are extant, in manuscript,

several of his ecclesiastical compositions,

which were written for the different col

leges, and a few of his catches, glees, and

canons have been printed. Hi also assisted

in the publication of Sr. Boyce's cathedral

music.

Dr. Hayes was considered a studious and

active professor, as well as an excellent per

former on the organ. He had the sole con

duct and management of the concerts and

music meetings in Oxford until the time of

his death, about the year 1779.

HAYES, (Dr. Philip) son of the preced

ing, was born about the year 1739, and

received his musical education principally

from his father. Early in life, he was

admitted one of the gentlemen of the chapel

Toyal ; in consequence of which appointment

he resided almost wholly in London, until

his father's death, to whose situation in the

university he succeeded.

Respecting his compositions, whicb con

sist chiefly of anthems and services, little is

known ; they are, however, said, in many

respects, to have great excellence. For

several of the concluding years of his life,

Dr. P. Hayes is supposed to have been by-

much the most corpulent man in England.

He is even said to have equalled in weight

the celebrated Mr. Bright, the miller of

Maiden, in Essex. The writer of the article

respecting him in Dr. Rees's Cyclopaedia,

is by no means liberal in his remarks. He

says, that, "with a very limited genius for

composition, and unlimited vanity, envy,

and spleen, he was always on the fret, and

by his situation had a power, which he

never spared, to render all other musicians

uncomfortable, Ro one enured the univer*

sity occasionally, or from curiosity, who did

not alarm him. His extreme corpulency

will be longer remembered than his abilities,

of which he has left no example, that we

can recollect, worthy to be recorded."

In the month of March, 1797, Dr.

P. Hayes came to London, for the purpose

of presiding at the ensuing festival for the

Musical Fund. He had dressed himself in

the morning of the 19th of March, in order

to attend the chapel royal, but was sud

denly taken ill, and expired shortly after

wards. His body was interred in St. Paul's

cathedral, the gentlemen of the chapel, and

the choirs of St. Paul's and Westminster,

singing Dr. Green's funeral anthem.

" Lord, let me know my end." Several of

the most eminent musical men attended at

mourners.

HAYM (Nicolo Francesco) was born

at Rome, of German parents, and early in

life settled in London, as professor of

music, where he was engaged, at the begin

ning of the last century, with Clayton and

Dienpart, in an attempt to establish ao

Italian opera.

The merits of Haym, as a musician,

entitled him to better encouragement than

he seems to have met with. He published

two operas of sonatas, for two violins and

a bass, which show him to have been an

able master. He was a man of learning,

and is to be regarded in other respects than

as a mere musician. Being well skilled in

medals, he published a work entitled " H

Tesoro delle Medaglie Antiche," in two

volumes quarto, Italian and English.

He also wrote " Le Metope" and " i*m

Deniadice," two tragedies, and published a

fine edition of the " Giemsalemme JUbe-

rata," of Tasso, in two volumes quarto,

with cuts ; he was also the compiler of a

book, very useful to the lovers of Italian

literature, entitled " Notizia de' lAlri rari

Jtaliani."

He further published, about the year

1730, proposals for printing by subscription

a history of music, in two volumes quarto,

which he had written in Italian, and was

to have been translated into English ; but it
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is to be presumed he met with small en

couragement, the work having never been

published.

BAYS, (F. G.) a pianist, published

some music for his instrument at Dresden

and Brunswick, in the years 1797 and

1798.

HEATHER (William Edward) was

bom in 1784. His parents were respecta

ble, and carried on business in the uphol

stery line at Rutland-house, Charter- house-

square, for more than twenty-five years.

Manifesting at a very early age an exces

sive fondness for the creation of musical

sounds, young Heather first tried his skill in

generating a scale, by suspending irons,

called holdfasts, used by cabinet-makers

and joiners, proportioning them according

to their acuteness or gravity, and then

iinkina: them with a wooden mallet so as

to produce, what he then termed, music.

Saws, chisels, mortises, scrapers, and other

tools, were put in requisition for the same

purpose of yielding sound, during the ab

sence of his father's journeymen at meals,

and to their inexpressible torment aud loss

of time and tools.

At about four years of age, he succeeded

in prevailing upon his father to look out at

sane broker's shop for an old spinet, and

after much discussion as to the merits of

tie different instruments examined, the fa

ther considering the workmanship of the

t ise of primary importance, while the son

looked for a very contrary quality, one was

approved and purchased for a few shillings.

After hammering this away until it had lost

all vitality, it was bartered for an old vir

ginal, which then appeared to Heather the

me plus ultra of all musical instruments.

To pass over a variety of other childish

efforts, he now approached the time when

be may be said to have entered upon his

eventful life. As his father's family had

much increased, and his parents had not

the means, with their limited capital, of

applying their son with efficient instruction

in the musical profession, which he was

beat on following ; and as it appeared

pretty evident that some of the children

must .eventually seek good or evil in the

wide world, it was recommended by a wor

thy friend, a clergyman now deceased, that

the subject of this memoir should be the

first started from the paternal roof. From

the boy's rambling and romantic propensi

ties, the proposition was at first met with

reluctance by his parents, but in the end

the soli's good star prevailed, and the be

fore-mentioned friend undertook to procure

his admission on the establishment of St.

Paul's cathedral as a chorister. The pre

sent Dr. Chard, of Winchester, leaving the

school, young Heather was elected to the

vacancy, and placed under the late Mr.

Hudson, then almoner and master of the

boys, lie here completed his time of five

years, and received the usual gratuity from

the dean and chapter ; but as the choir was

not then over strong in soprano voices, and

Heather's voice being then in its best state,

he was retained in the cathedral, and turned

over with the other boys to the care and

tuition of the late Mr. Bellamy, who suc

ceeded Hudson as master. The children

in those days were wholly provided for in

the house, and had masters to superintend

the other branches of their education.

While in the cathedral, he was occasionally

borrowed to assist in the services of other

dioceses, so that from incessant employment

therein for many years, may be traced his

constant predilection for cathedral duty,

although the fashion of the day has, in a

degree, obliged him to relinquish it for more

profitable employment. Having benefited

by the instructions of Bellamy, and be

coming restless (as he himself expresses)

" to cast my bread upon the waters in the

hope of its returning unto me after many

days," he became urgent for his release,

which at last was granted. He then en

gaged as anthem singer to various chapels of

ease at the west end of the town, and united

himself with choirs (both Protestant and

Catholic) wheresoever established. During

the week he got engagements in harmonic

societies and private glee parties, filling up

occasional vacancies by provincial employ

ment. With all his jtractical experience,
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however, he found, as he increased in years,

that his theoretical information was too

limited ; he therefore followed his studies

closely, and haunted the sides of the mu

sicians he chiefly esteemed ; whilst, under

the plea of turning over for them, he

watched their management of their instru

ments, and humbly sought half a dozen

hints for his improvement, when they had

finished their performance. His voice still

remaining undiminished in strength, he ac

cepted a permanent engagement under the

celebrated Rev. S. Parry, to sing at his

chapel, near Bedford-square, on Sunday

mornings. This employment brought him in

contact with the, then, organist, Costellow,

to whom he became so much attached, that

in the end he prevailed on his father to

place him under articles to that gentleman

for five years. Costellow had just then

succeeded the late Stephen Storace at the

piano-forte in the orchestra of old Drury,

and his practice being very great, Heather

occasionally supplied his place in the or

chestra at rehearsals, and sometimes on the

evening of performance. In the year 1798,

he commenced a new career by making his

first appearance on theatrical boards, in the

character of Edward, in The Smugglers.

While his voice lasted, he continued to re •

present the characters previously so ably

filled by the, then, master, Welsh, who had

retired ; this occupation, combined with

provincial and minor engagements, termi

nated his theatrical career. His articles

having expired with Costellow, he parted

from his master with regret, whose peace

able and paternal roof he left, to throw

himself once more upon a turbulent and

sorrowful world. He then entered gay life,

became what is termed jolly and convivial,

and as his voice had settled into a pleas

ing countertenor, found a knife and fork

ready for him at most tables he chose to

approach. This employment of his time

leading to endless engagements in town

and country, he found his health giving

way, and his opportunities of study totally

broken in upon ; he consequently formed a

resolution to break the charm, and with a

small fiddle in his pocket, and but link

money, commenced his travels on foot.

Poetry, history, and biography constituting

his delight, Goldsmith came in for his share

of admiration ; and, with a light heart and

empty purse, he determined upon seeking

adventures. To be brief, he returned from

the contemplation of lovely nature, and

man in his half wild state, to the metro

polis, and commenced teaching, to the great

improvement of his finances. He then be

came organist to the parish of Waltham-

stow, after a severe contest, on the erection

of an organ in that church, and took up

his abode in a secluded part of Eppinj

forest. Here he read with more avidirr,

and improved his musical erudition with

more effect, than he had done for several

preceding years. He ultimately succeeded

in establishing a very lucrative practice,

furnished a house in the village of Walt-

hamstow, and received several pupils in

tended for the profession. But, alas! the

melancholy and restlessness which had it

times before afflicted him were now re

newed ; he therefore speedily determined

upon once again striking his colours, anJ

after apologizing to the neighbourWl

through whose kind exertions he had beer,

seated, after a most unprecedented and ar

duous contest, in his actual situation, be

made a final retreat from Walthamsttw,

tendering his resignation as organist. He

now returned to the grand focus, London,

and engaged in several periodical publica

tions. Here, once more, he succeeded in

establishing himself comfortably, and »

creasing his practice. The old leaven d

vagabondizing, however, returned, and I"

must fain leave all present happiness vii

prospective advantage to see once more a

change ofcountry and scenery. In due linte

he again returned to London, and undertook

the management of the musical proceeding

of the Caledonian institution, then in if

infancy, for the support of Scotch soldiers

and sailors and their families. About the

same period, he agreed to produce a musical

piece at Covent-garden theatre, called

" The A'ondcicript," which, however, »«
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not successful. He next engaged to supply

the late duke of Kent with manuscript

symphonies for his excellent band ; also in

writing for the music trade, and preparing

young authors' works for the press, at the

same time increasing a very considerable

professional and private practice. Engage

ments and wealth now once more flowed in

apace, with the usual consequences—desire

if change. He now pictured to himself the

services he might render mankind by be

coming a disciple of Escutapius ; the thought

had no sooner existed, than the change was

determined upon. He sold all his goods,

and exchanged music for the dissecting

room. These studies were pursued for

some time very industriously, but his ruling

passion again returning for music and a

wandering life, he deserted the table of the

demonstrator, and renewed his visits to

former patrons at their residences in the

country, remaining for a time at different

gentlemen's homes. Conceiving his health

to be on the decline about this period, he

next decided on trying the sea air and

bathing for a month or two in the west of

England. He therefore proceeded to Sid-

mouth with the intention of remaining only

a few weeks ; but as the residence of a very

short period brought him into contact with

toe surrounding neighbourhood, music be

came the order of the day, and in the

course of a few months he mustered an

fenestra, vocal and instrumental, (purely

amateur with the exception of himself) of

all the beauty and fashion of that part of

Devonshire. Monthly dinners took place

among the gentlemen, at which Heather

"ales he has beard four and five part glees

tteruted with a precision that would have

l*en creditable to some of his brother pro

fessors. The kindness and liberality he

uperienced here from all parties, became in

'>!« end the cause of extending his stay

from three or four weeks to three years.

Solicitations constantly arriving for his re

turn to the metropolis, to which place he

W only once gone, from Devonshire, for a

fe» years, to get—married ! he once more

toted his quarters, and quitted the seclu-

sion and peace of " Devon's myrtle vales"

for the huge leviathan London, where he

still remains.

The following list comprises the acknow

ledged works of Heather : Vocal : " The

Persian Maid," a ballad. " Hygeia," can

zonet. " Rokeby," canionet. " Allen a

dale," song. " / was a wild and wayward

boy,** harp song. "Cypress Wreath" harp

song. M A weary lot is thine, fair maid,"

song. " Brignal Banks," song and glee.

" Cavaliers Song." " Song to the Moon"

" Matildas Song" harp. " Songs in

the Musical Piece of The Nondescript."

" Duets in the Musical Piece of The Nonde

script." " Glees and Choruses in the Musical

Piece of The Nondescript.** *' Lord of

the Isles." " Wake, maid of /.ora," song.

" Merrily , merrily,* 'duet. " Roscoe*sRoses* 9

song. " Know ye the land,** glee for five

voices, composed for the Sidmouth Philhar

monic. '* Vocal Studies." "First Volume of

Hebrew Melodies," for one, two, and three

voices. " Bul-bul, or this Rose so caftn,*'

song. " Ossianic Extracts.** " Gaelic

Gleanings." Instrumental: "Serenade,"

piano-forte, harp, and flute. " Overture to

the Musical Piece of Lc Nondescript."

" Medley Overture." " Lochaber," rondo,

piano-forte. " Soulagement de tEtude,"

No. 1, rondo, piano-forte. "Soulagement

dr I'Elude," No. 2, rondo, piano-forte.

" Vittoria March," military band and

piano-forte. " Capriccio" harp. "National

Airs," harp, piano-forte, and flute. " Rus

sian Waltz," No. 1, piano-forte. "Ah,

perdanna," piano-forte, duet arrangement.

" Copenhagen Waltz," piano-forte. "Al

lied Waltz," piano-forte. " Don Juan

Airs," eighth book, piano-forte and flute.

" Juvenile Studies," 1, 2, 3, 4, piano-forte.

" Cossack Rondo," piano-forte and flute.

" Trois Waltzes," piano-forte. " Over

ture Proserpina," duet arrangement.

" Zitti, Zitti, Piano, Piano," duet arrange

ment. " Treatise on the present State of

Piano-forte Study."

HEUENSTUEIT, (Pantaleon) the in

ventor of the famous Pantaleon, and at the

same time one of the most skilful violinists
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of his time, followed, in 1697, the profession

of a dancing-master, at Leipsic, and had

attained, even at that period, such profi

ciency on his instrument, that count Logi

cried out on hearing him, " Comment .' j' ai

itc en Italic, et je n'ai pas entendu de

parcit." In 1705, Hebenstreit went to

Paris, and played there before Louis XIV.

This prince not only loaded him with his

favours, but even deigned to give his new

instrument the christian nameof its inventor.

The year after his return from Paris, he

entered the service of the duke of Eise

nach, as chapel and ballet master to the

court, where he played double concertos of

his own composition with Telemann. In

1708, he went to Dresden, as chamber-

musician to the king of Poland, and there

received a salary of a thousand crowns.

The exact time of his death is not known,

but he is supposed to have lived beyond the

year 1730.

HECK, a writer of a treatise on thorough

bass, published at Preston's previously to

the year 1797.

HECKEL, (J. J.) composer of some

music for the piano-forte, published at Paris

in 1802.

HEEREN, (Arnold H. L.) professor of

philosophy at Gottingen, was born in 1760.

He wrote "Dissert, de Chori Grtecorum

tragici natura et indole, ratione argvmenti

kabita," Gottingen, 1784.

HEIBERGER, (Joseph) a German

composer, resided at Rome in 1777, and

wrote there the opera " V/ Colonello,"

which was considered the best piece of the

year in which it was produced.

HEINDL or IIAINDL, director of the

concerts at Inspruck, about the year 1782,

composed there the music of an opera

called " The Merchant of Smyrna."

HEINECHEN,(Johann DAvio)chapel-

master to the king of Poland and elector of

Saxony, was born in 1683. He wrote

much music for the church, theatre, and

chamber, also several didactic work3 on

music. His compositions bear date from

the year 1709 to 1728.

HEINECKE or HEINICKE, (Johann

Emanuel) a lecturer and singer in the

town of Dortmund, published at Nurem-

burg, about the year 1748, " Sic Mourani,

pour le Clav."

HELNEKE, (R.) a professor of music at

Berlin, published some variations, etc. for

the piano, in the year 1802.

HEINEKEN, (Nicholas) composer of

" Eight Psalm Tunes in Score, with an Ac

companimentfor the Organ or Piano~Jorte,"

A critic in the Harmonicon observes of this

publication : " Mr. Heineken's eight psalms

do him infinite credit, as a harmonist. We

have not often met with sacred music of

this description, the inspection of which

has afforded us so much pleasure as this

modest, meritorious work. The sweetness

of the melodies, the skilful arrangement of

the parts, and the unexampled moderation

of the price (three shillings) ought to recom

mend them, not only to all congregations

that promote devotional singing, but to

every private family that wishes to culti

vate serious music."

HEINLEIN, (Paul) director of the

music and organist at Nuremburg, died in

1686. He resided for some time in Italy,

and was celebrated for his performance oo

the harpsichord and several wind instru

ments. His compositions were also in high

estimation.

HEINROTH (J. C. G.) published some

music for the harp and piano-forte at Dres

den, between the years 1788 and 1795.

HEINSIUS, (Ernest) an organist at

Aruheim, published at Amsterdam, about

the year 1700, six concertos for the violin,

and six four-part symphonies.

HELBERT, a German musician, and

violinist at Paris, published, in 1780, twelve

trios for the violin, six duos for the flute,

and an ariette.

HELD, a violinist in the chapel royal «'

Munich, was considered, in the year 1794,

one of the best pupils of the celebrated

Eck.

HELD, (Joh. Theo.) a doctor of la<«

at Prague, is an excellent amateur singer,

guitarist, and composer of vocal mask1. Ho

first work was published in 1796. H '*
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railed " JUscken, rox Pfrfftl, in Afusii,"

Prague. Another of his publications is

'•bLiedermit Klmier," Leipsic, 1803.

HELDERCS, (Bartholom^us) a church

composer in the seventeenth century, was

bora at Gotha. His compositions bear date

tarn 1615 to 1621.

HELE, (C. ox la) chapel-master at the

cathedral of Dornick, in Flanders, lived in

the latter half of the sixteenth century, and

published some masses and other sacred

aasic at Antwerp.

HELFER, (Charles d') a composer of

1 "Meat des Moris i quatre Four," the

exact date of which is not known.

HELIA, (Camillo di) a contrapuntist

of the fifteenth century. Several of his

compositions were published by De Anti-

qais at Venice, in 1585, in which work

may be found, also, some pieces by Vittorio

diHelia.

HELLEXDAAL, a German musician,

resident in England about the year 1780.

He was the master of the late Dr. Hague

in thorough-bass and composition, and was

a man of undoubted attainments in musical

sdeace. He published some violin music

in England. (Preston's Cat.)

HELLER lived, probably, about the year

1797, asan instrumental performer at Paris,

"here, in the above year, Pleyel published

two of bis quatuors for wind instruments.

HELLER, (Jonathan) a doctor in theo

logy, published, in the first half of the last

century, several works on music; among

others, " De saltationibus religiosis," Leip-

«, 1737.

HELLMUTH, (Frederick) musician to

the elector of Mentz, was born in 1744.

He evinced great talents for music from

his earliest infancy, and had a fine tenor

voice. Three sonatas for the harpsichord,

with accompaniments for violin and violon

cello, of his composition, were published at

Offenbach in 1774.

HELLMUTH, (Carl) younger brother

of the preceding, is a musician at Mentz,

ud husband to Joscpha Hellmuth, a cele

brated singer in Germany.

HELMBOLD, (LvoWio) borntaThu-

ringia in 1532. Stark, his successor, printed

at Erfurt, in 1615, some fine canticles of

Helmbold.

HELWIG, (Johann F.) a composer of

canticles for the Lutheran church, died in

Germany in 1729.

HEMBERGER, (F.) a German pianist

and good composer, resident in France.

He published at Lyons aud Paris several

operas of instrumental and vocal music,

between the years 1787 and 1790.

HEMMERLE1N, (J. C.) director of the

concerts at Fulda, was considered, in the

year 1800, an excellent violoncellist He

was a pupil of Schlick for that instrument,

and of Uhlmann for composition. He pub

lished a concerto for the violoncello (his

Op. 1) in 1801.

HEMMERLEIN, (J.) a German com

poser, has published, chiefly at Offenbach

and Paris, twenty operas of instrumental

music, between the years 1783 and 1795.

HEMMERLIN, (J. N.) chamber-musi

cian to the prince of Baoburg, published

there, in 1748, a collection of six masses,

entitled " Chorus Musarum." The third of

the collection is of his own composition.

HEMMIS, (J. C.) chapel-master and

organist at Osnabruck, published at Cassel,

in 1781, a book of Catholic hymns, in

octavo, and in 1792 and 1800, some music

for the piano-forte.

HEMPEL, (George Christopher)

chamber-musician and violinist to the duke

of Saxe-Gotha, is known by his publica

tions, since the year 1764, of different con

certos and symphonies, and by twelve solos

for the violin. He died at Gotha in 1801,

in the eighty-sixth year of his age.

HEMPEL (Charles William) was

born at Chelsea, in the year 1777. He

showed very early indications for musical

talent, and was placed under the tuition of

his relation, the celebrated A. F. C. Koll-

mann. With such advantages he could not

fail making rapid progress, and at the age

of eight, he performed daring the service at

the king's German chapel, in St. James's.

Some years after this, he was placed at a

boarding-school in Suney, where those
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hours which others devoted to sport and I

idleness, were by him dedicated to music

and drawing. In the years 1793-1794,

he went on the continent, principally to

Leipsic and Dresden, where he had the most

enviableopportunities of cultivating the chief

pleasure of his life, music. On his return

to, London, he became acquainted with some

of the most eminent professors, and lost no

opportunity of the improvement which such

acquisitions afforded him. He had at this

time the honour of being introduced to the

immortal Haydn. Various circumstances,

some years after this period, induced him

to have recourse to music as a profession ;

(which hitherto had not been the case) and

a prospect of succeeding to the organ at

Truro being held out to him, he was induced,

in 1803, to quit the metropolis. In May,

1804, he was elected organist of St. Mary's,

Truro, which post he has filled to the pre

sent day. Sacred music now became his

chief delight, and he has spared no pains in

producing a choir, the performance of which

is rarely to be equalled out of a cathedral.

It was long ere he turned his thoughts to

composition, but after having composed a

few psalms, which were much admired, he

was induced to proceed farther. The prin

cipal work he has published, is a volume of

" Church Services, Anthems, and Psalms"

dedicated to the bishop of Lincoln. This

has been received with the most flattering

applause, and is now gone to a second

edition. He has also published an " Intro

duction to the Piano-forte," and has ready

for the press, a second edition of " Twenty

Sacred Melodies," dedicated to the Earl of

Falmouth. His next work, now also ready

for the press, (and which is honoured by

the patronage of the king) will probably

eclipse his other publications. It may, per

haps, be proper to add, that Hempel has

acquired the whole of his knowledge of

counterpoint from the works of Kollmann,

which alone he has studied. He has twice

received publicly the thanks of the -bishop

of Lincoln, (then bishop of Exeter) for his

zeal in the services of the church, and has

been honoured by the most flattering com-

pliments from various quarters on his pub

lications. Hempel has also published a

poem, and painted many landscapes in

oil.

HENFLING, (Conrad) of Anspach,

a celebrated mathematician, published, in

1708, an epistle to the president of the

academy of sciences, at Berlin, in which he

very learnedly treats on the theory of music.

This paper is republished in the "Miscellax.

Berolin." T. 1. P. 3. pp. 265 to 294, of the

year 1710, under the title of " Specimen tie

novo suo Systemal Musico."

HENKEL, (Michael) conductor of the

music and organist at the Dome church in

Fulda, was born there in 1780. He was a

pupil of Vierling, and has composed and

arranged much music for the organ. He

has also published some pieces for the guitar

and flute.

HENNEBERG, (Johann Baptiste)

organist of one of the churches of Vienoa,

has composed several dramatic pieces for

one of the theatres of that city, and lias

also published " Notturni a quatrc Voci e

Piano-forte," and some military music

These compositions bear date from the year

1793 to 1802.

HENNET, (Fbeyheur von) a noble

amateur of music, resident at Prague in

1796. The musical meetings in his house

were very celebrated, where he not only

took the first violin himself, but composed

much of the music which was performed,

namely, symphonies, quartets, &c.

HENNIG, (C. F.) chapel-master at

Sorau, published at Berlin, in 1775, a trk>

for the harpsichord, and in 1781 at Leipsic,

a " Quod libet," for young musicians, in

two volumes. The latter work is a collec

tion of different pieces for the voice and

piano-forte. In 1782, he brought out ano

ther collection of songs. Besides these vocal

compositions, twelve symphonies, six violin

quatuors, and six divertimentos for twelve

instruments, have been published by him at

various periods.

HENNIG, (J. C.) a flutist and composer

for his instrument. His works have been

published at Offenbach, Berlin, and Paris,
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and from Op. 1 ta 19, bear date from the

vtar 1796 to 1800.

HENRY, (B.) a violinist at Paris, has

published, since the year 1780, " Concerto

fvtr Violon, a neuf, Ao. 1." "Etudes

p*tr U Violon, en deux Parties." " Gam-

art et Caprices en double corde." "Thirties

Mh« dans Us vingt-deux Tons les plus

Haiti." These themes are adopted by Kreut-

nr, of the conservatory, for the practice of

lis pupils. " Air var. pour Violon," and

" Rented itAirs pour Fl."

HENSEL, (Johann Daniel) bora in

Germany in 1752. He wrote the words

ffld music of an oratorio, called " Jesus,"

a- 1798. He has also published some

inmatic and other music, and a didactic

"orlonthe piano-forte.

HLNSTRIDGE, (Daniel) organist of

lie cathedral at Canterbury, about the year

1710, composed many anthems. Thewords

>l umt of them are in the collection enti

re! Divine Harmony, published by Dr.

tropin 1712.

HEPP, (SixTrs) an organist at Stras-

*as born in 1732. He was a pupil

of /onelli. Two sonatas of bis for the

■■^jKichord were published at the above

town, ind much more of his music is known

■ manuscript.

HERBERTH, (Robert) born in Fran-

onia in 1770. He has published some

fatjtas and piano-forte music. Several

of his masses (manuscript) have been much

'Jmired.

HERBIG, a good violoncellist in the

"val chapel at Berlin, and pupil of Mara.

HERB1NG, (A.B.V.) assistant organist

10 >ke cathedral at Magdeburg, died in the

prime of life in 1767. He published much

"Heal music of a comic cast, which was

'try popular in Germany.

HERBST (Jons Andreas) was bora

11 N'nremburg, in the year 1588. At the

ft of forty he was appointed chapel-master

s( Irankfort on the Maine. He continued

■ that station about thirteen years, when

nt was called to the same office at Nurem-

In 1650, at the solicitation of his

'"ends, he returned to Frankfort, and kept

his former place until the time of his death,

in 1660.

He was deeply read in the theory of

music, and in composition he had few

equals. Like most of the Germans, he was

a sound and judicious organist. In the year

1643, he published, in the German language,

a work entitled " Musics Poeticas" and

ten years afterwards, a translation into the

same language of the "Arte Prattica e

Poctica" of Giovanni Chiodino. He was

also the author of a tract entitled " Afusica

Moderna Prattica, overo Maniere del buon

Canto," printed at Frankfort in 1668, in

which he strongly recommends the Italian

manner of singing. His other works are,

"A small Tract on Thorough-bass" and

" A Discourse on Counterpoint."

Of his musical compositions there are

only extant, " Meletemata sacra Davidis,"

and " Suspiria S. Gregorii ad Christum,"

for three voices. These were printed in the

year 1619, at the same time with another

of his compositions for six voices.

HERDER, (Johann Gottfried von)

first preacher at the court of Weimar, since

the year 1776. He died about 1804. He

published many works relating to music.

Amongothers, one "On the Spirit ofHebrew

Poetry," the second volume of which con

tains dissertations on the music of the

psalms, and on the union of music and

dancing.

HERING, (Carl Gottlieb) organist

of a town near Lcipsic, published eleven

operas of piano-forte and vocal music, be

tween the years 1789 and 1812. Amonjr,

them are several didactic works of merit.

They are all published at Leipsic.

HERMANN, (J. D.) a German musi

cian and celebrated pianist and composer

for his instrument, resided from the year

1786 at Paris, where he has published many

works, up to the year 1802. He has long

since retired from the musical profession.

HERMES, (Herrmann Daniel) a

clergyman of Breslau, born in 1731, com

posed some vocal music in a printed collec

tion of music at Breslau, in 1790.

HERRAIANNUS, (Contractus) a Be
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nedictine monk, born in 1013. He received

the name of Contractus from being paralytic

in hi$ lower extremities from infancy. He

was equally celebrated as historian and

composer, of which Walther in his lexicon,

and the abW Gerbert in his collection of

composers, have given sufficient proof ; the

latter having collected together the rare

works of Herrmannus, and inserted them in

the second volume of his collection, under

the title " Optucuta Musica." In the same

place he has given specimens of the method

of notation at that period. Herrmannus

died in 1034.

HERSCHEL, (Jacod) brother of the

celebrated astronomer, was born about the

year 1734. He was master of the king's

band at Hanover, and an excellent com

poser of music for instruments, somewhat in

the style of Abel, and other musicians of his

day. One set of his " Sonatas for Two

Violins and a Bass," have been reprinted

in this country. He died in 1792.

HERSCHEL, (Dr. Frederick Wil-

ham) younger brother of the preceding, was

bom at Hanover in 1 738, where his father was

a musician, and by whom he was educated,

both in the theory and practice of music.

In the course of his theoretical studies, he

turned his mind to the higher branches of

the mathematics, still, however, considering

music as his profession. In the year 1757,

he procured the situation of organist in

Yorkshire, which he held till 1766, when

he accepted a place of the same nature at

Bath. It was here that he renewed with

ardour his astronomical studies, and, with

the aid of a telescope of an immense size, at

length discovered the planet which is still

known by his name. After this discovery,

his majesty George III. desired Herschel

to bring his telescope for his inspection to

Greenwich, and subsequently to the neigh

bourhood of Windsor, where the king allowed

Herschel a pension, on the condition of his

giving up music as a profession, and devoting

himself entirely to astronomy. We have

never heard of any compositions by Dr.

Herschel, but understand there are some in

manuscript.

HERSTELL, (Conrad) court-organist

at Cassel, was born in 1770. He is con

sidered in Germany as an excellent pianist

and organist, and has published some w«U

for his instrument.

HERTEL, (Johann Christian) direc

tor of the concerts of the duke of Mecklen-

burg-Strelitz, and performer on the vol

da gamba, was born in Suabia in 1699.

He was very celebrated in Germany, as a

composer of instrumental music. He died

in 1754.

HERTEL, (Joiianv Wiliislm) son of

the preceding, was born in 1727. Hewasalso

director of the concerts ofthe duke of Meck-

lenburg-Strelitz, and subsequently of toe

duke ofMecklenburg-Schwerin. In his youth

he was considered one of the best violinists

of the school of Benda ; but the weakness

of his eyes having obliged him to give up that

instrument, he attached himself to the piano

forte, on which, in a short period, he arrived

at the highest degree of perfection. Hi*

practical works are : 1. " Two Sets 'f

Songs," 1757-1760.—2. " Two Bomaxcti"

1762.—3. " Six Sonatas for the Hsr/m-

chord."—4. "A Concerto far the harpti-

chord, with Accompaniments," Nuremburr,

1767.—5. '* Six Symphonies," 1767.-6.

" Six Symphonies." He also composed

many vocal pieces for the court, amon»

which two Passions are very highij

spoken of, the first of which appeared in

1762, and the latter in 1783. Others oi

his sacred pieces are : " Jesus in Bander,"

1782. " Jesus vor Gericht," 1782. "J""

in Purpur," 1783. "Die Gabe dethnl:

Geistes," 178". " Her Ruf zur Suae,"

1787. " Vie Himmelfaltrt Christi," 1787,

and "Die Geburt Jcsu-ChrUti," 1787. He

further published some critical observa

tions on the Italian and French operas. He

died in 1789.

HERZ, (Hjsn»y) a fine pianist, and ex

cellent composer for bis instrument, bora in

Germany. His " Brilliant Variations f«

the Piano-forte, on the Air Ma Fvchetu

est channante," have been published in

London by Boosey. Hen is now at

Paris, where his execution astoaiii>«
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ertiy body. He is expected shortly in Eng

land.

HESLETINE, (James) a pupil of the

celebrated Dr. Blow, was, during nearly half

a century, organist of the cathedral of Dur

ban, and was considered one of the finest

extemporary performers and church com

posers of his day. He composed many

beautiful anthems for the use of the choir ;

but on some misunderstanding taking place

between him and the dean and chapter, he

destroyed the whole of them. He married

3 daughter of sir George Wheler, who died

liortly after, leaving no family. Hesletine

most have had very few relatives, as it was

many years after his death before an heir

oreld be found to the property he left, which

was considerable.

HESSE, (Ernest Christian) counsel

lor of war to the landgrave of Hesse-Darm-

Kait, was born in 1676. He was a cele

brated performer on the viol da gamba. In

1538, he went to Paris to perfect himself on

ha favourite instrument. There he remained

tttree years, and took lessons at the same time

from the two celebrated masters, Marais and

y. These two professors being

Hesse was obliged to change

ha name and call himself Sachs to one of

them, whilst to the other he was known by

his right name. Both the masters were so

with the extraordinary progress and

of their pupil, that they boasted of

him throughout Paris, and finished by

challenging each other to a public trial of

their pupil's skill, which was decided on, and

a concert fixed for that purpose. Their as

tonishment may easily be conceived, when

they both recognised their pupil in Hesse,

on the appointed day. That the public might

sot, however, be disappointed, Hesse per

formed at the concert, in the style of each

of his masters, and was considered to do

equal honour to them both. In 1705, he

undertook a journey to Holland, England,

and Italy. On his return he visited Vienna,

and performed before the emperor, who

preaeated him with a chain of gold. About

lb* year 1713, he accepted the situation of

r to the prince of

Darmstadt. He died in 1767. Besides his

compositions for the church, he left much

music for the viol da gamba.

HESSE, (J i mi ann Georo Christian)

a celebrated performer on the bassoon, was

born in Germany in 1760. He was for

some time in England.

HESSE, (Johann Heinrich) author of

" Kurze Anweisung zum General Basse,"

published in Germany in 1776. He was

previously known as the author of some

sacred songs.

HEUDlEIi, (Antoine Francois) born

at Paris in 1782, published some violin

music, and composed the music of several

melodrames.

HEUGEL, (Johann) author of several

pieces published in Salblinger's, " Concentus

4, 5, 6, it 8 voces," Augsburg, 1545.

He was chapel-master to the marquis and

landgrave of Hesse-Cassel.

HEUSCHKEL, (Johann Peter) a

chamber-musician to the duke of Hildburg-

hausen, was bora in 1773. He is a cele

brated performer both on the hautboy and

on the organ, and has published some i

mental music.

HEWITT, (D. C.) is by birth a

man, and came to London about the year

1819. He has written a work entitled

" New Principles and Theory of Musical

Harmony," which is highly spoken of by

musical critics.

HEYDEN, (J. B. von) a German com

poser of vocal music, published at Berlin

and Hamburgh, since the year 1797.

HEYNE, (Frederich) chamber-musi

cian to the duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,

and second husband to Madame Benda, the

celebrated German singer. He has pub

lished " Trois Duos pour deux Flutes,"

Op. 1, Berlin, 1792, and a collection of

songs, with piano-forte accompaniment, in

1800.

HEYSE, (A. G.) a harpist and composer

at Halle, has published several works for

his instrument, and for the flute, since the

year 1792.

HEYTHER, (William.) This gentle

man was made a doctor of music on the
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following occasion. William Camden, the

justly celebrated antiquary, having, a few

years previously to his decease, determined

to found a history lecture in the above

university, his friend Mr. Heyther was

commissioned to wait on the vice-chancellor

with the deed of endowment. Heyther

having been very assiduous in the

study of music, expressed a desire to be

honoured with a musical degree ; and ac

cordingly that of doctor was conferred upon

him in 1622, at the same time with his

friend Orlando Gibbons. It is supposed

that he then examined into the nature of

musical instrucliou at Oxford, and found,

that although there was a professorship of

music founded by king Alfred, yet the

stipend was not sufficient to induce any

skilful man to become a candidate for the

office; and the reading of an old lecture

over and over again, had long been con

sidered a matter of form. He therefore pro

posed, in a convocation held in 1626, to

found a new and more useful lecture ; and

having gained the permission of the univer

sity, gave to them by deed, dated the 26tb of

February, 1627-8, an annual rent charge

of sixteen pounds, sixteen shillings, and

eightpence, to found the above lectureship.

Of this, thirteen pounds, six shillings, and

eightpence were to constitute the wages of the

music-master, and theremaining three pounds

were to be given to the reader of a lecture on

the theory of music, once every term, and

of an English lecture on music at the time

of keeping the acts. Dr. Heyther's endow

ment was increased by the addition of the

ancient stipend, and was afterwards further

augmented by Nathaniel lord Crew, bishop

of Durham.

Dr. Heyther, for some time previously

to his taking his degree, was a member of

the choir of Westminster, and a gentleman

of the chapel royal. Camden and he were

on so intimate a footing, as to reside toge

ther in the same house. He was appointed

executor in Camden's will, and upon his

death, came in for a considerable life estate

in his property.

Dr, Heyther's knowledge of music does

not appear to have been very extensive.

Wood informs us that the musical exercise

performed as the act for his degree wis

composed by Orlando Gibbons. He died

in 1627.

HEYWOOD, an English musician and

poet, born in London. It is said that queen

Mary was so fond of his performance, that

she wished to hear him on her death-bed.

After the decease of that princess, he was

obliged to quit England on account of his

religion, and terminated bis life at Meckhn,

in 1577.

HIEN, (L. C.) chamber-musician to the

duchess of Wurtemburg, in 1771.

HILARY, (St.) bishop of Poitiers in the

fourth century, and born in the same town,

was the great adversary of the Arians, *rs

drove him from his native place, and »!>.:.

him to seek refuge in Phrygia. Ata

some time, he was recalled, and died a;

Poitiers in the year 367. He composed, u

355, the first hymns in Latin verse, which St

Ignatius ordered to be sung in the churches.

HILDE13RAND, (Wilhelm) a mu

sician in Germany, published, about til

year 1811, at Leipsic, "9 Litiitr.

mit Begl. d. Guitar," and 11 4 WVi*M*r

mit kleinen Choren mit Hegl. d. Guitarrt.'1

HILL, (Frederick) of the city of i^tk,

a professor of distinguished eminence, ">

born at Louth, in Lincolnshire, where h>

father filled the office of organist with

respectability for many years. At an early

age he was invited to the new organ ^

Loughborough, in Leicestershire. After

wards he returned to London, and, at the

solicitation of some of the leading musical

characters in York, ultimately settled il

that city. As a performer on the piano

forte and violin, he has exhibited consider

able ability, and as a teacher probably stll

more, having been employed in the family

of the archbishop and the surrounding

nobility for many years. The follo*in?

list of his works bear evident marks of taste

and genius : " Grand March." " tWrrf"-

nian Melody," dedicated to Miss Simpson.

" Divertimento, Lady of the Lai','

dedicated to Miss Dell. " Three MUU"}
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Piecesfor afull Band." " TAree Military

Pitas for a full Band," dedicated to the

honourable Mrs. Meyneil. " Canzonet,"

dedicated to Kalkbrenner. " Six Airs."

*' Six tingle Songs.

HILL, (Thomas) brother of the pre

ceding, is organist at Pontefract. He is a

professor of eminence on the organ, piano-

lorte, flute, and violoncello.

HILL, (Joseph) younger brother of the

preceding, is organist of Stockton. He is

a performer of great ability upon the organ,

piano-forte, and harp. His principal com

positions-are, *' Prelude and Fugue, Organ

m Piano-forte." Song, " Blow, blow, thou

renal gale." Glee, three voices, " When

jtvnra's soft blushes." "The Dawn, or the

Shipkera"* Call." "An Introduction, Air,

aad Rondo," dedicated to Miss Stapylton.

" Tvo Sumbin ofProgressive Lessonsfor

'ir Piano-forte." "An Introduction,

March, and Finale," dedicated to Miss

liiompson. Also several productions for

the harp, now preparing for the press.

HILLER, (Johann Adam) chapel-

master of the duke of Courland, and con

ductor of the music at the church of St.

fhomas, at Leipsic, was born in 1728. In

hischildhood he leamt to play on the violin,

Aute, hautboy, and trumpet. He next took

lessons on the harpsichord of the celebrated

Homilius, then organist of Notre Dame

church at Dresden, where Hiller had been

sent to school. Singing, however, was his

principal occupation in music ; and what

■nost contributed to form his talents in this

respect were fourteen operas by Hasse,

*hich he had the opportunity of hearing

daring nine years that he remained at

Dresden, and of which he studied the

with assiduity. An idea may be

formed of his zeal in this pursuit, from the

cmunsiance of his having in three months

C0P»*J the scores of seven operas by the

diote master. In 1758, he went to the

university of Leipsic to study jurisprudence,

fhere he still continued, however, to culti-

>ale music, and composed six symphonies,

'*«des some sacred cantatas. He next

'*P0 to occupy himself with the theory of

music, and published a dissertation on

music, or the imitation of nature by musical

sounds. In 1766, he commenced editing a

periodical work, entitled " Wochentliche

Nachrichten und antnerhungen die Musih

betreffend." This was the first periodical

musical work in Germany. In 1762, he

established a concert, at Leipsic, which is

cited by Gerber as a model for that species

of entertainment. In 1771, he opened a

singing-school for young ladies, and, four

years afterwards, founded a sacred amateur

concert, in which his pupils sang. Ia

1786, he joined the duke of Courland at

Berlin, and had the honour of executing in

the cathedral of that city, the "Messiah" of

Handel, with an orchestra of three hundred

musicians. Besides his periodical work, he

wrote " Instructions for Singing correctly,

with Examples," also, " Instructions for

ornamental Singing, with Examples." He

translated a French work on music ; wrote

also the biography of celebrated modern

musicians ; an account of his performance

of the " Messiah " at Berlin ; and three

small dissertations respecting the same

oratorio, on the occasion of its performance

at Leipsic. He composed his cantatas for

the church in 1753, 1759, and 1761 ; a new

melody to the hundredth psalm, in 1785 ;

the " Stabat Mater" of Pergolese, with the

parody of Klopstock, in 1774, the same full

choir as in 1786; a collection of motets for

the use of the schools, in six volumes, from

1776 to 1787; the " Te Deum" of Han

del for the peace of Utrecht, with the Latin

text, in 1780; the " Stabat Mater" of

Haydn, with the German translation of

Hiller, for the harpsichord, in 1782; " The

Pilgrims in Golgotha," an oratorio of

Hasse, translated into German, and pub*

Iished for the harpsichord in 1784 ; and,

lastly, the " Tod Jesu," an oratorio by

Graun, arranged for the harpsichord, in

1 786. He composed also some operas and

chamber music. He died in 1804.

HILLEK, (Fkeuerick) son of the pre

ceding, was born at Leipsic in 1768, and

easily, as may be imagined, obtained a mu

sical education from his eminent father.
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Early in life, he appeared on the theatrical

boards as a tragedian, and made his debut

in the character of Romeo. He soon, how

ever, quitted the stage, and was appointed,

in 1796, chef-d'orchestre to the national

theatre at Altona. He has published much

■vocal and instrumental music, and some

light dramatic pieces.

HILLMER, (Gottlob Friedbich)

counsellor to the duke of Wurtemburg, was

born in 1756. He published at Frankfort,

in 1781, a collection of odes and songs, and

another volume of the same at Breilau, in

1785.

HILTON, (John) bachelor of music of

the university of Cambridge, was organist

to the church of St. Margaret, Westminster,

and also clerk of that parish. He died

during the time of the usurpation, and was

buried in the cloisters of Westminster

abbey;

He was the author of a madrigal in five

parts, printed in the Triumphs of Oriana.

In 1627, he published a set of fa-las for

three voices, which are remarkable for the

excellence of their melodies ; and, in 1652,

a valuable collection of catches, rounds, and

canons, for three and four voices, under the

title of " Catch, that catch can" contain

ing some of the best compositions of this

kind any where to be found. Many of them

Were written by himself, and others by the

most eminent of his contemporaries. In the

books of some of the cathedrals, there are

preserved a morning and evening service of

his composition which were never printed.

HIMMEL, (FnEOERicK Henkv) chapel-

master to the king of Prussia, was born in

1765, at Treuenbrietzen, a small town in

the district of Brandenburg ; which same

place also gave birth to the venerable Nl-

chelmann, who was not only a great piano

forte player, but also a profound composer.

Himmel was intended for the chnrch, and

went to the university at Halle, to study

theology. After remaining there two years,

chance afforded him an opportunity of sur

prising tfie king of Prussia (Frederick Wil

liam II.) by his skill on the piano-forte,

which prepossessed the king so much in bis

favour, that his majesty settled on him an

annual stipend, to assist him in cultivating

the talent which he evinced for composition.

In pursuit of this object, Himmel went to

Dresden, where he selected for his master

in counterpoint, the celebrated Naumanrj,

under whose careful and able tuition he

advanced rapidly in the science of compo

sition ; so much so, that after two or three

years he returned, in 1792, to Berlin, and

presented to the king a part of the fruit

of his studies at Dresden, namely, tlie

oratorio of " Isaaco" the words by Meta*

tasio. This composition was, by his ma

jesty's orders, immediately performed at hi)

private chapel, by the principal musicians

of the court, and met with such applause,

that the king appointed Himmel his chamber

composer, and presented him also with

about five hundred pounds: his majesty

further gave him permission to visit Italy

for two years, supplying him with an ample

stipend to defray all his expenses. Before

he left Berlin for Italy, his cantata, " U

Dama," was performed with much e"cltt;

this was also one of his Dresden composi

tions. It is probably at Venice, that Him

mel first resided in Italy, as we find, in the

year 1794, his pastoral, " II prima Navige-

tore," composed for the theatre of that city.

Ai Naples, the king requested him to under

take the music for a serious opera, to be

called " II Semiramidr," and to hive it

ready for his majesty's birthday, on the

12th of January, 1795. Whilst occupied

with this work, the place of chapel-mast- '

becoming vacant through the dismissal ot

Keichardt, the king appointed Himmel to

the office before his return from Italy. On

his arrival in Prussia, at the end of the same

year, a great fire broke out in Potsdam,

when he very honourably performed his

professional duties, by giving a series of

concerts of sacred music for the benefit of

the unfortunate sufferers. In the year 1797,

some splendid fetes were given by the king

in honour of the princess's marriage with

the hereditary prince of Hesse-Cassel.

This afforded Himmel an opportunity of

showing the fertility of his talents in the
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highest perfection. His "

up in the most magnificent style at the

great Opera-house ; besides which, he com

posed, for the occasion of the wedding, two

cantatas, entitled "The Hessian Sons," and

" Tit Prussian Daughters i" also a grand

cantata, called " Confidence in Qod." Many

of his airs, duets, choruses, fugues, hymns,

!u. were also performed on that occasion

■ concerts. A biographer, who was present

at the performance of " Semiramide," says,

" That the music contains such stores of rich

thoughts and inventive genius, that an Ita

lian might easily carve out ten works from

Uimmel'i one, and still be interesting."

Hinrnel himself presided at the piano-forte.

Some critics have remarked, that many of

the weal compositions of Himmel, especially

his early ones, are overburdened with in-

(tramental accompaniments. This seems

to hare arisen from his superabundance of

•has, which age corrected. Woe to that

jureaile talent which has no shoots that

■SI hear pruning ! Very shortly after the

awn-named festival, Himmel's cheerful

miuic »as changed into notes of woe, by

■J* lieath of his munificent patron, Frede-

"ct William II. On this occasion he com

posed i "Requiem," which was performed in

the Dome church, at the king's funeral, in

1797, by an orchestra of one hundred and

% performers. For the coronation of

Frederick William III. in 1798, Himmel

composed a "TV Deum." He then requested

tare of the king to take a journey to Stock

holm and Petersburg. After having per

formed before the Russian court, the empe-

ro; gave him a ring set with brilliants ; his

majesty also commanded him to compose a

"*w opera for the following winter. In con

gruence of which order, and with the per-

amon of the king of Prussia, he remained

taring that winter in Petersburg, and pro

moted the opera of "Alessandro ;" the first

"presentation of which was for his benefit,

*»d brought him the large sum of six tliou-

•aad rubles, besides many valuable presents.

Ahotit the year 1801, Himmel visited Eng

land for a short time, but we have not been

able to collect any materials respecting his

stay in this country, or any subsequent

account of him till the period of his death,

which took place in Germany several years

since. The following list contains his

priucipal published works : " Vingt Varia

tions pour ie Clavtcin" (Epeier, 1790.)

" Der Leyermann." (Herbst, 1796.)

" Blumcnstraus, meinen Gonnern und Fre-

unden gewidmet bey meinem Ahschiede aus

Berlin im J. 1797." (Hummel.) " Der

Bergmann." (Herbst, 1796.) " Deutsche

JLieder am Klavier, ein Neujahrs-Ges-

chenh." (Herbst, 1798.) " Musique Cham-

pltre exicuitc d Pyrmont le 14 Juillet,

1797. d roccasiou d'une File donnie ii S.

M. le Roi de Prusse, Fr. Guil. II., par la

Socidtf des Eaux d Pyrmont." (Hamburgh,

1798.) " Chanson de Rousseau, avec Accom-

pagnement d'une Flute, Guitare, Piano

forte, et Violoncello." (1797.) " Chanson

Francaise lDans le Jordin deCythere,' pour

le Piano-forte." (1797.) " Matrosenlied

ans Roberts Eiland." " Deutsches lied sur

Geburtsfeyer R. Friedrich Wilhelm III."

(1798.) " Wiegenlied der Konigin von

Preussen, bey Gelegenheit Dero gliictlichen

Entbindung am 24 Juli, 1798." " Douze

Variations sur VAir, Marlborough s'en va

t'en guerre," (Berlin, 1798.) " Frauer can-

tate znr BcgrBbnissfeycr Fr. With. II. von

Herklols. In Mus. gesetzt und Urn. Kap-

pellm. Naumann zvgeeignet." (Hamburgh,

1799.) " 6 Deutsche Liedef, mil Bcglei-

tung einer Flute, eines Violoncello, und des

Piano-forte." (LeipsicJ " Six Romances

de Florian, avec Piano-forte ou Harpe."

" Six Romances Francoises (Euvres de

Florian, avec Accompagnement du Piano

forte, Cah. 2." (Leipsic.) " Sonate pour le

Piano-forte, avec la Flute." (Leipsic.)

" Six Variations sur le Thime du Ballet

de Semiramis, pour le Piano-forte" (Leip

sic.) " Bitteum Frieden von Staudlin,"

(Berlin, 1800.) " Grande Sonate, pour

deux Piano-fortes." (Leipsic, b. Kuhnel,

1801,) " Grande Sestetto, pour le Piano

forte, avec Accompagnement de deux A.

deux Cars, et Violoncello." (Leipsic, b.

Kuhnel, 1802.) " Quatuor pour le Piano

forte, avec Flute, Violon, et Violoncello,"
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(Berlin, 1803.) " Fanchan ; das Leyermed-

clten," an operetta often printed. *' Troit

Senates pour le Piano-forte, avec Violon et

Violoncello, dedite it S. M. la Heine de

Prime, Not. 1,2,3." (Leipsic, b. Kuhnel.)

" Troit Sonates, pour le Piano-forte, avec

Violon et Violoncello," Op. 16. (Leipsic, b.

Kuhnel.) " 12 Deutsche Lieder, mit Kla-

vierbegl: Kurland's So/men, und Tochtern

gewidmet." (Leipsic, b. Kuhnel.) " Ge-

sange aus Tiedge's Urania."

All the following works are published by

Kuhnel, at Leipsic : " Air des Matelots,

varie1 pour le Piano-forte et Violoncello, ou

Violon." " Miuica Vacate Let. E. Terzetto

p. 2 sopr. e Tenore coll* Armonica."

" Ecossaise pour deux Piano-fortes, ou d

quatre m." " Fanchon, arr. en Quatuors,

pour deux Violons, A. B. Livre 1, 2."

" Polonoise favorite, pour le Piano-forte."

" Marche Militaire, pour le Piano-forte,

Not. 1, 2, 3." " 6 Gedichte aus dem Kulle-

nion, mit P. F. oder Gait." " 6 Lieder v.

Gothe, in. P. F. oder Guit." " Die un-

sichtbareWelt v. Elisa v. d. Recte, m. P. F."

" Ouvert. de I Op. Die Sylphen, dgr. Orch.

O. 22." *' Klopstock*s Auferstehungsgesang

fur 2 sopr. auch Tenor und liass, (ad lib.)

m. P. F. 23 Op." " Gesellschaftslied.

Es kann schon, mit P. F. oder Guit" " 3

Gedichte von Friederiie Brun, mit P. F."

" Zum Jahreschluss, ein Lied, in. P. F."

" Concert, p. P. F. Oe. 25 (in D.J" " Sou

venir de Pyrmont, Musique fie Gluck, avec

P. F." " Romance, Assise au bord, avec

P. F. ou Guit." " 12 Alte Deutsche

Lieder des Knaben Wunderhorn, m. P. F.

oder Guit." "Freude, Friede, Hoffnung, m.

P. F." " Glaubc, Liebe, Hoffnung, v.

Hufeland, mit P. F. Op. 29." " 6 Grosse

Walzerfur Liebhaber des P. F." " 6 Ge

dichte von Tictlge, Mahlmann, m. P. F.

oder Guit." " Grusse irn Ungluch von

Mahlmann, in. P. F. oder Guit." " Bewus-

stseyn und 5 Gedichte v. Tiedge, m. P. F."

" Lied von Fr. Schlegel, m. P. F." " Voter

Unser, von Mahlmann." " Marches, p. 2

Clar. 2 Fag. l(c" " 3 Lieder, der Abend

auf d. Wasser u. s. to. mit P. F." " Ossian

und die untergehende Sonne, nach Herders

Vebersessung und mit Engl.Text,mtP.f.

und V." " Trost in ThrSnen, r. Gitktjur

Sopr. und Tenor, m. P. F." " Die Blmc

und der Schmetterling, 10 Lieder v. Mud-

ler, mit 10 nach der Natur iUuviimrten

Kupfern, m. P. F. und Vc." " Die Uns-

child, Gedicht v. Muchler, m. P. F."

" Romances aus Golhe's Faust, f. t.

mannl. Stimmc, m. P. F." " WugenlM,

dreystimmig zu singen, m. P. F"

HINDLE, an English countertenor

singer and vocal composer towards the close

of the last century. He performed in lie

years 1791-2 at the Vocal concerts, and was

chiefly eminent as a singer of part-N

He published several sets of canzonets and

other vocal music in a pleasing taste. His

glee, " Queen of the silver bow," is mseli

admired.

H1NDMARSH, an English violinist,«a

considered an excellent performer on the

tenor. He was a pupil of Salomon, and per

formed at his concerts. He died in 1796.

H1NGSTON, (John) a pnpil of Orlamfc

Gibbons, was organist to Oliver Cromwell,

who, notwithstanding the rage of the psn-

tans in general against it, was himsell -

great admirer of music. Hingston had been

retained in the service of the king, but,

being tempted by the offer of 100/. a yea;,

he went over to the party of the protector,

and instructed his daughter in music

HINNER, chamber-musician to tl«

queen of France, was a celebrated harpi;t.

He was in London in 1781, and very mndi

admired for his performance of adagios. He

published much music for his instrument il

Paris, and four sonatas (his Op'. ") ■

London. He also wrote the music of an

opera called " La fausse D/licatesse"

HINRICHS, (Johann Chbistu>) a

professor of statistics at St. Petersburg,

was born at Hamburgh. He published in

the former city a work on the origin, pro

gress, and actual state of the music of tie

chase in Russia. Suard states, that this

work is extremely curious. The author •*

a friend of Maresch, who invented the style

of music for the hunting horns,

has been since brought to such perfection in
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Russia, u to produce effects, of which no

other music can give an idea.

HINZE, (Aucust Himbert) doctor of

medicine in Schleswick, composed some

operettas about the year 1797.

HIRE, (Philippe de la) a mathema

tician and professor of artichecture at Paris,

died in 1718. In a work written by him

entitled " Me'moires de Mathimatiques et

It Physique, eye." Paris, 1694, is to be

found the following essay, " Explicatio di-

rmorum iliorum sonorum, quos chorda su

ffer instrumentum musicum buccina soiii-

lim amulans tensa edit, laudalil expositi-

nu P. de Chales, et suppletis particularibus

*on nullis ad qua? dictus pater Hon attendit."

Hire also wrote in the Mfmoires de VAcade-

vut its Science*, for the year 1 7 16, a disser

tation entitled " Experiences sur le Son."

HIRSCH, (Leopold) an excellent vio

linist in the chapel of prince Esterhazy,

when under the direction of the celebrated

Htydu. The following of his works are

published at Vienna. " Trois Duos pour

<fcw nHons," Op. 2, 1801, and " Trois

pmtr deux Violent," Op. 3, 1803.

H1TZELBERGER, (Sabina) born in

1**5, was a celebrated German singer. She

angwith great applause, in the year 1776, at

the concerts spirituels and des amateurs, at

Paris, and was afterwards engaged as cham-

l*r-musician to the royal family. Shortly

•fortius, she returned to Germany , and sang

« Menu, Frankfort, and other cities in her

o»tive country, retiring from the musical

profession about the year 1795, and devot-

>D¥ her attention to the musical education

"f two of hex daughters.

H1TZELBERGER, (Joiianna) third

<'iu»tter of the preceding, was, in the year

1807, a singer in the service of the king of

Bwiria at Munich. Her younger sister,

"*gina, also held the same situation, and

*» likewise a principal singer at the thea-

Napoleon was so delighted with her

performance, that he wished to engage her

'or his chamber music in Paris.

inTZENAl'ER(CHRisTOPH) published

1Q 1585, in Germany, " Ratio componendi

sJ*fk<,nias, Concentusve Afusicos."

nut.

HOBEIN, (Johann Frederick) or

ganist at Wolfenbuttel, died there in 1782.

He published " Elysium," a German drama

for the harpsichord, in 1781, Wolfenbuttel ;

"A Collection of Songs," Cassel, 1778;

and "Six Sonatas for the Harpsichord,"

Cassel, 1780.

HOBRECHT, (Jacob) a Fleming, was

the preceptor in music to Erasmus, and has

the credit of having been an excellent mu ■

sician. He is said to have had so great a

celerity of invention, that he composed in

one night a whole mass, to the admiration

and astonishment of all who knew him.

Glareanus asserts, that the compositions of

Hobrecht are grand and majestic.

HOCHBRUCKER, an inhabitant of

Donawert in 1700, was an excellent

performer on his father's newly-invented

pedal harp. He played before the imperial

court at Vienna in 1729.

HOCHBRUCKER, probably a descend

ant of the above-mentioned family, was a

celebrated harpist at Paris, in the latter part

of the last century. He published much

music for his instrument.

HOCHRE1TER, (Jos. Balthasar) or

ganist at Lambach, in Austria, published

" Vespcra Dominicales et Festivtr," for four

voices, Augsburg, 1706, and " Vesperee

de IS. V. Maria" for four voices, two

tenors, and bass, Augsburg, 1710.

HODERMANN, (G. C.) a pianist and

excellent instrumental composer, resided at

Amsterdam, where he published fourteen

operas for various instruments, between the

years 1789 and 1795.

HOECKE, (C.) a celebrated violoncel

list, probably still resident in Russia, pub

lished a concerto for his instrument, with

accompaniment for a full orchestra, at Mos

cow, in 1799.

HOECKH (Charles) was born at

Ebersdorf, near Vienna, in 1707. His fa

ther began to teach him the violin at a very

early age, and sent him at fifteen to Pruck,

to learn his art thoroughly. At the termi

nation of his apprenticeship, he entered the

band of a regiment as a hautboy player.

He remained two years in Hungary, and
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two more in Transylvania. The time of his

service being expired, he returned to Vienna,

and there meeting with Francis Benda, who

was just going into Poland, he accompanied

him through Breslau to Warsaw, where the

Staroste Sukascheffsky received them both

into his service. In 1732, Hoeckh went to

Zerbst, as concert-master. He died in 1772,

with the renown of having been one of the

greatest violinists of his time.

HOEFFELMAYER, (MahiX Joseph

Anton) born at Kastadt, was considered a

good violoncellist and performer on the

kettle-drums. He was for some time in

this country, and afterwards at Hamburgh,

and finally, we believe, settled in Paris. He

is the younger brother of Thaddeus.

HOEFFELMAYER (Thaddeos) was

violinist to the elector of Mentz.

HOFFER, (Mahame) a celebrated

female singer at Vienna, was the sister-in-

law of the renowned Mozart, who composed,

among other music for her, two airs, sung by

the Queen of Night, in the Zauber/tdte.

HOFFMANN, (Heinhich Anton) in

the year 1810, violinist at Frankfort, was

born atMentz in 1770. He studied compo

sition under the celebrated Kreutzer. The

following are among his published works:

" Six Englische unil Deutsche Tame,"

Op. 1, Mentz. " Concerto pour deux Vio-

lotts priticip.," Op. 2, Offenbach, 1795.

" Trois Violin ouartlelten," Op. 3, Offen

bach, 1795. " Six Duos Concert, pour

deux Vlalons," Op. 4, Mentz and Paris.

" OestngtbeymKlavier," Offenbach, 1799.

" Six Deutsche Lieder mit guitarre S.

Klavier," 1802.

HOFFMANN, (H. R.) a singer at the

German theatre in Hamburgh.in 1797, pub

lished there, about the same year, several

pieces of vocal music.

HOFFMANN (GEonc) composed some

instrumental mnsic at Vienna previously to

the year 1 799. (Traeg's Cat.)

HOFFMANN, (Ignaz) composer of a

sonata at Vienna. (Traeg's Cat. 1799.)

HOFFMANN, (J.) a composer of some

music for the mahdoline. (Traeg's Cat.1799.)

HOFFMANN, (Joiiann Geobo) or-

ganist at Breslau, was born is the rut

1700. He published much sacred music,

which was held in high estimation.

HOFFMANN, (Joseph) composer of a

" Notturno a deux Violons et Bast" pub

lished at Vienna before the year 1799, also

of a " Grand Trio pour I* Violon, Tenor, rt

Violoncello, No. 1," Vienna, 1803.

HOFFMANN, (Leopolo) a celebrated

composer at Vienna, died there in 1782,

and was succeeded in several public situa

tions by Albrechtsberger. He composed

much sacred and instrumental music.

HOFFMANN, (Philip Carl) rmuieiao

to the court at Mentz, and afterwards

chapel-master at Offenbach, was born in

the former town in 1769. He published

much piano-forte music at Mentz and Offen

bach, between the years 1795 and 1805.

HOFFMEISTER, (Fhanz Anton) cka-

pel-master at Vienna, and very celebrated

as a composer, was the proprietor of s mu

sic warehouse in that city. He commenced

publishing, in the year 1785, a monthly col

lection of instrumental music, which w>

tains several of the compositions of Hard'-

Mozart, and other celebrated master?, f

well as of his own. He died in 1812. fPora

list of his principal works, see the Supple

ment to this Dictionary.)

HOFHAIMER, (John) organist to *■

emperor Maximilian I., in the 15th century,

is stated, by the musical historians of 0*

many, to have been a very skilful perform"'

HOHLFELD, a mechanic of Berlin, is

worthy of mention in this work as tbe pro

jector of two curious musical inventions.

The first is a machine which writes do"

the notes as the performer plays them n

the harpsichord. It is true that tbe Rer-

Mr. Creed, an Englishman, had writttn a

paper on the same subject in the Pkikf

phical Transactions for the year 1747, aa<l

that Ungel, a German, had, in 1791, ahn

written on the possibility of conttroctus

such a machine, still Hohlfeld has the cre

dit of being the first who put the idet m

execution. The celebrated Eider him?

accurately explained to him the propose'

mechanical problem, he succeeded qoicUj
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in muufacturing the machine, and soon

presented it to the academy at Berlin. It

consisted in two cylinders, applied to the

piano-forte in such a manner, that the one

received the music paper, which was given

rat again by the other, the notes played

Juring the time having been marked in

small dots on the paper in such a way that

tbey could subsequently be written in re

gular notes. This process, however, being

still attended with difficulties, the academy

rive its simple approbation of the ingenuity

01 the machine, and awarded a small sum to

the constructor, who, a few years afterwards,

took it to a country-house near Berlin,

»b*re it was consumed by fire. The

second invention of Hohlfeld was an instru-

oalin the form of a piano-forte, presented

tt iSt king of Prussia in 1 754. It is mounted

wh catgut strings, under which is a horse-

lair bow, put in motion by a small wheel,

small hooks being attached to the keys of the

lostranent to draw the strings towards this

how.ThisIast invention has been lately very

En<Vunproved upon, as may be seen from

°* »f the Gazette di Milnno of the year

"23, where is announced a new instru

ct called the vioticcmbalo, professedly

nvtnted by abbate Gregorio Trentin, of

Office. It is described as a piano-forte,

■J played by a bow. It has been re-

*arded by the gold prize-medal, and is

patronised by various amateurs and musi-

ouw, at the head of whom is Perotti,

ttapel-master of Santo Marco. The ex-

Wor form of the vioticembalo of the abbate

Twitin is the same as that of a piano-forte

■A octaves. The strings are of catgut

■ 'arious dimensions, of which the lowest

f coTered with metal wire, and each

Hnn» is appropriated to a single tone. At

^f extremity of each key is a horizontal

Wct, by means of which the string is raised

"Pearls to meet the action of the bow.

Tins bow consists of a piece of woollen

*«i inwrought with silk threads instead of

^"p which is drawn backwards and for-

"arcls by means of two cylinders affixed

10 the sides, aud set in motion by means of

llJ-wheel, worked by the right foot.

What appears new in this instrument is

as follows : I. That in the down pressure of

the key, the string is compressed between a

little piece of thick leather, and retained in

the same manner as the violin string be

tween the fingerboard and the finger of the

performer. 2. That in the pressure up

wards of the strings, by means of a quill

affixed to the lever, the greater extension of

the string, which without this would take

place, is avoided, as well as the impurity of

the after sound.

That the formation of this instrument

may have been attended with great difficul

ties, of which an account "is given in the

description of it, and that in overcoming

them, much perseverance was necessary,

cannot be doubted ; particularly as the ar

rangement itself, as described by the in

ventor, appears sufficiently complicated.

, The editor of the Harmonicon considers

the liolicembalo to be only a revival of the

Celestina stop, invented and performed on,

thirty or forty years ago, by the late Mr,

Adam Walker, the well-known lecturer on

experimental philosophy.

HOLCOMBE (Henry) was a singer in

the opera, at its first introduction into this

country. He did not, however, continue

long upon the stage, but left it, and obtained

a livelihood by teaching the harpsichord.

" Happy hours all hours excelling," is a

song of his composition, in the Musical

Miscellany. A few years before his death,

he published a collection of twelve songs,

yet in print, set to music by himself; among

which is that of " Amo's vale," written by

Charles, Earl of Middlesex. Holcombe died

about the year 1750.

HOLDEN, (John) an English musician,

and author of "An Essay towards a rational

System of Music," Glasgow, 1770.

HOLDER, (William) doctor of divinity.

Besides his eminence as a divine, and deep

knowledge in music, he distinguished him

self as a philosopher, mathematician, and

philologer. He composed some anthems,

of which three or four are preserved in Dr.

Tudway's collection, in the British Museum.

From the regularity and unembarrassed
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arrangement of the several parts in these

specimens of his composition, it is easy to

discover that he had not studied and

practised counterpoint in the superficial

manner of an idle dilettanti, but with the

application of a diligent professor.

He published also " A Treatise on the

natural Grounds of Harmony. Dr. Holder

died in 1696, aged eighty-two.

HOLDER, (Joseph William) bachelor

of music at Oxford, was bom in the year

176S, in the parish of St John's, Clerken-

wel), London, of respectable parents, and

is, by his father's side, a real descendant of

cardinal Wolsey. Having shown an early

disposition for music, he was, at the age of

seven years, and through the interest of a par

ticular friend, (Mr.GeorgeCourtup) admitted

as one of the singing-boys at the chapel

royal, St. James's, under the late and much

respected Dr. James Nares, with whom he

remained seven years ; his conduct and assi

duity, during that time, rendering him a great

favourite with his master, who did every

thing in his power to promote his pupil's

profound knowledge in music. Indeed,

. the pains that were taken by that worthy

man to instil the principles of the science

were very evident ; for, on leaving the cha

pel royal, Dr. Nares would not, on any ac

count, permit Holder to study under any

other master, so great was his conviction of

his pupil's knowledge of the theory of

music. During the last two years he was

in the chapel royal he was of considerable

use to his master, both in the care of the

junior boys, and in assisting him in playing

the organ at the chapel royal. It was at

this period that he experienced much kind

ness from a gentleman, (the late major

John Lemon, of the royal horse guards) who

was well known as an amateur : this gen-

man was extremely desirous of having

Holder as a musical companion, but Dr.

Nares strongly opposed it, and it was

ultimately given up. On leaving the cha

pel royal, he remained with his father be

tween two and three years, studying and

practising regularly twelve hours a day,

which his father compelled him to do. During

this time, he became assistant to the late

Mr. Reinhold, and played the organ at St

George the Martyr, Queen-square, London.

He was then appointed organist of Si.

Mary's church, Bungay, in Suffolk, where

he remained seventeen or eighteen years.

From that time, he removed into Essex,

near Chelmsford, were he now resides. In

the year 1792, he took his bachelor's degree

in music at Oxford, under the late Dr.

Philip Hayes ; he was admitted an ho

norary member of the royal academy of

music, and was one of the examiners of the

pupils for admission to that establishment ;

he was also unanimously elected an ho

norary associate of the Concentores society.

These distinguished honours were particu

larly flattering, as they were conferred with

out his knowledge. Holder's works ire

numerous, both vocal and for the piano

forte: amongst them are, "A Collection </

Glees and Canons, for three, four, and six

Voices," dedicated to John Lemon, Esq.

" O dear, what can the matter be, with V>-

nations ; " this little work has long been >

favourite.. "A second Collection of Gfce

and Songs," dedicated to Sir Patrick Blake,

Bart. "A third Collection of Glees," de

dicated to Charles Barnwell, Esq. "&

Grand Duet," Op. 18, dedicated to th*

Misses Wynne. "A Collection ofPreludo,"

Op. 26 ; this work has been through tw

editions. "A Military Divertimento," Op.

27, dedicated to General Cowell. "Sotutlt,''

Op. 29 ; this work is a favourite, and dedi

cated to Mrs. Woods. " Trio for thrtt

Performers on one Piano-forte," Op- 31.

dedicated to the Misses Thorold. "Sonata!'

Op. 34, dedicated to Mrs. Sutton. " Sons-

la," Op. 38, dedicated to Mrs. Beaucbamp.

" Borehamian Divertimento," Op. 39, de-

dicated to Miss Smith. "Ariettc, with Va

riations," Op. 40, dedicated to Miss FiU-

simmons. " Lc Retotir de Ghent," Op. 53,

dedicated to Miss Jerningham. "Sonata,''

Op. 56, dedicated to Mrs. Tower. "Trto

for three Performers on one Piano-fortf,

Op. 60, composed expressly for the Misses

Urquhart. "God save the King, as a Gre'd

Duet for two Performers on one Pint
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forte," dedicated to Miss Tufnell. " Caller

Herring, arranged as a Rondo," dedicated

to tie Misses Tower. " Thro' the wood

laddie, arranged as a Rondo." "Ally Cro-

far, arranged as a Rondo" "Light as

thistle down, arranged as a Rondo." "Step

sj soft as zephyrs dying; arranged as a

Rondo." " We're o' noddin, arranged as a

Rmdo." " The Campbells are comin, ar-

raged as a Rondo." " Comin thro* the

Rye, arranged as a Rondo" " My native

hatdand home, arranged as a Rontla."

* The Bequest, arranged as a Rondo."

' Over the water to Charlie, arranged as a

Runic." " Rose a"Amour, arranged as a

Rodo." "Air Martial, arranged as a

" Peggy Rrown, arranged as a

Rssk" " The land a' the leal, arranged

■ « Rondo." " The Spinning-wheel, ar-

ragid as a Rondo." Holder has arranged

roy maoy of Handel's celebrated choruses

a foets, and the same choruses to single

likewise a mass for three voices,

trapesed expressly for the community at

Sew Hall. Besides the above works, he

composed several canons, glees, Te

&wu, and many anthems.

HOLLAIND, a professor of the harpsi-

»t Paris, published there some light

busk for his instrument previously to the

'ear 1781.

HOLLAND, (Johann David) con

tactor of the music at the cathedral of

Hamburgh, was born in 1746. He com-

P»d, about the year 1780, the music of an

Mtorio called " The Resurrection of Jesus

c*n»(-" he also published some instru

mental music and songs. The last of his

worki is dated in 1790.

HOLLBUCH, (Johann Sebastian)

author of a good didactic work, entitled

" Tmsystem, abgrfatzt in einem Gcspriiche

"ever Freunde," Mentz, 1792. He

a'v3 composed some instrumental music,

published at Manheira and Amsterdam.

HOLLMEYER, a musician at Vienna,

published some instrumental music there in

*t jear 1798.

HOLMES, a celebrated English per-

krcwr on the bassoon. He performed at

Salomon's concerts in 1793, and for many

years afterwards at all the principal con

certs and music meetings in this country.

HOLMES, (John) an organist of Salis

bury cathedral, at the beginning of the

seventeenth century. Some of his part-

songs are to be found in a work called

The Triumphs of Oriana, published in

London in 1601.

HOLZBAUER, (Ignaz) chapel-master

to the elector palatine, was born at Vienna

in 1718. He first studied counterpoint

under the celebrated Fux, and afterwards

made two journeys to Italy ; in the second

of which he resided nearly two years at

Milan. On his second return to Vienna, in

1745, he was nominated chef-aVorches-

tre at the court theatre. He had, at the

same time, the opportunity afforded him of

applying his great talents to the composition

of a graat number of works for the church,

as well as theatre. In 1751, he was in

vited by the duke of Wurtemburg to Stutt-

gard, and appointed his first chapel-mas

ter. In 1753, he was charged with the com

position of the music for the pastoral opera,

" // Figlio delle selve," which was to be

performed at the opening of a new theatre.

This composition had such success, that the

elector gave him, the same year, the places

of chapel-master and composer at Man-

heim. There he commenced his career by

setting several Italian operas. In 1756,

he undertook a third voyage to Italy, prin

cipally with a view of becoming acquainted

with the music performed at the pontifical

chapel in Rome. He soon again returned to

Germany. In 1757, he was charged with

the composition of a new opera for the

theatre royal at Turin, where he in conse

quence went, and gave his " Niteti," which

was very successful. The foUowing year

he brought out at Milan "Alessandro nelC

Indie," which was enthusiastically received,

and was performed for thirty successive

nights. In 1776, he composed his opera of

"Gunther von Schwarzburg," for the theatre

at Manheim,which met with the greatest suc

cess : it was the only German opera he wrote.

He died in 1783. Others of his works, not
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named above, are "Isaaco," and "La Betulia

Liberata," two oratorios, with many masses,

motets, &c. for the church ; also the three

operas, " La Clemenza di Tito," "Le Nozze

oVAriana e di Bacco," and " Tancredi." He

further wrote very numerous instrumental

pieces, amounting, according to Gerber, to

no less a number than two hundred and five.

HOLZBOGEN,(Ci.EMENsFRANz)cham-

ber-musician to the duke of Bavaria, was a

celebrated violinist at Munich. Dr. Burney,

who heard his performance, states, that he

had more animation in his playing than

could be expected from a pupil of the Tar-

tini school, which was generally distin

guished rather by the delicacy and finish of

its style, than by vivacity of execution.

HoUbogen composed well for his instrument,

though he published only one concerto. He

died in the year 1785.

HOLZER, one of the best performers on

the harpsichord in Germany, towards the

close of the last century, published at

Leipsic, in 1779, a collection of songs, which

are much admired.

HOMER (Jon ann) is believed by Ger

ber to be an organist at Vienna, and is pro

bably the same composer as the last men

tioned. He has published in the above

town " Trois Senates pour Piano-forte,

Violon, et Violoncello," 1800. " Trois So-

nates pour Piano-forte, Violon, et Violon

cello," 1801. " Trois Airs varies pour

Piano-forte, avec Violoncello Obligato, Nos.

1, 2, 3," 1802. " Trois Sonatcs pour Piano

forte, avec Violon et Violoncello, Op. 7, Aros.

1,2, 3," 1803.

HOMATI, (Tomaso) an Italian compo

ser, probably of the sixteenth or seventeenth

century, published a collection of masses

and psalms for eight voices.

HOME (George) was a doctor of divi

nity at Canterbury, and published, in 1784,

a work entitled " The Antiquity, Use, and

Excellence of Church Music. (Rivington.)

HOMILIUS,(Gooefroi Augustus) cha

pel-master of the three principal churches,

and singer at the school of the Holy Cross, at

Dresden, was born at Rosenthal, on the

frontiers of Bohemia, in 1714. He was

one of the greatest organists of the last cen

tury, and also highly celebrated for his sa

cred compositions. Among his numerous

excellent works for the church, there have

only been printed his cantata on the passion

of our Saviour, in 1775; the rejoicing of the

shepherds on the birth of Jesus, in 1777 ;

and some motets, in the collection published

in six volumes by chapel-master Hiller.

HOMMERT, a musician in the private

band of his late majesty George III., pub

lished, among other works, " Three Con

certos for the Piano-forte," dedicated lo

the duke of York, Op. 1, London, 1790,

and " Six Sonatas for the Piano-farlt,"

dedicated to the queen, Op. 2, London,1790.

HONICKE, (Johann Friedrich) a

musician, and chef-ttorckestre for twenty-

five years of the theatre at Hamburgh,

composed, in 1784, the music of an opera,

entitled " Le Manage par Amour," anil

some other vocal pieces. He also published a

musical journal, consisting of a collection

from the German and French operas, ar

ranged for the piano-forte. He died in

1809.

HONORIO, (Ronualdo) a monk, and

composer of masses, psalms, litanies, &c

about the year 1642.

HONSLEY, composer of a German

operetta, called " Rilter Willibald," pub

lished in 1794.

HOOF, (W. G.) composer of " TftU

Quartets pour deux Violons, Tenor, etVw

loncello," Op. 1, announced in Tnef S

Catalogue for 1799.

HOOGH, (Dirk Vander) a Dutch

musician, and author of a didactic wort

entitled " De Gronden van het Poowl

Muzyh." Amsterdam, 1769.

HOOK (James) was born at Norwich,

in the year 1746, and was instructed in

the first principles of music by Garland,

an organist in that city. His early ituch-

ment to the art, by which he has rendered

himself so popular in this country, was not

more remarkable than has been the immense

number of his musical productions. Tbese,

which amount to more than a hundred and

forty complete works, consist chiefly "i
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musical entertainments for the theatres,

rancertos, sonatas, and duets for the piano

forte, an excellent instruction book, for that

instrument entitled " Ouida iU Musica,"

an oratorio entitled " The Ascension,"

ratten in 1 776, and more than two thou

sand songs.

Shortly after Hook's first arrival in Lon-

ilon, he appears to have been engaged as

otgxnist to Mary-le-bone gardens, and he

•u subsequently invited to accept of a

similar situation at Vauxhall, which he

held between forty and fifty years, and with

»iat repute, ail the visitors of those gar

dens are well acquainted. He was also,

fet several years, organist of St. John's

(lurch, Horsleydown. The principal of

ois operatic pieces are, " CupiiCs Revenge,"

•tailiao pastoral, 1772. " Lady of the

Ham," comic opera, 1778. " Too civil

^W/," farce, 1783. " Double Disguise,"

Eusial entertainment, 1784. " Fair Pe

rson," comic opera, 1786. " Jack of

Xwiiirjr," opera, 1795. " Wilmore Cas-

'fe.'tomic opera, 1800. " Soldier's Return,"

tmicopera, 1805. "Catch hint who can,"

siacal farce, 1806. " Tekeli," melodrama,

1807. " Music Mad," dramatic sketch,

I8W. « Siege of St. Quintin," drama,

1808. Hook died several years since,

md left two sons, the Rev. Dr. Hook, pre-

Wary of Winchester, and Theodore I

Edward Hook, author of several popular

drums, and a gentleman otherwise well

known to the public.

HOOPER, (Edmund) organist of West

minster abbey, and gentleman of the

chapel royal, (where he also acted as

organist) was one of the composers of the

>W. in four parts, published in 1594,

*nd some of the anthems in Barnard's col-

Itttion. He died in 1621.

HORMANN, (J.) a musician at Vienna,

published there some music for the piano

forte in the year 1800.

HORN, (Charles Fridiricx) a native

■ Germany, came to London in the year

'"82, where he was kindly received by his

hte excellency the Saxon ambassador,

Count BrQhl, and recommended by him to

the late marquis of Stafford, to instruct in

music the ladies Leveson Gower. He then

dedicated his first work, " Six Sonatas for

the Piano-forte," to lady Charlotte, (the

present duchess of Beaufort.) In the year

1789, he had the distinguished honour of

being recommended by lady Caroline

Waldegrave, and his friend Mr. Clementi,

to her late majesty queen Charlotte, to

instruct the princesses in music, which he

did till the year 1811; he was also com

manded to attend twice a week on her ma

jesty, from 1789 to 1793.

Horn has been very eminent as a teacher

of the piano-forte and thorough-bass, and

has composed for his instrument various

sonatas, and also " Twelve Themes, with

Variations, with an Accompaniment for

Flute or Violin."

HORN, (Charles Edward) son of

the preceding, was born in the year 1786,

in the parish of St. Martin's, London. He

was educated for the musical profession by

his father, but, at the age of twenty-two,

finding his voice much improved, he re

solved to take singing lessons of the cele

brated Rauzzini, then residing at Bath,

and to whom he accordingly went for that

purpose ; but, unfortunately, owing to

Rauzzini's ill health, of which he soon after

died, Horn had not more than five or six

lessons. They, however, were of essential ser

vice to him, and he still purposed cultivating

concert singing, but soon found it neither met

his wishes, nor answered his expectations in

a pecuniary point of view ; upon which he

at length resolved to appear before the

public as a theatrical vocalist, on the open

ing of the English Opera-house, and to make

his dibut in the opera of *' Up all Night."

Mr. Arnold (the proprietor) knowing Horn's

talent for composition, presented him at

the same time with a melodrama, opera,

&c. &c, which latter was not so successful

as his hopes had anticipated; soon after,

however, he produced another piece, called

" The Bee-hive," which amply repaid him

for past disappointments by the flattering

reception it met with. At the close of that

season he quitted the stage, and did not
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return to it till 1814. He then appeared at

the English Opera-house as the Seraskier,

in the Siege of Belgrade, in which part he

was eminently successful, having greatly

improved his voice by long practice, and the

assistance of T. Welch. From that time

to the present, he has been ranked among

the principal singers of the metropolis.

Besides the before -mentioned works, Horn

has composed the whole or the greatest part

of the music iu the following operas : " Per

sian Hunters." " The Magic Bride."

" Tricks upon Travellers." " Boarding

House" " Godolphiu, the Lion of the

North." " Rich and Poor!' " The Sta

tue." " Charles the Bold." " The Wood

man's Hut," " Dirce." " Annette."

" Devil's Bridge," with Mr. Braham.

" Elections." " Nourjahad." " M. P.,"

arranged for Mr. T. Moore. " Lalla

Route," brought out in Dublin. " The

Wizard," and " Philandering." He has

also published many songs and canzonets.

HORN, (Henry) an eminent performer

on the harp, was born at Paris in the year

1789, of German parents. He received

the rudiments of his education in that me

tropolis, and came to England at ten years

of age, when he was placed under the

tuition of Jean Baptiste Mayer, with whom

he remained seven years. In the year

1805, he made his first appearance at the

oratorios, and continued his public perform

ances till the year 1808, after which period

he received further instructions from Jean

Elouis, (a harpist of the first celebrity)

during the space of four years. With Elouis,

he also made a professional journey through

Scotland and Ireland with great success.

Horn returned to London in 1812, and

was immediately engaged for the Bath con

certs, where he had the honour of first in

troducing to the public, Erard's double

movement harp, the mechanism of which

was the admiration of all the artists and

amateurs. On his return to the metropolis,

he had an opportunity of introducing this

beautiful instrument before a London au

dience at the King's theatre, and was

received with the most flattering applause ;

since which time he has continued bis pro

fessional career, patronised by a numerous

connection. Henry Horn's publications

for the harp are, " Rudiments for the Sin

gle and Double Movement Harp." " Swiu

Melodies, Nos. 1, 2, and 3." " Omerttrt

d'Albert et tVAdilaidc" " The Storm,

Rondo." •' La Chasse, Rondo." " le

Prime Troubadour." " La Surprise it

Diane." " Koseluh's Ballad." " Ah!

pcrdonna." " Bavarian Air." u Copen

hagen Waltz." " Je t'aime tanr." " Pols-

noise." " JVouvelle Tyrolienne." " Four

select Airs, with Variations," and " Fif

teen Airs and Preludes."

HORN, (Franz) a doctor of philoso

phy at Brunswick, has written seteral

musical papers, in the Leipz. Mus. Zrit^

since the year 1801.

HORN, (Johann Casper) a docroroi

laws, and scientific musical amateur, in the

latter part of the seventeenth century. He

wrote a work in four parts, called " Partt-

gon Musicum," consisting chiefly of music,

in the popular style of his time, also several

other works, which bear date from the yea:

1664 to 1681.

HORNCASTLE.an English tenor singer,

eminent as a performer in glees. He is

said to possess a philosophical, as well as a

scientific, understanding of his profession.

HORSLEY (William) was born in Lon

don,^ 1774. Inhis youth, he wasremarkably

unhealthy, and, owing to this circumstance,

to family misfortunes, and to other causes,

his general education was neglected, and

he arrived at the age of sixteen before it

was finally resolved that he should pursue

music for a profession. At that period, he

was articled for five years to Theodore

Smith, who was esteemed to be a gooi

piano-forte player, and who claimed to be

the first who introduced duets for that in

strument into this country. Smith's theo

retical knowledge was very limited. He

was, besides, passionate and indolent to an

extreme degree, and entirely neglected

instruction of his pupil, who was, at all

times, most happy to escape from to

violence.
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However, while with Smith, the subject

of our present article made several valuable

acquaintances, who had a vast influence on

his future pursuits. In particular, he be

came very intimate with the three brothers,

Jacob, Joseph, and Isaac Pring, and from

litem he first imbibed that lore for vocal

anisic which he has ever since cherished.

Joseph Pring having obtained the situa

tion of organist in the cathedral at Bangor,

removed thither, and his brother Isaac soon

afterwards went toOxford.where hedied, after

having been organist at the new college for

some time. Henley's great intimacy, there

fore, was chiefly confined to Jacob Pring, from

»hnse kindness and friendship he derived

•Vantages, which he has never failed to

acknowledge. In 1799, he had the mis-

faue to lose his estimable friend ; but,

ftnously, he had procured an introduction

to Dr. Callcott ; and the example of those

t»o excellent musicians, and his constant

i^rcourse with them, had determined him

"we particularly to the practice of glee

""ion?. At this time his ardour for com

position was very great, and every moment

whici he could spare from his occupation as

8 teacher was devoted to it.

Besides glees, he wrote services in five,

si. seven, and eight parts, " Two An-

Ikemt," in twelve real parts, and a " Sanc-

*»>" for four choirs. He also employed

kmself much in the construction of canons,

ud found considerable improvement in the

eiercise of that difficult species of writing.

H98, he suggested to his friends, Dr.

Callcott and Pring, a plan for the formation

of a society, the object of which should be

the cultivation of English vocal music.

The members met for the first time in that

year, and, on the suggestion of Mr. Webbe,

took the name of Concentores Sodales,

uder which title it ha3 continued to the

present day.

The establishment of this society was of

peat advantage to Horsley. It introduced

him to an acquaintance with several eminent

professors ; and, as each member was to pre

side in turn, and furnish music for the day,

" give a new stimulus to bis exertions.

About the same period, he was introduced

by Dr. Callcott to the committee of the

Asylum for female orphans,and was accepted

by them as assistant organist of the institu

tion. On this occasion, he resigned his

situation of organist of Ely chapel, Holborn,

which he had held for some years. He

now began to employ himself in vocal com

positions with instrumental accompani

ments, and set, among other things, " Smol

lett's Ode to Mirth," " The Cantale Do

mino," and an anthem to words begin

ning, " When Israel came out ofEgypt"

with which he took bis bachelor's degree in

1800, at Oxford.

His time was now much occupied by his

pupils; nevertheless, when the Vocal con

certs were revived, in 1801, heapplied him

self with fresh diligence to composition,

and furnished the managers of those con

certs with many new works. This he was

particularly induced to do, not only from

his love to the art, but from his great in

timacy with Harrison and Bartleman ; and

till the death of the former, he was the

most copious and the most successful among

the native contributors to their undertaking.

In 1802, Dr. Callcott resigned his situa

tion at the Asylum, and Horsley, having

been recommended by the committee to

the guardians at large, was chosen to suc

ceed the doctor, without any opposition.

He continued to perform the whole duty

at the Asylum till 1812 ; when Belgrave

chapel, in Halkin-street, Grosvenor-place,

being finished, he accepted the office of

organist in it, and an assistant being al

lowed to him at the Asylum, he has ever

since held both situations.

For many years, a very large portion of

bis time has been occupied in giving in

struction ; but the remainder he devotes,

with unabated assiduity, to the study of his

art, and to the practice of composition.

His published works bear but a small pro

portion to those which he has in manuscript.

These consist of the services, odes, and

anthems already mentioned ; " Three Sym

phonies for a full Orchestra," which were

several times performed at the Vocal con
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certs ; several trios for violin and 'violon

cello ; and a great collection ofsingle pieces,

consisting of glees, canons, songs, duets, &c.

His published works are : "Three Collections

of Glees, Canons, and Madrigals,for three,

four, Jive, and six Voices:" "Six Olces for

tw> Trebles and a Bass :" ' 'A Collet lion of

forty Canons, of various Species." This

work the author has inscribed to his friend

Clementi, in language which shows his

respect and admiration for that great master.

He was likewise a great contributor to the

" Vocal Harmony," published some years

since by Clementi and Co.

That splendid work contains fifteen or

sixteen glees, which were purposely com

posed for it by him. To these publications

may be added single glees, songs, &c, most

of which will be found in the following list.

Horsley has occasionally employed himself

in writing for the piano-forte, chiefly, how

ever, with a view to the improvement of the

younger class of students. His works for

that instrument consist of "A Set of easy

Lessons, containing familiar Airs." "Six

Sonatinas for the Use of his Pupils,

with the leading fingering carefully

marked." " Three Waltzes for two Per

formers." " Three Sonatas, composedfor

the Hon. Miss Ponsonby" " Sonatas, NoS.

1 and 2." These are intended as part of a

series, to be published from time to time.

He has also printed " An Explanation of

the Major and Minor Scales," accompanied

with exercises calculated to improve the

hand. Of this work, we believe , he is now

preparing a second edition.

HORSTIG, (Carl Gottlob) a Ger

man Lutheran clergyman at Bucheburg, is

celebrated as a scientific amateur of sacred

music, and has written many works on that

subject since the year 1792. (See Lcipz.

Mus. Zeit. from 1798 to 1802.)

HORZIZKY, private secretary to prince

Henry of Prussia, at Rheinsberg, from the

year 1780 to 1795. He composed fourteen

French operas and other vocal music, all of

which have remained in manuscript, except

some of his airs which were published by

J. A, Niclas, in a collection entitled " Choix

iTAirs de plusieurs Operas, arranges jxrar

le Clav." 1790.

HOSPINIAN, (Rudolph) a Swiss theo-

logian, died at Zurich in 1626. He wrote i

work entitled " De templis, i. e. de origine,

progressu, usu et abvstt tcmplorum rerum-

oue omnium ad templa pertinentium."

HOSSA, (Franz) a violinist and excel

lent performer on the tenor, probably a!

present resident at Vienna.

HOSTE, (L.) a composer of madrigals,

published at Milan in 1554.

HOSTIE, a clarionetist in the band o(

the duke of Montmorency in Paris, in 1788,

published six duos and a concerto for his

instrument, with accompaniments.

HOTTETERRE, called the Roman, from

being born in that city, was chamber-musi

cian to the king of France at Paris, in 1710,

and considered the best flutist of his time,

and a good composer for his instrument

Among his works are "Principes de la Unit

traversiire, de la Flute a bee, et du tint-

bois." This book was published at Paris

about the year 1707, and republished at

Amsterdam in 1708-1710, and in the

Dutch language in 1728. 2. "L'Art *

prt!luder," Paris, 1722.

HOWARD, (Samuel) doctor of music,

was educated in the chapel royal, London,

and was not more esteemed for his musical

talents than beloved for his private virtues,

being ever ready to relieve distress, to anti

cipate the demands of friendship, and to

prevent the necessities of his acquaintance.

He was organist of the churches of St. Cle

ment Danes and St. Bride. His ballads

were long the delight of natural and inex

perienced lovers of music, and had at leas'

the merit of neatness and facility to recom

mend them. He preferred so much the style

of music of his own country to that of any

other, that nothing could persuade him out

of a belief that it had not, up to his tinn,

been excelled.

He died in 1782, and was succeeded is

his situations of organist of St Clement1!

by Thomas Smart, and of St Bride's by

Thomas Potter, the son of the flute-maker of

that name.
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HOWELL (Thomas) was born at Bris

tol in 1783. His father was a celebrated

performer on the flute, and was the first

person who opened a regular establishment

tx the sale of instruments and music at

Bristol. At the age of fourteen, young

Huwell was apprenticed to his father, and

being naturally fond of music, practised it,

fa- iis own sake, when his other various oc

cupations would permit. He had some

Hasten, such as they were ; but in reality

rerti«ed more solid information on the

«eact from a few casual interviews with

Dr. Bushy, than from all the regular lessons

si took from others. Early in life he was

employed as a teacher, and remarking,

»iu he considered the desultory manner in

rtti the various books of instruction were

sttSn, and being also desirous of render-

£f himself useful in his profession, he fre-

•.«!sily took occasion to write down defini

te^ and examples calculated to elucidate

ud remove difficulties as they arose in the

°°sd of his pupils. In many cases he had

'ht Bonification to be questioned by the

parents of his scholars, who, unfortunately

fa lit teacher, were, irt these instances,

.TOrant of the science of music. " Is

'tere nothing printed, Mr. Howell, that

"ould supply the information you are tak-

a» so much pains to write J if so, would

it not be better to let my daughter have it,

u writing down occupies a considerable

]-nion of the time allotted for your lesson ?"

Hn feelings were not a little wounded on

"ich occasions, till at length he determined

03 publishing what he considered an im

proved mode of instruction. He first applied

'1* work to his eldest daughter's instruc-

"oo, whose comprehensive mind indicated

"•elf at so early a period of life, that he was

induced to commence teaching her the rudi

ments of music at the age of four years ;

"tilth he so conducted as to cause it to be

musing to her rather than an irksome task.

Oae of the plans he invented for this pur-

P°*, was the " Musical Game," since pub

lished, for teaching the degrees in the treble

wibus clefs, and this he found to answer

°i> most sanguine expectations. As the

child's astonishing abilities expanded, and

called for new matter for study, he continued

writing and composing for her, which caused

his work to proceed with regularity, and

was a strong excitement for him to perse

vere in his undertaking. His instructions

were repaid by a most extraordinary pro

gress : at the age of eight years, the child

could play almost any thing that was put

before her. When she was between four

teen and fifteen, she was at a party, whera

being requested to play, and not having

provided any music for the occasion, a con

certo was presented to her with which she

was totally unacquainted ; there being several

amateurs present, the accompaninents were

played, and the piano part executed by the

child to the astonishment of the auditors.

Her extemporary performances also exhibited

a richness of fancy combined with a refined

taste and judgment that seemed far beyond

the powers of one so young. In addition to

her musical abilities, her mind was highly

cultivated and her manners unobtrusive ;

she was fond of philosophical pursuits, and

possessed of the highest sense of honour and

integrity. In the course of one fatal week's

illness, from typhus fever, the unhappy

father was bereaved of this inestimable

treasure. She was born in 1807, and died

in 1833.

Howell is at present engaged in writing

"Instructions for the Violin," which he in

tends conducting on similar principles to

those of his " Practical Instructions for the

Piano-Forte ;" that work having been highly

praised by the musical reviewers, for its

clearness of definition and closeness of pre

cept and example. He has further composed

and published several very pleasing rondos

for the piano-forte. (Goulding's Cat.)

HOYLAN (John) is the son of a respect

able manufacturer of cutlery in the town of

Sheffield, in Yorkshire. He was born in

1783, and early in life evincing a taste for

music, he was placed under the tuition of

William Mather, the organist there, whom

he succeeded, in 1808, as organist of St.

James's church ; which situation he held

till 1819, when he was induced, from
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pressing solicitations, to remove to Louth, in

Lincolnshire, a teacher of music being much

wanted in the schools of that neighbourhood.

A short time after his settling there, the

organist's situation became vacant by the

death of Hill, when, after a competition

with three other candidates, it was decided

in Hoylan's favour, and he was accordingly

chosen to fill the situation. He is the author

ofseveral anthems andpiecesof sacred music,

amongst which is the very popular tune to

" Merrick't Version ofthe Hundredand Fif

tieth Psalm, with appropriate Interludes,'1

published by Goulding and Co. Amongst his

piano-forte works are, " The HighlandFting

Bondo,"(Goulding and Co.) "Three Waltzes

and Polonoise," (dementi and Co.) " Les

Enfans de Brunswick, Quadrilles," (May-

hew and Co.) " Andante and Polacca,"

(Mayhew and Co.) "Think not resentment

lingers," song, (Goulding and Co.) "If

thou hadst e'er strayed," (Mayhew and

Co.) " The land o' the leal," (Mayhew and

Co.) Ac.

HOYLE, (John) author of a work en

titled "A complete Dictionary of Music,

containing a full and clear Explanation,

divested of technical Phrases, of all the

Words and Terms, English, Italian, £fc.

made use of in that Science, speculative,

practical, and historical." (Symonds,

London, 1790.)

HUBATSCHEK, a German composer of

operettas, at Gotha, about the year 1791.

HUBER, (Pancrace) a violinist and bal

let-master to the court at Vienna in 1772,

published at Paris " Sir Duos for Vn. and

T." Op. 1, and subsequently, at Lyons,

" Four Quatuorsfor Ft, V., T., and Bass."

Dr. Burney, in his travels, speaks highly of

the compositions of Huber.

HUBERT, or properly UBERTI, (An

tonio) a sopranist at the opera at Berlin,

was born at Verona about the year 1697.

He was much admired in his adagios, and

was a pupil of the school of Porpora, for

which reason he was called in Prussia,

Porporino. He died in 1783.

HUDEMANN, (Ludwio Friedrich)

doctor ofojaws at Hamburgh, in 1732, was |

an excellent theoretical and practical mu

sician, and also a poet. In a published

volume of his poems, is a prefatory essaj

on the advantages of the opera above tra

gedy and comedy.

HUDSON, (Robert) bachelor of music,

and born in 1 732, was during many years

senior member of his majesty's chapel

royal and of St. Paul's cathedral. He was

admitted vicar-choral of St. Paul's iii 1756,

and a gentleman of the chapel royal in

1758. Hudson was almoner of St. Paul's,

and master of the choristers from 1773 till

1793, and composed a very pleasinf

service, which is still performed in that

cathedral. He was also music-master of

Christ's hospital, and composed many

hymns for that institution. In hi)

younger days, he sang at Ranelagli ami

Mary-le-bone gardens. He died in the

year 1815. His remains were interred i«

St. Paul's cathedral.

HUEBER, (Wendelinus) organisUnd

composer at Vienna, published there, in

1650, " Cantioncs sacra, 1, 2, et trvt*

Vocum cum Basso ad Organ."

HUEBSCH, (Joiiann Georo Gott-

help) a teacher of mathematics in Ger

many about the middle of the last cenlun.

published, mostly between the years 17M

and 1767, many critical works on composi

tion, the manufacture of instruments, asJ

various curious musical questions. He died

in 1773, in the eightieth year of his age.

HUGO, a priest at Nieutlingen, in Sua-

bia, died about the year 1332, and left a

manuscript entitled " Flares Music* nmi

Cantus Grcgoriani," which was published

at Strasburg, by John Pryss, in 1 488.

HUGOLINUS, (Vincenzo) chapel-

master of the Vatican at Rome, vras bom

at Perugio. He appears to have been oik

of the best church composers of the se»e»-

teenth century. Among his works are

" De Musica." " Quatro Motetti Center-

tini." " Motetti e Salmi a due t tn

chori." " Due Madrigali a 6 f»»"

" Messe e Motetti i due t tre chtri"

And " Salmi A due e tre chori."

HUGOT, (A.) flutist at the comic open
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it Paris, and professor of his instrument at

the conservatory, was an excellent per

former. In an excess of brain fever, in the

year 1803, he wounded himself several

timei with a knife, and threw himself out

of a window of the fourth story of a house

mio the street. He was at the time forty-

tm years of age. There was another flutist

>t Paris about the same time, called the

elder Hugot, but the principal published

vorks are by A. Hugot. Among them are

tie following : " Mithode de Flute :" this

tori was written jointly by Hugot and

Wanderlick, and was adopted by the con-

wratory. " Six Duos Concert, pour 2

ft" Op. 1, 1798. "Sir Duos Concert.

P"! FL" Op. 2. "Six Duos Concert.

F*r2FI." Op. 3. " Six Airs varies, pour

R>m B." " Three Trios a 2 Ft. et B."

<H " Three Trios a 2 Ft. et B."Op. 7.

" JU Sonar, pour Ft. et B." Op. 8. " Six

Dx* Concert, pour 2 Fl." Op. 9. And

"Quire Concertos, pour la Fl., Nat. 1, 2,

3- V 1797 to 1802.

HILLMANDEL, (Nicholas Joseph)

"tpbe* of the celebrated Rodolphe, was a

<«y nninent pianist. He formerly resided

■ Paris, which capital he was obliged to

V ■ the French revolution, on account of

political opinions. He then settled in

Uodon, where he continued till his death,

*tich took place in 1823, at the age of

*TOUy-two. Among his works are " Douse

tnndt Piano," Ops. 1 and 2. (Paris, 1780.)

"Three Sonatas for P. F. with Acct.for

Y:' Op. 3. (London.) " Three Sonatas

S" P. F. KithAcct.for K" Op. 4. " Three

Snatasfor P. F. with Acct.for V." Op. 5.

(Uodon.) " Six Sonatas," Op. 6. "Three

Unntai, with V. Ob." Op. 8. And " Sonata

• 01." Op. 10. (London, Vienna, and

bfa.) Hullmandel wrote also the article

fWci- in the Encyclopedic Mtthodique.

•V celebrated Greatorcx says of him.

He u the first composer who so united

Mparts of his sonatas, as to prevent their

*mle repetition : an intermediate passage

* Aera frequently connects the two parts

iato one."

HUME, (Tobias) a soldier by profes-

sion, but an excellent performer on the

viol da gamba, published, in 1607, and de*

dicated to Anne, the queen of James I., a

collection of songs, entitled " Captain

Hume's poeticall Musicke, principally made

for two Basse-violls, yet so construed that

it may be plaied eight several waies upon

sundric Instruments, with much facilitie."

HUMMEL, (Johann Nepomuk) cha

pel-master to the duke of Saxe Weimar,

resides at Vienna, where he was born in

the year 1780. He is one of the most

celebrated living pianists and composers

for that instrument. He was a pupil of

Mozart, Albrechtsberger, and Salieri. When

only nine years of age, be performed at a

concert given by Mozart in Dresden, and

in the following year he played in public

at Cassel ; in both of which places he was

received with enthusiasm. He passed the

years 1791 and 1792 in England, where his

Op. I was engraved on copper, and dedi

cated to the queen. In 1793, he returned

to Germany, where, in that and the follow

ing year, he performed at various of the

principal towns ; till at length he returned

to Vienna, where he has since applied him

self more to composition than to playing in

public. The scientific skill of his works

is every where acknowledged, and some

persons go so far as to rank his compositions

with those of Haydn, Mozart, and Bee

thoven. His music is in general extremely

difficult, but yet by no means deficient in

melody. Among his principal works are

the following : Instrumental : " Variations

to La Belle Catherine, the Ploughboy, and

a German Air," Op. 1. (London, Preston.)

" Vars. to Lass of Richmond Hill and Jem

of Aberdeen," Op. 2. (London, Preston.)

" Airs car. pour le Clav." Op. 3. (Offen

bach, 1793.) " Three Sonatas for the P.

F., with Acc.for Fl. and V.,'' dedicated to

the Queen. Op. 5. (London, Preston.)

" Ariettefavor.de I'Optra Castor et Pol

lux, Var. pour le Clav. avec. Accomp. de

deux V., deux Fl., deux Cars, A. et B." Op. 6.

(Offenbach, 1799.) " Gr. Sinf. A rOcca-

sion du Couronnement de S. M. Paul I. &

Moscow, arrangtt pour Clav. et Fl, par
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Mltgett." " Three Fughe p. i! p. Cemb."

Op. 7. (Vienna, 1800.) " Sonate, pour le

P. F." No. 13. (Vienna, 1803.) " Or.

Trio, pour le P. F., V., et Ve. Concert." Op.

12. " Fantasie pour le P. F." Op. 18.

(Vienna, 1805.) " Brilliant Rondo," Op.

80. " Concerto in A minor," Op. 85.

" The Celebration of the Birth and Day

of Christening of Parents, with Ace."

Op. 73. " Gr. Quintetto," Op. 74. «* Gr.

Quintetto," Op. 87. " Gr. Quintetto," Op.

97. " Trio for P. F., K, and Vc" Op. 22.

" Trio in Gfor Do." Op. 35. " Trio in

O.for Do," Op. 65. " Adagio, Van. and

Rondo, on a Russian Theme, for P. F., Fl.,

and Vc" Op. 78. " Grand Trio in E

majorfor P. F., V., and Vc," dedicated to

J. B. Cramer, Op. 83. " Grand Trio for

Do." Op. 93. " Grand Trio for Do."

Op. 94. " Divertissement in E flat, for

four hands," Op. 51. " Sonata in Eflat

with V. or T." Op. 19. " Sonata in D,

with V. or F. Obi." Op. 50. «' Sonata in A,

with V. or FL Obi" Op. 64. " Sonata in G,"

Op. 60. " Grand Sonata," Op. 20. " Grand

Sonata in C," Op. 30. " Grand Sonata,"

ded. to the grand-duchess Maria Paulowna.

"Caprice in F." " La Bella." " Capric-

ciosa." " Preludes in all the Major and

Minor Keys," Op. 67. " Sappho, a Grand

Heroic Ballet" " Monferinc, varied for

P. F. and Vc. or V.," Op. 54. " Vars. to

the Tyrolese Air A Schilssl aind a Reinl."

" Five Vars. to the Air La Sentinelle."

" Vars. to the Romance Partant pour la

Syrie." " Vars. to the Air Vivat Bacchus."

Ten Variations to a Theme in Armida,

by Gluck," Op. 57. " Vars., Adagio, and

Rondo to the English Air Pretty Polly."

"■Vars. to an original Theme in A," Op. 76.

"■ Sixfavourite Polonoises, Nos.1,2," Ops.

70 and 71. " New Waltzes, No. 1 /• 7."

First Concerto for P. F. and V. prin

cipals," Op. 17. "Second Concerto,"

Op. 34. "Third Concerto," Op. 76.

" Grand Serenade as a Pol-Poiirrl, for

P. F., V., Gail., Clari., and Bassoon, or

FL ami Vc." Op. 63. " Grand Serenade as

a Pat-Pourri,for P. F., V., Guit., Clari.,

and Bassoon, or Fl, and Vc." Op. 66.

" Grand Septuor, dedicated to Matin

Louisa," Op. 74. " Overture to Ofein

DieRuckfahrt," Op. 69. " Grand Sonata,

in A fat," Op. 92. (This is universally

allowed to be one of the finest produc

tions known for the piano-forte.) " 7*r«

Fugues." " Grand Sonata, dedicated to

Haydn." " Rondo," Op. 11. " Lt T-

bleau anime", divert." Op. 33. "Sonata,"

Op. 81. ** Der Zauberung, a grand Pan

tomime." " Quintet of the Negrott i*

theBallet of Paul and Virginia." " Ptt-

Pourri, Nos. 1 and 2, from the Opera Etcb-

haut," Ops. 58 and 59. " Overture to Dit

Gute-Nachrieht." " Vars. to the favourite

theme in La deux Savoyards." " Van. t>

God save the King." " Vars. to a Dutch.

Song," Op. 21. " Vars. to a March in

Cendrillon," Op. 40. " Twelve Gemot

Dances," Op. 29. " Six very easy Pirns"

Op. 52. Vocal: " Messe, with Organ Art.

No. 1," Op. 77. " Messe, with Organ Acr.

No. 2," Op. 80. " Polymch's Risks

national Songs, for four solo voices, chorvt,

andfull orchestra," Op. 82. " La Sen

tinelle, varied for Voice, P. F., F.,

and Guitar Concertante, with Vc." Op.

71.

HUMMEL, (Johavn Barnard) >

native of Berlin, is a pianist and good com

poser in his native city, where he is al»

proprietor of a music warehouse. He h«s

published some pleasing compositions for

his instrument, <

HUMPHREY (Pelham) was one of

the first set of children of the chapel royal

after the Restoration, and was educated it

the same time with Blow and Wise, node-'

captain Cook. He was admitted a gentle

man of the chapel in 1666; and disln

guished himself so eminently in the com

position of anthems, as to excite the envy

of his master, who, it has been reported,

died of grief at seeing that applause paid to

his pupil, which was justly due to ™

merit. After Cook's death, Humphrey suc

ceeded to his place of master ofthe children.

He died in 1674, in the twenty-re*enth year

of his age.

In Dr. Boyce's collection of catbeirJ
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mmc, there are two very fine anthems of

Humphrey's composition, " O Lord my

OU" and " Have mercy upon me." In

conjunction with Blow and Turner, he com

posed the anthem, " I will always /rive

timis." Me wrote also many of the lines

to the longs in the Theatre of Mutic,

aod other collections of his time, particularly

bt to the favourite song, " When Aurelia

Snl I courted." In Humphrey's verse an

thems many new effects are produced, by

adulation, and notes of taste and expres-

ma. It is somewhat remarkable that all

the ieven verse anthems, which Dr. Boyce

ho iaierted in his collection, written by

thii plaintive composer, should be in flat

ten, most of them in C and F minor,

whichare much out of tune on the organ, by

tlx anal temperament of that instrument.

B well sung, however, these crude chords

■tj add to the melancholy cast of the

compositions.

Several songs by Humphrey are inserted

'» -VinVa Antiqua.

HUMPHRIES, (John) a violinist and

llap«er for his instrument, in London,

ft died in 1730.

HUNT, (Karl) chamber-musician and

'loiinist to the court of Saxony, was born

»! Dresden in 1766. Among other works,

he has published the following: " Sixteen

^«rti(iow for the Piano-forte, on the pas-

to'liir Come la Rosa ;" " Twelve Vnria-

''«w on Pace, mio can iposo," 1792;

"Admit* ton 12 Variat." 1793; and

"Orandes Sonates tirt"es d'un Quintetto

& Mozart."

HUNTER, (Mrs. John) wife of the

'*lebrated surgeon of that name, was a

lady endowed with a most refined taste,

"A in music and poetry. She wrote the

»ords of the celebrated canzonets, set to

ausk by Haydn ; also composed many very

pleasing airs, which she sang herself in a

aptivating style.

Hl'PFELD (Barnard) was born at

Canel, in 1717. He was a violin pnpil of

%elU In 1734, he went to Vienna, and

years afterwards to Italy, where he

^whed composition under Domenico Fer-

rari, Tranquillini.andBarba. He published

much music for the violin.

HURKA, (Fribdrich Franz) chamber-

musician to the king of Prussia, was born in

Bohemia, in 1762. He received his first

instructions in singing at Prague, under

Biaggio, where he also was attached to the

choir of one of the churches. On the

change of his voice to a tenor, he came to

Leipsic, and after sudying further under

Bandini, appeared on the theatrical boards,

from which period, he was considered one

of the best German theatrical and concert

singers for many years. He composed and

published, between the years 1789 and

1802, several collections of German songs,

some of which were extremely popular.

He died at Berlin, in 1805.

HURLEBUSCH, (Conrad Frede-

RroK) chapel-master to the king of Sweden,

aud afterwards organist of the old church

in Amsterdam, was born at Brunswick,

towards the close of the seventeenth cen

tury. He travelled, from the year 1715 to

1721, through Germany and Italy, and in

1723 went to Stockholm, where he had

been promised the situation of organist, but

was disappointed, and in consequence,

shortly afterwards, returned to his native

country, where, after refusing several simi

lar offers of appointment, he at length

determined on Amsterdam, in which city

he resided till his death. He published

much vocal and instrumental music, but

surcharged with notes, and in bad taste.

HUTCHINSON (Dr.) published seve

ral beautiful glees about the year 1772,

under the assumed name of Ireland. Amongst

them are, " How sleep the brave," three

voices ; " Return, my lovely maid," four

voices ; " To love and wine," three voices;

"Jolly Bacchus," Xhrtt voices ; and " Where

weeping yews," four voices.

HUXTABLE (Anthony) was an emi

nent musician and an excellent violinist.

In the early part of his life, he -was one

of the first violins at the opera, principal

concerts in London, and at the celebrated

commemorations of Handel at Westminster

abbey, and the Pantheon. When he retired
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from London, he settled near South MoltOn,

in Devonshire, as a professor of the violin

and piano. He led all the public concerts

in the neighbourhood. He died in 1818.

HUXTABLE, (Christopher) son of

the preceding, in early childhood began

the piano-forte and violin, under his father's

tuition, and performed in public when very

young. He finished his musical studies in

London, under the first masters, and per

formed at the public concerts during his

stay there. He is, at present, organist of

Barnstaple, in Devonshire, and professor of

the piano-forte and violin. He has also

succeeded his father, as leader to the public

concerts in his neighbourhood.

HUXTABLE, (William) brother of the

preceding, professor of the piano-forte and

harp at Barnstaple, has shared the same

musical education as his brother. The

latter instrument he studied under the cele

brated P. Meyer. He is also one of the

first violin performers at the public concert]

in his neighbourhood.

HYAGNIS, a native of Celcne, the

capital of Phrygia, and contemporary with

Erechtheus, who instituted the Panathe-

nsan games at Athens, 1 506 years before

Christ, was the inventor of the flute and

Phrygian mode, as well as of the nomei <s:

airs that were sung to the mother of the

gods, to Bacchus, to Pan, and to some

other divinities and heroes of that country.

Plutarch and Nonnus both tell us that he

was the father of Marsyas ; and Athens™*,

from Aristoxenus and Apuleius, ascribes u

him not only the invention of the rnngk

flute, but of the double.

HYDE, a celebrated English performer

on the trumpet.

I J

JACHET oi JAQUET. See Beaches.

JACHINI, (Giuseppe) a celebrated

violoncellist at Bologna, about the year

1700.

JACKSON, (James) a celebrated singer

at Trinity college, Cambridge, in the middle

of the last ceutury.

JACKSON, (William) an eminent

musical composer and a man of letters, was

born in 1730 at Exeter. His father, a shop

keeper in that city, gave him a liberal

education, with a view to a learned pro

fession ; but he displayed so decided a

taste for music, that he was placed as a

pupil to Travers, organist of the cathe

dral in Exeter. In 1748, he removed to

London, and passed two years under the

tuition of John Travers, organist to the king's

chapel, and an eminent song composer.

He then returned to his native place, where

he settled for life, as a teacher, performer,

and composer of music. He soon attained

reputation and employment ; but it was not

till 1777 that he succeeded to the places of

tub-chanter, organist, lay -vicar, and master

of the choristers in the cathedral Hit

talents in musical composition were £n

made known in 1773, when he printed t

collection of twelve songs, set in a mance:

so simple, elegant, and original, as swa

to become favourites with the public. He

shortly after published a second and a third

collection of songs; and it is by his

vocal compositions, that he has acquired the

greatest reputation. Among his musicil

works, are also anthems, hymns, odes, ele

gies, and canzonets, some of them of grM1

merit and originality. Chasteness of con

ception, ingenuity of construction, and truth

of expression, are their general characteris

tics. In instrumental music, some of hu

sonatas for the harpsichord are much ap

plauded. His manuscript anthems and

services for Exeter cathedral, were much

admired by all who heard them, as pro

ducing all the devotional effects which

could result from a union of poetical with

musical taste.

W. Jackson first appeared to the world a

a literary capacity, by a publication, in
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" Thirty LtUtrs on various Subjects," two

volumes small octavo. This miscellany

contains many striking reflections upon men,

manners, and opinions, sometimes singular

and paradoxical, but geuerally lively and

instructive. An attempt to revive the ex

ploded doctrine of equivocal generation, and

mother to retrieve the poetical reputation

tl'Quarles, are those in which the ingenious

••riter deviates from the common judgment.

These letters were well received, and were

republished in a third edition, with additions

and corrections, in 1795. Besides being

the author of other literary works, Jackson

published, in 1791, a pamphlet entitled

" Obtervalions on the present State of Music

" London." This book was thought to

bt'-ray some prejudice against the modern

rasters, and undue preference of those

■da whom the writer's musical taste was

Sraied, intermixed, however, with valuable

lid judicious observations. To his other

tastes, Jackson added that for painting, in

»Mch art he w as no mean proficient. He

"nplojed his pencil chiefly in landscape,

*"d by his study of strong and partial lights,

Placed striking effects. Jackson was a

timber of a very respectable literary so

lely, instituted at Exeter in 1792, which

published an octavo volume of their joint

contributions in 1796. He was extremely

»ell qualified for conversation, by extensive

lafarmation, a turn for pleasantry, and a

comuunicative and social disposition. He

enjoyed a very select acquaintance, and

■M greatly respected by the principal per

l's in his neighbourhood. He died of an

asthmatic complaint in 1803.

JACOB, a pupil of Gavioies, was a vio-

uaist in the orchestra of the grand opera at

ftris. In 1769, he published a " Nouvelle

Htthoie tie Musique." He died at Paris,

»hout the year 1770.

JACOB, (Guntiieb) a Benedictine

■wok and composer, at Prague, at the be-

r>"ning of the eighteenth century. He

published much church music.

JACOB (Bixj.smin) was born in Lon

don, in the year 1778. He evinced a love

icr music at a very early period of life, and

tou r.

was taught the first rudiments of the science

by his father, who, being a tolerable ama

teur performer on the violin, instructed his

son on that instrument ; by which means he

gained such a knowledge of the relations of

musical sounds, as to be able to name any

note he heard.

When seveu years old, he was instructed

in singing by an ingenious chorus singer,

named Robert Willoughby, by whom he

was introduced as a singing-boy into

the choir of Portland chapel, then in a

flourishing state, it being composed of the

best chorus singers of that day. But har

mony was his delight, single sounds not

satisfying his ear ; he therefore, at the age

of eight, began to practise the harpsichord ;

(the piano-forte being then in its infancy)

but at first without any particular instructor.

After some time, he was, however, put

under the tuition of the late Mr. Shrubsole,

then organist of Spafields chapel, and, sub

sequently, for a short period, under the

tuition of Matthew Cooke, organist of

Bloomsbury church ; but he was principally

advanced in the science by his own observ

ation, study, attention, and perseverance,

making whatever he heard or saw in music

a lesson. In this manner, he may be said

to have been under obligations to every mu

sician he fell in company with. At ten years

of age he was appointed organist of Salem

chapel, near Soho- square, in which situation

he continued little more than a year. Be

tween the age of eleven and twelve, he was

invited to Carlisle chapel, Kennington-lane,

some years afterwards occupied by Thomas

Adams, until his election to Deptford. Ia

the year 1790, when Haydn was in London,

Jacob, then aged twelve, had the honour of

tuning the great composer's piano-forte ; and

as a proof of a correct ear in temperament,

Haydn was so well satisfied as to desire

Jacob might tune for him again, which he

did repeatedly. The next organist's situa

tion he was appointed to, was at Bentinck

chapel, Lisson-green, a chapel of ease to

St. Mary-le-bone. Here he continued from

the latter end of 1790 until 1794; iu

December of which year, he was invited by
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the Rev. Howland Hill to succeed Immyns,

as organist of Surrey chapel ; in which

situation he has continued to the present

day, although several places, in and out of

the establishment, have been offered to

him since, with much higher salaries.

In the year 1796, he began to study

harmony, under Dr. Arnold, from whose

friendship he derived much of his early

success in the profession ; he was also pro

posed by the doctor as a member of the

royal society of musicians, and was elected

in 1799. It may here be noted, that so

early as the age of eleven, Jacob was fre

quently engaged to take the organ, when

anthems and choruses were to be sung in

places of worship for charitable purposes.

At this time he could play readily from the

full scores of Handel, which he preferred to

any arrangement in accompanying. He was

one of the treble boys at the two last musi

cal festivals in Westminster abbey, in 1790-

1791. In this office, the late William Russel,

who afterwards became a celebrated per

former on the organ, and organist of the

Foundling, was, as on other occasions, for

several years, his constant companion : bold

were pupils of Shrubsole, and about the

same age. In the spring of 1800, Jacob

conducted a series of oratorios, under the

direction of Bartleman, in Cross-street,

Hatton-garden. For several years he pre

sided at the organ, at the annual concert

for the Choral Fund, while Dr. Arnold con

ducted at the piano, and Barthelemon led

the band. In the year 1808 he set on foot an

organ exhibition at Surrey chapel, consisting

Of a selection of airs, choruses, and fugues,

from various authors, performed publicly

en the organ, without any vocal accompani

ment. In 1809, he and Samuel Wesley

united in an organ performance, playing

alternately the fugues of Sebastian Bach

and Handel, with many of his overtures,

airs, and choruses. About 3,000 persons

of the highest respectability, also many in

the first rank of professors and amateurs,

were present ; and as a proof of the interest

txcited, continued to sit with the greatest

attention, through a four hour*' perform-

ance on the organ only. We are informed

that Jacob considers himself under consi

derable obligations to S. Wesley, for his

friendship, through which he became ac

quainted with the works of the immortal

Sebastian Bach, and received some of the

most useful hints and instructions in his

profession.

In 1811, 1812, and 1814, these perform

ances were repeated, when Dr.Crotch played

alternately with Jacob, and the interest and

attendance was as marked and numerous as

on the preceding occasion. In 1809, Jacob

opened the organ at St. Swithin's, London,

built by Gray. On Easter-day, 1810, he

opened an organ at Camden chapel, Cam-

berwell, built by Elliot. In 18 14, he was

chosen umpire in the selection of an organist

at St. Paul's, Deptford. Thomas Adams

was then chosen, after hearing nineteen can

didates. In 1815,hewasjointumpirewitl

Attwood and Williams, for the choice of in

organist at Lambeth. From among thirteen

candidates. Warren was chosen. In 1815,

he opened the organ at Christchurch, Bit-

mingham, built by Elliot, and gave w

organ performances there, for which he «>

specially engaged from London upon ten

liberal terms.

In April, 1818, he was made umpire it

Cripplegate church, where there were thir

teen candidates for the place of organist

Miss M. Horth was choseu. In 1818. i<

the Lent oratorios at Covent-garden theatre,

Jacob conducted at the organ and piano

forte. He performed a concerto on it"

organ nearly every night : the season wis

remarkably successful. In October, 1818.

he was elected an associate of the Philhar

monic society. In May, 1819, he recom

mended Mr. Murdie to the Philanthropic

chapel : upon the death of Williams he w"

chosen by the vestry. In 1819, he also re

commended J. Turle to Christchurch, Stmry,

who was elected by the parish. In IK' •

he was applied to to nominate an organ"1

to Clapham church, when he recommended

Blackburn, who was chosen unanimously-

In the same year, he also conducted « con

cert at Hanover-square, for the benefit of
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MrJJyde. He was likewise appointed umpire

si Sl Bride's, Fleet-street, when there were

twenty-four candidates for the organist's si

tuation ; six were selected, and Mather chosen

from them, by the committee of the vestry.

In December, 1823, Jacob was elected one

ef tie court of assistants of the royal society

of musicians. He has further conducted

usually, for several years, a concert at

Surrey chapel, for the benefit of the alms

houses belonging to that place, performing

ibepartsof the band on the organ, excepting

tie double drums of Mr. Jenkinson, and

trumpet of Sir. Harpur : the produce of this

concert is about £200 annually, the place

tain^ always crowded.

His very extensive engagements as a

lather have prevented Jacob's attention

teig much turned to composition ; he has,

k>»eter, produced the following works :

"A Second Volume of Tunes, for the Use of

Surry Chapel," partly composed, partly se-

lected, and wholly arranged by B. Jacob.

" Dr. Watts's Divine and Moral Songs, as

Ma, Duets, and Trios," composed by

Jfob. " A Gleefor two Trebles and Bass,

'bey, oh stay, thou lovely shade,'" dedi-

<-M to Dr. Arnold. "A Glee for Alto,

Tenor, and Bass, ' Sure not to life's short

fn confined,' " dedicated to Joseph Smith,

i*). "A Canzonet,'Maternal 7'enderness,' "

words by William Haytey, Esq. " National

Pulmodf," a collection of tunes, with ap

propriate symphonies, for the use of the

fiiurcb of England, for every Sunday

throughout the year, harmonized, arranged,

'Japted, and many of the tunes composed

oy Jacob. This has become, by the very

extensive patronage of the bishops, clergy,

aiul parish-ofiicers, a standard work for

psalmody. The above are the only works

"fetch Jacob has printed : he has several

other pieces in manuscript, and is now pre

paring an " Analytical and Analogical

Treatise on Thorough-bass and the Prin-

cipks ofHarmony."

JACOBI, (Conhao) a director of music

u Dessau, died there in 1811. There are

published some instrumental works of his

JACOBI, (Michael) a singer at Lune-

burg. He performed also on the violin,

lute, and flute. His publications, consisting

chiefly of sacred music, bear date from 1661

to 1663.

JACOBI, (Samuel FnANz) conductor

and organist at the palace church in Wit-

tenburg, in 1730.

JACOBITUS (Pethus Amicus) pub

lished at Venice, in 1589, " Motetti it 4, 3,

e 6 unci," Op. 1.

JACOPONUS, a monk, who lived pro

bably in the fourteenth century, is the author

of the text and first melody to the " Stabat

mater dolorosa," which has since become

so celebrated by the compositions of Pales-

trina, Pergolese, and Haydn,

J A DIN, (Jean) a violinist, published at

Brussels, from 1777 to 1782, five operas of

instrumental music, consisting of sympho

nies, quatuors, and trios for the violin.

JADIN, (Hyacinthe) son of the pre

ceding, was a celebrated pianist at Paris,

and a professor of his instrument at the con

servatory. He published much vocal and

instrumental music between 1789 and 1799.

He died about the year 1800.

JADIN, (Louis) brother of the pre

ceding, was very eminent at Paris as a

pianist and composer, and was also a pro

fessor of his instrument at the conservatory.

He wrote the music of several comic operas,

and also composed many romances and

much instrumental music between the years

1796 and 1810. Among his operas are

"L'Heureux Stralagime," in two acts. "Le

Portrait," in two acts, 1 790. " Mahomet

II." in three acts, 1803. The above were

performed at the academy of music. "Lt

Mariage de la Vieille" in one act, 1796.

" Candas," in three acts, 1798. " Jean

Bart;" "Ruse contre Ruse ;" " Porceaug-

nac i" " he Grand Pire," in one act, 1805 ;

and uLa Partic de Campagne," in two acts,

1810. The last seven were performed at

the Thiatre Fcydeau.

JAEGER, (Johann) a violoncellist to the

margrave of Anspach, was born in 1745. In

his youth be was in the service of the court

of Holland, as performer on the hautboy and
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horn. From thence he went to Wurtemburg,

where, through the instructions of Jomelli,

Decler, and Seemann, he arrived at a high

degree of eminence. Since the year 1802,

he has retired to Breslau on a pension from

the margrave.

JAEGER, (Johann Zacharias L.)

son of the preceding, and bora at Anspach

in 1777, was only eleven years of age when

he was named chamber-musician and vio

loncellist in the chapel of the margrave of

Anspach. When scarcely nine years old, he

could perform solos on the violoncello with

admirable rapidity, precision, and firmness.

In 1787, his father went with him to Berlin,

when the queen of Prussia was so delighted

with the boy's performance, that she wished

to engage him for her chapel ; and on the

father's expressing a desire that his son

should remain with him at Anspach, the

queen settled a pension on the child of about

twenty pounds a year, which was much in

creased by a gift from the margrave on his

return to Anspach.

JAHN, (August Wilhelm FniEDRirn)

born at Armstadt in the year 1780, is con

sidered an excellent pianist, and also a good

performer on the violin, violoncello, flute,

and hautboy. He published, in 1801 , "Mu-

sihalischer Blumenstraus bestehend in MSr-

schcn, Menuetten, Angloisen, Sfc. fur das

Klavier." He printed also at Leipsic, in

1783, " Six Sonatas for the Harpsichord."

JAMES, (John) an organist and com

poser for his instrument in London. He

died about the year 1745. The style of his

compositions is dignified and scientific, but

only three of his vocal pieces were pub

lished.

JAN, (M. David) a Dutch composer at

the beginning of the seventeenth century.

"Psalm gcklangt, waerinn de 150 Psal-

mcn Davids nutsgaders verscheidcn LoJjFan^

schen mit 4, 5, 6, 7, vnd 8 Stimmen te

hooren xyn" Amsterdam, 1600.

JANI, (Johann) a composer and court-

organist at Aurich, in Germany, died in

1728.

JANIEVICS. See Yaniewicz.

JANITSCH, (Anton) a violinist and

composer for his instrument belonging t6

the orchestra of the theatre at Hanover, in

the latter years of the last century.

JANITSCH, (Johann Gottlieb) cham

ber-musician and performer on the double

bass to the court of Prussia, was born at

Schweidnetz, in Silesia, in 1708. He com

posed ten operas of cantatas, serenatas, and

funeral music, during the period of bis resi

dence at the university of Frankfort on tie

Oder. He wrote also several quatuors in

the style of Graun, which were printed al

Berlin about the year 1760. Among hi!

other compositions are a " Te Drum," and

music on the occasion of the coronation of

the king of Sweden.

JANNEQUIN, (Clement) a celebrated

French composer, flourished about the year

1510. Amongst his works are "Vingt-aus-

tre Chansons a quatre Voir," Paris, 1533.

"Chansons," Paris, 1537. " CanzoniFrm-

cesi a 4 Voci," Venice, 1538. "Inventi/m

Musicales pour quatre el cinq Voix," Paris

and Lyons, 1544. "Le dixiesmc livre c'«

Chansons, contenant la Batlaile a qvatrt

de Clement Jannequin, avec la cinqviermt

Partie dc PhilippeVerdelot, si placet, tt Jets

Chasses duLievrch quatre Parties et leChart

des Oyseaux A trois," Antwerp, 1545.

JANOTTY, a composer, published about

the year 1755, at Paris, an opera of violin

sonatas.

JANOWKA, an organist at Prague,

published in that city, in the year 1701, a

musical work, entitled " Claris ad Than*

rum magna Artis Musicet, sen elucidttrmt

omniumfere rerum ac verborum, in iMo

Jigurali tarn vocali, quam instrnmcRtak

obvenientiumt consistent potissimum i*

definitionibus et divisionibus, quibnsdam re-

cenlioribus de Scala, Tono, Cant*, et Ce

ntre Musical etc, sententiis, variisqve tx-

quisitis observalionibus in gratiam cup-

dorum hujus artis studiosornm diSgenter,

fideliter, ac fundamentaliter alphabetic*

ordine compositunu"

JANSEN, (Henry) born at the H«p«

in 1741, translated into French, from lb'

English and German, numerous works on

the arts, among which is one from
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writings of Engel, entitled " Sur laPeinture

c* Jlaijue," Berlin, 1780.

JANSON, (J. B. A. J.) born at Valen

ciennes in 1742, was a violoncello pupil of

Btrtaud. He first performed at the con

cert tfirihul in 1766. In the following

year, he accompanied the hereditary prince

of Brunswick to Italy, where his talents were

highly esteemed. He returned to Paris in

1789, and was nominated a professor of the

conservatory in 1795. He published several

tnos, quatuors, sonatas, and concertos for

ha instrument. He died in 1803.

JANSON, (L. A. J.) brother of the pre

ceding, was also a violoncellist of great

eminence. He was admitted in the orches

tra of the academy of music, at Paris, in

TO, which situation he still held in 1800.

He also published much music for his

lEKrament.

/ANUS (Johan-n) published at Bremen,

sfter the decease of Luder Knop, in 1667,

the " Swan Song" of this latter composer,

together with some allemandes and cou-

rata.

JAJiUS (Martin) was considered one of

tkehett composers ofsimple melodies of the

Ve in which he lived. He died about

4« year 1660.

JARNOWICK or GIORNOVICKI,

(Giovanni Mane) born at Palenno in

1"45, was the favourite violiu pupil of the

celebrated Lulli, and first performed in pub

lic at the concert spiriluel, in Paris, choos-

•J for his iUhut the sixth concerto by his

waiter. It is said that he was not at first

successful, but nothing could disconcert

him, and he soon afterwards played his own

ant concerto in la major, in which he ob

tained the greatest applause. During ten

?ears, the style of Jamowick was in fashion

Jt Paris. Correctness, purity of tone, and

degance characterised this skilful violinist,

tot he was deficient in vigour of tone and

sensibility, his staccatto had little brilliancy,

'ml, above all, his graces wanted science

Jo<l dexterity. Thus the celebrated Lamotte,

> German violinist, who possessed the qua

lities which Jarnowick wanted, shared

^nally with him the applause of the public.

Circumstances having obliged Jarnowick to

quit France about the year 1780, his situa«

tion was filled by Viotti, whose eminent

talents soon caused his predecessor to be

forgotten. Jarnowick next proceeded to

Prussia, where, in 1782, he was engaged as

first violin in the royal chapel of Potsdam.

In 1792, we find him in London, where he

played at all the great concerts till the year

1796, when the well-known dispute took

place between him and J.B.Cramer, which

terminated in the loss of Jarnowick's popu

larity in this country. He next proceeded to

Hamburgh, where he resided several years,

and then returned to Berlin, which, after a

short residence, he again quitted for St.

Petersburg. In that city he died of apo

plexy, in the year 1804. The following

anecdotes are related of this singular cha

racter. On his journey to Lyons, he once

announced a concert at six francs a ticket,

when, no company arriving, he resolved to

be revenged on the avarice of the Lyonese,

and postponed the performance to the fol

lowing evening, changing the price of the

tickets to three francs. A crowded audience

was the consequence ; but at the moment

the concert was about to commence, they

were given to understand that Jarnowick

had suddenly taken post-horses and quitted

the town. Another time, being in the mu

sic shop of Bailleux, Jarnowick accidentally

broke a pane of glass. " Those who break

windows must pay for them," said Bailleux.

" Right," replied the other, " how much is

it!" "Thirty sous." "There's a three

franc piece." " But I have no small change."

" Never mind that," replied Jarnowick,

" we are now quits," and immediately

dashed his cane through a second square.

He often quarrelled with the chevalier de

Saint-Georges, who was a good violinist,

but more celebrated swordsman. One day,

in the heat of their dispute, Jarnowick boxed

the ears of Saint-Georges, who contented

himself with coolly observing to a third

party who was present, " J*nime trap son

talent pour se battre avec lui .-" I admire

his talents too much to fight him.

JARVIS, an English organist, and master
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of Mr. Groombridge, and of the late W.

Russcl, organist to the Foundling, Jarvis

was blind, but his " mind's eye" led him to

an intellectual fount, and the extraordinary

playing of Dr. Worgan determined him

inter tilvas atademi quarere verum. The

doctor had never before instructed the blind,

and was naturally rather averse from the un

dertaking j but when he heard Jarvis play,

he resolved to try the experiment ; and said

Mr. Jarvis, " I thought my performance not

despicable, yet how great was my astonish-

meut and mortification when the doctor said

to me, ' Sir, you do very well, but you have

been wrongly taught, and if you come to me,

you must begin your practice all over again.'

Accordingly," added Jarvis, " he began

with me as if I had been a child, making

me play my live notes up and down, and

sayiog, ' There, sir, you must work much iu

that way before we proceed any farther.' "

The master-pupil went away in dudgeon,

but wisely determining not to lose the bene

fit of instruction by neglect, adhered strictly

to the doctor's injunctions. He had not

done so long before he exclaimed, " The

doctor's right, and I have been practising in

a wrong way all my life." This conviction

was followed by immediate reformation, the

master and pupil were soon satisfied with

each other, and Jarvis became a distin

guished ornament to a school which no

such pupil ever deserted. He published

some music for the piano-forte.

JASPER, a composer of some sonatas

for the piano-forte and violin, published at

Mentz between the years 1794 and 1797.

JASSOU,(Joa.And.) author of a work en

titled " De Cantoribiu Ecclet, Vet. el Kovi

Tcttanienti," published at Helmstadt in 1 708.

JAST, (F.) a dramatic composer at Vi

enna, brought out several operettas and

ballets in that city about the year 1790.

JAY (Dr. John) was sent to the conti

nent in early life, after having received the

first rudiments of a musical education under

John Hindmarsh, who at that time was one

o f the first violin players of the age ; and

secondly, under Francis Phillips, whose

great talents as a performer on several

instruments, and as a composer, are til tf

membered to this day. In the year 1800,

Dr. Jay settled in London, and after the

Midsummer vacation,, in the same year,

was engaged by Mrs. Cannon, of Little

Chelsea, as resident instructor in music of

the young ladies at her seminary, where he

has continued ever since. In the year 1809,

he received a bachelor's degree in music

from the university of Oxford, and at tie

installation of his royal highness the duke

of Gloucester, he was honoured with i

doctor's degree from his royal highness'i

own hands. We should further observe,

that Dr. Jay is an honorary member of ike

royal academy of music, where bis eldest

daughter is a student, and a fine perfotmei

on the harp. She has already received i

medal from the hands of prince Leopoli

Dr. Jay's second daughter is also a fiat

piano-forte performer.

List of Dr. Jay's principal works ; "Jv,

by Fontaine, with Introduction and Vf

riationt," dedicated to John Mtltu>i

Esq. "Hungarian Duet for two Pel-

formers on the Piano-forte," dedicated U

J. Sanderson, Esq. " Di tanti pelpli,"

duet for two performers on the piano-forte,

dedicated to Miss Price. "PortugueitAv.

dedicated to P. Palmer, Eaq. " Vwim

Wallt, with Variationsfor the Piant-ftrti,"

dedicated to Miss Faulknor. " Saul;"

dedicated to the right honourable lidy

Frances Wilson. " Grand Sonata," dedi

cated to G. Sinclair, Esq. "Grand SfU,

with ' Pray Goody] " dedicated to Mia

Pearson. " Grand Overture," dedicated t»

Miss Vere. " Grand Duet,'' dedicated to

Miss Eyre. "A French stir," dedicated t»

G. Sinclair, Esq. "A Second French Air,"

dedicated to Miss Badger. " Sare-fVctur

Wallt, with Variations for the Pww

forte," dedicated to her royal highness (hj

permission) the duchess of Saxe •VVeimtr,

with several songs.

IBOTTE, author of six duos for tiro

bassoons, published before the year 1601 "

Leipsie.

JEEP, (Jobans) a composer in the early

part of the seventeenth century, was bora a
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'it docky of Brunswick. He published

" Geistlkke Psalmen und Kirchen GcsUng

D, it. Luthers und amirrer frommen

CkruttH mil 4 S/immrn item Choral

1M/-4 componirt 'durch, Sfc." Nuremburg,

1607 ; and " Studenlen Giirlleins, Enter

TKeil; Insliger Liedlein mil 3, 4, und 5

Stitnmtn, zm singen und zu spielen" Nu-

lemburg, 1607, 1614, and 1617.

JEGG, (J. M.) a pianist, published at

Augsburg, in 1799, " Douze Variations

ft le Clav." Op. 1.

,'ELICH, (Vincentivs) a contrapuntist

of the seventeenth century, published at

Smshurg, the following three works :

"Pnrnasiia militia Concertuum 1, 2,

3, it 4 vocum," 1623. "Arion primus,"

This work contains twenty-one

Una motets for one, two, three, and four

Mice!. And lastly, "Arion Secundus,"

IBS, containing psalms for vespers, ar

rived for four voices.

JELYOTTE, (Pierre) a celebrated

faantertenor singer, born at Bearn. He

P»ifarmed at the academy of music in

Pus, in 1752, and retired with a pension

ia 1755. He brought out at Versailles,

« occasion of the marriage of the dauphin,

f«h*r of Louis XVI., in 1745, a ballet en

siled " Zelisca," which had great success.

U Borde states, that Jelyottc composed a

fat number of delightful songs. He died

'» J state of great poverty, subsequently to

lit year 1780.

JEXISCH,(J. C. F.) a composer of piano

forte music, residing, in 1806, at Riga. He

published at Jena, in 1789, " Sammbung

tackier Handstucke furs Klavier."

JENKINS, (John) a native of Maid

stone, in Kent, and born in the year 1592,

a celebrated composer of music for

viols, in the reigns of Charles I. and II.

His compositions are chiefly fantasias in

fire and six parts, several of which have been

greatly admired. He was also the author

»f many single songs, of which there are

*wne specimens in Smith's Mvsica Antiqua

and he set to music some part of a poem,

written by Edward Benlowes, and entitled

" Tkeophila, or Love's Sacrifice" He also

composed " Twelve Sonatas for two Violin*

and a Bass, with a Thorough-bass for the

Organ," which were printed in London,

about the year 1660, and reprinted at

Amsterdam, in 1664. These were the

first compositions of the kind that had

been published in England.

He died in the year 1678, at the great

age of eighty-six years, and has been spoken

of by several musical writers in terms of

great respect. Wood says of him, "that he

was a little man with a great soul."

JENKINS, a celebrated English trum

peter in the latter part of the last century.

JENNEQUIN. See Janneqow.

JENSEN (W. G. M.) published at

Konigsberg, in 1800, " 15 Duetsche Lieder

mil begleitung des Klavier"

JEROME DE MORAVIE, a musical

writer, about the year 1260. He resided

during some time at Paris, at the convent of

Saint Jacques, where he wrote a treatise

" De Musici."

JESTER, a native of Berlin, composed,

about the year 1799, an operetta called

" Der Wunderigel."

JEUNE. See Lejevne.

JEWIT, (Randolph) an English mu

sician, and pupil of Orlando Gibbons. He

was, at first, organist in Dublin, which

country he quitted for England, in 1639,

having obtained the situation of organist

at Winchester, where he died.

IKEN, (Conbad) doctor of theology at

Bremen, died in 1753. He published, in

1745, a dissertation, " De tubis Hebraorum

argentris."

ILGEN, (Karl David) a German pro

fessor of theology, was born in Thuringia

in 1768. He published at Leipsic, in 1788,

" Chorus liracorum tragicus qualis fuerit,

et quare nxus ejus hodie revocari nequeat."

1MBAULT, (J. J.) a violinist at Paris,

was born in 1753. He was a pupil of

Gavinies from the age of ten, and at seven

teen years old made his de'but as a public

performer, in the Paris concerts. Imbault

is celebrated as the editor of excellent

editions of many classical works in music:

among which are the treatise on fugue and
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and counterpoint of Marpurg, the instruc

tions for the organ by Joseph Martini, the

methods for the violoncello of Tilli&re,

Bre>al, and L. Duport, a superb edition of

the quartets of Haydn, &c.

IMMLER, a violoncellist and singer at

Cobourg, in the latter half of the last century.

He composed several sonatas, and some

church music, amongst which is a " Tc

Deum," the words by Klopstock.

IMMYNS, (John) the founder of the

Madrigal society in London, in 1741, was

a celebrated musical amateur. He died in

17.64. (Sir J. Hawkins, vol. v. p. 349.)

INCLEDON, (Chakles.) This eminent

vocal performer is a native of Cornwall,

in which county his father is said to have

been a respectable physician. At the age

of eight years, he was articled to the cele

brated Jackson, of Exeter, a master fully

capable of cultivating the talents of his

pupil. Young Incledon made a rapid pro

gress, and his fine voice and scientific

acquirements soon rendered him the favour

ite of all the lovers and practisers of music

in the vicinity of Exeter. He, however, was

so averse to the restraint he was under at

the cathedral, that, after remaining with

Jackson six or seven years, he left Exeter,

and, unknown to his friends, he entered, in

the year 1779, as a sailor, on board the

Formidable. He sailed to the West Indies,

and continued in the navy for four years,

during which time he was in several en

gagements. His vocal abilities gained him

the notice of many distinguished officers,

among whom were admiral Hervey, lord

Mulgrave, and admiral Pigot ; the former

of whom having ascertained from him how

he had been brought up, they all advised

him to attempt the stage, and furnished him

with letters of recommendation to Colman ;

but the manager was blind to his merit1!,

and the letters, were, of course, useless.

Incledon, nevertheless, determined to per

sist in his stage pursuits, and he conse

quently, about 1783, joined Collins's com

pany at Southampton. After having played

with this company for twelve months, he

was invited to Bath. At Bath, however,

it was some time before he attained his fill

popularity. It was to the friendship of

Rauzzini that he was indebted for beiag

brought forward in a manner which he

deserved. His talents were also cultivated

by Rauztini with the utmost care. It was

in October, 1790, that Incledon made his

first appearance on a London stage, in the

character of Dermot, in the Poor SoMirr,

at Covent-garden theatre. Though de

riving little from the helps of science, or

from the patronage of scientific men, with

the exception only of the short instruction

he received from Rauzzini, and with

scarcely any other guide than nature, ot

other aid than voice, ear, confidence, and

an infelt delight in the practice of singing,

the name of Incledon soon spread itself

among the great body of the public. Hii

vocal endowments were certainly consider

able ; he had a voice of uncommon power,

both in the natural and falsetto. The

former was from A to G, a compass of

about fourteen notes, the latter he could

use from D to E, or F, or about ten notes.

His natural voice was full and open, nei

ther partaking of the reed nor the string,

and sent forth without the smallest artifice ;

and such was its ductility, that when be

sang pianissimo, it retained its original

quality. His falsetto was rich, sweet, and

brilliant, but totally unlike the other. He

took it without preparation, according to

circumstances, either about D, E, or F, or

ascending an octave, which was his most

most frequent custom, he could use it wiih

facility, and execute in it ornaments of a

certain class with volubility and sweetness.

His shake was good, and his intonation

much more correct than is common to

singers so imperfectly educated. His pro

nunciation of words, however, was coarse,

thick, and vulgar. His fort was ballad,

and ballad not of the modern cast of whin

ing or want of sentiment, but the original,

manly, energetic strain of an earlier and

better age of English poesy and English

song writing, such as "Ulack-cyid Sit'*,"

and "The Storm," the bold and cheering

hunting song, or the love song of Shield,
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brwthing the chaste simple grace of ge

nuine English melody.

INFANTAS, (F£rDinand de las)

a composer of the sixteenth century, was a

priest at Cordova, in Spain. Several of his

sacred compositions were published at Ve

nice, between the years 1570 and 1583.

INGEGNERI, (Marco Antonio) a

celebrated composer of the sixteenth cen

tury, was chapel-master of the cathedral at

Cremona, and published several works of

sacred music and madrigals at Venice, pre-

tkwsly to the year 1592.

LVSANGUINE, (Giacomo) bora at

Mooopoli, was a dramatic composer in

Italy, between the years 1770 and 1790.

JOAN, composer of a concerto for the

■violin, published at Augsburg in 1799.

JOANELLI BERGAMENSIS DE

G.1RDINO, (Petrus) a contrapuntist of

'it sixteenth century, published at Venice,

in 1568,] " Thesaurus Musicus, for four,

fat, six, and eight voices"

JOANNES DAMASCENUS, a cele

brated church composer in the first half of

the eighth century. He died in 760. He

raided chiefly at a convent in Jerusalem.

JOANNES PADUANUS published at

Verona, in 1578, a work entitled " Institu-

tma Musicos."

JOANNES SALESBERIENSIS, born

at Salisbury, in England, in 1110, was a

doctor of divinity of the university of Paris,

and appointed bishop of Chartres, in France>

in 1176, where he died in 11 82. He wrote

a work entitled " Polycraticum," the first

hook and sixth chapter of which treats

" De musica et instrumentis, et modis, et

fructu coram."

JOECHER, (Christian Gottlieb)

professor of history at Leipsic. He pub

lished, for his degree in medicine, a treatise ,

" De viribus Slusices in corpore humano."

He also compiled the principal part of the

"Altgemeines Gelehrtcn Lexikon," Leipsic,

1750 and 1751, 4 vols.

JOHNSON, (Henry PHiLir) chapel-

waster and chamber-musician to the king

of Sweden, at Stockholm, composed for the

theatre of that city the operas of " Egle,"

1774, and " Neptun una" Amphitritre,"

1775. He wrote also a work on the organ,

etc.

JOHNSON, (Robert) an ecclesiastic

and a learned musician, was one of the first

of our church composers who disposed their

part with intelligence and design. In

writing upon a plain song, (moving in slow

notes of equal length) which was so much

practised in these times, he discovers con

siderable art and ingenuity, as also in the

manner of treating subjects of fugue and

imitation.

JOLLY, an English composer of glees.

Two of his compositions were much ad

mired at the British concerts.

JOLY, a French musician, published at

Paris, in 1786, " Six Duos pour Violon."

JOMELLI, (Nicolo) born at Aversa,

near Naples, in 1714. His taste for music

manifested itself at a very early age, and

he first studied his art at Aversa, under the

canon Muzillo. His parents then sent him

to a conservatory at Naples, to complete

his musical education under Feo. But it

was from Leo that he learned, as he him

self expressed it, the sublime of music.

About the year 1736, Leo heard a cantata

of Jomelli's performed at the house of his

pupil, signora Barbapiccola, and, trans

ported with pleasure, he exclaimed, " Sig

nora, non passera motto, e questo giovane

sari la stupore e I'ammirazione di tutta

I'Europa." This prediction was shortly

realized.

Jomelli was only twenty-three years of

age when he composed his first opera,

' ' VErrore Amoroso," which was performed

in the new theatre at Naples. Vinci and

Leo had alone, till this period, given, by

their compositions, an idea of such melo

dious music.

In 1738, he gave "Odoardo," at the Thea

tre Fiorenlini in Naples. The delight and

enthusiasm excited by these operas were

unexampled. He was engaged at Rome in

1740, and it was here that he saw his

growing reputation greatly increased by the

approbation of the Romans. He composed,

at Rome, " Ricimero" and " Astianatte"
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which operas were so esteemed by the

public, that when their author talked of

quitting Rome to proceed to the other cities

of Italy, they would not allow him to de

part, and it was with difficulty that he was

enabled to proceed to Bologna, where he

arrived in 1741, and gave " Etio." Jo

melli was desirous of possessing the friend

ship of the Padre Martini. A short time

after his arrival in this city he visited that

master, without making himself known to

him, and begged to be admitted amongst

the number of his pupils. Martini gave

him the subject of a fugue, and seeing that

he filled it up excellently, he said to him,

" Who are you ! you are joking with me ;

it is I who must learn ol you." " I am

Jomelli ; I am the composer who is to

write the opera for the theatre of this city ;,

I implore your protection." The contra

puntist replied, " It is very fortunate the

theatre possesses so philosophical a musi

cian ; but I compassionate your situation in

the midst of a company of such ignorant

corrupters of music." Jomelli afterwards

avowed, that he had learned much from

this illustrious master, lie added, that if

the Padre Martini was deficient in genius,

art had supplied him with that which was

denied by nature.

Jomelli remained at Bologna till 174G,

when he returned to Home, and composed

" Dithme," which had even greater success

than " Hicimtro." The Romans declared

they had never heard more beautiful airs,

accompaniments better adapted to the

words, richer or purer harmony, or a more

correct and elegant style, which was ma

jestic without inflation, grand without in

equality, and always full of sentiment and

melody. These praises, which were in

every mouth, and repeated by all the jour

nalists of the day, reached Naples, and the

countrymen of Jomelli signified their desire

that he should return, and allow them in

their turn the pleasure of applauding his

works. He instantly acceded to their re

quest, and composed his opera of "Eu-

ntene," which had prodigious success.

Venice had not yet seen the new com-
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poser, whose fame was spread throughout

Italy* and Jomelli felt that the suffrage of

the Venetians was necessary to 611 the

measure of his reputation. He therefore,

in compliance with their wishes, proceeded

to Venice, where his opera of " Meropt"

caused such delight, that the

appointed him master of the con

for girls. Here be composed a " 1 __

for two choirs of eight voices, which excited

the greatest admiration.

In 1748, Jomelli returned to Naples, sod

gave " Ezio." Recalled to Rome in the

following year, he composed " Artaittu!'

some intermmi, and the oratorio of " U

Pauione," at the request of his patron,

cardinal York.

Jomelli had by this time obtained is

Italy all the laurels she could bestow ; in

1749, therefore, he repaired to Vienna, to

display his genius in a court where Metu-

tasio was the poet. Jomelli imagined that

if he had pleased at Naples, whose school

abounds in great masters, at Rome, where

taste is so refined, and at Venice, where

had existed the greatest abilities which cu

honour harmony, he should succeed in ob

taining the same advantages at Vienna,

and, above all, in meriting the friendship

of Metastasio, and becoming his composer.

He was not deceived. On his arriving in

that capital, he gave " Achillc in Scin,"

which was equally well received by the

court and the city. From this moment, the

most sincere and lasting friendship wis

concluded between the greatest lyric poet

and the greatest musician of Italy. Me

tastasio felt at once, that Jomelli was the

composer best adapted to set his verses.

After remaining nearly two years at the

court of Vienna, which was rendered par

ticularly brilliant by the presence of JIarii

Theresa, equally celebrated as a sovereign

and for her love of the arts, and who pre

sented Jomelli with a diamond ring, he

returned to Rome, where, on the vacancy

of the place of chapel-master of the church

of St. Peter, he was elected to that office,

and from the year 1750 until 1753 com

posed much sacred music for his choir. He,
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at the Kmc time, composed the opera of

" Ifaenia," in 1751, and " Taltitrii" and

"Attilio Regolo," in 1752. In 1753, he

wu engaged to furnish several courts with

opens, in all ten in number; amongst

which are distinguished " Semiramide,"

" Btjasette," " Volgcso," and "Deme

rit."

Hie reputation of this composer extended

oa every side ; his abilities had never ap

peared so brilliant as on his third stay at

Home. He was now again engaged in

Germany, and that country and Italy ap

pear to have emulously disputed his com

petitions. The duke of Wurtemburg, one

of the greatest musical connoisseurs of his

day, being anxious to possess as chapel-

naaer, him who had during two years en-

einied Austria, made very liberal offers

to Jomelli, who accepted them, and during

tie fifteen yean that he resided at that

court, he composed his finest operas. We

hire yet only spoken of his dramatic music.

Gifted with a brilliant and varied imagina-

tvx, and the most profound sensibility, he

rnld not fail to delight equally in sacred

Base. He was naturally excited to attempt

Ail style in Home, where it is especially

cultivated and rewarded, and where his

public situation called for sacred composi

tion. On his third residence in this city,

he composed about thirty works, and,

amongst others, a hymn for the feast of the

Apostles, which is still sung every year on

the festivals of St. Peter and St. Paul ; and

these compositions, in which the touching

ii united to the sublime, and the pathetic

tenderness of religion to its imposing ma

jesty, were the essays of an inexhaustible

mind, that now for the first time signalized

its superiority in this style.

In 1768, Jomelli returned to his beloved

native country, after a long absence, not

foreseeing a disgrace which was destined to

embitter the rest of his hitherto happy life,

and which he had never before undergone.

On his arrival at Naples, he composed

" Armida," for the theatre of San Carlos,

which was enthusiastically applauded. In

1770, he wrote " Dtmofoontc ;" this un-

fortunately gave less pleasure, and hoping

to be more successful, he gave, in 1773,

" Ifigenia," which was ill sung, and failed.

Jomelli was so affected by this misfortune,

that he had a paralytic stroke. Immediately

on his recovery, he composed a beautiful

cantata on the birthday of a prince of

Naples. This was soon followed by his

last and greatest work, the sublime " Mise

rere," for two voices ; for which his friend,

the poet Mattei, wrote Italian words, and

which is sung wherever good music is known

and cultivated.

Jomelli died at Naples in the year 1774.

His obsequies were publicly celebrated by

all the musicians of that city. A mass for

two choirs was performed, expressly com

posed for the occasion by Sabbatini. The

following classed list comprises the prin

cipal works for the church and theatre of

this eminent musician. For the church :

" A Dixit, 4 voc." " The Ptalm, In con-

vertendo, 2 voc." " I Responsori of Pas

sion Week, 4 voc," " A Dixit, 8 voc."

" A Miserere." " A Coufitehor, 3 eoc."

" A JLaudate, 8 vac" u A Graduate, 4

«oc." " The Hymn, Urbs Jerusalem, 4

hoc." " A Beatus Vir, 4 voc." " A Mise

rere, 4 voc." 11 A Conjitebor, 4 voc." tf At

Regnum mundi, 4 voc." " A Te Deum, 4

voc." " Vcni sponsa Christi, a canto solo

con ripieni, 4 tx>c." " Victimee paschali,

4 voc." 11 Credidi propter quod, 4 voc"

" Conftrma hoc Deus, Offertorio." " Gra

duate, 3 voc,for the Festival of the Virgin

Mary" " Discerne causam meam. Gra

duate, 4 voc." " Dominc Deus in simplici-

tate, Offertorio." "Justus ut palmafiore-

pit." " Offertorio, with Hallelujah Chorus,

4 voc." " Betulia liberata, Oratorio."

" Oratorio delta Passione." " Lamen-

taliones Jeremia)." 11 Benedictus Ih,minus

Deus Israel" " Missa." " Motelto a 4

voci per la domenica delta Palma." 4< Se-

quentia Paschalis." " Qui tollis." " II

Salma 50 a 2 foci, con Strom." " Sospiri

penitenti a 2 Soprani e piu Stomenti, com-

posto poco inansi la sua morte." " Mise

rere a 4 voci." " Conftrma a 4 woci."

u Requiem." Another " Misertre." " Mag-
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nificat." "Miserere o Salmo 50 di Da-

viddt." " Offertorio, In partituara et parti

separ." " Veni Sancte Spiritus, 4 voc."

For the theatre : " L'Errore Amoroso,"

1737. " Odoardo," 1738. '• lUcimero,"

1740. " Astianatte," 1740. " Ezio,"

1741. " La Didone," 1746. " Eumene,"

1746. " Artaserse," 1749. " Avhitle in

Sciro," 1749. " Didone," 1749. "

nio," 1751. " Talestri," 1752. " Attilio

Jtegoto," 1752. "Semiramidr," 1753. ".Ba-

jazetle," 1753. " Vologeso," 1753. " Z>e-

metrio," 1753. " Pelope." " Enea nel

Lazio." tf II Re pastore." " Alessandro

nell' Indie." " Nittetti." " La Clemcnza

di Tito." '• Demofoonte," 1772. " Fo-

logeso." " VOlimpiade" 11 II Fetonte,"

"L'Isola disabitata." "Endimione." "L'A-

sile di Amore." " La Pastorella illustre."

" La Schiava liberata." " // Cacciator

deluto." " II Matrimonio per concorso,"

and " Armida," 1768.

JONAS, (Carl) a celebrated composer

and pianist, born probably at Berlin in

1770, was so fortunate as to be patronised

in his youth by the princess Amelia of

Prussia, who procured him instructions ou

the piano and in composition from the

celebrated Fasch. After the death of his

patroness, the king of Prussia interested

himself for young Jonas, and sent him to

the university of Halle, from which town,

in 1793, he published his Op. 1, entitled

" Ariette pour le P.F., avec quinze Variat.

comp. et didiie a S. M. le R. de Prusse,

par Ch. Jonas," which composition was

highly spoken of by the German critics,

JONES (Edward) published, about the

year 1785, a work entitled " Musical and

Poetical Relics of the Welsh Bards, pre

served by tradition and authentic Manu

scripts, never before published." (See

Monthly Review, January, 1786.) A se

cond volume of this work appeared in

1789, and an improved edition of the se

cond volume in 1802, under the title,

" The Bardic Museum of primitive British

lAterature, and other admirable Rarities ;

forming the second Volume of the Musical,

Poetical, and Historical Relics of the

Welsh Bards and Druids, drawn from aii-

ihentic Documents of remote Antiquity."

JONES, (Rev.W.) of Nayland, in Suf

folk, an English musical amateur, who pub

lished, about the year 1784, "A Treatise oa

the Art of Music as a course of Lectures,

preparatory to the practice of Thorough-ban

and Musical Composition." (See Monthly

Review for 1786.) It is considered a work

of some authority.

JONES (Robert) seems to have been

a voluminous composer. Two of the work]

published by him are, "A Musical Dreamt,

or the Fourth Booh of Ayres ; the firstpert

for the Lute, two Voices, and the Viol <ht

Gamba; the second part is for the Lute, the

Viol, and four Voices to sing; the third

part is for one Voice alone to the Lute, the

Basse-Viol, or to both ifyou please, whereof

two are Italian Ayres" printed in 1605;

and " The Muses Gardin for Delights, or

the Fifth Book ofAyres onely for the Luit,

the Basse-Viol, and the Voice."

Two songs by this composer, " My bet

bound me with a hiss," and " Farewell,

dear love," are to be found in Smith's Mr

sica Antiqua.

JORT1N, (Dr. John) vicar of Kensing

ton, was born in London in 1698. He

published "A Letter concerning the Music

of the Ancients." He died in 1770.

JOSEPH, (Georg) a musician in the

service of the bishop of Breslau in 1690,

published some sacred compositions iii that

city.

JOSQUIN DES PRES is enumeiited

by Guicciardini among the musicians of the

Flemish school. He may justly be called

the father of modern harmony, and the in

ventor of almost every ingenious conteiture

of its component parts, nearly a hundred

years before the time of Palestrina, Orlando

di Lasso, Tallis, or Bird, the great mosieii

luminaries of the sixteenth century, whose

names and works are still held in the high

est reverence by all true judges of the ge

nuine style of choral compositions.

Adaini, in his historical list of the sog

ers in the pope's chapel, mentions Josqum

as one of the greatest cultivators and sup
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porters of church music. He calls him,

Vomo tnsiffM per CmventioHe.

After quitting Italy, he was appointed

chapel-master to Louis XII. of France, who

reigned from 1498 to 1515, and it is scarcely

probable that such an honour should have

been conferred upon him, till he had at

tained great eminence in his profession. He

must have acquired the public favour,

either by his works or performance, before

be could be noticed by a sovereign ; and it

has been well observed, that it is as diffi

cult for a prince to get a man of merit, as

■ '■ is for a man of merit to approach a

prince.

It appears that Josquin was an ecclesias

tic ; for it is related, that when he was first

"• il into the service of Louis, he had

h«i promised a benefice by his majesty ;

but this excellent prince, contrary to his

itstal custom, for he was in general both

jut and liberal, forgot the promise he had

Bade to his maestro di capella; when Jos-

isin, after suffering great inconvenience

fa» the shortness of the king's memory,

vtntared, by a singular expedient, to re-

■siad him publicly of his promise, without

wing offence ; for being commanded to

compose a motet for the chapel royal, he

those part of the 119th psalm, " Memor

'ill terii tui servo tuo .'" " Oh ! think of

% servant as concerning thy word I"

*hich he set in so exquisite and supplicat

ing a manner, that it was universally ad

mired, particularly by the king, who was

lot only charmed with the music, but felt

the force of the words so effectually, that he

won after granted his petition by conferring

on him the promised preferment. For which

act of justice and munificence, Josquin,

with equal felicity, composed, as a hymn of

patitude, another part of the same psalm,

" Bonilatem feristi cum servo tuo, Duminc."

"0 Lord! thou hast dealt graciously with

thy servant."

Josquin seems to have professed a certain

vein of wit and humour, in addition to a

musical genius, of which Glareanus has

P'en his readers several instances, besides

'hose just related.

In consequence of the procrastination of

the performance of Louis Xll.'s promise

relative to the benefice, Josquin applied to

a nobleman in high favour at court, to use

his interest in his behalf ; who encouraging

his hopes with protestations of zeal for his

service, constantly ended with saying, " I

shall take care of this business : let me

alone"—laissefaire moi (laissez moifaire.)

When at length Josquin, tired of this vain

and fruitless assurance, turned it into io/jmi-

sation, and composed an entire mass on

these syllables of the hexachords, la, sol,

fa, re, mi ; which mass is among Josquin's

productions in the British Museum, and is

an admirable composition.

The following circumstance, which like

wise happened during Josquin's residence

at the court of France, has been recorded

both by Glareanus and Mersennus.

These writers inform us, that Louis,

though music afforded him great pleasure,

had so weak and inflexible a voice, that he

never was able to sing a tune, and defied

his maestro di capella to compose a piece of

music, in which it was possible for him to

bear a part. However, the musician ac

cepted the challenge, and composed a canon

for two voices, to which he added two

other parts, one of which had nothing more

to do than to sustain a single sound, and

the other only the key-note and its fifth,

to be sung alternately. Josquin gave his

majesty the choice of these two parts, and,

beginning with the long note, after some

practice his royal scholar was enabled to

continue it, as a drone to the canon, in spite

of nature, who had never intended him

for a singer.

Among musicians, Josquin was the giant

of his age, and seems to have acquired an

universal dominion over the affections

and passions of the musical world. Indeed,

his compositions were as well known, and

as much practised throughout Europe, at

the beginning of the sixteenth century, as

Handel's were in England about seventy

years ago.

In the music book of prince Henry, after

wards Henry VIII., which is preserved in
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the Pepys collection at Cambridge, there are

several of his coropositions ; and we are

told that Anne Boleyne, during her resi

dence in France, had collected and learned

a great number of them. In a very beau

tiful manuscript in the British Museum,

consisting of French songs of the fifteenth

century, in three and four parts, there are

likewise many of Josquin's compositions.

It is, perhaps, sufficient to observe, with

out enumerating the mere names of this

great musician's professional contempora

ries, either on the continent or in England,

that they were every way inferior to him in

talent, and that Josquin's fame has chiefly

been acquired by his masses, and still more

excellent motets ; a large, and perhaps the

most valuable collection of which now ex

tant, is preserved in the British Museum.

JOST, a musician at Vienna, composed,

about the year 1780, two operettas called

the ••Stealer of Applet," and the " Barber

of Benzing," together with several ballets.

JOUBEKT, organist of the cathedral at

Nantes in 1788, brought out, in 1776, at

the concert spirituet in Paris, a French

oratorio of his composition, entitled "La

JZuinc de Jerusalem, ou le Trionxphe du

Christianisme." He likewise composed for

the theatre of Nantes, in 1778, the opera

called " La Force de I'Habitude."

JOUBEKT, a violinist, and one of the

best pupils of Lully, flourished at Paris

about the year 1690.

JOUSSE, (J.) a musician, resident in

London, published a few years since an in

troduction to the art of solfaing and ting

ing, which has been considered a useful

work. He has since translated the princi

ples of accompaniment, or thoruugh-bass,

of Albrechtsberger, and has also published

" Harmonic Cardt," to teach the chords,

and " Arcana Musica-," being a selection

of curious and interesting musical problems.

(Chappell's Cat.)

JOVAIS'ELLI. See Giovanelli.

JOZZI, (Gicsei'Pe) an Italian sopranist,

was in London in 1746, and performed in

G luck's opera, La Cuduta de Oiganli. He

had little powers of voice, and is more

remembered for his impudence in foisting on

the London public eight sonatas of Albtrn

as his own compositions. He even went

so far as to have them engraved with his

name, and sold at the price of one gui

nea. Very shortly afterwards, an English

gentleman brought these sonatas with him

from Italy in the handwriting of Albert:,

and gave them over to Walsh, the pub

lisher, who printed them in a six-shilling

book. Jozzi soon after this quitted England

and settled as a singing-master at Amster

dam, where he again published eight sona

tas, which were most probably the abon-

mentioned of Alberti.

IPEREN, (Josua van) a Dutch clergy

man, who died at Batavia in 1780. Ht

wrote the following works on musical sub

jects: " Von den Wecfxsclgesangen if

Heiden und Juden," 1774. " Kirkehfit

Historic van Act Psalm-Gezangder dais-

tenen, van de dagen der Apostelen tot *f

onzentegenivoordigen tyd, en inxonderkeU

van ome vele verbeterde A'edertuittth

Psalmberyminge uil echte stuHhen samt*-

gebracht," first vol. Amsterdam, 1777. TW

second volume of the same work was p»>

lished at Amsterdam, in 1778.

IRIUG, (Sebastian) a German musi

cian, published at Paris, in 1756, tweht

sonatas for the harpsichord, in the style of

Albertini.

ISAAC, (Heinhich) chapel-master tu

the emperor Maximilian I., was a pupil

of Josquin, and born in the year 1440. hi

1475, he held the situation of chapel-roast"

at the church of So. Giovanni at Florence,

where he set to music for three voices the

songs of " Lorenzo de Medici" and ato

composed some sacred music. He protu-

bly entered the emperor's service soob after

his accession to the throne in 1493.

ISHAM (John) was the deputy of Dr.

Croft for several years. He died in 1726,

having met with very little encouragement

in his musical studies, though he wrote sun

dry valuable compositions for the oseoftl*

church. The words of two anthems «o">"

posed by him, namely, "Unto thee, OUri,

and " 0 sing unto the Lord a netr h»Ii '
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m in the collection made by Dr. Croft,

and published in 1712. Isham joined with

William Morley in the publication of a col

lection of songs composed by them both.

ISHERWOOD, a celebrated English

has anger, now residing, we believe, in the

north of England. He performed at the

pud provincial meetings in the autumn of

1823. His voice is said to be a genuine

bass, with little or no mixture of the baritone.

ISIJJARDI, (Paolo) a celebrated poet

ad composer, born at Ferrara, flourished

there in the second half of the sixteenth

century. He was a pupil of Monara. He

Mposed a great number of sonnets and

madrigals, as also sacred music.

ISMEXIAS, a pupil of Antigenes, was

» celebrated musician of Thebes, who, ac-

ralag to Lucian, gave three talents, or

SI/. Sr. for a flute, at Corinth. The ex-

tnragance, however, of this popular musi-

was even more conspicuous than his

pnHtsrional abilities. He is recorded, by

fliny, as a prodigal purchaser of jewels,

*Wi he displayed with great vanity ; and

*a race very angry that an emerald had

1*m bought at Cyprus for less than he

thought the value of it, though purchased

himself; and said to the person whom

ht had employed on this occasion, " You

tave done your business like a fool, aud

ii<euced the gem."

Plutarch also relates the following story

of him. Being sent for to accompany a

acriice, and having played some time

without the appearance of any good omen

10 the victim, his employer became impa-

,!«it, and, snatching the flute out of his

""id, began playing in a very ridiculous

manner himself, for which he was repri

manded by the company ; but the happy

omen soon appearing, " There," said he,

" to play acceptably to the gods, is their

0*11 gift" Ismenias answered, with a

"ule, " While I played, the gods were so

delighted, that they deferred the omen, in

order to hear me the longer ; but they were

?W to get rid of your noise upon any

terms."

W)i a French musician, brought out at

the academy of music, in 1759, the two

following operas, " Phaetuse," and " Zi-

mide"

ISOLA, (Gaetano) a Genoese com

poser, wrote, in the year 1791, for the

theatre at Turin, the serious opera " La

CotUfHuta del Velio tl'Oro."

1SOUARD (Nicoto) was born at Malta

in 1775, where his family held an honour

able rank. His father did not intend him

for a musician, but he could not resist his

natural inclination for the art. His leisure

moments were devoted to the study of

music ; and, on his being placed at Naples,

in a banker's house, he particularly applied

himself to music, and finished his studies in

counterpoint in that city under Sala. He

also obtained instruction from Guglielmi in

dramatic composition. He finally totally

abandoned commerce, and gave at Florence

his first opera, " VAviso at maritati" the

success of which still further confirmed

him in his resolution, and thenceforward he

assumed the name of Nicolo, in consider

ation of his father. After having composed

for the different theatres of Italy and Malta,

he established himself at Paris, where,

amongst seventeen operas, both comic and

serious, which extended his reputation, he

composed " La Cendrillon," in 1813, the

success of which was unrivalled. Nicolo

played on the organ, harmonica, and several

other instruments, with superior ability.

He died in the midst of his career, leaving

" La Lampe Merveilleuse" an unfinished

opera, which was performed after his death

at the royal academy of music. The fol

lowing list comprises his principal works :

" Hike" a cantata. Operas performed in

Italy : " L'Aviso ai maritati." " Arta-

sersc." " Rinaldo ifAsti." " 11 Barbiere

di Siviglia" " L'Impruvisata in C'am-

pagna" " 11 Tonneliere" " /due avari"

" Cinevra di Scozia." " II Barone d'Al-

bachiara" Operas performed in France :

" Le Tonnelier," 1801. " L'Impromptu

de Campagne." " La Feinme avare,"

1802. " Les Confidences," 1803. *« Le

Medecin Tttre." " VIntrigue aux Fe

nfires." " la Bute inutile" 1805.
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" Idala." " La Prise de Passau," 1806.

" Les Rendez-vous Bourgeois," " Les Cri-

anciers," 1807. *' Un jour a Paris."

" Cimarosa," 1808. " L'Intriguc au

Serail," 1809. " CendrUUm," 1810. " La

Fife au Village," 1811. Also part of

*' Le Baiter et la Quittance." " Le petit

Page." " Flaminius la Victime dcs Arts."

JUDELIUS, (Joannes) a German mu

sician, published at Erfurt, in 1625, a work

called " Encomium Gamico-harmonicum."

JUDICE, (CtsAR nr.) a composer of

madrigals and motets, published at Messina

and Palermo, between the years 1628 and

1666. He was a native of Sicily.

JULIEN (N) published at Paris, in

1780, under the name of Julien I'aini, a

collection of comic opera songs for two

violoncellos.

JULIEN, (Pierre) a musician of the

sixteenth century, born at Carpentras, in

France, published, in 1570, "Le vrai Ckemin

pour apprendre a chanter toute Sorte de

Afusique."

JULIEN, (G.) an organist at Chartrcs,

in France, probably in the seventeenth cen

tury, published, in Paris, a book of organ

music.

JUMILHAC, (LePere de) a Benedic

tine monk, published in Paris, in 1673,

" La Science et la Pratique du Plain-

chant."

JUMILHAC, (Leon de) a French ama

teur violinist, pupil of Baillot, published in

1810, at Paris, twelve variations for the

violin, on the air, " Que ne snis-je la fou-

gire."

JUNGE, (Joachim) a doctor of philo

sophy at Hamburgh, died in 1657. Among

his published works is one entitled " Har

monica Theoretica."

JUNGHAUTZ, (J. A.) organist at Arm-

stadt, was born in 1745. He is known in

Germany by some go^d compositions for

the harpsichord.

JUNIUS, (Adriani-s) a doctor in medi

cine, born in Holland in 1512, published a

, work, one of the chapters of which treats of

Musica instrumenta eoque spectantia"

JUNC published at Paris, in 1785,

" Trail Sonates pour le Clavicin, avtc Ac

compagnements de V. ad lib"

JUNKER, (KarlLudwic) a celebrated

amateur musician in the north of Germany,

died in 1797. He published many wcrti

on music between the years 1776 and 1786.

Two concertos for the harpsichord, and some

other small works for the same instrument,

composed by Junker, have also been pub

lished.

JUSDORFF, a flutist at Gottingeu, his

published several operas of music for his in

strument, at Offenbach, since the year 1799.

JUST, (J. A.) a musician at the Hague,

born about the year 1750, was a pupil of

Keruberger. He was considered one of the

best performers of his time on the harpsi

chord. He published at Amsterdam, the

Hague, and Berlin, much music for his in

strument. Besides which he composed the

music of the operas, " Le Marchanii it

Smyrne," and " Le Page;" also " A Cst-

tata for Whitsuntide, forfifteen Voica."

JUSTAIN, a French musician, published,

in 1785, a violin concerto.

JUSTIN MARTYR was at first a pbilo

so[jher of the sect of Plato. In the yea

133 he embraced the Christian religion, awl

died a martyr during the persecutions of

Antoninus, in 163, or, according to othti

historians, in 166. His works, which vert

published at Paris in 1636 and 1742, con

tain many excellent remarks on the church

music used in his time.

JUSTINIANUS, (LeonAnnus) a Vene

tian nobleman, lived about the year 1428.

He was celebrated as a scholar, and also as

a musical composer. He wrote a great

number of amatory songs, which hail such

success, that, notwithstanding every effort

of the clergy, all Italy was inundated will

them. In reparation for his licentiousness

he subsequently wrote as great a number

of vocal pieces in honour of the holy sir?0

and saints.

JUSTINIAN, a Greek emperor in the

sixth century, is celebrated for his body of

laws. He was an excellent musician, acd

in the Greek church they still sing a trop.v

rius or hymn on the divinity of J«us
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Christ, of bis composition. He died in

565.

IVES (Simon) was a lay-vicar in the

cathedral of St. Paul's, till driven from

thence by the usurpation, when he became

a singing-master. He and Henry Lawes

were made choice of to compose the airs,

lesoas, and songs of the masque performed,

by order of the four inns of court, before

king Charles I. and his queen, at White

hall, on Candlemas night, 1633. Many

catches and rounds of Ives's are to be found

in HUioh's Collection, and in Flayford's

Musical Companion ; as are also some songs,

among the airs and dialogues published in

his time. He died in the parish of Christ*

church, London, in 1662.

END OF VOL. I.
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BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY

of

MUSICIANS.

K A E

Kaa, (Franz Ion.) chapel-master at

the cathedral of Cologne, in 1783. He

published at the Hague nix operas of

instrumental music.

KAEBEKLE, a celebrated performer on

the haulboy, at Beuthen on the Oder, about

the year 1740. He composed some music

for his instrument. «

KAEMPFER, (Joskpii) a celebrated

performer on the double bass, resided in

Undon for some years, after 1 783. He was

hy birth a Hungarian, and originally an

officer of the Austrian army. Being in

pnison in Croatia, with little to do, the

idea first struck him to render himself cele

brated as a musician. With this intent, he

those the double bass, conceiving that on

•hat instrument he would have fewer rivals

thin on any other. Without any master,

h» genius and taste were his only guides.

After a certain time, conceiving that he

ta'l attained sufficient power to be heard in

K A E

public, he went to Vienna, where he was

received shortly afterwards in the chapel of

prince Esterhazy, then under the conduct

of the immortal Haydn. By perseverance

in practice, Kaempfer could at length exe

cute on his double bass, (which he used to

call his Goliath) not only the most difficult

violin passages, but also used the upper

tones of his instrument with such delicacy

that they resembled those of the harmonica.

In the year 1770, being desirous of travel

ling through Germany, and finding the size

of his double bass very inconvenient, Ka

empfer had one constructed, which, by

means of twenty-six screws, he could take

to pieces or put together with facility. He

extended his travels on the continent as far

as St. Petersburg, from whence he sailed

for this country. He was considered here

as a fine solo player, and was constantly

engaged at the principal concerto.

KAE3EB.MAXN, (Nicol.) a professor

vou tu n
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of music at Bern, published at Augsburg,

in 1797, " Trots Sonat. pour le Clav. avec

V.," Op. 1. He afterwards published at

Bern, in 1804, " Gellert's geistl. Oden

und Lieder, mil gam neuen Melodien fur

3 his 4 Singstimmen, nebst sitter Klavier-

parthie und Generalbasse."

KAESTNER, (Abraham Gotthelf)

doctor of philosophy, was born at Leipsic

in 1719. He translated from the English

language a treatise on ancient and modern

music, with their application to the cure of

disease, written by Dr. Brocklesby. Kaest-

ner died in the year 1800.

KAFFKA,properlyKAROKA,(JosEPn)

a celebrated violinist, born in Bohemia, had

been, in the year 1788, during forty-five

years, in the service of the prince of Tour

and Taxis, at Regensburg.

KAFFKA, (Wilhelm) eldest son of the

preceding, was an excellent violinist, in the

service of the same prince as his father.

He has also composed some masses, and

music for his instrument.

KAFFKA, (Joiianjj Christophe) se

cond son of Joseph Kaffki, was born at

Regensburg in 1759, and studied music

under the celebrated Riepel. He was first

in the service of his prince, as violinist, and

in 1778 made his d/fbul as a singer, at the

theatre at Breslau, from whence he pro

ceeded to St. Petersburg, and lastly per

formed, in 1802, at the court theatre at

Dessau. He has composed much vocal

and instrumental music, both sacred and

profane.

KAHL (Wilhelm G.) was, in 1796,

a student of music at Halle, and published,

at Leipsic, in that year, " 6 Kkine So-

natcn furs Klavier."

KAISER, (Pater Jistrid) a monk in

Suabia, about the year 1750, was cele

brated as a church composer.

KAISER, (P. L.) a musician at Win-

tertliur, in Switzerland, was born at Frank

fort on the Maine, in 1736. In 1784, he

made a second journey to Italy, having

resided there previously, during several

years. He was considered an excellent

performer on the harpsichord, and his com-

positions are in the style of Gluck, who, it

is said, he chose for his model. He pub

lished several collections of German sonfs,

also some music for his instrument,between

the years 1775 and 1790.

KAISERLY KRIKUHR, an Armenian

singer, published at Constantinople, in

1794, a work on Armenian church music,

also a second book of the same description,

in 1803.

KALCHER, (Johann Nei-omcs) conn-

organist at Munich, is a celebrated per

former and composer. Among his printed

works are " 15 Lieder beym Klavier," Mu

nich, 1800.

KALICK, a German musician, com

posed some flute music, at Vienna, previ

ously to the year 1799.

KALKBRENNER, (Christian) i

Prussian Jew, born in 1755, at MundcL

in Germany. He was a pupil of Emmanuel

Bach, when he so distinguished himself as »

be received at a very early age in the chap<l

of the elector of Hesse-Cassel. He soon

afterwards quitted that town for Berlin,

where, attached to the suit of prince

Henry, brother of Frederick the Great, be

composed for the prince's theatre the fol

lowing operas: "La Veuve dc Malabsr,'

" Democritus," and " La Femme el It St

ent." In 1796, he travelled to vanoo

parts of Germany and [taly, and finally

settled at Paris, where he was appoint

singing-master to the academy of music.

For this theatre he produced the opera

" Olympie," but it was unsuccessful ; ad

had written another opera, " Grume.''

which was just about to be performed, when

he died, in 1806. Kalkbrenner published

at Paris, in 1802, the first volume of a

" Histoire de la Musiqwe." He had pre

viously written several didactic works en

music : he also published many pieces for

the piano-forte. Kalkbrenner's history b

considered high authority in what relates

to Hebrew and the ancient Greek music

KALKBRENNER, (Freoerici)«i«(

the preceding, was born at Cassel in 1T84.

He is considered as one of the best piano

pupils of the celebrated Adam, and '°
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composition was a pupil of Catel. Ia the

year 1802, he gained two prizes at the

conservatory at Paris, the one for composi

tion, and the other for his performance on

the piano, which prizes were presented to

him by Chaptal, the minister of the interior.

Kalkbreo&er's style of playing is peculiar,

but his command of the piano is pro

digious. He has composed voluminously

for bis instrument, both in this country,

(where he resided several years as a tencher)

ind in Paris and Vienna. JIuch of his

music evinces a fine taste and rich fertility

of invention. Among his more favourite

piino-forte pieces, published in this country,

are, " Essaissur differentes Caractires pour

ie Piano-forte." " Taleo, ou la Chtuse au

Rntrd, Hondo." " Sonata, for the left

kind," (obligato.') 11 Variations sur la

■• Ana in Gondoletta." " Operatic Airs,

Bk 1." " La Solitudine, Rondo." " Po-

IvcaRondo." 94 Grand dramatic Sonata."

"Duo for the Piano~forte and Violin"

Op. 49. "Pastoral Rondo," Op. 29.

" Eleventh Fantasia, with We're a' noddin."

" bond Concerto." " Military Rondo,"

Op. 62. "Rondo, with Bishop's Duet of

Mtid Marian," Op. 65. " Twelfth Fan-

with Auld lung syne," Op. 62.

" Grand Waltz, with Flute Accompani-

■«/," Op. 63. " Rondo Villageois," Op.

57. " Gage d'Amitii, Grand. Rondo,"

Op. 66. Vocal pieces i " Three Songs."

"Tre Canzonette Italianr," and "Hail,

George the Fourth." These are almost the

only vocal compositions of their author.

The Italian canzonets are said to be simply

«legant. One of the English songs, " The

intll of the brave," has a good dramatic

fffect, but much the most original of the

three is " Woman."

1ULLEXBACH, (G. E. G.) an organist

»t Magdeburg, published many vocal pieces

»t the above town and Halle, between the

years 1787 and 1800.

KAMBRA, (R.) a composer of vocal

ua instrumental music, resident in London,

'a the latter part of the last century. He

published some original Chinese songs, with

an accompaniment for the piano-forte, also

some sonatas and other music for the piano

forte. (Preston's Cat. 1798.)

KAMMEL, (Anton) a violinist in the

late king's band, was born in Bohemia.

He was a pupil of Tartini. He performed

for some time at Prague, where he was

especially celebrated for his adagio playing.

From thence he proceeded to London, where

he married a woman of some fortune. He

died about the year 1788. His composi

tions consisted chiefly of violin music, and

some masses.

KANCKA, (J. vox) doctor of laws at

Prague, is not only known, since the year

1796, as an excellent pianist, but has pub

lished some music for his instrument at

Leipsic.

KANNE, (Friedrich Auoust) born

in 1778, near Leipsic, was of the legal pro

fession, but, since the year 1802, has made

himself known as a composer. His works

are chiefly vocal and dramatic. In 1807,

he went to Vienna, where he produced two

successful operas, " Orpheus," and " Fer

nando and Miranda." In 1809, he was

so highly esteemed in the musical profession

as to be appointed chef-d'orchestre to the

opera in Presburg, with a salary of 1500

guelders.

KANNENGIESSER, (J.J.) chamber-

musician to the court of Prussia. He pub

lished some vocal and instrumental music

at Berlin, between the years 1788 and

1800. He was considered the best music-

master of his time, in Berlin.

KANTER, (Christopher) a musician

at Koningsberg, published there, in 1799,

some music for the piano-forte.

KAPP, (J. Carl) a Prussian organist,

published, at Brunswick, nine operas of

piano-forte music, up to the year 1798.

He was a pupil of Iliissler and Weimar.

KAPSBERGER, (Johans Hierony-

mvs) a German of noble family, is well

known, not only for the variety of his com

positions, but also for bis great skill and

execution on almost all instruments, parti

cularly on the theorbo lute, an instrument
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invented by a Neapolitan musician, whose

name is not now known. Kapsberger ren

dered essential assistance to Kircher, in

the compilation of his " Musurgia."

A mean jealousy of the reputation of

Palestrina induced him, in conjunction with

some others, to make several nefarious

attempts to destroy the popularity of that

great musician. The conspiracy failed, and

the contrivers of it reaped for their trouble

only odium and disgrace.

Many of the compositions of Kapsberger

are for the lute. He wrote some masses,

litanies, motets, and other pieces for the

church, and a considerable portion of vocal

music for the theatre, and for public

solemnities. He published, at Rome, a

work entitled " Coro Musicale in Nuptiis

I). D. Thaddei liarterini et Anna Co-

lumntr."

KARASEK or KARAUSCHEK, a Bo

hemian violinist, died in 1789. He com

posed some instrumental music, among

which are concertos for the bassoon and

violoncello, and symphonies. On the latter-

named instrument, he was an excellent

performer.

KARELIN, (Sila Dementiewitsch)

by birth a Russian, was, in the year 1 796, the

director of the musique de chasse of some

nobleman at St. Petersburg. He was consi

dered the finest performer in Russia on the

cor de chasse, and his instrument is said to

have cost, at Moscow, 800 rubles.

KARR, a German musician, residing at

Paris, published there, in 1782, "Deux

Concertos pour te Violon."

KARR, (Henri) an excellent pianist,

resident at Paris, was born at Deux-Ponts,

in 1784. He has published some music for

his instrument.

KARSTEN, a good tenor singer at the

opera at Stockholm, is by birth a Swede.

He was in London in the year 1792, and

sang with much applause in various parties

of the nobility.

KAUER, (Ferdinand) a musician at

Vienna, published there much dramatic

and instrumental music, between the years

1794 and 1809. He is said to have been

an excellent pianist.

KAUFMANN, (Carl) an organist at

Berlin, born there in 1 766, was a pupil of

Fasch in composition, and of Kohn on the

violin. He published some instrumental

music about the year 1790. His composi

tions are chiefly for the piano and organ,

on which instruments he was an excellent

performer. He died at Berlin, in 1808.

KAUFMANN, (Johann) a violoncellist

at Stuttgard, born in 1760.

KAUFMANN, (Madame) wife of the

preceding, was a celebrated singer at Stutt

gard, in the service of the court,

KAUTH, (Madame) an amateur com

poser of music for the piano-forte. A con

certo of her composition was played by

Hummel, at a concert in Berlin, in 1792.

KAYSER, (J. H.) a musician, and pro

bably violinist, at St. Petersburg, published

there, in 1796, " Trois Airs Iiusses, arte

Variations poitr deux Violons" Op. 1.

KAYSER, (Elizabeth) not less cele

brated for her beauty and fecundity, than

for her talents as a singer. At the age of

fifteen, she sang with great success at the

opera, in Dresden. She afterwards wis

married to a tenor singer of the same thea

tre, and became the mother of twenty-three

children, having, four times, twins. From

Dresden she went to Stockholm, where her

charms were still such as to captivate Fre

derick, King of Sweden, whose mistress she

became, and by whom she had her twenty-

fourth child. It was to Madame Kaysr

that the king owed the preservation of his

life, in the fire at the Opera-house in Stock

holm. Already was the machinery at the

end of the stage in flames, without the

audience knowing of it, when Madame

Kayser, observing the fire to spread, had

sufficient presence of mind to approach the

royal box without interrupting her singing

and action. At first she made signs to the

king, who did not understand her ; she then,

seizing a favourable moment, said to him

in a low voice, " Leave the theatre, sire,

it is on fire." The king instantly quitted
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Ihe house ; when, after giving him time to

escape the crowd, she vociferated fire ! and

gaining her box, threw herself and royal

ion, who was then about four years old,

out of a window, which not being very high

from the ground, she escaped without injury,

KEARNS, (W.H.) an English musician,

and author of a singular cantata, lately

published by Flatts. It is considered by

critics to have much merit as a composition,

though it is affectedly changeful.

KEEBLE, (John) organist of St.

George's, Hanover-square, subsequently to

the year 1759, was a pupil of Dr. Pepusrh.

He published, in 1784, a work entitled

" Tie Theory of Harmonics." (See

Mnllly Review, 17850

KEEPER, (John) of Harthall, an Eng-

W church composer, published, in 1574,

"Srltct Ptalms, in four parti."

KEHL, (Joiiann 13.) a singer and

onanist, was born at Cobourg. He pub-

i*'M several sonatas for the harpsichord,

ic- at Nuremburg, about the year 1770.

KEIFERERUS, (Ciibistianus) a monk

ud church composer, published some sacred

aosic at Augsburg and Ingolstadt, in the

rears 1612 and 1618.

KEISER (Reinhakd) was horn at

Uipsic in 1673. His first master in coun-

point was his father, and early in life he

*u entered at the university of his native

town, where he much distinguished himself

in his general studies, whilst at the same

time he greatly improved in the science of

music, by a close attention to the best pro

ductions of Italy. His first attempt at

composition was the pastoral of " /amine,"

which he wrote for the court at Wolfen-

bottel just after he quitted the university ;

it was received with the greatest approba

tion. His second opera, " Baiilius," proved

not less successful. Shortly after this, he

went to Hamburgh, where the operawas in

great perfection, the celebrated Hasse being

» tenor singer on that stage at the time.

Here he reproduced his " Basilius" and

" limine," both of which were received

with enthusiasm. He also brought out the

opera of " Janus," which was equally suc-

cessful. Gifted with first-rate talents, Kei-

ser now found himself obliged to oppose

their whole force to misfortunes which

threatened him. He had become director

of the Opera-house at Hamburgh, and the

speculation was just on the point of failing,

when he saved the concern from ruin, by

writing and bringing out no less than eight

operas in one year. Every one of them

succeeded, and their receipts released the

theatre from all pecuniary difficulties.

Soon after this time, Keiser married a

woman of property, and commenced, in con

junction with the learned Matheson, giving

public concerts at Copenhagen, where he

was honoured with the nomination of cha

pel-master to the king. On his return to

Hamburgh, he brought out " Circi," the last

and most beautiful of his operas. This was

first performed in 1734, and was the one

hundred and eighteenth which this inde

fatigable artist had produced. Keiser is

considered the father of German melody.

Exclusive of his dramatic works, he com

posed divertimenti, sereuate, and cantatas.

Fancy and originality were the character

istics of all his productions, as they have

since been in most of the compositions of

the immortal Haydn. In fact, the vigour

of a fertile imagination, corrected by study

and experience, is discernible in all the

effusions of the inexhaustible Keiser. He

died in 1735. It is to be regretted that

hardly any of Keiser's works are now to be

procured, though a new edition of some

few of them was talked of in Hamburgh,

about the year 1810.

KEITH (Robert William) was born,

in 1787, at Stepney. He is the eldest son

of Cornelius Keith, organist of St. Peter's

church, Cornhill, and Danish chapel, Well-

close-square. R. W. Keith received the

early part of his musical education from his

grandfather, William Keith, organist of

Westham church, Essex, after whose de

cease he was under several masters for the

organ, piano-forte, and violin. His instruct

ors on the latter instrument were Barthe-

Icrnon and Diettenhoffer, under whom, to

complete, his musical education, he also
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studied harmony and composition. The

theoretical works written by Keith are, in

struction books for the violin, German flute,

and piano-forte ; also a work entitled a

" Musical Fade Mecvnx" in two volumes,

8vo., written in a catechetical form, which

commences with the first principles of music,

and gradually passes on through the whole

of the science, including composition, &c.

KELLER (Godfkey) was a celebrated

English master of the harpsichord, about

the beginning of the eighteenth century.

He published several sonatas in five parts,

for flutes, hautboys, &c. ; also a work en

titled " /i complete Method for attaining

to play a Thorough-bass upon either Organ,

Harptichord, or Theorbo Lute."

KELLER, (C.) a German composer of

flute music, now living, probably at Vienna.

Among his works are " Far. pour Flute,

avec Acc. de Piano," Vienna; " Fantaisie,

avec Acc. de Piano," Op. 6, Vienna; "Pot

pourri, avec Acc. dedeux V., T., et B., Ifc."

Op. 4 ; " Gr.Polonolieen Re avecd'Orch."

Op. 13.

KELLER, (H. M.) a German organist,

died in 1710. He wrote some music for his

instrument.

KELLNER, (David) a musician at

Hamburgh, published there, in 1 732, " Treu-

ttchen Untcrrichts im Generalbasse," which,

in 1796, had arrived at its eighth edition.

It is considered an excellent manual of

thorough-bass.

KELLNER, (Johann Chiustoitij)

son of the preceding, was an organist at

Cassel, and born in 1736. He learned

music of his father, and subsequently at

Gotha, under the celebrated Benda. He

had published, up to the year 1785, fifteen

operas of harpsichord music, together with

some pieces for the organ. He also wrote

several passions and cantatas for the church,

besides one opera, "Die Schadenfreude,"

■which was printed in 1782. He also pub

lished, in 1788, a work on thorough-bass.

In 1795, he was residing at Manheiro, as

court-musician, from which time, till 1800,

many more of his works were published

there, both vocal and instrumental.

KELLNER (Eiinebt Auovstcs) was

born at Windsor, in 1 792. His father wu

a native of Saxe-Weimar, and one of the

private band of musicians in the service of

her late majesty queen Charlotte. At

about two years of age he began to teach

the piano-forte to his son ; who, at five

years old, played one of Handel's concertos

on the organ, before the royal family at

Windsor. Soon after this, young Kellner

began to study singing under sir W. Par

sons, by command of his late majesty. At

eight years of age, he sang in public ; and

from that period, until his voice changed,

sang at the Ancient concerts, oratorios, Sec

Sec. with Mara, Banti, Billington, arid

Grassini, with great success. When as

voice broke, he went into the navy, and

served as a midshipman for about three

years, when he returned to London, aid

again commenced diligently to prosecute

his musical studies. In April, 1815, be

married, and the same year went to Italy,

where he applied himself with great real to

the art of singing, under the celebrated

masters, Porre, Noiarri, and Crescentini.

After leaving Italy, where he received dis

tinguished marks of favour from the royal

families of Naples and Tuscany, he visited

Switrerland and Germany : here he abo

had the honour of receiving flattering marki

of approbation and favour from many of the

courts, particularly Bavaria, Saxe-Weirou,

Baden, &c.

He returned to England in 1820. His

compositions are chiefly' manuscript, sad

consequently only known within the circle of

his friends ; he has, however, written some

masses and offertories, which have been

sung at the Bavarian chapel.

KELLY (Michael) is a native of Dub

lin. His father, Michael Kelly, was an

eminent wine merchant in that city, aad

for several years master of the ceremonies

at the castle. At a very early period,

Michael displayed a passion for music ; and

as. his father was enabled to procure the

best masters for him, before he had reached

his eleventh year he could perform some of

the most difficult sonatas then in fashion, on
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lie piano-forte, Rauzzini, when engaged

to ling at the Rotunda in Dublin, gave

him some lessons in singing, and persuaded

his father to send him to Naples, as the

only place where his musical propensity

woald receive proper cultivation. At the

age of sixteen, he was accordingly sent

there, with strong recommendations, from

several persons of consequence in Ireland,

to sir William Hamilton, the then British

minister at the court of Naples. Sir Wil

liam took him under his fostering care, and

he was placed in the conservatorio La Ma-

doDidella Loretto, where, for some time, he

received instruction from the celebrated

composer, fiueroli.

Sir William Hamilton also did Kelly the

taomir of introducing him to the king and

qneea of Naples, who particularly noticed

lie young Irishman.

Having had the good fortune to meet

Aprili, the first singing-master of his day,

that great artist being then under an en

gagement to go to Palermo, offered to take

Ktlly with him, and to give him gratuitous

ustruction while there. This proposal

w» of course gratefully accepted, and he

'tceived Apriii's valuable tuition until the

rad of bis engagement at the theatre.

Aprili's kindness, however, did not terminate

'toe, for he sent Kelly to Leghorn, with

'he strong recommendation of being his

bvourite pupil. From Leghorn, young

Michael was engaged at the Teatro Nuovo

si Florence, as first tenor singer. He then

raited Venice, and several of the principal

theatres in Italy, in which he performed

»itt> distinguished success. He was next

engaged at the court of Vienna, where he

*u much noticed by the emperor Joseph

U. He had likewise the good fortune to

l« the most intimate friend of Mozart, and

"is oue of the original performers in his

" Xozie di Figaro."

Having obtained a year's leave of absence

from the emperor, for the purpose of visiting

his father, (at the the end of which time he

Ms to go back to Vienna, where he was in

such favour that he might have ended his

days happily) he returned to England by

the samg opportunity as signora Storace. In

April, 1787, Kelly made his first appearance

in Drury-lane theatre, in the character of

Lionel, in the opera of Lionel and Cla

rissa. Here he remained as first singer

until he retired from the stage. He was

also for several years mnsical director of

that theatre. Kelly sang at the king's

Ancient concerts st Westminster abbey,

and at all the principal music meetings and

theatres in Great Britain. He was, beside.'!,

for several years, principal tenor singer at

the Italian opera in the Haymarket, where

he was stage manager, a situation which he

retains at this moment, and musical director

at the little theatre on the opposite side of

the way.

The death of his dear and lamented

friend, Stephen Storace, in the year 1797,

first induced Kelly to become a composer,

since which time he has written and select

ed the following sixty pieces, for the dif

ferent theatres, by which it will appear that

no English composer has ever contributed

more largely to the public stock of amuse

ment. It may be necessary to add that, in

addition to the following list, Kelly has

composed a great number of Italian and

English songs, duets, trios, Sec. Sec, which

to the present time retain their popularity :

" A Friend in Need" 1797 ; " Chimney

Corner," 1797; " Cattle Spectre," 1797 ;

" Last of the Family," 1797 ; " Blue

Beard," 1798; "Captive of Spilsberg,"

the comic music, the serious being by Dus-

sek, 1798 ; " Amelia and Miranda,"

1798 ; "Feudal Timet," 1799 ; "Pitarro,"

1799 ; " Of Age to-morrow," 1800 ; " De

Montford," 1800 ; " Remorse," 1801 ;

" Gypsy Prince," 1801 ; " Adelmorn,"

1801 ; " Algomah," 1802 ; "House to be

sold," 1802; " Uriania," 1802; "Hero of

the North," 1803 ; " Marriage Promise,"

1 803 ; " Love laughs at Locksmiths," 1 804 ;

" Cinderella," 1804; " Counterfeits," 1804 ;

" Deaf and Dumb," 1804; " Hunter of

the Alps," 1804; " Land we live in," 1804 ;

" Honey Moon," 1805 ; " Youth, Love,

and Folly," 1805; " Prior Claim," 1805;

'* Forty Thieves," 1806 ; " We fly by
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Mghe," 1806; "Royal Oak," 1806;

"Adrian and Orilla," 1806; " Adelgi-

tha," 1807 ; " Town and Country," 1807 ;

" Time's a tell tale," 1807 ; " Young

Hussar," 1807 ; " Wood Demon," 1807 ;

" Something to do," 1808 ; " Jew of Mo-

gador," 1808 ; " Africans," 1808 ; " Ve-

noni," 1808 ; " Foundling of the Forest,"

1809; "Fall of the Taranto," 1809;

" Britain's Jubilee," 1809 ; " Gustavus

Vosa," 1810; " Humpo," 1812; "Absent

Apothecary," 1813 ; " Polly," 1813 ;

" Russian," 1813 : " Nourjahad," 1813 ;

" Peasant Boy," 1814; " Unknown Guest,"

1815; " Bride ofAbydos," 1818; "Abu-

dak," 1819 ; " Grand Ballet," 1819.

KELWAY, (Joseph) successor to Wel-

don, as organist of St. Martin's in the Fields,

about the year 1744. He was a pupil of

Geminiani. His playing on the organ was

so excellent, that Handel is said often to have

gone to the church when he performed.

Some harpsichord sonatas of his composition

were published.

KELZ, (Matth.) a German musician in

the seventeenth century, published several

sacred works, and wrote a treatise on coin-

position, in the Latin language, between the

years 1626 and 1669.

KEMP, (Dr.) an English musician, of

much talent as a theorist. He has also

composed some very pleasing vocal music.

Among his works are " Musical Illustra

tions of the Beauties of Shakspeare."

Songs: 11 A lover's eyeswill ga2e," "Doubt

thou the stars are fire" " Fair ladies

masked," l'Lady, by yonder blessed moon,"

" Love, love," " Lover's eyes," " Oh !

for my beads " " When I beheld thy blue

eye," (Clementi's Cat.)

KEMPIS, (FionEtizo ji) an instrumental

composer at the beginning of the eighteenth

century, published in London, in 1714,

"Douzc Sonatcs a V, ct Viola da gamba"

KENDAL, an English orgnnist, publish

ed, in 1780, some music for his instrument.

KENN, a performer on the horn, was

engaged, in 1798, in the orchestra of the

graud opera at Paris, where he also pub

lished some music for his instrument,

KENNIS, (WiLLrAiaGoMMAB) director

of the music at the church of St. Peter, it

Louvain, about the year 1768, was con

sidered, in 1772, as the 6rst of all violinists

in the Austrian Netherlands, principally in

the execution of difficulties. About that

time he published nine works, at Paris and

elsewhere, of which only the fourth and

ninth are known in Germany : they are

both duets.

KENT (James) was a native of the city

of Winchester, and born in 1700. At an

early age he was admitted into the choir of

that cathedral, under the superintendence

and tuition of Mr. Vaughan Richardson,

the organist. After having been some tint

in this situation, he became one of the chil

dren of the chapel royal. Here, under the

care of Dr. Croft, he laid the foundation ot

his future excellence. He studiously ob

served the style, and happily caught the

manner, of that justly celebrated composer.

The first public situation which Kent

obtained in his profession, was that of

organist of the chapel of Trinity college,

Cambridge ; and, lastly, in 1737, of tie

cathedral church of the chapel of the col

lege at Winchester, in which city he con

tinued to reside until the day of his dealt.

Whilst he was the organist of Trinity

chapel, he conducted himself so much to

the satisfaction, and was, in other respects,

in such high esteem with the members of

that college, that, when he was promoted to

his situation at Winchester, tbey presented

him with an elegant piece of plate, in token

of their great esteem and regard.

As a composer of sacred music, Kent

followed closely to the style of Dr. Croft;

and few persons have succeeded better than

he in that due intermixture of harmony

and melody which renders this species of

music interesting both to learned and un

learned auditors. In his compositions, the

full sense and meaning are generally gi"n

to the words; and, although we sometimes

observe in them what may be thought to

border on conceit, yet their merit is for the

ma-t part so conspicuous, that we readily

overlook their defects. By any one CO
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rtrsanl in church music, it will easily be

discovered that Kent was a pupil of Dr.

Croft. Indeed he often, without hesitation

or scruple, followed the ideas of this great

muter in his compositions. He once said

to that excellent singer, J. Norris, who

»w attending the rehearsal of a new an

them, " I know your thoughts ; there is the

lame passage in Dr. Croft : but could I

have possibly done better than copy him in

this place 1" His talents were too great,

and his disposition too ingenuous, to allow

him to dissemble that he occasionally

ivtiled himself of the excellencies of his

favourite master. Of his own originality

he has left us ample proof. The subject of

St. John's chapter is not much calculated

for musical expression ; yet, induced chiefly

by his sincerely Christian principles, he set

it to music, and few composers could have

executed the task so well as he has done.

His anthems, " Hearken unto this, O man,"

and '* When the Son of man," are' truly

sublime compositions in the solemn style.

" Give the Lord the honoitr due unto his

uame," is equalled by few anthems in force

and dignity. The fourth verse in " The

l/>rd is my shepherd," as a bass solo, and

the sixth verse, in which the two voices

unite, produce a striking and most pleasing

effect, the one by its majestic simplicity,

and the other by its pastoral, yet elegant

harmony. Few anthems have obtained

more celebrity than " O Lord, our Gover-

•or," " My song shall be of mercy," and

" Hear my prayer"

So modest and unassuming was this ex

cellent man, that it was not until towards

the decline of bis life that he could be pre

vailed with to give his works to the public ;

and he then printed and published a second

•olume, containing a morning and evening

service and eight anthems. Some of these

have since been printed separately, and

» few of them have been admitted into

Page's Harmonia Sacra, Kent was

remarkably mild in his disposition, amiable

in his manners, and exemplary in his con-

dirt and, as an organist, was conscien

tiously diligent in performing all the duties

of his situation. His performance on the

organ was solemn and expressive ; and he

was reputed by some competent judges to

have been one of the best players of Dr.

Croft's music in the kingdom.

Kent died at Winchester, deeply regretted

by all who had the happiness of his ac

quaintance, in the year 1776, having re

sided in that city, in the character of

organist and composer, for nearly forty

years.

KEPLER, (Johahn) a great astronomer

and mathematician, was born at VViel, in

the duchy of Wurtemburj, in the year

1751.

We shall pass unnoticed all Kepler's

mathematical and astronomical works, and

speak only of that entitled " Harmonica

Mundi." The third book of this work

treats of the subject of musical harmony ;

several of the first chapters are confined

entirely to discussions relative to the music

of the ancients. In the seventh chapter he

treats of the proportions throughout all the

eight usual sounds of diapason. He also

speaks of the modern method of notation by

lines and letters of the alphabet, and gives

his opinion respecting the origin of the clefs.

It may, however, with truth be observed,

that if Kepler had made no greater discover

ies in mathematics than he did in music,

it is probable that his conceits might have

remained, but his discoveries would all long

since have been forgotten.

KERL, (Jacob de) canon of the cathe

dral church of Cambray, was born at Ipres,

in Flanders. His compositions, which are

chiefly for the church, were published in

different parts of Europe, from 1562 to

1573. His masses were printed at Venice

in 1562. Their style is dry and uninter

esting ; the harmony, however, is good, and

his answers to the fugues are warrantable.

KERL (Joiiann Caspar) was a native

of Saxony. Having, during his youth,

shown a great taste for music, he was sent

to Vienna, and, at the expense of the arch

duke Leopold, placed under the tuition of

Giovanni Valentine, chapel-master at the

imperial court. His patron afterwards

9
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ordered him to be sent to Rome, in order to

complete his musical studies under Caris-

simi. At his return he had an highly ad

vantageous offer from the elector palatine,

but he refused it, and settled in Bavaria,

where he became chapel-master to the

elector Ferdinando Maria.

Kerl's principal work is his " Modula/io

organica super magnificat octo tonis eccle-

siasticis respondens" printed at Munich in

1686. He is justly esteemed one of the

most celebrated organists that the world

ever produced. In a competition that he

had with some Italian musicians, at the

court of the elector of Bavaria, he composed

a piece for the organ so difficult, that none

but himself could execute it.

KEENER, (L.) a musician at Ham

burgh, about the year 1690, was the master

of Matheson.

KERNTL (P. F.) published in Holland,

about the year 1782, two operas of duos for

the flute, and one opera of duos for the

violin.

KERPEN, (F.H.Feeyer von) a canon

of the cathedrals of Mentz and Wurtzburg,

was an excellent amateur musician, and

published much vocal and piano-forte mu

sic, between the years 1780 and 1800.

KERSTEIN published in London, pre

viously to the year 1797, " Sit Duels, five

for two Flutes, and ohc for a Flute and

Clarionet."

KERUTH (C. F.) published in 1799, at

Vienna, " 6 Terzetti tliV.e Vc"

KERZEL or KERZELLI, (Michael) a

musician at Vienna, where he published, up

to the year 1783, much violin music. About

the year 1787, he went to Moscow, where

he probably still continues.

KERZINGER, a musician at Presburg,

wrote there, before the year 1796, the music

of an operetta, entitled " Die Illumina

tion."

KESSEL, (Joiiann C. B.) a singer at

Eisleben, was born in 1766. In the year

1790, he published at Leipsic, " Unterricht

bn Gencratbassc zum Gebrauchefur Lchzcr

und Lernende," an improved edition of

which appeared in 1792.

KETSLER, (Johann Wilbelm) an

organist at Heilbronn, published at Suttt-

gaid, in 1793-1794, " H'urtembergiscka

vierstimmiges Choralbuch," also at Bannt-

tadt, in 1796, "JMverlissemcns Sociaw, w

six Angloises pour le Clavecin acec lent

ChorfyTaphic."

KETTE, / (Albsecht) a celebrated

organist of the court and cathedral it

Wurtzburg, was born in 1726, and learnt

the elements of music from his father. He

afterwards became a pupil of the renew bp!

organist, Bayer, at whose death, in 1749,

he succeeded to his public situations, lie

composed much church music and mask

for the organ, and died in the year 1767.

KHISEL, (Giovanni Giacomo) act*

trapuntist of the sixteenth century, ul

probably a German, resident in Italy, pub

lished at Venice, in 1591, "Libn J. it

Madrigali et Motetti a 4 e 5 vaei."

KHYM or KYHN, (Carl) an instm-

mental composer, has published much mtuit

at Augsburg and Vienna, since the jeu

1798.

KIALLMARK (E.) was born at Lyu

Regis, in Norfolk, in the year 1781. Ha

father was a native of Sweden, and a

officer in the service of that state: bis

mother was a descendant from Mr. Bants,

of Yorkshire, a cousin of the late sir Jowpa

Banks. His parents dying when he *u

very young, left E. Kiallmark, their oar/

child, without provision, when he was

kindly adopted by his maternal grandfather,

who spared no- expense in his education,

and finding that he had a strong passion fat

music, consented eventually to bring kin

up to that profession. His grandfather first

placed him, at the age of fifteen, (giving >

considerable premium) with a German mu

sician of great pretension; after two years'

residence with whom (the only two dis

agreeable years of his life) he was remored,

and from that period has depended on his

own exertions for a livelihood. Having by

the end of his apprenticeship gained a

tolerable practical knowledge of the piano

forte, harp, and violin, he commenced pro

fessionally by teaching those instruments at

10
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a eoeap rate, and, not caring about personal

fatigue, succeeded in gaining several pupils.

He always, however, appropriated a portion

of his receipts to the acquirement of musical

iastrdction, and became successively a pupil

of Bartbelemon, Cobham, Spagnoletti, &c.

till at last he found himself, to bis great

delight, capable of playing in an orchestra,

md became a performer, either as deputy or

principal, in the oratorios, concerts, music

nettings, and theatres. At the early age

of twenty-two he married a young Scotch

••oman, and at that time, having succeeded

in obtainiug a very tolerable connection,

pve up all his public engagements, and

became a piano-forte master. Soon after

thu period he became intimately acquainted

with Von Esch, and although he (as him

self would acknowledge) was but an in-

iufcent theorist, yet to his taste and talents,

tsd his friendly hints and instructions,

KiaUsiark confesses himself deeply in-

itbted. Soon after this, he ventured to

publish two or three pieces, although almost

tsacquainted with the earliest rules in com-

poahon. This success induced the music-

leBers to make fresh applications to him;

ad, after a short time, he became known as

a composer. Kiallmark has since had great

success as a piano-forte instructor, seldom

teaching less than from nine to twelve hours

per day, and for some years has had one or

two assistants constantly in his employ. At

tke suggestion and desire of some of his

connections, he was induced to become a

party with Logier at the time of his great

success in this country ; and although such

was the state of Kiallmark's engagements

that he could but seldom find time to see

Logier, he yet acknowledges to have derived

great pleasure and advantage from his

acquaintance. The following are amongst

the most favourite pieces of Kiallmark's

composition. Piano-forte: " Introduction

rao* Variations to 'Roy's Wife.'" " Intro-

iuctlon to ' Last Rose ofSummer' " Fan

tasia, •• L'Esperance." Fantasia, " Pas

Anna." " Fanfare and German Air."

" Stnnd German Air" " Harriot, Air

wil* Variations." " Marian, Air with

Variations." "La Revenue," divertimento.

"Divertimento Scossise." "Second Diverti

mento Scossise." * ' Divertimento Scossisefrom

Xaderman." *' Second Divertimento Scos

sisefrom Naderman." "Rondo,1 Carnival de

Venice.'" " Airs from Rossini." "Russian

Air, witk Variations." " Let) Fleurs de

Printems," six books. " Is there a heart,

Variations." '* There's hauld cail, Varia

tions." " Cease yourfanning. Variations."

" Rower of Kvclecn, Variations." " Robin

Adair, Variations." " Rest, weary travel

ler, Variations." " Caledonian Fantasie."

"Chant ililitaire." " Young Love sDrtam."

"Home, sweet home, Variations." "My

pretty page," rondo. " Les petits De'lasse-

mens." ** Romance, Variations." "Rosa

bella," &c. etc. (Uoulding'g and Chappell's

Cat.)

REELING, (Cyrair) a chapel-master

atStotlherg, died therein 1727.

KIESEIl, (J. J.) an organist at Erfurt

about the year 1 750, composed much music

for his instrument.

KlESEWETTER,(JoiiANNFnEDERitn)

first violin at the royal chapel of Anspach,

and one of the best performers of the school

of Uenda, was born at Cobourg. He ob

tained his public situation in the year 1754.

K1ESEWETTER, (Curistoph Gott

fried) son of the preceding, was born at

Anspach in 1777. He is a very celebrated

violinist, and has spent much time in Eng

land since the winter of 1821, when he

performed at the Philharmonic concerts in

London. An eminent critic states of Kiese-

wetter's taleuts as follows : " His first per

formance at the Philharmonic concert of

London—perhaps the severest test to which

power can be brought, because the major

part of the audience consists of professors or

persons most immediately connected with

music—his first performance, we might almost

say, was greeted with the very extravagance

of approbation and applause. For although

his extraordinary ability deserved the most

complete expression of the delight which

could not but be felt, yet it was remarked

amongst the judicious, that the loudest

plaudits were mingled with an expression of

11
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pleasure bordering on a laugh, a manner

which praise adopts when caught by surprise

at quaint or unexpected turns, rather than

when captivated by solid excellencies. By

this remark we would not be thought to de

tract a particle from the abundant talent

which we willingly admit Kiesewetter to

possess : his abilities are, in every sense of

the word, admirable indeed : we merely

wish to have it understood, that there are

points of peculiar skill which, when pushed

beyond certain limits, run into defeat, how

ever vehemently applauded these very ex

ertions may be by the multitude of auditors,

who are ever more stimulated by novelty

and surprise than by the appropriate disposi

tion of parts and of the whole, which is the

result of deep consideration and fine taste.

Kiesewetter's command of the instrument

appears to render him superior to every

possible difficulty, and out of this super

abundant power, perhaps, arise those tempt

ations which almost necessarily lead to

excess. For, although sobriety of judgment

rejects superfluous execution as well as

superfluous ornament, yet, when warmed

with exercise, there are fow who can resist

the power of demonstrating acquirements

which others have not reached." Kiese

wetter performed at the spiritual and other

concerts, in London, in the season of

1824.

KILUCK, (T.) organist of Gravesend,

is considered a sound musician. He has

lately republished " Handel's Overtures,

arranged/or the Organ or Piano-forte," m

which he has increased the combinations,

and given them a fuller accompaniment. He

has also added a figured bass, (dementi's

Cat.)

KINDERMANN, (Johann Erasmus)

a celebrated organist at Nuremburg, died in

1655. He composed many practical works,

both vocal and instrumental, the latter being

chiefly for the organ. His writings bear

date from the year 1640 to 1653.

KINDEKVATEK, (Joh a nn Hein r ich)

a German clergyman, died in 1726. He

wrote several works on music, among others

one entitled " De Mtutca litter atis ueces-

saria tractatus horis svbcisivis usqvr. An-

demiiis conscriptus."

KINDSCHER, (L.) a singer at the court

church at Dessau, published there, in 1792,

a collection of twenty-four songs, and at

Leipsic, in 1801, a similar collection.

KING, (William) organist of New

College, Oxford, set to music Cowley's

"Mistress," and published it with the fol

lowing title, " Poems of Mr. Cowley mi

others, composed into Songs and Ayra,

with a Thorough-basse for the Theorbo,

Harpsecor, or Base-Violl." Oxford, 1688.

KING, (Robert) bachelor in music of

Cambridge, in 1696, was one of the bind of

William and Mary. He composed variou

airs, printed in the Tripla Concordia, and sit

to music many songs, printed in the Thcotn

ofMusic. «

KING, (Charles) educated in thecbsi

of St. Paul's, under Dr. Blow, was at first

a supernumerary singer in that cathedral

for the small stipend of fourteen pounds i

year. In the year 1704, he was admitted

to the degree of bachelor in music, in tin

university of Oxford. King composed some

anthems and services, and thereby gave oc

casion to Dr. Greene to say, and indeed be

was very fond of saying it, as he thought it

was a very witty sentiment, that " Mr. King

was a very serviceable man." Asa musiou,

he is but liftle esteemed.

KING, (M. P.) an English composer,

chiefly of vocal music, since the year 1790.

Among his works are—Operas: " Ftht

Alarms," "Invisible Girl," " Matrimony,"

" One o'clock," " Timour the Tarter"

"Eight Sungs and Cantata," Op. 2. Glees,

for three voices : "It was the Nightingale,''

"Minstrels three, lady, are we," "0 cmldl

flow like thee," "O, whiter than the

" When shall we three meet again /" *' ff *«

rides on that meteor of fire ?" Duets :

" What virtue prompts," " Vows are b*>

breath," "Do not calf it sin," "Sef,

beauteous tyrant," " By the roses of I**

spring," "Eagle Wings," "Hush, softly-

He also published <lA general Treatise —

Music, particularly on Harmony or Tho

rough-bass, and its application to Cofpssi-
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tia», vriittnon a new Plan," Sec. likewise

several sonatas, rondos, &c. for the piano

forte.

KIRBYE, (Geohoe) an English musi

cian, and one of our best madrigalists at

the close of the sixteenth and beginning of

the seventeenth century. In the year 1597,

be and Thomas Wcilkes published their

first books of English madrigals. Some of

ti* compositions are to be found in the

Triumphs of Oriann.

KIRCHER, (Athanasius) a native of

Filda, was born in the yearl601 . At the age

of eighteen, he was admitted into the society

of Jesuits, and after having passed through

» regular course of study, became a teacher

of philosophy, mathematics, and languages,

in the university of Wartzburg. In the year

1631, when the Swedes, under Gustavus

Idoiphus, entered Germany, he retired into

France and settled in the Jesuits' college at

.irignon, where he continued four years.

He was then called to Rome to teach ma-

tieraatics in the Roman college, and he

afterwards became professor of the Hebrew

liamage in that city. He died in 1680,

Lmng written and published different

works to the number of twenty-two volumes

in folio, eleven in quarto, and three in

octavo.

The chief of Kircher's musical works is

kii " ilasurgia Universalis." This is di

vided into ten books. In the preface, the

author states that he was aided in the com

pilation of it by Antonio Maria Abbatini,

'•hapel master of the churches of St. Maria

Maggiore and Pictro Heredia?, in Rome,

iJso by Kapsberger and Cai issimi.

He apologizes for his attempting to write

on the subject of music, who was not a pro •

feised musician ; but he states, in his de

fence, that from his youth he had assidu

ously applied himself to the study of this

science.

In the first book he treats of the anatomy

of the ear, not only in man but in various

kinds of quadrupeds and birds. From this

he passes to the consideration of the voice

"■the human race, and also of the vocal

wans in several species of animals.

In the second book he speaks of the music

of the Hebrews, and gives the forms of some

of their instruments. He then proceeds to

the music of the Greeks, and of which he

gives a general and superficial account.

The next book enters deeply into the

doctrine of harmonics, first explaining the

several kinds of proportion, and afterwards

demonstrating the ratios of intervals. This

book contains a system of arithmetic, taken

from the writings of Boethius and others, in

which are contained rules for the addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division of

intervals by means of characters adapted to

the purpose.

The fourth book is entirely on the divi

sion of the monochord, and the method of

finding the intervals by various geometric

aud algebraic processes.

The fifth book contains directions for the

composition of music in consonance. In this

he explains the nature of counterpoint, both

simple and figurate, and also of fugue, and

gives some general rules for composition in

one, two, three, and more parts. Towards

the close of the book, he speaks of that

spurious kind of fugue, called fuga in

nomine, and not only explains the nature

of canon, but gives examples of canons, some

of which are very wonderful in their con

trivance. He mentions one, which he says

might be sung by twelve millions two hun

dred thousand voices.

In the sixth book, he treats of instrumental

music, and of the various instruments in use

among the moderns. Nearly the whole of

this book is taken from the Latin work of

Mersennus. At the conclusion he gives a

particular description of the great bell at

Erfurt.

The seventh book contains a comparison

between the ancient and modern music,

with some specimens of the ancient Greek

musical characters, taken from Alypius,

This book is of a miscellaneous nature, and,

amongst other things, comprises a general

enumeration of the most eminent musicians

of the author's time, and contains a great

variety of fine compositions selected from

their works.
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The second volume begins with the eighth

book. In this is inserted tables of all the

possible combinations of numbers, as they

relate to musical intervals ; as also some

minute investigations into the various kinds

of metre used in poetry, and particularly

Greek and Latin poetry, which are illustrated

by musical characters.

In the ninth book there is a chapter "De

Sympathiit etAntipathiaSonorumRatione"

and an experiment here mentioned is truly

curious. The author says, if five glasses

of the same magnitude are filled, one with

aqua vita;, the second with wine, the third

with aqua subtilis, the fourth with athickish

fluid, such as sea-water or oil, and the fifth

or middle one with common water, and a

finger wetted, the following effects will be

produced : the aqua vitae will be much agi

tated, the wine greatly shaken, the aqua

subtilis less shaken, and the sea-water or

other fluid not moved at all. From this ex

periment we may probably date the inven

tion of musical glasses. He then produces

instances of the surprising effects wrought

by music, beginning with the disposition of

Saul, as recorded in sacred writ, which he

endeavours to account for mechanically ; and

he concludes by relating the whole process

for the reputed cure of the bite of a taran

tula.

In treating of echoes, he relates an Inter

esting story from Cardan, which we shall

give in his own words. " A friend of mine

having set out on a journey, had a river to

cross, and not knowing the word, cried Oh,

to which an echo answered, Oh; he imagin

ing it to be a man, called out in Italian, On

lie devo passer ? it answered Passa and

when he asked, Qui ? But as the waters

formed a deep whirlpool there, and made a

great noise, he was terrified, and again

asked, Devo passar qui 7 the eclio returned,

Passa uui. He repeated the same question

often, and still had the same answer. Terri

fied with the fear of being obliged to swim,

in case he attempted to pass, and it being a

dark and tempestuous night, he concluded

that his respondent was some evil spirit that

wanted to entice him into the torrent. He

therefore returned, and on relating his story

to Cardan, was convinced by him that it

was no demon but only the sport of nature."

The author next proceeds to the descrip

tion of. such instruments as produce music

by the rotation of a cylinder ; and mentions

one, in the form of a star, in the church of

a monastery of St. Fulda, so contrived, as,

by the motion of a cylinder round its axis,

to produce music from a number of small

bells. He then describes an instrument ! '

resemble, in its sound, a concert of viols.

This was, in fact, a harpsichord with a cir

cular belly, under which was a wheel, one-

sixth part of which rose above the bell;;

the strings, which were of the intestines of

animals, like those of the harp, were straued

into contact with the edge of this who.

and being rubbed with powdered rasa,

produced the tone he speaks of.

Kircher mentions, as a contrivance of las

own, the JEolian harp, which he describe!

,at considerable length. But although tt

might have been ignorant of the fact, >•.

Dunstan is said, by Fuller, to have had ok

which must have been of a nature verj atJ-

lar to Kircher's. In this book it is dial «<

gives an account of the celebrated hydraulic

organ of Vitruvius, which no one has hithertJ

been able to comprehend.

The tenth book is on the subject of il

logical music, as Kircher bas termed it, ami

the chief intention of it is to demonstrate the

harmony of the four elements and of li*

planetary system. The author endearoun

to prove that the principles of harmony ai

discoverable in the proportions ofour bodies,

in the passions of the mind, and even in tie

seven sacraments of the church of Homf-

From these he proceeds to the considerati*

of political and metaphysical harmony ; anJ.

in conclusion, to that harmony, if any osf

can understand what he means by it, »W'

subsists in the several orders of intellect^'

beings, and which is consummated in d*

union between God and the universe.

In the year 1673, Kircher published bis

"Phonurgia Nova," a work in which u*

explains the nature, properties, and eftcts

of sound.
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In this work the author gives a very cir

cumstantial account of that useful instru

ment, called by us the speaking trumpet,

toe invention of which he claims as his

ovn. Of the power of this trumpet, he

tap, that with one of fifteen palms in length,

he and some companions made themselves

beard from different stations, at the dis

tance of two, three, four, and five Italian

miles.

To speak in general terms of the works

of Kircber, they are chiefly either on sub

ject! of the most remote antiquity, or on

snch as, from their nature, seem to elude

ill inquiry ; notwithstanding this, the world

is under great obligations to him for the

"Hmrgia Universalis." In availing him-

sl! of the researches of other learned men,

ud ofall the assistance that he could possibly

asm from an extensive correspondence,

aal the communications of persons eminent

both in the theory and practice of music, he

b*s been able to exhibit such a fund of in-

strjetion and entertainment, such a variety

o! carious particulars relative to the prin

ciples and gradual progress of the science,

fcut such a number of curious anecdotes

respecting the professors of his own time,

•ad the opinions entertained of their works,

tkat we know not which to admire most, his

ujenuity or his industry.

Notwithstanding the merits of Kircber,

as "Musurgia," soon after its publication,

ciiderwent most severe censures from Mei-

Wius, a German writer of considerable

celebrity.

KIRCHIIOF, (Gottfutko) an organist

at Halle, died in 1746. He published, at

Amsterdam, a work called "L'A,B, C,

Mtuical."

K1RCHHOFF, a Saxon harpist, was ce

lebrated in Denmark and Russia, in the

Utter half of the last century. He wrote

much music for his instrument.

K1RCHNER, (Joiiann Heinrich) a

singer at Rudolstadt in the year 1799, pub

lished, early in the present century, at Arm

" Theoretuch-practisches Handbuik

:" einem fur kuaflige Landschullehrer

Wbgen Mufikatitchcn Unterrkht," and

"12 Arien zum Gebrauch fur Singchore

inPartitur, Ire undlte Sammlung."

KIRKMAN, a composer of piano-forte

music, resident in London in the latter half

of the last century. He published, among

other works, " Duets for the Piano-forte,"

Op. 5, (Preston.) " Trots Sonat. A quatre

Mains, et une a deux Cemp." Amsterdam.

" Three Sonatasfor the Harpsichord, with

V." Op. 8, (Preston.) "Sonata for the Piano-

Forte," (Clementi.) "Duets for the Piano-

Forte," (dementi.) He also published

"Eight Ballads," dedicated to the Mar

chioness of Salisbury, Op. 10, (Clementi);

and in conjunction with Keeble, "Forty

Interludes, to be played between the Verses

ofthe Psalms"

KIRMAIRor KIRMAY, (Wolfgang)

chamber-musician to a nobleman at Munich,

was known by his composition of serenatas,

notturnos, and other violin music. He

died in 1795.

KIRMAIR (Fbiedrich Joseph) was,

in 1803, appointed chamber-musician to the

duke of Saxe-Gotha. He is celebrated as a

pianist, and performed in public in almost

all the large towns of the continent. In

1795, he was appointed music-master to

the late queen of Prussia. His works for

the piano-forte are numerous, and have been

chiefly published at Berlin and Offenbach.

The following are among his more favourite

compositions : "Deux Sonat. pour Clav,, V.

Oblig., et B., ad lib., composes de divers

1'himes et Passages tire's de F Opera 'La Ft.

Magitpie,' arranges par les Amateurs"

Op. 9, Offenbach. "Trots Sonat. progress,

pour le Clav. avec V. et P." Op. 8, Offenbach.

" Or. Sonat. avec Acc. Oblig." Op. 21,

Offenbach. " Gr. Sonat. avec V. Oblig. et

IS. ad lib." Offenbach. " Sonat. avec Acc.

de V. et B." Op. 23, Offenbach. " Trots

Sonat. pour les Amateurs," Op. 12, Offen

bach. " Sonat. avec un Toccato pour le

Clav. dans le Stile de Clementi," Op. 17,

Offenbach. The above are all imported by

Messrs. Boosey and Co.

KIRNBERGER, (Johann Phiup) a

native of Berlin, was a pupil of Sebastian

Bach, and possessed great musical learning.
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His knowledge of counterpoint and of

all the laws and subtilties of canon and

fugue, are indisputable ; but in his compo

sitions he is often dry and crude, and he

appears to have been perpetually striving at

new passages and effects, with which his

invention did not very liberally supply him.

He died in the year 1783. His principal

works were theoretical and didactic, and

are as follows :

"Die kunst dcs reinen satzes, tyc." i. e.

the art of pure composition explained on

certain principles and by means of ex

amples, 1774. " Grundsatze des General-

basses, tfc." u e. principles of thorough

bass, forming the first elements of composi

tion, 1781, with many plates. " Gedanhen

fiber die verschiedenen lehrarten, Sfc." i. e.

ideas on the different methods of composi

tion, 1782. " Anleitung zur sing hompo-

sition mit oden in verschiedenen sylbenma-

sen," i. e. instructions for learning vocal

composition, 1782. " Die wahren grund

satze zum gcbrauck der Harmonic," i. e.

principles of harmony, &c. 1773. This

last work is attributed to Kirnberger by

Kollmann, and the editors of the Diet. Hist,

des Musiciens, but by Gerber it is said to

be from the pen of Schulzen. The chief of

the musical articles in the first volume of

Sutler's Theory of the Fine Arts, were also

written by Kirnberger. His practical

works are chiefly sacred.

KIHSTEN, (FnrEDRicii) an organist at

Dresden, published, between the years

1770 and 1797, several operas of piano

forte music, also " Licdcr fiir gesellige und

einsame Freuden t>edichtet von Fr. Voigt

undfurs Clavier gesetzt," Hamburgh.

KIRSTEN, (Michael) organist at Bres-

lau, died in 1742. He wrote some church

music.

KITTEL, (Christoph) court-organist

and composer at Dresden, published there,

in 1657, twelve canticles for four voices.

KITTEL, (Johann Christian) organ

ist at Erfurt, was born there in 1732. He

was a pupil of the great Sebastian Bach,

and in all respects worthy of his master.

He published " 6 Sons, furs Klavier,"

1787. " Veriindereingen vber das lied

'Xicht so traurig, nicht so sehr,'fSrt Kla

vier," 1797. " Der angehendc practische

Organist oder anweisung zum Zueckmatzi-

gen grbrauch der Orgel bey Gottesverth-

rungen in beyspielen, Erste abetheilung"

Erfurt, 1801. " Der angehendc practische

Organist. Zweyte abtheilung," Erfurt,

1803. " Neues Choralbuch 200 thrill

beziffcrte, theils vierstimmig ausgesitilt

Chorale, desgteichen Heine vorspiele n-

thaltend," Altona, 1803. "Hymme a* des

jahrhundert, vierstimmig," Hamburgh,

1801. " Der angehendc practische Organ

ist. Dritte und letzte abtheilung," Ham

burgh, 1808. *' Grosse Praludien fir Si

orgel, 2d abtheilungen," Leipsic. Kisd

died at Erfurt, in the year 1809.

KLACKEL, (Stefhan or Paten) di!-

pel-master at Prague, was born in 1753.

He was an excellent violinist, and was

heard in most of the capitals of Europe.

He died in 1788.

KLA8S, a German instrumental com

poser, published at Breslau, in 1786, "£»

Bratschcnconcert," Op. 1, and " Ein

linconccrt," Op. 2.

KLAUSER, a musician, probably resi

dent at Vienna, published there, about t!«

year 1800, " Douze Variations pour A"

Violous sur ' O mcin lieber augustin,' " ard

"Huit Variations pour deux Violous et Bus,

sur ' Es klingct so herrlich, Xo. 2.' "

KLEE13ERG, (C. G.) an organist tod

composer at Gera, in Upper Saxony, pub

lished, among other works, " Trois Dm

/)0!/r deux Violons," Op. 1, 1794, ui

" Tanze am Klavier," Op. 6. He died in

1811.

KLEIN, (Jacob) an instrumental com

poser, published at Amsterdam, about tot

year 1720, "Six Sonales d HantboU tl

B. C" Op. 1. "6 Dergl." Op. 2, acJ

" Six Senates d une B. de Violun et B. C

Op. 3.

KLEIN, (Johann Joseph) orsuistat

Eisenburg, published at Gera, in 1783, a

work entitled "Versuch eines lehrhuchi,

tfc." i. e. an essay towards systematic in

struction in practical music. In 178*
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appeared his " Choralbuch mit eimcn vorbcr-

iekte, l[c." i. e. a choral book, with an

iotroduetion relative to that style of music

in the church service. He also published

u Vortchlage zur verbesserung tier gewShn-

Uehtn Singschulen in Deutschland,"

Leips.Mus. Zeit. 1799, No. 30. " Ueber

iit Tonzeichen, nebst vnrschlag einer klei-

nrx verandernng in absicht der benennnng

in Tune," Leips. Mus. Zeit. 1799, No. 41.

" l-rhrbuch tier theoretischen Musih in sys-

trmalischer ordnttng entivorfen von u. s.

v. mil htpfern," I^ipsic und Gera, 1801.

The plates in this work consist of scales

and passages for most wind instruments.

Lastly, " Neues vollslaudiges choralbuch

zum gebrauch beym Goltesdiens/e, nebsl

tntm hurxen vorbericht von dcr Choral

Mui." Rudolstadt, 1802.

KLEIN, (Heinrich) a professor of mu-

•ic at Presburg, in Hungary, was a pupil of

Kirnberger, and is an excellent pianist. He

bas written many masses, besides other

vocal and instrumental music. The last of

his compositions which we have heard of,

*« dated in the year 1800.

KLEIXE. (Andreas) a celebrated or

ganist, was born in Thuringia in 1650. He

composed some church and dramatic music,

and died at Copenhagen.

KLEINHEINZ, (Franz Xaver) a

pianist, who first resided at Vienna, and

latterly at Pest, in Hungary. He is con

sidered in Germany as an excellent com

poser. The following are among his prin

cipal compositions : " Trois Sonates pour It

CUn. avec V. obi.," Offenbach, 1789.

" Far. swr 'La vi damn la ntano. Sec' pour U

Clav." " Var. sur ' Ein Madchen odrr Weib-

'hm, tfc' Ao. 2," Offenbach, 1797. "Douze

l ur.four le C'la^. sur ' Chaste Fitle dt La

tent, ftc' de Gtuch, No. 3." " Douze Var.

F»«r U Clav.," Op. 4, Vienna, 1799. " Gr.

Senate jmtr le Clav.," Op. 5, Vienna,

1800. " Sonale pour le Clav.," Op. 6,

Vienna, 1800. "Sonale pour le Clav.,"

l>p.7, Vienna, 1801. "Deux Sonates

<*mr U CJtsv., avec V." Op. 8, Vienna.

• Trie pour Clav., V., ou Clar. et B„"

Dp. 13. " Sonale a i/uatre Mains pour le

you ii.

Clav.," Op. 12, Vienna, 1803. " Hektors

Abschied, der Handschuh, die Erwartung,

alle drey mit Begleitung der Klaviers."

"Der Kampf,f'ir Gesang mit Ktavierbeg-

leitung," and " Trois gr. Sonates pour P.

F." Op. 17, Leipsie.

KLEINKNECHT, (Jobann Wolf-

gano) concert-master to the margrave of

Anspach, was born at Ulm in 1715. He

commenced his studies of gymnastics in that

town, and there acquired the extensive at

tainments which he afterwards displayed.

His father instructed him in music, and he

made such wonderful progress, that at eight

years old he played the violin before the

duke of Wurtemburg, and at different

courts, where he was generally admired.

Encouraged by his first success, he resolved

to devote himself entirely to music. Chance

favoured his design. The duke of Wur

temburg named him, in 1773, his chamber-

musician, and sent him in this capacity to

his chapel at Stuttgard, where Brecianello,

one of the first violinists of his time, was

then chapel-master. He was the first model

upon which young Kleinknecht attempted

to form himself.

After the death of the duke, he travelled

to different courts, and obtained a situation

as violinist at the chapel of Eisenach. Here

the consort of the margrave ofBayreuth heard

and engaged him for a fete, to be given on

the birthday of the margrave. The comforts

he observed at this court, and the favour

showed him by the prince, made him forget

Eisenach, and he accepted the situation of

concert-master at Bayreuth. About this

time he became acquainted with Benda,

and his style pleased him so much that he

adopted it. His first enthusiasm being

evaporated, he remembered the duke of

Eisenach, who had treated him so kindly,

and began to reproach himself with in

gratitude for having left his patron without

permission. With the design of atoning

for his fault, he feigned a desire to visit

again the different musical academies, and

demanded his dismissal. As soon as he ob

tained it, he went to Eisenach to offer his

services to his old master, who received

c 17
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them with undiminished kindness. He em

ployed the time he remained there (till the

death of the duke) in cultivating his talents.

He was then made leader of the excellent

orchestra of the theatre of Dresden, for

which Hasse composed, and filled this station

with the greatest Mat till his death, which

happened in 1775. He was considered a

very good leader.

KLEINKNECHT, (Jacob Friedrich)

second son of the preceding, was born at

Ulm in 1722. He published many instru

mental compositions, and was chapel master

to the court of Anspach at the time of his

death, which took place there in 1794.

KLEMME, (Joiiann) a Saxon by birth,

and a celebrated organist and church musi

cian, was patronised for his early profici

ency in music by Christian II., elector

of Saxony. That prince committed him to

the tuition of the ablest masters in the court

of Dresden, and he was instructed and

maintained at his expense for nearly six

years, when the elector died. Fortunately

for Klemme, the succeeding elector was

also a lover of music ; and observing his

desire for improvement, he placed him for

further instruction under Christian Erbach,

an organist and composer at Augsburg,

with whom he studied three years. At the

expiration of this term he returned to Dres

den, and was soon afterwards appointed

master of the electoral chapel, and organist

to the elector.

The works of Klemme are thirty -six for

the organ, composed after the manner of

voluntaries, and published at Dresden in

the year 1631. He was likewise the author

of a set of spiritual madrigals, in the Ger

man language, for four, five, and six voices,

anil he assisted in the publication of the se

cond part of the SympAonier Sacra of Schutz.

Klemme is considered to have been one of

the most skilful harmonists of his time.

KLENGEL, (A. A.) a German com

poser, residing in Austria. In the review

of his " 6 Notturni" for the piano-forte,

the editor of the quarterly musical journal

speaks very highly of Klengel, whose com

positions, he says, remind him of Haydn.

{Musical Review, vol. iv. p. 117.) Among

his works are, "Premier Concert, en Si, ntc

OrcA. ou deux V., T., et Vc" Op. 4. *' Js

Suisse pour P. F. et Clav." Op. 30. " ft-

vcrlissemenl," Op.6. •'Hondo Militain,"

Op. 12. " La Promenade sur Mcr ittltr-

rompue par la Temptte, Souvenir fltalii"

Op. 19. " Rondo Pastoral," Op. 20.

" Fantaisie sur un Air Cosaque," Op. 22-

" Fantaisie sur un Air Russe," Op. 25.

" Rondo si.rieme," Op. 26. " ■«"«<*>

huitiime," Op. 28. " Quime Sonatim

faciles et progressives." " Variations rf1**

Andante," Op. 16. "Variations d'un Tti*>

tir4 de Figaro," Op.17. (All from Wesrii

Cat.)

KLES, (F.) a German instrumental cos-

poser, has published some violin conceit*

at Breslau, since the year 1786.

KLETZINSKY, (Johann) an iMt*

mental composer of some eminence, reside

at Vienna in the latter part of the last ca-

tury, and published there several opera

violin music.

KLIMBATH, a German musician, re

sident at Paris, published there, about tin

year 1780, " Rccueil de petits Airs pour i

ClavMn," Op. 1.

KLINGENBRUNNER (G.) publish!*

at Leipsic, in 1802, "Quince Variation!

la Flute, sur un Theme d'Alcina," Op.1-

KLINGENSTEIN, (Berhhard) d«f

tor of the music at Augsburg in the jest

1600. He published many sacred cor ;

sitions for the church.

KLOCKENBRING, (Friedrich Af

nold) secretary to a government office it

Hanover, published there, in 1 787, a w«*

entitled " Aussetzungen verschiedenen,ttc"

in which may be found the following d»

sertations : 1st, On the state of music it

the countries newly discovered in the Soati

Seas, and especially on the difference

the system of intervals of those people Iras

our harmonic rules. 2dly, A letter on tit

question, If young persons in the his*"

ranks of society ought to learn music'

3dly, The answer of a lady to the prrcohas

letter. Klockenbring was a very celebrate!

musical amateur. He died in 1795.
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KLOFFLEB or KLOPFFLER, (Jo-

>ara FsuonicH) an instrumental com

poser, published many works for the flute,

rious, md piano-forte. He died at Stein-

fbrt about the year 1792.

KLOPP. A composer of this uame was

known at Vienna, in 1799, by " 6 Quartetli

ilr.,T.,e Vc"

KLOSE, (F. G.) a pianist, who resided

for some time at St. Petersburg, about the

year 1790. He published there several

concertos, and some other works for his

instrument,

KLOSE, (F. J.) a native of London, is

the son of a well-known professor, much

fctfeeroed and highly respected in the musi

cal circles of the metropolis, from whom he

on; received the first rudiments of a musi

cal education. He afterwards studied com-

• '.ua and the piano-forte under a variety

C lusters, among the principal of whom

*u the late celebrated Francesco Tomich.

Klose is an able instrumental performer,

>-i has been a member of most of the or-

itras in Londou, particularly of the

King's theatre, and concert of ancient mu

sic, the whole of which, with the exception,

*e believe, of the last, he has resigned, to

c*vote himself exclusively to teaching and

composition. As a piano-forte teacher, we

•'■•>'* of few who excel him in the art of

imparting that sure elementary foundation,

« which (where there is ability) the

grandest superstructure may afterwards be

raised. As a composer, he is most esteemed

lor facile works, of a description calculated

to promote the above end. He also excels

in ballads of a pathetic and sentimental

east, of which several have acquired some

degree of celebrity, as for instance, "The

'vc had been washed," by Cowper ; " My

•«h'w Umd, good night," by Lord Byron ;

and " Canst thou bid my heart forget,"

from Glenarvon, ftc. &c. He is likewise

•he author of several ballets and detached

pieces which have been performed with

success at the King's theatre. The eata

ble «f his works is too extensive for in

sertion in this place, but the following are,

(in addition to the above) we believe,

among the most useful and popular of hit

publications : " Practical Hints far acquir

ing Thorough-bass." "Instruction Book

for P. F." " Sonatina for P. F. and Vio

lin, No. 1." " Sonatina for P. F. and Vio

lin, No. 2." " Sonatina for P. F, and Vio

lin, No. 3." " Sonatina for P. F. and

Violin, No. 4." " Grand Sonata for P. F.,

Ft., and Viollo." " Sonatina for P. F. and

V., No. 5." " Sonatina for P.F. and V^

No. 6." " Fourth Divertimento, with

Henri Quatre,for P. F. and Ft, or Horn."

" Preludesfor P. F." " Grand Overture,

performed at King's Theatre, FU Acc."

" Isabel." " The Wild Rose of Dijon."

" The Psychean Waltz." " Selected Me

lodies, Book 1." "Selected Melodies,

Booh 2." " Selected Melodies, Booh 3."

" Selected Melodies, Hibernian, Booh 1."

" Selected Melodies, Caledonian, Book

1." " Selected Melodies, Cambrian, Book

1." " Selected Melodies, French, (Duets)

Books 1 and 2." " L'Esprit du Moment,

l(c" " Let Desguisemens Amoureux,

grand Ballet, performed at the King's

Theatre, in six Numbers." " The Rose,"

sung by Mrs. Ashe. *' Waters of Elle,"

from Glenarvon, No. 1. " Elinor's Song,"

from Glenarvon. " Forget me not," tang by

Mrs. Ashe. "Rosa's Harp of Love."

" The home of my childhood." " When

the bloom on thy cheek." " Monody,"

tec.

KLUGLING, organist of the church of

St. Peter and St. Paul at Dantzic, in

1782. He was considered among the best

composers of his time on the organ and

harpsichord, in the style of Schobert.

KNAFEL, (Joseph Leopolo) a musi

cian, probably resident at Vienna, is

known by the following compositions:

" Sept Variations pour le Clav. sur le

Chaur des Papagenos," Vienna, 1799.

" Six Variations pour la Harpe, sur le

Tczo. 'Pria ch' io Cimpegno,' " Vienna,

1 799 : and " Recueil pour la Harpe a cro

chets, Cah. 1," 1803.

KNAPTON (Pmtir) was born at York

in the year 1788. He received his musical

education under the late Dr. Hague, pro
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fessor of music in the university of Cam

bridge, after which he returned to his na

tive city, where he now resides. He has

published " Three Sonatas for the Piano

forte," and various other works for the

voice, the piano-forte, and the harp, which

have been favourably received by the pub

lic : of these, his song, " There be none of

beauty's daughters," and his " Mrs. Mac-

donald," " Greek Air," " Caller Herring,"

&c. for the piano-forte are generally known.

He has composed several overtures for a

full band, piano-forte concertos, &c. which

are still in manuscript.

KNECHT, (Justin Heinbich) master

of a Lutheran school, and director of the

music at Biberach, in Suabia, was born there

in 1752. His father was his first master

in music, who, however, was not sufficiently

versed in the science to do more for his son

than teach him a few songs and tunes on the

violin. Cramer, organist of the Catholic

church in the same town, first taught young

Knecht the principles of composition, in

which he made such progress as, at the end

of six months, to render his master's further

services unnecessary. At the age oftwelve

he made his first public attempt at com

position by an opera entitled " Abel und

Cain." The genius which he evinced in

this work attracted the notice of the privy-

counsellor Wieland, who felt the liveliest

interest for the young composer, and not

only encouraged him to continue his studies,

but admitted him into his household, where

he had access to the works of the greatest

masters, and was also taught the Italian

language. From this time, Knecht fami

liarized himseff with the sacred, dramatic,

and chamber music of the most celebrated

composers of the various countries of

Europe, increasing, duriug the same period,

his theoretical knowledge by the perusal of

the best didactic works. He further taught

himself the flute, hautboy, horn, and trum

pet ; but the delicacy of his lungs obliged

him soon afterwards to renounce these in

struments. In 1768, he went to the colle

giate church of Esslingen, where he con

tinued the study of music under Schmidt,

then chapeUmaster of that churcli. Here

the lessons on the organ of Schmidt, vtA

the perusal of the scores of Bach.Marpurg,

and Graun, served to complete his taste,

and to develope those talents for which he

afterwards became so eminent. After having

remained three years at Esslingen, he pre

pared to go to the university, when Doll,

director of the music in his native tows,

resigned his office, on account of his ad

vanced age, and young Knecht, then only

nineteen, was unanimously chosen his suc

cessor. He has since, we believe, resided

almost continually at Biberach, and has

published, chiefly at Leipsic and Munich, a

great variety of theoretical and practical

works for the organ and piano-forte. Amot;

these are the following : " The Musial

Portrait of Nature, a Gr.Symph." "Skirt

practical Piano-forte School, consisting if

Exercises and easy Pieces in the most usul

Major and Minor Modes, with nutrhl

Fingers and written-outGraces,four Hooks.''

" Complete School for the Organ, for Be

ginners and those farther advanced, i»

three Parts, forming one thick Vohan

folio." " Organ Piecesfor Beginners ni

Practitioners, No. 1 ." " New and compUl'

Collection of all kinds of Preludes, Haalii,

Fantaisies, Versettes, Fugettes, and Fugtti,

for Beginners anil such as are more ad

vanced on the Organ and Piano, -Vs. 1,

containing the Major Key of C." " Ditto,

No. 2, in the Minor Key of C." " Dili',

No. 3, in the Major Key of D." " Ditf.

No. 4, in the Minor Key of li." " Ditto,

No. 5, in the Major Key of E Jlol "

" Ditto, No. 6, in the Minor Key of £•"

" The 23d Psalm, for four Voices and Or

chestra." And " Mirjam and DtborsK

from the tenth Canto of Klopitoci'i

' Messiah.' " (All the above from Boos*y'»

Catalogue.)

KNIGHT, (Edward, jun.) a youn?

English composer. His Op. 1 , " Kitty Cle

ver, with Variations for the Piano-fortt."

was published, in 1822, at Goulding's, and

is said to be indicative of talent,

KNOEP, (Lvdj-.ii) an organist and

composer of light instrumental music, re
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sided at Bremen in the middle of the seven

teenth century.

KXUPFER, (Sebastian) a singer and

director of the music at Leipsic, was born

in 1633. Some of his compositions for the

church were much celebrated in Germany.

He died in 1676.

KNYVETT, (Charles) eldest son of

the late Mr. Knyvett, organist to his ma

jesty, is the immediate descendant and

representative of sir John Knyvett, of the

county of Norfolk, who, in the reign of

James I., arrested Guy Fawkes, and

for that service was created lord Knyvett,

baron Eskrigg or Askrigg: the family is

ancient, and can be traced to William the

Conqueror. Charles Knyvett received the

vocal department of his musical education

under the late sir William Parsons, and stu

died the organ and piano under S. Webbe.

He was appointed organist to the parish

church of St. George, Hanover-square, in

1802. He was also a director of the Vocal

concerts in Hanover-square, conjointly with

his brother, W. Knyvett, and Messrs. Grea-

torex and Bartleman. He is at present

engaged, principally as a teacher of tho

rough-bass and the piano-forte, in London,

m which capacity he is very eminent.

KNYVETT, (William) younger bro

ther of the preceding, is an eminent coun

tertenor singer, equally admired for the

•weetness of his voice aud the high finish

and delicacy of his style in part singing.

This gentleman and his brother are among

the very few English singers remarkable for

correctness in the musical enunciation of

the words of our language. He first com

menced orchestral singing at the concert of

ancient music about the year 1795, since

*hich period he has assisted in all the

most important concerts and music meet

ings in London and the provincial towns.

As * writer of glees, his productions are

airy and elegant.

KOBELIUS, (Johannes Ait.vstinus)

a German chapel-master at a town near

Halle, was born in 1674. He wrote several

operas for the German theatres between 1716

*oi 1729. He died at Weissenfels in 1731.

KOBRICHT, (Johann Anton) organist

at Landsberg, in Bavaria, between the

years 1748 and 1767. He published at

Nuremburg and Augsburg thirteen operas,

consisting chiefly of harpsichord and organ

music. The last of his publications that

we have heard of was dated in the year

1788.

KOCH, (Anton Albkeciit) chapel-

master to the prince of Bernstadt, resided

chiefly at Breslau, and published many

operas and other music. He died at Oels

in 1745.

KOCH, (Heinrich Christoph) cham

ber-musician to the prince of Scliwartzburg

Uudolstadt, was born in 1748 at Rudol-

stadt, and in the year 1772 was sent by his

prince to Weimar, to complete his studies

on the violin under the celebrated Goepfert,

then principal chamber-musician at that

court. Koch published, in 1782, at Ru-

dolstadt, '* Versuch ciner anleilung zur

Mia, Composition," (first volume) which is

considered a work of great merit and per

spicuity. The second volume appeared in

1787, and the third in 1793. "Journal

der Tonkunst," first and second parts,

1795. " Trauertantate," 1790. " Kan-

tate bey der glucklichen Zumchhunft der

beyden Prinzen," 1790. " Die stimme der

Freude in Hygeens haine," 1790. And

lastly, his most celebrated work, " Musi-

halisches Lexicon, welches die theoretischc

und praktische tonkunst, encyclopadiscfi

bearbeitet, alle alten und neucn kunstwor-

ter crkliirt, und dir nlten und neuen In-

strumentc beschrieben enthSlt," Frankfort,

1802.

KOCH, (Johann A. C.) director of the

opera buffa at Potsdam, in 1774. He was

a good violinist and performer on the double

bass. He composed some dramatic music,

and translated into German the French

opera, " Le B&cheron," music by Philidor.

KOEHLER, (Gottlieb Heinrich) a

musician at Leipsic, has published, since

the year 1789, at the above town and at

Dresden, various light instrumental pieces

for the piano-forte, violin, flute, &c, also

several collections of songs.
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KOELLNEH., (Bernharb Wilhelm)

author of " Specim. Acad, de principiis

Harmonics Musica," Londini Gothorum,

1777.

KOELLNER, (W. M. L.) a German

composer of vocal and instrumental music

subsequently to the year 1791.

KOENIG, (R. G.) author of " Lieder

mil Melodien filrt Klavier," 1788.

KOENIG, (Johann MO of Ellrich, in

Prussia, published, in 1782, 1783, and 1784,

some vocal and dramatic music.

KOENIGSBERGER, (R. S. Maria-

nus) a Benedictine monk, published at

Augsburg, between the years 1740 and

1760, twenty-two operas of vocal and in

strumental music. Some of these operas

contain six masses, others six litanies.

KOENIGSLOW, (Johann Wilhelm

von) organist at Lubec, was born in Lu-

bec in 1745. He has composed and ar

ranged much sacred music.

KOENIGSPERGER, (R. F. Maria-

xus.) See Koeniosberger.

KOERBER, (Ionaz) chamber-musician

and performer on the horn to the duke of

Saxe-Gotha, was born at Mentz about the

year 1744, and was very celebrated on his

instrument. He resided during many years

at Paris, where he rivalled the celebrated

Punto. In 1785, he established a music

warehouse at Gotha. It is said, that late

in life he changed his instrument for the

bassoon, on which he arrived to an equal

degree of eminence.

KOERNER, (J. Wilhelm) a flutist at

Cassel, published several works for his

instrument, at Offenbach, about the year

1798.

KOHL, (Leopold) a German musician,

resident at Paris, published some instru

mental music there since the year 1784.

KOHLER, (H.) a German composer,

resident in England. He published, in

1821, " Variations for the Piano-forte and

Flutr Obligate, on the favourite Cavatina

' Di tanti palpiti.' " This work is well

spoken of in the Quarterly Musical Re

view, vol. iii. p. 362.

KOLB, (Johakn Baptist) a musician

at Furtb, near Nuremburg, wis bora in

1743. He was a pupil of the great Haydn,

and published at Paris, about 1782, ni

violin quartets. Many of his manuscript

publications are to be found at Hamburgh.

KOLBE, (Johann Karl) charrber-

musician to the king of Prussia at Potsdam,

published some esteemed piano-forte music

in 1793 and 1794.

KOLBERER, (Cajetanus) a Benedic

tine monk in Bavaria, and composer of

sacred music in the early part of the last

century.

KOLLMAN, (Augustus Fredemct

Charles) organist of his majesty's German

chapel, St. James's, was born in the yea!

1756 at Engelbostel, a village near Hat-

over, where his father was organist ami

schoolmaster. Though the son was intended

for a similar station in life, he benefited bj

the opportunity of learning Latin with the

son of the pastor of his village ; and from

the age of fourteen he frequented, durin*

two years, the gymnasium at Hanoter, in

the second class. The succeeding five yean

He passed partly with his parents and part!;

at Hanover, where he learnt music of J. C

Boettner, an able organist in J. S. Bach's

style.

In 1779, he was admitted into the aca

demy (improperly called seminary) for in

tended schoolmasters to the electorate, no*

kingdom, of Hanover. Here he learnt thai

methodical and systematical manner of

teaching, which has been very advantage

ous to him, not only in school instruction,

but also in teaching music, and particularly

in writing his musical treatises : he, at the

same time, constantly heard or assisted

Boettner on the organ of the principal

church, (marktkirche) also entirely offici

ated for him during six weeks that he «*

ill. At the end of 1781 he went to Lane

a Protestant establishment for noble ladtfl.

still called a convent, near Luneburg, where

he had been appointed organist and school

master, and had the encouragement of meet

ing with much approbation. But his late

majesty commanding that a person should

be sent by the Hanoverian government to Hi
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lie place of organist and schoolmaster at

the royal German chapel, St. James's,

Kollman was fixed on, and, in consequence

of his new appointment, arrived in London

in the autumn of 1782.

Here, though the school took him up

part of four days every vieek, it left him

sufficient time for attending to musical

pursuits, as his publications will evince.

Since the demise of her late majesty queen

Charlotte, the school has been altogether

discontinued. With respect to music,

though Kollman has in this country ap

plied himself principally to its theoretical

department, he has still found some time

for practical composition, and giving in

unctions in the science. His works divide

ihenuelves into three classes, namely, first,

theoretical works, and other musical wri-

'afs; secondly, theoretico-practical works,

king compositions with theoretical expla

nations ; and thirdly, practical works only.

A distinct analysis of the contents of the

first class of his works is given in the au-

tbor's " Quarterly Musical Register," Nos.

1 ud 2. The following is a list of the

hooks : 1. " Art Essay on Musical Har-

«wy," folio, London, 1796. 2. " A new

Theory of Musical Harmony," folio, Lon

don, 1806 ; and a second improved edition

of it in 1812. 3. " An Essay on Practical

Composition," folio, London, 1799 ; and a

second improved edition of it in 1812. 4.

" A Second Practical Guide to Thorough-

iwj," folio, London, 1807. KB. This

supersedes the first guide, and is not a

second part of it. 5. " The Quarterly

Musical Register," Nos. 1, 2, octavo, 1812.

6. " Bemerhungen, Remarks on what Mr,

J. B. Istgicr calls his new System of Mli

neal Education" in the Musicalische Zei-

tung of Leipsic, 1821 ; and a sequel to the

same, in the intelligent! blatt to the said

Zeitang, No. 3, March, 1822. The second

class, or theoretico-practical works, are :

1. " Twelve Analyzed Fugues for two

Performers, with double Counterpoints in

'It Intervals, and Introductory Explana

tions? Op. 10, second edition, London,

1823. 2. «' The Melody of the Hundredth

Psalm, with Examples and Directions for

a hundred different Harmonies, in four

Parts," Op. 9, London, 1809. 3. " An In

troduction to extemporary Modulation,"

Op. 11, London, 1820. 4. *' The First

Beginning on the Piano-forte, according

to an improved Method of teaching Be

ginners," Op. 5, London, 1796. 5. " An

Analyzed Symphony for the Piano-forte,

Violin, and Bass," Op. 8, London, 1789. 6.

" A Rondo on the Chord of the diminished

Seventh," one sheet, 1810. Of the third

class, the principal work is, " Concerto for

the Piano-forte and an Orchestra, with the

Cadences, as performed in public by Master

Kollman," Op. 8, 1804.

KOLLMAN, (G. A.) son of the pre

ceding, is an eminent pianist, especially

admired for the richness and variety of his

extemporary performance. He has composed

many very beautiful canzonets, few of

which have, as yet, been given to the pub

lic, though, we are happy to be informed,

that it is the intention of the author shortly

to publish some of them.

KONINCK, (Servaas di) a Dutch

composer, died at Amsterdam about 1720.

He published several collections of songs

and some motets.

KONIZEK, a celebrated violinist at

Prague, flourished about the year 1722.

He was the master of the renowned A. F.

Benda.

KOPPRASCH, a German performer on

the bassoon, and composer for his instru

ment, towards the latter end of the last

century.

KOSELUCH. See Koieluch.

KOSPOTH, (Otto Carl Erdmann

Freyher von) chamberlain to the Prussian

court, and canon at Magdeburg, was one

of the most distinguished musical amateurs

of Berlin. He published several vocal

works for the church and theatre, also some

instrumental music. His compositions bear

date from the year 1787 to 1798.

KOSSLOWSKY, (J.) chapel-master to

the last king of Poland at Warsaw. He

followed his royal master into Prussia, and

on bis decease, shortly afterwards, wrote
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ine music for his funeral. He subsequently

was appointed inspector of the imperial

chapel at St. Petersburg, and in 1804 the

funeral music which he wrote for the king

was performed by the whole band of the

imperial chapel on the death of Giarnovichi,

Madame Mara taking the principal solo

part. Kosslowsky has also published some

songs, and collections of Polonoises.

KOTTOWSKY, (Geobc Wiiiielm)

chamber-musician and flutist at Dessau,

was an eminent pupil of Quarz. He died

at the above town in 1785.

KOTZYVARE or KOCZWARA,

(Franz.) This musician was born in

Prague, and came to Loudon about the

year 1791, after which he published some

songs and instrumental music.

KOZELUCH (Leopold) was born in

Bohemia in 1753, and resided during the

greater part of his life at Vienna. He has

written a great number of concertos, sonatas,

and other pieces for the piano-forte ; and

his works first became celebrated in Eng

land in the year 1785, by the neat and

accurate execution of them by Mademoi

selle Paradies, the blind performer on the

harpsichord.

They are in general very excellent, pos

sessing solidity, good taste, and correct

harmony. Those of his sonatas, with obli-

gato accompaniments for a violin and vio

loncello, are eminent for their taste, ele

gance, and propriety, for tbe adagios, and

the art with which the passages are varied

to suit the characters of the several instru

ments. The following list contaius Koze-

luch's principal works :

Vocal : " Maxet" a French comic

opera. " Didone Abantlonnata," a serious

Italian opera. "Mose in Egitto" an ora

torio, 1787 : this was performed at Vienna,

for the benefit of the widows of musicians,

by an orchestra of five hundred performers.

Many ariettes for Italian operas. Many

choruses and ariettes for German operas.

Many cantatas ; among which latter are,

*' Complaintc sur la Mart tie Marie-Thirese,

P'">r le Clavtlcin," 1781. " Joseph le Uicn-

faileur dt tHumaniti, ttn extraii pour le

Clav." " Cantate sur la Demouelie ie

Paradies, par Pfeffer, pour le Clav."

" Eine Hirtin die Hie ticbe," recitative rod

air, 1785. " Cantate pour un Soprano, r»

Ilalien, avec Vc. et le Clav., et avec Aoz.

de deux Visions, deux Hautbois, deux Cart,

deux Violet et Basse." Besides these, there

are several collections of songs, witli an ac

companiment for the piano-forte ; the last

opera of which, entitled " Douze Arietta

Ital., Fran,, et Allemandcs, tire'es de Mtlas-

tase," was published in 1799. For tbe

piano-forte : "About fifty Concertos, witi

Accompaniments ;" " Trois Concerto), i

quatre mains;" " A Concerto fur /«

Piano-fortes :" eight or nine only of these

concertos have been printed. Above " Sixt}

Sonatas:" of which more than forty Irk

been printed, and among them three i

quatre mains. For other instruments :

" Serenades, for Wind Instruments tiii

others." " Trios and Quatuorsfor Violin."

"Thirty Symphonies;" some of which

have beeu printed at Vienna. " Two Con

certosfor the Clarionet, and six Concetlu

for the Violoncello."

KOZELUCH, (Johann Akton) chtpel-

master at the metropolitan church a!

Prague, was born in Bohemia, in 1738. He

is considered as having been one of uk

greatest maters of his time, both in bis

compositions for the church and theiirt.

Among the latter, his two operas, " Denu-

phoon " and "Alessandro in Indie," were

highly celebrated. Chladni speaks roy

highly of an oratorio by J. A. Kozeluch,

entitled " La Mart a"Abel."

KRACHER, (Joseph Matthias) u

organist near Salzburg, in Germany, w«s

bom in 1752. Previously to the yen

1803, he had composed some excellent

sacred music.

KRAMER, (C.) a German musiciu.

has the sole direction of his majesty's band,

and the arrangement of the music for the

orchestra. He is a musician of the vert

first order, both theoretically and practically-

He excels on the flute and clarionet ; but

his knowledge of the effects of instrumeoU

is great and universal. He is intimately
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aad minutely acquainted with the works of

his countrymen, and has adapted their mu

sic in such a manner, as to gratify, to the

eitent, all lovers of instrumental perform

ances. From the most delicate song to the

magnificent symphonies of Haydn, Mozart,

and Beethoven, and even the grandest of

Handel's choruses, he has preserved the

bearing of each class throughout, in their

pristine beauty and design, and with so

uce an attention to the particular cast of

erpression appertaining to each instrument,

that he has left nothing to be desired. He

has also made great improvements on the

serpent

KRAXZ, (Joiiann Feiedrich) cham

ber-musician and violinist, in the service of

ihe duke of Saxe-Weimar, was bora in

iha! town in 1764. He received his mu

sical education partly in Italy, and in 1803

is appointed chapel-master at Stuttgard,

succeeding in that situation to Zumsteeg.

He has composed some pleasing vocal

music.

KRAUS, (Joseph) chapel-master to the

^ of Sweden, was at Manheim in

lliti He was a pupil of the abbe* Vogler.

His compositions were numerous, consisting

of dramatic and instrumental music. He

M at Stockholm in 1792.

KRAUSE, (Christian Gottfried) an

advocate at Berlin, was born in Silesia.

Be wrote "Lettre sur la Difference entre la

<-/«' Fraitcaise ct Italiennc," Berlin,

1748. " De la Poesie lie In Musique,"

krlin, 1782. This is a highly esteemed

*ork. He also composed some vocal and

instrumental music Among the former are

some sacred pieces highly esteemed. He

&4 in 1770.

KRAUSS, (Benedict) a good German

composer for the church and theatre, was

cbpel-master to the duke Clemens of Ba-

,aria, and chef-dorchestre of the court

theatre at Weimar, in 1785. He wrote

many works, among which, however, only

"t violin quartets have been published.

KREBS, (Johann Lewis) court-organ

ist to the duke of Saxe- Weimar, at Alten-

™ii was a pupil of the great Sebastian

He died in the year 1780. Among

his compositions are the following : " Four

Collections of Exercises for the Harpsi

chord" " Two easy Sonatasfor the Harp

sichord and Flute ;" " 7W easy Sonatas

for the Harpsichord and Flute;" " Six

Triosfor the Flute ;" " Six Sonatasfor the

Harpsichord and Flute ;" " A Magnificat

for four Voices and Bass ;" and " 1'wo

Sanctusesfor a full Orchestra."

KREIBICH, (Franz) a celebrated Ger

man violinist, flourished in Vienna about

the year 1760, and composed some music

for his instrument. He died in 1797.

KBEITH, (Carl) a flutist and com

poser for his instrument at Vienna, died

previously to the year 1787.

KRESS, (Georc Frederick) a virtuoso

on the violin, and a native of Darmstadt,

was, about the year 1756, in the chapel of

the duke of Mecklenburg, at Schwerin. In

1764, he went to Gottingen, where he was

named concert-master to the university.

He died about 1775. One solo for the

violin, of his composition, was printed at

Nuremburg in 1764 ; besides this, there

are manuscripts of his, consisting of six

solos and a concerto for the violin.

KREUTZER, (Rodolph) born at Ver

sailles in 1767, was the son of a musician

in the king of France's band, and very early

in life evinced considerable talent for music.

He received lessons on the violin from

Ant. Stamitz, and, at the age of thirteen,

played in public a concerto of his master's

composition, at the concert spiritucl, with

great success. When nineteen years old

he had already composed two grands op(-

ras, which were performed before the whole

court. Subsequently to this time, he tra

velled in Germany, Holland, and Italy,

where he was generally considered one of

the first violinists in Europe. He then

received the appointments of first violin in

the chapel and private music of Napoleon,

chefiTorchestre at the grand opera at

Paris, and professor of his instrument at the

conservatory. Kreutzer has composed many

dramatic pieces, and much violin music.

Among his principal works are the follow

ing. Dramatic: *' Jeanne iVArc a Orleans,"

1790. " Lodoisha," 1791. "PauletVir
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ginic," 1791. '• Le Franc Breton," Op.

com. 1792. "Charlotte et tVerter," 1792.

" Le De'serlcur de la Montague du Havxm."

Op. com. " Le Sie"ge de Lille," Op. com.

1793. " Armodius et Aristogiton," 1794.

"LeJournfe de Marathon," 1793. " Le

J^endemain de la Bataille de Fleurus,"

1795. •' Le petit Page," 1800. " /7a-

minius A Corletto," Op. com. 1801. "As-

tianax," 1801. " Le Brigand," Op.com.

1794. " Imoghne, ou la Gageure indis-

erite." Chamber music : " Sir Duos

pour Violon dialog, pour deux V." Op.

2. " Trois Duos pour Violon dialog,

pour deux V. Liv. 1." Zurich. " Trail

Duos pour Violon dialog, pour deux V"

Op. 6. 11 Etude de Violon, ou Caprices.

Becueil 1 et 2." 1796. " Airs variis pour

deux V. Liv. 1." 1798. " Sinfonie Con

cert, pour deux V. et Vc. prlncip. avec

Orch." 1795. " Six Quat. pour deux V.,

A., et B." Op. 1. " Ouverture de Mara

than, k fusagc militaire." " Onte Con

cert! a V.princip. avecgr. Orchest., No. 1."

1791. " Symphon. Concert, pour deux

Violons princip. avec gr. Orch., exicute'e

par fAuteur et Rode," 1800. " Six

JVoirt*. Quatuors pour deux V., A., et B.

dedits fl M. Pleytl." Op. 2, 1801. " Trois

Quat. pour V." 1801. " Deuxiime Pot

pourri, ou Air var. pour Violon, avec Acc.

de Violon et B." " Sonate pour le P. F.

avec V. oblig." 1802. " Mtthodc de Vio

lon, par les Citoyens Baillot, Rude, ct Kreut-

ser, Membrcs au Conservatoire de Musitpie,

rcdigie par Baillot, adoptee par le Conser

vatoire pour servir d FEtude dans cet Eta-

blissement," 1803. " Gr. Cone, pour Vio

lon," Op. 12. " Six Airs varies pour deux

V." " Trois Sonatcsfaciles pour V. avec B.

Let. A." " Dix-huit nouv. Caprices ou

Etudes du V."

KREUZER, (Franz) a composer of

music for wind instruments at Berlin, about

the year 1792.

KRIEGEL, (Christian Friederich

Wiliielm) au amateur musician, resident

at Dresden, edited there several excellent

collections of vocal and piano-forte music,

between the years 1790 and 1796.

KRIEGER, (Adam) chamber-musician

to the elector of Saxony at Dresden, and i

good poet, died in 1660. He composed

many vocal pieces, some of which were

published after his death.

KRIEGER, (Johann Philip) the sou

of a merchant at Nuremburg, was bora in

the year 1649, and very early in life be

gan the practice of music. After being

under the care of several masters, he wro!

into Holland, and from thence into BinUh,

where he became first chamber-organist to

the margrave, and afterwards chapel-maser

in that city. In 1672, he travelled into

Italy; and at Rome he considerably in-

proved himself by the instructions of Abba-

tini, and of Pasquini, the famous perforner

on the harpsichord. On his return bom*

ward, he continued some time at N«p!e,

and took lessons from Rovetta, the organs',

of the church of St. Mark, in that city. 0s

his arrival at Vienna, he was immedhtelj

invited to play before the emperor, who prt-

sented him with a purse of ducats, a goW

medal and chain. He continued in th»

service of the emperor for some years, re

taining, during all this time, his place «'

chapel-master at Baruth. Aftennnk

being invited to Halle, he went thither, id

at length became chapel-master to tb'.

elector of Saxony, at the court of Weissea-

fels, which function he exercised for nearlv

forty years. He died in 1727.

The works of Krieger are of varieti

kinds. They consist of sonatas for the violin

and viol da gamba ; of field music, or over

tures for trumpets, and other military in

struments ; of Latin and German psata-'

set to music ; and songs in the several

dramatic entertainments, composed by bio,

entitled " Flora," " Cecrops," and " Pri-

cris." Several lessons for the harpsichord,

by Krieger, are also to be met with in ml-

nuscript, which appear to be written i» '

masterly style ; but it is nowhere said ti»:

he published any compositions for uu'

instrument.

KRIEGER, (Johaicjt GonrniLrr) *»

of the preceding, was also chapel-master

at Weissenfels, and born there in 1687. He

was an excellent organist.

KRIEGER, (JoHAHir) younger broUter

2f>
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to J. P. Krieger, was chapel-master and

oftaaist at Zittau. He was born at Nu-

rrmbarg in 1652. He composed some light

harpsichord and organ music. He died

nddenly in 1735.

KRIEGK, a violoncellist and chamber-

Dusiciui to the duke of Saxe-Meiningen,

wu born in 1750. He published several

op™ for his instrument at Offenbach,

between the years 1795 and 1798.

KRIXER, (Joseph) a German musi

cian, published some violin trios and quar

tets at Vienna, about the year 1 799.

KROHN, (Caspar Dasibl) organist

of two churches at Hamburgh, about the

rear 1790, published there several easy

pieces for the piano-forte.

KROMMER, (Franz) chamber-musi-

oiai to a nobleman at Vienna, is considered

sot only an excellent violinist, but a very

ingenious composer for his instrument. His

works, both printed and manuscript, are nu

merous, and consist of symphonies, quin

tets, quartets, trios, &c. They bear date

between the years 1793 and 1805.

KRONER, (Johanw von) chapel-mas

ter to the elector of Bavaria, at Munich,

died there about the year 1792.

KRUMBHORN (Caspar) was a native

of Ligniti, in Silesia, and born in the year

1543. In the third year of his age, he lost

his sight by the smallpox, and became

totally blind. He was placed by his bro

ther, who was many years older than him

self, under the care of a famous musician,

of the name of Knobeln, by whom he was

taught first to play on the flute, then on the

riolin, and, lastly, on the harpsichord. On

each of these instruments he became so ex

cellent, that he excited the admiration of

all who heard him. His fame procured

bira, from Augustus, the elector of Saxony,

an invitation to Dresden. This prince was

greatly astonished that a young man, de

prived of the faculty of sight, should not

only be an excellent performer on various

but likewise be deeply skilled

art of practical composition. He

in vain, to retain Krumbhorn

in his service ; for, preferring bis own

country to all others, he returned to Lig-

nitz, and was appointed organist of the

church of St. Peter and St. Paul there.

This station he occupied for fifty-six years,

during which time he had frequently the

direction of the musical college. He died

in 1621, and was interred in the church

which he so long had served.

Although Krumbhorn is said to have

been the author of many musical composi

tions, it does uot appear that any of them

were ever printed.

KRUMPHOLZ, (J. B.) a celebrated

harpist, also improver of and composer for

his instrument, was born in Bohemia, and

quitted Germany for Paris about the year

1775. Though a sound musician, as his

works testify, he had the German manner

of playing the harp. About the year 1793,

he married, for his second wife, Mile. Sleek

ier, (afterwards the celebrated Madame

Krumpholi) who came to London without

her husband iu 1795 or 1796. A few years

subsequently, Krumpholi followed her to

England, endeavouring to prevail on her to

return with him to Paris : on her refusing

to do so, he quitted England alone, for the

latter capital, in an extremely unhappy state

of mind, and in a short time put a period to

his existence, by leaping into the river

Seine, from the Pont Neuf. Krumpholi

improved the harp, with the assistance of

Nadermau, senior, by extending its com

pass, and adding a swell pedal, for which

he received the approbation of the com

mittee of arts and sciences at Paris. He

published eighteen operas for the harp ; the

four first of which consist of sonatas, the

fifth is a duo, the sixth a concerto, and,

among the rest, the tenth consists of airs

with variations, and the twelfth, thirteenth,

fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth,

and eighteenth are sonatas. He also pub

lished harp variations on an andante, by

Haydn.

KRUMPHOLZ (Madakk) was born

at Metz, where her father, a German, was

teacher of music. She was very celebrated

in this country as a harpist, and her style

of playing was totally different from that
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of her husband, owing, as is supposed, to

her having adopted P. Meyer's principles,

•which were published a few years before

the period of her celebrity.

KUCHARZ, (Johann) in the year

1800, chef-d'orcheslre at the Italian opera

at Prague, and organist there, was a pupil

of Sager. He has composed several dra

matic pieces for his theatre, also some organ

music.

KUCHLER, (Johann) a celebrated

performer on the bassoon, resident at Bonn,

about the year 1780. He published at

Paris eighteen quatuors for different instru

ments, two symphonies, a concerto, and

six du03 for the violin. He also wrote the

music to an operetta called " Azakid."

KUFFNER, (Johann Jacob Paul)

organist at Nuremburg, was born there in

1713. He published some harpsichord mu

sic. He died in 1786.

KUFFNER, son of the preceding, was

a good pianist. He resided several years

at Paris, and was also in this country. He

published some music for his instrument.

KUHL, (Lorenz) chapel-master at

Hamburgh about the year 1770, composed,

among other works, an oratorio entitled

" La Patsione di Gem Christo," the words

by Metastasio.

KUHLAU, a good German flutist, now

living. He understands his instrument

well, and evinces considerable taste in

composition.

KfjHN, (Ant. L.) a German musician,

resident for several years at Paris, published

there some light piano-forte music in 1785

and 1786. Some of his other works have

been printed at Manheim and Basle.

KUHNAU (Johann) was the son of

a fisherman of Geysinghen, a town near

Altenburg, on the borders of Bohemia. In

the year 1684, he was appointed organist of

the church of St. Thomas, at Leipsic.

During his residence at this place, he wrote

and published a dissertation " De Jnribns

drca Musicos Ecctesiatlicos," which he

afterwards defended against the censures of

his adversaries. In 1689, he published

two sets of lessons for the harpsichord ;

and, some years afterwards, two other sets ;

the one consisting of six, and the other of

seven lessons. About 1700, he was ap

pointed director of music in the university

of Leipsic. In this station he died, in the

year 1772, and in the sixty-third year of

his age.

Kuhnau left behind him two musical

manuscripts in Latin, which have never

been published, " Tractatut de Mau-

chordo, sea Musk a Antiqua ac hodiernal

and " Disputatio de Triade Harmonica."

KUHNAU, (Johann Chhisioph) j

singer and preceptor at the royal school tf

Berlin, may be reckoned amongst the most

profound ecclesiastical contrapuntists «'

Germany, towards the close of the last «c-

tury. His most celebrated work is " rte-

stimmige alte nnd neue Chornlgaaxp,

tint Provinzial abweichttngen," Berlii,

1786. " JJestelien sweyterthcil," Berlin,

1 790. Besides the above two volumes, be

published " Choralvorspiele fur die Orjd

uiid das Klavier," Berlin, 1791. And

"Einigemu; vierstimmigeChoralgrsanft"

1797. J. C. Kuhnau died at Berlin a

1805.

Kt)HNEL, (August) chapel master >i

Leipsic in 1682, published several works

for the viol da gamba and other instru

ments.

KUHNEL, (Johann Michael) a viol

da gambist at Berlin, and afterwards ll

Dresden and Hamburgh, in the beginning

of the last century. He published at Am

sterdam some works for his instrument.

KUMMEL, (Bernhabd Ciibistophi)

a German clergyman, published some vocal

and instrumental music at Leipsic, between

the years 1788 and 1802.

KUMMEL, (Johann Valentine) an

instrumental composer at Hamburgh in the

early part of the last century.

KUMMER, a performer on the bassoon

at Dresden. In 1799, he was much ad

mired at Leipsic, where he also published

some music for his instrument.

KUNZ (Thomas Anton) was bora at

Prague, where he has chiefly resided, «"''

is considered an excellent composer and
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pianist He published there, in 1781, a

nntata entitled " Pygmalion ;" since which

time be has published several collections of

songs. Kunz is likewise the inventor of a

sort of organized piano-forte, called the

Orchestrion, which has twenty-one stops,

imitating almost every description of instru

ment.

KUNZE, (C. H.) a professor of music

and instrumental composer at Heilbronn,

published several operas of music for the

6 ra and flageolet, between the years 1793

and 1800.

KUNZEN, (Johann Paul) organist at

I/ibec, was born in Saxony in 1696. From

the age of seven years he was chorister in

the church, and, within two years from that

tine, played the organ of the cathedral

in the absence of the regular organist. At

•i« years of age, his father took him to

forgau and Freyberg, where he performed

m the organ in public. In 1716, being

then twenty years of age, he was sent to

the university of Leipsic, with only about

l*» shillings in his pocket, His distin

guished talents, however, soon terminated

lii pecuniary embarrassments by procuring

him access to the house of a distinguished

family in the town, who treated him with

generosity. As soon as he became better

known, he was admitted to the orchestra of

the opera, till at length the lessons which

he gave in many of the first houses, the

concerts at which he led, and the situation

of organist of the church of St. Nicola*,

fhich he held during the absence of Vctter,

' • spread his fame through the surrounding

country, that he was invited to settle in

wveral towns. In 1719, he established"

himself at Wittemberg and founded a con

cert in that town, which was well attended.

Ttae also he married. After a residence

°f several years at Wittemberg he became

acquainted with a person high in a govern-

°ent office, who took him to Dresden,

*here he was introduced to Schmidt,

Heinichen, and Volumier, with the latter

of whom he formed a strict friendship.

Here also he perfected his musical taste,

"xier the directions of Christian Kau and

Johann Kuhnau. His friends also pro

cured him the opportunity of executing

several of his compositions for the church,

also his overtures and concertos, which

were so much applauded, that the queen

had resolved to confer on him the office of

chapel-master. At this time, 1723, the

offer of the direction of the opera at Ham

burgh being made to him, he quitted Dres

den for that town, where he wrote several

operas, an oratorio, and other music. In

the mean time his son, .Karl Adolph, had

attained the age of eight years, and his abi

lities were such that his father determined,

in 1728, to exhibit his powers in Holland

and England. In 1732, J. P. Kunzen

accepted the situation of organist at Lubec,

where he remained till his death, which

took place in 1781.

KUNZEN, (Karl Adolph, according

to others Johann Adoi.ph) son of the pre

ceding, was born at Wittemberg in 1720.

The extraordinary precocity of his talent

in harpsichord playing, caused his father to

bring him to England in 1729. He remained

long in this country, and continued to im

prove in proportion to the expectations

raised by his early talents. He published

in London a book of lessons, which, Dr.

Burney says, required genius to compose

and hand to execute. He finally succeeded

his father as organist at Lubec. The

whole of his works, which were numerous,

have remained in manuscript, with the ex

ception of the sonatas above-mentioned, and

a few pieces published in 1787 by Cramer,

in his Flora.

KL'NZEN,(FniEDnicii Ludwig Aemil)

chapel-master to the king of Denmark

in the year 1813, was born at Lubec in

17G3. He studied at Kiel, in Holstein, and

lived much in his youth with professor

Cramer. He was in early life remarkable

for his ability as a pianist, his readiness in

reading music, and his brilliant extempo

raneous performance. His first composition

of importance was an opera, produced at

Copenhagen in 1790, and entitled " Holger

Dnnske." After which he composed many

other operas in the Danish language, also
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several oratorios, with other sacred music,

besides many instrumental pieces. His

works are very highly considered in the

north of Germany.

KURTZWEIL, an instrumental com

poser, who probably resided at Vienna.

He died before the year 1806.

KttRZlNGER, (Ion. Fjianz Xav.) a

court-musician at Mergentheim, in Fran-

conia, published at Augsburg, about the

year 1758, a work entitled " David et

Apollo, iste profanus Parnassi, is tacer cceli

uterque rex ct jubilaris archiphonascus

chori, sive 8 lymphoma solemniores sed

breves a 6, lam pro ecclesii quam aula com

posite," Op. 1 ; also " Getrucr unterricht

zum Singen mil manieren, und die Violin

«« spielen," Augsburg, 1763, and " FUllen

crhlarungen der iwthigsten kunstworter."

KURZINGER, (Paul) sod of the pre

ceding, was, in 1807, resident as a musicisa

at Vienna. He has written several short

dramatic pieces, and has also published

several collections of songs, and some bgk

music for the piano-forte. Kurzinger was

born at Wurtzburg in 1760.

KUTTNOHORSKY, (Johann Kin-

hii) chapel-master and singer at Prague,

died in 1781. Among his works are tws

masses and eight symphonies.

KUZZI, (Anton Joseph) a musician,

resident at St. Petersburg in 1796, wis a

pupil of Dittersdorf. He has publisM

symphonies and concertos for almost

instruments, likewise several operas, tarn

which we can name " Belmont und Kw

lanze," and many Gennan and Ita

songs.

LABADENS, a French musician, pub

lished, in 1797, " Nouvelle Mithode pour

apprendre & jouer du Violon et a lire la

Musique."

LABARRE, (Michel de) a celebrated

flutist, died at Paris in 1744. He com

posed two operas, " Le Triomphe des Arts"

and " La Ve'nitienne,"

LABARRE, (Louis Julian Castels

de) born at Paris in 1771, of a noble family

in Picardy. Viotti was his master for the

violin. In 1791, he went to Naples, where

he studied composition under Sala, at the

conservatory of La Pieta. In 1793, he re

turned to France, and perfected himself in

the science of music, under M£hul. After

having remained during two years as first

violin at the Theatre Francais, he entered

the orchestra of the grand opera. He has

published several works for his instrument,

and some romances ; lias also composed the

music of a petit opera, entitled " Les Epoux

de seize ans."

LABARRE, (Thille) a guitarist at

Paris, towards the close of the last century.

published several practical works, and i

method for his instrument.

L'ABBE, (fils) a French violinist, p«!>-

lished, in 1772, " Principes de Fiolon." Ht

is also known by eight other operas for k»

instrument.

LABORDE, (Jean Benjamin) boniil

Paris in 1734, was of an opulent family,

and received a distinguished educauoc,

both in the classics, sciences, and arts. Ht

received lessons on the violin from thr

celebrated Dauvergne, and in composition,

from Rameau. Destined by his friends

the department of public finance, he sow

got access to the court, where, from W

valet-de-chambre to Louis XV., he beewe

in a short time the confidant and favour-

of that prince, whose liberality placed at

his disposal large sums of money, wkk*

he soon dissipated. Still he did not negl«!

music, and, in the year 1758, produced ike

comic opera, " GiUes Garcon Peintrt,

which was well received, and which k*

followed up by several other successful &a'

matic works. At the death of Louis ,\1.
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ii 1774, laborde quitted the court, mar-

ried, and commenced leading a more steady

life. He reentered the company of fer-

niers-generaux, to which he had belonged

several years preceding, and devoted him

self to various studies. In 1780, he pub-

lished his " Essai sur la Musique Ancieime

et Muderne," four volumes in 4to., with

plates, a book, which, in a literary point of

view, did him little credit, as it was got up

in haste, and abounds in errors and con

tradictions. Ue afterwards published other

worta of no greater merit. At length, the

French revolution brought with it ruin to

laborde, who, as a l'ermier-general was

particularly obnoxious to the revolutionists.

Ue was soon imprisoned, and, in 1794, suf

fered death by the guillotine. As a vocal

eonposer, Laborde was celebrated by

leraal peculiarly pleasing romances, among

others, " Vois-tu ces cdteaux si noircir t"

" L'amour me fait, belle brunette," and

" Jupiter uh Jour en fureur."

UCASSACNE (L'Abbe ds) published

at Paris, " Traite getUral des Eleinens du

Cimt," 1766 j " Vuni-cleffier Musical,"

and " Recueil tie Fables mises en Musiquc."

LACHNITH, (Anton.) This indus

trious composer, born in 1756, is a native of

Prague, and probably changed his first

residence, which was in Zweybruck, about

tie year 17B0, for Paris, where, in 1812,

he was still enjoying, and justly, a very

high reputation as an artist. In his youth,

he was an extraordinary performer on the

clarionet. He was also considered a good

player on the violin and piano-forte. In

Paris he seems to have devoted himself

entirely to the latter instrument ; and has

published in that city, in conjunction with

Adam, a didactic work on the piano-forte,

which the couservatory has given the pre

ference to, and ordered that the students in

that establishment should he instructed from

it. The following is its title, " Nouvelle

MUhode, ou Principe ge'ne'ral du doigte

fur le Forte-piano, suivie Sune collection

nmplttte de torn let traits possibles, avec le

fagtf, en commencanl par les plus aisis,

JWfK'awr p{Uf difficilcs, terminee par un

dictionnaire depassages aussi doigte's et tire's

des auieurs les plus cdlcbrcs, par L. Adam

et Lacknith," Paris, 1798. His practical

works had, towards that year, already

reached their fifteenth number, of which

we can only mention here, " Six Violin

Quartets," Op. 7 ; " 6 Cone, pour le P. F."

Ops. 9 and 10; "6 Gr. Symph." Ops.

11 and 12; "12 Trios Cone, pour

P. F. et y." Ops. 14 and 15. There

is, however, a much greater number of

symphonies, overtures, and operas, origin

ally composed by others, which have been

arranged for the piano-forte, and published

by Lachnith.

At Kuhnel's, at Leipsic, are also published

by the same author, " Premieres Lecons et

38 Pieces agriables de tout genre par gra

dation, le tout doigte" pour Piano-forte, tl

I'usage des Elives du Conservatoire de Mus-

sique, par Adam ct Lachnith,"and "Airs de

JJanses de diverses Nations, Turque, Russe,

Espagnole, Hongroise, Allemande, et

Anglaise, pour Piano-forte." There must

probably be some young composer of the

same name in Paris, perhaps his son, be

cause, in several of these works, the words

/'unit' (sen.) is affixed to the name. Nor

have we correctly ascertained whether it be

Lachnith the elder or the younger who wrote

for the theatre of Paris. It may probably

be the latter. Under this name was repre

sented at the Theatre Montansier, about the

year 1 799, an operetta called " Le fits de

nature"" A piece called " Les Mystires

d'Isis," and which was represented in

Paris in 1801, is also his work. It was a

milange of music from Mozart's Zauber-

flute, Figaro, Don Juan, and the Cle-

menza di Tito. The Parisians were far

from being satisfied with such patchwork,

and called Lachnith's operas, operations,

and the title, " Les Mystires d'Isis," they

changed into Les Miscres d'ici.

LACHNER, (C. R. von) probably an

amateur. He published, as a work of his

own, " Lieder," Hamburgh, 1797.

LACKMANN, (Ad. HxNnv) author of

" Gedanheit itber das bey Tonderngefundene

goldem Horn," Hamburgh, 1735 ; i. e,
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" Hints on the golden Horn found near

Tondern," Hamburgh, 1735. This work

is chiefly antiquarian.

LACOMBE, (Jacques) formerly a book

seller in Paris, and born there in the

year 1724, was the father-in law of the

celebrated GrtHry. He published the fol

lowing works: " Dictionnaire Parlatif des

Beaux Arts, oh Abrtge de ce qui concerns

tArchitecture, la Sculpture, la Peinture, la

Gravure, la Poisie, ct la Musique, avec la

definition dc ces Arts, Cexplication des ter-

mes et des choses qui leur apparticnnent,

ensemble les notns, la date de la naissance

et de la mort, les circonstances les plus

remarquables de la vie, et le genre parti-

culier des talens des personnes qui se sont

distingue's dans ces differens arts, panni les

anciens et les modernes, en prance, et dans

les pays dtrangers," Paris, 1752, 1753, 1759,

8vo. The second edition was translated in

Italian in 1758. Dr. Forkel observes of

this work, that it gave to Sulzer the idea

of his dictionary. Secondly, ** Spectacle des

Beaux Arts, et leurs Rigles principales,"

Paris, 1761, 1765, two volumes 12ino. This

work is written in the form of conversa

tions.

LACEOIX, (R.) a French musician,

published at Paris, about the year 1783,

"Six Senates, en Symphonies, pour le

Clavecin, avec Accompagnement de Violon,"

Op. 1.

LACY, (Rophino.) This eminent vio

linist is by birth a Spaniard, but his parents,

though many years established in Spain,

were British. His father was in the com

mercial line, and had, at one period , acquired

a very considerable fortune. Rophino, his

youngest son, among other branches oi

education, being instructed in music from

the early age of five years, was fortunate

enough to make so rapid an advancement,

that, when only six years old, on the arrival

of a celebrated violinist from Madrid,

named Andreossi, the child performed (as

a young amateur) for the first time in public,

at his concert, one of Giornovichi's concertos,

and was flattered with a general encore.

In order to be seen by the audience, he

was obliged, during his performance, toitand

upon a table. He was at this time consi

dered as a little prodigy in music, and

shortly afterwards his father, being called

by business to Madrid, took Rophino with

him. During a short residence iu that city,

he performed at court with many enco

miums, and received the most flattetio»

notice from the principal grandees. About

the beginning of the year 1802, he wis

sent to college at Bourdeaux, in France,

where he remained eighteen months, and

then went to Paris to complete his educa

tion at one of the principal seminaries in

that city, where he made a very creditable

progress in the classics, taking precedence

of boys nearly double his age, and obtainiE

various prizes at the yearly public exami::-

tions. His principal instructor in music,

at this period, was the celebrated Kreutter,

for many years leader of the grand opera in

that city. About the year 1804, some

little time after the coronation of Buona

parte, Lacy had the honour of perfonnicE

before the emperor at the Tuileries, and of

being distinguished by his particular notice.

He was then generally known by the name

of Le petit Kspagnol,

His father about this time, having met

with many pecuniary losses in his specula

tions to America, resolved, from the farour-

able reports made to him of his son's

musical attainments, to devote him entirely

to the musical profession ; accordingly, re

pairing to Paris, he took Rophino, ten'

much to his regret, from his scholastic put-

suits, with the intent of proceeding to

England, and there obtaining for him

the instructions of the far-famed Viotti.

They proceeded on their journey, by way

of Holland, at the principal cities of which

country R. Lacy had numerous introductions

to the higher classes, and was fortunate

enough to obtain some reputation. He per

formed, likewise, at the then court ofScii*-

melpenninck, at the Hague, receiving many

presents, and obtaining much patronage at

his concerts. Having, by great interest

exerted in his favour, obtained passport!

at that difficult period, he was at Iagti
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brought to England, and arrived in London

the end of October 1805, being then exactly

ten years and three months old. Here he

met with the most flattering success, and

was introduced into the first circles, his recep

tion in which was greatly improved by the

fortunate facility with which he spoke the

French, Italian, Spanish, and English lan

guages. For more than a year and a half

after his arrival, his name was not publicly

known, his general appellation being that

of the young Spaniard.

At the musical parties of the duke of

Sussex at Kensington, and of the Austrian

ambassador count Starhremberg, Lacy's

performances were honoured by the appro

bation of his present majesty, then prince

of Wales, and other members of the royal

family, and his first concert at the Hanover-

square rooms was under the distinguished

patronage of their royal highnesses the

priace of Wales, the duchess of York, and

the duke of Sussex,

In May, 1807, there was published a

well-executed print of Rophino Lacy, en

graved by Cardon, from a drawing by Smart,

and bearing the first public announcement

of his name, namely, "Master M. M. J. R.

iacrjf, the celebrated young Spaniard,

tu Bilboa, July 19/A, 1795." About

this period Rophino was taken to Dublin,

with letters of introduction to the then

lord and lady lieutenant, the duke and

iluchets of Richmond, and performed at

Catalani's first concert in that city. He

was next engaged for Corri's concerts at

Edinburgh, receiving twenty guineas per

night.

About this period, in obedience to his

father's will, Rophino sacrificed the musical

for the theatrical profession, and success

'atouring his efforts, he long supported a

principal rank in the drama, performing at

the theatres royal Dublin, Edinburgh, Glas-

V", he. the first characters in genteel

comedy for many seasons, only making use

of his musical abilities as an attraction on

■t benefit nights, which were generally

4t7 productive.

His return to the musical profession did

»»U JI.

not take place till the middle of the year

1818, when application was made to him

to succeed Yaniewicz, in the department of

leader to the Liverpool concerts, which are

always frequented by the best singers from

the Italian Opera-house, and the two prin

cipal theatres of the metropolis. There he

continued till the end of the year 1820,

when he returned to London, and was

engaged at the Opera-house, in the season

of 1821, as leader of the ballets; but

shortly after the commencement of the

season, disagreeing with one of the directors,

quitted the situation until the season of

1824, when he once more resumed his

place at the head of that orchestra.

Rophino Lacy's works hitherto published,

are mostly for the piano-forte, or piano-forte

and flute. The principal are, an arrange

ment of four of Rossini's most celebrated

operas, namely, " // Turco in Italia,"

"La Gasza Ladra," "Otello," and "Most

in Egitto." Three rondos, namely, one

on the carnival of Venice, dedicated to

the right honourable lady Emma Sophia

Edgcumbe ; one on a popular Irish

air by Whittaker ; another dedicated

to Mrs. St. Alban. "A Quintetto, for

two Violins, Tenor, Flute, and Violoncello,

with Piano-forte Accompaniment," dedi

cated to William Graham, Esq., and " Six

Popular Songs, with Guitar Accompani~

ments"

LACY. This celebrated English singer

received the rudiments of his musical

education at Bath, under Rauzzini, and

subsequently studied in Italy, where he so

entirely mastered both the language and

the style of singing of the natives, that he

has since appeared to superior advantage,

even by the side of the most approved

Italians who have visited this country.

From the weak state of his health,

Lacy was induced, in the year 1818,

together with his wife, to accept an

engagement at Calcutta, where they are

now residing. Lacy is considered by com

petent judges to be, without question, the

most legitimate English bass singer, the

most accomplished in various styles, and
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altogether the most perfect and finished

that has appeared in this country. He is

endowed by nature with organs of great

strength and delicacy ; his voice is rich

and full-toned, particularly in the lower

notes; his intonation perfect, and his

finish and variety in graces remarkable.

So considerable were his attainments thought

by the Italians, that he was offered engage

ments at the operas of both Florence and

Milan.

LACY, (Mrs. Bianchi) wife of the pre

ceding, first became known to the British

public as an orchestra singer, in the year

1800, when she appeared at the Ancient

concert, being then Miss Jackson. She

first married Francesco Bianchi the com

poser, who lived but a short time afterwards.

She has, at present, accompanied her second

husband to Calcutta. Mrs. B. Lacy is

celebrated for her pure and chaste style of

singing, fine intonation, and, above all, her

beautiful articulation. She is considered

the best singer of Handel's music now in

existence.

LADORNER, (S.) a musician in Paris,

living in 1812, seems, with the exception

of the initial of his christian name, to be

identical with the following. Gerber finds,

however, the name spelt as above in the

Jmmi. de la Litter. He Fr. An. 6, p. 127,

and before the following work, composed

by him, "Trois Granites Sonates, avec la

Charge de Cavalerie, pour Clav." Op. 4,

Paris, 1798.

LADURNER, (N.) a Parisian composer,

has written for the theatres there, "Let

vieux Four" and "Scnzcl,ou le Magistral

du Peuple," 1794. He has also published

" Trois Sonates pour le Clav., V., et Ve."

Op. 1, Paris, 1793, and " Trois Sonates

pour le Clav. avec V." Op. 5, 1802.

LAELIUS, (D. Daniel) a professor of

the lute in the beginning of the seventeenth

century. He published " Tcstudo Spi-

Titualis," Frankfort, 1616, 4to. This work

contained the " Lobwasser Psalms," with

French melodies, for the lute.

LAETIUS, (Ja cobus) a learned author,

the period of whose birth is uncertain, was

a native of Louvain. He published a tret-

tise under the title of " Encomium Musical'

Maestricht.

LAFFILARD, a French musician, pub

lished, in 1710, a very easy method for the

attainment of singing at sight. Ia this

work we find the first idea of the Metn-

nome.

LAFOND, a good French violinist, anil

pupil of the celebrated Rode, made his lint

appearance in public at Paris, in 1800.

He was then only fifteen years old. His

excellent performances procured him the

greatest applause.

LAFONT, (Ch. Pn.) a celebrated French

violinist, resident during many yean a >

Russia, is a native of Paris. His first viofo

master was Bertheaume, (his uncle) uJ »

he received lessons in composition frotn

Navoigille the elder and Berton. Early

in life he travelled to various courts rf

Europe with his uncle Bertheaume. Oa

his return, Garat introduced him to the

public, in 1794, as a singer, in which art he

was entirely self-instructed. He next ap

peared, with great success, as a violinist, at

the opera and other concerts in Paris. He

has published some concertos and otba .

music for his instrument. Lafont is highlj

esteemed in France, for his chantaut and

graceful performance of the violin.

LAFORET, a celebrated French bass \

singer, was a pupil of Lully. He sang at

the French grand opera immediately ate

its establishment, and Lully composed seit-

ral scenes for him.

LAGARDE, a French musician, «J j

living, in 1788, at Paris, as surinteaii'l ,

de la musiauc, of the count d'Artois, »k> •

maitrc de musique of the Enfans de Franc*. >

He was the composer of the opera, "F.gt'"

LAGKNER, (Daniel) organist at L*

dorp, in the beginning of the seventeewi

century. He was composer to count Loss-

stein, and published " Melodia funehru 6

vocum," Vienna, 1601. " Sobotes Musit*"

i.e. " Cantiones Sacra 8 vocum," HW-

It contains twenty-eight Latin hyou-"-

" Florum Jessaorum semina various

tuor per musicos numeros disseminata, f
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tic." Nuremburg,1607, and"Xeuwe teutiche

lititr mil 4 Slhnmen," Nuremburg, 1606,

4to.

LAGO, (Giovanni del) a native of

Venice, nourished towards the middle of

the sixteenth century, and wrote " Breve

hlroduzzione alia Slusica Misuratn," Ve-

nezia, 1540.

LAGRANGE, (Jean Louis de) mem

ber of the French institute, and born at

Tirin in 1736, wrote a dissertation on the

propagation of sound, which appeared in

the first volume of the Mi-moires de Turin,

1759.

LAHARPE, (J. F.) This celebrated

French komme de lettres, is the author of

the "Lytic, ou Cours de Liltirature ancienne

tl moierne," torn, xii., Paris, 1801, gr.

8ro, In the twelfth volume of that work,

he treats of every sort of opera, also of

Italian music. He also examines the novel

ties in modern French music, and, in a

supplement, especially considers the M<f-

■ftfcw tur la Musijue, of Gretry.

LAHOUS8AYE, (Pierre) one of the

best pupils of Tartini, was born at Paris

in 1735. Gifted with a happy organization

lor music, lie instructed himselfon the violin

in early childhood, and at only seven years

of age could play several tunes very agree

ably. Piffet, (called le grand net) a

nusician at the grand opera at Paris, gave

aim his first instructions in music, and

enabled him, when only nine years old, to

make his de'but at the concert spirituet.

A ibort time after this, he was introduced

at a musical party given by the count of

Senneterre, where he heard the first vio

linists of the age, especially Pagin, Ga-

vinies, Pugnani, Giardini, Vanmalder, and

Domenico Ferrari. Each of these cele

brated men played a solo, and they all

remarked the enthusiasm with which the

young Lahoussaye attended to their per

formance. Ferrari then gave the boy a

violin, when he not only preluded in a

brilliant style, hut repeated from memory

several passages in a sonata of Tartini,

'bat Pagin had just before played, which

pleased the latter so much, that he took

the boy for his pupil ; he also immediately

procured him the place of chamber-musician

to the prince, count of Clermont. The good

fortune which Lahoussaye was now enjoy*

ing, did not, however, prevent his continuing

to cherish a strong desire to see Tartini.

He therefore attached himself to the suit

of the prince of Monaco, and went with

him to Italy, proceeding immediately to

Padua, to pay his respects to his favourite

master. He found him in the church, just

about to commence a concerto, and it would

be impossible to express the surprise and

admiration of the young Frenchman, at the

purity, accuracy, quality of tone and expres

sion of the great Tartini. He felt so hum

bled as scarcely to wish to hazard an

introduction. He did so, however, when

Tartini received him with kindness, and

observing in his performance the manner

of his own school, took him as a regular

pupil. Lahoussaye was, however, to his

great regret, soon recalled from Padua by

the prince of Monaco, with whom he next

went to Parma, where he much delighted

the court. In this town, he received in

structions in composition from the celebrated

Traetta, and composed many airs for ballets,

which had the greatest success at Parma

and Venice. After this, he found means to

return to Tartini at Padua, and continued

for a long time under his tuition, remaining

in Italy, altogether, during fifteen years.

He then, in 1769, came with P. Guglielmi

to London, where he remained three years,

and from hence returned to Paris. He was

now nominated to the situation of chef-

eTorcheftre at the concert tjrirituel, and at

the Italian opera. In 1789, he succeeded

Mestrino as chef-d'orchestre of the theatre

of Monsieur, and afterwards of the Feydeau.

At the first establishment of the Paris con

servatory, he was appointed professor of

the first class. He has published very little

music for his instrument, though he has

composed much, which is well known in

manuscript. Lahoussaye died at Paris se

veral years since.

LAIOLLE (Franc de.) We meet with

some of this composer's melodies in a col
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lection of songs of various languages,prmted

in the Netherlands between the years 1530

and 1540.

LAIKE (M. de) or DELAIRE, a French

artist, wrote " Traitd d'Accompagncment"

Paris, 1700. He was the first, after Rous

seau in his dictionary, who made the

Erench acquainted with the rigle de foc

tave, or the harmony upon the ascending

and descending scale.

LAIS or LAYS, (Fkancois) first tenor

of the grand opera in Paris, in 1798. He

attracted the universal applause of Erench

amateurs by his clear and agreeable voice

and tasteful delivery. Chapel-master Rei-

chardt says, that in expression he excelled

eveu the celebrated David. Lais was born

in 1758, and was equally celebrated as a

church and theatrical singer.

LALANDE, (Michael Richard de)

born at Paris in the year 1657, was the fif

teenth child of his parents, and discovering

in his infancy a strong propensity to music,

he was entered as a chorister of the church

of St. Germain l'Auxerrois, and was there

distinguished for the fineness of his voice.

At the age of about sixteen his voice left

him, but before that time, by diligent ap

plication, and frequently spending whole

nights in practice, he had attained to great

perfection on various instruments ; on the

violin in particular he played with great

facility and judgment. He enjoyed in suc

cession the two offices of music-master of

the king's chamber, and that of superin

tendent of music in the royal chapel. His

motets, which were always performed before

Louis XIV. and Louis XV. with great

applause, have been collected and published

in two volumes in folio. The Cantate, the

Dixit, and the Miserere are principally ad

mired. He died at Versailles in 172t5.

LALOUETTE, (Jean - Francois) a

pupil of Lully, successively conducted

the music in the churches of St. Germain

l'Auxerrois and Notre Dame. He composed

many motets for a full choir," which are

much admired j but none of his composi

tions have been published, except some

motets for the principal anniversary fes-

tivals, for one, two, and three voices, with a

thorough-bass. He died at Paris in 1728,

at the age of seventy-five.

LAMARRE, (N. de) a French violon

cellist, was a pupil of Henri Levasseur; he

also took some lessons of the celebrated

DuporU Lamarre was much admired in

Paris about the year 1 800.

LAMB, (Benjamin) organist of Eton

college, and verger of the chapel of St

George, at Windsor. He composed many

anthems, at the beginning of the seventeenth

century.

LAMBERT (G. L) was born at Be

verley, in Yorkshire, in the year 1795, and

received the rudiments of his musical edu

cation under his father, who was organist oi

the minster, the principal church in thai

town. The son was particularly well

grounded in the rules of harmony, and in

playing upon the organ, and, at the age of

sixteen, was sent to London to complete

his education : he was first placed uoder

S. T. Lyon for two years, and lastly under

Dr. Crotch. His earliest attempt at com

position was made a short time previous);

to leaving Lyon, when he composed a tno

for the piano-forte, violin, and violoncello,

and a sonata for the piano-forte; the latter,

in compliance with the wishes of his friends

he published. During his studies under

Dr. Crotch, he composed several fugues,

overtures, Sec. In 1818, he had the mis

fortune to lose his father, when his relations,

wishing him to reside with them, he applied

for the organist's situation at Beverley, and

obtained it, since which time he has com

posed and published " A Duet far irs

Performers upon the 1'iaiw-forte," aL«

"Three Triosfor the Piano-forte, Violin,'*!

Violoncello,*' "A Septetfor the Piano-furl1'-

Violin, Viola, Violoncello, tico Horns,

Double ISass," (which was performed las!

season at the Bristol concerts in London.!

and is now composing an oratorio.

LAMBERT (Michael) was born in Ok

year 1610 at Vivonne, a small village oi

Poitou. He is supposed to be the first who

gave his countrymen a just notion of the

graces of vocal music. His compositions,
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however, are not very numerous, consisting

oolyof some little motets, music for lemons

it tMbres, and a collection, containing

various airs of one, two, three, and four

parts, with a thorough-bass. He died at

Paris in 1690.

LAMBERT, (M.) a composer in Paris;

from whose works Pleyel has published,

in 1799, a "Rondeau, dtdti A Plantadr."

It is for the voice and piano-forte. His

Op. 3, dedicated to Madame de Gcnlis,

appeared in 1805.

LAMBERT, (Johann Henby) a French

architect. His treatise, which he read

before the academy of Berlin in 1774, en

titled " Remaraues sur le Temperament en

Umtoue," was inserted in the Memoirs of

4* Academy of Berlin of the same year.

Be following excellent treatises on acou

stics of this mathematician deserve also to

be named here: " Observations sur les

Tau des Flutes." It is a very interesting

subject, and well treated in the Mimoires

it tAcadtmie de Berlin, 1775. " Sur le

So* des Corps Elastiques," in the Nov. Act.

Hehxt. torn. i. p. 42. " Sur la Vitesse du

Sun," in the Mimoires de VAcadimie de

Berlin, 1768; and " Sur quelques Jnstnt-

w« Acoustiques," in the Mimoires de

tAcadimie de Berlin, 1763.

LAMBERTINI, (Giovanni ToiiAso)a

composer, who flourished in Venice about

the middle of the sixteenth century. He

printed there, in 1569, the seven penitential

psalms, for four voices. In the elector's

library, at Munich, are also to be found "Ma-

drigali A 4 voci," by him, Venice, 1560.

LAMBO, (C.) organist of St. Nicholas

church, Hamburgh, published,in 1754-1755,

a collec tion of odes, set to music, which are

touch admired.

LAMIA. The most celebrated female

flute-player in antiquity, was Lamia; her

beauty, wit, and abilities in her profession

made her regarded as a prodigy. The

honours she received, which are recorded

by several authors, particularly by Plu

tarch and Athensus, are sufficient testimo

nies of her great power over the passions of

ber bearers. Her claim to admiration from

her personal allurements, does not entirely

depend, at present, upon the fidelity of his

torians ; since an exquisite engraving of her

head, upon an amethyst, with the veil and

bandage of her profession, is preserved in

the king of France's collection, which, in

some measure, authenticates the accounts of

her beauty.

As she was a great traveller, her reputa

tion soon became very extensive. Her first

journey from Athens, the place of her birth,

was into Kgypt, whither she was drawn by

the fame of the flute-players of that country.

Her person and performance were not long

unnoticed at the court of Alexandria; how

ever, in the conflict between Ptolemy Soter

and Demetrius for the island of Cyprus,

about three hundred and twelve years

before Christ, Ptolemy being defeated in a

sea engagement, his wives, domestics, and

military stores fell into the hands of De

metrius.

Plutarch, in his life of this prince, tells

us, that " the celebrated Lamia was among

the female captives taken in this victory.

She had been universally admired at first,

on account of her talents, for she was a

wonderful performer on the flute ; but after

wards, her fortune became more splendid

by the charms of her person, which pro

cured her many admirers of great rank."

The prince, whose captive she became, and

who, though a successful warrior, was said

to have vanquished as many hearts as cities,

conceived so violent a passion for Lamia,

that, from a sovereign and a conqueror,

he was instantly transformed into a slave;

though her beauty was now on the decline,

and Demetrius, the handsomest prince of

his time, was much younger than herself.

At her instigation, he conferred such ex

traordinary benefits upon the Athenians,

that they rendered him divine honours ;

and, as an acknowledgment of the influ

ence which she had exercised in their

favour, they dedicated a temple to her,

under the name of Venus Lamia.

LAMIRAS, a poet and celebrated musi

cian of ancient Greece, was a native of

Thrace. He flourished before Homer, and,
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it is said, not only invented the Doric

measure, but was the first who accompanied

his voice with the harp.

LAMMERH1RT (G.) lived, in 1797, as

steward to count Erbach, at Erbaeh, from

whence he gave publicity to the following

compositions ; "Gr. Sana!. pour le P. F. avec

V." Op. 1, Offenbach, 1797, and "Deux

Sunn I . futiles a quatre mains pour le Clav."

Op. 20, 1798.

LAMOTTE, (Francois) first violin at

the imperial chapel at Vienna,* was born

there in 1751. At the age of twelve, he

played a concerto of his own composition

before the whole court. In 1767, the em

peror allowed him to travel. His talent at

that time promised what Dr. Burney said of

him five years afterwards, " That he would,

some day, be the first violinist in Europe."

lie could play entire pages of music

without changing his string. In 1779, he

came to Loudon, where he was imprisoned

for debt, and escaped, with many others, at

the time of lord George Gordon's riot. He

then fled to Holland, where he died, in

1781, aged only thirty. His published

works are, u Trois Concertos pour le Vio-

lon," Paris, 1770 ; u Six Solos pour le Vio-

Ion" London; and " Airs varies pour le

Violon," Paris. Lamotte was a remarkable

sight-player, which Jarnowick was once

desirous to put to the test, by proposing to

perform with him a symphonic concertante ;

to which offer Lamotte replied, " Quel est le

virtuose qui peut se distinguer par la? Je

vous offre autre chose moi; apportez un

concerto dc voire composition, j'en apporte-

rai un de la mienne; vous jouerez le inn n,

itjejouerai le voire." Probably Jarnowick

found this proposal un peu forte; at all

events, it was never put in execution.

LAMPADIUS, a singer in Luneburg, in

the first half of the sixteenth century, pub

lished the following small work : " Com-

pendium Musices tarn figurati quam Plani

Cantus, adformam dialogi, in usum inge-

nuce pubis ex eruditissimis Musicorum

ScriptU accurate" congesturn, quale antchAc

« Some authore Mate that Lamotte wa» a Fle

ming by birth,

nunquam visum, et jam recent publkchnt,

Adjectis i tin in regulis concordantiarum et

componendi cantus artificio; summntim

omnia Musices prffcepta pulcherrimii Ej-

emplis illustrata, succincte" et simplicity

complectens," lk-rn.v, 1539. Walther

quotes an edition of this treatise, Berna>,

1537. This latter work is still in the elec

toral library at Munich.

LAMPARELLT, an Italian musician,

resident at Paris in 1812. The following

vocal productions have been published bj

him : " Romances, tiries du Jloman 4<

Pauliska, avec Accompagnement pour U

Piano-forte," Paris, 1798, eighth collection.

" Six Nouvelles Romances, avec Accomps-

gnement pour le Piano-forte," Paris, 1799,

eleventh collection. To which belong also

all the numbers not mentioned here. " U

Viable emporte I'Amour," romance, Paris,

1799; and " Le Chien de la Seine," ro

mance, Paris, 1799.

LAAIPE (John Frederick) was, as tie

affected to style himself, some time a student

of music at Helmstadt, in Saxony, ana,

arriving in England about the year 1725,

obtained employment in the opera bind.

About the year 1730, he was engaged bj

Rich, of Covent-garden theatre, to compost

some dramatic music. In 1737, he pub

lished, in a quarto volume, " A plain and

compendious Method of teaching Thorough

bass after the most rational Manner, vith

proper Rulesfor Practice." There are ei-

tant many single songs, composed by Lampe

at different times, some of which are printed

in the Musical Miscellany, in six volumes,

published by Watts. Lampe died in Lon

don, in the year 1751.

LAMPUGNANI, (Giov. Battisti)

of Milan, was, in 1744 and 1745, in Lon

don, where some of his operas were per

formed, which, though not written in a

grand style, contained some agreeable and

lively melodies and songs. His principal

works were " Alfonso," 1744, and " Jow,"

1755, besides some detached airs and

pasticcios.

LANCE (Le Cjietalier de u) •»

sided, in 1802, at Verdun. He wis, p*
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vioua to the year 1790, an officer in the

royal French guards, but, during the revo

lution, quitted both the service and his

country, and resided for some time at

Frankfort on the Maine, where he was

under the necessity of seeking a subsistence

by giving lessons on the piano-forte. After

wards he went to Silesia, where he lived

on the estate of a nobleman, to whom lie

gare instruction on the piano-forte. He

published the following compositions:

" Romance) et autre! Chantes de Zilla,"

Paris. " Trots Sonatas pour le Clave'cin,

ittc Violon," Op. 2, Paris. "Six Airs vane's

pmr le Clave'cin," Op. 3, Paris. Op. 4 is

net known. " Senate brilliante pour le

CUeicin," Op. 5, Paris. " Trois Senates

f-w le Clave'cin et Violon," Op. 6, Paris.

Op. 7 is not known. " Trois Sonates pour

■' Clavecin, avec Violon et Bass," Op. 8,

Wtnbach, 1793. " Grand Concerto pour

kCimtan," Op. 9, Frankfort, 1794. " Trait

Trim pour le Clave'cin, Violon, et Bass,"

Op. 10, OfTenbach, 1795. " Plainte de

Yixus sur la Mart d"Adonis, Cantate, avec

■ hctmpagnement de Piano-forte, deux Vio~

few, A., etBats," Menu, 1795. " Recueil

«o AUemandes, Angloitcs, £fc. pour le Cla-

Wfi»," Vienna, 1798. " Thime, avec

iwte Variations pour le Clave'cin," 1801.

" Air Russe, avec sept Variations pour le

Clave'cin," " Quartet pour le Clave'cin, avec

4u Violons et Violoncello," Op. 13.

" Deux Grands Trios pour le Clave'cin,

liolox, el Violoncello obligato," Op. 2,

Augsburg, 1802. In the year 1788, a vio

linist, of the name of La Lance, was engaged

at the Theatre Franf ais in Paris.

LANCELOT, (Claude) a Benedictine

monk, born at Paris in 1615, was master in

Greek to the celebrated Racine. Amongst

other works he published " Nouvelle Mt-

ihile pour apprendre le Plain-chant,"

Paris, 1668, and reprinted in 1685.

LANDI, (Steffano) a composer, lived,

about the year 1619, as mattre de cha-

fne to the bishop of Padua, and after-

*>rdt, about 1634, was at Rome, as mem-

tar of the pope's chapel. We possess in

formation of the following' of his printed

works: "Madrigale," Venice, 1619 j "Let

Mart d'Orfeo," Venice, 1619 ; and "// S.

Alessio, Drnmma Musicalc" Rome, 1634.

LANDMANN, a German musician, is

known, since the year 1770, by an oratorio

of the passion, and three quatuors, in manu

script, of his composition.

LANDRIANO (Carlo Antonio) is

considered a prodigy, as a sopranist, by

Picinelli, in his Atcn. dei Letterati,

Milan, p. 106. His greatest triumph was

at the festivals celebrated on occasion of the

marriage of the duke of Parma, Odoardo

Farnese, where he procured great presents.

He obtained afterwards the place of or

ganist at St. Raphael's church, and was

appointed at the same time singer in the

cathedral at Milan. He died in the thirty-

third year of his age. The following of his

works is printed : " Motetti i voce sola,"

Milan, 1655.

LANETTI. This Italian musician pub

lished at Amsterdam, in 1762, six very

agreeable violin trios.

LANFRANCO DA TERENTIO PAR-

MEGIANO, (Giovan Maria) a professor

and musical author, lived in the beginning of

the sixteenth century, and was, in the opinion

of Dr. Forkel, either singer or mattre de

chapelle in the cathedral of Brescia. A

work of his, highly esteemed by his con

temporaries, is entitled " Scintille di Mu

sica, che mostrano a leggere il canto fermo

r figurato, gli accident! delle note misu-

rate, le proportions, i tuoni, il contrapunto e

la divisione del monochordo, con la accorda-

tura da varii instrument!, delta quale nasce

un moflo, onde ciascun per se stesso impa-

rare potra le voci di la, sol, fa, mi, re,

ut," Brescia, 1533. This work is so rare,

that neither Hawkins nor Burney, indeed not

even Padre Martini, appear to have seen a

copy of it. It is only now to be found in

Germany, in the ducal library at Gotha,

where Dr. Forkel saw it, and has conse

quently been enabled to give us not only

the complete title of the work, but also

much other interesting information respect

ing its author.

LANG, (E. G. B.) a harpist and painter
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at Nuremburg, died there in 1780, aged

thirty-six. He composed much music for

his instrument.

LANGDON, (Richard) an English

composer, in the middle of the last century.

Among his works are " Songs, two Bonis,"

(London, Preston.) " Canzonets," Op. 7,

(London, Preston.) " Divine Harmony,

Book I." This contains about sixty psalms

in score, with a part for the bassoon or vio

loncello. The second book of the same

collection contains "Anthems, Sfc." (Lon

don, Bland.) " Twelve Glees," (London,

Bland.)

LANGE or LANGIUS (Hieronimus

Geohgius) was born in Havelburg, in the

duchy of Brandenburg, and published

" Cantionet Sacrar, 4, 5, 6, et 8 Vac, Pars

I." Nuremburg, 1 580, and a second volume

of the same, Nuremburg, 1584. Both

volumes are iuscribed to the council of

Breslau, on which occasion the author

mentions, that an unforeseen misfortune had

compelled him to resign his employments.

The misfortune he here alludes to, was a

paralytic affection of the hands and feet,

which put an end to his life in 1587.

LANGE (Johann) flourished as a com

poser, in Germany, about the year 1651.

He set several melodies in " Zesen's Dich-

terischen Liebes Jlammen," i. e. poetical

love -flames.

LANGE, (Joh. Caspar) a vocalist at

Hildesheim, in the latter half of the seven

teenth century, published " Methodus nova

et perspicua in Artem Musieam," i. e.

" Rudimental instructions for acquiring the

noble art of music, with every thing belong

ing to it, in the easiest and surest way, and

within a short time, according to the present

manner. To which is added, an appendix

of the musical terms most in use at present ;

also forms for practice illustrative of the

text," Hildesheim, 1688. The work is in

question and answer.

LANGE, (Joseph) a performer in the

national theatre at Vienna, and dramatic

composer, not without talents and science,

was bom in WurUburg, in 1752. He ap

peared on the stage for the first time in

1770, and afterwards married the celebrated1

vocalist, Maria Antonia Weber. He wrote,

about the year 1796, the music for the

opera "Adelheit von Ptntthieu." which hu

been represented in several places in (ier-

many.

LANGE, (LouisE)wife of the preceding,

and sister to Madame Mozart, was boro in

Manheim. She made her dibul on the

stage in 1779, went afterwards to Vienni,

and was engaged there at the grand open.

She afterwards sang at Schroder's theatre,

in Hamburgh, from whence she went to

Amsterdam in 1798. The German critics

greatly admired her.

LANGE, (Catharine) court singer

and performer at Munich, born in Manhein

in 1774, was a pupil of Madame Wendlin.',

of Manheim, and appeared for the first time

on the stage in 1792. Great praise w»

bestowed on her in Germany for her musinl

knowledge, her powerful aud pure voice,

and tasteful execution. In the year 1793,

she went to Italy with her father.

LANGLE, (I Io.sohf. Francois Mimt)

born at Monaco in 1741, was sent to Niplrs

when sixteen years of age, by the prince cf

Monaco, that he might be instructed in

music. He entered the conservatory of

La Pieta, that he might study under Caffiro,

who was considered the most learned pupil

of the renowned Leo. Here Langle re

mained eight years, till he became prindjnl

chapel-master of the institution. Dunns

this period, he composed several mawes

and motets, which were applauded by th'

first masters in Italy. In 1768, he went to

Paris, and soon distinguished himself there,

at the spiritual and other concerts, for which

he composed several lyric scenas. In the

year 1791, his opera of " Corisandre " »»

first represented at the royal academy of

music : the success of this piece led him f

compose others of the same description,

which, however, were not performed

Langle also wrote several didactic

sical works, namely, " Traiti dHum**

et dc Modulation," 1793 ; " Traiti * *

Bast sous le Chant," 1797 ; " TroUti*

Fugue," 1800; and "NouveileMObbf
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cUfrer les Accords," 1801. Langl£ was

master to the celebrated Dalayrac, who is

called, in France, the second Gretry of the

comic opera. He was also a professor and

librarian at the conservatory. He died at

raris, in 1807.

LANGMAFIUS, (Gottfried) a com

poser, and lastly, chamberlain and bass

singer at the court of Eisenach, was born in

(iuben, in 1684. He remained six years at

lie academy at Leipsic, and in 1710 was

railed to Eisenach, and appointed to the

»bove situation, which he still held in

1732. He composed some music l for both

the church and chamber.

LANGSHAW, ^senior. This ingenious

orrioist and mechanic was engaged by the

late Earl of Bute to set the barrels for his

celebrated organ, and continued in his

■Wship's sole employ for above twelve

The setting of these barrels is men

tioned in the following very flattering terms,

a the lives of Handel and Smith. " He

(Smith) was engaged at this time in arrang

ing music for some barrels belonging to a

W'eorgan, the property of the Earl of Bute.

The barrels were set by an ingenious artist,

"' the name of Langshaw, in so masterly a

•Winer, that the elfect was equal to that

produced by the most finished player."

Ungshaw wishing to reside in the coun

try lor the benefit of his health, accepted

■he situation of organist at Lancaster in

1772.

UNGSHAW, (John) son of the pre-

cediog, was born in London in 1763. He

received his education chiefly at Lancaster,

tat did not devote much time to music till

he *as thirteen years of age, In his six

teenth year he went to London, and there

studied under Charles Wesley, from whom,

* »lso from his brother, Samuel Wesley, he

"perienced the most unremitting kindness.

To these instructions, and to the frequent

opportunities he had of hearing the Wes-

'f)'s' performances in private, he attributes

a" his subsequent improvement.

After visiting London three times, he

commenced his career as a teacher of music,

Md ia 1798 succeeded his father, as organ

ist, at Lancaster. In discharging the pro

fessional duties of organist and teacher,

occasionally varied by presiding at the piano

forte at local concerts, his life has since been

chiefly spent.

His publications, which are not numerous,

consist chiefly of " 7'he Farewell," an

anonymous ballad, much sung by the late

Mr. Meredith ; " Can joy that wretched

bosom cheer," which is thought to convey

much of the spirit and pathos of the words ;

with several other songs, printed by Preston ;

some choruses from the works of Handel,

and the Creation of Haydn, arranged as

duets, printed, some by Preston, and some

by Goulding and Co. Also " A Theme,

with Variations for the Piano-Jurtc or

Harp," originally composed for the countess

of Dunmore. (Goulding.)

His unpublished works are much more

numerous, and perhaps more worthy of no

tice, than those which have been printed.

They consist, for the most part, of volun

taries, original and arranged, from modern

and ancient composers ; concertos, songs,

hymns, chants, and duets ; and of an ar

rangement of the concertos of Geminiani

(Corelli's as they are called) for the piano-

fcrte, violin, and violoncello, which are now

in Mr. Wesley's hands, and have met with

his and several of his friends' appro

bation ; but the ancient style of music is

not so generally admired as to warrant either

a printer or a professor to run the risk of

publication, so that probably this work will

never be printed.

LAN1ERE, LANIER, or LANEARE,

(Nicholas) was born in Italy, in the year

1568. In the early part of his life, how

ever, he came into England , and he con

tinued to reside in this country until the

time of his death.

He was the composer of a masque, per

formed at lord Hay's, mentioned in Ben

Jonson's works, and also joint composer

with Coperario of another, performed on

the marriage of the Earl of Somerset with

lady Frances Howard. Many of his songs

are to be found in different collections

| published during the reign of king Charlea
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I., but they have, in general, very little

merit. Smith, in his Musica Antiqua, has

inserted one of them, taken from the masque

called " Luminalia, or the Festival of

Light" performed at court, on the evening

of Shrove Tuesday, 1637, in which the

queen and her ladies were the masquers.

Laniere, as well as musician, was] a

painter and engraver. There is an excel

lent portrait of him, painted by himself, in

the music school at Oxford.

LANNOY, (Le Comtesse de) probably

an emigrant, was a good musical amateur,

and resided some years in Germany. She

published " Deux Romances Franc, avec

Acc. de Piano-forte," Berlin, 1798. "Trois

Senates pour le Clav., avec Acc. d*un Vio-

lon el Violoncello," Berlin, 1798. *' Ro

mances Acc.de Piano-forte ou delaHarpc,"

Part II. " Romances Acc. de Piano-forte

ou de la Harpe," Part III., 1801.

LANUSSE, (61s.) Under this name have

been printed in Paris, in 1800, " Quatre

Romances avec Acc. de Piano-forte."

LANZ, (J. M.) a German composer, is

known by several works for the piano and for

the voice, namely, "Lagenliedcr," Dresden,

1788. " Quatre Sonates pour le Clav. d'une

Exicut. facile" Op. 3, Brunswick, 1 795.

" Twenty-one Variations upon ' God save

the King,' for the Piano," Op. 4. " Twenty-

one Variations upon 1 God save the King,'

for the Piano," 1795. " Senate a quatre

mains" Op. 5. " Sonate a quatre mains,"

1796. "Eight Variations for the Piano

forte, upon ' Freut euch des Lebens,' " Han

over, 1796.

LANZA, (Giuseppe) an Italian composer,

published at Naples, in 1792, "6 Arie

Notturne con Accomp, di Chitarra

Francese c V. a piacer," Lanza resided

during many years in this country, and, for

a considerable time, was resident in the

family of the late marquis of Abercorn. He

published in Loudon several sets of very

pleasing and tasteful canzonets, for one

and two voices. The following of his works

were printed by Birchall: "Six Trios,"

Op. 13, and "Six Canzonets, with Recita-

tives," Op. 14. 1

LANZA, (Gesualdo) son of the pre

ceding, has resided in this country from an

early age. He is considered an excellent

singing-master, and has published one of the

best works ou that art which has appeared in

this country. It is entitled " The Elcmenli

ofSingingfamiliarly exemplified, Ifc." (See

Quarterly Musical Review, vol. i. p. 351.)

LAPPI, (Pietko) an ecclesiastic and

composer of Florence, flourished about the

beginning of the seventeenth century, o

chapel-master in the church of St. Maria

Gratiarum, of Brescia. He published much

church music, of which we can only men

tion the following pieces : " Litanit itik

Madonna u 4, 5, 6, 7, et 8 voci ;" " Sclm

Concertati a 5 voci;" "Muse A3, 4, ti

Chori," Venet. 1616: these were burnt u

1794, in the castle of Copenhagen. "Sects

Melodia, 1, 2, 3—6 voci decantandx, nt

cum Symplioniis et B. ad Orgtaam,"

Frankfort, 1621. "Compieta i 9 il

Chori," Op. 16, Venice, 1626. "Rosarim

Musicale," Venice, 1629 : this last wort

contains a mass, psalms. Magnificats,

litanies, and Te Deums, for two and three

choirs.

LARBA, (Grov. Leonardo) a coo-

poser of the sixteenth century, published

" Canzonette Napolitane & 3, " Venice,

1565.

LAROCHE, a French composer of nut?

songs which were popular at the court oi

Louis XIV.

LAROON, (Mabckixcs) an amateur

musician at Oxford, was a skilful per

former on the violoncello, and wrote seiertl

solos for his instrument. He diedat Oxford

in 1772.

LARRIVEE, (Henri) bom at Lyons in

1733, entered as a singer at the grand opera

at Paris, in 1755. He was much admired,

but sung with rather a nasal tone ; which

caused a wit in the parterre to remark, o»

hearing him for the first time, "VoUe —

nez qui a une belle voix 1 " He died ■

1802.

LARUE, (Piehhe de) a Frericnraiiity

birth, called sometimes Petrvs Puti*Uh

was chapel-master at Antwerp. He e»*
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poed some masses and motets about the

jat 1549.

LASCEUX, (Guilla l'm t) an organist at

Pans, was bora at Poissy in 1740. He

was a pupil of Noblet for composition, and

published many works for the organ and

harpsichord, between the years 1768 and

1606.

IASKA, (Francis) one of the best

organists in Bohemia, was born in 1750, and

lued.ia 1788,atMokarzow,as an ex-Bene-

uiciine monk.

LISSER, (John Baptist) court and

private singer at Munich, was born at

Steiakirchen, in Lower Austria. About the

jeir 1790, he was tenor singer aud per

former at the theatre of Gratz. He has not

only (iven proofs of his activity and talents

as m author and composer, but has made

tsm a distinguished pianist. The younger

li*r first performed in public in 1794, at

the academy of music at Vienna, where he

Hi peady applauded. Among the father's

»oib are the following operas : "Das wit-

bnuUHecr." (The Mad Army.) "Die

itokUckc Maskerade." (The fortunate

Masquerade.) "Der Kapellmeister." "Die

M*ft Wittwe." " Die unruhige Nacht."

(The boisterous Night.) " La Marchande

it Modes." (The Milliner.) "Derjude."

(The Jew.) " Die Huldigung der Treat."

,The Homage to Fidelity.) He also wrote

several masses. The following, however, is

his only work which has become known

through the press : " Volstandige ytnUitung

tv Singiunst, sowo/il fiir den Sopran ah

mchfur den Alt" i. e. " Complete Intro

duction to the Vocal Art, for the Soprano

a» well as Alto." Munich, 1798.

LASSO, (Orlando di) a native of Mons,

'n Hainault, born in the year 1520, was the

contemporary of Cipriano Rore, and much

resembled him in genius, abilities, and

reputation. Orlando not only spent many

years of his life in Italy, but had his musical

education there, having been carried thither,

surreptitiously, when a child, on account of

his fine voice. The historian Thuanus, who

has given Orlando a place among the illus

ions men of his time, tells us that it was

a common practice for young singers to be

forced away from their parents, and de

tained in the service of princes ; and that

Orlando was carried to Milan, Naples, arid

Sicily, by Ferdinand Gonzago. Afterwards,

when he was grown up, and had probably

lost his voice, he went to Rome, where he

taught music during two years ; at the ex

piration of which he travelled through

different parts of Italy and France with

Julius Caesar Brancatius, and at length, re

turning to Flanders, resided many years at

Antwerp, till being invited by the duke of

Bavaria to Munich, he settled at that court,

and married. He had afterwards an in

vitation, accompanied with the promise of

great emoluments, from Charles IX., king of

France, to take upon him the office of mas

ter and director of his band, an honour

which he accepted, but was stopped on the

road to Paris by the news of that monarch's

death. After this event, he returned to

Munich, whither he was called by William,

the son and successor of his patron Albert,

to the same office which he had held under

his father. Orlando continued at this

court until his death, in the year 1693, at

upwards of seventy years of_age. His re

putation was so great that it was said of

him, " Hie ille Orlandus Lassum qui re-

creat orbem."

As he lived to a considerable age, and

never seems to have checked the fertility of

lus genius by indolence, his compositions

exceed, in number, even those of Palestrina"

There is a complete catalogue of them in

Draudius, amounting to upwards of fifty

different works, consisting of masses, Mag

nificats, passiones, motets, and psalms, with

Latin, Italian, German, and French songs,

printed in Italy, Germany, France, and the

Netherlands.

To form a comparative idea of the style

of the two composers, Orlando and Cipriano,

with that of Palestrina, the specific dif

ference seems to be this : that the two

Netherlander, by having spent the chief

part of their time in the courts of princes,

had acquired a lighter and more secular

cast of melody than Palestrina, who, re-
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siding constantly at Rome, and writing

chiefly for the church, had a natural and

characteristic gravity in all his productions.

Indeed, the compositions A capclla of Ci-

priano Rore and Orlando Lasso are much

inferior to those of Palestrina, in this par

ticular ; for by striving to be grave and so

lemn they only become heavy and dull,

and what is unaffected dignity in the Ro

man, is little better than the strut of a

dwarf upon stilts in the Netherlanders.

They were, however, great masters of har

mony, and, out of the church, prepared

the colours, and furnished the musician's

palette with many new tints of harmony and

modulation, which were of great use to

subsequent composers, particularly in dra

matic painting.

In the same collection of songs, printed

in 1555, we have a Latin poem set by

Orlando di Lasso in the manner of a ma

drigal, in which the modulation is curious,

but, though elaborate and recherche", it is

pleasing, and has had many imitators.

Cipriano and Orlando were the first who

hazarded what are now called chromatic

passages.

LASSO, (Rudolph von) eldest son of

the preceding, born in Munich, was organ

ist to duke Maximilian, of Bavaria, and

seems to have met with more encourage

ment, considering the number of his works,

than his younger brother Ferdinand. We

can mention the following of his composi

tions : " tantiemes, 4 vncum," Munich,

1606. "Circus Symphoniacus," Augsburg,

1611. ,l Modi sacri ad convivium sacrum

A 2, 3—6 voc." Munich, 1614. "Virginalia

Eucharistica, 2, 3—7 voc." 1615: Walther

supposes this to be the same work as the

preceding, "Alphabetum Marianum tri-

plici Cantionum serie ad multifariam, 2,

3, 4 voeum harmonium," Munich, 1621 :

this work contains fifty-seven pieces, and is

dedicated to the bishop of Freysingen. He

had also probably the greatest share in the

labour and care bestowed on collecting and

arranging the Latin works of his father,

which, after his death, were published by

the two brothers, under the title of "Mag-

num. opus Mttsicum Orlandi de Laso, Ce-

pelUe Bavaricee quondam Magistri cmnpkc-

tcus omnes cantiones, quas Motetas ntlgi

vocant tarn antea editas, qvam hee-

tenus nondum pubticatas A 2—12 voc. c

Fcrdinando , Serenissimi Bavaria! Ihai

Maximiliani Musicorum Prsfecto et Rn'

dolpho, cidem Principi ab organis ; Authorii

fittis, summo studio collcctum, et imprnai

eorutulcm typismandatum," Munich, 1604.

LASSO or LASSUS, (Ferdinand) bro

ther of the preceding, was principal cbap»l-

master to the duke Maximilian, of Barara,

at Munich. In the year 1588, he was intle

service of count Hoheuzollern. By a work

which he published in 1604, it would, how

ever, appear, that he must, before that jei',

have been resident at Munich as chap^

master, in which situation he probably «fr

tinued till his death. Besides the editions d

his father's works, in which he was enpgi

in 1604, in Munich, conjointly with bi« bo

ther Rudolph, he also published the fal

lowing works of his own: " Cantitsa

Sacra6voctim cum lustrum," 1568."Jff-

rains Musicus 8 vocum, varies easqucucra

et divinis officios aplas complectcus oii>

concinnatus a Fcrdinando di Lasso Strain-

Maximiliani utrittsque Bavaria' Princip

supremo Musices Prafecto," 1622.

LASUS, according to Suidas, was a at-

tive of Hermione, a city of Peloponnesas,

in the kingdom of Argos. He flourished

in the fifty-eighth Olympiad, five hundred

and forty-eight years before Christ, and «s

the most ancient author known who bad

written upon the theory of music.

With respect to the musical discovers

of Lnsus, both in theory and practice, ais

that we know of them may be reduced to

three heads.

1. Aristoxenus, in speaking of the nature

of sound, attributes to him, in common

with certain Epigonians, an heterodox opi

nion, that sound had a latitude. Meibomiu*

is perplexed by the passage, but is incliwd

to think it means only that, in sustaining >

note, the voice varied a little up and do»».

and did not strictly keep to one malhematicil

line of tone. This explication, however, u
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tot satisfactory ; for the expression naturally

leads to the idea of a temperament, and

seems to say, that the intonation of the

scale admitted of some variety ; in other

words, that the exact ratio of intervals

might be departed from without offending

the ear. And what is said of Lasus by

Plutarch, in his dialogue on music, renders

this idea still more probable. He is there

Mentioned as a great innovator, who imi-

Uied the compass and variety of wind in

struments, as well as Epigonius, who was

Ike inventor of the instrument of forty

strings. Among the corruptions complained

of in the new music, the frequent and licen-

titastransitions from one mode and genius to

souther, was not the least. If, therefore, the

objttl of this multiplication of strings may

W supposed to have been the convenience

of living an instrument ready tuned for all

lie modes, like our harpsichords, it seems

probable that botli Lasus and Epigonius

■%ht have been temperers, and have ac

commodated their doctrine to their prac

tice.

2. Theon of Smyrna testifies that Lasus,

a well as the Pythagorean Hippasus of

•Metapontus, made use of two vases of the

same sue and tone, in order to calculate

ike eiact ratio or proportions of concords,

for, by leaving one of the vases empty, and

SUing the other half full of water, they be

came octaves to each other ; and filling

°»e a fourth part full, and the other a

'M, the percussion of the two vessels

produced the concords of fourth and fifth ;

from which process resulted the proportions

■ these three concords, contained in the

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4.

3. Lasus, according to Plutarch, intro

duced a dithyrambic license or irregularity

into musical measure, or rhythm, and upon

lyre imitated the compass and variety

of the Bute.

UTES (John James) received his mu

sical instruction under the first masters in

Italy, and was considered an excellent pcr-

'«mer on the violin. He led the concerts

* Oxford with credit to himself and great

satisfaction to his employers. The late duke

of Marlborough honoured him with hi

patronage, and gave him a lucrative profes

sional situation at Blenheim, which he en

joyed to the day of his death. He was mo

dest and unassuming in his manners, an

affectionate husband and father, an honest

and sincere friend, and died very much

respected in 1777. He was the author of

several violin solos, duets, and trios.

LATES, (Charles) bachelor of music,

Oxon, son of the preceding, received a

regular cathedral education, under the late

professor of music to the university of Ox

ford, Dr. Philip Hayes, and the first London

masters. He was well known to be an able

extempore fuguist on the organ, and a capi

tal player on the piano-forte. In early life

he published a " Set of Sonatas for the

Piano-forte " " Songs in Scores, §c." His

experience in the science, and long practice

as a professor, together with the approba.

tion of the public, fully proved him to be a

sound musician.

LATILLA, (Gaetano) born at Naples

about 1710, distinguished himself by his

talents, at a time when the school of Naples

was most fertile in great masters. A friend

of Pergolesi from their tenderest infancy,

he did honour to the ties which bound him

to the Orpheus of Ausonia, by the sincere

attachment he showed to him, both in pros

perity and adversity, and he softened his

last moments by the most tender consola

tion and the most lively grief. Latilla was

moreover the maternal uncle of Piccini,

and these titles to the consideration of the

friends of harmony, did not fail to be in

creased by multiplied proofs of real talent.

On quitting the conservatory, he first

composed the serious opera of " Orazio,"

and afterwards, "Madama Ciana," a

comic opera, thus showing himself almost

simultaneously equally great in both styles.

He set the second opera in conjunction

with Galuppi, afterwards known under the

title of liurancllo, and the first master of

the learned school of that city. We shall

say nothing of the first of these works, but

that it succeeded, and laid the foundation

of the reputation of its author ; but we may
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judge of the success of the second from the

alliance of a good rising composer, of the

Neapolitan school, with the most famous of

the old masters of the rival school of

Venice.

Latilla, satisfied with having succeeded

in both styles, did not change his method

of composition. To " Madama Ciana" suc

ceeded " La Tarrntola," and to " Orazio,"

" L'Olympiade," " Demofoonte, la Pasto-

rella," and to " Metope," " La Giardi-

niera Contessa." Afterwards devoting him

self exclusively to the comic opera, for

which he probably felt a predilection, he

composed " La Commedia in Commtdia,"

" Don Calascione," and " La Buona Fi-

gliuola," a subject frequently employed by

other composers. These operas, performed

on the different theatres of Italy, were

esteemed like those of the greatest masters.

On the whole, it would even appear that

the comic style was that in which Latilla

was most distinguished.

LATOUR. (T.) This elegant writer for

the piano-forte is resident in London, where

he has earned a substantial reputation by

the composition of very numerous works,

throughout which a refined taste and lively

mind are always distinguishable. He holds

the office of pianist to his majesty. The

following list contains his principal works :

Piano-forte : " Preludes." " Progres

sive Sonatinas," " Progressive Sonatinas,

fingered." " First Sonata, Violin Accom

paniment." " Military Concerto." " Imi

tations," first set. " New Imitations of

eminent Composers, in fourteen Variations

on an Air by Rossini," second set. " Di

vertimento, ' La Riplique,' Flute Accompa

niment." " Divertimento, ' Le Trouba

dour,' Fl. Acc." " Divertimento, ' Le Ro

manesque,' Fl. Acc." " Divertimento,

' La Cocarde Blanche,' Fl. Acc' " " Di

vertimento, ' Le Disire1,' Fl. Acc." "Di

vertimento from Airs in ' Enrico IV.,' Fl.

Acc." " Divertimento, from Airs in ' II

Barbiere,' Fl. Acc." " Divertimento, ' Le

Retour tVEspagne.' " " Divertimento,

'Alexandre le Grand.'" " Grand Sonata,

with ' The Manly Heart.' " " Grand Oc-

tave Sonata." " Petit Sonata." "Vwrie-

tions on German Hymn, Fl. Acc." "Va

riations on Guaracha Dance, Figaro, FL

Acc." " Variations on Guitar Doner,

Ft. Acc." " Variations on Gavotte it

Vestris, Fl. Acc." " Variations on ' Hm-

sard et Tyrolien,' Ft. Acc." " Variatini

on 'La Biondina,' Fl. Ace." " Varistka

on 'Tuche Accendi,' Fl. Acc." " Varintim

on Air in Tarare, Fl. Acc." " Varietmi

on Spanish Dance,from Figaro." " To-

riations on Copenhagen Waltz." " Varia

tions on Tivoli Waltz." " Variations a

'O pescator delC onda."' " Variation! «

Thime Anglaisc." " Variations on ' Mik,

ou la Nouvelle Tyrolien,' " " Variatkmsn

' Oh, Nanny.' " " Variations on NatM

Waltz." " Variations on ' Le Petit Ten-

hour' " "Variations on 'Sul margine,' Flti

Acc." "Variations on ' La Mia CwAi'

Fl. Acc." " Variations on ' Lieber Atpi-

tine.'" " Quadrille Rondo, No. 6."

"Rondo from the Ballet ' Le Sultan Got-

reux' " " Rondo on ' Fra tante angm*

palpite.' " " Andante and Rondo ' Let ft-

piltons.'" "Musette." " Overture ai

Rondo." " Parody," " Prince Lcop^'

Waltz. " " Two Waltzes." - 7V«

Waltzes," dedicated to Lady Le Denspen-

cer. " Quadrilles." " Impromptu, A'* 1.

with Fl. Acc." " Impromptu, No. 2, titk

Fl. Acc." " Rondo, ' L'Orage.' " "ff

lacca in Tancredi." " Variations on 'Tkn/'n

a' noddin,' with Fl. Acc." " Variation! »

Addio Teresa." "Duet, ' Le Petit Tan-

hour.' " " Ditto, Quadrille Airs.finl fl,

ditto.*' " Ditto ditto, second set, ditti"

"Ditto, with 'Sul margine iTun rie.'

"Ditto, with 'Ah rlair de la Int.''

"Ditto, with the Airs from Enrico If.

" Ditto, from Don Juan, 1 andl." "DM,

ditto, with Harp and Fl. Acc. 1 andi

" Ditto, from ' IlFlauto Magico,' 1 anil"

"Ditto, 'II Barbiere diSiviglia.'" "Dittf,

with German Hymn." " Ditto, Xel*

Adair and Copenhagen Waltz." "DM',

' In my cot.' " "Ditto, Le Hussari et k

Tyrolien." " Ditto, Rousseau's Drtoei"

" Vous et Moi." "Duettino." " D""

from 'II Barbiere,' Books 1 andl." "D*<>
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'Let Trou Sours,' Harp Acc" "Aits

fir three hands on the Piano-forte, or Piano

forte ami Keyed Harmonica, 1 and 2."

"Overture,No. 1 , v>ilh 'Roxuscau'sDrcam.'"

"Ditto, No. 2, ' Pyrenees Melody.' "

"Ditto, No. 3, 'Hope told.'" "Ditto,

Jfc.4, 'Adeste fideles.'" "Ditto, No. 5,
•life let us cherish.'" "Ditto, No. 6,

• Pmvrc Jacques.'" "Ditto, No. 1, 'Whi

ter, my lave.'" "Ditto, No. 8, Sestine's

fenurite Rondo." " Ditto, No. 9, ' She

ten in a valley: " " Ditto, No. 10,

'Tory awhile.' " "Ditto, No.M, 'Go

Gorge, I can't.' " "Ditto, No.\1, 'O listen

It the voice.' " " Recreation, No. 1, ' The

Maii of Lodi.' " " Ditto, No. 1, Gavotte

it Achate." " Ditto, No. 3, ' Off she

you"' "Ditto, No. 4, Venetian Air

» Travellers." " Ditto, No. 5, ' Ap

Stettin.' " " Ditto, No.6, Aria in ' Tra-

«*».'" "Ditto, No. 7, 'Nobody com-

uf to.'" "Ditto, No. 8, 'Sai vu Lise

Her m soir.' " " Ditto, No. 9, ' The

Xamelest.'" " Ditto, No. 10, 'OA, Nanny.'"

" Ditto, No. 11, ' Caro dolce.' " " Ditto,

A'o.12,' 0 ma tendrc Musette.' " "Mo

zart's celebrated Airs from the Opera of

'II Don Giovanni,' Book 1." "Ditto,

tttt, Booh 2." "Ditto, ditto, Booh 3."

"Ditto Airs, from the Opera of ' Le Nozze

i'Figaro,' Booh 1." " Ditto, ditto, Booh

I" " DUto, ditto, Book 3." " Ditto,

from the Opera of ' 11 Flauto Ma-

Book 1, with Ft. Ace" "Ditto,

*M», Booh 2." '* MchuFs Overture, ' Le

lent Henri: " " Quadrilles." " Two

Waltzes." " Three ditto." " Prince Leo-

rMt Waltz." " Tivoli ditto." " Airs

*Uh Van. and Rondos." "Ap Shenhin."

" Adieu, Lisette." "Air Russe, ' Ar hyd y

«"•"' "Adele." "Addio Teresa." "Air in

Travellers." "Buonaparte'sMarch" "Bugle

ffs"<" " Blue Bell ofScotland." " Begone,

** care." "Beggar Girl." " Caro dolce."

" Caledonian laddie." " Cory Owen."

" Chartreuse." " Cumberland Waltz."

Caledonian Hunt." " Captain M'ln-

,MA " " Copenhagen Waltz." " Dark

*W." " Del Can's Hornpipe." "Devil

">»*3 the Tailors." "Fallot la." "Fra

tante angoscie." " Guaracha Dance."

"Guitar ditto." "Gavotte de Vestris." "Ga

votte in Achate." " God save the King."

" Go to the Devil." " German Hymn."

"Hope told aflattering tale." " Hearts of

Oah." " Hussard et Tyrolien." " In my

cottage." " J'ai vh Lise." " Lass of

Patty's Mill." " Lieber Augustine." " La

belle Catharine." " La Pipe de Tabac"

" La mia crudel tiranno, " " Lady Caro

line Lee's Waltz." " Lord Howe's Horn

pipe." " Lord Nelson's ditto." " Lady

Shaftesbury's Reel." "La Biondina."

" L'Orage." " Maid of Lodi." " Mur

phy Delaney." " Merrily danced."

" Molly, put the kettle on." " Nos galen."

" New German Waltz." " New rigged

Ship." "National Walts." "Nobody

coming to marry me." " Nameless." "Oh,

Nanny." " Off she goes." " O peseator

delP onda." " O dear what can." " O

ma tendre Musette." " Ploughboy."

" Polacca in Tancredi." " Rondo in Ri-

naldo and Leonora" " Rising of the

Lark. " Rising of the Sun." " Rule

Britannia" " Rondo in Le Sultan." " Sir

David Hunter Blair." "Scotch Air in

Barbara Alton." " Since, then, I am

doomed." " Somebody." " Spanish Dance

in Figaro." " Sul marginc d'un rio."

" Theme Anglaise." " Tivoli Walts."

" Tuchc accendi." " Tink a tink."

" They're a' noddin. " " Viotti's Po

lacca." " Voulez-vous danser." " Water

man." " Within a mile." " Ye bants

and braes." Operatic airs : " Fra tante

angoscie." "Polacca in Tancredi." Duets :

" Duet with ' Sul mnrgine d'un rio.' "

" Ditto, German Hymn." " Ditto, Robin

Adair and Copenhagen Waltz." " Ditto,

'In my cot.'" "Ditto, Airs from En

rico IV." " Ditto, Don Giovanni, 1 and

2." "Ditto, ditto, ditto, with Harp and

Ft. Ace, Nos. 1 and 2." " Ditto, ditto, ' II

Flauto Magico,' 1 and 2." "Ditto, from

' II Barbiere dl Sivigtia.' " " Ditto, ' Le

Hussard et le Tyrolien.' " " Ditto, ' Vous

et MM.' " " Ditto, ' Le Petit Tambour.' "

" Ditto. ' An clair de la tunc' " " Duet-

j Hno." " Les Trois Samrs, Harp Ace"
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" Select Airs from Rossini's Opera of ' II

Barbiere di Siviglia,' Book I." "Ditto,

Book 2." " March and Chorus in Pietro

rEretnita." Harp : " Variations on ' Le

Hussard.' " " Ditto, ' They're a' noddin,'

FUAcc." " Ditto, 'Le Desire',' ditto."

Airs, with variations and rondos: " Le

Hussard." " I'hey're a' noddin." Duets

for harp and piano-forte : " Variations on

German Hymn, Harp, P. F., and Ft."

" Ditto, Airs in ' Enrico IV.,' ditto."

11 Ditto, ' Rousseau's Dream.' " " Duet,

Op. 12." " L'Unique.for Hp., P.F., and

Ft." " Italian Air, No. 1." " Ditto, Ao.

2." English songs : " O, wake no more

that lay," and "The Knight and the Lady."

LATRE, (Jean db, commonly called

Petit Jean) a composer of the sixteenth

century, published " Motetti & 5, 6, e 7

Voc," Dusseldorf, 1566.

LA TROBE, (Rev. Christian Igna

tius) eldest son of the Rev. Benjamin La

Trobe, for many years superintendent of the,

congregations of the United Brethren in

England, was born, in 1758, at Fulnec,

near Leeds, in Yorkshire. He received his

early education at the place of his nativity,

and went to Germany in 1771, to prosecute

his studies at the college of the United Bre

thren at Niesky, in Upper Lusatia. Re

turning in 1784, he entered into holy orders

in the same church, and has ever since re

sided in London. He has been usefully

and honourably employed for nearly forty

years, in the service of the church in gene

ral, and of its missions among the heathen

in particular, and been enabled, by his pub

lic and private connections in various ways,

to promote their welfare. He has never, of

course, cultivated music as a profession,

though, as a science, it has, from his earliest

years, engaged his attention. In all his

compositions, he has endeavoured to bear in

mind the great and important use to

which, in his opinion, music should be ap

plied ; and, agreeably to his convictions

upon this subject, not less than to the re

ceived ideas concerning the clerical charac

ter, he has confined himself, in vocal music,

to sacred or devotional words. To en-

courage the same application of this divine

ai t in others, has also been one great ob

ject of his publications.

Among his earlier compositions wet;

several for instruments alone. Besides con

certos for single instruments, accompanied

by a full band, (which have never been

published) he occasionally wrote sonatas

for the piano-forte. A set of three sonatas

having met with the approbation of the

great Haydn, was published about the tine

of that master's second visit to England

the circumstance of their dedication to him,

is mentioned by Haydn in a short menua;

of himself.

Mr. La Trobe's compositions fot tit

church, or for private devotion, are by ■

means few in number j particularly when c

is considered that they are the production

very irregular intervals between official ■

gagcments, which demand no ordinary share

of time and labour. They consist of solos,

anthems for several voices, and oratorio,

only part of which have been as yet given

to the public. It would be difficult to say

on what model these compositions have beta

formed. Mr. La Trobe is certain!? no

copyist, but in general displays a charade:

of his own. His taste was original!)

grounded upon the simple yet majestic mo

dulations, and the rich harmonies, which

characterise the psalmody of the Lutheran

and Moravian churches. From these, the

transition was easy to the works of the great

masters of the German school, at the head

of whom may be placed Hasse and Graun:

the compositions of their mighty successors,

Haydn and Mozart, who seemed to" have

carried that peculiar combination of natural

and scientific beauty to its height, led him

still further into the knowledge and prac

tice of the true ecclesiastical style of musje.

He has been heard frequently to observe,

that the Tod Jesu (death of Jesus) of

Graun, and the Stabal Mater of Haydn,

first gave him the idea of the powers of

vocal music, in the expression of every

feeling of which a devotional mind is capa-

ble. His acquaintance with the forer£»

masters, which increased with the gradual
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acquisition of an extensive musical library,

at length suggested the idea of a publica

tion, by which Mr. La Trobe's name lias

become better known, than by his original

compositions, and which has, according to

the testimony of impartial judges, contri

buted, more perhaps than any other work, to

the introduction into this country of a taste

for the church music of Germany and Italy.

"TheSelection ofSacredMusic," commenced

in the year 1806, has now extended to five

relumes : and the approbation it has almost

universally met with, wherever it has be

come known, may be considered as no unfair

test of its merits. An idea has been enter

tained by some persons that this work was

published in a spirit unfavourable to the re

putation of Handel ; as if admiration of the

impositions which have assisted to form

lie taste of the most musical nations of

Europe, were inconsistent with the full en

joyment of the works of that sublime com

poser. So far from this being correct, it

maybe affirmed, without hazard, that few

among our countrymen, even of the most

rigid Handelians, have viewed with more

regret and surprise the increasing neglect,

which seems to be the lot of some of the

finest monuments of Handel's genius. One

performance of the Messiah, and one of the

Dettingen Te Deum, in the course of the

year, is indeed a meagre tribute, from a me

tropolis like London, to the memory of the

greatest composer of whose residence Eng

land could ever boast.

The following is a list of Mr. La Trobe^s

published compositions : " Three Sonatas

f«r the Piano-forte" dedicated to Haydn.

" The Diet Ira," a hymn on the last judg

ment. " The Dawn of Glory," a hymn on

the bliss of the redeemed. " A Jubilee An

them" for the fiftieth anniversary of the

accession of king George III. "A Te

lievm," as performed in the cathedral at

York. " Miserere," (Ps. li.) Various an

thems published in a " Collection of An

thems in use among the United Brethren."

" Sir Airs," the words by Cowper and

Miss Hannah More.

LAUCHER, (Joseph Antony) Musiccs

TOU II.

Director Delingar ad Danubium glorio-

sissimte Damns Austriacar, published the

following works: " 18 Vesper Hymnen

mit 4 gcwohnl : Singstimmen,2 Viol.Qrgel,

Violon und 2 Waldhirnern, mit angehang-

tem vollstimmigen Te Deum und Veni

Snncte, etc." 1786. " Sacrificium Mor-

tuorum, sen 3 Missa Solcnnis, breves ta-

men, de Requiem, occasiotte exequiarum

felicissima? Memoriar Josephi II., Leopoidi

II., Iiomanorum Imperatorum, et Blisa-

bctha- Imperatricis, in insigni Ecclesia

Collegiata D. Petri ibidem rite persoluta-

ncm decantalce, nunc vera in lucem publi

cum editor 4 vocib. ordin. concinnentibus,

2 Violinis, Alto-Viola et Organo necessa-

riis, 2 Cornibus vero, 2 Clarinetlis vel

Obois et Violone partim obligatis, partim

non obligatis," Op. 2, Speyer, 1792.

LAUDUNO, (Nicolas de.) In the Bar-

berini library is preserved a manuscript

treatise on music by this author.

LAUDUS, (VicTomt's) chapel-master

in the cathedral church at Messina, about

the year 1597, was born at Alcar, in Sicily.

He published " II Prima Libro de Madri-

galii 5 Voci con Dialogo A 8 Voci," Pa

lermo, 1597.

LAUER (J. F. L.) published at.Gotha

" Klavierliedersammlung," 1786.

LAUGIER, (M. A.) born at Manosque

in 1613, was a Jesuit, and preacher to the

king of France. He published the first

musical journal which appeared in France,

under the title " Sentiment ifun Harmoni-

phile sur differens Ouvrages de Musique,"

Lyons, 1756.

LAURA (Dominico) flourished, accord

ing to Cerreto, as one of the best compo

sers in Italy, about the year 1600.

LAUREMBERG, (Dr. Petf.b) a phy

sician and professor of poetry at Rostock,

died there in 1639. In the title of a fourth

edition of the " Musomachia," of 1642,

he is called its principal contributor. He

was also the author of a work published by

Sartorius at Hamburgh, and entitled "Hel

ium Musicale."

LAURENTI, (Lautientii's) a cliapel-

master at Bremen, died in 1722. His prin-
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cipal wort bears the title " Evangelia Me-

lodira." It consists of spiritual songs and

hymns, arranged according to the different

gospels for Sundays and holydays, and

adapted to known melodies. Bremen, 1700.

As a musician, he seems to have done little

or nothing in this work.

LAUKENTI, (Pietro Paolo) of Bo

logna, set to music the following three

operas : " Atlilio Regole in Africa," 1701 ;

•' I diporti (TAmore in Villa," 1710; and

" Esone Ringiovenito," 1716.

LAURENTII, (Girolamo) an eccle

siastic of Bologna, flourished as one of the

first violin players of Italy, about the year

1720. There have been published of his

works " 6 Concerti a 3 V., A., Vc, e Or-

gano"

IAURENTIO, (Mariancs de) a priest

and canon in Sicily, flourished as a com

poser, and published many works, about the

year 1620. We can now only meet with

the following : " Prima libro di Madrigali

& 5 Voci con un Dialogo it 8," Venice,

1602 ; and " Salmi, Magnificat, Fain

Cardoni e Mcssa, !i 4 Voci con B. continue

per fOrgano," Op. 5, Palermo, 1624.

LAURIETTI, an Italian musician, pub

lished at Paris, in 1780, " Six Quatuors

pour le Violon."

LAURUS, (Dominicus) leader of the

orchestra at Mantua, was born at Padua.

He flourished about 1550, and published

many works.

LAUSKA, (Franc) chamber-musician

to the elector palatine of Bavaria, and one

of the best German pianists, travelled on

the continent during many years. He re

mained, probably, the whole of the year

1794 in Hamburgh, whence his fame first

began to spread over Germany. After this,

he gathered equal praises at Copenhagen.

In 1799, he went to Berlin, where he wrote

and published a concerto for the piano.

His works for that instrument are quite

original, and are as follows: '* Grande So-

nate pour le Clavicin," Op. 1, Hamburgh,

1795. " Nine German Songs, with Va

riationsfor the Piano," Op. 2, Hamburgh,

1792. " Rondo pour le Clavicin, pour ks

Dames," Op. 4, Munich, 1797. " four

Sonatas for the Piano-forte," (each seja-

rate) as Op. 4, Op. 6, Op. 7, and Op. 8,

Hamburgh, 1797. " Der Grcis uitrf «i»

Stab." i.e. "The Old Man and his Staff."

Knnigsberg, 1797. " Eight Variations

for the Piano-forte on Reichardt's Song,

' Jch husse dich, Schleier,'" Munich, 1799.

" Deux Grandcs Senates pour le CAitxfcw,"

Ops. 9 and 10, Hamburgh. " Deux Pe-

tits Rondcaux pour Piano-fortr," Berlin.

The following of his works have been

published by Kuhnel, of Leipsk : " Sis

Variations pour Piano-forte.*1 " Sosali

pour Piano-forte," Op. 20. " Trots Pe

tits Rondcaux pour Piano-forte," Op. 23.

" Grande Senate pour Piano-forte" Op.

24. " Polonaise pour Piano-forte," Op.

25. " Dix-neuf Grandcs Senates jx*

Piano-forte," Op. 26. " Capriccio f<*<

Piano-forte," Op. 32. " Aiigenehme uii

nicht schwere Tonstuche mit applitatur /.

d. Piano-forte," i. e. " Pleasant and vi

difficult exercises, with applications, for the

piano-forte," Op. 33. About the year 18W,

he went to Vienna, to study counterpoim

under the celebrated Albrechtsberga.

Since that period he has resided in

Berlin.

LAUXMIN, (Sioismund) a Polisl

Jesuit, from Samogitia, was rector of several

colleges, and, lastly, vice-provincial of Li

thuania, in which situation he died in 1670,

in the seventy-first year of his age, or, fc>

cording to others, in his seventy-fourth.

He wrote, amongst other works, " An <t

Praxis Musiccr," W'ilna, 1664.

LAVIGNA, (VtNCENzo) a Neapoto

musician, recommended by Paesiello, >E

1802, to the directors of the theatre there,

as a composer. He wrote in the nine

year, for the Theatre della Scala, the open

bulla "La Muta per Amort, ossia ilMnka

per Forsa," which obtained distinguolwi

success.

LAVINETTA, (Behxhardos m) »

learned monk, about the year 1523, wrote

" Compcndiosa Explicatio Artis Lu/li***-

in which he treats, in nine chapters, m

musical subjects.
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LAVIT,(J. B. O.) formerly a pupil of the

(title pnlytechniquexA Paris, published there,

in 1808, " Tableau comparatifdu Systhne

Htnmonique de Pythagore, et du Systime

dti Modernes"

LAVOCAT, (Pierre) a French com

poser, flourished about 1700, in Burgundy,

Mil is known by the following work :

" Concert det Dieux four le Manage de

&. A. S. Mgr." Of this work, the text

only, by Derequeleyue, has been printed at

Dijon.

LAWATZ published songs for the piano

forte, Altoua, 1790.

LAWES, (William) the son of Thomas

Liwes, a vicar-choral of the church of

Salisbury, and a native of that city, having

Aown an early propensity to music, was,

>t lie expense of Edward Earl of Hereford,

placed under the tuition of Coperario. He

•w a member of the choir of Chichester,

tod was called from thence, in 1602, to the

office of gentleman of the chapel royal ;

but, afterwards, resigning that situation in

favour of Ezekiel Wood, he became one of

the private or chamber musicians to king

Carles I. Fuller says, that " he was re

jected and beloved by all who cast any

looks towards virtue and honour." His

fratirude and loyalty for his master were

■>ch, that he took up arms in his cause ;

»nd although, to exempt him from danger,

lord Gerrard made him a commissary in the

royal army, yet the activity of his spirit

disdained this intended security, and at

tie siege of Chester, in 1645, he lost his

life. The king is said to have been so much

affected at his death, that he wore particular

'burning for him.

His compositions were, for the most part,

fantasias for the viols and the organ ; but

tie chief of his printed works were " Choice

Pialmt put into Music for three Voices."

Many of his songs are to be met with in

the collections of the day, and several catches

anil rounds, and a few of his canons, are

published in Hilton's Collection.

LAWES, (Henrv) brother of the pre-

cftling, was likewise a pupil of Coperario.

He wh a native of Salisbury, and bom in

the year 1600. In the month of January,

1625, he was made pisteller, and, in No

vember following, a gentleman of the cha

pel royal. After this, he was appointed

clerk of the check, and a gentleman of

the private music, to king Charles I.

He is celebrated for having introduced

the Italian style of music into this kingdom ;

but this rests upon no better foundation

than his having been educated under Cope

rario, and having composed a song on the

story of Theseus andAriadne, in which there

are some passages that a superficial peruser

might mistake for recitative. This song is

published among his "Ayrcs andDialogues

for one, two, and three Voices," printed in

London in 1653. In the preface to this

collection, the author mentions his having

formerly composed some airs to Italian and

Spanish words. He speaks of the Italians

as being great masters of music, but, at the

same time, that his own nation had produced

as many able musicians as any in Europe.

He censures the particularity of the age,

for songs sung in a language which the

hearers do not understand ; and, in ridicule

of it, speaks of a song of his own compo

sition, printed at the end of the book, which

was nothing more than an index of the

initial words of some old Italian song or

madrigal. He says that this index, which

he had set to a varied air, and, when read

together, was a strange medley of nonsense,

passed with a great part of the world as an

Italian song.

The first composition in the above collec

tion is " The Complaint ofAriadne," (before-

mentioned) the music to which is neither

recitative nor air, but in such a medium

between the two, that a name is wanting

for it. The circumstance which contributed

to recommend it to notice cannot now be

discovered, but the applauses that attended

the singing of it almost exceed belief.

Lawes also composed tunes to Mr. San-

dys's Paraphrase on the Psalms, published

in 1638, and afterwards in 1676. These

tunes are different from those composed

jointly by the two brothers, and published

in 1648. They are for a siDgle voice, with
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a bass, and were intended for private devo

tion.
Milton's Comus was originally set to

music by Lawes, and was first represented

on Michaelmas night, 1634, at Ludlow

castle, in Shropshire, for the entertainment

of the family of the Earl of Bridgewater,

and others of the neighbourhood. Lawes

himself played in it the character of the at

tendant spirit, who, towards the middle of

the drama, appears to the brothers habited

like a shepherd. The music never appeared

in print.
The songs of Lawes, to a very great

number, are to be found in the collection

entitled " Select Musical Ayres and Dia

logues," by Dr. Wilson, Dr. Charles Col-

man, Henry Lawes, and William Webb,

published in 1652; "Ayres andDialogues,"

published by himself iu the year following j

" The Treasury of Music," 1669; and

several others printed about that time. In

these are contained the songs of Waller,

all, or nearly all, of which were set to music

by Lawes, and, as an acknowledgment of

the obligation, that poet has celebrated his

skill in the following lines :

" Let those who only warble long,

And gargle in their throats a song,

Content themselves with ut, re, mi ;

Let words of sense be set by thee."

Lawes continued in the service of the

king no longer than the breaking out of the

rebellion. From lhat time he employed

himself in teaching ladies to sing. He,

however, retained his place in the chapel

royal, and composed the coronation anthem

for king Charles II. He died in 1662, and

was interred in Westminster abbey.

Were we to judge of the merits of Lawes

as a musician, from the numerous testimo

nies of contemporary writers, we should be

compelled to rank him amongst the first

which this country has ever produced ; but

if we examine his works, his title to fame

will not appear quite so well grounded. He

was engaged in the service of the church, but

contributed nothing towards the increase of

its stores. His talent lay chiefly in the com

position of songs for a single voice, and iu

these his greatest excellence consisted in

the correspondence which he kept up be

tween the accent of the music and the

quantity of the verse.

Dr. Burney says, that the greater part of

his productions are " languid and insipid,

and equally devoid of learning and genius."

LAYOLLE, (Alemak) organist at

Lyons, about the middle of the sixteenth

century, published " Chansons et Voix-de-

ville A quatre voi.r," Lyons, 1561.

LAYS. See Lais.

LAZARI (Alberto) published at Ve

nice, in 1637, " Gloria di Venetia, e ollrt

Musiche A Voce sola, e\c" Op. 3.

LEAL, (Miguel) a friar of the Cister-

tian order, and a good composer, was bom

in Lisbon, and entered into the order it

Alcobaca in 1645. Among the worb

which he has left behind, there is one par

ticularly distinguished, namely, " Misse i

note euros." Leal became, at last, prior of a

convent in Lisbon.

LEANDER, two brothers, performers <ro

the French horn, resided many years in

London up to about 1805. They were

excellent virtuosi on their instrument, and

were engaged in the orchestra of the Kinf's

theatre, and at most of the public concerts.

One of the brothers composed a very pleas

ing duet for two voices, " By those eya,

whose sweet expression." (Birchall's Cat)

LEBRUN. See Brun.

LEBRUN, (Louis Sebastian) a French

dramatic composer and singer, was born at

Paris about the year 1765. He was, i»

childhood, admitted as a chorister at the

cathedral of Notre Dame, in which simatioa

he remained twelve years. He was then

taught composition, and the practice of mu

sic, by the abbe" Duguc, chapel-master oi

the cathedral. Lebrun was next appointed

chapel-master to the churi h of St. Gennaia

l'Auxerrois ; after two years, however, he

resolved to make his debut, as a singer, at

the royal academy of music, where he first

appeared, in 1787, in the part of Pohp»"'

in (Edipe. He next came before the p«bl*

at the concert spiritucl, in the double

capacity of composer and singer. His a*1"
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positions for this concert consisted in several

scenas and grand choruses from oratorios.

In J 790, he produced his first dramatic

wort at the Theatre Montansier; it was

entitled " L'Art tTaimer au Village."

He next gave, at the Theatre Louvois,

"Emilie el Melcour," " Un Moment iTHu-

vuiur," and " La Veuve Amiricaine" At

the Theatre des Vari<5tes, " Lei petitsAveu-

gla," and "La Suite de la Cinipuadaine''

At the Theatre Feydeau, " Le bun Flit,"

" Plus de pettr que de mal" " VAstro~

name," "Le Macon," and " Marcelline."

After being engaged at the Theatre Fey-

Jeiu during several years, Lebrun reentered

at the grand opera, as one of the principal

singers. He was afterwards first tenor

singer at the chapel royal of Napoleon, and

also chamber singer to the emperor. In

1809, a grand " Te Deum" of his compo

sition was executed at the cathedral of

Notre Dame, in honour of the victories of

Wajrram and Enzerdoff.

LEBSDEFF, a Russian composer, came

to London in 1798, with a squadron from

India. He was engaged, at that time, in

writing a collection of airs in the style of

the music of Hindostan and Bengal. As

be was fully master of the eastern lan

guages, as well as of their musical expres

sion, he was much looked to at the time for

the explanation of modern oriental music,

which, even yet, has not been fully made

known. The airs are, in the opinion of

connoisseurs, very melodious aud pathetic,

and are a medium between Scottish and

Italian music. (Gerber's Dictionary.) We

have not been able to obtain any further infor

mation respecting this musician or his works.

LEBUGLE (Abbe) published much mu

sic of his composition for the harpsichord,

at Paris, subsequently to the year 1783.

LECCIO, (Scozzese Aoostino di) a

composer of the sixteenth century, of whose

works there is yet preserved in the Munich

library " Canzonettc Neapolitane a 3, 4, e 5

Fori," Venice, 1579.

LECLAIR, (J. M.) See Clair.

LECLERC, (J. B.) deputy for the de

partment of the Maine et Loire, in the legis-

lative assembly at Paris, in 1796. He had

been a member of the convention, and was

obliged to leave Paris, to escape persecu

tion and imprisonment. During his retire

ment from public business, he laid the plan

of a great musical work, and submitted it

to the committee for public instruction in

France. As, however, this body took no

notice of it, the author published it in 1796,

(improved aud enlarged) under the title of

"Essaisur la Propagation de la Mutique en

France, sa Conservation, et ses Rapports avec

le Gouvernement" This treatise begins with

a brief history of music among the Chinese,

Egyptians, Greeks, and other ancient na

tions, amongst whom it was considered as

a foundation of religion and morality. Then

he proceeds to the influence which it has

had upon modern nations ; on which sub

ject he says, that Gluck's music in Paris laid

the foundation of the revolution, as the want

of church music gave rise to the civil war

in La Vendue. He endeavours to prove

the necessity of music to the French nation,

amongst other arguments, by the conduct of

certain peasants in Lower Poitou, whose

only business is to sing incessantly, whilst

the oxen are drawing the plough. From

this, he proceeds further, and endeavours

to prove that the cultivation of the science of

music leads us to the practice of every pub

lic and private virtue, by means of the satis

faction and calmness which it imparts to the

mind ; and that, for this reason, all govern

ments ought particularly to take it under

their observation, and to fix its use and abuse

by proper laws. He examines, further, how

far the then existing operas, and other pub

lic musical performances in France, either

may tend to promote or to diminish human

perfectibility.

LECOICK. See Coick.

LEDERER, (Joseph) an Augustine

monk, in St. Michael's convent at Ulm, and

professor of divinity there, was born in

Suabia in 1733, and published the follow

ing musical works, practical as well as

theoretical : " Neue und erleichterte art zu

Solmisiren," Ulm, 1756. Second edition

under the title " Neve und erleichterte art
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xul Sotmiriren, nebst andern Vartheilen, die

Singkunst in kurzer zcit sm erlerncn,"

Ulm, 1796. A song, " Aus den frohen

Licbeshund" " 6 Messcn, kurz, leicht uwl

sangbar, hauptsiichlich zum Gebrauch der

Chore aus dein Lande und der Frauen-

ktoster aufgesetsl," Augsburg, 1776. "Et-

was aus China," operetta, Ulm, 1777.

" 5 Vespern, sammt 5 andern Psalmen,

welche das Jahr hindurck vorkomnien,

eincm bcsondern Magnificat, und einem

Stabat Mater, kurz, leicht, singbar," Ulm,

1780. " Musikalischcr Vorrath, bestehcnd

mis 18 Versen, 17 Preambulcn, Mcnuettcn,

Trio, 3 Sonaten und cine Arie in Parti-

tur," Augsburg, 1781. " Diejungen Re-

krutcn, eine Romisclie operetta," Ulm,

1781. This worthy divine and excellent

artist died in 1796.

LEDERZ, (Paulus) a bookseller at

Strasburg, published " Kirchengesangbuch,

darinne die furnekmsten und besten, auch

gebrauchlichsten lAcder und Gesange mm

finden," Strasburg, 1616.

LEDUC, (Simon, l'alne) one of the

directors of the concert spiritml at Paris,

was born in 1 748. He was a violin pupil

of Gavinies. There are known, of his

compositions, two books of sonatas for one

violin, and several concertos and sympho

nies. About a month after the decease of

Leduc, in 1777, there was a rehearsal of

one of his symphonies for the concert des

amateurs. In the middle of the adagio,

the chevalier de Saint-Georges was so af

fected by the expression of the movement,

joined to the recollection of the death of

his friend, that he let his bow fall, and

burst into tears.

LEDUC, (PiEnm) brother and pupil of

the preceding, was born in 1755. He was

a violinist at the spiritual and amateur

concerts at Paris, and subsequently en

gaged in the music trade.

LEDWICK, (E.) an Irish author, pub

lished " Antiquities of Ireland," Dublin

and London, 1790. Part of this work

treats of the music of the ancient Irish, as

it was cultivated by their bards. The au

thor states, that the music of the ancient

inhabitants of Ireland consisted merely is

the tunes of their poems and songs, which

they called pheateath or peitetigk, that is,

relating in music. They had also some

knowledge of wind instruments, some of

which were the goll-trompo, or the foreign

trumpet. This was the metal horn which

the Danes, Normans, and English made nst

of. 'Jelly, The trompa, which resembled

the modem trumpet. This was the wu

instrument of the Saxons, Gauls, and Nor

mans. 3dly, piobarnala, or harp, which,

according to our author, is either of Scy

thian or Teutonic origin. They may per

haps have earlier known the tiompa*, or

drum, and the crotalin. Their oldest and

most celebrated harp-players, about the

year 1330, were O'Carrol and Cruise, who

had probably learnt from the christian clergy

to tune their harps according to the eight

diatonic notes, on the principles of harmony.

LEEDEB, (Johavn Wiljielm) chapel-

master at Hildesheim, died in 1785. He

published, at Amsterdam, some music lot

the flute and violin.

LEEVES, (Rev. W.) of Wrington, in

Somersetshire, is the composer of the sail

prevailing melody of " Auld Robin Crry,"

which has been erroneously attributed to

lady Anne Lindsey. He also published

volume of glees, about the year 1790, in

conjunction with Dr. Harrington, of Bath,

and Edmund Broderip, the organist of Wells

cathedral.

LEFEBURE DE WELEY, (Axvoirc)

a composer at Paris. Among his worts

may be mentioned, " Nauveau Solflgi"

Venise et Paris, 1780. It is an easy me

thod of solmisation. " QuaIre Sonat.f*"

le Clav." Op. 2, Paris. " Premier, deuti-

eme, et troisihne Recueil d'Arrs, pvtr If

Piano-forte," Ops. 3, 4, 5, Paris. I»

1801, he read, in a public sitting of the

national institute, a treatise on the effects

of music on the nerves.

LEFEBURE, (.T*con) violinist in the

chapel of prince Henry of Prussia, at Ber

lin, was born in 1723. He studied mosic

under Graun and Emmanuel Bach. He

composed much music for his instrument-
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LEFEVRE, organist at the clmrch of St.

Louis, in Paris, in the year 1760. He

executed at the concert spiritucl several of

bis motets, of which " Qiiam bonus,"

"Column me,"and " Coronate," have been

engraved.

LEFEVRE, (Jacques) chamber-musi

cian to the king of France in 1613. He

composed about the same time several

works for three, four, five, and seven voices,

of which Laborde has given two airs in his

second volume.

LEFEVRE, (Xavier) an excellent per

former on the clarionet, and composer for

bis instrument, stands, in 1798, as first

clarionet at the grand opera in Paris. He

bis published a variety of music for his

instrument, of which, however, only the

fallowing can be mentioned : " Duos Cori-

tntin. pour 2 Clav." Ops. 1 , 3, 4, and 10 ;

" Petits Duosfacil. Liv." Ops. A and B, 1

and 2 ; each work contains six pieces, Pa

ris, 1791 to 1798. " Trios pour deux Clar.

<i Fagotte," Ops. 5 and 9, each six pieces,

Paris, 1793 to 1797. " Recucil de Mar

ches et Pas redouble's suivi d*une Marche

rtligieuse de Gossec," Paris, 1793. " Sin-

fin. Concert. A Ctarinette et Fagot," Paris.

" 5 Concert. A Ctarinette," Paris, from

1793 till 1799, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, each

separate. The pupil who played on the

clarionet in 1799, at the national institute

of Paris, gained the prize with No. 5 of

'be foregoing. " M6thode de Ctarinette,

fr A. Lefevre, adoptie par le Conserva

toire," Para, 1803. It is uncertain

whether the initial of A. to the last work

indicates another author, probably it is

only a second christian name of X. Le

fevre.

LEFFLOTH, (Joiiann Matiuas) organ

ist at Nuremburg. He published many

instrumental works, among which are :

" Sonate et Fugue pour le Clav." Nurem

berg. " Divertimento Musicale, consis-

ttnte in 1 Partita da Cembalo" Nurem

burg. He died in 1733.

LEGARE (Claude) published at Ge

nera, in 1657, " Les Pseaumes de David

Hints sur ««e seuk clef,"

LEGAT DE FURCI (Antoine) was

born at Maubeuge. He published " Scco/ids

So/feges avec basse chiffrie, contennnt des

lecons dans tous les genres des duos et des

aricttcs, ni'cc paroles," Paris, 1790. He

was organist to the church of St. Croix de

la Hretonniire in Paris, and assisted La

borde in writing his essay on music. He

also composed several dramatic pieces,

which, however, were not successful.

LEGRENZI (Giovanni) was organist

of the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, in

Bergamo, afterwards chapel-master in the

church Delia Spirito Santa, in Ferrara, and

in his later years, chapel-master of the

church of St. Mark, at Venice.

His works consist of masses, motets,

sonata per chiesa c de camera, psalms, lita

nies, and cantatas.

LEGROS, (Joseph) a French musician,

born in 1739. In 1777, he was manager of

the convert spiritucl at Paris,

LEHMAN, (Fredekicx Adoli>ii von)

counsellor of legation at Dessau, in the

year 1801, was previously in the elector's

infantry. Although but an amateur, he

has proved by his published works that he

has not only made unusual progress in the

art of playing the piano-forte, but has also

acquired a familiarity with counterpoint

and the rules of strict composition. The

following of his works have appeared in

print : " Gesange am Kiavier, in Musik

gescttt," Dessau, 1793. " Des Matlchens

Klange von Schiller, furs Kiavier in Mu-

sik ges." 1801. " Onze Variat. pour le

Piano-forte," Augsburg, 1802. " Gesange

am Kiavier," Leipsic, 1802. " Klcine

Gesange, in Klav." Op. 4. " Six Marches,

qui peuvent exicutcr aussi bien en en

tr'actes a plein orch., qu'en harmonic pour

Cinstr. & vent," Op. 4. " Six Marches pour

le Piano-forte," Op. 4.

LEHMKE, (CnmsTiNE Wilhelme

Cathaiiine) wife of Christian Lehmke,

singer to the duke of Mecklenburg-Schwe-

rin at Ludwigslust, was born at Minden, in

Prussia, about the year 1774. She was

engaged by the duke, in 1796, as singer, in

consequence of her great talents, and after
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wards became the great attraction of the

chapel there. Jhe compass of her voice

was very considerable. Her melting soft

ness in the adagio, and charming style of

taking bravura passages, caused her to be

considered in Germany as one of the first

singers of the age. She was likewise an

excellent pianist, and possessed much

knowledge of the science of music. Her

husband was an actor, and together with

his wife performed the first parts in every

good opera (comic and tragic) that was given

at the court theatre. They arc still living,

but have nearly retired from public singing.

LEJEUNE, a Parisian composer, has

become known by a 11 Recneil dc Romances

et Chansons," Op. 1, published in Paris in

1792.

LEIGHTON, (Sir William) knight,

one of the honourable band of gentleman-

pensioners, published in 1614, in conjunc

tion with some other persons, a work en

titled " J'he Teares or Lamentations of a

sorrowful Soul, composed with musical

Ayres and Songs, both for Voices and

divers Instruments."

LEISRING (Volcxmah) was born at

Gebstadt, near Buttstadt, in Thuringia.

He pursued his studies at Jena, and about

the year 1617 was appointed rector at

Schkolen, near Naumburg. In the year

1619, he became pastor at Nohra, near

Weimar; and lastly, in 1626, pastor at

Buchfarth, where he died in 1637. - His

practical works are, according to Walther :

" Jirautlied aus dem 26 Cap. Syrachs,"

Jena, 1609. " Cymbalum Davidicum 4,

5, 6, et8 vocum," Jena, 1611. " Taeilae

Jfuptiales, in 16 latcin und deutscheu Hoch-

seitgesangen von 4, 5, und 8 Stimmcn"

Erfurt, 1624. " Strenophonitp, in 21 latcin

und deutschen Neujahrs Gesungcn," Erfurt,

1628.

LEIST, a young Hungarian, aged only

eleven. This child already displays talents

of the first order as a pianist ; but the exe

cution of young Leist is not only distin

guished for the rapidity of fingering, which

is what is admired in a number of perform

ers, he unites to a perfection of lightness

and firmness of hand, an expression which

has been wanting in other performers,

whose reputation is nevertheless very high.

This, however, is what is least astonishing

in the talents of this extraordinary child.

He composes in the style of the greatest

masters, and he improves on lessons given

him with a facility so much the more mar

vellous, as the force and grace of ideas

never fail him. Since Mozart, who asto

nished several courts of Europe at the act

of eight years, the musical world has cer

tainly witnessed nothing so surprising as

young Leist. We must not forget to notice

a characteristic feature which completes his

fame as a real prodigy: this is, that though he

has only recently begun to learn the French

language, he already expresses himself in s

with a distinctness, and sometimes with an

elegance, which would do credit to manj

youths of sixteen or eighteen years of age.

LE1TNER (Peter) published, in 180>),

the opera " Eduard," in two acts. He a

probably an Austrian.

LEM, (Peter) first violin at the royal

chapel in Copenhagen, was born there

about the year 1753. He had first a pen

sion of one hundred rix-dollars, and was

dispensed with playing in the orchestra.

After the death of the chamber-musician

Hartmann, his pension was increased to

twenty dollars, and the title of professor

was given to him. From that time, he

played only solos at concerts, and instructed

the pupils, who from time to time were ap

pointed to the royal chapel. Traeg na

tions a " Hondo pour Ic Clav." in manu

script, written by this musician.

LE MA1BE. This French musician was

singing-master in Paris in the year 1660,

and contributed much to the propagatM

and general adoption of the seventh note of

the octave (si.) He seems also to hare

been a vocal composer, as will appear from

the following of his printed works : " La

quatre Saisons ou Cantates, lAb. 1," Pans-

" 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Recueil a"Airs a chanter,"

Paris. In the year 1798, there was al»

a Le Maire, a violinist in the orchestra of

the grand opera at Paris.
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LEMEERE, (Frederic A.) a director

cf the conservatory of music in Paris, since

1795, was a pupil of Berton. He brought

out at the Theatre des Amis des Arts, " Les

Jrus Orphelins," " Les deux Crispins,"

with the poetry, " La Paix et VAmour."

All three printed in Paris in 1798. " La

Reprise de Toulon." The overture of which,

a grand orch., was printed at Paris in

1797. " Andrea et Almone," 1794, and

" Le Tombeau de MCrabeau." Most of the

above little pieces were successful. He

also published " Srpt Homanc. avec Acc.

de Clou." Op. 14, and " Deuxiime Duo

Com: pour Harp et Piano," Paris, 1803.

LE1ILIN, (Laurentinus) a contrapun

tist about the middle of the sixteenth cen

tury. Of his works are still to be found

some melodies, in a collection of songs for

four voices made in 1548, and yet preserved

in the Zwickau library.

LEMOYNE or MOINE, (Jean-Bap-

tistx) a French musician, was born at

Eymet in 1751. In his youth, he went to

Germany, and studied composition under

tl": celebrated masters, Graun and Kirn-

oerger. Whilst at Berlin, he composed a

storm chorus for an old opera, " Toinon

mid Toinette," which had the greatest suc

cess, so much so, that the prince royal of

Prussia gave him, as a reward for its com

position, a superb gold snuffbox filled with

ducats. He was then nominated director

of the music at the theatre of this prince,

and had the honour of giving several lessons

to Frederick the Great, by whom he was

much esteemed. After this he produced,

at Warsaw, " Le Banquet de Colette," an

opera ia one act, in which Madame St.

Huberty performed, who afterwards, by

Lemoyne's instructions, became a celebrated

ictress and singer at Paris. On his re

turn to France, he composed for the royal

Mademy of music, " Electre," an opera in

three acts, 1783 ; " Phidre," in three acts,

1786 ; " Nephte" in three acts, and " Lea

Prltendsu," in two acts, 1789. '* Lorn

in three acts, and " Let Pommiers

it le Moulin," in one act, 1790. Subse

quently to this, he gave, at the same . thea-

tre, " Miltiade A Marathon." The above

works were all successful, especially " Phl-

dre," " Ncphti," and " Les Prdtendus."

Lemoyne was the first composer who had

the honour of being called on the stage by

the public at the grand opera. This took

place ou the first representation of his

" Nephtt." Lemoyne also composed several

operas for the Theatre Feydeau, namely,

" Elfrida," " Le petit Hotelier," and " Le

Mcnsonge officieux." He was the only

French composer of his time whose works

succeeded by the side of those of Gluck,

Picciui, Sacchini, &c. He died at Paris in

1796.

LEMOYNE, (G.) son of the preceding,

was born at Berlin in 1772. He is an ex

cellent pianist, and has composed much

music for his instrument, as also a great

number of romances, amongst which is the

admired one " Le Tombeau de Myrthe."

LENAIN published at Paris, in 1766, a

work entitled " Des EUniens de Musiquc."

LENCLOS, (De) chamber-musician to

Louis XIV., was a guitarist and theorbist.

He died in 1630. He was the father of

the celebrated Ninon de Lenclos.

LENTON, (John) one of the band of

king William and queen Mary, was a pro

fessor of the Ante. He composed and pub

lished, in conjunction with Mr. Tollit, a

work entitled " A Concert of Music, in three

parts." Some catches of his composition

are printed in the Pleasant Musical Com'

portion.

LENTZ, (H. G.) a German composer and

professor of the piano-forte, seems to have

resided some time in London, between the

years 1784 and 1794. He then went to

Hamburgh, where he styled himself amem-

ber of the society of arts and sciences at

Paris, and played two new concertos for the

piano- forte, and symphonies, which com

positions were distinguished for so much

genius, art, and taste, that they obtained

the approbation of all connoisseurs. He

published various pieces, of which we may

mention the following ; " Trois Concertos

pour le Clav." Nos. 1, 2, 3; " Neuf Trios

pour le Piano, avec ¥." ,Op. 5 ; " tttuf
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Trios pour le Piano, avec V. et B.," Op. 8 ;

" Neuf Trios pour le Piano, avec V." Op.

9, Paris; the last also at Offenbach, 1793

and 1794 ; " Airs varies pour le Clav.,"

No. 70, Paris, 1792 ; " Three Trios for

Piano-forte," London, 1795 ; "6 Deutsche

liedcr," Hamburgh, 1796; "Preludes for

the Piano-forte," London, about 1794 ;

" Air varie", ' O ma tendrc Musette,' pour

Piano-forte," Leipsic.

LENZI, (Carlo) formerly chef-d'or-

chestrc at Bergamo, It is said that he

obtained no small degree of fame as an

artist in Italy. He retired, probably on

account of his old age, in 1802.

LEO, (Leonabdo) born at Naples in

1694, was, after Durante, one of the most

laborious, brilliant, and sublime composers of

Italy. Like Durante, a pupil of Alessandro

Scarlatti, he did not adopt all the severity of

the style of the latter in the opera, nor of

the former in church music ; he preserved

all their dignity, which he blended with pa

thos, his peculiar excellence. Flexibility was

the source of the talent of this composer ;

he adapted his style with equal success to

the serious and to the comic opera. He

was alike brilliant in each, and his first

opera, " Cioi," in the latter species, was

received by the Neapolitans with such ap

plause, that it was represented in several

of the other Italian theatres. The subject

of this piece, is a man who has the habit of

adding " that is to say," to every thing he

says, and who, in endeavouring to be ex

plicit, is only the more obscure. His serious

operas were approved as much as the "Cioi,"

for their expression, grace, truth, and melody.

Emulous of Vinci and Porpora in dra

matic composition, Leo was equally desirous

of rivalling Durante in sacred music, and as

in the one he had been by turns pathetic

and gay, scientific and natural, so in the

other he was imposing and elevated, grand,

and at times sublime. Amongst his compo

sitions for the church, his "Miserere" is

particularly celebrated for its profound

knowledge of counterpoint, its grandeur and

purity of style, and its natural and inge

nious employment of modulation and imi-

tation ; it has even been judged equal to

that of JomellL Leo invented that species

of air called, by the Italians, aria d'ostina-

zione, or obligato airs ; his compositions ia

this style are highly classical, particularly

that beginning " Ombra diletta e cars,"

which is yet sung throughout Italy.

Leo was the founder of a school of stag

ing in Naples, which tended to increase the

fame of his country as a nursery for those

celebrated singers, which have filled tie

Italian theatres of the different Europ™

couits. The solfeggi he composed for his

scholars are still eagerly sought and studied

Leo was in every respect eminenUy ser

viceable to the progress of his art. Hal

which Alessandro Scarlatti began, he t»

tinued; that which Porpora and Sarrahid

only indicated, he completed. By hi

assistance, melody was greatly released

from those elements which destroyed >'-•

power; it was purified on leaving hishaiJ

without any injury to expression, he ewe

it its delightful alliance with grace and

truth ; his style was always elevated with

out affectation, expressive without extran-

gance, and grand without inflation. Lei

died at Naples in 174S, aged fifty-one.

The following list comprises his priacip!

works: Sacred music: " Santa Elena," ora

torio ; " La Morte tCAbele," oratorio ; "

Maria Stella," " Miserere alia Capclla," for

eight voices ; " Heu nos miseros, Motetta elk

Capclla a 5 voci," "Missa A 2 Sopr., /I., T-

e B." " 3 Misse a 5 voci," " 3 DiiU"

" Te Deum a 4 rod," " Credo a 4 wet,"

" Magnificat a 5 voci," " Magnificat i

4 voc. con. 2 V. e B." " Cantata ftr i

glorioso S. Vincenso Ferreri, ottia Motrin

a 5 voc, con Strom." " Cantata per 1

Miracolo del glorioso S. Gamaro « 5

voc. e grande orch.," " Moletta Jam nr-

rexit dies gloriosa, H 5 voc," " Miserett

mei d 4 voc. soli col Basso." Opens :

" Caio Oracco," 1720 ; " Tamerhm"

1722; " Tanocrate," 1723; "Cats''

Utica," 1726; " Argone," 1728; * I*

Clemenza di Tito," 1735 ; "Siface," 1737 ;

" Ciro riconosciuto," 1739 ; " AcJulU i«

Stria," 1740; "Fohgcn," 1744;
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oniiha," 1718 ; this, according to Dr.

inmey, was Leo's first opera. " Artaserse ;"

)r. Burney could only find in Italy one air

x>m this opera. " Arianne e Teseo,"

OHmpiade," " Demo/oonte," " Andro-

taeha," " Le Nozt di Psiche con Amove,"

Festo Teutrale," 1739 ; " La Zingarella,"

itermexxo, 1731 ; and " B Cioi,"

pera buffa. Other vocal works i *' iSere-

ata per Spagna, 2 parte," and " Compo-

tmmlo pastorale, 2 parte,"

LEONACCINI, born at Modena, was

eckoned by Piccini among the principal

talian masters in music. He flourished

rom the year 1600 till 1650.

LEONAUDI, (Giovanni) a composer

n the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

ury, some of whose works are yet to be

bund in a collection of songs tor four voices,

mnted in 1548. A copy of this work may

lw seen in the Zwickau library.

LEONE, (Erasio) aCarmelitemonk, pro

bably at Turin, published " The Lamenta

tion! of Jeremiah set to Music," Turin,

1798.

LEONETTT, (Giov. Battista) an

Italian composer of the last century, pub

lished " Litanie a 4, 5, 6, 7, et 8 voci."

LEONT, (Leo) chapel-master of the

cathedral at Vienna, published " Salmi a

8 rod," Venice, 1623, also some works of

motets other music, early in the seven-

tf-.th century.

LEONI, a Jew, was considered, in 1777,

« one of the best singers in England. He

was engaged both at concerts and at the

"pera. In 1778, he went to Dublin. Be-

fwt this period he had sung at synagogues

in London, where people of the first rank

*tnt to hear him. The Jews, however,

afterwards dismissed him from their church

Tuice, because he had sung in the Mes-

nnk of Handel, and at the theatres. The

Jews of Berlin did not evince the same

intolerance in 1786, when thirteen per-

■°M of their persuasion sang in the Mrs-

at the church of St Nicholas in that

LEOPOLD, (Geo. Ait,. Julius) born

it Uimbach in 1756, published " Gedanicn

und Conjecturen zur Geschichte der Mu-

sih," Stendal, 1780. This work is easily

discovered to be a youthful attempt.

LEFIN. Under this name was published

in Paris, in 1794, " Concerto pour le Clav,

avec deux V., A., et B.;" also " Acys et

Galathe'e" an operetta by the same com

poser, was represented in 1787.

L'EPINE. SeeEpiNi.

LEPRINCE, a French violinist, died in

1781. On his voyage from Holland to St.

Petersburg, the vessel he was in was taken

by an English privateer, when he continued

to play so cheerfully on his violin, that the

English made him play to their dancing,

and gave him back all his property.

LEROI, a composer at Paris, published

there, previously to the year 1798, four

works of sonatas for the piano -forte.

LEROY, (Adrien) an excellent lutist,

was the first establisher of musical printing

in France, and published, in 1583, a treatise

on music.

LESCOT, singer at the Theatre Italien

in Paris, in 1788, is the composer of the

printed operetta " La Ntgretse," 1 789.

LESGU, a French composer, lived in the

year 1678.

LESSEL, (V. F.) a musician at Vienna,

published there '* Ariette pour le Clav, avec

Far." 1797.

LESSING, (Gothold Ephrai.m) coun

sellor at Jirunswick-Wolfenbuttel, and

librarian, was born at Pasewalk, in Pomc-

rania, in 1729. Though he never under

stood the science of music, he, by his

genius and learning, acquired such deep

insight into what is really beautiful, that,

even to professional musicians, he could

give hints and excellent rules for the use

and application of their art. The proofs of

this are to be found in the following of his

writings : " Veber die Regeln der JfTssen-

schaften zum Vergniigen besonders der

Poesie und Mvsih this is a small in

structive poem, Berlin, 1753-1756. " Ue-

ber die Musihalischen Zwischenspiele bey

Schauspielen," 1767 ; this is in his " /famb.

Dramaturgic," 1769. " Scriptores rcrum,

Brunsvicensium," Hanover, 1770, three
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volumes folio. This is an historical work.

He died in 1781.

LESUEUR, (Jean Francois) cheva

lier of the legion of honour, and conductor

of the emperor Napoleon's chamber music,

was born about the year 1766. He first

studied music at Amiens, where he was

educated. He was appointed in early life

chapel-master of several cathedrals, among

others of Notre Dame at Paris, for which

he composed many oratorios, masses, and

motets. The extraordinary success of these

pieces at Notre Dame, the chapel royal, and

the ca?iccrts tpirituel, and the favourable

critiques on them, written in the journals

by such men as Sacchini, Piccini, Philli-

dor, and Gr£try, placed Lesueur, during

the space of thirty years, in the very first

rank of the church composers of Europe.

As early as the year 1785, before Lesueur

was twenty years of age, Sacchini said of

him, " Je ne connais en Italic que deux

maitres de chapelle capable* de Vigalcr"

" I know only two chapel-masters in Italy

who can equal him." Lesueur not only

wrote for the church, but he also composed

five operas, which are considered in the

highest order of dramatic compositions.

His first opera was "La Caverne," in three

acts, represented at the Theatre Feydeau, in

1793. The second, " Paul et Virginie,"

in three act?, also performed at the Fey

deau, in 1794. The hymn to the sun in

this piece was greatly admired, and has

frequently been sung at concerts. Third,

" Tilernaquc" in three acts, Theatre Fey

deau, in 179G. Fourth, " Les Bardes,"

five acts, performed at the royal academy of

music, in 1804. French critics have agreed,

in speaking of this opera, that the sublime

is the true characteristic of Lesueur's music.

He always writes with simplicity, but still

forms his taste on the antique. In his

opera of " Les Bardes," he had proposed to

himself to renew the impressions which

many of the audience must have felt on

reading the works of Ossian, and, in fact,

the extraordinary character of his melodies

produced the effect he expected. He has

borrowed many of the musical ideas from

his sacred compositions. There are two

choruses of bards in it, of very differed

character, and in two different scenes;

these in a third scene he joins together it

one piece, so as to form some highly wrought

and striking contrasts. Fifth, " La Mm

itAdam," in three acts. This was firs

represented at the royal academy of music

in 1809. The character of the music is

said, by the editor of the French dictionary

of musicians, to be truly biblical, simple,

and sublime. The emperor Napoleon ap

pointed Lesueur his chapel-master, on tit

return of Paisiello to Italy, accompanyiaf

the order of appointment with a gold snnff-

box, inscribed " L'Empereur da franfrir

a tAnteur it* Bardes." In 1787, Leslies

published a volume in 8vo., entitled " li

pase1 dc'tailli d'une Musique, acne, imitaim,

ct particulate it ckaque solennite"." Amcac

his other works, we should also nam.

" Lettre cn rcponse d Guillard sur tOpn

de la Mart tVAdam, dont le tour de wit

arrive pour la troisiemefois au Theatrt M

Arts, et sur plusieurs points tCutilitercUlth

aux Arts et aux Lettres," 1802. TK

subject of this pamphlet is the difference!

which had arisen between Lesueur aai

the then director, or rather despot, of tk

Paris conservatory, Sarette. In this cc*

troversy, another work appeared, cntitied

" Mhnoire pour J. F. Lesueur, contcsssl

quelques vites ameliorations et d"afema-

sement dont le Conservatoire parait wet?

tible, par C. P. Ducancel, dc'fen&eur ojuwu

ct ami de Lesueur," 1803. In consequenci

of this last pamphlet, Napoleon interfere,

and Sarette was deprived of his situation a

the conservatory, whilst Lesueur obtains!

much favour and reappointment to

situation in the national institute, of *&ki

he had been before deprived. It was ahs'.

this period that be was appointed chapel-

master to the emperor, as before stated.

LETEXDART, (N.) a pianist, bora «

Paris in 1 770, was considered in France a>

the best pupil of Balbatre. He has com

posed some music for his instrument.

LETTERIO, (Marino) an instmSKnt-

alist, probably from Italy, acquired now
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■iety some time since in Paris, by his " Six

Ownfaciltt et progress, pour deux Haut-

«»," Op. 2, Paris, 1801.

LEUTHARD, (Johann Daniel) cham-

erlain to the crown prince of Rudolstadt,

orn at Kerlsberg, near Rudolstadt, in

706, was taught the piano-forte by the

elebrated Vogler, and, in 1727, the violin

iy chapel-master Graff. After this he en-

ered, in 1730, as musician in the service of

he duke of Weimar. Here he composed

*veral instrumental works for the court

and, till, at length, he obtained the above-

neotioned situation at Rudolstadt in 1735.

[Tie following of his works have been

printed, " 6 Klaviersonnten," Op. 1 ; " C

driest and 6 Menuetten furs hlarier."

I.EVASSEUR, (PiEnns Francois)

railed Levasseur the elder, was born at

Abbeville in 1753. He was a celebrated

violoncellist, and, at the beginning of the

present century, was still a performer in the

orchestra of the grand opera at Paris.

LEVASSEUR, (Jean Henri) called

Levasseur the younger, was chamber-musi

cian to Napoleon, and first violoncellist at

the grand opera. He is still professor of

his instrument at the conservatory in Paris,

and has composed much music for the

violoncello and piano-forte.

L'EVEQUE, (Joiiann Wilhelm) royal

chapel-master at Hanover, was born at

Cologne in 1759. He left his native town

•hen he was only three years old, and was

taken by his parents to Paris, where he was

intended for the learned profession, in

oraer to obtain afterwards the prebendary

"all of his uncle, who lived there. At

P»rii he first learnt to play the violin for

hi' amusement. Put the great progress he

made" so increased his passion for music,

'hat at last he resolved to devote himself

«tir*ly to this science, and quitted his

Cher's house in consequence. His first

engagement was with the reigning prince

of Nanau-Weiiburg. This prince, however,

*** soon obliged, in consequence of the

li(och revolution, to dismiss the music in

ni chapel, when L'Eveque went to Swit-

Mrlami, where he remained two years.

Afterwards, he travelled through Austria

and Hungary, and returned from thence to

Passau, where the reigning bishop appointed

him his chapel-master. After having filled

this station for three years, the situation of

chapel-master in Hanover was offered him,

which he accepted immediately, and still

remained there in 1801. His compositions

consist of solos, duets, trios, concertos, and

quartets, for the violiu, &c. They are

much admired ; few of them, however,

have been published.

LEYERIDGE (Richakd) was a bass

singer at the theatre in Lincoln's-inn

fields, where he made himself useful in

performing such characters as Pluto, Faus-

tus, and Merlin, in the pantomimical exhi

bitions contrived by Mr. Rich. He had a

taste both for poetical and musical compo

sition. The first appears from several jovial

songs written by him, and adapted to well-

known airs, the latter by the songs in the

pluy of " The Intlian Princess," altered by

JMotteaux, which have considerable merit,

and some others. His singing consisted

chiefly in strength and compass of voice,

without much grace or elegance. In 1730,

he thought his voice so good, that he offered,

for a wager of a hundred guineas, to sing a

bass song with any man in England.

About the year 1726, he opened a coffee

house in Tavistock-street, Covcnt-garden,

and published a collection of his songs in

two pocket volumes, neatly engraved. In

Rowe's edition of Shakspeare, the music

of the second act of Macbeth is said to

have been set by Leveridge ; but whether

the editor has not mistaken the music

of Matthew Lock for his, may deserve

inquiry. His manners were coarse, but the

humour of his songs and conversation ob

tained for him a welcome at aH clubs and

atsemblies, where the avowed purpose of

meeting was an oblivion of care ; and being

ever readv to aid in the promotion of social

mirth, he acquired many friends, from

whose bounty he derived all the comforts

that, in extrem; old age, he was capable of

enjoying. A physician in the city procured

from a number of persons an annual con
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tribution, which Leveridge continued to

receive until the time of his death. This

took place about the year 1758, at the age

of nearly ninety years.

LEVESQUE, a musician in Paris about

1790, published, conjointly with Bech,

*' Solflget eCItalie, avec la Basse chiffre'e

par Leo, Durante, Scarlatti, Hasse, Por-

pora, ere." Paris.

LEVETT, an English composer, pub

lished the following works : " Introductory

Lessons on Singing, particularly Psalmody,

to which are annexed several Psalm Tunes,

in four Parts, properfor practice," "New

Year's Anthem," " Hymnfor Easter Day,"

" Hymnfor Christmas Day," and " Hymn

for Whitsunday." (Preston's Cat. 1797.)

LEVI, (Stefmno) formerly organist in

the church of St. Blasius, at Codogno, in the

Milanese, published "Salmi," Milano, 1647.

LEVIS, (Antonio) an artist, placed

among the composers of the first rank in

the " Indice de Spettac," 1791. He was,

in 1788, at Novi, in Italy, and the follow

ing of his compositions had then been pro

duced on the stage, "La Contadina in

Corte," opera buffa, and " Isabella e Rod-

rigo," opera buffa, 1788.

L'HOYER, (A.) formerly a member of

the French company of performers to prince

Henry at Rheinsberg, and afterwards, from

the year 1800, a guitarist in Hamburgh,

published there " Six Adagios pour la

Guitare, nvec Ace. tCun Violon oblige","

1797 ; " Grande Sonate pour la Guitare,"

1799 ; " Six Romances pour la Guitare,"

Op. 14, 1799.

LIBERATI, (Antimo) during his youth,

was a singer of the imperial chapel of

Ferdinand III., and afterwards in the pon

tifical chapel. When arrived at man

hood, he was appointed chapel-master and

organist of the church Delia Santissima

Trinita de Pellegrini, and also chapel-mas

ter and organist of the church Di Sauti

Maria dell' Anima della Natione Tentonica

at Rome. During the time he held the

latter situation, the place of chapel-master

of the metropolitical church of Milan be

came vacant, and Liberati was requested to

give his opinion of the respective merits of

five persons, who were candidates for il

In consequence of this request, he wrote i

letter, dated the 15th of October, 1684,

which he afterwards published under tk

title of " Lettera scritta dal Sig. Aatim

Liberati, in llipo.ita ad una del Sig. OtUi

Persagi." In this, he discusses the merid

of the compositions presented by the cauf

ditates in evidence of their abilities, ami

then traces the rise and progress of muse,

from the time of Pythagoras

and gives his opinion respecting most of

eminent musicians who had lived both

and during his own time. This letter

tains many curious particulars of

history, but is written in such a vein

general panegyric, that it is

likely to produce scepticism than con-

in the minds of modern readers.

LIBLER, (Johann.) Under this

there were published in Hamburgh,

1796, "Two Songs for the Piano-forte,'

No. 12, third collection.

LICHNOWSKV, (Count) an anuteit

at Vienna, printed there, in 1798, "SeptFti

nationspourlePiano-fortesur (Air '»/or

pin- nan, Sfc' " In theyear 1796, there »s I

prince of this name in Vienna, who wascoa*

sidered one of the first pianists of that city.

LICHTENSTEIN, (Babon vos) «"

Lahm and Heiligersdorf, formerly intenJait

of the court theatre, and chamberlain to tht!

prince of Dessau, obtained a high raat

among German amateurs, both asadif'

matic poet, composer, and singer. Wbe»«

student in the university of Gottingen, he

first appeared as a performer on the violii,

in Forkel's concerts which were held there.

After this time, he became page to tl»

elector of Hanover, in which capacity bs

wrote the words of the following operas, in

1795, at Bamberg, composing the music f«

them, and appearing on the stage ia the

principal characters. About 1798, heei-

tered upon his first-named situation si

Dessau, where he not only immediately

enriched the orchestra with several tble

artists for almost every different instmmcn''

but invited also a select number of the oesi
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rail performers iu Germany, of both sexes.

In die mean time he had composed the opera

"bnikmrndi," for the opening of the theatre

■ . the 26th December, 1 798. In his following

opera "Der Steinernen Braut," i. e. "The

Suae Bride," he and his wife performed

the two principal characters, with univer

sal approbation. By his great activity, Von

Licbtenstein at length brought to such per

fection the personate of the Dessau theatre,

lad the singing even of the most difficult

ud intricate finales of grand operas, that

Ik musical public of Leipsic were not a

little surprised, when he brought his com -

past to their town in the beginning of the

par 1800. Notwithstanding this success,

Wever, he resigned his situation in Au-

{liiofthe same year, and after having, for

tat fast time in Leipsic, introduced his

m compositions, in the musical pieces

"Hilgrfuhl, " and the operetta " Enile

pt dies gut," i. e. " All's well that

tods well," he went to Vienna, where the

iaiun Von Braun gave him the direction

>f the court theatre and its orchestra,

•esming only the financial part of the

Mncern to himself. In 1802, Von Leich-

lastein was still in this capacity at Vienna,

most known works are, " Knall und

i. e. " Crash and Fall," an operetta

Q two acts, poetry and music, Bamberg,

'95. This was first performed privately for

oe nobility, and afterwards publicly for the

twit of the hospital for sick servants.

Haihmendi," an opera, 1798. This opera

■as in the following year entirely re-written,

ot only all the words, hut also the subject

ud contents being entirely changed, and

Wutely nothing but the name left. It

"ned greatly in interest by the change.

Die Steinernen Braut," Dessau, 1799;

Mitge/uAl," a musical piece, the words of

ie songs by favourite poets, Dessau, 1800 ;

ad " Ende gat alks gut," an operetta,

>t»au, 1800.

UCHTENTHAL, (Pete^ probably a

I'Jsician at Vienna, published " Dcr Mu-

kalitcke urzt oder Ubhandtunf* van dem

MlUue dtr Monk a»f den Kvrper, Sfc."

*ana, 1807.

LICINO, (Acostino) an Italian contra

puntist of the sixteenth century, of whose

works the following are still preserved in

the elector's library at Munich, " Duo Cro-

tuatici, Libri 2," Venct. 1545 and 1546.

LICKL, (F. George) a musician at

Vienna, has composed much music, among

which the following may be named. " Her

Zauberfiel," i. e. " The Magical Arrow," an

operetta for the Schikaneder theatre at

Vienna, 1792. This has been repeatedly

represented. " Trots Qualuors, a 2 V., A., et

B." Op. 1, Offenbach, 1797 ; " Trois Sonat.

pour le Clav. avec V. et Vc." Nos. 1 , 2, 3 ;

11 Six Var. pour le Clav. sur Gotterhalie

Franz, Sfc." Vienna, 1798; " Cassatiopour

Oboa, Clarinetto, Fag., e Corno," Vienna ;

" 12 Var. p. il cemb. sopra Mein Stcffel ist

ja ein," Vienna ; " Trois Qual. pour FU,

V., A., et Vc.," Op. 5, Vienna, 1798;

" 9 Var. p. il cemb." Vienna ; " Trois So-

nates pour le Piano-forte," Vienna, 1799 ;

" Trois Duos pour 2 Ft." No. 4, Vienna,

1799 ; " 3 Terzctti h Clar., Corn., eFag. 1

Mst. bey Traeg," and " Trois Trios pour

V., A., et B." Op. 17, Augsburg, 1800.

LIDL, (Anion.) Dr. Burney states

him to have been an able and tasteful

viol da gambist. He also made many

improvements on an instrument called the

baritono, which was invented about the

year 1700, and much resembled the viol

da gamba. Lidl was a native of Vienna,

lie was still living in 1700, according to

Choron. Dr. Burney however, states, that

he died before the year,1789.

LIEBE11T, chapel-master to the prince,

of Thurn and Taxis, at Rcgcnsburg, in 1796,

was a pupil of the able Kiepel. He was

also a good composer.

LIEBESKIND, (Geoho Gottiiblf)

a celebrated flutist, in the service of the

margrave of Anspach, was born in 1732.

He was the favourite pupil of Quartz.

LIEBESKIND, (Joiiann HEiNmcii)

probably a son of the late celebrated flutist

at Anspach, lived, in 1807, at Bamberg,

being a doctor of laws and chief-justice to

the king of Bavaria. He is one of those

amateurs, says Gerber, of whom it is to be
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wished there were many in our science,

who not only seek for entertainment in

music, because it gratifies their senses, but

because they can employ their abilities for

the benefit of the science. He is equally

familiar with musical literature, and with

the nature and powers of the flute. Of this

he gave a convincing proof in 1807 and

1808, in the Leipsic Mus. Zcit., in which he

published a learned, ingenious, and instruc

tive treatise on the notes of the flute, under

the title of " Bruchttucke aus etnem nock

ungedruckten philosophisch-prahtischen Ver-

suche uber die Natur vnd das Tvnspiel der

deutschen FISte." He was probably the son

of the preceding.

LIEBICH, (Gotfried Sieomund) cha

pel-master and private secretary to the count

of Reuss-Planischen, was born at Fran-

kenberg, in Meissen, in 1672. He received

a good foundation in musical education

from his father, who was a singer in the

same chapel, and went afterwards to the

school at Bautzen, and from thence to Jena,

to study medicine. Here, however, he did

not remain more than a year, when he pro

ceeded to Dresden, where he devoted him

self entirely to music, in which profession

his beautiful tenor voice afforded him a

great advantage. About the yea' 1695, he

obtained the olfice of notary in Schlaitz, in

Voigtland, and afterwards the chapel-mas

ter's situation above-mentioned, in which he

died in 1727. Among various other works,

there are manuscripts of his entitled " Einrn

Jahrgattg uber die Evangclien, fur 1 Sing-

stimme, 2 Biolinen, 2 V., et B." and " Einen

dergleiclten Jakrgang, fur 4 Singstimnwn

mit verschiedencn Instrumenten"

LIGNE (PniNz Kaiu. de) published

at Vienna, of his own composition, " Re-

cueil 1, 2, 3, de Six Airs Francois pour

le Clavecin," Vienna, 1791.

LIGOU, (Pierre) an abbe\ born at Avig

non in 1749, was appointed to the organist's

situation at Alais, in 1769. He composed

several operettas, also some church music,

which had much success.

LILIEN, (Bnronesse Antoinette de)

'an amateur at Vienna, whose compositions

are praised for their powerful style. She

published, in 1799, " Huit Variatumspmtr It

Piano-forte stir le Theme du Trio ' Pria cil

to fimpegno," Vienna ; " Sept Variation!

sur un Theme dans le Ballet d'Alcine,'

Op. 2, Vienna ; and " Neuf Variations pour

le Piano-forte," Vienna.

LILIEN, (Baronesse Josephine de) pro

bably sister to the preceding, has published

" Dix Variations pour le Clav. sur une R*r-

mance," Vienna, 1800, and " Dix Varie-

tions pour le Clav. sur CAir La Nachehm?

Op. 2, Vienna, 1800.

LINC or LINK, (Wenzel) a cooperate

with Luther in the Reformation, was bom at

Colditz, in the year 1483. He was first i

monk of the order of St. Augustine, in tin

convent at Meisnisch, near Waldheim, be

came in his twenty-eighth year a preacba,

and lastly, in consequence of his thorough?

acquaintance with the holy Scriptures, jb»-

fessor, in 1512. From thence he was, ii

1518, appointed first as friar, and after

wards, in 1525, as first Lutheran rninister,

in the hospital at Waldheim, where U

died in 1547. Among his numerous writ

ings is to be mentioned, " Die letzIn 3

Psabnen van Orgebt, Pauken, Glockeu *ii

dergleichen ausserlichen Gottesdiensl, ob nW

wie Gott darinnen gelobct wird, verteniscH

durch W. Link, zu Allenburgk," Zwidaa,

1523.

LINDLEY, (Robert) born at Rotheram,

in Yorkshire, in the year 1777, was from

early infancy extremely fond of music. »

that even at the age of four years his father

could not please him so much as by playioj

to him on the violoncello. Shortly after-'

wards, his father, who was an amateur per

former, commenced teaching his son the

violin, and as soon as he attained the aee

of nine, also the violoncello, which instruc

tion he continued for the space of seven

years, when the celebrated Cervctto hearf

the youth play, and undertook in the nwsi

friendly manner, and gratuitously, to p'*

him lessons. A short time after his amain

the south of England, he was engaged s'1**

Brighton theatre, when his present majesty,

then prince of Wales, honoured him
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his commands to perform at the pavilion,

and expressed himself highly gratified with

his playing. In 1794, he succeeded Sperati

•J first violoncello at the King's theatre,

which situation he has ever since held.

We need hardly add, that Lindley is

almost universally considered as second to

no violoncellist in Europe. He has com

posed several concertos and other works for

his instrument.

LINDLEY, (William) son of the pre

ceding, was born in the year 1802, and

commenced the study of music under the

instruction of his father, and first performed

on the violoncello in public, at the age of

fifteen, on which occasion he was presented

with very flattering testimonials from sir

George Smart and other professors. The

performance was at the King's theatre, for

the benefit of the Musical Fund, in the

vear 1817, since which time W« Lindley

has regularly played at the Philharmonic,

Ancient, and other concerts, and been en

caged in the orchestra of the King's theatre

since the year 1819.

LINDNER, (Fkiedricii) singer at Nu

remburg, was born in Silesia, and was

entered in his youth as chorister in the

chapel of the elector Augustus, at Dresden.

He was educated at the expense of the

elector, and first went to school in Dresden,

and afterwards to the university at Leipsic ;

on leaving which, he entered the service of

count George Frederick, at Anspach, in

whose employ he remained ten years, when

he received, in 1574, his appointment at

Nuremburg. He published several of his

own compositions, as appears from the

following list : " Cantiones Sacra," Nu

remburg, 1583 ; " 2 Pars Cantionum Sacra-

nim," Nuremburg, 1588 ; " Mm*, 5 »o-

mm," Nuremburg, 1591 ; also works of

various other composers, under the title,

" Crmma Musicalis," vol. i. Nuremburg,

1588. This work contains sixty-four Italian

■nadrigals, by the following among other com

poser*, Lelio Bartani.IouadeMacque, Jaches

Werth, Joan. Mar. Nanino, Joan. Baptist

Moacog, Franc. Soriano, Annibal Zoilo,

Oionato da Palestnna, Alfonso Fcrabosco,

*ol. u.

Cipriano de Rore, Baldassaro Donato, and

Huberto Waelrent. " Gemma Musicalis,"

vol. ii. 1589. " Gemma Musicalis," vol.

iii. 1590. He has also published " Corol-

larium Cantionum Sucrar. 5, 6, 7, 8, et

plurium voc. de festis pracipuis anni,

oitarum antea a prwstantissimis nostra?

cetatin vlusicis Italia srparalim editat sunt,

qua*dam veru nuperrimc concinnatee nec us~

piam typis excuse at nunc in unum quasi cor

pus reducta studio et opera Friderici Lind-

neri," Norimbergae, 1590. The works of

the following composers are to be found in

this last-mentioned volume, Marcus Anton

Ingignerius, Bernard Klingenstein, Jacob

Corsini, Jacobus Florus, Orlandus de Lasso,

Annibal Stabilis, Ant. Scandelli, Oratius

Columbanus, Julianus Cartarius. " Corol-

larium, Ire." being the same work continued.

This contains fifty-six Latin songs, amongst

which are to be found some by the follow

ing contrapuntists, Constantius Porta, Don

Ferdinand de las Infantas, Vecentius Ruf-

fus, Nicolaus Parma, Jul. Ces. Gabutius,

Jacobus Ant. Cardilli, and Felix Aneriua.

LING, (VV.) a musician in London,

about the year 1790, published " Three

Sonatas for the Piano-forte, with a

Flute ObUgato to one and two, with a

Violin Accompaniment" Op. 1, London;

"Ducts for the German Flute," Op. 2,

London ; " The Siting of the Lark, with

Variations for the Piano-forte," London ;

" Grand March," inscribed to the gentle

men of the London royal association, Lon

don. (Broderip and Rolfe's Cat.)

LINGKE, (Georc Fiuedef.ich) coun

sellor of the mines to the king of Poland and

elector of Saxony, published at Leipsic, in

1779, " Kurze Musihlchre, Ifc"

LINIKE, (Joii. G.) a composer of vocal

music, violinist, and excellent chef-a"orchcs-

tre, learnt the art of composition of the

celebrated Johann Theil, of Berlin, and be

came afterwards a member of the chapel

royal in that city, and chamber-musician,

where, on the occasion of a public funeral,

he was first obliged to take the place of the

maitre de chapelle, who happened to be

absent. In the year 17 13, he was called to
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the court of Weiisenfels, in the capacity of

chapel-master, from whence he came to

England, after having obtained leave from

the duke. In this country he remained

three years, and went afterwards to Ham

burgh, as chef-d'orchestre in the opera

there. He wrote in (hat town, small pieces

for the theatre and several concertos. We

can mention the following of his composi

tions : W Cantata, Lungi dame pensier, tfc.

a Sopr., 2 V., Viola, e Cembal." Manuscript

in Breitkopf's collection. "Cantata, Ho

tma pena intorno al Core, ci Sopr., 2 V.,

Viola, e B." Manuscript in Breitkopf's

collection. " Cantata, Crudo Amore, a

Sopr. e Cemb." Manuscript in Breitkopf's

collection.

LINLEY, (Thomas) a distinguished

vocal composer, received the rudiments of

his musical education from Thomas Chill-

cott, organist to the abbey church at Bath ;

and it was completed afterwards by the

celebrated Venetian, Paradies, a composer,

whose twelve admirable sonatas would

have alone immortalized him had he written

nothing else. Linley was for many years

the conductor of the oratorios and concerts,

then regularly performed at Bath, and

might with great truth be considered as

having restored the music of Handel, and

the performance of it, to the notice and

patronage of the public, as Garrick restored

the plays of Shakspeare. Through his taste

and ability as a manager, assisted greatly

by the exquisite singing of his two eldest

daughters, afterwards Mrs. Sheridan and

Mrs. Tickell, music was cultivated generally

at Bath and its vicinity, and concerts and

oratorios were successfully performed, not

only there, but in the metropolis, beyond

all former precedent sinee the death of the

illustrious Handel himself. As a singing-

master and a composer, Linley possessed a

taste and style peculiarly his own, but still

modelled on the principles of that pure

English school, which, however oversha

dowed at present by the foreign structure

that has been opposed to it, can never be

totally eclipsed while there are any feelings

of nature and good sense remaining amongus,

Linley left Bath to reside with hit family

in London, in consequence of becoming

joiut patentee with his son-in-law, Mr.

Sheridan, of Drury-lane theatre. Here he

conducted, for many years, the music;!

department, and gratified the public, from

time to time, with many beautiful operas.

" TheDuenna" had been previously brought

out at Covent-garden theatre, and was the

joint production of Linley and his eldest

son. The operas and musical entertainments

which Linley set for Drury-lane, wen

"The Carnival of Venice," " Selima «W

the Royal Merchant," "The Cray,"

" The Spanish Maid." " The Stranger 1

Home," " Love in the East," and man;

minor pieces. They all, particularly" Ti>

Duenna," " The Carnival of Venice."

and " Selima and Azor," possess prooh

of a rich and cultivated fancy, a soind

judgment, and scientific constractntt

Among those which may be considered

the minor pieces, the music in the first af.

of the pantomime of " Robinson Gnu* '

must not be passed over in silence ; it »

strikingly original and characteristic. B«!

one of the most delightful efforts of tha

charming composer's mind, whilst co»nert«f

with the theatre, was the harmonies i»l

accompaniments he added to the songs, to

of " The Beggar's Opera." Instead of the

treble only, and a meagre, and sometime

incorrect bass, the piece is now perfonnnl

with the advantage of a full orchestra, wild

instruments being introduced so as >

give to many of the airs the most efiecrirt

variety. It is impossible to listen to i'

songs of " O, ponder well," " What «f

hero in court," and the air, -Wad

I might be hanged," and not be street

with the effect produced by the horns »»d

clarionets, to the pizzicato aeccompaninesl

of the stringed instruments. Linley'* 81

elegies were composed at Bath, is V*

meridian of his life, and it would be di£-

cult to place any compositions of the »~

description in competition with them. •*

originality of conception, elegance, »»^

tenderness. The late Dr. Burney the eld*'

who, in his history of music, h
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English masters rather too much 5n the

lump, [indeed he was no very great admirer

• i Us native school) has yet particularly

distinguished these, as well as the elegies

of the late Mr. Jackson.

Mr, Sheridan's monody on the death of

Garrick, was originally recited by Mrs.

Yates the actress, at Drury-lane theatre,

in the month of March, 1779, parts of it

hiving been previously set to music by

Linley, and introduced in songs, duets, and

choruses at occasional pauses of the recita

tion. The style of these, though necessarily

funtreal, is at the same time tenderly melo

dious, and pathetic in the highest degree.

It is greatly to be regretted that this beau

tiful composition was never published. The

tvtlve ballads were published not long

•her the untimely death of his eldest son,

and the first sweetly sorrowing strain,

"/ tag of the days that are gone** de-

odedly refers to that melancholy event.

Ihot ballads are too purely, too entirely

Knjlish to promise, were they republished,

any great attraction at the present time;

hit it is impossible to name any compositions,

on so simple a construction, which unite so

•Web pathos, spirit, and originality. The

psammous works of Linley and T. Linley

»«e presented to the public not many years

after the father's death. (See Preston's

Cat) The two volumes contain a rich

"nety of songs, madrigals, elegies, and

cantatas, which are unknown, and conse

quently neglected, only because English

■osic is no longer fashionable, nor com-

■■ ' oris indeed of any kind sought after

Uu Italian, or such as are close imitations

of the Italian and German schools. There

», however, one production of the elder

Wey in this work, which no variation of

and no lapse of time, will ever consign

to oblivion. This is his madrigal for five

mtces, to Cowley's beautiful words,

"lei me, carelew and unthoughtful lying,
Heir the toft winds above me njring.M

The trpper part is for a soprano voice, and

*»» evidently intended to display, in their

Wlest perfection, the taste and feeling of

Mrs. Sheridan. There is nothing superior,

Tery few of the old madrigals equal, to

this charming specimen of vocal harmony ^

the almost imperceptible change of the time,

which introduces a new subject in the upper

part, and which the other voices echo and

reply to in accompaniment, is a thought not

more strikingly beautiful, than singularly

original. This fine madrigal is still per

formed annually at the Ancient and other

concerts, as well as at the catch and glee

clubs, and; seems to acquire strength by

repetition. Linley died at his residence

in Southampton-street, Covent-garden, in

1795, and was buried in Wells cathedra],

in the same vault with his beloved daughters,

Mrs. Sheridan and Mrs. Tickell. A monu

ment was soon after erected to their memory,

near the spot, by William Linley, Mr.

Linley*s youngest son.

LINLEY, (Thomas) eldest son of the

preceding, was a highly gifted man, and an

accomplished musician, both practical and

theoretical. If he was inferior to his father

in the purity and pathos of his melodies, he

was perhaps superior to him in his know

ledge of orchestral effect, and instrumental

compositions generally. He was born at

Bath, in the year 1756, and displayed, at

a very early age, extraordinary powers on

the violin. When he was eight years old

only, he performed a concerto on that instru

ment in public, and at seventeen composed

an anthem in full score to the words, " Let

God arise," which was sung in Worcester

cathedral , at the meeting of the three choirs,

on the 8th of September, 1773.

Linley senior soon discovered the extra

ordinary genius and capacity of his son ;and

with the view, in consequence, of instruct

ing him for the profession, sent him to

London to complete his theoretical know

ledge, under the able tuition of Dr. Boyce,

thus laying the foundation, on which an

elegant structure was afterwards to be built,

from the studies of the Italian and German

masters. He was accordingly, in due time,

sent to Florence, principally to make him

self master of his favourite instrument, under

the celebrated Nardini. This distinguished

instructor, who had been himself a scholar

of Tartini's, proud of his pupil, and desirous

of his receiving every aid by his associating
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with the rising genius of the age, introduced

him to the great Mozart, then a youth him

self, and a warm friendship immediately

commenced between them; so attached

indeed was Mozart to the young Thomasino,

(as young Linley was called) discovering in

him, as he did, so much of his own fire and

fancy, and so gratefully was that attach

ment returned, that their separation, when

they parted at Florence, was attended with

tears on both sides.

On Linley junior's return from the con

tinent, he repaired to Bath, to lead his

father's concerts and oratorios, which he

did with such precision and animation as

astonished and delighted every hearer. In

the masterly manner of his performance of

the concertos of Handel and Geminiani,

no English violin player had ever excelled

him, and in the neatness and delicacy of

his execution he stood unrivalled. His own

solos and concertos, which he occasionally

introduced, also gave evident tokens of his

Continental studies, being full of imagination

and spirit, but requiring in almost every

bar the touch of the finished master to do

justice to their merit. The comic opera of

" The Duenna " was brought out at Covent-

garden theatre in the year 1776, the music

to which was composed and selected by

linley senior chiefly, but Thomas contri

buted some charming pieces; the spirited

overture in his composition, and the air in

D, of the opening, serenade ; the following

songs : " Could I each fault remember,"

" Friendship is the bond of reason" and

that very fine one, " Sharp is the woe;"*

the little duet, " Turn thee round, I pray

thee," and the trio which concludes the

first act. On the revival of "The Tempest "

at Drury-lane theatre, he introduced the

chorus of spirits that raise the storm, one of

the most effective, as well as scientific,

compositions in this or any other country :

the brilliant and highly fanciful airs, " O

bid your faithful s/ricl fly" and " Ere

you can say come and go," are so com

pletely in character, that they could suit

* Is it not unpardonable in the managers of the

theatre to allow of this song (the most spirited in

the opera) being invariably omitted I

no other being but the "dainty AM"

himself, and are fairly entitled to stand by

the side of Purcell and Arne. But the

most delightful production of his genius

was an " Ode on the Witches and Faints tf

Shahspeare," written by the late Dr. Lau

rence. It was performed at Dmry-laM

theatre in 1776, when he led the baud

himself, and his two sisters, Mary (after

wards Mrs. Tickell) and Maria, sustain*!

the principal soprano parts, for Mrs. Sheri

dan never sang in public after her marriage

Neither Purcell nor Mozart ever fire

stronger proofs of original genius than could

be traced in this charming ode. The rick

variety of the contrast in the witch and

fairy music, the wild solemnity of the one

and the sportive exuberance of the otbti,

keep the attention alive from the first in

of the overture to the close of the ode

much is it to be deplored, and indeed lot*

wondered at, that this extraordinary pro

duction was not, at the time of its success,

given to the public : now, it is too late.

In imitation of his father, T. Linley adM

parts for wind instruments to the music »

"Macbeth," Dr. Boyce having previouslysup

plied the other orchestral accompanimeuu.

The wind instruments are made to product

a very fine characteristic effect, but il*

parts were unfortunately destroyed *bei

Drury-lane theatre was burnt down. Beside)

the anthem previously mentioned, he sow

years after composed a sacred oratorio »

one act, " The Song- of Moses" which w»

also performed at Drury-lane theatre,

is replete with admirable specimens of

fugue and choral harmony, occasionally »

the style of Handel, but interspersed •»

much of that grace and variety which It

had gleaned from the Italian masters.

fine production is also unpublished, li-

greatest part of his miscellaneous nuts*,

consisting of sougs, elegies, and caotai**

will be found in the posthumous wort-'."

published by Preston. Among these, tkt

cantata of " Daughter of Jlcaven.fssr sr4-

thou," from Ossian, and the beautiful o»-

* Will it be believed that these volosm. w

rich in every species of vocal compojiuoa, *»

known by a few only to be in existence I
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drigals, "Hart, the birds," and " AUnim'l

Farm," ire to be particularly distinguished.

He composed these for Mrs. Sheridan, after

her marriage.

Melancholy indeed was the untimely fate

of this young man. The late duke of An-

caster had patronised him from a child,

and after his return from the continent, he

used annually, with his sisters, to visit the

Me and duchess at Grimsthorpe, in Lin

colnshire. On the 7th of August, 1778,

and during one of those annual visits, at

which lime there were several young peo

ple besides themselves assembled, it was

proposed, either by Thomas himself, or one

af bis young friends, to have a sail on the

final of the park, in a pleasure-boat belong-

is? to the duke. It does not appear that

otter the duke or the duchess was aware

<sihe young men's intention, or that Mrs.

Sendan, or her sister, or any ofthe females

of the family, had been invited to be of the

patty ; had it been otherwise, the sad catas

trophe which is to be recorded might have

li«o prevented, by the observance of that

caution which young men, left by them-

fclves, are too apt to disregard. Possibly,

*o, the boatmen might not have been with

fcem to direct the management of the sails:

Kmever this might have been, the wind,

l>oo?h not very high, came on in occasional

Ws, and it was one of these that, in the

ery middle of the canal, and before there

*l time to take in the sail, upset the

**t Two, if not three, of the young gen-

lemen saved themselves by clinging to the

«1, Linley, who was anexcellent swimmer,

laking for the shore in order to obtain

Stance. It was a vain and fatal expert-

wt ! He was encumbered with his clothes

»d his boots ; deceived, too, in the breadth

I the canal, the bank of which he had,

wertheless, nearly obtained, when he sank

'tiaasted, to arise, alas! with life.no more,

' the sight of his distressed companions !

Over the grief of his parents and his

'others and sisters on this occasion a veil

■rt be drawn, for it cannot be described,

lie unhappy father's tearless anguish, which

I all grigfj a the most terrible, terminated

in a brain fever, from which he slowly

recovered indeed, but never again to the

enjoyment of his former health and happi

ness. The sudden and untimely fate of

such a son, the pride of his life, the com

panion of his studies and recreations, and

the admiration of all who knew him, he

never ceased to deplore to the last hour of

his existence. His highly accomplished

sister, Mrs. Sheridan, wrote some beautiful

verses on this sad occasion, and her address

to her brother's violin are too well known,

for their exquisite pathos and elegance, to

require further comment.

Thomas Linley junior died at the age of

twenty-two only, deeply regretted by his

illustrious patron, in whose ancestorial vault

his remains are deposited.

LINLEY, (William) the youngest of

Mr. Thomas Linley's children, was sent at

an early age to Harrow school, from whence

he was removed, to finish his classical edu

cation, to St. Paul's, in order that he might

reap advantage at the same time from hU

father's instructions in his favourite art.

Mr. Linley's time, as patentee and acting

manager of Drury-lane theatre, was, how

ever, too much occupied to allow of his

bestowing any regular attention upon the

youth, and he was, consequently, placed

with the celebrated Abel, under whom he

studied counterpoint for some time, receiv

ing occasional lessons from his father in

harpsichord playing and singing. It does

not appear that Mr. Linley intended his

son William for the profession, but he had

always expressed his determination, that as

many of his numerous family as evinced

any musical talent, should receive the bene

fit of a musical education ;* and William

had, from a child, been distinguished for the

accuracy of his ear, the sweetness of his

voice, and the facility with which he re

membered and played favourite passages of

songs and lessons. But though the young

gentleman loved music, and dearly delighted

* Mr. Linley had twelve children, all born at

Bath. His first child, a son, was christened George

Frederick, in honour of Handel, but died an in

fant.
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to ramble over the organ or harpsichord keys,

as fancy chose to guide him, he was no

great admirer of the plodding part. The

crude digest of double counterpoint, canon,

and fugue, under a peppery instructor, (for

Abel, like most other German masters, was

very impatient and not very clear in his ex

planations) was not so much to his taste as

frequenting the Drury-lane orchestra, to

hear his father's, Arne's, or Dibdin's charm

ing operas. Mr. Linley saw this, and there

fore, whatever might have been his previous

intention, he subsequently embraced an

opportunity which presented itself of send

ing William to Gibraltar with the late duke

of Kent, who at that time commanded the

royal fusileers, and to whom his brother-in-

law, Mr. Sheridan, promised to introduce

the young man, and obtain for him the dis

tinction of one of his royal highness's aides-

de-camp. About the same time, however, a

far more eligible appointment was offered

to his acceptance by the great statesman

Charles Fox ; this was a writership to Ma

dras, which William was wise enough to

prefer to the aide-de-camp's regimentals,

and for Madras he sailed accordingly, in the

Bpring of 1790.

His career in the East India Company's

service received a severe check in the year

1795, when ill health, and every tendency

to consumption, obliged him to return to

England, where he arrived just in time to

see his venerable father, and to close his

eyes. William resumed his situation at

Madras in the year 1800, and during a re

sidence of seven years longer in India, dis

charged, very satisfactorily, the duties of

two situations of equal labour and responsi

bility ; viz. provincial paymaster at Vellore,

and that of sub-treasurer at the presidency,

fort St. George. It was while abroad, that

his hours of leisure and relaxation were em

ployed in retracing his musical studies under

his old master Abel, and perfecting himself in

the knowledge of the science. He had given

specimens of his taste and fancy during his

visit to England in 1795, in the production

of two comic operas, namely, " The Honey

Moon," and "Pavilion" besides supplying

some exceedingly ingenious and character*

istic music to a very popular pantomime,

called " The Magic Fire" In all these

pieces there were to be discovered marks of

genius, but not to be mentioned, in point

of scientific construction, to what he after

wards produced. A collection of fairy glees,

which were published in 1797, possess ima

gination indeed, but are very faulty in the

vocal arrangement ; and there are disallowed

intervals in the harmonies evidently the

consequence of neglect. In the year 1809,

Birchall published a set of William Linlej's

songs of a very superior order ; the melu-

dies are elegant and original, and the .

companiments, though rather exuberant,

very ingenious. The last song, "Arid'

Adieu" would be a sparkling gem eves

among the brilliants in the witches «*'

fairies of his incomparable brother. T«

sets of canzonets, published at dinereM

periods, are composed in a similar style,

and it is unquestionably a style cf his ok;

the subjects, if not all striking, are at lost

new. That these songs and canzonets ol

William Linley's are not more genera'ly

known, can only be attributed to the over

whelming preference that is now given t»

foreign compositions of every description-

But his chief musical undertaking, and, he-

yond all comparison his best, is " ThcDri-

viatic Songt of Shakspeare," publish si i*

the year 1816, by Preston, in the Straai.

It is a work that, bad it made its appeal-

ance fifty years ago, would have attriciri

general admiration ; and the songs, so cha

racteristically applicable as they are to the

scenes of Shakspeare, would, by Garriu,

beyond a doubt, have been introduced, ac

cording to the intention of the compose',

upon the stage. The title runs thus, "Shi-

speare's Dramatic Songs, in two Fobafi

consisting of all the Songs, Duets, Trim,

and Choruses in Character, as intrcdnai

him in his various Dramas, the SfsK

partly new and partly selected, <eitk ■"»"

Symphonies and Accompaniments fsr

PianO'Forte, from the Works of PureaX

Fielding, Drs. Bayce, Sorts, Arm,

Cooke, Messrs, J, Smith, J. S, SmUi,
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Tiium Linley, jun., and R.J. S. Stevens.

To which ere prefixed a General Inlroduc-

tfn of the Subject, and explanatory Re-

nerhs to each Play."

To this most interfiling title, the author

adds, in his introduction, that it will be his

great endeavour to dramatize, with preci

sion, the music intended by Shakspeare to

be introduced in his plays ; that is to say,

to identify it with the characters, taking

care that the songs, duets, or whatever

description of piece it may be specified to

be by our immortal bard, should be sung as

Rich, and that the music, whether composed

or selected for the occasion, should be strictly

of the old English school, and as closely

characteristic as possible.

IV. Linley has attended to this plan most

xurately throughout the work ; evidently

ompiling wherever he could consistently

therewith, and composing only when it was

inrod necessary ; blending, however, in his

"impositions, science with the liveliest ima

gination, and adhering, as closely as pos

sible, without absolute plagiarism, to the

«tjle of those great masters under whose

banner he was sheltering himself.

The songs which he has given to the fools

in King Lear and Twelfth Night, namely,

" Fools had ne'er less grace in a year," and

"0 mistress mine," are as completely ori

ginal as they are characteristic : and who

that had ever heard "Orpheus with his lute,"

or " The poor soul sat sighing," as they are

to be found in the second Shakspeare volume,

would attempt the resetting of the poetry 1

The reader is referred, for a very full and

entertaining critique of this ingenious work,

• •!.<• European Magazines of 1816. It is

alto reviewed and much distinguished in

the Monthly Review and sicherman's Re

pository, W. Linley's manuscript music

>s very various. He has composed, and

they have been performed in private, many

excellent glees and songs, besides several

uthems and church services in the good

»id style, which have, for many years, been

regularly performed at the abbey of his na

tive city, and the chapel there, of which he

■ 1 proprietor, lie has never published any of

his glees or elegies, probably because the only

safe way ofpublishing such music in the pre*

sent day, that is, by subscription, is not

agreeable to his feelings ; but it is much to

be regretted, for they are full of that spirit,

and at the same time elegance, which so

peculiarly distinguishes the Linley school.

LINLEY, (Francis) though blind from

his birth, became an excellent performer

on the organ. Nor were his abilities con

fined merely to the science of music ; he

was a charming companion, an acute rea-

soner, and well acquainted with the works

of the most eminent authors, ancient and

modern. Having completed his musical

studies under Dr. Miller, of Doncaster, he

went to London, and was the successful

candidate, among seventeen competitors,

for the place of organist of Fentonrille

chapel, Clerkenwell. He was soon after

married to a blind lady of large fortune ;

but having sustained great losses by the

treachery of a friend, and being deserted by

his wife, he made a voyage to America,

where his performance and composition! »

soon brought him into notice. He returned

to England a short time previous to his

death, which took place in London in the

year 1800.

LIN US. Diodorus Sic ul us , who is very

diffuse in his account of Linus, tells us,

from Dionysius of Mitylene the historian,

who was contemporary with Cicero, that

Linus was the first among the Greeks who

invented verse and music, as Cadmus first

taught them the use of letters. The same

writer likewise attributes to him an account

of the exploits of the first Bacchus,and a trea-

tise upon Greek mythology written in Pelas-

gian characters,w hid) were also those used by

Orpheus, and by Pronapides, the preceptor

of Homer. Diodorus says that he added the

string liehanos to the Mercurian lyre, and

gives to him the invention of rhythm and

melody, which Suidas, who regards him as

the most ancient of lyric poets, confirms. He

is said by many ancient writers to have had

several disciples of great renown, among

whom wens Hercules, Thamyris, and, ac

cording to some, Orpheus.
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Hercules, says Diodorus, in learning of

Linus to play upon the lyre, being extremely

dull and obstinate, provoked his master to

strike him, which so enraged the young

hero, that, in&tantly seizing the lyre of the

musician, he beat out his brains with his

own instrument.

LIONS, (Jean des) a French divine,

particularly well acquainted with the reli

gious customs of the middle ages, was born

at Pontoise in 1615. He wrote, among

other works, " Critique d'un Doclcur de

Sorbonne sur les deux Letlres de Messieurs

Destyons et de Bragelongc touchant la

Symphonic et les Instruments, tju'on a voulu

introduire dans tear Eglise aux Lemons de

Tinebres," 1689.

LIPAWSKY, (Joseph) a teacher of the

piano-forte and composer, in Vienna, about

the year 1796, had made himself known,

some years previously, by his compositions,

of which we shall mention the following :

" Douse Farias, pour il Cembal, de'die'e

<} S.Mozart," Op. 1, Vienna, 1791. " Neuf

• Vars. pour le Clav. sur CAir ' Einc Rose

hold und rein,'" Vienna, 1798. " Dix

Vars. pour le Clav.," Vienna, 1799. " 3

Klaviersonaten mit Violin." " Neuf Vars.

pour le Clav. sur CAir ' Die Milch ist ge~

sunder.'" "Vars. pour le Clav. sur le Bal

let 'La Fille retrouvte,' " Vienna. "SixVar.

pour le Clav. sur 'Gott erhalle Franz,' " Op.

4, Vienna. 11 Huit Vars. pour le Clav. sur

un Danse Russe," Op. 5, Vienna. "Douse

Vars.pour le Clav. sur Terzetto di Camilla,"

Vienna. " Neuf Var. sur une Polon. de

I'Op.'LodoisAa,' " 1802. " Grande Sonate

pour le Clav. avec V.," Op. 9. " Grande

Sonate pour le Clav., V., et Vc." Op. 10.

" Eine dergl," Op. 11. " Six Polonoises

pour le Clav.," Op. 13, 1803. "Vars. pour

le' Clav. sur CAir de Cherubini, * Guide

mes pas' " Op. 14. " Mina, Gedtcht mit

Klavierbegleit," Op. 15. " Trois Ro

mances ou Andante pour le Clav.," Op. 19.

" Onze Vars. pour le Clav. sur TAir de

Dalayrac, 'La Tour de Neustadt,'" Op.20,

Vienna, 1803. "Grande Sonate patbiti-

que pour le P. F. eompose'e et de'die'e a M.

Ant, Salieri," Op. 27, Leipsic.

LIPPARINO, (Guilielmo) a monk of

the order of St. Augustino, and an industri

ous composer of sacred music, was born at

Bologna. He flourished in the beginning

of the seventeenth century, as chapel-mas

ter in the cathedral church of Como. He

published the following works: " Madri-

gali A 5 Voci," Venice, 1614. " Mutt

8 e 9 Voci con 7'e Deum laudawuu i 8

Voci." "Motetti," Venice, 1635. "Salni

« 8 Voci," Venice, 1637. " Concerli r

Litanie de B. Virgine a 1, 2, e 3 Tod."

"Litanie A 3—8 Voci," Venice.

LIPPIUS, (Joannes.) According to Von

Blankenburg, in the appendix to Sutler's

Art Musik, the "Themata Jl/usica" of Lip-

pius, Jena, 1610, are nothing but three

musical disputations which he held in Wit

tenberg, in June and September, 1609, and

on the 27th of October, 1610. Lippiusms

a professor of theology at Strasburg, ami

died in 1612.

LIROU, (Jean Francois Espic, Cbs-

valier de) an officer in the French amrr,

was born in 1740. He was an enthusiastic ;

amateur of music and poetry, and produced i

in 1784, at the royal academy of music, is

conjunction with Piccini, the opera o(

" Diane et Endymion," which was suc

cessful. The following year he published,

at Paris, his " Systhne de FHarnumie" in

one volume 8vo., a work which is considered

as obscure, but founded on good princi

ples. He died at Paris in 1 806.

LIST, a German student in divinity,

announced, in 1797, the edition of a choral

book for the Lutheran church of Schauro-

burg, possessing the following advantages:

1. The chords fully written. 2. Interludes.

3. About sixteen new melodies composed

by himself. 4. Several corrections of the

old melodies. 5. A short introduction to

thorough-bass, and a short treatise on choral

playing.

LISTE, (Anthony) professor of tae

piano-forte and composer, born at Hildes-

heim in 1774, studied at Vienna under

Mozart -and Albrechtsberger, and was after

wards a teacher of music in the family of

the count of Westphalia. He also gave
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private instructions in 1804, in Heidelberg,

there he made his fust debut as an extra-

urdinary composer for the piano forte, by

bis two sonatas for that instrument, to be

found in No. 9 of Nageli's, "Repertoire des

Qkticinista!' According to the opinion

el connoisseurs, his last compositions arc

excellent, as well in regard to the origiual

and correct arrangement, as to their attrac

tive style.

LISTENIUS, (Nicolaus) a professor of

music in the beginning of the sixteenth

century. His small introductory work on

music has, in the course of fifty years, gone

through seventeen editions, an almost un

rivalled number for a musical publication,

and a proof of the value which was placed

■ its merit and utility. Gerber has but

Isile information of the comparative value

of tie different editions of this work. Not-

fiihstanding the merit of Listenius, the

wjrateful indifference of his contempora

ries towards him went so far, that all which

is at present known about him consists

merely in this, that he was a native of

Brandenburg, (which he accidentally had

mentioned in his dedication to John George,

hereditary prince to the elector Joachim II.

»t Brandenburg.) As soon as his little

fork issued from the press, the booksellers

ill considered it as their property, aud

printed and reprinted the same, as often as

I suited their interests, without taking any

farther notice of the author. They did not

'ita do him the honour, in the later edi-

joos of his work, to reprint the well-written

weface of Dr. Bugenhagen, which speaks

«?hly of the merits of the author. " But,"

Gerber, " why should I feel indignant

it the ingratitude of the sixteenth century !

Have I not sufficiently experienced the in •

irautiide of the eighteenth century to

wards their most useful and talented au-

hors, even in the course of my writing this

iittionaryl I should advise, therefore,

Wry man of merit, whenever he has an

Pjjortunity, to write at least something

Jwtf himself, and to speak well of himself

•hen necessary, despising the sneers of

Tr. If they do not thus gain the good-

will and respect of their contemporaries,

posterity will at least not deny them that

boon." The first edition of Listenius ap

peared under the following title, " Rudi-

menta Musics in gratiam studiosee juven-

tutu diligenter comportata," Wittenberg,

1533 and 1537. A new edition followed,

with the addition to the title of " Ab

autore denuo recognita, multisque novis re-

gulis et exempli* adducta," Wittenberg,

1542, 1544, and 1554. It was also printed

in Leipsic, by Michael Blum, 1543, 1546,

and 1533, also in Frankfort on the Oder,

without date, and in Breslau, 1573, and

lastly, at Nuremburg, by Job. Petreio, in

1540, 1548, 1553, 1557, 1588, and 1600,

with the addition "Ac correcting quam

antea edita." This last is probably also

the last edition, as, in the beginning of the

seventeenth century, the subjects which

it contained began partly to be useless.

LIVEEATI (Giovanni) was bora in

1772 at Bologna, in the pontifical states.

Giuseppe and Ferdinand Tibbaldi, cele

brated composers, gave him his first

lessons in the rudiments of music : they

died when he was about fourteen years of

age. He then began and continued, during

the space of thirteen years, to be a pupil for

the piano, organ, thorough-bass, and compo

sition of the renowned master, Padre S.

Mattei, successor to Padre Martini, which

latter eminent musician was to have been

his master, had he lived.

Finally, he took lessons of singing from

Lorenzo Gibelli, justly celebrated for his

church music, as his many compositions and

beautiful fugues will testify, and who was one

of the first masters in the renowned Bo-

lognese school of singing, which has since

produced Crescentini, Babbini, Boncaglio,

Concialini, and many others. Having per

fected himself in that school also, Liverati

was able to take the part of first tenor, with

the best performers in the music at the

Italian churches, as also in concerts and

oratorios, both public and private.

His country still remembers with delight,

the success he met with in an oratorio by

the Padre Mattei, and in another by Gugli
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elmi, in the parts of Giovanni and Sisaro.

Livcrati next refuted a pressing invitation

to the Venetian theatre from the celebrated

Pacchiarotti, who came as far as Bologna

to treat with him ; he likewise declined se

veral other similar theatrical offers in Italy,

and went as first tenor to Barcelona and

Madrid, continuing at the same time his

studies in composition. Before he quitted

Italy, he was elected a member of the Phil

harmonic academy of Bologna, and of

other musical societies. Some psalms were

the first of his compositions, and were per

formed at the Bolognese church of San

Francesco, in the year 1789. In 1790, he

wrote, at Bologna, his first theatrical piece,

" It Divertimento in Campagna," a little

opera in one act, which was successfully

performed by his scholars. He composed

about the same time a mass for two voices,

with an organ accompaniment ; also " T/ie

Seven Words of Jesus Christ on the Cross,"

for three voices, with wind instruments ;

and, finally, " A Grand Requiem Mast."

He next produced three instrumental

quartets, by an order of his majesty the king

of Prussia, obtained through the interest of

our artist's father, Matteo Liverati, a dis

tinguished professor of music at that court,

and director of the theatre at Potsdam. In

consequence of these productions, Giovanni

Liverati was called to the court of Berlin,

as successor to Carl Fasch, the celebrated

contrapuntist and composer to the above the

atre. He arrived in Prussia in 1799, and was

soon ordered to compose a grand cantata with

choruses, but had not time for the comple

tion of it before the king's death. In 1800,

he became composer to the Italian theatre of

Prague, where, during the space of three

years, he brought out several short pieces,

airs, duets, finales, &c. for the stage ; also

a grand cantata for his highness prince

Winski, entitled " // Trion/o d'Amore," and

a grand mass by order of the same prince.

In 1804, he went to Trieste, where he

produced his first complete opera, "11 Maes

tro di Musica," in two acts. Encouraged

by the success of that work, he immedi

ately undertook some others. He had be-

fore attempted that style in his "iltestro

Fanatico," an operetta, performed with great

effect in Vienna and Prague. The yen

after this, he went to Vienna, where he es

tablished himself, aud remained fourteen

years. He was there intimate with the dis

tinguished masters Haydn, Beethoven, Ko-

zeluch, and Salieri, taking their instrumental

compositions for his models, particularly

those of the last-named composer, to whom

he owed much instruction concerning the

clear pronunciation of his words in singiog.

Liverati has composed the following

operas : 1. "David," a grand opera, with

twelve choruses, in two acts. 2. " fiwsi

in Cartagine," with choruses, in two acte.

3. " La Prova Generate," in two acts, i

" La Presa d'Egea," grand opera, tweln

choruses, in two acts. These four opera

were performed in the imperial and roril

palaces. 6. "// Serto Disputato," one set.

6. " Gonsatvo in Cordova " grand opera,

choruses, in two acts. These two openi

ordered by the prince of Lobcowiti. 7. " II

Tempio dell' Eterttila," twelve chorose",

in two acts. 8. " // Convito degli Xkt,''

in two acts. 9. " // Trion/o tfAussona,"

with choruses, in two acts. 10. "jtfiW-

ade," in two acts. \\. " VAdorazimt &<s

Pastori t dei Magi at Presepe," a grand

oratorio, with twelve choruses, ordered bt

her majesty Maria Theresa of Naples, (ill-

press of Austria, who herself condescended

to sing the part of Maria, at its perfonnua

before the court. 13. " Grand Masi," or

dered by his highness prince Esterhur.

Besides No. 25, a cantata of one, two, ud

three pieces. Music published : Five am

bers of " La Lion d'Orfee," a periodicsl

work, with airs, duets, sestets, and quartets,

vocal, and some instrumental pieces. Two

arias in " Ginevra di Scopia." " Tkrt>

Duets," dedicated to Count Palffi. " Thru

Tertetti," dedicated to the Countess Wa-

renfeld. " Three Ariettas," dedicated to

the Princess of Himski. " Three Arietta,"

dedicated to Count de Fries. Roimbw

Francoises : " Two Ariettas," collected

from many authors who composed the

"In quella tomba escura." DuftrtBl
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pieces from David, from which signors Ma-

scet and Gelinck took many passages in

composing their variations on the piano-forte.

Lasdy, different pieces from " La prova ge-

mnte."

Iu 1814, he came to London as a com

poser to the King's theatre, in which situation

he remained three years, and brought out

tie following operas : 1. " / Selvaggi,"

grand opera, with choruses, &c, two acts.

1 "// Trionfo di Cctare," with choruses,

two acts. 3." II Gastone e Bajardo," grand

opera, with choruses, two acts. 4. "Gli am-

exti Fanatici," two acts : this opera was not

performed. 5. " // Trionfo cCAlbione,"

twelve choruses, two acts, likewise not per

formed. The following music has also been

published by him in London; " Three

Antitas," dedicated to Mr. Dragonetti,

Op. 2, (Lavenu.) "Duet in Damn Sol-

itia" (Lavenu.) " Cantata on the Death of

friKta Charlotte," Op. 3, (Goulding.)

" Three tmall Ariettas," dedicated to Miss

Culling Smith, (Liverati.) Duetto, "O lieta

car)," Op. 5. Air, " Rendi agli am-

pltri tuati," composed for Mrs. Salmon,

Op. 5. " Three Ariettas," dedicated to

Asioli, 0p.7,;( Liverati.) "Recit. and Duet,"

dedicated to Miss Cox, Op. 8. " Duet,"

dedicated to Lady Gordon, Op. 9, (Liverati.)

" Tri Notturni e Tertetti," dedicated to

the Duke of Leeds, Op. 10, (Liverati.)

" Tre Canzonetti," dedicated to Mrs.

Antrobus, Op. 11, (Liverati.) " Tre

flwlli," dedicated to Mrs. Bellochi, Op.12,

(Literati.) " Three Ariettas," dedicated

to Lady fanei Op. 13, (Liverati.) Terzetto,

"Pnteggese," Op. 14, (Birchall.) " Recit.

«<Mir," Op. 15, (Birchall.) "Terzetto in

DmU." Op. 16, (Birchall.) Polacca, " Chi

« wi o uornin," Op. 17, (Birchall.) Grand

duet in an opera (Op. 18) not yet pub-

l«hed,(Birchail.) "First Set ItaltanDucts,"

°P- 19, (Birchall.) " Second Set Italian

DhIs," Op. 20, (Birchall.) "ThrccDuets,"

dedicated to His Royal Highness Prince of

Sue-Cobourg, Op. 21, (Liverati.) Differ-

tat passages of the opera " / Selvaggi."

Some passages from " Gastone e Bajardo."

" Guttata in two parts" performed at the

house of his friend signor Boldi. Many other

fugitive pieces written for Madame Campo-

rese, Miss Stephens, Miss Paton, and others.

LOCATELLI (Pibtro) was born at

Bergamo in 1690. In his infancy he was

sent to Rome, where he took lessons on the

violin from Corelli. After having travelled

much, he settled in Holland, and established

a public concert in Amsterdam. He died

in 1764. Dr. Burney says, that " LocatelU

had more hand, caprice, and fancy than

any violinist of his time." He was a vo

luminous composer of concerti, capricci,

sonate, Sec, many of which were published

at Amsterdam. His Op. 10 of sonatas is

considered his masterpiece, and has been

greatly admired.

LOCCHINI, chapel-master to the con

servatory of the Ospedaletto at Venice,

was born at Naples. His opera seria,

" Scipio in Carthago," was performed at

Padua in 1770.

LOCHNER, (Joachim) a composer of

the sixteenth century, published " Magni

ficats, von 4 Stimmen, iiher die 8 Kirchen-

tone gerichtet," Nuremburg, 1S78.

LOCHNER, (Carlo) a violoncellist in

the orchestra of Manheim, died in con

sequence of a spitting of blood, in the year

1795, just as he had begun to make pro

gress in composition. Reichardt, however,

says, in his Almanack, that he was yet far

from perfection. He published, in conjunc

tion with J. A. Andre, "12 Lieder," Offen

bach, 1792 ; also of his own composition,

"6 Lieder, \ste Samml," Manheim, 1793.

" 6 Dergleichen, 2te Samml," Manheim,

1793. "Lieder von J. B. Reck, 3tc

Samml," Heilbronn, 1794. "Zechlied von

Reck," Heilbronn, 1794. "Lieder, 4te

Samml," Manheim, 1795; also "Or

pheus," a melodrame.

LOCHON, a French composer of the

seventeenth century, bora at Tours, pub

lished some Latin motets.

LOCHON, (Chahlis) a French violin

ist at Paris, about the year 1788.

LOCK (Matthew) was originally a cho

rister in the cathedral church of Exeter,

I and & pupil of Edward Gibbons. Very
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early in life he attained a considerable de

gree of eminence in his profession. He was

employed to compose the music for the pub

lic entry of king Charles II., and not long

afterwards was appointed composer in or

dinary to that monarch.

Dramatic music was that in which he

chiefly excelled, but there are likewise ex

tant many valuable compositions for the

church. Amongst others is a morning

service, composed for the chapel royal, in

which the prayer after each of the com

mandments is set in a different way. This

was deemed by many persons an inexcusa

ble innovation, and, on the whole, was so

much censured, that he was compelled to

publish the entire service in score, with a

vindication by way of preface.

Lock appears to have been a man of an

unpleasant and quarrelsome disposition, and

consequently he involved himself in almost

continual broils. About the year 1672, he

was engaged in a controversy with Thomas

Salmon, A. M. of Trinity college, Oxford,

on the subject of a book written by him,

and entitled " An Essay to the Advance

ment of Music, by casting away the Per

plexity of different Cliffs, and uniting all

sorts of Music into one universal Charac

ter." Lock could not refrain from attacking

this work. Accordingly he published "OA-

tervatinns upon a late Booh, entitled an

Essay, tec." which lying immoveable upon

the booksellers' shelves, he afterwards re

published it with a new title. Salmon an

swered it in " A Vindication of an Essay

to the Advancement of Music from Mr.

JLoch's Observations." The subject matter

of this dispute is not of sufficient import

ance to demand from us any detail of the

arguments; suffice it to say, that, under a

studied affectation of wit and humour, the

pamphlets, on both sides, are replete with

the most scurrilous invective and abuse.

The musical world is indebted to Lock

for the first rules that were ever published

in this kingdom on the subject of thorough

bass. A collection of these were inserted

in a book entitled Melothesia, which also

contains some lessons for the harpsichord

and organ, by himself and other misters.

It is well known that Lock was the com

poser of the music to Shakspeare's plays of

Macbeth and The Tempest, as altered by

Sir William Daven'ant, and, in conjunction

with Draghi, to Shadwell's opera of Psyche.

He was also author of a collection of ain,

published in 1657, entitled " A little Cc«-

sort of Three Parts, for Viols andVioliia"

and of the music to several songs printed in

The Treasury of Music, The Theatrt ni

Music, and other collections. In the latter

there is a dialogue by him, " When dull

shall part usfrom these hids," which mi;

be rauked among the best vocal composi

tions of the time. The music in ilsciai

has lately been rearranged for the voin

and piano-forte, and published by Jacobs,

organist of the Surrey chapel.

LOCKMANN, (Johanm) an Engisk

poet of the eighteenth century, wrote "Sum

Reflections concerning Operas, Sec. prt-

fixed to Rodelinda, a Musical Drams^

1 740. This essay treats of the origin ami

progress of operas in general.

LODI, (DEMETnio) a monk, bom at

Verona, flourished as a composer of chnrci

and instrumental music in the beginning *

the seventeenth century. Of three of li

works for the church, only one is knon.

entitled " Canzoni o Sonate Coneertstt

per Chiesa, i 1, 2, * 3 wori." Another open

of his sonatas has been printed at Venice,

in 1623.

LODI, (Giov. Luigi, called Stsmh-)

Through one of his works, he becan*

known in Germany, in 1798, as an eicel-

lent and original composer for the piano

forte. He seems, however, to have followed

sometimes too much the impulse of hU eo-

thusiastic feelings, according to the opinion

of a reviewer of the Mus. Zeit., 179?, p.

28. His works, of which the successive te

ller is but incorrectly known, werejUplothe

year 1799, as follows: "Sonate pmr It

Clav.," Op. 9, Augsburg, 1796. " Or—-

Cancer, pour le Clav., A 14." Op. 10.

Augsburg, 1797. " Capriccio p. il P.F-

Op. 16, Leipsic, 1798. "Sonate pour It

Clavicin," Op. 18, Leipsic, 1798. "£*
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Mtrte di Mozart, Sin/on. pour le Clav.,"

Op. 27, Leipsic.

LOEBER, (Joiiann Ernst) town or

ganist at Weimar about the year 1730, was

born at Erfurt. He published " liochzett-

C<m:ert Mm 2 Stimmen und Gtneral-

Bcu" Erfurt, 1632.

LOEFGRON, (Anton) a Swede, was

the editor of an academical work, published

under the title " De Basso fundamental! ,"

I'psal, 1728.

LOEHLEIN (Georo Simon) was bora

uDantzic in 1727. The first part of his
'• Kiamerschulc," 1765, was reprinted in

1772; again in 1779, with improvements;

for the fourth time in 1781; and for the

ilth lime, revised and enlarged by J. G.

Wmhauer, in 1797. His instructions for

tbc violin appeared first in 1774; a second

ton in 1781 : and a third edition improved

ml with additions, also with twelve ballet-

nieces from the opera Brcnno, was pub-

fened by J. Fr. Reichardt, in 1797. Loeh-

leinwas a chapel-master at Dantzic, and

died there in the year 1782. He served for

some time in the Prussian army, and at the

battle of Collin was left for dead on the field.

The Austrians, however, who were con

querors in that engagement, discovering

»me signs of life in him, had him taken to

their hospital ; from whence, a few months

afterwards, he returned to his native coun

try, where he found all his family in mourn

ing for his supposed death.

LOEHNER, (Joiiann) a favourite com

poser and organist at Nuremburg, was born

there in 1645. He published several col-

Ifciions of music between the years 1682

and 1700.

LOEILLET, (Jean Baptists) of Ghent,

> famous master of the flute, and the author

•I four operas of solos for that instrument.

He was also a celebrated performer on the

harpsichord. He played in the opera band

io London, at the same time with Corbett

and others. He died about the year 1728,

loving, by his industry, acquired a fortune

of suteen thousand pounds.

LOEVVE, (Friedricii Auo. Leopold)

°wn at Schwedt in 1777. He was a cele-

brated performer on the tenor; lie also

composed an operetta, called " Die insel

der Vcrfihrung," which was performed at

Brunswick in 1797.

LOEVVE, (J. HEiNnicH)an instrumental

composer and performer on the violin, tenor,

and the piano-forte, resident in Bremen,

was born at Berlin in 1766. He received

his education under the celebrated concert-

master Haack, went afterwards into the

service of the viscount Von Schwedt, then

gave private instructions in Hamburgh, and

finally settled at Bremen, where the place

of chef-d'orchestre was offered to him by

Dr. Schiilte, of the amateur concert of that

town. It is said that Loewe was particu

larly happy in entering into the spirit of

Haydn's quartets. He had written before

the year 1794, " Die Pfarrets Tochter von

Taitbenheim," for the piano-forte ; also

several sonatas for the piano-forte, and

concertos for the violin and bassoon, with

several smaller operas of variations. Since

1794, there have been printed of his works :

" Concert pour le Violon," Op. 1, Offen

bach, 1795. " 3 Grosse Sonaten fur das

Pianofort nutBegl., einer B., undeines Vc"

Op. 2, Offenbach, 1798. " Concert pour

le Violon," Op. 3, Offenbach, 1798.

LOEWE, (Johann Jacob) a musician,

highly celebrated in his time, was born at

Eisenach. He was formed under the

auspices of the first professors of the art at

Vienna, and afterwards in Italy, under

several great masters. In 1660, he was

chef-d'orchestre at the court of Brunswick,

and, some years later, at that of the duke of

Zeitz. Amongst his works are the follow

ing: " Shiftmen, Jntraden, Gagliarden,

Arien, Balletten, Couranten, und Saraban-
den, mit 3 oder 5 lnstrumenteti,,t Bre

men, 1657. " 12 Neue geislliche Coucer-

ten mit 1, 2, 3 Stimmen zu singen und

2 Violinen nebst der Grundslimme fir die

Orgel," Wolfenbuttel, 1660. "Canones,

1, 2, 3, 4 bis 8 Sthnmig, theils fur Jnstru-

mente und theils fur Sanger, theils leicht

und theils schwer, Tiber M. Mart Hempen*

Arien," 1664; with a dedication to his

patron duke Maurice, and a preface, in
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which he complains of the great labour

which these canons had cost him. The

worthy Henry Schutz has published an eu-

logium on this work, in which he calls its

author, " Edier, vester, nnnreicher, inson-

ders, und als sohn vidgHiebtcr freuiul;"

i. e. noble, faithful, able, particular friend,

and beloved like a son, &c.

LOEWENSTERN, (Mattd. Apelles

ton) a musician, born in Polnisch-Neustadt,

in Silesia, in 1594, was, in the beginning of

1625, treasurer and music director to the

prince of Bernstadt; afterwards, in 1626,

president of the school there; and, lastly,

chamberlain to the prince. Afterwards he

entered the service of the emperors Ferdi

nand II. and III., when the latter raised

him to the rank of a noble. Finally, he

was made counsellor of state to the duke of

Oels, where he died, in 1648, after having

left proof behind him, that a musical artist

may also ably fulfil other weighty occupa

tions in life.

LOFEIER, (Joseph Friedrich) super

intendent of the public buildings at Sulz-

bach, was born in 1766. He distinguished

himself as an amateur by his active study

of the piano and the tenor, the latter being

his favourite instrument, which he plays

with taste and correctness. He has also made

himself acquainted with the theory of

music, and has written several symphonies,

overtures, some sacred music, and several

minuets and dances. Some of his composi

tions are printed, among which are " 12

Varia. in D,furs P.F.," Nuremburg, 1801.

LOGIER (John Bernard) is descended

from a family of French refugees, who, like

many of their unfortunate countrymen,

during the reign of Louis XIV'., were

obliged, in consequence of religious perse

cutions, to fly their native country, and seek

an asylum in Germany. His ancestors

settled in Kaisers Lautern, a town in the

electorate palatine, where his grandfather

was music director and organist, and from

whom his father received his musical educa

tion. The latter played, as is customary in

Germany, on several instruments, and was

esteemed an excellent organist. The violin

was, however, his principal rnstramest,

upon which he was a great performer, inso

much that the director of Hesse-Casiel, in

the year 1796, offered him the situation

of first violin in his caprUa, which he

accepted. In the above town, the subject

of this memoir was born, in the year 1780.

He had one sister, who died at the age of

sixteen, and was an excellent piano-forte

player for her years ; and his only brother

is at this time a bookseller in Berlin. Some

time after the death of the elector, consider

able retrenchments in the expense of tin

court were proposed by his successor a

this arrangement the members of tbecs-

pella had their choice, either to have thek

salaries reduced, or to seek for situation

elsewhere. Logier's father resigned, ud,

about the same time, the celebrated Dr.

Forkel invited him to Gottingen, and offered

him the situation of leader in his concerts,

which he accepted, and retained till bis

death. At this time young Logier wis a

his ninth year, and had received from hi*

father the first lessons on the piano-forte,

and a few rules on composition, lis

favourite instrument, however, was the

flute, on which he made considerable pre-

gress under the tuition of Weidner, the

father of the celebrated flute-playe'-

now residing in Dublin. On this in

strument, in his tenth year, he performei

with young Weidner a double concerto is

public. His inclination decidedly leadus

him to make music his profession, he

now received instructions from a perso

named Queake, from which he bene

fited but little. Shortly after this his

mother died. The person appointed as hu

guardian would not hear of his beconin:

a professional musician, but desired h<a

to choo3e some other occupation. Seeia:

that nothing could induce his (ru»f-

dian to accede to his wishes on this point,

young Logier left Gottingen, and tool

refuge with an uncle in Marburg. H*

guardian insisted on his bein? sent bid.

which, however, was frustrated by the fol

lowing circumstance. An English jea'le-

man, then on his travels, happening to htn
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Iagier play at one of the concerts, proposed

that be should accompany him to England :

happy at such an opportunity of escaping

the persecution of his guardian, he instantly

consented, and the next day set out for

England. During two years this gentleman

treated Logier as his son, and the only duty

he required from him was to play on the

flute and the piano-forte, on which latter in

strument he had him instructed by baron de

Grifle. At this time, the marquis of Aber-

coro was desirous of raising a band for his

reriment, then quartered in the north of

Ireland, and Logier being tired of the mono

tonous life which he led, and desirous of

enlarging his sphere of action, obtained,

*ith much entreaty, his patron's con-

■at to his becoming one of its mem

bers, and departed with three others for

Ireland. Here he met, in the director of

!4e band, his own countryman, (Will-

"ttn, the father of the celebrated clarionet

player of that name in London) whose

daughter he married, being then only in his

sxteetth year. From this period he was

chiefly engaged in instructing ami com

posing for military bands, and, at the same

time, in giving lessons on the piano-forte to

the inhabitants of the different towns where

he occasionally resided. It was during this

time that the possibility suggested itself to

him of considerably facilitating the ac

quirement of music, both practically and

theoretically, and that he formed the basis

of the system which he afterwards so

successfully carried into effect. At the

conclusion of the war, his regiment

being disbanded, be accepted the proposal

of lord Altamont to become organist of the

church atWestport, in Ireland. Here his pro

fessional engagements frequently interfering

witia bis duty as organist, he determined to try

if it v/ere not possible to teach his daughter, a

child of seven years old, sufficiently to un

dertake the duty of organist in his absence.

In this, however, he found a great obstacle

from her intractability of hand, which

seemed to bid defiance to all his exertions ;

and being unavoidably so frequently from

tome, he saw no probability of succeeding

in his object, unless some means could be

adopted which would compel her, during

his absence, to retain a proper position of

the hands. Execution on the piano-forte

being purely mechanical, he considered

that mechanical assistance might be

afforded to facilitate or remove those diffi

culties which naturally present them

selves to every beginner on that instru

ment/and this led bim to the invention of the

chiroplast. He now succeeded rapidly in

his object, arjd in six months his daughter

was enabled to perform the duty of organist,

and, in a year afterwards, she played a

sonata in public, on which occasion T.

Cooke (now of Drury-lane theatre) accom

panied her on the violin. Having now

resolved to settle in Dublin, and being con

sidered one of the first teachers of military

bauds, many were sent to liim from various

parts of the country by their colonels to be

instructed. Tliis employment was so much

more profitable than the tuition of private

pupils on the piano-forte, that he totally

gave up the latter. Soon after his arrival,

he was employed by the corporation of the

city of Dublin to compose an ode in com

memoration of the entrance of his late ma

jesty into the fiftieth year of his reign,

which was performed before the lord lieu

tenant, the corporation, and upwards of a

thousand persons. The same year he was

engaged by H. Johnstone, as composer

aud director of music for his theatre in

Peter-street, where he remained till its dis

solution. Logier now determined no longer

to postpone the plan he had formed of in

troducing his system of musical education

to the public ; but being deeply engaged in

mercantile affairs, which would not allow

him to dedicate that attention to it which

such an undertaking required, he proposed

to several professors then in Dublin, that if

they would teach on his plan he would

communicate it to them without any

remuneration. This was declined.? Bc-

* It is curious here to observe, that tbe person

who was the first to refuse was also the fins after

wards to apply for it, and to pay one hundred
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lieving that he had nothing to hope from the

professors in the promulgation of his system,

he set seriously about introducing it himself.

Every thing had already been prepared for

this event. A patent for the chiroplast had

been obtained, and having given the year

before (1814) two courses of lectures on

harmony, a certain degree of public atten

tion was excited towards his object. He

took a few young children, who had never

learned before, and three months afterwards

held a public examination of them ; the

result of which was, that several of the

professors in Dublin immediately adopted

the system, and their academies being soon

rilled with pupils, others followed their

example. In the following year it made

its way into England and Scotland. Pro

fessors from various parts came to Dublin

to be initiated ; and academies were soon

established in Liverpool, Manchester, Ches

ter, Glasgow, Preston, &c. &c. In July,

1816, Samuel Webbe, of London, paid

Logier a visit, in order to form his own

judgment of the merits of his plan, which

he immediately adopted, and introduced

into the metropolis of England. About

this time an anonymous pamphlet appeared

in Edinburgh, the object of which was, if

possible, to put a stop to the progress of

this system. This, pamphlet being indus

triously circulated in England, and being

likely to be prejudicial to him in the eye of

the public if allowed to go unrefuted, Mr.

Logier considered it advisable to repair to

London, and in person counteract its effects.

His first object was to invite the Philhar

monic society to an examination of the

pupils taught by Webbe, as also of three

others from Dublin, that they might form an

impartial judgment of the nature of his

plan. This examination took place on the

17th of November, when he experienced

very warm opposition. Notwithstanding

this, his system continued its successful

career. His academy was resorted to by

the first nobility, and it was adopted by

upwards of eighty professors in different

parts of the united kingdom. Among these

was Kalkbrenner, at that time member and

director of the Philharmonic society. This

gentleman and Webbe united with Loner

in conducting his extensive academy, and

the increase of pupils soon obliged them to

open a second, and many others rapidly

followed.

In 1821, the Prussian government test a

gentleman from Berlin to London, to asm-

tain the merits of the system, of which

much had been heard, and with a view :

its introduction into the Prussian state?.

The result was, that in the same year Logier

received aniuvitation from that government,

through his excellency baron Alteosteio,

minister for public education, to reside some

time in Berlin, and undertake in persoc its

promulgation. He was too happy in aid

an opportunity of disseminating his systa

in a country so justly celebrated for m j-

knowledge to hesitate, though the accept

ance of the proposal was attended »u>

considerable difficulty. On the 16th of

August, 1822, he arrived in Berlin, anil is

the same month commenced an academy.

Five months after, at the desire of govern-

ment, he held an examination of the pupil",

to which were officially invited several o!

the best musicians in Berlin, in order '

investigate the plan. The result was thai

Logier received a proposal from the

minister, by order of the king, to instruct

twenty professors, through whom it was a

be disseminated through the Prussian dou-

nions. This was accompanied by a p* -t-

niary offer, and also of a handsome hoi-'

and academy. Logier has now acceptfd

the invitation to remain there three yew.

being allowed three months in each year

devote to his affairs in London. It °>iy

therefore be considered that this haano«

established the national system of mrninl

education throughout the Prussian domi

nions, and it is gradually spreading in ouVt

countries, there being already several aca

demies in Saxony, Spain, America, and tie

East and West Indies.

The following list comprises almost thi!

whole of Logier's works published in the

united kingdom : " The first Companie' f

the Chiroplatt," with a description of t»«'
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invention, and an explanation of its use ;

the rudiments of music, and the art of piano

forte playing simplified ; with a series of

progressive lessons, adapted to the capacity

of the youngest pupil. " A Sequel to the

frst Companion," being a series of new

lessons, similarly constructed to those in the

first book, but chiefly in the minor mode,

and completing the practical exemplifica

tion of all the characters used in musical

notation ; with the diatonic scales in all

tbe keys, major and minor, ascending and

descending, for both hands ; also the chro

matic scale, plain and in octaves. " A

Sequel to the second Companion,1* contain

ing lessons, to be played either in concert

with the exercises in that book, or as single

lessons, completing the exemplification of

Ihe different styles of variation on a given

progression of harmonies. The above four

»orks are published at Cadiz in the Spanish

language, at Berlin in the German language,

md at Paris in the French language ; and

arrangements are now making to have these

rditions also in London. " Juvenile Duets

>*d Trios," for two and three performers on

me piano-forte, constructed chiefly on five

xXes for each hand, so that the chiroplast

nay be used where the pupil is not suffi-

iently confident without it. " Exercises

or the Hands," in a familiar style, chiefly

o modulations through all the keys, as an

Hermediate step to those by Cramer, Kalk-

renner, etc., dedicated to Miss Ouseley.

Military Diets," for two performers on

ne piano-forte, dedicated to the Ladies

agei, (Book L) " A second Set," dedi-

ited to Lady Flora Hastings, (Book II.)

JLogier's Theoretical and Practical Study

•r the Piano-forte," consisting of classical

orks, ancient and modern, with inverted

id fundamental basses, fingered. " No. 1,

•reUi's First Concerto." " No. 2, Corelli's

ightk Concerto." " No. 3, Handel's oc-

sionml Overture." " No. 4, HandeFs

eerture to Esther." " Nos. 5 and 6,

■ivdn's Symphony in D." " No. 7, Mo

ri's Overture to ZanberflSte." «« No. 8,

■•tart's Overture to Figaro." " No. 9,

emeutCs Sonata in D." " No. 10, Scar-

vol. it.

latti.with the Cat's Fugue." "Nos. 11 and

12, Beethoven's Trio arranged for two

Piano-fortes." " Logier's Practical Tho

rough-bass," being studies on the works of

modern composers ; with a separate figured

bass, having a space above for the addition

of the playable harmonies. " No. \,Kalh-

brenner's Sonata in C, and Andante."

" No. 2, ditto, ditto." " A Trio in E,for

two Performers on one Piano-forte," with

an accompaniment for another piano-forte,

dedicated to the Marchioness of Anglesea,

Op. 16. " A Second Trio in A, arranged

as the above," dedicated to Major P. Haw

ker, with ad. lib. accompaniments for violin

and violoncello. Op. 17. " A Third

Grande Sonate a quatre mains" 11 Thirty-

four Lessons," arranged as pleasing accom

paniments to Logier's first and second

Companions, so as to be played by another

performer on the same piano-forte. " A

Concerto in Efiat," dedicated to the Prince

Regent, with a piano-forte accompaniment ;

also with accompaniments for a full band,

if required. Op. 13. " An easy Sonata,

with the Irish Air, ' Oh, breathe not his

name,' " and " A Polacca, fingered," Op.

10. " Sonata in Bfiat, and Rondo on an

Irish Air, with Accompaniments for the

Flute and Violoncello," Op. 7. " Sonata

in Efiat, with Accompaniments ad. lib. for

the Flute and Violoncello," dedicated to

J. B. Cramer. " Sonata in D, with ' Blue

Bells of Scotland,' and Accompanimentfor

a Flute," Op. 8. " Introduction, Fugue,

and two Canons, for two Performers on

one Piano-forte," " Ditto, and Grand

March," dedicated to Ladies G. and A.

Paget, (duet.) " Strains of other Days,

five Numbers, as Rondos and Airs with

Variations;" containing " No. 1, 0 blame

nottiie Bard," and "The Legacy." " No.'i,

Gramachree," and " Evekens Bower.'*

" No. 3, The Young Man's Dream," and

" Fly not yet." " No. 4, Hakendhat

Crootheenamoe," and " Oh, 'tis sweet to

thinh," with an accompaniment for the

flute. " No. 5, Savourna Dclish,"

" Heigh-ho, my Jochey," and " Robin

Adair." " Bugle Andante, with Varia^
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Hons." " English Military Air, with Varia

tions." " Spanish Bolero, from the Ballet

of ' Don Quichotte.' " " Admiral Benbow,

English Air, with Variations." " Believe

me I never can rove," song. " Ten favour

ite Irish Melodies for two Flutes." " Set

of Pieces," Op. 7. " Irish Melodies,"

Op. 8. " Original Pieces for two keyed

Bugles Obligato." " Haydn's Sonata,"

Op. 40. " God save the King, as a Po-

lacca." " Sterkcl's Duet and Spanish

Bolero." " Sacred Music." " Music in

Macbeth." " Overture to Zauberflate."

" Country Dance, as Quick Steps."

" Seven Italian Pieces." " The last

Battle," dedicated to the King. Military

sonatas for the piano-forte: " Battle of

Trafalgar" ". Battle of Vittoria," and

"Surrender of Paris." "Ten favourite Irish

Melodies, for two Flutes." "Thirteen Sets,

of Military Pieces, arranged for a full

Band."

From Mr. Green, of Soho-square, who is

sole proprietor of the chiroplast, and pub

lisher of Logier's works connected with his

system, we have been able to ascertain, that

there have been already published of the

elementary works upwards of fifty thou

sand copies, and of the chiroplast nearly

sixteen hundred have been sold. He

further informs us, that about one hundred

professors have paid Logier one hundred

guineas each to be initiated in his method.

LOGROSCINO (Nicoto) was born at

Naples, towards the end of the Seventeenth

century. Leo, in his Cioi, had skilfully

arrayed Euterpe in the mask and buskins of

Thalia, but without aiming at the sardonic

grin of Aristophanes. Logroscino, whose

comic name appears to reveal his facetious

genius, endeavoured, on his first entrance in

his musical career, to enrich the comic muse

by new subjects. He threw such gaiety

into his compositions, selected such agree

able and burlesque subjects, that his fellow-

citizens, on the first appearance of his

works, surnamed him // Dio delV Opera

Duffa, (the god of the comic opera.) To

Logroscino is due the merit of the invention

bt the finale ; and this single fact would

suffice to assign to him an honourable place

in the history of his art. None of hk worts

are now in existence, and he is but little

known' out of his own country, as bt

would only compose in the Neapolitan

dialect.

LOHMANN was organist at Osterod*

probably in the year 1740. Gerber is in

possession of a concerto for the piano-fort*

by this master.

LOHR, (Michabl) singer at Dresden,

in the first part of the seventeenth century,

was born at Marienburg, and pnblisW

" ATeue Teutsche und Latrinhche Kireh»

Gesange und Concerten in fnnfwehn 7

stimmigen Motetten," Dresden, 1637.

LOKKENBURG, (Joannbs a) •>«*

trapuntist of the sixteenth century, ofwbm

works there are yet in the library of Monid

(Cod. 51 and 54) two masses. He has at*

as Walther informs us, published a "Hit*

a 5 voc."

LOLLI or LOLLY, (Antonio) »e*

brated violinist, was born at Bergam.' '-

1728. From the year 1762 to 1773, Is

was concert-master to the duke of WurteB1

burg. He afterwards went to Russia, wbes

he so excited the admiration of the em;

Catherine II. that she ordered a violin

to be made for him, on which she wn*

with her own hand, " Archel faitpurer*

de Catherine II., pour fincomparahle Ld&<

In 1785, he came to England, and ft*

hence visited Spain. He then proceeded '

Paris, where he performed at the spiritw

and other concerts. In 1788, reton*

to Italy. He was most celebrated for pU»

ing quick morements, and being once »

quested to perform an adagio, potitutt!

refused, saying, "Jesuis de Bergame,i'l*

habitant de cctte vilte sunt trop fit V

pouvoir jouer I'adagio." We will »*

give Some further information, from Cert"

respecting the unsettled life of this mow"4

When he entered on his engagetwo" 1

Stuttgard, in 1782, he found Nardwi tbf*

who excelled him by far in ability, ft

therefore requested the duke to allow rus

a year's leave of absence to travel ; iosw*

of which, he retired to a secluded Tinas*
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and applied himself with indefatigable ex

ertions to his instrument. After having

been absent for this period, he returned from

bis pretended journey, and excited such

universal admiration, that Nardini gave up

the contest, and returned to Italy. His en

gagement at St. Petersburg seems to have

taken place between 1775 and 1778. After

remaining there three years, he requested of

the empress a year's leave of absence ; at

the same time he declared to Von Ditters-

uW, in Johannisberg, that he did not wish

to remain any longer in Russia, and that his

intention was never to return ; that through

the friendship of a physician (who had

promised him a certificate of the weak state

of his breath) he, however, hoped to obtain

in honourable discharge from the empress.

Tut he then would visit all the principal

tons in Europe, add the profits which he

Bight thus make to ten thousand guil

ders which he had already realized, and

place these sums together in one of the

hanks of Europe, living afterwards on the

iilerest. In 1788, A. Lolli was residing in

Italy, and entitled himself there concert-

master to the empress of Russia. In the

year 1791, he went to Berlin with his son,

then a child of only eight years old, when

the latter received from the king a present of

one hundred friedrichs-d'or for his ready

•ad correct performance on the violoncello :

the child also gave a concert in the same

Jfir at Copenhagen; but no mention is

■nade in any of these places of the perform-

«nee of the father. In the year 1794, both

father and son were in Vienna, where the

fcnner styled himself first concert-master to

the king of Naples : only the son, however,

performed in public. In the year 1796,

Bomberg found the father in Naples,

»nere he played to him ; but to Romberg's

utter astonishment, not a trace was left of

lase excellent performances which had

established his former fame. He had then

become a feeble old man, whose power and

energy were all gone. Sic transit gloria

»»»*.

That he was once a great artist on the

"olin is proved by Schultz in various docu-

ments which he sent to Gerber. Lolli

gave a striking instance of the command

which he had over his instrument in the

presence of Schultz and Kirnberger. His

bow happening to be too short for a long

continued note, he turned it, to their great

astonishment, so ably and quickly, that,

with the greatest attention, they were un

able to observe the slightest stop in the

sound. Dittersdorf mentions Lolli, in his

biography, as a man of prepossessing ap

pearance, gentlemanly in his manners, and

an agreeable and social compauion. He

died, after a lingering illness, in Naples,

in 1802. Respecting his works, it is known

that he never wrote more than the theme,

and then desired one of his friends to write

the bass or the parts for the different instru

ments. Three collections of his solos have

been printed by Hummel, at Berlin, Ops. 1,

2, and 3. In Vienna there have also been

printed two sets of six solos, Ops. 9 and 10.

There are also editions in Paris of his "JCcole

pour le Violon," Op. 11, and also in Offen

bach, 1794. "YlVar.p.ilVc.e V." Vienna,

1801. These last are, perhaps, his son's

compositions.

LOLLI, (probably Piiilippo) son of the

preceding, performed on the violoncello at

a concert in Berlin ; also shortly after

wards at Copenhagen, and, in 1794, in

Vienna. At this last town were printed

" 12 Var. p. il Vc. con Acc. del Basso,"

Op. 2, 1799; which probably are from the

pen of this composer.

LOMBARDO, (Giroi.amo) a celebrated

contrapuntist, flourished in Sicily about the

year 1600, and published, amongst other

works, "4 Misse a 4 e 5 twri, col B co«ri'w."

LONCHI, (Leopoldo) a Neapolitan

musician, was mentioned among the opera

composers in the Indict dt Spectac. Theatr.

of 1790.

LOOS, (Joiiann) schoolmaster and

organist at a small town near Prague in

1768. He wrote various masses and operas.

He died previously to the year 1788.

LOOSEMOKE, (Henry) bachelor of

music in Cambridge in 1640, and organist,

first of King's college, Cambridge, and after
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Wards ofthe cathedral of Exeter. He com

posed some services and anthems.

LOPEZorLOBO LUPUS, (Edvabdus)

beneficiarius and maltre de chapellc in the

cathedral church at Lisbon, in the year

1600. He published, or left in manuscript,

the following works: "Natalities noctis

Responsoria, 4—8 tioc." '* Missa ejtisdem

noctis, 8 voc." " B. Maria; Virginia Anti-

phonte, 8 vocum." " B. Maria Virginia

Salve," for eleven voices in three choirs.

" B. Maria Canticum Magnificat, 4 voc."

Antwerp, 1605. "Canticum Magnificat, 4

»oc." Antwerp, 1605, gr. fol. containing six

teen Magnificats, in different tones. " Missa

4, 5, 6, et 8 voc" Antwerp, 1639. "Qfft-

cium Dc/unctorum em canto chao," Lisbon,

1603. "Liber Processionum,et Stationum

Ecclesia Olyssiponensis in meliorem for-

mamredactus," Lisbon, 1607. "DezPsal-

mos de Vesperas de diversas Votes." "Cinco

Missas a 4 Licoens de Dcfuntos, e a Se-

quencia da Missa A 4, 6, 8, 9 e mats Vozes."

"Motete.i de Defuntos." "Duos Vilkancicos

ac Santissimimo Sacramento." Most of

the latter are in manuscript.

Towards the end of his life, when in his

one hundred and third year, he was made

rector of the archiepiscopal seminary. His

master in music was Manoel Mendes, of

Evora, and his countrymen speak in the

highest terms of his musical talents.

LORD, (Jons, sen.) is a native of Wilt

shire. He came to London many years

since, and studied under Messrs. C. and S.

Wesley, becoming, at length, a good organ

and piano-forte player. He has always held

some situation of organist in the church of

England, aud has written some piano-forte

music.

LORD, (John, jun.) a native of London,

and the eldest son of the above, was made to

play the piano -forte before he was six years

of age. He studied with his father and Mr.

Dance on the piano-forte, and under Dr.

Crotch in theory. He is now a teacher in

the highest circles, and is employed as the

assistant professor to Dr. Crotch, in the

royal academy of music, London ; he is

likewise an organist. He has composed

sonatas, rondos, and duets for the piano

forte.

LORD, (William) also a natne o!

London, second son of J. Lord senior, is

a piano-forte player, and has likewise ap

peared in public as a harpist, on which oc

casions he was well received. He studied

the harp under Dili, and at present make

it his principal instrument. He teaches in

some of the first families.

LORELLI, father and son, both mu

sicians at Naples in 1791, composed mosie

for the ballet called " Ruggiero e Bnaia-

mante."

LORENTE, (Asdksas) organist of 4t

principal church at Alcala, published, in tbt

year 1673, a work in the Spanish languart,

entitled " El Porquc de la Music*." He

first book contains the elements of pi**

song ; the second treats of consonance a.

the cantus mensurabilis ; the third of COO-

terpoint ; and the fourth of the composfe

of music.

Of this work Geminiani has been heard b

declare that it was not to be equalled a

any of the modern languages; that it i* s

musical institute, and may be said to con

tain all that is necessary for a practical cos-

poser to know. In the course of the w«i

are interspersed hymns and offices for •

church, and some motets, composed by tKr

author himself and others, which posst-s

great merit.

LORENTZ, (A. W.) professor at &

royal college in Berlin, in 1798, was J

musical amateur of good taste, and we!

acquainted with harmony. He pablisbe*'

' ' Eginhard und Emma, einc Bailed< r*«

Langbcin, durchaus in Musik gesetit,

Berlin, 1799. He also published " OJe *

die nachtigalt von Roscgarttn," BerlM*

1798. " Sinna und Sehnar, cine Row-

van Rosegarten," Berlin, 1798. (It is

certain whether the other twelve soap *

various poets, which have been published 10

1792 without a christian name, are of I"1

composition, or by the following Lorenu.'

And lastly, " Der Sieg der VntckaU, r*

Ballade, in Musik," Berlin, 1801.

LORENTZ, (J.F.) probably an onjaatf
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at Halle, published "8 Choralvorspiele,"

Halle, 1796.

LORENZANI, (Paolo) a Roman by

birth, and a pupil of Oratio Benevoli, was

chapel-master, first in the Jesuits' church at

Rome, and afterwards in the cathedral of

Messina, in Sicily, from whence he was in

vited by Louis XIV. to Paris. He composed

and published in that city a collection of

excellent motets.

LORENZITI, (Bebnhabd) violinist in

the orchestra of the grand opera at Paris,

published several instrumental works "in

that city, towards the end of the last cen

tury. It is difficult to know his precise

works, owing to the bad custom of music-

sellers in suppressing the christian names

of authors, and there being another, and

contemporary Antonio Lorenziti, who pub

lished works of nearly the same description,

in contest, as it were, with the subject of

this article. Gerber's list of Lorentziti's

works is as follows : " Six Trios pour deux

ViohnsetB." Op. 2, Paris, 1780. "Six

Dwi A Violon et A." Op. 3, London, 1792.

"Six Trios A deux Violent tt B." Op. 4,

Paris. " Six Duos A deux Violons," Op. 5,

Paris. "Six Quatuors Concert. A deux V.,

A., et B." Paris. "Airs vane's A V. avec

Jeuxiime Violon," Paris, 1798. "Premier

Concerto pour A." Paris, 1787. "Principes,

ou Mouvelle Me'thode de Musiquc pour ap-

prmdre A Jourr facilement du Violon,

nivies de douze Duos progressifs," Paris,

1798 and 1800. "Six Duos A deux V. d'une

difficultt progressive," Paris, 1798.

LORENZO, (Diego) by birth a Spani

ard, was a celebrated contrapuntist in

the siiteenth century. He lived chiefly in

Italy.

LORENZO. Under this name were

published, in Germany, some Italian airs

with accompaniments, about the year 1793.

The author was an Italian sopranist.

LOSSIUS, (Lucas) during more than

Ifty years rector at Luneburg, was born

at Bacha, in Hesse, in 1508. He not only

collected a complete and correct Protestant

P*hnody, such as : Luther left it at his

death, but published the same, which is

perhaps the only classic work of the kind,

joining to it Melanchthon's eulogium of

music in general, and his encouragement

to similar undertakings, for the improve

ment of vocal church music. He also tried

to promote the amelioration of church sing

ing in a separate small work. He died uni

versally esteemed in 1582. The titles of

his works are, "Psalmodia, hoc est, Cantica

Sacra veteris ecclesia selecta. Quo ordine,

ct melodiis per totius anni curriculum can-

tari usitnte Solent in templis de Deo, et de

jilio ejus Jesu Christo, de regno ipsius, doc-

trina, vita,passione,Tesitrrcctione,et ascen~

sione, et de Spiritu Sancto, Item de Sanctis

et eorum in Christum fide et cruce. Jam

primum ad ecclesiarum, et scholarum usum

diligenter collecta, et brevibus ac piis

scholiis illustrata, per Lucam Lossium

Luneburgensem. Cum prtcfatione Philippi

Melanchthonis," Nuremburg, 1553. The

first edition is in folio, and contains

Melanchthon's preface. A second edition

appeared with the following alteration in

the title after the word cruce : "Ad eccle

siarum ct scholarum usum diligenter olim

collecta, et brevibus ac piis scholiis illustrata.

Nunc autcm recens accurata diligentia et

fide recognita, et multis utilibus ac piis

cantionibus aucta per Luc. Losnum, cum

prafatione P. Melanchthonis" Witten

berg, 1569, without a table of contents or

preface. Gerber is in possession of this

latter copy. It contains, in four volumes,

four hundred and thirty-eight songs, with

their melodies, in notes, among which there

are only four in the German language. All

the rest are in Latin. The first song of

each festival is ornamented with a wood-cut.

A third edition ofthe same appeared.with only

a few alterations in the title. His second work

is " Erotemata Musica practice?, ex pro-

batissimis hujus dulcisshna artis scriptori-

bus accurate et breviter selecta, et exempli*

puerili institutioni accommodis illustrata,

jam primum ad usum scholar J.nnc-

burgensis et aliarum puerilium in lucem

edita. Item melodies sex generum car~

minum usitatiorum imprimis suaves in

gratiam puerorum selecta et editor," Nu
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remburg, 1563. Then a second edition,

in 1570, with some alterations and additions

by the singer, Christen* Fraetorius, of

Luneburg. Further editions appeared in

1579 and 1590.

LOTH, (Ubbanos) a church composer

in the beginning of the seventeenth century,

published " Miutea Melica, oder 1, 2, mid

3 stimmige Fcst-Concerten," Passau, 1616.

LOTHERUS, (Melchioh) a German

composer in the beginning of the sixteenth

century, published " Jtespomoria," Leipsic,

1522.

LOTICHIUS, (Jacob) a German author,

probably belonging to the ancient Hanau

family of that name, wrote " Oratio de Mu-

sica," Dorpati Livonorum, 1640.

LOTTI, (Antonio) a pupil of Legrenii,

and master of Marcello, Galuppi, and

Prescetti, was organist, and afterwards

chapel-master, of St. Mark's church, at

Venice, and one of the most able men in

his profession. To all the science and

learned regularity of the old school, he

united grace and pathos. Hasse is said to

have regarded his compositions as the most

perfect of their kind. His choral music is

at once solemn and touching.* Between

the years 1698 and 1717, he composed

fifteen dramas for the Venetian theatre.

His cantatas also furnished specimens of

recitative which do honour to his profes

sional character. In the year 1718, he was

opera composer to the court of Dresden, and

in 1720 returned to Venice, where he was

living in 1732.

LOTTIN, (Denis) a violinist at Or

leans, was born there in 1773. At the age

of twelve, he studied music for his amuse

ment, when he improved so rapidly that his

friends procured him the best masters of the

neighbourhood, and took him several times

to Paris, where he received lessons from

Grasset. He is author of the following

works : " Mtthode de Violon." " Trois

grands Duns Concertans." " Concerto dedie

h son ami Demar." "Six Duos." " Trois

* Mr. La Ttobe has published some specimens

of it in his very excellent collection of sacred

music.

grands'Diios." " Deuxitme Concerto." "Sit

Duosfaciles." " Recueil de Wolset pmr

deux V.," and " Rectteil a*Airs vtrih

pour V."

LOUETTE, an amateur at Paris about

the year 1786, published several operas of

chamber music, also the following operetta.,

"La double Clef, oh Coiombine Commit-

saire."

LOUETTE. See Lalouette.

LOUIS FERDINAND. See Febdi-

WAND.

LOUIS, (Ph.) Under this name is found,

in Traeg's music warehouse at Vienna, the

following works: "Fonder Fingersetsung,

den Manieren und dem Oeiste des Fortngt

au/dem Klaviert'." " Grundriss zum Lehr-

begriffe des Accompagnemcnts," (manu

script) Vienna, 1799.

LOUIS, (Mad.) Under this name, wkicli

is probably that of a Parisian amateur,

have been published, "Six Somites pour k

Clav. sent," Paris. " Recueil d'Arittlti

choisis, avecAcc. deClav." Paris. "Flair

aVEpinc," an operetta.

LOULIE, (Francois) a French musician,

was the author of an ingenious and useful

book, published, in 1698, by Estienne Refer

of Amsterdam, entitled " Etemrns on Pre

cipes de Musique mis dans un sw««W

ordre."

LOUVET or LOUVE, (Ai-exand«i) i

composer and pianist atParis.published there,

about 1796, "Instructions tke'oriqnftetprs-

tiques sur Caccord da Piano-forte, oucrsty

rpii npprend en trds-peu de terns aux penes-

nes les mains excrete* a accorder parfeiK-

ment cet Instrument," one vol., Paris, 1796.

''Amelia" an opera, in three acts, by tbii

author, was represented in Paris, forthefirsl

time, at the Theatre de 1 'Opera Cornirnie.

The music is deemed more scientific than

agreeable. The rest of his works are,

" Trois Sonat. pour le Clav. kmc ¥." Ops. 1.

2, 3, 4, Paris, from 1794 to 1796. "Q*sir<

Sonat. pour le Clav. avec F." Op. 5, Fuiii

1796.

LOUYS, (MaitbeJean) a French tt«-

trapunist of the sixteenth century, of whose

writings there are still preserved, ia tns
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Munich library, " Pseeutmet 50 tie David"

Anv«rs, 1555.

LOW, (Edward) originally a chorister

in Salisbury cathedral , was organist of

Christchurh, Oxford, and professor of music

in that university. He died in 1782.

He published, in 1661, " Shart Direc

tionsfor the Performative of the Cathedral

Service."

LOYSEAU, a French composer, flourish

ed, about the year 1679, as organist of St.

Martin's church at Tours.

LOZEK die elder, organist at Prague

in the year 1800, is described as an excel

lent musical theorist, organist, and teacher.

It is also said that lie is equally as familiar

with Tacitus, Horace, and Cicero as with

Haydn and Mozart.

MJBI, (Mariane) probably an amateur,

las published, in Germany, " 12 Lieder

ftriKlavier," 1801, and " 12 neue deutsche

Ueierfirs KUtvier," 1803.

1XCA, (Severo de) a Roman composer,

nourished in the year 1700, in which year

hu oratorio, " // Martirio di S. Erasmo,"

was performed in the church Delia Pieta, at

Rome.

LUCATELLO (Giov. Battista) be

longed, according to Terreto, to the cele

brated composers of Italy at the end of the

sixteenth century. Some of his works arc

still to be found in the Fab. Constantini

S'tecta Cantiones excellentiss. Auctorum,

Rome, 1614.

LUCCHESI,(ANDREA.)Hisopera,'V/<fe-

mra," was represented at Venice in 1775.

LUCCHESI (J. M.) made himself known

some time since by the following pieces of

instrumental music : " Trois Ditot a deux

V." Op. 1, Vienna, 1794. " Trois Duos a

deux V." Op. 2, Augsburg, 1796. "Six

Duot a deux V." Op. 1, Basil, 1795. "Sir

Sonetines pour le Clav. dont trois avee V"

Op. 3, 1796.

Lt'CCHlNI (Antonio Mama) flou-

risked, in 1730, at Venice, as one of the first

composers for the theatre there. (See Bur-

My, vol. iv. p. 538.) A concert-master of

unt name was also celebrated at Milan

•bout the year 1750.

LUCELBURGER or LUCELBURGI-

US, (Andreas.) Nothing more is known

of him than that he is the author of the

" Musics Practice, lib. 2," Cobourg and

Jena, 1604.

LUCHESI. SeeLuccBKM.

LUCINDA, (Francesco) chapel-master

to the king of Sicily, was born in that island.

He composed, in 1692, the opera " GeK-

daura," for the theatre at Venice. (See

Burney, vol. iv. p. 79.)

LUCINI, (Francesco.) Walther calls

him abass singer, and mentions the following

of his works : " Concetti dieersi, a, 2, 3, e

4, con Partitura," Milan, 1616; and the

sequel to this work, Milan, 1617.

LUDO\ ICI, (Thomas) a contrapuntist

of the sixteenth century, seems to have re

sided in Italy, where there has been printed

of his works, " 4 Psalmi pr&cipuis fes-

tivitatibus, 8 vac." Rome, 1591.

LU1DERS, a good violinist, was first in

the service of prince Ferdinand of Prussia,

in Berlin. He then went, in 1785, to Mos

cow ; and having remained about five years

in that city, continued his travels, intending,

after his return, to have established him

self at Moscow, in a music warehouse.

We know nothing further of him.

LUIGI, an Italian composer, of whose

composition the opera buffa, "L'Alberga-

trice vivace," was represented at Dresden

in 1782.

LUIJA, (C. F.) an artisan in Paris, pub

lished, in the year 1791, " Troit Sonates

pour le V." Op. 1, Paris.

LUITGERT, (F.H.) a musician in Ham

burgh, published the following works : " 12

deutsche Lieder am Klavier *u singen, in

Musih gcsetzl," Hamburgh, 1797. " Six

Variat.sur I'Air 'Contrc Us chagrins de la

vie' pour le Pianoforte" Op. 2, Hamburgh,

1798. He edited also the following musical

selection, which is much admired : " Musi-

halischcs Journal, aus den neuesten deuts-

chen undfranx. Opern ausgezogen undfurs

Klavier eingerichtet. Erster Jahrgang, in

12 Monatsheflen, jeder a 4 Bogen," Ham

burgh, 1798.

LUITTICH, (JoiiANN)a musician of the
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seventeenth century, born in Plauen, pub

lished " Venusglochlein, oder none welt-

liche GesSnge," Jena, 1610.

LUIZ, (Fbaiscisco) a Portuguese monk

and chapel-master in the cathedral church

at Lisbon, died there in 1693. He was

eminent both for his theoretical knowledge

and practical talents in music. He left the

following works in manuscript : " Texto da

Paixao de Doviinga de Ramos, e de sesta

feira mayor, a 4 foxes," and " Psalmos

t Vilhancios a diversas Vozes."

LULLO, (Antonio) a musician and

contemporary of Zarlino, flourished inlSSO.

He wrote a treatise entitled "L'Arle iiitiera

delta Musica." Zarlino was doubtful whe

ther this work had ever been printed, as all

his endeavours to obtain a copy of it were

in vain.

LULLY (Jean Baptists) was born of

obscure parents at Florence, in the year

llritf 1734. Having, whilst a child, showed great

taste for music, a cordelier, from no other

consideration than the hope of bis some

time becoming eminent in the art, under

took to teach him the guitar.

While Lully was under the tuition of this

benevolent ecclesiastic, a French gentleman,

the chevalier Guise, then on his travels, ar

rived at Florence. This person had been

requested by Mile, de Montpensier, a niece

of Louis XIV., to find out for and bring her

some pretty little Italian boy as a page.

The countenance of Lully did not answer

to the instructions, but his vivacity and

ready wit, in addition to his skill on an

instrument, as much the favourite of the

French as of the Italians, determined the

chevalier to engage him ; and then, about

ten years of age, he was sent to Paris. On

his arrival, he was presented to the lady;

but his figure obtained for him so cool a re

ception, that, instead of making him her

page, she commanded the officers of her

household to enter his name in their books

as her under-scullion.

Neither the disappointment he experienc

ed, nor the employment to which he was

destined, affected the spirits of Lully. In

the moments of his leisure from the kitchen,

he used to scrape upon a wretched fiddle,

which he had contrived to procure. A per

son employed about the court happening

one day to hear him, informed the princea

he had an excellent taste for music She

immediately directed that a master should

be employed to teach him the violin ; and,

in the course of a few months, be became

so great a proficient, that he was elevated

to the rank of court-musician. In conse

quence of an unlucky accident that took

place, Lully was dismissed from this situa

tion ; be afterwards, however, found means

to get admitted into the king's band of

violins, and appbed himself so closely to

the study of music, that in a little time be

began to compose. Some of his airs hating

been noticed by the king, the author mo

sent for, and his performance of them wis

thought so excellent, that a new band was

formed, called Us petit* violons, and be

was placed at the head of it. Under tii

direction they soon passed the famous band

of twenty-four, till that time so much cele

brated throughout Europe. This was about

the year 1660, at which time the favourite

entertainments at the French court were

dramatic representations, called iaJku.

These consisted of dancing intermixed witi

singing and speaking in recitative ; and t»

many of them Lully was employed to com

pose the music.

An academy had been established n

Venice for the performance of operas, am!

Louis wished to have one in France that

should excel it. Accordingly, in 1669, be

granted to the abbe Perrin, master of the

ceremonies to the duke of Orleans, a pri

vilege for the conducting of an opera after

the model of that at Venice, but to be pet-

formed in the French language.

Cambert, the organist of St. Honore'«,*a!

engaged to compose the music ; but after a

little while Lully, who had risen high is

the king's favour, contrived to get him tot*

removed, and himself to be appointed in

his stead. Possessing now the situation of

composer and joint director of the opera, he

not only left his former band and iastitoled

one of his own, but formed the desip of
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bcilding ■ oew theatre near the Luxem

burg palace, which he afterwards accom

plished. This was opened in November,

1670, with a musical entertainment, con

sisting of a variety of detached pieces, in

cluded under the title of " Le Combat de

f.imour et de Bacchus."

Lully, tome time previous to this, had been

appointed superintendent to the king's pri

vate nusic, and had neglected almost en

tirely the practice of the violin ; yet, when

ever he could be prevailed with to play, his

excellence astonished all who heard him.

For the guitar, though so trifling and insig

nificant an instrument, he, throughout his

*bolelife, entertained the greatest partiality.

In the year 1686, the king was seized

with an indisposition that threatened his

life; but recovering from it, Lully was

feqnired to compose a " Te Drum" Ac-

ccitlingly he wrote one, which was not more

remarkable for its excellence than the un

happy accident with which its performance

•u attended. Nothing had been neglected

id the composition, nor in the preparations

for tie execution of it, and the more to de

monstrate his zeal, he himself beat the time.

With the cane that he used for this purpose,

in the heat of action, (from the difficulty of

teeping the band together) he struck his

'wit, which caused such considerable in-

lamraation, that his physician soon advised

lim to have his little toe taken off ; and,

ifter a delay of some days, his foot ; and at

ength the whole limb. At this dreadful

uncture, an empiric offered to perform a

art without amputation. Two thousand

'isoles were promised him if he should ac-

omplith it ; but all his efforts were in vain.

'Ully died in 1687, and was interred in the

burch of the Discalceat Augustines, at

'aris, where an elegant monument had

*en erected to his memory.

A lingular story of conversation betwixt

Lully and his confessor in his last illness is

elated, which, even at so critical a mo

ment, shows the natural archness of his dis

union, at the same time that it exposes

ie weakness and folly of the priest. Hav-

"8 been, for many years, iq the habit of

composing for the opera, the priest, as a

testimony of his sincere repentance, and the

conditions of his absolution, required of him

to throw the last of his compositions into

the fire. Lully, after some excuses, at

length acquiesced, and pointing to a drawer

in which the rough draft of "Achilles and

Polixenci" was deposited, it was taken

out and burnt, and the confessor went

away satisfied. Lully grew better and was

thought out of danger, when one of the

young princes came to visit him. " What,

Baptiste," says he to him, " have you thrown

your opera into the fire 1 You were a fool

for thus giving credit to a gloomy Jansenist,

and burning good music." "Hush! hush!

my lord," answered Lully, in a whisper,

" I knew well what I was about, I have

another copy of it!" Unhappily this ill-

timed pleasantry was followed by a relapse ;

the gangrene increased, and the prospect of

inevitable death threw him into such pangs

of remorse, that he submitted to belaid on a

heap of ashes with a cord round his neck ;

and in this situation he expressed a deep

sense of his late transgression. On being

replaced in his bed, he became composed,

and died shortly afterwards.

At the time when Lully was placed at

the head of let pelils violons, not half

the musicians in France were able to play

at sight. A person was esteemed an excel

lent master who could play thorough-bass on

the harpsichord or the theorbo in accompa

niment to a scholar ; and, with respect to

composition, nothing can be conceived more

inartificial than most of the sonatas and airs

for violins at that time. The treble part

contained the whole of the melody ; the

bass and the tenor parts were mere accom

paniments ; and the whole was a gross and

sullen counterpoint. The combination of

sounds then allowed were too few to admit

of sufficient variety ; and the art of prepar

ing and resolving discords was a secret con

fined to few. Lully contributed greatly

to the improvement of French music. In

his overtures he introduced fugues, and was

the first who, in the choruses, made use of

the side and kettle drums.
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It is somewhat difficult to characterise

his style. It seems, however, to have been

completely original, and derived from no

other source than the copious fountain of

his own invention.

His compositions were chiefly operas

and other dramatic entertainments : these,

though excellent in their kind, would give

but little pleasure at the present day ; the

airs being short, formed of regular measures,

and too frequently interrupted by recita

tives. Louis XIV. was fond of dancing,

and had not taste for any music but airs, in

the composition of which, a stated number

of bars was the chief rule to be observed.

Of harmony or fine melody, or of the rela

tion between poetry and music, he seems to

have had no conception ; and these, of

course, were all so many restraints upon

Lully's talents.

The merits of Lully ought to be estimated

from his overtures and works of a more se

rious nature than his operas. There are

extant several of his motets, and some other

good compositions for the church, though

not in print. His operas and other theatri

cal performances, which were very nume

rous, have been nearly all published. He

composed symphonies for violins in three

parts ; but these are not to be met with in

print.

He is said to have been the inventor of

that species of composition, the overture ;

and more particularly that spirited move

ment, the largo, which is the general intro

duction to the fugue : for, though it may

be said that the symphonies or preludes of

Carissimi, Colonna, and others, are in effect

overtures, yet the difference between them

and those of Lully is very evident ; the for

mer were compositions of a mild and placid

kind, the latter are animated and full of

energy.

LULLY, (Louis) and LULLY, (Jean

Louts) sons of the preceding, were also

musicians. They composed, in conjunction,

the music to the opera of " Z4phire el

Flore," written by Michael du Boullai,

secretary to the grand prior of Vcndflme,

and represented in the acade'mie royale in

1688. They also set the opera of"Orpkeiu,"

written by the same person, and an open

called " AlcUe."

LUPI, (Didieb) a French contrapuntist

of the sixteenth century. Of his -works the

following are yet extant: " Ckanmu Sfi-

rituellcs," 1548. Chansons Spiritttrlla A

(pcatre," Paris, 1571. "PnaumeiViit Da

vid h quatre voir," Lyon, 1549.

LUPI, (Lupus) a Flemish contrapuntist,

flourished about the year 1550. He wit a j

composer of great eminence among bit

contemporaries, but no entire work can be

pointed out of his composition. Manysiojie

tongs and motets by him are to be found is

collections, especially in " Salilixgcr Oi- J

centtu 4, 5, 6 et 8 voc." Augsburg, 1645. (

LUPPACHINI, (Bebnakdino mi?

Vasto) an Italian composer, about thefts

1550, published " Madrigali A 4 nei,"

Venice, 1546, and " Madrigali a 5 wri,"

Venice, 1547.

LUPPINO, (T.W.) organist of Wilt,

Herts. At about nine years old, Francs

Cramer, from friendship to Luppino's father,

(an English artist) took t he Son as a violin pt-

pil; atthesame time, and from a similar Hid

motive, Frank Lanza, a son of the siDjinj-

master, commenced teaching him thepiaK-

forte. After studying three years, hisparera

then being called to the continent, F. Cramer

took him entirely under his roof, and intro

duced him as a violin ripieno, at the Veal

and other concerts. In another three yean

the celebrated J. B. Cramer received him

into, his house as a piano -forte pupil, with

whom he remained till 1808. To these

gentlemen, particularly to Messrs. Crane,

Luppino is known to feel the warmest

gratitude, not only for his musical educ

tion, but for nearly all the good which his

since accompanied his career in life I>

1808, with the advice of his friends, Luppuw

accepted a proposal to assist C. Bridgrmir..

(many years established in Hertford) "

teacher, tuner, and organist. In 1812, u

organ having been erected in the DfBh-

bouring town of Ware, he and Bridgenaa

became joint organists of both plsee*. !•

the following year Luppino's marruo
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<&mi the above connection ; since which

;ime Lnppino alone has retained the Ware

ironist's situation ; and now, at the age of

hirty-one, possesses a tolerably extended

onnectionofteaching. He hasonly hitherto

nblished "A Selection of Psalms anil

Ipnni for the use of Ware Church,"

art of which are adapted, and part

imposed by himself. This volume is pub-

ihed at Goulding's, in the small octavo

Ira, and is remarkable both for the tasteful

slection of its contents and neatness of the

diting.

LUSCIOUS, properly NACHTIGALL,

JtroiMRis) a learned Benedictine friar,

»ni at Strasburg, studied music first in his

itive town, and then at Vienna, where he

to became known as a teacher of music.

i( *as afterwards a preacher in St. Mau-

ia'i church, at Augsburg, and at the same

■I lecturer on the Greek language, in the

lenedictitie convent of St. Ulrich and Afra.

hence he was called to Basil, and lastly

3in to his native place, as canon of St.

tfpWs church. According to Le Long,

t died in the year 1535. An estimate

*T be formed of his learning, by his trans

ition into German of the book of psalms,

wn the original Hebrew text, also by his

•nslations of the symposiaka of Plutarch,

<i the orations of Isocrates, together with

*eral other learned works. Luscinius

•* early in life a great friend of Erasmus,

it became afterwards his most violent

Mfoiji He was also concerned in the

utroversies with the famous Ulrich von

ntten, whom he attacked with such power-

1 satire, that, at last, Melanchthon gave

■ to understand, by an epigram, that his

tine could not possibly be Nightingale,

M that he ought rather to be called Vul-

The following works by Luscinius,

'e him the greatest claim to the admira-

>n of posterity, " Musicee Institutioncs,"

>lr>, and" Musurgia, sen Praxis Musica,"

'rashurg, 1536 and 1542. The most in-

restieg part of the latter work is the correct

^presentation of all the instruments then in

These, as well as the whole book,would

' as good as lost to us, after a lapse

of about three hundred years, had not Haw

kins fortunately given (vol. ii. p. 441 of his

history) correct representations of all these

instruments to the number of forty-nine.

LUSITANO, (Vincentino) a musician

at Rome, about the middle of the sixteenth

century. His principal work is entitled

" Jnlroduzione facilissima et novissima di

Canto ftrrno e ftgnrato contrapunto jr»i-

plicc," Rome, 1553; Venice, 1558 and

1561.

LUSTRINI (Abbate) flourished in

1755 at Rome, as one of the first chapel-

masters.

LUTHER, (Dr. Martin.) This cele

brated reformer and professor was born at

Isleben.in Saxony, in 1483. His "Eulogium

on Music " has been published by Dr.

Forkel, in the second volume of his History

of Music. Luther also wrote several

choral melodies. The following are the

titles of some of those which he either com

posed entirely, or corrected : these titles are

taken from the " P/tichten eines Organis-

ten," i.e. "The Duties of an Organist," by

the Music Direct. Turk, p. 42. 1. •' Wir

glauben all an cinen Gott, tfc." 2. "Jesaia

demPropheten das." 3. " Ein veste Burg

ist unser Gott, tfc." 4. " Erhalt uns

Herr ley dcinem Wort." 5. " Es wall uns

Gott genadig seyn." 6. " Ach Gott vom

Himtnel sieh darein." 7. " Es ist gewiss.

lich an dtr Zeit," 8. " Dies sind die

heilgen tehn Gebot." 9. "Nun bitten

wir den heilgen Geist." 10. " Gelobet

seystdujesu Christ." 11. "VomHimmet

hoch da homm ich her." 12. " Komm,

heiliger Geist, Herre Gott." 13. " Mitten

wir fm Lebcn sind." 14. " Gott der Voter

wohn uns bey." 15. " Vater unser im Him*

melreich." And 16. "Christ unser Herr

sum Jordan." The music of some of these

works is, with much probability, attributed

to Luther, especially of the hymn called

" Das grosse glauben," No. 1. Also of

No. 2, "Jesaia dem Propheten," concerning

which Johann Walther, in his epistle, speaks

with particular praise, especially as to the

manner in which Luther has adapted the

notes to the text. On the other hand, the
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melodies, Noi. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

were known long before Luther. To these

ancient melodies may also be added, " Ein

Kindelein so ISbelich," " In duki Jubilo,"

" Christ fuhr gen Himmel" and " Erstan

den ist der heiige." Luther preferred these

beautiful melodies to all the translations

and adaptations from the Latin church.

Gerber is not certain whether the old

litany to God and all the saints, (No. 14)

was not originally a Catholic hymn. What,

however, is certain is, that the melody was

known before Luther. Nor does No. IS

belong to Luther. It was what is called

in Germany a berghreyen weis, that is,

a melody used in singing histories in rhyme,

something in the style of the romances or

ballads of our day. There were, however,

in the fifteenth century, spiritual as well as

worldly berghreyen. Thus, for instance,

a certain Rotenbacher claims the following

psalms, from Luther's first psalm book, in

his collection of " Berghreyen," printed in

1551, namely, " Sie ist mir lieb die werthe

Magd," and "Ein neues Lied wir heben an."

Three hundred years ago no difficulty was

made in introducing the melodies of profane

songs in churches. This plainly appears

from Joh. Isaack's melody to "Inspruch.ich

muss dich lassen," " Inspruck, I must

leave thee," which afterwards became more

known as a hymn, to the words, " O welt

ich muss dich lassen" and after that, again

became popular to the profane words, "Nun

ruhen alle walder." From the balletti of

Gastoldi, " Fiver lieto voglio, Sfc." and

"A lieta vita Amor ci, Sfc." were also intro

duced into the church with the text, " In

dir ist Freude," and "Jesu wallst uns

weisen," i. e. " In thee is joy," and " O

Jesus, wilt thou show me." The melody

No. 16, " Christ unser Herr," is not Luther's,

but composed by Wolf Heinz, with whose

name it was printed in 1544. We are

also, perhaps, indebted to Joh. Walther

and Ludwig Senf) for many melodies in

Luther's collection. Luther's psalm book

was at first very small, and in 1524 con

tained only three sheets, which sheets were

also printed separately. They together

contained eight psalms, but with only three

melodies. Of these, are yet sung in Ger

many, No. 1, "Nun freut ach lithir

Christen," i. e. " Now, Christians, ill yont

hearts with joy," but much altered, mi

" Es ist das heil uns kommen her," i. t

"Salvation now is come to us." The w-

lody of the eleventh psalm, " Salmrn »

fac, Sfc." is likewise in the first edition «f

Luther, as the psalm is yet found in Go

rnau choral books. The songs in ttit.

collection, " Ach Gott von Himmel siA'

i.e. "O God, from Heaven look," "Ii

spricht der unweisen mund wol," i.e. "Tic

lips of fools will speak," and "Aus tiefe-

noth schrey ich tu dir," i.e. " I call

thee in deep distress," must be sung to 4»}

same melody of the eleventh psalm, iis

Luther's first edition, the number of bjiffl

increased yearly, because he not only w*

thirty more songs for the collection,

other divines did the same. The Snt edi

tion of the enlarged hymn book was titd

by George Hhaw, Joh. Walther, and Baft, ;

in Leipsic. We shall now mention «öj

later editions in the sixteenth centav

" Gesangbuch Christilicher Psalmen m

Kirchen liedcr 13. Mart. Lutheri tad »

dererfrommer Christen, allesampt mit la

Noten und ihren rechten Melodeye», be

gleichen etliche mit 4 Stimmen bsmt&A

abgesetzt," Dresden, 1593. " Geestlx*

Lieder, mit einer neuen vorredt D.

Luther," Nuremburg, 1558. " Ausserles*

Psalmen vnnd GeisslUhe Lieder," Pom

mern, 1593. " Teutsch Psalmen und Oeh

angbuch D. Lutheri mit 4 Stirn*"1

componirt, und auff den üblichen Qt*'

gerichtet," Eissleben, 1598. Luther «s

equally fond of figurate descant, whits ^

endeavoured also to promote in the chsrti-

This appears from a printed collection d

motets, with a preface, by him, »tü

well deserves to be made public in •*

musical periodical work. The title *

" Symphonic jucundet 4 verum, f -">''

tetta 62, cum prafatione Mart. Lutben,

Wittenberg, 1538. In the fourth jot

of the Leipz. Mus. Zeit, p. 497, is to 1«

found an arrangement of Lutber'sintereiMi
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thoughts on music and science in general ;

also his remarkable letter to Ludw. Senfel,

translated from the Latin into German.

(See also Mus. Zeis. An. 12, p. 35.)

LUTTICHIUS, (Johann) a German

composer in the beginning of the seven

teenth century, published " Sales Venere

Musicales, oder newe teutsche Politische

Gesange mil 4 und5 Stimmen, auch lustigc

Intrude* tfc. mil 3 Stimmen," Leipsic,1610.

LUYTON, (Caholus) court-organist to

the emperor Rudolph II. in 1600. He

published " Cantiones Sacra 5 voc,"

Prague, 1603. " Opus Musicum in La-

mentatianes Jeremiee" Prague, 1603.

"Mitt* 7 vocum," Prague, 1609. "Lib.

1 MittarutHy" Frankfort, 1621. " Madri

gals, a 5," Venice, 1582.

LUZZASCHI or LUZZASCO. This

musician was considered one of the greatest

organists of his time in Italy, being second

only to Claudio Merula. He belongs to

the four whom Gallilei calls musiciens

par excellence. He published, among other

works, " Afadrigali," Naples, 1576, which

eicited universal admiration. Luzzaschi

was a native of Ferrara, and concert-master

and organist to duke Alphonso II. He

died in his sixty-second year. His publica

tion of madrigals above-mentioned, may

•till be found in the library at Munich.

LUZZO, (Francesco) an Italian com

poser for the church, published " Mottlti

Cmcertati d 2 e 3 voci," Venice, 1650.

LYON (Samuel Thomas) was born in

the year 1776. He received instructions in

the practical part of his profession from bis

father, who was a very excellent performer

on various instruments, and especially emi

nent on the bassoon. In the theory of

music, he was a pupil of the late learned

and ingenious Possiu. When thirteen years

of age, he performed in public the tenor

part in an obligato quartet of Pleyel's,

when the approbation he received caused

him to be patronised by Attwood, who

invited him to his house, where at that

period Bridgetower was an inmate, having

been placed under Attwood's care by

his present majesty. At his music parties

Lyon became familiar with the works of

Haydn and Mozart, authors at that period

comparatively but little known. In the

year 1798, he was unanimously elected a

member of the royal society of musicians,

and in 1819, elected as one of the court of

assistants or perpetual governors of that

institution.

When the schism took place in the

Philharmonic society, and two concerts were

established, Lyon was engaged to play the

tenor, and made his dibut in the septet

of Beethoven. The applause he received

obtained him the honour of being selected

by Weichsel, Spagnoletti, Mori, &c. to per

form in quartets and quintets, in seven

concerts during that season. On January

2, 1824, Lyon was unanimously elected an

associate of the Philharmonic society.

His publications are exclusively for the

piano-forte, and principally composed for

the use of juvenile performers : they hare

extended to sixteen operas, besides a great

number of airs that he has arranged as

rondos, and adaptations of the works of

Handel and other authors.

M

MAASS, (Johaxn Gebhard Ehren-

*iich) magistrate, and (since 1791) pro

fessor of philosophy at Halle, was born in

Krottorf, near Halberstadt, in 1766. He

besides several other works, written

"« following: " Ueber die Instrumental

(fa der ticutn BiU. dtt scMn

Wissensch) B. 48," 1792. " Zutatz *«

dem Artih Accent, im Sulzer, in Hinsicht

an/ die Musik," i.e. "Appendix to Sul-

zer's.article Accent, as relates to Music."

In the Nachlrag zu Sulzer Theor. der ten.

W., Maass has also written a paper, under

the title " Charakterc der vornehmsten
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Dichler oiler Nat. von finer Gescllsch. v.

Gel." i. e. " Character of the principal

Poets of all Nations, by a Society of

learned Men." In this paper, he answers

to a question proposed, " By what means

can the oratorical and pathetic accents be

expressed in music !"

MACARJ, (Giacomo) a Roman dra

matic composer, produced the following

operas : " Adaloaldo furioso," 1727.

" Aristide," 1735. " Ottaviano trionfante

di Marco Antonio" 1735. '* La Contes-

rina," 1743.

MACCHI, (G.) an Italian dramatic

composer, resident at Venice about the

year 1750.

MACDONALD, (Phelps.) This gen

tleman is of Irish extraction, and under the

name of Phelps was highly celebrated in

London, in the early years of the present

century, as an amateur singer and vocal

composer. He subsequently held the si

tuation of private secretary to lord Burg-

hersh, British ambassador at Florence. His

works are principally in the style of Jack

son, of Exeter, but modernized and im

proved by a due mixture of the Italian

school. Amongst them are the following :

" Bring me art urn of work divine," duet.

" An age is each hour," canzonet. " From

thy arms, my dear Fanny," canzonet.

" Hither, gentle zephyr," canzonet. " /

whisper'd her my last adieu," canzonet.

*' Not soft falling showers," canzonet.

" The heart that warm'd," canzonet. "Tho'

thine eyes, my sweet girl,** canzonet.

" Whene'er the howling tempest," canzo

net. " When fancy strews," canzonet.

11 When the maid that possesses," canzonet.

"Close by the We/land's," duet. " Haste,

ye gales," duet, and " O linger yet," duet.

MACE, (Tuo.mas) born in the year 1613,

was one of the clerks of Trinity college,

Cambridge, and is distinguished, among the

writers on music, by a work entitled "Mu

sic's Monument, or a Remembrancer of

the best practical Music, both Divine and

Civil, that has ever been known to be in the

World;" published in folio in 1676. Under

whom he was educated, or by w hat means

lie became possessed of so Mich, skill in

the science of music as to be able U> fur

nish matter for the above work, he his no

where informed us. We may collect Iroa

it that lie was enthusiastically fond of mu

sic, and of a devout and serious disposition,

though cheerful and good-humoured era

under the infirmities of age and the (un

sure of misfortunes. His knowledge

nmsir seems to have been chiefly connoel

to the practice of the lute, (his favoonif

instrument) and to so much of the princi

ples of the science as enabled him to ap

pose for it.

As to the above work, a singular »ein 4

dry humour runs through it, which ii

from being disgusting, since it exhibit) i

lively portrait of a good-natured old ma

The four first chapters are anculogiums

psalmody and parochial music; the 6*

contains a recommendation of the organ f*

that purpose. The sixth treats of " H«

to procure an organist." In the elfrenti

and twelfth chapters he treats of cathslni

music, and laments seriously its decline n

this kingdom.

In parochial psalmody the author recto- 1

mends what he calls short, sattarc, era-

and uniform ayres, and is " bold to 9;

that many of our psalm tunes are so «-

cellenthj good, that art cannot mend th«

or make them better." In speaking of i*

difficulty of singing in tune, even witbi

good voice, he observes, that, "with in«*-

skillful, inharmonious, coarse-grained, htrd

voice, it is impossible." " Tis sad to hear

what whining, toling, yelling, or scrreUtt-

there is in our country congregate*1'

where, if there be no organ to compel tta

to harmonical unity, the people seem ef-

frighted or distracted." The liberal use t'

compounds by the ingenious master Mi»>

gives bis language a very Grecian apj*"'

ance.

The second part of the work treats of t»

lute, and professes to lay open all tie

secrets relating to that instrument, wtiW.

till the author's time, had only been known

to the masters of the science.

The third part is on the viol and music
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in general; and in this he censures the

abuse of music, in the disproportionate

Lumber of bass and treble instruments in

the concerts of his time, in winch he says

it was not unusual to have but one small

veak-iounding bass-viol to two or three

molding violins, as he calls them.

He gives directions for procuring and

sustaining the best music imaginable, and

nbibits first the plan of a music-room con-

rived by himself for concerts, with galle

ries for auditors, capable of holding two

lumlred persons. The instruments are a

able-organ, (an invention of his own) and

icliest of viols, two violins, and basses of

trength sufficient " that they may not out-

\r/ the rest of the music." To these he

■Ids two theorbos, three " full-sized lyra-

ioli, lusty and smart speaking ; because

tat in consort they often retort against the

rtble, imitating and often standing instead

{ that part, second treble." " And being

bus stored, you have a ready entertainment

« the greatest prince in the world."

He afterwards gives directions for p lay -

ngthe viol, with a few lessons by way of

sample; and concludes with a chapter on

■i* in general, which, however, contains

tithing more than some reflections of the

uthor on the mysteries of music, which, he

its, have a tendency to strengthen faith,

«d are a security against the tin ofatheism.

lace does not appear to have held any

onsiderable rank among musicians, nor is

t celebrated either as a composer lor, or a

erforroer on the lute. His book, however,

roves him to have been an excellent judge

f the instrument, and contains such a va-

ety of directions, as to render it a work of

real utility. We find in it many curious

bwrvations on the choice of stringed in-

truments, the various kinds of wood of

'hich they are made, the method of pre-

trving them, and the mode of choosing

'rings.

MACHARIXI, (Stsffano)! a Roman

atrician, published, in 1720, " 12 Sonatet

i y. Stto eConttmu," Op. 1.

MACHAULT, (Gvillavvb be) *

French composer, born about the year

1284. In 1301, he was in the service of

the queen of Fhilippe-le-Bcl, king of

France, till, in 1307, he became valet-de-

chambre to the prince himself. Some time

after this, Henry, king of Navarre, placed

MachauU as secretary to John of Luxem

burg, king of Bohemia, who was killed, in

1346, at the battle of Crecy. With this

prince Machault remained more than thirty

years. He was still living in 1370, since

he wrote a work entitled " The Siege

of the City of Alexandria" in which he

relates the assassination of Pierre de Lu-

signan, king of Jerusalem and of Cyprus,

which event did not take place till near

the end of the year 1369. Amongst other

music, Machault composed some French

and Latin motets, roundelays, and ballads,

also a mass for four voices, which is thought

to have been sung in 1364, at the corona

tion of Charles V., king of France. Fran

cois Perne, of Paris, has reproduced this

mass, which is a great curiosity, with a

modern score.

MACHICOURT, (Petbus de) first

singer at the church of Tours, in France,

about the year 1556. He published at

Paris nineteen songs, with music, and was

a composer, much esteemed in the age of

which he lived.

MACHOLDUS, (Johannes) a contra

puntist of the sixteenth century, probably

from Thuringia, published " Die Hittoria

vom Leiden uml Sterbeit Christi mit 5

Stimmeit compttuirt," Krfurt, 1593, i. e.

" The History of the Passion and Death of

Christ, composed for five voices ;" and

" Fife Moletten auf die Tiirken-Gefahr

gericlUet," Erfurt, 1595.

MAC1IOLDT,. (J. II. C.) organist at

Luneburg, published " Aritn und Lieder in

Mus. gesetxt," Rintel, 1793. He has not,

however, by his publication, raised a very

honourable monument tu his talents.

MACK, (HeiNricii) chapel-maste* at

Stuttgard and an able comp. ser, flourished

in 1670.

MACKENZIE, (J.) professor of music

at Bampton, in Oxfordshire, is a native of

Exeter, and finished his musical education
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in London under the celebrated J. Field,

pupil of Clementi. Mackenzie is a good

pianist, and so smooth in his method of

fingering, that he once performed with a

wine-glass of water on the back of each

hand. He has published some music for

his instrument, amongst which is " Varia

tions on the Copenhagen Walts."

MACKEY, (Isac. J.) a Swedish philo

sopher, wrote " Diss. Orchestra, sive de

Saltationilus Vtter." Upsal, 1685.

MACQUE, (Giovanni di) a contra

puntist and organist in the service of the

king of Naples, about the middle of the

sixteenth century, published " Cansonette

alia Napolitana," 1555, and " Mailriga-

letti A 6 voci," Antwerp, 1600.

MACROBIUS, (Ambbosius Aubilius

Theooosius) a domestic of the emperor

Theodosius, who held him in high esteem,

was a foreigner, and flourished in the year

420 before Christ. Among his writings the

following belongs to musical literature :

u Comnientariurum in Stimttium Scipionis a

Cicerone detcriptum, lib. 2," in which he

treats of the music of the spheres, accord

ing to the Pythagorean doctrines.

MADIN, (Henri) of an Irish family,

was born at Verdun, in France, in 1698.

In 1737, he quitted the situation of chapel-

masier to the cathedral at Tours, which he

then held, and was nominated chapel-

master to the king of France. He soon

after also succeeded Campra, as master of

the choristers in the chapel royal at Ver

sailles, in which town he died in 1748.

The motets of abb£ Madin were much

esteemed in France, and sung, long after

his death, in the chapel royal. They have

remained in manuscript. In 1742, Madin

published a work entitled " Trnili du Con-

trepoint simple," which is considered but a

mediocre performance.

MADONIS, (Giovanni) an excellent

violinist, born at Venice. Quartz and

several other writers speak very highly

of his talent. In 1731, he was invited

to St. Petersburg, with a salary of one

thousand rubles, and in 1744 was still

resident there. Several concertos and

sonatas of his composition were published

at Paris.

MADRE DE DEOS, (Antonio da)

a Carmelite friar of Lisbon, studied mu;-!c

under the two celebrated Portuguese com

posers, Duarte Lobo and Manuel Cardoso,

and became afterwards vicar of the choir

of his convent in Lisbon, where he i\d

in 1690. He composed several pains,

motets, responsoria, and other church mnsr,

which is partly distributed among indivi

dual amateurs, and partly preserved in the

royal musical library at Lisbon, where they

are held in high estimation.

MADRE DE DEOS, (Fb. Fiurr-i w)

a canon and composer, born in Lisbon

flourished about the year 1620. He w

chamber-musician to king Alphonsus U

of Portugal, and teacher to king John it.,

who became afterwards so celebrated is

musical science. He left, at his deai,

several musical works in manuscript, which

are preserved in the royal library at Lisbon-

MAELZEL. This very ingenious me

chanic was born at Regensburg in 1776.

He resided, in 1800, in Vienna, where be

constructed an instrument, which, by meats

of a wheel drawn by a weight, perforad

pieces of Turkish music, as if played by >

band of flutes, pipes, four trumpets, crn-

bals, triangle, and double drum. Adosbi'

bellows furnished the wind. The soood ct

the trumpets was particularly admired, h

was produced by ordinary trumpets blown

by the machinery, with a power not to be

excelled by any trumpeter. Maelzel »U

this instrument, in the year of its inTennoa,

to an Hungarian nobleman for three thou

sand florins. Since that time he has sea

assiduously engaged in bringing this sort c

mechanical production to the greatest pos

sible perfection, and in trying to iucxa*

ihe number of instruments by two cliw-

nets, and, if possible, also by two strinjed

instruments. This second instrument, which

he called the Panharmonicon, was sold. >■

Gerber has been assured, for twenty-i"

thousand dollars, in Paris. Lastl.T, be

brought to Vienna a new invented lutoeu-

ton, which raised, if possible, still grettfl
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idmiralion and satisfaction than his pre

ceding inventions. He 6rst gave in Munich

i concert to the court with this machinery,

and afterwards a public one with extraor

dinary success. In the Journal des Modes

for 1809, p. 251, is found the following

description of his automaton. " From a

lent Jlr. Maelzel led out a fine manly-look

ing martial figure, in the uniform of a

trumpeter of the Austrian dragoon regiment

Albert, his trumpet being in his mouth.

Alter having pressed the figure on the left

shoulder, it played not only the Austrian

cavalry march, as also all the signals for the

manoeuvres of that army, but also a march

and an allegro by Weigl, which was ac

companied by the whole orchestra. After

this, the dress of the figure was completely

changed into that of a French trumpeter of

die guard ; it then began to play the French

avalry march, alsq all the signals of the

rrench cavalry manoeuvres, and lastly a

larch of Dussek's, and an allegro of

Pleyel, accompanied again by the full or-

thestra. The sound of this trumpet is

jure, and more agreeable than even the

West musician could produce from that in •

i. nit, because the breath of a man

ires the inside of the trumpet a moisture

bich is prejudicial to the purity of the

>ne. Maelzel publicly wound up his in-

roment only twice, and this was on the

ft hip." Maelzel is also the inventor of

e celebrated automaton chess-player ;

tewise of the metronomes, for counting

ne in music : the latter are sold by Green

Soho-squaje.

MAERK (G.J.) published at Altona, in

61, his first collection of canticles, with

w melodies.

MAER.TENS, probably an amateur,

Wished about the year 1790, in Dresden,

air, with piano-forte accompaniment,

led " sfu die Sonne oeym Aufgange"

. " To the rising Sun."

MAFFEI, (Giov. Cammo) a Neapoli-

philosopher, born at Solofra, published,

ongst other works, " THscorso Filosofico

la Voce, e del Modo iVimparare di

ntar, rli Garganta, raccolto da I). Va-

rov. tL

lerio de Paolo di Limosinaao," Naples,

1563.

MAFFOLI, (Vincenzo) one of the first

tenor singers of his time in Italy, whose

person and voice were equally agreeable.

He joined to these talents great strength,

facility, and much .energy and feeling, in

his dramatic representations. In the year

1787, he sang in the theatre Aliberti at

Home, where the audience were filled with

admiration, and called out to him " Maffo-

lo .' Maffolissimo I" He sang also, in 1790,

at Reggio, Sienna, and Turin ; shortly

after which, he was invited to Vienna, to

perform at the great theatre there, where

he played the more serious parts in the

opera buffa. He seems to have quitted

Vienna about the year 1794.

MAGALHAENS, (Filippf. de) court

chapel-master at Lisbon, was born at Azei-

tam, a village within the patriarchate of

Lisbon. Manoel Mendes was his master in

music, in whose school he became so well

informed, that shortly after his instructions

were ended, he was appointed court chapel-

master. He is ranked among the best com

posers of his country, and left, at his death,

the following works : " Cantica Beatissi-

mce Virginia" Lisbon, 1636. " Missa 4,

5, et 6 vocibus," Lisbon, 1636. " Cantos

Ecclesiasticus commendandi animas cor

porate sepeliendi defunctorum ; Missa et

Stallones juxta liitum sacrosancta Ro

mano? Ecclesia? Breviarii Missalisoue

Romani dementis VIII. et Urbani

VIII. recognitionem ordinata," Lisbon,

1614, also Antwerp, 1691. Besides these,

there are still in the royal library at Lisbon

a considerable collection of masses, mo

tets, Sec. by this master.

MAGE, (Du) organist of St. Quentin's

church, at Paris, about the year 1740, pub

lished a collection of music, in the first

ecclesiastical tone, for the organ.

MAGEIUUS, (Steffanus) a composer

at the end of the sixteenth century, set to

music " Schertzer's Symbolum," Nurem-

burg, 1569 or 1599.

MAGGHIELS, (Jean) a French com

poser in the beginning of the seventeenth
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century, published " Chansons & 4, S, et 6

wax," Douay, 1600.

MAGGI, (Nat. Thom.) a musician,

died in London in 1787. He was probably

not destitute of fame in his art, as his por

trait has been engraved by the celebrated

Bartolozzi.

MAGGIORE, (Francesco) a Neapoli

tan dramatic composer, wrote several operas

for different towns in Europe. He died in

Holland about the year 1780.

MAGHERTNI, (Giuseppe Maria) a

Milanese composer, born about the year

1752, brought out, in 1770, an oratorio

called " The Judgment of Solomon." In

1780, an opera of violin trios, by Maghe-

rini, were published in London. Another

musician of this name lived at Rome at the

beginning of the eighteenth century.

MAGIELLUS, (Dominicus) a contra

puntist of the sixteenth century, published

" Madrigali a 5 voci," Venice, 1567, and

" Madrigali A 5 voci," Venice, 1568.

Both works are yet in the elector's library

at Munich. He was a native of Valeggio.

MAGINI, a vocal composer of the good

Italian school, flourished about the year

1700. The following of his solo cantatas

are yet extant in manuscript : " Cantata :

Jo non so, ouando vi mifo, A Sopr. e Cemb."

" Cantata : Vo mi negate amore, A Sopr. e

Cemb." •' Cantata : Da che vidde it duo,

%c. A Sopr., 2 V., e Cemb."

MAGIUS, (Franciscos) a Sicilian com

poser, born at Castro Vetrano, published

" Sacra Armonia, e Musicali Concenli A 2,

3, 4, e 5 voci, con ana Messa A 5 concer-

tata," Milan, 1670.

MAGNASCO (Lodovico da Santa

Fiora) flourished, about 1550, as composer

and singer in the papal chapel. He was

afterwards made bishop of Assisi.

MAGNI, (Benedetto) an Italian com

poser in the beginning of the seventeenth

century, published " Motetti," Venice,

1616. " Messe Concertate A 8 voci," Ve

nice, 1616. " Concertt A 1, 2, 3—8 voci,"

Ops. 1,2, and 3, Venice, 1616.

MAGNI, (Giuseppe) chapel-master of

the cathedral church at Foligno, was born

there. He may be reckoned among the

good composers of his time, that is, about

the year 1700. He composed, amongst

other works, " Decio in Foligno," a melo

drama, represented in the church of the

above town in 1697. He also composed

the opera " Teuszone," Milan, 1706.

MAGNI, (Paolo) chapel-master at

Milan, towards the end of the seventeenth

century.

MAGNUS, organist of the church of

St. Giles in the Fields, in the first half ot

the last century; he was esteemed i

great master of harmony, and had a style

which none could imitate. Excessive stud;

and application brought on a disorder is

his mind, and he died a young man.

MAHAUT, (Antoine) a good compose

and flutist, lived at Amsterdam from tie

year 1740 to 1760, when he fled from his

creditors to a convent in France, and about

the same time published a work entitled

" A'ouvelle mithodc pour apprendre, tn ft

de terns, A jouer de la /lite travtrsiirt, i

tusage des commenfans et drs pertmnti

plus avance's." Some years afterwards t

second edition of this work appeared.

There have further been printed of tie

works of Mahaut nine operas of solos, duos,

concertos. Sic. for the flute, also some sym

phonies, and three operas of Dutch, French,

and Italian ariettes.

MAHON, a celebrated clarionetist is

London, in the latter half of the las

century.

MAHU, (Stephan) an able Gerrasa

contrapuntist about the year 1520. Of his

labours there still exist some choral nw!<»-

dies in Hans Walther's " Cantionak."

There are also some profane songs by hia.

in a collection printed at Nuremburg :s

1544. Of these, a five-part song has bees

inserted by Dr. Forkel, in the second vohuw

of his History of Music, p. 686-691. fle

song begins with the following words:

" E* wolt ein alt man anf die BnUchaftliA

Da legt ex, teine bene Kleider an."

In the Munich library are also fttsd

" Officio," by Mahu, in manuscript.

t
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MAICHE, (De) probably a guitarist at

Puis, published there " Canons d 3, 4, et

5 mix, avec Ace. de Lyre ou dc Guitare,"

Paris, 1803.

MAICHELBECK, (F. A.) director of

the concerts at Freyburg, published there,

in 1736 and 1738, two operas of sonatas for

the harpsichord.

MAIER, (G regohius) a composer, about

the middle of the sixteenth century, of

whose productions Jacob Pair has intro-

duced several pieces in his fugues, pub

lished in 1587.

MAIER, (J. F. B. G.) singer and or

ganist at Halle, in Suabia, published there,

in 1732, a didactic work called " Museum

Muricum, theoretico-practicum, e\c."

MAIFIELD (Lcdwio) published " 30

Ueder," Leipsic, 1793.

MAILLA, (P. Joseph Anna Mama de

Moryac de) a Jesuit, was, during forty-

fi»e years, a missionary at Pekin, in China,

and died there in 1748. He published

* Histoire general? de la Chine, ou Annates

<k cet Empire, traduites du Tong-Kicn-

Kmg-Mou, el publiies par tAbbi Gro

wer" Paris, 1777. In this work, he speaks

of the Chinese practical music, and of the

musical books of the Chinese.

TIALLLARD, (Gilles) a composer at

Lyons towards the end of the sixteenth

century, was born at Terwanen, in Flanders.

He wrote many musical works, of which

only the following has become known

through the medium of the press : " La

Manque, contenant plusieurs Chansons

Francoises a quatre, cinq, et six parlies,"

lyoni, 1531.

MAILLARDorMAGLIARD,(Pir.RRE)

'Jesuit, born at Ypres in 1585, applied

himself to the study of music, as well as to

that of the sciences, for which purpose he

followed his master, Gregorius de la Hcle,

'o Spain, when the latter was invited to

Madrid as chapel-master to king Philip II.

He returned afterwards to Dornick, where

he had previously been a singer in the

cathedral church, and was then made a

prebendary, and lastly rector at Heizogen-

husch, where he died in 1640. His treatise

*' De Tonis Musicis," in French, must have

been printed, but is only known to Gerber

by the title, which is as follows : " Les

Tons, ou Discours sur les Modes de Mn-

sique, et les Tons de FEglise, et la Dis

tinction entre eux," Tournay, 1610.

MAILLERIE, (M. de la) a French

musician, lived about 1710. He published

at Amsterdam, " 7Wo pour loutes Sortes

ifInstruments," and " Six Senates a deux

Ft. e B. C."

MAINBERGER, (J. C.) chapel-master

at Nuremburg, was born in 1750. He was

successor to Qruber in this office. It is

said, bowever, that he was neither a com

poser nor vocalist, and that he played no

other instrument than the orgau, which he

had learnt of Gruber.

MAINDROITE, a French composer,

has published the following compositions :

" Chansons libres avec. Ace, de Piano

forte," Paris, 1800.

MAINZER, chamber-musician and cla

rinetist to the margrave of Schwedt, pub

lished at Offenbach, about the year 1785,

some instrumental music for the flute and

violin.

MAIRAN, (Jean Jacques d'Ortous

de) permanent secretary to the academy of

sciences, was born at Be'ziers in 1678.

He published, in 1737, in the memoirs of

the above academy, " Discours sur la pro*

pagation du son dans les difffrens tons qui

le modifient ;" also, in the following number,

'* Eclaircissements sur le Discours prici-

dent."

MAJO, (Giuseppe de) bom at Naples

about the year 1698, after having studied in

one of the conservatories of Naples, and

given many successful proofs of his abili

ties, he was appointed master of the royal

chapel, as successor of Durante. Majo

filled this situation to the satisfaction both

of the court and public, who, on occasions of

solemnity, repaired in crowds to the chapel

royal. His reputation did not suffer from the

contrast with that of his great predecessor,

and he enjoyed the applause and estefci of

his fellow-citizens. It appears, however, that

Majo chiefly excelled as an instructor, as
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he has left few compositions, and many ex

cellent pupils.

MAJO (Fbancesco or Ciccio t>i) was

the son of an obscure musician. From his

youth he was educated for the bar, and did

not begin to learn music till he was twenty

years of age. He then went to Bologna

to hear Padre Martini, and, by the advice

of this learned theorist, together with the

study of the works of Jomelli, which he

had always before him, he was not long

before he became known as a musician.

He was first invited professionally to Home,

where he wrote the music to the opera

" Demofoonte," in which several airs, full

of fire and expression, excited universal

admiration ; for instance, " Sono in mar,

von veggo sponde, tfc," and " Per lei fra

tarmi dove guerriero ;" especially, however,

the soliloquy of Timantes, in the third

act, beginning with " Misero me, $c." He

afterwards wrote the opera " Montezuma,"

which was received with extraordinary

applause, particularly the air ('A morir se

mi condanna," which produced tears in

every spectator. His sublime and enraptur

ing songs were not sacrificed to instru

mental accompaniment, as is now but too

commonly the case. Afterwards he went

to Naples, where he wrote several operas,

among whichis "Ipermnestra,"but, strange

to say, in his own country alone he met

with but little encouragement. He died at

Naples in 1773, under thirty years of age.

The following is a list of his principal

works: "Artaserse," opera, words by Me-

tastasio, 1762. "Ipermnestra," 1762. "Ca-

tone in Utica," words by Metastasio, 1763.

"Montezuma," 1765. "Antigono," of Me

tastasio, 1768. "Didone abbandonnala,"

of Metastasio, 1769. "Allcssandro neW

Indie," also of Metastasio, 1774. " Eu-

mene," first act only. " Ifigenia in Tau-

ride." Sacred music: " Salve Rcgina ;"

this was performed with great applause at

the concert spiritvel at Paris in 1782.

" Diiit Dominus Domino meo."

MAJORANO, (Gaetano.) See Ca-

TAHELI.I.

, MAIZIER, (Cabl Wiluelm, M. D.)

an amateur musician at Burg, near Mag

deburg, published at Leipsic " M&icalisthc

Bagatellen fiirs Klavier," first part, 1797.

A review of the same is to be found in the

Leipz. Mas. Zeit. Jahrg 1, p. 851.

MAKOWECZKY, chamber-musician to

the Prussian court, was born in Bohemia ;

he was a pupil, on the horn, of the celebrated

Punto. He published, about the year 1802,

several operas of music for his instrument at

Leipsic.

MALCOLM (Alexander) published ai

Edinburgh, in the year 1721, " A Treatise

of Music, speculative, practical, and but*

rical." This work is divided into fourteea

chapters.

The first chapter contains an account c(

the object and end of music, and of the na

ture of the science. The author begins by

explaining the nature of sound. He thta

inquires into the various affections of sountb.

so far as they relate to music, of which ke

makes two divisions : first, the knowledt-t

of the materia medica ; secondly, the art A

composition.

The second chapter treats of tune, R

the relation of acuteness and gravitj »

sounds.

The third chapter contains an inquiry

into the nature of concord and distort,

and is concluded w ith a relation of some

remarkable phenomena respecting them.

The fourth chapter is on the subject ii

harmonical arithmetic, and contains an ex

planation of the nature of arithmetics),

geometrical, and harmonical proportion,

with rules for the addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division of ratios ad

intervals.

The fifth chapter contains the uses aod

application of the preceding theory, expiat

ing the nature of the original concords, anJ

also of the compound ones.

The sixth chapter explains the geometr^a.

part of music, and the method of dividiuf'

light lines, so as their sections or parts, ok

with another, or with the whole, shall cue

tain any given interval of sounds.

The seventh chapter treats of harmony-

and explains the nature and variety of it, a>
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it depends upon the various combinations

of concording sounds.

The eighth chapter treats of concinnous

intervals, and the scale of music ; and in

this are shown the necessity and use of dis

cords, and their original dependence on the

concords. It explains farther the use of

degrees, in the construction of the scale of

music.

The ninth chapter is on the mode or key

in music, and of the office of the scale of

music.

The tenth chapter treats of the defects of

instruments, and the remedy for these in

general, by means of sharps and flats. This

chapter is concluded by a general approba

tion of the semitonic division, and the pre

sent practice of tuning the organ or harp

sichord, corresponding as nearly to that as

the judgment of the ear will allow. As to

the pretences of nicer kinds of musicians,

he demonstrates that they tend to introduce

more errors than those under which the pre

sent system labours.

The eleventh chapter describes the me

thod and art of writing music, and shows

how the differences in tune are represented.

Under this head, the author explains the

nature and use of the cliffs, and the nature

of transposition. He explains, also, the

practice of solmisation. Lastly, he enters

into an examination of Salmon's proposal for

reducing all music to one cliff, as delivered

in his Essay to the Advancement of Music,

of which he approves*

The twelfth chapter is on the time or

duration of sounds in music.

The thirteenth chapter contains the ge

neral rules and principles of harmonic com

position. These are such as are to be found

in almost every book on the subject of

musical composition.

The account given, in the fourteenth

chapter, of the ancient music, is, consider

ing its brevity, very entertaining and satis-

fictory.

In a short history of the improvements in

music, which makes part of this last chap

ter, the author particularly notices the re

formation of the ancient scale of Guido,

and adopts respecting it the sentiment of a

very ingenious man, who says that it is

" crux tenelloTtim ingeniorum."

In the comparison between ancient and

modern music, the author gives a decided

preference to the latter ; and on the con

troverted question, Whether the ancients

were acquainted with music in consonance

or not ? he cites a variety of passages from

Aristotle, Seneca, and Cassiodorus, to deter

mine the negative.

This work is replete with musical erudi

tion ; and, extensive as the subject is, the

author has contrived to bring under consi

deration all the essential parts of the

science. His knowledge of mathematics

has enabled him to discuss, with great

clearness and perspicuity, the doctrine of

ratios, and other abstract speculations, in

the language of a philosopher and a scholar.

In short, it is a work from which a student

may derive great advantage ; and it may be

justly deemed one of the most valuable

treatises on the subject of theoretical and

practical music, that is to be found in any

of the modern languages.

MALETTI, (Jean de) a French com

poser of the sixteenth century, born at St.

Maxim'm, in Provence. He published

"Amours du Jlonsarda huit parties" Paris,

1578.

MALVEZZI, (CmsTorono) chapel-mas

ter at the court of the Medicis, in the mid

dle of the sixteenth century.

MALZAT,(Joiiann Michel.) InTraeg's

Musical Catalogue, Vienna, 1799, a num

ber of manuscript works by this composer

are mentioned, which are mostly written for

the English horn, (obligato) or for the haut

boy. They consist of " 3 Conzrrtirende

Sin/on," " 1 Canzerte fiir Hoboe," " 1

Dergt. fur das Engl. Horn," " 2 Dergl.

fur den Fagott," " 1 Dergl. furs Violon

cello," " 1 Septettof&rs Engl. Horn," " 3

Sestetti fiir Hoboe," " 4 Quintetti, theils

far Hoboe und theilsfilrFlote," « II Quar-

tetti, in welchen das Hauplitistrument bald

Flote, bald Hoboe, cln Engl. Horn oder

Fagott ist," and " 2 Doppelhonzerte fiir

Hoboe und Fagott,"
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MANCHICOURT, (Pierre) a native

of Bethune, and director of the music in

the cathedral church of Dornick, who flou

rished about the year 1580, was a composer

of songs and motets. From his composi

tions that are yet extant, lie seems to have

been not only a dry but a clumsy contra

puntist.

MANCINELLI, (Dom.) an Italian com-

poser, published much flute music in Paris,

London, and Berlin, about the year 1775.

MANCINI, (Giov. Battista) one of

the most celebrated pupils of Bernachi, pub

lished at Vienna, in 1774, a work entitled

" Pensicri e rijiesnioiii pratiche sopra il

canlofigurnto" This book has been trans

lated into French twice, in one volume,

octavo, and is considered to be a publica

tion eminently classical. Mancini died at

Vienna in 1800, in the eighty-fourth year

of his age. In the latter part of his life,

he retired on a pension, as singing-master

to the court.

MANCINI, (Francesco) a pupil of

Leonardo Vinci, was born at Naples in

1691. If not the heir of his master's ta

lents, he inherited at least his manners and

principles. He first studied his art in the

conservatory of Loretto, ofwhich he became

one of the directors, on the completion of

his studies. He excelled as much in com

position as in tuition. The numerous and

excellent scholars, and the works he has

produced, are so many proofs of his merit.

Amongst his operas, both in the serious and

comic style, " // Cavalicrc Bretone," and

" Mauritio," are the most distinguished.

The genius of Mancini was equally adapted

to both styles. Brilliant, gay, light, and

agreeable, full of truth and expression, he

delighted in the comic opera ; noble, ele

vated, grave, and even sublime, he charmed

in the serious. The character of his melody,

in both species, was always appropriate ;

and this propriety reigned alike in his airs

and in his accompaniments. He composed

but little; but the works which remain

to us are marked by taste and delicacy,

grace and truth. He continued the labours

of his predecessors, with the view of making

the school of Naples the greatest in My.

Hasse regarded Mancini among the bat

masters of the art.

MANDINI, (Paolo) a singer atVeaice

in 1787, was at Paris in 1790, where he

performed at the opera buffa with greet

success. His wife was also an excellent

singer.

MANELLI, (Francesco) of Tivoli,

composed the music of the first opera thai ■

was given at Venice, in 1637 ; its title was

"Andromeda." In 1638, he gave there

" La Maga fulminata." The novelty of

the singing, which replaced the declina

tion till then in use at Venice, had so greet

an effect, that the Venetians immediately

began to build proper theatres for these

performances. Manelli afterwards compost*!

for them several other operas.

MANELLI, (Ca rlo) a violinist at Rome,

born at Pistoja, published there, in 1693, -

a work of sonatas for his instrument.

MANELLI, (Pietbo) an Italian conct

singer, towards the middle of the eighteesli

century. His performances at Paris, ia

the buffo style of his country, are said te

have prepared the French for a better style

of comic music than they had prevwiul;

practised.

MANENTI (Giov. Pietro) u raaiM

by Cerreto, in 1601, among the most emi

nent musicians.

MANFREDI, (Lunovico) a minora* ■

and composer of church music, in the seven

teenth century. Of his works have been

printed, " Motetti," Venice, 1638, v>A

" Concerti a 5 Voci, Libre 1, 2, 3, 4."'

MANFREDI, (Filippo) born at Lam,

was a pupil of Tartini. He published it

Paris, in 1768, " Six Solo* pour «•*», '

Op.l.

MANFREDI, (Mctio) an Italian com

poser, called // Formo Academic; livee! in

the beginning of the seventeenth ceatary.

There have been printed of his works "Mf

drigali," Venice, 1606.

MANFREDINI. (Vincenio) chapel-

master to the court of Russia, wis bora »'

Bologna, and studied composition une>t

Perti and Fioroni, In 1755, he went »
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Russia, and in 1769 returned from that

country, having amassed a considerable

fortune. In 1775, he published a didactic

work, of no great merit, under the title of

" Regok Armoniche." 1'he rest of his com

positions consist of sonatas for the harpsi

chord and violin, operas and motets, hardly

any of which are known out of Russia.

MANGEAN, a French violinist at the

concert spirituel at Paris, in 1750. He

published, about the same time, several

operas of solos, duos, and trios for his in

strument.

MANGONI, (Antonio) a composer of

tie seventeenth century, born at Cara-

Mfjio, published " Muta e Salmi," Milan,

1633.

S1ANIERE, (Exvpehe de La) a pro-

lessor of the harp and piano-forte at Paris,

published there, in 1786, " Si.rilme Reattil

iaAirsvar. pour la Harpe," "SeptiemeBec.

&tt»," and " Premier Sec. de /tail Pri-

Ivdei, trots Cham, et Horn. Acc. de Harpe,

PtrtL el ifhi. du mime," Op. 9, 1785.

MANINI, an Italian dramatic composer,

wrote about 1733 in Rome, for the theatre

there.

MANKELL, a German musician, has

Bade himself known by the following in

strumental music : " Sercnata a deux Cla-

rixeU., deux Cors.et deux Bassons," 1799.

" Six petitis Pieces Iris facil. pour deux

Ctar^ deux Cars, un Basson, el unfl." 1 799.

" Divert, a deux Clar., deux Cars, et deux

Fig. Part. I." Hamburgh, 1800.

MANN, (Johann Cristofh) a pro

fessor of the harpsichord at Vienna, about

the year 1766. He wrote much music for

bis instrument.

MANNA, (Genaro) a Neapolitan mu

sician, and nephew of D. Sarro. In 1751

he gave, at Venice, the opera " La Didone

"iioandonuata," of Metastasio ; and in 1753,

" Siroe," of the same poet. He retired

from public life about the year 1780.

MANNI, (Dominicvs Maria) a learned

writer at Florence, in the beginning of the

eighteenth century. He published " De

fiorentinis Juventis Commentariut," Fer>

nra, 1731, in which he speaks of the part

which Florence has taken in the invention

of the opera.

MANNL, (Joseph) first violin in the

imperial chapel at Vienna, about the year

1 7G6, died in that city in 1777.

MANOIR, (Gi'iLLAuatB nr) a cele

brated violinist in the service of Louis XIII.,

was nominated by the king, in 1G30, after

the death of the violinist Constantine, rot'

des violons, mailre des viinetriers, i, e.

king of the violins, and master of the

minstrels. He published " Le Mariage

de la Uusii/ue et de la Dansc," Paris,

1604.

MANSARO, (Dom. cello) a composer

of the sixteenth century, many of whose

works have been published in the J)e Anti-

quis primo libra a 2 Foci de diversi Aulori

di Bari, Venice, 1585.

MANSUI, (Francois Charles) bora

at Amsterdam in 1785, is considered a good

instrumental composer. He has published

much music in France and Germany, for

the piano-forte and violin.

MANZIA, (Luioi de) a musician and

composer at Dusseldorf, about the year

1650.

MANZOLI (Giovanni) was born at

Florence about the year 1725. Having

attained much celebrity in Italy as a singer,

he was engaged by Farinelli, in 1753, for

the opera at Madrid, where he obtained a

salary of one thousand six hundred ducats.

In 1764, he arrived in England, and Dr.

Burney thus describes his dibul. " The

expectations which the great reputation of

this performer had excited were so great,

that at the opening of the theatre in Novem

ber, with the pasticcio of Ezio, it was with

great difficulty I obtained a place, after

waiting two hours at the door. Manzoli'i

voice was the most powerful and volumi

nous soprano that had been heard on our

stage since the time of Farinelli ; and his

manner of singing was grand, and full of

dignity. In this first opera, he had three

songs, composed by Fescelli, in three dif

ferent styles, all of which he executed ad

mirably. The lovers of music in London

were more unanimous in approving bis
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voice and talent?, than those of any other

singer within my memory.

** The applause was hearty, uuequivocal,

and free from all suspicion of artificial zeal :

it was a universal thunder of acclamation,.

His voice alone was commanding from

native strength and sweetness ; for it seems

as if subsequent singers had possessed more

art and feeling : and as to execution he had

none. He was, however, a good actor,

though unwieldy in figure, aud not well

made; neither was he young when he

arrived in London; yet the sensations he

excited seem to have been more irresistible

and universal, than I have ever been wit

ness to in any theatre."

Manzoli had for his benefit II Re Pnstore,

an opera, of which the music was chiefly

by Giardini, and with the exception of the

songs composed for Manzoli, had been per

formed in 175S.

The public, however, were more delighted

with this great singer's performance in Ezio,

than in any other opera that was brought

on the stage during his residence in this

country, which was only one season, at

the end of which he returned to Italy, and

was succeeded here by Elisi, who arrived

in London, for the second time, in the

autumn of 1756.

MAPPES, (Peter) a clerk of the ex

cise at Berlin, in 1798. He was an able

violinist and piano-forte player, and pub

lished, about 1788, " 2 Sonaten fur dot

Klavicr cum Besien der Armen" Berlin.

They are written in the Bacchanalian

style.

MARA (Madame) was bom at Cassel

in 1750, and it is stated, on the authority of

a foreign correspondent of Dr. Burney, that

her early years were devoted to the study

of the violin, which, as a child, she played

in England, but quitted that instrument,'

and became singer, by the advice of the

English ladies, who disliked a '* female

fiddler." It may, therefore, have hap

pened, that to this prejudice we owe the

delight experienced from the various excel

lencies of the most sublime singer the world

ever saw. Nor was the objection of the

English ladies the only prejudice which

Miss Scbmelling had to encounter ; for, on

her arrival at Berlin, at the age of twenty-

four, Frederick the Great, king of Prussia,

who affected as high a skill in music as in

war, could scarcely be prevailed upon to

hear her, his majesty declaring, that he

should as soon expect pleasure from the

neighing of his horse, as from a German

singer. One song, however, convinced

him of her ability, which he immediately

put to the severest trial, by selecting the

most difficult airs in his collection, and

which Miss Schmelling executed at sigtit,

as perfectly as if she had practised each of

these compositions all her life. Her earliest

singing-master was an old man of the name

of Paradisi, and at fourteen she sung before

her late majesty with the greatest success.

From 1767 to 1783, she passed througl

Germany and Switzerland ; she visited Na

ples at a period subsequent to her appear

ance in England. Although it is relairi

that Madame Mara's first impressions led \

her to songs of agility, yet her intonatioa j

was fixed by the incessant practice of plaia

notes. We know, from her own assurance,

that to confirm the true foundation of ill

good singing, by the purest enunciation,

and the most precise intonation of the scale,

was the study of her life, and the part of hfr

voicing upon which she most valued herself'

The late Dr. Arnold told the writer of this

article, that he had, by way of experiment,

seen Mara dance, and assume the n»ft

violent gesticulations, while going up and

down the scale ; yet such was her power of

chest, that the tone was as undisturbed and

free, as if she had stood in the customary

quiet position of the orchestra.

The Italians say, that " of the hundred

requisites to make a singer, he who has a

fine voice has ninety-nine." Madame

Mara had certainly the ninety-Dine in one.

Her voice was in compass from G to E >°

altissimo, and all its notes were alike tm

and strong ; but if we may be permitted t»

supply the hundredth, she bad that also in

a supereminent degree, in the grandest and

most sublime conception. At the early »g»
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of twenty-four, when she was at Berlin, in

the immaturity of her judgment and her

voice, tbe best critics admitted her to have

acceded Cuzzoni, Faustina, and indeed all

those who had preceded her. Our age has

since seen Billington and Catalani, and we

still believe, that, in majesty and truth of

expression, (that term comprehending the

nost exalted gifts and requisites of vocal

icience) Mara retains her superiority.

From her we deduce all that has been

earned concerning the great style of sing-

Hjj. The memory of her performance of

Handel's sublime work, " / know thai -my

tiii'tvur liveth," is immortalized, together

*ith the air itself. Often as we have since

ttird it, we have never witnessed even an

ipproach to the simple majesty of Mara :

> is to this air alone that she owes her

lifhest preeminence ; and they who, not

wing heard her, would picture to them-

*ires a just portraiture of her performance,

oust image a singer who is fully equal to

he truest expression of the inspired words,

lad the scarcely less inspired music of the

loftiest of all possible compositions.

But Mara was the child of sensibility :

very thing she did was directed to the

leirt ; her tone, in itself pure, sweet, rich,

nd powerful, took all its various colourings

om the passion of the words ; and she was

ot less true to nature and feeling in "The

'mldier tir'd," and in the more exquisite,

Hope told aflattering talc" than in "Iknow

tar my Redeemer liveth." Her tone, per-

»ps, wis neither so sweet nor so clear as

lillington's, nor so rich and powerful as

atalani's, but it was the most touching

inguage of the soul. It was on the mas-

fry of the feelings of her audience that

lira set her claims to fame. She left sur-

rise to others, and was wisely content with

n apparently (but not really) humbler

tyle ; and she thus chose the part of genuine

reatness.

The elocution of Mara must be taken

ather as universal than as national ; for

dthough she passed some time in England

rhen a child, and retained some knowledge

i the language, her pronunciation was

continually marred by a foreign accent, and

those mutilations of our words which are

inseparable from the constant use of foreign

languages, during a long residence abroad.

Notwithstanding this drawback, tbe impres

sion she made, even upon uneducated per

sons, always extremely alive to the ridicu

lous effects of mispronunciation, and upon

the unskilled in music, was irresistible.

The fire, dignity, and tenderness of her

vocal appeal could never be misunderstood ;

it spoke the language of all nations, for

it spoke to the feelings of the human

heart.

Her acquaintance with the science of

music was considerable, and her facility in

reading notes astonishing. The anecdote

related above, will prove how completely

all music was alike easy to her comprehen

sion. Perhaps she is indebted to her fiddle

for a faculty, at that time not very common.

We have observed, that all players on

stringed instruments enjoy the power of

reading and writing music beyond most

others: they derive it from the apprehen

sion of the coming note, or distance, which

must necessarily reside in the mind, and

direct the finger to its formation. The two

branches of art are thus acquired by the

violinist in conjunction ; and to her know

ledge of the violin we attribute Madame

Mara's early superiority in reading difficult

passages. Mara's execution was certainly

very great ; and though it differs mate

rially from the agility of the present fashion,

it may be considered as more true, neat,

and legitimate, inasmuch as it was less

quaint and extravagant, and deviated less

from the main purpose of vocal art expres

sion. Mrs. Billington, with a modesty be

coming her great acquirements, voluntarily

declared, that she considered Mara's exe

cution to be superior to her own in genuine

effect, though not in extent, compass, ra

pidity, and complication. Mara's divisions

always seemed to convey a meaning, they

were vocal, not instrumental ; they had

light and shade, and variety of tone ; they

relaxed from or increased upon the time,

according to the sentiment of which they
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always appeared to partake : these attri

butes were always remarkable, in her open,

true, and liquid shake, which was certainly

full of expression. Neither in ornaments,

learned and graceful as they were, nor in

her cadences, did she ever lose sight of the

appropriate characteristics of the sense of

melody. She was, by turns, majestic, ten

der, pathetic, and elegant, but the one or

the other, not a note was breathed in vain.

She justly held every species of ornamental

execution to be subordinate to the grand

end of uniting the effects of sound sense in

their operations upon the feelings of her

hearers. True to this principle, if any one

commended the agility of a singer, Mara

would ask, " Can she sing six plain notes!"

We place Madame Mara at the very

summit of her profession, because, in majesty

and simplicity, in grace, tenderness, aud

pathos, in the loftiest attributes of art, in

the elements of the great style, she far

transcended all her competitors in the list

of fame. She gave to Handel's composi

tions their natural grandeur and effect,

which is, in our minds, the very highest

degree of praise that we can bestow. Han

del is heavy, say the musical fashion-mongers

of the day. Milton would be heavy beyond

endurance, from the mouth of a reader of

talents even above mediocrity. The fact

is, that to wield such arms, demands the

strength of giants. Mara possessed this

heaven-gifted strength. It was in the per

formance of Handel, that her finer mind

fixed its expression, and called to its aid all

the powers of her voice, and all the acqui

sitions of her science.

Madame Mara left England in 1802,

with powers astonishingly preserved, con

sidering her long professional labours. Her

last performance was on the 3d of June

in that year, when Mrs. Billington sung a

duet with her, a test of power from which

she came off with undiminished reputation.

Since that period, Mara has resided prin

cipally in Russia, and at the conflagration

of Moscow suffered severely in her property.

Towards the close of the year 1819, or the

beginning of 1820, she returned !o London,

and determined on presenting hereeU once

more to the judgment of the English public,

who had reverenced her name so higsly

and so long. She, consequently, had ,.

concert at the Opera-house, but her powers

were so diminished that it proved unsuc

cessful.

MARA (Ionaz) was born at Teutsch-

brod, in Bohemia, where he also receited

his first musical education. He was cham

ber violoncellist to the king of Pnissii,

about the year 1755. He died in 1763.

MARA, (Joiiann) son of the preceding

and husband of the celebrated MadiEt

Mara, was born at Berlin in 1744. In tfe

French dictionary of musicians, his dtati

was stated to have taken place in 1789 ; bit

Gerber says, that the account of his dean

in that year was what the Germans caB

■ship news, and that he was, in 1799, ••

living near Berlin, in very low circus-

stances. Gerber adds, that he was nev« >

very talented violoncellist, and that mats

of the praise formerly lavished on him ».•

exaggeration. " Still," adds Gerber, " »h*J

I became acquainted with him in 1801. s

Sondershausen, he still played an ads?'

of his own composition so well, that

orchestra need have been ashamed of him ;

and when, in his allegro, he missed no

and then a note, it was not so much bt

fault of his hand, as of his instrument, wbki

was a bad one. He conducted Lsr.-

during his stay here, like a sedate, »<>

informed, gentlemanly man, nor did he e>r

show the least symptoms of that inchoates

to intemperance, which has been the bane «t

his life. He was, however, in very trreatd*

tress, notwithstanding his noble-minded*-*

furnished him, from time to time, witk cos-

siderable sums of money. About this urn.

continues Gerber, " he went to HoUud.

where he indulged to such a degree ks

fatal inclination to drunkenness, that, afc

having lost every feeling of propriety, ■

was seen day and night in the lowest p*-

houses, playing- the fiddle for sailon '

dance ; ti 11 at last death overtook him i" »•

summer of 1808, and delivered kini*

his wretched existence, in Schiedam,
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Rotterdam. Such was the melancholy end

of a man possessed of talent, great know

ledge of mankind, and formed by nature to

have been an ornament to society.

MARA, (Ragettan) uncle to the pre

ceding, was a composer and excellent or

ganist. He was a monk of the order of Su

Augustine, and chapel-master to St. VVen-

xel's church, in the Newstadt, at Prague,

lie was born in 1719, and after having

gone through his course of philosophy, iic,

entered, in 1739, the order in which, after

a few years, he became a priest. In the

mean time, he was not idle as a musician,

having previously been appointed chapel-

master to the church of his order in his

native city ; thirteen years after which, he

was called to Prague in the same capacity,

in St. Wenzel's church. Here he was

unremitting in the study of the scores

of the great masters, of which he co

pied no leu than three hundred masses

with his own hand ; at the same time, he

formed a great many pupils in thorough

bass, and composed some music for the

church and chamber. Ignu Mara was

not a little active in adding to his brother's

collection of music. Thus this indefatigable

man spent his time during nineteen years,

till the Augustine convent at Prague was

dissolved, and he was compelled to return

to his birthplace, where he was found, in

1788, by the worthy philosopher Dlabacz,

jnc from an apoplectic stroke. Dlabacz

received the above particulars of his life

from his own lips ; whilst he added to him ,

that he greatly bewailed the sudden loss

of his faculties to such an extent, as it

deprived him of the power of pouring forth

his praises to his Creator on the organ.

MARAIN. See Marin.

MALIA1S, (M.misj born at Paris in

I ■j.jr, : he made so rapid a progress in the

art of playing on the viol, that Sainte-Co-

lombe, his master, at the end of six months,

would give him no further instructions. He

c arried the art of playing on this instrument

to the highest pitch of perfection, and was

appointed one of the chamber-musicians to

the king, lie composed several pieces for

the viol, and sundry operas, His works

bear the pregnant marks of a fertile genius,

united to an exquisite taste and judgment.

This celebrated musician died in 1728.

MARASTONI, (Antonio) an Italian

organist and composer at Illasi, in the be

ginning of the seventeenth century. He

published " Moletti," Venice, 1625.

MARATSCHECK, (Cabl.) There were

to be procured, of his composition, in 1799,

at Traeg's, in Vienna, in manuscript, " 6

Quart, a 2 V., Viola, e B."

AIARBECK (Jons) was organist to the

chapel of St. George, at Windsor, and a

person to whom church music is under

greater obligation than the world in general

has been inclined to allow. It is a common,

but mistaken opinion, that Tallis was the first

composer of the cathedral service of the

church of England ; Marbeck certainly pre

ceded him in this labour ; and in the ori

ginal musical notes to the preces, the suffer-

ages and responses were undoubtedly of his

composition. His " Te Demi" is inserted

in the first volume of Smith's Musica An*

tiqua.

The history of Marbeck, which has en

titled him to a place in the Martyrology of

the zealous and laborious John Fox, is as

follows.

About the year 1544, a number of per

sons living at Windsor, who favoured the

Reformation, had formed themselves into a

society. Among them were Anthony Per

son, a priest, Robert Testwood, a singing

man in the choir of Windsor, John Mar-

beck, and Henry Eulmer. On intimation

being given that these persons held frequent

and improper meetings, the bishop of Win

chester procured a commission from the

king to search the suspected houses, and the

above-mentioned four persons were appre

hended, and their books and papers seized.

Among other things, there were found some

paperc of notes on the Bible, and an English

concordance, in the handwriting of Mar-

beck. I'pon his examination before the

commissioners of the statute of the six ar

ticles, he gave the following account of

himself. He said, respecting the notes, that
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as he was in the habit of reading much, in

order to understand the Scriptures, it was

his practice, whenever he met with any ex

planation of an abstruse or difficult passage,

to extract it into his note-book, and there

place under the name of the author. As

to the concordance, he told them, that be

ing a poor man, and not able to buy a copy

of the English Bible, then lately published

by Matthew, he had set about transcribing

one, and had proceeded as far as the book

of Joshua, when an acquaintance of the

name of Turner, knowing his industry, sug

gested to him also the plan of writing a

concordance, and for this purpose supplied

him with a Latin concordauce and an Eng

lish Bible. He said, in conclusion, that by

the assistance of these, as his papers would

show, he had been able to proceed in his

work as far as the letter L.

The story seemed altogether so strange

that the commissioners scarcely knew how

to credit it. Marbeck, however, desired

that they would so far indulge him as to

take any words under the letter M, and

give him his concordance and Bible, and he

would endeavour to convince them of its

truth. In a single day he filled three sheets

of paper with the continuation of his work,

and had got as far as the words given him

would allow. His ingenuity and industry

were much applauded even by his enemies,

and Dr. Oking, one of the commissioners

who examined him, said, that he " seemed

to have been much better employed than

some of his accusers."

Neither his iugenuity nor his industry,

however, could prevent his being brought

to trial for heresy along with his associates.

Person and Filmer were indicted for irrever

ent expressions concerning the mass; and

the charge brought against Marbeck was

for copying, with his own hand, an epistle

of Calvin against it. They were all found

guilty, and condemned to be burnt ; and

the sentence was executed on all except

Marbeck the day after the trial. Three of

the witnesses on this trial were, however,

afterwards accused and convicted of per-

Marbeck, being a man of harmless dis

position, was afterwards given up to the

bishop of Winchester, who, from his perse

cutor, became his patron. The Catholics

held out to him many temptations, but be

steadily refused to betray any of the persons

with whom his party had been concerned ;

and at last, through the intercession of

Humphrey Foster, one of the commissioneis,

he obtained the king's free pardon.

Having thus escaped martyrdom, lie ap

plied himself to the study of his profession;

and not having been required to male an;

public recantation of his opinions, he in

dulged them in secret till the death 4

Henry VIII., when he found himself it

liberty to make an open profession of b

faith ; and accordingly he finished, and ii

|tl_500 published his concordance. Hems

also, amongst other things, " The lira r/

holy Saints, Prophets, Patriarchs, sti

others," published in 1574 ; " A Bout /

Notes and Common-places, with their Esp*

sitions, collected and gathered together

of the Works of divers singular Writes*',

in 1801 ; and " The Hipping up of *

Pope's Fardels"

The musical service composed by Mir-

beck was formed on the model of the Ros-

ish ritual, and first published in quarto, in i'

year 1550, with this title, " A Boh 4

Common Praier, noted." The Lord's prajff.

the creed, and such other parts as we"

proper to be read, are written so as to bt

sung in a certain key or pitch, in a kind*

recitative. To the other parts are given me

lodies of a grave and solemn constrnrtkm

and nearly as restrained as those of the si-

Gregorian chant. These have each an hir-

monical relation with the whole, the domi

nant of each being in unison with the trr-

note in which the whole is to be suae.

MARCELLO DI CAPUA. See B«

NABDrNI.

MARCELLO, (Alessandro) elder bre-

ther to Benedetto, was of a noble nail;

in Venice. He was educated accordinf to

his distinguished station in life, and *»

well grounded in the arts and science-

Among the latter, he particularly irnd*1
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mathematics, philosophy, and music. He

milled constantly at Venice, where he

held a weekly musical meeting, at which

bis own compositions were almost exclu

sively performed. These meetings were

open to every distinguished stranger. The

following of his works were printed, but all

under his assumed name, Eterio Stinfalico :

" lantate da Camera a Voce tola," Venice,

1715. "6 Concert! a due Ft trav. o V.

frincipali, due V. ripimi, Viola, b Vc.

Oklig., e Cembalo," Augsburg, 1738. " La

Cetera, Concerti di Eter, Stinfalico, Aca-

imico Arcade, Parte Prima, Oboe 1, 6

Traversierc col V. principale, publicati da

(iia. Christiana Leopold," Augsburg, 1738.

MARCELLO, (Benedetto) a noble

Venetian, was bom in 1686. His father,

Agostino Marcello, was a senator of Venice ;

his mother, Paolino, was of the honourable

family of Capello.

The male issue of these two persons were

Alessandro, a son next to him, whose chris

tian name is unknown, and the above-men

tioned Benedetto Marcello : the elder of

them addicted himself to the study of na

tural philosophy and the mathematical

sciences, as also to music, to which he at

tained to great proficiency ; his younger

Wether, Benedetto, had been well instructed

in classical literature, and having gone

through a regular course of education un-

itt proper masters, was committed to the

tuition of his elder brother, and by him

Ui.ea into his house with a view to his

farther improvement in philosophy and the

liberal arts.

Alessandro Marcello dwelt at Venice ; he

had a musical academy in his house, held

regularly on a certain day in every week,

in which were frequently performed his

"»n compositions. Being a man of rank,

and eminent for his great endowments, his

house was the resort of all strangers who

came to visit the city. It once happened

'hat the princes of Brunswick were there,

"ho, being invited to a musical performance

in the academy above-mentioned, took par

ticular notice of Benedetto, at that time

u-ry young, and, among other questions,

asked him, in the hearing of his brother,

what were the studies that most engaged

his attention 1 " 0," said his brother, " ha

is a very useful little fellow to me, for he

fetches my books and papers, the fittest

employment for such a one as he is." The

boy was nettled at this answer, which re

flected as much upon his supposed want of

genius as his youth : he therefore resolved

to apply himself to music and poetry ; which

his brother seeing, committed him to the

care of Francesco Gasparini, to be in

structed in the principles of music ; for

poetry he had other assistances, and at

length became a great proficient in both

arts.

In the year 1716, the birth of the first

son of the emperor Charles VI. was cele

brated at Vienna with great magnificence ;

and upon this occasion a serenata, composed

by Benedetto Marcello, was performed

there with great applause. Two cantatas

of his, the one entitled " II Timoteo," the

other " La Cassandra," are also much

esteemed.

Marcello, after this, composed a mass,

which is highly celebrated, and was per

formed for the first time in the church of

Santa Maria della Calcstia, on occasion of

Dcnna Alessandro Maria Marcello, his

brother's daughter, taking the veil in that

monastery. He also set to music " The

Lamentations ofJeremiah," the "Miserere,"

and the " Salve." These, with many other

sacred compositions, he gave to the clergy

of the church of Santa Sophia, and was at

the pains of instructing them in the manner

in which they were to be performed.

For many years Marcello was a constant

member of a musical academy held at the

house of Agostino Coletti, organist of the

church of the Holy Apostles, in which he

always sat at the harpsichord, and by his

authority, which every one acquiesced in,

directed and regulated the whole perform

ance.

In the year 1724 were brought out the

first four volumes of the " Paraphrase of

the Psalms, by Giustiitiardi, in Italian, set

to Music for one, two, and three Voices, by
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Benedetto Marcello;" and in the two sub-

aequent years four more, including the

whole first fifty of the psalms.

In the year 1726, this great work was

completed by the publication of four volumes

more, containing a paraphrase of the second

twenty-five psalms ; and, as an evidence of

the author's skill in that kind of composition,

in which some of the most eminent musi

cians have endeavoured to excel, namely,

canon, he has, at the end of the last volume,

given one of a very elaborate contexture.

Mattheson, of Hamburgh, in a letter to

Marcello, prefixed to the sixth volume, says,

thatthe music to some ofthe psalms had been

adapted to words in the German language,

and had been performed with great applause

in the cathedral of that city. And we are far

ther told, that for the satisfaction of hearing

these compositions, the Russians had made

a translation of the Italian paraphrase into

their own language, associating it to the

original music of Marcello, and that some

sheets of the work had been transmitted to

the author in his lifetime. At Rome, these

compositions were held in the highest esti

mation by all who professed either to un

derstand or love music. At the palace of

cardinal Ottoboni was a musical academy,

held on Monday in every week, in which

Corelli performed ; at this musical assembly

one of the psalms of Marcello made con

stantly a part of the entertainment ; and for

the purpose of performing there, the author

composed to them instrumental parts. When

the news of Marcello's death arrived at

Rome, his eminence, as a public testimony

of affection for his memory, ordered that, on

a day appointed for the usual assembly,

there should be a solemn musical perform

ance. The room was hung with black, and

the performers and all present were in deep

mourning ; Father Santo Canal, a Jesuit,

made the oration ; and the most eminent of

the learned of that time rehearsed their re

spective compositions upon the occasion in

various languages, in the presence of the

many considerable personages there assem

bled. Nor has this country been wanting

in respect for the abilities of this great man.

Charles Avison, organist in Newctstle,

had celebrated this work in an Enny m

Musical Expression, and had given out pro

posals for publishing, by subscription, in

edition of it, revised by himself ; but it stem

that the execution of this design devolved

to another person, John Garth, of Dur

ham, who was at the pains of adapting to

the music of Marcello suitable words from

our own prose translation of the psalm,

with a view to their being performed as s»

thems in cathedrals ; and with the assistant!

of a numerous subscription, the work wa

completed in eight folio volumes.

Marcello was for many years a judge ii

the council of forty ; from thence he rt

removed to the charge of proveditor of Poll,

in Istria. Afterwards, he was appointed »

the office of chamberlain or treasurer of tl*

city of Brescia.

He died at Brescia in the year 1739, tmi

was buried in the church of the father).

Minor Observants of St. Joseph of Brest*

with a degree of funeral pomp suitable to fc»

rank.

MARCESSO, (BABTOLOMBo)an Jutrn

composer, published motets for two ail

three voices/under the title of " Sacra O

rona," Venice, 1656.

MARCHAL or MARECHAL, (P. •*•)

probably a German, resident at Paris, li

1795, he began to publish there, a " Mat*

zine de Musique," from which the folkmsj

pieces were published, by Imbault, bet»««

1 796 and 1797. " Segadilla de tOperi k

la Cosa ram, avec Var. pour P. F." Op- 9-

" Six Hondos pour le Clar, arte Ace. b

Ft. ou Violon," Op. 10. " Marlhorfil

r»< Var. pour P. F." Op. 1 1 . " Sonattff

vorite arrang/e pour P. F. et Ftsfr"

Op. 12 ; and " Duo Concertantpom It P- f-

et Violon," Op. 13.

MARCHAL, (Francois) master oft!*

band of the thirteenth regiment of Freud

light infantry, published at kips*-

"Marche funihre, e.re'c, a Voccasion de ft*'

terr. du GCne'ral Macon, pour P. Ft"

"Pas redouble's Francois el H'ates, f"

P. f:'

MARCHAND (Jean Lorn) '

no
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native of Lyons, and an organist of some

church in that city. When very young,

he went to Paris, and strolling, as by

accident, into the chapel of the college of

St. Louis le Grand, a few minutes before

•mice was to begin, he obtained permission

0 play the organ ; and so well did he acquit

limself, that the Jesuits, taking pains to

iod him out, retained him amongst them,

ind provided him with every requisite to

*rfect him in his art. He died at Paris in

1732, aged sixty-three, and left, of his cora-

XBition, two books of lessons for the harp-

ichord, which are greatly admired.

MARCHAND, (H.) pianist to the prince
■ I .lira and Taxis, was born at Mentz in

769. He was a pupil of Mozart and

Winter, and gave a concert, in 1798, at

iamburgh, where he was ranked amongst

he most tasteful and brilliant performers.

ie ii probably the author of the following

inited pieces : " Dir Varint. pour le Clav.

" tm Tkime de HayAn" Op. 1, Mu

nch, 1800 ; and " Marthe des Marseillois,

ntritV pour le Clav." Op. 2, Munich,

MB.

iMARCHESI, called also MARCHESI-

M, (Ldioi) a celebrated Italian sopranist,

'as bom at Milan about the year 1755.

in first debut on the stage was at Rome, in

1774, in a female character, the usual in-

roduction of a young and promising singer,

■rith a soprano voice and elegant person.

- 1775, he performed the second man's

"rt at Jlilan with Pacchierotti, and at

1 eaice with Millico ; but the same year

« was advanced to the principal character

uTreviso. In 1776 and 1777, he sung as

Wt man at Munich and Padua ; and in

!778 at the gTeat theatre of San Carlo, at

Naples, which is the post of honour of an

f*ra singer. There he continued two sea-

*"s; and has since performed with in

casing celebrity at Pisa, Genoa, Florence,

Milan, Rome, St, Petersburg, Vienna, and

rorin.

The first opera in which he appeared on

irur itage was the Giulio Sabino of Sarti, in

1788. The elegant and beautiful music of

t'm drama did not here obtain the applause

which it deserved, and had already received

in other parts of Europe. Marchesi's style of

singing was not only elegant and refined to

an uncommon degree, but frequently grand

and dignified , particularly in his recitatives

and occasional low notes. His variety of

embellishments, and facility of running ex

tempore divisions,were at that time consider

ed truly marvellous. Many of his graces were

new, elegant, and of his own invention ;

and he must have studied with intense ap

plication to execute the divisions and running

shakes from the bottom of his compass to

the top, even in a rapid series of semitones

or half notes. Independently of his vocal

powers, his performance on the stage was ex

tremely embellished by the beauty of his

person, and the grace and propriety of hit

gestures. "We expected an exquisite singer,"

says Dr. Burney, "and were agreeably sur

prised by a fine actor." In 1790, Marchesi

returned to Italy. We have not heard of his

death.

MARCHETTO, of Padua, the celebrated

commentator of Franco, and the first author

who treated extensively of the chromatic and

enharmonic genera, left two works, first,

" Lucidurium in Arte Musictr plana;

inchoatum Ccsenir, perfectum Verona-,"

1274, and " Pomarimu in Arte Musical

mensuratie," dedicated to Robert, king of

Naples, about the year 1783. These are

the most ancient treatises that make men

tion of sharps, chromatic counterpoint, and

discords. Several of the harmonic com

binations proposed by Marchetto are still

in use, others again have been rejected. (See

the Introduction to this Dictionary.)

MARCOU, formerly chamber-musician

to the king of France, was, in 1798, one of

the first violinists in the orchestra of the

Theatre Lyrique, at Paris. He published

" Eleviens the'oriques et pratiques de Mu-

sique," London and Paris, 1781.

MARCUORI, (Annuo) born at Areizo,

was chapel-master to the cathedral of Pisa.

He died at Montenero in 1808.

MARCUS, (Joachim) a German con

trapuntist of the fifteenth century, pub

lished "Sacra Cantiones, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, et
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pluriitm vocum," Stetin; and a second edi

tion, Leipsic, 1608.

MAUD (Toussaint Raymond de St.)

was born in Paris in 1682, and died there

in 1757. The original title of his treatise

is " Reflexions sur I' Opira," Haag, 1741,

and is found in his " Reflexions sur laPoe'sie

en giniral," a work which was republished

at Amsterdam in 1749.

MARENZIO, (Luca.) This ingenious,

elegant, and, in his line, unrivalled

composer, was bora at Coccagha, in the

diocese of Brescia, in the early part of the

sixteenth century. His natural inclination

leading him very early to the composition

of madrigals, like his contemporary Pales-

trina, he obtained an acknowledged supe

riority over all his predecessors ; and the

number also of his publications is prodigious.

Nine books of his madrigals for rive voices

were printed at Venice between the years

1587 and 1601. Besides these, he com

posed six books of madrigals in six parts ;

madrigals for three voices ; another set for

five; and another for six voices, different

from all the former. Canzonets for the

lute, "Motetti <i 4," and "Sacras CanHones

5, 6, ac 7 Vocibus Motlulundas." All these

works were printed at Venice, and after

wards at Antwerp, and many of them in

London to English words. (See Mtisica

Transalpina, two books ; and A Collection

of Italian Madrigals, with English Worth,

published, in 1589, by Thomas Watson.)

In the madrigal style, LucaMarenzio was

called, by his countrymen, // Piu dolceCigno.

He was some time chapel-master to cardinal

Luigi d'Este ; and, according to Adami and

others, was caressed and patronised by many

princes and eminent personages, particularly

by the king of Poland.

Upon his return to Rome, after quitting

Poland, he was admitted into the pope's

chapel ; and dying in that city in 1599, he

was buried in the church of St. Lorenzo, in

Lucina.

Our countryman, Peacham, (See Com

plete Gentleman, p. 101, edition of 1634)

speaks of his delirious aire and sweet in

vention in madrigals, and says, that "he

excelled all others whatsoever, hiving pub

lished more sets than any author else, and

without an ill song." Adding, that his

first, second, and third parts of Thjrsis,

" V'gg<> dolce il mio ben, l(C.," are songs,

" the Muses themselves might not have been

ashamed to have composed." To this we

may readily subscribe, and will not dis

pute his stature, or the colour of his hair,

when he further tells us, "that he wis a

little black man ;" but when he asserts

that " he was organist of the pope's cbapel |

at Rome a good while, where there sew

was an organ, we can no longer credit bis

report; nor is it likely, however great tie

musical merit of this little black man nuy

have been, that the niece of any reigning

pope could have been sent for to Polar*

as Peacham tells us, with so litde cere

mony, in the character of lutenist assi

singer, in order to gratify the curiosity £

his Polish majesty, and the affection of Lan

Marenzio. In short, the whole accourJ is

compiled from hearsay evidence, i»l

abounds in absurdities, and is so much tin

more incredible, as no other musical writes,

eager as they were to record every roer*

rial they could procure concerning this ce

lebrated musician, have ventured to relaa

these strange circumstances. There are »

madrigals so agreeable to the ear, or amus

ing to the eye, as those of this ingtnws

and fertile composer. The subjects

fugue, imitation, and attack, are traits «'

elegant and pleasing melody; which, iboufh

they seem selected with the utmost care,!*.'

the sake of the words they are to express

yet so artful are the texture and disposifeffl

of the parts, that the general harmony iw

effect of the whole are as complete aw

unembarrassed, as if he had been writiK

in plain counterpoint, without poetry 01

contrivance.

MAllESCALCHI, (Luici) a romps*'

and proprietor of a music warehouse a;

Naples, studied counterpoint under Pad"

Martini, at Bologna. His principal *od*

are as follows : " Meleagro," a balls.

Florence, 1780. " / Disertori/elici" oj*"

Placenza, 1784. " Andromeda t Perm;
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opers seria. Rome, 1784. "Le ftbtott

sioxi del Seraglio," ballet, Naples, 1788 ;

and " Giulietta t Romeo," ballet, Rome,

1789. The authors of the French dictionary

of musicians state, that the Op. 7 of the en

graved works of Boccherini, consisting of

trios for two violins and violoncello, is really

the work of Marescalclii, and nothing but

a trading trick.

MARESCH, (J. A.) born in Bohemia

in 1719, was the inventor of the hunting

music performed on horns, which has been

brought to such perfection in Russia.

These horns are all of different lengths

and curvature, but each of them is meant

to produce only a single tone. To execute

the most simple piece of harmony or even

a melody, at least twenty musicians are

necessary, but the execution is not com

plete without forty performers, and often

many more are employed. Each of them

has only to think of his single tone and to

How it in precise time, and with a force

tod (hading, proper to give effect to the

pasage. This music more resembles the

sound of a large organ than any other

instrument. In a calm and fine night, it

has often been distinctly heard at above

four English miles distance. It has, when

'ar off, an effect analogous to that which is

produced by the sound of the harmonica

*hen near.

MARESSE, (J. T.) Under this name

were published, in 1790, at Paris, " Petits

■lift i 4 maim," also " Symphon. pour le

On, avec V.ct B." Paris, 1800.

MARET. Probably a member of the

society of belles Icltres at Dijon, read to

the society, and afterwards printed, "Eloge

Bittorifut it M. Rameau," 1767.

MARGGRAFF, (Andreas) singer in

the school at Schwandorff, in the sixteenth

tentury, and born at Eger, published the

128th psalm, for five voices.

HARM, (Domenico della.) See

DrLLA Maria.

MARIA, (D. Joa nr. St.) a Portuguese

priest of the order of St. Augustine, and

'hapel-master of St. Vicente, in Lisbon, was

torn at Terena, in the province of Transta-

V01, II.

gana, and died at Grijo, in the convent of

St Salvador, in 1654. He left the follow

ing works: " Tres Livros de Contraponto"

inscribed to king John IV. They are still

to be found in the royal library at Lisbon.

MARIANI (Giov. Batt.) composed at

Viterbo, in 1 6S9, a beautiful opera entitled

" Amor vuol Gioventu."

MARIN, (Fabrics) a French composer

of the sixteenth century, set to music for

four voices, some poetry of Ronsard, Baif,

Jamin, and Desportes, which was published

at Paris in 1578.

MARIN, (Guillaume Marcel de)

born in Guadaloupe in the year 1737, was

of the family of the Marini, some of which

were doges of the republic of Genoa. M.

de Marin came to Paris at about twelve

years of age, and studied at the college of

Louis-le-Grand. When fourteen years old,

he embraced the profession of arms, and

at fifteen devoted himself to the study of

mathematics and music. He then under

took, without a master, the study of the

violin, learnt composition of Rameau, and

at length placed himself under Gavinies,

as a finishing master for the violin. He

composed a " Stabat Slater," which was

published.

MARIN, (Marie Martin Martkl

Viscomte de) son of the preceding, was

born at Saint Jean de Luz, near Bayonne,

in 1769. He learnt music of his father

from the early age of four, and at seven

composed a sonata for the piano. Nardini

gave him lessons on the violin, and stated

him to be his best pupil. He also studied

the harp under Hosbruker, but, after about

thirty lessons, the pupil apparently feeling

an impulse to improve upon the style of his

master, desisted from receiving further

instructions, and continued his practice on

that instrument, entirely unaided. M. de

Marin might have had rivals in his violin

playing, but it is generally acknowledged

that he was soon without an equal on

the harp. In 1783, he was received and

crowned by the musical academicians at

Rome. He there extemporized on the harp,

and followed up subjects for fugue which
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■were given to him, in a manner till then

quite unknown on that instrument. He

played on the harp at first sight, from the

scores of Seb. Bach's fugues, and from those

of Jomelli, and achieved on the harp what

could scarcely be done by another on

the piano-forte. Such an impression did

his performance at the academy at Rome

make on his audience, that the celebrated

Corinna, who was present, rehearsed ex

temporary verses in his honour.

On his return from Italy, De Marin, then

only fifteen years of age, commenced his

military education at the cavalry school at

Versailles. He quitted it at seventeen, as

captain of dragoons, obtaining at the same

time leave of absence to continue his travels ;

in the course of which, the French revolu

tion closed the doors of his country against

him, and he was placed on the list of

emigrants. He then proceeded to this

country, where his performance on the

harp was universally admired. As it is

rare that modern musicians have been

honoured by the first poets of the age, we

cannot resist copying the following lines,

by the celebrated abbd Delille, which he

wrote on Marin, when they were both" in

England as emigrants.

He*las I plus d'un Francais, dans ces momens

funcstes,

Se montra des Francais l'implacable enneml.

T< 1 ne fut pas ton ecrur, tot, courageux ami

De ceux que poursuivait la fortune inhumainej

Toi, que client Bellone, ainsi que Melpomene |

Qui, parant la vertu par d'aimables dehors.

Joins la beauty de Tame a la beautl du corps.

Qu'on nc me vante plus lecbantre de la Thrace,

Des tigres, des lions apprivoisant I'audace.

Ton ait, qui dans la Grece aurait cu des autels,

O Marin! sut dompter des monstres plus cruels;

Le desespoir affreux, la hideuse indigence.

Que de fois an plaisir mtlant la bienfaisance,

Sterile pour toi sen!, ton talent gcneVeux

Mir son noble salairc aux mains des malhcureux 1

Ainsi, par le concours de brillantes merveilles,

Charmant le cccur, I'esprit, les yeiix et les oreilles,

On te vit lour a tour vouer a nos malheurs,

Ta lyre et ton epee, et ton sang et tes pleurs,

Le concert de vertu, de grace et de ge"nie.

Ah 1 voila ta plus belle et plus douce harmonie 1

Tel, bean, jeune et rainqueur, le dieu de l'Hclicon,

Chanlait, touchait sa lyre, et combattait Python.

M. de Marin has composed much music,

chiefly for the harp, which has been pub

lished in Paris and London. Several of

his compositions were so much esteemed by

Clementi, rthat he arranged them for the

piano-forte. We know not the exact period

of M. de Marin's return to France, sum

which time, however, he has been no more

heard on his instrument, but as an amateur.

MARINELLI, (P. Giolio Cesa«e) &

monle Cicardo Servila, lived in the latter

half of the seventeenth century, and vrratt

" Via retta delta Voce Carale, orrero Oswr-

vationi del Canto fermo," Bologna, 1671.

Buononcini, p. ll>c.21,ofhis Musico Pnn.

says, that in the third and fourth volum*

of this work, are to be found much infonra-

tion respecting the cantofermo.

MARINELLI, (Gaetano) a dramttk

composer from Naples, was, about the J»

1790, in the elector of Bavaria's service t

Munich. Several of his airs in manusenrf

are well known to amateurs. He compost

"litre Hivali, ossia il Matrimonii) inapt

tato," opera buffa, Rome, 1784, and "6*

Uccellatori," opera butfa, Florence, 1785.

MARINI, (Alessandro) Canrncv

Lateranensis and composer, flourished s:

Venice about the year 1556, where hepeb-

lished several works. Of these we can oah

mention " Vesper Psalms,forfour woka'

Venice, 1587, and " Motetti a 6 wci'

Venice, 1588.

MARINI, (Biagio) church and ctai

ber composer, and also violinist, born il

Brescia, was first chapel-master in the a-

thedral church of Brescia. He afterwrds

went to Germany, and held the same em

ployment in 1624, in the service of

count palatine, who granted him the htk

of chevalier. The period of his return t»

his native country is not known. All t*"1

we know, from the Cosznndo Ijbrrrv

Bresciana, is, that he died in 1660 >'

Padua. Cozzando also mentions the *

lowing works : "Aric, MadrigaJi, e CorraSi

a 1, 2, e 3 voei," Venice, 1620. "Sotm 1

4 VOCi." " Mutiche da Camera, a 1,3,'*

rod." •• Miserere i 2, 3, e 4 rod «* r-

" Compositioni varic, Madrigali ii 3, 4. A

c 7 tract con K" " Medrigali St*f"* *
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2,3, 1 4." "Arii A 1, 2, 3; MusicKe a

1, 2, 3, 4, e 5, tfi. 4, 6, 7 ; " and " Smatc,

Cansoni, Passemezzi, Balktti, Correnti,

Gsgliarde, Ritorntllia 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, e 6."

MARINI, (Carlo Antonio) a violinist

and composer for his instrument in the church

ofSt. Maria Maggiore, at Bergamo, was born

there, and flourished in the latter end of the

Sfventeenth century. He published eight

works, of which we can mention the follow

ing: " 12 Sonate," Op. 3; " Balktti a la

Fnntese a 3," Op. 5, Venice, 1 699 ; " 1 2 So

nate," Op. 6 ; "12 Sonate alV., Fc, e Cant."

Op.7; and " 12 Sonate i V. sola e Cont." Op. 8.

MARINI, (Gioseffo) chapel-master at

Pordenone, in the Venetian states, in the

beginning of the seventeenth century, pub

lished " Madrigati," Venice, 1618.

MARINI, (P. L.) a musician, probably

resident at Paris, published there, in 1797,

"Romances avee Acct. dt P. F." Op. 1.

MARINIS, (Giovanni de) a composer

of the sixteenth century, of whose works

mention is made in De Antiquis Primo Lib.

o 2 rod de div. Autori di Bari, Venice,

MK

MARINO, (Giov. Battist.) a Neapo

litan chevalier and celebrated poet, born in

1569, resided some time at Rome, after-

•ards at Turin and Paris, and again in

Rome. He died at Naples in 1625.

Amongst other works, he wrote " Dicerie

bcretre," Turin, 1618 and 1620. The title

if the second piece is " La Mitsica sopra

> Settt Parole dette da Christo in Croce."

MARINOTTI, (Sionora) a very good

Italian singer, at present resident in Eng

land. She sings at the Spanish ambassador's

thapel in London, and is also frequently

a»ard in the orchestras of the best concerts.

Marinotti is a singer of taste, and her voice

ii powerful and flexible.

MARIO. " Motetti del Dollar Mario

«*n 6," Venice, 1649. Under this title, a

printed work was found in the musical

archives at Copenhagen. It was destroyed

the fire there in 1794.

MARIOTTEIXUS,(Fulvius) alearned

writer in the beginning of the seventeenth

century, bom at Perugia, published " Airo-

peedia," Rome, 1624. This is an intro

duction to the sciences, and to music among

the rest.

MARIOTT1NI, chamber singer to the

elector at Dresden, published there " 12

Lieder,'' words by Blumauer, for the piano,

Dresden, 1790. A specimen of this work

is to be found in the fourteenth music page

of the Music. Correspondent, 1790. There

are also known by this author, " 8 Duet-

tini p. 2 Sopr."

MARISSAL, (Antonivs) Bacealaureus

Juris Pontificii in the beginning of the

seventeenth century, was born at Douay, he

published " Flores melodici," Donay, 1611.

MARONI, (Giov.) chapel-master of the

cathedral church at Lodi, where he was con

sidered, in 1620, as an industrious composer,

was born at Ferrara. He wrote a number

of motets and madrigals.

MAROTTA, (Erasmus) Jesuit and

rector of Colleg. Menensis, was, at the same

time, an able musician and composer, in the

first half of the seventeenth century. He

was born at Randazzo, a town in Switzer

land, and was made a Jesuit in 1612, by

which means he obtained the above situa

tion. He died at Palermo in 1641. His

published works are, " Cantus pii musicis

modulis expressi," and " Aminta," a pas

toral, the words by Torquato Tasso.

MARPALU, (De) a French philosopher

of the seventeenth century. His name

is found to the following two treatises:

" Trailes de COrigine'de THarmonie, et de

ceux i/ni I'ont invtntde, de son usage et de

ses effets."

MARPURG, (FniEDERicn Wilhelm.)

The following account of this celebrated

musician was published by Gerber, in the

year 1814. "Marpurg, too, is gone, this

venerable veteran amongst the literati of

music ! What tragic scenes have been pre

sented to the Muses during the last ten

years of the eighteenth century. Not one

of these years has passed by, without leav

ing the Muses in mourning. The unhappy

effects of war on many of the chapels of

the German princes I shall here pass over,

especially as I have, in my ' History of
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Music for the year 1794,' (see Annalen

Teutschlands des 1. 1794) round, alas! but

too much of such matter to render it requi

site again to touch on the same subject.

Death, then, has within this period snatched

away from us our first professor in musical

science, our Marpurg ! and just at a time

when he spontaneously, with a warm love

for the arts, and with an experience of

more than fifty years, had begun to write

in his own manner, that is, rudimentally,

fully, and with excellent arrangement, his

* History of the Organ' a work well

worthy the wish that he might have lived

to complete it, and an undertaking to which

I might myself have possibly contributed

something. It was in November, 1793,

when I passed five weeks at Berlin, that

I was received in Marpurg's house almost

daily, with the most friendly and hospitable

attention. He then still showed the lively,

jovial, and witty temper of youth ; was cor

pulent, ate and drank well, and enjoyed

perfect health. Only once, and just as he

had returned from his lottery business, I

found him reserved and dejected : ' My

friend,' said he, * we have had an unlucky

day, we have lost much.' With the ex

ception of this single instance, I found him

every day more cheerful. When he had

company he was the soul of it, and by

ourselves, our usual subject of conversation

was ancient and modern music, dead and

living artists. Many delightful hours have

I passed with him in this manner. In one

of those, he made me acquainted with the

whole history of his life; but unfortunately

the satisfaction which the enjoyment of his

society procured me, as well as the many

agreeable diversions and new subjects

■which presented themselves to me at every

moment, in the beautiful and hospitable

city of Berlin, allowed me so little time,

that I could neither store these particulars

in my memory, nor write them down. All

that I can recollect is, that he was born at

Seehausen.in Prussia, in 1718; that after his

return from Paris, where he resided many

months, he acted for some time as secretary

to a minister at Berlin; that he afterwards

resided some time in Hamburgh, after

which he was presented with the direction

of the lotteries at Berlin. I found on the

long table in his study, a quantity of books

dispersed about, and some detached learn

of music : from these I concluded, that be

still thought much of and wrote music. I

once requested him not to leave his pen

inactive, but to take it up again for the

benefit of musical literature. 'Perhaps,'

said he, 'I shall soon be able to publiih

another volume of legends.' I repliri

gratefully, which he seemed to obserw,

but never touched upon the subject apia.

On the day of my departure, he called b

amiable daughter, then between fifteen ami

sixteen years old, to the piano, when set

played a masterly grand sonata, by chapd-

master Schutz, with an expression id

firmness which denoted any thing rather

than a female hand. After she had with

drawn from the instrument, the worthy mu

brought the bound copy of the secsd

volume of his ' Chorals and Fugiui,' cJ

played to me himself a choral and part «'

a fugue, with those hands so long accus

tomed to labour for the benefit of the art ■

he then wrote a few flattering lines unoVr

the title, and presented me with the beet

as a remembrance. I parted from hue

with a heart greatly affected, full of lore,

esteem, and gratitude, and not long after

was informed by my friends in Berlin bo*

actively he was engaged in finishing h>*

' History of the Organ,' which was to he

published in 1795. What might we not

have expected on this subject from aMt-

purg, if it had pleased Providence to pvf

him one year more of life ! but I soon, aus!

received the melancholy news that hi

faculties began visibly to weaken, and tail

probably he was labouring under consanp-

£lon. His disease, whatever it was, er-

hausted so quickly the powers of life thi'-

he died early in 1795.

"It was probably by his order," conns*5

Gerber, " that Madame Marpurg, his eicel-

lent wife, every way so worthy of him,

me the materials, writings, and dnwinp

which he bad prepared for his work on w
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organ. By this means I am enabled to gi ve

Ihe reader further information respecting

this worthy man's undertaking. None of

tie pirts belonging to the history were left

in a finished state, but in all of them im

portant progress was made by the author.

The treatise on the hydraulic instruments

of the Greeks, is beyond dispute the most

learned part of the work, and at the same

time the most advanced. It is treated in a

manner indicative of the author's own inge

nuity united to extraordinary learning. In

his treatise on the first wind organs of the

middle ages, I have found several interest

ing remarks, and much information on the

history of the organs of modern times.

He seems to have occupied himself parti

cularly in explaining the construction and

the notes of the French organs, for which

purpose he appears to have had recourse to

the great work of Uedos tie Celles."

The following list contains the principal

works of this celebrated author, 'i'heoreti-

e»l : "Der kritische musicus an der Spree,"

"Tue critical musician of the Spree," fifty

numbers, 1749, Sec. " Die kunst das Ma

nor zu spielen," i. e. " The art of playing

the harpsichord," first volume in 1750;

second volume, containing thorough-bass, in

1755. This work was translated into

french, and the third edition of the trans

lation appeared in 1760. " Anleitungszum

Umierspeilen." This is the second and

improved edition of the preceding work.

" .Ibhandiung von der fuge," i. e. "Tr*tt-

tise on fugue," Vtrt I., Berlin, 1753, and

Part IL, 1754. A French translation of it

was published at Berlin in 1756. Koll-

man states this to be the most profound

and masterly work of the kind in the

(iermau language. " Historich kritische

ieytrSge zur aufnnhme der mitsik," i. e.

" Historical and critical memoirs to promote

the knowledge of musical history." This

i> a periodical work, the whole of which is

contained in five volumes, octavo, published

at Berlin between the years 1764 and

1"60. " Handbuch bey dem generatbass,

**i der composition," i. e. " A manual of

thorough-bass and composition," Parts I.

and Unpublished at Berlin in 1755; Part

III., with an index, in 1758; and an appen

dix in 1760. Kollman says, this work

treats on harmony in a masterly manner,

but according to Rameau's system, con

cerning which it is certain, that the more

harmony is explained by it, the more per-

plexing it becomes. " Anfangsgrunde der

theoretisclien musik," i. e. "Elements of

the theory of music," 1757. '* D'Alem-

bert's systematische einneitung, Sfc." i. e.

"Systematic introduction to composition,

according to the principles of Rameau, by

D'Alembert, translated from the French,

with notes," 1758. " Anieitung zur sing-

kunst," i. e. "Introduction to the art of

singing," 1759. "Kritische tinleitung,

Sfc." i. e. "A critical introduction to the

history and to the principles of ancient

and modern music," 1756. "Kritische

briefe uher die tonhunst" i. e. " Critical

letters on music," Berlin, 1760 and 1763,

in two volumes, each consisting of fonr

parts. This work is, according to the com

pilers of the French musical dictionary,

filled with interesting matter, and contains

many dissertations from the pens of such

great masters as Agricola, Kirnberger, &c.

" Anieitung zur musik iiberhaupt, ifc"

" Introduction to music in general, and to

the art of singing in particular," 1763.

" Sorgens anieitung zum generalbnss,

S(c." " Instructions in thorough-bass and

the art of composition, by Sorge, with addi

tional notes'," 1760. " Verruch nber die

mnsikalische temperatur, tfc" " Essay on

musical temperament," Breshiu, 1776.

This work demonstrates different equal and

unequal temperaments, by harmonical cal

culations ; and to it is added, an appendix

on Rumeau's and Kimberger's fundamental

bass. " Lcgende einiger musik heiligcn"

" Legends of several saints, in music," Co

logne, 1786. Practical works: besides a

vast number of single songs, published

either in his memoirs, his letters, or in the

collections of German songs he printed

between 1756 and 1762, "Five Sets of

Odes." Also the following : " Raccolta

delle piii nuove Compositioni di Clavicem
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halo, per tanna 1756, and Raccolta 2, per

tanno, 1757." " Klavierstiicke fur an-

fungcr, Ifc." three volumes, Berlin, 1762 :

the above is an interesting and useful work.

" Sei Sonate per il Cembalo," Nuremburg,

1756. " Fughe e Caprici per Clavicembalo

e per VOrgano," Op. 1, Berlin, 1777 ; and

" Fugcnsammlung," 1758. This collection

of fugues contains the chcf-tfaiuvres of

Graun, Kirnberger, &c.

MARPURG, (Joh. Feed.) sod of the

preceding, was born at Hamburgh in 1766.

He was, in 1814, chamber-musician to the

duke of Mecklenburg, at Ludwigslust, and

had previously been first violin in the

orchestra of the German theatre at Berlin,

also employed by the count of Schwedt.

He entered the service of the duke of Meck

lenburg in 1790 ; still, however, in 1791,

he was giving several concerts at Ham

burgh ; soon after which he seems to have

given up solo playing, as bis father, in

deed, told Gerber in 1793. Probably the

occupations required for his extensive mu

sical duties did not allow him time for the

cultivation of practical music.

MARQUE, (Auouste) a musician, and

probably a performer on the piano, at Paris,

published there, in 1798, " VAbsence," a

romance, " L'Origine de la iroisiime

Grace." " Six Airs et Romance* avev Ac-

compagnement de Piano-forte" " XJA-

mant trahit Romance, avec Clavecin"

1802. ..

MARQUE, (Joannes de) a native of

the Netherlands, was chapel-master to the

king of Naples in 1616,

MARQUEZ, (Antonio Lesbio) royal

chapel-master at Lisbon, and born there,

was not only considered oue of the first

contrapuntists of his time, but also, by the

publication of several oratorios, poems, and

pther works, showed that he was possessed

of extraordinary knowledge, not in music

alone, but also in poetry and languages.

He obtained, in 1698, his office of cbapel-

master, in the possession of which he died

in 1709, Of his compositions there has

only been printed " filhancios que se cmn-

tarai na Igrrja 4c N. Senhora de Naia-

rclh das Religiosas Descalcat it S. Brr-

nardo cm as Matinas e Fesla do glorim S.

Goncalo," Lisbon, 1708. A great number

of his other works, as masses, magnificat],

misereres, responsories, (all in manaicnpt)

are in the royal library at Lisbon, sad

highly esteemed.

MARRE, (La.) See Lamabbe.

MARSCHALL, (Samuel) bora at Dot-

nick, in Flanders, in 1557, was a notary-

public, university musician, and organist,

at Basil, where he was living in 1627,

being then seventy years of age. He pub

lished " Der ganlze Psalter, H. Ambmu

Lobwassers, mit 4 Stimmen," Leipsic, l&H,

and " Psalmen Davids, Kirchen getazg

und Geistlichc Lieder von Dr. M. Lutluri

und anderer Goltesgelehrten Mannern ett-

tellt, mit 4 Stimmen, verfertiget durtk,ty?

Basil, 1606.

MARS, (St.) See Saint-Maed.

MARSH (Alpbonsus) was a gentle

man of the chapel in the reign of Charto

II. Various songs of his composition, a

also of a son of his, having both his nut*',

are extaut in the Treasury of Music, and

other collections of that time.

MARSH, an English divine, who died ■

bishopin 1718, wrote a "Discourse o* Am-

sticks." (See Hawkins, vol. iv. p. 443.)

MARSH, (J., Esq.) This celebrated

amateur was born at Dorking, in Surrey, o

1752, being <tae. eldest son of capUis H.

Marsh, of the royal navy, who, in 1758,

removed with his family to Greenwich, «

being appointed to command one of tie

royal yachts at Deptford. At this time tW

attachment of young Marsh to musm-

sounds began ; he being so. fascinated » :'-

the organ in the hospital chapel, then pliy^

by Lupton Relfe, that it was not withov'

some degree of force he could be rtwwfc

from the pew whilst the last voluntary *v

playing, to which he was afterwards sily

reconciled by being reminded, that by art

staying till it finished, he should hear it ill

the way he went down stairs. That he k*l

an innate musical ear, may be evinced ay

the following circumstance. Havisf k"B
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academy, he then went with the other boys

to the parish church, where, besides the

organ, his attention was invited to the bells,

of which he had heard there were eight.

It being, however, the custom, as soon as

the chiming to church had ceased, to

raise the tittle bell, and to begin tolling

the largest when the minister entered the

church; by comparing the two sounds of

these together, he perceived they exceeded

the octave, and, in fact, formed the interval

of a tenth, not that he had then ever heard

or was aware of there being any such terms.

On his mentioning his discovery, that the

peal consisted of ten bells, to some of the

boys, it was quite unintelligible to any of

them how he could possibly ascertain this

without hearing them altogether and count

ing them. The fact, however, turned out

to be just as he had inferred. In the sum

mer of 1761, his father being dispatched in

the Catherine yacht to Helvoetsluys, to bring

back the Dutch ambassador, he took his son

with him, where, in a trip to Amsterdam,

they were gratified with hearing the famous

organ at Haerlem, which made an impres

sion on the boy never to be eradicated. As

a few of the boys at his school learnt to

scrape a little on the violin, Marsh was

now desirous of following their example;

hut his father foreseeing that it would be

apt to divert his attention from his other

studies, wisely determined on not letting

him learn till he had left school. He, how

ever, whilst there, from the simple inspec

tion of a ballad, set to music, that came in

his way, discovered the method of musical

notation, and wrote a song he then occa

sionally sung, in similar notes, which his

father, who played a little on the flute, told

him was accurately written, except that,

not then knowing any thingof the timetable,

he had made the notes all crotchets.

Having left school at the end of the year

1766, his father, who then resided at Gos-

pwt, consented to his learning, not indeed

on the organ, which he would have pre

ferred, but on the violin, as being a portable

instrument,and with which he could accom

pany his sister, then learning, on the piano-

forte. Having practised this for a year,

under the tuition of Wafer the organist, he

accompanied his master to a weekly practice

ofamateurs and others.where he began taking

a ripieno part at sight, which he soon also

did at the concerts at Portsmouth. Hearing

there the popular concertos of the ancient

school, and the then modern symphonies of

Abel, Bach, &c, he now began attempting

to compose pieces in both styles, and showed

them to his master, when he gave him a

few hints as to the avoidance of consecutive

fifths and eighths, which, with a year and a

half's learning on the violin, was all the

musical learning of any kind he ever had,

being sent, in August, 1768, to Romsey, to

be articled for five years to a solicitor there,

where he was much disconcerted at finding

no organ in the church, and, of course, no

organist; Being now the chief musician of

the place, the only method he had of ob

taining any further improvement, during five

years, was by occasionally attending and

performing at the concert at Winchester,

and the then annual oratorios there. In

the year 1772, his father, then a captain in'

Greenwich hospital, died; and, in 1774, the

subject of our memoir married the daughter

ofDr. Brown, a physician of Salisbury, who

had then retired to Romsey: within two years

after which, they all removed to Salisbury,

where the fortnight subscription concerts

were under the direction of Mr. Harris,

(known by the name of Hermes Harris)

and were reckoned the best musical per

formances of the kind in the kingdom.

There being several amateur performers in

the orchestra, Mr. Marsh was immediately

appointed to a respectable station in it, and

had thus an opportunity of improving him

self on the violin and tenor, and had a few

manuscript symphonies he had then com

posed, so well executed, as to induce him to

continue that style of composition. He

also, by private practice of an evening, and

sometimes on one of the church organs,

acquired such a proficiency on the latter, as

to be able occasionally to officiate for the

organist at the churches of St. Thomas

and Su Edmund ; but finding the printed
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voluntaries he met with, to be too difficult,

and few of them to his taste in other respects,

he began composing a series of short volun

taries, some of which he selected for his

first set of voluntaries for young practitioners

on the organ, published in 1791. On the

death of Tewksbury, the leader of the con

certs, in 1780, Mr. Marsh was requested by

Mr. Harris and the principal amateurs to

take his place, which he continued to hold

whilst he remained at Salisbury. 1

In August, 1781, by the death of Mr.

Winchester, a tenant for life, Mr. Marsh

became possessed of a landed estate in

Sast Kent. He therefore, soon afterwards,

quitted the dry and husky study of the law,

to which he was never much attached, and,

in 1783, removed with his wife and four

children to his mansion-house of Nether-

sole, near Barham Downs, which he imme

diately furnished with a large organ,

placing it between the entrance-hall and

the dining-parlour, with a front to each,

and playable in both rooms. In the fol

lowing winter the subscription concert at

Canterbury was put under his direction,

■which he led all the time he remained

there, and it was attended by the prin

cipal families in the neighbourhood. Finding

it, however, necessary to keep up a larger

establishment at Nethersole than he could

conveniently afford with his increasing

family, he, after remaining three years,

determined on disposing of that house, and

bought a large one, with a lofty and suitable

room in it for his organ, and a good garden,

of Mr. Hayley, at Chichester, for the sake

of being in the neighbourhood of Portsea,

where his sister, then married, was settled;

but, as the house would not be untenanted

till Michaelmas, 1786, and some repairs

and alterations would then be wanting in

it, he took one of the prebendal houses at

Canterbury for a year, from the preceding

Lady-day, where he now found himself able

to officiate occasionally for the organist at

the cathedral. He had before composed an

anthem from the one hundred and fiftieth

psalm, with symphonies, to show off the

stops of the new organ erected there by

Green, in 1784; and, whilst resident at

Canterbury, he composed a veree service,

which, at the request of the dean, was per

formed at archbishop Moore's primary visit

ation, in 1786, also two other anthems; 3

style of composition he would probably

have cultivated more than any other, had

he afterwards met with the same encou

ragement that he did on the above occa

sions.

In April, 1787, he removed to Chiches

ter, the subscription concert in which lorn

he managed and led more than a quarter of

a century, and where, having a very respects-

ble amateur and professional bandat his cas-

mand, he continued his career of coraposinc

overtures in the ancient, and symphonies it

the modern style, one of which, under tie

signature of J. M., was generally put iste

the concert bill. He also composed seven!

glees, another service, and some mort

anthems, and occasionally officiated for lie

organist of the cathedral, as he used lo da

at Canterbury. For the last eight or IB

years of his life, his principal, and almosc

only public, musical performance has been,

taking the morning duty at St. John's free

chapel for Mr. Bennett, who, being organist

also of the cathedral, could only do the

chapel evening duty himself. He suU,

however, takes a violin or tenor at prime

musical parties, the practice on which a-

struments he now continues, principally for

the sake of joining in a domestic evening

trio with his eldest son, a solicitor of Chi

chester, who also practises on the riofa

and tenor with his eldest son, who plays c*

the violoncello. Having mentioned this

domestic trio, it may, in conclusion, 1*

noticed, that once, when his brother Wil

liam (also a musical amateur and perform*:

on the violin and flute) was staying "ith

him at Chichester, a quintette, compos*!

by Mr. Marsh, for two violins, flute, tenor,

and bass, was performed at the subscriptiM

concert, by himself, brother, and three

sons, the composer and five performer

being thus all of the same name. It must

not, however, be supposed that, great »>

was bis attachment to it, music wis. Mr.
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Marsh's only pursuit since he quitted the

practice of the law, as he subsequently

became much attached to the science of

astronomy, being the author of the " Astra-

ram improved, and Vertical Planctariums,"

published by Messrs. Cary, London ; and,

as a matter of duty more than inclination, he

was induced to acquire some knowledge of

military tactics, having, in 1803, been ap

pointed first captain of a battalion of volun

teers at Chichester, whence he was after

wards promoted to the majority.

The following, among other music, has

been composed by Mr. Marsh. For instru

ments, published works : " Eight Sympho

nies, in several Parts" " One Symphony

for two Orchestras." 11 Three Finales in

tereral Parts." " One Quartetto in imita

tion of Haydn's first Set." " Three Over

tures in five Parts, for private musical

parties." Organ music : " An Overture

mnf Six Pieces." " Five Sets of Volun

taries for young Practitioners." " Four

Duets." Military music : " Overture and

Ten Pieces for Military Bands." Vocal

nrasic: " Eleven Songs," " Fourteen

Glees." Sacred music : " Nine Anthems."

" Sixteen Psalm Tunes and Hymns."

" Twenty-four Chants." " Walter Scott's

Hymn for the Dead." " Hymn of Benedic

tion to the Bible Society," (Hayley.) " Ten

Snered Melodies, and Ifew Zealander's

Welcome." Treatises: " Budiments of

Thorough-bass" " Thorough-bass Cate-

ehwn," " Hints to young Composers,"

" Essay on Harmonies" ,f Sixteen Move

ments from different Composers in Score

fur the use of Musical Students," " Tables

rf Transposition and Consonant Intervals"

" Instructions and Progressive Lessonsfor

the Testor." In manuscript : " Twenty-

eirht Overtures and Symphonies, in Parts,"

" One Concerto for the Violin," " One

Oncertante," " Twelve full Concertos

'» the ancient style," " One Overture in

fire Parts," " Two Quintettos," " Four

Quartette*," " Three Trios," " Three

Duetsfor Violins." Organ music : " Con-

etrlo, with Accompaniments." " Short

Voluntaries." Military music : " Several

Manuscript Pieces," "Military Troop, %c' '

Vocal music : " Four Songs," " Five

Glees," " First Part of Collins's Ode on

the Passions, with full Accompaniments."

Sacred music : " Morning and Evening

Service in D," "Verse ditto in O," " Sanc-

tus and Kyrie Eleisons," " Four Anthems,"

" Six Chants," " Eight Psalm Tunes

and Hymns." Treatises : " Musical Defi

nitions," " Art of I Change-ringing,"

" Description of the Organ." Piano-forte

music : " Two Sonatinas," " Overture and

Eight Sonatinas," " Four Marches."

MARSHALL (James) was bom at

Olting, in Buckinghamshire, in the year

1770. He first took up music, early in life,

merely as an amusement, his instruments

being the violin and violoncello, till evinc

ing a talent for the art, his friends advised

him to make it his profession. He was

accordingly placed under a master at Ox

ford, with whom he studied the violin, vio

loncello, piano-forte, and organ. After this,

through the kind patronage of the Earl of

Dartmouth, grandfather to the present earl,

he was sent to London, and placed with

the late John Ashley, assistant conduc

tor at the Westminster-abbey meetings.

In addition to the before-named instruments,

Marshall practised the double bass and

tenor. After some little time, through

Ashley's kindness, he got an engagement to

play the double bass at the abbey meeting,

in the year 1790; also at several of the

provincial meetings, among which was that

at Worcester, upon the late king's recovery,

when his majesty was present. Since that

time Marshall has regularly attended the

meetings of the three choirs, namely, Glou

cester, Hereford, and Worcester.

After a residence in London of about a

year, Marshall went to Northampton, where

he was married. He then commenced

teaching music, and continued in that place

three years and a half. From thence he

moved to Rugby, being appointed organist

of the church in that town. Here he re

mained eight years and a half, when, in the

year 1801, the situation of organist to St.

Mary's church, Warwick, becoming vacant,

Marshall was proposed as a candidate, and

was elected. In the April following, be
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with his family went to reside at Warwick,

where they have ever since continued.

MARSHALL, (Frederick) eldest son

of the preceding, has been for some years

assistant to his father. His instruments are

the organ and piano-forte. In the year 1821,

a new organ was erected in the chapel at

Rugby school, when F. Marshall was ap

pointed organist. He has composed soine

music for the piano-forte, also hymns and

songs, (dementi's Goulding's Green's, and

Harmonic Institution's Cat.) " Preludes in

various Keys for the Piano-forte," " Fes

tival Hymns," as sung at St. Nicholas'

church, Warwick ; " Duke Domum," ar

ranged with variations for the piano-forte ;

." Britain with unaffected grief'," " Hymn

on the Death of his late Majesty, Song :

" Can a rosy lip," " Harmonious lilar.h-

smith," arranged for the harp, piano-forte,

flute, and violoncello ; " Hondo," in an easy

style, for the piano-forte.

MARSOLO (Fietro Maria) is men

tioned by Ceretto, in 1G0O, as one of the

first musicians of Italy. He lived at Ferrara.

MARSYAS,. a player on the flute,

was still more unfortunate than either Pan,

or his admirer Midas. Having engaged in

a musical dispute with Apollo, he chose the

people of Nysa for judges. Apollo played

at first a simple air upon his instrument ;

but Marsyas, taking up his pipe, struck the

audience so much by the noveltyof its tone,

and the art of his performance, that he

seemed to be heard with more pleasure than

his rival. Having agreed upon a second

trial of skill, it is said that the performance

of Apollo, by accompanying the lyre with

his voice, was allowed greatly to excel that

of Marsyas upon the flute alone. Marsyas,

with iudignation, protested against the

decision of his judges, urging that he had

not been fairly vanquished according to the

rules stipulated, because the dispute was

concerning the excellence of their several

instruments, not their voices, and thatit was

wholly unjust to employ two arts against

one.

Apollo denied that he bad taken any un

fair advantage of his antagonist, since Mar

syas had employed both his mouth and fingers

in performing upon his instrument; so that

if he was denied the use of his mouth, he

would be still more disqualified for the

contention. The judges approved of Apol

lo's reasoning, and ordered a third trial.

Marsyas was again vanquished ; and Apoilo,

inflamed by the violence of the dispute,

flead him alive for his presumption. Mar

syas was of CeUens, a town in Phrygu,

and son of Hyagnis, who flourished, accord

ing to the Oxford marbles, 1506 yean be

fore Jesus Christ.

Plato tells us that we are indebted u

Marsyas and Olympus for wind music; toi

to these two musicians is likewiseattribuwl

the invention of the Phrygian and Lydiu

measure. Marsyas is als j said by some u

have been the inventor of the double flute,

though others give it to his father Uyagu.<.

MARTELLI, chapel-master, in 1790, H

Muuster, set to music, "Die Reuada

nach Holland;' " Der Ternpet der Dot-

barkeit," and " Der KBning Rnbe."

MARTENNE, (Edmond) a celebnttd

Benedictine monk, born in 1654, published

at Paris, in 1719, " Traite de Vataa*

Discipline de I'Eglise dans la CeUbretvH «

I' Office Divin." There are some lntetesiini

details in this work respecting chins

music. Martenne died at Paris in 1739.

MARTIN the younger, a French coo-

poser, who published several chemau,

flourished in 1678 as a performer on il*

harpsichord, viol da gamba, and violin.

MARTIN, a musician at Paris ahoutu*

year 1750. His symphonies, which were

published in that city, were much admiral,

as were also some of his motets, which we"

sung at the concert spirituei*

MARTIN, (Nicolas) a composer, bort

at Morienne, in Savoy, composed »evea

hymns on the birth of Christ, both in Freii

and the Savoy dialect, and published thro

under the title of " Pittoyes," Lyons, 1566-

MARTIN, (Clauds) bom at Auras, n

Burgundy, published, about the year 15*

two works entitled " Institution ilunali,

and " Eldmens de Musijut"

MARTIN, (Jomathah) organist of Si-

George's, Hanover-square, in 1736. rfc

composed the song in Tamerlane, " T> tf*
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0gentle sleep," He died of consumption

ii an early age.

MARTIN, (Vihcenzo, called also Sfao-

«colo) Russian imperial counsellor, cluf-

forckatre, and composer to the Russian

heatre at St. Petersburg, had rendered

umself, as earl; as the year 1782, celebrated

a Italy by the composition of several

peras and ballets. He went afterwards

9 Vienna, where, in 1785, he wrote his

' II Barbero di biton core," which was

articularly esteemed by connoisseurs,

hough his " Cosa Rata," 1786, and " Ar-

»re ii Diana," 1787, more generally

leased. In 1788, he proceeded to St.

Petersburg, where he was immediately

ppointed chef-d'orihestrt and composer

Q the Russian opera : he gave at the

ame time instructions in music. In 1 798,

he emperor made him counsellor. Of his

*Uued and manuscript works, we can

oeution the following : " Una Cosa Rata,"

\ ieona ; " L'Arbore di Diana," Vienna,

1787 ; " Gli Spasi in Contralto," Vienna,

"34; " 11 Sogno Cantata a 3 voci," 1793 ;

" 12 Ariel te Italiane con Accomp. ii Ceinb.,

■' -Irfid, o Ckitarra," Vienna ; " 12 Canoni

»r Cembalo," Vienna ; " La Dorafesteg-

P">te, Pralogo terio," Turin, 1783 ;

' L'Aecorta Camerirra," op. buffa, Turin,

1783 ; " La cnpriicinsa corrclla," trans

ited into German in 1800.

MARTIN, (N.) an excellent tenor

iager «t the Theatre Feydeau at Paris,

•is born there about the year 1770. In

"88, he made his debut at the Theatre de

Monsieur in the character of the Marquis

Tulipano, with unparalleled success. Dur-

Bg two years, this performance, with

the delightful airs Martin sang, attracted

>U ranks of society in Paris. His songs

* Jetroyais ma belle," " Pauvre (Valours,"

" Je lejure a toute la tcrrc," ice. will very

long be remembered. Martin wag the first

'in?er who established at Paris the Italian

style of singing to French words. The

other operas in which Martin has princi

pally shone are, " VOncleet le Valet,"" Let

'"^deitcee," " Unt Folie," " Gulistan,"

" L" Habit du Chevalier de Grammont,"

" Kouhuf," "La Ruse inutile," "Picarot

et Diego," " L'Irato," " Jadis et Aujour-

d'hui," and " liaison il vendre."

Martin was still performing at Paris in

the year 1822, where he continued attract

ing crowded audiences to the Feydeau.

His singing also at the chapel royal in the

Tuileries was still greatly admired. We

should add, that he is kuown as a composer

by several collections of romances, and by

a comic opera, " Let Qiseaux de Aler," per

formed in 1796.

MARTINELLI, (VJncenzo) doctor of

laws, resided some years in London, about

1750. He afterwards went to Paris, where,

in 1762, he inserted several articles in the

patriotic writings of the day. The followr

ing original works are bis : " Lettere Fami-

Hare e Criliche," London, 1758. Among

which are Letter 27. " Al Milady Newdi-

gate a Arbury, invitandola a venire a

Londra per veder I'Opera del Siroe."—28.

"Alia Sgra. Comers, sopra la di lei Appli-

cazione alSuono delta Cetra."—30. " Sopra

una Commissione data all* Aulore toccante

I'Opera,"—31. " Sopra il non avere VAu-

tore ancor publicata la sua Jstoria delta

Musica."—55. " Sopra la Ragione del

Canto, c sua Composizzione."—56. " Delia

Ragione del Suono," and " Ltttrt stir la

Musii/uc Italicnne," Paris, 1762.

MARTINELLI, (N.) an Italian singer

at Paris, in 1804, excelled in the buffo style.

MARTINEZ, (John) a Spanish priest

and chapel-master of the cathedral at

Seville, lived about the year 1558. He left

a work entitled " Arte de Canto Llano

puesta y reducida nuebamcnte en sit entrra

perfeccion tegun la praetica," i. e. " The

art of plain song brought to entire per

fection, according to prartical rules, ike."

MARTINEZ (Mile. Mariahe, or, ac

cording to others, Elizabeth) was born

at Vienna about the year 1750, in the same

house which was then inhabited by the

celebrated Metastasio, who was an old

friend of her father. She was educated

under the eyes of this great poet, who,

on the death of her father, adopted her,

and, among other accomplishments, taught
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her music. Dr. Burney, when at"Vienna

in 1 772, heard her sing and perform on the

piano several of her own compositions, and

states that he cannot find words to express

the energetic yet tender style of her singing.

Metastasio always called her his St. Cecilia.

Burney further says that she hadaprofound

knowledge of counterpoint, and cites,

among other sacred works of her composi

tion, a " Miterere" for four voices, and

several Italian psalms, translated by Metas

tasio, and arranged for four and eight voices

and instruments. In 1773, she was elected

a member of the Philharmonic society at

Bologna. The abbe Gerbert states that he

possessed a mass of her composition, written

in the genuine church style.

MARTINI (Giuseppe San) was a native

of Milan. He was a performer on the haut

boy, an instrument invented by the French,

and of small account, till by his exquisite

performance, and a tone which he had the

art of giving it, he brought it into reputa

tion. Martini arrived in England in the

year 1723, and was favoured by Buononcini,

Greene, and others of that party, as also

by Frederick prince of Wales, who was his

great patron. When Greene went to Cam

bridge to take his degree, Martini attended

him, and performed in the exercise for it,

and had there a concert for his benefit,

which produced him a considerable sum.

He was an admirable composer; and for

instrumental music may, without injury to

either, be classed with Corelli and Gemini-

ani. His first compositions were sonatas

for two flutes, and others for German flutes :

these are scarcely known, but the greatness

of his talents is manifested in six concertos,

and twelve sonatas, published by himself.

The first of these works was published in:

the year 1738, when the concertos of Ge-

rniniani and Corelli, and the overtures of

Handel, were become so familiar, there

being scarcely any concert in which the

compositions of these two masters did not

make considerable part of the evening's en

tertainment ; and with respect to those of

Corelli, this had been the case for almost

thirty years. Martini had therefore a

ground to hope, that the charm of norelty

would recommend these his compositions to

the public favour ; but he was disappointed

in the expectations he had formed of the

immediate sale of the whole impression of

his book, and, in an evil hour, destroyed

not only a great number of the copies, but

also the plates from which they were '

wrought. The work being rendered scarce,

Johnson, of Cheapside, was tempted to

republish it ; and it was so well receded,

that the author soon found reason to repot

his rashness, and was encouraged to pre

pare for the press eight overtures, and at

grand overtures for violins, &c, but jus a

he had completed it he died : however, s

was published by Johnson after his deeeav,

with an advertisement in the titlepist,

that the work was engraved for the atiu*

in his lifetime, and was by him intended

to be published by subscription. The orer-

tures in this collection are called " Of"

Decima," and the concertos, Op. 11. WJi

also published eight overtures, in esH

parts, and six grand concertos for violins, fe.

by Martini, which, notwithstanding then*

a posthumous publication, carry with tk»

undoubted evidence of their genuineness

The merits of Martini, as a composer i

music in many parts, were unquesriorab v

very great. He had a fertile invention, isi

gave into a style of modulation less re

strained by rule than that of his prede

cessors, and, by consequence, arfordiK

greater scope for his fancy. Those »»>>

ascribe his deviation from known and esu-

blished rules to the want of musical ers-

dition, are grossly mistaken : he

thoroughly skilled in the principles of le

mony ; and his singularities can thereto

only be ascribed to that boldness and sef-

possession which are ever the conconutict'

of genius ; and in most of the license ■

has taken, it may be observed, that he an

a great measure warranted by the precept*-

and indeed by the example, of Geminhvo-

He performed on the hautboy in the open

till the time that Buononcini left it ; «*°

that he played at the Castle concert, »»t

occasionally at others ; but beinj patrcw»s
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by Frederick prince of Wales, he was at

length received into his family, upon the

footing of a domestic, and appointed mas

ter or director of the chamber music to his

royal highness. In the course of this em

ployment he composed a great number of

sonatas for the practice of the chamber ;

ami, upon the birth of the princess of

Brunswick, set to music a drama written on

the occasion of that event. He also com

posed a musical solemnity, which was pub

licly performed at the chapel of the Bava-

rian minister. In the honourable and easy

station above-mentioned, Martini con

tinued till about the year 1740, when he

died.

As a performer on the hautboy, Martini

•as undoubtedly the greatest that the

*orM had ever known. Before his time

the tone of the instrument was rank, and,

in the hands of the ablest proficients, harsh

and grating to the ear ; by great study and

application, and by some peculiar manage

ment of the reed, he contrived to produce

such a tone, as approached nearest to that

of the human voice of any we know of.

MARTINI. (Battista San) of Milan,

was brother to the celebrated player on the

hautboy already mentioned, whose per

formance and compositions were so long

and justly admired in London.

The violin does not appear to have been

his chief instrument, yet he produced for it

an almost incredible number of spirited and

agreeable compositions. About the year

1770, he was in such repute as to be

chapel-master to more than half the

churches in Milan. For these he fur

bished masses upon all great and solemn

occasions.

MARTINI, (CHnisToPinn) a Dutch-

roan, lived in the middle of the seventeenth

century, and wrote " Handbook van den wa-

">i Omp drr Toonen," Amsterdam, 1641.

MARTINI, (Padre Giambattista) a

skilful composer and very erudite musician,

»a> born at Bologna in 1706. After the

ptriod'of his youth, he entered the order of

Francis ; we do not know whether

l'« had engaged in it when his taste for

erudition, and his love for antiquity, led

him to undertake the travels which he

extended to Asia. It was not till his re

turn, that he entirely devoted himself to

music : he studied under several masters,

amongst whom he himself mentions the

celebrated Ant. Perti. His progress in

composition was so rapid, that, in 1723,

when but seventeen years of age, he was

appointed chapel-master to a convent of his

order at Bologna, which situation he filled

till his death.

He exercised the functions of professor

in the same art, and his school, the most

learned in existence in Italy during his life,

has produced a considerably larger number of

great composers than any other, while artists

enjoying a high reputation, and crowned

with the most brilliant success, have con

sidered it both an honour and a duty to

take his advice, and to attend to his in

structions : amongst these was the cele

brated Jomelli.

To the talent of forming good scholars,

P. Martini united that of a composer. He

has written a large quantity of highly es

teemed church music, but his most cele

brated compositions are some duets in the

style of llicercari, and some canons for the

harpsichord or organ, which are excessively

dilhcult. Notwithstanding a degree of

coldness, his works please by the purity,

learning, and the good taste which charac

terise them.

But Martini's principal titles to reputa

tion are his treatises on the different parts of

music. Amongst his works there are two

which deserve particular attention, namely,

his " Sagffio Fondamcntale Prativo di Con-

trapuuto," or " Essay on Counterpoint,"

and his " JJitlory of Miuic."

The first of these consists in two col

lections of models, the one of counterpoint

upon plain chant, the other of fugues, for

from two to eight voices. In the first

collection, the Pere Martini takes a survey

of the eight sounds generally admitted into

plain chant, he gives an example of coun

terpoint, properly so called, upon each of

them, most frequently taken from Const
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Porta, and several examples of plain chant

fugated, taken from Palestrina. These ex

amples are accompanied by explanatory

notes, the whole preceded by a summary

composition of the rules of counterpoint.

The second collection is an abridged treatise

on the rules of fugue and canon, followed

by pieces of fugue in the madrigal style,

sacred and profane, rising from two to

eight voices, with and without a continued

bass, accompanied by notes. The most

praiseworthy part of these collections is,

without doubt, his choice of examples, drawn

from the best masters, and which convey a

knowledge of their several styles of compo

sition ; this excepted, the work, in the pre

sent state of things, possesses but a very

moderate utility. In fact, with respect to

the counterpoint or plain chant, the exam

ples by P. Martini are written upon a sys

tem which is no longer felt in these days,

and which consequently cannot be treated

with success : as to the fugated pieces, they

are more like preludes than fugues, properly

so called ; a great number are written upon

the principles of the preceding, and are

therefore useless. With regard to the text

accompanying these models, it cannot be

denied that the introductions are too much

abridged, and consequently useless to the

pupils who do not understand them, and

also to the masters who know more than

they include. With relation to the notes

placed below the examples, in spite of some

very interesting particulars, it must be

owned that they are in general too simple,

since they include no more than what is

already known by those who undertake to

read them, and merely present them with

remarks which they themselves are aide to

make. As the digressions indulged in by

the commentator deserve reproach, they

contain nothing to excuse their length ; and

therefore we must conclude the greatest

merit of P. Martini in this work, is, that of

having proved that he perfectly understood

Italian antiquity, that is to say,'the excellent

school of the sixteenth and seventeenth

century, while, by the good taste he had

displayed in tha choice of the chef-d'ceuvres

of this epoch, he was able to induct the

reader to appreciate it.

P. Martini's " Hittory ofMusic" deservo

a similar mixture of praise and censure.

The work attests immense reading and

prodigious erudition ; it is a continuation

of anecdotes, written with, purity and some

what interesting, but it has neither emi

nor plan, nor the least shade of judgment a

criticism. He intended to comprise il i

five volumes, but, thus continued, it vml.

have extended to at least twenty-ire or

thirty.

With the view of pursuing his labours,

P. Martini had amassed an enormous qnsi-

tity of materials. The libraries of Ialj

had enriched him with valuable manuscripts

His friend Botrigari had left him his grei!

musical library, which contained many re

works. The generosity of the famous Fin-

nelli furnished him with considerable funds,

and enabled him to procure all imagi31-

ble materials. These united sources (<xmti

a library of seventeen thousand volumei

three hundred of which were manuscript!

They occupied four rooms ; the first ws-

tained the manuscripts, in the second «d

third were placed the printed books, v>b

in the fourth the musical works, neartj t5

manuscript.

The sweetness, simplicity, and mode*''

which formed the character of Martini, fee

eagerness to communicate to all who de

sired it the treasures of science and *f

erudition he possessed, have coDcihsted

universal esteem and veneration.

great Frederick, to whom he sent, ia I'd

his " History of Music" answered him wis

a letter written with his own hand, acw-

panied by a snuffbox, and his pom1

enriched with diamonds. All tho« wkon

the love of the arts conducted into InJ^

visited him in passing Bologna, and quitted

him with sentiments of admiration and jn-

titude. He was attacked, in 1774, with tie

dropsy in the chest, according to Dr. Ban*',

who about that time discerned in him synp-

toms of that disease, and he died in 17*4.

MARTINI, (Mahtin) a Franri*»

friar and church composer in the hep5'
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tins; of the eighteenth century, published

" 72 tin und zweystimmige Arien auf alle

Ftitein Mr, mil 1 Jnitrum., und Gen.

Ben," Augsburg ; " Vierstimmige Vespern

it B. V. Maria ct Sum lis Apostolis,"

Awrsburg ; "Litaneyen und Salve Regina,

•at 2 B. und Gen, Bast," Augsburg,

1717.

MARTINI (Giovanni P. E.) was bom

1 1741 at Freystatt, a small town in the

I'pper Palatinate. He studied early in life

nusic and the Latin language, and at the

igi of ten had made such progress in the

iraer, that he was appointed organist to

he seminary of the town of Neuburg, on the

Danube, where he continued for the further

>pace of six years his accustomed studies.

l« 1758, he went to the university of Fri-

Wfg, in Brisgan, where he studied philoso-

iky and acted as organist to the Francis-

Mi Having at this time decided on the

nusical profession, he resolved to travel, and

"■certain where he should first go, it is said

'bat he took it in his head to mount to the

top of his house, which was situated be-

hwea the town gate leading to France and

4at to Italy, and to throw a feather in the

with a determination of following the

Krection in which it should be blown. As

I flew towards the French gate, he followed

bat route, and arrived in France in 1760.

1« first stopped at Nancy, where his talent

w music, together with the frankness of

■ character, procured him numerous

fiends. Here he perfected himself in his

It, and had an opportunity of examining,

Itp by step, the construction of a new or-

M with fifty stops for the cathedral at

fancy. It was this which gave him the

in of his work entitled " Ecole ifOrgue,"

'liich was published at Paris in 1804. In

764, he arrived at Paris, and the day after

* was requested by some acquaintance to

impose a march for one of the regiments

f Swiss guards. He did so the same

■TOiing, and the following morning it was

aieu to the duke of Choiseul , who had

!Ied ihat day to give a prize for the best

*w march. The duke was so pleased with

i when played on parade, that he remitted

to Martini & rouleau of twenty-five louis.

Such was his dibut at Paris. He next

made himself known by some trios and qua-

tuors for the violin, and by several sonatas

and concertos for the piano-forte, which he

caused to be published. He then was

charged with the composition of a grand

mass ; this he himself considered as one of

his best works, and it was performed at

Vienna for many years afterwards on a par

ticular annual festival. He soon after this

became director of the chamber music of the

prince of Condi?, from whose service he passed

to that of the count d'Artois, with whom he

remained till the commencement of the re

volution. In the sixth year of the French

republic, the directory nominated him one

of the five inspectors of instruction at the

conservatory ; but neither his talent nor that

of Gretry and Monsigny being longer a

I'ordre du jour with the republicans, they

were all three dismissed.

Martini is one of the musicians who

have most contributed to the improvement

of military music in France. He is also the

first musician who, instead of the single

line of figured bass which was formerly

placed under songs, introduced a separate

piano-forte accompaniment with dispersed

chords, an improvement which has been

since imitated throughout Europe. The

works of G. P. E. Martini, up to the year

1811, were as follows :

Dramatic : " L'Amoureux de Quin:e

Ans," 1771. "Le Rendei-vms nocturne,"

one act. " Le Fermicr rru sonrd," 1772.

"La Bataille d'lvry, ou Henri IV.," in

three acts, 1774. " Le Poite suppose'" in

three acts. " Lt Droit du Seigneur," in

three acts, 1783. " L'Amant Sy/phe."

"Sapho," in three acts, 1795. "Annette

et Lubin." " Zimeo," a grand opera, in

three acts. "Sophie, ou le Tremblcment

de Tcrre de Messine" in three acts. " La

Partie de Campagne," in three acts. Ro

mances, &c. : " Six Recueils ifAirs, Ro-

matues, Chansons, avec Accompagtiement

de Forte-piano" Sacred music : " Six

Pseaumes a deux voix avec Accompagne-

I f»«i» tie tOrgut ou du Forte'piano,"
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"Messe snlennellc h grand archestre et h

grands chaeurs." " Te lieum it grand or-

chestrc et it grands chccurs" " Messe des

Marts, <i grand orchestre et a. grands

chaturs" " La Cantate iVArcabonne ti

voix seulc, avec Accompagnement ti grand

orchestre, ou avec le seul Accompagnement

du Forte'-piano" " JDomine Salvurn, a

quatre voix, sans orchestre," " Grand

Cantate, composie pour le Mariage de S.

M. CEmpereur, & voix settle, avec Accom

pagnement dc Forte-piano, ou ii quatre voix

rtcitantes, avec chaturs et grand orches

tre." Martini also published, in 1790, "La

MiUipie moderne ;" and, in 1804, his

" Ecole tfOrgue," This work is divided

into three parts, and is of high authority.

MARTINI, called Peu d'aroent. Under

this name there were, in the royal archives

at Copenhagen, five books of " Sacra Can-

tiones," Dusseldorf, 1555. They were de

stroyed by fire.

MARTINO, (Orat. di) a composer of

the sixteenth century, of whose productions

something may be found in the De An-

tiquis Primo Libro a 2 Voci de diversi

Autori di Sari, Venice, 1585.

MARTINS, (Joao.) See Martinez.

MARTINS, (Francisco) chapel-master

at £lvas, in Portugal, was born at Evora,

where, when yet a boy, in 1629, he was

placed in a musical seminary. He made

such excellent progress in music, that he

soon excelled his teachers, and obtained the

situation above-mentioned. The works

which he has left consist of masses, psalms,

hymns, responsories, and motets, and are

highly esteemed. Machado mentions a

musical contest with the chapel-master,

Remigio, at Badajos, as a proof of the dis

tinguished musical abilities of Martins.

(See tiill. Lus. vol. iv. p. 138.)

MARTIUS, (Jacob Fr.) organist of the

principal church of Erlangen, and born

there in 1760, is one of the few able ad

mirers of the art who spontaneously offered

themselves for the arrangement and com

pletion of the old edition of the German

lexicon of Musicians, by the communica

tion of his written observations. The ac-

tivlty of Martius for the benefit, is mil o)

church music as of amateurs, will cltu!)

appear from the following catalogue of hi

printed works: " Sammtitng vermischu.

Klavierstucke, liter, iter Jakrg," Nuretn

burg,'1782 ; i. e. " Collections of mixt piece

for the piano, first and second year." Hoi

far these works have been continued is c;

known. " Der Klavicrauszug der Ope

die drey Pachter von Desaides," Nim:

burg, 1782; and " Taschenbuck der JUY

sit, 4 Stucke," Nuremburg, 1786. TV;

Taschenbuch or Almanack contains, on i

plan well calculated for the entertainmui: ■

amateurs, not only small pieces for

piano by favourite composers and by '

editor himself, but also short bio^rap..

sketches, amongst others, of Handel a!

Graun ; likewise several musical enigma

" Einige Sinfonien von Pleyclfiirs klsrm

ausgesetzt, mit Begtcit ; einer Vutlm

eines Violonc," Speier. " Sammlttm •■■

Heligionsgesangen Choren und Dvtt!n.

ats Texte ~u Kirchenmusiken," Erlnse

1792. " Ckore und vierstimtnige Am

fur blosse Singstimmen mil nn/trwuci'"

Vhoriilen," and " Lieder." The appeou

to this last work contains some of kltf

stock's odes, a Magnificat, Te Deunu '■'

several authors, Niemyer's Lauras, ul

an Easter hymn by Seiler. In the pefw.

Martius rejects the use of the recitative U

the Protestant church service.

MARTORELLI, (Antonio) a tat-

poser of the sixteenth century, of extntf-

dinary talents, whose madrigals, acfii-

standing they were composed early in to

youth, were superior to all that were o*

sidered beautiful in his time. For tliurei

son a high value was placed on then to^>

in France and Italy. Martorelli »as

at Padua in 1531. He went, v.heo "7

young, to Rimini, where he was gent'1''?

esteemed as an instructor in music. B*

died in 1556, at the early age of tweaty-S"-

MARTORETTA, (Gian Domain) «

contrapuntist of the sixteenth century, >i

whose productions there still exist, u ^

Munich library, " Madrigali i 4

Venice.
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MARTYN, (Benoall) secretary to the

board of Excise in London, about the year

1710. He played, as amateur, not only

on the violin, but wrote also " fourteen

Sonatas" for that instrument, which were

printed fifteen years after his death. (See

Hawkins, vol. v. p. 126.)

MARVILLE, (Viokeui. he, called also

Natalis Argonensis) an advocate at

Paris towards the end of the seventeenth

century, became afterwards a monk in the

convent of Gaillon, at Rouen, where he re

ceived the name Bonavenlura, and died in

1705. Besides several learned works on

church music, he also published " Melange

d'Histoire et de Litte'rature," wherein much

mention is made of music.

MASCARA or MASCHERA, (Fio-

tENzo) an excellent organist, who flou

rished nearly forty years, in the last half

of die sixteenth century, at Brescia. Most

cities in Italy were desirous to hear him. He

was also a good violinist, and the first who

composed for the organ canzoni Frances?.

la Johann Woltien's J'abalaturtn Mu-

licet Organictr, 1617, are still to be found

" 10 Canzoni Francese," by this composer,

but under the name Maschera.

MASCHEK, ,l'\t i : composer and

pianist at Vienna, in 1796, played also the

harmonica, and was a zealous cultivator of

l>i> art. Besides several good motets and

quartettes by him, which have become

known in manuscript, the following have

l*en printed : " Six Petits Rondoi facil. et

offriabl. pour le F. F. i> I' usage tics Com-

wncans," 1798. " Das allgemeine Wie-

tstf Aufgebot, eine charakteristische So

nate, furs Fortepiano mit Begl. einer Vio-

l>»e und eincs Violoncelts," Vienna, 1798.

" 12 LOndtrschefurs Klav." Vienna, 1798.

11 Sammlung titler StUche, welehe bey tVe-

iegenheit des Wiener Anfgebuts erschienen

>u>4,fir21i. oder 2 Ft.," Vienna, 1800.

MASCI1EK, (Vincinzo) probably bro

ther of the preceding, resided at Berlin in

1788. In 1796, he was appointed chapel-

luuter of St. Nicholas' church at Prague. He

was well grounded in music and on the piano

forte by Franz Duscbek, and afterwards

vou u.

studied counterpoint under Seger. He was

one of the improvers of the harmonica,

which he played in a masterly manner. As

a teacher, he possessed the particular gift of

communicating his knowledge to others with

facility, by which means he has succeeded

in raising a considerable number of excel

lent pupils. We can only mention the fol

lowing of his printed compositions: "25

Lieder fur Kinder von Spielmann. Mit F.

Duscheh gemeitischaftlich gesetzt" 1792.

"Hie Spicgclritter, Operelte von Kotze-

but," 1795. " Bohmcns Dankgcfiihl,

eine Kantale von Meisiner," Prague, 1796.

" Concertino pour le Clav. a 4 mains, 2>

Clar., 2 Ft., 2 C, et 2 B„" Leipsic, 1802.

" Sonate pour le Clav. fl 4 mains,*1 Leipsic,

1802. " Grande Sonate pour P. F. avec

V. in Es." There are also to be found of

his composition, at Traeg's, in Vienna, " 1

Klavicrkonzert aus Es mit starker Beglei-

tung," and " 2 Concertini fur 10 bis \ 1

Bogen und Blasinstrumente." It cannot be

ascertained, however, whether the eight

above-mentioned orchestral symphonies, and

a concerto for three harpsichords, two

horns, and two bassoons, are this author's

productions, or whether they belong to the

preceding article. Vincenzo likewise com

posed, in 1800, " Hymnc an die Goltheit,"

i. e. "A Hymn to the Deity."

MASCHEK, (Mad.) wife of the pre

ceding, and performer on the harmonica,

travelled to Denmark, and obtained much

celebrity on her instrument. She was also,

in the summer of 1791, with her hus

band, at Karlsbad, where they publicly per

formed duets on the harmonica and piano

forte.

MASCITTI, (Michele) a Neapolitan

violinist, was attached to the household of

the regent duke of Orleans. He died at

Paris about the year 1750.

MASI, (P.) cfiHpel-master at the church

of the holy apostles, and singer in the ponti

fical chapel at Rome, left many composi

tions for the church, chamber, and theatre.

He died in 1772.

MASI, (Giovanni) a chapel-master at

Home in 1793, is mentioned in the Indie*
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it Sptttacoti of Milan, for 1783, as an

opera composer. Among his other works,

he brought out at Rome an opera buffa en

titled " Lo Sposalizio per puntiglio."

MAST. (Girolamo) was born at Rome

in the year 1768. He was instructed in

music by his father, a pupil of the famous

Durante, and a distinguished harpsichord

player of his time. At eighteen years of

age young Masi was chosen piano-forte

master to the duchess Braschi, niece of the

reigning pope. At twenty-one, his father

(who was director and composer of the

royal Spanish church of Rome) being

struck blind, the son succeeded him, and

during four years that he served the church,

composed a great quantity of sacred music,

besides two operas for the theatres. He

next went to Naples, where, his piano-forte

playing procuring him a number of friends,

he was prevailed on to settle. Amongst

other music, he composed there a cantata that

was performed with great success. On the

preparation of the French to invade Italy,

Masi set off for England, in company with

sir John Legard, with whom he has since

resided, teaching the piano-forte. He has

published a great number of rondos and

variations in a popular style. The pro

ductions that have most distinguished him

are, "A Set of Canzonets, the Words se

lected from Pope's Elnisa ;" " A Set of

Preludes," published by Monzani ; and "A

Tocatta," (Har. Ins.) Masi has besides

contracted into septets and quintets, many

symphonies of Beethoven, Moiart, Rom

berg, Woelfl, &c.

MASON, (William) a clergyman at

York, also king's chaplain, is one of the

classical poets and musical authors of our

country. He was born at Hull in 1726,

where his father was vicar. At his native

town he received his first instructions in the

sciences, studied afterwards at St. John's

college, Cambridge, and obtained, through

the interest of the Earl of Holderness, the

office of king's chaplain, the living of As

ton, also a canonry in York cathedral.

His last-named office gave occasion to the

following very instructive work, an atten-

tive perusal of which was strongly recom

mended by Dr. Burney to all composers

of sacred music. " Essay on Chvrth

Music, together with a copious Callic-

tion of those Portions of the Psahnt »/

David, Bible, and Liturgy, which hate

been set to Music, and sung as Anthem it

the Cathedral and Collegiate Churches if

England: published for the Use of thr

Church at Yorh. To which is prefixed, «

Critical and Historical Essay on Cathedral

Music," York, 1782. Mason enjoyed ex

cellent bodily health, presuming on wbick

he neglected a slight wound on his font,

when a sudden inflammation took platt,

and after forty-eight hours' illness, he W

at Aston, in 1797, in the seventy-sewa!

year of his age.

MASSAINUSor MASSANIO, (Tmt-

tius) an Augustine friar, and very indus

trious church composer, lived in 1592 «1

Prague, and belonged to the court of tk«

emperor Rudolph IT. He was bora «i

Cremona, resided for some years at Pii-

cenia, became afterwards chapel-master a

the church of St. Maria del Popolo.

Rome, after which he went to Prague. I'

his numerous works, amounting to upwink

of thirty, we can, with the assistant «

Draudius, only mention the followiof:

" t'oncenlus 5 roc. in unitvrsos Psalm* "

Vesperis omnium Festorum per totum

nnm frequentatos, cum tribus Magnificit,

quorum ultimum 9 vocntn modulaiwtt re-

pulatur," Venice, 1576. " Sacri vaid>-

runi concentus, qui 6—'10, et 12 voeibut, &

duos tresve Choros coa/escentes cwn*

possunt," Venice, 1567. "Mist*; 5 rt S

vocnm." " Karate ceeli, 5 roc." "Irs*

ciutn vobis, 5 voc." " Omnes gent". *

twc., Liber 1," Venice, 1578. " On***-

Sacra, 5 voc.," Venice, 1580. "***•

rum C-antionum, 7 vocibus, Liber I, ^

nice, 1607. Arisius, in his Cremtn

rat. p. 454, from which the preeedint re

ticulars respecting Massainus are tskei.

adds, that he himself possesses me follow

ing of his works : " II Quarto Libra de Mr

drigati a 5 port," Venice, 1594, "Husirt

super Thrcnos JcrcmUt Pnfhtht, 4 <""■
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hut," Venice, 1599. Besides these, there

were aiso several pieces by bim in tbe

Symphonia Angelica, edited at Amurgos,

in 1585, by Hubert Vaelrand. The follow

ing works by him are in the Munich li

brary : " Madrigali il 4 voci," Venice,

1569, " Motettat 5 et 6 voci," Venice,

1576, and " Missa, 8 voci," Venice,

1600.

MASSART, (J. N.) a French violoncel

list and composer for his instrument, about

tie year 1768.

MASSE, a celebrated chapel-master in

the service of Louis XV. of France.

MASSENTHJS, (Dohinicus) a com

poser, flourished in 1632 at Rome, where,

according to Allatius, he published the fol

lowing works : " Motetti it Voce sola,"

"Motetti a due, e pii voci," " Salmi il

otto voci," and " Cantonetli & una, e piii

foci."

MASSENUS, (Petrds) chapel-master

to Charles V., at Brussels, was born at

Ghent, and flourished about the middle of

•he ifteenth century. He published " De-

derttionts orationis dominica; ct saluta-

tinit angelica," Brussels, 1559. Finck

mentions him as one of the best composers

of his time.

MASSI. See Masi.

MASSI, (Francesco Maria) a Minor

ite, flourished about 1696 as chapel-mas

ter and composer in Italy. He set to mu

sic the " Peccator pentito at Biavibino

Oiesh nella nolle iti Natale," Perugia,

16S6, of the count Nicolo Monte Mellini,

and dedicated it to the Academici Oscuri of

Lucca.

MASSMANJJ, (Alexander) organist

in Kneiphoff, near Konigsberg, in Prussia,

published at Amsterdam, in 1720, " Suite

four le Claxicin"

MASSON, (C.) chapel-master of the

cathedral church at Chalons, in Champagne,

»nd of the Jesuits' church of Saint Louis,

in the beginning of the eighteenth century,

published " Traiti del Regies de Composi

tion de la Musique, par lequel on apprend

H /aire facileinent tin Chant sur des Paroles,

i composer& deur, atrois, tt a juatre Par-

ties, Sfc. et a chiffrer la Basse Continue,

suivant (usage des meilleurs Auteurs.

Ouvrage tris-utile a ceux qui jouent de

I'Orgue, du Clavc'cin, et du Thiorbe,'' Pa

ris, 1705. A fourth edition, revised and

corrected at the expense of Estiehne Roger,

was published at Amsterdam under the

title "Nonveau Traiti, l(c." An edition of

this work is said to have been printed, in

1757, at Hamburgh.

MASURES, (Lours des) a Flemish

contrapuntist of the sixteenth century. Of

his works the following is yet in the elec

torate library at Munich : " Cantiques a 4

part.," Lyon, 1564.

MATAUSCHEK, an abW, probably re

sident at Vienna. Of his compositions there

were published in that town, in 1803,

" Deux Rondeaux pour le Clav.," Nos. 1

and 2, and " Quatorze Variations pour la

Flute, avec Ace," Op. 5.

MATHER, (Samuel) organist at Shef

field, is the youngest son of Mr. Mather,

late organist of St. Pants church, Sheffield,

to which situation he was appointed in 1 788.

His son Samuel was elected organist of St.

James's church, Sheffield, in 1799, and his

eldest son, John Mather, (now organist and

professor of music in Edinburgh) was ap

pointed organistof the parish church ofShef

field soon after ; so that the father and his two

sons, at that period, held all the organists*

situations in the three churches at Sheffield.

His father dying in 1808, S. Mather was in

a few days after unanimously elected to fill

his situation as organist at St. Paul's church.

In the year 1805, he was appointed master

of the military band, attached to the Shef

field regiment of volunteers, which situation

he still continues to hold, together with a

lieutenant's commission. In the year 1 806,

Slather, in conjunction with his brother

and the late J. Foster, Esq. of High Green,

began the Yorkshire amateor concerts at

Sheffield. In the following year, they

were held at Leeds, and the next at York,

and have been continued since that time,

triennially, at those places, with increas

ing pleasure to the lovers of music. In

the year 1814, he established the Yorkshire
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.choral concert, of which he was the sole

manager for the first four years, having ob

tained the names of the noblemen and

gentlemen in the county to support it, by

an annual subscription of one guinea each,

and having an excellent band of vocal and

instrumental performers. Here he brought

forward every month a performance, which

was always numerously attended. " The

Messiah" ** Judas " w Samson" " Israel

in Egypt," "The Creation," " Athalia,"

*' Jeptha" u Acis and Galatea," *' Alex

ander's Feast," with various selections from

the best composers, have followed in suc

cession. Nearly the same plan has since

been adopted in Edinburgh, where his bro

ther has been one of the principal managers.

In the year 1813, Yaniewitz and Mather

first brought the inimitable Catalani before

the Sheffield audience for three days' per

formance, of which Mather had the entire

management. In September, 1822, he was

, elected grand organist to the provincial

lodge of freemasons for the West Riding of

the county of York. His publications, at

present, are not very numerous ; but

several of them have been well received at

the music meetings. He has now nearly

. ready for the press "A Book of Psalms and

Hymns" in number about two hundred,

composed and adapted to words selected

by his grace the lord archbishop of York,

„ for the service of the church of .England,

and for the use of private families. A

number of songs, duets, trios, choruses,

Te Deum.&c. which are now in manuscript,

are also meant to be published by him.

MATTA, (Fit. Joao da) a composer,

born at Lisbon in 1716, studied divinity at

Coinibra. He died in 1738, in his twenty-

fourth year, leaving some motets and masses

of his composition.

MATJ'EI, (Savekio) an advocate at

■ Naples, published at Padua, in 1780, a

work in eight volumes, entitled " Visserta-

zioni prelitninari alia traduzione de salmi."

He also published, in 1785, " Eloges" of

Metastasio and of Jomelli, who were both

his intimate friends. He died at Naples in

1802.

MATTHjEI, (Heixricb AccI'st) >

composer and solo-violinist at Leipsic, w»

born at Dresden in 1781. He devoted

himself to music from inclination, aud hum

his infancy ; it is not surprising, therefore,

that he soon made himself master of seve

ral instruments. Among these, he con

sidered the violin as his principal,and made

such progress on it, that when, in 1804, cm

a journey to Leipsic, he made his first pub

lic appearance at a concert, he was imme

diately admitted as a member of tbe

orchestra. It reflects no less honour on lis

talents as an artist than on his general cha

racter, that shortly after this engagemea:,

a society of musical amateurs at Leipsic,

in 1804, provided him with a suffices

capital to undertake a journey to Paris, if

the purpose of perfecting himself on k>

instrument under the great violinist Krrt-

zer. He so well fulfilled this praise-

worthy intention, that, after a stay ef

eighteen months in Paris, having returned

to Leipsic, he was, at his first public re

appearance there, received with unirem'

enthusiasm for his increased abilities »i

excellence in the art. After his rerum

from Paris, he was also very successful is

several attempts at the composition of ari-

ettes, variations, duets, and concertos fe

the violin, of which the following hut

been printed : " Sechs deutsche Arietta,

mil Begleit. des Piano/, oder der Gaitorri.

Leipsic, 1807. " Cone, pour Viohm, in £.

Op. 2, Leipsic, 1808. " Three Duos iw

cert. pour 2 K," Op. 3, Leipsic, 1810; tsti

"Quatuor brillant, pour 2 I'., A., Fe.,"0f-

6, Leipsic. That he was, in 1814, oneofik

best performers on the violin in Germi»>-

Gerber testifies from his own experience.

MATTHKES, (Johann Wilhel*) bore

at Berlin, was concert-master to priu--*

Henry of Prussia at Rheinsberg. He w

a very solid and able violinist of the set'*'

of Benda, and particularly distinguished b>

his fine and full tone.

MATTHEES, (Carl Ludwig) vom?f

brother of the preceding. He was ciuns-

ber-musician and performer on the haurbo)

to the margrave of Brandenburg-Sob.*'0"
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After the death of the margrave, his whole

bind having been discharged without any

pension, Matthees, in despair, laid aside

the hautboy, and established a powder and

spirit manufactory at Schwedt, but with

such bad success, that, after ten years spent

in labour and care, he was obliged, in 1799,

to leave Schwedt clandestinely, having first

taken his hautboy out of a dirty corner,

aad put it in his great coat pocket as his

sole future hope. In " Bach's Vielrrley"

are to be found two solos for the hautboy

by this musician. He was considered a

performer inferior only to Besozzi, Fischer,

and Lebrun.

MATTHEI8, (Nicola) an Italian violin

ist, came over to this country about the latter

end of Charles II.'s reign. He was an

excellent musician, and performed wonder

fully on the violin. His manner was sin

gular; but he excelled, in one respect, all

that had been heard in England before :

ha areata, or manner of bowing, his shakes,

iintions, and, indeed, his whole style of

performance, was surprising, and every

sTole of his bow was a mouthful. All

that he played was of his own composition,

which manifested him to be a very exqui

site harmonist, and of a boundless fancy

and invention.

When he first came to England he was

'ery poor, but not so poor as proud ; which

prevented his being heard, or making use-

fal acquaintance for a long time, except

among a few merchants in the city, who

patronised him ; and setting a high value

on his condescension, he made them in

demnify him for the want of more general

favour.

By degrees, however, he was more no

ticed, and was induced to perform at

court. But his demeanour did not please,

aad he was thought capricious and trouble

some, as he took offence if any one whis

pered while he played, which was a kind

»f attention that had not been much in

fashion at the English court. It was said,

that the duke of Richmond would have

settled a pension upon him, though he

wished him to change his manner of play-

ing, and that one of his pages should show

him a better. Mattheis, for the sake of the

jest, condescended to take lessons of the

page, but learned so fast, that he soon out

ran him in his own way. But he continued

so outrageous in his demands, particularly

for his solos, that few would comply with

them, and he remained in narrow circum

stances and obscurity for a long time.

Nor would his superior talents ever have

contributed to better his fortune, had it not

been for the zeal and friendly offices of two

or three dilettanti, his admirers. These

were Dr. Walgrave, a prodigy on the

arch-lute, sir Roger L'Estrange, an expert

violinist, and Mr. Bridgman, the under

secretary, who accompanied well on the

harpsichord. These gentlemen becoming

acquainted with him, and courting him in

his own way, had an opportunity of de

scribing to him the temper of the English,

who, if humoured, would be liberal, but if

uncivilly treated, would be sulky, and de

spise him and his talents ; assuring him

that, by a little complaisance, he would

neither want employment nor money.

By advice so reasonable, they, at length,

brought him into such good temper, that he

became generally esteemed and sought

after; and having many scholars, though

on moderate terms, his purse filled apace,

which confirmed his conversion.

After this, he discovered a way of ac

quiring money, which was then perfectly

new in this country. For observing how

much his scholars admired the lessons he

composed for them, which were all duos,

and that mo'st musical gentlemen who heard

them wished to have copies of them, he

was at the expense of having them neatly

engraved on copper-plates, in oblong octavo,

which was the beginning of engraving mu

sic in England, and these he presented,

well bound, to lovers of the art and ad

mirers of his talents, for which he often

received three, four, and five guineas. And

so great were his encouragement and profits

in this species of traffic, that he printed

four books of " Ayres for the Violin" in*

the same form and size.
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He printed lessons likewise for the guitar,

of which instrument he was a consummate

master, and had so much force upon it, as

to be able to contend with the harpsichord,

in concert.

Another book of his writing was designed

to teach composition, air, and thorough

bass. Of this work, though it was printed,

but few copies are to be met with. His full

pieces, concertos, and solos, were never

published, and are very scarce, if at all to

be found.

The two first of the four books mentioned

above, of which many copies were dis

persed, consist of preludes, allemandes, sa

rabands, courants, gigues, divisions on

grounds aud double compositions fitted to

all hands and capacities. The third book

is entitled " Ayres for the Violin, to wit :

Preludes, Fugues, Allemandes, Sarabands,

Courants, Gigues, Fancies, Divisions, and

likewise other Passages, Introductions and

Fuguesfor single and double Stops; with

Divisions somen-/tat more artificial, for the

Improvement of the Hand upon the Base-

Viol or Harpsichord," The fourth book is

called " Ot/ter Ayres and Pieces for the

Violin, Base-viol, and Harpsichord, some-

what more difficult and artificial than the

former ; composed for the practice and

service of greater Masters upon t/wse in

struments."

Mr. North observes, that while the lovers

of music were acquainted with his manner

of playing from his own books, which often

happened in large assemblies, no one pre

tended to do the like ; for none could com

mand that fulness, grace, and truth, of

which he was master. So that, in his own

time, his compositions were thought im

practicable from their difficulty ; and since,

as they were never thrown into the shops,

they have been but little known. At

present, when the instrument is so much

advanced, no one could have the least idea

of these pieces having ever been difficult,

who was not a witness of his own manner

of playing them. Indeed, his books, well

studied, are a sufficient rudiment of artful

composition.

Another observation of this speculate

dilettante is, that in a numerous assembly,

when Mattheis alone was to entertain the

company, having his friends Walgrave,

L'Estrange, and Bridgman about him, and

flaming with good-humour and enthusiasm,

he has seized on the attention of the whole

audience with such force and variety, at to

prevent even a whisper for more than aa

hour together, however crowded the room.

After this, it is easy to imagine that his

reputation and abilities would enable him

to accumulate wealth, or to live in splen

dour; he chose the latter, took a great

house, and indulging appetite, lived *>

luxuriously, that he brought on diseases,

and soon put an end to his existence.

MATTHEIS, MATTEIS, or MATHYS,

(Nicola) sod of the preceding, was also i

violinist and composer for his instrument.

He received, from the very cradle, instruc

tions from his father on the violin, and

made such progress, that he was afterwirdi

invited to the imperial chapel at Vienna,

where, amongst twenty-three violinists, ht

obtained the first place. This situation he

held as late as 1727, according to Waltber.

He returned afterwards to England, where,

in 1737, Dr. Burney became acquainted

with him at Shrewsbury, and received in

structions from him in the double capaot;

of music and French master. Mattheis

remained in that town till his death, which

took place in 1 749. Dr. Burney says, that

Mattheis executed the solos of Corelli with

inimitable simplicity and grace. Wahbtr

mentions of his works, " Arte Cantabilt i

V. solo,eVc.o B.continuo," Ops. 1,2,3,4,

5, Amsterdam. Quanz states, that Mat

theis also made a new arrangement at

Corelli's solos.

MATTHESON, (Joiiakn) a native of

Hamburgh, was born in 1681. In tht

seventh year of his age, he was placed

by his parents under the care of differ

ent masters, and instructed by them in the

rudiments of learning, and the principle! of

music, in which science he improved o

fast, that at the age of nine he was able to

sing, to the organ at Hamburgh, compos
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lions of his own. At the age of eighteen,

he composed an opera, and performed

the principal part. In 1703, an offer was

made him of the place of organist of the

church at Lubec ; but not liking the condi

tions of the appointment, which was, that

he should submit to the yoke of marriage

with a young woman whom the magistrate!

had chosen for him, he thought proper to

decline it, Jn 1704, he visited Holland,

and was invited to accept the place of or-

. anist at Harlem, with a salary of fifteen

hundred florins a year ; but he declined it,

choosing to return to his own country,

where he became secretary to sir Cyril

Wych, resident at Hamburgh for the En-

srlish court. In this station, he made him-

telf master of the English language, and,

without abandoning the study of music,

took up a resolution to quit the opera stage,

on which he had been a singer for fifteen

Jtaxs. In 1709, he married Catherine, a

daughter of Mr. Jennings, a clergyman,

Marly related to admiral sir John Jen

nings,

In the course of his employment as se

cretary to the resident, he was trusted with

several important negotiations, and made

frequent journies to Leipsic, Bremen, and

different parts of Saxony, from which he

'taped considerable advantages. Upon the

death of sir Cyril Wych, in the year 1712,

the care of the English affairs in the circle

of Lower Saxony devolved to Mattheson,

and he occupied the office of resident, till

the son of the late minister was appointed

to it. Upon the accession of king George

I. to the crown of Eugland, he composed

a memorable serenata; and in the year

"15 obtained the reversion of the office

of chapel-master in the cathedral of Ham-

hurgh, with certain other appointments

prefixed to it. During all this time he

continued his station of secretary to the

British resident ; and upon many occasions

«f his absence, he discharged in his own

proper person the functions of the minister.

Amidst that multiplicity of business which

necessarily sprang from such a situation,

Mattheson found means to prosecute his

musical studies : he composed music for the

church and for the theatre, and was ever

present at the performance of it : he prac

tised the harpsichord at his own apartments

incessantly, and on that instrument, if not

on the organ, was unquestionably one of

the first performers of his time. He wrote

and translated books to an incredible num

ber, and this without an exclusive attach

ment to any particular object ; and the

versatility of his temper cannot be more

strongly marked, than by observing, that he

composed church music and operas, wrote

treatises on music and on the longitude.

His writings in general abound with intel

ligence, communicated in a desultory

manner, and are an evidence that the

author possessed more learning than judg

ment.

Mattheson was well acquainted with

Handel. Before the latter came to settle

in England they were in some degree rivals,

and solicited with equal ardour the favour

of the public. Mattheson relates, that he

had often vied with him on the organ, both

at Hamburgh and Lubec. The terms upon

which these two great men lived when they

were together, must appear very strange.

Handel approved so highly of the composi

tions of Mattheson, particularly his lessons,

that he used to play them for his pri

vate amusement ; and Mattheson had so

great a regard for Handel, that he at one

time entertained thoughts of writing his

life ; yet these two men were in one mo

ment of their lives at so great enmity, that

each bad the other opposed to the point of

his sword : in short, upon a dispute about

the seat of the harpsichord at the perform

ance of one of Mattheson's operas, they

fought a duel in the market-place of Ham

burgh, which a mere accident prevented

from being mortal to one or both of them.

Mattheson died at Hamburgh in the year

1764.

MATTHIUS, (Machos) a monk at

| Florence, flourished, in 1589, as organist

and composer, after having given, in 1751,

when yet very young, "Madrigali il 4 voci,"

\ Venice.
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MATTHO, member of the chapel royal

at Paris, composed the music to the opera

" Arion" 1715.

MATTIOLI, (Andrea) chapel-master

to the dulte of Mantua, and to the Acade-

mia dello Spirito Santo, at Ferrara, in the

middle of the seventeenth century, enjoyed

a great degree of esteem and encourage

ment from his contemporaries. We can

mention the following of his works : "JWs-

sa e Salmi," Venice, 1653. " La Palma

d"Amore," opera, Ferrara, 1650. '* II

Ratio di Crfalo," Ferrara, 1651. " Esilio

d'Amare" Ferrara, 1651. " La Didone,"

Ferrara, 1656. " II Perseo," Ferrara, 1665;

and " Gli tforzi del desiderio," Ferrara,

1666.

MATTIOLI, (Gajktano) chapel-master

to the elector of Cologne, at Bonn, about

the year 1783, was born at Venice in 1750.

He was a violin pupil of Morigi. He com

posed several symphonies, masses, &c.

MAUCOURT, (Louis Charles) a

musician at the court of Brunswick, pub

lished some trios for the violin at Offen

bach, in 1784 ; also " Concerto p. il V."

Op. 2, Darmstadt, 1793; " Concerto, p. il

V." Op. 3, Brunswick, 1796; and "Sonata p.

il V. solo c. B." Op. 4, Brunswick, 1797.

MAUGARS, a French ecclesiastic, pub

lished at Paris, in 1672, " Traite's divert

iCHistoire, dt Morale, et d"Eloquence ;'' in

which is also a discourse on the music of

Italy. The editions of the " Traite's divers,"

in which this latter discourse appears, were

not published by the author, but by St.

Ussans, at Paris, in 1G72. Maugars was

not only an able amateur and author, but

at the same time so celebrated a violon

cellist, that the king of Spain and several

other princes wished to hear him.

MAULGRLD or MAULGRAEUS,

(Pierre) a composer in the beginning of

the seventeenth century, (probably in the

Netherlands) published"6'Aa«io/M//on«/ej

it 4 et 5 Part." Antwerp, and " Cantiones

Sacra:, 4, 5, et 8 Foe," Antwerp, 1604.

MAUPIN, (La) a celebrated French

actress and singer in the time of Louis XIV.

She was the successor of La Rochois, and

seems to have been a most extraordinary

personage. She was equally fond of both

sexes, fought and loved like a man, and

resisted and fell like a woman. He: ad

ventures are of a very romantic kind. She

married a young husband, who was soon

obliged to absent himself from her, to eater

on an office he had obtained in Provence:

she then ran away with a fencing-master,

of whom she learned the small-sword, and

became an excellent fencer, which was

afterwards a useful qualification to her on

several occasions. The lovers first retreated

from persecution to I\l arseilles, but necessity

soon obliged them to solicit employment

at the opera there ; and, as both had by

nature good voices, they_ were receiteil

without difficulty. But soon after this she

was seized with a passion for a young per

son of her own sex, whom she seduced; bat

the object of her whimsical affection beiag

pursued by her friends and taken, wis

thrown into a convent at Avignon, where

Maupin soon followed her, and, ha™,'

presented herself as a novice, obtained ad

mission. Some time after, she set fire to

the convent, and availing herself of thecoa-

fusion she had occasioned, carried off her

favourite ; but being pursued and tales,

she was condemned to the flames for con

tumacy ; a sentence, however, which was

not executed, as the young Marseillaise *a

found and restored to her friends.

She then went to Paris, and made her

first appearance on the opera stage in 1635.

when she performed the part of PoBn,i>

Cadnuu, with the greatest success. The

applause was so violent, that she wis

obliged, in her car, to take off her coif" w

salute the public, which redoubled lbs:

marks of approbation. From that time her

success was uninterrupted. Dumesnil the

singer having affronted her, she pot «

man's clothes, watched for him in the Place

des Victoires, and insisted on his drawirg

his sword and fighting her, which he refusal

she caned him, and took from him his watrl

and snuffbox. Next day, Dumesnii hanaf

boasted at the opera-house that he had de

fended himself against three roes win
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attempted to rob him, she related the whole

story, and produced his watch and snuff

box in proof of her having caned him for his

cowardice. Thevenard was nearly treated

in the same manner, and had no other way

of escaping her chastisement, than by pub

licly asking her pardon, after hiding himself

in the Palais Koyal during three weeks.

At a ball given by Monsieur, the brother of

Louis XIV., she again put on man's clothes,

Jod having behaved impertinently to a lady,

tree of her friends, supposing Maupin

to be a man, called her out. She might

•asily have avoided the combat by disco-

>ering her sex, but she instantly drew, and

ulled them all three. Afterwards, return

ee very coolly to the ball, she told the story

io Monsieur, who obtained her pardon.

Wter other adventures she went to Brussels,

u*l there became the mistress of the elector

i Bavaria. This prince, quitting her for

le countess of Arcos, sent her by the count,

iusband of that lady, a purse of forty thou

sand litres, with an order to quit Brussels.

Fnu extraordinary heroine threw the purse

Jt tie count's head, telling him, it was a

'ccompense worthy of such a scoundrel and

— as himself. After this, she returned

o the opera stage, which she quitted in

"05. Being at length seized with a fit of

'evotion, she recalled her husband, who

ad remained in Provence, and passed with

im the last years of her life in a very pious

unner, dying in 1707, at the age of thirty-

mr.

MAURICE, landgrave of Hesse-Cassel,

' said to have composed eight or ten sets of

lotets, and other pieces of solemn music,

if the use of his own chapel, the organ of

Inch, on the great festivals, he frequently

layed himself. He completed and pub-

shed a work, begun by Valentine Cuckins,

titled " Opera metrici sacri Sanctorum,

hminicalivm et peranum."

MAURO D'ALAY or MAURINI, an

istrumental composer, published, in 1710,

12 Concern ii V. princip., 2 V., A., Vc,

Cembalo," Op. 1, Amsterdam.

MAURUS, a monk, belonging to the

"■went St, Martini de Scalis, born at Pa-

lettno, flourished as a composer in the six

teenth century. He published " Cantiones

Sacra?," Venice, 1590, for voices and in

struments.

MAVIUS, (Charles, junior) musical

professor at Leicester, was bom at Bedford

in the year 1800. His father (a professor

of music, now residing at Kettering, in

Northamptonshire) is a German, and came

to this country at the period of the French

revolution. Though born at Bedford, the

first ten years of the life of the subject of

this memoir were spent at Windsor, where,

at an early period, considerable natural

talent for music was discovered in him; in

consequence of which, when about six

years old, his father commenced giving him

instruction upon the violin. After paying

some attention to this instrument, he

became anxious to attempt the piano-forte ;

and accordingly, when little more than

seven years of age, he began the study of

that instrument, under the daily attention of

his father, and made very considerable pro

gress, both in the practical and theoretical

branches of the science, insomuch that, in

his twelfth year, he was appointed organist

to the church at Kettering.

At the age of fourteen he commenced

the study of composition, and subsequently

received lessons under some of the most

eminent professors in London ; viz. M. P.

King, on theory and singing, Griffin, on

practical piano-forte playing, ice. About

this period (1814) Mavius wrote an intro

duction and rondo, which was not published

till 1816. This was well received, and favour

ably spoken of by the musical reviewers,

(see Monthly Magazine, September 1 8 1 7 or

1818) who were entirely unacquainted

with the age of the author. Several other

publications by him have since ap

peared. Mavius has resided at Leicester

since 1820, where he now is in considerable

practice as a teacher. The principal com

positions he has at present published

are, " La Promenade" an air with varia

tions, dedicated to Miss Simpson ; " La

Reconnaistance," an air with variations,

and ilute accompaniment, dedicated to
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Miss Stopford ; and "A Themnfor thePiano-

fvrte," dedicated to Miss Mary and Miss

Lavinia Eyles. (Preston.)

MAXWELL, (Franc. Keli/v) doctor of

divinity, and chaplain of the Asylum, died

in 1782. He published " Essay upon Tune,

being an attempt to free the Scale of Mu

sic and the Tune of Instruments from im

perfection," with sixteen plates, Edinburgh,

1781.

MAYER, a vocal composer, was, in

1790, director of the music of the Bohemian

dramatic society. In 1795, he was at

Cologne, and belonged to one of the choirs

of the church. In the Gotha Theatrical

Calendar, the following of his compositions

are mentioned : " Das Irrlicht," " Die

Luftkngel," " Marlborough;' and " Die

Becker." The last three are ballets.

MAYER, (G.) a contrapuntist of the

sixteenth century, of whose works are

printed " 3 Cantiones Devota?," 1577.

MAYER, (J. P.) a musical amateur,

published, in 1802, at Carlsruhe, " 12

Lieder."

MAYER, (Simon) a very pleasing dra

matic composer, was born at Sandersdorf,

in Bavaria, about the year 1760. He has,

since 1798, resided alternately in Italy and

Germany, but chiefly in Italy, where he

has written much for the theatre, with

great success. In 1802, he was appointed

chapel-master, in the place of Carlo Lenzi,

in the church of Maria Maggiore, at Ber

gamo. He obtained much honour by this

appointment, a great number of competitors

being opposed to him. In less than a year,

however, he was again in Vienna, where he

represented his "Equivoco." Of his compo

sitions we can mention the following:

" Sisara," oratorio, 1795. " Aride,'' opera

seria, 1795. "IM Pazzorefa Cento" opera

buffa, 1798. "Lodoisca," opera seria, Vienna

and Dresden, 1798. " I Misteri Eleusini,"

drama, 1802. " Ginevra," opera seria,

1802. " Der Essigkrilmcr," operetta,

1802. " VEquivoco," opera buffa, Vienna,

1802. " Hercole in Lidia;" Vienna, 1803.

" Alonso e Cora" opera, Vienna; and

" Die Burgschaft," operetta. Mayer is

ranked, by the French critics, as a dramatic

composer nearly equal to either Moian ot

Rossini. He shines principally in harmony,

MAYERBEER, a pupil of the abbf

Vogler, and composer of a successful opera

called " Romilda e Costanza," performed

at Munich in 1823.

MAYERHOFER, (M.) a musician,

probably resident at Vienna, of whose

works Traeg mentions, in his Catalogue fa

1799, besides two collections of dances

a " Sestetto, a 2 Fl„ 2 V., A., e Basse,'" a

manuscript.

MAYNARD, (John) a performer ot

and composer for the lute, was the author

of " The Twelve Wonders of the Wmi,

set and composed for the Viotl de Gamk.

ttte Lute, and the Voyce, to sing the Yetx,

all three jointly and none several: fi*&

Lessonsfor the Lute and Basse Fioli,tcpui

alone: with some Lessons to play /jrs-

wayes alone, or, if you will, to fill up '*<

Parts with another Violl set /n/c-irej,

published in folio in the year 1611. The*

twelve wonders are so many songs, (it-

biting the characters of a courtier, dirae,

soldier, lawyar, physician, merchant, cou-

try gentleman, bachelor, married uut, 1

widow, and maid.

MAYNI, (Johannes) a contrapuntist ef

the sixteenth century, of whose worts bite

been printed " Cantiones Sacra, 3 ret-''

Munich, 1667.

MAYR (Jon. Simon) published "Lute

beym Klavier zu singen," Regenshurg,l"86-

MAYSEDER, (Joseph) a Genu

violinist of the highest order, is also

original composer, of acknowledged men:

in a certain line. He is one of these"

names that have risen up rather suddenk

and acquired a considerable share of po

pularity in a comparatively short time. U'

is settled at Vienna, and is spoken of

a performer that has no rival in his Q*1

particular style. Among his works ire th«

following. Concertos: " First Viob* 0*

certo (Odeon, No. b)" Op. 22. " Secfi

ditto." " Third ditto," Op. 28. Q^'

tuors : " First Polonaise," Op. 10.

Polonaise," Op. 11. l'ThH P*-
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tslit," Op. 12. " Fourth Polonaise," Op.

7. "Variations," Op. 18. " Variation*

■ F," Op. 25. " New Variation in F,"

)p. 33. Quatuora: '* Quatuor for two

'mil, Ten., and Violoncello," Op. 3, No. 1.

Quatuor for two Hols, Ten., and Violon-

rlk>," No. 2. "Quatuor for two Viols,

"«., and Violoncello," No. 3. "Fourth

William Quatuor," Op. 8. "Fifth Quatuor

i D," Op. 9. " Sixth Quatuor in D,"

eiiicated to Mr. Neuling. " Variations to a

truk Theme, for a Violin Solo, with Acc.

f itcond V., T., and Violoncello." " Va~

wtums for ditto," Op. 15. Trios: "Air

i K. varied for V., with Acc. of Ten. and

Wowxifc." Duets : " First Duet," Op.

0. "Second Duet," Op. 31. " Third

hut," Op. 32. Solos : "Six Studies," Op.

9. (Weasel's Cat.)

AIAZAS, (Jacques Fehiol) a violin pu-

il of Baillot, gained the accessit for tbc

ulin, adjudged by the Paris conservatory

a 1804.

MAZI, (Luici) a composer of the seven-

'enth ceutury at the court of Ferrara. He1 madrigals and psalms.

MAZZAFERRATA, (Giov. Baitista)

tiapel-master at the Academia della Morte,

a r'errara. lie flourished in the latter half

f the seventeenth century. Of several

torts written by him we can mention the

allowing ; " Canlate da Camera a voce

t>U," Bologna, 1677. " Salmi Coticertati

i 3 t 4 voci eon V." Op. 5, Venice, 1684.

MAZZANTI, (Fiiidinando) a cele-

wtti composer, violinist, and singer, ra

ided, in 1770, at Rome. Dr. Burney

peaks highly of his talent. He composed

Iramatic, sacred, and violin music

MAZZINGHI, (Joseph) born in London,

> descended from the ancient Corsican

»oily of the chevalier Tedice Mazzinghi,

•ho, in the year 1697, was attached in a

liplomatk situation to the court of Naples.

Other branches of the same family settled

U Florence, Pisa, and Leghorn.

Toronto Maziinghi, father of Joseph, ap

pears, in the year 1765, to have been esta

blished in London, as a merchant. He

«>»rried Madame Frederick, sister to Ma-

dame Cassandra Wynne, the wife of Tho.

mas Wynne, Esq., a gentleman of con

siderable landed property in South Wales.

This latter lady, whose rare musical talents,

as an amateur, were highly appreciated at

the court of Versailles, and particularly so

by the late queen, Maria Antoinette, as

also by our celebrated Handel, early dis

covered in her infant nephew evident proof

of a musical disposition, as did also his

father, who was an eminent performer on

the violin ; and, in consequence, he was

placed under the celebrated John Christian

Bach, who, at that period, was music-

master to the late queen Charlotte. The

progress of the young tyro was such, that,

on the demise of his father, being then but

ten years of age, he was appointed organist

at the Portuguese chapel, and subsequently

received instructions from three celebrated

composers, (at the time in England) Ber-

tolini, Sacchini, and Anfossi. At the age of

nineteen, he obtained the distinguished

situation of composer and director of music

at the King's theatre, which situation

he held for several years, and during that

period brought out the Italian opera

entitled " II Tesoro," and introduced, in

various other operas, songs, duets, trios,

&c. &c. ; all of which were sung by signor

Pacchierotti, Marches!, Madame Mara,

Mrs. Billington, ice. &c. He likewise com

posed several opera ballets, amongst which,

his " L'Amour et Pysche " was much no

ticed. After remaining for several sea

sons at the Opera-house, we find he com

posed several English operas for the theatres

royal Drury-lane and Covent-garden. (See

Catalogue.) His other instrumental works

are very numerous. (See also Catalogue.)

He likewise was appointed music-master to

the late queen Caroline when princess of

Wales.

The original subscription Sunday con

certs, which were held alternately for se

veral seasons at the houses of the principal

nobility, were entirely under his direction;

for which he not only composed various

vocal and instrumental pieces of music, but

likewise performed on the piano-forte.
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Independently of being for many years so

much occupied as a composer, he has con

tinued an extensive practice as a teacher of

the piano-forte, and his works testify, by the

distinguished names to his dedications, that

his pupils have been chiefly among the

principal nobility. We cannot conclude

without mentioning that when the Opera-

house was consumed by fire, in June, 1789,

the favourite opera by Paesiello, entitled

" La Locanda," had but recently been per

formed, the entire score of which, as like

wise the whole of the musical library, was

destroyed by that melancholy catastrophe.

The performances were afterwards continued

at the little theatre in the Haymarket, and

subsequently at Covent-garden theatre ; but

this favourite opera being burnt, it was

rendered almost impossible to perform it

again without sending to the composer, who

was then in Naples, but Mazzinghi under

took to reproduce, by memory, the whole of

the instrumental accompaniment : and he so

far succeeded, that, with very few excep

tions, they were considered to be almost the

same, certainly so in effect, as the original.

The following is a catalogue of Mazzinghi's

principal works. Sets of sonatas for the

piano-forte : Op, 1, " Three Sonatat," dedi

cated to his grace the duke of Queensbury.—

2. " Three Sonatas," dedicated to her grace

the duchess of Devonshire.— 9. "Three So

natas," inscribed to the right honourable

viscount Hampden.—10. "Three Sonatas,"

dedicated to Mrs Concannon.—14. " Three

Sonatas," dedicated to Mrs. Rigby.—15.

"Three Sonatas," dedicated to Mrs. Trot

ter.—16. " Three Sonatas," dedicated to

her serene highness the margravine of Ans-

pach.— 18. " Six easy Sonatas."—19.

Three Sonatas," dedicated to her royal

highness the princess of Wales.—28. "Three

Sonatas," dedicated to Miss Porter.—29.

" Three Sonatas," dedicated to the right

honourable the countess of Cholmondeley.—

30. " Three Sonatas for Harp or Piano

forte" dedicated to Miss Riggs.— 34.

'[.Four Sonatas," dedicated to Mrs. Brand

ling.—38. "Twelve Airs, with Flute and

Tambourine Accompaniment," inscribed to

Mrs. Henderson.—39. " Two Grand So

natas," inscribed to Miss O. Bager.—45.

"Three Grand Sonatas."— 46. " Tkree

Grand Sonatas," dedicated to Miss Bis-

land.—"Easy Sonatas," Book I., dedicated

to lady C. Cholmondeley. Book II. "Luna

Harmonia Mnlabilis, or Musical Games.''

51. " Twelve Lessons."—53. " Three So-

natas."—59. Three Airs."—60. "Thrn

Sonatas."—61. "Twelve Juvenile Lessmu."

" Preludes, 1 to 4 each." Single sonatas:

" Sonata," Op. 4. " Sonata, 1 to 3, Flak

or Violin," Op. 14. "Ditto, ditto," Op. 15.

" Ditto, ditto," Op. 19. "Ditto, ditto.'

Op. 29. "Sonata in Commemoration <f

the glorious 1st ofAugust, 1798." "Ditto:

dedicated to Miss Rigby, Op. 52. " Ditu,

with 'Blue Bell.' " « Ditto, with 'Corf

Owen.' " "Plcyefs Concertante arranges:

"SteibeWt Sonata, Flute, arranged:' Roc-

dos, airs with variations, &c. : No. 1.

" Bavarian Air, with Variations e*i

Flute Accompaniment."— 2. "Lfuntsw,

rest, ditto."—3. "Aria, ditto."—4. "Jti

Maria, ditto."—5. "Venetian Air, ditt*."

6. " Theme from ' Creation, ' ditto."—!

"Sclavonian Air, ditto."— 8. " Sileum

Air, ditto."— 9. " Robin Adair, dUm."

10. "Asturian ditto, ditto." — 11. "Ba

nian ditto, ditto." — 12. " Swiss ditlt.

ditto."—13. "Pray, Goody, ditto, ditt'.''

14. "Irish ditto, ditto." —15. "AH

perdonna ditto." — 16. "Military Ai-,

ditto." — 17. " Cisalpine Air, ditto."—

18. " Tuscan Air, ditto." — 19. " Cir

cassian Air, ditto." — 20. " Istrian Air,

ditto." — 21. " John of Paris, iitf.

ditto." — 22. " Boatie rows, ditto, dit

to." — 23. '* Batti, Batti, ditto, ditto."

"Select Airs from Mozart's Opera 'I*

Clemenza de Tito,' with Flute and Vales-

cello Accompaniment , No. 1 to 5, ditto.'

" Cosi fan tutte, ditto." " // Has!*

Magico, No. 1 to 6, ditto. " " II /)"»

Giovanni, No. 1 to 6, ditto." " Le flozu

di Figaro, No. 1 to 5." "Airs Grotctft'.

No. 1 to 6." "Medley Divertimentos, A'o.

1 to 8." "Net cor piu, with I'ariatuxt."

" Princess of Wales's Strathspey, dittt.

"Hussion Air, ditto." " Romance ft
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««■, Xo. I." "Ditto, ditto, No. 2."

"Three Scutch Airs as Rondos." "Welsh

Air, with Variation)." " Cossack Minuet,

Hungarian Quid-step, ifc." " Folics

(Esyagnc." "Handel'sfive Airs." "Han-

lei's six Airs." "l/andel's seven Airs."

'lb. and Mrs. Lobski, with Variations."

'Prat/, Goody, ditto." " Polonesc March

ad Waltz." "Robin Adair." "Handel's

"hrus, 'And he shall purify.'" "Ditto,

And with his stripes.'" ''Ditto, 'And

he glory of the Lord.' " " Ditto, ' But

hasks he to God.'" " Ditto, ' Coronation

ttthem.' " " Ditto, ' For unto us.' "

'Ditto, 'Glory to God.' " " Ditto, ' Halle-

tjah.' " " Ditto, ' His yoke is easy.' "

'Ditto, ' Lift up your heads' " " Ditto,

The Lord gave the Word.' " " Twelve

ttwrite Airs." "Musical Paragon,from

he Dcttingen Te Deum." "Scotch Air,

tilh Variations." "Thema." Overtures

Kthe piano-forte : "To Acisaml Galatea,

xrmged." " To Alexander's Feast, ar-

'roigei.'' "To Ariadne, arranged'' "To

'Itkatia, arranged. " " To Chcrubini's

dtucreon. Flute Accompaniment, ar-

ssgti. " "To Exile." "To Free

^sights." "Handel's Overtures," arranged

i fourteen numbers, with an accompani

st for the Bute or violin, containing as

lliows: No. 1. "Solomon, St. Cecilia's

>ay,and Athalia.''—2. "Xerxes, Roda-

Wf| and £Ztius."—3. "Julius Ccesar,

smerlane, and Avis and Galatea."—4.

ftmaldo, Atcina, and Berenice"—5.

Alexander's Feast, Esther, and Sosarmes."

• " Otho, Atalunta, and Ariadne*'—7.

Antlam tlie tenth, occasional, and An

te* the first."—8. "Anthem- the «-

<*lh, Samsrm, and Anthem the fifth."—9.

Anthem tlie twelfth, Justin, and Anthem

b ninth."—10. " Saul, and Anthem the

*th."—11, "Alexander Balils, Messiah,

*d Anthem the fourth."—12. "Anthem

w eighth. Jubilate, and Coronation An-

<**>."— 13. " Theodora, second Semele,

"d Water Music."—14. " Semele, Royal

'reworks, Amadis." "Henry the Fourth,

Ace. " " Julius Casarf arrtmged."

La Relit Arsene," "Magician," Oc-

casional : "Paul et Virginie." " Ramah

Droog." " Rinaldo, arranged." " Sam

son, arranged." "Saul, arranged." "So

lomon, arranged'' "Sosarmes, arranged."

" Wife] of 7'wo Husbanels." " Xerxes,

arranged." Marches : " Grand March in

'Ramah Droog. ' " " Indian March in

'Ramah Droog.' " Duets, trios, &c. for

the piano-forte: "First Set of Airs for two

or three Performers," Op. 55. " Second

ditto," Op. 66. " Third ditto," Op. 57.

"Handel's Te Deum," No. 1. "Ditto,"

No. 2. "Ditto," No. 3. " Ditto," No. 4.

"Huntsman, rest." " Marches and Melo

dramatic Music in ' Exile.' " " New Cre

ated World." " Overt. '11 Don Giovanni,'

with Flute and Vo. Acc." " Overt. ' It

Flanto Magico* ditto." " Overt. ( La

Clemenza di Tito,' ditto." "Overt. ' Le

Nozze di Figaro,' ditto." Overture ' Ra

mah Droog.' " " Overture, ' Turnpike

Gate.'" "Overture, 'Exile.'" "Overture,

' Free Knights.' " "Overture, 'Anacreon'

Acc. Hp. Ft., Fl. and Vo." " Ditto, ditto,

without Accompaniments" " Rosctti's

Symphony, with Acc. Fl., Vn., and Vo."

"Ditto, without ditto." "Ditto, 1X0. 2,

with Acc." " Ditto, ditto, without Acc."

"Ditto, No. 3, with Acc." " Rossini's

Overture, '11 Barbiere di Siviglia,' with

Accompaniments." "Select Airs from 'II

Don Giovanni,' " Book I. to IV. "Three,

arrangedfrom favourite Sonatas," Op. 13.

"Two, ditto," Op. 27. " Three, ditto,"

Op. 35. " Ditto," Op. 47. " Tyrolese or

Bavarian Air. " Opera ballets, &c. :

"Eliza." " Lcs Trois Sultanes," " Paul

et Virginie." "Sappho et Phaon." "The

Bouquet." For harp and piano: No. 1.

"Bavarian or Tyrolese Air, P.F., Hp.,

and Fl." inscribed to the right honourable

lady Charlotte Cholmondeley. 2. "Hunts

man, rest, P. F., Hp., andFl." inscribed to

the right honourable lady Georgiaua Moly

neux. 3. "Aria for P. F., Hp., and Fl."

inscribed to Miss Cholmondeley. 4. "Ave

Maria, ditto," inscribed to the right ho

nourable lady Maria Molyneux. 5. " Ve

netian for ditto," inscribed to the right

honourable lady Louisa Molyneux, 6.
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" Theme from the ' Creation,' for ditto,"

inscribed to Mrs. Lewis. 7. " Sclavonian

Air for ditto," inscribed to the honourable

Miss Townshend. 8. "Siksian Air or Co

penhagen Waltz, for ditto" inscribed to

the honourable Miss E. Townshend. 9.

" Robin Adair, for ditto," inscribed to the

honourable countess Conyngham. 10.

"AustrianAir, for ditto" inscribed to Mrs.

Lambton. 11. "Bosnian Air, ditto," in

scribed to the right honourable lady Eliza

beth Conyngham. 12. " Swiss Air, ditto,"

inscribed to the right honourable lady

Caroline Paget. 13. " Pray, Goody, ditto,"

inscribed to the right honourable lady Char

lotte Gordon. 14. " Irish Air, ditto," in

scribed to the right honourable lady Jane

Paget. 15. "Ahperdonna, ditto," inscribed

to the right honourable lady Mary Gordon.

16. "Military Air, ditto, and Vo." inscribed

to Miss Graham. 17. " Cisalpine Air,

ditto," inscribed to the right honourable

lady Georgiana Paget. 18. "Tuscan Air,

ditto," dedicated to his royal highness the

Prince Recent. 19. " Circassian Air, dit

to," inscribed to lady Georgiana Charlotte

Nugent. 20. " Istrian Air, ditto," in

scribed to the honourable Miss Frances

Addiugton. 21. " Theme, ditto," H. B.

liishop, inscribed to Miss Mytlon. 22.

"Scotch Air, 'Boaticrows,' P. F., lip., and

Ft." inscribed to .Miss Scott, of Edinburgh.

23. "Batli, Batti, P.F.JIp., FL, and Vo.,"

Mozart, inscribed to the honourable Miss

H. Aldington. "Air for Harp, with Ac

companiments for Piano-forte, Flute, and

two French Horns." "Air, 'Alone retired,'

P. F., Hp., and Fl.," Braham, inscribed

to Miss Lewis. "Air, 'Bewildered Maid,'

Hp., P. F., and Fl.," Braham, inscribed to

Miss Oakcs. '* Cherubim s Overture to

Auacrecn, P. F., Hp., FL, and Vo." in

scribed to his royal highness the duke of

Cambridge. "Divertimento for Harp, with

Ave. for P. F. and Ft." " Kozcluch's

liuetto, P. F., Hp., and Fl." inscribed to

Miss Cheese. " Martini's Overture to

Henry IV., P.F., Hp., and Fl." inscribed to

Miss Hodges. " Mozart's celebrated Opera

of 11 Don Giovanni,arrangedfor P. F„ Up.,

Ft., and Vo.,No. 1 to 7." "Ditto, LeXottt

di Figaro, ditto, No. 1 to 5." "Dim,

La Clemenza di Tito, ditto, .Vo. 1 tut,"

"Ditto, II Flauta Magico, ditto, A'o. 1 fl

6." " Ditto, Cosi fan tutte, ditto, Xo.

1 to—." "Naderman's Nocturne, for Htrp,

with Acc. for P. F. and Vn., No. 1," u>

scribed to Miss Lloyd. "Ditto, ditto, .ft

2," inscribed to Miss Jane Lloyd. "Dam,

ditto, No. 3. " "Air, • On this cold/uss)

rock,' Hp., P. F., and FL." Braham, inscriW

to Miss -Lucy Frances Lewis. "Ovtrtm

Artaxerxes, Hp. and P. F." " SteMti

Sonata, P. F., Hp., Fl., and Vo." immbtt

to Mrs. Willis. Airs, divertimento!, if.

for the harp: " Three Sonatas," Op. 34

"Three Airs," Op. 60. " Ditertimalt.'

"Air, with Var." Prelude for the pur

forte: "No. 1 to 4." Military music is i

full band: " Collection of Airs," Bod I

"Collection ofAirs," Book II. "Fdua

Pieces," Op. 33. *' First Set of hcnlt

Divertimentos," Op. 40. "March h Po

et Virginie." " Second Set of Dam-

mentos," Op. 44. "Twelve Airs," Bool I

"Twelve Airs," Book II. "TwoMarti*

Overture and concertos iu parts: "Es&'

Duets for flute or flageolet : "Lustrti*

monia Mutabilis," flutes. " Paul el »

ginie, " flutes. " Three Duets, " nsl*

Opera for the flute : " Exile." Trtitw

" Tyro Musicus," for the piano-fone. k

gered throughout, Book 1. Op. 24. "A*

to," Book II., Op. 25. Vocal *■»

Operas and entertainments for the <»■>

and piano-forte: "Blind Girl,"

and Mazzinghi. " Chains of the Beef,'

Reeve and Mazzinghi. "Day in Turin'

" Exile." " Free Knights." " U **

Arsrne." ''Magician." " Paul did f"-

ginia," Reeve and Mazzinghi. " tSasrn

Droog," Reeve and Mazzinghi. uTi+

pike Gate." " Wife of Two Hash**'

i Canzonets. Collection of sonss, he. &

I the voice and piano-forte: "Six /«*•""

Songs and two Duets," selections ^

I Marcello, Books I., II., and HI. ***

glees catches, madrigals, and eheaa

"Ah, say not that the bard *7W»»*'-

three voices. "And tchtther avu/df—^
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im," three voices. "^<m Maria,"

races. "Brignal banks," three voices.

" B» Aim toe love ofended," three voices.

"Cypress Wreath," three voices. " Dearf

in Saul," three voices. " Each

heart," three voices. " For

Undemess formed," three voices. " Had

I a heart," three voices. " Harril

tkr Brave," three voices. "Hope told a

tattering tale," three voices. "How blest

lit maid," three voices. " Huntsman,

rrtt," three voices. " If the treasuredgold,"

Ikree voices. " I seek my shepherd gone

tutray." "John of Brent," three voices.

"Lady beware," three voices. "Lillo lee,"

three voices. "Lochgyle." "March in the

Occasional Oratorio." "Minstrefs Sum-

nums," three voices. " Negroes' Glee, 'No,

'twas neither shape nor feature.' " " O,

Brifnal banks," three voices. "O Snake,

0 stay," three voices. "Pastoral Hondo."

"Roderick vich Alpine.'' "Rosy smiles her

cheek adorning." "Soldier, rest," three

rotcej. "Strangers, pray this way bend

y«"i" four voices. "Sweetly in life'sjocund

morning," three voices " Wake, maid of

une," three voices. " When order in this

commenced." " When tell-tale echoes."

"Where shall the lover rest." "The Wreath,"

voices. " Yomig Lochinvar," three

'oices. Duets: "All I wish in her ob-

tehung." « Deprived of thee 't were only

tot" "Don Antonio's come." "Give me

'female toft and kind." "He's gone on the

*">>nttain." ilHow can yon thus cruel."

If bhte eyes frown." "In fairness I

*"■*•" " O virgins, tell me." "Seefrom

'"an rising." "What is grandeur."

"If*e* bleeding nature droops to die."

ViVer of ufe. " English songs; "A

*i»g on brandy and beer." "A bloom-

"•v /lower my Julia chose." "Adieu, my

fair." c(m/rf myfaltering tongue."

teach thy breast." "AUen-a-dale."

hands unmoor." "A moment yet."

A pretty gemman once I saw." "A

'^pherd one day." "A soldier to his own

rnUt " "A youth took a wife." "Ban-

*' barley meal, arranged.'
luvt

"Calm the winds."

"Captive to his bird." " Crazed Bride."

" The Departure. " " Each throbbing

heart." "Elfin King." "Ella." "Ellen

Bhoyochd, or the Beautiful." "Farmer's

Treasure." " Flora's Wreath." " Gale

of Love." " Go to my dying sister's bed."

"Happy were the days." " Harril the

Brave." The harp : " / was a wild and

wayward boy." "Harper's first Song."

"Harper's second Song." " The Heath, this

night." " He has left me." " Henry'l

Return." "Sequel to Crazy Jane." "Hope

told a flattering tale." "How often will

proud memory trace" " How wretched is

the captive's lot. " " Huntsman, rest. "

"Hush thee, poor maiden." "Inconstant

Sue." "In days of yore." "Lallengh."

" Lament. " " Lay of the imprisoned

Huntsman." " Let our halls and towers

decay." "Let the song and dance." "Lillo

lee." "Lonely Isle." "Lovely Catherine."

"Lovers, your vows we don't believe."

"Lovely Woman." "Low before thy altar

bending." "Lowly humble was our lot."

"Lowland Maid." "Loyal Soldier."

"Maid with a Bosom of Snow." "Mark

when beneath the western sky." ''Meek

mournful nightingale." "Merrily, merrily

goes the bark." " Merry it is in good

Greenwood. " " MinstreFs Summons. "

" Mock Italian Medley." " Never till

now." "Now, vengeance, like the light

ning, fly." " O'er my cottage near yon

wood." "Oft wealth or ambition." "O,

what can match the pleasure." " Once on

a time." " On the high and snowy mown*

tains." "O, time's a falsefriend." "O,

wake while the dawn." "Poor Ben."

"Poor Richard." "Poor Zulcma." "Pray,

Goody, arranged." "Recitative and Air,

•Free Knights.' " "Robin Adair." "Seu

Boy's Gratitude." " See Aurora's rays ex

tending." "Ship on Fire." "Siege."

"Soldier, rest." "Sound ofRokeby Woods."

" Steady she goes, airs well." " Strains

ofjoy." "Sure the rose." "Sure woman's

to be pitied." "Sweet charm of loveliness."

" Sweetly in lifs jocund morning." " The

other day when I was dancing." " The

Poplar Grove." " Those ruby lips."
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"Through icy rallies." • " 'Tis courage

charms'* " 'Tis merry in fairy land."

" 'Tis merry in good Greenwood." "Tom

Starboard." " To sleep's embrace with

joy I Jly." " Vast is the swelling tide."

" Wake, Edith, wake." " Wake, maid of

Lorn." " Well-a-day." " What pleasure

past expressing." " What sounds strike my

ear." " When I get to town." " When

order in this land." " When placid night."

"Where does the urchin love." " While

sorrow befriending." "Who'll buy, who'll

buy." "Why dares the eagle." "With hap

less tears." "With trembling steps." "With

well-earned laurels." "You think to talk.''

"Young Lobski." Hymns: " Six Hymns."

Opera : " La Bella Arsene." Canzonets :

" Millico's Eight Canzonets, with new

Accompaniments." Italian songs, duets,

trios, Sec: "Ah,se picta pur senti." "As-

cobtate fuel chioson." " Che belspassetto."

" Come puo quel tuo bel Core." "La Donna

€ un gran Male." "Liberia desio delT alma,"

trio. "Miseno e che faro.'' " Xon temcr."

"Per che dovra languire il cor." " Signa-

rina nolsperate," duo. "Ti ramenta amato

bene." " Un Aria piu briUiante," and " Un

cor armante," trio.

MAZZOCCHI, (Domenico) one of the

old masters of the Roman school, con

tributed much to the improvement of (lie

style of music prevalent in his time.

Dr. Burney praises in particular his ma

drigals, (1638.) Kircher also speaks highly

of these madrigals, (vol. i. p. C60, of his

Afusurgia) but particularly of one of his

pathetic recitatives, which he calls "Thrunen

derMaria Magdalcna," i. e. "The Tears of

Maria Magdaleua." This is printed in Dr.

Burney's history, vol. iv. p. 96. Of his

published works we can enumerate the fol

lowing: "Catena d'.-idone," Venice, 1626 ;

" 11 Martirio de Santi Abundio prete,

Abbundanzio Diacono, Marziano, e Gio

vanni suofiglinolo, Dranima," Rome, 1631;

"Madrigali," Rome, 1638; and "DialogId

e Sonnctti," Rome, 1638.

MAZZOCCHI (Vibgilio) was chapel-

master at St. Peter's church, in Rome, in

1636, and professor at the college for the

education of the vocalists of the pupal

chapel. ISontempi, who was apopil of his,

gives, in the second volume of his history,

a particular description of thisscbool.wbirh

leaves no slight impression on the mind o;

its useful arrangements. It is as follows:

" One hour in the morning was set apart

for exercises on difficult passages ; another

for the practice of the shake ; another to;

singing before a mirror, in the presence ot

the master, in order to acquire a gtol

position of the mouth, and pleasing attitude

in singing. In the afternoon, a short tine

was devoted to the study of the thearj

of music ; then, an hour was employed to

put counterpoint to a canto fermo; and

in another, again, the master explained iti-

bally the rules of counterpoint, whilst tie

pupils put them in practice by writing, i'

a third hour reading was practised. Tht

rest of the day was spent in practice en tit

harpsichord, or in the composition o;' ;

psalm, motet, or canzonet, accordio; tt

the capacity of the pupil. On the days tta:

the pupils were allowed to go out, they used

to pass through the tower gate, called An

gelica, near the Monte Mario, where ties

is an echo ; there they used to sing, whilst

the echo returned their errors to their em

hearing. At other times, they went tt

church, either to hear the music or to take >

part in the performance ; after which, o»

their return to the college, they were to

acquaint their master with the observatioiii

they had made." Delia Valle makes men

tion, also, (1640) of a young Maaoccti.

who, a short time before, had published a

the Roman college motets for six choirs,

with great art, and afterwards, for &

Peter's church, a mass for from twelre w

sixteen choirs, of which one choir »B

placed on the very top of the cupola W

act as an echo. This, it is said, produced «

most admirable effect Probably by the

younger Mazzocchi, Delia Valle n"2"'

Virgilio.

MAZZOLENI, (GiAcoHo)aRoman pro

fessor of music, gave with much sticces si

Rome, in 1694, the opera entitled "l*

Coslanza in Amor tim e l lnganm."
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MAZZONI, (Alfonso) chapel-master

in the cathedral church of the Holy Ghost,

at Ferrara, published some motets at Veuice,

in 1640.

MAZZONI, (Antonio) chapel-master

ra jeeond of the cathedral at Bologna, an-

dramatic composer, was born in that town

about the year 1710. lie composed there,

in 1770, in his capacity of member of the

Philharmonic society, a Magnificat, con

sisting entirely of choruses. Mazzoni

studied counterpoint in his youth under the

chapel-master Perdiera, and subsequently

trarelled, during several years, to Naples,

Madrid, and as far as St. Petersburg. In

1756, he brought out at Parma the comic

opera, "/ Viaggiatori ridicoli," words by

(ioldoni. This piece was eminently suc

cessful.

MAZZONI, (Giovanni) chapel-master

of the cathedral of Lodi, flourished about

the year 1600 as one of the first contra

puntists.

MAZZUCHELLT, an Italian musician

"Puis, published there " Recueil des plus

'^titles Ariettes des Ope"ras nrrang. pour

<ba Mandolines, Rec. I el 2, " Paris,

"92. "Reeueil a"'Ariettes des Operas nou-

vraux, avee Acc. de Guitare, R e, 1 , 2, et

3," Paris, 1793.

MECHEL, a French composer at the

beginning of the eighteenth century, pub

lished " 7 Bucher Sonaten fur die Violine,''

1729.

MECHI, (Giov. Battista) organist at

Bologna, published at Venice, in 1611,

"hfoletti&S, 6, 7, 8 voc."

MECHTLER, (F.) probably a German

harpist at Paris, published there, about the

year 1794, "Petits Airs connus varies pour

la Harpe."

MECK, (Joseph) a violinist, belouged,

in 1730, to the chapel in Mentz. He pub-

li»hed " 13 Concerli per il V. il 5 c 6

Strom." Amsterdam. Besides these, several

°f his concertos and solos in manuscript

were known at that time.

MEDER, (Joiiann Valentin) a cele

brated chapel-master at Dantzic, was born

in 1650. He. composed many operas and
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cantatas, and much church music, but only

one of his works was published, namely,

" Capricei a 2 fiolini col Basso," 1698.

AiEDER, (Joiiann Gabiuf.l) son of a

schoolmaster in Gotha, published " Sin-

fonie pour I'Orchestre," Op. 4, Berlin ; "6

Marches pour 2 C/ar., 2 Cars, et Fag."

Berlin, 1 795 ; " L'Blusion du Printems,

Sonate pour le Clav. avec. V. et Ve." Op. 6,

Berlin, 1797 ; " Principes de Musique pour

le Chant, avec 12 Solfiges et B. cont."

Berlin, 1800. There is also a manuscript

opera in his name at Breitkopf's in Leipsic.

MEDERITSCH or MEDRITSCH

(Johann, called Gallus) was, in 1794,

engaged as conductor of the orchestra at

the theatre at Ofen, in Hungary. He seems

to have resided there only a short time, for,

in 1796, he was at Vienna, where he wrote

the first act of his " Pyramidcn von Baby

lon." Of his operettas and other works,

all of which met with a favourable reception

at Vienna, we can mention the following:

" Der Ser/ahrer," operetta; " Die Rehru-

ten" operetta, 1794 ; " Der letste Rausch,"

operetta io two acts ; " Mahbeth, mil Ge-

sang t" *' Chor der Banditcn, a 4 roci; "

" Chor derTempelherrn, a 4 voci, 2 Fl., 2

Clar., Fag., 2 Tromboni, et Organi." The

first act of " Pyramidm von Babylon,"

being the second part to the " Zauberflote."

Also the second act of Winter's composi

tion, arranged for the piano-forte, Vienna,

Offenbach, and Leipsic, 1798. This piece was

performed for the first time at the Schikane-

derschen theatre at Vienna, in 1797. The

following instrumental music is also his :

" 2 .Sow. pour le Clav. A'os. I et 2,"

Vienna, 1791 ; " 2 Quintetti pour le Clav.,

Fl., V., A., e Fc," Vienna, 1792; "24

Vars. auf den Barentanz, furs Kluv."

Vienna, 1792; "3 Son. pour le Clav. avec

V." Vienna, 1797 ; " 6 Vars. pour le Clav."

Vienna, 1797 ; " 6 Vars. tur le Thime de

fIntroduction de TQuvcrturc de fOpdra,

Babylon's Pyramidcn," Vienna, 1798;

"9 Vars. sur tAir Ein gules hind," Vienna,

1798; "3 Sons, dialog, pour le Clav. et

V.,Liv. l,"Op. 1, Vienna, 1799; "4 Con

cern a Cembalo," (manuscript ); " 4 Son, «
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4 mani," (manuscript) ; " 6 leichte Klavier

Sonaten," (manuscript) ; "3 Trios pnur 2

Virions ft Vc" Op. 12, Vienna, 1800;

" 3 Caprices facil. pour le Clav. avec V.

obi." Vienna, 1802. Gerber has also seen

the following church compositions by this

master : " Sfabat Mater, A 4 voci con Stro-

menti," (manuscript); "Missa solcnnis in D,

A 4rori cone, con Stromenti," (manuscript);

and " Missa in C, Kyric, e Gloria."

MF.GELIN, (Heinbich) violoncellist in

the chapel of the elector of Saxony, at

Dresden, subsequently to the year 1774.

He was an excellent performer, and com

posed much music for his instrument.

MEHRSCHETDT, a German musician,

resident at Paris. His work, under the fol

lowing title, met with a good reception:

" Table raisonnie tics Principes de Musioue

et de tHarmonic ; contcnant ce qui est le

plus essentiel A observer dans la Musioue

pour ceiuv qui venlent travaillcr A la Com

position, arratigc'c d*une maniere aistfe pour

que chaque musicien puisse voir d'un scul

coup-rTiril tout ce quil peut et doit /aire

conccrnant VHarmonie," Paris, 1780.

MEHUL, (Etiennk Hekbi) member of

the institute, also one of the three inspectors

of instruction, and professor of composition,

at the Paris conservatory, was born at Givet

in 1763. At ten years of age, he had im

proved so much in organ playing, under the

tuition of the blind organist of his native

town, that he was nominated organist of

the B/colets, and at twelve was chosen

adjunct to the organist of the celebrated

abbey of Valledieu. It was in this abbey

that he learnt composition under a very

able German contrapuntist, named Hanser.

M£hul 6rst went to Paris when sixteen

years of age, and took lessons on the piano

of Edelman. At eighteen, he was presented

to Gluck, who initiated him in the philoso

phical and poetical departments of the

musical art. About the same time, he set

to music a sacred ode of J. B. Rousseau,

which was sung with success at the con

cert spirituet. Under the direction of

Gluck, M£hul next composed three operas,

solely for improvement in his art. These

were, "La Psyche," words by Voiscnira ;

" L'Anacre'on," of Gentil Bernard; and

" Lausits et Lydie," of Valadier. At the

age of twenty, he presented to the royal

academy of music an opera in four arts,

" Cora et Alonzo," which, however, w»s

not performed till six years afterwards.

Fatigued and restless at this long delir,

he composed another opera, " Euphrosiiu"

which was performed a year before" Can't

Alonzo." His third work was " Stratonin,

and the fourth, "Adrien." The following

methodical list contains the principal com

positions of this celebrated musician.

For the royal academy of music : " Cm

et Alonzo," 1791 ; " Horatius Coda,"

1793 ; " Adrien," 1793 ; " Le Jugtmnl A

Paris," 1793; " La Danmmanie," 1800;

" Persie et Andromide," 1810 ; and" Am-

phion," 1811.

For the Opera Comique : " JSuphriiu,"

1790 j" Stratonice," 1702; "Lejeuneaf

et le vieux fou," 1793 ; " Phnsiue '

Melodore," 1794; "La Caveme," 1795;

" Doria," ] 799 ; " Lejeune Henri," 1799:

"Ariodant," 1799 ; "Bum," 1800 ; "£f»

cure," 1800, with Cherubini ; " L'Intt,

1801; "Une Folic," 1802; " Le Triw

suppose;" 1602; "Joanna," 1802 ; "L'Het

reur malgrt lui," 1802 ; «« HMna," 1803:

" Le Baiser et la Quittance," 1808, with

Kreutier, Boyeldieu, and Nicolo ; " BW"

1806; " Gubrielle d'Estrccs," 1806; "La

dcusr- Aveugles de Tolcdc," 1806; "A

seph," 1807; and " VaUntini de Mite,

1811.

For the Theatre Francais : the chorus*

in the tragedy of Timolion.

National music: " Hymne patriots*

A I'usagc des Fites A at ion a ,'..».' 1795:

"Chant duDipart" "Chant desVkttirel

"Hymne de Guerre," 1796; •'Jug*'"

Compagne da Sage, Sfc." hymn, 1797:

" Le Pout de Lodi, hommage au Vainf"

de I'Italic," 1798 ; " Hymne A la Fmt"

1798.

Instrumental music : " Omvrrt. imjeuv

Henri pour P. F. ; " " Trois Sou. f* k

Clav. avec V. (E. 1, Liv. 2," 1791 : " TV*

Son. pour le Clav. V. ad lib.," 1788;
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variousother overtures, symphonies, sonatas,

ice

-Mi'-hul also published two reports, which

lie read at the institute ; the one on the

fulure state of music in France, tae other

on the labours of the pupils of the conserva

tory, who are pensioners at the academy

<lts teaux-arti at Rome. Mehul was still

a director of the conservatory and professor

of composition, in the year 1820.

MET, (Ohazio) chapel-master and or

ganist of the cathedral church of Pisa, was

a pupil of the celebrated Clari, and died at

Leghorn in 1795. His " Stabat Mater " is

so excellent, that the late chapel-master

Kraus, when at Leghorn, declared it to be

a masterpiece, and had it copied.

MEIBOM, (Heinrk.ii, the elder) first

published an improved edition of Luther's

lymn book in 1525.

MEIBOMIUS, (Marcus) a well-known

philologist and critic, was a native of Ton-

ninjen, in Holstein. When advanced in

vtars he settled at Stockholm, and became

> fatourite of Christina, queen of Sweden.

Hating searched deeply into the writings

of the Greeks, he contracted an enthusiastic

partiality for the music of the ancients, and

Dot only entertained an opinion of its supe

riority over that of the moderns, but also

taat be was able to restore and introduce

it into practice. The queen, who, from

frequent conversations with him, had been

induced to entertain the same sentiments

on the subject as himself, was prevailed

on to listen to a proposal that he made.

This was, to exhibit a musical performance

that should be strictly conformable to the

practice of the ancients; and to crown all,

he, who had but a bad voice, and never in

Us youth had been taught the exercise of

it, engaged to sing the principal parts.

Instruments of various kinds were prepared

under the direction of Meibomius, at the

eipense of the queen, and a public notice

was given of a musical exhibition that

should astonish the world, and enchant all

who should be happy enough to be present.

On the appointed day Meibomius appeared,

and, beginning to sing, was heard for a

short time with patience, but his perform*

ance and that of his assistants soon became

past enduring ; neither the chromatic nor

the enharmonic genus was suited to the

ears of his illiterate audience, and the Ly-

dian mode had lost its power ; in short,

his hearers, unable to resist the impulses of

nature, at length expressed their opinions

of the performance by a general and long

continued burst of laughter.

Whatever might be the feelings of the

people, Meibomius was but little disposed

to sympathize with them. Their mirth was

his disgrace, and he felt it but too sensibly.

Seeing in the gallery Mr. Bourdelot the

younger, a physician, and his .rival in the

queen's favour, he imputed the behaviour

of the people to some insinuations of this

parson. He therefore immediately ran up

to him, and struck him a violent blow on

the neck. To avoid the consequences of

this rashness, he quitted the city before he

could be called to account for it, and took

up his residence at Copenhagen. In this

place he was well received, and became a

professor at Sora, a college in .Denmark for

the instruction of the nobility. .Here he

was honoured with the title of counsellor

to the king, and was soon afterwards called

to Elsineur, and advanced to the dignity of

president of the board of maritime taxes

or customs ; but neglecting his employ

ment, he was dismissed from his office,

and he soon afterwards quitted Denmark.

He now settled at Amsterdam, and became

professor of history in the college there;

but on refusing to give private instruction

to the son of a burgomaster, alleging as

his excuse, that he was not accustomed to

instruct boys, he was dismissed from that

station. On this he quitted Amsterdam, aud

visited France and England ; but after

wards returning, he died at Amsterdam

about the year 1710.

The great work of Meibomius, was his

edition of the seven Greek musical writers,

Aristoxenus, Euclid, Niehomachus, Alypius,

Gandentius, Bacchius, and Aristides Quin-

tilianus. This was published at Amsterdam

in the year 1652, and contains a general
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preface to the whole, and also a particular

preface to each of the treatises as tliey

occur, and a Latiu translation of the Greek

text, with copious notes, tending to reconcile

various readings, and to explain the mean

ing of the several authors.

To this edition Meibomius has added a

treatise, " De Musica," of Martianus Felix

Capella ; that is to say, the ninth book of

the work of that author, " De Xuptiis Phi-

lologiee Mercurii," which contains a kind

of abridgement of Aristides Quintilianus.

Notwithstanding all the industry and

abilities of Meibomius, his manner of intro

ducing the Greek authors is extremely re

prehensible. His general preface abounds

with invectives against all who presumed

to think less highly of the ancient music

than himself, especially against Kircher.

His abuse of the Miuurgia of Kircher,

is in a great measure directed against its style

a.id the want of accuracy in the language ;

„ yet, in spite of all his efforts to injure its

reputation with the world, it will ever be

considered as an original work, that contains

much information and much scientific dis

quisition. Mersennus, who possessed more

musical erudition than any man of his time,

has not escaped his censure. Indeed, little

less than such behaviour, to those who dif

fered from his opinion, could be expected

from a man so bigotted as Meibomius appears

to have been, and whose irascible disposi

tion seems often to have led him beyond

the bounds of decency.

MEISSONIER, (Antoine) born at

Marseilles in 1783, is professor of an instru-

. meat he calls the lyre-guitar, and has

published much music for it.

MEISTER, (Michael) a singer at Halle,

in Saxony, in the beginning of the seven

teenth century, collected light music by

several composers and published it, under

the title " Crepundia Musica" 1621.

ME1STRE or MAISTRE, (Matthias

de) a Flemish contrapuntist, born in the

beginning of the sixteenth century, was

chosen by the elector Maurice, of Saxony,

in the place of Johann Walther, after the

latter'* decease, and although he did not

arrive at Dresden before 1553, (after the

death of the elector) his successor Augustas

confirmed Aleistre in his appointment. He

published at Dresden, " Magnificat 8

Tonorum," Dresdon, 1557 ; " Motetti i

5 voc. Lib. 1," Dresden, 1570; " OJfitium

de Nativitate ct Ascensione Ckristi i 5

voc." Dresden, 1574; " Trutsche und la-

teinische Lieder von 3 Stimmen," Dresden,

1577. In foreign countries he was called

merely Matthias, under which name a work

appeared, printed at Dresden, under the

following title, "IjiBataglia Taliana cm-

posta da M. Matthias, Fiamengo, Maeitn

di Capella del Domo di Milano, con aUxu

V. piacevolc," Venice, 1552; by which it

seems that he had previously been chapel-

master at Milan. Of his works there are,

in the Munich library, " Calhechesis 3 »«■

composita," Norib. 1563 ; 41 Gtutlicki mi

welttichc Gesange mil 4 und 5 Slimmm,'

Wittenberg, 1566 ; and " Officio diens

quadrages imaliam, Sfc."

MEL, (Rinaldo del) a Flemish con

trapuntist, flourished in 1538. He issaiJ

by Hawkins to have been master of the

celebrated Falestrina. We can mentisa

the following of his works: " Cantiaa

Sacra 5, 6—12 voc. nelist einer Litaoi" It

B.M. V.A 5 voc," Antwerp, 1589, and,''

the Munich library, *' Madrigali a 6 m."

Anvers, 1588.

MELANI, (Alessandro) a dramai:--

composer at Rome, towards the end of the

seventeenth century.

MELANI, (Antonio) chamber-musician

to an Austrian archduke at laspruck, ■»

1659. He published some violin musk.

MELGAZ or MELGACO, (Dioco

dias) a Portuguese church composer, bora

at Cuba in 1638, became chapel-master al

Evora, where he died in 1700. He left I

number ofchurch compositions, among which

are particularly distinguished the followiig

works in two books, written on imperial

paper, and dedicated to the archbishop of

Evora, D. F. Luii da Salva, in the rear

1694: "Moteletda Quarema,""Muffed

a 4," "Motetc de Defuntos, a 4,'W'CiK*

laui ct honor, a 8 votes." Thereat of h»
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works consist of masses, lamentations, mise

reres, psalms, responsories, hymns, &c.

MELISSA (Matteo) flourished as or

ganist and composer, in the Jesuits' church

at Goritz, in Friaul, about the middle of

the seventeenth century. He published

" Salmi t'oncertati 3 2, 3, 4, e 5 voci,"

Venice, 1652.

MELONE, (Annibal) a learned con

trapuntist at Bologna, about the year 1 550.

He published a work entitled " Desiderio

ii AUmano Benelli," (the name being an

anagram ofhis own.) It is a work very useful,

as respects the musical history of his time.

MELVIO, (Francesco Maria) chef

s'archestre at Castello, in Italy, about 1648.

He published "Galatea," Venice, 1648, and

"Cantiones Sacra?, 2—5 voc." Venice, 1650.

MEXDES, (Manoel) a Portuguese

author and composer, born at Evora, was

first chapel-master at Portalegre, and after

wards in his native place, where he died in

1605. His knowledge as a musician, by

which he formed several eminent composers,

and his practical works, have given him a

distinguished place among the artists of his

country. Among other works preserved in

the royal musical library at Lisbon, he has

left in manuscript, " Arte do Canto Chao,"

" .Vissa A 4 e 5 votes," " Magni/icas i 4 e

5 vtxct," and " Farias Motetcs a divcrsas

wm."

MENEDEMUS, a musician of ancient

Greece, was, according to Plutarch, a pupil

of Aristotle.

MENEGHINI, (Girao) chapel-master

»t Padua, in 1770, succeeded in that office

his celebrated master Tartini, in honour of

»hom he composed a funeral service.

MENEHOU, (Michael df.) master of

the choristers in the church of St. Mauri at

Paris, in the sixteenth century, published

" Instruction des Pr/crptes, oh Fondemens

rf' Musijve tant plcine que figure'e," Paris,

1571.

MENESTRIER, (Claude Francois)

» French Jesuit, wrote, in 1681, a treatise,
uDes Representations en Musiytte, anciennes

et modernrt." In this book, among a great

variety of curious particulars, is contained

a brief inquiry into the music of the He*

brews. The author states that dramatic

music was first introduced into France by

the pilgrims, who, returning from the holy

land at the time of the crusades, formed

themselves into parties, and exhibited spec

tacles of devotion, accompanied with music

and songs. There are likewise many curious

accounts of public amusements, and of

dramatic and musical representations, in

several of the courts of Europe.

In the year 1682, Meuestrier published

" Des Ballets anciennes et modemes, scion

les Regies du Theatre." He died in the

year 1705.

MENGOLI (Piedro) was a native of

Bologna, and born about the year 1626.

In the early part of his life, he read public

lectures on music in several ofthe schools of

Bologna, for the purpose chiefly of explain

ing the doctrines of Zarlino and Galileo.

He published there, in the year 1670, a

treatise entitled " Speculationi di Musica."

In that part of the wcrk which lie denomi

nates the natural history of music, he treats

of the anatomy of the ear, of its capability

of receiving sounds, and of the power of the

air in conveying them. He then speaks of

the combination of sounds, in which he

lays down some new principles, that are,

in fact, the chief foundation of the whole

work. After this he explains, at consider

able length, the nature of the musical

intervals, showing between what number!

the species of each interval are most perfect.

He treats of the chords ; then of singing and

modulations of tune. The latter he distin

guishes from singing in general, by observ

ing that modulation is a succession of sounds

so strongly impressed upon the senses, that

we are not able to repeat them. The author

next discourses fully on the subjects of

consonance and harmonica! proportions,

and also on the passions of the soul, endea

vouring to show how they are concerned in

and affected by music. Towards the con

clusion he gives a table of the several

musical chords that are suited to the dif

ferent affections.

Some of the speculations contained m
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this work are specious and ingenious ; but

the philosophy of sound has been so much

more scientifically and clearly treated since

the time of its publication, that the difficulty

of obtaining the book, which is now become

scarce, is no great impediment to the ad

vancement of music.

MENGOZZI, (Bernardo) bora at Flo

rence in 1758, was a singer of taste and a

good composer. He brought out several

operas at tho Theatre Montansier at Paris,

which had great success. These v. ere,"Lcs

deux Visirs," " Isabelle de Salisbury,"

*' Pourceaugnac," " I,ts ITabitans de Van-

clwe," and " Brunet et Caroline." Placed

at the head of one of the classes of the con

servatory, Mengozzi formed many excel

lent singers; amongst whom may be uamed

Baptiste, of the Theatre Feydeau. For

this latter theatre, Mengozzi has only writ

ten two operas, " Une Faute par Amour"

and '* La Dame voile'e," the music of both

of which was considered novel and brilliant.

He died at Paris in the year 1800.

MENTE (Joiiann Frederic) was born

at Rotenburg on the Oder, in 1698. He

received his earliest instructions in music

from his father, (Samuel Mente) who was

a celebrated organist. He then went to

Frankfort on the Oder, where he studied

during three years under Simon, musician

to the university. In 1718, he visited Dresden

and Leipsic, and thence proceeded to Glau-

cha, where he took lessons in counterpoint

from Meischner. In 1727, he was nomi

nated organistat Liegnitz, in Silesia. Mente

published much church and chamber music,

and in his biography, written by himself,

he states, that he had taught music to five

princes, more than twenty counts, three

countesses, nine barons, three baronesses,

and above twenty others of the nobility.

He died about the year 1760.

MENZEL, a violinist in the imperial

chapel at Vienna in 1796.

MERANGE, a composer at Paris, of

whose works has been printed " FrMi-

gilde, ou le De'mon familiery Drame a

gr. spectacle," Paris, 1799.

MERCADIER, (31.) of Belesta, pub-

lished at Paris, in 1776, "}

de Murique theorique et pratique" one vo«

lume, octavo.

MERCANDANTE, (Savx«io.) This

dramatic composer, who is considered infe

rior only to Rossini, Paer, and perhaps

Generali, was bora in Naples in 1798.

He studied music under Zingarelli, in the

Conservatorio San Sebastiano. In the be

ginning, he devoted himself to instrumental

music for the space of six years, during

which time he composed several overtures,

some ballet music, military airs, Sec. It

was at the earnest recommendation of Zin

garelli, that he at last turned his attention

to vocal composition. Incited by rack

high encouragement, he produced first, in

1818, a grand cantata, entitled " L'Vnif

delle Belli Arte," for the Teatro Foado,

which met with a very favourable recep

tion. A fter this he obtained an engagemect

at the Teatro San Carlo, when his fast

opera, entitled " L'Apoteori d'Ercule," ob

tained considerable applause, and was ssM

to augur well of his future success as i

composer. It was on the first represeou-

tion of this opera, that the young compose

was called for by the public at the conclu

sion of a terzetto, which was enthusiastically

encored. In the same year, 1819, lie «£■

posed for the Teatro Nuovo, the opp*

buffa " Violenza e Costanza," which also

met with a very flattering reception, lo

1820, another opera was given by him in

San Carlo, entitled " Anacreonte in J««-*

After this he went to Rome, and composri

for the Teatro Valle an opera buffa, calW

" // Gcloso ravveduto," and in the cami>al

of 1821, the opera seria, *' Scipione in Cf-

tagina," for the Teatro Argentine In the

same year he produced, in Bologna, the

opera seria ** Maria Stuart," as also

opera called " Elisa e Claudia," for the

same theatre. In the carnival of 1823, «e

composed the opera seria " Andronict," fc'

the Teatro Fenice at Venice.

MERCIH, an Italian guitarist, floansifJ

about the year 1760. He resided for se«-

ral years at Paris, and in 1777 pirbttshed »

small tract entitled " Guide des EceUen «
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Gviiare." He also edited an annual " Re

run/ d'Ariettes, Preludes et aut res Piica

tigeres " for his instrument.

MERCTER, a French musician at Paris.

His published works are, " Methode pour

tppretubt & lire sur toutes let Clefs," Paris,

1788.

MERCY, (Lewis) an Englishman by

birth, though the descendant of a French

family, was a celebrated performer on the

fiute-a-bec, or English flute, and an excel

lent composer for that instrument! He

published six solos, with a preface contain

ing a brief history of the scale, and of

Guido's reformation of it, taken from a

Trench work of Sebastian de Brossard.

Soon afterwards appeared his Opera Se-

cunda, containing six more solos for the same

inttrament.

Mercy lived at a time when this flute

»as becoming unfashionable, and when

t lie German flute was beginning to get into

favour. In consequence of this, he formed

(in conjunction with the younger Stanesby,

iU wind instrument maker) the scheme

of a new system, intending to make the

liute-a-bec a concert instrument without

an actual transposition, by changing the

denomination of the lower note frpm F to

C By this contrivance, a flute of the fifth

size was precisely an octave above the other

treble instruments. He published twelve

solos, the first six of which were written for

toe traverse flute, violin, or English flute,

according to the new plan, accompanied by

apreface in recommendation of it, in which

lie asserts that his system was in truth the

ancient system of the flute. In this preface

be likewise makes a comparison between

the flute-i-bec and the German flute, and

asserts not only that the former is always

bat in tune, but tha t, i n many other respects,

it deserved to have the preference. All the

endeavours ofStanesby and Mercy to restore

their favourite instrument, seem, however,

to have proved unavailing.

Mercy's solos for the flute are usually

ranted among the best compositions for that

instrument that are extant.

MEREATJX (Nicolas Jean) was born

at Paris in 1745. He studied music under

different Italian and French masters, and

when still very young displayed distinguished

talents on the organ, so much so as to attract

the attention of the celebrated organists,

Calviere, Daquin, and Couperin. He com

posed several motets and oratorios, amongst

which latter, his "Esther," for three voices,

is much admired. Ilis first published work

was " Aline, Heine de Golconde," a can

tata, 1767. He brought out three operas

for the Theatre Italien, namely, "Lelletour

de la Tendresse," 1780; "La Rcssource

Comiguc," 1782; and " Laurette," 1782.

For the royal academy of music he com

posed "Alexandre aux Jndes," 1785;

"CEdipe," 1791; and " Jocasle," 1791.

Mereaux died in 1797.

MEREDITH (William) died at Oxford

iu 1637. He was organist to New college

chapel. He is called onr bis epitaph, Vir

facilitate sua peritissimus,

MERK (Daniel) was a singer at

Augsburg, about the year 1692, but not

otherwise distinguished than by the fol

lowing work, which is mentioned in Von

Stetten's History of the Arts, "Anwcitung

zur Instrumentalmusih," Augsburg, 1G95.

He died in the year 1713.

MERKEN, (S.) a musician at Paris,

probably a German, published there " Six

Romances, avec Acc. de Piano" 1798.

MERMET (Bollioud de) published,

in 1746, his treatise, " De la Corruption

du Gout dans la Musique Francoise." " Eh,

bon Dieu," says La Bordeaus, " qu'eut-il

dit, s'il eAt e'erit de notre terns 1"

MERSENNE, (Martin) or as his name

is written in Latin, MARINUS MER-

SENNUS, was born in 1588 at Oyse, in

the province of Maine. His first instruc

tions were received in the college of Flcche.

On quitting that seminary, he studied divi

nity for some time in the college of Sor-

bonne. He afterwards entered himself

amongst, and in 1611 received bis habit of,

the Minims. He applied himself diligently

to the study of the Hebrew language, and

was appointed a teacher of philosophy and

theology in the convent of Nivers. This
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station he held till the year 1619, when,

in order to prosecute his studies, and enjoy

the conversation of the learned, he returned

to Paris. During his abode at La Fleche,

he contracted a friendship with Des Cartes.

The residence of Mersennus at Paris did

not prevent his making several journies

into foreign countries. He visited Holland,

and went four times into Italy. During

the hot weather of July 1648, having been

upon a visit to Des Cartes, he returned to

his convent excessively heated, and, in

order to allay his thirst, drank some cold

water. The consequence of this was, his

being seized with an illness, which pro

duced an abscess in his right side. The

physicians, supposing his disorder a pleurisy,

bled him several times to no purpose. At

length they determined to open his side.

The operation was begun, but he expired

under it in 1648. He had directed that,

if the operation should not succeed, they

should open his body. This they did, and

found that they had made the incision two

inches below the abscess.

Mersennus was a man of great learning

and deep research. He had also a correct

and judicious ear, and was a passionate

admirer of music. These gave a direction

to his pursuits, and were productive of

numerous experiments and calculations,

tending to demonstrate the principles of

harmony, and to prove that they had their

foundation in nature, and in the original

constitution of the universe.

In the year 1636, Mersennus published

at Paris, in a large folio volume, a work

entitled "Harmonic Universelle," in which

he treats of the nature and properties of

sound, of instruments of various kinds, of

consonances and dissonances, of composi

tion,of the human voice, of the practice of

singing, and a variety of other particulars on

the subject of music.

The doctrines delivered by Mersennus

are founded on a variety of well-tried

experiments, and his reasoning upon these

is generally very close and satisfactory.

MERTEL or MERTOL, (Elias) a per

former on the lute, flourished in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century at Strasborj.

He published " Hartus Musicttii, ^c."

Strasburg, 161S.

MERULA, (Tarqvinio) a celebrated

church composer and ruadrigalist at Venice,

between the years 1628 and 1640. His

secular compositions are almost all so tinc

tured with caprice and buffoonery, as to

render them more singular and original

than those of any of his contemporaries.

He published, among many other singular

productions, a sort of lullaby, with a baa.

consisting only of the upper A and B flat.

He also composed a fugue, representiiu-

some schoolboys reciting before their master

the Latin pronoun qui, (jut, quod, whici

they had not well learned. The confusiK,

the perplexity, the barbarisms ofthe scholar",

mingled with the exclamations of their

enraged master, who exercises the ferole

among them, had the happiest effect

MERULO, (Clavdio) organist to tke

duke of Parma, and born at Corregi:rf.

published some organ and church most

at Venice, between the years 1578 asrl

1604.

MESANGEAU, a celebrated lotist it

Paris, in the reign of Louis XIII. (that is

about 1620.) Gautier, his friend and pirf \

wrote on Mesangeau's death a very beauti

ful piece of music for the lute, and namol

iX " £e Tombenn de Mcsangeau."

MESOMEDES, a renowned musician

of ancient Greece, lived at Rome in tk

reign of Antoninus, (about the year 145

after Christ) and was the first who ga«

rules to the performers on the lute. No*

theless, the emperor withdrew his sail'',

saying to him, " It was shameful that peo

ple should receive benefits from tie repuMi:

who were of no use to it." With

deference to his majesty's opinion, BJI

Gerber, our rulers now know better. Per

haps this conduct was a low revenje

Antoninus towards his predecessor AJn-

anus, whose manumissus and favour*

Mesomedes had been.
MESSING, (Fbed. Jacob) called tie

madfiddler, was for some time a member

of the orchestra in Covent-garden theatre.
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He called himself Handel's son, whose

monument he visited daily, went with his

head shaved, and dressed in black, with a

star. He died in London in 1797, at the

age of forty-three. His children were edu

cated at the expense of the Musical Fund.

During his insanity, he frequently played

Handel's music in places of public re-

jort

MESTRIXO, (Nicolo) born at Mestri

in 1750, was of low origin, and studied

music with little assistance from masters.

W hen thirty-two years of age, he first went

to Paris, where he made his dtbut at the

concert tpirituel in 1786. The graceful

composition of his concerto, and sweet ex

pression in his style of playing, were at

once highly applauded. Mestrino had a

peat talent for extempore playing. In

1789, he was nominated chef-d'orchestre

of the TMatre Monsieur, but he did not

enjoy this office long, the abuse of pleasure

shortening bis days. He died at Paris in

1790, aged forty-nine. Twelve of his con

certos were published at Paris in his life

time, and since his decease a collection has

heea republished of twelve solos, taken

from his concertos, with an accompaniment

for the violoncello.

METALLO, a church composer, lived in

the middle of the seventeenth century, as

the following of his printed works proves :

" Motetto Sanctus Dominus, ffc. a 4 So

prano, A. in Canone, li. I in Canone, e £.

2."

-METASTASIO, born at Rome in 1698.

He was distinguished, at the early age of

tfn years, by his talents as an ij/iprovvisa-

lore. A rich lawyer, named Gravina, who

amused himself with writing bad tragedies,

was walking near the Campus Martius one

summer's evening, in company with the

abbe Lorenzini, when they heard at no great

distance a sweet and powerful voice, modu

lating verses with the greatest fluency to

the measure of the canto improwieo. On

approaching the shop of Trapassi, whence

the grateful melody proceeded, they were

surprised to see a lovely boy pouring forth

elegant verses on the persons and objects

which surrounded him, and their admira

tion was increased by the graceful compli

ments which he took an opportunity of ad

dressing to themselves.

When the youthful poet had concluded,

Gravina called him to him, and, with many

encomiums and caresses, offered him a

piece of money, which the boy politely de

clined. He then inquired into his situa

tion and employment, and being struck

with the intelligence of his replies, proposed

to his parents, to educate him as his own

child. Convinced of the sincerity of the

offer, and flattered by the brilliant prospects

which it opened for their son, they con

sented. He began with changing his name

from Trapassi to Metastasio, for the love

of Greek. He adopted him, gave him a

careful, and as it happened, an excellent

education, and finally left him a part of his

property.

Metastasio was twenty-six years old,

when his first opera, the " Didone," was

performed ct Naples, in 1724. In the com

position of it, he was guided by the advice of

the fair Marianna Romanina, who executed

the part of Dido in a superior style, be

cause she passionately loved the poet. This

attachment appears to have been durable.

Metastasio was an intimate friend of Mari-

anna's husband, and lived many years in

the family, recreating himself with fine mu

sic, and studying unremittingly the Greek;

poets.

In 1729, the emperor Charles VI., that

great and gTave musician, who, in his

youth, bad played so miserable a part in

Spain, proposed to him to be the poet of the

opera at Vienna. He hesitated a little, bu

at length accepted the offer.

He never afterwards left that city, where

he lived to an extreme old age, in the midst

of dignified voluptuousness, with no other

occupation than that of expressing, in

beautiful verses, the fine sentiments by

which he was animated. Dr. Burney, who

saw him in his seventy-second year, thought

him, even then, the gayest and handsomes'

man of his time. He always declined ac

cepting any titles or honours, and lived
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happy in retirement. No tender sentiment

was wanting to his sensibility.

This great and happy man died in 1782,

having been acquainted, in the course of his

long career, with all the eminent musicians

who have delighted the world.

METHFESSEL, (Fried., the elder) a

theologian, and at the same time a vocal

composer of talent and feeling. He was

born at Stadtilm in 1771. His father, who

was himself a singer, soon observed his

son's warm attachment to music, and de

veloped his talents by frequent and diligent

practice. This had so quick and powerful

an effect, that the boy, who was destined

for the church, employing all his spare time

from the study of languages and sciences in

cultivating music, soon distinguished him

self as an able performer on the piano

forte and violin, whilst at the same time he

became an excellent tenor singer. Through

this rare musical talent, united to his con

stant hilarity, wit, and humour, it became

an easy matter with him to establish a cir

cle of friends in his school at the univer

sity, and in all his subsequent situations of

life, and by this circle he was both loved

and esteemed. In 1796, having completed

his theological studies, he found himself

compelled to undertake the situation of a

private tutor. His restless spirit, as well as

the feeling of not being in his sphere, drove

him, in this fatiguingly uniform employment,

from place to place, without his ever being

contented and happy. Thus he lived like a

true minstrel, traversing from one German

town to another ; still, wherever destiny

led him, his muse was ever his dearest and

most diligent conductress. This is proved

by the collections of songs which he pub

lished from the year 1798 ; some of them

are dated from nearly every place at which

he temporarily resided. The critics praised

his songs on account of their interesting

melodies, and the public also found plea

sure in them. Lastly, he undertook the

composition of the opera " Dr. Faustus,"

but could not, through the visible decline of

his strength, finish it. Just before his

death, however, he published a successful

sketch of it. If he could have entirely de

voted himself to music, F. Methfesfl

might certainly have reached a high degree

of perfection. He died of consumption in

his native town, in 1807, in the thirty-

eighth year of his age. Of his works, wt

can mention the following : " 12 KUmer-

lieder," Offenbach, 1798. " 12 Liciermt

Bfgl. tier Guilarre," Leipsic. " Da So

gers Liebe, ein kleiner Roman in Lied'n

von Rochliss mil Guitnrre" Op. 12, Leip-

aic. " Kleine Baliaden u Lieder, mil Go-

tarrc, nebst rinem iomisehen slnhmgt"

Leipsic. " 12 Dreystimmige Lieder 6*y»

Klavitre," Rudolstadt, 1800. " 3 Getmrt

aus der Oper Faust fiirs Klav.," RffiW-

stadt, 1801. *' 12 Lieder mil KUtvitr Ua

Guitarre," Bonn, 1803 ; and *' A'fctV A>

man zen uwl Lieder, m. Guit."

METHFESSEL, (Albert Gottiih!

younger brother of the preceding, singe-

to the court at Rudolstadt, and compojer <t

several songs and some music for thepiuf,

was born at Stadtilm, in Schwartibure, u

1786. He applied himself early to nssf

under the direction of his father, so mni

so that, in his twelfth year, he wrote t«

church pieces, which his father eiecmii

In his fifteenth year he went to the soi?

my at Rudolstadt, remained three yean »

prefect of the choir there, and wrote fa "

several motets and cantatas. At \enpk

in 1807, he went to Leipsic, from wht»fe

the princess of Rudolstadt sent him to Prs-

den for further improvement. Here, throojk

his distinguished talents, he madehimiel'^

many friends, that when he gave a fart-

well concert, in 1810. previously to com

mencing his employment of singer at Ks-

dolstadt, his loss was much bewailed byurf

public. A. Methfessel was a veryfecfe

and excellent tenor singer. He extrap'-

rized well on the piano, to which be oks-

sionally united his voice. He also teas-

panied himself beautifully on the p»a''

" The musical world," says Gerber, *ntiaj

in 1812, " may expect very much from

able young man. I write this with tkf

greater confidence, because I have enjoy^

the pleasure of hearing him publidy "
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»ell as in private circles. The following

•i contains his principal works up to the

rear 1809. " Littler mit Begleit. des

Kkeiers." " Grande Sonate A 4 mains,"

' Smstine a 4 mains." " Six Vars. sur un

Theme," Leipsic. " Sept Vars. tur le Men.

It [Op. Don Giovanni de Mozart," Op. 9,

ueipsic " 6 Son. facil. pour le P. F. Op.

3, lie. 1 et 2," Leipsic. " Schnsuchl

»» Schiller." " Arminia, von Tiedge

tfm Klav." " Gesange, 6 dreystimmige,

tit mUkukrlieher Begl. desP.F.," Op. 11.

'Journal fur die Guitarre, Is. und Is.

Itfi," Leipsic. " Grand Duo pour 2

hit." Op. 26. " Dcr Troubadour und 5

ittuekte, mil P. F. oder Guit.," Op. 27,

-eipsic.

METKE, (A. C.) chapel-master to the

lake of Brunswick Oels at Oels, in the

tv 1798, was a good violoncellist, and

wnposed, for the theatre in that town, the

iperetta " Der Teufel ein Hydraulikus,"

i<96. He also published " 2 Prologe,"

1^98, and " 3 Concert, pour le Ft." Op. 3,

1803.

3IETRU, a singing-master at Paris about

year 1676. The abW de la Louette

*y;, that this musician either invented the

evtnth syllable si, or brought it into use in

olmisation. Lal>orde makes him a cele-

rated chapel-master, about 1620; perhaps

^y were two persons, father and son.

METZELIUS (HiEBONYM.)wasasinger

' Stade, about the middle of the seventeenth

entury, and also at llmenau, in Thuringia.

le was born in the principality ofSchwartz-

W|. His principal publication is, " Com-

"diumMusices tamehoralisauamfigitralis,

trlU quibusdam obsmvationibus, iisouerari-

'i'tus exornatum, in studiosa? iuventutis,

imprimis Athenati Stadensis, sed et plero-

*aaue omnium Artem hanc clangentem

'ft timientem silientium et amemtium,

rattan* et honorem luci publico! adstitu-

">," Hamburgh, 1660. The work is in

|ue>tion and answer, and in two languages,

«nnan and Latin.

METZGER, (M»o. Ambhosius) born

d Nuremburg in 1603, was rector of the col-

*?e of St. Egidia there in 1632. He was a

good musician and composer, as the under

mentioned works evince. Of these, he pub

lished the psalms iu an advanced age and

with his sight impaired. Wagenseil, in his

Traktate von Meistersangern, mentions

several melodies with the name of Metz-

ger, which probably the Aftistersanger had

taken out of his "Flowerets of Venus," and.

put words to. His works are " Venus-

blumlein, Ister Thcil, newer lustiger, welt-,

liclier LiedUin mit 4 Stimtnen componirt,"

Nuremburg, 1611. " Derselben Iter Thcil

mit 5 Stimmcn," Nuremburg, 1612. "Det

Psalter Davids, in die gebrauchlicksten

Kirchentonc gebracht und mit 100 neucn

Melodicn gexcert," Nuremburg, 1C30.

METZGER, (F„ jun.) probably son of

the preceding, was also a flutist and mem

ber of the electoral chapel at Munich ; at

the same time he appears to have been a

clever composer for the piano-forte. Some

of his works have been republished at Paris,

Offenbach, and other places. It cannot be

ascertained whether the composer of some

of the music below-mentioned is thia

flutist, or whether it is a brother of bis,,

who resided in Paris ; for, in the catalogues,

the works are put without christian names,

or any other marks by which they may be

distinguished. The latter conjecture is ra

ther the most probable, because, about the

year 1796, a new series of works for the

flute, particularly numbered, is mentioned

at the end of the list of the music for the

piano below. This seems to prove that there

were two composers of this name living in

1810. The works published under this

name consist in "Doute Pelits Airs pour If

Clav. avec Violon," Berlin, 1795. " Trots

Satiates facil. pour le Clav. avec Violon,"-

Op. 2, Berlin, 1795. " Six Sonates pour le

Clav. avec V. ad lib." Paris, 1792. " So

nata A 3 mains," Ops. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, each

consisting of three sonatas, Paris, 1792 and

1793. " Bataille de Fleurus pour le Clav.,"

Op. 11, Paris, 1796. "Six Airs var. pour

le Clav.," Op. 10, Offenbach, 1795. " Six

Airs var. pour le Clav.," Op. 12, Offen

bach. " Trois Senates facil. pour le Clav.,"

Op. 13, Olfenbach. " Douse Petit* Pieces
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pour le Clav., d'une difficulti progressive,"

Op. 13, Leipsic, 1796. " Ariette, 'Ah

fo ira,' var. pour le Clav.," Berlin, 1791.

" Ouvcrlure <i 4 maim," Paris, 1792. "Air

sJe suis rU natif de Ferrare,9 avec Var.

pour le Clav., No. 22," Heilbronn and Offen

bach. " Marche des Marseillois, var. pour

le Clav., No. 77," Offenbach. For other

instruments, without piano : "Trots Sinfon.

A grand Orchestra." "Six Trios pour

Fl, Violon, et B.," Op. " Concerto pour

FL," Op. 3, Augsburg, 1798. In the Ca-

lendrier Musical Univers. of 1787, only

one F. Metzger is mentioned as a living

piano-forte composer at Paris. There is no

doubt that this is again a different person

from the two Metzgers of Munich, the more

so, as the name of the flutist is Charles. The

Parisian Metzger published " Preludes pour

le Farti-piano, dans tons les tons usite's mn-

jeurs et wdneurt, divise's progressivement en

deux parties, composes par F. Metzger,

(Envr. 16," Paris, 1800, and "Le Radeau,

oil la premiere Entrevue des JEmpereurs Na

poleon et Alexandre, Piicc histor., pour le

P.F."

METZGER, (Geobg) flutist to the Ba

varian court, died at Munich in 1794. We

give the full catalogue of his works, which

were published in the above town between

1782 and 1789: "Six Concertos pour la

Ft.," Op. 1, No. 1—6. " Six Flotentrios,"

Op. 2. "Six FlStenduos," Op. 3. "Trois

Concertos a 2 FL" Op. 4. " Six Quartets

a Fl., V., A., et B.," Op. 5. " Six Sou. d

Fl. e B." Op. 6. " Trois Concertos pour

la Fl." Op. 7, Nos. 7, 8, 9.

MEUDE MONPAS, (J. J. O. de) a

French chevalier and scavant, published

" Dictionnaire de Musiqnc, dam leauel on

simplijie les expressiom et les definitions

mathe'm. et phys. qui ont rapport a cct art,

avec des remarquts sur les Poctes lyriq. les

Versificatcurs, les Compositeurs, Acteurs,

Ex/cutam, tfc." Paris, 1788. By this

book musical science has gained nothing,

says Blankenburg.

MEUNIER. A violinist of this name is

found, in 1798, in the orchestra of the grand

opera at Paris, lie was probably a com-

poser of some violin quartets published

under the same name at Paris, about the

year 1783.

MEURSIUS, (Joannes) royal histor*

grapher and professor of politics and his

tory at Sora, was born at Losdun, near tlx

Hague, in 1579. He was tutor to the dale

of Berneveld's sons during ten years, ud

visited with them the principal courts and

libraries of Europe. He received the if-

gree of doctor of laws at Orleans. On ka

return from his travels he became prof.' •

of history and of the Greek language ; after

which he was invited by the king of Den

mark, Christian IV., to the above-mm-

tioned situation at Zora, where he died in

1639 or 1641 of the stone. His writ!*

which relate to music are as fiv

(iAristoxeni Elementa Harmonica, Greet'

Leyden, 1616. " Nicomachi EndurUm

Harmonices, Grace," Leyden, 1616-

"Alypii Isagoge Musica, Grace," Lei

den, 1616. " Orchestra, sive de 5sl'<-

tionibus Veterum," Leyden, 1618, ■!

" Porphyrii Philosophi opera onaz-

Greece.

MEVES, (Augustus) a native of I«-

don, born in the year 1785. Heijtbe««

of the late Mr. William Meves, aa artist if

distinguished merit as a miniature puntR

His mother was a lady of acknowledge!

superior musical talent, and early obserrrd

a great partiality for music in her son,

seems indeed to have inherited this bis

from both parents, his father havin? b»

also much attached to this encbuts

science. On the occasion of his father ?■>■

ing a party to young John Hummel

his father of Vienna, together with Mr.

Gracff, and other musical gentlemen, v""*

Hummel observed the facility with wbrc*

master Meves touched the piano, •>

thought that if he would study that rnstnr-

ment, there was every prospect of bis be

coming a superior performer. From &e

recommendation Mrs. Meves taught bin ki

notes, and his father induced him to p*-

tise, by reading entertaining works while''

was thus engaged, desisting the momrol tire

boy ceased to play. In this manner 'e
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tqnired a superior and easy toueli upon

be instrument. A similar practice was

dopted to accustom his eye to the reading

f music ; his mother causing him to play

liolc ballets, ivithout allowing him to

arrect a single fault. Young Aleves was,

otwitbstanding, intended by his father

ir the mercantile profession, until one of

use slight incidents occurred which not

nfrequently determine our future calling in

it. He was accidentally playing at Broad-

ood's, when Mrs. C. Cramer, then pre-

nt, inquired whether he had ever given

•«ons, which he had not then done. That

tdy became his pupil, and, on leaving

ion for the season, made him a very hand-

rale present. This agreeable surprise, for

was unexpected, induced him to prefer

it cultivation of music, as a pursuit, to the

nil monotony of a counting-house.

Accordingly we find him shortly after, in

905, making his debut at Edinburgh, under

s christian name only, and the news-

■';"-■» of the day paying him the following

lost flattering compliments for so young a

eginner : " Mr. Augustus's fine touch and

iquisite execution is only to be equalled

f the great Mozart ;" and on another oc-

uion they remarked the force of his left

ttd. Meves, on the death of his father,

wtted the profession of music as a teacher,

) account of its fatigues, but still continues

| exercise his talent in the publication of

tfious compositions, of which the follow-

f have met with great success : •' a

•nata," dedicated to Mr. Cramer ;

L'Alinc," a rondo ; " German Air, with

ariatioru 11 Within a mile of Kdin-

Tgk," harp ; " An Id lang n/ne i" " Bc-

>**, dull cart," harp ; " Gcnte t qui

L'eceUatore," and the grand march from

fozart'i opera of // FUtuto Afagico. A

imatic divertimento, " My Lodging,

ir with Variation*"

MEYER (Joachim) was a doctor of

w> and professor in the university of Got

ten, where, in 1686, he was also ap-

imtsd professor of music and cantor figu-

u«. He held these places for about ten

»•., when, retaining only the title of pro-

feasor of music, he relinquished the practice

of it, and gave public lectures on history and

law. He afterwards became rector of the

college, but at the end of three years

quitted that honourable station, on account

of his age and infirmities, when, as a re

ward for his merit, he was still permitted to

enjoy all his salaries, with the addition of a

pension.

In the year 1726, he published a tract,

entitled " Unvorgreiffsiche Qtdanchtn ubcr

die Neuliche ingerimene Theatrilische Kir-

chcn-Music," in which he severely censures

many of his contemporaries, who, by the

levity of their compositions, had con

founded the ecclesiastic with the theatrical

style.

MEYER, (Johann Friedricii) bass

singer and composer in the chapel at Ans-

pach, in 1730, was horn about the year

1704 : he was pupil of the chapel-master

Bumler. He was also, for some time, in

Italy, and obtained, on his return, the

above-named situation. He was not only a

good harpsichord player, but also under

stood composition well.

MEYER, (Johann Heinhicii Chris

tian) lieutenant in the Hanoverian regi

ment of Saxe-Gotha, was born at Hanover

in 1741. He wrote, besides other works,

" Brief ubcr Rustlaud," Guttingen, 1779,

in which he treats much on music. He

died in 1783.

MEYER, (Phil., sen.) was born at

Strasburg, in Alsatia, in the year 1737. At

an early age he was sent to the college,

destined to study divinity for the Protestant

church establishment : there he soon joined

more students, who, from a predilection to

music, were accepted to assist in the vocal

department of the church service, and, by

degrees, was more successful than others

in getting instructions on the organ from the

organist. He thus acquired the foundation

of his musical knowledge of the German

school, and cultivated it as much as op

portunity was allowed him, consistent with

college duties, till about twenty years of

age, when, meeting by accident with an old

German harp without pedals, he took so
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much pleasure in playing on it, as to con

firm his strong musical inclination so de

cidedly, that he left college with a reso

lution to devote himself to the musical pro

fession, and for that purpose went to Paris,

as the seat of the arts. He here met with

early encouragement, but found the harp

very little known, and very incomplete :

the occasional semitones were then pro

duced by means of hooks turned with the

left hand, which operation, during the

continuance of performance, rendered the

resources of modulation extremely cou6ned.

Meyer now applied himself, with the as

sistance of an instrument maker, to improve

the harp. Two and three pedals were at

first added, and after progressive additions,

Naderman, father to the present esteemed

professor of that name at Paris, brought the

seven pedals to perfection. By this time the

harp was very much cultivated at Paris ;

several other makers succeeded, and Meyer

published the first principles of the instru

ment, entitled " Mtthode tie la ff/trpe,"

-which was long esteemed by the first pro

fessors as a sure guide to that instrument.

Some Sonatas also established his claim as a

composer. About this time he took the op

portunity of studying with MGfhel, an es

teemed pupil of S. Bach's, who visited

Paris on a musical tour. He then went to

Strasburg, married, and returned to Paris,

where, after a few years, he was tempted by

an English family to visit London. He here

found the pedal harp hardly known ; and

soon met with so much encouragement

among the first nobility, that he made

London his principal abode for several

years, till (while on a visit to Strasburg)

the American war breaking out, he was

induced to remain in France, and again to

go to Paris. Finding, however, that during

his absence Krumpholz and several other

professors had taken possession of the field

of his former exertions, and being encou

raged by his professional friends to write

for the opera, he then followed bis fa

vourite propensity for composition by set

ting to music a poem of one act, by Mr.

Pitra, entitled "Apollon el Daphne." This

first attempt succeeded sufficientl)' to pro

cure him, from his style, the appellation ci

young Gluch, and an introduction to Vol'

tail r, for the purpose ofcomposing the muse

to a serious opera, entitled "Samson." Thj

was to decide his fame, but unfortunately,

when on the point of its being finished,

Voltaire died; in consequence of whicf^

the offence which that writer had gives «

the clergy manifested itself against &

performance of this opera, on account I

the subject being taken from Scripture, vs

it was interdicted. This proved so serais I

check to P. Meyer's musical ambition, ni1

he resolved to return to London with lit

family about the year 1784. Here als

found his principal former connection* J">

■'tded with other masters ; and as he M

neglected a talent, which, at the !•••

times, through his insurmountable umii5s<

proved ungrateful to him, he gave op I

pretensions as a performer, and tmnaj

entirely to the reputation of his watt,

always met with distinguished patronarts

a teacher, until his two sons followed '

steps. He died in 1819, aged eighty-two. F.

Meyer was a staunch enthusiast of the M

man school, and in his compositions. »'•«*

particularly claim originality, he obstitstdf

avoided the florid changes of the nweV

style and taste, and the continued esttetn

his music at the present time are a fair test

of their intrinsic value. His prinr^

works are '* Sir Camuncttas, with Aa»,

paniment of the small Harp," tiew*^

chosen by Mr. Fox. In this srt,"7>jf/«B'

shafts" was very popular for some ■*

A set of sonatas, entitled " Origind f**

tas." " Ditto," dedicated to the com**

of Oxford. " Ditto, " dedicated to n*

Whitbread. " La Chaise." " Trt Cm

Sonatas, ivith Accompaniment," dedir*^

to Miss Staples. "A Collection of Hi**

for Harp and Piano-forte," dedicated ■

princess Charlotte. Several fugue*, "k"

are, perhaps, the only music of thtt *"

scription published for the bsrp. "1**
Duets," dedicated to Mrs. Walker. »'■

(Birchall's and Chappel's Cat)

MEYER, (P.,jun.) son of the prw^51
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s an excellent harpist in the style of

Uadame Knunpholz. He has published

ome music for his instrument, and has a

lighly respectable connection as a teacher.

MEYER, (Friederich Charles)

ounger brother of the preceding, is also

professor of the harp, and has published

)e following very, pleasing compositions for

lat instrument: "Sonata," dedicated to

Iiss Leader. " Sonata," dedicated to Miss

keeks. " Sonata, " dedicated to Miss

eiuclerk. "Divertimento, Delia," " II

entier—o." " Introduction and Solo,''

id "Fantasia and Solo.''

MICHAEL, (Samuel) organist, about

e year 1630, in St, Nicolas' church, at

eipsic, was born at Dresden. Of his works

« known " Psalniodia Iicgia, oder auser-

ine Spriiche aus den 25 Psalmen Davids,

'I 2, 3, 4 undS Stimmen, beydes vvcatiter

auck instrumentaliter zu gebrauchen,"

eipsic, 1632 ; and " Paduanen und Gal-

mlen, t(c."

M1CHAELIS, (Christian Fiuboricii)

>n of a physician at Leipsic, professor of

iilusophy, and, in the year 1801, private

lor to a nobleman near Potsdam, was born

Leipsic in 1770. He received his

nertl musical education under Weiden-

immer, Burgtnuller, and Goeraer, learning

e violin of Ruke. Michaelis has given

ctures on music in Leipsic : he has also

ihlislied many scientific works relative

music, and some instrumental compo-

ions.

MICHAULT or MICHAUD, a French

ilinist, published, in 1780, his Op. 2,

uprising six duos for the violin. Another

aucian of the same name distinguished

luself on the horn about the year 1788.

MICHEL, (Yost) a celebrated performer

the clarionet, died at Paris in 1786.

s wrote many operas for his instrument,

iiotyrst which can be named, "Quatorze

"crrti poor la Clarinette," "Cinauante-

■stre Duos pour deux Clarintttes," Ops.l,

3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, "Petit* Air* varies

mr deur Clar.: " all printed at Paris. In

a selection from the compositions of

.i master were published, under the title

"Douse Grands Solos, ou Etudes pour ' la

Clarinette, choisis dans les Otivrages du c/-

libre Michel, pour servir a cettx qui veulent

parvetur toules les difficulte's de cet instru

ment" Paris.

MICHEL, (Franz Louis) a flutist, in

the year 1774, in the imperial chapel at

St. Petersburg. He belonged also, in 1788,

to the chapel of count Potemkin, at Benda,

previously to which he was second to his

elder brothers in the chapel at Casscl.

MICHEL, (George) the youngest of

trie celebrated musical family of this name,

from Cassel, was born in 1775. He is

considered by Gerber as one of the first

flutists he ever heard. He is now invested

with the title and rank of captain of the im

perial chapel at St. Petersburg. G. Michel

was in London about the same time that

Haydn resided here. In the year 1800, he

undertook a second journey from St. Peters

burg to London, in the course of which

Gerber became acquainted with him at

Sondershausen. His flute was one of the

most costly description, of ebony, mounted

with ivory, and furnished with eight silver

keys ; it was made in London, after the

style of Tacets and the elder Florio. It

had a compass from C up to the highest

notes of the third octave, with which, as

occasion required, he could produce the

effect of a trumpet, or the soft tone of

the harmouica. G. Michel's performance

was greatly admired in this country.

MICHEL, (Virgil) violoncellist in the

electoral chapel at Munich, about the year

1788, composed, for the theatre of that

place, a serious German opera, entitled

"Marcio Coriolatio" 1786.

MICHELET, (F. G.) a musician at

Franecker, in Fiiesland, was born in 1730.

He published much harpsichord music at

Amsterdam, about the year 1760.

MICHELI or MICHIELI, (Dom. Ro

mano) chapel-master of the cathedral

church, Di Concordia, at Rome, was born in

that city. He was a pupil of Soriano,

and flourished in the first half of the seven

teenth century, as one of the most accom

plished canonists. The best proof of this is
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g^Veil in his "Musica vaga et artificiosa ," the

complete contents of which have been com

municated by Burncy, in the third volume

of his history, p. 520. This work likewise

contains a copious preface, in which the

author relates the history of his musical life,

and the names of all the great men from

whom he derived advantage in his science.

As these names include the first contra

puntists and canonists of Italy at that

period, they well merit a place here.

Micheli relates as follows. At Venice he

made acquaintance with Gio. Gabriefii,

Gio. Croce, and other celebrated men. At

Naples, where he resided with the prince of

Venosa, he became acquainted with Sci-

pione Stella, Gio. Battista Paulo, Muzio

Effrem, and Pomponio Nenna ; at the same

time, Bartolomeo Roi was chapel-master,

and Gio. Maque organist to the vice queen.

Rocco Rodio, Scipione Cerreto, Giustiniano

Corcella, and Domenico Montella, flou

rished also at that time as profound mu

sicians. In Ferrara, he was acquainted

with Luzzasco Luzzasci, Fierone Fioron,

Gio. Mazzino, the chapel-master of the

Dome at Lodi ; also with Pietro Morsolo,

and other learned artists. At Milan, where

he resided a year, he found D. Fulgentio

Valesi Parnegiano very observant in the

composition of canons, also Guglielmo

Arnone and Cesare Borgo, at that time

organists to the metropolitan church. At

Rome, he became acquainted with the

Spanish musician, Sebastian Raval. When

Raval went to Rome, says Micheli, as he

had not yet met with his equal in Italy, he

considered himself to be the first master in

the world, and therefore challenged Fran

cesco Soriano and Gio. Maria Nanino to

a competition of knowledge in the science.

But reslo chiurilo (he was overcome) in

the first attempt, nondimeno volsero sentire

tutto il suo sapere ; so that Raval was

afterwards compelled to acknowledge So

riano and Nanino to be great maestri.

Micheli enriched canonical music with

various new inventions, and brought it to

the- highest perfection, as his works fully

prove ; from amongst which the following

may be named : " Musica vaga ft trttt

ciosa, contmente Mote'ticon obligki, t 0

noni diverai, tanto, per quelli, che si diUttai

sentire varie curiosity, quanta per qxctti. f

vor anno professare d'ititendere diversisttu

delta Musica." Venice, 1615. " Compi

A 6 voci," Venice, 1616. " A'onon fir

Chore mit 36 Stimmen. " " Mutetto

Canone, 'Amo Christum, Src? a 3 eori,

Sopr. e Basso, con Continue." "Motettt

2 Canoni infiniti, ' Sancte Cheruiuu, tp

<! 4 Soprani." " Motetto, ' Vent, tjm

Christi, i\-c.' & 5 voci, Soprano con feiiu

Sopr. A., Ten., B., ed Organo." "J/oM

' O quam pulcher, e\c.' a\ 5 foci, 3 Sopr. i

Ten." "Madrigal* & 6 voci," Venice, 15a

"Madrigali a 5 voci," Venice, 1581.

MICHELI, (Benedetto) of R»

composed and brought out at Venice

1746, the opera of " Zenobia," theworib

Metastasio.

MICHELL, (Henry) a clergjmu <

Brighthelmstone, in Sussex, died tbeifi

1789, in the seventy-fifth year of his ^

Among other works, he wrote "Df •*>

medendi, apud priscos Musicee ope alp

carminum," a second edition of «i£

appeared in 1783.

MICHL, (Joseph) a dramatic and cned

composer at Prague, about the year l*(ft

MIGNAUX or DEMIGNAUX, (ft,

musician at Paris, published, iu 1774n

1775, much music for the harpsichord, huj

and violin.

MIGNON, (Jean) chapel-master i> ^

church of Notre Dame, at Paris, aboui «

year 1679, wrote several motets, whkt £

that time were considered exquisite.

MIGNOT DE LA VOYE, a Fraoi

geometrician, wrote, about the middlf ^

the seventeenth century, " Trait/ if *

Mttsique, pour apprendre a conpairr '

plusieurs parties," Paris, 1659. A a*'

and enlarged edition, with a fourth whw,

was published at the same place in 16*

MIKSCH, a singer at Dresden,

the year 1799, published the rondo "Snl^

hab ich sic gefunden, am Kiaricr **

gen," i. e. "At last I have found *, to-

published at Leipsic, by Breitkopf, i» 17S"
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MILAN, (Don Lunovicus) a Spanish

nobleman and musical amateur atValencia,

in the first half of the sixteenth century,

published "ElMaestro, o Musica de Vignela

it Mono," Venice, 1534.

MILAXDRE. A motet from this professor

wis produced at the concert spirituel at

Pans, in 1768. The title is "Confitcbor

tibi, Bom inc.''

MILAXI, (Francesco) a composer of

the seventeenth century, published "Litanie

t Motetti a 8 Vatican B. C."

M1LANTA, (Gio. Francesco) a com

poser of the seventeenth century, published

"Afissa, Salmi, e Motetti con Sinfonie,a 1,

1, 3, 4, 5, e 8 voci concert." Op. 1.

MILANUZIO, (Carlo) amonk of Santa

Vatoglia, was originally, about 1628, organ-

stof St. Steffano's, at Venice, but afterwards

ifcame chapel-master of St. Eupheraia's, at

• ••••••!)». He proved himself an industrious

hurch composer, as the following, among

lis works, will evince : "Artnonia Sacra a

i wo, con Messa c Canzoni," Venice,

1622. "Litanie delta Madonna, a 4—8

wi." "Compicta Concertata con le Anti-

"r e Litanie, a 1, 2, 3, e 4 voci." "Bal-

tli, Saltarelli, e Correntine alia Franccse

1 Km. 1." "Ariose Vaghezzc," Venice,

528. "Messe 49, 7, ell voci, con Instro-

mi," Venice, 1629. "Concerto Sacro di

<b»i 4 2 e 3 voci, con B. Lib. 1." "Salmi,

2 tori, con B." "Concerto Sacro di Salmi

2 e 3 rod, co» 1 V. Lib. 2." "Hortns

leer deliciarum, sen Motetti, Mania et

'»'« 1, 2, et 3 vocum."

MILCHMAYER, (Job. Peter.) In his

it works he names himself court-musician

the elector of Bavaria, and professor of the

T>. He lived at Dresden in 1799. He ap-

m to have been born about the year 1 750,

in 1797, he declares he had been giving

tractions twenty years on the harpsichord,

e following of his works were published

sat the same period : " Die wahrc Art, '

i Pianoforte suspielen," Dresden, 1797 ;

1 " Pianoforte- SchuU, oder Sammlung

'iotas, fur dieses Instrument gesetzten

Wkt< Aus den Werhen tier beriithmtcstcn ■

"sunstler amgcw&hlt, tiach steigender <

W»U II,

I Schwierigieit des spiels geordnel vnd mil

, Fingersalz, Ausdruck und Mameren be-

, xeichnet."

The pieces given in this work were prd-

mised in the prospectus to be selected from

the works of Beethoven, Charpentier, de

menti, Dussek, Eckhart, Haydn, Kirmair,

Kozeluch, Kufner, Metzger, Mozart, Pleyel,

Baron von Pock, (perhaps it should be

Beeck) Steibelt, Streicher, and Vogler.

MILES, (Mns.) late Miss Guest. This

celebrated professor of the piano- forte is a

native of Bath. She began her musical

career at the age of five years and a half,

with progressive talent and success. At

the age of fourteen she visited London, to

take her finishing instruction from that

highly gifted master, John Christian Bach.

The talent of this lady was universally ac

knowledged and confirmed by the approba

tion of their late majesties, to whom she

was introduced at an early period, and sub

sequently attended the princesses regularly

at Weymouth, and occasionally in town.

In the year 1806, Mrs. Miles was ho

noured with the high and flattering ap

pointment of instructress to her royal high

ness the late lamented princess Charlotte,

in consequence of which she removed from

Bath. The publications of this lady are

not numerous, but her sonatas, dedicated to

her illustrious scholar, have been hand

somely reviewed, and require no further

comment. Her manuscript concertos, which

she reserved for her own performance

exclusively at the Bath concerts, under

the direction of Rauzzini, have given such

proof of genius in composition, that we

lament they should remain unknown to the

lovers of music.

MILHEYRO, (Antonio) a Portuguese

composer, born in Braja, flourished in the

beginning of the seventeenth century. He

was first chapel-master to the cathedral

church at Coimbra, and afterwards at Lis

bon, but at length became canon. He pub

lished the following works : " Rituale Ro-

manum, Pauli V. jussu editum, subjuncta

Missa pro defunctis a se musicis Humeri*

adaptata canlujue ail gencralem regni
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consuttudinem redaclo," Coimbra, 1618.

The rest of his musical works are partly to

be found in the library of Francisco de

Valladolid, and partly in the royal musical

library at Lisbon.

MILLER, (F. J.) Under this name is

to be found, about the year 1797, the

following work, " 3 Quintetti a Cembalu,

V., Ft., A., t B.," Manheimi

MILLER (Dr. Edward) was for fifty

years organist at Doncaster. He composed

new tunes for the psalms, of David, which

were patronised by the king, and a list of

near five thousand subscribers. His princi

pal work, however, was 11 The Elements of

Thorough-bass and Composition," a book

still highly esteemed. Dr. Miller played

the flute in Handel's first oratorios. He

died at Doncaster, in 1807, aged seventy-

six.

MILLER, (Julius) born at Dresden

in 1782, discovered, at an early age, an

ardent inclination to music, and made such

rapid progress in singing, that, iti 1790, he

was heard with great applause at the coro

nation of the emperor Leopold, in Prague.

In the year 1799, he appeared as Tmnino,

for the first time, at the theatre in Amster

dam. His voice had an uncommon com

pass, so that he could undertake bass as

well as tenor parts. After this, he was

first tenor singer to the second Joseph so

ciety, and likewise at the great concerts at

Leipsic, where he acquitted himself with

much satisfaction. Of his compositions,

which are distinguished for agreeable me

lody and tasteful instrumental accompani

ments, the following will convey some idea :

" iJcr Freybrirf," "Die Verwandlungcn,"

" Der RosakenoJJicier" " Julie odcr der

Blvmentopf," "Michel ttnd Hnnnchen , "

all operettas. He also published " Favo-

ritgesange arts den Vmcandlungen," Bres-

lau, " Kiavierauszng aus dem Rosakcnnf-

fizier," Dresden, "Vierstimmige Gesiingr."

"Seehs Kanons," and " 6 Dreystimmige

Gesiinge,"

MILLER, (called Kbasinbky) father of

Madame Gardel, the celebrated dancer at

the opera at Pai is, arranged, and in part

composed, the music of the two bautU of

"Te'lcmaouc" and "Pysche." He also pub

lished in Germany some popular music for

the flute.

MILLER, (M.) Of this musician, tie

following work is announced in Trtfg'i

Musical Catalogue for 1 799, from which it

appears he is a composer at Vienna: "0^-

fertorium H 4 voci, 2 V., 2 Clar., Tyrss.

Viula concert, con Organo."

MILLET, a musician, lived probably si

St. Petersburg, where he published lh

following work, " Sir Romances, necAc

comp. rfw Clav. Liv. 1,"

MILLET, (Jian) chanoitte nrchmlr

du Besancon, wrote "La belle Methoie, *

/''Art de bien chanter,'* Lyon, 1666; »

Forkel gives the article. Von Blankenbwr,

in his continuation of Sulzer, vol. i. p. 2&

and Walther, on the other hand, cue.

the name of the author, with the title of fc*

work, " Jean Franc. Millet, Director' *

Char.t Gregorien," Lyon, 1666.

MILLEVILE, (Ali.essakdbo) bore t

Ferrara, was an excellent organist. At«*

the year 1629, he was chapel-master to tfe

Duorno at Volterra. He served, ia a*

youth, as organist to several princes, td

lastly, to the duke of Ferrara, where, ab.>et

1622, he was chapel-master, and from these

removed to his situation at Volterra.

died at Ferrara, in his sixty-eighth ye*

Besides various operas, written by biffl "

the infancy of that art, he compoati

following printed works : "Messe e Sen**

3 voci" "Concertia 1, 2, 3, e 4coci,£*kl.

•■Motetti,a 2,3,4,5, e 6 voci, LibA:'"Me:-'

di liarmonici Fiori, it 2 e 3 voci, AA*.t

"Motetti a 2,3, e 4 voci. Lit. 7." ".Van*

Fiori, A% 3, e ivoci." "Litanie de B.T.H

voci." " Gemme sacrt," Venice,

"Motetti," Venice, 1629. "Madrig'li i ■'

fori," Venice, 1675.

MILLICO, (Giusei pi) a sopranist a-

chamber-musician to the king of Kay*

in 1790, was born in that town, a'ooal1**

year 1730. He was considered one of lW

best singers of his time, and was reounUk*

for the dignity and sensibility of bi« art*.

So highly was his method approved 'T
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Gluci, that when that celebrated musician

resided at Vienna, in 1772, he selected

Millico to teach his niece the art of singing,

who profited so much hy her master's in

structions, as soon to become an object of

admiration in that city, for her vocal

powers and taste. From Vienna, Millico

came to London, in 1772, and after some

cabal, Ins singing was highly approved in

this country. He subsequently returned to

Saples.

M1LLINGRE, probably a musician at

Paris, to whose labours, about the year

1*94, the following work is attributable :

"Suite pour la Ilarmonie « neuf Parties,"

Op- 1, Paris.

MILLOT, a violinist in the orchestra of

the Theatre Francais, at Paris, published

Itere, in 1782, some sonatas, &c. for the

harpsichord.

M1LRITZ, (Heisnrcn von) a German

•titer, about the year 1536, was descended

rran a noble family, and was in the suite of

th* margrave Albrecht, of Prussia, in 1519.

'If went also a journey with him through

■few parts of Germany, and formed

rquaintance with Luther, from which eir-

"fistanoe he imbibed a taste for the Pro-

Want religion, in which he afterwards re-

wed more accurate instruction from Paul

Ipertt.

After the altered government of the coun-

<y, he continued in the serv ice of the duke,

succeeded, in the years 1533 and 1536,

• the situation of chief officer at Barton.

Of his works, there is still to be found

'manuscript in folio, in the court library at

vonigjberg, in Prussia, which contains one

mndred and sixteen of his spiritual hymns

o: last-days, Passion-week, &c. At the

•ginning of each liymn the music is placed.

" the prefatory epistle and dedication to

be duke, as a connoisseur and amateur, he

ays, that, in these hymns, he wished to ex-

nas his gratitude to God for the expe- |

ience he has received of the'truths of the

'angelical religion, and to the duke, who

'as been a blessed instrument therein ; but

^ to be forgiven, if the verses are not, iu

Hi respects, worthy of his theme.

MILTON, (John) the father of ou

justly celebrated epic poet, was a native of

Milton, near Halton and Thame, in Oxford

shire. He was educated for the law, and

practised as a scrivener in Bread-street,

London ; but he acquired considerable cele

brity as a musical composer.

Among the psalm tunes published by

Ravenscroft, in 1633, there are many with

the name John Milton to them. One of

these, called the York tune, is well

known at this day in almost every parish

church in the kingdom. In the Triumph)

of Oriana, there is a madrigal of his com

position for five voices ; and in the collec

tion entitled The Tears or Lamentations

of a sorrowful Soule, composed by various

authors, and published by sir William

Leighton, Knt., one of the geutlemen-pen-

sioners, in 1614, there are several of his

songs for five voices.

It is said, in Phillips's life of his son, that

Milton composed a fugue, " In nomine," of

no fewer than forty parts, for which he was

rewarded by a Polish prince, to whom he

presented it, with a gold medal and chain.

M1MNERMUS. About the beginning

of the sixth century before the christian

sera, Mimncrmus, according to Plutarch,

had rendered himself remarkable by playing

upon the flute a nome called " Cradias,"

which, Hesycliius tells us, was an air for

that instrument, usually performed at

Athens during the inarch or procession of

the victims of expiation. Mimnermus was a

lyric poet, and consequently a musician, of

Smyrua, contemporary with Solon. Atbe-

nseus gives to him the invention of penta

meter verse. His elegies, of which only a

few fragments are preserved, were so much

admired in antiquity, that Horace preferred

them to those of Callimachus.

M1NELLI, (G. B.) an Italian counter

tenor singer, native of Bologna, and of the

school of the celebrated Pistocchi, sang

very successfully at Rome, about the year

1715.

MINERVA, (Patjlxs) a learned Domi

nican, who is mentioned by .locher as

having been, besides his proficiency in other
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sciences, an excellent musician, flourished

in 1582 at Milan, as chancellor of the holy

office. He died, after he had published

many learned works, at Naples, in 1645.

MINGOTTI, (Catahina.) This cele

brated singer was born at Naples, about the

year 1726. Her parents were of German

origin. Her father, an officer in the service

of Austria, having received orders to go to

Gratz, in Silesia, took his daughter with

him, before she was a year old. At his

death, a few years afterwards, her uncle

placed her in the conveut of the Ursulines.

Here the music which she heard in the

church made such an impression on her,

that, with tears in her eyes, she begged the

abbess to give her some lessons, that she

might be able to join in the choir : this was

accordingly done. When she attained her

fourteenth year, her uncle, who had in

tended her to take the veil, died ; in con

sequence of which she returned to her mo

ther and two sisters. Shortly after, she

married M. Mingotti, a Venetian, very

much older than herself,' and who was

manager of the opera at Dresden. On her

arrival at that town she made a great sen

sation. Porpora, who was then in the ser

vice of the court, recommended her, without

delay, as a young singer of great promise,

and soon procured her an engagement at the

theatre. The celebrated Faustina and

Hasse were also at this time in the royal

service at Dresden, but shortly after hear

ing Mingotti sing, they left that city for

Italy, being envious, as was said by some,

of the favour with which Mingotti was re-

ceived. After remaining a short time at

Dresden, the fame of Mingotti's singing

reached Naples, and she was invited to sing

there at the grand opera. She accordingly

went to Italy, having previously applied

herself so closely to the study of the Italian

language, that when she appeared at Na

ples for the first time, in the character of

Arislea, in the Olimpiade of Galuppi, she

surprised the Italians as much by the purity

of her pronunciation, as by her melodious

voice, and expressive and natural manner of

acting. This first ddbut having decided the

superiority of her talents, she received pro

posals on all sides for theatrical engage

ments, at a high salary ; she had, however,

the delicacy to refuse them all, beiog still

in the service of the court at Dresden,

where her salary had been considerably

raised. On her return to Dresden frcra

Italy, she repeated her character in the

Olimpiade with prodigious success. Hisst,

who was just then engaged in the compos-

tion of his Demofoonte, (having also re

turned to Dresden on receiving the appoint

ment of chapel-master) now offered to cos-

pose expressly for Mingotti the adagio

tulti i mali miei" with only a piziicatoviofe

accompaniment. This, it was said, be -

that any faults she committed in singini «

might be more clearly heard. Although rte

was much pleased with this air on fa

trying it, she soon perceived the snare th:

was laid for her ; which only redoubled ker

zeal and caution, so that she sang it theW

night of performance in so exquisite i»

correct a manner, as to force all her a»fr

gonists, and even Faustina herself, to silence.

In 1751, she again quitted Dresden if

Spain, and sang there with Giiziello, ra^

the direction of/ the celebrated FariaeJ-

The latter was so strict with her during bfl

engagement, that he not only would n*

permit her singing any where bat at d"

court theatre, but even forbid her praf

tising in a room which looked towards m

street. After a residence of two years'1

Spain, where, amongst many other preset*

she received from the queen a very valia^

diamond necklace, she proceeded to ft*

and thence to London, where she arrived «

1754. Ipermnestra, an opera composed or

Hasse and Lampugnani, was the dranJ"

which she made her first appearance bets'

a British audience, with great suece*:

though Dr. Burney says the audience ie»*

fully felt her powers of expression, tiilss*

some time afterwards introduced, in Dt

foonte, Hasse's adagio of "Sr tutti iw1

miei," which was in the highest degree pa

thetic. " Her style of singing." crs*'1*

Dr. Burney, " was always grand,and sacs a

discovered her to be a perfect mistress 4
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ker art. She was a most judicious and

complete actress, extending ber intelligence

lo the poetry and every part of the drama ;

ret her greatest admirers acknowledged

hat her voice and manner would have been

til more irresistible if she had possessed a

ittle more female grace and softness. The

lerformance in man's parts, however, ob-

lated every objection that her greatest

nemy could make to her abilities, either as

ji actress or singer." In 1758, Mingotti

[tiitted England, and afterwards sang at

Mat of the principal cities of Italy. She

ill not, however, cease to consider Dres-

*n as her home as long as the king (Au-

ostus) lived. After his death, which took

lace in 1763, she established herself at

Munich, where she enjoyed the general

steem of both the court and town. In

772, she had still preserved much of the

eauty of her voice ; and at this time she

mill converse on music with as much

cience and judgment as the most eminent

! the chapel -masters. Her conversation

m animated, and she spoke in such per-

Ktion the French, Italian, and German,

at it was difficult to distinguish which was

er native language. She also knew enough

' English and Spanish to support a con-

Bsanon, nor was she ignorant of Latin,

ft are not acquainted with the period or

'ace of her decease.

MIN'GUET, (Pablo) a Spanish musician

I Madrid, in the last half of the eighteenth

ratury, published there "Quadernillo nue-

». que en ocho /.anuriasJinns demuestran y

rplkan el Arte de la Musica, con todos sus

viunentos para saber sol/ear, modular,

o>ispartart y olras curiosidades mui utiles,

i hallara en an rasa, /rente la Carcel de

*te, encitna de la Botica ; y en la libreria

I Miam i Martin, calle de la Crux. Su

"do et 6 reaks." Forkel supposes this

ork must have been printed about the year

774.

MINISCALCHI, (GuLrELMo) a com

pel in the beginning of the seventeenth

"itury, published " Miserere met Dens, a

"«," »nd "Jrie," Venice, 1627.

MIXO.TA, (AiiBnoGto) chapel-master

and honorary member of the conservatory at

Milan, was bom in 1752. He studied music

at Naples under Nicolo Sala, and, on re

turning to his country, succeeded Lampug-

nani as first pianist at the Theatre Delia

Scala, at Milan. It was about this time

that he composed some operas of instru

mental music, amongst which were six

quartetti, entitled " / Divertimenti delta

Campagna." He also brought out two

serious operas, the one for the Theatre

Delia Scala, and the other for the Theatre

Argentina, at Rome, in which town he was

staying for a short period. On his returning

again to Milan, he was nominated chapel-

master to the holy brotherhood Delia Scala ;

upon which he devoted his talents almost

entirely to church music. Shortly after this

time, however, he composed a march and a

funeral symphony, in honour of general

Hoche, and obtained from general Buona

parte the prize of a gold medal, value one

hundred sequins, which he had offered for the

best composition on that occasion. He then

wrote two masses des marts, which are pre

served amongst the archives of the govern

ment at Milan. At the epoch of the coro

nation of Napoleon, as king of Italy, Mi-

noja composed a " Veni Creator " and a

"7> Deum," which were performed in the

cathedral at Milan by an orchestra of two

hundred and fifty musicians. Finally, on

the occasion of the marriage of the viceroy

of Italy, (prince Eugene) he composed a

cantata for the Theatre Delia Scala.

MINOItET (Gvillaume) was one of

the four masters of, or composers to, the

chapel of Louis XIV. He composed many

motets, which, though greatly admired, have

never yet been printed.

MINOZZI, (Marcello) chapel-master

to the Duomo at Carpi, published, in the

first half of the seventeenth century, " Sal

mi, Sinfonie c Litanie a 3, 4, e 5 voci, con

V.," Venice, 1638.

MION, music-master to the royal family

of France, brought out the following operas

at the royal academy of music in Paris,
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" NUitis," 1741 ; " VAnuee galante, h la

Coitr," 1747 ; and " VAntUe galantc, il

Paris," 1748.

MIRECK I (pronounced Miretzky) is a

member of the conservatory at Paris ; he

has composed some excellent music, is a

distinguished performer on the piano-forte,

and every way considered as a rising genius.

He is by birth a Pole, and though appa

rently not more than twenty-six or twenty-

seven years old, has produced works that

would have done credit to a long and

studious life. His edition of the whole of

Marcello's celebrated psalms is beautifully

arranged, with ai appropriate accompani

ment for the piano-forte : in this work he

received some assistance from Cheru-

bini. In the latter part of 1823, he pub

lished an edition of Clari's duetli e terzetti

with a similar accompaniment. These

compositions were originally published in

1730, and are distinguished by grandeur of

subject and elegance in their melodic

phrases. The original plates, engraved on

copper, were deposited in the Teatro San

Carlo, at Naples, and destroyed in the con

flagration of that edifice. It is to the talent

and perseverance of the young and spirited

Mirecki, backed by an enterprising pub

lisher, Carli of Paris, that the musical world

is indebted for the above invaluable treasure,

which would otherwise probably have been

buried iu oblivion. Mirecki, in his piano

forte playing, exhibits all the tact of genius,

and is highly celebrated as an extemporary

performer.

MISEROCCA, (Bastiano) chapel-mas

ter and organist to the collegiate church of

St, Paul at Massa, in the beginning of the

seventeenth century, was bora in Ravenna.

He published at Venice, in the years 1609

and 1611, several masses, vespers, and

motets.

MISLIWECZEK, (Joseph) called in

Italy II Boesio, or Venatohini. He

was the son of a miller at a village near

Prague, where he was born in 1737, with

a twin brother, who so strongly resembled

him that their parents could scarcely dis-

tinguish the two infants. Joseph received

a good education at his village school, and

probably there received his first lessons in

masic. After the death of his father, he

went to Prague, to obtain further instruc

tions iu his favourite art from the celebrate*!

organist Segert ; and he then applied himself

to the study of counterpoint with so mucit

success, that he shortly afterwards coo

posed six symphonies, that were much

applauded, and which he called Jtmurt,

February, March, &c. Encouraged by it I

first success, he proceeded to Venice, at

placed himself under Pescetti. Pron

thence he went to Parma, where he cm-

posed his first opera, which pleated so

much, that he was invited to Naples. Here

the opera of " Bellerofonte," which h

produced on the king's birthday, rendtrfi

him so celebrated, that, within the Bestm

years, he brought out nine more opens I

that city. Amongst these the " Oh...;

1778, was a great favourite, principiy

on account of the ariette, " Se ctra, t

dice, &fc.f" which was universally o*

sidered as a chef-d'oeuvre. Not long ita

the representation of " BcUerafmte" be «■

visited Venice, where he was loaded <4

honours. He met with an equally natter-

reception at Pavia, and in 1777, orscoro-

ing to others, 1773, at Munich. la W'\

his fortune began to change. In this js*

he gave, at Milan, his opera " Armib,'

which was quite unsuccessful ; be *i»

failed in an opera at Rome. He i<d °

wretched circumstances, either in 1781. •

according to others, 1782.

M1TFORD, (John) an English «utte.

published " Estay on lie Harae'J 4

Language, Sfc." London, 1774.

MITSCHA or M1CRA, (Fbaki Am»)

secretary to the governor at Grati. »

Steyermark. Nothing is recorded of k'3

in print, yet too much is known not tof

him a place here. We have, of his co»>p»'

sition, the opera "Atirait und ltH>".

1790 ; " 12 Stark teiflilt SuffOt "

" 1 1 Notturni fRr 7 und mekrere /""*

mente ;" " 6 ViolinquaiteHtti ;" "If""
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setto a 2 F. e Fc. ;" and several part-songs

for eight voices : the greater number are at

Traeg's in Vienna, in manuscript.

J1ITZLER DE KOLOF, (Laur. C.)

bora at Yrette!sheim in 1711, was educated

at the gymnasium at Anspach. He learnt

the principles of music from infancy, also

singing from Erhman, and the violin from

Carby. In 1731, he went to the university

at Leipsic, where he studied theology and the

sciences in general, till, at length, in 1763,

be gave public lectures at Leipsic, on mathe

matics, philosophy, and music. It was the

perusal of the writings of Mattheson, and the

frequenting of the Leipsic concerts, but prin

cipally the conversation of the great Bach,

that formed the taste of Mitzler, and made

bim soon desirous of elevating bis favourite

art to the dignity of a mathematical science.

To this effect he published, in 1736, a

dissertation entitled " Quod Musica Scienlin

til." In 1738, he established, with the

assistance of count Lucchesini, and chapel-

Master Bumler, a corresponding society for

the sciences connected with music ; of this

society he was named secretary. Its

vijj.il object was the improvement of

tie theory of music. Metzler afterwards

went to Poland, as teacher of the mathe

matics in a nobleman's family, and finally

titled at Warsaw, where the king of

Poland granted him letters of nobility. He

died in 1778. His principal works are as

follows. Theoretical : " Dissertatio quod

Mtixica Scientia sit et pars crttditionis

pkilosophicar," Leipsic, 1734 ; " Lusus iu-

fftjitt de pra>scnti bello angustiss. alque in-

tictiss. impcratoris Carali VI. cum finleratis

houibus, ope tonorum musicorum illus-

trtlo," Wittenberg, 1753; " Musihaliuhr

liibliotheh, Sfc. i" i. e. " Musical Library,

or exact Notices and impartial Analyses of

Books and Writings on Music," three vo

lumes, Leipsic, 1738 to 1754 ; " Vic An-

fiugigruttde dcr Generalbasses, nttch Ma-

thtmatischer lehrart abgehandclt, Sfc." i. e.

" The Elements of Thorough-bass treated

according to Mathematical Rules, and ex

plained by means of a Machine invented for

'he purpose," Leipsic, 1739 ; " Musikalis-

chcr Staarstccher, Ifc." i. e. " The Oculist

in Music, who amicably discovers the faults

of reasonable Musicians, and ridicules the

follies of soi-disant Composers," 1740 ; and,

lastly, " J. J. Fu.v's Gradus ad Parnas-

sum," translated from the Latin into Ger

man, with notes, Leipsic, 1742. Practical

works : these consist of " Three Collections

of Moral Odes, with Harpsichord Accom

paniment," Leipsic, 1740, &C. ; and "Four

Cantatas for the Flute, Ifc," Leipsic.

MODERNE, (Jacques) a composer to

the church of Notre Dame de Confort at

Lyons, in the seventeenth century, pub

lished several works, of which, however,

Gesner, in his Partition. Umvers. lib. 2. tit.

7. gives only the following, "Chansons a 4

Parties," and " Motetli, 5et6 voc, Lib. 3."

MOECKER, a musician, and probably

pianist, at St. Petersburg, in the year

1796, added to the works of Gcrstenberg

and Dittmar, " /Suite desAirs Busses varies

pour le Clav.," the seventh, ninth, tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth numbers.

MOELLER, (Joiik. Gottfr.) This

musician announced himself at Leipsic, in

1797, with the title of Studiosus theologies

et musices, as composer of a double sonata

for the piano-forte, about to be published.

Whether this really appeared is not known ;

but afterwards the following works were

published by him : " 12 Var. pour le Clav.,"

1797 ; " 16 Far. pour le Clav.," 1798 ;

and "4 Waltzcr und 2 Englische," 1798.

We find his christian name frequently

printed J. C. Whether this is an error of

the press, or whether the name is to he

written J. C. Moeller, we have no certain

account. He was, in the year 1800, resi

dent at Leipsic, as professor of the piano.

He was a pupil of the famous Kittel, of

Erfurt. In the year 1805, appeared his

" Fantasie et Fugue pour le Piano-forte,"

Op. 4, Leipsic.

MOESER, (Carl) violinist in the royal

Prussian chapel at Berlin, where he was

born about the year 1774, was universally

allowed to possess the most distinguished

talents. The readiness with which he read

a livre ouvert, as also the clearness with
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which he executed at first sight, were truly

astonishing. When only in his sixth year,

he attracted notice at Berlin by his per

formance on the violin. His first teacher

was Botticher, who in a short time brought

him so forward, that he was able to join in

the most dirHcult violin concertos of Gior-

nowich, Haack, etc. He then became first

violinist in the chapel of the margrave of

Schwedt. Afterwards, however, on the death

of the above nobleman, when his chapel was

closed, the king patronised the young artist,

supported him, and procured him instruc

tion from concert-master Hiack, who then

cultivated his talents to their subsequent

extraordinary perfection. In 1792, he was

still without any musical appointment, and

practised the science only as an amateur,

holding a situation in the civil department

of government. Soon after that time, how

ever, we find him belonging to the royal

chapel ; and in 1797, he was travelling

with the title of maitre de chapel/c.

MOITO, (Grov. Battist.) a composer,

flourished about the year 1600. Of his

works have been printed, " Madrigali a 6

vovi," Antwerp, 1600.

MOLAN, (De) a French composer, by

whom several songs have been published,

in the seventh volume of " Recueit tie Chan-

tons," Hague, 1735.

MOLENDA, (Wenzel) a delightful

violinist and composer for his instrument,

born at Pisek, in Bohemia, lived at first, for

six years, at Bohmisch-Krumau, as musician

in the Minorite church there. He then

went to Linz, to study philosophy ; hut

soon after proceeded to Vienna. There

he continued but a short time, and went to

Hungary, where he was in the service of a

prince, as violinist. This situation he re

signed in order to visit Paris, where, by his

ready and pleasing mode of execution, he

became greatly admired. At length he left

France, and appears, about the year 1788,

to have resided at Mentz, where he pos

sessed an elegant house. He wrote many

concertos and other music for his instru

ment, of which , however, it is probable that

none has been printed.

MOLINO, (Lunovico) ckefrfmcXatrt

at the theatre at Turin, in 1803, published

" Airs varies pour le Guitare avec Atx. it

Violnn," Paris, 1803. He was a pupil of

Pugnani, and has composed much other

instrumental music ; he has also published

at Paris several sets of Italian ariettes.

MOLITOK, (Inoenvin) a Franciscan

monk and organist to the convent at Bouen,

in Tyrol, born at Habach, flourished asacom-

poser in the second half of the seventeenth

century. He published " 6 Kansonen fir

2 V., 1 Viole, 1 Viola da Gamba, und B."

and " 19 Motetti, & 2 Soprani, 2 7^ e

B.y" Augsburg, 1668.

MOLITOR (S.) composed " Siegethtiet

fur drey Singslimmen ohne Begteittng,"

i. e. " Triumphal Songs for three Voice,''

Augsburg, 1800. The judgment, however,

which is pronounced on them, in the Laf.

Mas. Zeit. vol ii. p. 795, redounds net

much to Molitor's fame.

MOLTNER, (Balthasar) coraposa

and member of the college at Schleusngsi,

in the beginning of the seventeenth ceaturt,

published " Motettefur 6 Slimmen, tnfk

Tod der Fr. Lattermannin z* Eis/ieU"

i. e. " Motet for six Voices on the Death a'

Fr. Lattermannin at Eisfield," Cobou:;,

1614.

MOMBELLI, (Domevico.) Chpd-

master lleichardt, who, in 1790, undertow

a journey to Italy for the express purposed

becoming acquainted with the powers of

the different tenor and alto singers, gins

the following very flattering description of

Mombelli. " He pleased me above all

others. He has a very agreeable and cleo

voice, particularly in the deeper tones, and

sings with much feeling and expression-

His appearance and action are prepossess*?

and expressive." In the winter of 1790 to

1791, he sang at the theatre at Leghorn

and Padua. He is known as a compose

by the following little works i ** 6 ArkU*

Italiane con Acc. di Crtnb. o Arpe,

Vienna, 1791 ; "8 Arieltt Jtal. cm Aec

di Cemb.," Op. 2, Vienna, 1794; "«

Ducttini per 2 Soprani, con

Op. 3, Vienna, 1795.
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MOMIGNY (Jerome Joseph »e) is

of Belgian origin, and was born at Phillip-

peville in 1776. His father, who had

graduated at the university of Louvain, and

had studied music at the court of Brussels,

taught him the alphabet and the gamut at

the same time. His father's fortune being

impaired, he was sent to St. Omar's, where

he bad an uncle by the mother's side, who

took the charge of his education. His pro

gress in music was so rapid, that, when only

nine years old, he extemporized. At twelve

he was the organist of two parishes of

St. Omar. Summoned to the royal abbey

of St. Colombe, he there acquired a taste

for retirement, study, and philosophy. It

*as in the groves that surrounded this reli

gious asylum, that be first composed, and

gave himself up to reading. Unhappily he

wanted models. He sought them at Paris.

M. de Monteynard, one of the ministers of

Louis XV I., being asked by his sister, the

abbess of St. Pierre de Lyons, to send

her an organist, sent Momigny. In 1793,

he became secretary of his section, and was

appointed municipal officer at the time

"hen the citizens of Lyons were striving

to shake off the yoke of the reign of terror.

Outlawed for having been unwilling to betray

he confidence of his fellow-citizens, he took

tfuge in Switzerland, after having wan-

lered, without a home, through the south of

france. He returned to Lyons, and after

wards established himself at Paris, in 1800.

He had composed at Lyons, twelve sonatas

or the piano-forte, at Paris, two quartets

or two violins, tenor, and bass, sonatas for

he piano, a trio, forming his twenty-second

>ork, forty romances, and two operas,

' Le Barun de Felshrim," the words by

he prince of Schakowskoy, and " La Nou-

fUe Laitiire," of which he wrote the

• ords and the music. He also published,

<" the use of the family of Napoleon,

with an accompaniment for the

[liano-forte, and, in 1802, his first lessons

; that instrument appeared. Momigny,

independently of his musical abilities, is

a very learned man, and has particularly

distinguished himself by the publication of

a work in three volumes 8vo., entitled

" Court complet d'Harmonic et de Compo

sition d'apres une Thiorie nouvelle et

generate de la Musique basis sur des Prin

cipe! incontestables, puise's dans la Na

ture, Sec." This book may be considered

as containing a new theory of music, though

the whole idea of it is not original, being

founded partly on the system of Balliere,

which was expanded by Jamard, and partly

on some of the views of the abbe' Feyton,

which appear in the article Chromatique,

in the Encyclope"die Mithodique. Accord

ing to the theory of Momigny, the generator

produces the following intervals, G, b, d, g,

b, d, f, a, c, e, which the author calls

runique type of the musical system, and

compares the seven musical notes, a, b, c,

d, e, f, g, proceeding from the generating

string, to the phenomena of the decomposi

tion oflight, discovered by Newton by means

of a prism. Momigny has distinguished

himself also by a most remarkably well-

arranged edition of Durante's six duets, the

subjects of which were taken from Scarlatti's

cantatas. These duets arc sung at all the

conservatori on the continent, and are re

nowned for the beauty of their melodies

and harmonic treatment. Momigny, in

vited by the conductors of the Encyclopedic

Mithodique, has a further title to respect,

by having ably completed the musical part

of that work, which was left unfinished by

the horrors of the revolution, and the con

sequent unfortunate sacrifice of some of its

most able original authors.

MONDODONO or MONDONDONO,

(Gerolamo da) a priest and composer in

Italy, flourished about the year 1660, and

published, among other works, " Missa,

Salmi, c Falsi Bordoni a 5 voci," 1653, and

" Salmi," Venice, 1663.

MONDONVILLE, (Jean Joseph C.

de) born at Narbonne in 1715. Alter visit

ing the Netherlands, where several motets of

his composition were much admired, he

went to Paris in 1737, and procured three

of his motets to be sung at the concert

spirituel, when it was considered that they

were nearly unrivalled. He was then
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appointed chamber-musician to the king,

and soon afterwards published some music

for the harpsichord and violin, and some

concertos for the organ. He next produced

an unsuccessful opera; but, in 1749, gave

another opera, " Lc Caruavaldu Parnasse"

which had thirty -five representations. In

1753, he finished the poem, and put music

to the abbe1 de la Marre's incomplete opera

of " J'tifjn et Aurore ;" this was highly

successful. In the following year appeared

his " Alcimadurc," of which he wrote

both the poetry and music. His last

dramatic works were, " Les Filet ilc Pa-

phos," in 1758, and an act of '* Psyche,"

in 1762. On the death of Rover, in 1755,

Mondonville obtained the direction of the

concert spirituel. It was during the seven

years that he held this situation, that, on

the model of the oratorios of Italy, he

brought out " Lcs Israelites a la Montagnc

d'Ortb," " Lcs Titans," and " Les Fureurs

de Saul'' The last hours of his life were

occupied in translating the Themistocks of

Metastasio, which he wished to set to

music. He died in 1772.

MONDONVILLE, (le jeune) son of the

preceding, and a good violinist and per

former on the hautboy, was born at Paris

about the year 1740. He published some

sonatas and other music for the violin. He

died about the year 1807.

MONDRIK, a musician, and probably a

flutist, at Paris, published there, about the

year 1792, " Air varie" pour la Fl."

MONETA, (Giuseppe) a musical ama

teur at Florence. He competed with the

dramatic composers of his time, by several

pieces which were performed at the princi

pal theatres in Italy. The following of

them may be mentioned : " // Capitana

Tenaglia" opera buffa, 1784; " Im Muta

per Amore," opera buffa, 1785 ; "Amor

vuol Giovenlti" intern). 1786 ; " L'Equivoco

deliVastro," 1786; " Li due Tutori," opera

buffa, 1791.

MONFERRATO. See MoN-rrEnnA-ro.

MONGEZ, a French scavant at Paris,

presented to the national institute, in the

year 1800, « Mdmoire >ur lcs Harangues

rapportees par les Histories.!, tt ur lis

Moyens i/u'on croit avoir dti cmployet far

les Anciens pour augmciiter les BJftti de le

Vois dans les Thiitres."

MONHERON, a musical imateui it

Paris, published in 1780, at Versailles,

" Recueil de douze nouveaux Airs, sta

Acc. de Fiolon et de Guitare."

MONIGLIA or MONEGLIA, (Giot.

Andrea) a composer of Florence, knout

by the two following works : on the tor,

the name is printed Moneglia, and on 4f

second Moniglia. He flourished in ih?

second half of the seventeenth century, ml

appears to have resided in Germany, when

both works were published. " Jl 7VW

drama, Dresden, 1667, and " Drama .«<•

sicale Giocasta," Dusseldorf, 1696.

MONN, (Matth. Giov.) a very imlo-

triousand fertilevocal and instrumental «r

poser, probably resident at Vienna ab»J

the year 1 795. Gerbcr cannot impart to w

reader any further information of this ■«-

sician, than what is to be found in Traep

Catalogue, Vienna, 1799, and this cods

only in adry mercantile list of his worfa,it

in manuscript. To increase the obscuiw

there is another G. T. H. Mono introoW

whose name stands in the Catalogue at '■'<

head of six sonatas. Whether several *

following works, which are without cb1-

tian names, belong to the last-mentier-

Monn, Gerber cannot decide. Mostoftkf

following, however, are signed by Mattfe

" Mine Anweisung zum Generation,' z

manuscript. Sacred music : 1. " Ontsnt*

Heilsame Unterrcdungen." 2. " Cnf-

rutin." 3. " 5 Jiittcu." 4. " Rep** '

4 voci, 2 V., con Org." 5. "Miss* br*

a 4 voci e 4 Str." 6. " Miss* i t <*"■

cos 12 Strain.," " Chorus ex hortidsm,

SfO." Violin music : 1. " 6 Si»fn>- f*

voile Orchestcr." 2. " 2 Canctrtt, «».'*

V. und cins furs Vc" 3. " 18 Soft*'

far % Vn A., usul B" 4. " 15 Orrrir

mentos a 2 V., A., e B." 5. " 4 Tnu '

2 Viole e li." 6. " 3 Partil. a fl '•> '

B." 7. '• 2 Trios a ft, Viola, t*V *

" Sonata a V. sola ton B." 9. « W^r

nueti & 7 wild 10 Stimmsn." 10. "it*K>
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Turtiae a 10." Harpsichord music : 1.

' 12 Coneerti per il Cemb. con .-ice" 3.

' 30 Ditertimenti per 'il Cemb. tola.'' 3.

' 6 Sam. p. il Cemb. tola." Theatrical

nusic: "Diana e Amore," opera.

MONRO,(George) an English organist.

it played the harpsichord at Goodman's-

elds' theatre, from the time when it was

pened, in 1729, till his death, which hap-

ened a year or two afterwards. Monro

ad a happy talent in composing song

ines, of which many were greatly ad-

lired. Several of them are printed in

je Musical Miscellany, an elegant eol

ation of songs, with the music, in six

oiumes, printed and published by Watts in

leyear 1731.

MONRO, (Henry) professor of music,

sides at Newcastle upon Tyne. His

itlicr was a musician in Liocoln, who, dis-

overing the great delight his son took in

lusic, at a very early age, placed him in

ie cathedral church of that city as a cho-

ster. After the breaking of his voice

lunro left the choir, and became a pupil

f the late John James Ashley, of Belgravc-

lace, Pimlico, by whom he was taught the

rinciples of music, and the practice of Die

a no forte and organ ; he also, during his

sidenee in London, received lessons from

lier celebrated masters, namely, Dussek,

'ittenhofer, and V. Corn. In the year

"96, he left London to commence his

usieal career at Newcastle upon Tyne,

id was appointed organist of St. Andrew's

rirch there, in the same year ; since which

nod he has continued to reside in that

iwn, and is considered by competent

idgts as a very able musician and brU-

jui pianist. His works are not numerous ;

nongstthem are, "A Sonata fur the Piano-

Tie and Violin," dedicated to Miss Bell,

'p. 2 ; " An Air and Rondo," dedicated

> Miss Jones ; also other rondos and songs,

(unro is uncle to Mrs. Bedford, late Miss

neene, who received instruction from him

i the piano-forte, pedal harp, and sing

's;, before she was articled to Bishop

it composer, to qualify her as a public

MONSIGNY, (Pierre Alexandre)

who has been called the French Saccliini,

was born in 1729, in the province of Ar-

tois. He went, when very young, to Paris,

where his parents, destining him for finance

business, got him a situation, at the age of

nineteen, in the chamber of accounts of tha

clergy of France. Like La Fontaine, who,

on hearing an ode of Malherbe, felt his

genius for poetry aroused within him, so

Monsigny, at a representation of the Ser

vant-Mistress of Pergolesi, felt his talent

for. music first beginning to disclose itself;

for soon after this time he began seriously

to study composition under Gianaotti, when,

after five months' lessons, his master told

him that he could be of no further use.

What was the astonishment of Giannotti,

when, upon this, young Monsigny showed

him the opera of " Les Aveux Indiscrete,"

which he had composed without saying any

thing to his master. The professor then

begged him to leave this work for his ex

amination ; and after looking through it

with care, and finding even the errors in

composition to bespeak genius, begged of

the author to give him the opera, adding,

that it would one day prove the foundation

of his fortune and reputation. Monsigny

would not consent to this, and three years

afterwards (in 1759) he brought out " Let

Aveux Indiscrets," in one act, at the Theatre

de la Foire. It was successful. Accordingly,

in 1760, he produced at the same theatre,

"Le Maitrc en droit," and "Le Cadi dupe'."

Sedaine being present at the representation

of the latter opera, was so astonished at the

effect of the duo between the Cadi and the

Ihjer, that he exclaimed, " Voila mon

homme !" and the same evening introduced

himself to Monsigny. The pleasing opera

"On ne s'avise jamais de tout" given by

Monsigny in 1761, completed a musical

revolution at the Theatre de la Foire, which,

from that time, took the name of C'omedie

Italienne. He next wrote, in conjunction

with Sedaine, the following works, all of

which were brilliantly successful : " Le Roi

et le Fermier," in three acts, 1762; " Rose

et Colas," in one act, 1764 ; " Aline, Reine
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de Golconde," a. three acts, 1766; " L'lsle

sonnante," in three acts, 1768; '* Le Di-

serteur," in three acts, 1769; "LeFaucon,"

in one act, 1772; " Filix, ou fEnfant

trouve," in three acts, 1777; he also gave

with Favard, in 1775, "La belle Ursine,"

in four acts. Monsigny was director of the

conservatory, and pensioned as composer of

the Feydeau, in the year 1802. We know

not the exact period of his decease.

MONTANARI, (Antonio) a cele

brated violinist and pupil of Corelli at

Borne, flourished, according to Sir J. Haw

kins, at Rome, in 1700. Dr. Burney says

of Montanari, that he died brokenhearted,

when Bini, in 1730, came to Rome, and

there excelled, on the violin, all living mu

sicians, among whom Montanari was pre

viously considered the first violinist. It

cannot be ascertained, however, whether

this anecdote relates to Antonio or to Fran

cisco Montanari, or whether he is impro

perly called Antonio by Hawkins, or lastly,

whether there lived only one violinist of the

name of Francisco Montanari; the latter,

however, is the most probable, because his

works and his portrait are in existence.

MONTANOS or MONTANNES,

(Francisco) Portionarius in a church at

Valladolid, in Spain, in 1600, published

" Arte de Munca theorica y practica,"

1592, " Arte de Canto Llano," Salamanca,

1610.

MONTARIN, a fertile composer of

French popular songs, probably resided at

Paris about the year 1710. Ofhisnumerous

compositions, some airs in Lully's style are

inserted in the Recutil d"Airs sMcux et a

boire pour tanne'e 1710.

MONTE, (Philip de) a native ofMons,

in Hainault, born in the year 1521, was

master of the chapel to the emperor Maxi

milian II. ; he was also a canon and trea

surer of the cathedral church of Cambray.

Besides several masses, this writer com

posed four books of madrigals.

MONTECLAIR (Micbaki) was bom

in the year 1666, at Andelot, a town of

Bassigny, about ten miles from Chaumont.

He was originally a teacher of music in

Paris, but was afterwards taken into toe

royal academy. Monteclair is said to

have been the first person who introduced

the violone or double bass into the orcbejtii

of the opera. He died near St. Denis, in

the year 1737.

There are extant of his works, " Mitkadt

pour apprendre la Musique" " Principts

pour le Violon," " Trios de ¥iohni"

cantatas, motets, and one mate de rt-

quiem. He composed the music to an enter

tainment, entitled "Det Fetes de fE»("

and to the celebrated opera of "Jeptht,"

written by Pellegrini, and represented si

Paris in the year 1732.

MONTELLA, (Domenico) a learned

musician, flourished at Naples about the

year 1500.

MONTELLI, a musician at Paris, of

whose works have been printed and re

printed, " Troii Trios pour le Ft, Clar

et A., Lie. I." Paris, 1796.

MONTEMAYOR, (GREooRics)acelt-

brated musician, in the chapel of tit:

Philip II. of Spain, at Madrid, din!

in 1560, and left several works. He »»

born at Montemor, not far from Coimtm.

in Portugal, and died in the flower of

youth.

MONTESARDO, (Girolamo) see*

poser in the first half of the seventeenth co-

tury, published, about l653,"Meoa,Sda,

e Litanie A 4 voci"

MONTEVERDE, (ClaudIo) of Cremo

na, chapel-master of the church of St. Miri

at Venice, was a celebrated composer o:

motets and madrigals, who flourished abw!

the beginning of the seventeenth centart.

He was also well known for his skill r-

recitative, a style of which, indeed, be auy

be said to have been one of the inventors;

at least there are no examples of reciuti't

extant more ancient than those in his open

of " Orfeo."

There are several of his madrigals in

serted in the collections published by Rew

Phalesio and others, about the year 16W.

He was the first who used double dis

cords, such as J, f, and J, as well »

the flat fifth and the seventh usfireptiti
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la his secular production!, by quitting

ecclesiastical modulation, be determined

the key of each movement, smoothed and

phrased the melody, and made all his parts

sing in a more natural and flowing manner

than had been done by any of his prede

cessors. In his fifth and last book of ma

drigals, almost every species of discord and

modulation is hazarded, for the use of which

the boldest composers of modern times have

been, often thought licentious.

MO.\TFEKRATO,(NATAL)sub-chapel-

masler at St. Mark's church in Venice,

flourished in 1660. We can mention the

following of his works : " Salmi concertati

« 5, 6, e 8 voci, con V." 1650 ; " Motetti,"

Venice, 1655 ; " Motetti concertati,"

Venice, 1660 ; " Motctti a voce sola,"

Venice, 1666; " Motetti a voce sola,"

Venice, 1673. Burney observes, that he

was the first who used the da capo, which,

about 1680, became common.

MONTGERAULT, (Madame) a female

musical amateur at Paris, published there,

previously to the year 1796, " Train So-

'«'■''! four le Clav. seul." This lady is

said to have been possessed of extensive

musical knowledge. She was appointed

assistant professor at the conservatory in

Paris.

-MONTHAU, (Syi.vain de) chef ior-

tkestre at Strasburg in 1803, published

and dedicated to his father, " Troit So

mites pour le Piano-forte," Paris.

MONTI, (Gaetaso) a composer, born

at Naples, was reckoned among the dra

matic composers of Italy, between the years

1783 and 1791. Some of his works are

" Lo Sturlente," opera buffa, Naples, 1784 ;

" Le Donne vendicate," opera buffa, Pa

lermo, 1784 ; " La Contadina accorta,"

opera buffa, Dresden, 1782.

MONTICELLI, (A*ozm> Mauia) of

Milan, born about the year 1715, sang in

Naples, in 1746, with Mingotti ; he after

wards came to London. Monticelli died at

Dresden, about the year 1764.

MONTIGNY, (Piebbe de) private

musician to the duke of Orleans at Paris,

in 1669, was born at Havre. He was men-

tioned among the composers of the age, in

the Merc. Ca'.ant. of 1678 and 1679.

MONT1LLOT, (Maiilet de) a musician

at Paris, published there, about the year

1786, some symphonies for a full orchestra.

MONTREVIL, a French composer, lived

in 1703. Laborde has made us acquainted

with a chanson of his production.

MONTVALLON (De) published at

Paris, in 1742, a work entitled " Nouveau

Systeme de Musique sur les intervalles des

tons et sur les proportions des accords, oil

Con examine les systimes propose'* par

divers auteurs."

MONZA, (Alberto) a celebrated

singer, about the year 1 700.

MONZA, (Caulo) chevalier and chapel-

master at the theatre of La Scala at Milan,

was a native of that town, and occupied the

above situation about the year 1766. He

was then in high repute, as one of the best

composers for the church and the opera.

He produced in the above year his opera of

" Temistoclc." Dr. Burney heard one of

Monza's masses ir. the church of Santa

Maria, and found it a fine composition and

full of genius. He wrote some other operas,

and also some music for the harpsichord.

MONZANI. This eminent performer on

the flute was born in Italy, but has resided

many years in this country. He was for

merly first flute at the King's theatre, and

performed at most of the principal concerts

and music meetings. At present he is oc

casionally heard as a concerto player : he

is now, also, largely engaged in the music

trade and inthe manufacturing of flutes. The

following list comprises some of Monzani's

principal works for the flute. Flute music :

" Instruction /look, containing the Rudi

ments of Music, theArt of Fingering, /dip

ping, and Slurring the Notes, thirty-six

progressive lessons, Scale ofthe Harmonics,

Preludes, Cadenzas, Pules for Modulation,

fyc." "Seven Studios, with References to the

various Ways of Fingering the Notes, Sfc.

forming the Second Part ofhis Instructions,"

" Selection of ninety-six Scotch Airs, with

additional Movements to each," "Pasticcio,

containing Preludes, Airs, Spanish Dances,
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Boleros, Waltzes." " Twelve Preludes

and Airs." "Twenly-four Preludes, with

Airs, §c." "Ditto single." " Polacca and

Cossack Air." " Mutter's Waltz, with

Variations." "Andante, Scotch Air, and

Polacca," " Three Divertimentos," " 12

Nottumi." * " Two Duets." " Three Du

ets." " Three Duets." " Three Duets,"

and "Three Serenades."

MOORE, (Thomas, Esq.) This cele

brated poet aud musical amateur is a native

of Ireland. After having been under the

tuition of Mr. Whyte, a man of taste and

talent, he completed his education at Tri

nity college, Dublin. His classical studies

being finished, he came to London, entered

himself of the Temple, with a view to make

the law his profession, and was called to

the bar. In those moments when he was

not occupied with the dry technicalities,

the trifling quibbles, and the endless pros

ing of legal writers, he amused himself

with translating the Odes of Anacreon ;

these he published, with copious notes, in

1800. This version, one of the most ele

gant that has ever appeared in oar lan

guage, met with so favourable a reception

from all who possessed a classical and

poetical taste, that he seems to have been

induced to abandon the law, and devote

himself to literature. In 1801, he gave to

the press a volume of poems, under the

assumed name of Thomas Litile, which

have gone through thirteen or fourteen

editions. In 1803, he published "A candid

Appeal to public Confidence, or Considera

tions on the actual and imaginary Dan

gers of the present Crisis" About this

time he went to the Bermuda islands, of

which, through the interest of Lord Moira,

he was appointed registrar; and he also

visited the United States. Of the American

character, he formed a very unfavourable

opinion, and that opinion he did not hesi

tate to express freely, in a volume which

name out upon his return home, in 1U06.

This volume bore the title of " Epistles,

Odes, and other Patms." In 1808, he sent

to the press, "Corruption and Intolerance,"

two pocius, with notes, addressed to an

Englishman by an Irishman ; and in 1809,

*' The Sceptic, " a philosophical tthre.

These works, of which the first is pnngently

satirical, are little known ; but they are

worthy of their author. They were suc

ceeded, in 1810, by "A Letter to the Ro

man Catholics of Dublin." His next pro

duction, "Intercepted Letters, or the 7V»-

penny-post-bag," by Thomas Brown the

younger, 1812, was eagerly perused, and

fourteen editions of it were printed. It

lashes severely one elevated personage, aid

several of the most eminent Tory party.

In sparkling wit, keen sarcasm, and hu

morous pleasantry, it is rivalled only ky

anothet volume, entitled *' J'he Fudge Fa

mily in Paris," which issued from tfe

press in 1818, and the hero of which i>s

poet, who has apostatized from the prin

ciples of liberty, and become the virulear

supporter of court measures. In 1813, lis

fame of Mr. Moore was increased bj

the appearauce of his exquisite soap '

sir John Stevenson's collection of Irish

melodies. Some of these songs are amok

the finest specimens of poetrv in our ba-

guage, and the morality of the whole *

them is unexceptionable. They have mtt

been collected into one volume. In 18l»

he published a series of sacred sonn

duets, and trios, the music to which »:

composed and selected by himself and a

John Stevenson. This series forms, in err^y

respect, a suitable companion to the Ini

melodies. In the following year, 1 31 ~-

carue forth his great work, on which he «>

known to have been long engaged, aad

which the reading world had awaited *M

eager expectation. On this occasion, a!

the hopes which had been excited were

fully realized. By the publication »'

" I.alla Hoohh" he placed beyond the pos

sibility of dispute his claim to be rail*

anioug the first of British living fotl>-

"Thoughts that breathe and words ik':

burn," would not be an uonpplicablf ■**

for this oriental romance, which unites

purest and softest tenderness, with ,1r

loftiest dignity, and glows in every pa?

with all the fervour of poetry, i'ot ti"
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poem he is said to have received the sum of

three thousand guineas: since this Mr.

Moore has published his poem of " The

Ijmt of the Angels," and also a small

spirited work entitled " Memoirs of Cap

tain Rock!' We have also omitted to men-

lion that he completed, several years since,

Murphy's unfinished translation of Sallust,

also edited an edition of the works of the

late Brinsley Sheridan, and published a

biography of him. The following list con

tains the principal poetry for music and

vocal compositions of Mr. Moore. Poetry

for music. In the Irish melodies (eight

parts) are the following songs. In Part I.

" Carolan's Concerto," " The Pleasant

Rocks," •' Planxty Drury," " The

Reardless Boor" " Go where glory waits

thee," " Remember the glories of Brien

the Brave," "Erin, the tear and the

•milt in thine eyes." " Oh, breathe not

Aw name," " When he who adores thee,"

"The heart that once thro' Tara's halls."

" Ftf not yet," "Oh, think not my spi

rits are always as light," " Tho' the last

glimpse of Erin," " Rich and rare were

Ike gems she wore," "Asa beam o'er the

face of the waters may glow," and " The

Meeting of the Waters." In Part II. " St.

Sesanus and the Lady," " How dear to

me the hour," " Take back the virgin

rage," "The legacy," (When in death

1 shall calm recline) "The Dirge," (How

oft has the Benskce cried) " We may

roam through this world," " Eveleen's

Bovrr," (Oh, weep for the hour) " Let

Kri* remember the days of old," " Silt-tit,

<*h Morlt, be the roar ofthy waters" "Come

tend round the wine," " Sublime was the

warning," "Believe me, if nil those endear

ing young charms." In Part III. " Ccan

itnbh de/ish,'' "The snowy-breasted pearl,"

" Planxty Johnstone," "Captain Megan,"

" Erin, oh Erin," (Like the bright lamp)

" Drink to her," " Oh, blame not the

lard," l%While gazing on the moon's light,"

" When daylight was yet sleeping under the

Ultow," "Before the battle," (By the hope

within us springing) " After the battle,"

" Oh, ftf sweet to think," "The Irish Pea-

sant to his Mistress," " When thro' life'

unblest we. rove," " It is not the tear at

this moment shed," and " '77.5 believed'

that this harp." In Part IV. '* Love'si^

young dream," (Oh, the days are gone)

" The Prittce's Day," (Tho' dark are our

sorrows) " Weep on, weep on," " Leshia

hath a weeping eye," " I saw thy form in

youthful prime," " By that lake whose

gloomy shore," "She is farfrom the land,"

" Nay, tell me not," " Avenging and

bright," " What the bee is to thefloweret,"

" Love and the Novice," (Here we dwell

in holiest bowers) " This life is all che-

qurr'd." In Part V. " Thro' Erin's isle,"

" At the mid hour of night," " One hum*

per at parting," " 'Tit the last rose of

summer," "The young May-moon," "The

Minstrel Boy," " The valley lay smiling

before me," "Oh, had we same bright little

isle," " farewell, but whenever you wel

come the hour," " Oh, doubt me not,"

" You remember Ellen," " Td mourn the

hopes that leave me." In Part VI. "Come

o'er the tea," *' Has sorrow thy young

days shaded," "No, not more welcome,"

" When first I met thee," " While his-

lory's muse," " The time Tve lost in woo

ing," "Oh, where's the slave" "Cotnc,

rest in this bosom," " 'Tit gone, and for

ever," " I sawfrom the beach" " Fill the

bumper fair," and " Dear harp of my

country." In Part VII. " My gentle

harp, once more I waken," " As slow out

ship her fancy track," " In the morning

of life, when its cares are unknown,"

" When cold in the earth lies the friend

thou hast loved," " Remember thee .' yes,

while there's life in this heart," " Wreath

the bowl," " Whene'er I see those smiting

eye*," " If thou'It be mine, the treasures of

air." "To ladies' eyes a round boy," "For

get nut the field where they perish'd,"

" They may rail at this life," and " Oh,

for the swords of former time." In Part

VIII. ** Ne'er ask the hour," "Sail on,

•ail on," " The Parallel," " Drink of this

cup," " The Fortune-teller," " Oh, ye

dead," " O'DoHohue's Mistress," " The

Echo," " Oh, banquet not," " Thee, thee,
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only thee," "Shallthe harp, then,be silent,"

and " Oh, the sight entrancing." In

" Popular National Airs, with Symphonies

and Accompaniments by Henry R. Bishop

and Sir John Stevenson, Mus. Doc." are the

following songs. In Part I. " A Temple to

Friendship," "All that's bright mustfade,"

" Dost thou remember," " Fare thee well,

thou lovely one," " Flow on tltcu shining

river," " Oh, come to me when daylight

sets" " Oft in the stilly night " "Reason,

folly, and beauty" " Should those fond

" So warmly we met" " Those

bells," " Hark, the vesper hymn

is stealing." In Part II. " Come, chase

that starling tear away," " Common sense

ami genius," "Gaily sounds the Castanet,"

" Hear me but once," u Joys of youth,

how fleeting," " Love and Hope," " Love

is a hunter-boy," " My harp has one un

changing thane," " Oh, no, not e'en when

first we lov'd," " Peace be around thee,"

" Then fare thee well," and " There comes

a time." In Part III. " Bright be thy

dreams," " The Crystal Hunters," " Go

then, 'tis vain," " Oh, days of youth,"

" Peace, to the slumberers," " Row gently

here," " Say what shall be our sport to~

day" "See the dawn from Heaven,"

"When first that smile," " When love for

a child," " Wlien thou shall wander," and

" Who'll buy my love-knots." In Part IV.

"Farewell,Theresa," "Go now and dream,"

" Here sleeps the bard" " How oft when

watching stars," " Ne'er talk of wisdom's

gloomy school," "Nets and cages," "Take

hence the bowl," " Tlwugh 'tis all but a

dream," " 'Tis when the cup is smil

ing," " When the first summer bee,"

" When through the Piazetta,' and

" Where shall we bury our shame." In

"ASeries ofSacred Songs,Duets, and Trios,

the Music composed and selected by Sir

John Stevenson and Mr. Moore," are the

following words by Mr. Moore : "Thou art,

oh God," " This world is ail a fleeting

show," " Faffn is thy throne." " Who is

the maid," " The bird let loose," " Oh

thou, who dry'st the mourner's tears,"

•• Weep not for those," " The turf shall be

my fragrant shrine," " Sound the Imd

timbrel," " Go, let me weep," " Come ml,

oh Lord," " Were 7u>t the sinful Mary's

tears," " As down in the sunbss retreati,"

" Byt who shall see," " Almighty God,"

(Chorus of priests) "Ohfair! OhpsmC

(St. Augustine to his sister.) Vocal nib

Songs : " Black and blue eyes," " Cm /

again that form caress," u Cease, oh cw

to tempt," "Day ofLove," " Dear ami,"

" Did not," " Fanny, dearest," " Fen-

well, Bessy," "Fly from the world, 0

Bessy," "Frend of my soul," "From ffl

without freedom," "Good night," "Hm'i

the bower," "How happy once," " lift

sounds the harp," "The Lottery," " Lf'<

like a summer cloud," "Love thee, dtcro;

love thee," " My heart and lute," (Moor

and Bishop) " Oh, liberty," "01, re

member the time," "Oh, see those cherrut"

" Oh, soon return," " Oh, why should *

girl of my soul," " Oh, woman," " Oi,

yes, so well, so tenderly," " Oh, yes, irS"

the bloom," "One dear smile," "Ore.'i-

Puff," " Rabbinical Origin of Wonn.'

" Sate of Loves," " Send the bmrl ttmi

merrily," " Spirit of joy," " Strttl r-

ducer," " Thou hast srnt me a fit*")

band," "Trumpet of Glory," " Tjrdm

Song," " When Leila touched the Is!''

" When midst the gay," " When tin***

steals," " Wilt thou say farewell, *r,"

"Wreath youwore," and "Young Jamm*

Duets : " Here is the lip," "Joys that ft"

away," " Life-boat," " Love and tit 5c-

dial," " Nights of Music," " Oar p*

young love," "Song of War," "f^1

t/iee, my dear," and "Young Rose." Gl«

** Canadian Boat Song," " Finland

Song," "Holy be the pilgrim's ilnf,

" Now let the warrior wave his sreri

" Oh, lady fair," " Sigh not tins, •"•

simple boy," "Song that lightens lb b*

guid way," and " This is love."

MOOREHEAD (John) was wcllla*5

as the composer of several English op*1'

which have attained great popularity. W

was an Irishman by birth, and recent 's

first instructions in music. in that cons'1?'

For several years of the early pf* rf ^
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life he was employed as a performer in the

orchestras of different provincial theatres,

where, as far as so confined a sphere would

admit of, he obtained considerable celebrity.

Ia 1798, a situation in the orchestra of

Covent-garden theatre having been offered

to him, he was induced to accept it, in the

hope that he might thus have an oppor-

tuoity of advancing himself into the higher

departments of his profession. This oppor

tunity was, not long afterwards, afforded

to him, by an engagement with the mana

gers to compose the music to the pantomime

of " The Volcano, or the RivalHarlequins,"

and to the entertainment of " The Naval

PUlar." These were so well received by

the public, that, in 1801, he was employed,

conjointly with Davy, in the ballet panto

mime of " Perouse," which had an almost

unprecedented degree of success. In 1802,

he composed the overture and other music

in the pantomime of "Harlequin's Habeas,"

and was likewise engaged in the opera of

" The Cabinet," with Messrs. Reeve, Davy,

Corn, and Braham. Moorehead died in

the year 1804.

MORALES, (Christopher) the earliest

Spanish musician of any eminence whose

name we have been able to meet with, was

a native of Seville. He held the situation

of a singer in the pontifical chapel, under

Paul III., about the year 1544, and was

the author of two collections of masses, the

•tt for five, and the other for four voices, and

also of a well-known Magnificat. Mentiou

has also been made of a fine motet by him,

" Lamentabatur Jacob," which for many

years continued to be sung in the pope's

chapel on the fourth Sunday in Lent. Mo

rales likewise composed the "Lamentations

«/Jeremiah," for four, five, and six voices.

These works have been printed ; and a

" Gloria Patri," composed by him, is pre

served in Kircher's Musurgia, As a spe

cimen of his compositions, one of the ma

drigals, " Ditti mi o si," taken from his

fourth book, published at Venice in 1541,

is inserted in Smith's Mnsica Antiqua.

The style of Morales, though learned for

the time in which he wrote, is somewhat

toi, u.

dry, and the harmony, by his frequent use

of unaccompanied fourths and ninths, is

uncouth and insipid.

MORAND, (Pierre.) Under this name

was published, at Paris, " Justification de

la Musique Francoise, &{c" 1754.

MORANDI, (Pietro) an Italian com

poser, belonged, in 1783, to the orchestra of

the theatre of Sinigaglia. He was born in

that town, and was still living in 1791. He

composed " Gli Usurpatori delusi," opera

buffa, 1791.

MORANT. Under this name was pub

lished at Paris, in 1798, a work entitled

11 Sonate pour le Clavecin compose'e par le

cilibre Morant, CEuvre posthume et cin~

quieme,"

MORARI, (Antoine) a contrapuntist

of the sixteenth century. Amongst the mo

tets published by Lechner in 1575, are many

by Morari.

MORATO, (Joa. Vai Barradas

Muito Pame) a celebrated Portuguese

professor and composer, born in Portugal

in 1689, left at his decease the following

works, partly in manuscript, partly printed :

" Preceitos Ecclesiasticos do Canto Firmo,

para benejicio e uzo contmun de todos,"

Lisbon, 1733 ; " Domingas da Madre de

Deos, e exercicio quotidiano revelado pela

mesma Senhora," Lisbon, 1733; " Flores

Musicaes co/hidas no jardim da milhor

Head de varios aitthores. Arte practica de

Canto ed Orgao. Indice de Canturia para

principiantes com hum breve rcsunio das

regras mais principaes do Canto Chad1, e

regimen do C'oro eo uzo Romana para os

Subchantres e (Jrganistas," Lisbon, 1735;

" Flores Musicaes colhidas no jardim da

milhor Head de varios authores. Arte prac

tica de Canto de Orgao, Indice de ceremnnia

para principiantes com hum breve resumo

das regras mats principaes de accompanhar

com instrumentos as vozes, e o conhecimento

dos tons assim naturaes, eomo accidentars,"

Lisbon, 1738 ; " Breve resumo de Canto

Chad com as regras mais principaes, e a

forma, que deve guardar o Director do Coro

para o sustantar Jirme na corda chamada

Coral, e o organista quando o a companha,"
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Lisbon, 1738; and; "Breve rentmo do

Canto Chn6 dcdicada a Mageitade de D.

JoaS V." 1729.

MORAWETZ, (Giovan.) a mujician,

resident,, about the year 1799, at Vienna.

Of his works the following were in Traeg's

Catalogue, Vienna, 1799 : ". 3 Sfnfonie a

11 e? 12 Stromenti," " Concertino a 9

Strom." " 8 Notturni, h FL d Amort, Fl.

trav., 2 Viok, 2 Corni, e V." " Seitetto, a

2 V.,Ob.,Fl.,A., t Vc" "Uurmonie-Partien

a 8." He was in 1809 at Pest, in Hun

gary, as chef-d'orchestre of the theatre

there.

MOREAU,(jEAMBArTisTE) a musician,

who resided at Angers, was led by the

consciousness of his musical talents to try

his fortune at Paris. Having succeeded in

a bold attempt to get unperceived into the

closet of Madame the dauphiness Victoire

de Raviere, who was fond of music, he had

the assurance to pull her by the sleeve, and

ask permission to sing a little air of his

own composing. The dauphiness, laugh

ing at the singularity of the incident, al

lowed him to do so. He sang without

being disconcerted, and the princess was

pleased. The story came to the ears of the

king, and he desired to see him. Moreau

was introduced to his majesty in the apart

ment of Madame Maintenon, and sung

several airs ; with which the king was so

much delighted, that he ordered him to

compose a musical entertainment, which

was performed at Marli two months after

wards, and applauded by the whole court.

He was also engaged to compose the in

terludes for the tragedies of " Esther,"

" Athaiic" " Jonathas," and several other

pieces for the house of St. Cyr.

His chief excellence consisted in giving

the full force of expression to all kinds of

words, and also to subjects. The poet Lainez,

with whom he was intimate, furnished him

with several songs and little cantatas which

be set to music, but none of them have been

published.

MOREAU, (G.) member of the academy

of music. He published at Paris, in 1775,

a collection of easy airs for the harp.

MOREAU, (Juan Axd»») boil tt

Paris in 1768, is the son of the celebrated

surgeon of that name. Having ia earl;

age lost his father, and announcing a decided

talent for music, his mother determined, by

the instigation of her friends, to bring up

her son to the musical profession. He vru

accordingly sent, in 1774, as a chorister oi

the cathedral at Amiens, where he studied

under Dominique Leuder, who was taen

considered one of the first chapel-masten of

France. At cighteeu years of age, be ob

tained the situation of chapel-master of lb*

collegiate church of Bethune, and two vein

afterwards obtained tbe same situation it

Peronue. He has published much vocal

and instrumental music.

MOREL, a French composer in 17%,

published " Let Thuilleriet," a work cos-

taining a collection of cantatas, and a " T<

Deum latulm,uu." In the Jiccueil icvi

tMcitx tl A boire pour tan 1710, Vr. -.

are also inserted several of his airs.

MOREL, a canon at Montpelier in 1740.

published " A'ouvelle Thiorie phftiqu it

la Foix," Paris, 1746.

MORELLI, (Giovanni) a dbUngiisW

Italian singer at the Kiug's theatre, wis

made his debut in this country in the jot

1787. He had a very flexible and pleani;

bass voice, and was an excellent buffo ca-

ricato.

MORELLI, (Givsbpm) an Italian

singer at Cassel, was in his eighteenth year

court singer at Lisbon, where be witnessed

the dreadful earthquake. According to ku

own assurance, his hair turned at ODceqoit'

grey in consequence of his fright. In 1W»>

be was still living in the small Hesaaoto**

of Spangenberg, and was then in ail tno-

tieth year.

MORET DE LESCER. a FreBch mm-

cian, published at Liege, in 1760. a 1

entitled " Science de la AftoifUt Vocok."

MORFIA, (Corx-ilio) a composer, bora

at Palermo, in Sicily, published seven!

Ins musical productions in the J>;'•'■■• A*1

tfc. Palermo. 1603.

MORGEROTTI (Carlo) piabluW *

Augsburg, in 1 733, a work entitled "Jmf
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ment ie Musione Nocturne, compote" de

fix Duos pour Flute."

MORI, (Piktho) chapel-master in the col

legiate church of St. Geminiano, in Tuscany,

flourished about the middle of the seven

teenth century. In ParstorfTer's Cat. are

found the following of his works ; " Salmi

a 5 voci," Venice, 1647 ; " Misse it 4 e 5

fed," Venice, 1651; "Salmi* 4 tioci';"

and " Compieta e Litania a 4 voci."

MORI, This celebrated violinist, who

was born in England, is one of the most

shining ornaments of the great school of

Yiotti. His natural intellectual endow

ments are strong, and at the same time

delicate. A lively temperament, keen

sense of, and just reliance on, his powers,

and last, not least, an ardent love of his art,

and an unrclaxing enthusiasm, whetted by

a desire to reach and maintain, and indeed

to be satisfied only with, the highest rank ;

all these qualities, backed by industry and

perseverance, are the attributes and cha

racteristics of his mind. lie brings to the

technical part of his profession also great

requisites. His attitude has the grace of

manly confidence; his bow-arm is bold,

free, and commanding; and he produces

an eminently firm, full, and impressive tone.

His execution is marked alike by abundant

force and fire, by extraoidinary precision

and prodigious facility. Mori is well known

to be one of the principal orchestral leaders

at present in the metropolis. He has led

at the oratorios, the great provincial meet

ings, and occasionally at the Philharmonic

concerts. He has, as yet, published but few

of his compositions, though several of his

concertos, played in public by himself, are

considered to have great merit.

MORIGI, (Akoelo) of Rimini, first

violin of the theatre at Parma, died there

about the year 1 790. He was a pupil of

Tartini, and master of B. Asioli. He pub

lished much music for the violin.

MORLACCHI (Francesco) was born

in Perugia in 1784. In his seventh year

he began the violin j at twelve, solfaing and

the piano-forte, under Caruso. Without

«y previous study of counterpoint, he com-

posed songs, sonatas, masses, and even a

little oratorio ; at fifteen he studied thorough

bass ; and at eighteen counterpoint, under

Zingarelli, at Loretto. At twenty he went

through a regular course of all the dif

ferent species of composition, but particu

larly of church music, under Padre Mattel,

of Bologna ; and, at the same time, studied

the clariouet, in order to acquire a familiar

acquaintance with the different cbaracten

of these instruments.

In 1806, after a regular probation, he

was admitted a member of the Philharmonic

academy, at Bologna. About this period

he composed, on various occasions, three

hymns, a Pater-noster, a Te Deum, at dif

ferent theatres. His cantata in praise of

music, was given in the Lyceum of Bo

logna.

In the year 1807, he composed his first

intermezzo, " // Pacta in Campagna," for

the Florentine theatre Locommere ; after

wards his first opera buffa, " H Ritralto,"

for the Philharmonic theatre at Verona. In

addition to these, he composed the thirty-

third canto of Dante's Inferno, various

pieces of church music, and a Miserere in

sixteen parts.

In 1808, " // Corradino" and " Orette,"

for the theatre of Parma; " Enone e Pa-

ride" a serious opera, for Leghorn ; the

greater part of which was composed on

board a man of war that lay off the port, in

order to escape from the altercations of the

singers ; and a mass and vespers for the

church of St. Catcilia, in Parma.

In 1809, " Hinaldo {Atte," an inter

mezzo, for Parma ; " La Principet per ri-

piego" an opera buffa, for Rome ; " //

Simoncino," an intermezzo, for the same

city ; " Lc Auventure d*una Giornata," a

drama, for Milan; " Saffo," a lyric scene,

composed for the donna Marcolini ; and

a concerto of considerable length.

In 1810, "Le Danaide," a serious opera,

for Rome. This year he composed his first

mass for the royal chapel of Saxony, to

which he was appointed as composer. In

1811, " Ruoul di Creaui," an opera, for the

royal theatre at Dresden ; in 1812, the
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oratorio of " La Passione," for the same

city ; in 1813, " La Capricciosa pentita,"

an opera buna, for the same ; in 1814, '* //

Barbiere di Siviglia," an opera, for the

same; in 1816, " La Villanella rapita di

Pirna," an opera, for the theatre of Pillnitz ;

in 1817, "Isacco," &n oratorio, with rhythm

ical declamation instead of recitative, for

Dresden ; afterwards " Laodicea," a se

rious opera, for the theatre of San Carlos at

Naples ; and " Gianni di Parigi," for the

Scala at Milan; in 1818, the " Carmen

Sevulare" of Horace, composed on oc

casion of the jubilee for his majesty the

king of Saxony; in 1821, "La Morte

tTAbele," an oratorio, for the royal chapel

of Dresden, also composed with rhythmical

declamation ; afterwards "Donna Aurora"

an opera buffa, for the Scala in Milan, In

1822, he composed the serious opera of

" Teobaldo e Isolina," for the theatre

Fenice in Venice.

Besides these numerous compositions, he

has also produced, for the royal chapel of

Saxony, six masses, thirty-three psalms,

twelve antipbonies, ten offertories, and a

Miserere in three parts. In addition to

these, he is the author of twenty cantatas,

which were performed on various occasions,

six sonatas for the organ, six ariettes, with

piano-forte accompaniments, six songs, and

six anacreontics.

MORLEY, (Thomas) a pupil of Bird,

bachelor of music, and one of the gentle

men of queen Elizabeth's chapel, acquired

more celebrity by his treatise entitled " A

plaine and easie Introduction to Practical

Musiche," than by his performance or com

positions, though eminent for both.

As a practical musician, in comparing

Morley's productions with those of his pre

decessors, we cannot acquit him of the

charge of plagiarism. His melodies, however,

are rather more flowing and polished than

those of the old authors, on whose property

his memory, perhaps imperceptibly, had fast

ened ; but, besides these, it is evident that

he sometimes condescended to use the same

materials as his contemporaries, and to in

terweave the favourite passages of the times

into his works, of which the following is i

chronological list : " Canzonets, or Utile

short Songs, for three voices," 1593 ; "Ma

drigalsforfour voices," 1594 ; " Ballets,

or Fa las, for five voices," 1595; " Ma

drigals for five voices," 1595; " Cu»-

sonets, or short Airs, for five and sit

voices," 1595. Of the following publica

tions he was little more than the editor.

" Madrigals forfive voices, collected out */

the best Italian Authors," 1598 ; " Tk

Triumphs of Oriana, to five and six voices,

composed by divers several Authors. Nevhf

published by Thomas Morley, Bachelor of

Musicke, and Gentleman of her Majestf'i

honourable Chapell, 1601." These madrigals,

in number twenty-four, of which the muse

of the thirteenth and twenty -fourth was

composed by Morley, were written, set,

and published in honour of queen Eliza

beth, who is figured under the name ci

Oriana. The composers of the rest were,

Daniel Norcome, Michael Este, Jobs

Mundy, bachelor of music, Ellis Gibbom,

John Benet, John Hilton, bachelor of musk,

George Marson, bachelor of music, RicbarJ

Carlton, John Holmes, Richard Nicholson,

Thomas Tomkins, Michael Cavendish, Wil

liam Cobbold, John Farmer, John Wilbj,

Thomas Hunt, bachelor of music, Thomas

Weilkes, John Milton, father of the poet,

George Kirbye, Robert Jones, Jobo Lesley,

and Edward Johnson, bachelor of mo>K

As Italy gave the ton to the rest of Eu

rope, and particularly to England, in all th*

fine arts, during the reign of Elizabeth, it

is probable that the idea of employing ai!

the best composers in the kingdom to set

the songs in the " Triumphs of Oriam.''

in honour of our queen, had been suggest

to Morley and his patron the Earl of Not

tingham by Padre Giovenali, afterwards

bishop of Saluzzo, who employed thirty-

seven of the most renowned Italian coo-

posers to set canzonetti and madrigals is r*-

nour of the Virgin Mary, under the followa;

title : " Tempio Armonico dellt bettiaa*

Virgine nostra Signora, fabbricatoh f"

opera del lieverendo P. Giovenate, A. f-

delta Congregatione delC Oratorio,"
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pata in Roma, da Nicolo Muteo, 1599, in

quarto.

It does not appear that any of Morley's

church music was printed during his life.

Dr. Tudway, however, has inserted several

of his valuable choral compositions in the

collection made for Lord Harley in 1715,

among which are his " Funeral or Dirge

Anthems, as performed at Westminster

Abbey at royal and noble Funerals," and

printed by Dr. Boyce, in his first volume of

" Cathedral Services," and an evening verse

service, in five parts, in D minor, which

has never been printed.

There are likewise five different sets of

lessons, composed by Morley for the vir

ginal, in Queen Elizabeth's music book.

The burial service set by Morley, which

« supposed to be the first that was com

posed after the Reformation, still continues

to be used in Westminster abbey on great

and solemn occasions.

This service was admirably performed in

the jear 1760, by the united choirs of

Westminster, St. Paul's, and the chapel

royal, at the funeral of George II. No

thing can be more happily adapted to so

iwful an occasion than this music, in a

ninor key, and chiefly in simple counter-

Mini, but with a grave and now uncommon

nodulation, which adds to the grandeur

if the general effect. The few short points

f fugue and imitation introduced in this

omposition, are such as were not com-

oon when the service was produced, nor

ave any of them been since debased by

nlgar use.

For the peculiar beauties of this work,

M reader is referred to " Dr. Boyce's

'Uection of Cathedral Music," in which

whole service is admirably printed,

lorley is supposed to have died about the

ear 1604.

MORNABLE, (Antoine de) a French

ontrapuntist of the sixteenth century, of

'hose works there are still extant in the

Junich library, " Motettee Musicales,"

'iris.

MORNWGTON, (The Earl op) father

j the duke of Wellington, furnishes an ta

stance of earlier attention to musical instru

ments than was evinced even by Dr. Crotch.

The following account is from the pen of

Daines Barrington.

" Lord Morningtou's father played well

(for a gentleman) on the violin, which

always delighted the child, whilst in his

nurse's arms, and long before he could

speak. Nor did this proceed merely from a

love, common to other children, of a sprightly

noise, as may appear by the following anec

dote. Dubourg, who was fifty years ago a

distinguished violinist, happened to be at the

family seat ; but the child would not permit

him to take the violin from his father till

his little hands were held; after having

heard Dubourg, however, the case was

altered, and there was then much more

difficulty to persuade him to let Dubourg

give the instrument back to his father. Nor

would the infant ever afterwards permit the

father to play, whilst Dubourg was in the

house.

" At the same period he beat time to all

measures of music, however difficult, nor

was it possible to force him to do otherwise,

the most rapid changes producing as rapid

an alteration in the child's hands.

" Though passionately fond of music,

from indolence he never attempted to play

on any instrument till he was nine years

old.

" At that time, an old portrait painter

came to the family seat, who was a very

indifferent performer on the violin, but per

suaded the child that if he tried to play on

that instrument, he would soon be able to

bear a part in a concert,

" With this inducement, he soon learned

the two old catches of the ' Christ-church

bells,' and ' Sing- one, two, three, come fol

low me;' after which his father and the

painter, accompanying him with the two

other parts, he experienced the pleasing

effects of a harmony to which he himself

contributed.

" Soon after this he was able to play the

second violin in Corelli's sonatas, which

gave him a steadiness in time that never

deserted him. For the next musical stage
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he commenced composer, from emulation of

the applause given to a country dance

made by a neighbouring clergyman. He

accordingly set to work, and by playing

the treble on the violin, whilst he sang a

bass to it, he formed a minuet, the bass of

which he wrote in the treble clef, (having

only played in this clef on the violin) and

was very profuse of his fifths and octaves,

being totally ignorant of the established

rules of composition.

<* This minuet was followed by a duet on

two French horns, whilst the piece concluded

by an andante movement ; thus consisting

of three parts, all of which being tacked

together, he styled a serenata. At this

time he had never heard any music, but

from his father, his sisters, and the old

painter.

" He adhered to the violin till he was four

teen, but had always a strong inclination to

the harpsichord, from which his sisters drove

him constantly, saying that he spoiled the

instrument ; notwithstanding which he some

times stole intervals of practice.

" About this time his father declared his

intention of having an organ for his chapel,

telling his son, that he should have been

the organist, had he been able to play on the

instrument. On this the son undertook to

be ready as soon as the organ could be

finished ; which being accomplished in less

than a year ami a half, he sat down at the

maker's, played an extempore fugue, to the

astonishment of the father, as well as others,

who did not conceive that he could have

executed a single bar of any tune.

" It is well known that this instrument is

more likely to form a composer than any-

other ; and his lordship, in process of time,

both read and studied music, whilst he at

the same time committed his ideas to writing.

As he had, however, never received the

least instruction in this abstruse, though

pleasing science, he wished to consult both

Rosengrave and. Geminiani, who, on exa

mining his compositions, told him they

could not he of the least service to him, as

he had himself investigated all the esta

blished rules, with their proper exceptions.

"Though simple melodies commonly pleue

most in the earlier stages of life, he had al

ways a strong predilection for church music

and full harmony, as also for the minor

third, in which, for that reason, he madt

his first composition.

" In process of time his lordship was u

distinguished for his musical abilities, that

the university of Dublin conferred upon his

the degree of doctor and professor of music"

The following are amongst the more ad

mired vocal compositions of the Earl of Me:

nington : "Here in cool grot," glee, 4 voc;

"When for the world's repose," glee,4 vet;

an excellent copy of this glee, with tepi-

rate piano-forte accompaniment, is

in the Vocal Anthology. " ' Tuat you,-:-'

catch, 3 voc. ; " Gently hear rat, eharmu?

maid," glee, 3 voc. ; "Come,fairett nym/i."

glee, 3 voc. ; and " By greenwood tm}

glee, 4 voc. 1

MORTARO, (Antonio) a Fraarisru

friar and organist in the cathedral chucks

of Ossaro and .No vara, was born at Brews.

He flourished as a composer about the jac

1600, and died in a Franciscan convert a

1619, after having published several mrts<

Coizando had seen the following of thrs,

which he mentions in his Librae. Aw*

p. 46 : " Fimnmelle Amorose a 3 r«,'

Venice, 1599 ; "Messe, Salmi, AfayrwM

Canzoni da snonare, e Falsi Hora'--

l:i voci, con la Partilura," Milan, WW

" Canzoni A 4 nri, Lib. 1 t -," Veti*

1623 ; and " Litanie a 4 voci, con 11. •

Venice, 1623.

MORTELLARI, (Michele) a pupil i

Nic. Piccini, was a celebrated Itafa

composer, born at Palermo in 1750. '«

brought out the following operas at Bore.

Milan, Venice, and Modena, which

eminently successful : " Le Altazsir >w

roic," 1775; "Ezio," of Metastioo, " *

Gualterio Civelta," 1776; " Autitau."

1778; "II Baron di Logo Mm," lt*l

"Alessandro naff Indie," 1778; " Tr?

dislrutta," 1780; and "Vidone mkiaa**-

ta," 1780. Dr. Burney also sptab of *

" Armlda " of Morlellari, which h«

in 1 786, at the King's theatre, wheo Mor"1
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Jariwu in London. The doctor says : "The

taste of this composer is of the most refined

and exquisite kind. Though of the Neapo

litan school, his compositions are, however,

leo bold, nervous, and spirited, than ele

gant, graceful, and pleasing. Being a Pa-

lermitan by birth, his strains may be rather

called Sicilian than Neapolitan."

MOSCA, (N.) an Italian composer, was

pianist at the opera buffa at Paris, before

Spontini held that situation. Besides some

vocal pieces which he has added to several

operas performed at that theatre, he brought

out, in 1805, " La Oinovria di Scozia," and

in 1806, " La Vindetta Feminina." N.

Mosca is brother to the Neapolitan com

poser of the same name.

MOSCA, (Luio:.) It is doubtful whether

this composer is not the same person men

tioned in the preceding article, since, though

the authors of the French Dictionary of Mu

sician* give to the other the initial N.,

Gerber has given the pianist at the opera

huff* in Paris under the christian name of

l»igi. At all events the Neapolitan com

poser is a musician of considerable eminence,

and has especially made himself known by

the following operas : " L'Amortper Ingan~

*>," opera buffa, 1803 ; this was highly suc

cessful at Naples. " // Ritorno inatpettato"

Naples, 1808 ; '* L'Impoxtura," Naples,

1804; " I Preitntrnti delusi" this opera

i> also highly spoken of.

MOSCHELES, (J.) This celebrated pi

anist was born at Prague, in the year 1793.

He studied composition under Albrechts-

berger, and the piano under Streicher, and

first appeared in public at Vienna, about the

age of fifteen. After remaining in that city

about ten years, he commenced his travels,

passing through Holland to Paris, and from

thence to London, where he arrived in

1821, making bi» dihut in this country at

the Philharmonic concerts of that year.

The quarterly musical reviewer makes the

following observations on the first appear

ance of Moscheles. " Some of Moscheles'

compositions had been known in England,

and had prepared the critical class of musi

cians at least, together with his fame, for

his reception, which, both privately amongst

the eminent of the profession, and publicly

when he entered the orchestra of the Phil

harmonic, was marked with the most

decided tokens of respect, distinction, and

applause : the most expressive of which,

perhaps, was the silence, unbroken even by

a breath, that waited upon his performance.

He played a concerto of his own composi

tion ; during the performance of which the

audience seized every opportunity of mani

festing the delight they felt by repeated

bravos, and by every other means which

could convey the distinguished approbation

to which they felt Moscheles to be justly

entitled. Moscheles' command of the in

strument is truly astonishing, whether con

sidered in relation to force, delicacy, or

rapidity. As Catalini in vocal art bursts

through all the fetters commonly imposed,

so Moscheles appear* to disdain, because he

is thoroughly acquainted with, technical

rules. His wrist, his hand, and the joints

of his fingers, exhibit a variety of position

and a pliability truly wonderful ; yet so

nicely does he control his touch, that when,

from the elevation of his hand, the specta

tor might expect its descent in thunder, as

it were, the ear is never shocked by the

slightest harshness : there is, too, a spring

and elasticity in his fingers, when applied

to quick arpeggio passages, that bring out

the most brilliant tone, while in those

touching movements that constitute gene

rally what is termed expression, his man

ner is not less affecting. But the most

extraordinary part of Moscheles' playing is

perhaps the velocity and certainty with

which he passes from one distant interval

to another. His thumbs seem to act as

intermediate points from which his fingers

are directed almost to the remote parts of

the instrument, over which they fly with a

rapidity wholly inconceivable, yet the uni

formity of touch and tone are so strictly

preserved, that an imperfect note is never,

and an unfinished note seldom, heard.

Every great player has his fort ; and in

this species of execution Moscheles is un

rivalled. We think, too, that in genuine
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force he has never been equalled. Con

cerning his expression, Mr. J. Cramer, we

are told, publicly paid him the highest com

pliments ; yet we know persons of great

judgment who estimate his powers in this

branch of art at a lower rate. But we are

disposed to think this arises rather from the

great superiority of his other claims to pre

eminence, from a comparison of the one part

with the other, than from any positive fall

ing off. In such a man the very grandeur

of one faculty is sometimes the cause of the

disparagement of another. As a whole,

however, Moscheles is universally allowed

the supremacy, and it is also as universally

admitted, that his talents are accompanied

by a most engaging modesty." The follow

ing of Moscheles' works are found in

Wessel's Catalogue : " Grand Sextuor, fur

Piano-forte, Violin, Tenor, Two Horns, and

Violoncello," Op. 35; " Variations to a

National Austrian Air, with Accompani

ment of Two Violins, Tenor, Violoncello^

and Contra Bass, ad Ho." Op. 42 ;

■* Grand Rondeau Brilliant, with Accom

paniment of two Violins, Tenor, Violoncello,

and Contra Bass,'* Op. 45 ; " Concert de

SociM, with Accompaniment of small

Orchestra, or with Accompaniment of the

String Instruments only," dedicated to the

count d'Apony. " Fantaisie and Varia

tions to the favourite Air, 1 Au clair de la

tune,' with Accmnpaniment of Orchestra,

or as Quintet," Op. 50. Quintettos :

" Grand Variations, with two Violins, Tenor,

and Violoncello," Op. 32 ; " Fantaisie

and Variations to the favourite Air, ' Au

clair de la tunc,' with two Violins, Tenor,

and Violoncello, or with Orchestra," Op.

50. Quatuors : " Fantaisie, Variations, and

Finale to a Bohemian Air, for Piano-forte,

Violin, Clarionet, and Violoncello Concer-

tante," Op. 46. Trios: " Introduction and

Variations in C, Concertante," dedicated to

Mr. Rau. For two piano-fortes : " Grand

Duet Concertante." Marches and waltzes

for piano-fortes : " Three Heroic Marches,"

Op. 31 ; " Six Waltzes with Trios,"

dedicated to the countess de Wallis ; and

" Marche Triomphale, and two Trios"

Rondos, sonatas. Sec. : " Brilliant Bsmit

in A," Op. 30, and " Grand Sonata t» E

flat," dedicated to the archduke Rudolph

of Austria. " Grand Caprice and Pot

pourri, with Violin or Violoncello Concer

tante," dedicated to J. Berger, Op. 37 ;

" French Hondo Concertante, for Piano

forte and Violin ;" " Grand Sonata Concer

tante in A," dedicated to C. Keller, Op.

44 ; " Duet Concertante in B flat, Kilk

Violoncello or Bassoon," Op. 34 ; " Grans'

Capricefor Piano-forte and Violoncello, or

Violin Concertante," Solos : " Fantaisie

Hiroique" dedicated to A. Salieri. " Bril

liant Rondo in D," Op. 14 ; " Three Ron

dos," Op. 18; " Sonata in D," Op. 22;

" Spanish Rondo in G " Parody on Ru-

sini's Cavatina ' Di tanti palpiti ;" "Diver

tissement," Op. 28 ; " Fantaisie in tit

Italian Style, with a Grand Rondo " No.

2, of the Musie Musicale. " Grand St

riata," dedicated to Beethoven, Op. 41;

" Sonatc Me'lancolique," Op. 49; " Fez-

taisie," Op. 50; "La Tentrezza, Romii-

letto," dedicated to Madame Kalkbrenner.

"Introduction and Rondo after a Bares-

role Ve'ne'tienne." Variations : " Varia

tions to a Theme from the Sextuor in the

Opera ' Der Augcnarzt,' " Op. 15 ; " Grttd

Ditto to the favourite March of the Em

peror Alexander," Op. 32 ; " Introduction

and Variations to afavourite National Aus-

Iri/nAir," Op. 39 ; " Grand Variations It

afavouriteNationalAustrianAir," Op. 42;

" Fantaisie and Variations to thefavouritt

Air, 'Au clair de la tunc."' Dances : " Bril

liant Polonoisc in /"/'dedicated to Madune

d'Hervilly, " Three Waltzes, a la muxU,"

" Six Waltzes," " Choice Collection tf

characteristic National Austrian Dtneet,"

and " Choice Collection ofNationalAustria

Waltzes."

MOSCHELLI (Cablo) was, in 1790,

still at Turin, in the royal chapel, wbere

Reichardt found him to be an agrecibie

singer, and engaged him for Germany. He

sang afterwards at Berlin, in 1792.

MOSEL (Grov. Felice) was, in 17*

first violinist in the orchestra at Florence,

and in 1793 was elected director of tie
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orchestra in Nardini's place. Of his

works we can mention, " 6 Duetti per 2

P," Op. 3, Venice, 1791, and " Screnata

A ft, 2 Viole, e Vc"

MOSS, (John) composer of various songs

in the Treasury of Music.

MOSSI, (Giovanni) a violinist and

composer for his instrument, was a pupil of

the celebrated Corelli, and flourished at

Rome about the year 1720, about which

time be published the following works :

" Sonate A V. lolo e Cont.," Op. 1 ;

" 8 Concern a 3 e 5 Stromcnti," Op. 2 ;

" Concern a 4 V., A., e B.," Op. 3 ; "12

Concern A 3 e 8 V., Vc, e Cont.," Op. 4 ;

" Sonate A V. tola e Vc," Op. 5, Amster

dam.

MOSTO, (Bebnardino) a contrapun

tist of the sixteenth century, of whose works

there is yet in the Munich library, and

printed, " Madrigali A 5 Voci," Antwerp,

1588.

MOSTO, (Giov. Battista) chapel-

mastcr of the episcopal church in Padua,

flourished in the fourteenth century. We

can mention of Ins works, " Madrigali A 5

foci," Venice, 1584.

MOTELLO, (Domenico) a learned mu

sician, was living at Naples in the year

1600.

MOTTA, (D. Artemio) a composer of

instrumental music, born at Parma, flou-

mhed about 1710, and published " 10 Con

cern A 2 V., A., Tcnore Viola, e B. C," Op.

I, Amsterdam.

MOUCHE and MOUCHY. Both names

belong probably to one musician at Paris,

who published " Trois Sonales pour le

Clav.," Op. 1, Paris, 1796, and " f.e Fla

geolet a"Amour, avee Acc. de P. F.," Paris,

1798.

MOliLET, (Joseph Aobicole) pro

fessor of the harp at Paris, was born at

Avignon in 1766. He has published much

"ittsic for his instrument, and several ro

mances.

MOULINGHEM. (Ch.) A musician of

•his name was, in 1799, first violin in the

fenestra of the opera comique at Paris.

MOLRA, (Pxdxo Alvabzi di) a

canon and composer ofthe sixteenth century,

born at Lisbon. He resided at Coimbra,

whence he published " lAvro de Motettes A

4, 5, 6, e 7 Vozes," Rome, 1594. His

" Livro de Missas a diversas Vozes" manu

script, is yet in the royal musical library at

Lisbon.

MOURET, a French dramatic composer.

He died near Paris in 1738.

MOUR1N, (A.) a musician in Paris,

published there, in 1799, " Concerto pour

Clarinette prin. avec Acc de gr. Orch."

Op. 1.

MOUTON, (Jean) master and conduc

tor of the choir in the chapel of Francis I.,

was a pupil of Jusquin de Prez. If we

were allowed to credit the testimony of his

contemporaries, he was one of the most

celebrated musicians of the age in which

he lived. " But notwithstanding the rap

ture," says Dr. Burney, " with which his

masses have been spoken of, they appear

greatly inferior in melody, rhythm, and

design, to those of Jusquin, De la Rue, and

Fevin. His motets, however, if not more

nervous and elaborate than those of his

contemporaries, are more smooth and po

lished."

MOUVIUS, (Casi-ar) sub-rector in the

school at Stralsund about the middle of the

seventeenth century, was also a composer,

and published " Triumpktu Musicus Spiritu-

alis," Rostock, 1640; " Cithara Davidica;"

and " Hymnodia Sacra." Schacht ranks

him among the distinguished composers of

his time.

MOYNE, (Le.) See Lemoine.

MOZART, (Leopolo) the father, was

the son of a bookbinder nt Augsburg. He

studied music at Salzburg, was entered as

a chorister in the chapel there in 1743, and

in 1762 obtained the situation of second

chapel-master. He was still living in

1785, in which year he visited his son in

Vienna, for the last time. This is the

latest information that we have of him.

Of his works the following deserve to

be mentioned : " Dcr Violinschute 2r>

und vcrmehrte au/lngr," Augsburg, 1770 ;

" Baiticn und Bastitime, Operetta ;"
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" La Cantatrice rd il Poeta, Inttrmetzo

a 2 Pertonne i" and " Musikaluche

SMittenfahrt, arrangirt fur P. F.,"

Leipsic.

MOZART (JoHANN ClIHYSOSTOMUS

Wolfganc Gotti.iui) was born at Salz

burg, on the 27th of January, 1756.

His father having in art unusual manner

influenced the destiny of his son, and

both unfolded and modified his genius, we

think it necessary, in the first place, to give

a short account of his career. Leopold

Mozart was the son of a bookbinder at

Augsburg ; he studied at Salzburg, and, in

1762, was admitted as one of the musicians

of the prince archbishop of Salzburg, and was

also nominated sub-director of the chapel

of that prince. The duties of his station

leaving him much leisure, he gave lessons

on the violin and in musical composition ;

he also published an instruction book for the

violin, which met with great success. He

married Anna Maria Peril ; and it has been

remarked by many as a singular circum

stance, that this couple, who gave birth to

an artist so happily endowed with the genius

of harmony, were univeisally remarked in

Salzburg on account of their extreme beauty.

Of seven children, the fruits of this union,

two only survived, a girl, named Mary-

Anne, and a son, the subject of our present

memoir.

This son had scarcely attained the age of

three years when his father began to instruct

his sister, then about seven years of age, on

the harpsichord. From that period young Mo

zart began to display his astonishing abilities

for music. His greatest delight was to endea

vour to find out thirds on the harpsichord, and

nothing could equal his pleasure when he

discovered that hartnonious concord. Arrived

at the age of four, he had learnt, almost vo

luntarily, to play several minuets and other

pieces of music on the harpsichord. To

learn a minuet he required rather more than

half an hour, aud scarcely double that time

for a much longer piece ; after which he

would perform them with the greatest accu

racy and perfectly in time. And at the age

of five years, so rapid was his progress, that

he al ready composed some trifling pieces of

music, which he performed to his father,

who carefully preserved them, to encourage

his rising talent. Previous to this period, and

ere the little Mozart had discovered any pre

dilection for music, his greatest delight kii

in the games which usually interest chiUres

of that age, and for them he would eves

sacrifice his meals. He ever displayed

proofs of the greatest sensibility and affec

tion ; and would frequently ask, perhaps tea

times a day, to those around him, " Do yoa

love me very much 1" and when in joke

they would reply no, tears would immedi

ately escape from his eyes. As soon as bi

had the slightest notion of music, his Ion

for the gambols of his age entirely vantsiei

and, for any amusement to please Into,

became necessary, in some way, to iatn>i act

music with it. A friend of his parents fre

quently amused himself by playing with tl -'

intelligent child ; sometimes by conveyns

toys in procession fromone room to the othsr

whilst he, who had nothing to carry, sui>

march, or played it on the violin.

During a few months Mozart sttactH

himself with great avidity to theordnwj

studies of youth, and during that pen1*

even sacrificed to them his love for mti«-

Whilst learning arithmetic, the tables, cb^

walls, and even the Boors, were scrw'ea'

with figures. The energy of his minde**

abled him easily to fix his attention on «'

new object that presented itself. M«*f.

however, soon became again his f»w»

pursuit ; and his taste for it soon ganri

such an ascendency over him, that be .'i"

himself up, without reserve, totheocT'p»

tion nature had apparently prescribed &

him. His progress never slackened. 31*

zart the father, upon returning one day fa'

church with a friend, found his son oca? *

in writing. " What are you about ike*

my dear?" he demanded. " I am compw^f

a concerto for the harpsichord ; I ru* <■•

most finished the first part." "Let****

this scrawl." " No, if you please, 1 1'™

not yet finished it." His father hw*>

took the paper, and showed it to bit ft**''

it was a perfect scrawl of notes, fctfAf
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legible from the blots of ink. The two

friends began to laugh heartily at this scrib

bling ; but Mozart, the father, having con

sidered it attentively, " See, my friend,"

said he, " how exactly it is composed by

rule , 'tis a pity we cannot make out some

thing of this piece ; but it is too difficult,

nobody could play it." " It is a concerto,"

replied the young Mozart, " and should be

well studied before being performed. See,

this is the way you should begin." He then

commenced playing it ; but only succeeded

in the performance sufficiently to discover

bi» idea. Indeed, the composition was a

multitude of notes placed exactly according

lo rule, but which presented such amazing

liificulties, that the most able musician

• iM have found it impossible to execute

them.

When he had attained the age of six

tears, all Mozart's family, consisting of his

<itlier, mother, sister, and himself, removed

lo Munich. Here the elector heard the two

'hildren perform, who received unbounded

ipplause. In the autumn of this year,

1763) the two young virtuosos were -pre

dated at the imperial court. The famous

iVigenseil happened to be in Munich.

Louug Mozart, who already preferred the

>i'l><obation of a good master to that of any

*l>er, begged the emperor to allow VVagen-

«l to be present at his performance. " Scud

or him," said the child, " he understands

lie thing." Francis I. desired Wageuseil

night be called, and resigned to him his

>l»ce at the harpsichord. " Sir," said the

r»ung virtuoso, then six years old, " I am

ruing to play one of your concertos, you

met turn over the leaves for me."

t*ne day performing again at court, the

"■perer Francis I. said in joke to the young

performer: " It is not very difficult to play

*uh all the fingers ; but to play with one

Soger, and with the notes hid, would indeed

"cite admiration." Without the least ap-

r*»raoce of surprise at this strange proposal,

'be child immediately began to play with

Soger, and with all the precision and

MjtntM imaginable. He then begged to

»»»e » »»U, that he might bide the notes of

. the instrument ; and thus he continued to

play equally as well as if he had long been

accustomed to this style of performance.

Hitherto our young musician had merely

performed on the harpsichord ; but his great

genius outstripped all instruction. He had

brought with him from Vienna to Salzburg

a small violin, and he was in the habit of

amusing himself with this instrument.

Wenzl, an able violinist, presented himself

one day to Mozart, the father, to ask his

opinion of six trios he had just composed.

It was agreed that they should be tried, and

that Mozart, the father, should play the

bass, Wenzl the first violin, and Schachtncr,

trumpeter to the archbishop of Salzburg,

who happened to be with Mozart at that

moment, the second ; but the young Mozart

entreated so earnestly to be permitted to take

this last part, that his father, though at first

much offended by his importunity, at the

intercession of Schachtner, at length con

sented to let him perform on his little violin,

assisted by his friend Schachtncr. The fa

ther had never before heard his son's per

formance on this instrument ; but his admi

ration was scarcely exceeded by his astonish

ment, when Schachtner, laying aside his

violin, declared he was entirely useless.

The child executed with equal success all

the six trios.

Each succeeding day discovered fresh

proofs of the talents of this extraordinary

child. He could distinguish and point out

the slightest variation of sound ; and every

false or even harsh tone, not softened by

some harmony, was torture to him. Thus

during his infancy, and till he had attained

the age of ten years, he had an invincible

horror to the sound of a trumpet, when not

used in concert with other instruments ;

when any one showed him a trumpet, it

made nearly the same impression upon him

that a pistol would on other children if

turned towards tbem in joke. His father

imagined he might cure this dislike by

sounding a trumpet in his presence, and

tried the experiment, notwithstanding the

entreatiesof the young Mozart that he would

spare him this torment; but at the first
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blast, lie became quite pale, fell on the floor,

and convulsions would to all appearance

have ensued, had he not immediately

ceased to play. Since his first trial on the

violin, he frequently made use of that of

Schachtner, which he admired much for the

softness of its tone. One day Schachtner

came to visit Mozart, the father, and found

young Wolfgang performing on his own little

violin. " What is your violin about?'' was

the first remark of the child to Schachtner,

and he then continued to play some trifling

airs. At length having reflected some mo

ments, he said to Schachtner, " Why did

not you leave me your violin tuned to the

same pitch as it was the last time I used it 1

It is half a quarter of a tone lower than

this one of mine." They at first laughed

at this extreme exactness ; but Mozart, the

father, who had frequently occasion to ob

serve his son's singular memory for retain

ing sounds, desired Schachtner's violin might

be brought, and to the astonishment of all

present, it actually proved to be half a

quarter of a tone below that of the child's.

Though this wonderful boy could not fail

to observe the astonishment and admiration

which his talents excited, he became neither

forward nor vain ; a man in talent, he ever

remained in all other respects the sweetest

tempered and most submissive of children.

He never appeared the least out of humour

with the commands of his parents, of what

ever nature they might be. Even when he

had practised music nearly the whole day,

he would continue to do so without the

slightest impatience, if such were his father's

wishes. He understood and complied with

their most trivial signs, and would not even

accept a sugar plum, without the previous

permission of his parents.

In July, 1763, when Mozart had just at

tained his seventh year, his whole family left

Germany. The fame of the young musician

had then spread through Europe. He had

already excited the greatest admiration at

Munich, and successively at all the elec

toral courts. In the month of November he

arrived in Paris, and was introduced to play

the organ at Versailles, in the king's chapel,

and in the presence of the whole court. Hi

success in France, as well as that of his sis

tcr, almost amounted to enthusiasm. J

portrait of his father, standing between bin

self and sister, was engraved after a desi;

of Carmontcl. It was at Paris that Moar

then seven years of age, composed and put

lished his two first works. They were ei

tremelygood; but, it is universally alio«

were retouched by his father. In 1764, b

left Paris for England, where he was n

ceived with equal approbation, both at cm

and in the city. The two children then \»

gan to perform concertos, written in d::

logue, on separate harpsichords. Some i

the most difficult pieces of Bach, Ha»tt

and other masters, were also presented <

the young Mozart, who performed them ii

at first sight with the greatest possible *

curacy, and in the strictest time. One to

in the presence of the king, he execute!

from a written bass alone, a piece « bid

formed the most enchanting ham-*'

At another time, Christian Bach, mw

master to the queen, took the little iloaf-

on his knees, and played a few bars. M«i'

then continued the air, and they tbus re

formed an entire sonata with such preosss.

that those who were present imagined it*»

played by the same person. (For fa/ten

interesting particulars of Mozart's pfnVr*

ances in England, see the Hon. Daines Is

lington's Miscellanies, and the Phfef

Transac.)

During his residence in England, tb*

to say, at the age of eight years, be r»1

posed six sonatas, which he dedicated to I

queen, and had printed in London.

He returned to France in 1765. ut'

passing through that country he perform

on the organ at most of the chorebes a

monasteries, and from thence continofJ '

journey into Holland, and at the H-'r*

composed a symphony for a full orcbestn.O

occasion of the installation of the prince I

Orange. Here the two children bad i

ous illness, which nearly proved fiullo**

both.

The Mozart family then returned fc> f

for two months, after which they hu' '
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steps towards their native country. Soon

after their return to Munich, the elector

proposed to the young Mozart a musical

tJieme to develope. He immediately obeyed

in presence of the elector; and, without the

assistance of any instrument, wrote out the

music, and afterwards performed it, to the

great admiration of the court and all present.

Having returned to Salzburg towards the

close of the year 1766, Wolfgang abandoned

himself with renewed ardour to the study of

composition, Emmanuel Bach, Hasse, and

Handel being his guides and model, though

he by no means neglected the study of the

ancient Italian masters.

In 1768, thechildren performed at Vienna

in presence of the emperor Joseph II., who

ordered young Mozart to compose the music

to the opera buffa entitled " La Finta Sem-

ptice." It was approved both by Hasse

and Metastasio, but was never performed.

At this time it not unfrcquently occurred,

that at the houses of the chapel-masters

Bono and Hasse, Metastasio, the duke of

i .. ::./,(, the prince de Kaunitz, Sec. the

father would beg that an Italian, or any

other melody might be given to his son,

when Wolfgang would immediately sub

join aH the instrumental parts in presence

of the whole assembly.

Al the consecration of the church belonging

to the Orphans'- house, he composed the

nasic of the mass, and of a motet, and

hough then only twelve years of age, con-

lncted this musical solemnity in presence of

dl the imperial court.

In December, 1769, he went with his

uher into Italy, having some months pre

viously to his departure been nominated

:oncert-rnaster to the archbishop of Salz-

>urg. It may easily be conceived that our

roung virtuoso was received iu the most

lattering manner in a country where music

md the arts are so highly cultivated.

He first exhibited his talents at Milan,

principally at the house of count p'irmian,

[ovemor-general. Nor was he permitted

o leave Milan till after he had engaged

o return and compose the first opera

*>' the carnival of 1771. At Bologna,

the celebrated P. Martini and other

musical directors were transported with

delight and admiration on hearing the boy

execute the most difficult fugues on the

harpischord without hesitation, and with the

greatest possible precision.

He likewise excited equal admiration at

Florence, in which city he became acquainted

with '1'homas Linley, who was then about

his own age. Linley was a pupil of Mar

tini, the celebrated violinist, and performed

on that instrument with equal grace and

skill. The friendship of these two boys soon

became excessive. The day*of their sepa

ration Linley gave his friend Mozart a copy

of verses which he had requested of the

celebrated Corinua on that occasion ; he

accompanied the carriage of Wolfang to the

gate of the town, where they parted, both

bathed in tears. He arrived at Koine in the

Passion-week, and on the Wednesday even

ing went with his father to the Sixtine chapel

to hear the celebrated Miserere ; a composi

tion which it had been prohibited either to

give or take a copy, on pain of excommuni

cation. Aware of this prohibition, the boy

listened so attentively, that on his return

home he noted down the whole piece. On

Good-Friday the same Miserere was again

executed. Mozart was again present, and,

duriug the performance, held his musical

manuscript in his hat, by which means he

was enabled to make the necessary correc

tions. This anecdote created a great sensa

tion in Rome. Soon afterwards, Wolfang

was requested to sing this Miserere at a

concert, accompanying himself on the harp

sichord. The first soprano, (Cristofori)

who had sung it at the chapel, waspresent,

and acknowledged with surprise, that Mo

zart's copy was both complete and correct.

The dimculty of this undertaking was

much greater than may be imagined. But

we beg to be allowed to digress a little here,

for the purpose of introducing some details

concerning the Sixtine chapel and this re

markable Miserere.

There, are generally thirty-two voices em

ployed in this chapel, without any kind of

instrument, not even au organ, to sustain
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them. Tins establishment had attained its

highest degree ofperfection towards the com

mencement of the eighteenth century ; since

which time, owing to thesalariesof its singers

having remained nominally the same, and

therefore being in fact greatly diminished,

whilst the opera has continued to flourish

more and more, and the salaries of good

theatrical singers have risen to an amount

formerly unknown, the Sixtine chapel has

gradually lost its best performers.

The Miserere, which is sung twice during

the Passion-^eek , and produces such an

effect on strangers, was composed about two

hundred years ago, by Gregorio Allegri, one

of the descendants of Antonio Allegri, well

known by the name of Corregio. 'When the

Miserere begins, the pope and cardinals

prostrate themselves on their knees. The

last judgment, by Michael Angelo, painted

above the altar of the chapel, is then disco

vered brilliantly illumined by tapers. Asjtlte

service advances, these tapers are gradually

extinguished. The forms of so many miser

able creatures, painted with such terrible

energy by Michael Angelo, now become

more and more imposing, from being scarcely

perceptible by the pale light of the re

maining tapers. When the Miserere is just

about to conclude, the chapel-master, who

beats time, insensibly gets slower, the

singers diminish the strength of their voices,

the harmony vanishes by degrees, and the

sinner, confounded before the majesty of his

God, and prostrate before his throne, appears

to await in silence the voice which is to pro

nounce his doom. This piece owes its sub

limity more to the manner in which it is

sung, and the place in which it is executed,

than to any individual merit of its own. It

was composed with the intention of being

sung in a peculiar manner, so as to produce

the most sublime effect, and which it would

have been impossible to express by precision

of notes. The singing is certainly, within

the chapel, of the most affecting character.

The same melody is repeated to every verse

in the psalm ; but this music, thoVgh pre

cisely the same taken en masse, is not so in

the detail. Thus it is easily understood,

but yet never becomes tedious. It is tlte

custom at the Sixtine chapel to accelerate

or retard the time on certain notes, to swell

or diminish the voices according to trie sens*

of the words, and even to sing someofihf

verses quicker than others. The followire

anecdote will prove the extreme difficulty oi

young Mozart's undertaking, in singing tl*

Miserere. It is related, that the enrpercs

Leopold I., who was a great amateur ii

music, and likewise a good composer, sit

an ambassador, requesting the pope to allow

him to have a copy of the Miserrrt oi

Allegri, that he might use it in the ircpf-

rial chapel at V ienna. This was accorded.

The chapel-master ofthe Sixtine desired to-

a copy might be taken, which was irr.tr*

diately sent to the emperor, whohadatttt

time the best singers of the age. Notwi'i-

standing all their talents, the Miierrrt i

Allegri produced no other effect at the W

of Vienna than that of being considrw! ~>l

a most ordinary and dull chant. Theec

peror and all his court imagined that

chapel-master of the pope, wishing to tf ■

the Miserere exclusively in the Sixtine cti-

pel, had eluded the order of his master, K:

sent him some common and vulgar cosrpK-

tion. The emperor immediately sen? r-H '

courier to the pope, to complain of this

of respect. The pope was so indignaat ;:

this disobedience of the chapel-master, ti

ne immediately dismissed him from trie <■•

tuation he held, without even permif -

him to vindicate his conduct. Thepoorns:

prevailed, however, on one of the cardial

to undertake to plead his cause, and erph "

that the peculiar manner of executiiJC '

Miserere could not be expressed by »*'

nor could any one sing it till after repe"^

lessons from the chapel singers, who f*

sessed the tradition. His holiness, wbo i -

not understand music the least. couM km' 1

comprehend how the same notes coold p

duce a different effect at Vienna ti»* "

Rome. lie, however, permitted the f«*'

chapel-master to write his own defence *

send to Vienna, and in time he was iter'.""

again into favour.

It was the remembrance of tiiJ»t^
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known anecdote that occasioned such sur

prise among the Romans, when they heard

a child sing this Miserere perfectly in the

true style, after only two lessons ; and no

thing indeed is more difficult than to excite

the astonishment of the Romans, as all

merit diminishes greatly on entering this

celebrated town, where all the fine arts, in

the highest perfection, are constantly dis

played.

It is perhaps the great success Mozart

met with in singing this Miserere, or the

effect that it produced on his own mind, that

inclined him ever after to a solemn style of

music, particularly to that of Handel and of

the tender Bocherini.

From Rome, the Mozarts continued their

journey to Naples, where, performing on

the piano one day at the Conservatorio delta

Pitli, the audience suddenly took it into

their heads that a ring which he wore on

his linger contained a charm ; and at length,

tn pacify their doubts, he was obliged to

tale offthe ring. The effect on this super

cilious people maybe imagined, when, hav

ing parted with the talisman, Mozart's

music continued to be equally imposing.

Wolfgang gave a grand concert at count

Kaunitz's, ambassador from the emperor,

and then returned to Rome. The pope,

who had wished much to see liim, now cre

ated him knight of the golden spur. In re

passing through Bologna, he received a still

lore flattering distinction. After the requi

site proofs of his talent, which he afforded to

ill with unusual promptitude, he was named,

'V universal consent, a member of the l'hil-

larmonic academy. An anthem for four

■oices was then given him to compose, ac

cording to the idea formed of his talents : as

'as customary on such occasions, he was

■hut into a room alone, where he concluded

lis task in half an hour. His previous en

gagement now recalled him to Milan, other

wise he would have obtained, what was then

considered the greatest honour to musicians

hat could be conferred in Italy, namely,

hat of composing the first opera seria for

he theatre at Rome.

On the 26th of December, 1770, two

months after his arrival at Milan, having at

that time not quite accomplished his fifteenth

year, he produced his "Mit/iridate," a serious

opera, which had a run of twenty represent

ations. To judge of its success, it will be

sufficient to state, that the manager imme

diately made a written engagement with

him for the composition ofthe first opera for

the year 1773. This opera was called

" Lucio Silla," which was equally success

ful with that of" Mithridate," and was per

formed twenty-six times in succession. Dur

ing the period which elapsed between these

two representations, he first quitted Milan, to

pass the few last days of the carnival at

Venice ; and at Verona, which he only

passed through, they presented him with a

patent, as member of the Philharmonic so

ciety of that town. He also composed, in

1771, at Milan, "slseanio in Alba ," and in

1772, at Salzburg, "// Sogno diSeipione," for

the election of the new archbishop of Salz

burg. Being invited subsequently to Vi

enna, Munich, and Salzburg, he composed,

amongstother works, "LaFintaGiardiniera,"

opera buffa, two grand masses for the cha

pel of the elector of Bavaria, and one for

the archduke Ferdinand at Salzburg; and

on the occasion of the archduke Maximilian

remaining for a few days at Salzburg, the

cantata " // Re Pastore." This was in 1775.

He had now, it may be said, attained the

highest perfection of his art, as his fame had

spread from one end of Europe to the other ;

and though only nineteen years of age, he

could now make choice of any capital in Eu

rope to establish himself. His father conceiv

ing that Paris would be most suitable for him,

in 1777 he commenced his second journey

into France, accompanied by his mother.

Here he had the misfortune to lose her, which

rendered his residence in Paris insupporta

ble; added likewise to the state of vocal

music in that capital, which did not suit his

taste, and thus obliged him to compose en

tirely for instruments. Having, therefore,

produced a symphony at the spiritual con

certs, i»)d a few other instrumental pieces,

he returned to his father at the commence

ment of the year 1779.
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Henext composed the operaof"Idomeneo,"

Under the most favourable auspices, hav

ing been called to Vienna by the commands

of his sovereign the archbishop of Salz

burg. Whilst there, the elector of Bavaria

requested an opera for the theatre of Munich.

Mozart was then five and twenty, and

being deeply in love with a young lady to

whom he was afterwards united, love and

ambition combined to exalt his genius to the

highest degree, and he produced this opera of

"Idomeneo ;" which he always considered as

among his best, and from which he has even

borrowed many ideas for subsequent com

position.

From Munich, Mozart went to Vienna,

where he entered the service|of the emperor,

to whom he remained attached the rest of

his life ; and though he was but indifferently

treated, persisted iu refusing many more

advantageous offers which were made to

him on the part of other sovereigns, and

particularly by the king of Prussia.

The following anecdote will prove the

truth of this assertion. In one of his jour

neys to Berlin, the king, Frederic William

II., offered him three thousand crowns per

annum ifhe would remain at his court, and

superintend his orchestra. Alozart ouly re

plied, " Ought I to quit my good emperor V

notwithstanding, at this period, he had no

fixed salary at Vienna. One of his friends

reproaching him with the imprudence and

folly of not accepting the advantageous pro

position of the king of Prussia : " I like to

live at Vienna," replied Mozart, " the em

peror is fond of me, and I don't value

money."

Some vexatious occurrences at court ex

cited him, however, to demand his dismissal

of Joseph ; but one word from the prince,

who really loved his composer, and more

particularly his music, made him instantly

change his mind. He was not sufficiently

cunning to take advantage of this favour

able opportunity to demand a fixed salary :

but the emperor at length decided this

himself: unfortunately, however, con

sulted some enemies of Mozart as to what

would be right to give him, and they pro-

posed the small sum of eight hundred florid.

This was never augmented. He received it »•

chamber composer, but in that capacity he

never did any thing. At one time he irai

legally asked, in consequence of one of tbost

general orders of government so frequent »t

Vienna, what pension he received from the

court ; He wrote back word in a sealed note:

" Too much for what I have done : u»

little for what I might have done."

" I.'Enlevement tlu SeraiC was per

formed in 1782. Joseph II. remarked to

Mozart, " It is too grand for our ears;

there are a prodigious quantity of notes.

" That is precisely the thing," replied tk

young artist. It was during the composi

tion of this opera that he married Mist

Weber, a musical amateur of the first mem

He had two children by this marriage.

It was Joseph II. who desired Mozart to

set to music the " Marriage of Figtnl'i

piece then much in vogue at all the theatre*

He obeyed, and this opera was performed it

Prague the whole of the winter of 178".

Mozart went that winter himself to Prag*.

and there composed for the Bohemians kit

opera of u Don Giovanni," which met witb

still more brilliant success than even

" Marriage of Figaro.''1 The first repre

sentations of " Don Giovanni" were not wy

well received at Vienna. Its merits «"

one day discussed at a large assent!

where most of the connoisseurs of the api-

tal were assembled, and amongst other:,

Haydn ; Mozart not being himself preiesi.

Everybody agreed in considering it > twk

of great merit, brilliancy, and richnesi »'

imagination; but each found somethiK*

blame. All had given their opinion,

the exception of Haydn. At length tie?

begged he would do so likewise. " I •*

not capable of judging in this dispute."

replied with his usual modesty; " all that

I know is, that Mozart is certainly tt;

greatest composer now in existence." M»"

zart acted at all times with the same gesc-

rosity towards Haydn. A composer «t

Vienna of some merit, but who could not u

any way perceive or appreciate the benf

of Haydn, enjoyed a spiteful plesjart u
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discovering every trifling incorrectness which

crept into the compositions of that great

mister. He perpetually came to Mozart

with the greatest glee, to display any sym

phony or quatuor of Haydn, in which, after

having put it into score, he had discovered

some little negligence of style. Mozart al

ways endeavoured to change the subject of

conversation ; his patience at length being

totally exhausted, " Sir," he replied one

day in rather an abrupt manner, " if you

and 1 were melted down together, » e should

not even then make one Haydn." Mozart

also dedicated a work of quatuors to Haydn,

which may be looked upon as the best he

ever produced in this style. He observed,

that this dedication was due to him, as it

was from Haydn he first learnt this species

of composition.

Hi'- death of this great genius took place

on the 5th of December, 1792, when he had

not attained his thirty-sixth year. Indefa

tigable to the last, he produced in the con

cluding few mouths of Ins life, his three

ckff-ttacuvret, " The Enchanted Flute,"

" Clementa di Titu," and a " Requiem,"

wbich he had scarcely time to finish.

It was during the composition of the first

of these operas, that he began to be subject

lo fainting fits. He was particularly par

tial to his opera of " The Enchanted Flute,"

though he was not very fond of some par

ticular morceaux in it, which had been the

most admired by the public. The state of

debility in which he was precluded the pos

sibility of his leading the orchestra more

than the nine or ten first representations.

When he was no longer able to attend the

theatre, he would place his watch by his

side, and appeared to follow the orchestra

in idea: " There is the first act over," he

would say; "Now they are singing such or

such an air," Sec. ; and then a fit of melan

choly would seize him, and he fancied that

he should not long enjoy life.

A singular incident accelerated the effect

of tins fatal presentiment, and as this inci

dent was the occasion of his composing his

famous Requiem, oue of his chef-iTatuvres,

vou H.

we shall enter into minute details concern

ing it.

One day when Mozart was plunged into

a profound reverie, he heard a carriage stop

at his door. A stranger was announced,

who begged to speak to him : a middle-aged

man, well dressed, and of a noble and im

posing appearance, was then shown in. " I

ain commissioned, sir," said he, addressing

Mozart, " by a person of rank, to call on

you." " Who is that person 1" interrupted

Mozart. " He does not choose to be known,"

replied the stranger. "Very well; what

does he wish 1" "He has just lost a frieud

who was very dear to him, and whose me

mory he must eternally cherish ; and intend

ing to celebrate her death by a solemn ser

vice every year, wishes you to compose a

Requiem for the occasion." Mozart was

much struck at the grave manner and tone

of voice in which this address was pro

nounced, and with the mystery which ap

peared to envelope this adventure. He

promised to compose the Requiem. The

unknown continued : " Exert all your ge

nius in this work ; you will labour for a

connoisseur in music." " So much the bet

ter." " How long will you require to do

it 1" "A month." *' Very well ; I will

return in a month. How much will you

charge for the work 1" "A hundred du

cats." The unknown counted them imme

diately on the table, and disappeared.

Mozart remained plunged for some mo

ments in profound reflection ; then suddenly

demanded a pen, ink, and paper, and not

withstanding the remonstrances of his wife,

began to write. This rage for composing

continued several days; he wrote almost

the whole day and night, with increasing

ardour as he advanced ; but his health,

already feeble, could not long support this

enthusiasm, and one morning he fell sense

less on the Boor, which obliged him for a

time to suspend his labours. Two or three

days after, his wife endeavouring to divert

his attention from the melancholy ideas

whicly>ossessed it, he replied quickly, "I am

persuaded that I am composing this Requiem
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for myself; it will do for my funeral ser

vice." Nothing could dispel this idea from

his mind.

As he continued his work, he felt his

Itrength diminishing from day to day,

whilst his score advanced slowly. The

month he had requested being expired, the

stranger one day suddenly reappeared.

" I have found it impossible," said Mozart,

" to keep my word." " It is of no conse

quence," replied the stranger. "How much

more time do you require 1" "A month.

The work has become more interesting than

I imagined, and I have extended it to a

much greater length than I had at first in

tended." " In that case it is right to aug

ment the price ; here are fifty ducats more."

" Sir," said Mozart, more astonished than

ever, " who are you, then f " That has

nothing to do with the subject ; I shall re

turn within the month." Mozart immedi

ately called one of his servants and desired

him to follow this extraordinary man, and

find out who he was ; but the awkward ser

vant returned, saying he could not trace his

steps.

Poor Mozart now took it into his head

that the unknown was not a being of this

world, and that he had been sent to warn

him of his approaching end. He applied

with greater diligence than ever to his Re

quiem, which he looked upon as the most

lasting monument of his genius. During

this labour, he frequently fell into alarming

fainting fits. At length the work was

finished before the month was quite expired.

The unknown returned at the stated time,

and claimed the Requiem—Mozart teas ho

mure !

The day of his death he desired the Re

quiem might be brought to him. " Was I

not right," he said, " when I assured you I

was composing this Requiem for myself?"

and tears escaped from his eyes. It was

his last farewell to his art : his widow has

preserved the score.

" Idomeneo" and "Don Giovanni" were his

favourite operas. He did not like to speak

bt his own works, and if he did, it was in as

few words as possible. With regard to "Ita

Giovimni," he said one day, "That open

was not composed for the public of Vienm

it suited better the audience at Prague ; bu;

to say the truth. I composed itsoleryforinj-

self and friends."

When an idea struck him, nothing cou!c

divert him from his occupation. He wosH

compose in the midst of his friends, sol

passed whole nights in the study of his art

Sometimes he only just finished » piere it

time for its execution ; this occurred in tie

case of his overture to "I)onGiovanni,"*li&

he composed the night preceding the ira

representation, and after the last gened

rehearsal of the opera had taken piste.

Some people have imagined they have per

ceived in this overture the passages where

Mozart was overcome by sleep, and tho*

where he suddenly awoke.

Mozart judged his own works with se"-

rity. One day, when performing one of lie

most admired airs of the " Enlevement A

Serail," " That is good in a room," he it

served ; " but for the theatre, it is too is-

signifioant. When composing it, I felt awe*

delight in it, and thought nothing too lot: *

No musician ever embraced the artsoe!-

tensively. He excelled in all styles, fms

the symphony to the dance ; from opens*

the most simple ballads. As a virtuoso,

Mozart was one of the first pianists in Ea-

rope. He played with the most rapid at-

cution, and his left hand was particular'?

correct and excellent.

But his most brilliant and solid glorj is

founded upon his talents as a eoropo*1

His compositions are principally admired

for the amazing fertility of the ideas, tt

clear and happy designs, and systems fol

lowed up with much dexterity, but in»W

the most profound science is never desire"

tive of grace ; his works are also reEart-

able for a new and ingenious arranieneni

of the orchestra and wind instrument"-

Lastly, he had an extraordinary taleut fe

introducing into his accompaniments tse

richness of symphony combined witi uan-

valled expression, energy, and fancy.
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A genius so brilliant could not fail to ex

cite the most lively enthusiasm. Numbers

of servile imitators endeavoured to follow

bis footsteps ; but as is generally the case,

the beauties of the model degenerated into

errors in their hands. They have only suc

ceeded in patching up heavy and common

designs with endless trouble and pedantic

affectation. They have, it is true, like Mo

zart, loaded their full pieces with the whole

mass of instruments, but they have been

unable to produce any great effect ; and the

vocal parts, equally dull and insignificant,

are lost in the noise of the orchestra. They

have forgotten that two things are essen

tially requisite to form a good composer ;

innate genius, and a style, resulting from

well-directed study.

Gifted with every natural talent, Mozart

and Gluck studied the best Italian masters

in the very bosom of that country, and on

the Italian language which inspired them,

they composed their principal chtj'-tV&uvres.

They have thus traced the path which must

be porsued by all who would attain to the

same degree of perfection.

Mozart has been ac cused of interesting

himself in his own music alone, and of be-

inj acquainted with no other compositions.

There is a little exaggeration in this re

proach. His whole life was thoroughly

occupied either in composing or travelling,

so that he had little time to attend to the

rompositions of others ; but he approved

with the greatest candour every thing that

was really good : he was the enemy only of

mediocrity in talent. He did justice to the

most simple music, as long as there was

some traits of originality or genius in it.

Extreme disinterestedness united with be

nevolence were the principal traits in the

eharacter of this great man : be gave with

out discrimination, and expended his money

without any prudence.

Music-sellers, managers, and other avari

cious people, greatly abused his known disin

terestedness. For this reason few ofhis com

positions for the piano were of the slightest

profit to himself. He wrote them generally out

of good-nature for h is friends, who expressed

a wish to possess some piece from his hand

for their own particular use : in such cases,

he was obliged to conform to the degree of

talent which each person possessed, which

accounts for the many compositions for the

harpsichord that appear so little worthy of

him. Artaria, a music-seller at Vienna,

and some others in his line, found means to

procure copies of these pieces, and publish

ed them without the permission of the au

thor, and without offering any remunera

tion.

One day the manager of a theatre, whose

affairs were in a very desperate state, pre

sented himself to Mozart, stating his em

barrassments, and adding, " You are the

only man in the world who can relieve me

from my difficulties." " Me," replied Mo

zart, *' how sol" " By composing for me

an opera entirely adapted to the taste of

those who frequent my theatre ; it may to a

certain degree be a work both to please

connoisseurs and to your own glory ; but

above all, remember it is to please a class of

people who do not understand fine music. I

will take care to let you have the poem

directly, and that the scenery shall be beau

tiful ; in a word, let it be entirely conform

able to the present taste." Mozart, softened

by the entreaties of the poor man, promised

to undertake the matter. " How much do

you ask for this!" replied the manager.

" Why you have nothing to give," said Mo

zart :" listen, however, we can arrange it

in the way that your mind may be at ease,

and that I may not entirely lose the fruits

of my time and trouble. I will give the

score to you alone, you may pay me what

you choose, but on this express condition,

that you upon no account let any one have

a copy : if the opera gets about, I will sell

it to some other manager." The director,

charmed with the generosity of Mozart, ex

hausted himself in promises. Mozart im

mediately set about the music, and com

posed it exactly in the style directed. The

opera came out, the theatre was filled,

and its beauties were extolled throughout

Germany ; some weeks after it appeared at

five or six different theatres, but without
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any one having received -their copies with

the cognizance of the distressed manager.

Mozart was very prompt in acquiring new

habits. The health of his wife was very

precarious , he was passionately fond of her;

and in a long illness she had, he always ad

vanced to meet those who came to see her,

with his finger to his lips, as a sign they

should not make a noise. His wife got well,

but long after he always met his friends

when they came to see him with his finger

to his mouth, and speaking in a whisper.

During her illness, he would sometimes

ride out very early alone, but always, before

going, left a small note for his wife by her

bedside, in the form of a prescription from

a physician. The following is a copy of

one of them : " Good day, my dear love, I

hope you have slept well, and that nothing

has disturbed you ; be careful you do not

take cold, and that you do not hurt your

self in stooping : do not vex yourself with

the servants ; avoid all uneasiness till my

return ; take great care of yourself. I shall

be home at nine o'clock."

Constance Weber was an excellent com

panion for Mozart, and frequently gave him

very prudent advice. Mozart's income was

considerable ; but owing to his love of plea

sure, and the embarrassment of his domestic

affairs, he left his family but the glory of

his name, and the protection of the public

of Vienna. After his death, the inhabitants

of Vienna testified their gratitude for the

pleasures he had afforded them by their

kinduess to his family.

In the latter years of Mozart's life, his

health, which had always been delicate, ra

pidly declined. Like all people of strong

imagination, he was ever anticipating future

evil, and the idea that he should live but a

short time continually haunted his mind : at

those periods he would labour with such en

ergy, rapidity, and force of attention, that

he frequently became totally indifferent to

all that did not concern his art. Every- ,

body perceived he was ruining his health

by this excessive study. His wife and

friends did all they could to draw off his at

tention ; and for their gratification he would

frequently accompany them in their waits

and visits, and would quietly allow himseii

to be conducted any where by them, but hu

mind was always wandering. He seldom

overcame this habitual and silent melan

choly, but when the idea of bis approirhin.

dissolution awakened him to renewed terrors

His wife, distracted with fear at his singu

lar habits, endeavoured to draw around bus

all those friends in whose society he most

delighted, and took care they should arrive

about the time when, after many hours K

labour, he naturally required recreation ai-

rcpose. These visits pleased him, but Dew

made him desist from pursuing his studies

they talked, they endeavoured to engine

him in conversation, but all to no 'purpose;

and if they actually addressed him, he wuuli

make some reply totally unconnected mi

the subject, or else answering in moocsv;'

tables, and would immediately continue

write.

Mozart laboured under a weak state ot

health during his whole life ; be iu tins

and pale, and though the shape of his fc<

was singular, his physiognomy had it

striking character in it, but that of extreE"

irritability. His countenance varied ererj

instant, but indicated nothing further it-

the pain or pleasure of the moment He

had a habit which is generally supposed to

denote stupidity ; namely, perpetual rooti*

of the body, and was continually tiller

twirling his hands, or striking his feet upon

the grouud. There was no other peculiarity

in his habits, further than his pas.-jonatt

fondness for billiards. He had a billiard

table at his own house, on which he played

every day, sometimes even alone. B»

hands were so decidedly formed foe A*

harpsichord, that he was extremely urulilfu!

at any thing else. At dinner his wife al

most always carved his food ; and if he hap

pened to be obliged to do so himself, •*

performed it with the greatest difficulty iff

awkwardness.

This same man who, as an artist, had

attained the highest degree of excellent*

from his earliest youth, ever remained a

child in all the other relations of lift. He
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had no self-command ; order in his domestic

affairs, a right employment of his money,

temperance, or a reasonable choice in his

pleasures, were not amongst the virtues he

practised; indeed, be was ever led astray

by the pleasures of the moment. His mind

was constantly absorbed in a mass of ideas

which rendered him totally incapable of

reflection on what we call serious subjects,

so that, during bis whole life, he was in

want of a guide to direct hitn in the passing

business of the day. His father was fully

sensible of bis weakness, which made him

request his wife to accompany their son

in his journey to Paris in 1777, his own

engagements at Salzburg precluding the

possibility of his absence from that town.

With all these eccentricities, Mozart be-

earae a being of a superior order, directly

be placed himself before the piano.

His soul then rose above all the weaknesses

of his nature, and his whole attention seemed

rapt in the sole object for which he was

born, the harmony of sauna"*. The fullest

orchestra did not prevent his observing the

slightest false note, and he would point out

with the most astonishing precision the exact

instrument on which the error had been

committed. Mozart, when he went to Ber

lin, did not arrive there till late in the even

ing. He had scarcely stept from the car

riage when he asked the waiter of the inn

what opera was to be performed that night ?

" LEnlevement da Serail" was the an

swer. " That is delightful," he hastily

replied, and immediately was on his road

to the theatre. He placed himself at the

entrance of the pit, to hear without being

seen ; but he soon found himself close to the

orchestra, at one moment praising the per

formance of particular airs, and at another

exclaiming against the manner in which

certain parts were performed. The director

bad allowed himself slightly to vary one of

the airs : when they came to it, Mozart,

unable any longer to contain himself, in a

loud voice corrected the orchestca, and told

them the manner in which they should play

the movement. All eyes were 6xed on the

"tin in a great coat who occasioned such

confusion. Some persons immediately re

cognised Mozart, and in a minute the mu

sicians and actors learnt that he was amongst

the spectators. Several of the performers,

amongst others a very good singer, were so

much struck with this information, that

they refused to appear on the stage. The

director complained to Mozart of the di

lemma in which he found himself placed :

the great composer instantly repaired behind

the scenes, and succeeded, by the praises

he bestowed on the general performance, in

making them continue the opera.

Music was, in fine, the great occupation

of Mozart's life, and at the same time his

most pleasing recreation. From his earliest

infancy persuasion was never necessary to

place him at the piano. On the contrary,

it required care to prevent him from over

fatiguing himself and injuring his health.

He had always a marked predilection for

performing at night. When he placed

himself at the harpsichord at nine o'clock, he

never quitted it till midnight, and indeed,

at times, he was almost obliged to be forced

from the instrument, or he would have con

tinued preluding and trifling away the whole

night. In the usual routine of life, he was

the mildest of human beings, but the least

noise during music would cause in him the

most violent indignation. He was far above

that affected and misplaced modesty, which

requires so many professors of the art to be

continually solicited before they will gratify

the audience. Frequently some of the great

lords of Vienna reproached him for perform

ing indifferently to all who requested him.

An amateur of that city hearing that Mo

zart was to pass through on one of his ex

peditions, eDgaged him to pass an evening

at his house, and, on his accepting the invi

tation, assembled a numerous society, that

they might have the satisfaction of hearing

his wonderful performance. Mozart arrived,

said little, and soon placed himself at the

piano. Thinking that he was surrounded

by connoisseurs, he commenced, in slow

time, to execute some music replete with

the softest harmohy, wishing to prepare his

auditors for the devclopement of the piece
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he intended to perform. The society found

this very dull. Soon his air became more

lively ; this they thought rather pretty. He

now changed the character of the music

into a studied, solemn, elevated, and strik

ing style of harmony, and at the same time

far more difficult ; some ladies in the as-

semhly began to think it decidedly tire

some, and whispered to each other a few

satirical words ; soon, half the company

began to talk. The master of the house

was on thorns, and at length Mozart dis

covered the impression his music made on

the audience, lie, however, did not quit

his first idea, but developed it with all the

impetuosity of which he was capable. Still

no attention was paid, lie then began to

remonstrate with his audience in rather an

abrupt manner, though still continuing to

play ; fortunately his rebukes were in Ita

lian, therefore few people understood him.

Silence, however, was again in a degree

restored. When his anger was a little ap

peased, he could not help laughing himself

at his own impetuosity ; he then tried a

more popular style, and concluded by play

ing a well-known air, upon which he ex

temporized variations, and enraptured the

whole assembly. Mozart soon after this

left the room, having previously invited the

master of the house and a few other select

connoisseurs to join him at the inn, where

be kept them to supper ; and upon their

begging him again to perform, he immedi

ately complied, becoming once more so rapt

in his subject that he forgot himself till

midnight.

The following anecdote is also related of

Mozart. An old tuner having put some

strings to Mozart's harpsichord, " My good

friend," said Mozart, " how much do I owe

you! I leave this place to-morrow." The

poor man, regarding him rather as a god

than a human being, replied, totally discon

certed, humbled, and stammering, " Impe

rial majesty. . . .Monsieur le Maltie de Cha-

pelle de sa majesW imperiale. . . .1 cannot. . . .

It is true 1 have frequently been here ....

Well, give me a crown," "A crown !" said

Mozart, "a good fellow like yourselfdeserves

more than a crown," and he gave him sevt-

ral ducats. The good man retired, repeal

ing still, with a very low bow, "Ah! impe

rial majesty !"

" It is well known that the baron Van-

Swieten, a great friend of Haydn's, tut,

" that if Mozart had lived, he would ha>e

plucked from Haydn the sceptre of instra-

mental music." In the opera butTa, ho»-

ever, he wanted gaiety, and in this respect

he was inferior to Gaiuppi, Guglielmi, aid

Sarti.

Porpora, Durante, Leo, and Alexander

Scarlatti, were amongst his most favourite

composers ; but he esteemed Haudel more

than any of them, lie kuew by heart mo-t

of the works of this great master. " Of ill

of us," he would say, " Handel understand.'

best how to produce a grand effect ; wha

lie chooses it, he can strike like a thunder

bolt." Of Jomelli, he said: "Thalarua

has some points in which he shines and

will ever shine ; but he should not have left

those points to eudeavour to compose u

the ancient church style." He did not ad

mire Vincenzo Martini, whose "C'y#n ram

was then meeting with great applause

" There are a few pretty things," he would

say, "in it, but twenty years hence, no ore

will listen to them."

With regard to Mozart's opera of " Fi

garo," the first reflection that occur! is,

that the musician, governed by his natural

sensibility, has changed into real pass**

the trifling incidents which, in Beauuui-

chais, amused the amiable inhabitants of

the castle of Aquas Frescas. It is however

a chef-d' ceuvrr of tenderness and rneJaa-

choly, and absolutely exempt from *■>

importunate mixture of majesty ami

gedy : no piece in the world can be com

pared to the " Nozze de Figaro"

As to the opera of *' ldomtnea," it w*

be safely affirmed to be unrivalled, as »■

amongst his own operas, as amongst tiuse

of the finest composers. Tor the " Ftmtt

Afogivo," it should be seen to form a »■-

rect idea of its beauties. It appears to be

the sportive effort of a tender imaguoWUi

and does honour to Mozart's great taieitt
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The all-romantic imagination of Mozart

appears at it* zenith in " Don Juan," this

faithful deliueation of so many interesting

sanations, and ali of which are wonderfully

portrayed by the rich talents of the com

poser. He has triumphed most completely

iu the discordant grandeur of the music, in

the terrible reply of the statue : it conveys

to the ear a horror equal to that of Shalt-

spearc's most terrific passages. The fear

of Ltporttlo, when he decides not to speak

to the commander, is displayed in a truly

• Minic style, a circumstance unusual in Mo

zart's music. When " Don Juan" first ap

peared at Home it did not fully succeed ;

the masic perhaps was too difficult for the

orchestra.

The piece of "Cotifan tutte" would have

nourished better in the hands of Cimarosa.

Mozart never succeeded when the triflings

of love were to be depicted, that passion

having been with him, throughout his life,

nther a blessing or misfortune. He suc

ceeded therefore best in those characters

where tenderness was to be developed, and

not at all in such parts as the humorous old

aaral captain. It must be owned that, iu

the course of this piece, he has frequently

liken shelter in his sublime harmony, as for

instance, in the trio "Tutte fan con." (For

> list of Mozart's works, see the Supple

ment to this Dictionary.)

MOZART, nee WtBEn, (Constanza)

"ife of the preceding, and sister to the cele

brated singer Mad. Lange, was born in

t wnna. She was a good singer and pianist.

In 1796, she visited Prague, Dresden,

'iptic, Berlin, and Hamburgh, in which

'lares her husband's Requiem and Clcmen-

i« <U Tito were performed, cither wholly or

n part, according to circumstances, Mad.

Mozart herself taking a part. It is said,

lowever, that she was far inferior to lier

uter in singing. Notwithstanding this, she

-'err where met an hospitable reception

ind the moat active support after her hus -

sand's death, from a natural respect to all

hat belonged to that great man. She lived

» 1812 at Vienna.

MOZ1N, (B. F.) a teacher of the piano

forte at Paris, published there, in 1791,

" Concert in D, pour le Clav." Op. 1,

" Potpourri pour le P. F.," 6 Cahiers,

1 792. There was, in 1 798, in the orches

tra of the Theatre d'£uiulation, a musician

of the same name, as second violinist. It

is uncertain, however, whether this is the

subject of the present article, or another.

MUCK, (Fhiedrich) pastor at Euer-

bach. He published " Littler in Musik

gesctzt," Leipsic, 1793. He is both the poet

and composer of these songs, which prove

his familiarity with the rules of composition.

MUFFATT (Geohgk) was an eminent

organist, composer, and fuguist, and one of

the great harmonists of Germany at the

latter end of the seventeenth century. Af

ter having been, for some time, organist of

the cathedral church of Strasbuig, he went

to Vienna, Rome, and Paris. At the latter

place be continued six years, during which

time he made himself, in a particular man

ner, acquainted with Lully's style of com

position.

In 1690, he published his "Apparatus

Mttsico-Organittus," a work consisting of

twelve toccate, which he performed at Augs

burg on the day that the consort of the em

peror Leopold was crowned empress, and

his son Joseph king of the Romans.

MUFFA'IT, (Gottlieb) son of the pre

ceding, was organist to the court of the em

peror Charles VI. He was a pupil of Jo

seph Fux. He published " Componimenti

Muricali per it Cembalo ;" besides which

there are «*t ill in manuscript, " fi Klavier-

Particn untl 8 Partien Tocaten und Fu-

gen."

MUGNESS, (Giuseppe) a musician at

Naples, was ranked among the opera com

posers in the Indice de Spettac. 7'eatr. for

1788. In 1789, be wrote for the theatre in

Florence, " 11 Montezuma," opera seria.

MUHLL, (Nicol) by birth a Silesian,

was born about the year 1750. He was in

early life engaged in the orchestras of the

theatres at Dantzic and konigsberg. By

long perseverance in practice he at length

made himself so well qualified for the situa

tion of chef-u"orclieitre, to which he was
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appointed, that no mistake in time or false

note ever escaped him. His compositions

certainly evince talent, but frequently also

haste and negligence. We can mention the

following of them : " Die IVilddiebe,"

operetta ; " Das Offer iler Treue," inter

lude ; " Mit item Glockenseh/ag Zwolf,"

operetta; " Die Singsehttle," operetta,

1792 ; " Dcr Eremit von Formentera,"

operetta, 1793.

MUHLMANN lived in 1600, at which

time he published " Mttsiea Antimelancho-

liea" Leipsic. This was perhaps the same

musician who died in 1613 at Leipsic, as

professor of divinity and archdeacon of the

church of St. Nicholas.

MUHL1NG, (Aug.) born at Raguhne,

received his musical education in St. Tho

mas's school at Leipsic under Hiller and A.

E. Muller. He distinguished himself under

the former as an excellent soprano singer,

as also afterwards by his talents in compo

sition, both for the voice and orchestra ; at

the same time he was an able pianist and

violinist. In the latter capacity he ap

peared at the concerts in Leipsic, where he

gave great satisfaction. In 1809, he was

invested with the offices of professor of vo

cal music and director of the Gymnasium

and Tuchtersthnle at Nordhausen, where he

was at the same time organist. The follow

ing of his compositions have been published :

" Sec/a Littler mit Begl. ties P. F., lies

W." Leipsic. 11 Sammlung zwey und

dreystimmiger Gesungc fur wcibliche Stim

men mit witlkiihrl. Begteitung tins Kla-

viers," Nordhausen, 1812.

MULLER, (Andhzas) city-musician at

Frankfort on the Maine, in 1600, was born

in Hammelburg. He published " Teuts-

eke Balleten urid Camonetten zu singen

und auff Instrumenten zu brauehen, mit 4

Stimmen," Frankfort, 1600. " Teutsehe

weltliche Canzonetten zu singen und auff

Instrumenten zu brauehen, mit 4 bis 8

Stimmen," Frankfort, 1603. " Nenwe

Canzonetten mit 3 Stimmen, hiebevor von

den Jtalis componirt, und mit Teutscher

Sprach unterlegt," Frankfort, 1608.

MULLER. (August Eberhabd) singer

in St. Thomas's school, and chapel-master

of both the principal churches of Leipsic, *»

celebrated as a composer, organist, pianist,

and flutist. He was born at Nortbeim, it

Hanover, in 1767, where his father, Ma-

thias Muller, was then organist ; bat tk-

latter subsequently went to Rinteln in Ik

same capacity, by which means his son »a

separated from his birthplace in the mof

tender age. At Rinteln be received b

first instruction in music, and made *

considerableprogress, that by the age of eijfr

he had appeared in public in several towti

In 1785, he left school for the universitj i

Leipsic and proposed to study the law, &

went in the following year to Gotting*

Here he was admitted a member of >»

amateur concerts, and also played his tri

public concerto on the flute. Having faiW

in obtaining the place of organist at

university, which had been alwaysoccup^

by a student, he was compelled to !«*

that town very soon, for want of supps-

and returned to his parents. He did as.

however, stay very long with them, fo:,i!

order to hear and learn all within his pws

he undertook several short musical joonsa

In Brunswick he was so fortunate as teW

protection from a relation, and remained u*

for several years. At last, in 1789,be*»i

to Magdeburg, where he not only oblnw

the permanent situation of organist in <t>

church of St. Ulrica, but also was nwrw:

His talents were here so well apprecuia-

that, in 1792, the direction of the P>*

city concerts was offered to him, asi 1 •'

that of a private concert, whose menl*'

were chiefly noblemen. Doth these o&*

he filled to the utmost satisfaction "f'uI

proprietors. He was not, however, so os-

pletely engaged as to be unable to atdf

take short tours from time to lime ; tke iw1

productive of which to him, in point o/«"

provement, was that which he made h>Bf>

lin in 1792, where he remained »

winter, and not only formed an icfn*'

ance with Marpurg, Fasch, Reichardt, a^

other celebrated men, but by bis aWf. a'

pressivc, and sweet style of perfonnaace »

the piano-forte, his uncommon ihilint» ■
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the flute, and his powerful and harmonious

performance on the organ, he created an

universal sensation. At the same time ap

peared, partly in Berlin, partly in Offen

bach, his first compositions for the piano

forte, after which he continued to publish

several other works.

This unexpected and brilliant dénouement

as composer and virtuoso on various in

struments, probably gave occasion to Mfil

ler's being invited to the situation of organ

ist of St. Nicholas' church at Leipsic. It is

in this town that his various talents seemed

to find full scope, as the grand concerts

jrained unanimously in the public opinion

by his appearance and that of his wife : his

execution of Mozart's piano-forte concertos,

and also his excellent performance on the

flute, were greatly admired. Nor was the

public ungrateful towards him for his exer

tions ; for when chapel-master Miller want

ed official help, in 1800, on account of his

advanced age, Mûller was unanimously ap

pointed his substitute. How happy this

choice proved may be ascertained by the

uncommonly flourishing state of church

music in Leipsic in 1802. .Mûller indeed

not only preserved the good arrangements

which his predecessor had made, but added

many others to them. He was noless active

at the same time as a composer, notwith

standing his numerous occupations, which

is proved by the following catalogue of his

works:

Rudimental : " Anlcitung zum genmten

and richtigen Vortrage der Mozartschen

iKlavierkonzerte in Absirht richtiger Appli-

tatur," Leipsic, 1797; " Ueber die Fate

tsnd Ftôtenspiel " M Klavier oder Fortc-

pianosehule, oder Anweisung zur richtigen

Spielart," Jena, 1805; " Kleines Elemen-

titrlmeh /Br A'lavierspirlcr," Leipsic ; "In-

• ■'. - Cebungstiicke(Piices instructives)

ftlr das P. F.fûr die ersten Anftlnger 1 tes

itesu.3tesSupplementzumElementarbuchf"

Ijeipsic ; and " Tabelten fur Fliiten mit 1

mnd mit 4 Klappeu," Leipsic. Vocal :

•'11 Grosse Kirchen-Kantaten" manu

script; "1 Getegenheitskantate, bloss mit 8

begleitet," manuscript ;

" Mehrtre Motetten" manuscript ; " 6

Deutsche Lieder mit Klav.," Hamburgh,

1796; " 6 Dergl. 2te Sammlung," Leipsic;

" Venus und Amor oder die Rcitze der

Liebe, in 2 Liedern mit Klav." Leipsic;

" Trinklicdmit Klav. oder auch bias Inst."

Leipsic ; and " Der Sachsen Freudc, ah

Friedrich August die Kônigswûrde an-

uahm," Leipsic. Organ and piano-forte:

" Concerto pour le Clav.,*' Op. 1, Berlin,

1793 ; "Trois Sonates pour le Clav.," Op. 3,

Offenbach, 1793 ; "Caprice pour le Clav.,"

Op. 4, Offenbach, 1793 ; " Trois Sonates

pour le Clav.," Op. 5, Offenbach, 1794 ;

"3 Dergl.," Op. 7, Leipsic, 1795 ;

" Andante avec 9 Variât, pour le Clav.,"

Op. 8, Leipsic, 1795; "Huit Var. pour le

Clav. sur ' Freut euch des Lebens,' " Op. 9,

Hamburgh, 1796 ; '* Trois Sonates pour le

Clav.," Op. 14, Leipsic; "Marche de

Buonaparte, avec Var. pour le Clav." Op.

15, Leipsic, 1798 ; " Trois Sonates pour le

Clav." Op. 16 ; " Grande Sonate pour le

Clav. avec V. et Vc," Op. 17, Leipsic, 1798 ;

" Trois Sonatines progressives pour le

Clav.," Op. 18, Leipsic, 1798; *' Si.r Var.

pour le Clav." Op. 12, Leipsic, 1798;

" Sammlung von Orgelstiicken, enthaltend

12 leichte und 6 schwere Siitze Ister Hrft,"

Leipsic, 1797; and " Cone, pour le Clav. in

Es.," Op. 21, Leipsic, 1800. Flute: "Deux

Concertos pour la Flûte," Ops. 6 and 7, Ber

lin, 1795 ; " Concert, pour la Flûte," Op.

10, Offenbach; "Trois Duos pour 2 Flûtes,"

Op. 11, Hamburgh; "3 Dergl.," Op.

13, Leipsic, 1797 ; " Grand Concert, pour

la Flûte, Op. 16, in D," Leipsic, 1798;

11 Journal pour la Flûte, conten. plus. Pièces

d'une difficulté progress. Cah. 1, 2, 3, 4,"

Hamburgh, 1799; 11 Concert, pour la Flûte,

inEmin.," Op. 19, Leipsic; "Concert, pour

la Flûte, in D dur.," Op. 20, Leipsic ; " Ein

Flôtenkomert im strengen Styl, noch in

Mst. f" and " Thème /av. de Mozart varié

pour Flûte, avec Flûte ou Violon," Leipsic.

He has also published for various instru

ments, " Grande Sonate pour P.F." Op. 26,

LeipSic. This sonata has had the peculiar

fate of being in many places copied with

Mozart's name, and is still considered by
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many as belonging to that author. " Grand

Cone, pour Fl., Oe. 27, in C," Leipsic ;

" Trait Duos Cone, pour 2 Fl., Oe. 28,"

Leipsic ; " Six Grands Caprices pour P.F.,

Oe. 29, Liv. 1 et 2," Leipsic ; " Grand

Cone, pour FU, Oe. 30, in G," Leipsic ;

" Trois Grands Caprices pour P. F., Oe.

31," Leipsic ; *' Thime de Mozart, 'Ein

Madchen oder Weibchen,' varii pour P. F.,

Oe. 32," Leipsic ; " Walzer in 12 Durto-

nen, vorzugRch fur den Vnterricht Hit

Applihatur,3ZW," Leipsic ; "Trois Grands

Caprices pour P.F., Oe. 34, Liv. 4," Leip

sic; " Fantasia p. P. F. per servire d'lu-

irodusione a un Tema di Mozart, eon

Variaz.," Op. 35, Leipsic. After having, in

1807 and 1809, had the honour of giving

lessons on the piano-forte to the hereditary

princess of Saxe-Weimar, for which especial

purpose he wrote in the same year his great

capriccios for the piano-forte, printed at

Leipsic, he was appointed chapel-master to

that court, under the most honourable and

advantageous conditions. This situation he

still held in 1810.

MULLER, (Mao.) wife of the preced

ing, and the great ornament of the Leipsic

concerts, was distinguished as a very able

pianist.

MULLER, (Cabl) chef-d'orchestre at

the German theatre in Amsterdam. A

friend of Gerber's knew Midler in that

city in 1804, when he was yet a young

man, but an able violinist. He had then

only written the solo parts to two concertos

for the violin and two works of variations.

MULLER, (Carl W.) court-musician

to the duke of Brunswick, published " Ari-

ette de VOp. Lcs nouv. Arcad. avec 12

Var. p. le Clav.," No. 1, Brunswick;

" Andante avec Var. p. le Clav.," Berlin,

1795 ; " Ariette avec 10 Far. p. le Clav.,

du Cosu rara," Op. 6, Berlin, 1800 ; "10

Var. pour le Clav. sur Nun bcut die Ftur.,

Ifc." 1800 ; " 9 Var. pour le Clav. sur

Schon eilet frith der Aciersmann," 1802 ;

"3 Senatesfaciles pour P.F.," Op. 17, Leip

sic ; "3 Polonaises pour P. F.," Op. 18,

Leipsic ; and " 3 Sonates faciles pour P.

F.," Op. 19, Leipsic.

MULLER (Ch. P.) published " tiider

auf alle Sonn. und Festagc de* Hern, osl

Gottesdicnst in der Rumisch-Katkolisckt*

Kirche fiir die Orgel und 2 Singstimmfh?

i. e. " Songs for the Service of all the Sun

days and Holydays of the Lord ,;. the

Roman Catholic Church, for the Organ ut

two Voices," Landshut, 1793.

MULLER, (F.) Under this name it

found, in Biihme's Catalogue, Hamburgi

1799, " Sainmlungcn Gtstochcitcr TO*:*

fur 2 V. und B." and " 3 Quat. pour R,

V., A., et 2J.," Op. 1.

MULLER, (F. A.) probably a Berts

musician. Of his wurks were pubhiiai,

between 1796 and 1800, " Brutumki

mil 2 Mtladien," "3 Sonatinc p. il F.

F. o Arpa, acc. da 2 Corni e P," " 3 St-

naiines pour la Harpe ou P. F.t"
" Sonateet Rondo en Capricepour le Ckt-,c

1800.

MULLER, (Heikiuch) doctor and f»

fessor of theology, also pastor and supers

tendent at Rostock, was born at Lubec

1631. He held from 1653 his duTota!

clerical situations at Rostock, when

died in 1675. He published " Gcutk*

Seeltn-Musik," 1659 and 1668, in *bxs

he introduces several observations respert

ing church singing.

MULLER, (Jouakn) composer oi

organist to the elector of Saxony, and bert

at Dresden, was a pupil of Perandi. H(

flourished about the year 1640, and fiei

towards 1670. The following worli ■«

ascribed to him : " Netve Teutscke AftMW

mit 5 und 8 Stimmen componirt,'1 Dsrs-

stadt, 1611, and " Jubileum Shuis," JeH

1649.

MULLER, (Johann) of Ferndorf, pro

bably a singer, published " Kurst

leichte Anweisung zum Singen der Cisesh

melodien, Ifc.," i. e. " A short and e»T

Introduction to the singing of Choral Melo

dies, written for his Pupils," Freak**1-

1793.

MULLER, (.Tohans Cbbijtia*) t

musician, resident at Leipsic, was bars "

Langen-Sohland, near Bautien. Be be

longed to the academies at Bauuem Zatu
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and Lauban, at which latter place he did

much good, in the capacity ofprefect to the

choristers. He went afterward*, in 1778, to

Leipsic, and was appointed violinist to the

concert and theatre there, through the

interest of chapel-master Hiller. He died

at Leipsic in 1796, in the flower of his age.

Besides his " Self-Instruction Booh for the

Harmonica," he published " Schiller's Ode

an die Freude in Musih," Leipsic, 1 786, and

" Wildungm's Jagerlieder," Leipsic, 1790.

MULLER, (Johann Conrad) professor

of the piano-forte at Frankfort on the Maine,

about the year 1800. He published " 12

Hatter furs Klav." Offenbach, 1800, ami

" Gesdnge am Klav. nebst einent Anjiange

ton 8 Walter*," Neustrelitz, 1802.

MULLER, (Johann Daniel) concert-

master at Frankfort, published " Voli-

ttmutiges Hesseuhanauisches Choralhuch,"

Frankfort, 1754.

MULLER, (Johann Immanuel) singer,

organist, and composer at Kersleben, near

Erfurt, was born in 1774, at Schloss-Vip-

pach, near Erfurt. He received from his

father his first instructions on the violin,

and began his studies on the piano about

the same time, under the schoolmaster of his

native village. Soon afterwards, his godfa

ther, the curate of the village, undertook his

further instruction, and brought him so for

ward on the organ, when only in his ninth year,

that he was heard with pleasure in oneof the

neighbouring churches. Upon this, his father

MM him, in 1785, to Erfurt, where he was

received in the choir, and at the same time

enjoyed the instruction of chapel-master

Weimar : he next continued to study the

piano and organ under the directions of

Kluge, and also studied thorough-bass and

composition under Kittel. In 1795, he

obtained the situation of organist in the

Regler church at Erfurt, but was after

wards invited by the community at Kersle-

ben to his first-mentioned situation, in the

enjoyment of which he still continued in

1'99. The following of bis compositions

tave become known : *' Sinfume in Es, & 16,"

"> manuscript, and " 4 Deutsche Missen,"

also in manuscript.

MULLER (Johann Michel) was or

ganist to the gymnasium at Hanau. Of

his works we can mention " 12 Sonate a

Hautbuis concert. 2 Hautbois ou Fiolons,

Taille, Fagot et B. C," Amsterdam, 1730 ;

" Neuaufgcsetzes Vullstiiudiges Psalm und

Choralhuch, Sfc," i. e. " New, complete,

and newly-arranged psalm and choral book,

in which are set to music, with new melo

dies, not only the one huudred and fifty

psalms of David, but also two sets of

evangelical church hymns, and other

sacred music."

MULLER (Johann Nicol) was, in

1758, actuarius at Wurenbach. Adlung

mentions the following of his compositions,

" Harmonische Kirchentii.it, aits 12 Arien,

12 PrStudien, und 12 leichten Fugen vor die

Orgel und Clavier.," Nuremburg.

MULLER, (Joseph) a copyist in the

imperial royal library at Vienna, in 1796,

was, at that time, considered among the

best artists on the harmonica.

MULLER, (Silv.) a musician, probably

resident at Vienna. Of his compositions

there have been published " 6 Ncue Liedcr

beym Klaviere odcr bcyder Harfe zu

Singen."

MULLER (Wenzel) was, in 1791,

chef-d'orchcstre at the theatre Marinelli, in

Leopoldstadt, at Vienna. He is commonly

called, at Vienna, the people's composer, on

account of his talent for introducing in his

operas, in a clever and easy manner, the

themes of national melodies and dances.

This is not to be ascribed to poverty of

imagination, but to his paying homage to

the taste of the public, and to his attending

to the burlesque and low comic words which

he is obliged to set to music. Samples of

this style, peculiarly his own, are found in

his " Suuntagshinde," and in the " Festc der

Braminen." That it is not only the inhabit

ants of Vienna who find pleasure in this

species of lively potpourri and dancing

music, is evinced by the numerous audien

ces which are attracted to all the theatres

in Germany, where Muller's operettas are

performed ; so that, with justice, he may

be ranked with Von Dittersdorf, at the
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head ofthe most popular German composers

of our age. Perhaps it is also to be as

cribed to the familiar style of his composi

tions, that, in little more than six years, he

was able to compose the music to twenty-

nine operettas, all written for Marinelli's

theatre. They have been printed in various

forms, throughout the whole of Germany.

MUISO, one of the choir in the chapel

royal in London, towards the end of the

last century. He wrote the humorous glee

ending with the line,

" May we all find this chapel the chapel of ease."

MUNCHHATJSEN, (Bab on von)

chamberlain at the court of prince Henry

of Prussia about the year 1793, was a very

accomplished musical amateur. He not

only excelled on the piano and harmonica,

but also published the following works of

his composition, which do credit to his

talents : " Trots Sinfoti. pour I'Orchest.,"

Op. 1 ; " Deux Sonat, a quatre Mains p. le

Clav.," Op. 2, Paris, 1793 ; "Sonat. A quatre

Mains pour It Clav.," Op. 2, 1793; " Vne

Sonat. a quatre Mains pour le Clav." Op.

3, 1793 ; " Due Airs, avec Acc. de Clav.,"

Op. 4, Berlin, 1793; " Deux Sinfon. did.

a S. M. le Roi de Prusse," Op. 5, 1790 ;

" Trois Duos pour V. et A." Op. 8, Berlin,

1797; and "Sinfon. Firiod." Mentz, 1800.

MUNDY (John) was organist, first of

Eton college, and afterwards of the free

chapel of Windsor, in the reign of queen

Elizabeth. In the year 1586, at the same

time with Bull, he was admitted to the

degree of bachelor of music at Oxford, and,

about forty years afterwards, to that of

doctor. He died in 1630.

Mundy was an able performer on the

organ and virginal, as is manifested by

several of his compositions for those instru

ments, preserved in queen Elizabeth's vir

ginal book ; and among the rest, by a

fantasia, by which he endeavours to con

vey an idea of fair weather, lightning,

thunder, calm weather, and a fair day. In

this attempt he has failed : it was not for

want of hand, as the passages are such as

seem to imply great command of the instru

ment,

He composed several madrigals for five

voices, which were printed in the IVi-

umphs of Oriana. He was likewise author

of a work, published in 1594, entitled

" Songs and Psalmes, composed into three,

four, andfive parts, for the use and delight

of all suck as either love or leant Mu-

side." " Some of these," says Dr. Bumey,

" are considerably above mediocrity in hir-

mony and design. Indeed, I think I can

discover more air in some of his movement!,

than is to be found in those of any of

his contemporary musicians of the second

class."

MUNDY (William) was a composer of

several church services and anthems, the

words of which are to be seen in Cliffmis

Collection of Divine Services and Anthem,

usually sung in Cathedrals. He was the

son of John Mundy, though a composer y

early as the year 1591. According to

Wood, he was not a graduate of either oi

the universities.

His name appeared to several of the

anthems in Barnard's collection ; but it

has been placed by mistake to one, »s Dr.

Alrich has taken the pains to detect,""

6W, the maker of all things," which is, in

fact, the composition of king Henry VIII.

MUNNICES, (Joannes) a composers

the beginning of the seventeenth century,

published " Lib. I. Cantionum Sacranm, 4,

5, 6, et 8 voc," Strasburg, 1611.

MUNTZBERGER, (J.) a violoncel&t,

probably resident at Paris, has made hire-

self known by the following published

works : " Premier Concerto a Vc. Primif-

Ifc," Paris, 1800 ; " Trois Sonat. ptmr fe

et B.," Op. 2 ; " Trois Duos pour ins

Vc," Op. 5; "3 DergL," Op. 6, I8«,

'* Second Concert, pour Vc." Op. ^»

1803 ; " Gr. Trio p. Vc, Fiolon, el B., e*d

Gr. Sonate p. le Vc. et B." Op. 38, Puis,

1804.

MUSjEUS, according to Plato and Dio-

dorus Siculus, was an Athenian, the son of

Orpheus, and chief of the Eleusiniia mys

teries, instituted at Naples in honour of

Ceres ; or, according to others, he was only

the disciple of Orpheus ; but from the g"5'
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resemblance which there was between his

character and talents and those of his

master, by giving a stronger outline to the

figure, he was called his son, as those were

styled the children of Apollo, who culti

vated the arts, of which he was the titular

God.

JIusxus is allowed to have been one of

the first poets who versified the oracles. He

is placed in the Arundelian marbles, epoch

fifteen, 1426 years before Christ, at which

time his hymns are there said to have been

received in the celebration of the Eleusinian

mysteries.

MUSBECK, (F. AO a good and correct

composer, has become known by the follow

ing little work, " 6 Sonalincs tt Rondcatix

faciltt pour le Clav." Breslau, 1799. He

was a musician and pianist, residing at

Rawicz, in South Prussia, in the year

1801.

MUSCHIETTI, (Sgr.) a sopranist at

the grand Italian opera in Berlin, in the

years 1792 and 1793. Having rendered

himself suspected of French revolutionary

intentions, he suddenly received his dis

missal, so that he was obliged to leave

Berlin in 1793 ; but he received from the

royal clemency his salary up to the end of

his engagement.

-MUSENBECHER, (Dr. L. S. D.) who,

in the year 1796, established a library in

Altona, is the composer of the following

songs : " Fantasic und ein Lied von Soph.

Albrecht," Hamburgh, 1796 ; '* Lied am

Grabe einer Wurdigen Freundin von Elisc

Burger," Hamburgh, 1796.

MUSIGNY, (Madame de) a pupil of

the celebrated Krumpbolz on the harp, lived,

about the year 1788, at Paris, and pub

lished there, " 6 Romances tCEstclle, avec

Acc. de Harpe ou Piano," Paris.

ML'SSINI, (Nicolo) a tenor singer,

violinist, guitarist, and vocal and instru

mental composer, was born in Italy. He

was in this country about the year 1792,

after which he proceeded to Hanover, and

finally, we believe, settled at Berlin, where

he was appointed tenor singer at the grand

opera. His wife was also a good singer.

MYLIUS, (Andreas) a celebrated singer

at Schwerio, flourished there in the begin

ning of the sixteenth century. His brother

Nicol Mylius died in 1653, at Meissen,

MYLIUS, (Wolfgang MrcHAEi.) cha

pel-master to the duke of Saxe-Gotha,

owed his musical attainments to the rudi-

mental instruction of Christoph Bernhardt.

About the year 1700, he was invited to the

situation of singer at Richberg. He died

in 1712, or 1713, at Gotha, and left, for

those times, a very good musical school-

book, entitled " Rudimenta Musices :" the

date of it is 1685.

MYSLIWECZEK, (Joseph.) SeeMis-

tlWECZEK.

N

NACHTENIIOEFER, (Gaspard Fuie-

nrnicH) born at Halle in 1624, was

graduated doctor at Leipsic in 1647, and

was afterwards sub-censor at Coburg,

where he died in 1686. He was the author

and composer of many German Protestant

canticles.

NACHTIGALL, born about the year

1745, was pro-rector at the school of Hal-

herstadt, and equally esteemed for his pro

found learning and amiable character. He

inserted in a periodical journal, published

at Berlin in 1790, a dissertation on the

national music of the Jews.

NADERMAN, (F. J.) a celebrated

harpist and composer for his instrument,

born at Paris about the year 1780. He has

published many sonatas, duos, concertos,

and capricci for the harp. Amongst these

we can name, " Fantaisie," Op. 52, Paris ;

" Fantaisie " Op. 55, Paris ; ** Fantaisie,*'

Op. 58, Paris ; " Duels for Harp and

Piano," Op. 41, Paris; "Trio for Harp,

Horn, and Violoncello, or Violin, or Tenor,
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or as a Duet for Piano-forte and Harp;"

" Three Duets for Harp and Piano," Op.

61 ; and " Trio for Three Harps, or Two

Harps and Piano," Op. 57.

NADERMAN, (Henri) brother to

the preceding, is also a performer on the

harp. He published at Paris, in the year

1807, the air " It est trap tard," with

variations for the harp.

NAGEL, (Johann) olerk at the cathe

dral, and fourth master at the gymnasium

at Halle, born in 1759. He entered on

the above offices in 1783, and in 1790

edited, at Halle, a periodical work entitled

" Musikalischt Monatschrift. Erstes Quar-

tal," Halle, 1790. One page of the single

sheet forming this periodical, contained easy

and familiarinstructions forplayingthe piano

forte, and the remaining three pages were

filled up with light and pleasant tunes for

that instrument. The instructions were

from his own pen ; but having been afflicted,

during the publication, with a severe and

tedious illness, (which at length terminated

in his death in 1791) the publisher so

altered the plan of the work, that, instead

of giving the instructions as before, in single

sheets, he printed them separate, with the

author's name, under the title of " Kurze

Anweisung sum Klavicr Spielen, fur Leh-

rer md Lernende," Halle, 1791.

NAGEL!, (Hans Georo) a composer

and music publisher at Zurich, is by birth a

Swiss. He opened, in 1792, a music ware

house and musical library in the above

town, but the war that soou followed

ruined his business ; which, however, he

recommenced about the year 1800, when

he began to publish, in parts, a choice col

lection of the music of Sebastian Bach,

Handel, Frescobaldi, and other classical mas

ters. In 1 803, he also embarked in the perio

dical publication of another work, under the

title of "Repertoire des Clave'cinistcs," which

is said to contain the choicest productions

of science for the harpsichord, chiefly in the

>. Clementi school. Of this publication three

numbers, consisting of from ten to twelve

folio sheets each, appeared the same year.

He first gave Clementi's solos, and then

commenced on those by his successor?,

Cramer, Dussek, Steibelt, Beethoven,

Asioli, Haack, Reicha, Weisse, and others.

" Whether," says Gerber, " Nageli be the

man from whom the public may expect such i

selection, in these two important and difficult

branches of the science, as will complete!;

answer the purpose, is a question best la

be decided by an article of his in the fiftk

year of the Leipsic Musical Gazette, where

he inserted (pp.225 and 265) a profound cri

tique-headed, ' Vertuch rincr Norm fir &t

Rezensenten der Musiknlhchcn Zeitmg,' it

'Essay to form rules for musical reviewers."'

Notwithstanding the decided predilection ht

therein evinces for the solemn and elabom:,

his popular muse, or happy talent for balUJ

composition, is otherwise well known. I>

deed, who can doubt it, that recollects ks

"Life let vs cherish," so much sonc,

played, and danced all over Genua'-

How happy must such a composer feel,

could he enjoy, through the remainder d

his life, but a thousandth part of the harm

less pleasure he has diffused by this ok

song amongst his fellow-creatures. Of his

compositions we can name, '* lift hi »

cherish," a convivial song, with accoffi-

paniments of harp and harpsichord, Zoriefc.

1794; "Songs, with Accompanhnenti "

the Piano-forte, first collection," Zoritk,

1795; " Songs, with Accompaniments e«

the Piano-forte, second collection," Zorick,

1795 ; " Songs, with Accompanimtnti e'

the Piano-forte, third collection," Zuridi.

11S9. " Teutonia," consisting of rounde

lays and choruses, in six numbers fofo.

Zurich, 1808, arranged for the piano-fortf.

and the vocal parts printed separately. * l«

the composition of these lively and plejsis?

roundelays," continues Gerber, " science,

taste, and fancy are so joined to familiar

harmony, as to prove the most charitable

boon that could be bestowed just now M

suffering Germany. Oh ! that there *er?

but in every town three or four anattari

of both sexes, sufficiently clever to exercie

them correctly ! How many a happy hotr,

how many a delightful evening, would thM

be passed ! and from how many a rJoo«T
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thought would the singers relieve both

themselves and surrounding friends !" " 12

Tocatas far the Harpsichord," Zurich,

1807. Whatever else this meritorious pro

fessor has undertaken, or may still under

take, for the promotion of musical science,

Gerberleaves to future historians to record ;

adding, that it is but fair to subjoin, that,

amidst his numerous pursuits, his love of

scientific literature has also enriched his

(Gerber's) dictionary with several inter

esting memoirs of Swiss professors.

fiAINVILLE, a French singer of emi

nence at the comic opera in Paris, between

the years 1768 and 1790.

NALDI, (Sebastiano) a celebrated

Italian buffo singer, performed during many

seasons at the King's theatre, in the early

part of the present century. He was consi

dered the best buffo caricato that ever ap

peared in London. His most celebrated

character was the Fanalico in the opera of

OAmMm per la Musica. He quitted this

oTODtry for Paris about the year 1819 ;

shortly after which, he met with his death

in that metropolis, by the bursting in his

chamber of a portable steam apparatus for

cooking.

NALDI, (Mlle.) daughter to the pre

ceding, is an excellent singer, and was en

gaged, in the seasons of 1822 and 1823,

» Die Italian opera at Paris.

NALD1NO, (Santi) a Roman monk,

was a singer in the pontifical chapel there,

about the year 1617. He published many

motets. His death took place in 1666.

NANIM, (Giovanni Maria) a fellow-

student, under Rinaldo del MtU, with

Palestrina, was a native of Vallevano. and,

in 1577, was appointed a tenor singer in

the pontifical chapel, where many of his

compositions are yet preserved. He after

wards became chapel-master of the church

of St. Maria Maggiore, in which office he

probably succeeded Palestrina.

There are extant some fine madrigals of

his composition, and two manuscript trea

tises of music ; the one entitled " Cento-

itnquanta Sette Contrapunti e Canoni A 2,

3> 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 tioci sopra del Canto

Fermo intitolato la Base di Costanzo Festa ;"

and the other, " Trattato di Contrapunto

con la Retrain perfar Contrapuntal' 1"his

latter treatise is the joint work of G. M.

Nanini and his younger brother Bernar

dino.

NANINI, (Bernardino) a younger

brother of the preceding, was distinguished

as a surprising genius, and as having im

proved the practice of music by the intro

duction of a new and original style. There

is, however, nothing extant of his composi

tion, except a work printed at Rome in 1620,

entitled M Salmi A 4 voci per le Domeniche,

Solennita delta Madonna etApostoli can doi

Magnificat, itno A 4 e Valtro A 8 voci'1

NANNINI, (Livia, called La Polac-

china) a very celebrated singer about the

year 1700, in the service of the court of

Mantua.

NANNO, an ancient Greek flutist and

poet, especially known by the poem that

Mimnermus wrote in his honour.

NANTERNI (Oratio) was born at

Milan, where he held, for many years, to

wards the close of the sixteenth century, the

office of leader of the band at the church

of St. Celso. Picinelli, in his Ateneo dei

Lettcrati Milanesi, says : " Milan may be

proud of having produced, amongst its

curiosities and objects of admiration in

music, Oratio Nanterni. His compositions

are characterised by great depth of science.

His music was said to be meat and drink to

those who heard it, (pasceva gli uditore.)

He played also with infinite sweetness, so

that there was not one who did not join in

his praise." Moringa, in his NobiltA di

Milano, 1595, also calls him a delicate

and intelligent musician, and highly spoken

of. He published several of his works.

Some particular specimens occur in Ber-

gameno Parnassus Musicus Ferdinand. 1,

2, 3, 4, e 5 voc, Venice, 1615.

NANTZ, town musician at Stuttgard,

about the year 1799, not only distinguished

himself amongst Ihe profession as an instru

mental performer, but also as a composer.

NARDINI, (Pietho) first violinist to

the grand duke of Tuscany, at Florence,
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was born at Leghorn in 1725. He was

considered as the best pupil of the great

Tartini, with whom he long resided at

Padua. In 1762, he was engaged, together

with several other distinguished musicians,

in the service of the duke of Wurtemburg,

and the following year rendered himself

very conspicuous among his colleagues, by

his superior performance at the birthday

concert of the duke his master. In 1767,

the duke's chapel establishment was con

siderably reduced, when Nardini returned

to Leghorn ; and it is from this period he

composed most of his works. In 1769, he

went to Padua, to revisit Tartini, whom he

attended in his last illness, with affection

truly filial. On his return to Leghorn,

the generous offers of the grand duke of

Tuscany determined him to quit that town

and enter the duke's service. Shortly after

this, the emperor Joseph II. was travelling

in Italy, and Nardini had the honour of

several times performing before him ; when

the king testified his satisfaction, by pre

senting the musician with a richly ena

melled gold snuffbox. In 1783, the

president Dupaty was in Italy, and in the

twenty-ninth letter of his published tour, he

thus speaks of the talents of Nardini : " Ce

violon est une voix ou en a une. II a

touchy les fibres de mon oreille qui n'avaient

jamais frcmi. Avec quelle termite Nar

dini divise l'air ! avec quelle adresse il ex-

prime le son de toutes les cordes de son

instrument ! avec quel art, en un mot, il

travaille et e'pure le son !"

Nardini especially shone in the per

formance of adagios ; and it is said that, on

hearing him without seeing the performer,

the magic of his bow was such, that it

sounded to the hearer rather like a human

voice than a violin. The style of his sona

tas is ably sustained, the ideas are clear,

the motive well treated, and the expression

natural, though of a serious cast, as was the

character of the composer. (See the Essay

on Musical yVr.v/e, by J. B. Rangoni, Leg

horn, 1790.) Nardini died at Florence in

1796, according to others, in 1793. Among

his works we can mention "Six Concertos

for the Violin," Op., Amsterdam ; « Sit

Solos for the Violin," Op. 2; "Six Tria

for the Flute," London ; " Six Solas jot

Violin," London ; " Six Quatuori fa

Violin," Florence, 1782 ; and "Sir

Duos.'*

NARES, (James) doctor of music, was

the brother of sir James Nares, knight, one

of the justices of the court of common pleas.

For some time he was organist of the cathe

dral church of York, where he composed

several services and anthems. From heart,

on the death of Travers, in 1758, he *as

promoted to the situation of organist and

composer to the chapel royal, and suc

ceeded Bernard Gates as the master of the

children there. The latter of these situa

tions he resigned about two years previous!;

to his death.

The compositions of Dr. Nares were not

numerous, and were principally for the

church. Two of his anthems, " Behold far

good and joyful," and ",0 Lard my Goi"

are inserted in the second volume ofStevtns's

Sacred Music. Dr. Nares was a studios

and sound musician, and his writings sho*

him to have been endowed with a >ery

considerable share both of genius and learn

ing in his profession. He died in 1783,

and his remains were interred in the church

of St. Margaret. As organist of the chapt!

royal, he was succeeded by Dr. Arnold,

and as master of the children, by Of.

Ayrton.

NARVSCHKIN, (Lessen Kinnovnul

master of the hunting to the emperor of

Russia from the year 1751, first conceived

the idea of the hunting music in Russia,

which he put iu execution with the assist

ance of Maresch. (See Marescb.)

NASI, violinist and composer for his ia-

strument, flourished about theyearl770, as

leader at the theatre Di Florentine at Naples.

Dr. Burney heard him the same year play

some beautiful trios of his own composition

NASCLMBENI, (Stepfano) leader of

the church at St. Barbara, at Mantua, flou

rished at the beginning of the seventeenth

century. Of his printed works we can n»»-

tion "Concerti Ecclesiastici 12 wc" Venice,
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1610; and " Motetti 5 <t 6 voc." Venice,

1616.

XASCO, (Giovanni) an Italian com

poser of the sixteenth century, published

" Lamentationes Jeremia?" and a 11 Pas-

lion," and " Benediclus ii 4 veci," Venice,

1565. There are still " Canioni e Aladri-

gali « 6 voci," Venice, 1562, of his compo-

sition, extant in the library at Munich.

NASELLI, (Dom. Dirco) a pupil of

Perei, composed several operas for the thea

tres in Italy; not wishing, however, as he

belonged to the noble house of Arragon, to

be considered the composer of these works,

lie assumed the name of Egedio Lasnel,

which is the anagram of his right name.

Of these operas, we can only mention

"Jtlitio Regolo," given at Palermo in

1748, and " Demetrio," represented at

Naples in 1749.

NASOLINI, (Sebastiano) a native of

Venice, was bora about the year 1767. In

1790, he was in London, and brought out

operas of " Andromaca" "Zai Morte

<k Cleopatra," " Metope" and " JAM-

date." The following year he went to

■ lenoa, and produced at the theatre there

lu» " 7>jfo." It would seem that his works

■net with more encouragement in Germany

than in England, and several of his songs

'•ecame popular at Vienna. He, neverthe

less, made but a short stay in that city ; for

o the Indue He Sptttac. Teatr. of Milan

br the same vear, he is mentioned as again

imposing for the theatres at Trieste and

ftdua. About the year 1800, being en-

!«fed to write for the carnival of Venice,

Ulead of attending to composition, he gave

kunself up so entirely to debauchery, that

•* became its victim, and died before the

completion of his engagement. Of his

•orki we can futher enumerate, " Im

filrtti," op. ser., Trieste, 1788; " Se-

*>'amide," Padua, 1791 ; " VErcole al

<~rrmtidonte otria Ippolita Regina dellr

4»>ttoni," Trieste, 1791; "Eugenia,"

Dresden, 1794 ; " // 7Wo«/o di Clelia,"

'enice ; " II Torto imaginario," op. buffa,

' «nice, 1800 ; and " L' Incanttsima senza

Mf*«," op. buffa, Venice, 1800.

»ou II.

NATALRESTA, a violoncellist at Paris,

and composer for his instrument, about the

year 1785.

NATHAN (Isaac) was born at Canter

bury in the year 1792, and being intended

by his parents for the Hebrew church,

was, at the age of thirteen, placed at Cam

bridge, under the care of Mr. Lyon, the

Hebrew teacher to the university, where he

made considerable progress in that language,

as also in the German and Chaldean. It

was only as a relaxation from his severer

studies that he was permitted to learn the

violin ; a circumstance which led to an early

display of his innate love for music, and

eventually brought about an entire change

in the views of his parents. His frank

ness of disposition and sweetness of voice,

made him a favourite with his masters

and schoolfellows; and so encouraged was

he by the praises he received, and the plea

sure he felt in the cultivation of his taste

for the science, that crotchets and quavers

usurped their dominion over his then more

legitimate pursuits, and lost in the pleasing

mazes of harmony, all his pocket money

was laid out in the purchase of music paper,

on which he felt anxious to try his talent

at composition. Ignorant of the theory, his

effusions of fancy were unintelligible to all

but himself; and it was not a little singular

to see him playing from a group of notes,

without any guide as to time, &c. but such

as his own ingenuity had furnished him with.

On his return home, his passion for music

was so apparent that his relations deter

mined on articling him to Dominico Corn,

whose name inspired him with such awe,

that his natural diffidence for a short time

operated against his pursuits. His timidity,

however, wore off, and the embarrassments

of Mr. Corri, which kept him sometimes

long without a lesson, acted as an addi

tional stimulus to his own exertions. In

the attic of his father's house was an old

harpsichord, considered as useless, and thil

the young student made the seat of his

indefatigable efforts. At this instrument

did he regularly place himselfby four o'clock

in the morning, and so intent was he on
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application that no inducement would tempt

him from it, his provisions often remainigg

untouched the whole day. Eight months

after his apprenticeship commenced with

Corri, he composed his first song, called

" Infant Love," which was quickly followed

by " O come, Maria," and " The Illiterate

Boy." His next production was " The

Sorrows ofAbsence" from which a trifling

dispute arose between him and his master,

that, more than any other circumstance,

tended to confirm him in his pursuits. Corri

had pointed out a passage in the last-named

song which he considered a breach of

theory, and was so severe on his pupil,

that young Nathan was roused to a pitch of

confidence which made him contend for the

accuracy of the passage objected to ; a little

argument followed, and the pupil having

brought to the recollection of his master

certain allowances granted to genius which

he had overlooked, he came off victorious ;

a triumph which has often been mentioned

by Nathan as having mainly contributed

to the success of his future exertions.

From time to time he produced composi

tions which would have done credit to more

established authors ; and as " music is the

food of love," it is not very singular that

he should at an early age have felt a passion

so general in its attack on mortals. He

married a young lady of highly respectable

connections, and whose literary talent has

sent into the world works of no inconsider

able merit.

Possessing the natural feeling for music

which we have described, it was not extra

ordinary that his compositions should keep

pace in beauty with the subjects for

which he wrote; and the poetry of Lord

Byron presenting a field best calculated for

the display of his genius, his acquaintance

with his lordship's works brought with it

the commencement of his acknowledged

merit as a musician. His first selection

from Lord Byron was those beautiful lines

from the "Bride of Abydos," beginning

" This rose to calm my brother's cares "

which in a few hours was composed and

placed in the hands of the engraver. He

has since published from the sine poem,

" Think not thourt what thou apptoreit?

" Ah, were I severed from thy side," aai

" Bound where thou wilt my barb." Hi!

song from the Giaour, " Yes, lore ituktiii

light from Heaven," is one of his happiest

efforts ; and the " YairUaide," " My Mr,

/ love you," with a variety of other selec

tions from his lordship's poetry, are »oru

of merit. Shortly after his composition cf

"Night wanes" appeared, Nathan m

introduced to lord Byron by the honoonfe

Douglas Kinnaird, and ever after *

perienced from his lordship proofs of bi

condescending kindness. To dwell on &<

merit of the Hebrew melodies is ur. ru ■

as their excellence has been so universal

acknowledged ; we cannot help, ho*ei;

thinking, that while the tide of popsz

opinion is now directed to lord Byres''

publications, it is but justice to direftc

public mind to a contemplation of the safrti

poetry written by his lotdship for it*

melodies, than which nothing can be £«<

truly sublime, or beautifully calculated I

perpetuate a reverence for religion soil p^'

A circumstance connected with the cm-

position of these melodies deserves me^-

Nathan was so totally absorbed in the pctf

which relates the raising of Samne! b; ■

witch of Endor, that, in setting it to mt*

at the house of bit. Basil Montague, >!

chancellor counsellor) the son of thisfe**

man, on wishing Nathan good night, si*

" I really think U better to depart, Kintal

for you look so wild, that I should «*

imagine you Samuel himself." That u«

subject had entirely chained his mind""

corresponding feeling, appeared the ss<

morning, when Nathan was seiied mil a

alarming aberration of memory,

linued several hours. The subject form •

glee, and must be heard to be proper?

appreciated. His first theatrical cow?**

tion was for Kean, " Scarce had thtf*r*

gleam ofday," which met with enthus*^

applause.

Had Nathan been as great in worUlj 11

in musical science, he must have

an early and abundant harvest: tto, '»*'
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ever, was nol the case ; for naturally bene

volent, the treachery of others involved him

in embarrassments from which he found it

difficult to extricate himself. He was at

length compelled to be absent from London,

and during a temporary sojournment in the

west of England and Wales made every

riertion, though unsuccessfully, to retrieve

the lasses lie had sustained.

On his return to London, however, his

creditors beset him, and hinting that he

ought to make his voire available to their

demands, he, solely to convince them of his

integrity, consented to make a public trial ;

at the same time, with a feeling which

redounded to his honour, offering to secure

them a claim on the fruits of his industry

should he be successful.

He appeared at Covent-garden as Henry

Bertram, in Guy Mannering, and, in the

unaccompanied duet, elicited enthusiastic

ipplause ; but when accompanied by the

band, his want of sufficient power totally

deprived him of the advantage which his

acknowledged science would otherwise

have given him, and a failure was the con

sequence. Though nothing wou'd be more

illiberal and ignorant, than to require our

professors of music to abide a similar trial

of their vocal capabilities, yet, as this cir

cumstance has been sometimes unjustly urged

•gainst the vocal talent of Nathan, we

nbjoin part of a private letter (with which

we have been favoured) from that gentle

man to a friend, in which he adverts to his

•ppearance. " Of all risings and fallings

'» life," says Nathan, "the falling of

the pocket is the most annoying, owing

to certain little accompaniments in the

fe«n> of angry creditors, who set a man

thinking. Of two evils, according to cus-

••m, I chose the least, not considering

'durance vile,' under the best auspices, as a

hed of roses, more particularly when up

wards of two hundred miles from those

*l'«se tender age and necessities required

*y eteniona ; and as desperate cases require

■"ferate remedies, I deemed it prudent to

purchase my liberty, by convincing those

bad claims on my personal property,

that I really did not possess a Stentorian

power of lungs sufficient to fill Covent-

garden theatre. As a proof that vanity

had no hand in the business, I sent Mr

Harris a critique from Canterbury, (where

I had tried the character proposed for me)

not the most flattering to my feeble voice.

" For the Adonis-like state of my appear

ance, I cannot in honest truth say much ;

but I query, with a plaster on his breast,

and an unhealed blister on bis back, whether

even the Apollo Belvidere, (to whom I beg

it to be understood I bear not the slightest

resemblance) would have looked so attrac

tive as in a whole skin. Dressed and

patched for the occasion by my much es

teemed medical friend Mr. Hare, of Argyle-

street, I dared my fate, and while I strutted

' my hour on the stage,' pardon me for

most profanely altering the text of Shak-

speare, ' the curs snarled at me as I

walked along.' Let me disclaim any allu

sion to those whose condemnation proceeded

from an honest expression of opinion ; igno

rant as they were of the disadvantages under

which I laboured, I could but anticipate

their sentence. I allude only to such, who,

to serve party or private purposes, came with

a premeditated design to crush me."

The popular music in " Swtethearti and

Wives," by Nathan, though composed at a

few hours' notice, powerfully exhibits the

versatility of his talent : "Billy Lachaday't

Lament," " Why are you wandering,**

" The Secret," and " til not be a maiden

forsahen," are productions that must es

tablish his talent as a theatrical composer ;

indeed the latter song is so original, and

the connection of the poetry and music so

intimate, that it would alone be sufficient

to stamp his reputation. In his orchestral

arrangements he is equally happy, and his ac

companiments possess a richness of harmony

that reach beyond the ear of the auditor.

As a singing-master, Nathan has few

superiors ; for while his voice affords an

example of science in a high degree of

cultivation, his late work, 11 An Etta/ on

the History and Theory of Music, and on

the Qualities, Capabilities, and Manage
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mentofthr HamanVoice," evi ncesa research

and comprehensive knowledge of that sub

ject. The work here alluded to is dedicated

to the king, and is valuable to the musical

student. When it is considered that the

information it contains has been accumulated

by the perseverance and unwearied assi

duity of a young man, whose unremitted

industry has paved the way to the reputa

tion he enjoys, the reflection should operate

as a stimulus to others, whose circumstances

or situations compel them, unassisted, to

combat with pecuniary or other difficulties.

NAUDOT, a flutist at Paris, and com

poser for his instrument, published some

music there in 1720 and 1726.

NAUMANN, (Johann Gottlieb or

Amadeus) master of the electoral chapel

at Dresden, and one of the first composers

in Germany, was born in 1741, in a small

village near Dresden, of very poor parents,

and was carried to Italy by a Swedish

virtuoso, who discovered and wished to

encourage his talents for music. He had

to struggle a long time with bad fortune,

but his ardour was never relaxed. After

seven years' study, during which he formed

himself under the great Tartini at Padua,

under Martini at Bologna, and in the Neapo

litan school, he returned to Germany, when

the king of Prussia elected him master of

one of his chapels. He afterwards made

twojournies to Italy, where he composed

several operas, which had the most distin

guished success in all the theatres of that

country. The. different courts of the north

endeavoured to attract him by the most

brilliant and flattering offers ; but he always

preferred a residence in his «»n country,

where he spent every summer in his native

village, on the banks of the Elbe. For

some time before his death he had devoted

himself almost exclusively to sacred music,

and he has left some very valuable com

positions of that kind in the archives of

the chapel at Dresden. In the year 1801,

he died of apoplexy, with which he was

struck while walking in the electoral park.

We cannot refrain adding to the foregoing

account of the celebrated Naumann, the

following article, extracted from Getor.

" Naumann did not get quite so readily to

Italy as has been usually said, on the con

trary, he had previously to undergo it

Hamburgh, where he arrived in 1757,

many trials of his patience, through the

conduct of his master, Von Weestrom, a

Swedish amateur, who had become verj

tyrannical and parsimonious towards hm.

Indeed, little time was left him for studying

the science of music, and except now and

then playing on the tenor, he was ob%«

to submit to the meanest and most painiul

offices. In this condition he spent to

weeks at Hamburgh ; during a part of which,

Weestrom had a severe and dangerous ill

ness, and also, it is believed, sustained t

considerable reduction in his finances. .Ne

vertheless, they set out in the spring si

1758 on their journey to Italy; no stali

part of which the poor and patient Xas-

mann had to perform on foot, through ru~

and snow, indifferently clothed, and with

very meagre diet. At Venice, and ste

wards at Padua, to which latter town ha

master went to pursue his studies unde

Tartini, Naumann had even to ears it

daily subsistence by writiug music ; »i «

declares that he had copied, in six or si -:

mouths, besides an immense number t

minor pieces, upwards of seventy ™«f«tf.

all of which Von Weestrom sold for hbo«

benefit. He was indeed reduced so low »

even to be obliged to cook for his masts.

What still, however, most grieved the w-

fortunate youth was,.that he now had net!

moment to spare for practising his faroentf

science, much less was there a chance s

his obtaining regular instruction from a r ~

fessor. One day, however, having to ant

as usual the violins of Messrs. Eyselt, Hunt,

and his master to Tartini's, he mustered

up courage to petition the professor, to t<

allowed the favour of now' and then sttymi

at the door of the room, when his mister

or one of bis countrymen were recant?

instruction, so that he might just catch >

little information at a distance. Taroai,

who was of the kindest disposition, pleased

with the humility of the request, smse-
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diately offered to receive him as a regular

pupil. Accordingly he now enjoyed the

benefit of attending, twice a week, a gra

tuitous course of instruction from this great

master ; at one lesson accompanying Eysclt,

and at another. Hunt, He had, moreover,

the good fortune of passing about this time

from the service of his despotic master to

that of Hunt, who was of a very opposite

character. Having thus speut three years

and two months at Padua, and having ac

quired, besides a great proficiency on the

violin, no ordinary skill on the harpsichord,

he was introduced to Mr. Pitscher, who was

travelling through Italy at the expense of

prince Henry, and who, failing in his design

of obtaining instruction from Tartini, applied

to take lessons of Naumann, then considered

his best pupil, and also made him the offer of

acrompauying him, free of expense, on his

tour through Italy. This was too delightful

a proposal not to be accepted by Naumann

with alacrity. Tartini himself, iudeed, un

willing as he was to part with his favourite,

deemed his removal almost indispensable to

his becoming great in his profession. Ac

cordingly he left Padua with Mr. Pitscher

in 1761, proceeded to Rome, and thence,

in a few weeks, to Naples ; the charms of

which city, together with the delightful

limate, and above all the splendid theatres,

ietained them six months. It seems that Nau-

nann there devoted himself exclusively to

heatrieal composition, and tried his strength

n that style on several detached pieces of

UetasUsio's poetry, which he meant for

he stage. At length they quitted Naples,

pent the Easter holydays at Home, and then

>roceededto Bologna, where, on presenting

Tartini's letters of recommendation, Nau-

nann was immediately admitted by the

eJebraled Padre Martini to his academy,

ia the footing of an old acquaintance, and

ailed not to dip freely in the treasures

unrh be discovered in this master's library,

kleanwhile the time allowed to Pitscher,

ur hii residence in Italy, had expired; but

* war still continued to rage throughout

iaxony, Naumann thought best to let Pits-

tier return alone to Germany, remaining

himself at Venice until a more auspicious

period. In that city he soon got a suffi

cient number of pupils, to supersede all

cares about his immediate wants, and indeed

before two months had elapsed, his greatest

wish, up to that period was accomplished,

by his being engaged to compose an opera

bufla for the theatre of St. Samuel. Though

no longer than a mouth was allowed him to

finish this opera, it still met with universal

applause, and for at least twenty nights

never failed to attract an overflowing audi

ence to both pit and boxes. On account of

the shortness of the intervening time, he

undertook for the next carnival only part

of an opera, which however, was not less

successful ; the act which he composed being

universally preferred to the remainder, set

by two other masters." (The titles of those

two pieces are not known to Gerber.)

" Having now resided eighteen months

at Venice, and in all seven years in Italy,

the treaty of Hubertsburgh at length re

stored peace and tranquillity to his native

country. His insuperable longing for home

then increasing every day,a thought occurred

to him of sending his parents the score of

one of his operas, as a specimen of his abili

ties, and requesting them to get the work

shown to persons about the court. To

effect this, his mother went to Dresden,

and was so fortunate as to be enabled to

place the manuscript in the hands of the

dowager electress Marie Antoinette. This

princess, who was an excellent musician,

immediately looked into the score in the

presence of Naumann's mother, and dis

missed her with the remark, that she must

be allowed to doubt whether the music she

saw was really the composition of the young

man, but that she would inquire into the

subject. She then wrote to several of the

professors of Italy, and receiving answers

from them unanimously filled with eulo-

giums on the talent of young Naumann,

she gave him a nomination in her chapel,

accompanying it with a sufficient pecuniary

remittance for hisjourney to Dresden. Nau

mann did not lose a day in quitting Italy,

and arrived at Dresden ia 1765. He then
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directly wrote a mass, and performed it

himself before the electress-mother ; upon

which he was immediately raised to the

rank of composer of sacred music to the

elector, with an appointment of two hun

dred and twenty dollars, and his leave for

a second journey to Italy, to fulfil his re

maining engagements there ; and was not

only accompanied by the diploma of compo

ser to the elector, but also the two young

students, Schuster and Seydelmann, were

consigned to his superintendence while

abroad. He now again visited the greatest

part of Italy with his companions, making

the longest stay at Naples. Being then

engaged to compose the opera of ' AcAille

in Sciro,' for Palermo, an opportunity was

' afforded him of seeing Sicily. From thence

they proceeded by the way of Naples, Home,

8cc. to Venice, where, being occupied with

the opera of * Alejandro for the theatre,

he unexpectedly received the commands of

his court to return to Dresden, for the pur

pose of setting to music the opera of ' La

Cltmtnza di Tito,' for the elector's nup

tials. This was the only opera which he

composed for the grand theatre there. In

1772, he undertook a third journey to Italy,

at his own expense. He then composed

there, in eighteen months, the operas, ' Soli-

manito,' ' Le Nozze dislurhate' and

' L'hola disabitata,' for Venice, and the

' Armida,' for Padua, with such success,

that more of his works were bespoke from

all parts of Italy. Soon after his return to

Saxony, the situation of chapel-master of

Berlin was offered him by Frederick the

Great, on favourable terms ; but Naumann

remained faithful to his sovereign, although

at a much inferior salary. This sacrifice at

the shrine of patriotism perhaps contributed

to his being, shortly afterwards, appointed

chapel- master by his own court, with a salary

of one thousand two hundred dollars per an

num. It was in the course of his third journey

to Italy that Naumann wrote the opera of

' Amphion,' for the celebration of the birthday

of the king of Sweden. This piece had the

greatest success, and was the occasion of

hi* being invited afterwards to Stockholm,

where, in 1780, the new theatre wu opened

with his opera of ' Cora,' when he bitnself

presided at the orchestra. Alter this per

formance the king of Sweden testified hit

satisfaction in the most gracious terms, ud

presented the composer with a medal, worth

fifty ducats, together with his portrait ud

that of the queen. These favours vm

exclusive of the pecuniary remunertuei

which had been agreed on for his labour.

In the following year he composed, for the

same theatre, the opera of ' Custavm Pan,'

which was also successful. In 1785, b>

was charged with the composition of t new

Danish opera, ' Orphean,' for the tbestrei!

Copenhagen. Howhonourablyhe acquioni

himself of this commission, professor Crust'

has given the musical public an opportune

of judging, by arranging and publishing tbn

opera for the piano-forte, with a Genus

translation. This piece had such succes

at Copenhagen, that the Danish court offered

him the place of royal chapel-master npn

very iattering conditions, and withibrt

liant salary. These tokens of esteem

admiration from the kings of Snr.'.-t '

Denmark, though great, were, bowner.

no consideration with Naumann w in :,

pared with the many instances of rrfl!

regard he experienced from William !!■

That prince was indeed ranked imortf:

the consummate judges of music ; and it *

difficult to say whether his predilecM

for Nauraann's chaste and exquisite nut",

did not a* much honour his own taste, i' '

redounded to the composer's glory. ':

1789, Naumann wrote, at Berlin, the b*

act of his ' Middt,' the composttioe ■

which fell to him by lot. This was to ki"

been performed at the carnival, b«t

not ready in time. Having, in 1793, ten-

posed the second act, he went again o

Berlin, at the king's request, on purpose a

bring this opera out on his majesty's ■>*■

day, when he received a royal grstuirroftm

thousand dollars. It was then that tie bat

also committed to him the perfectiii? if

rising talents of Himmel and Mus Schraal;

and it is well known how well he scqiirrteJ'

himself of this task. Having decHaeJ «"T
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invitations ind orders from Paris, he, in

1795, reintroduced his two pupils to the

king of I'm ssi a ; and on that occasion they

performed before his majesty at Potsdam,

besides other works of their master, the

oratorio of ' Davidde in Tcrebinto,' written

in 1794 for Dresden. So highly was the

monarch pleased both with the composition

and the skill of the two pupils, that he

presented Naumann with a snuffbox richly

set with brilliants, and decorated with the

royal cipher. In the spring of 1797, he

again received a most gracious royal invita

tion to come to Berlin, and hear his pupils

ling at the nuptial fctes ; one thousand dol

lars for travelling expenses, and a snuffbox,

worn by the late king Frederick II., were

adjoined to this request, to render it the

more acceptable. It was then," continues

Gerber, " that I too had the pleasure of wit

nessing the triumph enjoyed by Naumann,

when his pupil Himmel made his first ap

pearance before the courts of Berlin and

Castel, presiding at the piano-forte in his

' Seniramide,' in his grand cantata, and in

his two cantatas, ' The Hessian Sons ' and

' The Prussian Daughters,' and when Miss

Schmalz contributed so much by her exqui

site singing to give additional force to the

above masterpieces. I was present, also,

when Fasch's excellent conservatory held

an extraordinary sitting in honour of Nau

mann, to entertain him with the one hun

dred and eleventh psalm in Latin, for four

voices, which he had sent them the year

before, to which were added some divinely

beautiful lines from Fasch's celebrated Mi-

mere for sixteen voices.

" Many a festive scene had Naumann now

embellished at Berlin with his talents ; nor

was he less zealous in his devotions to the

science at Dresden, though his career was

tbere more private and regular. At length

the Dresden public, too, appeared determin

ed to honour this skilful artist in a distin

guished manner ; and his composition of

Klopstock's ' Lard's Prayer! then just

finished, afforded them an excellent oppor

tunity. According to an account from

Dresden of this masterpiece, (in the first

year of the Leipsic Musical Gasette, p>

883) a single hour, favoured by the muses,

was sufficient for Naumann, to mature the

plan of it. To finish it, however, took him,

with the utmost industry, no less than a

year and a quarter. The score, from which

he himself led at the performance, was the

third revision. Baron Racknitz caused an

orchestra to be erected for the purpose in

the new town church, where eighty singers

and one hundred instrumentalists per

formed the ' Lord's Prayer' and the one

hundred and third psalm, on the 21st of

June in the afternoon, and a second time

on the 2lst of October in the evening,

the church then being illuminated with

great effect, and the audience a crowded

one. The psalmist's text was wrapt in

soft solos, whilst the prayer, on the con.

trary, was given in full choruses. On this

occasion there was published a poem of

twelve pages octavo, entitled * On Nau

mann 's Oratorio, performed oh the 21jr of

June, 1799, in the Church of the New

Town, for the Benefit of the Sufferers by the

Floods, and on the 21*f of October for the

Benefit of the City Infirmary,' Dresden,

1799, in which the poet expresses his feel

ings on hearing this masterpiece. The first

performance produced one thousand dollars,

after all charges were deducted. Finally,

his last opera, ' Aci e Galatea,' was per

formed at Dresden in 1801, with unqua

lified applause. Already, while he was

composing it, there was a report that,

with this piece, he intended to take leave

of the theatre. Alas ! this was too true !

inasmuch as, shortly after this composi

tion, he took leave of society altogether :

however, with the exception of some defect

in his hearing, he found himself yet tole

rably well. With what cheerfulness he

must then have contemplated his past life I

How he must have blessed his ultimata

fate, on the retrospect of the first four hope

less and sorrowful years of his journeyings

in Germany and Italy. He now not only

felt himself respected as a professional man,

but beloved in his own circle as a husband

and father. Indeed it ought to have been
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mentioned before, that during his residence

at Copenhagen, in the year 1792, he mar

ried the daughter of the late Danish admi

ral Grodbshilling, a lady who, at first sight,

inspired all beholders with esteem and af

fection. He likewise built himself at Blase-

witz, his native village, a pleasant country

house, where he could devote himself un

disturbed to the muses.

" He was just about, it is said, to buy

many young trees for this his Tusculanum,

and, with that object in view, was strolling

quite by himself on the 21st of October,

towards evening, through some extensive

grounds, when he was seized in a retired

spot with an apoplectic fit. Stunned and

speechless, he was just able to crawl a few

paces sideways, but there he remained

lying, benumbed aud senseless, in very raw

night air ; those who passed by taking him

to be some person overcome with liquor,

and his wife's messengers having searched

the town for him in vain. At length he

was found in the morning, in that situation,

by some huntsmen ; they took him imme

diately to the nearest house, where all pos

sible means were used to save him, but

without success; he continued senseless

until four o'clock in the morning of the

23d of October, when he expired. After

his funeral, the grand chamberlain Von

Rachnitz caused his death to be com

memorated in the Stcssian-hall, by the

performance of several of his compositions

by the electoral band, in full mourning, led

by the chapel-master Schuster. On that

occasion Naumann's name in conspicuous

characters, surmounted by a lyre within

a wreath of laurels, appeared over the or

chestra. His pupil Miss Schmalz embel

lished the whole by the execution of her

solos. Subsequently, also, the concert of

amateurs paid a tribute to his memory in

1802, by an Epicedium, prepared for the

occasion, to which a young artist and pupil

of the deceased, named Berntr, from Berlin,

composed the music. The music director

Tag, of Hohenstein, also had a dirge, with

accompaniment on the piano, printed in

honour of the deceased,

" Thus died Naumann in his sixtieth year;

prematurely indeed for his family, and no less

so for the science of music, but, as regarded

himself, in unalloyed prosperity, without

having missed any of the comforts of life,

and without feeling the approach of his

dissolution, in one word, surprised by death,

in the very lap of felicity. In writing this

dictionary," concludes Gerber, " my talk has

not very often been cheered, by being able

to finish, as I do here, the biography of u

eminent professor with a result adequate to

his merits and devotion to the pleasure and

happiness of his fellow-creatures ! A rerj

transient retrospect of our departed must!

favourites, will but too well corroborate

this melancholy remark. What a spit;: .

career Handel ran through for about fift«!

years; but how was his horizon overcast

towards the close of his life : and the great

Hesse, was he more fortunate, wander s;

iu his old age about Vienna and throc^

Italy? Graun. gentle Graun, perhaps,

breathed his last more placidly on his vet

earned laurels ; but whoever recoiled,

from the life of Fasch, how the gentlemen

of the royal Prussian chapel were obliffi,

during the seven years' war, to subsist mi:1

years without salary, will find his smuro

in his latter days to have been any tfe

but enviable. The extreme poverty and

distress amidst which Dittersdorfand Picas

also awaited their dissolution, are but tot

notorious. Such a melancholy fate could

not indeed befall the frugal Sebastian Bad

who never aspired at a splendid fcrtaae:

but then fate visited him, in his old age.

with blindness. Jomclli died by all accoaca

of a broken heart at the ingratitude of tit

public. Similar disheartening feelingsstei

also to have driven the unfortunate h1

able George Benda to a seclusion from all

human intercourse ; and to say all in a'!.

what was the far-renowned Moxart'sfatt!

We now subjoin a catalogue of the prin

cipal works of this eminent composer.

the church : " La Pasnane di GUtu Cru"''

oratorio, words by Metastasio, PadMr

" Isaccofigura del lierirmtore," of Metas

tasio, Padua and Dresden; " Goafr"**
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nuciuto," of Metastasio, Padua and Dres

den; " Ztit und Ewigheit," Padua and

Mecklenburg-Schwerin ; " Santa Elena,"

of Metastasio, Padua and Dresden ; " Jo-

"fk recognised by his Brethren," of Me

tastasio, Paris; " Unsere Briider," Paris

and Mecklenburg-Schwerin ; " II Figlio

Prodigo," Paris and Dresden. A second

composition of the " Passione di Giesu

Critto," Dresden ; " Te Deum," Dresden;

"2d Psalm," manuscript; "96th Psalm,"

printed; " 103rf Psalm," printed ; " 11 Uh

Ptalm," in Latin, for four voices ; " Davidde

in Terebinto," oratorio, Dresden, 1794 ;

" Canto de Pellegrini deW Istesso," ora

torio ; " Aggiustatos per Arpa o Cembalo,"

1'98; " Ktopstoch's Lord's Prayer," 1799;

" .Vesta solenne," op. posthume, Vienna,

1804 ; " Offertorium solenne, Lauda Sion

Sahetorem, in Ctrcumcis. Domini," op.

posthume, Vienna, 1804; " 3d Psalm, for

i toe.," Vienna, 1804 ; " Twenty-seven

Matest," written since the year 1766,

chiefly for the royal chapel at Dresden :

the* are all in manuscript. " Betulia Li-

brats," oratorio, manuscript ; " La Morte

dAtetlc," oratorio, manuscript ; "The 95th

Ptalm, with a Sanctut, Ifc. in double

Chorus," and " The 149/A Psalmi" these

*o last were composed for the brethren

u Herahuth. For the theatre, the follow-

o$ operas: " Achille in Sciro," Palermo,

"68 ; " La Clemenza di Tito," Dresden ;

' LeXotze disturbate," comic op., Venice;

" Ink dUabitata," Venice, 1773 ; *• //

Solimano," Venice ; " Ipermestra," Venice;

' II Vilano geloso," comic opera, Dresden ;

' L'Ipocondriaco," comic opera, Dresden ;

" Elisa," opera ser.-tom. Dresden ; " Osi-

nie," 0p, ser. " Tutto per Amore," op.

«r.com., Dresden ; " Amphion," Stock-

holm, " Cera," " Gustavus Vasa," " La

Heggia aVImeneo," Dresden; — Or/eo,"

Copenhagen; •' Midic," Berlin, 1788;

" Prolesilao," 1793 ; " VAndromeda,"

" I a Damn Soldato," opera buffa, Dresden,

1791 ; in this opera is the song of " Vino

tecckio," so well known in London.

" Amore giustificato," opera buffa, Dres-

d". 1792 ; "Ad e Galatea, ostia i

Cichpi amandi," Dresden, 1801. For the

chamber : vocal : " jEcco quelfiero istante,"

a canzonet, for soprano and violin, 1778;

" Freemasons' Songs," Leipsic, 1778 ;

" Aire from Robert and Calliste," written

for Mad. Helmuth ; "A Collection ofthirty-

six German, French, and Italian Songs,

with Accompanimentfor the Piano-forte,"

"Die lehrstunde," of Klopstock, 1786;

" Six Italian Ariettes, with Accompaniment

for the Piano-forte," 1790 ; " Six French

Ariettes," 1790 ; "Ode on May, the Words

by Clodius," Berlin; "Elegy, by Hart-

mann, 1 An die vSlher, von Wiesinger,' "

Dresden, 1794 ; "Blumenstrausfur Lina,"

Leipsic, 1794; " 1 2 von Elisens geistUchen

liedern buym hlavier ;" " Six Airs, avec

Accompagnement du Piano-forte par M. le

Comte de Hartig ;" " Die Ideale von

Schiller," Dresden, 1796; " Airs Francois

pour Piano-forte et Guitare," Hamburgh,

1797; '* 25 neue Lieder verschiedenen in-

halts von der Trau von Reck," Dresden,

1799; and " Cantatina an die Tonkunst."

Instrumental: "Six Quatuors for Piano-

forte,Flute,Violin, and Bass," Op. 1, Berlin ;

"Six Triosfor the Harpsichord and Violin,"

Op. 2, Berlin ; *' Two Symphonies for a

full Orchestra, from the Operas of Cora and

Elisa," Op. 3, "Six Sonatas for the Har

monica or Piano-forte," 1786 ; " Ditto,

Second Part," Dresden, 1792 ; " Overture

to Midic, far the Piano-forte and Violin"

" Concerto for the Harpsichord, in B.,"

Darmstadt, 1794 ; " Three Sonatas for the

Harpsichord, with Violin and Bass," Paris ;

" Six Duos faciles pour 2 V,, it I'usage de

Commenc-ants," Leipsic.

NAUSS,(Johann X.) organist at Augs

burg about the middle of the eighteenth

century. He published, in 1751, a work on

thorough-bass ; he also published two vo

lumes of preludes, fugues, airs, and pastor

als, under the title of " Die Spielende

Mtese," and afterwards five volumes of short

pieces for the harpsichord. The whole were

printed at Augsburg.

NAUZE, (Louis di la) member of the

academy of inscriptions and belles-lettres,

inserted in the thirteenth volume of the
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memoirs of that society, a dissertation on

the songs of ancient Greece,

NAVARA, (Francesco) pf Rome,

flourished towards the end of the seven

teenth century. In 1696, he brought out,

at Venice, the opera "liasilio Be d'Oriente."

NAVARRA, (Vincenzq) a priest at

Palermo, in Sicily, was born there in 1 666.

He published, in 1702, a work entitled

" Brevis et accurata totitu Musicee No-

titia." He also wrote a book called " Lt

Tavole della legge numeric* erf drmonica,

nellf quali si disvelano gli arcani piii re-

conditi del numero e della musica.'' Thil

work was about to be published when the

author's house was consumed by fire, in

1710.

NAVARRO, (Francesco) a mouk at

Alvaro, in Old Castile, about the year 1620,

wrote a work entitled ' ' A/anuale ad usum

chori juxta ritum fratrum mittorum," and

another called " Dc oral, et por. canon."

NAVOIGILLE, (Guin.iu¥E)aFrench

musician, was, in the year 1798, first violin

at the Pantomime Nationale at Paris. He

published some quartets for the violin, and

also wrote the music of the following pieces

for his own theatre : " La Xaissance de la

Pantomime," Paris, 1798, and " L'Ue'roine

Suisse, ou Amour et Courage," Paris, 1798.

There is also a musician of this name at

Paris, who is probably a son of the pre

ceding.

NAZZARI, a pupil of Carmanati, and

violinist at Venice in 1770, was then con

sidered as one the, first solo players in

Italy.

NEANDER, (Alexius) director of the

music at the church of St. Kilian, at VVurtz-

burg, in the year 1600, published " Motetti

a 4, 5, 6—24 voci," first, second, and third

parts, Frankfort on the Maine, 1605-1606.

NEATE (Charles) was born in Lon

don in the year 1784. His early indica

tions of a capacity and taste for music

were noticed by some friends of his family,

who strongly advised bis being brought up

to the musical profession. He was under

great obligations to these friends, but par

ticularly to William Sharp, for directing

his musical studies, and superintending hii

steady practice on the piano-forte, until the

period when he formed a very intimate

acquaintance with John Field, who had

then just begun to distinguish himself as I

piano-forte performer, Iseate received thi

benefit of his friend's instructions, and had

also the advantage of hearing his incoa-

parable performances, until Field's depar

ture for St. Petersburg. Neate and ail

friend Field being both great adminn rf

the violoncello, were kindly instructed «

that instrument by their mutual friend W,

Sharp. Neate's partiality for the violoncslls

still continues np to the present time, aid

he frequently takes a part on it as a relaia-

tion from his labours on the piano-fora,

although he does not perform on tbeviok*-

cello professionally. His first public per

formance was at the oratorios under the

Ashleys, who had invited him the preras

season to hear Dussek, and also graatei

him the privilege of turning over the leave)

for him. The great performances of li»

celebrated master animated Neate, total

boy, with an increased zeal for his art, ad

with the ambition of occupying a sudis

post of honour before the public, tea

Dussek should quit England. Just at uui

period Neate was indeed selected to supply

the vacancy, and continued to fill that

department for several successive jess-

He was one of the first members of tbe

Philharmonic concerts, and was chosen i

director for the second season ; to waira

situation he has been reelected every year

since, with the exception of the two yean

that he was ou the continent. Being t wry

ardent admirer of Beethoven's music, i?

had fully determined to become personally

acquainted with that great artist, sawid

circumstances ever afford him an oppar-

tunity of so doiug ; accordingly, as aooa a)

the peace was proclaimed, lie gave up i

very considerable connection, in order to

visit Vienna. So gratified was be with tte

reception he met with in that capital, liu

he was induced to remain eight month!;

during the whole of which lime he en

joyed Beethoven's friendship and f®-
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fenional advice. He also passed five

months at Munich, when he studied com

position under Winter. He also took a few

lessons of composition of Woelfl, who

strongly counselled him to publish, and se

lected from among his manuscripts a sonata,

which he desired should be inscribed to

him ; accordingly Neate published his Op. 1

in the year 1808. He did not then con

tinue to publish, as he felt that the time

devoted to keeping up his practice on the

piano-forte, added to those hours he was

Engaged in teaching, and his occasional

rioloncello playing, left him far too little

leisure to admit of a hope that he would

trrive at that eminence, as a composer,

which would satisfy his ambition ; he there-

Fore made up his mind to be no composer

ithtr than one under such unfavourable

:ireumstances. But on hearing it insinuated

that the reason assigned for his not conti

nuing to publish was, that be did not com

pose his Op. 1, he was again induced

to take up his pen and intrude himself upon

the public as an author, which, but for

these unfounded suspicions, he would cer

tainly not have contemplated. He pub-

"hed his Op. 2 in the year 1822, and has,

ince that time, arrived at his Op. 9.

NECELUNI, (Dom. Marco) chapel-

naster to the duke of Parma about the

ear 1670, was in high repute as a com-

oter.

NEEFE, chapel-master and court or-

anist to the elector of Cologne, at Bonn,

ras bora in 1748 at a village in Saxony,

le first studied the law at Leipsic, and at

be same time received instructions in mu-

ie from chapel-master Hiller, under whom

e made such progress, that he at length

ecided on following the musical profession,

it which an opportunity presented itself,

y some of his compositions for the German

omic opera at Leipsic being performed

nd so much applauded, that the situation

I conductor of the orchestra at one of the

heatres of that town was soon after of-

ered to him. After holding this place se-

eral years, he accepted the offices of court

"ganiit at Bonn, and conductor of the

orchestra at the theatre Grossman in that

town. In 1785, the old elector of Bonn,

who h2d always paid the theatrical com

pany out of his privy purse, died ; in con

sequence of which Neefe lost his salary,

and was obliged to supply by other means

this diminution of income. He therefore

quitted the theatre altogether, and com

menced business as private teacher of music ;

in which occupation he soon met with a

wide scope amongst the first families at

Bonn. He now appeared for some years

to be tolerably well off, when the new elec

tor again established a court theatre, at

which Neefe regained his former situation

of conductor, and his wife hers, as an ac

tress. This obliged him to give up teach

ing, and again devote all his time and ex

ertions to the theatre. Meanwhile the

French war broke out. The enemy ap

proached nearer every day, the theatre was

shut up, and his salary lost a second time.

About this time he took his eldest daughter

to Amsterdam, as a singer in Hunnius'a

company, there being no prospect left for

her at Bonn ; and he himself wished to have

accepted a temporary engagement with that

company as leader, could he have obtained

the necessary leave from the elector. How*

ever, he was obliged by the court to remain

at Bonn, to see it occupied by the French,

who first appointed him a magistrate, and

afterwards, on his request, actuary, in which

capacity he, at least, received coin instead

of paper money. Yet this resource, too,

lasted but a little while, for himself, admi-

nistration, and all were cashiered at a mo

ment's notice. The disbanding of Hun-

nius's company about this time, compelled

bis daughter to quit Amsterdam and engaga

with Bessau, of the Dessau court theatre,

who, having lost the leader of his band in

1706, gladly accepted the offer of Neefe'a

services in this situation. He accordingly

set off with his family for Leipsic, where he

obtained a regular discharge from the elec

tor, who happened at the time to be there,

and proceeded to join the company at

Dessau. There he had just begun to look

for the enjoyment of better times, having
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been appointed in 1797, besides chef-cTor-

chestre at the theatre, conductor in the

prince's chapel at the court, when a cough

of a few days' duration suddenly put an

end to his life in 1798. Of his works we

can mention " 'Musical Intelligence from

Munster and from Bonn;" (in the thirty-

eighth number of the Berlin Musical Ga

zette.') This article, as well as that in Cra

mer's magazine, may serve the contributors

to periodical publications as models to mu

sical criticism. "Thirteen Variations ofDas

Fruhstuck Schmcckt viel bessa, Ofc. (Break

fast tastes better, &c.) for the Harpsichord,"

Bonn, 1793 ; " Six Variationsofthe March

in the Zauberjlote, for the Harpsichord "

Bonn, 1793 ; " Fantasia per il Cembalo,"

Bonn, 1798 ; " Allegories and Visions of

Zerder harmonized," Leipsic, 1798. This

was his last composition. Amongst the

operas which he arranged for the harpsi

chord, there are, besides several of Mo

zart's, the " Two Anthonys," and " Kle-

mentin."

NEGRI, (Giuseppe) musician in ordi

nary to the elector of Cologne, at thebegin-

ning of the seventeenth century, was born

at Verona. He published " Madrigali

e Arie," Venice, 1622.

NEGRI, (Marco Antonio) a composer,

born at Verona, also flourished about the

beginning of the seventeenth century,

and published " Salmi A 7 voci," Venice,

1013.

NEGRI, (Mahia Catarina) an Italian

singer, born at Bologna. She sang at the

opera in London, under the direction of

Handel.

NEGRI, (Dom. Francesco) an eccle

siastic and pupil of Antonio Lotti at Venice,

about the year 1740, was eminent in his

time as a performer on the harpsichord and

violin. At his death he left several motets,

cantatas, and instrumental pieces of his

composition.

NEHRLICH, (Johann Peter The-

ouor) professor of the harpsichord at Mos

cow, in 1798, was born at Erfurt in 1770.

Endowed with a flexible tenor, he mani

fested, at a very early age, an extraordinary

genius for music, on account of which he

was, as he went to the grammar-school a

the above town, at the same time placed

under the direction of the music director

Weimar. That gentleman soon advueri

him so far in singing, that already, »t tie

age of eleven, he handed him over to chi-

pel-master Bach at Hamburgh, as a treble

singer. It was there that he formed his-

self, in the strictest sense of the word, ea

the harpsichord ; for, after an interval of

twenty years, his manner, even in his tm

compositions, still partook remarkably i

the Bach school. However, both he ai

his master were but too soon disappoia^

by the loss of his treble voice, when Ik ra

obliged to return to Erfurt. He then tixi

pains, by a social intercourse with the its

eminent organists, Kittel and Haesler, if

extend the solid information he had al

ready acquired, whilst at the same M*

he began to feel the necessity of a mo*

competent knowledge of several inslromess.

His great love for the science suggested n

him, ifideed, the shortest, but at the saw

the roughest and most laborious, way of ac

quiring this additional knowledge, nauelr,

to article himself for five years to theto*-

musician of Gottingen. It truly req««J

all the enthusiasm with which NeWd

was inspired, to persevere in the science

under such depressing circumstances. Yet,

he not only preserved, but also availed it

self of, every leisure moment, to study ad

practise in his garret the most abstrsse

rules of counterpoint. " As an admirable

proof of this," says Gerber, " I have ns«

before me a printed Gottingen concert-bill

of the 26th of January, 1793, wfcd

mentions a concerto for the harpachsd

of Nehrlich's composing, to be executed by

himself j and in a note of Dr. Forked'*, »*

says, among other things very much to ,cf

purpose, and in Nehrlich's praise, ' Hat

the composer has not only developed tie

whole range of his ideas, out of the theoe

chosen for each division, without the lea"

falling oft" either of melody or modulus*-

but like a true musical desperado he "<*

overleaps these boundaries, by retaining th«
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same theme through all the three divisions

of his concerto, still modifying it, with pe

culiar scientific dexterity, and in a most in

teresting manner. A feat of skill which

probably many of our most esteemed com

posers would find difficult to imitate.' The

more so, as it appears that, on this occasion,

the theme was not selected by himself, but

given him, at his particular request, by Dr.

Forkel. If this attempt should savour a

little of school pedantry, let it b€ remem

bered, it is by a professor who has to re

proach himself with such subtilties only in

bis yoath ; though, if such a one possess

genius, the public need not fear any thing

that is dull from him." After Nehrlich

bad faithfully served his apprenticeship at

(iotiingeu, he got, by Haesler's recommend

ation, the situation of music-master in a

gentleman's family at Dorpat, in Esthonia :

here, being comfortably settled, he followed

bis scientific pursuits with great spirit,

writing, chiefly for practice, a number of

variations on Russian and French songs,

some of which he occasionally sent for re-

visa! to his friend Hae&ler, who was then at

St. Petersburg. Thence arose the circum

stance of one set of these pieces being most

unexpectedly returned to him in print. It

»as his " Airs Russes var. pour le Clav."

)p. 1, which had been published by Ger-

leuoerg at St. Petersburg, according to

he directions of Haesler. In this way his

'icnd certainly afforded him an agreeable

arprise, though, had it been in his power,

e would have made the work undergo

■any alterations and improvements previous

' publication. This first essay was, how-

fer, well received; so much so, indeed,

lat the publisher desired the author to send

im more pieces of a similar kind, and which

e accordingly did. Some years after this,

lehrlich yielded to Haesler's request, and

lined him at Moscow, in which city he

>on got a sufficiency of teaching in the

rst families. Of his even then greatly

cumulated stock of manuscripts, only the

llowing were in print in 1798: " Airs

'jusrs," Op. I.Petersburg, 1795; "Airs

Ws avec Fart, pour le Clav." Op. 2 ;

"Fantaisie el Chanson Russe avec Var. pour

le Clav." Op. 3, Moscow ; " Six Licons

pour le Clav." Op. 4, Moscow; " Twenty-

four short Preludes in all sharp and fiat

Keys" Op. 5, 1798 ; "Fantaisie et Chanson

Russe avec Var.," Op. 6, St. Petersburg,

1802; and "Tweuty-five Spiritual Odes and

Hymnsfrom Gelhert, withAccompaniments

for Piano-forte," Op. 7, Leipsic ; " Varia~

lions to the Air 'Die Halzelasst dasmausen

nicht* " " Variations to the Air 'Godsave

the King.'" The latter is marked in Wea

sel's Catalogue as a posthumous work. We

conclude, therefore, that Nehrlich is no

longer living.

NEIDHARDT (Joiiann Georo) was

born at Bernstadt, in Silesia, and resided in

1706 at Jena, as a student of divinity. It

was at that period that he first made him

self known as an author of music. He

subsequently became chapel-master at Ko-

nigsberg. His principal works are en

titled "The best and easiest Temperature of

the Monochord," Jena, 1706; "Seetio Ca-

nonio Arnnonici" Konigsberg, 1724; and

" The seven Penitential Psalms."

NEILSON . (Lauhence Cornelius)

was born in London, and at the age of

seven accompanied bis father and mother

to the West Indies, where he buried the

former, who was born at Copenhagen, and

with the latter returned to his native land,

after the family had suffered severe losses

in a turtle fishery concern. His musical ca

reer began nearly forty years ago. Valentine

Nicolai (whose piano-forte music previously,

and at that day, was much esteemed) was

the only master he ever studied under ;

since which time to the present, he has at

tended professional schools and private fa

milies in Nottingham and Derby, and was

organist for two years at Dudley, in Wor

cestershire. That situation not answering

his wishes, he left at the earnest entreaty of

friends and returned to Nottingham. Dur

ing his residence there he weekly visited

Derby, and, for twelve years, the celebrated

seminary conducted by the Misses Parker

at Ashbourne ; when, on the death of

Samuel Bower, (a worthy man and eminent
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musician) organist of Chesterfield, he sue- '

ceeded to his engagements in that town and

neighbourhood ; but, through the interested

motives of Mr. Bower's daughter, was de

prived of the organ, although her father had

made her a liberal settlement, accompanied

by a command, " That she should have no

thing to do with the organ or teaching, as it

would be an object of consideration to his

successor." He dying in 1808, Neilson gave

up the former place ; and, though greatly

disappointed, has continued at Chesterfield

to the present time. One of Neilson's sons

is a pupil at the royal academy of mu

sic, Hanover-square, being one of the ten

elected on the commencement of that es

tablishment ; which, from the assistance of

most able masters, together with the ex

cellent order and regularity with which it

is attended and conducted, gives reason

for a favourable anticipation of its results.

The following publications are by L. C.

Neilson : " Three Sonatas for the Piano

forte" dedicated to Miss Ernes, (Preston.)

"A Sonata for the Piano-forte," dedicated

to Mrs. Smith, (Preston.) " Twelve Diver

timentos for the Piano-forte," (Preston.)

" Three Original Duets, Flutes," (Preston.)

*' Three Sets, twelve each, from favourite

Airs, ditto," (Preston.) " Six Numbers

Flutist's Journal," (Preston.) Song

" When fortune reigns" sung by Mrs.

Harrison, (Preston.) " Several single

Pieces and Songs," (Preston.) " A Set of

Marches, Waltz, and Dances, for the Harp

or Piano-forte," dedicated to Mrs Musters,

(Clementi.) " Twelve Duets for Flutes,"

arranged from several airs, (Clementi.)

" A Booh of Psalms and Hymns" selected,

composed, and dedicated to the Reverend

G. Bosley, (Goulding.) " Single Pieces and

Songs," (Goulding.) Song, " What has

art with love to do," sung by Mrs. llirf,

(Relffe.) " O give thanhs," part of the

107th psalm, composed as a duet and also

as a trio, for voices ; marches, rondos, songs,

and glees, out of print. (Preston.)

NfiLVI, (Giuseppe Maria) of Bo

logna, published in 1723, conjointly with

Carol! , the music of the drama " Amor

nato tra tombre," also the following year,

the opera of " L'Odio Bedivivo."

NKNNA, (Pomponio) an Italian con

trapuntist at the beginning of the seven

teenth century, rendered himself celebrated

by his madrigals. Padre Martini, in tie

second volume of his history, cites tit

works of Nenna, of whose madrigals for

five voices, eight books were published be

tween the years 1609 and 1631.

NERI or NEGRI (Massihaui<<i>;

flourished as organist and composer to tie

church of St. Mark at Venice, about b*

year 1671. He published in that city,

"Senate e Cammi a 4 Stromenti da CMtti

e da Camera con alevne correnti," Op. 1.

His second opera consisted of sonatas fc

from three to twelve voices.

NERON, a French musician, who fe

about the year 1730, published " Le f*

mier Livredes Cantatas," "Les Chermtie

la Voir," and " le Papillon."

NERUDA, (Johakn Gkobo) camber-

musician and violinist in the chapel t

Dresden, where he was employed more tin

thirty years. He was an excellent per

former and a good composer. Of bi *

merous compositions there have only be

printed, " Sir Trios for the V»lin,"\"&

NERUDA, (Johawn CHEvsoiTosr!

brother to the preceding, was born in

hernia in 1705. He was an excellent w-

linist, and first resided in Prague, bnt •ft"'

wards retired to a monastery, where he <W

in 1763.

NERVIUS, (Leonardos) a Cspucio

monk and composer, flourished in the be

ginning of the seventeenth ceoturf, »^

published at Antwerp " Ten Mas*" f*

4,6, 6,'and 7 Voices," 1610, and " Cod*'

Sacrm," for eight voices, 1623.

NESER, (Johanw) born at Wirac*!

in Germany, in 1570. He psblaW *

1619 a work for the music sehoolJ of hi

country, entitled " Hymni satri."

NETH, (Johakn Marti*) orru*

in Holstein, was born there in ISM. "*

was pupil of a celebrated organi* vwd

Kosenbusch, to whose situation ht tft""

wards succeeded. He died in 1736.
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NEUBAUER, (Franz Christ.) Con

cert-master to the princess of Schaumburg,

it Buckeburg. Some fragments of the

short and unsettled life of this professor are

all that can be met with. He was a Bohe

mian, and low-born, but had the good for

tune, early in life, to fall into the hands of

a worthy master of a grammar-school, who

discovered his talents, and knew how to

cultivate them ; so much so, that, when he

left the seminary for Prague, he possessed,

besides his particular skill in music, a tole

rable faculty of expressing himself in the

Latin tongue. He got from thence to

Vim, where he assiduously strove to per

fect himself as a composer, by means of his

acquaintance with Haydn, Moiart, and

Wraniuky. When still a youth, he entered

the lists as a composer, and did so with

tuch ease and facility, that he would fre

quently sit down at his desk in the public

parlour of the inn where he happened to

lodge, and write away, amidst the deafen-

iug noise of a numerous company. When

Mt quite thirty, he entered, in 1790, into

lif prince of Weilburg's service, as chapel-

master ; but when that chapel was broken

°p, on account of the French revolutionary

*ar, he emigrated to Minden, in Prussia,

where he stayed, till he got acquainted

with the princess of Schaumburg, who not

only gave him a gracious reception at

Huckeburg, but also granted him leave to

perform his compositions in the chapel

•here. Bach, who was then still at the

head of the chapel, soon perceived how

greatly superior the lively youth was to

himself io the management of instrumental

composition, although his frequent viola

tion of the rules of the science did not

''cape the old professor's observation. Of

course, the old man seeing himself thrown

into the back ground, with all his good

nature, could not refrain from some confi

dential censure of Neubauer's composition.

Keubauer soon heard of this, and as all his

fortune depended on his maintaining his

credit with the public as a composer, his

feelings were naturally much hurt at Bach's

criticism. His giving vent, however, to his

feelings in violent invectives, and by chal.

lenging the old man to a duel about a ques

tion of crotchets and quavers, only shows

his low education.

On Bach's death, Neubauer got in full

possession of his place, and was appointed

by the princess conductor of her concerts.

He then married a young lady of Bucke-

burg : but he had scarcely enjoyed this

happiness six months, when he, too, was

carried off to the grave. His death took

place in 1795. Most probably he acce

lerated it by the intemperate use of strong

liquors ; for as he was wont, when in

the neighbourhood of the Khirie, to excite

his imagination with the juice of the grape,

the want of it afterwards compelled him

to have recourse, for that purpose, Id

brandy. Neubauer was interred by the

side of his rival. It is impossible to deny

genius, fire, and invention to his works.

But as to the opinion maintained by some,

that his greatest fort lay in his sympho

nies, they whose ears have been regaled

with Haydn's sublime masterpieces, will

hardly subscribe this eulogium, since Neu«

bauer's symphonies, compared to Haydn's,

appear more to be written in the quartetto

and divertimento style, and may be called

rather pretty than beautiful. In vain we

seek in them that matchless, sublime,

unabating effect, which captivates the

hearer in Haydn. Neubauer's style of

symphony rather partakes of the trifling and

the playful. Probably he succeeded better

in quartcttos, and other sonata-like com

positions. Those of his works which are

held in the greatest estimation, are " La

Bataille," his principal symphony ; the

great effect of which, however, must be

attributed to every thing rather than the

correctness of its composition. His " Can*

lata on the taking of Mayenre," to which,

notwithstanding his incompetent knowledge

of the language, he wrote German words,

and that in so superior a manner, that no

poet could venture to alter any of them.

His " Harmonyfor Wind Instrument! only,

accompanied by a Violin and a Ban" in

which all the intricacies of wind instru-
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ments, calculated for the utmost effect, are

intended to be concentrated in one piece.

His remaining works consist of " Sinfon.

p. Orch," Op. 1, Offenbach, 1791 ; '* Air

varit p. le Clm: avec V.," Op. 2, Offen

bach, 1792, and Vienna; " 3 Violinuuar-

tetten," Op. 3, Offenbach, 1791 ; " 3 Sin/,

i Gr. Orch.," Op. 4, Offenbach, 1792 ;

" 4 Duosp. Violon et A.," Op. 5, Offenbach,

1792 ; " 3 lhios A.2FI.," Op. 5, Augsburg ;

" 3 Trios p. FL, V., et A.," Op. 3, Augs

burg ; " 3 Duos p. 2 V.," Op. 4, Augs

burg ; " 4 Violinquartetten," Op. 6, Offen

bach, 1792 ; " 3 Violinquartetten," Op. 7,

Offenbach, 1793 ; " 3 Sin/, p. fOrch., Liv.

I, 2, 3," Op. 8, Offenbach, 1794 ; " 3 Duos

p. Violon et Vc," Op. 9, Offenbach, 1794 ;

" 3 Duos p. 2 Vc" Op. 10, Offenbach, 1794 ;

" Gr. Sin/, la Bataille de Martinestie a la

Gloire de S. A. Msgr. le Prince de Saxe-

Cobourg," Op. 11, Offenbach, 1794 ; " 3

Sin/, p. fOrch., Liv. I, 2, 3," Op. 12,

Offenbach, 1795 ; " Concerto h Fl. Prin-

cip.," Op. 13, Offenbach, 1795 ; « 6 Son.

p. Violon seul et B., Liv. I, 2," Op. 13,

Augsburg, 1797 ; " 3 Trios p. FL, V., et

A.," Op. 14, Offenbach, 1798 ; " 18 Var.

p. V. seul, av. un A." Op. 14, Augsburg,

1797 ; " 3 Duos p. 2 Fl.," Op. 15, Offen

bach, 1799 ; " Klaviersonate mit V. and

J3." Op. 20, Brunswick, 1798 ; " Concert,

p. le Clav." Op. 21, Brunswick, 1798 ; " 6

Son.p. Fl. et B.," Op. 21 , Brunswick, 1798 ;

" Sin/, in Es," Metz ; " Violinouartetlen,

Liv. 1, 2," Heilbronn, 1792; " Cantate

iiber die Lnge der deutschen Valerianates "

1795 ; " 20 Lieder mit Beiglet des Klav.;"

" 6 Lieder mit Beiglet des Klav."

Heilbronn; " 3 Quartets p. Fl., V., A.,

et B.." Vienna ; " 3 Trios arranges

p. 3 FL, p. Weiss," Paris ; " Son. p. le Clav.

avec V.," Speyer ; and " Scena nelt Iper-

mestra con V. obligato" manuscript,Vienna.

NEUBAUER (Johank.) Of this com

poser, as yetunkuown, but probably residing

at Vienna, or in some other part of the Aus

trian states, the following manuscript works

are mentioned inl'raeg's Catalogue, Vienna,

1799 : " Concerto a 2 Clar. Principal! con

Ace," " II tfotturni a Fl. Trav., FL

nVAmore, 2 Viole, 2 Cor., t Vc" and

" Duetto i Corno e Viola."

NEUHATJSER, (Leopold) an rub*

mental composer, probably residing si

Vienna, has made the following of his com

positions known : " 4 Notturni a (AV.

2 A. e Vc. b) a Mandolino, V.,A., 1 C«r.,t

Vc. c (a 2 V., 2 Ob., 2 Cor., A^ e fl., i) i

V.,3A.,eB. ;" •• A Quartetto /or tkt f»

Un i" " 12 Variazioni a V. e fl.," Vienm

1799 ; " 6 Variaz. p. la Chitarra e T.

o Clar.," Vienna, 1801 ; " Several Colin-

tions o/ Dances"

NEUKOMM, (Sioismund) born a

Saltzburg in 1778, commenced his »•

education when six years of age. Hisfe

master was an excellent organist in Sa!a-

burg, named Weissaner, who hating t

attend to several churches, soon employed

pupil as an occasional substitute. At in

age of fifteen, Neukomm was nominated or

ganist to the university of Saltzburg, what

he also studied the sciences, &c, his edno-

tion being carefully attended to by ni>

ther, who was a writing-master in tit

university. His mother being related k

the wife of Michael Haydn, this profew.

with a kindness characteristic of his dispo

sition, offered to give Neukomm lessots is

composition without accepting any remcK-

ration from his pupil beyond his era- ■

assistance in the performance of his duties ■

court-organist. At the age of eighteen k

was engaged at the court theatre as chom-

master of the opera ; and it was only duris:

his fulfilment of this occupation that be

took the resolution to devote himself errit-

sively to music. In 1798, he quitted Sato-

burg and went to Vienna, where the cele

brated Joseph Haydn received him as '

pupil, on the recommendation ofhis brotfcer

Michael. He profited by this incstunaM*

good fortune during seven years, alw».5i

endeavouring in some degree to merit u*

kindness of his master, who treated to3

like a son. In 1804, he undertook a j»"

ney to St. Petersburg, where he wis "i*0

engaged as chapel-master and condnrtorof

the orchestra at the German theatre. A

serious illness, however, obliged aim u
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leave Russia, from whence he proceeded to

France, and finally, on his return to Vienna,

had the happiness of again seeing his be

loved master Haydn, a few months before

the death of the latter. Of the works of

Neukomm.we can name the following:

Instrumental music for a grand orchestra :

" Fantaisie in D minor," dedicated to

Haydn, Op. 9. Quintuors: " Marche Fu-

xcbrc," arranged from the harmonic elegy

on the death of Dussek ; ■' Une Fete de Vil

lage en Suisse," a dramatic quintet;

"VAmante abandonntc, a Dramatic Quin

tet, cunt. Part 1. VAmour, 2. VInfidelite,

and 3. Le De'scspoir." Music for wind in

struments : " Twelve Marches for Turkish

Music," dedicated to the king of Prussia ;

"Triumphal March, for a Grand Military

Orchestra;" " Piices d'Harmonic, for 2

Clarionets, 2 Horns, and 2 Bassoons." Noc-

tumos, ice. : " Nocturno," dedicated to the

baroness de Talleyrand, Op. 18; " Une

I'ite de Village," a dramatic piece ; " Fan-

tauic,'' dedicated to Dussek. Vocal music :

"Musaprodefit3ictismanibusparentum,prc-

''ptorumyue siionim Mich, et Jos.Haydn,"

for four voices and organ, the introductory

parts for wind instruments separate ; " Six

German Sotigs;" and " Nine Soiigx."

NEUMANN, (G.) This German com-

)oser resided, about the year 1770, in

lolland, and published there *' -Six Sonati

nas for the Harpsichord, two Violins, and

lass," "siir, with Variationsfor the Harp-

ihurd," and two numbers of a book of

salms for two voices. After a lapse of up-

arjs of twenty years, Hummel at Berlin

Jain commenced engraving the works of

lis professor. His six sonatinas already

entioned formed his first and second work,

nee 1793, they have been succeeded by

Trois Pieces pour Clav. avec Fl. ou V."

p. 3, Berlin, the third of which is "A 4

ains," Op. 4, Berlin; "2 Ditto, ti

es de t'Opera Atys" Op. 5, Berlin ; " 5

itto, avec V. tiries de fOpe'ra A'ina," Op.

Berlin ; "2 Ditto, avec 2 V. et Vc.

./semia;' Op. 7, Berlin ; "6 Ditto, avec

et Vc. de C'Op. Let Amours d'BU'," Op. 8,

VOL. II.

Berlin ; and "Air varie" pour le Clav., Out

noir, mais, Sfc." Berlin.

NEUMARCK, (Georges) secretary of

the archives, librarian, &c. at Weimar,

was born at Muhlhausen in 1621. He was

a member of the Fruchtbringenden gesell-

schaft, (Productive society.) He published

a didactic work on composition, and also

composed some songs. He is likewise said

to have written the melody of the psalm,

" Wer nur den lieber Gott, !fc." He died

at Weimar in 1681.

NEUSCHLor NEYSCHEL, (Johann)

court-musician to the emperor Maximilian

IT., was a celebrated performer on the

trumpet, so much so that the emperor or

dered Albert Durer the painter to introduce

his portrait in the picture he was about to

paint of a triumphal entry of the emperor.

NEUSZ, (Heinricii Georg) born at

Elbin Gerorda in 1654, was an ecclesiastic.

It was not till the fiftieth year of his age

that he began to study music, and then only

with a design of ornamenting the simple

psalmody used in divine service with occa

sional discords and chromatic intervals. He

first took lessons in composition from the

singer Bokemeyer, at Wolfenbuttel ; and

what is remarkable, he received these in

structions only by means of a correspond

ence carried on between himself and his

master. Having made some progress, he

arranged many psalms for four voices, and

sent them to Bokemeyer for correction. On

their being returned, he introduced them in

his church, when they proved so effective

as to render the singing of his congregation

much more attractive than that of the sur

rounding churches. He next hazarded, in

1712, the composition of a piece of music

on the marriage of a nobleman, in which he

sang himself. This was also successful.

He wrote also the following works : " Of

the Use andAbuse of Music, 1691; "Musica

Parabolica" a tract ; and "A Treatise on

Music." The two latter were left in manu

script at his death.

NEVEU, (Joseph, Baron be) a pupil,

and what is still more a trusty friend, of
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N. Piccini, who died, as is well known, in

indigent circumstances, and on whose grave,

at Passy, Neveu caused a monument of

black marble to be erected in 1800. Pro

fessional musician, as the French diction

ary calls him, he was none ; but what Gin-

guc nt- terms, nn amateur instruit. This mis

take is the more excusable, as there was,

about the same time, (1788) another Neveu,

pianist to the count d'Artois, at Paris, who

is most likely the author of the works pub

lished in that name. Whether this be the

same Neveu who was appointed, in 1792,

professor of the belles-lettres at the Lycic

des Arts at Paris, and who there gave pub

lic lectures on drawing, painting, sculpture,

engraving, music, dancing, and the drama,

is again doubtful. Gerber rather thinks

that this last professor was the above-named

baron de Neveu, the amateur. The follow

ing works may be met with in the name of

Neveu : " Trois Potpourris oVAirs connus

pour le Clav.," Paris, 1788, and " Arielte

var. pour le P.F.," Augsburg, 1799.

NEWBOLD, an able professor of the

violin, at present resident at Manchester.

He performed at the York festival in 1823,

NEWTON, (John) doctor of divinity,

and rector of Ross, in Herefordshire, a per

son of great learning and skill in the mathe

matics, was the author of the " English

Academy, or a brief Introduction to the

seven Liberal Arts," in which music, as one

of them, is largely treated of. It was pub

lished in octavo, in the year 16G7.

NEYDING, a musician at Erfurt, was

born in 1722. He was a good violinist and

harpist, and left many vocal and instru

mental compositions in manuscript. He died

in 1788.

NEYTS, composer of a work entitled

" Potpourri pour deux Violent," published

at Berlin in 1795.

NEZOT, (Gabbiel) bora in 1776 at

Gondrecourt, in the duchy of Bar, in France,

composed many fantasias and other light

pieces for the piano-forte, also some ro

mances, a part of which were published in

London.

NICAISE, (Abbe1 Clacdj) » nan« of

Dijon, who died in 1702, wrote "Disntlcta

de Veterutn Musica." It was aot printed.

NICET1US or NICETAS, (St.) Dr.

Forkel observes, in the second volume of

history, p. 197, that this Nicetius ii ui)

to be the real author of the hymn, " It

IJeum laudamus," commonly ascribed k

Ambrosius.

NICHELMANN, (Christoph) Am

ber-musician and professor of the hups

chord to the king of Prussia, was bora i:

Treuenbriezen in 1717. His first mask.--

were Bubel, Schweinitz, and Lippe. ■

1730, his father sent him to St. Thonui''

school at Leipsic, where he continued it

study of music under the great Sebum:

Bach, then a singer in that school. T

eldest son of Bach was at the same time -

principal teacher on the harpsichord,

directed his first essays in composts

Being desirous, three years after this, toil

miliarize himself with the dramatic style r

music by hearing the compositions of I '

best writers for the theatre, and not U '

able to satisfy this desire at Leipsic, *i"

there was not then any opera, he reei'*

on a journey to Hamburgh, in wfc.iii

his schoolfellows, by the name of Boe'tt-s-

agreed to accompany him. Thougl *

opera of this city was on its decline, it «'

still supported bythechapel-maitenKtw:

Telemann, and Mattheson, and seven!

tinguished singers were attached to it. A

Hamburgh, Nichelmann became intuu'c

acquainted with Keiser, who, with the ode

two chapel-masters before-mentioned, g»«

him all the information he required o» **

subject of dramatic music, till the year 17*

when, after a short visit to his native SSSI

he proceeded to Berlin. The orguin"*

of the chapel royal at Berlin, and the ea-

blishment of the opera in 1740, fonusW

him with a new opportunity of iDcreasa?

his musical knowledge. He •!» ■■

time profited by the lessons of Quia" 1

counterpoint, and Graun in vocal coop*"

tion. It was now that he wrote his »**

tas for the harpsichord, which wot »•'•<■"•
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wards published in two volumes. The death

• Lis lather having deprived him of the pe-

uniary assistance which he had previously

ititained from home, obliged him to turn his

Dind seriously to his establishment in life,

rhe appointments at the royal chapel in

jwlin being all filled up, he decided on a

ouraey to Kngland and France. Scarcely,

mwever, had he reached Hamburgh, when

ie received orders from the king of Prussia

0 return to Berlin, and the promise of a

lice in the chapel. Having immediately

beyed this mandate, he was nominated

ecoud performer on the harpsichord in the

hapel royal. Amongst the compositions

tbich be wrote during the. time he rilled

bis situation, we can mention only the pas-

oral, of which the king himself composed

be symphony, and two ariettes, dividing

lit composition of the remaining ariettes

*tween Nichelmanu andQuantz. In 1749,

« wrote his work "Die Melodic." This

»is published at the time of the contro

versy respecting the comparative merit of

Preach and Italian music, and called forth

leveral virulent replies, which, in their turn,

»«e again answered. In 1756, Nichel-

!imn obtained his discharge from the char

el royal, which he had solicited from the

lug, aud after that period resided privately

t Berlin till his death, which took place in

761.

MCHOLSON, (Ricbat»d) organist of

lagdalen church, Oxford, was admitted to

» degree of music in that university in

W4. He was the first professor of music

1 Oiford under Dr. Heyther's endow-

*M, and was the composer of many ma

nuals. He died in the year 1639.

NICHOLSON, (Chaiiles.) The father

' this eminent flutist was also an ad-

lirable performer on that instrument, and

edicated much time to its improvement,

"this he was eminently successful ; and, at

» death, left his ton in possession of a

oowledge of the principles on which he

roceeded, and a genius highly capable of

Trying those principles into execution,

fht rich, mellow, and finely graduated

[uality of tone which he produces through-

1 out the whole compass of the instrument,

sufficiently evinces the success which has

attended his exertions. Nothing can more

clearly show the mastery this artist has

obtained over the grand impediments of the

instrument, than his performance, in 1822,

at Coveut-garden theatre, where he exe

cuted an adagio without the accompaniment

of a single instrument ; and such was his

complete success, that an encore was de

manded by the whole house with acclama

tion. In pathetic movements, indeed, he

has no rival. Nicholson has published

numerous works for his instrument, amongst

which are " Preceptive Lessons for the

Flute i" " A Volume of Studies, consisting

of Passages selectedfrom the Works of the

most eminent Piute Composers and thrown

into the form of Preludes, with occasional

Fingerings, andu Set of originalExercises;"

" Twelve select Melodies, with Variations

for the Flute and Piano-forte," in conjunc

tion with Burrowes ; " O duke concento3

with Variations for Flute and Piano-forte,"

also with Burrowes ; " Four Volumes of

Flute Beauties, consisting of forty-tight

Humbert ;" " Twelve select Airs, with Varia

tions as Flute Solos, with P.F. Accompani

ment >'" " Le Bouquet, or Flowers of Me

lody ;" " Potpourri for Flute and P. /•'.,

introducing 'Life let us cherish,' ' Auld

Robin Gray,' and favourite Quadrille, ' La

Matilda,' as a Rondo i" " Sue Fantasias ;"

" Mat/seder's Polonaise, for Flute and

P. F.;" and " Introduction and sue Varia

tions to ' The Fall of Paris,' with an ad

libitumfor the P.F,"

NICLAS,(J. A.) This musician, who was

born in Suabia, published " Choix d'Airs

de plusieurs Opiras," Leipsic, 1790. One

half of the French opera songs arranged in

this work for the harpsichord, and sixteen

in number, are of the private secretary Ho-

rinzky's composition. The remainder are

by Paesiello, Salomon, Gretry, and Gluck.

Amongst them is also a chanson by Madame

Aurora, first singer at Hheinsburg. The

publisher of this collection was at that time

musician in ordinary to prince Henry of

Prussia at Rbeinsburg,
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NICOLAI, (David Tbauoott) court-

organist of St. Peter's church at Gorlitz,

was born in that town in 1733. He was

one of the most celebrated performers on

the organ in Germany, in the latter half of

the last century, especially as an extempore

player, and owed his great proficiency

chiefly to the instructions of his father B.

T. Nicolai, who was also celebrated on the

same instrument. At the early age of nine,

young Nicolai was able to perform with

Mat Sebastian Bach's most difficult com

positions. His skill in mechanics was also

so great, and especially his knowledge of

organ building, that he was sent for from all

parts of the surrounding country to inspect

newly-built or repaired organs. In the build

ing of the first harmonica, which he sold,

be did not succeed so well as in that of the

second, which is still in the family. The

love of his native place, and above all his

great attachment to his organ, rendered all

calls to more lucrative situations fruitless.

Asa reward for this attachment and loyalty,

he obtained of the court, in 1755, the ap

pointment of electoral court-organist, and

of the town of Gorlitz, an annual increase

of salary of twenty-five dollars for life.

His activity never relaxed until his death ,

at • the age of sixty-eight. His son Carl

Samuel Traugott, bachelor of law, was per

mitted, in 1795, to act as his adjunct ; so

that the third generation of that celebrated

family of organists was, in 1812, serving the

same organ.

NICOLAI, (Dr. Ernest Anton) a

doctor of medicine and philosophy, born at

Sondershausen in 1722, published, inl745, a

dissertation entitled " The Union of Music

and Medicine." He died at Jena, in 1802.

NICOLAI, (FniKDRicH) a bookseller at

Berlin, was born in that town in 1733. He

wrote a tour, in which he made many ob

servations on music, proving himself to pos

sess an extensive knowledge of the art.

The account which he gives of the state of

music at Vienna about the year 1770, but

especially his remarks on Gluck, still deserve

to be read. There are also in his work

some interesting anecdotes of the Berlin

musicians. In 1799, Nicolai was elected i

member of the royal academy of sciences v.

Berlin. This author, says Gerber, evinced

clearly by a jest, that he might also ban

been a composer. The proof of which ■

found in two small pamphlets of ballsil-.

which he published under the fottouiK

quaint title, in obsolete German, 'Jna

lillkAlmanack,full ofpretty, gc*m*t,c%

pleasant Ballads, merry Carols, and plea-

live Ditties of Murders, chanted by Gafor.

Oddfish, whilom Ballad Singer at Drtm,

and edited by Daniel Cleverly, Skonui",

at Bitznucci on the Elbe, \st year," Bft

lin and Stettin, published by Fried™*

Nicolai, 1777. " Second Year, AsV

1778. The following tunes, and ki

enough they are, Nicolai composed haw

In the first year of the above work, the »!.:

numbered 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, udlt,*

the chimney-sweeper's song, No. 29,

is one of the best in the collection ; and* ■

second year, Nos. 16, 17, 29, 30, udJi |

The remainder are partly old tunes, ldap*

to these songs, and partly the compost

of chapel-master lleichardt. " To oh**

Nicolai at his own house," continue* l"5'

ber, " where you meet every when

trices as well of the owner's refine!^

as of his opulence, is exceedingly g^l

fying. On one side you pass Uuotk'j 'I

concert room into his study, the wiih ,;

which are covered with portraits of all M

celebrated authors, amongst which those A

first-rate composers are Dot omitted. w

the other hand, you behold a piano, and*

posite to that a museum of engmiK* -

huge portfolios, comprising also a o*^'

lion of portraits of eminent musicians. s»

very numerous indeed, but no less ink'7*

ing on that account. The most vales

object, however, to be met with there. ■

himself: his excellent judgment, anJafiw'

ble conversation concerning the science -

general, scientific men, and their »°f^''

which one may look for in vain ananji-1 -

thousand professors, appears to hi" I**

natural. Greatly as his writings aix"^

with useful matter on thos: subjects. « «

in conversation only that his vast trading
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and nice discrimination in every art and

siience, can be duly appreciated. The no

bility, and even princes, are entertained at

his hospitable board ; when they are sure to

find, besides the profusion of luxuries they

are used to, something much more rare,

namely, a society more remarkable for the

capacity of their brains, than for that of

'heir stomachs. F. Nicolai, moreover, en

joys the gratification of seeing his youngest

daughter make such progress in singing,

that, in 1797, when about fifteen years old,

>he already ranked amongst the most dis-

injnushed members of Faseh's excellent

raiservatory." Ihis superior man died

i Berlin in 1811 , aged seventy-eight.

NICOLAI, (Johann Georg) organist at

Molstadt, published some organ and

hurch music. He died there in 1790.

NICOLAI, (Joseph Gottfried) son of

if preceding, was born at Rudolstadt. He

tndied divinity at the university of Jena

i H94, and returned in 1797 to his native

lace. Being a clever performer on the

iirpnchord, and a great amateur of fugues,

< removed to Offenbach on the Maine,

tare he resided, about 1799, as teacher of

" harpsichord, and published the under-

entioned works for that instrument. At

njth he engaged, towards 1802, as tutor

i the family of Mr. Von Stockum, privy-

"uwellor to the king of Prussia at Nurem-

arg, where he performed at a concert in

ie same year, a grand concerto of Dus-

»i, and a sonata and fantasia of his own

imposition, on the piano-forte. His pub-

shed works are 11 Sonate pour le Clav. avee

V Op. 1, Offenbach, 1797, and " Trots

"ales pour le Clav. avec oblig.," Op. 2,

ffenbaeh, 1799.

NICOLAI, (Johann Martin) brother

' Johann Georg Nicolai, was ehamber-

usician at Meiningen about the year 1756.

e published at Nuremburg a work entitled

Exercises for the Harpsichord."

NICOLAI, (Johann Gottlieb) son of

* preceding, was director of the concerts

>d organist at Zwoll. He composed the

wetta called "Der Geburtstag;" alsoseve-

il other operettas and practical works for

the harpsichord and other instruments. In

the year 1799, he advertised at Zwoll, "Six

additional Sonatas for the P. F., with .4c-

compauimetit of a Violin and Bass" Op.

12. He died at Zwoll in the beginning of

1801. Amongst his earlier productions the

following deserve to be noticed: "A, B, C,

pour le Clav." 90 pages, and " Vingt-

quatrc Sonates pour le Clav. sur les Tons de

la Musique, Scconde Partie," 76 pages,

both for the use of students.

NICOLAI, (Johann Michel) musician

to the court and composer at Stuttgard,

flourished in the seventeenth century, and

published the following works: "Spiritual

Harmonies for three Voices and two Vio

lins," Frankfort, 1669; " Twelve Sonatas

for two Violins and Viol da Gamba or lias-

soon," Augsburg ; " 24 Capricci ii 4 V.

e B. C," Augsburg, 1675 ; and " A Third

Volume ditto," 1682.

NICOLAI orNICOLAY, (Valentine)

a popular composer for the piano-forte, who

resided many years at Paris. His writings

were once in great request. " This, how

ever," observes Dr. Burney, " may probably

have been more owing to the sprightliness

and pleasantry of his style, than to the depth

or orthodoxy of his knowledge. Nearly all

his works, but particularly his third opera

of sonatas for the piano forte, the first so

nata of which was for many years taught

in almost every school in the kingdom,

had a very extensive sale. His piano-forte

duets are considered to rank amongst the

best of his works. In some of these he has

displayed a very considerable share of good

taste, ingenuity, and fancy." He died about

the year 1799.

NICOLETTI, (Filippo) an ecclesiastic

and composer at Ferrara, flourished at

Rome in 1620, as chapel-master. He pub

lished many madrigals and sacred composi

tions.

NICOLINI, (Giuseppe) an Italian dra

matic composer, produced in 1800, for the

theatre at Milan, the opera buffa " / Bac-

canali di Roma," which has been successful

in many towns in Italy. He has also written

several other pleasing operas,
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NICOLINI, (Francisco) born at Ve

nice about the middle of the seventeenth

century. He wrote the words and music of

the operas, "Argia," " Genstrico," " Era-

clio," and "Penelope;" the success of

which was the recompense of his double

talent.

NICOLTNTDI NAPOLI or NICOLINI

GRIMALDI, a fine contralto singer and ex

cellent actor. He came into England in

the year 1708, Laving been previously cele

brated in Italy for about ten years. Sir

Richard Steele, in No. 115 of the Taller,

speaks highly of Nicolini's acting ; and so

much was his performance thought of, that

the opera prices were raised on his arrival,

he being considered the first truly great

Italian singer who had performed in Eng

land. He sang in Handel's first opera of

Rinaldo. In the year 1712, he left Eng

land for Italy, as it was supposed, not to re

turn. In 1716, however, he was again in

England, and sang in Rinaldo, when the

opera had as great a run as at its first repre

sentation. Quanz, in his biography, says

that he met with Nicolini at Venice, in

1726, when his singing was on the decline.

We do not know the period of his death.

N1COLO. . See Isouabd.

NIEDT, (FniEDnicH Erhahdt) a mu

sical theorist and composer, who lived about

the beginning of the last century. The ac

counts of him are but meagre and contra

dictory. For instance, VValther insists he

was born in Thuringia, and Dr. Forkel at

Jena ; neither of them, however, are able to

state the precise year of his birth : while

Mattheson, who might have learned it of

Niedt himself, having had so much concern

with his works, refers, in his Ehrcnpfordte,

(Triumphal Arch) to Walther's Lexicon.

However, from all this the following may

be elicited. About the year 1700, Niedt

practised as notary at Jena, but came soon

after to Copenhagen, where his composi

tions gained the applause of the court ; partly

for which reason, and partly on account of

his unguarded conversation, he was fre

quently exposed to the shafts of envy, until

he died, towards 1717. Of his numerous,

and some of them truly grand conpoittiata

for the court of Copenhagen, nothing far

ther has transpired. The publication of the

following works he promoted himself:

"Musical Guide, or Methodical Inttrsr-

lions, by means of which a Tyro in tu

noble Science of Music may soperfect him

self in a short time, as to bt able, not mkj

readily to play Thorough-bass, after efa

plain Rules, but liheuise be able to eonyvt

various Pieces, and be what is called s l»

spectable Organist and Musician." Xt-

lume the first treats of thorough-bass. tfl

sight playing of the same, Hamburgh, 170ft

tlGuide to Variations, or a Methodof ray

ing the Thorough-bass, and the Xumbri

placed on the Notes, so as to form pltsmi

Variations, and to convert with isv I

Thorough-bass Prelude into Ciscm

AUemandes, Courantes, Sarabttndei, -V

nuets, Jigs, Sfc. with other useful Iutne-

lions," Second volume, Hamburgh, 17K

"A second improved Edition of the nst

Worh, with Notes, and a Supplement off-

wards of sixty Pieces for the Org—, h

Mattheson," Hamburgh, 1721. "JkW

Guide," the third and last volume: to

treats of counterpoint, fugues, motets, c!»-

ruscs, recitatives and cavatinas. "Of

Posthuynum ;" to this is added, pto

arguments, on which the right <w *

music, both in churches and elsewte*.

is founded : it was edited by Mannas.

Hamburgh, 1717. This third volume is*

author did not complete, nor did he »

tend it, according to his plan, to be I*

last volume of the work. " Musical J, &

C.for the Use of Students and Teed'-'

Hamburgh, 1708. " The German Fro*

man, consisting ofsir Suites ofAirs, namtk,

for three Hautboys or Violins, anda Banv

or Violin, composedfor the Amusement id

Pastime of intelligent Lovers of tkt kH>

Science of Music," Copenhagen, 1708.

NIEDT, (Nicol) clerk in a goreranW

office, and town organist at Sondershause

about the end of the seventeenth ct»u?.

may be ranked among the able sacred com

posers of that time. He died ia

Mattheson tells ut, p. 112 of tie
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iforitt, that his church music was in re-

juest as far as Silesia, but, on the other

land informs us, that he was so poor, that,

iccording to a note in the Sondershausen

:hurch register, there was not enough

noney, after his death, to defray the ex-

>enses of his funeral. As he left neither

vife nor child, and probably came to Son-

lershausen a stranger, his name has been

ong forgotten there. His work, perhaps

lie only good musical one ever printed

here, bears the title of " Mimical Relaxa

tion for Sundays and grand Festivals, com~

tosedforJive Voices andfive Instruments,"

Sondershausen, 1698. This course contains

a scriptural text for every Sunday and fes

tival of tbe church, composed as a concerto,

followed by an air for two sopranos and a

bau, and concluded by a chorus.

NTEL, a composer at Paris, brought out

at the academy of music, in 1736 and 1737,

the two operas of " Les Voyages de

VAmour," and " Les Romans." This latter

opera has beeu reset by Cambini, and was

performed in 1776. Niel also brought out,

in 1744, " L'Ecole des Anions."

MELD, a celebrated tenor singer at the

principal concerts and music meetings in

this country, since the commencement of the

present century, and a very able professor

of singing. We understand that he, at pre

sent, wishes to retire from public orchestral

performance , though he may still be heard

at the chapel royal in St. James's, of which

he has long been one of the greatest vocal

ornaments. Nield is generally considered

as one of the most chaste and correct singers

of that peculiar style of English national

music called glees. His services in this re-

>pect to the glee club, have for many years

heen invaluable to the members of that

weiety.

NIEMEYER, (Aoopst Hermann) pro

fessor of theology at Halle, and born there

hi 17.VJ. He wrote the words of several

religious dramas, which were set to music

by Rolle. His " Thoughts on Religion,

Pttry, amd Music," are to be found at the

beginning of his drama, entitled " Abra-

*•■»" which appeared at Leipsic in 1777.

NIEMEZECK, (C. T.) by birth a Bohe

mian, professor of the harp, and musician

in ordinary to the emperor of Russia. When

on his travels, he played at several concerts

at Berlin, with applause ; since which

time his sphere of action remains unknown.

Not so the following works by him :

uThema, avec 8 var.pour la Harpe," Op. lp

Leipsic, 1795; "Thema, avec 7 var.pour la

Harpe," Op. 2, Leipsic, 1795; " Senatepour

la Harpe," Op. 3, Leipsic, 1795; and

" Sonate pour 2 Harpes," Op. 4, Leipsic,

1795. In 1803, he again performed at

Leipsic.

NIESER, a good German tenor singer.

He performed at Frankfort in the year

1823. His graceful manner and general

appearance are said to be particularly

adapted to the performance of Italian

music.

MKEEF, a native of Russia, distin

guished himself, about 1801, in his country,

(where all the psalms and choruses are sung

without instrumental accompaniments) as a

superior composer of church music.

NINI, (Giov. Batt.) an excellent singer

at Urbino, about the year 1700.

NISLE, (Johann Friedrich) born

about the year 1780, was on his travels in

1805, and devoted himself entirely to com

position, having no ambition to shine as a

performer, although he was an excellent

hornist, and his compositions evince him to

have been no less at home on the harpsi

chord. The first little work by which he

appeared before the public, was entitled

"Songs at the Piano-forte," Leipsic, 1798.

These have since been followed up by several

other works for the piano and for the

French horn. In 1809, Nisle, with one of

his brothers, also a musician, resided at

Veret, in Hungary.

NITSCH, (Peter) a composer of the six

teenth century, published " German Hymns

for Morning and Evening, likewise to be

sung before and after Meals," Leipsic,

1643, and " German and Latin Hymnsfor

four Voices," Leipsic, 1573.

NITSCH, (Ionae) organist atViennain

1796, must b* ranked amongst the able
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sacred composers ; witness several of his

choral masses and vespers.

NTVERS (Gabriel) was one of the

four organists of the chapel of Louis XIV.

and also organist of the church of St. Sulpice,

at Paris. He published, in 1683, a tract,

entitled " Dissertation sttr le Chant Grd-

gorien," written for the purpose ofrestoring

the cantus Gregoriantts to its primitive

purity. This work had so much influ

ence, that the Antiphouary of the French

church was republished according to his

corrections, at the express command of the

king.

At the end of the dissertation are con

tained the forms of the offices, with the

musical notes adjusted to rules laid down

by the author. These arc followed by a

short treatise on the mode of singing accord

ing to the eight tones of the cantus Gregori

antts, and the book is concluded with some

select church services.

The author appears to have been well

skilled in ecclesiastical history, and the

above work contains one of the best histories

of church music that is extant.

In the year 1G97, ]\'ivers published at

Amsterdam, " Traiti tic la Composition tic

Musioue ;" and the two following works

have been ascribed to him, " Le premier

IAvrc ties Motets," and " Le premier Livrc

tics Pic'cesjl'Orgue.'"

NOBLET, a professor of the harpsichord

and organ, and member of the orchestra of

the opera at Paris, between the years 1750

and 1760. There are of his composition a

Te Ileum, several cantatas, and other vocal

pieces, as well for the church as chamber,

also some harpsichord music, which latter

he published in 1756.

jN'OCETTI, (I'lamimo) a celebrated

Italian contrapuntist of the sixteenth century,

of whom Cerreto in his treatise, written in

1600, speaks highly, calling him, however,

ivueetus. He probably published several

works, though his " Misse 8 voc." is the

only one known at present.

NOCI1EZ, a pupil of the celebrated vio

loncellists Cervetto and Abaco. After hav

ing travelled in several foreign countries,

and especially in Italy, he returned to

France, was engaged at the comic opera,

then at the grand opera, and at length, id

1763, was nominated chamber-musician to

the king. It is Kochez who compiled the

article violoncello, which is found in the

second book of Labordc's essay. He died

about the year 1800, having been previously

pensioned, after a service of more than fill;

years in the opera orchestra.

AODARI, (Giov. Paoi.o) an Italiu

contrapuntist of the sixteenth century, is

rauked by Cerreto, in the same honourable

manner as the preceding Nocetti, amotj*!

the most celebrated professors of his time.

NOELU, (Georo) chamber-musicaE,

and professor of a musical instrument called

the Pantaleon, to the duke of Mecklcnbur:-

Schwerin, about the year 1780, was nen!;

the sole person who arrived at eminence oa

that instrument, having been taught ill?

the inventor, the celebrated Pantiieoa

Hebenstreit. Noelli first studied comic-

point under Geminiani, and then at Dres

den, during six years, under Hasse, and J'.

Bologna uuder Padre Martini. He «-

veiled through nearly all Europe, and k'

in London at the time that Handel *»

with us. He was intimately acquaint!

with Emmanuel Bach, and some of J"*

' compositions are said much to resemble lie

style of that great master. He died ai

Ludwigslust in 1789. None of his compo

sitions have been printed ; but several of hii

symphonies, also some quatuors and trios

for violin and flute, may be found in manu

script in the music warehouse of AVestphsi,

at Hamburgh.

AOFERE, (Giov. Battista) an Itaiii

violinist, published, subsequently to the yea-'

1763, as well at Amsterdam as at Berti

and in London, fourteen operas, consisuns

of trios, duos, and solos for the violin, and

solos for the guitar.

JsOINVILLE (Beiixahd oeI puhlisW

at Paris, in 1749, " L'HutoirethiThtitrri

I'Opera," in one volume octavo. This

went through two other editions in 1'$

and 1757.

NOLA, (Giov. Dom. da) a coaWj*:
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list of the sixteenth century, of whose works

lie following are yet preserved in the elec

tor's library at Munich : " Canztmi Villa-,

vsthe a 3voci," Venice, 1545, and " Vil-

'anelle alia Napolitana a 3 e 4 voci," Ve

nice, 1750.

XON, (Abbe nE St.) a celebrated

Pencil man of letters, was born in 1728.

ie was originally a member of the parlia

ment of Paris ; which place, however, his

ident love of the arts and sciences, as well as

f liberty and independence, induced him to

ell, and to travel with the money he received

vi it to Italy, where he occupied himself

»r some years, not only in studying, but

Iso in drawing, jointly with the two

uinters Iragonard and Robert, every object

tat came in their way which concerned

lie arts or antiquity. At length he returned

0 Paris, and there, assisted by several

iurati, published, partly by subscription,

buI partly at his own and brother's expense,

heunderineniioned splendid work. He died

it Paris in 1791. The work alluded to bears

.he title of "Voyage Piltoresque de Naples et

U Sidle." Mr. secretary Keerl at Anspach

nade a copious abridgement of it, which

m published at Gotha, and entitled

Xaplcs and Sicily, an Abridgement of

k expensive Work called Voyage Pit-

iretuut, tfc." The second volume ibl-

iwed iu 1790. This contains, amongst

iher things, notices of the most celebrated

leapolitan poets and composers ; and what

Anders it the more valuable to the lovers

1 music is, that the biographies of the

msicians are derived from the celebrated

'ic. Picuiui. They refer to Pergolese,

umelli, Majo, Duni, Porpora, Vinci, both

carlattis, Leo, Durante, and Karinelli,

ad have proved serviceable to us in the

icsent compilation.

NONOT (Joseph Waast Aubeht) was

orn at Arras about the year 1755. He was

:arcely six years of age when he heard,

" the first time, a regular orchestra at the

allege of that town ; and is said to have

iperienced so much pleasure on the occa-

ion, that, from that moment, his taste for

be art became so apparent, that his father

was unwilling to oppose his inclinations.

His sister at this time took lessons on the

harpsichord ; when the child used to place

himself near, and would repeat many of the

passages that had been played, after the

master had left the room. Some time after

this, atthef'te of his parish, he begged ofthe

organist, who was an old man aged eighty-

four, to let him play the offertory in the

church. The old organist laughed at his

request, but good-humouredly granted him

permission, when he immediately sat down

and extemporized a movement of his own

composition. The congregation were as

tonished, and could not comprehend the

renovation of talent, as they supposed, in

their old performer. The boy, having finished

the movement, quietly left the organ loft.

Soon afterwards, his father having a party,

much was said on the subject of the organ

performance at the past file, when young

Nonot ran to the harpsichord, and repeated

the whole piece, with considerable improve

ments. Even this, however, could not

bring his father to decide on letting the boy

have a master ; but he soon took him to

Paris on a visit to a friend, who happened

to be very intimate with Leclerc, a cele

brated organist in that city. This friend

took young Nonot to the church of St. tier-

main des Pres, to hear Leclerc, when the

boy again asked the favour of being al

lowed to play, and so astonished Leclerc,

as to lead him to doubt the possibility of

the music being composed extemporane

ously. He was soon, however, convinced

of this fact, by giving the child a theme,

which he followed with equal skill. His

enthusiasm was then such, that, seizing

the child in his arms, he exclaimed, " Tit

resleras A Paris;" and soon prevailed on the

father, by his earnest entreaties, to leave his

son with him to be educated for the musical

profession. He afterwards became very

eminent, and composed much instrumental

music, which was highly esteemed by

Christian Bach and other able judges. He

was remarkable also for his ability in play

ing from a choral score ; and even Piccini,

Sacchini, Vogel, and Salieri were anxious
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to procure his performance of their scores,

by hearing which they gained a perfect

idea of the effect of their works. Nonot

emigrated in the beginning of the French

revolution, and was for some time in Eng

land.

NOORT, (Sydrand van) organist of

the old church at Amsterdam, about the

year 1700, was one of the best performers

of his time on that instrument. He pub

lished an instrumental work called " Mi-

lunge Italien."

NOP1TSCH, (Christoph Friidrich

Wilhelm) a musician at Nordlingen, was

born near Nuremburg in 1758. He excelled

on the organ, and was also a good per

former on several other instruments. Sie-

benfels, of Nuremburg, was his first master

for the organ, and he studied composition

under Riepel, of Ratisbon, and Beck, of

Passau. He published " Versuch eines

Elementarbuehs der tingkttnst," Nurem

burg, 1784; also some "Songs with the

Poetry of Merger, Rambler, and Stoll-

berg," Dessau, 1784, and several sonatas

for the harpsichord. In 1787, he wrote a

grand oratorio at Nuremburg. In 1800, he

procured his above-mentioned situation at

Nordlingen.

NORDWALL, (Andreas O.) a Swedish

writer on acoustics, wrote " Dissertatio de

Sono simplici directo," Upsal, 1779.

NORMAN, (John) an English contra

puntist, of whose composition some masses

are still extant in the music-school at Ox

ford. He flourished about 1490.

NORRIS, (Charles) bachelor ofmusic,

was originally educated as a chorister in

the cathedral church of Salisbury. In this

situation his abilities attracted the notice of

the late celebrated author of Hermes, who,

for the purpose of introducing him into public

notice, wrote a little afterpiece in the style

of a pastoral opera, the songs of which

were adapted to several of the most favour

ite Italian airs of the time. Norris's voice

was at this time a soprano. He was not

received with so much applause as there

had been reason to expect. Having thus

failed in his wish to fix him on the stage,

Mr. Harris recommended that he should

confine himself to private concerts, orato

rios, and provincial music meetings ; and,

in this intention, advised him to settle i!

Oxford, where he received all the eneot-

ragement which so distinguished a friend,

and his own merit, gave him reason ta

expect.

Norris was soon afterwards admitted a

the degree of bachelor of music in that uni

versity, and elected organist of St. Johu'i

college. In this situation he had many popJ;

amongst the students, and was a btmro.

singer at the weekly concerts in the awe

room. In the oratorios performed in U>

don, he was also, for many years, a prncipil

tenor singer, and is even said to have

honoured with the particular approbation f

their late majesties.

In early life he had the misforrmeo

entertain an attachment for a lady dsts-

guished for her personal attractions r:

great musical acquirements, who was «ltf>

wards married to another gentleman. 1^

ill success of his suit, it is said, drove kia

to convivial consolations, in which he in

dulged to a degree that not only innW

his health, but after a while injnrei is

voice, and was greatly detrimental to ka

fortune.

He was an excellent musician, Jisf '■

skilful performer on several instronwo.

The principal of his compositions consist

a few concertos and some glees. For sot;

years previously to his decease, Norre''

health had been gradually breaking; cp.

and at the abbey commemoration in nV

year 1789, he was injudiciously brotrfc

forward to produce those feelings of raptf

which in his better days he bad inspinA

Such, however, was his feeble state, thatht

could not even hold the book from whir* h*

sang. His whole frame was agitated

nervous tremor, and that voice which

formerly been heard with rapture, "*

excited the deepest emotions of pity.

this he engaged himself at the music W'

ings at Birmingham, where his etotieai

proved fatal, as he expired at Inley-»»"i

near Stourbridge, in \\"orcesteriii.f> ;t<
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scat of Lord Dudley and Ward, ten days

after the meeting, namely, on the 5th of Sep

tember, 1790, at the age of about fifty years.

NORTH, (Francis) lord chief justice of

the court of common pleas, and afterwards

lord chamberlain, about the end of the

seventeenth century, raDked with the most

discriminating musical amateurs of this

country. He not only played well on both

the ljra-viol and bass-viol, but also sang

better at sight than many professors of his

time. He also attempted the composition

of several sonatas for two and three

parts, and amongst others arranged Gua-

rini's canzonet, " Cor mio del, Sfc." as

a fugue for three voices. At length he

published, but anonymously, " A Philoso

phical Essay on Music;" in which are in

troduced many sensible remarks, for those

times, on the generation of sound, which

caused the book to be soon out of print.

The lyra-viol mentioned above was nothing

but a viol da gamba, but with more, and

mote difficultly tuned, strings, than the six

which commonly belonged to the former

instrument. The music for it was written

in notes like lute music.

AORTH, (Rooeb) of Rougham, in Nor

folk, and brother of the preceding nobleman,

was born in 1650, and was one of the most

remarkable contributors to musical history,

inasmuch as he left behind him, in his

own handwriting, " Memoirs of Music ;"

which manuscript contains accounts of all

the celebrated British amateurs and com

posers from 1650 to 1680. It is probably

■till in the possession of the family. When

Hawkins and Burney were writing their

works, Dr. Montague North, canon of

Windsor, had the above manuscript, and

allowed these authors the use of it.

Roger North was also a practical musician,

both in singing and on the organ ; for which

purpose he had one built at his seat in

Norfolk, by old Schmidt, which is said to

have surpassed in quality all the other

instruments made by that celebrated me

chanic. Amidst his musical pursuits, this

gentleman arrived at the age of ninety, and

died in 1734.

NOSCEMBENI, (Stkmano) born in

Lombardy towards the end of the sixteenth

century, was a composer who exclusively

devoted his talents to church music. He

was chapel-master of the ducal church at

Mantua, and composed " Concerti Ecclc-

siastici," for twelve voices, and " Motetti,"

for five and six voices.

NOTGER or NOTKER, (Balbvlcs.)

This musician, with Ratper and Tutillon,

who studied at St. Gall under Marcell and

Ison, applied themselves particularly to the

liberal arts and sciences, and formed a small

literary society, making music a principal

subject of their lucubrations. Specimens

of Notger's composition, of about the year

850, are still existing, as we learn from

F. Nicolai in his travels, where he tells

us that he had found, in the library of the

abbey of St. Emmeran, at Ratisbon, a manu

script collection of hymns of Notger's, with

the melodies noted. Padre Coelisten, who

had deciphered one of those hymns, as

sured Nicolai that it is for four voices, but

of a very singular melody, consisting of a

progression of fourths and fifths. Notger

died in 912.

NOUGARET, (Piebbe J. B.) a French

homme de lettres, born at Rochelle in 1742,

published " De VArt du Theatre, ok il est

parli des diffe'rens Genres de Spectacles et

de la Musique adopies an TMAtre," torn. i.

Paris, 1769. In the second volume of this

work is a " Histoire Philosophique de la

Musique, el des Observations sur les diffi-

rens Genres recus ait Thtatre" There is

also a dissertation on the opera seria.

NOVACK, (Joiiann) chapel-master at

Prague in 1756, was celebrated for his

sacred compositions,

NOVATI, (Giov. Cablo) of Placema,

was celebrated as a singer about the year

1710.

NOVEL or NOVELU, (Felice) of

Venice, a celebrated singer towards the end

of the eighteenth century.

NOVELLO, (Vincent.) This very

able organist and composer is of an Italian

family, but was bom in London in 1781,

He holds the situation of organist to the
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chapel of the Portuguese embassy, in South-

street, Park-lane, where his masterly per

formance on his instrument is a subject of

curiosity and admiration to all admirers of

sacred music. In 1811, he published a

«' Selection of Sacred Music," in two vo

lumes. In this work he displayed so much

judgment, taste, learning, and industry, as

to fix the attention of the musical public,

with great interest, on his subsequent pro

ductions. His second publication was " - /

Collection of Motets for the Offertory, anil

other Pieces, principally adapted for the

Morning Service," in twelve books, sold

separately. In this collection are several

compositions by the selector himself, in

speaking of which an eminent modern critic

observes : " The general characteristics of

Novello's style appear to us to be suavity,

elegance, and bold and varied modulation.

His melodies do not rise into extraordinary

felicity or originality, yet they are ever

flowing and agreeable, mixing much of the

sober dignity of the church style with a

lighter manner, that gives relief while it

assorts well with the graver foundation

and more solid materials of the work. We

should be induced to hazard an opinion,

that Haydn is a favourite with Novello,

and that he often finds himself drawn by

an irresistible impulse to the study, and to

an indirect imitation, of Haydn's writings.

Our notion is formed from that leading and

general assimilation which attracts men

of common feelings by a common sympathy,

of which we not only imagine we perceive

considerable traits in the motets of Novello,

but that they prevail in other things we

have seen from his hand. It would, indeed,

be matter of surprise, if a composer of the

present day had escaped the universal fasci

nation. We must do Novello the justice to

say, that we consider him to be of the

school of Haydn ; for we do not find a single

passage that leads us to think of Haydn,

otherwise than through the resemblance,

which only by a large and broad acceptation

impels us to the principle that they hold in

common, namely, sweet, flowing, and ornate

melody, supported and diversified by fre-

quent and often curious and unexpected

changes in the harmony. Novello then i*

Haydn's scholar, not a plagiarist or direct

imitator." His next publications were

" Twelve easy Masses for small Ckmrt,"

three volumes. " Gregorian Hymns f&

the Evening Service," twelve books, scti

separately. The only portions of the Gre

gorian chant now generally retained in the

morning service, are the parts sxtng bpthe

priest at the altar, and the responsories.

These Novello has endeavoured to preserve

as long as possible, by arranging them for

six voices, and giving them the rich and

harmonious effect required by the admirer,

of the modern school. He has published

them among his motets.

Id the evening service, the chants for

the psalms and the Gregorian hymns bav?

stood their ground hitherto against all it-

tempts to supersede them. How lore tbs

may be the case, it is not easy to calculate .

but Novello has done all in his power. U

the last-named work, to preserve them for

the admirers of these old melodies, by

forming them into a complete collector.

That he does this in a most masterly style

the slightest inspection will convince the

musician. Novello has since edited eighteen

books of" Mozart's Masses," and eighteei)

books of " Haydn s Masses" both works

with very judicious accompaniments, for

the organ or piano-forte. He has ilsn

written various original songs, canzonets,

&c

NOVI, (Francesco) bom at the com

mencement of the eighteenth century, wis

remarkable both as a composer and a poet,

and set his own verses to music. On quil

ting the conservatory, his works were suffi

ciently well received by his fellow-citizens;

but being unable to struggle with the re

putation of the existing composers, be

quitted Naples for Milan, and gave his

opera "Giullo Cesare," which succeeded as

well as he could desire. From Milan he

went to Pavia, where he wrote "Pompn,"

and which being performed before a less

severe audience than that of Milan, met

w ith a still more gratifying reception. Son
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composed several other operas in the serious

style.

NOZEMANN (Jacob) was born at

Hamburgh in 1693, and in 1724 was cele

brated in his native town as a violinist. He

afterwards was appointed to the situation

of organist of the Remonstrants' church at

Amsterdam, where he died in 1745. He

published a collection of music for the harp

sichord entitled " La bella Tedcsca, oiler 24

Paslorellen, Muse/ten, und Paysanen," also

some solos for the violin.

NOZZARI, (N.) a tenor singer, born at

Bergamo about the year 1775, was a pupil

of the celebrated David. He sang at the

opera buffa at Paris between the years 1802

and 1807, and in 1813 was performing at

Vienna.

KUCCI, (Giuseppe) an Italian pro

fessor, was, in 1770, employed as composer

of ballets at the grand theatre at Turin,

"here he brought out the following pieces of

bis composition : ,lAngelica e Wilton" "I

i*t Cacciatori, e la Vemlilrice di Latte,"

"L'Americana in Europa," " Orfeo ed

E'riiiicc," and "Gli Schiavi Tarchi ; " all

performed for the first time on the Turin

stage in 1791.

NUCHTER, (Johasn Pniup) a mu

sician at Erbach, in Suabia, was born at

Augsburg. He published at Ulm, in 1695,

a work entitled " Ovum paschate novum,"

containing "Missa dominicales a 4 Voci

concert, et 4 Instntm. concert"

NUCIUS, (Johan.n) born at Gorlitz,

wrote one of the best and most important

works of his age, (the beginning of the se

venteenth century) which little book is now

extremely scarce. It seems that Dr. Forkel

was in possession of a copy. The title of it

is "Afusices Poetic* sive de Compositione

Cantus Prteccptiones ah&olntis&imte, nunc

primnm in lucem edila>" Neisse, 1613. A

table of the contents of its nine chapters is

found in Forkel's literature.

NUDERA, (Adalbert) violinist in the

cathedral at Prague, about the year 1790,

may not only be numbered amongst the able

players on his instrument, but is also the

composer of several successful instrumental

pieces. Among which, the following has

been engraved : ttAndanlino avec httit Va

riations pour la Clarinette et Fagotte Ob.

avec Accomp. de deux Violons, deux Cars,

et B.," Op. I, Gotha and Petersburg,

1796.

o

OBERMAYER, (Joseph) an excellent

violinist, flourished towards the end of the

eighteenth century. He was a native of

Bohemia, and pupil of the celebrated Kam-

mel. When the latter left Bohemia, Ober-

inayer's master, count Vincenz Waldstein,

KM him for further accomplishment to

Italy, where he had an opportunity of re

ceiving instruction from the great Tartini.

Here he completely acquired that master's

style of playing the adagio, without,

however, losing his own peculiar spirit in

the allegro. On his return, he resumed

his former situation of valet de chambre to

the count, though by no means to the pre

judice of his art ; as, by often accompanying

his master on his travels, he had the more

opportunity of forming the acquaintance of

first-rate professors. The most flourishing

period of his playing was about the year

1788. After which he relinquished both

his situation with the count and musical

science, betaking himself, in 1800, to farm

ing, to the no small regret of the musical

amateurs of Prague.

OBERNDORFFER, (David) a com

poser, about the middle of the seventeenth

century. He printed of his works "Alle-

gre::a Musicalc," or select paduanas,

galliards, intrades, canzonettas, ricercates,

&c. with four, five, and six parts, applicable

to all instruments.
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OBIZZI, (Domenico) an Italian com

poser, flourished at the beginning of the

seventeenth century, and published "'Ma-

drigali Cunccrtati," Venice, 1627.

OCCA, (ViTToniA dall') a female vir

tuoso on the violin, from Bologna, gave a

concert at Milan in the year 1788, when

she played two concertos on the violin with

great applause.

OCCHA, (Alberto dall') a composer

at Ferrara, lived probably in the sixteenth

century, and is said to have written and

published many madrigals, &c.

OCH (Andhe) published at Paris, in

1769, " Set Sinfouie a Ire, 2 Violini e

Basso," Op. I.

OCHERNAL (T. L.) published at

Leipsic, about the year 1780, " Twenty-four

Canticles for three Voices."

OCHSENKUN, (Sebastian) lutist at

the court of Othon Henry, elector palatine,

in 1558. He published some music for that

instrument, and was considered one of the

best performers on it of his time. He died

in 1574.

OCKENHEIM or OKENHEIM,(Joiin)

as he is called by some writers, was a native

of the Low Countries, and the master of

Jusquin de Prez. He nourished between

the years 1440 and 1460.

Glareanus speaks of a composition by

Ockenheim for six voices, which, he asserts,

was much admired for its contrivance ; he

does not, however, state in what the parts

consisted, nor how they were disposed.

It was in the composition of fugue that

this writer is said to have chiefly excelled.

A canon, four in two, by him, beginning

"Sanctut Domiims Deus Sabaoth," is in

serted in Smith's Mutica Antiaua.

ODOAUDI, (Steffano) a celebrated

singer of Florence, flourished about the

year 1760.

ODONTIUS, (Matth.) a composer at

the beginning of the seventeenth century,

published " Musicalisches Rosengartkin

newer teutscher weltliclicr Liedlcin auf 4

Stimnun," Frankfort, 1605.

ODOUX, an ecclesiastic and musician at

Noyon, wrote a work entitled "UitMt

nouvellepour apprendrefacilrment U Plain-

chant, avec quelqucs Kxemplts tTHynaei «

des Proses, cj-c." a second edition of whit:

appeared in 1775.

OEDEMAif, (Jonas) a Swedish muwr,

published, in 1745, "Ditsertatio Hitturvt

de Musica Sacr/l, generatim, *t EaUtv

Gothica speciatim."

OEDEB, (Jonann Louis) couniella tt

finance to the duke of Brunswick, died J

that city in 1776. He wrote, mow

other works, " De Vihratione Chardtnm"

Brunswick, 1746.

OEHLER, (Jobann Friiobice) p«F'-:

of the abbe: Vogler for the harpsichord aoi

composition, was bom at Constadt, ta

Stuttgard. In 1784, he resided at fir*

where he published "Trois Sonata p*'

Clav." Op. 1. He also composed acaci«

for the birthday of the duke of Wanes-

burg.

OELBICHS, (Johann C.C.) dottni

laws, &c, was born at Berlin in 1T22, as-

is celebrated in Germany by his nuoeroe

works ou diplomacy, literature, and jura-

prudence. In his youth he had proper

writing a general history of music, sal «d

already collected numerous and ar&i

works for that purpose, when his intent

was frustrated by other Occupations, sod

that resulted was a tract, entitled "A* Bit-

torical Notice respecting the Acedmkt-

Honours in Music, both of I'mtento"

and Musical Societies," Berlin, 1752. He

died at Berlin in 1798.

OELSCHLEGEL, (Johann Lohiuu

studied first at Mariaschein, where he »u

appointed organist by the Jesuits, He

sequently removed to Prague, where he<^-

tained the situations of organist it tie

Dominican and the Maltese churches

At length he entered, in the year 1 747, ioto

the order of Premoustrants, where tie

direction of the figurate church music »n

assigned to him, in the year 1756. Tin*

situation, which he filled to his detih, con

tributed to animate his industry in ;:-

science. It induced him to take i *'
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series of lessons, first of Sehling, in music

in genual, and then of J. F. Habermann, in

counterpoint. He continued to study in

this manner during several years with inde

fatigable application, until he had written a

number of musical pieces, several of which

were received with applause by the court

of Dresden. Not satisfied with this appli

cation of hU talents, he now aspired to learn

the art of organ building. What induced

him to this arduous and laborious under

taking, was the wretched state of the col

legiate organ, though it had been constructed

no further back than 1746. Be this as it

may, without having any teacher, but per

haps a hook to refer to occasionally, he

persevered in his labour for nearly thirteen

fears, and actually accomplished his de-

•ign of budding an organ. Amongst its

noes was particularly distinguished a bugle

wn, which came as near to the original

nstrument as possible. Nothing was indeed

Ranting to his organ but a vox httmaua

stop, which he had also intended to exe-

when he was afflicted by a pro-

Iractal illness, which brought on an indu-

ation of the liver and jaundice, and finished

>i$ meritorious and active career in 1788,

a the sixty-third year of his age. He left

n imprinted work on organ building, and

Iso " 2 Salve Regina A 4 voci, con Orgatio,"

"86 and 1787, which are highly valued

if accuracy of composition.

0KSTLRLE1N, *(Gottfiued Ciihis-

U>a) a celebrated lutist, was a pupil of

> cks. He flourished about the middle of

e last century.

OESTKRREICH, (Georo) chapel-

aster to the duke of Schlesswig-Holstein-

ottorp. He was born at Magdeburg

1664, where he went to the free school,

d enjoyed the benefit of Scheffler's (the

arthy precentor) instruction in singing.

his fourteenth year he was removed to

■ Thomas's school at Leipsic, where he

ade, in a short time, under the guidance of

I celebrated Joh. Schelle, such rapid pro-

ess in sight-sioging, that he would turn

>y given piece of music upside down, and

Ig it with the greatest fluency, This

procured him, in 1680, an invitation to

Hamburgh, as tenor singer at the senate

chapel there ; his acceptance of which was

accelerated by the plague, which then began

to show itself at Leipsic, where they would

not have parted with him, previously, on

any account. His agreeable tenor voice

was the cause of his meeting at Hamburgh

with a very kind reception, and of his re

ceiving frequent presents from the opulent

merchants there. At the same time he at

tended at the Johannium, till he removed

to the university of Leipsic, from whence

he was subsequently again mvited to Ham

burgh. This last time he remained only

three years there ; and although he was in

vited to fill the vacant precentorship in his

native city, he declined it on account of his

youth, and began to attend more to instru

mental music. This new study, however,

was interrupted by the unexpected arrival

of chapel-master Theile, who, by the desire

of his prince, prevailed upon Oesterreich to

join, in 1686, the duke of Wolfenbuttel's

chapel, where he was soon after appointed

page to the duke. It was whilst he was at

Wolfenbuttel that the principal period of

his musical fame was fixed. Here he not

only enjoyed, as the chapel-master's inmate,

his constant zealous instruction in composi

tion, but also the friendship and assistance

of the two excellent castrati singers, Giu-

liano Giuliani, from Venice, and Vincentino

Antonini, from Rome, who both afforded

him daily opportunity of improving in his

singing. This period, so auspicious for his

talents, lasted till the year 1690, when he

twice declined offers of the situation of cha

pel-master at Holstein-Gottorp ; but on their

being made a third time, accompanied with

a letter to his prince for his consent, he was

at length obliged to obey the call. The

Gottorp chapel now improved visibly under

his superintendence, particularly as it re

ceived, from time to time, no small acces

sion of able artists from those of Dresden

and Wolfenbuttel. Though the chapel was

reduced in number on the death of his

master, yet he remained there till his

new master also fell in a battle in Poland,
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in 1702, where he commanded the Swedish

army. The hereditary prince being now

only two years old, the chapel choir, with

the exception of himself, was entirely dis

missed ; by which means, finding himself

absolutely deprived of opportunity to prac

tise his art, he solicited leave to reside at

Brunswick, till his services should again be

wanted. This he obtained ; but when, in

the sequel, war and pestilence began to rage

in Sehlesswig, and his salary continued in

arrear, he was compelled to engage himself

member of the choir and precentor at the

Palau church at Wolfenbuttel, where he

had, at the same time, several young female

singers given him to teach, and had com

monly to officiate for the chapel-master in

his absence. Though, in 1719, he was re

instated by the young duke of Holstein in

his former rank; of chapel-master, it does

not appear that he left Wolfenbuttel again,

as he died in that town in 1735.

OESTERREICHER, (Gf.org) pre

centor of Windsheim, was born in 1576.

His musical talents rendered him a favourite

with the margrave of Anspach, who well

provided for him. In 1621, he accepted

the place of precentor at Windsheim, where

he remained till his death, in 1633. He

published a book of hymns under the follow-

ingtitle, "Oesterreicher's Cantor-Biichlein."

Rotenburg, 1615.

(ETTINGER, (Friedrich Christopu)

counsellor to the duke of Wurtemburg, and

abbot of a convent, was born in 1702. He

wrote a work entitled " The Philosophy of

Eulcr and Frick, as it respects Music"

Nuuwied, 1761.

OGGEDA, (Christopii d') a Spanish

musician, was celebrated in Italy, where he

resided in the sixteenth century.

OGINSKI, hettman of Lithuania, was a

very celebrated amateur performer on the

clarionet. In 1764, he was at St. Peters

burg, where he performed in musical parties

the most difficult solos on his instrument :

he was also a good violinist and pianist, and

wrote the article Harpe, in the first French

Encyclopaedia. A remarkable circumstance

in the life of this illustrious amateur is, that

it was he who conceived the idea of anon

torio on the subject of the Creation, St

communicated the same to Haydn. Ok

ski died at St. Petersburg, about the yei

1789.

OGINSKI, (Count Michel) probat!

son of the preceding, was a good pianist n

violinist. He composed some very \xn

tiful Polonaises for the piano-forte, r

some romances. A part of these wod

were published at St. Petersburg in lir

and 1809, and the remainder at Puis i

1811.

OHLHORST, ( Johasn Chrism

born at Brunswick in 1753, was, afus ±

year 1775, an actor in a theatrical ot

pany at Mecklenburg. He conrpostfl »'

music of the German operas "Adelstm at

Hosetta," "The Anniversary;' and -ft

Gypsies."

OHMEYER, a professor, living in 1*

probably at Vienna. Off his works tor*

have been engraved "Fariat. pour U

et B.," Vienna.

OKENHEIM. See Ocxenhew.

OLBAC, (Le Barox d') residing, ife

the year 1750, at Paris, wrote the f*«-

pamphlets, on the occasion of the tin ?'!

vailing controversy respecting the ijt'1'

"Lettre A une Dame a"un certain A? '■'

I'F.tat prdsent de {'Optra," Paris, 1752, s<

without prefixing his name, "Arrlt r>»

A I'Amphitheatre de VOptra, sur le PI***

au Milieu du Parterre, intemnaut is» 4

Guerre des deux Coins."

OLBERS, (J. H.) organist atStade,^

lished " Eighteen cosy Preludes fir K

Organ or P. F.," Op. 1, Hamburg, 1»

He also advertised, in the same jtv,''

Collection of Piano-forte Music ijf Cfe"*

Composers, among others, Bach, CleonB,

Ferrari, Gyrowetz, Grill, Haydn, Ho:-

Hoffmeister, Mezger, Mo:art,Pterel,^'

Four numbers of this work had appeart : ^

to the year 1800.

OLEARIUS, (Johans Com*"1

archdeacon, &c. at Armstailt, was ^

there -in 1G68. He published »t 0

1707, a work entitled "fM^1**

Litderichatt," in four volumes. h>
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book is to be found some interesting in

formation respecting Luther and other old

composers of hymns for the Protestant

cburch.

OLEY, (Johaxn CiimsToni) organist

»t Aschersleven, was born at Bernburg.

F/e was celebrated as a performer on the

irganand harpsichord, and especially by his

runner of playing fugues and fantasias.

'Ve can mention of his composition, "Varia-

uki for the Harpsichord," two volumes ;

Three Sonatas for the Harpsichord;"

Simple Music," two volumes ; and "Choral

'tiriaiions for the Organ." The latter

fork contains a preface by J. A. Hiller.

% died in 1789.

OLIFANTE, (D. Gtov.) an Italian mo-

«ian of the seventeenth century, published

treatise entitled " Regale di Musica di

tocco radio aggiuntovi uno tractato di

nporthni," Naples, 1666.

OUVEIRA, (Antonio) a monk, flou-

shed as composer and master of the choir

fa church in Lisbon, about the year 1600.

k afterwards removed to Rome, where

i died. Oliveira wrote a great number of

iisses, psalms, motets, &c, most of which

e preserved in the royal musical library at

isboD.

OLIVIER, a French author, and pro-

tbly an organist, pronounced, in 1750, in

sitting of the royal academy at Lyons,

discourse on the advantages derivable

ira music in the cure of diseases. Hippo-

ites mentions the immediate effect of

asic on the human body. Olivier, how-

er, proceeds much further than the ancient

ysician. lie says that the atmosphere

lernally surrounding, and the air within,

I human body, have a certain harmony

jether ; that the vibrations of the extemal

are communicated to the internal, and

is accelerate or retard the circulation of

! blood, stimulate the nerves and vital

i its, enfeeble or fortify the organs, and

■stablish health or prolong life by main-

uing the equilibrium between the different

'<ls of the human system. He maintains

II these vibrations of the air produce a sort

electricity much more advantageous, in a

fou II.

medical point of view, than the usual appli»

cation of the electric fluid. To prove this

hypothesis, he made the following experi

ment. He bound a cloth round the eyes

of a perfectly deaf man, and effectually

stopped the ears ofa blind person, and placed

them both close to a loud orchestra. The

one, it is said, immediately felt a most un

usual sensation, and the other was attacked

with convulsive motions which lasted two

hours. It is probably this same Olivier

who wrote the following work, published at

Paris in 1798, " L'Esprit d'Orphfe, on, de

rInfluence de la Musique, par le C. Olivier."

OLIVIERI, (M.) pupil of Pugnani, was

born at Turin, about the year 1757. He

remained during several years attached to>

the theatre of that city, but was at length

obliged to quit it, to avoid the resentment of

a nobleman, which was occasioned by the

following circumstance. Olivieri arriving

too late at a concert, was severely repri

manded by this nobleman. He was tuning

his violin at the time, and listened for

several minute3 to the nobleman's severe

reproofs, when at length, being irritated

beyond endurance by their severity, he

violently struck his reprover on the head

with his fiddle, and rushed out of the con

cert-room. He immediately set out for

Naples, after a residence in which city for

several years, he went to Marseilles, where

he remained during three years. He after

wards proceeded to Lisbon. He published

some few pieces of music for his instrument.

OLIVO, ( Simpliciano ) of Mantua,

flourished in the seventeenth century. He

was chapel -master of the ducal church at

Parma. There were published of his com

position, "Salmi di compieta, con ZAtanie in

ultimo, coucertati it 8 foci e 2 Violini, con

una Violetta e Violoncino," Bologna, 1674,

and "Cnrcerato ninfa," Venice, 1681.

OLTOLINA published at Amsterdam,

about the year 1780, three symphonies and

three quatuors for the violin.

OLYMPUS. There were two great

musicians in antiquity of this name, and

both celebrated performers on the flute.

One of them flourished before the Trojan
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war, and the other was contemporary with

Midas, who died six hundred and ninety-

seven years before Christ. The first was a

scholar of Marsyas, and a Mysian ; the se

cond, according to Suidas, was a Phrygian,

and author of several poems, which were by

some attributed to the first Olympus. But

the most important addition which the dis

ciple of Marsyas made to the musical

knowledge of his time, was the invention of

the enharmonic genus. Plato and Aristotle,

as well as Plutarch, celebrate his musical

as well as poetical talents, and tell us that

some of his airs were still subsisting in their

time. Religion only can ensure performance

to music. The airs of Olympus used in the

temple of worship during the time of Plu

tarch, were not more ancient than the

chants or canto fermo to some of the hymns

of the Romish church ; and the melodies

now sung to many of the hymns and psalms

of the Lutherans and Calvinists, are such as

were applied to them at the time of the Re

formation.

Plato says, the music of Olympus was, in

a particular manner, adapted to affect and

animate the hearers ; Aristotle, that it

swelled the soul with enthusiasm ; and

Plutarch, that it surpassed, in simplicity and

effect, every other music then known. Ac

cording to this biographer, he was author of

the curule song, which caused Alexander to

seize his arms, when it was performed to

him by Antigenides. To his musical abili

ties he joined those of poetry ; and, accord

ing to Suidas and Jul. Pollux, he composed

elegies and other plaintive songs, which

were sung to the sound of the flute: and the

melodies of these poems were so much cele

brated in antiquity for their pathetic and

plaintive cast, that Aristophanes, in the be

ginning of his comedy called The Knights,

where he introduces the two generals, De

mosthenes and Nicias, travestied into valets,

and complaining of their master, makes them

say, " Let us weep and wail like two flutes

breathing some air of Olympus." Plutarch

ascribes to him several nomes or airs that

are frequently mentioned by ancient writers:

such as the Minerva, the Harmstian, Curule

or Chariot air, and the Spondean or libi-

tion air.

ONDRASZECA. See Ombascbki.

ONTRASCHECK, (Johann) first tW

pel-master to the elector of Menti, was hot:

in Bohemia. He died in 1742.

ORAFFI, (Pietbo Mabceuso) M

Italian poet and composer, flourished abos:

the year 1650, and published "C«m«

Sacri, 1, 2, 3, 4, et 5 vocum," Venice, 164 ',

and " Musiche per congregationi altro hep

di honesla ricreniione, d 2, 3, 4, e 5wa'

ORDOGNEZ, (Pietbo) a Spanish mu

sician, celebrated in Italy in the liiteud

century.

ORDONITZ or ORDONXEZ, (C.»i

von) violinist in the imperial chapel t

Vienna, after the year 1766. About 17s--.

he published at Lyons "Six Qiutmrtp^

le Violon," Op. 1." Many more of hir*

strumental compositions are known is »•

nuscript. They are principally syrapb**-

He is also the author of the Cera"

opera entitled " For mice the Htuisx) >

Master."

ORGANO, (Pebixus) an eiceB-^

performer on the lute, born at Flu*1

in 1470, died, as early as 1500, at8e».

where a monument has been erected to^1

memory, in the church Ara Cotli.

ORGITANO, professor of the i«T

chord at Naples, was celebrated •»>[**

former in 1770. He published, in Lwi*

a book of sonatas for the harpsichord.

ORGITANO, a Neapolitan by hi*-'

died at an early age. He left some =0""

evincing talent. It is probably this Orei:'"

who composed the opera buffi emit'**

"L'Infcrnm a rtarte," which was perta*

at the Theatre Fiorentini at N»pl«. -

1804, with great applause.

ORGOSINI, (Hehby) a music"" *

the beginning of the seventeenth eaW-

He published " A'euc Singeiumst," ti*r*-

1603, in German and Latin.

OR1A, (Giov. Battista) ■ If*

brated singer in Italy about the jew

OMSICHIO, a celebrated cbarcb o»

poser at Rome, about the middl* <t ■

last century. Gretry, who was tcqV1^
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with him, states, that he was very exact in

his composition, and that his music was

characterised by great truth and expression.

Oretry laughs, however, at the solemn

countenance and consequential air he used

to assume when performing any of his own

works.

ORISTANEUS, (Junes) onanist of

the chapel royal at Palermo, was born at

Trrpano, in Sicily. Pie flourished as a

composer about the year 1600, and pub

lished, among others, the following works :

"Madrigali a 5 voci," Venice, 1588, and

"Rtspmuoria Nativitatis tt Epiphania

Domini, 4 voc." Palermo, 1602.

ORLANDI, (Santi) an Italian com

poser of the beginning of the seventeenth

notary, published "Madrigali a 5 voci,"

Venice, 1607.

ORLAN'DI, pupil of Paer, composed the

»tuic of the opera buffa, " Podcsta di

kioggin," which was performed with suc-

e» at Paris in 1806.

ORLANDINI (Givs. Mar.) was an

lUe aad famous Bolognese writer, who

uraished the theatre at Venice with many

{was. His compositions seem more dra-

Utic and elegant than those of any com-

oser of the Italian school anterior to llasse

nd Vinti. He is said to have been par-

cularly happy in the composition of inter

na, a gay kind of music, which was little

oderstood by any other master till the time

f I'ergolesi.

His hymns in three parts are particularly

atural and easy for psalm-singers, and

■her persons not very deeply skilled in the

nowledge of music. He wrote also canlici

I latches, and continued to flourish from

"10 to 1745.

ORLANDO, (Ferdinando) a dramatic

"»poser at Milan, born in Italy in 1780,

as a pupil of Cimarosa, whose manner he

icoessfully endeavoured to imitate. The

rat of the following operas was also the

r*t work which he presented to the public.

'« wrote it for the Milan theatre, where

"as performed with great applause, and

lowed the admirable genius, and profound

"owledge of the science, which Orlando

already manifested in his twenty-second

year. The title of it is " II Podcsta di

Chioggia," opera buffa, acted in 1801 at

Milan. The following year he again

brought out an opera, the second act of

which did not please, and was therefore

obliged to be recast, both by the poet and

composer.

ORNITHOPARCUS. Dr. Forkel not

only classes this writer amongst the pro

foundly musical, but also among the witty

authors of his age. He published at I-eip-

sic, in 1517, a work entitled " Musiese

activa micrulugus, libris quatuor digestus,

omnibus musica? studios is nan tarn uiiiis

quam ncctssarius." It is the first book

ou music that was printed in Germany, and

went through several editions. It was

translated into English by Dowland, in

1609.

OROLOGIO, (Alessandue) a musician

and composer in the service of the emperor

of Germany, at Vienna, in the beginning

of the seventeenth century. There were

published by him, " Canzonetti a Ire voc,"

Book I., Venice, 1590, and Book II., Venice,

1594 ; " Intraden," for five and six voices,

Helmstadt, 1597 ; and " Motetli," Venice.

1627. On the last publication he is called

Horologius.

ORPHEUS. It is the opinion of some

eminent philologers of latter times, that

there never was any such person as Or

pheus, except in fairy-land ; and that his

whole history was nothing but a mere

romantic allegory, utterly devoid of truth

and reality. But there is nothing alleged

for this opinion from antiquity, except the

one passage of Cicero concerning Aristotle,

who seems to have meant no more than

this, that there was no such poet as Orpheus

anterior to Homer, or that the verses vul

garly called Orphical were not written by

Orpheus. However, if it should be granted

that Aristotle had denied the existence of

such a man, there seems to be no reason

why his single testimony should preponderate

against the universal consent of all anti

quity ; which agrees, that Orpheus was the

son of OZager, by birth a Thracian, the
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father or chief founder of the mythological

and allegorical theology amongst the Greeks,

and of all their most sacred religious rites

and mysteries ; who is commonly supposed

to have lived before the Trojan war, that

is, in the time of the Israelitish judges, or,

at least, to have been senior both to Ilesiod

and Homer, and to have died a violent

death, most affirming that he was torn in

pieces by women. For which reason, in

the vision of Herus Pamphylius, in Plato,

Orpheus's soul, passing into another body,

is said to have chosen that of a swan, a

reputed musical animal, on account of the

great hatred he had conceived for all

women, from the death which they had

inflicted on him. And the historic truth of

Orpheus was not only acknowledged by

Plato, but also by Isocrates, who lived

, before Aristotle, in his oration in praise

of Busiris, and confirmed by the grave

historian Diodorus Siculus, who says,

that Orpheus diligently applied himself

to literature, and when he had learned

the mythological part of theology, tra

velled into Egypt, where he soon became

the greatest proficient, among the Greeks,

in the mysteries of religion, theology,

and poetry. Neither was this history of

Orpheus contradicted by Origen, when so

justly provoked by Celsus, who had preferred

him to our Saviour ; and, according to Suidas,

Orpheus the Thracian was the first inventor

of the religious mysteries of the Greeks, and

that religion was thence called Threskeia,

as it was a Thracian invention. On account

of the great antiquity of Orpheus, there have

been numberless fables intermingled with

his history, yet there appears no reason that

we should disbelieve the existence of such

a man.

ORSANI, (D. Francesco) pupil of

Padre Martini, church composer, and mem

ber of the Philharmonic society at Bologna,

was eminent in Italy about the year

1770.

ORSINI, (Gaf.tano) an excellent coun

tertenor singer in the service of the em

peror at Vienna, where he died in 1740, at

a very advanced age. He was principal

singef in the opera Costanza e Forlizm,

which was performed in the open air, at

Prague, 'in 1723. Francis Benda, in the

memoirs of Orsini's life, says that hearr»

tears from his audience, by his pathetic

manner of singing in the above open.

ORSLER or ORSCHLER, (Johjst

Geohg) born in Silesia, was violinist i:

the imperial chapel at Vienna, in 1766

He had previously held the situation «

chapel-master to the prince of Lichtenstta

till the death of that nobleman. He leS

numerous works in manuscript, consists."

of violin music and compositions for it

church.

ORSLER, (Joseph) a musician it V-

enna, and probably son of the precefc

Under this name the following instnimeM

works in manuscript are found in Trif;

Catalogue, Vienna, 1799: "Sin/on <ii

" 2 QuarteUi il V., Vc., Viola oil., f*."

" 7 Sin/on * 3, S V. t Vc," " 2 Tn*

a Viola, Vc, e B., e h 2 Vc. t B.," laH

Sonatc A Vc. e B." It would seem try tk

above music, the composer was a vwlorxv-

list. There were, in fact, in 1796, "

Orslers (father and son) violoncellist '*

the orchestra of the national then.t <

Vienna.

ORTIXG, (Benjamin) director of *

music at the church of St. Anne, at A"?

burg, was born in that town in 1717. ft

was a pupil of Seyfert. His composius*

consist of many canticles, motets, cana^

6cc. none of which have been publiiW-

ORTIZ or DE ORTO, (Diioo) J

Toledo, a celebrated contrapuntist toif>"!

the middle of the sixteenth ceDturr, fi>

lished, at Venice, " Hymxi, Utg^f"-'

Salve, Salmi, IfC a 4 Tor.," 1565. *

following work has also been attribaleJ ■

him, " El primo libro, »W (jual n W"

delle glose sopra le cadenze, ed all* ;"v

dipunli," Rome, 1553. Glartams. k*

Dodccachordon, eulogizes one of uk sc"

positions of Ortiz.

ORTOLANI, (Sora.) Thii few-

singer was a pupil of Galuppi, awl **'

rished at Venice about the ytv 177&

OSCULATI, (Giisuo) an lata «*
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poser, who flourished towards the end of

the sixteenth century. Bonometti has

preserved some of this master's motets, by

publishing them in the Parnassus Musicus

Frrdinandtrus, in 1615.

OSIO, (Feodato) a lawyer at Milan,

born there towards the end of the sixteenth

century. He was first known as a writer

of novels, but afterwards made law and

music his principal pursuits. He left, at his

death, the following works: " UArmenia

del nudo parlare, overo la ATusica ragione

dvlia voce continua, nella quale a forza di

. (ritmttichi e di Musiche Spcculazioni si

pongono alia prova le regale sino al pre-

*cnta stabilitc dagV osservatvri del nnmero

delta prata e del verso," Milan, 1637, and

' Sylva novarum opinionum" Frankfort,

1 669, part of which treats of music.

OSSI, (Giov.) a celebrated singer, was,

in 1725, in the service of prince Borghese.

OSSOWSKY, (Stanislaus d') an ama

teur musician at Vienna, has been known,

kince 1792, through his compositions, which

consist of the following printed works :

" Douzc Farial. pour le Violon el B„"

1 792 ; " Der Walzer Augustin, mil 6

\ 'eranderungenf. Klav." Vienna, 1797; and

* 12 Menuttten f. Klavier," 1798. He

» as no longer living in 1807.

OSTI, a singer at the theatres in Rome,

ibout the year 1736. He rendered himself

irincipally celebrated by the performance

>f female characters.

OSTLANO, (Vixceszo) a contrapuntist

>f the sixteenth century, of whose compo

sitions there is still found, amongst the

trinled works in the library at Munich,

' Canzonette Xeapolitane a 3 foci," Venice,

IS79.

OSWALD, (IIeinbich Sic.ismcnd)

irivy-counscllor to the king of Prussia in

he year 1790, was previously celebrated as

li» amateur musician. He published some

-ollections of songs, a trio for the harpsi-

hord and violins, and two cantatas for the

larpsichord. In 1802, he was still living

it Breslau.

OT. There were published under this

name at Mcntz, in 1795 and 1796, " 6

Canzoneiti ltal. e. Cemb.," Op. 5, and " 6

Canzonetli Ital. c. Cemb.," Op. 6.

OTMA1ER, (Gaspabd.) This German

composer was born in the year 1515, and

published " Weltliche Lieder," Nuremburg,

1551.

OTTANI, (Bernardo) born at Turin

about the year 1748, was chapel-master

of the cathedral of that town, and member

of the Philharmonic society of Bologna.

He studied counterpoint under Padre Mar

tini, and at the time of the public examina

tion of composers at Bologna, in 1770, he

produced a " Laudate pueri," which, ac

cording to Dr. Burney, was full of spiritu

ality. In 1772, he brought out at Munich

an opera, entitled "L'Amort,mm malizia."

Another, called " II Maestro," was per

formed at various theatres in Germany,

about the year 1790. Two other of bis

works are " L'Erminio," op. ser. Cremona,

1784, and " Amajonne," op. ser. Turin,

1784. His brother, Cajetano Ottani, was

an excellent tenor singer, resident at Turin

in 1770, and was also known as a good

landscape painter.

OTTO, (Cabl) a vocal composer in

Germany about the year 1796, published

about that year, at Goslar, in Lower Saxony,

"A Collection ofgood Songs for the Harp

sichord," and "An Ode on Hope,"

OTTO, (Fbanz) organist at Glatz, in

Silesia, published at Breslau, " Neues voll-

stitndiges Ckoralbuch, t\c." 1784, and

" 6 vollstandig Klavier-Sonaten," Breslau,

1798.

OTTO, (GEonc) chapel-master of the

landgrave of Hessc-Cassel, was born at

Torgau in 1550. He resided, in 1564,

as a student of singing at the school

there, and was, in 1750, promoted to the

precentorship at Salza, whence the cele

brated musical connoisseur, the landgrave

Moritz, invited him, in 1585, to Cassel, as

his chapel-master. Walther has collected

the following titles of his works : " Introi-

tus totiusAnni.Hvoc," Erfurt, 1574; "Die

tentschen Gesiinge Lutheri auf die vornehm-

stcn Feste mil 5 und 6 Stimmen gesetzt,"

Cassel, 1588; and " Opus mus. nov." K
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second edition of the last-named work

appeared at Erfurt in 1618. An edition of

the second of the above works was printed

at Erfurt, and still exists in the library at

Munich. His complete printed works are

preserved in the museum at Cassel.

OTTO, (J. F.) Under this name were

published at Leipsic, about the year 1800,

" 6 Klaviersohs."

OTrO, (Valerius) a celebrated organ

ist and composer, of whose origin nothing

further is known, than that the city of

Leipsic placed him, in 1592, as student of

singing at the Gate school. There he be

came such an accomplished musician, that,

fifteen years afterwards, he was appointed

organist of the Lutheran church in the old

town at Prague. He further styles himself,

in his last works, dated 1611, court-instru

mentalist to the prince of Lichtenberg.

Of his printed works, we can name " Musa

Jessera quinque tocibus ad octonos modos

expressa," Leipsic, 1609, and " Newc Pa-

duanen, Galliardrn, Intraden uud Couranten

nach Kngliscker ttnd Franzvsischer Art,

mil 5 Slimmen componirt und in Truck

gegeben, dnrch, Ire." I.cipsic, 1611.

OTTO, (Step.) of Freyberg, in Misnia,

wrote two works on music, about the years

1632 and 1648. Mattheson says that they

treat ably and profoundly on the science,

for the time in which they were written.

OTTUSI, (Ottavio.) Under this

academical name, Monteverde, or one of

his partisans, addressed a letter to Artusi,

in which he supported some propositions in

opposition to the practice of that master.

He pretended that the seventh of the domi

nant is more pleasing to the car than the

octave; that the fourth may be resolved

by rising to the fifth, the third to the

fourth, and the fifth to the major or minor

sixth. Artusi strongly combated these

opinions.

OUVRARD, (Rene) a French canon

and chapel-master, born at Chinon, in Tou-

raine, died in 1694. He left, at his death,

a work, probably in manuscript, entitled

" Historia Mi/sices apud llcbraos, Gracos,

tt Btmanm." The abbe- Cainicaise, who

died in 1702, says of this work, thit it

brings the history of music down to the

seventeenth century, and contains the solu

tion of many interesting and curious ques

tions. He also states, that the author hid

much contributed, by his preceding wort;,

to the advancement of painting, as well as

of music.

OVERBECK, (Christian Aoolph) i

German writer and doctor of laws at Ln-

bec, was born in that town. He published,

in 1781, " Songs and Canticles, viti a

Accompaniment for the Harpsichord. Hi

was also the author of a German parody cf

the Salve Rrgina of Pergolese, which t'

published at Hamburgh, in 1785, with ^

accompaniment for the harpsichord.

OVERBECK, (Johann Daniii) i

relation, perhaps father, of the pretedif

was born at Rethem, in Lower Saiony, i>

1715, and was rector of the gymnasium, Z

Lubec. Amongst numerous other wrib«!.

he published several pamphlets on the ab

ject of music, two of which were entitW

" An Answer to the Letter of the Sk'

Ruetz, as it respects the Opinioni •/'A1-

teux," 1754, and " The Life of Gap-

Ruetz," Lubec, 1756.

OVEREND, (Marmadcke) «n EsK

author and musician, published iu bods-

in 1783, a work entitled " On the Sn.*'

of Music"

OZI, (Francois) born at Montr*',

about the year 1750, was a celebrated p

former on the bassoon.

OZI, (Etienne) probably a son of *

preceding, was born at Nismes, in IaM*'

doc, in 1754. He was professor of ii;

bassoon at the conservatory in Paris, lodii"

first bassoon at the academy of music.

published " Mtthode de Bams,

precieuse pour les MaiIres ate pf 'n

Elives, avec des Airs et Duosfscilrt," ft"-

1787 ; "M/lhode nouvellc et rcinnmf"'

le liasson," second edition, Paris, 1W-

" Sept Concert, pour Boston, aire A"- "

Gr. Orch." Ops. 3, 4, 6,9, 11, R«<

1801 : the above were published sep"*?

" Trots Sinfon. cone, a Oar. el Fsf''Of-

5, 7, 10, Paris, to 1797. -n*'?*
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Duos I deux fiaisom," Paris, to 1798.

" Pti. Airi eomtu var. pour deux Vc."

liv. 1, 9, Paris, 1793 and 1794. " Six

Duos pour deux Vc." Paris, 1800. Olio's

instruction book for the bassoon, is consi

dered by far the best and most complete

which has appeared up to the present time.

OZI, (Marie Joseph) probably a son of

the preceding, was adjudged the priie at

Paris, in 1799, given to the best young

artist on the piano-forte by the minister of

the interior. He was then only twelve

years of age.

PACjEUS or PACE, (Richardus)

dean of St. Paul's, in London, and a musical

author, was a favourite of king Henry

VIII., who employed him on several im

portant services. Cardinal Wolsey was at

length the means of his losing his sovereign's

confidence, which affected him so much

that he became insane. He died in 1532,

being about fifty, though, according to Bayle,

only forty years old. He left, besides other

works, one entitled " De Restitutio™

Mutices."

PACCHIAROTTI (Gasparo) was born

in the Roman states about the year

1750. He began his musical career in

1770, at Palermo, in Sicily. In 1772, he

was the principal singer in the theatre San

Carlo at Naples, with De Amicis. For

the five following years, he sang at the

provincial towns in Italy, and in 1778

came to England. Dr. Burney says, "That

the natural tone of Pacchiarotti's voice was

«o interesting, sweet, aud pathetic, that

when he had a long note or messa di voce,

he (the doctor) never wished him to change

it, or to do any thing but swell, diminish, or

prolong it, in whatever way he pleased."

A great compass of voice downwards, with

an ascent to B 6at, and sometimes to C in

alt., with an unbounded fancy, and the

power not only of executing the most re-

lined and difficult passages of other singers,

but likewise of inventing new embellish-

nents, which had never then been on

paper, made him, during his long residence

in this country, a new singer every time

be was heard. To sum up his merits, it

nay be said, that his voice was naturally

most sweet and touching ; that be had a

fine shake and exquisite taste, great fancy,

and a divine expression in pathetic songs.

In the summer of 1779, Pacchiarotti left

England for Italy, but returned in 1780,

and continued principal singer at {he opera

till the commemoration of Handel in 1784.

He then again went to Italy, and afterwards

lived in retirement at Padua. The following

anecdote is related of Pacchiarotti. The

Artaxcrxes of Metastasio was performed in

one of the first theatres of Rome, with the

music of Bertoni. Pacchiarotti executed

the part of Arbnces. During the third re

presentation, at the famous judgment scene,

in which the author had placed a short

symphony after the words " Eppur sono

innocente," the beauty of the situation, the

music, and the expression of the singer,

had so enraptured the musicians, that Pac

chiarotti perceived, after he had uttered

these words, the orchestra did not proceed

with the symphony. Displeased, he turned

angrily to the leader, exclaiming, " What

are you about V The leader, as if awaking

from a trance, sobbed out with great sim

plicity, " We are crying." In fact, not one

of the performers had thought of the sym

phony, and all had their eyes, suffused with

tears, fixed on the singer.

PACCHIONI, (Don. Antonio) of

Modena, was born in 1654. He was a

pupil of Ercoleo and of Giov. Mar. Buo-

noncini. After having profoundly studied

the works of Palestrina, he became highly

celebrated in the science of counterpoint.

Besides the composition of much church

music, an opera by him is known, which
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was performed at Modena in 1682, being

entitled " La gran Matilda."

PACCIOTTI, (Francesco) an Italian

professor. The Milan lattice de Spettac.

Teatr. names him an opera composer be

tween the years 1788 and 1791.

PACE, (Antonio.) Cerreto names him,

in 1600, amongst the, then, celebrated Italian

contrapuntists. Walther has also named

a Pietro Pace as a celebrated professor.

PACE, (Giov. Battista) a contrapun

tist in Italy, of the sixteenth century. Some

of his compositions are to be found in De

Antiquis, Lib. 1, A 2 voci, dediversi Autori

de Bari, Venice, 1585.

PACELLI, (Aspibilio) chapel- master

at Warsaw, was born in 1570 at Vasciano,

in Italy. He was at first director of music

in the German college at Borne, but re

ceived an invitation from king Sigismund

III. of Poland to Warsaw, as royal

chapel-master ; which office he filled, with

great credit to himself, for upwards of

twenty years, and died there in 1623, aged

fifty-three. He was buried in the church

of St. John the Baptist ; where the king

caused a monument to be erected to him, with

a very honourable inscription, from which

the above particulars are chiefly derived.

Of his printed works we can enumerate

" Cantiones Sacra; 5, 6, 8—10 bit 20 voc"

Frankfort, 1604; "Psalmi et Motctti, 8 voc.''

Frankfort, 1607 ; "Cantiones Sacra; 5, 6,

7—20 voc" Frankfort, 1608; " Psalmi,

Motrtti, et Magnificat, 4 vvc." Frankfort ;

" Madrigali a 4 voci, Lib. 1.*' Frankfort;

and " Madrigali i) 5 voci, Lib. 2." Frank

fort. Some of Pacelli's pieces are also to

be found amongst Fabio Conslantini, Se-

Iccta; Cantiones excelientissim. Alitor.

PACELI.I, (Dom. Antomo) a Venetian

composer, is especially known by a cantata,

(Amor furente) published in 1723, and by

the music of the drama " // Finto Esau,"

performed at Venice in 1698.

PACHELBEL, (Johann) a celebrated

organist and composer, was born at Nurem-

burg in the year 1653. Discovering in his

youth a strong inclination for science, he

was provided by his parents with the ablest

instructors that could be procured. He

studied for some time at Altdorff, but find

ing himself straitened in circumstances, he

removed to the Gymnasium Poeticum in

Regensburg. Here he continued three

years, prosecuting his studies, particnlarij

in music, with so much diligence, that the

fame of his proficiency was spread through

out all Germany. On his quitting Re

gensburg, he went to Vienna, and bean*

deputy to the organist 'of St. Stephen's

church in that city. This situation, though

attended with little profit, be found vty

agreeable, as it procured him the friendship

and acquaintance of Kerl, at that tine

chapel-master at Vienna. In 1675, Pi-

chelbel was sent for to Eisenach, and ws

there preferred to the dignity of court «•

ganist. Three years afterwards, he renwml

to Erfurt, where his abilities caused tit

to be eminently distinguished. In 1690,1k

was invited to Stuttgard, but that city be

ing threatened with invasion by the Freisi,

he quitted it, and settled at Gotha. Vd

long after this, on the death of Wed>er,!x

succeeded to his place as organist of Xs-

remburg, in which he continued till his o"

death, about the year 1 706.

Pachelbel is celebrated as one of 4<

most excellent of those German organic,

of whom Kirl is accounted the father. He

studied the grand and full styles, tthxi

he laboured much to improve.

The works of Pachelbel, that are idoti,

are very few, being only four funeral hjtoft

composed at Erfurt during the time that *

violent pestilence raged there; seven **

natas for two violins and a bass ; and *n>

with variations, printed at Nuremburr.

PACHELBEL, (Wilhelm Huso*'

son of the preceding, was born at Erfi"

about the year 1685. His father tnf&

him the harpsichord and composition; '■■

means of which instruction, he acqinrcd

sufficient skill to fill with credit the sataition

of organist at Wahre, near Nuremburg. Is

1706, he was nominated organist of &.

James'schurch at Nuremburg. His published

works ore "MusicalAmusements, ctiuutfg

of a Prelude, Fugue, and Fantuu,/" *
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Oriran or Harpsichord," Nuremburg, 1725,

and " Fugue in F, for the Harpsichord,"

Xurembuxg, 1725.

PACHNER, (Eugen) an excellent vi-

Dlinist, born in 1747 at Melnik, in Bohemia,

resided last, as ex-Benedictine monk, with

bis friends at Zdiz, where he died in 1790.

PACHYMERES, (Georc) born in

1242, in a town of the Ottoman states.

Having studied theology and the sciences

luring many years, he entered on the ec

clesiastical functions. Among numerous

ither interesting works, he wrote " De

Harmonica ct Musica," and " De quatuor

Scientiis Matnematicis, Arit/meticA, Mu-

W, Geametria, et Astronomic*."

PACINI, (Andre*) a celebrated Italian

oprano singer at Venice, about the year

1725.

PACINI, (Anna) a celebrated Italian

linger, performed at Hanover between the

years 1783 and 1786. Her voice was a

Sue countertenor. •

PACINI, (N.) a Neapolitan composer,

about the year 1774. He studied

composition at the conservatory of La Pieta.

la 1805 he was at Paris, and brought out,

i the Theatre Feydeau, the opera "Isabellc

'< Gertrude;" and in 1808, at the same

heatre, "Amour et mamaise Tite," in three

icts. Pacini was one of the editors with

•vim of the " Journal des Troubadours

<mr te Chant," published periodically at

Vis.

PADUANA, (Sicnora) a singer, edu-

ated at the conservatory Delle Mendicante,

t Venice. In 1768, she was considered to

«Ksess the finest voice of any female in

taly.

PAER, (Ferdinando.) This eminent

Iramatic composer was born at Parma, in

"4. After having studied in the seminary

f that town, he devoted himself to compo-

ition under Ghiretti, a Neapolitan, and ad-

unct of the celebrated Sala at the conser-

atory of La Pieta. At the age of ten Paer

»ent to Venice, and not long afterwards

>rote an opera there, " Circe," which was

uccessful. From Venice he proceeded to

Padua, Milan, Florence, Naples, Rome,

Bologna, etc. At length the duke of Parma,

who was his godfather, bestowed on him a

pension, giving him permission to travel to

Vienna, for the purpose of composing some

works in that city. On the death of Nau-

mann, in 1801, Paer was invited to Dresden,

with the appointment of chapel-master for

life. His patron the duke of Parma dying

about this period, gave Paer the opportunity

of accepting the oiler of the elector of Sax

ony ; and he accordingly, soon after, arrived

at Dresden, where he composed several

operas, each of which met with brilliant

success. After the battle of Jena, Napo

leon, being at Dresden, desired that Paer,

together with his wife, who was an excel

lent singer, should be engaged in his suite.

They accordingly followed the emperor to

Posen and Warsaw, where they gave several

concerts, at which Napoleon was present,

who afterwards obtained their regular dis

charge from the Saxon court, and engaged

Paer for the court of France ; upon which

lie proceeded to Paris, where he subse

quently has continued to reside. The

situations which he held under Napoleon

were, conductor of the chamber music and

composer to the emperor. Paer is a member

of the academy of the fine arts at Naples,

and of those at Bologna and Venice. He

had composed, up to the year 1811, thirty

operas, exclusive of overtures, sonatas, can

tatas, ariettes, and other light compositions.

The operas which he brought out in Italy,

with great success, are, " Circe," "La Lo-

canda de' Vagabondi," " Oto fa tutto,"

'* Laodicea" " Cinna" " Agnese,"

" L'lntrigo amoroso" " II Principe di

Taranto," " Idomeneo," " I due Sordi,"

*' La Testa riscaldata" " La Grisetda,"

&c. Those composed at Vienna arc, " Ca

milla," " II Jlorto vivo," " II Calroralo,"

" Ginevra d'Amieri," and " Achille." His

works for the Austrian court consist in

cantatas for the empress Theresa, with

whom he had the honour of singing them.

They are entitled " Bacco ed Ariadna,"

"La Conversazione armonica," "II Trionfo

delta Chiesa Catlnlica," and " // S. Sepol-

cro." At Dresden he composed the fol
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lowing operas, " Tfuor' usciti," and "Le

onora!" and at Prague, " Sargino ;" the

success of which was the more flattering

to Paer, as it was in this city that Mozart

composed his chef-d'oeuvre!, Don Juan,

Figaro, and Clcmenza di Tito. Before

Paer's first arrival at Paris, three of his

operas, " II Principe di Tarenlo," " La

Camilla," and " La Griseldo," had been

submitted to the Parisian public, and well

received. Since his residence in France he

has composed the following operas : "Numa

Pompilio," " I Baccanti," " LHdone,"

" Le Maitre de Chapelle," a French opera,

and the cantatas, " Eloisa e ^ibelardo,"

" Safo," and " Ulisse e Penelope."

PAER, (Madame Riccardi) wife of

the preceding, was born at Parma. She

was considered an excellent singer at Dres

den, and accompanied her husband to Paris,

since which time she has principally re

sided with her family in Italy.

PAES8LER, (E. J. G.) government re

gistrar to the prince of Anhalt-Bernburg,

at Bernburg, about the year 1780, published

*' 6 Sonalen fur das Klav. odcr die Ilarfe,"

Leipsic, 1782.

PAESSLER, (Miss) perhaps the daugh

ter of the preceding, published " Licder

vcrschiedenen Inhalls far das Klavicr,"

1800.

PAGANELLI, (Gius. Ant.) conductor

of the chamber music of the king of Spain,

was born at Padua. In 1733, he was at

Augsburg, and pianist in the orchestra at

the theatre there. Several of his operas

are known, also some instrumental music,

and a part of the odes of Horace set to

music.

PAGENDARM, (Jacob) singer at Lu-

bec, was born in 1646. He pronounced a

celebrated oration on music at the time

of his being appointed to the above situation.

He died in 1706. A work of his is published

at Lubec, entitled *' Cantiones Sacr>v."

PAGIN, born in 1730, traveled into

Italy from France for the express purpose

of receiving lessons from Tartini. He had

scarcely attained the age of twenty, when

he returned to Paris, and frequently per-

formed at the concert spbUuel, with the

greatest success : but as he would perfora

no music but that of Tartini, the Freact

musicians opposed him ; and the ironical ap

plauses that he received at one of the show

concerLs decided him not to appear at uj

more of them. Jle was then engaged in tfc

suite of the count of Clermont la 1770,

Dr. Burney heard him in a private ptrty,

and admired the expression and ligitttv

of his execution. He published six sousts

for the violin, Paris, 1748.

PAGNUZZI, (P. Giuseppe Loses!'

organist at the convent of the holy noes

Dell' Alvernia, in the Florentine states, its

member of the Academia Filannonia s

Bologna, was born at Fabrino in 1738, a<

died at his convent in 1 802, where he H

devoted thirty years to the science of nit*,

maintaining, both as a theoretical and op

tical professor, but chiefly as an orgus,

a distinguished rank amongst the first artfl

of Italy.

PA1SIBLE, a celebrated flutist anil cts-

poser for that instrument in England, &■

wards the end of the seventeenth cestey,

He published " Musick performed Wet

her Majesty and the new King of Sf&,

Overture 3."

PAISIBLE, (N.) a celebrated note

at the concert spirituel at Paris, and n

sician to the duchess of Bourbon Conn, »s

born in that city in 1745. He was ok *

the best pupils of Gavinies, who, cbsiaei

with his talent, assisted him in obtaiac

the preceding situations. Early in lift k

travelled through a part of France, the If"

Countries, Germany, and as far as Petr>

burg, obtaining every where success ts u

artist. At Petersburg, however, whea S<

wished his playing to become known to &

empress, Lolli, who was then in the semff

of that court, prevented him by bisbtnjw

from being heard by the empress. HettR

gave two public concerts, which pr«ran«f

him a sum insufficient for his sus

tenance, induced him to engage is &

service of a Russian count, with wto"

he went to Moscow. He did tut k*

continue in this office, but again
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concerts, which had worse success than

those at St. Petersburg. At length, in 1781,

driven to distraction by his misfortunes,

and harassed with debts which he had no

means of satisfying but by the sale of his

very valuable violin, he formed the fatal

resolution to terminate his existence, and

wcordingly blew out his brains, leaving a

letter, tenderly taking farewell of his friends,

and desiring them to pay his debts by the

ale of his violin. He published several

Bperas of music for his instrument.

PAISIELLO, (Giovanni) son of Fran-

rois and of Grazazio Fogiale, was born at

Tarento in the year 1741. His father was

» veterinary surgeon, particularly distin

guished in his art; and the reputation he

had acquired, not only in the province of

Lucca, but in the whole kingdom, procured

him the honour of being employed by the

king of Naples, Charles III., during the war

ofVeUetri.

His father determined, as soon as his son

had attained his fifth year, that he should

study, till he was thirteen, with the Jesuits,

who had a codlcge at Tarento ; and as it

was the custom of these fathers to have the

service to the virgin sung in all their fes

tivals, they remarked, when their young

pupil sang the hours of Matins, that he had

> tine contralto voice and an excellent ear.

Upon this observation, the chevalier D.

Girolamo Carducci, of the same city, and

"ho superintended the music for the holy

week in the church of the Capuchins, en

deavoured to make young Paisiello sing

wnie pieces from memory. The boy, who

*»s then under thirteen years of age, ac

quitted himself in such a manner, that it

■night have been imagined he had studied

music for a length of time. This was in

March, 1764. The chevalier Carducci,

perceiving the promising genius of Paisiello,

sdvised his father to send him to Naples,

m order that he might study music, and, for

■his purpose, instantly to place him with

some good chapel-master ; but his pareuts

would not consent to this, for, being their

only son, they could not resolve to part

with him.

The reiterated entreaties of the chevalier

began at last to prevail, and they promised

to give an answer, after having reflected

more maturely. In short, after some time

had elapsed, they determined on sending

him to Naples ; his departure was fixed for

the month of May following, and in the

mean time he employed all his time in

learning the first elements of music, under

an ecclesiastic, a secular priest, named don

Carlo Resta, of Tarento, an excellent tenor,

who played very well on the arch-lute, an

instrument which Paisiello made use of

during the two or three months allotted to

him for acquiring the first instructions. He

afterwards set out for Naples with his father,

and in June, 1754, was received into the

conservatorio of St. Onofrio, where he had

the happiness of finding, as a master, the

celebrated Durante. It was under him

that he studied, and at the end of five years

became first master among the pupils of the

conservatorio. During the next four years

he composed there some masses, psalms,

motets, oratorios, and a comic interlude,

which was performed in the same institu

tion. This interlude procured him the ad

vantage of being employed to compose, in

1763, an opera for the theatre at Bologna.

Here begins the first epoch of his works.

At the theatre of the Marsigli, at Bologna,

appeared " La Pupilla," " I Franceri

brillanti," "II Hondo alia Jlovescia :"

at Modens, " Madama I'Amoruta :" at

Parma, "Le Virtuose Itidicole," "IlSagno

iTAbano :" at Venice, " II Ciorlone," " Le

Ptscatrice:" at Home, " // Marchese Tu-

lipano:" at Naples, "La Vedova di bel

Genio," " L'Imbroglio delta Vajasse,

" ridole Cineie," (it was for this work that

the court of Naples began the custom of

having comic operas performed in the little

theatre of the court) " Lucio Papirio,"

" II Furbo mat accorlo." " L'Olimpia,"

and " Pelcas," a cantata for the marriage

of Ferdinand IV. with Maria Caroline

of Austria : at Venice, " VInnocente For-

tunato :" at Milan, " Sismanu net Mo-

golk :" at Naples, " L'Arabo Cortete,"

" La Luna habitata," " La Conteia dei
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A'umi:" at Rome, "La Semiramidc"

" II Montezuma :" at Naples, " Le Dar-

dane," "II Tamburro Notturno:" at Ve

nice, the same work, with changes and

augmentations : at Milan, "VAndromeda."

He also composed in this city, twelve

quartets, for two violins, tenor, and harp

sichord, for her royal highness the arch

duchess Beatrice, of Este, wife of Ferdinand

of Austria, duke of Milan. At Turin,

" Annibale in Italia," " I Filoiqfi," " II

Giocatore :" at Naples, " La Somiglianza

dei Arumi," "L'Astuzie Amoroae," a mass

for the dead, for two choirs, for the funeral

of the prince royal D.Gennaro di ISorbone ;

" Gli Scherzi a?Amore e di Fortuna,"

" D. Chisciote delta Maitgia," " La Finta

Matra," " L'Osteria di Mere Chiara :"

at Modena, " Alessandro nelt Indie :" at

Naples, " It Duello Comico," "D. Anchor

C'ampanone," " It Mondo delta Luna :"

at Venice, " La Fretcatana," " La Dis-

cordia Fortunata," " It Demofoontc." At

this time he was engaged for the King's

theatre in London, but an invitation from

the court of Russia caused him to break

his engagement. At Naples, " Socrate

Imaginari :" at Florence, " // Gran Cid,"

" II Finto Principe :" at Rome, " Le Due

Conteste," "La Diffatta di Darioi" it

was in this opera that an air in two move

ments was composed for the first time,

" Mentre ti lascio oJigUa" sung by the

tenor Anzani, and which has since served as

a model to all composers. At Naples, "Dal

Finta it Vera." It was at the time when

this opera appeared, that the court of Na

ples went for the first time to the comic

theatre. In this same yeai, that is to

say, on the 28th of July, 1766, Paisiello

departed for Russia, and entered the

service of Catherine II., with an appoint

ment of four thousand rubles. As music-

master to the grand duchess, he had the

further sum of nine hundred rubles ; and

his country house, which was allowed him

during five or six months in the year, pro

cured him two thousand rubles. With

these and some other advantages, he had

an annual income of nine thousand rubles.

Second Epoch.—Paisiello remained in

Russia nine years, during which time ke

composed " La Scrva Padrma," " H

Matrimonio Inaspeitato" " II BarUete ii

Siviglia" " I Filonofi Imaginary " U

Finta Amante," (this opera was compose:

for Catherine's journey to Mohilow, in Po

land, where she had an interview will

Joseph II.) " // Mondo delta Luna," inose

act, "La Nitleti," "Lucinda ed Armii/ni.

" Alcide al Divio," " Achille in San,"

a cantata for prince Potemkin, and an in

terlude for prince Orloff.

During his residence in this country, bi

composed for his pupil, the grand ducbes

Maria Federowna, wife of the grand cult

Paul Petrowitz, afterwards empress, sewn!

sonatas and pieces for the piano, mate

two volumes. He also arranged a collecuse

of rules for the accompaniment of a Km

on the piano-forte. This small treatise re

printed in Russia, and on this occasion tk

empress presented him with an aim1

pension of nine hundred rubles. At Wi'-

saw he composed the oratorio of " Li to-

sione," set to Metastasio's words, for kit?

Poniatowski.

Third Epoch.—At Vienna he wrote w

the emperor Joseph II. the opera of " It

Re Teodoro," and twelve concerted sjo-

phonics. From thence he returned to Ni-

pies. On his arrival in this city, Feri-

nand IV. took him into his service, in qU"

lity of master of the chapel, with a salarref

twelve hundred ducats- He then direfllj

composed his opera "Antigono ;" at Itoi

" VAmare Ingapuzzo" "La MoUfierii

at Naples, "La Grotta di Trofenu," " b

GarcGcnerose," "L'Olympicde," -'IlPim-

This work was the first, of the serious ki»4

in which introductions and finales were em

ployed. It also contains a scene where lb

principal person, executing a monologue, «

surprised by soldiers, who arrive to the was!

of a military march, and which agrees Wth

the song of the actor ; a scene which

since served as a model to many conipc«!i

At this time Paisiello received from the

king of Prussia (William) an imitation t»

Berlin, but which he could not accept,
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being in the service of the king of Naples,

Ferdinand IV. of liourbon.

A short time after he gave at Naples,

" I Zingari in Fiera," and composed for

he obsequies of general Hoche a funeral

lymphony, which procured] him a recom

pense from general Buonaparte. He after-

»ards gave " La Phtdra" with some

malogous ballets, " Lt Varie Gelosie," and

' Catme in Ulica."

He wasnow invited to take a new engage-

Bent in Russia; but the motives which

lad induced him to refuse the offers of the

:ing of Prussia, prevented him from accept-

n? those of the court of Russia. The king

>f Naples commanded him to set to music

'.Vina, o hi Pazza £Amort" for the little

MMry theatre of the Belvidere. This

ipera was afterwards performed at the Flo-

entine theatre, with the addition of the

piartet.

" Oiunont Lucina " was composed for

be churching of the queen of Naples, Ca

nine of Austria. In this cantata, an air,

intermixed with choruses, was used for the

first time, and which has been since imi-

ited by other composers. It was followed

1j " La Zcnobia di Palmira." Being in-

ited to London, where it was impossible

ar him to go, he sent to the theatre of that

Ny the opera of " La Locanda," which

ras afterwards performed at Naples, under

title of "// Fanalico in licrlina," with

* addition of a quintet. lie then com-

°sed a grand " Tt Dtitm," for the return

I the king and queen of Naples from Ger-

lany ; a cantata, " Dafnt ed Alcto," for

w academy dti Cavalieii; a cantata, " Lt

Ittonr de Ptrsic," for the academy it*

''«'»; " L'Elfrida," and " L'Elvira."

At Venice, "/ Giuochi tTAtrrigrnto;"

t Naples, "La Didont," " L'lnganno

'tliee," and " I'Andrumaca."

The French revolution having extended

) Naples in 1789, the government assumed

»e republican form. The court abantlon-

1? Naples and returning into Sicily, the

ulers of the state named Paisiello composer

» the nation. But the Bourbon family

>einj reestablished, made it a crime in

him to have accepted this employment, and

for some time his appointments were sus

pended. At last, after two years had elapsed,

he was restored to his situation. He was

afterwards demanded at Paris by the first

consul of France, Napoleon Buonaparte ;

when, Ferdinand, king of Naples, gave him

a despatch, with an order to go to Paris,

and place himself at the disposal of the

first consul. Alquier, the minister of France,

resident at Naples, pressed him on this

occasion to declare his intentions respecting

the fees and the treatment he desired.

Paisiello replied, that the honour of serving

the first consul he considered as a sufficient

recompense.

On arriving at Paris, he was provided

with a furnished apartment, and one of the

court carriages, he was assigned a salary

of twelve thousand francs, and a present of

eighteen thousand francs for the expenses of

his stay, besides those of his journey.

He was offered at Paris several employ

ments ; such as those of director of the

imperial academy and of the conservatorio ;

he refused them all, and contented himself

with that of director of the chapel, which

he filled with excellent artists. He com

posed for this chapel sixteen sacred services,

consisting of masses, motets, prayers, &c.

and besides these he set the opera of " Pro

serpine," for the academy of music, and

a "Grand Mass" for two choirs, a " Te

Deum," and prayers for the coronation of

the emperor.

Finding that the climate of Paris did not

agree with his wife, he quitted that city,

after residing in it two years and a half, and

returned to Italy ; he still, however, con

tinued to send every year to Napoleon, a

sacred composition for the anniversary of

his birth, the 15th of August. A year after

his departure, the emperor proposed to

him to return to Paris, but the bad state

of liis health prevented him from accepting

the invitation.

The Bourbon family being obliged to

quit Naples, king Joseph Napoleon con

firmed to him the place of master of the

chapel, of composer and director of the
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music of his chamber and of his chapel,

with an appointment of one thousand eight

hundred ducats. He wrote for this chapel

twenty-four services, consisting of masses,

motets, and prayers.

At the same time Napoleon sent him the

cross of the legion of honour, which Joseph

himself presented to him, with an additional

pension ofone thousand francs. Subsequently

to this period, he composed the opera " Dei

Pittagorici," which might serve as a model

both to poets and musicians, and procured

him the decoration of the order of the Two

Sicilies from the king; he was also named

a member of the royal society of Naples,

and president of the musical direction of the

royal conservatorio. King Joseph having

gone to Spain, Murat, who succeeded him,

confirmed Paisiello in all his employments.

At the period of the emperor's marriage

with her imperial and royal highness the

archduchess of Austria, Paisiello thought it

his duty to present her majesty with a

sacred composition; and in token of her

thanks, the empress sent him a present of

four thousand francs, accompanied with a

letter addressed to him, from the grand

marshal of the palace, containing the ac

knowledgments of her majesty.

Besides the offices already spoken of,

Paisiello was chapel-master of the cathedral

of Naples, for which he composed several

services alia Palcttrina ; he was also chapel-

master to the municipality. He likewise

composed for different religious houses,

now destroyed, a great number of offices;

such as three masses for two choirs, two

masses for five voices, alia Palettrina, with

an accompaniment for the violoncello and

tenor, and a Chrittns; and besides these,

three cantatas for asingle voice, for amateurs ;

four notturnos for two voices ; six concertos

for the piano-forte, written expressly for the

infanta princess of Parma, afterwards queen

of Spain, wife of Charles IV.

Paisiello is the first who introduced the

viola into the comic opera at Naples. He

was also the first who brought into the

theatres and the churches of that city the

use of concerted bassoons and clarionets.

It was Paisiello who had the merit o(

being the means of effecting the removal o!

the prohibition on the audience from ap

plauding composers and singers in the theatre

of San Carlos ; the king set the example oi

the change by applauding an air sung bj

Carlo Kaina, in the opera of " Papirius.'

Paisiello (now chevalier) was named i

member of many learned societies ; such ss

of the Napoleon academy of Lucca, the

Italian academy, then sitting at Leghorn,

and the society of the children of Apollo,

at Paris; and on the 30th of Decern!*',

1809, he was elected an associate of the

institute of France. He died in Italy, in

the year 1816, aged seventy-six. H»»

city rendered him funeral honours, i» fals

ing to be executed a mass for the due,

found among his papers. The same eves*

his " Nina " was performed at the open,

when the king ofNaples andthe wholeoxtf

attended.

Among the numerous works of which "

have given the list, there are many wkk«

have had general success, and which Is"

been and are still performed in the princ-p

theatres of Europe. The following <■*

among the most favourite of his comicf

ras : " La Fracatana," " Le Due Cadtm',

"II Re Teodoro" " 11 Barbiere di Smgb'

"II Furbo mal accorto," "D. AnckutC"

pontine" "La Modista raggiratrief,"

Zingari in Fiera," " Dal Finfo il

" Vlngunnn Felice," " L'Arabo CtrttH,

" L'Amor contrattato," " 11 7W*

A'litlumo," "La Pazza perAmore,"'"I'l*

nocente Fortunata," •' II Matrimonii he-

pettaio," "La Serva Padma" "'

Filosofi Imaginari," " Le Gate Geatnu.

and " La Grotta di Trafonio." Amorei'-

serious operas: "La Diffatta di D**-

"L'El/rida," " II Pirn," " Lafi***."

" L'Antigono," " Lucinda ed Amide*'

" L'Olympiade," " It Demetrio," "L'J*-

dromaca," "La Fedra," "Catonei* CO"'

and " / Giuochi cTAgrigento." Among"1*

works for the church : *' La Pamt."

mass for two choirs, the "TeDetm," i»f

motets and funeral symphonies.

To complete the account ofPiiiW*
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sane remarks on the nature of his talents,

and on those qualities which characterised

nim, are merely necessary. To do this in

few words, they are fertility of invention ;

in extraordinary and happy facility ofhnding

iubjects full both of nature and originality;

i talent unique in developing them by the

esources of melody, and embellishing them

>) interesting details ; an arrangement al -

rays full of fancy and learning ; and a taste,

[race, and freshness of melody by which

le has far surpassed all other composers,

Jul has been a model to those who have

aboured after him. His composition, always

'try simple, and divested of all affectation

1 learning, is not only extremely correct,

>ut exceedingly elegant, and his accom-

laniments, always very clear, are at the

ame tims brilliant and full of effect. With

egard to expression, although simplicity

ferns to be his principal and ruling cha-

seteristic, it is not less true that he knew

erlectly how to introduce variety, to seiie

the different methods ofproducing effect,

rad to pass from the comic, from the simple

mil unaffected, to the pathetic, the majestic,

■ even the terrible, without losing that

nee and elegance, from which it appears

"possible for him to depart.

Such are the qualities which have obtained

aisiello the suffrages of all, both those of

■ public and of amateurs, as well as those

■ the learned and of masters.

No composer's works could at any time

ire been more universally admired, sought,

iplauded, and sung in all the nations of

urope, nor have better deserved the dis-

iguished reception they every where met.

o individual could have more enjoyed

eh universal success ; for, placed at the

>ne time among the most delightful authors

ul among the finest classics, he personally

ceived the homage of his age, assuring to

mself at the same time those of posterity.

PAITA, (Giovanni) a Genoese by birth,

as a celebrated tenor singer at Venice in

'26. Quanz speaks of him as singing an

lagio in the greatest possible perfection.

• was always called the king of tenors.

e was likewise an excellent performer on

the harpsichord, and established a school for

singing in his native city, which afterwards

became highly celebrated.

FAIX, (Jacob) of Augsburg, was organ*

ist at Laningen, where he published, in 1589,

a treatise, with the title " On the Utility of

Music in Churches, Schools, and private

Families." The following practical works

are also by him : " A Guide to the Organ,"

1583; "A Selection of Fugues by different

Composers,for three,four, and moreVoices;"

and some masses, fugues, &c. Laningen,

1588.

PALADINI, (Giuseppe) of Milan, was

chapel-master in that city, and composed

several oratorios, which were performed

there between the years 1728 and 1743.

PALAFRETTI. Chapel-master Stolhel

eulogizes two composers of this name, who

resided in Florence about the year 1712.

PALANCIA, (called also Tuomaso Go

mez) a celebrated Spanish composer, resi

dent in Italy towards the close of the six

teenth century,

PALAVERA, (Franc.) a Spanish mu

sician, resident in Italy about the year

1580.

PALAVICINO, (Beneoetto) a native

of Cremona, and a celebrated musical com

poser, was chapel-master to the duke of

Mantua about the year 1600.

His works consist chiefly of madrigals

for five and six voices, and are in general

good. They contain, however, no great

variety of style, melody, harmony, or modu

lation. The following are the titles of

some of his works : " Madrigali it 5 voc."

Antwerp, 1604 ; "Madrigali a 6 voc."

Antwerp, 1612 ; " Libra 6 de Madrigali A

5 roc." Antwerp, 1612; " Libro Imo i

Cultiino Libro di Madrigali A 5 voc." An

twerp, 1613 ; and " Cant. Sacr. <J 8, 12, *

16 voc." Venice, 1605.

PALAZZOTTI, (Giuseppe, also called

Tacliavia) a Sicilian priest, doctor of

divinity and archdeacon of Cephaleda, was

likewise a fertile composer, and flourished

about the year 1645. Mongitor, Bibl. Si-

cul. p. 395, assures us, that Palazzotti pub

lishednine practical musical works, ofwhich,
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however, we can only name " Madrigali

Concertati A 3 voc." Op. 9, Naples, 1632.

PALERMITANO, an Italian composer

in the middle of the eighteenth century.

PALESTRINA, (Giovanni Pietho

Aloisio da) a celebrated Italian composer.

His birth has been fixed, with some degree

of certainty, in the year 1529, at Palcstrina,

the Prirneste of the ancients. Italy being

divided into many independent states, each

of which has a distinct and separate honour

to maintain, the natives are not only very

careful in settling a spot where a man of

genius was born, but of recording the place

where he was educated, with the name of

his master ; and as the painters of Italy are

appropriated to different schools, so are the

musicians, and a composer or performer

of great abilities is seldom mentioned with

out his country ; by which it is known that

he is of the Roman, Venetian, Neapolitan,

Lombard, or Bolognese school, each of

which has some peculiar characteristic that

enables one intelligent musician of Italy

immediately to discover the school of ano

ther by his works or performance. To

these distinctions the natives of other coun

tries so little attend, that, when it is known

that a musician comes from Italy, no further

inquiry is made.

From this ancient custom of naming the

master with the scholar and his country, all

the writers of Italy, who have given any ac

count of Palestrina, have thought it necessary

to say, that he was a scholar of Guadin

Mcll, Fiamingo, a Fleming ; by whom they

have been generally understood to mean

Claude Goudiinel, a native of Franche

Comtf, and a Hugenot, who was one of the

first that set the translation of the psalms,

by Clement Marot and Theodore Beza, to

music, and who was murdered at Lyons

in 1572, on the fatal day of the massacre

of Paris.

In some miscellaneous publications during

our author's younger time, before his fame

was established, we find him frequently

called Gianetto da Palestrina. He had

this title in the Secondo Libro delle Muse,

a set of madrigals so called, that was

printed at Venice, 1559; and in itothet

set, under the title of Avionsi arim &

diversi eccellenti Muriel, as well is B

the second book of Cipriano's nndrigik

printed likewise at Venice, 1571, in far

parts, where there is a Canzox di Cunettt.

sopra di Pace rum trovo, cm 14 State,

published about the same time. It bis,

however, been doubted whether this wu

not a different composer, from the same city

but having scored these several pieces dm

the printed copies, preserved in the Britia

Museum and elsewhere, we find them »

much alia Palestrina, that we have not ik

least doubt concerning their author, la-

deed, critical inquirers, who wish to b

more perspicacious than their predectsB,

sometimes carry research and doubt so r

as to dispute the most trivial, as wsIU

the best authenticated facts. Thai,

respect to Palestrina, the records »f *

pontifical chapel, the fidelity of Astra

Liberati and Andrea Adami, both of *

same chapel, and curious inquirer), »

lived on the spot almost a century ki"'

his time than the present, and the raps'

able authority of the candid and cuw

Padre Martini, are all rejected, sta^-il

to answer very little purpose.

However, the few circumstances and J*

lines of Palestrina's life that hire t#>

preserved from oblivion, and seem the

indisputable, are, that he was bora io*

year 1529; that having distinguished

self as a composer, about 1555, he *"

admitted into the pope's chapel atBf";

in 1562, at the age of thirty-three, he «

elected chapel-master of Santa Maris Jht-

giore, in the same city, as, upon thedtiu

of Giovanni Animuccia, in 157), k» "*

honoured with a similar appointmes: n

St. Peter's; and lastly, having but*

choral harmony to a degree of pakca"

that has never since been exceeded, hit**

in the year 1594, at the age of forty S«-

The following account of his deals *^

burial was entered in the register m w

pontifical chapel by Ippolito (iamb**

I'untatare, who at that time bid t«* °*

of the records.
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"February 2, 1594. This morning died

Ike most excellent musician signer Gio

vanni Palestrina, our dear companion, and

maestro di capcUa of St Peters church,

whither his funeral was attended, not only

by all the musicians of Rome, but by an

infinite concourse of people, when ' Libera

nr./Jemiitr'wassungby the whole college."

To this account Adami adds that of Tor-

rigio, who says : " In St. Peter's church,

tear the altar of St. Simon and St. Jude,

was interred, in consequence of his extra

ordinary abilities, Pierluigi da Palestrina,

the great musical composer, and maestro

ii captlla of this church. His funeral

was attended by all the musicians of Rome,

md ' Libera me, Domine,' as composed by

itmself, in five parts, was sung by three

ioirs. Upon his coffin was this inscription :

Jinnncs PetrusAloysius PranestinusMu-

fca Princeps.' "

It would be endless to transcribe all the

mlogiums that have been bestowed upon

Palestrina by musical writers, though he

has seldom been mentioned by others ; but

l is left by artists to tale care of their own

aroe: none but painters have written the

'ves of painters, or musicians those of mu-

ciins. Heroes, indeed, are consigned to

Dorians ; and the learned are seldom

egligent of themselves.

Indeed very honourable mention has been

ade of our great contrapuntist during his

etirae by Giovanni Guidetto, chaplain

pope Gregory XIII., who being appointed

collate, correct, and regulate the choir

rrice of St. Peter's church, 1582, says,

at he was unwilling to depend solely on

> own judgment in this undertaking, and

erefore had applied to that prince of

■octant, Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina,

superintend and correct the whole work,

office which he was so obliging as to

dertake ; " and if," says he, ".the com-

ation be found to have any merit, it must

chiefly ascribed to his kind assistance."

Some judgment may be formed, says the

roed author of the Essay on Counter-

so often mentioned, of the great

aeration in which h« was held by the

*oc. II,

professors of his own time, from a collection

of psalms, in five parts, that was published

in 1592, and dedicated to Palestrina by

fourteen of the greatest masters of Italy at

that time ; among these were Pietro Pontio

and Costanzo Porta.

The following catalogue comprises the

principal works of this renowned master:

"Misse ft 4, 5, * 6 voci. Lib. 1," Rome,

1554 ; " Misse ft 4—6 roci. Lib. 2," Rome,

1567 ; " Misse ft 4—6 voci, Lib. 3," Rome,

1570; "Misse, Lib. 4," Venice, 1582;

"Misse, Lib. 5," Rome, 1590; "Misse,

Lib. 6," Venice, 1596 ; "Misse, Lib. 7,"
1594 ;•"«««, Lib, 8," 1594; "Misse,

Lib. 9," and "Muse, Lib. 11," Venice,

1600; "Misse, Lib. 12," without date;

" Misse ft 4 voci," Mailand, 1610; "Mo-

littin 5,"6, 7,c 8 voci," Rome and Venice,

1569, 1588, 1589, 1596, and 1601 ; "Liber

1, Mutelorum, 5, 6, et 7 roc." Venice,

1579 ; "Liber 2, Mutelorum," Venice,1579 ;

" Liber 3, Mutelorum," Venice, 1586 ;

H Liber 4, Mutettrntm," Venice, 1594;

Motetta Festorum totius Anni cum Com-

muni Sanctorum, 4 vocib. Lib. 1," Venice,

1574 ; " Offertorii a 5 e 6 voc, Lib. 1 t 2,"

Rome, 1593; " Magnificat octo tonorum,"

Venice ; " Lamentationum Jeremicc, cum

4 voc.," Venice, 1585 ; " Lamentationi,

a 4 voci," Rome, 1588 ; " Lamentationi,

ft 5 voci;*1 " Cantiones Sacra, 4 voc. pro

Festis totius Anni et omnium Sanctor,

Editio itcrata," Antwerp, 1613; " Hymns

totius Anni ft 6 voc." Rome, 1589 ; " Hymni

ft 5 voc." Venice, 1598 ; " Lib. 1 de Ma-

drigali ft 5 voci," Venice, 1593 ; " Secondo

Libra dclle Muse," Venice, 1559 ; and

" Madrigali Spirituali, Lib. 1 e 2," Rome

and Venice, 1594. Many of Palestrina's

works are fortunately to be met with in

selections made by other authors. The fol

lowing are titles of the works in which

some of Palestrina's pieces may be found :

Musica Transalpine, Sfc. London, 1588 ;

Fab. Constantini select* Cantiones, Sfc.

Rome, 1614 ; Florilegium Sacrarum

Cantionum, Ifc. Antwerp, 1609 ; Pao-

lucci Arte pratica di Contrapunto, £fc;

I Eximcno dell' Origine e dclle KegoU delta
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Musica, colln Storia del sua Progrcsso.Deca-

denza, e Rinuovatione, Rome, 1774. In

his book is found Palestrina's mass of

pope Marcellus, and a A'yrie. Sir J.

Hawkins's History of Music. In vol. iii.

p. 175, is Palestrina's motet, " Sicut cervus,

u 4 ;" and at page 185 of the same volume,

is the spiritual madrigal, " Credo gentill. a

5." Dr. Burney'i Hittory of Music. In

vol. iii. p. 170, is a " Canon i 3," by Pales-

trina; and at p. 191, a motet by the same

master, " Exaltabo te Dom. li 5." Kir-

cher't Musurgia. In vol. i. lib. 7. cap. 5.

is a " Crucifixus" by Palestrina. Lastly,

there are three pieces by this composer in

the work entitled Musica Saira, qua

cantatur quotannis per hebdomadan sane-

tarn Roma in sacello pontijicio.

PALIONE (Giuseppe) was born at

Rome in 1781, and commenced his musical

studies in 1792, under the direction of Fon-

temaggi and Fenaroli. He has composed

the following works : " Three Airs and a

Quartet in Lodoiska, Opera of Caruso ; "

"La Finta Amante," opera, Naples ; " Le

Ihte Rivali," " La Vedova astuta" and

« La Villanella rapita ; " the three last

operas at Rome. Besides these, many of

his vocal and instrumental works have been

published, chiefly at Paris.

PALT.ADIUS, (David) a contrapuntist

Of Naples, flourished about the year 1600.

According to Draudius, the following of

his works were printed : " Cantiones Nup-

tialet, 4, 5, 6, et 7 hoc." Wittenberg, 1590,

and " New Lied," Magdeburg, 1590.

PALLAVICINI, (Vincenzo) chapel-

master at a conservatory inVenice, flourished

about the middle of the eighteenth century,

when his compositions of almost every kind

were in high repute.

PALLAVICINO, (Benedetto.) See

Palavicino.

PALLAVICINO, (Carlo) of Brescia,

a celebrated dramatic composer of the Ve

netian school. He was invited to the court

of Saxony, where he enjoyed a high reputa

tion. The following operas were success

fully produced by him in Italy : " Aurellano

Dtmetrio," 1666; "II Tiranno vmiliato

d'Amore, overo il Meraspe," 1667; " Dw-

cleziano," 1674; " Enea In Italia," 1675:

"Galena," 1676; "II Vespasiano," 1678;

"IlNerone," 1679; " Meualina," 1680:

" Bassiano, overo il Maggior tmpossiUle"

1682; "Carlo Ri d' Italia;" " II M />•

/ante," 1683 ; " Lieinlo Impcrntore," 1684:

" Ricimrro Ri de' VandaU f ' Meuim

Ri de' VandaU" "Massimo Pup*™"

1685; "Peneloppela Calta :" "La B-

done delirante," 1686 ; " Amor tntnoritt ."

"L'Amazone Corsara ;" " Elmirc Rt 6

Corlnto," 1687; and "La Gerusalem-

liberata," 1688.

PALLOTTA, (Matt.) a compow*

sacred music, probably in the first UM

the eighteenth century. He was a tsti"

of Palermo, in Sicily. Amongst his »«'

are yet to be met with, in manuscript. *

Traeg's, in Vienna, '* Cantieum Benrtnlt

ad laudes in solemnibus matvtinit

madee sancta- a 4 roc.," and " Be*r&'

qitinti modi, B mollati."

PALMA. a Neapolitan composer of

symphonies performed at the concert <f

rituel, in Paris, in 1752. He wasspe*

of the profound Sala, and immedinrf"'

the completion of his musical ediso'1*'

he wrote several theatrical pieces at K»fl*

and in the rest of Italy, all of whick «*

successful from their gay and piqmaxttf*

He was an excellent pianist and n*

singer, but from his dissipation quidh*

hausted the income which he derived o»

the different branches of his profession '

is said, that one of his creditors bit*

waited on him, accompanied by oaik* '

seize his effects, Palma commenced sit?"!'

and so charmed his unwelcome visitor. !,£-

instead of demanding the payment of ' '

debt, he lent him a second sum ol is*'

Credat Judaus .'

PALMA, (Stlvestbo di) 'a roBf"*'

born at Naples about 1751, was a ppT1

Paisiello, as also of Sala. He not**

some of the airi in " I.e Vane Gib*"*

opera, written in 1791 for Nipt"* '•'

first entire opera was "Im Piett 9naaamt

opera buffa, acted in 1797 at Vieara-

j apparently with applause, liace it an N«
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arranged there for eight wind instruments.

I'aJma settled permanently at Naples about

the year 1804. He has since been only

distinguished by an operetta, entitled " I*a

Spoia cmtrastata."

FALSA, (Johann) a very celebrated

performer on the horn, in the service of

tie king of Prussia at Berlin, was born at

lermeriz, in Bohemia, in 1754. Iu 1770,

ie performed with his colleague Turr-

«hruidts at the concert spiriluel at Paris,

a which they both remained till 1783,

vhen they travelled into Germany, and

tere engaged by the landgrave of Hesse-

.'assel, at a high salary. In 1785, they

»me to this country, where they were

ouch admired. The following year they

ttumed to Cassel. The editors of the

'rench Dictionary of Musicians say, that it

«ould he impossible to give an idea of the

«auty and purity of the cantabile of Palsa,

» the vivacity, quickness, and skill of

riirrschmidts. Accompanied by the orchestra

if loe theatre at Casael, they performed on

their silver horns (manufactured at Paris, and

ach »tlued at one hundred louis-d'ors) two

oncertos in E major ; and, in the rondos,

5s*ed to the keys of E minor and G major

ith as much facility as performers on the

ano- forte. On tbe death of the landgrave

lev proceeded to Berlin, where they were

imaged by the court, and where Palsa

«d in 1792, in the thirty-eighth year of

» age. In the name of Turrschmidts

pr» were published, at Paris, "Duos a 2

de Chasse" Ops. 1 and 2.

PALSCHAU, a German professor of the

irpsichord, resident at St. Petersburg for

any years up to 1800, when he was in

t full enjoyment of a well-earned fame in

M city. Dr. Burney speaks of a child of

« name, who was celebrated on the harp-

•hord in the year 1750. Probably it was

t subject of this article.

PAMIGER or PAMINGER, (Lso-

m») a contrapuntist of the sixteenth

otnry, resident at Passau, was a very

'rned man and intimate friend of LutheT.

wording to an epitaph written by his son,

i death took place in 1568. His son also

| edited the following of his father's works :

" Primus Tenuis Eccksiasticar. Cantiunum,

4,5, ef plurium vocum, 1 Adw usaue ad Pas-

sionem Domini et Saluatoris nostri J. C."

Norimb., 1573 ; "Tomus 2," Norimb. 1573 ;

" Tomus 3," Norimb., 1576; and " Tomus

4," Norimb., 1580.

PAMIGER or PAMINGER, (Mao.

SopnoxrAs) son of the preceding and editor

of his works, was ultimately private teacher

at the Carthusian convent in Nuremburg.

He was born in 1526, and studied at Wit

tenberg, where he had letters of recom

mendation from his father to Dr. Luther

and Melanchthon. Afterwards he was driven

as a schoolman, on account of his adher

ence to Luther's doctrine, from one place

to another. It was at Oettiiigen that he

resided longest, having been invited there,

in 1568, as rector, and also as inspector of

the choir. At last he resigned all his

situations, and removed, iu 1575, to Nurem

burg, where he made it his business to

procure purchasers and patrons for bit

father's works, of which he himself super

intended the edition. He then opened a

private school in that town, and died in

1603. Amongst his numerous works we

can mention, " Epilaphia Leonh. Pamin-

geri, AschaniensiSy viri pietate, eruditions

et virtute prastansis, musici clarissimt,

Sfc, a Soph, Pamingero et quibusdam retie-

rendis, clariss.piis ac eruditis viris scripta."

Ratisb. 1568.

PAMPANI, (ANTosro Gaktano) of

the Roman states, was, during twenty years,

master of the conservatory of the Ospeda*

let to at Venice. He wrote the following

operas: " Anagilda" 1735; " Artaserss

Longimano," 1737 ; " Caduta iCAmulio,"

1746; "La Clemenza di Tito," 1748;

"Artaserse" 1750 ; " // Vemeslao," 1 752 ;

"Astianatte," 1755 ; " Demo/oonte," 1764;

" Demetrio," 1768. Of all the above ope

ras, "Demo/oonte" was the most successful.

Pampani also composed much church music.

His style is said to have been noisy, and

unworthy of the head of an Italian school.

PANE, (DoMENrco Dr.r.) sopranist of

the pontifical chapel at Rome, was a com-
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poser whose works are remarkable for their

elevated style. He first entered on his

office in the chapel, in 1654. Amongst the

works which he published, is one entitled

"Mista? dell' Abbate del Pane a trt, a

quattro, cinque, sei, e otto voci," Rome,

1687. This is a collection of masses in the

■tyle of Palestrina.

PANECK, (Johann.) The theatrical

almanacks call him chapel-master. Previ

ously to 1791, the operetta "Die Christliche

Judenbraut," composed by him, was per

formed in many German theatres. It seems,

however, that the critics could not agree in

the merits of this Work, since it was in

many placet hissed and hooted : for instance,

at Bremen, it was, in 1796, pronounced

to be trash, whilst at Vienna they could

not perform it often enough, both at the

Leopoldstadt and at the Carinthian gate

theatres.

PANERAI, (Vincenzo) an instrumental

composer. Ofhis works there are published,

according to Traeg's Catalogue, Vienna,

1799, "Sonata a Cembalo, V. principale,

Viola, e B." and " 3 Son. i Cembalo

solo."

PANNENBERG, (Friedrich Wil-

helm) a musician at Rostock since the

year 1792. In 1787, he published a collec

tion of instrumental music for the violin.

Some others of his pieces for the same

instrument are known, in manuscript.

PANORMO (Francis) was born in

Rome. He first began his musical career

in Paris, where he acquired some celebrity

by composing French songs and music for

the violin and flute. He afterwards esta-

hlished himselfin London, where musicbeing

almost confined to the ladies, during the

whole time he resided there and in Dublin,

he taught the piano-forte and thorough-bass,

and composed, besides a variety of songs,

a great number of pieces and elementary

works for that instrument, many of which

are in high repute throughout Europe.

The works of this author that have acquired

the most celebrity are, for the violin or

flute; " Several Sett of Duets;" vocal, " A

grandHigh Matt with an Organ Part, and

other Music for the Cathedral ClurtH,"

some English, Italian, and French son?,

glees, &c. For the piano-forte: favourite

airs with variations ; "Let Fetes de Cytkert"

ballet ; several overtures and divertimento:

"The Bird Waltz;" "Royal Walt:;''

and " Woodlark Rondo.''

PANORMO, (Ferdinako Cmaiib)

an eminent pianist, and son ofthe precede,

has shown from his infancy an extraordinary

genius for music. When six years old, it

played with the greatest encomiums a cos-

certo at the public assemblies in Cambridft.

At fifteen, he composed and performtd:

concerto with unbounded applause at

Argyll rooms in London s he has also

performed with equal success is tjtob

parts of Scotland and Ireland, principtli)

in Dublin, where he now resides. >■ t

Panormo plays with much expressions*

neatness; and his execution and po« •

tone is unparalleled. He is a pupil*"-5

father's. His compositions are mostly

fined to the piano-forte. The following■

the principal with variations : " Tkr N*-

strel Boy; " " Oh, A'amiy," " Vmlr.**

danter," "Rule, Britannia" "*»-'

Address ;" " God save the King :"

Air, 'JVon piu andrai,' " &c. &&; *

certos, divertimentos, overtures, ic.

PANZAU, (P. Octavian) deaoo?i»

convent of the holy cross at Avf&cr-

was of a good family in that to", !

studied music, and became organist abtf

the year 1750. One of his worts •*

published at Augsburg under the t«

" Octonium Eccletiatticum Organic**-

PAOLI, a distinguished singer, r-;

performing at the Theatre Delia Sola. 6

Milan, in 1785.
PAOLINI, (Amino) an instroM«al

composer, flourished about the year IW

in which year he published a work al

sterdam, entitled " Senate i Ire."

PAOLO, (Agostino.) See Acosnn

PAOLUCCI, (Padrb Gicswm) ff1

of Padre Martini at Bologna, pooh*"1 1

didactic work in two volumes u ■*

entitled "Arte pratica di Cmtty*"

dimvmtrala con Esempi di cen J""" '
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con Ouervazioni" Venice, 1765. In this

book are to be found specimens of the chef-

d'eruvres of the following great masters :

Orlando Lasso, Jaic. Ant. Perti, Gio. Carl

Mar. Clari, Palestrina, Ant. Caldara,

Bened. Marcello, G. Bernabei, Lud. Vit-

toria, Gio. Pao. Colonua, Cost. Porta,

Matt. Asola, J. J. Fux, A. Mar. Buonon-

cini, Gius. Gonella, Ant. Pacchioni, G.

Fr. Handel, Franc. Turini, Piet. Sim.

Agostini, Chr. Morales, and Gius. Zarlini.

This is considered a work of high merit.

PAPA, (Tarquinio) a contrapuntist of

the sixteenth century. Some pieces of his

composition are found in Antiquis, Libra

1,4 2 voci, de div. Autori di Sari, Venice,

1585.

PAPA,(ClemensNon.) See Clemens.

PAPAVOINE, a French violinist in the

orchestra of the Theatre Ambigu Comique

at Paris, and afterwards chef-d'orcheslre

of the theatre at Marseilles. He brought

out at the Theatre Italien at Paris, in 1760,

an operetta entitled " Barbacole, ou le Ma-

niucril vole."

PAPE, (Ernest Ferdinano) director

of the music at the royal gymnasium, and

it the cathedral of Arosen, in Sweden, about

ihe year 1727, is regarded as the author of

he "Specimen Academician de Triade Har-

noHicA," attributed to Westenbladh.

PAPPO, (Francesco) a professor of

hilosophy and divinity, also preacher at

Uilan in the year 1600, had acquired so

audi valuable knowledge in music and

(imposition, that he wrote, in his leisure

ours, several musical works, which met

. ith approbation even at Rome. Of these

tere printed " Molelli A 2 el A 4 voci,"

lilan. 1008. and " Partita delk Canzoni

2 « 4 voci," Milan, 1608.

PARABOSCO (Girolamo) was or-

anist of St. Mark's church at Venice, and ,

ccording to Crescinbeni, a most admi ra

le performer. Several of his motets and

ladrigals are inserted in the collection that

as published about the middle of the

xteenth century ; some of which Dr. Bur-

ey took the trouble to score, but found in

,cm no subject, and but little design or

contrivance. And if his literary abilities

did not impose on the writers who speak of

his musical productions, his character as a

composer must have been established on

works superior to these, which are mere

remplitsage. The compositions of the two

Netherlander, Jachet Berchem and Archa-

delt, are infinitely superior to those of

Parabosco. Parabosco died at Venice in

1587.

PARADEISER, (Carl.) Under this

name Traeg mentions, in his Catalogue,

Vienna, 1799, "6 Fiolinquartettin," and

" 1 riolintrio."

PARAD1ES, (Maria Theresa) born

at Vienna in 1759, became blind at the

age of five years, evincing at the same time

such a disposition for the arts and sciences,

that, notwithstanding her privation of sight,

she soon became capable of playing the

harpsichord, (on which she could perform

from memory the most difficult fugues and

concertos of Bach, Handel, &c.) also to sing,

compose, speak several languages, perform

the usual operations ofarithmetic, understand

geography, dance, &c. Abouttheyear 1780,

she commenced travellingwith her mother to

the principal capitals of Europe, and every

where excited equal interest and admiration.

The empress Maria Theresa, before whom

she had performed when only eleven years,

gave her a pension of two hundred and

fifty florins, which she lost at the death of

that princess. About the year 1790, she

was in London, when the celebrated Pitt

heard her, and, according to the authors of

the French Dictionary of Musicians, was

affected even to tears. Many of her com

positions for the harpsichord, and more

than one operetta by her, have been pub

lished.

PARADIES, (Pietr Dou.) a celebrated

composer, was born at Venice. He was a

pupil of Porpora. He came to England

towards the close of the year 1746, and pro

duced, in January, 1747, the opera of

" Philctoii," of the music of which Dr. Bur-

ney thus speaks. " In examining the airs

of this opera, the first seems very common

and ill-phrased, nor is there much euro or
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grace in any of his songs that I have seen.

Indeed he seems to have had no great ex

perience as an opera composer, and during

his residence in England he acquired more

reputation by the lessons he published for

the harpsichord, and the scholars he made

for that instrument, on which he was an

admirable master, than by his vocal compo

sition." Previously to his arrival in Eng

land, Paradies had composed, at Venice,

" Alessandro in Persia," and " Decreto del

Fado," both operas ; also a cantata en

titled " Le Muse in Gara," written for the

conservatory of the Mendicanti. Most de

cidedly, however, his greatest work was his

twelve harpsichord sonatas, which must

ever charm the connoisseur of taste. Para

dies was the master of Thomas Linley, and

his sonatas formed part of the early study

of the celebrated Clementi.

PARADIN, (Guillaume) dean of

Beaujeu, about the year 1581, was born at

Cuiseaux, in Burgundy. He published,

amongst many other works, " Traite des

Qhaeurs," Beaujeu, 1566.

PARADIOS, (Dominicos.) See Para

dies.

PARAVICINI, (Madame) pupil of

Viotti, was a distinguished performer on the

violin. She was performing at Paris about

the year 1795.

PARCHAM, (Andreas) an instrument

al composer, who died about the year 1 730.

He published, at Amsterdam, " 12 Sonales

p. Ft. e( B. cont., et 2 Caprices p. 2 Ft, el

B.," Op. 1.

PAREDES, (Pedro Sanches de) a

Portuguese, was an excellent classical

scholar, composer, and organist. He died at

Lisbon in 1635. Besides a Latin grammar

which he published for the use of his

countrymen, we know of the following of

his works (in manuscript) which concern

music ; namely, " Lamcntacoens da Semana

Santa da varias Vozes," and " VUhancicos

para a Noute de Natal" These com

positions are still deposited in the church

of Obidos, where the author held a be

nefice.

PAREJA, (Babtolomeo Ramo da) a

professor of music in Salamanca, and ste

wards, in 1482, at Bologna. Mr. Yoa

Murr communicated to Gerber the follow

ing remarks on this musician. "The title ol

his work, which is very scarce, is ' Tracts-

tut de Mustca,' Salamanca, no year named.

Dr. Forkel, in his Literature, p. 275,

speaks of two editions of the above wwi,

Bononiae, 1482, but these do not now exist.

Nicol Burtius or Bursio, a professor of the

classics at Parma, and who was also a pot's

published at Bologna, in 1487, in opposi

tion to the opinions of Pareja, a workes-

titled Musicet Opusculum cum dr/eniiu

Guidonis Aretini adversus guendam Hisf*

num veritatis preevaricatorem, cum S

ffotis Mus. On this Giov. Spadario, >

pupil of Pareja, and who was a profess.-'

at Bologna in 1482, most strenuously*

fended his master against Bursio." So k

Mr. Von Murr. Dr. Burney observes :.

this Pareja, that he was originally a f

fessor of music at Toledo, and not at Si*

manca, and that he was the first who M*

tained, though not without opposition, *

necessity of a musical temperament.

PARENTI, (Francesco P. Bl)U»

poser and singing-master, resident life

from the year 1790, was born at Napfc^

1764. He was a pupil of the conieroar;

of La Pieta, and studied counterpoint sw8

Nicolo Sal a, Giacomo Trajetta, and Tmi-

tina. He brought out in Italy tht follow

operas, which were all successful, espeoi-.'

at Rome : " La Vendemia," " IIMutrimm

per Fanatismo," " I Viaggatari />£-

The above three were comic opera*.

the following four serious : " Antui;":

" II Re Pastore," " La NUtttti,"

" L'Artaserse." When Parenti firs B'

rived at Paris, several of his songs V*

inserted in Let PdUrins de la Mecpa, re

formed at the TWatre Feydeau ; for *^

theatre he also composed " Let dt*x F*

traits," in two acts, 1792, "La S*i"'

mordoie's," 1793, " VHomme « k v'

heur," in one act, and a few other fkrtti

circonstance. In 1802, he was coa!«'-'f

in the orchestra of the opera buna »i fc*

In 1799, he published a work ettttW
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Reeutil SHyfnnes philoiophiqilti, civiques,

el awnmr, mugmenti de la note en plein

chant tTaprh la mugique det meilteurs au-

teuri, pour faciliter, turtout dans let cam-

fegnei, la ctlc'bration det files n

cainei." He has also compose*

masses, motets, and other pieces of church

music, alia Paleitrina.

PARIS, (Nicolaus) a distinguished

singer at the chapel royal in Naples, and

afterwards, about the year 1710, in the ser

vice of the prince of Anspach.

PARIS, (GniLLAUME Alexis) a cele

brated conductor of the orchestra at

the French theatre In St. Petersburg, was

born in 1756. He accepted the above

tituatioa in 1799, which he has filled with

great credit.

PARISI, (Nicodemo) a composer of the

serenteeoth century, published " Miue e

Salmi A 5 voci."

PARKE, (John) bora abont the end of

the year 1745, studied under 8impson, the

tat performer on the hautboy at that time,

and, for the theory of music, under that

peat master of harmony Baumgarten. He

made such progress in both branches, par

ticularly in the former, that he was, in 1776,

engaged by Smith and Stanley, the success

ors of Handel, to play the principal haut

boy part at the oratorios during Lent, which

performances their late majesties then

honoured every night with their presence.

Here he gave universal satisfaction ; and

from that time his reputation daily increas

ing, he was soon engaged at Ranelagh, at

which place there was a band of the best per

formers in the profession, being led by Hay,

first violin to her majesty, the celebrated

Croadill playing the violoncello. This en

tertainment being but three nights in the

week, he played at Mary-la-bonne gardens

the other three, while they were under the

direction of that great genius Pinto, the

famous performer on the violin, who en

gaged all the best artists at the opera, and

then made Mary-la-bonne gardens the

grand resort of all the amateurs and lovers of

music, who could there hear the best music

played by the best performers of that day.

In 1768, be was engaged to play the priu»

cipal hautboy at the opera. In 1769,

Fischer, the celebrated bautboyist from

Dresden, came to this country, and was

allowed by all to be the most able performer

on that instrument that had been heard,

and Parke most cheerfully subscribed to

the general opinion. Fischer only played

his concerto at a concert, not being accus

tomed to play in an orchestra, and the

proprietors of Vauxhall gardens engaged

him to play a concerto every night, at a

very liberal salary, which he did for two

seasons, and then resigned. Parke was en

gaged to succeed him, and did so with the

universal applause of the public for a great

number of years. The entertainments at

that place was, at the period we are speak

ing of, a regular concert only, by the best

lingers and instrumental performers. In

the same year that J. Parke succeeded

Fischer at Vauxhall, they were in great

want of a good performer on the hautboy

at Drury-lane theatre, where they were

getting on with musical pieces, which were

coming into fashion about that time, liar-

rick then offered Parke such terms as to

salary, together with indulgences to attend

concerts, as he thought very much to his

to accept ; by which he also won

friendship, and they ever after

lived on the most intimate and friendly

terms, he frequently inviting bkn to his

house at Hampton, &c. Some short time

after this, his talent and respectability pro

cured for him the patronage of his ever to

be lamented friend, hit royal highness the

late duke of Cumberland, the universal

patron of music. J. Parke had not only the

high honour of his patronage, but of his

esteem ; the duke sometimes calling on him

in the morning in the most friendly way,

and occasionally ordering his band to have

some music in a morning at Parke's house ;

on which occasions his royal highness al

ways played the tenor. Besides this, the

duke had music generally three mornings in

the week, either at Cumberland house, or at

Windsor lodge, where Parke frequently staid

for a short tune. To his royal highness's
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patronage, Parke also owes the honour of

being musician in ordinary to his majesty. It

was at one of the concerts of queen Charlotte

at Buckingham house, in the autumn of 1783,

that he was so fortunate as to be introduced

to his present majesty, then prince of Wales,

who heing pleased with his performance, did

him the honour to desire his presence at

Carlton house on the following night ; he

accordingly attended, with Giardini, Schro

der, and Crosdill, who were his royal high)-

ness's chamber band. Parke was then put

on a salary of one hundred pounds a year,

and attached to the Carlton-house band.

He was in great repute at this time, having

to perform at the Professional concert, the

Ancient concert, which their late majesties

honoured with their presence every night,

besides a great number of private ones ; he

likewise was engaged at all the music meet

ings in the country, namely, at Gloucester,

Worcester, Hereford, Liverpool, Manches

ter, Birmingham, Chester, Oxford, Cam

bridge, Norwich, and, in fact, wherever

there was a great provincial meeting he

was engaged at it, for the space of near

forty years. Having been long in the re

ceipt of a good income, and living prudently

though respectably, Parke at length thought

it better to retire from business while in the

full possession of his powers, his instrument

requiring more application than a man at

his time of life (near seventy years of age)

could agreeably bestow. Parke has com

posed many concertos for his own perform

ances, but could never be prevailed on to

publish any of them.

PARKE (Miss, afterwards Mrs. Bkard-

moke) was the eldest daughter of the pre

ceding, and among the 6rst orchestral

singers, and most celebrated pianists of this

country. She was instructed both in singing

and playing solely by her father. She

died at an early age, in the year 1822, her

husband surviving her only four months.

Mrs. Beardmore published several sets of

sonatas, besides detached pieces and some

songs. ,

PARKE, (WnttAM Thomas) the cele

brated performer on the hautboy, was born

in the year 1762, and at eight yean old

began to study music under his eld«r bro

ther John Parke. His first instruments

were the german flute and hautboy, after

which he received instructions on the piano

forte from Dance and Dr. Charles Barney,

and subsequently studied harmony under

that profound theorist C. F. Baumgarteo.

During the first six years he made so rapid

a progress, that, at the age of fourteen, ke

was regularly engaged in the orchestras of

Vauxhall and Drury-lane theatre. It »is

at this time (1776) that the Rosciusof til!

English stage, Garrick, retired, and disposed

of his theatre to that immortal dramacs

and orator, the late R. B. Sheridan, aid

his highly gifted father-in-law Mr. lirte.

The instrument Parke played, in bothtk«

situations, was the lenorc ,- but, during is

eight years he remained in Dniry-la:'

theatre, his practice on the hautboy, l-

favourite instrument, was so unceasir,:,

that he devoted many of those hours wkkt

are usually passed in sleep to the «!:.-

vation of it. In the year 1784, beremo^

to Covent-garden theatre, and was plan*

in the situation of first hautboy, thiwfi

the recommendation of Shield, who wastk*

composer to that theatre, and who bei^r-

admirer of W. Parke's talent, wrote obheis

parts for him in all the operas he product

About two years after this, upon Fucker

(the father of the hautboy, as be wasjosih

termed) going abroad, Parke was eagij*i

to succeed him at the Ladies' concert ;

shortly after, when the Professional coneef.

was in its zenith, he was invited to becoae

a member, where he displayed his abilities,

as a solo performer, under the auspices of

the late duke of Cumberland, and rJJ

honoured with the warmest patronage d

his royal highness till his death. He »»

also honoured with the august favour ofw

present majesty George IV., when prince

of Wales, who commanded his attendance

at all his music parties ; upon whirs or*

sions Parke had the happiness to expo**1

the most public approbation of bit t«J&

master, who graciously condescend8' *

permit his dedicating a concerto to ■*
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omposed for and performed at the Profes-

lonal concert, a copy of which now holds a

ilace in the royal library. In the year 1800,

V. Parke was solicited to become the prin-

ipal hautboy, and to perform concertos, at

'auhall gardens ; which he accepted, and

nnained in that situation till about two

ears ago, when the new proprietors dis

eased with the fine concert band which

ill for many years delighted the public,

nJ substituted a military one in its stead.

V. Parke, as a composer, has acquired con-

tderable reputation. He was employed as

uch for several seasons at Vauxhall, and

uring that period experienced the most

Ottering success. Among the numerous

ongs, glees, &c.there produced by him, ' ' The

^imp," " The Day of Faehion," " The

Trifle Courtship," and " The Canary Bird,"

nt well known, as well as many others

*hich we have not space to enumerate,

ie is also author of many instrumental

lieces, some of which were written for the

heatre he belongs to, particularly the over-

ures to " NetUy Abbey" (with some of the

angs in the piece) and " Loch and Key,"

Kith of which have been as popular as any

>e can name. In speaking of his perform

ance on the hautboy, so well known, we

till only observe, that his tone is remarka-

ly sweet, his execution rapid and articulate,

>is shakes brilliant, his cantabiles and ca-

leaces varied and fanciful, and that his

udicious style of playing adagio movements

vinces the greatest feeling and expression.

>\e must not avoid mentioning that W.

'arke has, by bis industry and genius, added

o the compass of the hautboy, as he plays

ip to (J in alt., which is a third higher than

be usual extent of the instrument, E natu-

1 having been the highest note. W.

'arke is a member of the royal society of

nusicians, and was some years back elected

>°e of the court of assistants, or governor

life. His splendid talents have been

xrticed by some of our best poets, of which

*e shall give one specimen from the pen of

Peter Pindar, published among his fugitive

forks.

lanes on hearing \V. Parke's performances

on the hautboy in the opera of FoiUain.

bleau, by Fetei Pindar.

To thee, while other* pour theirpraisf, '

The hard, delighted, joins the throng',

With pride he tunes, (though weak his lays!

Where merit justifies the sons;.

Yet think not, Parke, thy wond'rous skill

Fair praise alone from mortals draws,

11 Lot Phtebus listens from his hill.

And all the Muses join th' applause. '

PARKER, (Matthew) archbishop of

Canterbury, and court-chaplain to queen

Elizabeth, was born at Norwich in 1504.

He was so good a musician, that he com

posed the music to queen Elizabeth's liturgy.

He also translated the psalms ; in which

work he has introduced some ingenious

remarks on the church tones. He died in

1575.

PARMA, (Nicolo) a contrapuntist of

the sixteenth century, born at Mantua,

published " Cantiones Sacra, 5, 6—10

vocum," Venice, 1580.

PARRAN, (Antoine) a Jesuit, born at

Bourges in 1650, published at Paris, in

1636 and 1646, a work entitled " Trait/ de

Musique, contenant les Friceptcs de in

Composition."

PARRY (John) was born at Denbigh,

in North Wales, in the year 1776. He

gave very early proofs of his genius for mu

sic by making a fife of a piece of cane, and,

without the least tuition, learning to play all

the popular airs of the day.

A dancing-master who resided near him

taught him the uotes, and their value in

time, etc. : he also gave him a few lessons

on the clarionet, so as to enable him to ac

company the church singers in common

psalm tunes.

In 1793, the Denbigh militia were em

bodied, and young Parry was persuaded to

join the corps for the eight and twenty days

which it was to be trained in the county ;

but previously to the assembling of the

regiment, the colonel received a route from

the War Office to march his men to White

haven, in Cumberland.

The 6th of June was the day fixed for

the corps to assemble at Denbigh, and on
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the 10th It marched off, and remained ab

sent from the principality for ten yean. A

German of the name of Ralteman was mas

ter of the band, under whom Parry was

placed for general musical instructions ; but

his master being fonder of paying court to

Bacchus than to Apollo, sadly neglected him,

although he gave him many striking proofs

of his intimacy with thorough-bass. In

two years time, Parry was able to lead the

band, and in 1797 was made master of it;

a situation which he held for ten years,

when he left the Royal Denbigh, and

married into the respectable family of the

Lockyers, of Plymouth. During the period

that Parry was in the army, he made him

self thoroughly acquainted with every wind

instrument, so that he could take any part,

in case of emergency ; he also cultivated

singing, and studied the harp, piano, and

violin, but his principal instrument was the

clarionet, on which he used to perform con

certos. A circumstance peculiar to himself

ought not to be omitted . He used to play

at the mess dinners on two of Bainbridge's

patent octave flageolets, and at a concert

given by him and the master of the duke of

York's band at Rochester, he actually per

formed on three flageolets, which were fixed

in a stand contrived for the purpose. This

feat sounded afar, and he was requested to

oblige a friend by exhibiting at Covent-

gardcn theatre ; this he consented to do,

and he made his A/but for the benefit of

Mrs. T. Dibdin, in 1805. He performed

the duet of "AlVswell" on two, and "Viva

Tutte," in distinct parts, on three instru

ments.

In 1807, he came to reside in London,

when the double flageolet was becoming so

very fashionable among ladies, that he had

as much teaching as he could attend to.

Having a natural turn for 'poetry, Parry

wrote a number of songs, duets, and glees,

while in the Denbigh, which he set to

music, and published ; a circumstance which

he has often regretted, for a few years' ex

perience pointed out to him many errors.

But he is not the only aspirant who has

committed himself in that way.

Having composed several popular

tec. &c, he was invited, in 1809, to writt fa

Vauxhall gardens, and for several yea,

latterly, he has been the principal moaai

caterer for that delightful summer retmt

In 1814, he wrote a farce for his friend

Lovegrove's benefit, called "FtirChettbi,"

which was performed three times at Dnrt-

lane theatre. The plot, dialogue, indict

as well as the music, were from his pr_

While this farce was in rehearsal, he fond

an intimacy with Mr. Arnold the zc

manager, and T. Dibdin the prompter, ifc

requested him to compose the music of &

never-to-be-forgotten i broad eitranrua

called "Harlequin Hoajr," which war pc-

formed with unprecedented success it i

English Opera-house.

In 1816, he composed the musk i

"Oberon's Oath," a gTand spectadt

Thompson, author of the Stronger, wfcfl

was performed at Drury-lane. The feCfv

iug year he wrote a musical farce, ca>

"High Notions, or a Trip to Esm*-

which was performed with the pens

success at Drury-lane for two aod t»c;

nights.

In 1818, he brought out a

sketch at Covent-garden theatre, aW

"Helpless Animals; " and in 1821,t«7

successful piece at the Lyceum, esW

"Two Wives, or a Hint to Htubanii'^

was performed for twenty-five success*

nights. To write a dramatic piece » s

itself no easy task, but to acconrpM ■

also to write the poetry for the soojJ, «*

pose the music, arranging the same lot ! "-

orchestra, and afterwards for the J»OP

forte, falls to the lot but of few

duals.

Besides these dramatic conposia'"

Parry has, in conjunction with *»m

furnished parts of operas, etc. <*■

adapted the whole of the music ia the W"1

of "Jvanhoe," as performed at CewaH*

den theatre, and he has written soup. ih*3'

&C.&C. for Messrs.Braham, Sinclair, rVUip*

Incledon, Pyne, Munden, Barley, C T'.'-

lor, Knight, T. Cooke, Mrs. Diekoss,
" _ _ _ _ . .. *r—
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\>itj, Miss Cubitt, and a number of very

ueeessful ballads for Collyer. Being ex-

redingly ready, he hag been repeatedly

guested to furnish appropriate songs for

ublie dinners, such as the Theatrical Funds

;c. &c, ; and even in the room, on the spur of

if moment, has he added stanzas to comic

itties with the happiest effect.

Be ing an ancient Briton, of course he is

compound of loyalty and patriotism. On

le emancipation of Holland from the yoke

f France, a grand fete was given at the

ity of London tavern to the prince of

'range. Parry was requested by the

awards of the day to write an appropriate

>ng, which he did, with an understanding

i»t C. Taylor was to have sung it. But

rahara having been invited to the dinner,

is requested to sing the song, which he

id in the most masterly manner, although

t neither saw a note nor a word of it till

s entered the room. Braham also sung

■Irthwr the Brave," written by Parry in

impliinent of the glorious victories of the

ule of Wellington, who condescended to

nd the author a very gratifying letter of

tanks. Parry also wrote an appropriate

'iig called "England and her brave Alliei"

hich was sung at the grand festival given

the emperor of Russia, king of Prussia,

t. Jtc, at Guildhall, in 1814. In 1R09,

»rry adapted English words to a selection

Welsh melodies, for which the Cambrian

■ciety presented him with a silver medal,

e has lately published two volumes of

icient British airs, with beautiful poetry,

ritten chiefly on historical subjects, by

Irs. Hemans, of St. Asaph.

He also conducted the FAsteddfodau, or

rogress of bards, at Wrexham, in 1820,

id at Brecon in 1822 ; on each occasion

t was presented with a handsome piece of

ate. The meetings of the Welsh bards

id minstrels, held in London, have been

itirely under his direction, as registrar of

•M to the royal Cambrian institution.

At a Oortedd or meeting of Welsh bards

i 1821, a bardic degree was conferred on

fr. Parry, who is denominated Bardd

liar, or professor of music, and master of

song. He wrote an historical essay on the

harp, from the earliest period to the present

time, which was published in the transac

tions of the royal Cambrian institution.

Having said so much in detail of Parry's

general talent, something might be ex-

pected relative to his abilities as a com

poser ; on that head we will quote his own

words, written in a series of letters to a

friend.

" When I came to London I found that I

had almost every thing to learn ; I accord

ingly applied myself seriously to study, with

a view of turning my work out of hand with

out many glaring faults. I confined myself

to vocal compositions, chiefly ballads, and

easy pieces for the harp and piano-forte,

also duets for flutes and other wind instru

ments ; and never attempt new to soar

above my sphere, well knowing that there

are many musicians in the higher walk

of the science much more able to produce

erudite compositions than myself. I under

stand the genus of every instrument used

in an orchestra, hence the rare instances of

the necessity of a second rehearsal of any of

my compositions. I score with uncommon

facility, and I trust tolerably correct ; I

know the power of the various instruments,

and I endeavour to ascertain the ability of

the different performers, and write accord

ingly. I do my utmost to walk peaceably

through life, in friendship with all my

brethren, interfering with no one, and, I

trust, bearing the ill-will of no man.

"Aj down the vale of life I glide,

1 never tigh for pleuures past,

But hope, whatever may betide,

I thall be happy to the tut ! *

We understand that Parry has publish

ed upwards of three hundred compositions

and arrangements, and that he has now

several dramatic pieces ready for represent

ation, some of which have been accepted,

and will shortly be performed. The follow

ing are among his more favourite publica

tions. Arranged and adapted : " Two Vo

lume! of Welsh Melodies, with English

words." " Two Volume) of Seottiih Aft
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Mies." " Two Volumes of Catehes and

Glees/' "Two Volumes of Minstrel Songs

for the Flute." " One ditto, called the

Corydon." t(One ditto ditto, the Sappho-

man for the Violin." " The Opera of

Jvanhoc for the Voice and P. F." Ori

ginal compositions : " High Notions," a

farce in two acts. "Two Wives," a farce in

one act. "Helpless Animals," a farce in

one act. " Fair Cheating," a farce in two

acts, written and composed by Parry.

"Harlequin Hoax" two acts. A number

of duets and glees, also the following songs:

''The Peasant Boy." "The Minstrel Boy."

"Ap Shenhiu." "Love's a Tyrant ""Sweet

Home." "Little Mary of the Dee." "The

voice of her J love" "Beauty in Tears."

" Orange Bovcu." "Arthur the Brave."

"England and her brave Allies" "Farewell,

viy charming maid'' "Tahe a bumper and

try." "Adieu to the cottage." " The

Sailor's Home. " " National Blunders."

"Fly, fly away." "J never will deceive

thee." " Oh, bring me a bowl." " Poor

Dichy." " Mister Goose." " Still Til

think of thee." " The Banner of Battle,"

" The maid I love so well." " Taste plea

sure while you may." "As down the vale

of life I glide." " The Grotto." " The

last word." "Take a hint." " Woman's

smile." " Donald is now no more." " J

dinna care to tell." " Smile again, my

bonny lassie," and a vast number of others.

Several pieces for the harp, twelve familiar

rondos for the piano-forte, also popular airs

with variations for the piano-forte, and a

number of detached pieces. A long list of

music for the double and single flageolet,

flute, violin, &c&c. ; also books ofinstruction

for several instruments, and many volumes

of military music, particularly " Two Sets of

Welsh Airs," and the /Eolian harmonies,

consisting of selections from the works of

eminent authors, arranged for wind instru

ments.

PARSONS (Robert) was organist of

Westminster abbey. He was a gentleman

of the chapel royal in the reign of queen

Elizabeth, and was drowned at Newark

upon Trent, in 1569.

Many of his compositions are extant '-

manuscript, and some of them have btea

spoken of in terms of high commendate

The following whimsical epitaph on Pri

sons, is preserved in Camden's remains.

Death passing by, and hearing Parsons play,

Stood much amazed at iiis depth of skill i

And said, 'This artist must with me away,'

For death bereaves us of the better still.

But let tbechnir, while he leaves time, liiu, os,

For I'arsons rests, his service being done."

PARSONS, (Sir William) doctor i

music, was, from a very early period «'ha

life, instructed in the science of music .

attained the first rudiments of his lob

sional knowledge in Westminster lite;,

under the tuition of Dr. Cooke.

Arduous in the pursuit of his sotsc*

researches, he, in the year 1768, tmtia

to Italy to complete his musical edocaai

We have not learned the exact time of c

return to England, but find that, on the tW

ofStanley, an event which happened in 2

year 1786, Parsons was appointed mt*"

and conductor of his majesty's band ob

sidians.

In the year 1790, he received rsa*

university of Oxford the degree of docw ■

music. He next went to Dublin, ta*;

the administration of Earl Camden.!

year 1795, when that nobleman comer*

upon him the honour of knighthood. ' ■

year 1796, he was appointed by tbec,*'5

to instruct the princesses in music I»

same year, his name was inserted n &<

commission of the peace for the cosnr?*

Middlesex ; in consequence of whxl *

sat for several years at the public c&

Bow-street.

PARTENIO (Giovanni Voxam)

was master of the conservatory o< *

Meudicanti at Venice, and born «' ^f

commencement of the seventeenth crate;

The music of his following operas ws, mrJ

esteemed. "Genserico," 1669 ; "UG*

stanza Trionfante," 1673 ; "Di»>*<

1681 ; and "Flavio Cuniberto," 1662.

PASCALE, (Francesco) a noblest" ui

amateur musician, born at Cues''"' "
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ilv, lived in the seventeenth century. He

iblished " Madrigati A 5 voci," Venice,

Mersenne, in his Harmon, lib. 8.

179, says of one Pascalius, "Insignia

athematicits vera praxeos theoriam, et

finitos propemodum dissonantiis utendi

odmpoUicetur." Judging from the dates,

; probably meant the subject of this

tide,

PASI, (Antonio) a celebrated sopranist,

>ra at Bologna about the year 1710, was

pupil of Pistocchi. He was an excellent

ager of an adagio, according to the testi-

onv of Quanz, who heard him at Parma

1 1726.

PASINO, (D. Stevfano) an Italian

imposer, resided, in 1680, at Conato, and

ubluhed many works, amongst which we

in name the following : " Misse A 2, 3, e

wci;'' "Motctti Cancertati A 2, 3, e 4

Ki, cm V. le piace, e Salmi, A 5 voci;"

ad " 12 Senate A 2, 3, e 4 Slromenti, de

wfl/i una e composta in Canone, et un altra

'& "ratalione di versi che sogliono fare

**ni animali brutti," Op. 8, Venice,

1679.

PASQUALI, (Nicolo) an Italian violin-

i and composer, was first known, about the

tit 1743, in London, where he then re

ded. He afterwards settled at Edinburgh,

ad continued there, as a teacher, to the

triod of his death, which took place in

757. He published "Art of Thonugh-

made easy, containing practical

Mil for finding and applying itt various

herds with facility, with a Variety ofEx-

"fit; thawing the manner ofaccompany-

'g, with elegance, Concertos, Solos, Songs,

lecitathe, Ifr.," London; "Art ofFingering

1c Harpsichord, illustrated with numerous

Samples, expressly calculated for tltose

•ho wish to obtain a complete Knowledge of

to necessary Art," London ; " Twelve

Overtures for a Full Band; " "Quartettos

'or two Violins, 6)-c," Sets 1 and 2 ; and

Songs."

PASQUALINI, (Marc Antonio) a

ilebrated soprano singer] at Home, was

ngaged, in 1630, in the papal chapel, but

|uiued it again about the year 1643 ; after

which time, till towards 1670, he was

reckoned, as Doni and Quadrio affirm, one

of the first and most favourite opera singers.

To these merits he united also a talent for

composition ; proofs of which are to be

found in several collections of vocal music

made in his time. Dr. 15urney possessed

one of these collections made by Salva-

tor Rosa, in which a song of Pasqualini

occurs.

PASQUALINO. SeeBiNi.

PASQULXI or PASQUINO, (Ehcole)

a celebrated organist of St. Peter's, at

Rome, was born at Ferrara. He flourished

about the year 1620.

PASQULNI, (Bernardo) ' son of the

preceding, was chapel-master and organist

to the church of St. John of the Lateran,

at Rome, where he was born, in 1640. He

flourished at] Rome about the same time

with Corelli, and was esteemed the most

celebrated amongst the dramatic composers

of his time ; which may be easily concluded

from the Theatre de Capranica being opened

in 1679 with his compositions, as also from

his having been employed in composing the

drama which Rome caused to be acted in

1686, in compliment to queen Christina of

Sweden. Besides these proofs of his cele

brity, some of the greatest masters are

counted among his pupils ; for instance,

Gasparini in 1672, and, subsequently, Du

rante. Mattheson extols the excellent con

dition of the opera at Rome in 1690, par

ticularly in respect to the orchestra, where

Pasquini presided at the harpsichord,

Corelli played the violin, and Gaetani the

lute. Of bis works Hawkins and Burney

only notice the two following : "Dav i

Amore, e Pieta," an opera, performed at

Rome at the inauguration of the Theatre de

Capranica, and "An Allegorical Drama,

in honour of Queen Christina of Sweden,"

1686.

PASSARINI, (Francesco) a native of

Bologna, was a chapel-master in that city.

He published the following works : "Salmi

Concertati A 3, 4, 5,'e6 voci, parte con

violini, et parte senza ; con Litanie delta

ii, V. A cinoue voci con due Violini,'[
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Op. 1, 1671 ; and " Compieta eoncertata

a 5 voci, con Violini Obligati," 1672. Some

Kyrie of his composition are also to be

found, in manuscript, at BreitkopPs, in

Leipsic. '

PASSECZKY, (Leopold von Passexa)

an officer in the imperial army and musical

amateur, published "12 Sonate da Camera

i V. solo e Cembalo, die letzte aber a 2 V."

Augsburg, 1713. The last, however, is for

two violins. He dedicated the work to

Charles VI.

PASSENTI, (Pei.legrino) a composer

at the beginning of the seventeenth century,

published a musical work by the title of

"Canora Sampogna," Venice, 1628.

PASSETTO, (Giordano) chapel-master

at the Padua cathedral in the sixteenth

century, published "Madrigali," Venice.

PASSIONEI, (C.) an instrumental com

poser, lived about 1710, and published of

his works " Douse Sonate a une Basse de

Violon el Cont." Amsterdam.

PASTA, (Giovanni) poet, composer,

and ultimately master of the band in an

Italian regiment, was born at Milan in

1604. He was also for some years organist

of the church of St.Alessandro,at Bergamo,

then became a canon of St. Maria Falcorina,

and then again joined the army in his former

capacity. He died in 1666. Among his

works is "Due Sorelle, Musica et Pocsia,

conccrtate in Arie Musicali, Parte 1 e 2,"

Venice.

PASTA, (Sionoha.) This distinguished

singer was born at Milan in 1799, and

made her first appearance on any stage at

the King's theatre, in 1817. She was then

only in her eighteenth year ; and though

she could not, at so early an age, and with

out any musical experience, compete with

the two admirable female singers, Fodor'and

Camporese, who performed in the same

season, yet she showed, most distinctly,

the possession of a talent that wanted only

a little time and culture, and a fair oppor

tunity for displaying itself. She left Eng

land at the close of the season, and retired

to Italy, where she devoted the whole of her

time to study, and to the hearing of the

best performers, but without the inter feret:?

of any master.

In 1822, she returned to the stage, artl

chose Paris as the place of her sent..

dibut, where she immediately produced I

great sensation, and has ever since bai

rising in popularity, not only with the

French, but with all the foreign visum .

that capital. Here, it is said, a not!;

marquis, connected with the manafei

of the King's theatre, heard her, and tax

immediate steps for bringing her toLooii

in consequence of which, she reappe "

amongst us on Saturday, the 24th of Mus

1824, in the character of Desdcnm, i

Rosini's Otello.

Madame Pasta's voice is a metto-Kfaf

its compass is extensive, and, iiw-v. '

strong, has quite power enough, except a

concerted pieces, in which she cannot at

tend successfully against the cantos

sounds of the other singers, and the dies'

of the orchestra. Her tones are net &

sweet, except when she forces tbem ; •«

though devoid of that clearness sod «Jt

turn which the real soprano—M«t "

Itonzi, for instance—possesses, fit

are well suited to her style of siarsf. «"

to the characters which she will pes*''

undertake. Her intonation is uoinro-

able. Her style is pure, and tonllf;

vested of all the spurious finery, the p*

gaw, that has been so prevalent lately. *

adds very little to what "is set do«'''

her, and that little is not only in goal de

but in a taste that has a great deal d •»

ginality in it. As an actress, Mute'

Pasta is not (ess worthy of distinction . V"

expression and gesture are in eiw"*:

keeping with her singing ; all three ut *

offspring of deep feeling and comet j*i

ment. In figure she is rather belt* *

middle size, but is exceedingly **" P"

portioned. It may be recollected ■* **

first appearance in this country wu is ■*

attire, and her form was then rntibd

mired. Her features are regular ml «*'

pressive, and her whole coontenMif* It*

cates a genius for the serious, riuVr oi<

the comic drama. The priacipal of** 1
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rhich .Madame Pasta has appeared in Italy

! France are Otelh, Medea, Camilla,

una, Romrn e Giulelta, Tancredi, and La

bra Bianca t Rota Roua,

PASTERWITZ, (Pate» Geobo von)

rofessor of philosophy, and director of the

ituic in the abbey of the Benedictines at

remsmunster, in Upper Austria, was born

1 1730. After visiting Italy, he brought

it, in Germany, two oratorios entitled

Giuseppe riconnoseiuto," the words by

letastasio, and " Samson," which were

fft'ormed in the years 1776 and 1777, with

rodigious success. He also published " 8

ifhe Secondo fOrdine dei Toni Ec-

maslici per I'Organo o Clavicembalo,"

ienna, 1792 ; " 8 Fughe Secondo CA,

\ C di Musica per I'Organo o Clav."

•p. 2, Vienna, 1792 ; " 8 Fughe per VOr-

«u, lfC." Op. 3, Vienna, 1792 ; and a

Hon, "Te ouisjuit amat, i 4 not i." In

peaking of his fugues, Gerber says, " This

rudile musical professor has afforded a con-

!iocrag proof that the true science of coun-

erpoiot and fugue was not lost in Germany

'< the close of the eighteenth century ; for

' hu works are found, fugues on single and

ouble themes, all treated, arranged, and

'ulyzed in a masterly, and, at the same

me, fluent manner."

PATON (Mi8s) was born at Edinburgh

> 1802. Infinitely more fortunate than a

"ge majority of our English singers, this

id? enjoyed the advantage of careful in

duction, even in her infancy. Her father,

bo was one of the masters of the high

:aool in the Scottish capital, appears to

»ve possessed, in an eminent degree, the

iculty of discerning the natural bent and

eculiar capabilities of his daughter's taste

"d intellect, At a very early period, he

erceived that a love of music was her

tiling passion , and the evidence she soon

*'* of her aptitude in imitating sounds and

»ues, and acquiring the rudiments of com-

"sitmn and harmony, determined Mr. Paton

1 the serious cultivation of her abilities.

* successful was Miss Paton in her ap

plication, that it has been said she actually

composed several songs, which were pub

lished, when she was only five years of age.

After such promise, her musical studies were

naturally persevered in, and when she had

attained her eighth year, several public

concerts were given in her name, which

were attended by numerous audiences ; and

her performances on the piano and harp

were also as much approved of as were her

vocal exertions.

Shortly after this time. Miss Paton ap

peared at the nobility's concerts in London,

and met with so much encouragement, that

she subsequently had an annual concert of

her own ; the last of which was, we believe,

strongly supported by several of the Scottish

nobility, also by count Platoff. Flattering,

however, as were her prospects, as a singer,

her frequent appearance in public necessarily

prevented her from pursuing such other

studies as her parents were anxious she

should follow ; her health also was some

what impaireJ. She accordingly, at the

recommendation of her father, retired from

public performances for the space of six

years ; the greater part of which time was

spent in the completion of her education,

and the further cultivation of her musical

abilities. In the latter part of 1821, or the

commencement of 1822, she again became

known to the public by her reappearance at

various concerts.

During the season of the Haymarket

theatre for 1822, she made her first appear

ance as a theatrical singer, in the character

of Susanna, in the Marriage of Figaro.

She afterwards played Rosina, in the Bar

ber of Seville, and Polly, in the Beggar's

Opera, with deserved applause. She then

entered into an engagement with the

managers of Covent-garden theatre for, we

believe, four years, and made her dibut at

that theatre in the character of Polly.

Some doubts had been entertained as to the

power of her voice for a large theatre, but

the experiment removed all fears on that

account, and she not only concluded the

character triumphantly, but repeated it with

applause.
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PATOUART, a harpist at Paris, pub

lished there, about the year 1780, several

works for his instrument.

PATRA8SI, (Michel) a distinguished

alto singer, was, in 1782. manager of an

Italian company of actors at Brunswick.

PATRICIO, (Fkancesco) professor of

philosophy, and bishop of Gaeta, was born

at Clissa, in Dalmatia, in 1529. He pub

lished a work entitled " Delta Poetica,"

Ferrara, 1586; part of which treats of the

music of ancient Greece. He died in 1 597.

PATRICK, (Nathan) an English church

composer, at the commencement of the last

century. Dr. Boyce, in his Cathedral Mu

sic, quotes some of his compositions.

PATTON, (Matthew) professor of mu

sic, and proprietor of an extensive music

establishment at Bath, is a native of that

city, and received his musical education

under the late David Richards, (the leader

of the band at Bath) for the violin, and

under the late Alexander Herschell, for the

violoncello. Patton was introduced by the

former gentleman to the Bath concerts,

under Rauzzini, nearly twenty-five years

since, and has continued a performer at

them up to the present period. The situa

tion of principal second double bass having

been vacated about fifteen years since, he

was solicited by Rauzzini to fill the same,

which instrument (with the violoncello) he

now professes, and is considered an excel

lent performer.

PATZELT, (J.) a German violoncellist

and composer, both for his instrument and

the piano-forte ; "A'enf Variations sur une

Ariette de Mozart, pour le P. F." and

"Treize Variat. pour le Clav." Op. 2, both

published at Vienna, in 1800, being of his

composing. He is a Bohemian by birth,

was first in the imperial artillery, but bought

his discharge, and travelled, to seek his

fortune by his instrument, in 1788. He is

said to have played in a most masterly

manner. Traeg quotes in his Catalogue,

Vienna, 1799, the following manuscript com

positions by Patzelt, "Concerto A Vc.princip.

c. 8 Strom." and " 2 Sonate il Vc, e B."

PAUL, (P. Dutbeib) bora at Irons,

was the son of Jean Baptiste Dntreil, i

physician in that town. lie received t

good education, but afterwards could M

resist his inclination for a theatrical 5:'-,

After performing as an amateur in his ml*

town, he went to Rouen, and, under the

name of Paul, was engaged, during tts

years, in the Opera Comique there; he

then invited to Paris, where, inl804,heiMS

his dibut at the Theatre Feydeau, in tke ptr,

oiAzor. He has since become oneoftkeEW

favourite actors and singers of that tin?

PAULATI, (Andrea) an eminent sk-

poser, produced at Venice, in 1713, &

opera "/ Veri Amid," which was agaiis-

vived there in 1723.

PATJLI, (P.Archangelo) a Canwfe,

born at Florence, published at Root, a

1699, "Directorium Chor. lee"

PAULI (G. Albert) wrote > I*

treatise in favour of vocal and instrumfi"-

church music, which was printed in W

He died in 1745.

PAULI, (Johamx Adam F»im«ra

late precentor at Graitz, in VoiguW, kA

at his decease, two annual courses ofeta1

music of his own composition, comprsK*'

veral coronation anthems, dirges, and pate,

for a full orchestra. He also left sew-

more volumes of annual services byHw

Graun, Telemann, Homilius, Geo. BeW

Wolf, Doles, Reichardt, Tag, Krebi, to

PAULIN, a French composer tbotrt '-'

year 1700, published a collection of kisf«

motets.
PAULO, (Giovanni Battista) a <'-■

nent Italian contrapuntist, flourishec -'

Naples, about the year 1 760.

PAULSEN, (Carl Friedmch Fn-

dinand) organist of St. Mary's chorci *

Flensburg, was born in 1763. htettfd

on the above situation in the year 1781,

seems to have subsequently applied W«*

to the composition and publication of w'

melodies. The following are the titlrs «'

some of his printed works : " Ktm"

Singstiicke," Flensburg, 1794;
mit Melodien, 1 SammJ," Heibii^ v-"'
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Hamburgh, 1797 ; and " Derselben, 2te

Samml," Flensburg and Hamburgh, 1798.

PAUSCH, (Euoenius) a Cistercian

monk, and church composer at the convent of

Walderbach. Of his works, he printed "6

kuritdoch satellite Messen, 7 Motetten,uiul

1 Requiem, mil 4 gewbhiUichen Singstim-

men, 2 V., 2 Waldhorn, Orgcl, und B.,"

Augsburg, 1790, " Te Deum salenne a 4

voc. ordinar., 2V.,2 Hobois obi., 2 Cornibus

no* obi., 2 Clar., et Timp. obi., Organt et

Violone," 1791.

PAUSEWANG, (C.) a composer for the

piano-forte, has obtained notice through

his publication of " Konun Lina, Sfc. nvec

Var. pour le Clan." 1801, and "Gr. Souate

pour le Clav. seul," 1802.

PAUWELS, (J.) composer for the the

atre at Brussels, was born there in 1771.

His father was a musician, and the son

evinced an early talent for music, in which

he made rapid progress, being considered,

when a boy, an excellent violinist. At the

age of eighteen, he went to Paris, where he

soon procured an engagement in the orches

tra of the Theatre Feydeau. After a resi

dence of three years in Paris, he returned

to his native city, when his playing, which

had been highly improved under the best

masters in France, excited the admiration

of his countrymen. He was appointed first

violin in the orchestra of the Brussels

theatre, anil subsequently conductor. From

that time he devoted many of his leisure

hours to composition, and brought ont much

music for his instrument, as well as fur the

horn, the flute, and the piano-forte ; also

several songs, sung at the Brussels concert,

of which he was the founder, and three

operas for the Brussels theatre, " La Mai

sonnette Hans lei Boa" "'V'Autcur malgre

Em'/* and " Leontine et Fonrose. " The

ast opera, which is in four acts, is cou-

udered his chrf-iTauvre ; the other two

■■i re likewise successful. Pauwels died in

lis Uurty-third year.

PAXTON, (William and Stephen.)

fuere were two brothers of this name, one

if whom was celebrated as a violoncello

lerfbrroer, and died previously to the year

VOL. II.

1718, and the other ranked high as a com

poser of glees. Probably the following

works may be deemed of their united com

position. Instrumental : " Sir Duets for

ye.," Op. 1 ; " Eight Duets for V. and

Vc," Op. 2 ; " Solos for V.," Op. 3 ;

"Four Solosfor V., and two Solosfor Vc"

Op. 4 ; "Twelve easy Lessons for Vc., in

which are introduced several favourite

Airs" Op. 6 ; "Six easy Solos for the Vc,"

Op. 8. Vocal : " Collection of two Songs,

Glees, and two Catches," Op. 7 ; "Glees,"

Op. 5. Amongst the most favourite part-

songs by the Paxtons, we may name "C

Damon, go, Amarillis bids adieu,*' four

voices ; "Blest power," four voices ; "How

sweet, how fresh," four voices; "Round the

hapless Andrews urn ; " " Where grass

and flowers," four voices ; and " Breathe

soft, ye winds," four voices. The eighth

and ninth masses in Samuel Webbe's col

lection are also by one of the Paxtons.

PEARSON or PIERSON (Martin)

was master of the choristers at St. Paul's.

He took his degree of bachelor of music in

the year 1613, and about sixteen years after

wards published a work with the following

singular title, "Muttects, or grave Chamber

Musique, containing Songs of Five Part-

of several Sorts, some ful, and some I erse

and Chorus, but all fit fur the Voyces and

Vials, with an Organ Part ; which, for

want of Organs, may be performed on Vir-

genals, Base Lute, Bandora, or Irish Harpe.

Also a Mourning Song of Sure Parts, for

the Death of the late Right Honourable

Sir F. Grevil, Knight." He died about the

latter end of the year 1650.

PECCI, (Touaso) of a noble family at

Sienna, published there, about the year

1600, several operas of madrigals, which

were much admired, and of which he had

written both the words and music.

PECCI, (Desiderio) a composer in

Italy, about the beginning of the seven

teenth century, called // Ghiribizsoso, (the

deep one) published of his works " Le Mu-

siche soprat'Adone," Venice, 1619.

PEDRILLO flourished at Naples about

1700, as one of the first Italian violinists.
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PEGADO, (Bento Nones) ft Portu

guese chapel-master at Evora, was one of

the celebrated pupils of Antonio Pinheiro,

and flourished about the year 1600. The

following of his works are still preserved in

the royal library at Lisbon. " Puree Do-

mine A 7 Vozes, Motete para a Quaresma;''

" Hei mihi Domine, A 6 Vozes, Responsorio

de Dffuntos ;" "Hi sunt qui cum mulierbus

non sunt coinquinati, Motete dos Santos /h-

nocentes ;" and " Ad te sttspiramus Motete <5

iV. Scnhora." ,

PEGRINS, (Beneton de Morance

de) a French writer about the middle

of the eighteenth century, inserted in the

Mereure de France (1740) an article en

titled " Dissertation de I'Origine et de

fUtilite" des Chansons, particulihrcment

des Vaudevilles*1

PEICHLER, (A.) probably a flutist at

Paris, where he distinguished himself very

creditably as a composer, by the publication

of the following work : " Douze Duos con-

cei tans pour deux Fl." Ops. 1, 2, 3, and 4,

Paris.

PE1LE, (J. S.) an English musician,

published, in 1822, "A Grand March, with

an introduction and Rondo for the Piano

forte."

PEKEL, (Barth.) vice chapel-master to

the chapel royal of the king of Poland in

1643, inserted, in the Cribrum Musicum of

Marco Scacchi, a chef-iTceuvre of his com

position, in which three canons can be sung

at the same time.

PELI, (Francesco) an Italian singer

about the year 1720, established a singing-

school at Modena, which afterwards be

came very celebrated. He brought out at

Munich, in 1737, an opera entitled "La

Constanza in Trionfo"

PELLATIS, (PADnE Anoelo) organist

at Treviso, published at Venice, in 1667,

"Compendio per impare le Regole del Canto

Fermo."

PELLEGRINI, (Vincenzo) canon at

Pesaro, in the papal states, and ultimately

cbapel-master of the metropolitan church at

Milan, published several of his works,

amongst which are to be noticed, " Missa-

rum, lib. 1," Venice, 1604; " CmeetKi 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, e 6 foot, con una Miss* & 6

tied;" and " Motetti," Venice, 1619. li

the Bergameno Parnassus Music Urda,

Venice, 1615, some of his- works ak

occur.

PELLEGRINI, (Valerio) a singti ■

the service of the king of Spain, flourished

about the year 1700.

PELLEGRINI, (Ferdinand) a ms-

scian at Naples, published several worn,

the first of which appeared at Parisinl'M.

and contains several sonatas for the barps-

chord , with a letter on the rondo. In 178,

he brought out his ninth opera at Paris. !:

consists of six concertos for the harpackKi

PELLEGRINI (Pietro) was, in 1770,

chapel-master of the Jesuits' church c

Brescia. He was celebrated as a perior*

on the harpsichord. Amongst his wwfc«

an opera entitled " Cirene."

PELLI flourished as chapel-maste *

Rome in the latter part of the last CMC

and published some musical works of U*

See lieveqlie's Tableau de Rt>me, 1792.

PELLIO, (Giovanni) a composer a •

sixteenth century. Of his works * <*■

mention only " Cantons Spirituals i i

Lib. 2," Venice, 1597, and " C<mw»5r

rituals d 6 vnci," Venice, 1584. Tne*««

still be found in the library at Munich.

PENNA, (Lorenzo) of Bologna, » Cr

melite monk, and a professor of mask, •*

the author of a work entitled " AVsm *•

sicale," printed at Bologna in 16/2. i1

he divided into three parts. The first D^^1

of the elements of the canto fijurito; ^

second of counterpoint ; and the f

of thorough-bass, or the art of aceostp-

ment.

In this, which is one of the best W*

works on the subject, the scale of l*0**

with the use of the syllables and dffc. l"

the nature of the mutations, are up'"*'1

in a very concise, intelligible wxas&- '

are also the characters employed >» ^

cantus mensurabilis. Of his rete«f°*

terpoint little can be said, further thaa

they are perfectly consistent with <ht

of harmony.
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The third part of the wort is taken from

the writings of Luzzaschi, Merula, Freseo-

baldi, and other celebrated Italian organists.

A continuation of the " Albori Mitricalc,"

was published at Venice in the year 1678.

PENNA, (Francesco) of Bologna, pub

lished a treatise on music at Antwerp in

1688, Dr. Burney quotes this work in his

Travels, vol. i. p. 39 ; but, as he had not him

self seen it, it may probably belong to the

preceding article.

PENNA, (L.) a professor of music, and

probably of the piano-forte, at Paris. Of

his published works may be noticed, " Trots

Smmtapour le Clav. avec V." Op. 2, Paris,

1791, and "Romances pour Piano-forte,"

Paris, 1787.

PEPUSCH, (John Christopher) one of

the greatest theoretical musicians of modern

times, was born at Berlin about the year

1657. His father, a minister of a Protestant

congregation in that city, discovering in his

•on an early propensity to music, employed

»t the same time two different masters to

iMroet him, the one in the theory, and the

other in the practice.

At the age of fourteen he was sent to

conrt, and by accompanying one of the

ladies who sang before the queen, so re

commended himself, that he was imme

diately appointed to teach the prince on

the harpsichord, and on that day gave him

l lesson.

Pepusch quitted Berlin, and arriving in

England about the year 1700, was retained

is a performer at Drury-lane. It is probable

that he assisted in adapting the operas for

'he stage that were performed there.

The abilities of Pepusch, as a practical

»mposeT, were not likely to become a

lource of wealth to him ; his music was

•orrect, but it wanted variety of modnla-

ron; besides which, Handel had got pos

session of the public ear, and the whole

kingdom were forming their taste of har

mony and melody by the standard of his

compositions. Pepusch, who soon became

sensible of this, wisely betook himself to

mother course, and became a teacher of

music.

In the year 1713, at the same time with

Croft, Pepusch was admitted to the degree

of doctor in music in the university of Ox

ford, and continued to prosecute his studies

with great assiduity.

About the year 1722, signora Margarita

de l'Epine, having quitted the stage with a

large sum of money, Dr. Pepusch married

her. The fortune which Margarita had

acquired, was estimated at ten thousand

pounds, and the possession thereof enabled

the doctor to live in a style of elegance,

which, till his marriage, he had been a

stranger to. This change in his circum

stances was no interruption to his studies ;

he loved music, and he pursued the know

ledge of it with ardour. He, at the instance

of Gay and Rich, undertook to compose, or

rather correct, the music to the " Beggars

Opera." Every one is aware that the

music to this drama consists solely of ballad

tunes and country dances; it was neverthe

less necessary to settle the airs for perform

ance, and also to compose basses to such as

needed them. This Pepusch did, prefixing

to the opera an overture, which was printed

in the first, and has been continued in every

succeeding edition of the work.

About the year 1740, Pepusch's wife

died, and he, having before lost his son, an

only child , had scarcely any source of delight

left, other than the prosecution of his

studies, and teaching a few favourite pu

pils who attended him at his apartments.

Here he drew up that account of the ancient

genera, which was read before the royal

society, and is published in the Philosophical

Transactions for the months of October,

November, and December, in the year

1746 ; and soon after the publication he was

elected a fellow of the royal society. He

died in the year 1752.

PERA, (Girolamo) of Venice, an ex

cellent church composer, died in 1770.

Joseph Schuster, chapel-master to the king

of Sardinia, was a pupil of Girolamo Pera.

PERANDI, (Marco Gioseffo) chapel-

master to the elector of Saxony, was born

at Rome. The celebrated Christoph Bern-

hard brought him, in 1640, from Rome to
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Dresden, where he honourably filled the

above office, jointly with four more chapel-

masters, namely, Helm. Schfitz, Albrici,

Bontempi, and tbe above-named Bernhard,

until about the year 1670. As a composer,

he was particularly distinguished for his

energetic expression of the passions ; for

which reason Mattheson calls him the

celebrated affeckten-zwingcr, (passion sub-

duer.)

FERAUT, an instrumental composer,

and probably a flutist, of whose works there

have been published, at Paris, " Trots Duos

Concert, pour drux FL" Op. 1, Part I.

PERCACCIO, (Giovanni) chapel-mas

ter and organist at Breno, published " 12

Sonate da Camera a tre," Op. 1, 1698.

PERCY, (John) an eminent English

ballad composer at the latter end of the last

century. Amongst other songs he published

" / know a bank,'* " Soft as yon silver

ray," " Sweet smells the briar," " Song of

a Spirit," and the very celebrated ballad of

" Wapping Old Stairs." We should have

been glad to have recalled the attention of

the public to more of the vocal pieces of this

composer, some of which contain great

originality and beauty, but as they were

mostly published at his own house, it is

difficult to procure the titles, without devot

ing more time to the object than we can

spare. ■ ,

PERDIGAL, a celebrated musician in

the reign of Louis XIV., composed many

songs that were in fashion at the court of

that monarch.

PEREAULT, a French instrumental mu

sician at Paris, about the year 1800. This

article we copy from Gerber, but it pro

bably belongs to the same composer as the

before-named Peraut.

PEREGO, (Camiu.o) a good poet and

musician, was an ecclesiastic of exemplary

character at Milau. During thirty-five

years he was engaged in the ofiice of church

singing-master ; not only teaching the

young scholars in the seminary, but also the

Milan clergy, the Ambrosian canto fcrmo.

A proof of his competence for this task was

given, many years after his death, by the

cardinal Feder. Borromeo, who causeduie

compendium to be printed which Perejo

had used in his instructions. It is entitled

" Regola del Canto Fermo Ambrosiam?

Milan, 1622. The author himself published,

during his lifetime, several musical woris,

amongst which is " Madrigali a 4 mi,"

Venice, 1555.

PEREIRA. See Pareja.

PEREIRA, (Antonio) a celebrated

Portuguese composer, whose works were

chiefly esteemed for their originality. Of

his compositions there are known, thoaea

not in print, " Diversas Missas 4 4(8

Vozes," and " Magnificat a 8 Vozes."

PEREIRA, (Domim.os Nunis) a Por

tuguese monk and preacher, bom at Lisboc,

was also chapel-master to the cathedrJ

there, and was highly celebrated for his

musical acquirements. He died in V'S.

Amongst numerous musical works left bj

him in manuscript, the following can te

named : " Hesponsurios da Semana sntii

8 Vozes" " Responsorios de Ojjieio rfwft-

funtus tl 8 Vozes,'' " Lit-oens de DeftattatS

4 Voz.," " Coufitebor a\ 8 Voz." " La-

date pueri Dominttm a 8 Voz.," " Ltsdslt

Dominant omnes gentes il 4 Voz.," and

" Vilhancicos. e Motetes & 4, 6, e 8 Via.'

PEREIRA, (Marcos Soarb) ronJ

chapel-master at Lisbon, died in 1655.

Many of his works for the church are t«

be found in the royal musical library s:

Lisbon.

PEREIRA, (Antonio) a Portugiies

regular ecclesiastic, boni at Macao, in

bishopric of Guarder, in the year 1725,

became rector of the conventual school, snl

published, besides school books, much mnsL*

for the church. His works were, ho»W>

all destroyed by fire in 1755.

PEREIRA," (Tomasi) a Jesuit and

Poituguese missionary, enjoyed great po*«

at the court of the emperor of China, I*"

tween the years 1680 and 1692. H*w>

appointed ambassador from Portugal, and

in that quality concluded a peace with the

Chinese, reserving a right of free exercise

of the christian religion throughout the

, whole Chinese empire. It ia said that it
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was principally through his profound know

ledge in music, that he became so great a

favourite with the Chinese court.

PEREZ, (DAvin) of Spanish extraction,

was born at Naples in 171 1. He owed his

musical education to Antonio Gallo and

Francesco Mancini. His progress in com

position was rapid, and he discovered an

uncommon genius. On leaving the conser

vatory, he did not observe the usual custom of

travelling throughout Italy, but repaired to

Sicily, where he filled the functions of chapel -

master, in the Cathedral of Palermo. The

Sicilians are not less sensible to melody than

the Italians ; perhaps they are more so. It

is certain that their ear, their tact, and their

musical taste axe as much practised as those

of the Neapolitans ; for all the operas com

posed at Naples are performed in their the

atres, Perez composed his first operas for

the theatre at Palermo, from 1741 to 1748.

They were greatly esteemed by the Sicilians,

who admired his learning no less than the

spirit and fascination of his style. While

in Sicily, this composer obtained great repu

tation. He returned to Naples, and soon

fier his arrival gave his opera of " La

lementa di Tito," at the theatre of San

arlos. This work had as much success at

Naples, as his preceding compositions expe-

enced in Sicily. The fellow-citizens of

'erez acknowledged in his style that of the

teat masters of their school. His reputation

■creased ; and he was iuvited to Home by

ie manager of the great theatre, where he

.mediately became very celebrated.

His first work was the opera of " Semi-

imide," that of" Farnace" soon followed,

id the Romans confirmed by their plaudits

e approbation of his countrymen. From

ome h« proceeded to the other Italian

ties, and successively composed " Untune

• handnnata," " Zenobia," and " slletstWf

o neW Jndie," which sustained a com-

rison with the operas of the best masters,

the most celebrated schools of Italy.

rhilst most of the Italian cities disputed

e possession of Perez, Joseph, king of

irtugal, invited him, in 1753, to Lisbon,

bit chapel-master ; and the suffrages of

the Portuguese1 were added to those of the

Italians, when they heard " Demofoonte"

the opera in which the author first discovered

to them his talent and his style.

Gizziello was the principal soprano, and

Raaf, the tenor, two very celebrated singers.

In 1755, on the occasion of the queen's

birthday, Perez composed a march in the

manege, to the grand pas of a beautiful

horse. On this occasion the king of Portu

gal assembled the following great singers :

Elisi, Manzoli, Caffarelli, Gizziello, Veroli,

Babbi, Luciani, Haaf, Raina, and Gua-

dagni. The compositions of Perez had

therefore every advantage execution could

bestow. His operas, " Demetrio" and

" Solimano," enjoyed the highest repute

in Portugal. Perez wasstimtilated to exer

tion in their composition, by their alternate

performance with the " Vologeso" and

" Enea in Latino" of Jomelli. The for

mer were esteemed for the learned construe

tion of the instrumental parts, the latter for

their graceful and expressive melody.

The compositions of Perez bear the stamp

of genius, strength, and science ; but per

haps they were deficient in grace. Dr. Bur-

ney is, however, of a different opinion. He

Says, *' It appears, on examining his scores,

that this master had not, like Jomelli,

much exercised his pen in the Composi

tion of fugues or learned counterpoint

for the church. There is, however, an

original grace and elegance in all his pro

ductions." 1

Perez died in the service of king Joseph,

aged sixty-seven, after living twenty-seven

years in Portugal, much admired, beloved,

and respected. A dirge of his own com

position was performed by the best musi

cians in Lisbon. Like Handel, he was

blind during the latter years of his life ; and

when labouring under this calamity, and

confined to his bed, frequently dictated,

without an instrument, compositions in

parts. He sung with great taste, particularly

cantabile and pathetic airs. The following

is a more regular list of his principal works

for the theatres, besides which he left much

church music of almost unrivalled beauty,
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torn* delightful specimens of which may be

found in Novello's collection of motets.

Operas: " CUmenta di Tito," Naples,

1749 ; " SeipJramide," Borne, 1750 ; "Far-

nace," Rome, 1750 ; " Merope," 1760 ;

" La DUlone abbandonata," 1751 ; " Zeno-

iffk,'' 1751; ^Deuutrio,'' 1751;"'Al&sandro

nclV Indie," 1751 ; " Demo/oonle," Lisbon,

1758 ; " /llessnndro neW Itidie," recom-

posed, Lisbon, 1755 ; " Selimano,'' Lisbon,

1755 ; " Ipermnaslra," Lisbon, 1755 ;

and " /Seio."

PERGOLESI (Giovan. Battist*) was

bprn ,at Casoria, a little town about ten

miles from Naples, in 1704. His friends

discovering, very early in his infancy, thai

be bad; a disposition for music, placed him

in the conservatory at Naples, called Dei

Poveri in Giesu Cristo, which has been since

suppressed. Gaetano Gieco, of whom the

Italians still speak with, reverence as a

contrapuntist, then presided over that

celebrated school. This judicious master

soon perceiving traits of unusual genius in

las young pupil, took particular pleasure

in facilitating his studies, and in communi

cating to him all the mysteries of his art.

The progress of the young musician was

proportioned to the uncommon advantages

of nature and art with which he was fa

voured ; and at a time when others had

scarcely learned the gamut, he produced

specimens of ability, which would have

done honour to the first masters of Naples.

At the age of fourteen, he began to perceive

that taste and melody were sacrificed to the

pedantry of learned counterpoint ; and after

vanquishing the necessary difficulty in the

study of harmony, fugue, and scientific

texture of the parts, he entreated his friends

to take him home* that he might indulge

his own fancies, and write some music that

was most agreeable to bis natural percep

tions and feelings.

The instant he quitted the conservatory,

he totally changed his style and adopted

that of Vinci i from whom he received

lessons in vocal composition, and also from

Hasse, who was then in high favour.

Though he so late entered in the course

which they were pursuing with such rapi

dity, he soon came up with them, ami

taking the lead, attained the point u> whict

their views were directed, before eiller

With equal simplicity and clearness, i»

surpassed them both in graceful and intt;

esting melody. ; „•

His countrymen, .however, were the la

to discover or allow his superiority; u

his first opera, performed at the stcus.

theatre in Naples, colled " Dei FiornltK,

met with but little success. The print* i

Stegliano, however, first equerry to u

king of Naples, discovering great abita

in young Pergolesi,- took, .him under hi) p

tection; and from the year 1730 to 1B1

by his influence, procured employee

him at the Teatre N uovo. Purine &

parjod, his productions were chiefly of e

comic kind, and, with the exception d -

" Servn Padroxa," in the NeapoliUBe

leet, which is unintelligible to the r«4c

Italy. It was not till the year 173-5 e*

an account of his merit penetrated t« -

far as Borne, and inclined the directorsc

operas there, to engage him to cempi* is

the Tordinone theatre in that citv.

Pergolesi, ambitious of writisj f* >

better theatre, as well as for bens^"

formers, than those for whom he M bxr

hitherto employed, and happy in h>«is?s

exquisite poetry of Melastasio's " 0***

ade" to set, instead of the Neapolitan pr-

went to work with the zeal and enures"*

of a man of genius, animated by kept- "

glowing .with an ardent passion forius-'-

The Romans, however, by some e

countable fatality, received his openw

coldness ; and the composer being I J*

man but little known, they seemed it *

quire to be told by others tbat kts a -■-

was excellent, and would sood, byt!a«i

miration of all Europe, make them ui»

of their injustice and want pf taste.

To complete poor Pergolesi's ■sri*'"

tion at the ill reception of his open, " •*

rone," composed by Duni, the next &l

was brought out on that state, ati «"

great success.

Duni, a good musician, and a »*• *
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candour, though greatly inferior in genius

to Pergolesi, is said to have been ashamed

of the treatment which he received ; and

with an honest indignation declared, that

be was out of all patience with the Roman

public, (frenetico contra il publico Romano.)

He even tried, during the short life of

Pergolesi's opera, to make a party in its

favour among the professors, who were cap

tivated with the beauty of the music : but

tbeir efforts were vain ; the time was not

arrived when judgment and feeling were to

unite in its favour.

Pergolesi returned to Naples with the

small crop of laurels which had been be

stowed on him by professors and persons of

taste, who in every country compose but a

very inconsiderable part of an audience.

He was, indeed, extremely mortified at the

fate of his opera, and not much disposed to

resume the pen, till the duke of Matelon,

a Neapolitan nobleman, engaged bim to

compose a mass and vespers for the festival

ol a saint, which was about to be celebrated

at Rome with the greatest magnificence.

1 bough Pergolesi had but too much cause

to be dissatisfied with the Roman decrees,

be could not decline the duke's proposition ;

and it was on this occasion that he com

posed the mass, "Dixit," and " Laudate,"

which have since been so often performed

aud transcribed by the curious. They were

beard for the first time in the church of

San Lorenjo, with general rapture; aud if

*ny thing could console a man of genius for

such unworthy treatment as he had lately

uperitnced at Rome, it must have been

such hearty and unequivocal approbation as

he now received in the same city.

His health, however, daily and visibly

dt dined. His frieuds had perceived, by his

frequent spitting of blood, for four or five

years before this period, that he was likely

to be cut off in his prime ; and his malady

still increased by his last journey to

Rome. His first patron, the prince of

S'egliano, who had never withdrawn his

P'otection, advised him to take a small

house at Torre del Greco, near Naples, by

wwide, almost at the foot of mount

Vesuvim. It is imagined by the Neapo

litans, that persons afflicted with consump,

tion are either speedily cured or killed in

this situation.

During his last sickness, Pergolesi com

posed his celebrated cantata of " Orpheui

and Euridicc;" like our Purcell, who, under

similar circumstances, produced ** From

rosy bowers," retaining his faculties in

full vigour to the last moment of his exist

ence, and, to complete the parallel, cut off

likewise in the prime of life. At Torre del

Greco, he also composed his " Stabat A/a-

ter," whence he used occasionally to go to

Naples, to have them tried. The " Satvi

Regina," which is printed in England, was

the last of his productions ; and he died very

soon after it was finished, in 1737, at the

age of thirty-three.

The instant his death was known, all

Italy manifested an eager desire to hear

and possess his productions, not except

ing his first and most trivial farces and

intermezzi : not only lovers of elegant

music, and curious collectors elsewhere, but

even the Neapolitans themselves, who had

heard them with indifference during his life-

time, were now equally solicitous to do

justice to the works of their deceased coun

tryman.

Rome now sensible of her former in

justice, as an amende honorable, revived

his opera of'Olimpiade:" a mark of respect

which had never been before conferred on

any composer ofthe eighteenth century.

It was now brought out with the utmost

magnificence, and that indifference with

whichithad been heard but two years before,

was now converted into rapture. Pergolesi's

first and principal instrument was the violin,

which was urged against him, by envious

rivals, as a proof that he was unable to com

pose for voices. If this objection were ever

in force with reasonable and candid judges,

it must have been much enfeebled, not only

by the success of Pergolesi in vocal compo

sitions, but also by Sacchini, whose prin

cipal study and practice, during youth, was

likewise bestowed on the violin.

There does not appear to be any foundt
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tion for the report, that the premature

death of Pergolesi was occasioned by poison.

The disease of which he died was a con

sumption ; and, as envy was said to have

stimulated his rivals to so base an expedient

to remove him, it has been well observed,

that the success of Pergolesi's productions,

during his lifetime, was never sufficiently

brilliant to render him an object of envy to

his brethren, so as to make it necessary to

despatch him by unfair means.

PERI, (Giacomo) a native of Florence,

says Battista Doni, flourished about the

beginning of the seventeenth century, and

was a pupil of Christopher Malvezzi. He

was not only a good composer, but a famous

singer, and performer on keyed instruments.

He set the principal part of the music to a

serious opera, entitled " Euridice," the

words ofwhich were written by llinucci, for

the royal nuptials of Mary of Medicis with

Henry IV. of France, in the year 1600.

PERIGNON, (H. J.) first violin, in the

year 1800, at the royal academy of music

at Paris. He composed some music for his

instrument.

PERILLO, (Salvador!) a Neapolitan,

born in 1731, was a pupil of Durante at

the same time as Nic. Piccini. After com

pleting his musical education, he resided at

Venice. He was a natural and agreeable

dramatic composer, and succeeded espe

cially in comedy. Amongst his operas are

the following: "Berenice," 1759; "La

Buotte Figliola," 1759; "/ Viaggintori

Ridicoli? 1761 ; " La Donna Girandola,"

1763; "La Finla Simplice," 1764; "La

Vitleggiatura di Mestre," 1769; "/ Tre

Vagabondi," and " II Demetrio," 1776.

PERILLO, (Francesco) a Neapolitan

dramatic composer, is enumerated as such

in the Milan Jndice dc' Spettac. Tealr. for

1783.

PERINI, (Giacomo) an Italian dramatic

composer at Milan in 1671.

PERMON, (fils) a harpist at Paris in

the year 1794, was a pupil of Krumpholt:,

and published "Duopour deux Harpet, dont

la seconde peul s'exe'euter stir le P, F.,

avec Ace. de Violon et B."

PERNE, (Francois L.) bom it Pub

in 1772, was a pupil of the abbe d'Hwcli-

mont. Perne was a professor of harmony,

member of the royal academy of music, mi

performer on the double bass in the cham

ber band of Napoleon. He composed sorot

church music, amongst which is a mass ti

a full orchestra, performed at the church «'

St. Gervais at Paris, being the first mass

that was heard there after the troubles o!

the revolution. Perne is also a profound

theorist in music, and some years since

preparing several works, which were ei-

pected to throw much light on the musci!

knowledge of the middle ages. We

not whether any of these have been pik-

lished.

PEROTTI, (Giovanni Domesico) a

Italian composer, born at VerceUi, reskW.

in 1789, at Rome, and wrote there tu

second serious opera, entitled " AgesuW

His first was called " Zemira e Omulertt'

and was performed at Alessandria in 178.

PEROTTI, (Signor) royal chapel-mi

ter of St. Mark at Venice, and member *

the philharmonic academy at BoIojb,

wrote, in 181 1 , "A Dissertation on the &"

ofMusic in Italy," which was crownei i;

the academy of belles-lettres at Vetn-

Some highly interesting extracts framtb

work may be found in the first volume e*

the Harmonicon, p. 137, &c.

PERRET. Under this name there »«

published at Paris, about the year 1794.

" Concerto pour Basson," Op. 3.

PERRY, professor of music anddiDOK

in London, is a celebrated performer ct

the French horn.

PERRY, (Fredericx Clement) son i

the preceding, was born at Cambridge, m

received his musical education from hi'

father till the age of twelve yean, when hf

was placed under the care of AmbnK.

organist of Chelmsford, with whom k*

continued a year and a half. At the ict

of sixteen he settled at Stortford, for »'

purpose of attending some pupils for hs

father, when he was appointed orpa* d

the church there, which situation be

for about five years. Ia the ytu 183J.
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Perry quitted that town to reside at Bel-

champ Walter, near Sudbury, in Suffolk,

at which village he had before passed seve

ral years of his youth, and at which place he

is still resident. His principal instruments

are the organ and piano-forte; for the latter

of which he has composed and arranged

some pleasing music, especially the three

airs, "Scots wha hae," "Ah, peritona,"

and " My love is like the red rose." de

menti's Cat.

PERRY, (Geouge) a very ingenious

musician, and leader of the band at the

Norwich theatre. In the year 1817, an

oratorio of his composition was performed

in London, entitled "Elijah and the Priests

of Baal" and was allowed to be a work

of talent. He has also published a recita

tive and air, entitled " The high-born soul ;"

this song is for a bass voice, and has been

much admired.

PERSICHINIorPERSIGNI, (Pietbo)

an Italian composer, has been known since

the year 1783, by several of his dramatic

lira.

PERSIUS, (L'Oiseav nr.) born at Avig-

lon, was, in 1811, ehef-d'orchestre at the

icademyof music, and in Napoleon's chapel

it Paris. About the year 1780, he pro-

luced at the concert spiritwl several motets

f his own composition, and an oratorio

shtled " Le Passage de la Mer Rouge**

11 of which had great success. In 1807,

ie brought out at the academy of music,

'i conjunction with Lescur, " Le Trinmphe

'e Trajan," and at the Theatre Feydeau,

I' tuny Morna" in three acts, 1799;

Le Fruit d/fendu," in one act, 1800;

Marcel," in one act, 1801 ; " La Nuit de

irenade," 1792 ; and " Phanor ct Angela,"

PKRTI, (Giacomo Antonjo) born at

bologna in 1656, was one of the greatest

rofessors of the ancient school of music in

ut city. His compositions for the church

re considered as classical. He was first

i the service of the princes of Tuscany,

ad from thence was invited by the imperial

>urt to Vienna, in which city he resided

i-arly the whole of his life. He formed

■any eminent pupils, at the bead of whom

may be placed the celebrated Padre Mar

tini. According to Quadrio, Perti was still

living at Bologna in 1744, when he must

have nearly attained his ninetieth year.

His> pupil Padre Martini published, in his

Saggio di Contrapunto, seven chef-

d'eeuvres in sacred composition by his

master Perti ; and Paolucci, Padre Mar

tini's pupil, also published four sacred piece*

by Perti, in his Arte pratica di Contra

punto. Dr. Burney was in possession of

a scientific mass for eight voices, by this

composer; and among the manuscripts at

Traeg's in Vienna, is a piece by Perti, en

titled " Adoramus A 4 voci da Cantarsi nel

Tempo dell' Elevazione it Venerdi Santo."

The following list contains his principal ope

ras and two of his oratorios : "Atide," 1679 ;

" Marzio Coriolano," 1683; •• Flavio,"

1686; " Rosnura" 1689; " L'lncorona-

zionc di Dario," 1689 ; ** L'Inganno

acorpoto per Vendetta," 1691; " Rrcnno

in E/eso," 1690; " Furio Camilla," 1692 ;

"Xerone fatto Cesare," 1693; " // Re

In/ante," 1694; " Laodicea e Berenice,"

1695; "Apollo Geloso," 1698; " Le pre

mier Acte d'Ariovisto," 1699; " // Fen'

ceslao," 1708; " Lucio Vero," 1717;

" Giesu al Sepolcro," oratorio; and " Morte

di Giesu," oratorio, 1718.

PERVIN, (Jean) author of" Chansons

a quatre, cinq, six, sept, et huit Parties,"

Lyons, 1578.

PESCETTI, (Giovanni Battisi-a) a

celebrated Venetian composer and pupil of

Lotti. Immediately on the completion of

his education, he composed a grand mass at

Venice, at the beauty of which Hasse,

who was present, was much surprised.

" Nature," said Hasse, " has shortened for

him the road to his art." About the year

1737, he came to London, where he resided

two or three years. On his arrival, his

opera of " Demetrio " was performed at the

King's theatre, and had a run against Han

del's opera of " Giustina," which was

brought out at the same time, at Covent-

garden. He also produced in England a sere-

nata called " Diana ed Endimione," which

was sung at the King's theatre in 1739. He
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in the same year published "9 Sonate

per it Cemkalo," Among his other operas

we can name, " // Protolipo," 1726 ; f I*

Cantatrice," 1727 ; "Dorittda," 1729 ; "itre

Difensori delta Patria s" "Atesaatsdro nelC

Indie," 1739 ; " Tulh Ostilio," 1740; and

"Ezio," 1747. ;

PESCH, (C. A.) concert-master to the

duke of Brunswick in 1760, gave his prince

instructions on the violin. In 1767, he

fallowed the duke to London, where, he

published " Sit Trios for the Violin"

Op. 1 ; " Six Trios for the Violin," Op. 2 ;

and " Six Trios for the Violin," Op. 3.

lie also published, at Offenbach and Leipsie,

four' music for Iris instrument. He died at

Brunswick in 1793.

I'ESENTI (Benedetto) is named by

Cerreto, in 1600, as one of the best contra

puntists of that period .

PESENTI, (Martino) an instrumental

composer, was born at Venice in 1640.

lie was blind from birth. Many of his

works were published, amongst which we

can name "Capricci Stravaganti," Venice,

1647; "Misse 6 3 voci," Venice, 1647;

" Motetti a 3 voci" Venice, 1647; and

" Corrmti alia Frances?, Balletti, Ga-

gtiarde, Passemezzi parte Cromatici, e

parte Enarmonici, a 1, 2, e 3 Strom, Lib,

1—4," Venice, 1647,

FESTEL, (JohannEknest) acelebrated

court-organist at Altenburg, was born in

1659. He was a pupil of the great organist

Johann Ernest Witte, and afterwards of

the younger Weckmann. On the comple

tion of his studies he was appointed organist

at Weida, in Voigtland, from whence he

passed to the same situation at Altenburg ;

finally, in the year 1687, being- appointed

court-organist. He was still living in 1740.

He composed much music for the organ

and many sacred pieces, none of which,

however, were printed.

PETERSEN, (P.) a flutist at Hamburgh,

was considered, towards the close of the

last century, second only to Hulon on his

instrument He composed much music

for the flute, some of which may be found

in Plant's Erato and Euterpe, Ham-

burgh, 1790. Petersen has also, after

much patient investigation and a variety

of trials, been so successful as to invent

piece of mechanism for tbe improvement of

the flute, which, from its effect and sirapi.-

city, is equally valuable and praiseworttij.

It is a small lever, one inch in length, wtack

can easily be moved by the thumb of tit

left band. By means of this, the pitch i

the flute is in an instant raised or depress

the eighth of a tone, and, while playing, u:

crescendo and dccresccudo are mainland

perfectly pure. With the assistance oi

small tinc-woimed screw, which, from is

effect, is called .the pitch-screw, the ia

may be tuned with very little trouble, ui

without disturbing the effect of the lew

The whole arrangement is in the bigatt

degree simple, and, with respect to its est

struction and duration, is far preferable »

the key.

M. Petersen adds, that the knobs orpr-

jectious which are necessary to receivt &

metal and pins of the keys, are injorkKisSf

the tone of the flute ; that the pins ri

necessarily give, in course of time and tt

tion ; and that the stoppers, being thus dis

arranged, wdl yield the tone with I*

purity. In his flute, the two lower pierf

are united into one ; the middle piece k*

but a very trifling projection, and is do' I

be separated from the mechanism aben

described, which is affixed to both pi*

Next comes the head-piece, which :• ta

from all metal, and only four iuches o

length, on which is the mouth-hole.

is affixed to it in the same manner as C

mouth-piece of a clarionet. By means*

these improvements, SI. Petersen's lJute b'

attained a degree of perfection onkno« a

this instrument before.

PETIT, (Aoibk, called also CocuccV !

musician of the sixteenth century, and pupil ■

J. Deprei, published inlS62, at Kuremburt,

a musical work, in which he treats, hrs!.«3

the manner of singing with taste ; secondly,

on the rules of counterpoint; and Uuri.'.

on composition.
PETIT, (N.) a clarionet pupil of Chute
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that instrument, in the concert of the pupils

of the conservatory at Paris, in the year

1803.

PETRI, (Georg Gottfried) singer

ind conductor of the music at Gorlitz, was

»rn in 1715. He published, in 1765, a

lissertation in Latin, to prove that the con-

unction of musical with other studies, is

iol only useful but necessary to scholars,

le also published the following practical

»orks : " Cantatas for all the Gospeli of

hudays awl //uli/days," 1757 ; " MnsicaC\

imusemesls," in two volumes, 1761 and

1 762 ; and "The three Men iu the Furnace,"

i musical drama, 1765. He (lied at Gor-

iti in 1795..

PETRI, (Jouavn Samuel) singer and

irofessor at the gymnasium at llaudissin,

HI born at Sorau in 1738. He published,

u 1767, " Anleitung zur practitchen mu

tt," (Introduction to practical music.) In

1772, he was nominated to his place of

inger. His work, it is said, might serve

is > model of the didactic style. It treats

frst, of music in general ; secondly, of tho

rough-bass ; thirdly, of the organ ; fourthly,

'I the harpsichord and other keyed instru

cts; fifthly, of the violin and tenor;

iithly, of the violoncello and double bass ;

■nil seventhly, of the flute.

PETRIDKS, (the two brothers.) Joseph

fas born in the year 1755, and his brother

'eter in 1766, at Prague. Their father was

respectable organist, and the sons very

arly followed the same profession. Joseph,

owever, when in college at Klosterbruk,

i Moravia, had not an opportunity of prac-

ising the organ, but was obliged to learn

early all other instruments, particularly

French horn. As there was music in

church every day, he of course' soon

iade progress on that instrument, so that

e could, in a few years, play tolerably

'ell the concertos of Punto. His brother

'eter, at that time in Prague, having taken

fancy to the same instrument, Joseph,

'hen he returned to Prague, studied, with

is brother, the double concertos composed

or Baliar and Thiremid by Rosetti, and

hey soon began to perform in public. After

which, being encouraged by success, they

travelled, and gave public concerts in most

of the principal towns of Germany. In the

year 1791, at Vienna, they had a profitable

public concert at the national theatre. Soon

after, they had the honour to play before

the imperial family. After this success,

they felt the curiosity, or perhaps vanity, to

visit Italy, particularly as they had good re

commendations for Venice, Florence, Rome,

and to the queen of Naples. In 1793,

when at Naples, and the day already fixed

to play before the court, the fatal new*

arrived, that the king of France was guil

lotined ! The queen, on this, sent the Per

trides a present of twenty-four ounces, and

retreated to Casserta. Soon after this,

under the patronage ; of count Esterhazy,

Austrian ambassador, of the chevalier and

lady Hamilton, &c. occ. the Petrides had a

public and successful concert at the theatre

Dei Fiorentini, under the direction of that

kind and great composer Cimarosa. In a

few weeks they set out for Rome, with

many letters of recommendation. There

they played before several of the cardinals,

receiving many benedictions, but no money,

except from cardinal Herzan, Austrian

ambassador, duke Ceri, and principi Gius-

tiniany.

At the basilic of St. Peter, they had the

honour to kiss publicly the feet of his holi

ness Pius Sextus, and, had the papal bene

diction for it, But this benediction seems

to have availed them little ; for within two

days after that epoch, Joseph was attacked

with a dangerous putrid fever, and his bro

ther with the same, the day after. It was

in the month of July, when the heat was

excessive, and the danger was consequently

imminent ; bleeding, plastering, etc. etc, was

continued, till poor Joseph was reduced to

a skeleton. At length, after seven weeks,

they began to be a little better, and as they

intended to go from Rome to Florence,

they resolved, for the purpose of avoiding

the expenses of a land journey, to go from

Civitta Vechia by sea, particularly also as

the physician recommended it to them for

the benefit of the air. They accordingly
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embarked at Civitta Vechia for Leghorn,

when, in the following night, so violent a

storm came on, that the ship and all on

board was considered as lost, and before

daylight they were wrecked on the coast

of Biombino. Men and women were all

obliged to throw themselves in the wa

ter; when the poor but charitable sailors,

swimming to their relief, carried them half

dead to the shore. The trunk of the Pe-

trides, with their clothes, music, their boxes

with instruments, all their little property,

was under water. With great difficulty,

however, they recovered the next day some

of their things, but all either damaged or

completely ruined. The poor Petrides in

bad health, and under these sad circum

stances, were reduced to the last extremity :

they could not understand how it was pos-

sible, that after so many benedictions as

they had received at Rome, so many dis

asters should immediately befall them ; but

so it was ! At last they got to Leghorn by

land ; but Joseph, from so much suffering,

was again worse, and obliged to keep his

bed during six weeks. At last he recovered

so far, that they could attempt a public

concert, which succeeded tolerably well. '

From Leghorn they set out for Geneva, \

where, after another successful concert,

they embarked for Spain, but again, in the

bay of Biscay, encountered a terrible hur

ricane, which drove them to the little Sardi

nian island of St. Peter, where, after two

months' delay, the ship was repaired, and

they embarked again, and landed in 1794

in Barcelona. Here they also engaged at

the Italian opera, and produced some songs

of their own composition with homs obli-

gato, which had a good effect, and procured

them two very profitable benefits at the

same theatre. In this city they met Mr.

8or, at present in London, who, then only

fourteen years old , had composed an Italian

opera, called " Calipso" which surprised

and pleased every body in that place.

There being now war nearly throughout all

Europe, the brothers resolved to rest for

some time in the delightful climate of

Spain ; but after the peace of Campo For-

mio between France and Austria, the?

determined to travel in France. There

they gave concerts in nearly all tie prio-

cipal towns. At Paris they played twict

at the amateur concerts, and twice at the

Theatre Louvois between the acts. Soos

after, war between Austria and Fram

being again declared, they were obliged »

return a second time to Spain. In tie

year 1799 they were at Madrid, and *es

engaged for eight oratorios, to play t'u}

night a concerto or solo at these ptrbrc-

ances : their echo concertante had great

success. They were also invited to differtBt

private concerts, and at last were wa-

manded to play before their catholic ma

jesties -"Carlos IV. and the queen of Span-

As the king was one of the best temped

of men, and a passionate amatenr of mus,

he took himself the part of primo vio'.is-

and led with Mr. Yaccary (well knowa a

London) the music of Petrides. At ik

end of the concert, the chamberlain*'

king handed the brothers a present ofSt'*

reales; or 750 pezos duros, all in gold '

few days after, they were recalled a sea*-'

time to play before the royal famik aai

received two gold watches, one * *

pearls, another with small diamonds, vt

gold chains to both. Besides these etfs.

the queen was so benevolent as to presei

them with a letter of recommendinoo f"

the princess of Brazil, the present qaees &

Portugal. Soon after they left Madrid ■

Lisbon, where they were advantages"

engaged at the Italian opera; they

were engaged to play between the ae&

sometimes a concerto, at other tiroes a «*

or concertante con ecco, for which tbe!

received at the same theatre two "7

productive benefits. Fortunately fa ^

Petrides it happened, that, just at u*

epoch, his royal highness prince Aug"*8

of England, the present duke of Sossm, ,%'

at Lisbon, who heard the brothers pto

obligato at the theatre, and sool affrf

for them to his palace, where they had*

honour to play frequently before ha n**

highness. The prince was then so kind at

to give them four letters of reconuoc'11''3
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for the royal family of England ; and when

the Petrides, after some months, came to

London in 1802, these letters were of the

neatest advantage to them, and directly

irocured them many engagements. Their

irst dCbut at London, was for the benefit of

lalomon, at Willis's rooms, where they

ilayed, in the first act, a double concerto,

nd in the second an echo concertante,

'hich was universally applauded and en-

ored. Three days after, they were offered

he engagement of the Italian opera, which

ley accepted for the subsequent season,

hey had soon many private concerts, and

hortly after the principal engagements, as

ornists, at London and in the country,

hus, after a wandering and eventful life

I filteeen years over the greatest part of

iermany, all Italy, Sicily, Malta, France,

pain, and Portugal, the Petrides have, for

le last twenty-two years, been settled in

■ondon ; and we have heard them declare

tatthey soon, verv soon, found England to

* the best, the most generous, and most

'Mpitable country under heaven.

PErRlNI, chamber-musician and harpist

f the chapel royal at Berlin, died in that

ly in 1750.

PETRLNT, (Franz) son of the preceding,

id born at Berlin about the year 1744,

as considered a more able performer on

I harp than his father. In 1765, he was

the court of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and

im thence went to Paris, where he was

B living in the year 1801, up to which

ar he had published forty works for his

slrument, as also " Systhne de CHar-

Mrie," Paris, 1795.

PETRINO, (Jac.) an Italian contra-

Wist of the sixteenth century. Among

i works is one entitled " Jac. Pelrino

dtiUidiS. Bernardo, con alcune Canzonette

*rittialia3 et 4 voci," Parma, 1589. This

irk is still in the royal library at Munich.

PETROBELLl, (Francesco) chapel-

»ster of the cathedral church at Padua,

Wished " Motetti" Venice, 1657 ; " Sal-

< Dominican a 8 foci," Op. 19, Venice,

'86; and " Psalmi brevtt, 8 vocibns,"

P- 17, Venice, 1686.

PETRUCCI, (Anoelo) an Italian com-

poser, brought out at Mantua, in 1766, the

opera of " La Nitteti."

PETSCHKE (Adolph Fiuedrich) was,

in the year 1795, a theological candidate

and director of the royal Saxon institution

for the deaf and dumb, in which city he

was born in 1759, and where he has pub

lished the two following musical works :

" Anhang zu Meerbachs Clavierschule"

1784, and " Fersuch eines untcrrichts zvm

Ctavierspielen," 1785.

PETl'OLETTI (C. G.) has published

the following works at Leipsic : "Diverti-

menti Musicali agiustati per il Cembalo da

G. F. Korner," 1802, and " 12 Duos pour

2 V., Op. 3, La: I el 2," 1803.

PEVERNAGE, (Andreas) chapel-

master of St. Mary's church at Antwerp,

was considered one of the best composers of

his time. He died in that city in 1589.

Amongst his numerous works we can name

"Chansons il 5 part.," Antwerp, 1547;

" Cantiones Sacr. 6,1, et 6 roc," Antwerp,

1578 ; " Chansons Spirituelles il 5 pari.,

Liv. 1 et 1," Antwerp, 1589 and 1590;

" Chansons Spirit, il 5 part., Liv. 3 et 4,"

Antwerp, 1590 and 1591 ; "Miss* 5, 6, et

7 voc ;" Missa-, under the title " Laudes

Vespertinte Marias, Hymni venerabilis

Sacrament, Hymni sive Cantiones natalitia',

4, 5, et 6 roc.," Antwerp, 1604; " Har-

monia Celeslis," Antwerp, 1583. This work

contains compositions for four, five, six, and

eight voices, collected by Pevernage, and

" Harmonia Celeslis," Part II., Antwerp,

1606. It will be seen that several of the

foregoing works were published after the

death of Pevernage.

PEZ, (JonANN Christoph) born at Mu

nich, was court and chamber musician there,

and afterwards chapel-master at Cologne

and Stuttgard, in which latter town he died

in 1716. He published much sacred and

instrumental music.

PEZELIL'S or BEZEL, (Joannes) a

celebrated German musician towards the

close of the seventeenth century. He pub

lished many musical works in the Latin

language, between the years 1674 and 1686.
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PEZOLD, (CirnisTiAtf) professor of the

harpsichord at the chapel royal , and organist

of the Lutheran church at Dresden, was,

in the opinion of Mattheson, a skilful per

former, and one of the most agreeable com

posers of his time. Graun, who was his

pupil, fully confirms this testimony. Some

persons afhrm that he was still living in

1739, whilst by others it is said, that his

death took place in 1733.

PEZZANA, an Italian musician, was

considered eminent in his own country,

about the year 1800.

PFAFF, (Martin) master of the band

of a German infantry regiment, in garrison

at Freyburg in 1795. He composed tbemusic

of the followingoperettas : " DieLyranten,"

and "Die Kemiidianten von Quirlcwilsch,"

PFAFFENZELLER, (F.B.) a composer

at Munich, published "Deutsche lieder,"

Ingolstadt, 1797, and" Neue lieder, tweyter

theil," Augsburg and Munich, 1799.

PFEFFINGER, (Ph. J.) This musi

cian was born at Strasburg. Having, from

his infancy, evinced a strong disposition

for music, his first steps in that art were

directed by Ph. J. Schmidt, under whom

he made rapid progress on the piano and in

counterpoint. In the year 1790, he was

nominated by the senate of Strasburg cha

pel-master of their city, and director of the

music at the Temple-lfeuf. At this period,

he , formed an acquaintance with Pleyel,

who was then chapel-master of the cathe

dral, and in the following year he accom

panied Pleyel to London, where he remained

six months. It is in this metropolis that he

had the opportunity of becoming known

to the immortal Haydn : it is here, also,

that he acquired a taste for the study of

Handel, being charmed with the oratorios

of that great master, as performed in this

country. Pfeffinger published abouteighteen

works, some for the piano forte, and others

vocal. He also composed for the royal

academy of music in Paris, the opera of

"Zaire," words by Voltaire.

PFEIFFER, (Fbaxz Aktok) a cele

brated performer on the bassoon, was born

in Germany in 1754. He wi

musician to the duke of

He composed much music for his instru

ment, none of which, however, wis pub

lished. He died in 1792.

PFEIFFER, (Johann) chapel-marten

the margrave Frederick, of Brandeubai?-

Culmbach, was born at NuremburginlS)!.

He was a violin pupil of Fischer, and con-

posed much music for the violin and hirps-

chord. He died in 1761.

PFEIFFER, (J. M.) a composer of sw

vocal and instrumental music, publish

in this country and at Manheim ia *

latter part of the last century. Amoi|

works are, " Six English and Six ItuSt*

Ariettes," first book, Loudon, 1789; "S»

English anil Sir Italian Arietta," set"

book, London, 1789; " Sanate » 4 mem

// y a de la malice dedans," Mules

" II Maestro et Scoiare & 4 m." Manbes

" Three Pieces and One Concerto ft »

Harpsichord, with Ft. and Vc." ioti"

1789 ; and " Douae petit* Piices ctrsf

pour le Clav."

PFEIFFER, (Tobias Fiuedsics} p

fessor of music at Dusseldorf, mi Se

near Weimar, and was for many j*"'

actor in that town. In 1789, ht^-1

out of his own composition, at « p12

theatre in Leipsic, a musical

entitled "Die freuden der redlichrC P*

viously to the year 1801, several *

works for the piano-forte and a ciBB

had been published.

PFEILSTUKER, (F.) Under this m>

were published, at Augsburg, is

.* 12 Lieder mil begtcit. des Kim."

PFEILSTUKER, (N.) a profess* «

the clarionet, probably resident at rVa

published there, in 1802, "Conerrt.r*

Clarinette princip.'*

PHILIDOR, (MirmtT. Dank-ix."3^

born in Dauphiny, was musician U> b*

XIII. His real name was Daniew. —

it is said that the king first orcia^ :

being called Philidor because he bad I***

a celebrated player on the hautboyo'**

name, and on hearing Danicin peri" *

the same instrument, erclainfu,

trouvi un second Phtfidor."
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PHILIDOR, (Andre) son of the pre- !

(ding, was born at Dreux in 1726, and !

Mered as page in the band of the king of

'ranee, then under the direction of the

hapel-master Campra. He devoted him-

tlf from very early life to the study of

imposition, in which he made a rapid

rogress. In 1737, being then only eleven

ens of age, he composed his first motet,

ith full choruses, which had such success

lit the king complimented him after its

srformance. Having at the usual age

lifted the situation of page, he settled at

In, where he supported himself by teach-

ig and copying music, and every year

ent to Versailles to have a new motet of

I composition performed there. The ex-

«ne partiality of Philidor for the game

I chess, and the reputation which he had

rquired in playing it, at length induced

im to travel, and in 1745 he left Paris

" Holland, England, Germany, &c. His

inical taste was much improved by his

ravels; in the course of which he had

iftei the opportunity of hearing the works

' tie first masters both of Italy and Ger-

UBy. In 1753, he was in this country,

id put his knowledge of our language and

usical taste to the proof, by setting to

osic Dryden's ode to St. Cecilia. We

■We this was never either printed or

iblicly performed, though it is said to

'▼e been submitted to Handel, who found

t choruses well worked up, though the

irk was in other respects not without

uhs. Philidor had, however, turned his

ind, whilst in England, more to chess than

osic, and in 1749 published here his

alysis of that game. On his return to

■ance in 1754, he again betook himself

musical studies, and a motet by him,

•'tied " Lauda Jerusalem," was sung at

ersailles before the queen of Louis XV.,

to considered it to be much in the Ita-

m style, which she did not like, and

erefore refused Philidor the appointment

chapel-master, which he had hoped

obtain. He next turned his mind to

amatic composition, and the first en-

*e piece that he produced was entitled

"Blaise It Savetier." It was performed

with the greatest success at the fair of St.

Laurant in 1759 ; and it is from this epoch

that his musical reputation commenced.

He may be regarded as one of the founders,

with Uuni and Monsigny, of the modern

French comic opera. The most successful

of his dramatic works for the Opera Comique

are, "V> Soldat Magicitn,"'1706; "LeMart*

chal," 1761 ; this had more than one hundred

representations. " Sancho, Panca," 1762 ;

" Le Bucheron" 1763 ; " Le Sorcier," 1764 ;

" Tom Jones," 1765 ; and " Let Femmet

vengies" 1775. His other productions for

the samp theatre are, " Ze'limeet Me"lide;"

" Le Quiprotpto •" " La ffouvtlte Eeole des

Fcmmes ;" "VAmitii au Village ;" "lie Boh

Fits " "L'Huttre et les Plaideurt , " " Le

Jardinier de Sidon ;" '* Le Jardinier jw/>-

posi" and " Le Jardinier et son Seigneur,"

He also composed for the royal academy of

music " Be'lisaire," opera, in three acts;

*' The'mistocle ;" " Persic ;" in this opera a

song by Medusa, " J^aiperdu la beautt qui

me rendait si vaine," is considered as a

chef-d'oeuvre of harmony; lastly, "Erne

linde." We should add, that Philidor like

wise set to music the "Carmen seculare ;" he

finished this composition in London in 1779,

and it is considered his best work. He

died in London in 1795, generally beloved

for his evenness of temper, his probity,

and his extreme disinterestedness.

PHILIPPI, (Gasparo) a celebrated

church composer about the year 1600.

PHILIS, (M.) a professor of the guitar at

Paris, published "Etude nouvelle pour la

Guitare ou Lyre, dans les tons les plus

usitds majeurs et mineurs,oul'on de'montre
les difficulties, les agrimens, et les positions

du demanchement, compose1 par Philis,"

Paris, 1799, and " Six Romances nouv,

avec Acc. de Guitare," Paris, 1801.

PHI LLIPS,(PETEn)an English composer,

who resided chiefly abroad, being for some

time organist of the collegiate church of

St. Vincent, at Soignies, in Germany, and

afterwards engaged in the service of Albert,

archduke of Austria. Dr. Burney says,

"That the first regular fugue for the organ,
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upon one subject, which he had ever met

with, was composed by Peter Phillips,

about the end of the sixteenth century." It

is inserted in the virginal boot of queen

Elizabeth, which contains eighteen or twenty

of his compositions.

PH1LOMATHES, (Wencxslaus) born

in Bohemia, flourished at the beginning of

the sixteenth century. His principal works

are "JJutica plana," Vienna, 1312, and

Strasburg, 1543 ; "Liber ijuticorum onar-

ttu de regimine utriusque cantut, tt motto

canlandi," Leipsic, 1518; "Compendium

Musicet," Wittenberg, 1534; and "Wen-

ctsl. P/atonwthis, de nova Domo, Muticorum

lAbri 4, vompentlioso carmine tucubrati,"

Strasburg, 1543.

PHILOXENUS. This celebrated poet

and musician was a native of Cythera, aud

author of a great number of lyric poems,

which are entirely lost. His innovations in

music are stigmatized by Plutarch and the

comic poets of his own time. He was so

great an epicure, that he is said to have

wished for a throat as long as that of a

crane, and all palate, in order to prolong

the relish of the delicious morsels he swal

lowed. He was, however, as much cele

brated for his jests as his gluttony. Being

served with a small fish, at the table of

Dionysius of Syracuse, and seeing an enor

mous turbot placed before the tyrant, he

put the head of the little fish close to his

mouth, and pretended to whisper to it ; thcu

placed it close to his ear, as if to receive the

answer more distinctly. Upon being asked

by Dionysius for an explanation of this

mummery, he said, " I am writing a poem,

sir, upon Ualatxa, one of the Nereids, and

as I want information concerning several

particulars relative to her father Nereus

and the watery element, which are quite out

of my ken, I was in hopes of obtaining some

satisfaction from this fish ; but he tells me

that he is too young and ignorant to be

able to satisfy my curiosity, and refers me

to that grown gentleman before your majesty,

who is much better acquainted with aquatic

affairs." The tyrant understood him, and

bad the complaisance to seud the turbot.

But though, from this instance, he appear,

to hare been high in favour with Dionysius,

he afterwards proved so awkward a courtier,

that he preferred the labour of carrying

stones from a quarry, to the disgust a

praising the bad verses of his patron.

PH1NOT, or FINOT, (Dominhiw) >

composer of sacred and profane vocal music,

chiefly published at Venice and Lyons, be

tween the years 1547 and 1564.

PHRYNIS, of Mitylene, was the in

who, at the Panathensan games, obtain-

the prize on the cithara, about four hun

dred and fifty-seven years before Chris.

According to Suidas, he was originally lij

Hiero's cook ; but this prince, chancirc n

bear him play on the flute, placed la

under the instructions of Aristoclides, a «-

scendant of Terpander. Phrynis may be n-

garded as one of the first innovators upu

the cithara, in antiquity. He is said t>

have played in a delicate and efremisit

style, which the comic poets, Aristopbass

and Pherecrates, ridiculed upon the staff-

PIALTI (Ebmeneoildo) published -

Paris, about the year 1775, six duos of la

composition for two violins or two violon

cellos.

PIANI or DESPLANES, (Giov. Ant;

nio) a violinist, and composer for his in

strument, born at Naples, flourished atwsi

the year 1710. He was in the service i

Louis Alexandre de Bourbon, count of Tb, i-

louse, and high admiral of France.

PIANTAN1DA, (Giovanni) a cefc

brated violinist at Bologna, was boni

Florence in 1705. In 1734, he went t*

Petersburg with a company of Italian re

formers, and met with the greatest success

in that city. He returned to Italy aUw-

four years afterwards. Dr. Burney, «*»

heard him when at the advanced age "

sixty, still considered him the best nolima

in Italy, notwithstanding an awkward and

embarrassed air which he had in plarinf-

His wife was an excellent singer, who ac

companied him to Petersburg. Sii of his

trios for the violin, and six concerto*, "If

published at Amsterdam.

PIANTAN1DA, (Asm) s pupil *
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Fiorini, has composed much church music.

He resided in Milan at the commencement

of the present century.

PIARELLI, a violoncellist, published, at

Paris, six solos for his instrument, about the

year 1784.

PIAZZA, (Giovanna Battista) an in

strumental composer, who flourished in Italy

about the year 1650.

PIAZZA, (Cacetano) an Italian dra

matic composer in the latter half of the last

century.

PIC, (Giovanni) the celebrated prince

of Mirandola and of Concordia, was born in

1463. To extensive information in the

sciences, he joined a profound knowledge

of the art of composition, and of music in ge

neral. HU compositions were much sought

after in the age in which he lived. He

died at Florence, in 1494, aged thirty-

Due.

PICCHI, (Giovanni Mabia) organist

A the Casa Grande at Venice, published

ihere, in 1625, "Canzonida Sonar."

PICCINELLI (called also La Fban-

•emxa) was first female singer at the Mi

an opera, in 1770.

PICCINI (Nicola) was born in 1729, at

Bari, in the kingdom of Naples, and may be

aiikexl amongst the most ferule and original

omposers that the Neapolitan school has

ver produced. His father designed him

or the church, but an invincible passion for

:»usic frustrated this intention. He prac-

ised for some time in secret, and was, by

ccident, discovered to have made con-

iderable progress in the art, before his fa

ll er could be prevailed with to let him have

master.

In 1742, he was placed in the conserva-

<r y of San Onofrio, under the direction of

ieo, and, after his death, under Durante,

iccini spent twelve years in study before

e left the conservatory ; he then began his

rufessional career at the Florentine theatre

i Naples, with a comic opera, entitled

l^e Donne Ditpettotc." In 1758, he was

vited to Home, where he composed "Aim-

ndru nelC Indie." This opera, besides

vera! airs which are truly excellent, coa-

VOL, II.

tains one of the finest overtures that ever

was composed. Two years afterwards, his

comic opera of "La Buona Figliuola " had

a success that no previous drama could

boast of. It was no sooner heard at Rome,

than copies were multiplied, and there was

no musical theatre in Europe where this

burletta was not frequently performed, in

some language or other, during many years.

His serious opera, the " Olympiade" per

formed in the following winter, was equally

successful ; and, for fifteen years, Piccini

was considered the first musical composer

in Home. Anfossi was at last unfairly pre

ferred to him ; and, in consequence, he left

Rome in disgust, and returned to Naples.

From the latter city he was invited to

France, and, in December, 1776, arrived at

Paris. Previously to this time, as Sacchini

had informed Dr. Burney, he had composed

at least three hundred operas ; of which, in

one instance, thirteen had been produced ia

the short space of seven months. When

Piccini arrived in France, he knew not a

word of the French language; but Mar-

montcl undertook to be his instructor. The

latter engaged to make, in six operas of

Quinault, the changes which were requisite,

in order that they might be set to modern

music. For some time, he passed every

morning with Piccini, explained a scene to*

him, taught him to repeat it, marked, by

convenient signs, the quantity of each word

and syllable, and then left Piccini to work

by himself. His task was, to set to music

what he had learned, and on the following

morning he sang it to Marmontel. If.

which seldom happened, there was any in

correctness in regard to the expression or

quantity of the language, on that they im

mediately went to work together, in order to

perfect it. This kind of labour they con

tinued steadily to pursue for almost twelve

months.

Before Piccini had completed liis first

work in France, he found himself opposed

by a most formidable rival in Gluck ; who,

about this time, effected a great revolution

in French music. He had introduced into it

the forms of recitative and song from the
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Italian school, whilst, from the German

school, he had brought grandeur and

strength of harmony. A musical war was

excited, which, for a while, divided and

exasperated all Paris. Whilst this war

was at iU height, Berton, the director of

the opera, made an attempt to put an end

to it by reconciling the two chiefs. He

gave a splendid supper, at which Piccini

and Gluck, after embracing each other, sat

down together, and conversed with the

greatest cordiality during the whole evening.

They parted good friends; but the war

went on with as much fury between their

respective partisans as before.

The opera of "Roland " was the first

which was produced by Piccini at Paris ; it

was followed by "Atys" and by " Iphi-

genia in Taitris ;" the whole of which were

received with general admiration by all, ex

cept those who were devoted to the cause of

his opponent.

When, in the year 1781, Sacchini went

to Paris, an opera was required from each

of these masters, for the entertainment of

that year at Fontainbleau. Piccini chose

the story of " Dido," and Sacchini that of

" Chimena." Sacchini was first ready, and

his piece was put in rehearsal without de

lay. Every prejudice was in its favour:

the orchestra, the actors, and the managers

of the opera, with one accord, extolled him

to the skies. When the poetry of " Dido "

was finished, Piccini went to the country

residence of Marmontel, who wrote it, and

continued there for seventeen days, till he

had invented the whole of the music. In

six weeks it was completely ready for per

formance ; and such was the success of this

charming piece as to eclipse all rivalry.

Piccini possessed an astonishing versa

tility of genius. Whilst " Dido," at the

Opera-house, excited the most powerful emo

tions of sympathy and grief, his other operas

of " The pretended Lord," and " Steeper

awakened," gave birth to emotions that

were perfectly opposite.

A singing-school was, about this time,

established at Paris, of which Piccini was

appointed the principal master. He also

proposed to establish an annual concert")

but in this he was unsuccessful.

At the breaking out of the French retolo-

tion, Piccini, having lost his pensions, re

turned to Naples. The Neapolitan minister

had the cruelty, however, to forbid him

from appearing in public ; in consequence

of which, he remained almost constant!;

shut up in his chamber, in solitude and in

digence. During this time, he amused him

self by setting to music several of the Italian

psalms of Saverio Mattei.

In the year 1799, he returned to Pari;,

where he solicited from Buonaparte the rr>

newal of his pensions. He was gratiotA

received, and munificently recompensed,!}

composing a march for the consular pnrl

at the express command of the first t»

sul. Not long afterwards, he was appoint !

to an inspector's place in the national cb-

servatory of music. This situation he oe-

tinued to hold till the time of his deaii

which took place in 1801, at the age of se

venty-two years.

PICCINI, (Limovico) son of the pre

ceding, was born at Naples about the yii"

1765, and received his musical educatk

from his father. In 1786, he brought ott,

at the Opera Comique at Paris, "LesAw"

de Cherubim" and in 1788, at the TM»

de Beaujolais, " La Suite ties Chassem i

la iMitiire," In 1791, he returned with ra

father to Naples, and composed in that cit?

two comic operas, "Gli Accidenli Inaipt-

tati," and "LaSereaOnorata." At Venice,

he produced, in Y19Z,"L'Amanle Slatte."

At Genoa, " // Matrimonii/ per Jlngpf^

At Florence, "La Nolle Imbrogliata" asJ

again at Naples, a cantata entitled " &"

Liandro," which he composed for Mrs-

Billington. In 1796, he was engaged a

chapel-master by the court of Swedes, arJ

passed six years at Stockholm; vhen,

among other music, lie wrote a comic open

called "The Sleep Walker." He returned t»

Paris in 1801, a year after the lament?.'

death of his father. He then produced it to

Opera Comique"Le CigisM" ofMannontcl,

in three acts ; " L'Ainie el la Cad'ttt," «w

"L'Avis aux Jahwc," He also iyBJ"*"
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for the royal academy of music, "Hyppo-

mine et Atalantt," a piece in one act.

PICCINI, (Alexandre) grandson of

Nicola Piccini, was born at Paris about the

year 1780. He was a member of the choir

of Napoleon's chapel royal, and is a pro

fessor of the piano-forte. He studied com

position under Leseur. The following is a

list of his principal dramatic works. At the

Theatre de la Montansier, "Le Terme du

Voyage," "La Forteresse," "L"Entresol,"

" Oilles en Dtuil," " Let Deux Voisins,"

"Ltii-mimt." At the Theatre des Jeunes

Artistes, "Arlequin an Village," "La Pen-

sion del Jeunes Demoiselles," "Arlequin

bm Ami," "/,e Pavilion." At the Theatre

Saint Martin, "Romulus," "Robinson Cru

soe," and other melodrames. At the The

atre Feydeau, "Avis au Public," and '* lis

son! ehes our," operas of M. Desangiers.

PICCIOLI, (Giacomo Antonio) an

ecclesiastic and learned contrapuntist, to

wards the end of the sixteenth century, was

a pupil of the renowned Constantio Porta,

and published many works, chiefly at Ve

nice and Milan, between the years 1580 and

1600.

PICCITONO, (Padre Asgei.o da)

an ecclesiastic, published at Venice, in

1.147, a musical work called "Fior An

gelica ili Musicn." It is a book which,

Iiowever difficult to find at present, is, from

its dalness and pedantry, still more difficult

to read.

PICERLI, (Silvebio) an ecclesiastic,

published at Naples, in 1631, " Spccchio

Primo et Sccondo di Musica."

PICHL, (Wenzel) a celebrated violinist

and composer, born in Bohemia in 1743.

He studied the violin, first under Von Dit-

ittersdorf, and afterwards under Nardini.

tn 1791, he was at Milan, in the service

>f the archduke Ferdinand, as composer

if music. In 1797, on the French taking

KMsession of Milan, he followed his noble

Taster to Vienna, where he died in 1805.

Lmong his numerous works, we can name

he following: "100 Variazioni pet il F.

1 1 Ties scala del B. fermo" Naples, 1787 ;

Exercize it Violon ou 100 Variaz, p. le

Violon seul; " " 6 Duos p. Vtolon tl A"

Op. 18, Offenbach, 1794; "3 Duos p.

2 Vc." Op. 16, Paris, 1793 ; " 3 Quat. a

Clav., V., A„etB." Paris, 1793 ; " 1 Sin-

fonie," Op. 17, Berlin ; " Six Sonat. p. Vm

et B." Op. 20, Parts I. and II., Brunswick,

1796 ; " 12 Caprices p. Ftolon tcul," Op.

21, Brunswick, 1796 ; " 3 Sonat. p. le Clav.,

Ft., et B." Op. 26, Vienna, 1796 ; " 3

Quint. a2V.,2A„ et B." Op. 30,6ffenbach,

1797 ; "3 Duos p. 2 V." Op. 34, Offenbach,

1798 ; "3 Duos cone. p. 2 V." Op. 48,

Vienna, 1800; "6 Fugues, avecun Pitludt

fugue1 p. un Violon," Op. 35, Leipsic ; " 0

Ariette d Voce sola con Cemb." Op. 42,

Vienna ; " 12 Variaz dl V. c. eltro V." Op.

44, 1801.

PIELTAIN, (Dieudonne PASCAL)born

at Liege in 1754, was one of the best violin

pupils of Jarnowick. After having per

formed for six seasons at the concept spi-

rituel he came to London, and remained

here above nine years. He ultimately

settled in his native town. He published

many concertos for his instrument.

PIELTAIN (the younger) was a cele

brated performer on the horn, and a pupil

of Punto. He accompanied his elder bro

ther to England.

PIERSON, (Martin.) See Pearson.

PIETAGRUA, (Carlo Lvigi) an es

teemed Florentine composer, brought out at

Venice the operas "II Pastor Fido," 1721,

and " Romolo e Tazio," 1722.

PIETRAGKUA, (Gasparo) an eccle

siastic at Milan, flourished as a composer

about the year 1620. Of his compositions,

there were printed " Concetti e Canzoni

Francesi ad 1, 2, 3, e 4, con Messe da Viro

e da Morti, Magnificat, Falsi Bordoni, Ufa-

nie delta Madonna e dei Santi," Milan,

1629 ; " Canzonettc a Ire," Milan, 1C29 ;

" Motelti a voce sola," Milan, 1629 ; and

" Mcssa e Salmi alia Rnmana per cantarsi

alii Vcspcri di tutto I'anno con duoi Mag

nificat, le auattra Antifonc, et otto Falsi

Bordoni a 4 voci, Lib. 5.'

P1FFET, (called Le Grand Nkz) a

violinist in the opera orchestra at Paris,

about the year 1750. He composed some
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cantatas, and was considered one of the

best solo players of his time.

PIGGOT, (Francis) bachelor in music

of the university of Cambridge in 1 698, and

first organist of the Temple church. He

succeeded Purcell as one of the organists of

the chapel royal. An anthem of his, " /

was glad," is extant in many cathedrals.

PIGNATTA, (Pietro Romolo) of

Rome, was an emiuent dramatic composer.

Amongst his works are the following operas :

" Constanza vince UDestiuo," 1695; "Al-

viiro Re di Corinto ;" " Sigismondo il dia-

denna," 1695 ; " Vlnganno senza Danno,"

1697 ; " Paolo Emilia," 1699 ; " 11 Vanto

iTAmore," 1700 ; and *' Orontc inEgilto,"

1705.

PILAGO, (Carlo) of Rovigo, was or

ganist to the church of St. Mark, at Venice,

and a very eminent performer on his instru

ment. He published " Sacri Concerti <5

voce sola" Venice, 1642.

PILKINGTON, (Francis) an English

musician of the sixteenth century, and

lutist to the cathedral at Chester. He took

his degree of bachelor of music at Oxford,

in 1595. Pilkington was one of the authors

of a collection of airs and songs for the lute

and viol da gamba, published in London, in

a folio volume, in 1605.

PILZ, (R. P. E.) organist at Guben, in

Lusatia, published at Leipsic, between the

years 1796 and 1800, some light pieces of

music for the piano-forte.

PIMENTEL, (Pedro) a celebrated per

former on the organ at Lisbon, died in 1599,

and left the following published work,

" Livro de Cifra dc varias obras parasc

tangerem no Orgau."

PINA E MENDOCA, (Leoniz de)

a Portuguese nobleman, wrote, in 1650, a

book entitled " Varies Opusculos perlencen-

tes il Thiorica da Musica."

PINDAR, born at Thebes, in Boeotia,

about five hundred and twenty years before

Christ. He received his first musical in

structions from his father, who was a flute-

player by profession ; after which, accord

ing to Suidas, he was placed under Myrtis,

a lady of distinguished abilities in lyric

poetry. It was during this period that he

became acquainted with the poetess Co-

rinna, who was likewise a student under

Myrtis. Plutarch tells us, that Pindar pro

fited from the lessons which Corinna, more

advanced in her studies, gave him at this

school. It is very natural to suppose, tin

the first poetical effusions of a genius, so

full of fire and imagination as that of Pin

dar, would be wild and luxuriant; and

Lucian has preserved six verses, said to

have been the exordium of his first essay,

in which he crowded almost all the sub

jects for song, which ancient history aaJ

mythology then furnished. Upon commu

nicating this attempt to Corinna, she loU

him, smiling, that he should sow with tbi

hand, and not empty his whole sack $

once. Pindar, however, soon quitted ti-

leading-strings of these ladies, his poeti..

nurses, and became the disciple of Simon-

des, now arrived at extreme old age ; afte

which he soon surpassed all his masters,^

acquired great reputation over all Green;

but, like a true prophet, was less honcw?-

in his own country than elsewhere ; Iff tf

Thebes he was frequently pronounced

vanquished, in the musical and prc-

contests, by candidates of inferior merit.

There is no great poet or musician ■

antiquity, whose moral character has bets

less censured than that of Pindar. Ph-

tarch has preserved a single verse of Is

Epicedium, or dirge, that was sung at tii

funeral, which, short and simple as it &

implies great praise : " This man vas fit*1

ing to strangers, and dear to Ms ftOt-

citizeits," His works abound with precep

of the purest morality; and it does rtf

appear that he ever traduced eren a"

enemies; comforting himself for their ru-

lignity, by a maxim which he insertfii!

his first pythic, and which afterwards be

came proverbial, " That it is better I' *<

envied than pitied"

Pausanias says, that the character

poet was truly consecrated in the person'1

Pindar, by the god of verse himself, «be

was pleased, by an express oracle, to »!er

the inhabitants of Delphos to set apart, ^
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Pindar, one half of the first-fruit offerings

brought by the religious to his shrine, and

to allow him a conspicuous place in his

temple ; where, in an iron chair, he used to

sit and sing his hymns in honour of that

god. This chair was remaining in the time

of Pausanias, several centuries after, and

shown to him as a relic not unworthy of

the sanctity and magnificence of that place.

A bard who sung like Pindar, would be

heard with the same rapture in a pagan

temple, as a Farinelli in an Italian church ;

and, as both would draw together crowded

congregations, both would be equally ca

ressed and encouraged by the priests.

But though Pindar's muse was pensioned

at Delphos, and well paid by princes and

potentates elsewhere, she seems, however,

sometimes to have sung the spontaneous

strains of pure friendship. Of this kind

were, probably, the verses bestowed upon

the musician Midas, of" Agrigentum, in

Sicily, who had twice obtained the palm of

victory, by his performance on the flute at

the Pythic games. It is in his twelfth Py-

tiic ode, that Pindar celebrates the victory

of Midas over all Greece, upon that instru

ment which Minerva herself had invented.

Fabricius tells us, that Pindar lived to

the age of ninety; and according to the

chronology of Dr. Blair, he died four hun

dred and thirty -five years before Christ, aged

eighty-six. His fellow-citizens erected a

monument to him, in the hippodrome at

rhebes, which was still subsisting in the

time of Pausanias ; and his renown was so

.•reat after his death, that his posterity

lerived very considerable honours and pri

vileges from it. When Alexander the

Great attacked the city of Thebes, he gave

■xpress orders for the soldiers to spare the

iouse and family of Pindar. The Lacedae-

nonians had done the same before this

>eriod ; for when they ravaged Boeotia, and

turned the capital, the following words

were written upon the door of the poet;

Forbear to burn this house, it was the

/welling of Pindar. Respect for the me-

uory of this great poet continued so long,

hat even in Plutarch's time, the best part

of the sacred victim, at the Theoxenian

festival, was appropriated to his descend

ants.

PINELLI DE GERARDIS. (Giovanni

Battista) born at Genoa in 1543, of a

noble family^ In 1581, he succeeded Scan-

delli as chapel-master to the elector of

Saxony, at Dresden, but was soon obliged,

from misconduct, to vacate his place, when

he quitted Dresden for Prague, in which

city he died. His published works are,

"6 Misse a 4 Foci," Dresden, 1582 ; "Deut

sche Magnificat fiber die 8 Kirchentdne"

Dresden, 1583 ; " Madrigali," Dresden,

1584 ; " Cantiones, 8, 10, et 15 Foe,"

Dresden, 1584; " Newc Kurzweilige

teutsche IAeder mil 5 Stimmcn, tfc." Dres

den, 1584 ; " Lib. 1 de Neapolitane & 5

Voci," Dresden, 1585 ; and " 18 Musetten

fur 5 Stimmcn'' Prague, 1588.

PINELLI, (Giovanni Vincenzo) a

learned Italian, who resided at Padua, was

born at Naples in 1535. He was an excel

lent musician, and a pupil of Philippus de

Monte. He died in 1601 or 1602.

PINHEIRO, (Antonio) chapel-master

of the cathedral at Evora, in Portugal, was

born in the province of Alentejo, and studied

music under his eminent countryman,

Francesco Guerreiro. He died in 1617.

A very clever " Magnificat" of his compo

sition, is in the royal library at Lisbon.

PINNA, (Joseph de) a professor of the

piano-forte, and vocal and instrumental com

poser, resident in this country. His music is

generally of a familiar and pleasing descrip

tion. Amongst his works we can mention,

for the piano-forte : " Rule Britannia, ar

ranged as a Rondo, in a familiar Style, No.

1 ;'* " When the hollow drum, arranged as

ditto, No. 2 ;" " A rose-tree in full bear

ing, with familiar Variations, A'o. 3 ;"

" Auld lang syne, ditto, No. 4;" " A

Highland Lad, arranged as a Rondo, in a

familiar Style i" " The yellow -hair''d

Laddie, ditto, No. 6;" " Duet for two

Piano-fortes," Op. 43 ; " Three Airsfrom

Haydn's 'Creation,' with Ft Acc.;" and

" Three Sonatinas." Vocal : " 'Tis vain

to deck thy brow with pearls," song ; " 0
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turn those dear, dear eyes away," ditto ;

and " Hail, beauteous stranger."

PINTO, (Thomas.) This excellent per

former on the violin was born in England,

of Italian parents. When a boy, he was a

miraculous player on his instrument, and,

long before he was of age, was employed as

the leader of large bands in concerts. At this

time, however, he was very idle, inclining

more to the fine gentleman than the musical

student, kept a horse, was always in boots

in a morning, with a switch in his hand in

stead of a fiddle -stick; till the arrival of

Giardini, whose superiority to all the per

formers he had ever heard, inclined him to

think it necessary to practise, which he did,

for some time, with great diligence. With

a very powerful hand, and an astonishingly

quick eye, he was, in general, so careless a

player, that he performed the most difficult

music, at sight, better than ever after, for

he was then obliged to look at the notes

with some care and attention ; but after

wards, trusting to his memory, he frequently

committed mistakes, and missed the ex

pression of passages, which, if he had

thought worth looking at, he would have

executed with certainty.

After leading at the opera, whenever

Giardini laid down the truncheon, he was

engaged as first violin at Drury-lane theatre,

where he led for many years. After the

death of his first wife, Sybilla, a German

singer, he married the celebrated Miss

Brent, and settled in Ireland, where he

died in the year 1773.

PINTO,(G.F.) grandsonofthe preceding,

was a remarkable instance of premature

musical genius. He studied the violin under

Salomon, and, at fifteen years of age, had

arrived at such perfection on that instru

ment, that he could lead an orchestra, in

the performanceof the symphonies ofHaydn,

nearly as well as his master. Neither had

he confined his studies to the above instru

ment, as he was almost equally great on

the piano-forte as on the violin, and was

well versed in counterpoint, which he

evinced, at about the age of seventeen, by

several vocal publications, of great merit

and originality. This extraordinary gtnios

became a martyr to dissipation about the

year 1808, and before he had completed his

twenty-first year. Amongst his published

works we can mention the following songi :

" A shepherd tov'd a nymph so fair,"

" From thee, Eliza, I must go," " It ni

a winter's evening," "Little warbler^'

"Nature, meet mistress," and '' The smil

ing plains." (Harm. Inst. Cat.) There is

also a minuetto by Pinto, in a forcible a»l

pleasing style of composition, in No. 14

llu' Harmonicou.

PINTO, (Mns.) better known as Mio

Brent, was the wife of Thomas Pinto. Sbt

was a celebrated singer, and a pupil of Dr.

A me, who wrote expressly for her, the pari

of Mundane, in Artaxerxes.

PIO, (Antonio) chapel-master at Hi-

venna, was a native of that city. He a

numbered amongst the dramatic compottn

of Italy, between the years 1783 and 1791.

One of his operas was entitled "ifetnm

ed Egle," op. ser. Venice, 1 783.

PIONNIER, (Johann) chapel-mawr

at Lorctto, in the middle of the sixteeiii

century. Amongst his printed worVs i

can name " Motetti a 5 Voc, lih. S,"Vt-

nice, 1564.

PIOZZI. A composer of this name pub

lished at Manheim, about the year 178ft

two operas of quatuors, for the harpsichord,

two violins, and bass.

PIRLINGER, (Joseph) chamber-m-

sioian to the court, and violinist at Vienna,

published at Paris, in 1786. " Sis Qa-

tuors pour Violons, Viole, et Basse," aid

" Six Symphonies A huil." He lias sin"

brought before the public, at Vienna, "a*

vertistementpour deux Violons," "12 lekk/

DuosfurAnfanger an/2 nottnt*,' Vienna,

and " Neue Fiotinschule," Vienna, IWa

This is a modernized edition of the Fists-

schiile of Leopold Mozart.

PISATtl, (Pascalo) singer in the pon

tifical chapel at Rome, and a celebrated

contrapuntist, resided in that city i»

year 1770. Dr. Burney heard, at Home, i

very learned mass by this master, fcr sa

teen voices.
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PISENDEL, (J. Georg) bom at Carls-

iarg, ia Franconia, in 1687, was entered,

it nine years of age, as a chorister in the

hapel of the margrave of Anspach, under

•.»rhi and Torelli; from the latter of

thorn he leamt the violin, and made such

>rogress, that, at fifteen years of age, he

vas nominated violinist of the chapel. In

1709, he went to Leipsic, to attend some of

he lectures in that university. In 1712,

te was engaged for the chapel of the king

)f Poland, and was subsequently attached

to the suite of the hereditary prince of

Suiany, whom he accompanied into France

and Italy. Finally, after the death of

Volumier in 1730, Pisendel was made

concert-master at Dresden, and, in 1731,

was nominated chcf-d'orchcslre of the thea

tre there, to which the celebrated Hasse

was composer. These situations he held,

with the greatest credit, till his death,

which took place in 1755.

PISTICCI, (Atanasio) a monk and

church composer, flourished in the early

P«t of the seventeenth century. Amongst

other works he published " Mutetli," Ve

nice, 1633 ; " Mutetli A 2 1 3 Fori," Book 3 ;

and " Salmi H 4 Voci."

PISTOCCHI, (Fk. Ant.) This musi

cian, considered by the Italians to be the

father of the modern school of singing, was

horn at Bologna about the year 1660. He

first devoted his talents to the stage, but

meeting with little success on account of

his disagreeable personal appearance, and

the want of power in his voice, he quitted

'hat pursuit, and entered into holy orders.

Being an excellent contrapuntist, he was

afterwards invited to Anspach, as chapel-

master to the margrave, but did not long

continue in that situation, as, in the year

I'OO.he had returned from Germany to Bo

logna, where he opened a school for singing,

of which several of the principal vocal artists

of the following age became pupils ; amongst

these we may name Antonio Bernacchi,

Antonio Pasi, J.B.Minelli, Ant.Pio.Fabn,

^d Bartoliao. Dr. Burney says, that

Pistocchi had a very fine soprano voice,

*aich he lost by a dissolute life, together

with a fortune which he had acquired by

the exercise of it. In this distress he was

reduced to the necessity of becoming a

copyist; in which employment, by his atten

tion and assidoity, he arrived at such a de

gree of skill in music, as to be able himself

to compose. In the course of a few years,

he discovered that his voice was returning,

and having experienced gTeat misery whilst

he was deprived of that faculty, he practised

incessantly, till it settled into a fine con

tralto. With this valuable acquisition he

determined to travel, and accordingly

visited most of the courts of Europe. The

encouragement he met with, and the offer

of the employment of chapel-master to the

margrave of Anspach, with a handsome sti

pend, induced him to settle at that court,

where, in the possession of a newly acquired

fortune, he continued many years. At

length he returned to Italy, and retired to

a convent, in which he died."

It will be observed, that Dr. Burney's

account of this musician does not well

accord with the opening account of him,

which we have translated from the French

Dictionary of Musicians. It is probable

that Dr. Burney's account is the correct

one, in what relates to the failure and re

covery of the voice of Pistocchi, though it

seems unaccountable, that he has not

alluded to his celebrated school of singing.

Amongst Pistocchi's works are the follow

ing. Operas : " Narciso," Anspach, 1697 ;

" Leandro," 1679; " // Gcrello," 1681;

" // Martirio di S. Adriano" Venice,

1699 ; and "Le Riia di Detnocrito," Vienna,

1700. He also published some sacred

music, cantatas, &c. Pistocchi died at

Bologna in 1720.

PISTORINI,(AnTONio)a dramatic com

poser of Florence, celebrated for bis comic

operas and interludes, about the year 1730.

PITET, professor of the harpsichord at

Paris, about the year 1785, published, about

that period, some music for his instrument.

PITICCHIO, (Francesco) chapel-mas

ter at Palermo, resided some years in Ger

many, (chiefly at Brunswick and Dresden)

with a company of Italian singers. In
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1784, he brought out, at Dresden, an opera

entitled - Gli Amanti alia Prova." He

next produced "II Bertoldo," op. buffa,

Vienna, 1787, and "La Didane abbando-

nate," op. seria, Dresden, 1788. He also

published several sets of Italian canzonets,

and six quintetti for violins, &c.

PITTERLIN, (Friedrich ADOLni)

was, in 1796, conductor in the orchestra of a

theatre at Magdeburg. He published some

vocal and instrumental music, principally

dramatic, amongst which is an opera called

" The Gypties." He died in 1804.

PITTONI, (Ottavio) born in 1660,

was chapel-master at St. Peter's, and con

ductor of the music in the German college

at Rome. He wrote much sacred music,

and, according to abbe Gerber, made some

approaches towards the modern school. He

died at Rome in 1750.

PIVA, (Grkcorio) an Italian vocal

composer, flourished about the year 1700.

PIXIS, (F. VV., senior) organist of the

reformed church at Manheim, since the

year 1770. He published " Eight short

and easy Preludes for the Organ or Piano

forte, Part I." Manheim, 1791; "Eight

ditto, Part II." Manheim, 1 792 ; and " Two

Sonatinasfor the Piano-forte," Manheim,

1792.

PIXIS, (Friedrich Wilhelm) eldest

son of the preceding, was born at Manheim

in 1786. He was, from the age of thirteen,

highly celebrated for his performance on the

violin, in the style of Frauzl and Viotti,

and accompanied his father in a musical

tour through Germany ; in the principal

cities of which country he was heard, as a

child, with enthusiasm, especially at Berlin,

in the year 1 800. In Boosey's Catalogue

we observe a quintet for two violins, two

tenors, and violoncello, Op. 23, under the

name of Pixis, who is probably the subject

of the present article.

PIXIS, (Johann Petec) younger bro

ther of the preceding, was born at Manheim

in 1788. He has been a celebrated pianist

from the age of twelve years, having re

ceived his principal instructions on that in

strument from his father. Amongst many

other works, he has published " Trou

Marches, did. an Comte Marnier it

Browne," Op. 22, Vienna ; " 3 Pofonouer,"

Op. 16, Vienna; "Sonata," Op. 14, Vi

enna; " Gr. Sonata cone." Op.24, Vienna .

"Sonata," Op. 10, Vienna; " RondoUlli

Espagnol" Vienna ; 11 Introduction A

Rondo Polonoisc tire1 de Lodoisha," Op. 34,

Vienna; " Polonoise brilliante," Op. 31;

" Variations concertante pour Pianofori,

et Violon," Op. 32 ; "Variations surNiUv

am Scheidewegt," and " Gr. Var. tiri it

COpera Zelmira."

PIZZATI, an Italian abbot, has pub

lished the following works: " La Scirt:'.

de Suoni, e dell' armonia diretta sprtitl-

tncnte a render ragione de* Fcnomeni.tii

conoscer la natura e It leggi delta medermi,

ed agiovare alia pratica del Contr&jm.

divisa in 5 parti," Venice, 1782, i-A

" Tavola degli Escmpi appartenenti eft

Scienza de' Snoni e delC Armonia."

PLA, PLAS, or PLATS. There WW

two brothers of one of the above num

Spaniards by birth, who were very eek-

brated performers on the hautboy. Alv*

the year 1752 they were at Paris, fen

whence they proceeded to Germany, aftl/"-

1761, were engaged in the chapel of tt

duke of Wurtemburg ; in the first year <;

which engagement one of the brothers £ti

Some of their music for the hautboy aci

|. flute was published.

PLANELLI, knight of the order d

Jerusalem, at Naples, published there, it

1772, an excellent work entitled " W

Opera in Musica."

PLANTADE, (N.) a French compar

and pupil of Langll, was born at Pontow

He was for several years chapel-master tt

the king of Holland, and afterward.' re

turned to Paris, where, we believe, he ii stu!

living. Among his numerous works art

the following : " Romances, av. Act. *

Clav., Cahier 1, 2, 3, 4," Paris, 1796;

" Trois Duos pour le Chant, arte. Ac. £

Harpe on Clav." Op. 8, Paris, 1796; " *

cueil de Romances et Chansons, mrtc At.

de Clan." Op. 6, Paris, 1796 ; " I* }'

loux malgri hi," operetta, Paris,
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' Let dnu Soars," Paris, 1791 ; " Lei

touliers modMt," Paris, 1793; " Palma,

•* k Voyage en Grcce," Paris, 1 799 ; " Ro-

wgntsi," Paris, 1799 ; " Au plus brave la

Im belle," Paris, 1799 ; *' Zo4, on la pauvre

'elite," opera, in one act ; " Recueil de

lammees oven Clav." Op. 13, Paris, 1802,

ai " Esther," op. ser. of Racine, Paris,

B03.

FLARR, (Gottlieb Immanuel) a

usical amateur, born at Dresden in 1748.

e published " Six Quadrilles pour le

Dresden, 1791 ; " Kleine Klavier-

AcbemMusik gesetzt," Dresden, 1792;

Sit Pohnoises pour le Clav.," Dresden,

'93 ; and " Six Polonoisen furs Klavier,"

resden, 1795.

PLATANIA, (IovA7.ro) a dramatic

imposer at Rome, between the years 1783

ni 1791. This is probably the Platania

entioned in the French Dictionary of Mu-

:ians.

PUTEL, (N.) a French violoncellist

i the latter years of the last century. He

"Wished some music for his instrument.

W.ATNER, (A uoustin) a composer at

e beginning of the seventeenth century,

Wished, among other works, " Missa a

»c." Nuremburg, 1623.

PLATONE, (Lnoi) a Neapolitan dra-

itic composer, is known by the following

>rks : "Amor no ha rigvardi," opera buffa,

4>les, 1787 ; " Le Convulsion!," opera

fa, Naples, 1787 ; and " Matrimonio

' Sorpresa," opera buffa, Rome, 1788.

PLATTI, (Giovanni) of Venice, an ex-

lent performer on the violin and hautboy,

• chamber-musician to the bishop of

ortiburg about the year 1740. He pub-

led at Nuremburg, about 1746, two works

■1 sonatas each, for the harpsichord,

o six concertos for the same instrument,

solos, &c. His wife was principal

?er at the chapel of Wurtzburg.

PLAWENN or PLAUEN, (Leopold)

Benedictine monk at Zwifalt, published

following works : '* Sacra1 nytnpha?

•ffefwn aanarnmin deiet divorum laudrs

3> 4, 5, et 6 vocibus el instruments

mat*," Inspruck, 1669. The third

volume appeared at Kempter in 1672, and

contains " Missm, 4 /estiva et uuatuor

exequialae cceterte una cum choro vocaH

ad placitunu" The fourth volume, com

prising canticles for three, four, five, and

six voices, with instruments, appeared at

Ulm in 1679.

PLAYFORD, (John) born in the year

1613, was by trade a music-seller, in Lon

don.

In the year 1665, he published " Ah

Introduction to the Skill of Mttsic," which

appears to have been in a great measure

extracted from Morley's Introduction,

Butler's Principles of Music, and other

works on the subject. It is divided into

three books : the first containing the prin

ciples of music, with directions for singing ;

the second, instructions for the bass, treble,

and tenor viol, and also for the treble vi

olin, with lessons to each ; the third, the

art of descant, or of composing music in

parts. This work, which is written in a

plain and familiar style, succeeded so well,

that, before the year 1684, it had passed into

ten editions. Of these, the last is fuller

than any of the former, and is also much

more correct. In the preface there are

many curious and interesting particulars

relative to music and musical professors.

Playford appears to have possessed the

friendship of most of the eminent musicians

of his time, and, in consequence, was the

publisher of a great number of musical

works, between the years 1650 and 1685.

He was a good judge of music, and was

very industrious in his trade, contributing

not a little to the improvement of the art

of printing music from the letter-press types,

by the use of what he, in some of his pub

lications, calls the new-tied note. It must

be here remarked, that the musical works

formerly in use in this kingdom were print

ed from metal types ; the notes were dis

tinct from each other, and the quavers and

semiquavers were signified only by single

or double tails, without any connection

whatever. Matthew Lock, in his Melo-

thesia, printed in 1673, from copper-plates,

joined them together ; and from hence it is
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supposed that Playford took the hint, and

transferred the same improvement to letter

press types.

His skill in music was not so great as to

entitle him to the, appellation of a master.

He knew nothing of the theory of the sci

ence, but was well versed in the practice,

and understood the rules of composition

well enough to write good harmony. Of

this he has given proof in a great number

of songs in two, three, and four parts,

printed in the " Mttsical Companion," and

also in his " Psalms and Hymns" in four

parts, and in the collection entitled " The

whole Book of Psalms, with the usual

Hymns and Spiritual Songs, composed in

three Parts."

Playford lived to the age of eighty, and

died , as is generally supposed, about the year

1663. He was succeeded in his business by

his son Henry, who, in 1701, published what

he called the second book of the " Pleasant

Musical Companion, being a choice Collec

tion of Catches for three andfour Voices ;

published chiefly for the Encouragement of

Musical Societies, which will speedily be

set up in all the Towns and Cities in Eng

land." The design of this work was to

give to the public a scheme for instituting

musical clubs in different places, with cer

tain rules mentioned in the preface, and to

afford them also a useful collection of mu

sic. It seems to have had some success

in promoting the practice of catch-singing

in London and Oxford, but it does not ap

pear to have had that extensive influence

which the compiler expected.

It is conjectured that Henry Playford

survived his father but a very few years ;

for we meet with no publication by him

subsequent to the year 1710.

PLEIGNIERE, (M. de la) a French

musician, published, about the year 1783,

a work entitled " Mdthodc pour cxicuter

les Variations rtHarmonie avec les Cla-

vessins ordinaires, satis oter les Mains de

dessus le Clavier."

PLEYEL, (Ionaz) born in Austria in

1757, studied composition at Vienna under

the renowued Haydn till the year 1786,

when he travelled into Italy, from «kic«

he proceeded to Paris, and after a ski!

stay in that capital was appointed chapel-

master at Strasburg. He has since re

turned to Paris, where he has for m.a

years been established in the music trait.

The following is a list of Pleyel's principtl

instrumental works: " Sir Quotums pm

Violon," Op. 1 ; "Six ditto," Op. 2; "*

gr. Quatuors pour Violon," Op. 3 ; " Su

Quotumspour Violon," Op. 4 ; "Sixgraa

Quatuors pour Violon," Op. 5 ; "Dm

Symphonies a neuf," Op. 5; "Dm

Quintetti pour Violon," Op. 6, OS*

bach; "Six Quatuors pour Fio/o>i,"0p.5:

" Deux Grandes Sonates pour Clot&a,"

Op. 7, Offenbach ; " Trois Quaiuon *o

Violon," Op. 7 ; " Un Scptuor pour hi

Violons, Viola, Violonc. deux Cars, ti Best'

Op. 8, Offenbach, 1787 ; " Trois CM-"

pour Violon," Op. ; " Trois ditto," Of *

" Trois ditto, igalement," Op. 9;

Sdrdnade pour Violon, Hautbmi, «*

Violes, deux Cars, et Basse," Op. 10,0te

bach, 1787 ; " Trois Quatuors pour fife

igalement" Op. 10 ; " Trow Triu f

Violon, Viole, et Basse," Op. ll,Ofe«i

1787; " Trois Quatuors pour Violator?"

quelques uns," Op. 11;" Trait f»*<

Symphonies rTOrchestre," Op. 12, t*5-

bach, 1787; " Trois Quatuors pour

aussi," Op. 12; " Six Duos parr fmi

et ViolonceUe," Op. 13, Offenbath, 1"*

" Trois Solos pour ClavMu," Spire ; "T*

grandes Symphonies eTOrchcstre," Op H

Offenbach, 1788; " Trois Quatutn ?'

Violon," Op. 14 ; " Trois Quatmort

Op. 15; " Six ditto, Uo. 1 et 2,"0fJ>

Offenbach, 1788; " Six ditto, lie. 1 « i'

Op. 16, Offenbach, 1790; "Six

pour Clavicin, avec Flute et Bass*,'' 0^&

Offenbach, 1790; " Trois ditto, otaf^

et Basse," Op. 17, Spire; "TnuQs^>

pour Flute, Hautbois, Violon, Vuk, r> r'-

Op. 18, Offenbach ; "Six Otto fo*r /V>

par numerous se'paris" Op. 19,

1789 and 1790 ; " line Sonaie pssr Or

cht avec V. et B." Op. 20, Spire;

Sere'nadepour Hautbois, deux fuJsoi. ^

Violes, deux Con, VioUmtxUc, ttBs*h °f
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), Offenbach ; " Trait Quatuors pour

I, V., Viote, et Vc," Op. 20, 1789;

Deux Symphonies d'Orchestre," Op. 21,

erlin; "Six Trios pour Violon," Op. 22 ;

feobach; "Deux Quintetti pour Violon,"

)■ 22, Offenbach ; " Deux Senates pour

midn awe Violon," Op. 23, Berlin, 1 790 j

Sur Duos pour Violon," Op. 23, Offen-

t ; " Six ditto," Op. 24, Offenbach ;

Six Duos pour Flute," Op. 24, Offeu-

:b ; " Trois Quatuors pour Ft., V., Viole,

ft," Op. 25, Offenbach ; " Un Concerto

<r Violoncello" Op. 26, Offenbach;

"nis grandes Symphonies d'Orchestre,"

■ 27 ; " Trois Quatuors pour Fl., V.,

<fi et B." Op. 28 ; " Trois grandes

aphonies d'Orchestre," Op. 29 ; " Trois

V Op, 30 ; " Deux Concertos pour la

k," Op. 31 ; " Trois Sonales pour Clan.

e V. et Vc," Op. 32 ; " Deux grandes

'phonies d'Orchestre" Op. 33, 1790;

i* Sonates pour le Clavfcin, a quatre

Liu. 1 et 2," Offenbach, 1789 ;

Dues pour Flute et Violon, Lit: 1 et

Ofeobach, 1789 ; " Sir Sonatines pour

■* Rites, Lie. 1 et 2," Offenbach, 1789 ;

' Concerto pour Clav." This is one of

rioJin concertos, arranged for the harp-

ard. "PetitsAirs et Rondos pour le Clav.

' V.,a ¥usage des Commencans, Lav. 1

" Offenbach, 1789 and 1790. These

also taken from his violin quatuors.

d has also composed some vocal pieces,

>g*t which is an Italian opera entitled

^igenia."

WUVTER, (P. J.) professor of the

■ at Paris abont the year 1807.

)BBIELSKI, (Christian Wiliielm)

list at Konigsberg, studied in the

irsity of that town, receiving at the

time musical instruction from his fa-

till he became a very eminent per-

:r on the organ and harpsichord, for

i instruments he wrote much es-

i music. He died suddenly at Ko-

erg in 1792.

IDIO, (Guoi.. di) an Italian priest

Mactic writer on harmony, published,

95, a work entitled "ArsMusicorum,

-ummattartum Facultatis Musical." j

! PODIUS, (Franciscvs) a celebrated

Sicilian composer, published " Jlicercati,

Lib. I," Palermo, 1604.

POESSINGER, (Franz Alexander)

a violinist at Vienna, published there much

music for his instrument, between the years

1792 and 1803.

POGGI, (Teresina) a distinguished

singer of Bologna in the latter part of the

last century. v

POHL, (Wilhelm) a doctor of medicine,

and celebrated amateur composer of instru

mental music. He probably resided at

Vienna, where he died about the year

1807.

POHLE, (David) chapel-master at

Halle and at Merseburg, about the end of

the seventeenth century. He published at

Halle, in 1665, " The Spiritual Odes of

Heydenrrich," which were performed in

the ducal chapel there.

POKOUNY,(GoTTHAnD)chapel-master

of St. Peter's church, in Brfinn, was born

in Bohemia in 1733, and was one of the

best organists and violinists of his age. He

wrote much church music, none of which,

however, has been published.

POKORNY, a celebrated female per

former on the horn, performed at the con

cert spirituel in Paris, about the year 1780.

POLANI, (Girolamo) a Venetian com

poser, brought out the following operas with

success : " Prassitele in Giudo," 1700 ; " La

Vendetta disarmata dall' Amore," 1704 ;

"Creso tolto alle Fiamine," 1705; "Rosilda,"

" Vindice la Patzia delta Vendetta," 1707 ;

" La Virtu trionfante di Amore" 1704 ;

"La Virtu trionfante di Amore vendicativo,''

"IlCieco Oeloso," 1708; " Uerengario Hi

d'/tatia," 1710; and "Chi la/a, CAspctta,"

1717.

POLANI, a good violinist, and pupil of

Tartini, resided at Rome about the year

1785, and was the master of M. P.

Baillot,

POLAROLO, (Carlo Fbancesco)

chapel-master of Sh Mark's church at Ve

nice, was born at Brescia in 1653. He

was one of the most prolific authors of bis

age, and is said to have been the first em»
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bellisher of theatrical instrumental music.

He died in 1723.

POLAROLO, (Antonio) son of the

preceding, was also chapel-master of St.

Mark's church at \renice, and well sustained

his father's celebrity. He produced the

following operas : " Aristeo," 1700 ; "Gri

ffIda," 1701 ; " Demetrio e Tolomco"

" Lcusippe c Teone," 1702; " Lucio Pa-

pirio Dittatore" " Plantilla," 1721 ; and

" Cosroe," 1723.

POLETTI, a dramatic composer of Fer-

rara in the latter part of the last century.

POLI, (Aoostino) chapel-master to the

duke of Wurtemburg at Stuttgard, about

the year 1 790, also a conductor of the or

chestra of the Italian opera in that town.

He composed some church and dramatic

music, and was master to several pupils who

afterwards became eminent.

POLIDORI, (Ortensio) a prolific

church composer, born at Camerino, flou

rished about the middle of the seventeenth

century. Amongst his works are " Messe

il 5 el 8 voci con Itipieni et 2 V. ;" "Snlmi

concertati h 3 e 5 voci, Lib. 2, con Stro-

mrntii" " Salmi a 2 Cori, parte coucertati

c parte picni, Libra 2 ;" " Motetti a voce

sola ct d dtioi," Op. 13, Venice, 1637; and

" Salmi concertati," Venice, 1641.

POLIDORI. An Italian composer of this

name published at Paris, in 1780, " Six

Triot pour Violon," Op. 1 .

POLITIANO, (Anoelo) canon of the

cathedral at Florence, and professor of the

Greek and Latin languages in that city,

was born in Tuscany in 1454. His writings

contain many things interesting to musi

cians, and he was himself an excellent

lutist, singer, and composer. His passion

for music was such, that he gave directions

to be permitted to hear it in the last mo

ments of his life. It is said that, being

deeply enamoured with a lady of distinc

tion, probably of the house of Medicis, and

not being able to render her favourable to

his suit, by either entreaties or presents,

he was so much affected as to bring on a

violent fever, during the ravings of which

be was seized with an anxiety to set to

Amongst i

, prodawl

music some verses expressive of the fa

of his affection. For this purpose he ni

from his bed, and, seizing his lute, sanei

desired poetry with such sensibilitr, i

the impression it made on him was \h

mediate cause of his death,

practical works was a drama,

1475, entitled " Or/eo."

POLLEDRO, (J. B.) an eminent t

linist and composer for his iustrumenu

native of Turin. He was very ctletm

in Germany in the year 1812, about xi

time he was heard in most of the priM)

cities of that country. He pubUskei

Leipsic " 3 Cone, pour V." Ops. 6, T.I

" 3 Far. pour V. tfc," Ops. 3, 5, 8; i

"3 Triot pour 2 V. et B." Ops.2,4,a

POLLINI, (Francesco) a pas* I

composer from Milan, who resided is M

at Paris, published there " Trots St*

pour le Piano-forte," and^ afterwire

Vienna, " Variations pour le Puu&j*1

Cahicr 1 et 2." The much admits e

" Voi che sapete," of Mozart, has also*

arranged by Pollini, and republished £

Harmonic Institution in London.

POLTORATZKY, (M. J.) *TJ

chapel-master at Petersburg in 178. &

choir was composed of fifty-four asr^

POLYMNESTES, of Colophon, a'

was a composer for the flute, as wd' B:

improver of the lyre ; and it appe^

have been no uncomrc

for these aneient musicians to

equally well upon both those

Polymnestes is said to have invent

hyper-Lydian mode. This mode bos?

a tone below the Dorian, which « 1

lowest of the five original modes, w» *

haps, the first extension of thescalo.^*'

wards, as the mixo-Lydian was sp"111

Plutarch, who assigns to him this iarr-t*

says, that he relaxed and tighten*! 3

strings more than had been done 1*"

that is, altered their tension by new d**

relaxing them for his new mode ; >•*

the contrary, when he played is '

modes, tightening them again.

PONCINI, chapel-master ind de

composer at Parma in 1770.
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PONTE, (Adah de) a composer of the

iteenth century. Several of his motets

iy be found in the first book of the The-

wm Afutiau, Venice, 1586.

POXTIO, (Pietbo) of Parma, pub-

led, in 1583, a musical book entitled

9UtgU della Mutica." It is a work

■ .ilue for the time in which it was written,

also, according to Dr. Burney, printed,

1588, his "Raggionamenti di Mutica;"

bably, however, the two above-mentioned

rks are the same, but with different titles,

longst his practical publications are

Ualmi Vesperarum totius Anni 4 vocum,"

»ice,1578; "Lib. 1, Mitsarum, 4 voc."

<4. 2, Missarum, 4 voc." Venice, 1585;

i Hint a 8 Met," Venice, 1590; and

tagnificntt, lies unit lies Jiuch."

PDNZlOj (Giuseppe) a Neapolitan

made composer, brought out at, Venice,

1766, the serious opera entitled " Ar-

f't." According to the Milan Lidice dc'

•Hoc Teatr. for 1791, Ponzio was then

1 living.

POOLE, (Miss.) See Dickons.

POPMA, (Oevebing de) a musician,

'probably aDutchman, published in 1 7 10,

Amsterdam, "Six Suites pour le Clae."

'ORDENONI, (Mabc. Antonio) a

iposer of the sixteenth century. One of

works is entitled " Aladrigali u 5 voci,

■ 1 e 2," Venice, 1567.

0RF1RI, (Dom. Pietbo) a good Ve

sta composer, towards the close of the

mteenth century, brought out, in 1687,

opera of " Zenocrntc Ambatciatorc «

cedoiii."

ORPOPvA, (Nicolo) the celebrated

ii of Alessandro Scarlatti, born at Na-

tn 1689. He was placed at an early

under his great master, and, by his ra-

progress, proved himself worthy of the

and lessons of such an instructor. He

the conservatory rich in all the princi-

and gifts of the school. After the ex

ile of his master, he commenced by

elling, and gave " Ariane e Tesio," his

opera, at Vienna, in 1717, with such

ess, that it was performed in the heatre

cuke in 1727, and in London in 1734.

Previously to this, however, he was living

at Vienna, in the reign of Charles VI., poor

and unemployed. His music did not please

the imperial connoisseur, as being too full

of trills and mordenti. Hasse wrote an

oratorio for the emperor, who asked him for

a second. He entreated his majesty to let

Porpora execute it. The emperor at first

refused, saying that he did not like that

capering style; but touched with Hasse's

generosity, he at length complied with his

request. Porpora, having received a hint

from his friend, did not introduce a single

trill in the whole oratorio. The emperor,

surprised, continually repeated, during the

rehearsal; " 'Tis quite a different man,

here are no trills!" But when they came

to the fugue, which concluded the sacred

composition, he observed that the theme

commenced with four trilled notes. It is

well known that, in fugues, the subject

passes from one part to another, but does not

change. When the emperor, who was pri

vileged never to laugh, heard in the full

height of the fugue this deluge of trills,

which seem like the music of some enraged

paralytics, he could no longer maintain his

gravity, and laughed, perhaps for the first

time in his life. In Prance, the land of

pleasantry, this might have appeared mis

placed ; but at Vienna, it was the com

mencement of Porpora's fortune. The suf

frages of one of the first courts of Germany,

and those of a public enthusiastically de

voted to music, at length encouraged Por

pora to fresh and greater efforts. His first

work was acknowledged to possess force,

originality, depth, and that inspiration which

incessantly invents and creates, but which

is not always accompanied by perfection.

In 1726 he gave his opera of " Si/ace," at

Venice ; but, less fortunate than at Vienna,

his success was contested by .those rivalries

which, when not continual and inflexible, are

useful rather than prejudicial to genius, but

when they assume the hateful garb of envy,

retard, if not destroy, its progress. Leo

nardo Vinci, a classical composer, was at

Venice at the same time with Porpora, and

represented his opera of " Ciro " at another
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theatre, which, either from its greater merit,

or from the superiority afforded by a more

dramatic subject, met with better success

than that of Porpora ; but the latter did not

consider himself defeated. His ardour in

creased, and by a succession of operas given

in the same city, the Venetians were en

abled to appreciate his talents as they de

served. He, in his turn, obtained that ap

plause which had been before granted to

Leonardo Vinci.

Satisfied with this triumph, Porpora left

Venice for Dresden, where his growing re

putation had preceded him, and where he

was engaged by the elector, as chapel mas

ter and singing-master to the electoral prin

cess Marie Antoinette. Dresden is the

Naples of Germany, as far as regards music;

Porpora was therefore excited to make a

brilliant display of his abilities, which was

particularly necessary, as Hasse the Saxon

menaced him with even a more formidable

rivalry than he had experienced from Vinci

at Venice. He exerted all his courage and

wrote several operas, which Were repre

sented, and saw his efforts and his works

crowned by the applause of the court and

the public, notwithstanding the reputation

and the presence of his rival. He even

obtained a second victory, not less flattering

than the first. He presented to the public

his pupil, the young and beautiful Mingotti,

who became one of the greatest singers in

Europe. He opposed her with success to

Faustina, the celebrated wife of Hasse, who

had long been unrivalled in Germany, Italy,

and England.

In 1773, Porpora was engaged by the

English nobility to compose for and direct an

Italian opera they had established in oppo

sition to Handel. His efforts were neither

unworthy of his courage nor abilities ; but

he could not resist the force of public opi

nion, and although assisted by the great

Farinelli, his operas were heard with an

indifference which almost amounted to

contempt. Porpora, therefore, quitted Eng

land, and returned to Italy ; but such was

his disappointment at the reception he had

experienced, that he ceased to compose.

He was for some time principal waster c

the Incurabili conservatory at Venice. Hi

retired late in life to Naples, where kt U

in great poverty in 1767, at the K> i

eighty-two. This misfortune arose

from the generosity of his disposition tl»

from any imprudence.

Porpora was particularly distingiished «

a singing-master. Farinelli, Mingotti, lb

farelli, and many other theatrical »En

were his pupils. Their celebrity sufficing

attests the excellence of his tablets

He was also an admirable performer est

harpsichord. As a composer, he was m

sidered as a model of style in rtotfti.

He excelled also in the cantabile, «al kt

cantatas have been always highly esteafl

Dr. Burney remarks, that " pfrbip" *

art is more indebted to Porpora for kin

polished and refined recitative and *f

sured air, than for enriching it bytlfif

tility of his invention." He is said to M

composed fifty operas, besides sacred a*

The theory of sounds was also kw^ '

him; and, proceeding from effects to

causes, he analyzed his art as a bw

and as a philosopher. He was calW!''-'

fellow-citizens the Patriarch of Ha*1?

Porpora has been represented

of wit and repartee. Passing' ok ¥

through an abbey in Germany, thee?*

requested him to assist at the ofif.'

order to hear their organist, whose tie*

they greatly extolled. The office fc&.

" Well, what think you of our (ctksc'

said the prior. " Why," replied rV*"-

he is a clever man." '* And likewise,''*"

rupted the prior, "a good and ehariuh'e"'-'

and his simplicity is really erangtfr^

" Oh ! as for his simplicity," replied f '

pom, " I perceived that ; for bis W '*

knoweth not what his right hind fw*

PORRO, (N) a composer and ed*5 *

music at Paris, published a periodic! » ">

entitled " Journal de Guiiart," aad 0,1

separate music for the same idJrc*:

between the years 1785 and 1799.

FORSILE, (Gn sirrr) of Xipl« ^

son of Carlo Porsile, who romp*^ *"

opera of " Nenme" for thateity «a I*
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: pears to have been in the service of the

jmperor at Vienna, in 1720. Between

hat period and 1735, he composed several

iramas for the theatres of Italy. His fa-

our, however, was permanent at Vienna,

is he was employed there, in 1733, to set

lie oratorio of " Qiuseppe reconosciuto,"

>y Jletastasio, which Hasse publicly dec

lared to be the finest music he ever heard,

lome of his other operas are " Sisara,"

719; ■' Meride e Selinunte," 1721 ; " Ro-

wmo e Qeroboamo," and " Spartaco,"

726.

PORTA, (Costanzo) a Franciscan friar,

nd a native of Cremona, is highly celebrated

mong the musicians of the sixteenth cen-

iry. He was a pupil of Willaert, and

:llow.student with Zarlino. In the early

art of his life he was chapel-master at
■adua; afterwards of the cathedral church

f Osimo, a small city on the river Musone,

tar Ancona, then at Ravenna, and lastly at

«tttto, where he died in the year 1691.

He left behind him motets for five voices,

muted at Venice in 1546, and other works

' the same kind, printed also there in 1566

"1 1580. These are all excellent and

aborate compositions.

PORTA, (Ercole) a Bolognese com-

aser of the seventeenth century, published,

I Venice, a work entitled " Lusinghe dc'

'""re o Canzonetti, ft 3 voci."

PORTA, (Francisco della) a cele-

fated organist and composer, and chapel-

aster of St. Antonio's church at Milan,

'as a pupil of G. D. Ripalta. He died in

666. Amongst his works are " Jiiccrcatc

i'mci," Milan, and "Motelti.Lib. 1 c2,"

'enice.

PORTA, (Giovanni) a learned Vene-

iaa composer in the early part of the last

entury, was at first chapel-master to car

dial Ottoboni, and subsequently entered

lie service of the court of Bavaria, in which

wintry he died about the year 1740. He

imposed several operas, also some church

nil instrumental music. G. Porta was one

,f the most able masters of his time, uniting

taming with invention and fire.

PORTA.XBerakuo) pupil of Magrini,

who was of the school of Leo, was born at

Rome about the year 1760. He was at

first chapel-master and chef-d'orchestre at

Tivoli, where he composed several operas,

some oratorios, and instrumental music.

In 1788, be went to Paris, where he

brought out the following among other

works. For the theatre : " Lc Viable i

quatre," 1788 ; " Pagamin, oh le Calend-

rier des Vieillards," 1792 ; " Laurctte an

Village," 1792 ; and " La lUtmion da

10 Ao&t," 1794. Instrumental : " Trail

Trios a trois FL," Op. 1, Paris, 1798, and

•' Trois Trios A trois Ft.," Op. 2, Paris,

1788.

PORTAFERRARI, (Dom. Carlo An

tonio) of Bologna, published at Modena,

in 1732, " Hegole per Canto Fermo Eccle

siastics."

PORTER (Walter) was a gentleman

of the chapel royal of Charles I., and master

of the choristers at Westminster. He was

patronised by sir Edward Spencer, and was

killed in the rebellion.

His works are : " Airs anil Madrigals

for two, three, four, andfive Voices, with a

Thorough-bass for the Organ or Theorbo

Lute, the Italian way," printed in 1639 ;

" Hymns and Motets for two Voices," in

1657 ; and " The Psalms ofGeorge Sandys,

set to Mitsic for two Voices, with a Tho

rough-bassfor the Organ," printed about

the year 1670.

PORTINARO, (Francesco)- an emi

nent contrapuntist, flourished at Padua

about the middle of the sixteenth century.

Amongst his works we can name " II

Terto Libra di Madrigali, ft 5 c6 Voci, con

tre Dialoghi ft 6, et una ft otto" Venice,

1557.

PORTMANN, (Jobann Gottlieb)

born near Dresden, in the year 1739, was

a singer in the court chapel at Darmstadt.

■ He published several didactic works on

j singing and music in general, also a collec

tion of psalms. He died in 1798.

PORTO, (Pedro de) chapel-master at

Seville, in the year 1600, was born in Por

tugal. A motet of his composition, com

mencing with the words, " Clamabat autem
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Jesus," is considered by his countrymen as

one of the very best works of its kind.

PORTO, an Italian bass singer, engaged

at the King's theatre in the season of 1824.

PORTOGALLO, (Marco) a celebrated

dramatic composer, formerly in the service

of the Portuguese court at Lisbon. The

following are amongst the operas composed

by him : " // Molinaro," op. buffa, Breslau,

1792; "La Somiglianzu, ussia i Gobbi,"

Dresden, 1793. This piece was performed

at Vienna in 1794, under the title of " Le

Confusions delta Sonuglianza" " Lo Spaz-

za Cammino," op. buffa, Dresden, 1794 ;

" La Vcdvvo Raggiralice," op. buffa, Dres

den, 1795 ; " La Donna di Geuio Volubile,"

op. buffa, Dresden, 1798 ; " Le Donne

Cambiate," an interlude, Dresden, 1799.

This opera was given in Germany under

the name " Der Teufel ist los." " Non ir-

ratar le donne9 overo il se dicentifiloso/b,"

op. buffa, 1801 ; " Argenide e Serse ;"

" Fernando in Mexico;" and " La Morte

di Mitridate."

POSCENTIO, (Perec nmo) an Italian

composer, published, in 1650, " Canzoni a

2, 3, e 4 Strotnenli."

POSSIN, (John Samuel Charles) born

in 1755, was a native of Berlin, and held

some high musical appointments at the Prus

sian court. He came to England in 1792.

Possin was a man of very singular habits,

and never would put his name to any of

his works. He adapted for Salomon the

twelve symphonies which Haydn composed

expressly for that gentleman, and which are

admirably done, indeed they were the first

adaptations of orchestra music worthy of

notice. He also added a thorough-bass

accompaniment to them. Possin suffered

under a long and painful disorder, that en

feebled his powers for several of the latter

years of his life, and finally terminated his

existence in 1822. He died worth upwards

of ten thousand pounds, and left a will,

some parts of which were as curious as the

general tenourof his life. He devised to Mr.

Saust all his manuscript music, (mostly

vocal) desiring that it might not be pub

lished. Possin was pronounced, by the cele • I

brated Haydn, to have been one of toe bea

musical theorists of his day.

POTTER, (Cipriam) bom in Loads

in the year 1792, began to learn the piano

forte at the age of seven , under his father,

who was a respectable professor t;

teacher of that instrument. Whilst speak

ing of his family, we may observe that h

grandfather was the inventor of the pane

German flute, his grandfather, on the mothe s

side, was a German professor of the bassos:,

and was first bassoon at the opera, the et.-

brated Holmes having been his pupil.

an early period Cipriani Potter show*!;

disposition for composition, and comme

learning counterpoint under AttwooJ. ks

whom he received the greatest attena;.

and gratuitous instruction for some us

he then continued his theoretical shie

under Dr. Calcott and Dr. Crotch. Qi

the arrival of Woelfl in this country, f

received instructions in composition

general manner from him, during the to

of five years. At the age of fourteen

Potter wrote violin quartets, sympkss-

and piano-forte sonatas. He already si^-

a preference to Beethoven's music, ifc.

however, was rather ridiculed by Ik?"'"

fession, on the presumption that he *»tf

young to appreciate its peculiar merit,

first performance in public was at the In

harmonic, when he played a sestet o: s>

own composition, and met with more en

couragement as a performer, than * 1

composer; the same season an overran^

his was performed, which was buttoler» >

received. This cold reception of hist**

positions, determined him to make a pe

cuniary sacrifice, and travel for a year or t«

to Germany and Italy. At Vieiuu *

renewed his studies in counterpoint

composition under Furster, Beethoven htf,

kind enough to peruse and correct his »w

during his s/jour at Vienna. After hi' v

visited the principal towns in German', •«

made a tour in Italy for the purpose *>'In

coming acquainted with the pure lulu

style. On his return to Engiaadi ^

remarks on his compositions were, by so*'

that he was a servile imitator of Btethm*
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by others, that he sacrificed too much for

originality ; in short, not being acknow

ledged sufficiently as, a writer, he did not

reoture upon performing his own music,

ind at the Philharmonic and other concerts

)layed several of Mozart's and Beethoven's

rcncertos with great success; though his

:eal for composition was not quite destroyed,

is he generally produced each season a

jraphony for the Philharmonic trials. It

i remarkable that C. Potter's works have

ten highly spoken of in the Musikalische

'titling, published at Leipsic, and other

iennan publications, when in London they

ave not even been noticed by critics, at

ther times mentioned with cold approba-

oo, and in one instance abused. The

illowing is a list of his principal works,

^published : Violin Quartets, Sympho-

fcf, Octaves, Sonatas, Concertantes, Sfc.

ublished : " Sonata in C," London ; " £e-

"ta. in E minor" Leipsic ; " Sonata in

) major," Leipsic ; " Duetfor two Pianos,"

ienna; " Fantasia and March," Vienna ;

' Rhesish Song, with Variations," Bonn ;

Toccatta in G," London ; " Second Toc-

•Jla in Bfiat," Leipsic ; " Rondeau in C,"

rodon ; " Fin ch' hau, with Variations,"

mdon ; " Placiditi Andante," London ;

Rondeau in F," Leipsic.

POTTHOF, a celebrated Dutch organist,

is born in Amsterdam in 1726. He lost

sight from the small-pox at the age of

en. Dr. Burney heard him perform in

72, when he played amongst other music

> fugues of great difficulty ; and though

h key of his organ required a weight

a! to two pounds to press it down, he

at through the piece with as much skill,

I apparent lightness of finger, as if he

been playing on the harpsichord.

'OTHER, (Matthias) an ecclesiastic

! composer at Antwerp, is named on one

>U works, Italia Musicus R. D. Matth.

tier, Cathedralis Ecclesia B. M. Ant-

nensis Phonascus. He published " Flo-

selectissimarum Missarum, 4, 5, et 6

am," Antwerp, 1500, and "Missal,

be," Antwerp, 1640.

'OUILLAN, (Mile.) an excellent per-

ou II.

former on the harpsichord at Paris, pub

lished there, in 1783, " Trois Sonates pour

ClavMn, avec V. et Vc." Op. 1.

POULAIN, organist of St. Leu at Paris

about the year 1750.

POUSAM, (Fa, Manoel) a Portuguese

Augustine monk and composer, was chapel-

master of a convent in Lisbon, where he

died in 1683. He composed amongst other

music : " Liber Passionum et eorum, qua a

Dominica Palmarum usque ad Sabbatum

Sanctum Cantari solent," Lisbon, 1576 ;

" Missa Defunetorum H 8 Voc. ;" and

" Viihancicos e Motetes"

POUTEAU, (N.) an organist at Paris.

He studied composition under Bordier, and

the organ under Forqueray. He composed

some instrumental music for the violin and

piano, and, in 1777, set to music one act

of the opera "Alain et Rosette," which

was successful at the Theatre de l'Opera.

POVEY, (Miss) a good singer at Drury-

lane theatre. Her voice is rich, pure, and

brilliant. She is also principal singer at

the Catholic chapel in Moorfields.

POWELL (Thomas) was born in London

in the year 1776, and began music at a

very early age. After studying practically

and theoretically for some years, he became

a member of the royal society of musicians.

He still, however, continued to persevere in

his professional studies, particularly com

position and the violoncello, taking up

occasionally the piano-forte, harp, or violin,

as a relief to the former instrument. In the

year 1811, he married; some time after

which he went to Dublin, where he taught

in some of the first families. The duke of

J ."instcr was a pupil of his, as was also a

son of lord Leitrim. He composed many

pieces of music in different styles ; one of

which was an introduction and fugue for

the organ, that was performed at Christ-

church and St. Patrick's cathedral, as

also at the castle chapel. On its perform

ance at the cathedral, the bishop of Kildare

was so pleased, that he expressed a wish to

have it entered in the choir, which was ac

cordingly done. Powell was also requested

by the lord lieutenant to perform at some
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of the concerts at the castle. He also

played several times in public at the Ro

tunda. Powell played his first concerto on

the violoncello to the English public, at a

concert in the Haymarket theatre, for the

benefit of the Choral Fund ; the concerto

was his own composition, and was received

with great applause. Since that period he

has been indefatigable in practising his

favourite instrument, and his style of play

ing is now said to be very like that of the

celebrated B. Romberg. We have further

been given to understand, that Powell,

though he has never sung in public since his

manhood, has a fine bass voice, the compass

of which is very extraordinary, as he can,

with ease, sustain the double B flat, and can

also take the upper F, in the bass clef,

being a compass (in his natural voice) of

two octaves and a fifth, besides which he

has five notes higher, (with the falsetto)

touching the D flat, on the fourth line of the

treble clef, making in the whole a compass

of three octaves and a third. We are told

that when he discovered the extraordinary

compass of his voice, he exercised it re

gularly for some years, and that he has

now brought it to a very great degree of

strength and flexibility, having also a per

fect shake, (seldom met with in a bass

voice) which he can sustain for some

time. He has also the power of singing

rapid passages with as much ease and flexi

bility as a tenor. The following singular

anecdote happened to Powell,whilst passing

a week at Glasgow. Walking in a field near

that town, he met with some colliers work

ing at a coal-pit, when his curiosity being

excited by the baskets ascending and de

scending, sometimes with coals, and at

others with men, he felt a wish to make

an arrangement with the master for his own

descent to the regions below ; but the conver-

, sation concerning this intended trip was soon

put an end to, his attention being arrested by

four distinct sounds, which continued in re

gular time and tune, and were produced by

the crane which was then working by steam.

From the peculiar circumstance by which

! sounds were produced, and a certain

pleasing effect in them, Powell wasdeiiiws

to compose a piece of music founded

thi-ve same notes, and accordingly did

write an overture for a full orchestra, ■

eighteen different parts, commencing witi

the four notes in question, thus

n

p

3£

the allegro and the whole of the piece bee

afterwards strongly marked with them,in

different degrees of counterpoint, and nw*

other effects. The two last passage! i»

slow movement of this piece are said » i»

characteristic, the ascending anddcsteaiK

scales together, conveying to the mind »

idea of the baskets ascending and dew*-

ing at the same time in the coal-fit

allegro begins with the four notes I*"

written. The commencement of the «*<'■

ture (which is very slow) has afco *

same notes, only that the E is n»dr 1

instead of natural, which prodacei a

minor key. This composition is one ^

best of the author, and is a striking pr*1-

the greatest powers of the human

frequently produced, from causes iff"**"

most trivial and purely accidental. Vtto'

heard another musical anecdote of fo"

which shows his readiness and pow 1

violoncellist. There was a concert i's

Haymarket theatre, to which be »»: 1

the boxes with a party of friends, w*|

half an hour before the commend*"

After his party were seated, he left**

for a short time to see what »» S«*.

forward on the stage ; and had k**1

entered behind the scenes, whe« • f*"

man (who, we believe, was one * "

committee for the concert, and to

he was known) addressed hiis, " '

they were in great distress, as to**'

who was to perform, had only jo*

formed them, that, in consequent**'*^

finger, he could not attend ; be then

quested Powell to take Iindley'sp*1'*3*

would essentially serve the ■leu*

the concert. It was near seven ee**1'

Powell was at a loss to know taw •»
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as of course he had not his violoncello with

him, and had two miles to go for it : wish

ing, however, to render every assistance in

his power, he consented. There being no time

to be lost, he immediately sent for a coach,

(forgetting at the moment his friends in the

boij and proceeded home for his instru

ment ; where, seizing it for a few minutes

to eiercise his fingers a little, he returned

to the theatre just in time for the piece. On

his entrance in the orchestra, his friends,

who were quite ignorant of the _circum-

stance, and displeased at his long absence,

did not at first recognise him, and there

were different opinions expressed as to who

it could be, until he began to play. After

the piece, in which he had to take an obli

gate part, had commenced some little time,

Powell's solo began, and he had several

rounds of applause.

On leaving Dublin, Powell visited Edin

burgh, where he has resided during the last

seven years, and has met with great pro

fessional success. lie has composed sc-

WWl pieces for the violoncello, as also

for the piano-forte. The following list

/ m'> his best compositions, both pub-

ijlied and manuscript. For the violon-

ello, not published : " Fifteen Concertos,"

mtasia, Op. 21 ; " Kinloch, with Intro-

nction and Variations;" "Potpourri

itrnduclion and Rondo," Op. 22 ; " Rous-

vu's Dream, with Introduction," Op. 23 ;

t'ajtriccio," Op. 24 ; " Introduction and

olacca," Op. 25. Published for the vio-

ncello : " Three Ducts for Violin and

ioloncello," dedicated to Robert Morse,

sq., Op. 1 ; " Three Ducts for two

olonceUos,'' dedicated to Frederick Pcr-

as, Esq., Op. 2 ; " Three Duets for

■o Violoncellos," dedicated to James

lennie, Esq. ; " A Grand Duet for Vio-

i and Violoncello" dedicated to Charles

eicbsell, Esq. For the violin, not pub-

hed : " A Duct for the Violin and Vio-

Hcello," dedicated to W. Gretton, Esq. ;

lllue Bell, with Variations" " A Con-

rtoj"" Three Ducts;" " Three Trios Con-

rtanti for ttco Violins and Violoncello ;"

A Quartet, ' Hope told,' with Varia-

>»," (published) dedicated to W, Gretton,

Esq. For the piano-forte, not published:

" A Grand Trio, with an Accompaniment

for a Violin and a Violoncello Obligato,"

dedicated to E- Clark, Esq. ; " Introduction

and Fugue for the Organ," as performed

at Christchurch and St. Patrick's cathedral,

&cc. ; " Introduction and Fugue for the

Organ" " Overture for, a full Orchestra ;"

" Overture for a full Orchestra," as per

formed at Vauzhall gardens ; "Grand Over

ture," as composed from the four notes given

in the above anecdote ; " A Folacca with

Introduction." For the piano-forte, pub

lished : " Sonata, with Violin Accompani

ment," dedicated to Miss Gretton, Op. 1 ;

" Sonata, with Violin and Violoncello Ac

companiment," dedicated to Mi', Charles

Burnett, Op. 2 ; " A Set of GrandSonatas

with Violoncello Accompaniment, (obli

gato)" dedicated to Hugh Hammersley,

Esq., Op. 4 ; " Grand March and Rondo,"

as performed by the rrulitary band at

Vauxhall gardens ; "La Camparella, a

Rondo," dedicated to Miss Gickie ; " Le

Troubadour du Tage, with Variations,"

dedicated to Miss Boss. For the harp, pub

lished : "A Duetfor Harp and Piano-forte,"

dedicated to Miss Fune ; " A Duet for

Harp and Piano-forte," dedicated to Miss

Becket ; " Haydn s Surprise, with Varia

tions for the Harp or Piano-forte," dedi

cated to Miss Flower, lady mayoress, 1809 ;

" Kinloch, with Variations," dedicated to

the right honourable lady Mary Leslie ; and

some vocal pieces.

POZZABONELLO, (Francesco) of a

noble Italian family, wrote a work entitled

"Dithyrambus pulsu C.ytharaj Modulatus"

He died at Borne in 1623, in the flower of his

age.

POZZI, an Italian musician, who resided

several years at St Petersburg, published

amongst other works : " Quatuor p. Fl., V.,

A., et Vc," Op. 1, Petersburg, 1795;

'* Polonaise & grand Orch. a I' Occasion du

Mariage du Grand Due et la Princesse de

Saxe Cobourg," Petersburg, 1796; " Ari-

cites Ital. dont une est un Duo av. Acc. du

P. JiV'Op.,3, Petersburg, 1797; and "6

Ariettes Italiennes," Op. 4, Petersburg,

J 797.
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PRACHT, (Avcust Wilhelm) a mu

sician, resident at Konigsberg in 1793,

published " Lieder cum Singen beym

Klaviere," Zerbst, 1796 ; " 6 Kleine Kla-

vier-Sonaten fur Liebhaber. \ster Theil,"

Zerbst, 1797 ; and " Sonale pour le Clav.

avec VAcc. aVun V. Obi. et Vc." Berlin,

1798.

PRADHER, (Louis Bartheleme) pro

fessor of the piano-forte at the conservatory

in Paris, was born in that city in 1782. He

is frequently termed the Cramer of Paris,

and is equally celebrated as a pianist and

composer. He is teacher to some of the

present royal family of France, and is in

what may be termed the zenith of fashion.

As a player, he is especially distinguished

by a vigorous and spirited style of execu

tion. Pradher commenced his studies in

music at the age of eight years, at first

under the direction of his uncle Lefevre,

and subsequently under Gobert, a professor

of the royal school, to which he was at

tached as a pupil. This school having

been suppressed at the epoch of the revolu

tion, Madame de Montgeroult, directed by

the government to form two piano pupils,

chose Pradher for one, and gave him in

structions during two years and a half.

The conservatory being then established,

Pradher was elected a pupil of it, under his

first master Gobert, and in the two first public

exhibitions of the pupils obtained the first

and second prizes for piano-forte playing.

He studied harmony under Berton ; but in

the middle of his course quitted the con

servatory, and married Mademoseille Phili-

dor, daughter of the celebrated composer of

that name. About a year after this, a

professorship becoming vacant at the con

servatory by the death of Hyacinthe Jadin,

Pradher obtained the situation, after a com

petition with several candidates, on which

occasion he performed, at first sight, some

manuscript fugues of extreme difficulty,

and which had been composed expressly

for this competition. He has sinee formed

many excellent pupils, some of whom have

gained the first and second prizes ; the

principal of these, up to the year 1811,

were, Mesdames Damont, Herse, and

Ravel, and Messieurs Chancourtin, Dubois,

Meisemberg, and Lambert. Pradhet on

published a considerable number of musical

works, consisting, up to the year 1811, of

thirteen collections of romances, and a pes',

number of detached pieces of the same kin),

many of which had brilliant success j suti

as, for instance, " Le Routon de Roie," ami

" Le Printems ;" also several vocal rondos;

" Two Piano-forte Sonatas," dedicated k

Berton ; " A Grand Sonata," dedicaw!

to Mehul ; " Two Potpourrii," *A

Rondo alia Polacca," " Fantasia m tit

Air ' Du point dujour,' " " A Fantnsin>

an Air ofLambert," " A Variation fur Mr

Piarw-forte on the Romance of Htku,

and " A Piano-forte Concerto" HeW

composed, up to the same period, for it

Theatre Feydeau, three operas, namely,"^

Folic Musicale," " Le Chevalier iltd*--

trie," and " Jeune et Vieille."

PR^TORIUS, (Michael) a natitt I

Cruetzberg, a city on the river Wem'

Thuringia, belonging to the duke of Si."

Eisenach, was born in the year 13-

Having made great proficiency in ■*

he was appointed by Henry Julim «*-'

of Brunswick chapel-master and cbi**:'

organist of his court, aud alsoprivateiK"'''

tary to his consort Elizabeth. BeiE ■

ecclesiastic by profession, he after*"-"-

became prior of the Benedictine moms'1

of Ringhelm, in the bishopric of Hilda!**

He was also, but in what part of his life

is not known, chapel-master to tbeelertK

king of Dresden. He died at Woltenkr-

on the day of his nativity, ]621,haria£.^

completed his fiftieth year.

The musical compositions of Pnsrs*

are numerous, and consist of motets, Ms1*-

hymns, and other church offices. He

also a treatise, intended to consist o> **

volumes in quarto, but only three «"

printed, entitled " Syntagma A/iu»*

This work contains a history of uV P

gress of ecclesiastical music, from tkeper»-

of its origin, to his own time.

PR^TORIUS, (Gouescalcts a to

rn as) professor of philosophy at n ittecbft'

was born in 1524. He is said to b»« V

fectly mastered fourteen different liopuj^
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At the time he was rector of the school at

Alagdeburg, he formed an intimate ac

quaintance with the musician Martin Agri-

cula, and being very partial to the science

of music, undertook, conjointly with Agricola,

to publish a work on singing, Agricola,

however, dying before the work was com

pleted, Pratorius finished and published it

alone, under the title, "Melodite Scholasticat

sub Htirarum Intevallis Decantanda?, S(c.

In itsum acholic Magdebcrgensis." I'rastorius

lied in 1573, and an edition of the above

work, probably the second, is dated Magde

burg, 1584.

PRiETORIUS or SCHULTZ, (Hiero-

nvmus) a celebrated organist and composer

it Hamburgh, was born in that city in

156X1. His father gave him his first lessons

i music, which he subsequently studied

' Cologne, and with such zeal that he

*as nominated, in 1580, chorister to the

town of Erfurt. He died in 1629, having

mcceeded his father, in 1582, in the first-

menuoDed situation. Amongst his works

area"7> Drum" for sixteen voices; the

" Canticles of Luther and others, with

»a»y original Melodies ;" " Cantiones Sa-

r«," consisting of Latin hymns for from five

' eight voices, and for all the principal

stivals of the year, Hamburgh, 1599 ;

Magnificat 8 Vocum," Hamburgh, 1G02;

Six Masses," for from five to eight voices,

lamburgh, 1616; " Cantioniim Sacrarum,

ad 20 Vocum, Lib. 4," Hamburgh, 1618 ;

Opus Musicum Novum rt Perfectum, 5

amis concinnatum," Frankfort, 1623.

PRjETORIUS, (Mao. Johann) born

1 1634, was rector of the gymnasium at

lalle, where he died in 1705. By his

udition, as well as his musical composi-

»ns, he attained great celebrity. In 1681,

! produced at Halle an oratorio of his

imposition, entitled " David," which was

uch applauded.

PRAND1NI, (Giovanni Battista) an

strumental composer in Italy, in the be-

rraing of the eighteenth century, published

■ Venice, in 1715, " Sonale per Camera

trt," Op. 1.

PRATJ, (Alessio) chapel-master to the

elector palatine, and a very agreeable and

generally esteemed composer, was born at

Ferrara in 1746. In 1777, he went to

Paris, and composed there, in 1780, an opera

for the Theatre de l'Opera Comique, entitled

"L'Ecoledela Jeunesse" From Paris he

proceeded to St. Petersburg, where he was

eminently successful, and at length returned

to his native country, where he composed

at Florence his opera of " Jfigenia," which

was greatly admired. It is even said that,

after its first representation, the archduke

purchased the work, and withdrew it from

public performance, that he might have the

pleasure of being its sole possessor. Others

of his operas are " Armida abbandonnata"

Munich, 1785; "La Semiramide, ossia la

Vendetta di Nino," a melodrame, Florence,

1785 ; " Olimpia," Naples, 1786 ; and

" Demofoonte," Venice, 1787. He also

composed much chamber music for the

harpsichord, harp, flute, &c, and several

collections of Italian and French canzonets.

He died at Ferrara in 1788.

PRATSCH, a professor of music at St.

Petersburg, in 1792, was a German by

birth, and published a " Collection ofpopu

lar Russian Airs," with remarks as to the

age in which they were written, Peters

burg, 1791 ; " L'AlUmande fav. du Vine.

Martin, var, p. le Clav.," Petersburg,

1795 ; i" and " Fandango p. le Clav. av.

un V. ad lib." Op. 2, Petersburg, 1795.

PRATT, (John) a native of Cambridge,

and son of Jonas Pratt, a music-seller and

teacher of several instruments, was at the

age of eight years admitted a chorister in

the choir of King's college, and continued

as such till his voice broke, when he became

a pupil of Dr. Randal, (who was then the

organist) and for whom he officiated as

deputy, until the time of the doctor's death,

which happened in the month of March,

1799. He was then appointed, by the

late Dr. Summer, provost of King's college,

organist to that society, and, on the 21st of

September following, was appointed, by the

vice chancellor, organist to the university,

and, in the year 1813, succeeded Paris, as

organist to St. Peter's college.
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The only work of importance which he

has yet published, is a selection of ancient

and modern psalm tunes and hymns, in one

volume, entitled " Psalmotlia Cantabrigien-

tis." He has composed several services and

anthems, which are frequently performed at

the chapel in Cambridge, and in all pro

bability will shortly be printed.

PREDIERI, (Luca Antonio) of Bo

logna, after having resided many years in

the service of the court at Vienna, died in

his own country. He is said to have joined

much imagination in his works to great

truth and expression. Charles VI. had a

particular esteem for this composer. The

following are some of his dramatic produc

tions : " La Griselila," 1711 ; '* Astarto,"

1715 ; "Lucio Papirio," 1715; " H Tri-

onfo di Solimano," 1719 ; " Mcrope,"

1719j "Scipioneil Grande," 1731 ; "Zoe,"

1736 ; " // Sacrifizio iCAbratno," 1738 ;

and " Isaaco Figura del Redentorc," 1740.

PREINDL, (Joseph) chapel-master at

Vienna in 1793, published much music

for the harpsichord, amongst which we can

name the following : " Concert p. le Clav.

av.Acc.de 14 Instr.," Op. 1, Vienna, 1797;

" Concert p. le Clav. av. Acc. de 15 Instr."

Op. 2, Vienna ; " Var. p. le Clav.," Op. 3,

Vienna : "Ditto, Vienna, 1798 ; " Fan-

taisie p. le P. F„" Op. 5, Vienna, 1800 ;

" Variat. p. le Clav.," Op. 6, Vienna, 1800 ;

and " Fontaine p. le Clav." Op. 13, Vi

enna, 1803.

PRELLEUR, (Pierre) a French com

poser, who resided in London in the first

half of the last century. In 1728, he was

elected organist at St. Alban's ; about the

same time he was employed in the orchestra

of the theatre in Goodman's-fields, for

which house he composed some ballets and

interludes, which were very successful. In

1731, he published a work entitled "The

modern Music-master, Ifc." It contains

instructions for singing, as also for playing

most of the instruments then in use.

PRENIZ, (Caspar) by birth a Bavarian,

published at Ratisbon, in 1690, a collection

of Latin psalms for voices and instruments.

He was the master of Pachelbel.

PRESCIMONIUS, (Nrcoum Josi-

phcs) doctor of laws, and advocate jt ]?»•

lermo in 1708, was born at Francafillj, in

Sicily, in 1669. He was the composer of

no less than fourteen oratorios, of roost of

which he probably wrote both the word!

and music. The following are the titles o!

these works : "La Gara de' Fhmi, Sm-

nata A 5 Foci," Palermo, 1693 ; "LaXst-

cita di Sausone anmtmiota dalt Axgcb:

Figure delta Sacratisskna Annuntitmi

del Verio; Dialogo A 5 Foci," Mesas,

1694 ; " L'Omtiipotcnza glorifieala ds trt

fanciulli nelta Fornace di Babilmia ; Da-

logo A 5 Voci per la sacra Cena del Rein-

tore," Naples, 1695 ; " II Trionfo fas

Dei fit FOlimpo ; Sercnata A 4 Foci, if.

Chori, e 60 Slromrnli," Messina, 1695;

" Gli Angeli Salmisti per la Conceritn &

Maria; Dialogo A 5 Foci," Rome, 1896;

" // Fuoco Panegirisla del Creature v&

Fornace di liabilonia; Dialogo A 5 fee"

Palermo; " Im Notte frlice ; Serewit''

Fori," Palermo, 1700; "La CriH Fifti

del Mondo languente nel Sudor ifi St*

guc del Redentore in Getscmani; On

tario A 3 Voci," Messina, 1701 ;

Miracoli delta Providenza, Myron**

Spighe Eucharistichc, e delineati

Sacra Storia in Ruth Mohabile; Onto"

A 5 Foci," Palermo, 1703 ; '« II 7Vip=fr

delle Ninfe nella piaggia di Mare IW''

Sercnata A 3 Voci, e piu Stromrnii," Pa

lermo, 1704 ; " II Giudizio di Sak**

nella Contesa delle due Madri ; Sacrn IHi-

nimento armonico," Palermo, 1705; "''

Figlia unigenita di Grfte, sacrtficat* i ft

rial Padre, in voto delta Vittoris, etlrat-

contra gli Ammoniti ; Dialogo A 5 >'s",

Palermo, 1705 ; " Le Virtit in Gan : Trt:-

tenimento armonico A 4 Voci" PJfW-

1706 ; and " II Lalte di lack Fig*n W

Eucharistia sacrosanta, c delt tmsMrrtfi

PuritA di Maria Vcrgine; Oratma i 5

Voci, e piu Strmnenti," Palermo, I7W-

PREfl (Alfonso) published his fa»

book of madrigals at Venice, in 1587.

PREU, (Fmedrich) musician at Uf-

sic in 1781. He had much talent, bst «■<

unfortunate, which determiner] his fcio*
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to print, in 1781 and 1785, for bis benefit,

by subscription, two volumes of his songs.

Besides these, he composed the following

works : " Adraste," a German opera ;

" The Wildfire;' ditto ; " Bella and Fer

nanda, or the Satyr," ditto, 1791 ; and

'The Milliner," operetta.

PREUSS, (Carl) court-musician at

Hanover, published at Cassel, in 1778,

' Three Quatuors for the Harpsichord,

'wo Violins, and Violoncello, Part I.; "

inJ, in 1783, a volume of " Odes and

Song,." '

I'REUX, (Abbe le) a Parisian chapel-

naster, about the year 1787. Some of his

impositions were performed at the con-

trt tfiritueU

PHEVALO, (Giuseppe) of Venice,

inductor of the Italian opera at Bruns

wick in 1782, was, at the same time, a

*nor singer. In 1783, he went to Prague,

•■here he entered the Italian company of

Bondini.

PREVOST, (Guillaumb) contrapuntist

°f die sixteenth century. Lechner, in his

Matttln Sacra; has preserved many pieces

nf this master's composition.

PREYSING, (Heinp.ich Balthasah)

liamber-musician at Gotha, has been

■aown in Germany, since the year 1780,

7 several compositions for the violoncello.

lc died at Gotha in 1802, leaving two

mis, both eminent performers on bow in-

trurnents.

PRIMAVERA, (Giovanni Leonardo)

ailed Del? Arpa, from his eminence on

He harp, flourished at Naples in the middle

f the sixteenth century. He was also a

oet and composer. Amongst his works are

' Mndrigali A 5 e 6 Vocl," Venice, 1565 ;

Canzonette Neapolitans A 3 Voci, Lib. 1,

. e3," Venice, 1570; and " Madrigali

5 Voci," Venice, 1573.

PRINA (J. F.) was born in the year

798, and commenced his musical educa-

ioa at about the age of eight, under the

uition of Messrs. Woelfl, S. Wesley, V.

vovello, 6cc. He was singing-boy to the

'ortuguese ambassador's chapel at the

ige of ten, and at twelve was organist to

the late lord Arundel, of Wardour castle*

Wilts, at which place he resided two years.

He was then elected organist of Hampstead

church, which situation he held four years,

and was then appointed organist to the

episcopal chapel of the same place, which

office he retains to the present day.

PRING, (Jacob, Joseph, and Isaac.)

There were three brothers of this name,

who were eminent as professors and vocal

composers in this country, towards the

close of the last century. Joseph Pring

was organist of the cathedral at Bangor,

and Isaac settled at Oxford, as professor

and organist of New College there, whilst

Jacob Pring resided principally in London

till his death, which took place in 1799.

Jacob Pring was one of the first founders,

with Dr. Calcott, Samuel Webbe, Mr.

Horsley, &c. of the society called Concen-

tores Sodales.

PRINTZ (Wolpoano Caspar) wag

born at Weildthurn, a small city in the

Upper Palatinate, in the year 1664. His

father was a magistrate, and a receiver of

the public revenues there, till, on account of

his religion, he quitted his station, and re

moved to Vohenstraus, a small town in the

territory of Furstenburg. Young Printz

discovering a taste for music, was instructed

in the principles of composition, and the

practice of the harpsichord, viobn, and other

instruments. He was admitted a student

in the university at Altdorff, where he con

tinued three years ; and from thence he

was taken into the service of count Prom-

nitz, at Dresden, as director of his music

and court-organist. With this nobleman

he travelled through Silesia, Moravia, and

Austria. On the decease of the count,

Printz was invited to the office of chanter

in the church of a town named Triebel,

where he married ; but, after a year's con

tinuance in that employment, being called

to the same office in the church at Sarau, in

Upper Saxony, he entered upon it in the

year 1665.

Some years afterwards, he was appointed

to the direction of the choir in the same

church; and, as it is supposed, continued
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in that station until the time of his death,

which took place in the year 1717. ■

His works are numerous. Among them

there is a history of vocal and instrumental

music, which was published at Dresden, in

the year 1690, with the title of "Historiche

Besckreibung dur edelen Sing und Kling-

kunst." This is written in chronological

order, and the author begins it with an ac

count of the invention of the harp by Jubal.

He has delineated the Hebrew instruments

chiefly from the authority of Joannes Schut-

terus, the author of Collectanea Philologica.

The Grecian and Hebrew music are treated

at some length, and the history is continued

through all the later writers to his own

time, concluding with an account of him

self and his studies.

He dates the invention of music in con

sonance, from the year 940, and ascribes it

to St. Dunstan, who, he says, composed

songs, in different parts, for bass, tenor,

descant, and vagant, or alt. He asserts,

however, that St. Dunstan proceeded no

further in it, than to the contrapuntus sim

plex, and that it was not till some years

after its invention, that the practice of sing

ing in consonance became general.

Printz appears to have been an able man

in his profession, and to have bestowed

great pains in the composition of his work,

the brevity of which is its only fault.

Another work by him has been mentioned,

"De Instrumenlis in tola Orbe Musicis,"

which is said to have been written only a

short time before his death.

PRIOLI, (Giovanni) chapel-master to

the emperor Ferdinand II. at Vienna, at

the beginning of the seventeenth century,

published, among many other works, "Pars

J. Concentuum Sacrorvm," Venice, 1618;

" Misse a 8 e 9 voc," Venice, 1624 ; and

" Delicie Musicali," Vienna, 1 625.

PROCKSCH, (Gaspard) a good Ger

man clarionetist, and composer for his in

strument; some of his music was pub

lished at Paris, about the year 1779.

PRONOMUS, an ancient Theban mu

sician. He was the inventor of a flute, upon

which he could play in three different modes.
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Before his time, there was a particular Suit

for every mode or key : and so out oftune are

the generality ofmodern flutes, it were almost

wished that the custom had still continued.

The words and music of a hymn, composed

by Fronomus for the inhabitants of Chiles,

when they went to Delos, were subsisting ia

the time of Pausanias, as was likewise tie

tomb of this musician, erected by the citi

zens of Thebes, near that of EpaminondB.

PROTA, (Ionasio) born at Naples a

1699? was distinguished both asateacbe:

and composer. It appears that celebrated

masters must have been as numerous

this period as they are rare at others. Itil

was never more avaricious of the pleastcs

of harmony than when, having for so«t

time enjoyed those of the other arts, tx

after she was, as it were, glutted b

the contemplation of the chef-dauera a

painting, sculpture, and architecture, «i

which genius had been so prodigal to »

during three centuries, the gTeat masten »

harmony appeared at Naples, Rome, Jhk

and Venice. Prota first studied in i

conservatory Dei Poveri di Gesu Crista, is

afterwards in that of La Pieta, under Us-

sandro Scarlatti ; but, from the rank i

pupil, he soon rose to that of a roasted

was named director of the latter of u«

establishments. Prota is amongst the hs

of those whose time was chiefly absorbed :>

instruction. We know of none of bis ex

positions ; but as his reputation is some'^

extended, it is probable that it is doe te'

to his labours as a composer and a profcssr-

His style is asserted to have been full of tn£

and expression.

PROVEDI, (Fhancesco) author of a

Italian treatise entitled " Paraga* 4*

Musica Antica c dclla Moderna." Tub b

be found in the first volume of the Rac&'

tCOpasculi Scientifici e Filologici, Xtai,

1754.

PRUDENT, a French musician, era-

posed the opera of " Les Jarduders" ps*

formed, in 1771, at the Theatre Ittta "

Paris.

PRUDENTIUS, (Bertbandcs) «

of Poitou, left, at his decease, a manuci?1

■
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oem, entitled " L'Eloge tie la Mttsiqve."

t is still in the royal library at Paris.

PTOLEMY. This great astronomer and

iiisician seems the most learned, close,

vl philosophical writer upon the subject of

iusic among the younger Greeks. He ap-

sars to have been more a free agent, and a

ore bold and original thinker on the sub-

ct, than most of his predecessors ; indeed

i was not insensible of his own force and

periority, for he treats all former musical

ritersandtheirsystems with little ceremony,

'me parts of his disputes and doctrines are

iw become unintelligible, notwithstanding

I the pains that our learned countryman,

r. Wallis, bestowed on him one hundred

ars ago ; particularly his third book,

Inch forms a very striking contrast with

e scientific solidity and precision of the

0 first. The instant he sets his foot

ithin his beloved circle, the magic of it

msforms him at once from a philosopher to

dotard. He passes suddenly from accu

se reasoning and demonstration to dreams,

nalogits, and all the fanciful resemblances

flie Pythagorean and Platonic schools;

scovers music in the human soul and the

lestial motions ; compares the rational,

sable, and concupiscent parts of the soul

the eighth, fifth, and fourth ; makes the

ences and the virtues, some diatonic,

ne chromatic, and some enharmonic ; turns

■ zodiac into a lyre, making the equinoc-

1 the key-note of the Dorian mode, sends

! rnixo-Lydian to Greenland, and the hy-

f-Dorian to the Hottentots.

He seems to have been possessed with an

bounded rage for constructing new scales,

1 correcting those of former times. He

es us no less than eight different forms

the diatonic scale, three of which were

own, the other five went under the

noes of more ancient musicians of great

town : such as Archytas, of Tarentum,

Utoxenus, Eratosthenes, and Didymus.

>st of these scales seem but to differ in de-

mity, according to our present ideas of har-

ny and temperament. Indeed there is only

of them which modern ears could suffer.

PUCITTA, an eminent Italian dramatic

composer, resided some years in this coun

try during the latter part of the last century,

and composed several operas, the most po

pular of which was entitled " La Vestale."

The titles of some of his other operas were

"lioadicea," "ArUtodemo" " La Gene'vra

di Scosia," " Le tre SuUane, " " / Villeg-

giatori Bizarrit" " Ija Caccia di Enrico

IV." and "Adolfo e Clara." The music

of Pucitta contains many beauties, and

seems to be extraordinarily overlooked.

Pucitta also wrote, in 1802, an opera buffa

for Milan, entitled "It Puntiglio." It was

completely successful.

PUERINI, (Giulio Cesarb) a good

master of the Roman school, composed an

oratorio there in 1692.

PUESUENA, (Fbancesco) court cha

pel-master in Sicily, brought out at Venice,

in 1692, an opera entitled "Gelidaura."

PUGNANI, (Gaetano) a celebrated

violinist to the king of Sardinia, was born at

Turin in 1758. From his childhood he

received instructions in music of G. Battista

Somis, his countryman, and one of the best

pupiU of Corelli. In 1754, Pugnaui went

to Paris, where he performed at the concert

spiritucl, and where, at that time, J. Sta-

mitz, Gavinies, and Pagin were at the zenith

of their fame. After a short stay in France,

Pugnani proceeded to the other capitals of

Europe, and remained a long time in this

country. It is here that he composed some

of bis principal violin music. About the

year 1770, he returned to Italy. Some cu

rious anecdotes are related of Pugnani,

amongst which are the following. In his

early youth, but when already much ad

vanced on the violin, he went to Padua, to

see Tartini, and consult him on his playing ;

before he commenced, begging of Tartini to

give him his free opinion. Scarcely had he

begun a sonata, when Tartini caught hold

of his arm, and said, " Vou are too high."

He then recommenced, and coming to the

same passage, Tartini again stopped him,

saying, " You are too low." On this, he

quietly laid down his violin, and entreated

that great master to give him some lessons.

He remained, in fact, for some months at
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Padua for [that purpose, studying under

Tartini's directions. Pugnani was one day

at a French house of entertainment, called

the De'lices, where Voltaire recited some

poetry, to which the violinist listened with

the most lively interest. Madame Denis

then begged Pugnani to perform on the

violin ; he accordingly Commenced, but irri

tated at hearing Voltaire still speak loud

and interrupt his performance, he exclaimed,

at the same time locking up his violin, " AI.

tie Voltaire fait tres-bien lei vers, mais

quant a la musiquc, il n'y attend pas le

diable." lie was once performing a con

certo in a very numerous company, and had

come to an ad libitum passage, when he

was so lost in attention to his playing, that,

thinking himself alone, he walked about the

whole room till he had finished his very

beautiful cadence. Pugnani founded a

violin school at Turin, in the same way as

Corelli had done at Rome, and Tartini at

Padua, From his school issued many of

the first violinists of the latter part of the

last century ; amongst others, Viotti, Bruni,

Olivieri, &c. It has been remarked that

the pupils of Pugnani were particularly skil

ful in the direction of an orchestra. This,

indeed, was the principal talent of their

master, which he had the art of transmitting

to others. " He commanded the orchestra,"

says Rangoni, "like a general in the midst

of his soldiers ; his bow was the staff of

authority, to the movements of which every

one paid the most exact attention. By a

single stroke with it on the desk he animated

the whole orchestra, hastening or retarding

the time at his pleasure. To the singers,

also, he had the habit of explaining the

slightest shades of distinction in their parts ;

and, in fine, kept the vocal and instrumental

performers in perfect union." Pugnani

published in London, Amsterdam, and

Paris, thirteen operas of instrumental music,

amongst which are the following : " Sis

Violin Trios," Op. 1, London, 1763 ; " Six

Violin Trios," Op. 2, London, 1763 ; "Six

Violin Quartets," Op. 3, London, 1763;

''Six Overtures," Op. 4, London, 1763 ;

"Six Violin Solos," Op. 7, London, 1763;

"Six Overtures," Op. 8, London, 1763 ; ltd

"Three Quintets," London, 1763. He ilu

published, in 1770, some trios with u ac

companiment for the violin and bass, forc

ing his Op. 6. His principal dnmitk

works are the following, most of «fc

were composed for the opera at Turn

during the time he conducted the orckesn

there: "Issea, per le Notzs delta Cmttuti

Provensa," 1771; "Tamas KoWi-iu,"

1772; " VAurora, per le NosstaHS.A.

It. il Principe at Piemonte," 1775;

"Achitte in Sciro," 1785 ; " Demofamt!.'

1788; "Demetrio A Rods, per le A'or.'^

S. A. R. il Duca a"Aosta," 1789. Ta

whole of these works were successful t

most of the theatres in Italy. 1V»

died at Turin in 1798, and J. B. CaM

has written his eulogiumin these few wsr;

" He was the master of Viotti."

PUHL, (W.) a German composer,*

resided at Milan towards the end of f

last century. He published, in 1784. -

Berlin and Amsterdam, "Six Symphc*'

Op. 1 ; " Six Quartets," Op. 2 ; " J>"

Concertosfor V." Op. 3 ; «• Six D*« f»

V." Op. 4 ; and " Six Quintets f* T-

Op. 5.

PUHLER, (Johann) of Scan*1

in Bavaria, was at first chapel-mute it *

emperor Ferdinand I., and after"-

master of the choristers in the canW '•

Ratisbon. He published at Moaicii, »

1582, a selection from the works of Oito*

di Lasso.

PUJOLAS. There were two masra

of this name (father and son) at Pins -

1790. They published the following

"Huit Marches a I Usage Militmre;' "*

Trios A Ft., V., A., B., Liv. 1 et 2,"0f *

1792; "Six Trios A 2 V. et B.," l><

"Six Duos A 2 Fl.," Op. 6, Oftai**

1793 ; " Six Quat. A Ft, V., A., « *

Lie. let 2," Op. 8, Paris, 1796;

mier Concert A Violon principal arte

Paris, 1797; and " Six Du*s f. if-'

Op. 9, 1801.

PULITI or DE PULITIS. (Gamhu'

a Franciscan monk, and organist tt d* *

thedral church of Capo d'lstria, piMakd,;
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:enice, in 1618, " Salmi e Litanie detta

ladcmna A 5 rod."

PUNTO, (Johann Wenzel.) This ce-

^brated performer on the horn, whose name

as properlyStich.was born atl'etschen, in

lohemia, in 1755. His instructor on the

am was Hampe),of Dresden, under whose

ire he was placed by the count Von Thun,

f whom Punto was by birth a serf. From

iresden be returned to the count's service

t Prague, but was so ill-used by his master

I shortly after to decide on privately quit-

ig that kingdom ; which step he put in

letution, after encountering many diffi-

tltia. After passing the frontier, he

landed his name to Punto. He then tra

iled to various courts of Germany, where

s powers on his instrument occasioned

neral astonishment and admiration. He

wl at Prague in 1803. The following is

list of his principal works: " Mithode

Mr apprendre facilemcnt les EUment da

'mier et second Can aux jeunet Eleves,

ma liupielle sont indijue's les Coups de

'■"gK et les Liaisons les plus nicessaires,

"r tirer les beaux Sons de cet Instrument,

impaste par Hampet, et perfeetionnee par

nto, son Eleve," Paris, 1798 ; " Etudes

*r It Cot," Paris, 1798; "3 Quinlttti a

mu> 2do. Ob. o Ft., V., A., et B.," Paris,

'98 ; *' 6 Quartetti A Corno Ida., V., A., et

•," Ops. 1, 2, et 3, Paris, 1798 ; "12 pctits

Hit a 3 Corni," Paris, 1798 ; " 24 petits

<*os A % Corni," Paris, 1793 ; " Duos

Airsa 2 Cars," Paris, 1793; "3 Quatuors

•nr. deVAuteur,p.Fl.,A.,etB.," Op. 18,

aris, 1796 ; " 3 Quat. favor, p. Cor, K,

!.,e/A,"Op. 18, Paris, 1796; "Concerto

■ Corno prima in Et, a 9, No. 3," Paris,

793; " Cone. p. Corno secondo, No. 5,"

'*ns, 1797 ; " Cone. p. Corno Ida. in D,

'0.6," Paris, 1797; "Cone. p. Corno 2do.

•< F,No. 7," Paris, 1798; "Cone. p. Corno

rincip, ante Acc. a gr. Orchest.," Paris,

MO; "20 Trios a 3 Cars," Paris, 1800 ;

' 8 Duos a 2 Cots," Paris, 1 800 ; " Etude

« Exercice Journalicr, Ouvrage periodioue

w It Cor," Paris, 1800 ; " 6 1'rios p.Fl.

"iV.et B„" Paris, 1800 ; " 3 Quint, p.

>j Ft., ou Hautb., V., A., et Bn" 1800;

" 3 Duos p. Cot et Basson," 1802 ; and

"Sextuor p. Cor, Clar., Boston, V., A., et

C. B.," Op. 34, 1802.

PUPPO, (Joseph) born at Lucca in

1749. He received his early musical edu

cation in the conservatory of St. Onofrio, at

Naples. Here his progress in the study of

composition was as brilliant as rapid ; but

his inclination still led him to devote his

principal attention to the violin. After

quitting the conservatory, he visited several

cities of Italy, the south of France, Spain,

Portugal, England, Scotland, Ireland, and

at length settled at Paris, where he resided

many years. In 1789, he directed the

orchestra of the Theatre de Monsieur there,

in conjunction with Mestrino and Viotti ;

and, in 1799, he was chef-d'orchestre at th*

Theatre Francais. He has since retired to

Italy. His publications are few, and all

instrumental.

PURCELL (Henky) was born in 1658.

His father Henry and uncle Thomas Pur-

cell were both musicians, and gentlemen of

the chapel royal at the Restoration. From

whom Henry received his first instructions

in music cannot be ascertained ; but his

father dying in 1664, when he was only

six years old, it is probable that he was

qualified foT a chorister by captain Cook,

who was master of the children from the

Restoration till his death, in 1672. As

Purcell was 'appointed organist of West

minster abbey at eighteen years of age, he

must have learned the elements of his art at

an early period of his life. He certainly

was taught to sing at the king's chapel, and

received lessons from Pelham Humphrey,

Cook's successor, till his voice broke ;

an accident which usually happens to youth

at sixteen or seventeen years of age.

After this, perhaps, he had a few lessons

on composition from Dr. Blow, which were

sufficient to cancel all the instructions he

had received from other masters, and to oc

casion the boast inscribed on his tombstone,

that he had been " Matter to the famous

Mr. Henry Purcell."

Nothing is more common than this petty

larceny among musicians. If the first mas
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ter has drudged eight or ten years with a

pupil of genius, and it is thought necessary,

in compliance with fashion or caprice, that

he should receive a few lessons from a se

cond, the persevering assiduity of the first

and principal instructor is usually forgotten,

while the second arrogates to himself the

whole honour, both of the talents and cul

tivation of his new scholar.

Purcell is said to have profited so much

from his first lessons and early application,

as to have composed, while a singing-boy in

the chapel, many of his anthems, which

have been constantly sung in our cathedrals

ever since. Eighteen was a very early age

for the appointment of organist of West

minster abbey, one of the first cathedrals in

the kingdom for choral compositions and

performance. It was not likely he would

stop here : the world is more partial to pro

mising youth thau to accomplished age.

At twenty-four, in 1682, he was promoted

to one of the three places of organist of the

chapel royal, on the death of Edward Low,

the successor of Dr. Christopher Gibbons in

the same station. After this, he produced

so many admirable compositions for the

church and chapel of which he was organist,

and where he was certain of having them

better performed than elsewhere, that his

fame soon extended to the remotest parts of

the kingdom. From this time, his anthems

were procured with eagerness, and heard

with pious rapture wherever they could be

performed ; nor was he long suffered to de

vote bis talents exclusively to the service of

the church. He was very early in life so

licited to compose for the stage and chamber ;

in both which undertakings he was so de

cidedly superior to all his predecessors, that

his compositions seem to speak a new and

more intelligible language. His songs con

tain whatever the ear could then wish, or

heart feel. In fact, no other vocal music

was listened to with pleasure, for nearly

thirty years after Purcell's death ; when

they gave way only to the favourite opera

songs of Handel.

The unlimited powers of this musician's

genius embraced every species of composi-

tion that was then known, with equal feli

city. In writing for the church, wbetks

he adhered to the elaborate and learac.

style of his great predecessors, Tallis, Bos,

and Gibbons, in which no instrument l

employed but the organ, and the lend

parts moving in fugue, imitation, or fits

counterpoint; or, on the contrary, pjaf

way to feeling and imagination, adoptf4 &

new and more expressive style, of which is

was himself one of the principal inventor

accompanying the voice parts with insrs-

ments, to enrich the harmony, and cois

the melody and meaning of the words, k

manifested equal abilities and re»r»

In compositions for the theatre, thouii -'-

colouring and effects of an orchestn v"

then but little known, yet, as he emj*^

them more than his predecessors, aai£»

to the voice a melody more interesiinf ■

impassioned than during that centun"*

been heard in this country, or even. *

haps, in Italy, he soon became the dfi*

and darling of the nation. And ia ti >

veral species of chamber music whid t

attempted, whether sonatas for instrw^

or odes, cantatas, songs, ballads, and**"

for the voice, he so far surpassed

our country bad produced or imported^'

that all other musical compositions

to have been instantly consigned to pi

tempt and oblivion.

Many of his numerous composition *

the church, particularly those printed is*

second and third volumes of Di.Bw-*1

collection, are still retained in our oar

drals, and in the king's chapel.

Besides the whole service, witl I'-'*

full and six verse anthems, in Dr. Sep 1

collection, there are Dine Terse a& ■

anthems, wholly different, still sunp >* 01

cathedral at York. And in Dr. Ter*1' 1

collection in the British Museum, tie* 1

besides a whole service in B flat, dife*

from that in Boyce, eight full «»d

anthems different from all the rest, xc.

which were composed for the dupe! 0*

of Charles II., with instrumental x"*

paniments. And, exclusive of tke*, &

the hymns printed in the two boob dSf
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oiiia Sacra, in a manuscript bequeathed to

(irisfchurch, Oxford, by Dr. Aldrich, there

e two motets and a" Gloria Patri " for four

d five voices, in Latin, with seven psalms

i hymns for three and four voices, by our

tile and diligent composer, which have all

sir peculiar merit, while some of them

ty, without hyperbole, be said to reach

! true sublime of sacred music.

To enter into a critical examination of

rcell's numerous compositions, would ex-

d the limits, and be foreign to the pur-

e of this work ; we cannot, however,

id a few remarks on his " Te Deum and

Watt."

t has been erroneously imagined that

& were originally composed for the feast

he sons of the clergy; and Dr. Tudway

I positively, that the "Te Deum andJu

te " of Mr. Henry Purcell were intended

the opening of the new church of St.

d, and though he did not live to see it

tad, they were afterwards performed

ie several times, when queen Anne went

h« in state. The following title to a

ited copy in the library of Christchurch,

i>rd, incontestably confutes both these

ions, " Te Deum and Jubilate, for

fa and Instruments, made for St. Ce-

't Day, 1694, by Henry Purcell."

ip custom, since Furcell's time, of

ing this magnificent and venerable

n with an overture or symphony, which

lei and Graun have done so powerfully,

;rs the beginning of our countryman's

losition somewhat abrupt, and inferior

jnity to the subject. There is, how-

a stock of genius, boldness, and

in the four last bars of the first line,

e the discords are struck by the tram-

and resolved by the violins, which

s the great musician .

ere is likewise a grandeur in the

ment, and richness in the harmony of

lorus "All, all the earth doth worship

:" and the distribution of the parts in

ding after each other by the harmonic

als of the perfect chord, has a beauti-

fect. But all the composers of this

seem to have mistaken the cry ofJoy

for that of sorrow, in setting " To Thee all

angels cry aloud." Here Purcell, as well

as Handel, has changed his key from major

to minor ; and in modulation, admirable in

itself, has given the movement a pathetic

expression, which, in reading, and consider

ing the idea of that eternal praise which the

heavenly hosts offer up to the throne of God,

it does not seem to require.

The cherubim and seraphim singing in

duo, and the universal acclaim of holy, are

certainly most happily designed, and ex

pressed almost with the energy of inspira

tion. And in the choruses and disposition

of the whole work, Purcell is still, and ever

will continue, admirable among Englishmen,

as long as the present language of this hymn

shall remain intelligible.

"Also the Holy Ghost the comforter," is a

delightful fragment of harmony and me

lody, which time can never injure; and

" Thou art the King of Glory," in double

fugue, is grand and masterly. "When thou

tookest upon thee," and " When thou hadst

overcome the sharpness ofdeath" have per

manent beauties of melody, contrivance,

and expression, that are wholly out of the

reach of fashion. The whole movement of

" O Lord, save thy people," in which the

sound is truly an echo to the sense, and

likewise the expression of the words, "Lift

them up for ever" is admirable.

The supplication at the words, " Have

mercy upon us," is truly pathetic ; but the

short fugue, " Let me never be confounded,"

though regular, might have been written by

a man of less geuius than Purcell.

The opening of the " Jubilate" is well

calculated to display a fine performer, and,

therefore, the military cast which is given

to the whole air may be proper ; it does not,

however, appear to us to be exactly appro

priate. Yet Purcell and his contempo

raries in England were of a different opi

nion, as it prevails too generally in all their

works.

"Be ye sure, Sfc," if sung with taste and

feeling, will always be good music ; and so

will the next movement, as long as the sci

ence ofmusic shall be held in reverence. In
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the verse, "For the Lord it gracious," Pur-

cell had displayed his uncommon powers of

expression, particularly at "His mercy is

everlasting," which is exquisite composition.

The "Gloria Patri, alia Palestrina," but

more animated, perhaps, than any movement

that Palestrina was ever permitted to com

pose, abounds with such science and con

trivance, as musicians can alone properly

appreciate ; but the general effect of the

whole is so glorious and sublime, that it can

not but charm into rapture the most igno

rant, as well as the most scientific hearer.

These admirable compositions were con

stantly performed at St, Paul's on the feast

of the sons ofthe clergy, from the decease of

the author.in 1695, till the year 1713, when

Handel's TeDcum lor the peace of Utrecht

was produced by command of queen Anne,

From which period, till 1743, when Han

del's second Te Dunn for the battle of

Hettingen was composed, they seem to

have been alternately performed. Since

that time, Purcell's " Te Deum and Juii-

late" have been but seldom executed, even

at the triennial meetings of the three choirs

of Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester.

Handel's superior knowledge and use of

instruments, and more polished melody,

added to the novelty of his productions,

took such entire possession of the national fa

vour, that Purcell's " 'Te Deum " is now

only performed occasionally, as an antique

curiosity.

Our author's theatrical compositions, if

we recollect the number and excellence of

his productions for the church, and the

shortuess of his life, will surprise by their

multiplicity.

Of his detached and incidental songs,

dialogues, and scenes, which were per

formed at our national theatre, those whose

merits are prominent will be mentioned in

speaking of the "Orpheus Britannicns" or

posthumous collection of his miscellaneous

compositions. Put before we enter on an

examination of this work, it is necessary to

acquaint the reader that the chief part of his

instrumental music for the playhouse is in

cluded in a publication that appeared two

years after his decease, under the tide ot "A

Collection of Ayres, cttmptited for tii

Theatre, and on other Occasions, by tkt U:

Mr. Henry Purcell. London, frvdUjs

Frances Purcell, Executrixtf tkeAxlit,

1697.

These airs are in four parts, for rn

violins, tenor, and bass, and cooiiaueu

be played as overtures and act tunes, '

they were superseded by Handel's lac-

boy concertos, as those were by his clo

tures ; while Boyce's sonatas, and An*

compositions, served as act tunes. li p

cess of time, these were supplanted bj Jt>

tini's concertos and sonatas, which, ia

turn, were abandoned for the sympb&K

Stamitz, Canabicb, Holtzbauer, ttl

Germans, with those of Abel, Bari, si

Giardini ; which, having done their &>

"slept with their fathers," and gaw«>.»

those of Vanhall, Pleyel, and Boctbe I

which are now gradually sinking us*

significance, being all completely etx^

by the stupendous grandeur of

Beethoven, Mozart, Cherubini, ax! s*

others, whose symphonies are the defo"1

admiration of the present day : "S*oh

sit gloria musicorum," (so transitaj*1*

musican's fame.)

Few of Purcell's single songs «f*ar '*

have been printed during his life-

collection of his vocal secular music, »■ •

reflects the greatest honour on his ot*>x

and long rendered his name dev :

English nation, was published by his W

two years after his decease, under tie -

of " Orpheus Jiritannicus." Here «re H

sured up the songs, from which the us"9

of this island received their first gnu •"

light and impression from the too!

of a single voice. Before that peraA *'

had cultivated madrigals and songs «

with diligence and success ; but in all

songs, till those of Purcell appeanJ, "

principal effects were produced bom *"

words, and not the melody ,- for tkt *

antecedent to Purcell 's time, were «ssr

shapen as if they had been amp** *

notes scattered about by chance, *

being cast in a regular mould, futa**
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idmirers of modern symmetry and elegance

nay call Purcell's taste barbarous ; yet, in

letiance of superior cultivation and refine-

neut, and of every vicissitude of fashion,

trough all his rudeness and barbarism, ori-

ioal genius, feeling, and passion are, and

rer will be, discernible in his works, by

andid and competent judges of the art.

The following is Dr. Ilurney's critique on

\t music in the "Orpheus Britaunicus."

"' Ye twice ten hundred Deities,' opens

itb, perhaps, the best piece of recitative

i our language. The words are admirably

(pressed throughout this song by modula-

'!i as well as melody ; and there is a pro

iety in the changes of movement, which

>es as much honour to Purcell's judgment

i the whole composition to his genius. If

er it should be said of a composer that

i had devance son siiele, Purcell is enti-

•i to that praise. The music in ' King

rlkur' is well known, and frequently per-

raed : in this there are movements, par-

culaily in the duet, ' Two daughters of

to aged stream,' and 'Fairest isle all

lei excelling,' which the lapse of a ceu-

■ has not injured. These do not, per-

4>s, contain a single passage which the

ft of modern composers would reject.

"'From rosy bowers,' is said to have

een set in his last sickness,' at which time

seems to have realized the poetical fable

the ' Swan,' and to have sung more

eetly as he approached his dissolution.

"The variety of movement,the artful, yet

thetic modulation, and, above all, the ex-

isite expression of the words, render it

'■ most affecting composition extant, to

!ry Englishman who regards music, not

rely as an agreeable arrangement and

nbination of sounds, but as the vehicle

sentiment, and the voice of passion. To

ise who understand the full power of our

iguage, and feel the force, spirit, and

ide of meaning which every word bears

ording to its place in a seutence, may we

t venture to repeat, that this unrivalled

nposition will have charms and effects,

ich, perhaps, Purcell's music only can

iduce.

" 'Where Myra sings,' is a duet that will

ever be captivating as long as the world

remains intelligible ; of which he has aug

mented the force by notes the most select

and expressive that the musical scale can

furnish.

" 'Lost is my quiet,' is another duet, still

in its bloom. And 'Celebrate this festival,'

a birthday song for queen Mary, is still

graceful and pleasing, notwithstanding its

old-fashioned thoughts and embellishments.

" Til sail upon the. Dog Star,' has all

the fire of Handel's prime. ' Mad Bess '

is a song so celebrated, that it needs no

panegyric or renewal of public attention, as

every captivating English singer revives its

memory.

" 'LetCasar and Urania live,' was a duet

in a birthday ode during the reign of Wil

liam and Mary, which continued so long in

favour, that not only while these sovereigns

jointly wielded the sceptre, but even when

George II. had lost his royal consort, and

there ceased to be a Urania for whom to

offer up prayers, Dr. Greene, and after him

Dr. Boyce, used frequently to introduce it

into their own and the laureate's new odes.

The latter part of this duet is extremely

beautiful.

" ' / attempt from love's sickness to fly,'

is an elegant little ballad, which, though

long dead, might easily be reanimated and

brought into fashion by the voice of any

favourite singer, who might be disposed to

try the experiment.

" The short scene in 'Bonduca,' beginning

with the words, 'Hear, ye gods of Britain,'

abounds in beauties of various kinds. The

introductory sentence just cited has anti

cipated a species of dramatic music which

has been supposed of recent invention. It

is set in an accompanied recitative, a tempo

or aria parlante.

"It is said that queen Mary having ex

pressed her entire approbation of the old

Scotch tune, 'Cold and raw,' Purcell made

it a perpetual bass to an air in the next

birthday ode, 1602, beginning, ' May Iter

blest example cKase,' a piece of pleasantry

which is likewise said to have been occa-
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sioned by her majesty asking for this tune

after Mr. Gostling, one of the gentlemen of

the chapel royal, and the celebrated Mrs.

Arabella Hunt, with Purcell to accompany

them on the harpsichord, had exerted their

united talents to amuse so great a person

age with compositions, which they, mis

takenly, thought of a superior class.

" The pleasing melody and harmony, and

the ingenious design and variety of move

ment in the duet, 'I spy Ctlia,' cannot but

afford considerable entertainment to Pur-

cell's admirers, and, indeed, to the admirers

of English music in general.

" ' Bonduca,' of which be set the songs in

the last year of his life, 1695, and ' The

Prophetess, or History of Dioclesian,"

which he set entirely after it was trans

formed into an opera by Dryden, were

both originally written by Beaumont and

Fletcher. Purcell's music for the last was

performed at the Queen's theatre, 1G90, and

published by himself, in score, in 1691.

" In this opera , the ballad air ' What shall

I do to show how much J love her V after

it had done its duty to these words upwards

of thirty years, became the favourite tune

in the Beggar's Opera, from its first per

formance, in 1727, to the present time,

where it is adapted to the words, * Fir-

gins are like the fair /lower in its lustre.

It does not appear that in Purcell's time

any of the works of Corelli had been pub

lished, even in Italy, and though, a few years

before his death, they might have been

brought hither and circulated in manuscript,

yet they were not sold at any of our music

shops till 1710; so that Purcell had no

better Italian instrumental music to imi

tate than that of Bassani.Torelli, and others

inferior to them. Yet are his sonatas in

finitely superior iu fancy, modulation, de

sign, and contrivance to every production of

that description anterior to the works of

Corelli.

In regard to his models of vocal music,

we may discern his obligations to Carissimi

in the best of his recitatives, and to Lulli in

the worst ; and it is evident that he ad-

mired Stradella's manner of writing, l\m£

he scorned to pillage his passages.

We must not take our leave of PbtoT>

vocal music without a grateful metwsri

of his catches, rounds, and glees, of whir:

the humour, originality, and melody *n

so congenial with the national taste, a :<

render them almost the sole productint-

that facetious character, in general use, '■'

nearly fourscore years ; and though r»

countenance and premiums recently !•■

stowed upon this species of compos

united with the modern refinements in ir

lody and performance, have given bints

many glees of a more elegant, graceful, al

exalted kind, than any which Pureell p'

duced, yet he seems hardly ever to I:

been equalled in the wit, pleasantry,

contrivance of his catches.

We shall here conclude our histui '

Henry Purcell, which, we fear, by ei»

Italianized readers, may be consul*

already too circumstantial. Had his *

life been protracted, we might, perta

have had a school of secular music i* ■*

own, which we cannot to this day os*"1

In many instances, he has surpaaKP"

Handel in the expression of English

and national feeling ; and we ma; x '

sum up his merits as a musician ia a i-*

sentence. His beauties in compes '•

were entirely his own, while his oca**4

barbarisms may be considered as nnaii'

able compliances with the false taste oft*

age in which he lived. The follo«ins,'r

taph, written by Dryden, is placed o« *

tomb of Purcell :

Here lies

Henry Purcell, Esquire,

Who left this lift,

And is gone to that blessed pis"

Wliere only his harmony

Can be exceeded.

Obiit 21 mo. die NoTembris,

Anno xtatis sua? 37mo.

Anno Domini, lfJ95.

PURCELL, (D»kiil) brother to *

preceding, from whom he derived m*

that iittle reputation which, as a ui»s<iu>

he obtained. He was, for some n«*. *"

ganist of Magdalen college, OiM
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afterwards of St. Andrew's church in Hol-

born. lie offered himself as candidate for

a prize, payable out ofa sum of two hundred

pouDds raised by a party of the nobility,

to be given to the four best composers of

ausic to Mr. Congreve's poem, the "Judg

ment of Paris." Weldon and Eccles ob-

ained the two highest prizes, and he is

upposed to have succeeded in one of the

then.

Daniel Purcell composed the music to an

pera called " Brutus ofAlha, or Augusta's

"riumph," written by George Powell the

omedian, and performed, in 1697, at the

leatre in Dorset garden ; and to another,

iliUed " The Grove, or Love's Paradise."

lie latter, which was his chef-d'oeuvre,

ipears to have been written in Southwick,

Hants, the seat of Philip Norton, Esq.,

here, during the summer time, the friends

that gentleman were frequently enter-

ined with dramatic representations; or

* the Grange, in the same county, the

Silence of his principal friend and patron,

ftkoay Henley, Esq. He was also the

taposer of many of the songs for different

iys, several of which are inserted in the

U> t« purge Melancholy. These have

general but little to recommend them,

1 their author is at this day better known

his pans, with which the old jest-books

><ind, than for his musical compositions.

'URKIS (John) was born in London

1781. His extraordinary genius for mu-

was discovered in early infancy, and

considered by his parents as a blessing

Divine Providence in compensation for

greatest calamity that can befall human

ire, and with which this child of genius

visited ; it being discovered, when he

about twelve months old, that he had

> totally blind of cataract in both eyes

' his birth. It need scarcely be added,

the best advice from eminent oculists

hat day, was sought after ; they, ho w -

, offered no hopes of relief, which, at

moment, was a source of inconsolable

to his parents. But the wisdom of the

tlor was beyond their conception ; for

the child possessed of the

>i» it.

powers of speech, than his parents were

convinced of his acute sensibility to sounds,

nothing affording him so much amusement as

the jingling of a bunch of keys, or the sound

of a drum or trumpet. At three years of

age, he could sing correctly several po

pular airs, and his fingers were always in

motion like those of a musician. These

early symptoms of genius were carefully

watched and cultivated by his anxious

parents ; and no opportunity was ever lost

of gratifying their child of misfortune (as

they considered him) with the sounds of

musical instruments, under the hands of

accomplished players. At about six years

of age, his intellect and capacity for music

were found so strong, that it was deter

mined he should be placed under a master

of ability ; and accordingly a contract was

entered into with Thomas Grenville, then

organist of the Foundling hospital, and a

blind man also, but of good abilities, and

celebrated for his care in the instruction of

blind persons. He taught the theoretical

parts of music to the blind by means of a

mechanical table and apparatus invented

by the late Mr. Stanley, whose abilities

have immortalized his name. Here it is

but justice to say, that much merit was due

to Grenville for the great attention he paid

in imparting the knowledge of the use of

Stanley's table to his infant pupil Purkis,

and for the general interest he took in the

progress of his studies, which were so rapid,

that at seven years of age he could perform

many overtures of Handel and others of the

celebrated old masters, on the organ, in a

surprising manner ; indeed, so finished was

his style of playing, that persons hearing

the instrument, and not seeing the performer,

could not believe that it was a blind child

ho produced such effects. At this ten

der age, he was in the habit of playing

voluntaries and other parts of the service

at the Foundling chapel, to the great delight

of his master and the congregation, who

frequently seated themselves in the organ-

gallery, for the purpose of being eye-wit

nesses to the playing of young Purkis,

who was then generally knownat the chapel
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by the appellation o. young Handel. Ca- 1

rased as he now was by all classes of

persons, his abilities could not but be highly

gratifying to his parents ; and that calamity

which they first considered a misfortune

would already have been forgotten, but for

the extra attendance necessary in his do

mestic concerns. At nine years of age, it

may be fairly stated, that young Purkis

had so far accomplished himself in organ

playing, as to require little aid of a master ;

and it was about this period that his musical

memory began to display itself in so extra

ordinary a manner, as to leave no doubt

of his possessing very unusual talents. The

Stanley table was now thrown aside ; for,

when a new piece of music was to be added

to his store, it was only requisite for any

person capable of reading music to take up

a book and read over the time and charac

ters, as rapid as a newspaper would be read

over by one person to another, and the

composition became instantly transmitted

to little Purkis's memory, ready for per

formance on the instrument, when required.

Indeed one of his near relations, to whom

we are indebted for the favour of this

memoir, has himself witnessed many pages

of newly published music being read by the

fireside to this extraordinary genius, when

he did not touch an instrument till the

following day, and could then remember

the whole of the preceding lecture. Having,

as before stated, acquired the age of nine

years, he was presented with the vacant

situation of organist to Margaret chapel,

in Margaret-street, Cavendish-square, where

he received a stipend of ten pounds per

annum for the duties of the office, which

he filled to the ample satisfaction of his

employers for a space of nearly three years,

when the situation of organist to the parish

church of St. Olave, Southwark, became

vacant. And here we find young Purkis led

by his anxious father into a contested elec

tion with eleven adult candidates for this

appointment, taking the lead at a trial of

skill in performances on the churcli organ,

and, after a three dap' poll, triumphantly

placed, at the early age of twelve, in the

situation of organistto that parish.byimvo-

rity of one hundred and eleven. He, ofo :

relinquished the chapel in Margaret-street,

for the improved income of thirty pounds per

annum. On procuring this appointment,

the subject of our memoir felt himself si

mulated to bestow additional pains on run

branch of his profession; and he has beta

known to devote, about that period, etf:

and even ten hours a day to study v>

practice. He now also attempted mtta

ship, and published a " Sonatt f« tb

Piano-forte," and likewise adapted ft

overture to " Oscar and MalriM," ij «

duet for the same instrument, h »

trace him through his studies, »e

that he progressively became

many different instruments, the

of which he acquired entirely by

cation. He has been known to Ul«

first violin in a quartet, and lead it -

masterly style ; he is a good tenor p1:'

and has enjoyed many hours of htri'

with the celebrated Lindley, inpltyufif**

with him on the violoncello, on whicl» v

ment he is an excellent perfornw. ■

harp also became in turn a favour.* ■

is an instrument on which he playi

as well as on the piano-forte. £<*>

instruments were not neglected fcr W

and he made himself familiar witk *

French horn, bassoon, hautboy, dsri*<

flute, flageolet, and indeed altnort IM

instrument used in the orchestra. W

from being a constant attendant at ''■

most popular concerts, his whole deli?*-1

may fairly be presumed, was derived

his studies; and he found from

of public musics

inexhaustible variety of

ment, as to counterbalance those de;e^

which human nature presents to those IS**

with vision, and to which he was u 534

stranger. We can, indeed, record

that his ear is so acute, that, if s <**

orchestra are performing, and o»e *rr"

ment in the band is a quarter ofs <*» *

flat or too sharp, Purkis can diw**

the error, and point out the ldesorsl

ment from which it has arisen. * »
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arorthy of remark, that, when any manu-

icript or new composition is performed in

lis presence, iiis memory is so retentive,

hat, on the day following, any person who

fill apply pen to paper and write accord-

■g to his dictation, will find themselves

of the subject of the manuscript

Still following him through

is enterprising career, we next 6nd his

ame in the list of candidates for the situa-

on of organist at many churches where

arancies were declared. This he did

liefly for the sake of playing their dif-

rciit organs, and, in one or two instances,

f will appear to have been a favourite

mdidate. We may here mention, that,

om his familiarity with church organs, he

found to have acquired a very extensive

aowledge of the mechanism of that instru-

ent, and can, after performing on any

rge organ, very accurately calculate the

unber of pipes it contains. He also well

idges the required powers of an organ,

' what force of tone is adapted to buildings

F certain dimensions. Purkis had now

^en three times an unsuccessful candidate

r the situation of organist to the honour-

ile society of the Temple, when, notwith-

mding his appointment at St. Olave's,

mthwark, he accepted a deputy organist's

uation at the Temple church for upwards

three years ; and this more from the plea-

re he derived from playing on the finest

.'an in the kingdom, (as he considered it)

sn for the emolument. We must not

re omit to notice, that, although Purkis

s never travelled out ofhis native country,

has performed on almost all the popular

ran* in England, namely, at the cathe-

tls of Exeter, Salisbury, and Winchester,

istol, Bath, &c; he has therefore had

txl opportunities of judging of the com-

rative qualities of that instrument. At

(le more than twenty-one years of age,

' find Purkis combating for the situation

organist to St. Clement's Danes, Strand;

lere, after a contest of several weeks, his

i titles were rewarded with success, and

took his seat as organist of that church,

t relinquishing his appointment at St.

Olave's, Southwark, until he had filled it for

many years to the entire satisfaction of the

inhabitants; in proof of which, on electing

a new organist, he was appointed umpire

in the church, at a trial of skill amongst the

candidates for the succession to his office.

We have already remarked that Purkis

showed some degree of i

ledge, and we now take the

of noticing that, though almost his whole

life has been devoted to the pursuit of

music, yet other studies have occasionally

occupied his mind, notwithstanding his

natural defect precluded him from those

advantages mankind in general acquire

from reading the works of learned authors

on the subject of their studies. By a me

chanical invention he was made acquainted

with the use of the alphabet and arithmetical

figures, and thus became a very good arith

metician. By a system of his own, he also

kept his private accounts very correctly,

and even a sort of almanack. He evinced,

likewise, some mechanical genius in bring

ing to perfection the patent double flageolet,

(originally invented by Scott) for which a

patent was granted. This instrument was

first brought into use by Furkis's public

performance of duets on it. In his private

estimation, it was of course always consi

dered but as a pleasing toy. As we have

now reached the mature age of this extra

ordinary genius, we shall pass over many

of recent date to one of the

in the annals

of his life. Our readers are already made

acquainted with the fact of his total blind

ness from birth, and may suppose that with

a mind so active and well stored, and with

a disposition naturally cheerful, there would

have been an indifference on the part of

Purkis respecting his natural defect. On

coming, however, to mature age, this was

found not to be the case, lie felt the

inconvenience of constantly wanting a guide,

and it was his greatest, his only annoyance,

to reflect on the trouble he gave to his

friends. Here a kind Providence again

interposed, and indulged him so far as to

grant him the blttsing iff tueful sight, in
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"the thirtieth year of his age. We will not

presume to say perfect vision, as this is not

the epoch for miracles, but useful sight,

sufficient for all the domestic purposes of his

life, and such as enables him, at present, to

perambulate the bustling streets of the city

of London in confidence, without any other

guide than a pair of spectacles. This im

portant advantage was bestowed on him

by the hands of a skilful oculist from

Exeter, after several operations on his eyes,

the first of which was performed on the

9th of June, 1810, at his father's house in

Chancery-lane. Its partial success gave

Purkis and all his family so much hope

and encouragement, that, although no very

great advantage was yet perceptible to

indifferent observers, it was determined, in

conformity with the advice of his oculist,

to submit to another operation, with the

hope of its effecting the perfect cure of one

eye, which Purkis then considered would

be sufficient to guide him through the world,

and with which, should it please God to

favour him so far, he proposed to rest satis

fied. After a lapse of a month from the

first operation, he was able to leave off the

bandages, and to indulge in all the effects

light afforded him in this premature state

of his vision, which evidently was progres

sively improving. At this period, the ap

pearance to him of the foot pavement of the

streets (to use his own expression) was

white as snow. Moving objects he was

at a loss to describe. On a sheet of paper

being held to his view, he knew not what

it was, but described it as something of a

square form, and looking white, and a hat

being then placed in its stead, he accurately

described it to be round and black. At

the expiration of two months after the

operation, it was evident that he began to

notice objects at a distance ; as, on passing

over Blackfriars bridge, his attention was

directed to St. Paul's cathedral, which, for

the first time in his life, had presented

itself to his notice. His first supposition

was, that it was a black cloud he saw;

but having learned that clouds were always

moving and changing their appearance, he

convinced his friends that the object of ids

inquiry was, in fact, the cathedral. Oa

the 18th of August in the same year, it va

arranged that he should proceed to Eiete

to the house of his oculist, who then reads!

in that city; and accordingly he commence

his journey on that day, accompanied

his brother, who was to leave him afo

two or three days, should his detenaiiaw

of undergoing further operations still rem

fixed. He was received in the most hapri-

ble and kind manner by his skilful surges,

Mr. (now sir William) Adams, who, be%"

particularly fond of music, had previossi;

provided an excellent grand piano-fa/,

with other musical instruments, fw

amusement of his patient, and the enters;-

ment of many of the families in the*:-

rounding country, who were all annoa'-

hear the performances of this extnotia'1

young man. He now became a freqieEf

of Exeter cathedral, and, as it mtr>

supposed, he soon formed aveiyplejs

society amongst the gentlemen of thttefc

He was delighted with the fine organ £ -'

cathedral, and, on one or two oeasss

between the hours of divine service, «~*'

tained some hundreds of persons

performances on it, particularly »"

inimitable representation of a thunder sa*

The 26th of August being the dayW'

the second operation on his right eye. «

submitted to it with the most calm rest

tion; and from the good spirits be n> 1

at the time, his operator proposed to *i

to try the effect of giving sight to tie £

eye also, that he might surprise his fe^

by returning to London with both f"

instead of one. This advice had the -~

sired effect on the patient, and he insc-?

submitted. In the mean time, the sax*

which attended the second operation

right eye gave such satisfaction, tto, •

the 24th of the following September, it •»

repeated, which completed its rare, f*"

operations had been performed os *

left. Some few days after the third cpe1

tion, he was taken out, and, »*«* c'

bandages were removed, it was fewl ^

his vision was considerable, as be esf
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distinctly discern objects at two or three

hundred yards distance, and was very much

delighted with the views of the surrounding

country and objects. During the time of

his confinement to the house, his harp had

been his most general companiou, and the

appearance of this instrument became fami

liar to him sooner than any other visible

object. The fame of his musical abilities

having now spread through all the surround

ing country, and a great interest being

eicited in his cure, the inquiries after his

health and welfare were numerous, and no

persons of respectability were denied an

introduction to him by the hospitality of his

friend, until the number rendered it expe

dient to adopt some mode of general satis

faction to inquirers, which should put an

end to curiosity. Purkis was consequently

oduced to give a public concert, and to

tale an active part in the performances,

i room at the hotel was engaged for the

purpose, and, under the patronage of lady

Graves, a very excellent concert was per

formed to a brilliant and numerous assem

blage of persons of the first rank in that

'art of the kingdom, amongst whom was

lie bishop of Exeter and his family. In

ie friendly assistance of the gentlemen of

ie choir of the cathedral Purkis found

werful aid on this occasion, and Mr.

hurchill, eminent in that city, led the

md. Purkis performed concertos on the

and piano-forte and harp, also a duetto

I his patent double flageolet. He also

me forward in the vocal parts of the

tertainment, the whole of which went off

th great eclat. On the 8th of October

lowing, he submitted to the third and

>t operation on his left eye, which fully

cceeded, and completed his cure. After

out a week, a pair of spectacles, with a

u adapted to viewing distant objects,

is, for the first time, used by him ; these

orded so much advantage, that he has

ntinued the use of the same glasses ever

ice. On the 19th of October he gave a

rformance to a select party on the cathe-

il organ previous to his departure for

mdon ; and it was then that be first took

the opportunity of surveying that magnifi

cent edifice, which he could now distinctly

see, also, for the first time, the pipes of

the organ, of which he before had only

enjoyed the sounds. The window ofstained

glass, the admiration of all who visit this

cathedral, afforded him particular sensa

tions of delight, and he expressed it to be a

harmony of colours. On the 20th of Octo

ber he felt himselfcompetent to bid farewell

to Exeter and his kind friends there, whose

attentions to him he ever most gratefully

acknowledged. From thence he travelled

to Bath without any attendant, where he

was joined by his sister, who was residing

near that city, and on the 2d of November

arrived in London. In the following spring

he gave a public concert in Hanover-square

rooms, which was well attended by many

persons of rank and fashion, to witness, in

particular, his performance on the grand

piano-forte, harp, &c. It was expected by

many persons at that time, that his obtain

ing sight might have a tendency to destroy

the musical talents he possessed. Time

has, however, proved the fallacy of such

a conjecture, his career in music never

having been the least impeded by his power

of vision. About this time his portrait was

engraved, and published by Ormc, of Bond-

street.

Although the publications of Purkis are

not very numerous, yet, what have appeared

are generally admired ; and it may be pre

sumed, that, as he on all occasions requires

an amanuensis, (from those days having been

spent in darkness in which mankind ac

quire the art of using pen and ink) his

publications will not be very voluminous,

although some of his manuscript composi

tions are truly sublime. Whilst speaking of

his manuscripts we should state the fact,

that, when he composes a piece of music,

he writes, as it were, in his mind, such

parts as he disapproves, and when he has

prepared a fair mental copy, (if we may be

allowed the expression) sends for his ama

nuensis, and dictates his ideas much quicker

than any one can write tbem.

We may next record the acquaintance of
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Purkis with the late lord Kirkwall, who

was such a devoted admirer of his talent,

that he gave him unlimited power in direct

ing the construction of a very costly cham

ber organ, which was built at Messrs. Flight

and Robson's, in St. Martin's-l&ne. It

played by machinery as well as by the

ringers, and was universally allowed to be

the sweetest-toned organ ever built. Many

thousands of persons went to hear Purkis

on this organ at Flight and Robson's rooms ;

and it may justly be inferred that its attrac

tion, with Purkis's performance on it, gave

the first idea to those eminent builders of

constructing the stupendous organ now ex

hibiting in their rooms under the name of

the Apollonicon. Whilst this immense in

strument was constructing, Purkis devoted

much time at the manufactory in rendering

euch assistance as was in his power. As

is well known, he now, on the Saturdays

of each week, entertains from two to three

hundred persons by a public performance

on the Apollonicon. The mechanism of this

instrument is so admirably constructed, as

well as every other part of it, that, by the

aid of the pedals for the feet, and the extra

ordinary span ofPurkis's hand, he is enabled,

alone, to produce as much effect as the Jive

performers which the Apollonicon was ori

ginally intended to employ. We must not

omit to notice, that when the late lord

Kirkwall had placed his enchanting organ

in his mansion, he was honoured by a visit

from his majesty, then prince regent, who

is well known to be a true lover of music,

and a just discriminator of musical talent.

The king was much gratified by tl\e me

chanical performance of the organ, and

Purkis was introduced, who, in the course

of the evening, played before his majesty

several pieces of music by Handel, Haydn,

Mozart, 6cc. Handel's TcDeum especially

was given by him in so masterly a style,

and with such precision,* that every one

present was astonished, and the encomiums

that were passed on his general performances

* A copy in icore was laid open when he com

menced the piece, that the party miitht follow him

through the performance.

that evening, and the enwwagire it!

generous feelings which were manifested

towards him by every individual in that

party, made such a strong impression ■

his mind, as, he has since stated, cu oil;

be erased when he ceases to exist.

This outline of the rise and progress of i

genius bred and born in the centre of m

metropolis, and who has raised VmM,

under the most extraordinary circumsttacs

and disadvantages, from a middle state

society to the applause and patronage i

the first personages in the country, aid

by an indefatigable zeal and devotecte

to the study of his profession, will,

trust, hold out encouragement to eier;

young British artist. For let it not be aa

in this age, that native talent does •

meet with encouragement ; it if Ml '

meet with it when its merits are

brought into view and action, and «p»

ally when genius is accompanied by iadi-"'

and private worth.

PUTINI, (Bahtolomeo) an eictis

singer about the year 1755, performeddex

several years at the opera at Dresden

afterwards at St. Petersburg.

PUZZI, a celebrated performer • *

French horn, at present resident inKa°HiR

His style of playing is not less bescs-

than popular; indeed it is nearly imp**

to conceive any thing more perfect, wfcet*

the tone, the execution, or the gee^

expression be considered.

PYTHAGORAS. The invention of -"

harmonical canon, or monochord, has

ascribed to him both by ancient and watF-

writers. The monochord was an instndK*

of a single string, furnished with nvwt~

bridges, and contrived for the meiR"

and adjusting the ratios of musical iaternu

by accurate divisions. Aristides <)c-

tilianus says, that this instrument «a *"

commended by Pythagoras on his infr

bed, as the musical investigator, lie t*

terion of truth. It appears to have

in constant use among the anciesa, »

the only means of forming the ear to

accurate perception, and the voice to A*

true intonation, of those minute sad
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intervals which were then practised in

melody.

The discovery of musical ratios has also

been assigned to him, with the method of

determining the gravity or acuteness of

sounds, by the greater or less degree of

velocity in the vibratiom of ttringsi the

addition of an eighth string to the lyre,

the harmony of the spheres, and the Greek

musical notation. His right, indeed, to some

of these discoveries has been disputed by

several authors, who have given them

to others with as little reason, perhaps, aa

they had been before bestowed upon him.

Q

QUADRIO, (Francesco Xaverio) an

Italian Jesuit, is the author of a work

which appeared at Bologna and Milan

from 1739 to 1746, in four volumes quarto,

entitled "Delia Slurin e delta Ragtime d'Ogni

Poena" In this book are to be found

many articles relating to musical literature ;

amongst others, remarks on the musical

merits of Guy d'Arezzo, on the cantata,

on the opera, and on the oratorio.

QUAGLIA, (Giovanni Battista) an

Italian musician of the seventeenth century.

Amongst the Motetti Sacri a Voce tola

con Inttr. published at Bologna in 1695,

is to be found a motet of Quaglia's compo

sition, " Quit splendor, qua lux," for a

soprano voice, with instruments.

QUAGLIATI, (Paolo) a celebrated

contrapuntist of Borne, flourished about the

year 1600. He was one of the first masters

who relinquished the pedantry of canons,

fugues, and other gothic inventions ; and,

in imitation of the ancient Greeks, aspired

only at expression, grace, and propriety.

" Quagliati was a professor of the harpsi

chord and an excellent chapel-master," says

Oella Valle, who was his pupil ; " he intro

duced a new species of music into the

churches of Borne, not only in compositions

Cor a single voice, ( monodie) but for two, three,

four, and very often more, voices in chorus,

ending with a numerous crowd of many

choirs, or choruses, singing together ; spe

cimens of which may seen in many of his

motets, that have been since printed. And

the music of my earl, or movable stage,

composed by the same Quagliati, in my

own room, chiefly in the manner he found

most agreeable to me, and performed in

masks through the streets of Borne, during

the carnival of 1606, was the first dramatic

action, or representation in music, that had

ever been heard in that city.*

"Though no more than five voices, or

five instruments, the exact number that an

ambulant cart could contain, were employed,

yet these afforded great variety ; as, besides

the dialogue of single voices, sometimes

two, or three, and, at last, all the five, sung

together, which had an admirable effect.

" The music 'of this piece, as may be

seen in the copies of it that were after

wards printed, though dramatic, was not

entirely in simple recitative, which would

have been tiresome, but ornamented with

beautiful passages and movements in mea

sure, without deviating, however, from the

true theatrical style ; on which account it

pleased extremely, as appeared from the

prodigious concourse of people whom it

attracted, and who, so far from being tired,

heard it performed five or six several times ;

some even continued to follow our cart to

ten or twelve different places where it

stopped, and never quitted us, as long as

we remained in the street, which was from

four o'clock in the afternoon till mid

night."

* Here he seems to have forgotten the perform

ance of Emilio del Cavaliere's oratorio, DeiT

Anima « del Corfu, which was exhibited at Rome,

in action, on a stage in the church of Santa Maria

della Vallicella, in 1600. Had Delia Valle said the

first teailnr dramatic representation of this kind

in music, he would have been more correct.
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This narration furnishes a curious coin-

cideuce in the history of the stage, that

the first opera, or musical secular drama,

performed in modern Home, like the first

tragedy in ancient Greece, was exhibited

in a cart.

QUAIZIN, a French dramatic composer,

produced in 1798, at the Theatre des Amis

des Arts at Paris, an operetta entitled

" Silvain et Lucette, ou la Vendange."

QUALDT, (Christian Frieorich) a

doctor of medicine at Jena, in 1791, was

a celebrated musical amateur. He wrote

several essays on musical subjects in the

German periodical publications. He died

at Niesky in 1806.

QUALEMBEKG, (J.M.) court-musician

to the elector palatine of Bavaria, is the

author of an essay entitled " Wahre Gesclch-

te einer Steiner Geige," i. e. " True His

tory of a Stone Violin." This essay was

published in the Mus. Korrespond. for

1791. Qualemberg died in 1788. This is

probably the same person as the Michael

Qualemberg mentioned, in the French Dic

tionary of Musicians, as being a clarionctist

at Manheirn, about the year 1788.

QUANTEN (Chevalier de) pub

lished at Amsterdam, about the year 1780,

" Six Solon pour Flute," Op. 1.

QUANTZ or QUANZ (Johann Joa

chim) was bora near Hanover in 1697.

He is known principally as a flutist and

composer for that instrument, on which he

had the honour of giving instructions to

Frederick the Great of Prussia, when prince

royal.

Previously to the year 1724, Quantz

went from Germany to Rome, for the pur

pose of taking lessons in counterpoint of

Gasparini. He next proceeded to Naples,

in which city he found his countryman

Hasse, who was studying under the re

nowned Alessandro Scarlatti, to whom

Quantz was very desirous of being intro

duced by Hasse, who readily assented to

his wishes ; but upon mentioning the subject

to old Scarlatti, he replied, " My son, you

know I hate wind instruments ; they are

never in tune." Hasse, however, did not

cease importuning him, until he hid ob

tained the permission which Quanti desired.

In the year 1752, Quantz published, n

the German and French languages, an ex

cellent " Treatise on the Art of piatai

the German Flute;" a work which but

merely useful to practitioners on that inure

ment, but to musicians in general. His

vice to young students in music is built up

good sense and experience ; and, aluW.

his own genius for composition was

original, he was an accurate observer of tk

beauties and defects of others, both in cob-

position and performance. This won. to

afterwards translated into the Dutch lit-

guage, and published at Amsterdam □

1775. Quantz died at Potsdam in 1713,

being in the service of the court of Prcsi

till his decease. The king, who was a

tremely partial to him, ordered a mononc

to be erected to his memory. The Win

ing are the principal works of Qu«

Theoretical : "Etiay ofa Methodfor fm

ing to play the German flute," Bto

1752 ; " Uses of the German FUta nS

two Keys," 1760. This work is exWae»

interesting, its utility not being coning 3

flute players, since it contains many do*

that should be well understood DTW

musician. " The History of *tjr W

" Answer to the Objections ofMont.

denit." This Moldenit was a Danish a*

teur, who had written against Qua*'

method of using the tongue in flute plans.

The two preceding works, and different ode

letters by Quantz, were published in ils-

purg's Historich Kritische Brytraege, 4r.

Practical : Many songs and odes inserted a

different collections published at Bete-

" A'ew Melodies to the Hymns of Pnfarr

Gellert," Berlin, 1760; " SeveralP^

Airs,"IHI. Concertos amounting toit !««

three hundred in number. Nearly two kin

dred solos for the flute, of which, howf".

there are only known at present, **

Sonatas for the Ft with B." Op. 1, Ore-

den, 1759, and " Sir Duosfor FW Op. i

Berlin, 1759. Two other operas of sota

published as his at Paris and Amsterdis.

are certainly not of his compofM"-
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Jso composed many quatuors and trios', of

rhich still less is now known. Most of his

emaining works may be found in the music

wehousc of Westphal at Hamburgh.

Ql'ARLES, (Charles) organist of Tri-

ity college, Cambridge, in 1698.

QUARTIERO, (Pietho Paolo) acele-

raled Italian composer of the sixteenth

atury.

QUATREMERE DE QUINCY te

sted, in 1 789, in the French journal en-

tled Le Mercure, a very interesting article,

ltitled " De la Nature des Operas Bouf-

>n», cl de r Union de la Comidie et de la

fusijue dans ces Poimes."

Ql'EDENFELD, a German composer,

iblished the following works at Dresden,

ISonat.fur klavier," 1790, and '•Kleine

htieruicke," 1792.

QUEK or QUECK, (Johann Chhis-

\u) a German musician, published " Kla-

tr vnd Singslucke, Isle, 2tc, und 3te

nmvdung," Gottingen, 1790—1792, and

Smate pour le Clav." Op. 4, Frankfort,

798.

Ql'ELICI. This composer published at

Wio, in 1776, a collection of vocal music

ltitled ' Chansons Italiennes."

QUERCU or VAN DER EYCKEN,

vxoka) born at Brussels, flourished in

e beginning of the sixteenth century, as a

Jger, at Milan. He published at Vienna,

work entitled " Opusculum Musices per-

am brevissimum : de Gregoriana et figu-

tiea atuue contrapuncto sintplici percom-

tde tractans : omnibus cantu obtectanti-

' utile ac ntcessarium," 1509. The book

dedicated to an archduke of Austria, the

dication bearing date, Milan, 1508.

QtiERHAMMER, (Caspar) a distin-

ished scholar, musician, and poet, was

rtrornaster at Halle, from the year 1534

1556. He was a zealous partisan of the

pe, and exerted himself in every way to

ain the Roman Catholic religion at Halle,

Wishing several works against Luther,

serving that the principles of Luther

rtly became popular through the use of

psalms and hymns in the German lan-

age, Que; hammer advised the magis-

trates of Halle to publish also Catholic

hymns in German, a collection of which

accordingly appeared in 1537, accompanied

with their melodies. This collection is

usually attributed to Querhammer, though

it is not known what part he had in the

composition of the music. He died in

1557.

QUERINI, (Giuno Cesare) a monk

and chapel-master of the cathedral church

at Foligno, in the papal states, flourished

towards the end of the seventeenth century.

He composed some sacred music.

QUESNA or QUESDNA, (Francesco)

an Italian composer towards the close of

the seventeenth century. In 1692, he

brought out, at Venice, the opera of " La

Gclidaura."

QUINCY. See Quatre.mere.

QUIRSFELD, (Johann) archdeacon at

Perna, was born at Dresden in 1642. He

published at Perna, in 1675, " Breviarium

Musicum," of which several subsequent

editions were printed. He also wrote some

other works on music.

QUITSCHREIBER, (Georg) a musi

cal author and composer, was born at

Cranichfeld in 1569. In 1594, Albert,

count of SchwarUburg, named him singer

and schoolmaster at Rudolstadt. In 1598,

he obtained a place in the choir at Jena,

from whence he was removed, in 1614,

to the situation of minister at Haynichen

and Hiebriz, and finally, in 1638, to that of

minister at Magdala, Ottsted, and Moeina,

where he died in 1 638. He published the

following works : " Kurz Musikbuchlein in

Deutschen, Ifc." Jena, 1607 ; '* Kirchen-

gesitnge Psalmen Davids, Ifc." Jena, 1608 ;

" De Canendi elegantia, pracepta," Jena,

1598 ; " Teutsche Harmonic, den 4ten

Psalm mil 6 stimmen componirt in sick en~

thaltend," Jena, 1622; and " 3 Geistl. tie-

tier mil 4 stimmen gcsetst."

QUOINTE, an ecclesiastic and esteemed

church composer, flourished about the year

1720, and published many sacred musical

works at Amsterdam about that period,

amongst which were "Cantijues Spirituels,

Lib, 1, 2, et 3 ;" " Misso?, Litania, Ma
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tetli, et Tantum ergo Sacramenlum," Op. 3 ;

this is for five principal voices, and five

second voices ; "Missa brn<is, Motetta, Te

Deum, et Litania," Op. 5, for five voices

and five instruments ; " Salmi concertati <J

1, 2, 3, 4, e 5 two" e 4—6 SffMwnti," Op.

6 ; " Motetti A Voce tola e B. C." Of 1 ;

and " Gcuttiche gcsdnge, vtndMoe

Komponisten von 1 , 2, 3, 4f uttd 5 Sfiawo,

o/me Inttrvmente," Op. 11.

R

ItAAB (Ernst Heivricii Otto) was

born at Berlin in 1750. His father, Leopold

Friedrich Raab, was a good violinist and

pupil of Benda, and instructed his son in

music, who afterwards procured the appoint

ment of chamber-musician to the emperor

of Russia.

RAAF. See Raff.

RAAM, an excellent performer on the

hautboy at Munich in 1803.

RABOIN, a guitarist at Paris, published

there two collections of romances, ariettes,

flee, for his instrument in 1798.

RACANUS, (Johann Battista) a

composer of the sixteenth century , published

"Cuntiones Sacr.bvoc," Venice, and"3/isic

h 4 e 5 voc," Venice, 1588.

RACHEMANN, (F. C.) secretary and

chamber-musician of the margrave and

prince Henry of Prussia, was born in 1735.

He left at his death several musical com

positions.

RACKNITZ, (Joseph Friedhich

Freyher von) a Saxon nobleman, was

born at Dresden in 1744. He was an ex

cellent amateur musician, and published

several operas of sonatas and songs, also

"12 Entre-Actes composts et arranges pour

le Clav.," Dresden, 1795.

RADEKER, (Johann) organist at Be-

verwik, near Haarlem, was the son of Hem-

rich Radeker, who was organist of the

gTeat church at Haarlem. Both the father

and son published at Amsterdam, several

light compositions for the harpsichord. The

son also wrote a history of the very cele

brated organ at Haarlem, the work being

entitled " Ktrrtc bexchryving vim lift be-

raemde en prachtige orgcl, in de groote of

St. Bavoos Kerk te Haarlem," Haarlem,

1775.

RADICCHI, (Gipsirn) a iiw£-

composer of Rome, brought out at Yecin

in 1778, the opera " Afedonte."

RAFF, (Anton) a celebrated Ocra

singer to the elector of Bavaria, wis ■

of the very few natives of that coie>

who have extended their vocal fame bej&

the confines of Germany. Raff ws ho

near Bonn, in the year 1714. Ata t

ceiving the rudiments of his educitte

his village school, he went to the W

college at Cologne, to b« qualified form

priesthood of the Roman Catholic duffl

There he remained till the age of trer

without giving the least consideration t<

vocal powers. He then declined frr>

ecclesiastical studies, and undertook ■

situation of private tutor in the tubSt "

a neighbouring nobleman, where he S*

amused his leisure hours in practise

himself to sing by note, and to crops

some easy airs. Shortly after this, he *

ceived instructions from one of the ess"

musicians at Cologne, under whom !J I

rapidly improved, that the nobler- -

whose service he was, took him, in 115*

for further instruction to Munich. He hr

sang at some public concerts with m

applause, of which Antonio Ferrandini,t*

director of the royal music in Munich.V*

informed, engaged him for the Italian op"

At the close of the season he proceeded e

Italy, where he became a pupil of the t&

brated Bemacchi. Towards the do* f

the year 1738, on occasion of the MBf

of Maria Theresa at Florence, Bot*^

first permitted his pupil to sing is pnhfe 3

Italy, when he took the principal ttstf ["■"

in the cantata performed on that ocas®

From this time his performance ■* ■

much admired, that he was offend espr
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lents at most of the principal theatre! in

:al_y, and continued in high repute there

U 1742, when he returned to his native

rantry. He was now engaged to sing at

* celebration of the marriage of the elector

ail Theodor, also at the coronation of the

nperor at Frankfort. In 1 749, after per-

rming at various German courts, he ap-

ared at Vienn a in Jomelli's Didone:

'. next revisited Italy, where he remained

i 1752, and then proceeded to Lisbon,

i which city he had three very profitable

asons, and from whence he was invited,

1755, to Madrid. Here he resided till

759, enjoying the friendship and patronage

: the renowned Farinelli, who, in the latter

!ir, being obliged to quit Spain on ac-

lunt of the death of the king, was accom-

iflied by Raff to Naples. Lastly, in the

ear 1770, he again returned to his native

juntry and settled at Munich, where he

lened a singing-school about the year

779, and from which many very excellent

upils afterwards spread through Germany.

RAGAZZANI, (Ottavio) a Carmelite

rani and composer of the seventeenth cen-

uy, was born at Parma. He published

adrigals and other works.

RAGNONI, (Francesco) an Italian

mposer and didactic writer on singing,

Jurished about the year 1620.

HAGUE, (L. C.) a Parisian musician

id harpist, published many works in the

iter part of the last century, both in Paris

id London. Amongst these we can name

Memnon," opera, Paris, 1764 ; "L'Amour

H" Paris, 1786 ; « Trait Sin/on.," Op.

8, Paris, 1787 ; " Six Duos pour VioUm

' A. ok to.," Op. 1 1, Paris 1787 ; " Trois

outlet pour Harpe et F.," Op. 12 ; "3

i«o," Op. 13 ; " Trio pour Harpe, ¥.,

I Pc.,".Op. 18,Paris, 1793; " Qunl. pour

tarp/, F., A., el B.," Op. 19, Paris, 1796 ;

od " Premier Concerto pour Harpe avec

Ice. ie tOrchS Paris, 1796.

RAGUENET, (Francois) a doctor of

* Sorbonne, and superintendent of the

ousehold of the prince of La Tour d'Au-

ergne, at Paris, was born at Rouen. He

"ote several works on the belles-lettres

and on music. He was found, in 1722, dead

in his chamber, with his throat cut. He wag

then about sixty years of age. Raguenet

was probably the first writer who tried to

open the eyes of his countrymen to the low

state of music in France ; this he did in his

work entitled " Paralllle des Italient et

des Franfait, en ce qui regards la Musique

et let Operat," Paris, 1702.

RAIMONDI, (Ionazio) a celebrated

violinist, and a good composer for his instru

ment, was a pupil of Barbella. He settled

at Amsterdam about the year 1760, where,

and at Berlin, he published several operas

of concertos, symphonies, and duos. About

the year 1791, he quitted Holland for

Paris, where he brought out a comic opera,

entitled " La Muttte." Finally, he came

to London, where he was considered an

excellent leader of an orchestra up to about

the year 1800.

RAMAZZOTTI, (Doxmo) an Italian

composer of the sixteenth century, published

amongst other works " Salmi Vespert. e

Magnificat, a 5 voci," Venice, 1667.

RAMEAU (Jean Philippe) was born

at Dijon in 1683. After having learned the

rudiments of music, his taste for the art led

him, while young, to leave his native country,

and wander about with the performers of a

German opera. At the age of eighteen he

composed a musical entertainment, which

was represented at Avignon, and was re

ceived with as much applause as can be

thought due to so puerile an essay. He at

length became a caudidate for the place of

organist of the church of St. Paul in Paris ;

but failing to obtain it, he had almost deter

mined to decline that branch of his pro

fession, but was prevented by the offer of

the place of organist of the cathedral church

of Clermont, in Auvergne, which he ac

cepted. In this retirement he studied with

the utmost assiduity the theory of his art.

His investigations in the course of this pur

suit gave birth to his " Traiti de CHar

monic" printed at Paris in 1 722, and to his

** NoHvcau Systtmc dc Musique Thiorique"

printed at the same place in 1726. But

the work for which Rameau is most cele-
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brated, is his " Demonstration du Principe

de I'Harmonic," Paris, 1750 ; in which, as

his countrymen say, he has shown, that the

whole depends upon one single and clear

principle, namely, the fundamental bass :

and in this respect he is by them compared

to Newton, who, by the single principle of

gravitation, was able to assign reasons for

some of the most remarkable phenomena

in physics : for this reason they scruple not

to style Rameau the Newton of harmony.

With such extraordinary talents as these,

and a style in musical composition far sur

passing, in the opinion of some, that of the

greatest among French musicians, it had

been a national reproach had Rameau been

suffered to remain organist of a country

cathedral. He was called to Paris, and

appointed to the management of the opera ;

in which employment it was his care to

procure the ablest performers of all kinds

that could be found, and to furnish, from

the inexhaustible stores of his own inven

tion, compositions worthy of so great a

genius. His music was of an original cast,

and the performers complained at first that

it could not be executed ; but he asserted

to the contrary, and evinced it by expe

riment. By practice he acquired a great

facility in composing, so that he was never

at a loss to adapt sounds to sentiments. It

was a saying of Quinault, " that the poet

was the musician's servant ;" but Rameau

would say, " Qu'on me donnc la Gazette

d*Hol[ande, ct je la mettrai en musique."

The king, to reward his extraordinary merit,

conferred upon him the ribbon of the order

of St. Michael, and a little before his death

raised him to the rank of noblesse.

This philosophical artist died at Paris in

the year 1764. As a theorist, the character

of Rameau stands very high ; and as a

testimony to his merit in this particular, it

is here mentioned as a fact, that Handel

was ever used to speak of him in terms of

great respect. As a musical composer, his

character remains to be settled ; while one

set of men celebrate his works for the grace

and spirit of them, others object to them,

that they are either stiff and laboured, or

light and trifling, even to puerility. Tit i

accused of having pilfered from Italy i eta

siderable number of charming airs, wtiid

a severe critic adds, were not entire

smothered by his barbarous art. The fs

lowing catalogue contains Rameaa's prs

cipal works. Theoretical : " Traiti

fHarmonie, re'duite a set Prineipa «5

rels," 1722 ; " Nouveau System* it M

sique Tkiorique" 1726; " Generation Ik

nwnique, on Traite de la Musique Tkceft?

et Pratique," 1537; "Dissertation svll

compagnrment," 1731; " Dissertatiat

le Principe de FHarmonie," 1750; "*

miles Reflexions sur la Dimonstrttm i

Principe de I'Harmonic," 1752; "Rtf

a une Lcttre de M. Euler," 1753 ; «

servations sur notre Instinct pour k &

sique," 1754 ; " Errcurs sur la Af«n

dans rEncyclopedic," 1755; "CWr<

Musique Pratique," 1760. PracK

"TroisLivres de Pieces de Claeecm," !*

1721, 1726; " Hippolyte et Aride," eft

1 733 ; " Les Indcs Galanlcs," ballet, J"

" Castor et Pollux," opera, 1737; ■ -

Talens Lyriqves," ballet, 1739 ; "Ctlr

de Piices de Clavecin en concerts,''If;

"Dardanus," opera, 1743; " Let ^i"

Polymnic," ballet, 1745; "iiW'

la Gloire," ballet, 1745; " Les Intru

de la Princcsse de Navarre," comedj, 11*

'* Samson," opera; " Pygmahm" '■

" Les Files de {Hymen et de tJ**:

ballet, 1748; " Zais," ballet, l'«

"Nais," ballet, 1749; " Platee," Me.

1749 ; "Zoroastre," opera, 1749;

et Cephise," 1751 ; "La Guirlande," I'ii

"Anacreon!' ballet, 1754; U *

Pameiie," ballet, 1754 ; " Let Surftv"'

I'Amour," 1757; " Les Syharita,"

and " Les Paladins," 1 760.

RAMI, (Bart.) See Pamja.

RAMLER, (Karl Wilhu») f*

fessor of belles-lettres, and director V *

national theatre at Berlin, in 1787, 90

at Colberg in 1726. He publoM «

Leipsic, in 1758, a work entitled "1**

duction aux Bclla-Lcttres ftprltta*MF

de M. Batteux, avec des Asfof"^ .

Much is said in thu work od the '
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austc. He also wrote an apology for the

pera, which was published in the second

olume of Marpurg's " Beytraege," and

collection of the opinions of Remond de

t. Mard on the same subject. Ramler is

kewise known by his epigrams, odes, songs,

icred and profane cantatas, especially the

iblime one, the " Tod Jesti," which he

rote for Graun's music. He died at Berlin

1 1798.

RAMONDON (Lewis) was a singer

several of the Italian operas in London.

e had attained to some skill in music,

id composed the tunes to several songs in

collection, published in 1715, entitled

e " Merry Musicians, or a Cure for the

>leen."

RAMONEDA, (Ionazio) a Spanish

onk, and conductor of the music in the

yal cloister of St. Lorenzo, in the escurial,

'Wished a large work on Catholic church

usic, under the following title, " Arte tie

anto-Llano en compendia breve, y viethodo

"*y fteil para que los particularet, que

t ben saberlo, adquieran con brevedad,

paca trabajo la intelligencia y destreza

it'eniente," Madrid, 1778.

RAMPINI, (D. Giacomo) of Padua,

is chapel-master to the cathedral in that

wn, and was equally successful as corn

ier of church and theatrical music,

nongst his operas are " Armida in Da-

wco," 1771 ; " Gloria Trionfante d'A-

«,"1712; "Ercole ml Termodonte,"

15; and " // Trion/e delta Costanza."

RAMPOLLINUS, (Matthias) an ha

rt composer, flourished in Florence about

: year 1560. He set to music almost the

lole of Petrarch's sonnets, and dedicated

!m to the archduke Cosmo Medicis.

HANDLES, (Elizabeth.) Were we

t open to contradiction, we should give

e following memoir with hesitation, lest

r readers might accuse us of dealing in

e marvellous.

We have read of the precocious talent of

ozart, Haydn, Crotch, &c. &c. but we

ubt whether either of those eminent pre

ssors created more interest than the little

imbrian prodigy did. Miss Elizabeth

Randies was born at Wrexham, in North

Wales, on the 1st of August, 1800. Her

father, who was organist of the church, was

blind, and had been so since the age of

three years : he lost his sight by the small

pox. His parents placed him under Parry,

the celebrated Welsh harper, who was also

blind, and he soon made great progress,

and eventually became the very best lyrist

of his day. Mr. Randies is mentioned in

Miss Seward's poem of Llangollen Vale.

He had several children, but none of them

betrayed any peculiar talent for music, ex

cept the youngest daughter, who, when she

was but sixteen months old, would go to the

piano-forte and endeavour to pick out a

melody , but no particular notice was taken

of this, until one morning, when Mr. Randies

(being unwell) remained in bed rather later

than usual, and heard some one in the ad

joining room play the " Blue Bells of Scot

land;" not very correctly to be sure, but

distinctly enough for him to recognise the

melody immediately: he called out, thinking

it was some of his elder children, for them

to desist, when he was informed that it was

Bessy who was playing. She was permitted

to proceed, and she actually performed the

air, by striking the various keys by the side

of her tiny hand. In a very short period

she could play several simple tunes, and so

wonderfully quick was her ear, that when

her father sounded any note with his voice,

she would run to the instrument and touch

it : this she did long be/ore she could speak.

Mr. Randies became, of course, exceed

ingly fond of her, and regularly taught her

the melody of " Ar hyd y nos," or " The

livelong night," placing her left hand on

the key-note. This appeared to delight her,

yet she did not seem satisfied with one note

she endeavoured to strike others, so as to

form a proper bass to the treble : her father,

seeing this, (as he used to say) .took some

pains with her, and she soon could play this,

and several other little tunes, treble and

bass, in a very correct manner. Nunn and

Staunton's company of comedians was at

Wrexham in the summer of 1802. Staun

ton, who had often heard the child play,
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requested that her rather would permit her

to perform an air on the stage for his be

nefit; Randies consented, and taught her

the " Downfall of Paris," for her de'bnt in

public, which took place before she was two

years old ! The important night arrived, an

instrument was prepared, and at the end of

the play the Lilliputian minstrel was led on

the stage by a little daughter of the ma

nager : the applause from a crowded au

dience was commensurate with the novelty

of the scene. Randies was sitting behind

the scenes, and when he heard the plaudits

of the audience, cried out, while tears

trickled down his face, " I never regretted

the loss of sight till this moment. Oh ! what

would I give to see my darling child."

Bessy was placed at the instrument, with

an apple on her right side, and a cake on

her left, both of which she was to receive if

she played well. She commenced, and, to

the utter astonishment of all present, per

formed the air with the greatest correctness,

particularly the running passage in the third

part ; this she contrived to execute"with the

thumb and the side of her right hand, for

her utmost stretch could not compass a fourth.

The interest which this exhibition created

was intense. Sir W. W. Wynn, lady Dun-

gannon, lady Cunliffe, in short, all the no

bility and families of distinction in the

neighbourhood, sent for our little Sappho to

their mansions, where she both astonished

and delighted them.

In the spring of 1803, Sir W. W. Wynn

recommended that a concert should be per

formed at Wrexham for her benefit. The

worthy baronet's suggestion was seconded

by every person of consequence in the "Vale

of Maelor ;" but, in consequence of the ill

ness of Mrs. Randies, it was postponed from

time to time. The poor mother, however,

requested that the concert should tale place,

foreseeing but little hopes of her recovery.

Arrangements were accordingly made, under

the direction of Parry, who resided at

Wrexham. Meredith, the celebrated bass

singer, and his daughter from Liverpool,

assisted on the occasion.

Tie room was crowded at an early hour,

nance wei

most iclat, particularly 1

and the performance went off with the*

at, particularly that of the iafas,

who sung as well as played. Nollira

could be more innocently interestins tUi

her mode of singing the following line

the « Blue Bells of Scotland,"

" He's gone to fight the French for Bog Gwa

upon the throne ,"

which she used to lisp out thus,

" He's don to fight <le FencU for Ting Gnf

DpOQ OC funic."

It will naturally occur to every ow, in

the poor sick mother felt very annoi- •

the occasion ; she appeared . •.

agitated the whole of the day, and rects*

that her son might be seut to her after Be*

had made her dibut ; accordingly, benrt

eight and nine o'clock, her son ran lus

say, that his sister had been receded a

the greatest applause. The tidings, t»f

good, were more than the affectiooair »

ther could bear ; she faintly said, " T»

God!" and never spoke again. The*

lancholy event was prudently nut >

known until the concert was over, li re

difficult to describe the degree of

which it created—a mostwonderfiulit*"

child, left to the care of a blind fii-'

The progress that little Bess "

truly astonishing. Parry taugbt be *

notes and first rudiments of music, as! a

continued to improve so rapidly, ad '

perform with such execution, that bo f

trons proposed to introduce her to bs •

jesty George III. and the royal

accordingly, when she was only jast r«w

of three years and a half, she wis bws5

to London, accompanied by her tatfeer i*

eldest sister.

The blind minstrel and his infaal sci?

were introduced to their majesties *

princesses, who were highly dehsbtrf *"

their performance. The king prewH*! ^
child with a hundred guineas ! A ***■

stance occurred during this vrxt

ought to be recorded. The ti«? ™* ''
Randies after he had played a WrW *■

on the harp, and said, "Hah ! bBsJ.k5*'-

who taught you to playr • Tke li"*'

Parry, Sir Watldn William »Wl W<
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J please yoor majesty." " Hah ! why

was blind too. I remember him well : he

J his son used to perform Handel's cho-

les on two Welsh harps very finely

fore me, about thirty years ago." This

txdote will serve to corroborate many

lers which have been published of our

e sovereign's retentive memory.

Shortly after this a public breakfast was

en at Cumberland gardens, for the benefit

Miss Randies : tickets (one guinea each)

re to be had at Sir W. W. Wynn's house,

St.James's-square. The morning was very

e, and no less than five hundred persons

the first rank in the kingdom attended,

i the child's performance was the admi-

ion of every one. The profits of the

■akt'ast, together with the various sums of

>ney presented to Miss Randies, were

tted in the funds, in the names of trustees,

r her sole benefit ; and in order to accu

rate enough to defray the expenses of

r education, it was recommended that she

ould perform at the principal provincial

was in the kingdom.

Her late majesty queen Caroline, then

meets of Wales, took great interest in the

elfire of the little minstrel : she was in-

led to pass a few days at Blackheath,

'•>•:« she was introduced to the princess

liarlotte, who soon became very much .it

ched to her. One day, while amusing

emselves in some innocent pastime, the

incest Charlotte said to Miss Randies,

Do you know that my grandfather is king

England, and my father is prince of

ralest" " Well," quickly replied Bessy,

and my father is organist of Wrexham."

Having been furnished plentifully with

Iters of recommendation to all parts of

e kingdom, Mr. Randies and his little

ndigy, accompanied for a long period by

Ir. Parry, made a very extensive and pro-

lable tew. .

The " Wamderlng Cambrian,," as they

ere denominated, were exceedingly well

'eived every where, and were invited to

M nobility's mansions which were conti-

uous to the towns where they gave concerts.

1 heir performances were exceedingly ta

tertaining and varied. Randies played the

harp exquisitely ; Eliza the piano-forte ;

Parry, alternately, the flute, clarionet, and

two and three flageolets. They sang songs,

duets, and trios, particularly some harmo

nized Welsh melodies, in a very pleasing

manner.

Miss Randies was improving daily, and,

when only six years old, could play many

of Dussek's brilliant sonatas, also sing se

veral difficult duets, such as " Borne in

yon blase," " The Butterfly," "Together

let us range the field,," &c. &c. &c. Her

taste and expression in playing an adagio

were, in the opinion of professional men,

the most extraordinary feature in her per

formance ; and her sight reading was also

very wonderful, so much so, that when

trying over new music, (that her father

might select the best calculated for her)

she used to talk and play away at the

same time. Her father asked her one day,

" How is it, Bessy, that you play that

strange music, and yet talk all the while V

" Oh, father," said she, " I can see half

the leaf at once I"

Early in 1808, she paid London another

visit, where she was heartily welcomed by

her early friends, and a concert was given

for her benefit at the Hanover-square

rooms, under the direction of the honourable

John Spencer. Madame Catalani, the

Vaughans, Knyvitts, Bianchi, Weichsell,

Lindley, Kramer, Naldi, &c &c. gave their

powerful aid, gratuitously, on the occasion.

Sir G. Smart conducted the performance.

The room was crowded.

As Parry was desirous of residing in

London, he could not accompany Mr. Ran

dies and his daughter any longer, conse

quently they returned home, and Bossy

began to learn the harp ; her education was

also properly attended to, and she was in

vited to pass a few weeks at the houses

of various families of distinction al

ternately, where, mixing with polished so

ciety, she became a very clever, accom

plished girl. Many offers were made to

her father by different ladies of rank, to

adopt Iter as their own. The princess of
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Wales, in particular, was very anxious to

have her ; but the poor dark father would not,

nay, could not, part with her : she was the

only solace of his life ; she read to him, played

for him, sang to him ; in short, he could not

exist without her lor any length of time.

Her performance on the piano-forte, when

she was about fourteen years old, was quite

masterly ; she also soon became a proficient

on the pedal harp ; she likewise played the

organ regularly at the church, and her ex

tempore performance on that noble instru

ment, ii la Wesley, was truly astonishing.

In 1818, she paid London a visit, with a

view of taking a few lessons on the harp

from l)izi, and on the piano from Kalk-

brenner, and to see (as she expressed her

self) whether she could find any thing new

in the art. Both these celebrated professors

paid her talents the highest compliment ;

Dizi in particular, after placing before her

all the difficult pieces he could find, and

hearing her execute them with the greatest

facility, said, " Oh, oh, Miss, I must write

expressly for you, I find."

About this time she was strongly urged

by a select number of families at Liverpool,

to make that town her residence, they en

gaging to find her as many pupils as she

might feel disposed to accept : after many-

arguments, pro and con, with the poor fa

ther, who was grown very nervous and

feeble, she was at length permitted to go,

provided she came over every Saturday, and

remained with him until the Monday. This

■he continued to do for a long time, though

the distance by land and water was nearly

twenty-five miles. We now are drawing

to the close of poor Handles' " life's busy

scene :" he breathed his last in the autumn

of 1820, leaving three daughters and a son,

the latter being organist of Holywell, in

Flintshire.

After their affairs were arranged, the

daughters removed to Liverpool, where they

still remain, our interesting heroine being

a welcome visitor at the houses of the most

opulent inhabitants of that flourishing town.

Indeed we consider ourselves warranted in

adding, that her lady-like demeanour, placid

and affectionate disposition, together

a well-cultivated mind and most ernv-

diuary musical talents, very deservedly m

der this young lady an object of the was-

est regard and esteem. To bet ear

valuable friends, therefore, as well a

the public in general, we trust that to

sketch of her early life will not pnm el-

acceptable.

In conclusion, it may not be improper '»

remark, that the only musical instructs

Miss Randies ever received were from £

father and Parry, with the exception i

few lessons from Latour, when she am

London in 1808; and that amotL-

warmest friends have been sir Biekri

Hill's family, and Mrs. Middleton Bidd-

of Chirk castle, at whose hospitable ras

sions she generally passes a portion off?

year. It also gives us pleasure to fc

that her income, added to what Mr. H;-

dies left, will ensure her and her xste i

most comfortable maintenance for life.

RAOUL, of Laon, flourished is

eleventh century. He wrote on the sec

tone, which he called taini du chant.

RAOUL, (N.) a celebrated Freud •

oloncellist, published, in the latter put*':-

la>t century, an instruction book for In

strument, as also some practical works.

RAPHAEL, (Iomaz Wenzei.) au w

teur musician, resident at Vienna, waste

at a village of Bohemia in 1761. He «

an excellent pianist and very pka-

singer, also composed for the church. Ife-

aire, and chamber. He died of coosus-

tion in 1799, in the thirty-eighth jra )

his age. Amongst his works are, lor «

church, a " Vatrr uiuer," and "7VDb»

laudamus ," both these compositions a:

considered sublime and full of genius.

the theatre : " Das Veilchtn Fat," W«.

1795 ; " Pygmaleon," ballet ; this »<*■

sidered as enchanting music ; sod "

ginia," melodrame. For the chasioB

many favourite songs and canons, in re

script ; " Airs var. pour le CI**." Of- '•

Offenbach, 1795; " Six Vtmstuu f*> J

Clav" Vienna, 1796; " Tito Ho&>!

1797; "Lied der Freude ity mi"/'
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Enkersog Carl zu men," Vienna, 1799 ;

and " Aufruf dues Oesterreichers," Vi

enna, 1799.

RASCH, (Johaxn) a church composer

Jf the sixteenth century, published the fol-

owing works at Munich : " Cantiimculic

faschates," 1572 ; " Cautiones Ecclesiast.

le Nativ. Christi, 4 voc.," 1572; "In

Monte Oiivarum," 1572 ; and " Salve Re-

Tina, 6 roc," 1572.

RASEL or RASELIUS, (Anobeas)

:hapel-master to the elector palatine, was

jom in 1583. He published the following

irorks: " Hexachordum sive qua>stioncs mu-

tic« practical," Nuremburg, 1589 ; " Tcut-

icA* tpriich auss Suntnglichen evangelien

turchsi(antzejahr mit 5 stim.gesucht, ifc,"

N'uremburg, 1594 ; "Cantiones Sacra!, 5, 6,

), et 9 roc.," Nuremburg, 1595 ; and " Re-

vensburgisclier kirchen musih, trc." This

last book is a collection of Protestant psalms

ind hymns of the time of Luther.

RASETTI, (Ameoeo) an Italian pro

fessor of the harpsichord, resident at Paris,

published there, among other works, "Six

So/tatin p. le Clav. dans le Style d'Eckaril,

Haydn, dementi, Cramer, Steibelt, et Mo-

■art. Part. I. et II.," Op. 7, Paris, 1792 ;

' Premier Recueilde Romances, avcc Clav."

Dp. 8, Paris, 1792; "Potpourri arrange

tour le Ciav., A'o. 21," Op. 9, Paris,

1795 ; " Troti Sonat.pour le Clav., A'o. 1,

Solo, A'o. 2, avec V. et IS., No. 3, avec

! V., A., et A," Op. 10, Paris, 1796;

' Trots Trios pour le Clav., Ft., ou V. et

•V.," Op. 13, Paris, 1799 ; and " Six Quat.

Vonc. pour 2 V., A., et B.," Op. 7, Paris,

1788.

KASI, (Fbancesco) an Italian composer,

mblished " Madrigali," Venice, 1613.

KATHK, a celebrated clarionetist and

'omposer for his instrument at Paris, in the

alter part of the last century.

RATHGEBER, (Valentin) a Bene

dictine monk in Franconia, and church

ranposer, published numerous works be-

iween the years 1722 and 1730.

RATTI, (Uartolomio) rliapel-master

Padua, and church composer, in the be

ginning of the seventeenth century.

VOL. II,

RAU, (Lr/Dwin) a tenor singer at the

theatre in Hamburgh, in the latter part of

the last century. He published in Ham

burgh, in 1794, " Lieiler turn Singcn am

Ktavier." These songs are considered to

be in good taste.

RAUCH, (Anobeas) organist of a town

near Vienna, published several musical

works, amongst which are " Tnymiaterium

Musicale, tee.," Nuremburg, 1625; " Con-

centns votivus," Vienna, 1634 ; " Motetti,

deutsche Concerte und 1 misse von 3 unit

4 stim. mit V. ;" and " Currus triumphalis

musicus."

RAULT, (Felix) a celebrated French

flutist, was born at Bourdeaux in 1736.

The following, among many other of his

works, were published : " Trots Duos pour

deux FL," Op. 1, Paris, 1796; "Ditto,"

Op. 2, Paris, 1796 ; '* Deux Concert, pour

Ft. No. 1, In D, No. 2, in G," Paris;

" iSur Duosfnvil. pour deux Ft.," Op. 5,

Offenbach, 1797; " Six Duos pour deux

Ft." Op. 6, Paris ; " Six ditto," Op. 7,

Paris; "Six Duos Concert, pour deux Ft.,

Uv. 1 et 2," Op. 8, Paris, 1798; and

" Six Trios pour deux Ft. et Basson,"

Ops. 25 and 26, Paris and Offenbach.

RAUPACH, (Chbistoph) organist at

Stralsund, was a celebrated performer and

composer ; he was born in the duchy of

Schlcswick in 1686, and received "his prin

cipal musical instruction from his father,

who was also an organist. When he had

attained the age of fourteen, his father died,

and young Raupach then proceeded to

Hamburgh, where he continued his musical

education under a celebrated organist,

named Bronner. After passing two years

in this city, he was requested, by his bro

ther, to return to Rostock, and to become

a candidate for the place of organist at

Stralsund, which was then vacant. He did

so, and obtained the appointment, being

then under seventeen years of age. His

success, however, caused no relaxation of

his studies, and from that period he com

posed much, and wrote several theoretical

works on music.

RAUSCHELBACH, (JvstusThkooob)
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organist at Bremen, was a pupil ofEmmanuel

Bach. He published several operas of

piano-forte music at Leipsic, subsequently

to the year 1789.

RAUZZINI, (Vehamzio) This excel

lent musician was a native of Home, and

was dedicated from his infancy to the

profession of music. At an early age, he

had acquired considerable celebrity, and,

while a very young man, was engaged as

a principal singer at the opera in Vienna.

In the great, cities of Germany, this was a

very distinguished station , and in some of

the petty courts, where the business of a

prime minister consisted chiefly in arranging

the amusements of his master, the appoint

ment of a leading singer was one of the

most important functions attached to his

high office. From Vienna, Rauzzini was

induced to proceed to Munich ; and re

mained several years in the service of the

elector of Bavaria. At this time he was

seen by Dr. Burney, in whose musical tour

he is mentioned in terms of warm approba

tion. In 1774, he was engaged as one of the

principal singers at the opera in London, and

brought with him to England the reputation

of being the best performer on the piano

forte we had yet seen, and of understanding

composition better than any public singer

who had preceded him. After a short resi

dence in the metropolis, he settled at Bath,

where he formed a connection with La

Motte, as conductor of the concerts. The

imprudence of the latter obliged him shortly

after to withdraw, and Rauzzini was left

singly in the concern ; which he continued

to conduct from that period, with the great

est credit to himself, and most perfect satis

faction on the part of the public. In pri

vate life, few men were more esteemed ;

none more generally beloved. A polished

vivacity of manners, a mild and cheerful

disposition, and a copious fund of general

and polite information, rendered him an

attractive aud agreeable companion. Con

stitutionally generous and hospitable, he

delighted in society. His natural gaiety of

temper, the mode of his education, and an

improvidence, common amongst his coua-

trymen, and those of his profession, occa

sionally involved him in difficulties ; but

his principal embarrassmeuts were occa

sioned early in life, by the adrtatits

which were taken of his inexperience and

facility. As a scientific musician, Ranmai

long ranked amongsi the first in this cone-

try. He was the composer of seven,

operas, and of a great variety of denca*-

pieces of acknowledged merit. His laiit

and abilities as a teacher were unrivalki.

Some of our first performers have ingot1.-

ously avowed the benefit which tity de

rived from his instruction and advice; iti

the public will acknowledge its shire

the obligation, since Mara, Billingw.

Mountain, Braham, and Incledon ma; ■■

named amongst his pupils. Rauirini df-

at Bath, in the year 1810, aged siitT-i'i

At his funeral, Braham and a select n-i-

ber of his musical friends were cfe

mourners. '

RAVA, (Gaetano) a Neapolitan c

malic composer in the latter half of Ike*

century.

RAVAL, (Sebastian) a Spams! f-

trapuntist, resident at Rome about tlx .1*

1600.

RAVENSCROFT, (John) a ri*»s

and composer, chiefly of hornpipes. &

died in London about the year 1745.

RAVENSCROFT, (Thomas) an

bachelor of music, published " st r*f

Discourse of the true, but neglected, I'1* >:'

characterizing the Degrees by their fr1

fection, Imperfection, and Dinunuho' '

measurable Mugiche, against the itssnf

Practise and Custome of these Times" I*"

don, 1614 ; also, " The whole But ■

Psalmes, with the Hymnes Ere**?!**1'

and Songs Spirituall, composed inle fn"

Parts, by sundry Authors, to such stterf

Tunes as have beene and are usueUf ***

in England, Scotland, Wales, ft"*1?'

Italy, France, and the Netherlands," I*'

don, 1621. These psalms are all sntss^

for four voices. Ravenscroft is, have"''

now better known as the composer «f **

popular glee, " We be three poermsti""-

RAVEZZOLI, an Italian c«ip**'>
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rished towards tie middle of the eighteenth

century. At the age of twenty-five, he was

of St. Peter's at

many compe

titors ; who, to revenge themselves, pro

cured a female to be introduced in the

Vatican, where Ravezzoli professionally re

sided, and where no woman was allowed

to enter. He was then informed against,

and imprisoned in the castle of St. Angelo.

There, in the midst of his violent chagrin,

he made the words and composed tbe mu

sic of a duet expressive of his wretched

situation, and wrote it on the wall of his

prison with a piece of charcoal. A copy of

this composition was, according to the

editors of the French Dictionary of Musi

cians, in the possession of Barni the violon

cellist, in 1811. After Ravezzoli's death,

the female who had been placed in the

Vatican confessed that he had been made

the victim to the jealousy of his rivals.

RAWLINGS, (Thomas) an English

musician, was born about the year 1703.

He performed -at almost all Handel's ora

torios, operas, &c. and was a scholar of the

celebrated Dr. Pepusch.

RAWLINGS, (Robert) son of the pre-

xding, and born in 1742, was, at the early

ige of seventeen, appointed musical page

o the late duke of York, and organist of

-helsea college. He received his first

lusical tuition under his father, and sub-

equently studied under an old Italian,

amed Barsanti, at that time in England,

nd who was considered a very celebrated

leorist. He travelled on the continent

uring nine years with his royal master,

nd until his death ; on which event

diing place abroad, Rawlings returned

Dme, and resumed his musical career,

Jtering in the king's band , which appoint-

lent was given him, personally, by his

te majesty George 111. He was also

ected one of the queen's private band,

e died in the year 1814.

RAWLINGS, (Thos. A.) son of the

receding, was born in 1775. He received

s earliest instructions in music under his

ther, who, on his son's attaining the age

| of about seven, began to teach him i

without having, in the first instance, any

idea of making it the boy's profession.

When young Rawlings, however, was in

his thirteenth year, his father expressed a

wish that he should study music ith a

view to the profession ; and this arose from

his perceiving in the lad, about that time,

no common genius for the art. His next

anxiety was to select one of the first mas

ters in theory for him ; and he was doubtful

whether to fix on Baumgarten, a man of

known celebrity, or Dittenhofer, also a

very eminent theorist, but finally determined

upon the latter. Young Rawlings then

continued to prosecute his studies with at

tention for seven years, during which period

he composed some music for the Profes

sional concerts, that was received with dis

tinguished applause ; so much so, that he

was even engaged by the committee for the

concert, to compose a quartette expressly

for their performances in the following

season. Instrumental music not being at

that time so much patronised as at present,

Rawlings discontinued writing, and per

formed on the violin and violoncello at the

Opera, Ancient, Vocal, and all the first con

certs, including the City and Philharmo

nic, also giving instruction on the piano, vio

lin, and thorough-bass, which occupations he

continues up to the present time. We should

mention that during the period he was under

Dittenhofer, the celebrated Haydn arrived in

this country, for Salomon's concerts, when

Rawlingshad the honour ofbeing introduced

to him by his master, who was on terms of

great intimacy with Haydn. Rawlings had

now several opportunities of witnessing the

scoring, by Haydn, of some of his celebrated

symphonies. Since that period, he has

been intimate v> ith most of the celebrated

professors of the day, particularly with the

late W. Cramer. The first piano-forte

piece composed by Rawlings, was, we be

lieve, " No. 10 of the National Melodies,"

(published by Chappell) which met with

very great success ; so much so, as to induce

him to continue writing for the piano up to

the present time. In most of his composi-
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tions, we may say he has been eminently

successful. Among the best of his pro

ductions are the following : " The Bu

gle," (Flute ad lib.) dedicated to Miss

S. Foulis, of Ingleby hall ; " Spring,"

(Flute ad lib.) dedicated to Miss West ;

" May Day," (Flute ad lib.) dedicated to

Miss Furkis; "No. JO of National Melo

dies," dedicated to Miss Maria Hunter ;

" No. 16 of National Melodies," dedi

cated to Miss Helen Harper ; " Les Plaisirs

de la Chasse," dedicated to John Harper,

Esq. ; " Le Betour," (Flute ad lib.) dedi

cated to Miss Montague ; " Se vuol Bel-

Inre," dedicated to Miss Johnson ; " New

Year's Eve," (Flute ad lib.) dedicated to

Samuel Hobson, Esq. ; " No. 9 of Operatic-

Airs,' ' dedicated to Miss Belina Welch ;

" The Wreath," duet, dedicated to Miss

Cotterills ; " The Bouquet," duet ; " Kel

vin Grove," {Flute ad lib.) dedicated to

Miss Stephens; "Aurora ah Sorgerai"

" Concerto di Camera, with Accts. for

Flute, two Violins, Tenor, and Violoncello,"

dedicated to Miss Georgiana Musgrave ;

and several others of minor consideration.

(Chappell and Co.) " No. 2 of Dramatic

Airs," dedicated to Miss Moore ; " No. 9

of Dramatic Airs," dedicated to William

Shield, Esq. ; " No. 14 ofDramaticAirs,"

dedicated to Miss Prescott ; "Donue L'Au-

rore," (Flute ad lib.) dedicated to Miss

Davis ; " // Giorno Felice," dedicated to

Miss Louisa Davis ; 11 La Bella Biondini ;"

" El Sereng," dedicated to Miss Thornhill ;

'« Duet Hp. and P.F.," dedicated to Miss

Hibberts; " Serenade, Hp., P. F.," (Flute

ad lib.) dedicated to Miss Fullertons;

" Hither, fairy queen," canzonet, composed

for, and inscribed to, and sang by Mrs.

Salmon at the British concerts ; " P.F. and

Fl. Obligato," (Royal Har. Inst.) ; the fa

vourite air, " Home, sweet Home," with

variations, dedicated to Miss M. Tree ;

" The Foresters," (Flute ad lib.) dedicated

to John Fulloston, Esq. ; " Hark, the con

vent bells," dedicated to sir John Steven

son ; and another about publishing, but not

named. (The above four pieces at Goul-

ding's.) —

RAWLINS, (John) an English day

man, published, in 1773, a work entitM

"The Power of Musick, and the portiatet

Influence of Church Musick .- a Swm-i

preached in the Cathedral Church of Wor

cester, at the Anniversary Meeting of ttr

Choirs of Worcester, Hereford, and

cester." (See Critical Beviev for 1773,

p. 398.)

RAYMONT, a French poet and cm-

poser, brought out at the Theatre Beaojota

in Paris, previously to the year 1788, dm

following operettas, of which he wrote boll

the words and music, with the eicepfcta

only of the words of the last named : "L'.l-

matetir de Musique ;" " L'Amant echt:

"Anacre'on ;" "L'Armoire ," "Lt t'ifr:-

lier de Levigny t" and " Le Braconicr."

RAYMUNDUS, (Victories) a r»

poser of the sixteenth century, public

at Venice, in 1584, "Missi 3 <i 5 M

Lib. 1,"

RE, (Benedetto) an Italian conft

puntist, about the year 1590. Bonces'

has preserved several of Re's motets, is *

Purnass. Mus. Ferdinand.

RE, (Giuseppe) an Italian draw*

composer, born at Vercelli. His tut*

bear date since the year 1783.

READ, (Richard) an English cW

composer and bachelor of music, about

year 1592.

READING, (John) a pupil of Dr.

Blow, was lay-vicar, and also master »

the choristers, in the cathedral churci '

Lincoln. Removing from thence, be be

came organist of the parish church el *

John, Hackney, and afterwards ofSLlta-

stan in the West, and St. Mary WouIdA

London. He published, towards toe «J

of the seventeenth century, a colleen* ■

anthems of his own composition.

REBEL, (Jean Ferry) a French rish-

ist, and composer of light music for bis in

strument, in the early part of the fasten-

tury.

REBEL, (Francois) son of toe pretty

ing, was superintendent of the roy»J M"^

and director of the opera at Paris. I" <**

junction with his intimate friend, F.Ib*
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coeur, he brought out the following operas

at the royal academy of music : " Pyramc

tl ThisM," 1726 ; " Thyrsii et Zilie,"

1728; " Scanderberg," 1735 ; "I* Ballet

lie la Pair," 1738; "Les Augustales," pro

logue, 1744; " Zelindor ct Ismlnc," 1745;

"Let Gifnies Tutilaircs," 1751 ; and " Le

Prince de A'oisy," 1760.

REBELLO, (Joao Soahes, or Joao

Lovrenjo) a celebrated Portuguese com

poser, born at Caminha in 1609. When

in his fifteenth year, he entered the service

of the royal house of Braganza. His com

positions were replete with fire and energy,

so much so, that the Spanish chapel-master

Patinha, then living, was accustomed to

say of his works, " Lafierczza el para la

gnerra." Rebello died near Lisbon in

1661. Many of his manuscript composi

tions are in the royal musical library at

Lisbon ; and amongst his published works

" " Ptalmi turn Vesperarum turn Com-

pktorii. Item Magnificat, Lamentationes,

" Miserere," Rome, 1657. This work is

in seventeen volumes, large quarto.

KEBELLO, (Manoel) a celebrated

Portuguese composer and chapel-master at

Evora, and born at Aviz, in the province of

rranstagana, flourished about the year 1625.

Many of his masses, motets, &c. are in the

'oyal musical library at Lisbon.

REBENSTEIN, (B.F.) a German com-

poser for the piano-forte, resident during

several years in Russia, published, amongst

weral other works, "Andante av. dix-sept

' aria/, pour le Clav.," Berlin, 1790, and

T)eux Chansons Russes, var. pour le

Op. 1, Petersburg, 1795.

REDFORD, (John) organist and mas-

« of the choristers at St. Paul's cathedral

" London, about the year 1543, is proved

o have been a good contrapuntist, by one

>f his four-part anthems, published by sir

'olm Hawkins in the first volume of his

History.

REDI, (Francesco) a celebrated Italian

"iger, towards the end of the seventeenth

entury. In 1706, he established a singing-

chool at Florence, whieh afterwards be-

Mie very celebrated. Amongst the emi-

nent pupils of this school was Vittoria

Tesi.

REEVE, (William.) This gentleman

was not originally intended for the profes

sion of music. His father placed him as a

writer to a law-stationer in Chancery-lane ;

and he and Mr. Munden were in the same

office. He did not long continue in this

employment, but became a pupil of Richard

son, late organist of St. James's church,

Westminster, who instructed him in the

principles of music. After his education

was completed, he, in 1781, accepted the

appointment of organist at Totness, in De

vonshire. In this situation he continued

about two years, when he had the offer

of an engagement from the Astleys, to

compose music for the pantomimes and dra

matic spectacles exhibited at their theatres.

On this he returned to London, and he con

tinued for several years in their employ

ment.

He was also for some time an actor at

the regular theatres, and, in the year 1789,

is stated to have performed the Grinder, in

the Enraged Musician, at the little theatre

in the Haymarket, with considerable ap

plause.

Whilst the pantomime of " Oscar and

Malvina" was iu preparation at Covent-

gardeu theatre, a disagreement took place

between the managers and Mr. Shield ; in

consequence of which that gentleman was

induced to send in his resignation. Reeve,

at that time a chorus singer in the same

theatre, was requested to complete the

piece, by writing an overture and some of

the vocal music. The public were pleased

with his efforts, and from this period he has

been one of our most successful dramatic

composers.

About the year 1792, he was elected

organist of the church of St. Martin, Lud-

gate, which situation he resigned a few

years ago. He was also a joint proprietor

at Sadler's-wells ; and, by his industry and

abilities, has acquired a considerable inde

pendence.

Reeve's chief fort is in the composition of

comic songs, and in these be has been
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eminently successful. His pieces for the

theatre are very numerous, and are princi

pally as follows : " Oscar and Matvina,"

pantomime, 1791 ; " Orpheus and Eury-

dice," 1792 ; "Apparition," musical drama,

1794 ; " British Fortitude," musical drama,

1794; "Hercules and Omphale."pantomime,

1794 ; " Merry Sherwood," pantomime,

1795 ; " Harlequin and Oberon," panto

mime, 1796 ; "Bantry Bay," musical inter

lude, 1797; " Round Tower," 1797 ; "Joan

ofArc," historical ballet, 1798; "Embark

ation," musical entertainment, 1799 ; "Har

lequin Almanack," 1801 ; " Caravan,'' mu

sical romance, 1803 ; " The Dash," musical

farce, 1804 ; " White Plume," musical

romance, 1806; "An Bratach," 1806:

in conjunction with Mazzinghi, he composed

" Ramah Droog," comic opera, 1798 ;

«' IWnpike Gate," 1799 ; '* Paul and Vir

ginia," 1800. He also wrote part of the

music in the "Cabinet," 1802; "Thirty

Thousand," 1804 ; " Kais," 1808 ; " Tricks

upon Travellers," 1810; and " Outside

Passengers," 1811.

Reeve also published a work entitled

" The Juvenile Preceptor, or entertaining

Instructor ; a complete and concise Intro

duction to the Piano-forte, with twenty-four

Lessons and four easy Duets," which is

well adapted to the instruction of youth.

The fingering is accurately marked, and

the rules are concise and easy of compre

hension.

REEVE (Cotton) is a native of Nor

wich, and the only son, as also a pupil, of

John Reeve, a man who, during half a cen

tury, was equally respected and known in

the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cam

bridgeshire, for his talent as a musician

and composer of simple and plaintive melo

dies. His grandfather and great grand

father were of the same profession. When

Cotton Reeve was a boy, his father was

unfortunately induced to embark his money

in trade, and in a short period lost the

accumulation of thirty years' prosperity and

industry ; which circumstance, added to the

illiberal treatment the son received from

some gentlemen of Norwich, induced him

to come, " unknowing and unknown," to

London. On his arrival here, he ni

engaged as a deputy at VauihiU girders,

and in the course of the season u i regsbi

performer. At that time he commented

seriously studying the violin, and took la-

sons of Salomon for two years. The to-

suing winter he was also engaged it tt

Italian opera, where, in process of timt

he worked his way to the top of

orchestra, having been for several tern

principal second, and, on the death ef

Weichsell senior, officiated for his son s

leader ; his business during this time a-

tending in the first line of concerts, &.

both public and private. He has since bee

leader at Vauxhall gardens and the Hif-

market theatre, and, in 1819, was Mtia

by Mr. Harris, and engaged for a tense

years, (yet unexpired) as leader at Con*

garden theatre. Of his compositions fc"

have been published, and those are ct»*~

confined to themes written for the as-

his pupils, rather than for emolumeti <

public celebrity.

REFF1ER, a French vocal composer -

the first half of the eighteenth cow

Several of his songs may be bund ink

seventh volume of the Rctvcil at Ckasn

published at the Hague in 1733.

REGGIO, (Hoste da) an Italian »

trapuntist of the sixteenth century, }':

blUhed, amongst other works, " M*dnt*>

e Motetti a 3 voci," Venice, 1562.

REGGIO, (Pietbo) a celebrated h*

of the seventeenth century, was a nacre »

Genoa, and in early life belonged to the*1

pel of queen Christina ofSweden. After »

renounced her government, Reggio cars*

England, and resided some time at Oife"/

where he published, in 1677, a snaS*

struction book for singing. He also & »

music several of the love songs of Co»k;

He next established himself in

where he died in 1685.

REGGIO, (Sperito da) named h

Cerveto as one of the most celebrated r*-

posers of the sixteenth century. An**?*

his works is to be found, in the M*8*

library, "Madrigali a 5 tod," Venice, l5fc
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KEGGIO (Antonio) published at Am

sterdam, about the year 1776, " Six Sonatas

far the Harptichord."

REGNARD, (Jacob) vice chapel-master

:o the emperor Rudolph II., at Prague, was

xirn in Flanders. He was a very volumi-

lout composer, chiefly of vocal music for the

liurch. His works bear date from the

ear 1552 to 1611.

REGNARD, (Francois) an instru-

aeutal performer in the orchestra of the

atuedral church at Dornick, in 1570, was

oro at Douay, in Flanders, and considered

■loongit the good composers of his time,

ie set to music much of the poetry of Ron-

ard, for four and five voices. He also

ublished " 50 Motetti a 4 e 5 voci,"

>ouay, 1575, and " Chansons a 4 e 5 part.,"

Vis, 1579.

REGO, (Pedbo Vaz.) chapel-master

t Elvas, in Portugal, was born in 1670.

le was considered one of the most scientific

ad industrious composers of his time. He

lied at Evora in 1736.

REICHA (Josepu) was bora in 1757.

Ie was chapel-master, about 1 787, to the

lector of Cologne at Bonn. Amongst his

orks, which are much esteemed in Ger-

lany, are " 6 Duos Cone. p. V. et Vc, Liv.

t'V Op. 1, Bonn, 1795 ; "3 Concern

k Vc., Liv. I, 2, et 3," Op. 2, Offenbach,

:99 ; " Sin/on. Concert, p. 2 V., ou V. et

fc," Op. 3, Bonn, 1795 ; " 2 Concerts p.

re. in D et C," Paris, 1792 ; '* 3 Duos p.

■ et Vc.;' Op. 4, 1802 ; and " Concert, p.

Vc.,JAv. 1," Op. 4, 1803.

REICHA, (Anton) nephew of the pre-

ding, was born at Prague in 1770. At

very early age he quitted his native

untry, and resided with bis uncle at

ma, where he received his education,

hen still a boy, he had an irresistible

opensity for music, especially composition,

id was at first obliged to gratify his desires

this respect without the knowledge of

I uncle. It was at the same time with

■ celebrated Beethoven, his junior by two

ars, and a native of Bonn, that he learnt

e element* of the art. Different books,

eh as those of Marpurg, Kiinberger,

Sulzer, and Mattbeson, served them for

guides. The first public attempt of Reicha

in composition, were some Italian scenas

for the concerts. These had such success,

that no one at the court of Cologne would

at first credit their being written by a boy.

When only seventeen years of age, he pro

duced his first symphony. In 1794, he left

Bonn for Hamburgh, where he remained five

years, applying himself without intermis

sion to the study of his profession. He then

found bis knowledge of algebra of essential

service to him in his musical studies.

Whilst at Hamburgh, he wrote the music of

a French opera, in two acts, entitled " Go-

defroy de Monfort," for which piece the

manager of the French opera there made

him a very handsome offer, after hearing its

rehearsal. He was, however, advised to

bring the work out at Paris, and accord

ingly arrived there, in 1799, making his

debut as composer at the concert of Cl£ry,

by a symphony, which had prodigious suc

cess. In the mean time, the performance

of his opera was deferred from time to time

by the differences between the two theatres

Favartand Feydeau. They at length united,

aud Reicha's composition was just about to

appear, when he withdrew it, being under

the obligation of quitting Paris for Vienna.

It is in this city that he lived in the closest

friendship with Haydn, Albrechtsberger,

Salieri, and Beethoven. Amongst the

numerous works which he composed and

published at Vienna, were symphonies and

other instrumental pieces, oratorios, a re

quiem, tsc He also brought out a work

entitled " 36 Fugues pour le Piano, pri-

ce'de's d'une Ode Didicatoire (in German)

A Joseph Haydn." These fugues had such

success, that the edition was exhausted

within a year. He was then commanded

by the empress, mother of Maria Louisa of

France, who was a distinguished musical

amateur, to compose some scenes of an

opera seria in two acts, called " Argene

Segina di Granatla , " when the empress

was so satisfied with the composition, that

she desired him to finish the opera, aud sang

herself, at her private concerts, the songs
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written for the part of Argtne. It is pro- '

bable that Reieha would never again have

quitted Vienna, but for the various political

events which disturbed the peace of that

capital in the first years of the present cen

tury, and rendered it an unfit residence for

a man devoted to peaceful studies. Be

this as it may, he arrived for the second

time at Paris, in the year 1808, in which

capital he has ever since resided, and is

now one of the professors at the conserva

tory, giving instructions in, and lectures on,

composition, at that great national esta

blishment. Reieha is a professed admirer

and follower of the great Haydn, whom he

has most elegantly apostrophized in the

poem prefixed to his before-mentioned

fugues. His merit as a theorist has been

manifested to the world in a clear and

comprehensive treatise on melody, and in a

work entitled 11 Court complct tie Composi

tion Mtmcalc, oh Trttitf complet et raisonne"

fVHarmonic pratique" 1 replete with the

best rules of art, and invaluable to the

musical student. His practical skill has

been snown in a variety of compositions,

but especially in some admirable quintets,

composed expressly for the flute, clarionet,

cor Anglois, French horn, and bassoon ;

these are performed frequently at L'Ecole

desFils d'Apollon, and, indeed, on all occa

sions when first-rate performers on the ap

propriate instruments assemble together. No

description, no imagination, can do justice to

these compositions. The effect produced by

the extraodinary combinations of apparently

opposite-toned instruments, added to llei-

cha's vigorous style of writing and judicious

arrangement, have rendered these quintets

the admiration of the musical world.

Reieha is still in the vigour of life, of

middle stature, and most urbane manners, his

general courtesy greatly endearing him to

strangers, to whom he is uniformly obliging.

He has often expressed to the writer of this

article, his wish to write an oratorio for the

English in the style of their favourite Han

del. In private life he is cheerful and

amiable ; his favourite amusement is a game

of a tric-trac. His rooms are decorated

with a profusion of elegant and fmi .-

articles, which have been presented to bur

by numerous individuals in public and

private life, as testimonies of friendship, 3xi

of the respect and admiration due to his ge

nius and perseverance. In Germany, Rricta

is verycommonly called the restorer offur;;

REICHARDT, (Johamn FniiDEicD;

chnpcl-master to three kings of PnnM,

namely, Frederick II., Frederick Wilfe

H. and JII., manager of the French ai

German theatres, and conductor of the *

chestra to the king of Westphalia, %si

member of several learned societies, W

born at Konigsberg, in Prussia, in 1751

At the age of ten, his musical talent ws

such, that he travelled to several of the^rt

towns in the north of Europe, for the per-

pose of exhibiting his performances on At

violin and piano ; for the former of wltf

instruments he was the pupil of Veichsr

of the school of Benda, and for the pu*

of Reichter. In 1769 and 1770, ReicV

studied at the university of Konipbr

under the celebrated philosopher \'~

and in the two following years he bete*!

to the university of Leipsic. He the"1

veiled through Germany, and, on his he1

to Prussia, was appointed to a place

government. Towards the close of ' "

year 1775, after the death of J. G.Gr.'r-,

Reichardt was appointed his successor. *

royal chapel-master, by Frederick the Gr»

which appointment he is said to have o« •'-

to the composition of an Italian opera tb:

he had sent to the king, the same t|Bi

having also been composed by the !■

chapel-masters, Naumann, of Dresden, a*-

Schwanenberger. He now continued a*

duously to attend to composition in tiest*

of Graun and Hasse, for the Italian open"1

Frederick, and established at Berlin • •?

ritual concert, where the chef-^wf"^

Leo, Majo, Jomelli, Sacchini, Piccini, Br

ton, &c. were performed. It i« woraVf ■

remark, that Reichardt distributed to *

audience at these concerts, a book of*

words to be sting, containing also a

torical and critical sketch of each o*f*T

whose works were to be performed riff*
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(tning. In 'the year 1782, he 'took his

rst journey to Italy, hastily, however,

being without the king's knowledge, who

sliked the modern music of Italy. In the

■ 1785, he came to London, where his

imposition of the " Passion," words by

etastasio, and some Italian scenes by him,

;re performed at the Pantheon and Opera

ncerta. From London he proceeded to

iris, where the same compositions had

eat success at the concert spirituel. The

fal academy of music then engaged

Ji to compose two operas, namely, " Ta-

Wo»," words by Morel, and " PantMe,"

•rds by Berquin. In 1786, he brought his

era of " Tamerlan" to the theatre, en-

Ely finished, and its rehearsals had corn

iced, when Frederick the Great died,

d Keichardt was obliged to return with

possible expedition to Berlin, to compose

irand funeral cantata, to the words of the

f'luis of Lucchesini, and which was to

performed at the interment of the king.

brilliant epoch for music in Prussia

mmeoced with the reign of Frederick

ilium II. The late king's orchestra was

itol to the excellent baud of the prince

Hi, the whole being placed under Rei-

Wt'i direction, who procured several of

! niost celebrated performers from other

is of Germany, so that, in a short time,

royal band at Berlin was decidedly the

st in Kuropc. Amongst the performers

'.were the two Duports, Vachon.Ritter,

irschmidt, Palsa, and Bahr. The Italian

'a was then the principal musical exhibi-

i at the court ; Reichardt accordingly

lposed the operas "Andromeda" " Pro-

ho," "Srenno," and the " Olinipiade."

! style of his music was new, as he at-

pted to unite the scenic effect and truth

leclamation of Gluck, with the beauty

richness of the Italian vocal school, and

powerful orchestral accompaniments of

many. His ballet music was also

'ten so as to form concertos for the most

nent performers of his orchestra. He

1 wrote at this time several German

lie operas' and melodrames for the na-

«l theatre. In 1790, he took a second

journey to Italy, with the intention of pass

ing the Passion-week iu Home, and of seek

ing throughout Italy, and especially at

Naples, some eminent vocal performers for

the Berlin opera. In this journey, he ex

perienced so much fatigue, as to undermine

his naturally robust constitution, and on his

return to Berlin he was prevented, by the

state of his health, from bringing out his

opera of *' Oiiwpiade" at the appointed

time. Hence arose such mistrust and mis

apprehensions, as for the first time caused

him such chagrin as to be the occasion of

his offering the resignation of his musi

cal appointments. The king, however,

would not accept of it ; but, as Reichardt

alleged that retirement was necessary for

the rccstablishmentof his health, his majesty

permitted him to pass three years at his

country house on the frontiers of Saxony,

continuing to him the whole of his salary

during the time. The same year, however,

two royal marriages of two princesses of

Prussia with the duke of York and prince

of Orange, were to be celebrated, when

the king sent for Reichardt, desiring him to

give on that occasion his opera of " Olim-

piude." Accordingly he did so, and after

wards returned to ' is retirement. In 1792,

he took a third journey to Paris, and on his

return published some letters on his travels ;

soon after which he was suspected of revo

lutionary principles, and, in consequence,

was dismissed from his situations by the

king, at the end of his three years' leave of

absence. In 1794, he went to Hamburgh,

where he commenced editing a periodical

journal, called " Frankrcich," (France)

which had much success during ten years.

He then purchased an estate in Holstein.

Just as he had done so, however, he was

acquitted of the political charge made

against him in Prussia, and indemnified

for his losses by the situation of director of

the salt works at Halle, near which town

was his country house, and to which he

immediately returned. In 1797, on the

death of king Frederick William II., Rei

chardt was not only continued in his

musical offices, but received additional
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employment from the king, as composer to

the Italian opera and national theatre. On

occasion of the coronation, he produced the

German opera, " Die Geisterinsrl," (The

Isle of Spirits) altered from the Tempest of

Shakspeare ; and the following year he

composed for the Italian opera " Rosmonda,"

which was so successful that the king made

him a present of above two hundred pounds,

and increased his annual salary by above one

hundred pounds. In 1799, his opera "Iiren-

no" was revived, when he again received

from the king the sum of one hundred and

twenty pounds. The following year he set to

music some odes of Frederick II., to cele

brate the birthday of that great prince, as

also the jubilee of the academy of sciences,

reestablished by him. In 11)01, he com

posed Kotzebue's opera of " The Enchanted

Cattle," for the opening of the new national

theatre, also several grand instrumental

pieces for a chivalric drama, to be performed

at the same theatre. These were followed

by several other German dramatic pieces

till the year 1803, when he set out on his

fourth journey to France, and was presented

to the first consul at Paris, by the Prussian

minister, the marquis of Lucchesini. In

1806, when the French occupied Halle

and the surrounding country, Reicbardt

followed the court of Prussia, and passed

a whole year at Dantzic, Konigsberg, and

Alemel. After the peace of Tilsitt, when

the king of Prussia ceded the principality

of Halberstadt and other provinces, the

king of Westphalia called together all his

new subjects who were possessed of pro

perty in his acquired provinces, under a

penalty of the confiscation of their estates

for non-appearance. The king of Prussia at

the same time advised his former subjects of

those provinces to appear and lay claim to

their property. Ileichardt, amongst others,

did so. His situation of director of the salt

works being, however, suppressed by the

new government, he addressed himself to

the regency of Cassel, and obtained a pro

mise of indemnification for that place by

another of equivalent income. For this

purpose^he presented himself personally at

Cassel, and was proposed by two em

sellors of state, as a proper person to be i

pointed either sub-prefect of Halle, or sea

tary-general to the prefecture of Magdebi

The king of Westphalia also offered bira •

places of manager of bis German and Fres

theatres, and conductor of his orcbeso

The salary of these offices was above tit

hundred and fifty pounds per annum, ■

he held them during the year 1808 ; is '

course of which he brought out * gra

divertisement, on the occasion of the queei

birthday, another on the return of i

king from the baths, also a French oper,.

entitled " L'heureux Xaufrage." At a

close of this year he went to Views,

procure additional singers for bis court. U

his arrival, the directors of the them:

that city presented him with a beasQ

poem, called Bradamantc, written b> -

celebrated poet Colin, in the style of A>

osto ; they invited him at the same to»

set these words to music for the Vs>

theatre. lie accordingly commences »

before he could complete the open, *

was recalled by his court, when he tee*

into a negotiation with the theatres' »'

rection at Vienna for an honour^ <"

lucrative post, which they offeiii l-

Previously, however, to his opera (wa

had been rehearsed with great mcceoo

the palace of prince Lubkowiu, otte *

directors) being performed at the tk*1

and before the negotiation for his new }&

was terminated, a war broke out bet"9

Austria and France, when he was «b^*

again to retreat to his country house a*

Halle. Here be was nominated am

spondent to various learned societies, spe

cially the institute in Paris. We »»•*

know the exact period of his decease, Ik

following is a complete list of in «**

Printed books : "Letters of ss

Traveller respecting Music,'' »oL li

" Letters of an attentive Traveller rop*

iug Music," vol. ii. 1776; "Ae«ff»»*

Comic Opera, and on Poetry /sr

1775 ; " Letters on the Munc </ **'*'

1775 ; " Letters on the Dvtit if"0*

ehatral Musician," 1766 ; " W' 4 0
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lebraied Mdsician, Enrico O. Fiorino,"

779; " MusicalMagazine," vol.i., in four

irts, 1782 ; '* Musical Magazine," vol. ii.,

four parts, 1788 and 1791 ; " Spirit ofthe

hskul Magazine," 1791 ; " The Youth

'Handel," 1790 ; " Letter to theMusical

ublic respecting the two French Operas,

Tamerlan' and' Panthie!" 1788; " Let-

r to Count Mirnbeau on Lavater," 1 786 ;

Musical Gazette," 1791 ; " The Musical

'«•*," 1792; " The Musical Months,"

193; " France," a political journal, 1794

1803 ; " Confidential Letters, written

tring a Journey in France," 1803 and

S04 ; " Berlin Musical Gazette," 3 vols.,

iOaand 1806 ; " Confidential Letters on

\tma," 1810 ; and many small essays

«l criticisms, in different literary and

usical journals. Printed Music : " iSo-

■uasfor the Harpsichord," Berlin, 1771 ;

Hamchen uud Gretchen," taken from the

rmch Rose et Colas, an operetta, Riga,

"2 ; " Milange of Music for the Piano,

Win, and Voice," Riga, 1773 ; " Concerto

*ril Clavi-Cembalo," Riga, 1773; "Con-

<rt» per il Violino," Riga, 1773 ; " Eleven

onctrtos for the Harpsichord, written for

« Use of Ladies," Amsterdam, 1774 ;

Italian and German Cantatas and Songs,

riltenforthe Use ofLadies," Berlin, 1776;

11 Senate per il Clavi-Cembalo," Ber-

D, 1776 ; " Concerto peril Clavi-Cembalo"

*ipsic, 1777 ; " Symphony," Offenbach,

'77 ; " Eleven Sonatas for the Harpsi-

htird, with a Violin Accompaniment," Am-

terdam, 1777 ; " 11 Sonate per U Clavi-

'■embalo," Berlin, 1778 ; " Sonate per il

'Mno Solo e Basso," Berlin, 1778; •'So

me a due Violini c Violoncello," Offenbach,

778 ; " /no," duodrama, Leipsic, 1779 ;

' Odes and Songs by Klopstoch, Stolberg,

Inudius, Hfc," Berlin, 1779 ; " Procris

ml Cephalus," duodrama, Leipsic, 1780 ;

' driadnc at Naxos," cantata of Gersten-

wg, leipsic, 1780 ; " Songs by Goethe,

'Urger, Voss, and Sprichmann," vol. ii.,

Berlin, 1780 ; "Songsfor Children," from

»e library of Campe, Hamburgh, 1781;

' Odes and Songs by Heriler, Goethe, and

'ihtrs," vol, iii., Berlin, 1781 ; " Love alone

is happiness," opera, in three acts, Dessau,

1781 ; " Songs for Germans," Dessau,

1781; "Songs for Children," vol. iiiq

Wolfenbuttel, 1786; " Songsfur Children,"

vol. iv„ Wolfenbuttel, 1791 ; " Songs by

Klesl, Us, Hagedom," Grolkau, 1782 ;

" 2 wo Sonatas for the Harpsichord," Am

sterdam, 1782 ; " Three Sonatas for the

Violin, Tenor, and Violoncello," Amsterdam,

1782 ; " Songs by Gleim and Jacobi,"

Gotha, 1783; "Light Piecesfor the Voice

and Piano-forte," Konigsberg, 1783 ;

" Sonata per Clavi-Cembalo, col Flauto

Obi.," Berlin, 1787 ; " Cantos Lugubris in

Obitum Frederics Magni," Paris, 1787 ;

" Sinfonia dell' Opera ' Andromeda,' " Ber

lin, 1788 ; " Overtura deli" Opera ' Prote-

silao' per il Cemb." 1789; " Alcuni Ballc e

Cori delt Opera ' Protcsilao,' per il Cemb.,"

1789 ; " Cecilia," four volumes, containing

canticles, hymns, airs, duets, trios, quartets,

and choruses for the church, 1790-1792;

" Cavatina e Rondo delt Opera ' Olim

piadc,'" Brunswick, 1792; " Coro e Balto

dell' Opera, OKmpiade,' " Brunswick, 1792 ;

" Coro e Balto Triomphali delf Opera

' Brenno ;' " and " Overtura dell' Opera

' Brenno.' " Manuscripts : First, Italian

operas : *' Le Sesse Galanti," opera, in

three acts, 1775 ; " La Gioja Duopo il

Duolo," a theatrical cantatata, in two acts,

1776 ; " Artencisia," opera, in three acts,

1773 ; "Andromeda," opera, in three acts,

1787; " Protesilao," opera, in three acts,

1778 ; " Olimpiade," opera, in three acts,

1790; and "Rosnwnda," opera, in three

acts. French operas : " Tamerlan," opera,

in four acts, 1785; " Panthie," opera, in

four acts, 1786 ; " Uhcureux Naufrage"

operetta, 1808. German operas : " The

Woodman," opera, in one act, 1775 ;

" Claudine of Villa-bella," by Goethe,

opera, in three acts, 1788 ; " Hercule,"

monodrama, with choruses, in one act,

1804; and " Bradamante," opera, in four

acts, 1808. Church music : "La Passionc

di Metastasio," 1785 ; " Te Deum," for

the coronation of Frederick William II.,

1786 ; " Te Deum," for the general peace,

1809 ; and several German cantatas.
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RETCHARDT, (Jolia) daughter of the

celebrated F. Benda, and wife of the pre

ceding, was born at Berlin in 1752. She

was one of the best German singers of the

last centnry, and a good performer on the

harpsichord. She also composed and pub

lished some vocal music, which was much

admired. She died in 1783.

REICHARDT or REICHART, (Fhan-

Cois KAnCBEs) probably a pianist at Vi

enna, published, in 1803, in that city, some

variations for the piano-forte, which were fa

vourably reviewed in the Lcipz. Mas. Zeit.

REICHEL, (Carl Anton) organist of

the English church at Dantric, published

"12 Lieder mit Begleitung des Ktav. 1 tes

Merk," Offenbach, 1800 ; " Six Polonaises

p. P. F.," Op. 3, Leipsic : arm " Huit Watt

ies favor, p. P. F.," Op. 4, Leipsic.

REICHELT,(F.G.) an instrumental com

poser ofHamburgh. Besides many ofhis com

positions known in manuscript, he published

the following controversial work : " Musi-

calischer querstrich mitten durch des licrrn

J. G, B. Unterricht, tec," Hamburgh,

1784 ; as also " 2 Quadrillen und 10 Eng-

lische, fur 9 Inttr." Op. 10, Brunswick ;

" Opera-Arien fur 2 FWten arrangirt, 1 ,

2, 3, und 4 lAcfernng," 1797 ; " 2 fottil.

tons und 12 Angloisen, fur 5 Inttr.," Op.

12 ; '* Part/tiefur 2 Clarionet!., 1 Horner,

und Fag.," Op. 13 ; and " Diver, p. Ic P. F.,

Ft., V., et Ft:," Op. 16, Hamburgh, 1798,

in which year he died.

REIGHERT, chamber-musician to count

Bruhl, at Dresden, about the year 1755.

He wrote the music of the interlude "II

Gioccatore c la Bacchctona."

REICIIWEIN, (Johann Georo) cha

pel master of the cathedral at Ratisbon,

published there the following works : " De-

licitr Sacra, sive Missa? ires breves h 4

vocib. concert. 2 Viol, ad lib., ft 4 Ripicn.

cum B. C. nec mom Ptalmi, 11 ab una, 2,

3, et 4 vocib. cum et sine Violin, ac Bi-

pienis," and " Sacra Thymiamata," i. e.

" Offertoria per Festa Anni vutjora a 4 vcl 5

Vocib., Cnncertantib., et 5 lustrum.," 1688.

REICKE (Joiiann Ernest) published

at Strasburg, in 1658, a work entitled " Al-

lemandei, Giguet, Ballets, Courttxtu, Sarj-

bandes, Gavottes, et Doubles i 3 ct 4 Feu.

pour Violon et Basse-continue.''

RE1MANN, (Matthaus) doctor i

laws, and counsellor to the emperor Ki-

dolph II., published the two following m

sical works: " Xoctes Musica'," Leipsr.

1598, and " Cithara Sacra Piabut&rlk

vidis ad nsum testndinis aceommoi." U

logne, 1613.

REIMANN, (J. Balthaza*) lora i

Breslau in 1702, was a skilful organist,!!

published some psalm tunes of bis tn

composition.

REIN, (Johann Balthazar) bbh

at Altona, published there, in 1755, ab<*

of psalms for four voices.

RE1NAGLE, (Joseph.) Thefaibe =

this eminent professor was boro •*

Vienna, aud received his education it c

of the German universities. He wi<

tended for the church, but afterwards^

lowed music as a profession, and cw "

England, residing for some time in B*

mouth, where the subject of this meat

was born. The father at first intended J

son for the navy, and entered him as a &

shipman at an early age : his friends, ks»

ever, soon abandoned the idea ofaW'

life for the boy, and he was renwreds

Edinburgh, where he served two J*

as an apprentice to a working jewfilf

who leaving the country, and not returns:

it was resolved that music should be t*

boy's profession. He was accordineh'*

structed in the French horn and tramp*' p

his father, who, through the Laterest of *

musical lord Kelly, held the sitoatko *

household trumpeter to the king. it"5-'

Reinagle made great progress, and sots

appeared in public as a concerto playo*1

the above instruments. By the adri« oft*

medical friends, he however disconww^

them, and directed his attention to tin

ticc of the violoncello.of which instruments*

rapidly acquired a knowledge, throng* t*

valuable instructions of the celfbrai^

Schetkey, who married his sister. His

youngeT brother and pupil, Hugh JtaM?lfi

increasing in fame as a violoncellist,-'*^
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elinquished the study of the violoncello for

hat ofthe violin, under Aragoni and Pinto,

nil was soon appointed leader of the con-

erts at the theatre in Edinburgh. His

rather Hugh now died in Lisbon, where

; had gone for the recovery of his health ;

hen Joseph, feeling a great desire to sup-

itt the name his brother had so justly ac-

lired as a violoncellist, and acting under

e advice of the celebrated Mr. John

alion and other musical friends,) resumed

e study of the violoncello, which he has

er since professed. He made his appear-

f e is concerto player at the New Musical

ind concert, on the same night with J.

amer, Monzani, and Eley. He was an-

unced to play Borghi's favourite concerto

E flat ; but Crosdill having succeeded so

11 in the performance of that piece, his

•nils wished him not to play it; he there-

e adopted one of his violin concertos, and

'formed it instead of Borghi's. The time

uld not allow the bills to be altered, and

i audience received his concerto with great

plause. Borghi, who was present, was

ased, indeed, to say, that he was flattered

tile mistake which had taken place. After

commemoration of Handel inWestminster

*y, Keinagle went to Ireland, under the

image of lord Westmorland, then lord

tenant. Here a whimsical circumstance

pened worthy narration. The late cele-

ed Mr. Curran introduced himself to

na»le, and invited him to dine with some

ical friends at his countryhouse, five miles

i Dublin. Keinagle, anxious to embrace

jpportunity of enjoying that great man's

ety, most willingly assented ; upon which

ran, being in great haste, would not

lit our musician to seek for any con-

ince, but requested him to ride double

is horse. In this ludicrous way, sitting

nd Mr. Curran, they reached his house,

ie amusement of many friends they met

he road. Reinagle passed two years

)ul>lin, and on his return to London

ed at Salomon's concerts, at which

dn presided. He then had the honour

ijoying Haydn's intimate acquaintance

friendship, and received many ser-

viceable hints on composition from that

great master. He was selected as his prin

cipal violoncello at many concerts, where

he met Viotti, Salomon, Clemenli, Scliro-

eter. Sec. At length he was engaged to

play at the Oxford concerts, in which city

he was so favourably received, that he was

advised by the late lord Abingdon, and

other musical amateurs, to reside there,

which he has done up to the present time.

Reinagle's productions are, in manuscript,

"Sis Violin Concertos" "Six Violoncello

Concertos," also overtures, trios, duets,

&c, for violins and piano-forte. Published :

"tour Sets ofDuets," " TwoSingle Duets,"

" Treatise on the Violoncello," " Six easy

Duets for Violoncello," and " One Set of

Quartets for Two Violins, Tenor, and Vio

loncello."

REINARDS, (W.) a flutist, published

at Amsterdam and Berlin many works for

Ins instrument, between the years 1765

and 1797.

REINER, ( Ambrosivs) chapel-master

to the archduke Ferdinand Charles of Aus

tria, in the year 16-30, published " Motetti

a 2, 3, e 4 voci, con V., Lib. 1 ;" " Motetti

A 4, 5, e 6 voci, con 2 V., Lib. 2 ;" '* Mo

tetti <5 8 voci, Lib. 3," Inspruck, 1648 ; and

" Missc « 5 voci, con 3 Stromenti."

REINERUS, (Jacobus) a Benedictine

monk, and director of the music at Wein-

garten, in Suabia, towards the end of the

sixteenth century. He was a voluminous

composer. Amongst his published works

were the following: " Cantiones 5 er 6

vocum," Munich, 1579 ; 11 Cantiones Gtr-

manica 4 et 5 vocuvi, et viva voci, et Mu-

sicis Instrumentis accommodate," Munich,

1581 ; " Psalmi Panitentiales 3 vocibus

concinnali," Munich, 1586 ; " Teutsche

unil iMteinische Lieder mil 3 und 4 Stim-

men," Laugingen, 1593 ; " Cantiones seu

Motela 4 et 5 vocum, nebst einigen Magni

ficat," Cosnitz, 1593; "Moteta Sacra 5

et 6 vocum," Cosnitz, 1595 ; Cantiones

6, 7, 8, adjunctaquc in fine una 10 vocum, *

Munich, 1591 ; " Cantiones 4 vocum,"

Munich, 1600; and " Missa 6 vocum,"

Dittengen, 1604.
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REINHARD, a violinist, was, in 1796,

rhef-d'orchcstre of the national theatre at

Vienna.

REINHARD, (Andreas) a writer of

some Latin works on music, some of which

were published at Leipsic, in the first ten

years of the seventeenth century.

REINHARD, (Christ. Wilhelm) or

ganist at Cassel in 1806, was born there in

1770. He is considered a good performer,

and has composed some instrumental music.

REINHARDT (Joba:tn Chhistoph)

was, in 1789, chamber-musician to the

court at Gotha, where he published, in 1788,

a vocal work entitled " Geisllich undMora-

lische Lieder."

REINHARDT, (Adelheide) principal

female singer to the court of Gotha, was

probably the wife of the preceding.

REINHARDT, (Johawn Geobg) sub-

organist to the court at Vienna, between the

years 1721 and 1727. He composed the

following works, which may be found among

the manuscripts at Traeg's in Vienna :

" lAta*ite de 13. M. V., a 4 voci," " Pas-

torella sopra il Tema, 'In dulce jubilo, ffc'

per I'Organo," and " Divmi Pezzi per il

Cembalo" 1725.

REINICKE, (Leopold Carl) an emi

nent performer on the bassoon, was born at

Dessau in 1774. He was a pupil in com

position of chapel-master Naumann, as

also of Reichardt. In 1807, he brought

out, at the Dessau theatre, with success,

" Adelheit von Schroffeneek," a grand

opera. He has also published some instru

mental music.

REINKE, (Johann Adam) born in 1623,

was a celebrated German organist and com

poser, who lived till within a few months of

the age of a hundred years. In his younger

days, having been elected successor to the

famous Scheidemann, organist of St Cathe

rine's church in Hamburgh, it is related,

that a musician of Amsterdam declared,

that Reinke must be so presumptuous a

Wan to take Scheidemann's place, that he

should like to see him. This observation

having been repeated to Reinke, he sent

him one of his compositions, thus super-

scribed, "This is the portrait of thett:

cious youth whom you wished to

The Dutchman found in the compos:' . ■ I

much genius and learning, that lie iree

diately went to Hamburgh, for the p«irn

of hearing him play on the organ. Aw

this he said he could have kissed h«M

in testimony of the veneration with «At

his talents had impressed him. Rets

died at Hamburgh in 1722.

REINMANN, (Georo FriibiirV

German musician, published at EnVJ

1644, an introduction to singing, antei

title of " Music-bBchlein."

REINMAN, (Johakm Hahtuji

chapel-master to the duke of Saxe-SuSi

was born at Saalfeld in 1677. HestaiN

composition under the chapel-mxste I*

bach, and afterwards published -

music. He died in 1728, being at tkt ■

burgomaster of his native town.

REINVVALD, (L.) ehamber-mna*'

the court at Hildesheim, in Saxon'*

lished the following works : //

9.," Op. 1, Berlin, 1792 ; - 2 Stmt"

gen von Quadrillen und AngU fin if-

Berlin, 1794 ; and " Die Jrv**T

Hell um, Heil ! tin Rundgaet

Klavier," Hamburgh, 1797.

REISCHIUS, (Geo.) of Fribnr?, k*

of a work in twelve books, comprs :

distinct treatise on each of the B»*

sciences, in Latin, called " Sftrgmiuf*

losophica," first published in 18<B,ii*>*

one of the books is appropriated to

His work, however, though freqaeath s*

by Italians, contains no instructioBifc7

practice of harmony, as theauthor, tows'1'

terior to Gaffurius, chiefly follows

REISIG, (Gottlieb) music direrer »

rector of the Latin school at Lidm**1'

was born in 1664. He had sui<uWr',J

and instrumental music, also cOEf*5*

and, in the year 1734, wrote a worka*™

" Trifotium Historico-Muttcum' » *•

parts, the first containing biopipk* ;

German musicians, and the o&en&i'*

tory of German organs, and other i^*

chiefly relating to that instmiK* *"*

book was never published.
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HELFE, (J.) This gentleman, who is

usician in ordinary to his majesty, corn

iced his musical studies under the tuition

bis father, who was upwards of fifty

are organist of Greenwich hospital. At

e age of eighteen, be was articled for two

ars to Keeblt, organist of St. George's,

mover-square, who was then considered

l' of the 6rst theorists and organ performers

(he day. To the celebrity of Keeble's

me as a master, and the extensive pro-

sional connections of Relfe senior, his son

s indebted for the early encouragement

experienced as a piano-forte teacher,

ich has been followed up by full employ-

nt of forty years in that line of profes-

nal practice. His musical compositions

re been but few, and those chiefly of a

wetical nature, commencing with a

litof Sonatas," dedicated, by permission,

the princess Mary and Sophia, a popu-

ballad, entitled " Mary's Dream,"

ih some others not worthy of mention.

The Principles of Harmony,"" first pub-

lieilia 1798, in periodical numbers, en-

led " Guida Armonica" and in which

fly the whole theoretical plan of Logier,

far as it is connected with offering ele-

ntary instructions through the medium

exercises, will be found to have been

icipated. Various single pieces, chiefly

aposed for the improvement of profes-

aal and private pupils placed under his

lion, A pamphlet entitled " Remarks

the present State of Musical Instruction,

h a Prospectus of a new Order of Tho-

gh-bass Designation, and a demonstrative

» of the defective Nature ofthe custom-

' Mode,- to which are annexed, Definitions

Twenty Diagrams exhibited in a Music

oil," 1819. His last work, entitled

tucidus Ordo," was published in 1821,

I consisted in an attempt to divest the

ject of thorough-bass and musical com-

ition of all its intricacies, and to exhibit

whole science in a lucid and simple

n, capable of application to every species

^imposition.

iELLSTAB, (Johann Cabl Fbied-

:h) printer, and proprietor of a music

warehouse .at Berlin, was born in that city

in 1760. He was first brought up to the

musical profession, and studied under Agri-

cola and Fasch. He wrote several musical

works, amongst which are the following :

" Essay on the Union of Musical and Rhe

torical Declamation, intended principally

for the Use of Musical Performers and

Composers, with Examples *' Berlin, 1786 ;

" Essay, containing the Obseri'ations of a

Traveller respecting Church Music,Concerts,

Ifc." Berlin, 1789 ; " Instructionsfor Ama

teurs of the Harpsichord, to finger in the

Style of Bach," Berlin, 1790 ; " Th*

Harpsichord Magazine," Berlin, 1787.

This was continued in the following year,

under the title of " Melody and Harmony,"

It contains several of Rellstab's vocal and

instrumental compositions. " Lieder und

Oesiinge Verschiedener art awn singen am

Clavier, in Musik gesetzt und dent Hrn.

Capellm. Schuls ergebenst gewidmet

\ster Theil," Berlin, 1791 ; "Ditto, Iter

Thcil," Berlin, 1791 ; " Six Solfeggi p. el

Cembalo," Berlin, 1792 ; " Sonata p. el

Organo t" " 12 MSrsche furs Klaver," Op.

79 ; "SonaHne p. Cemb. C. Fl. ;" "mid-

heit und witz , Charnkterstiick f. Klavier."

The following are in manuscript : " Pig-

motion," a cantata from Ramler ; " The

Shepherds at the Manger," a cantata from

Ramler ; lastly, " Seven Symphonies and

Overtures."

RELUZZI, a musician at Prague. Twelve

of his symphonies were known about the

year 1760.

REISER, (Johann) chamber-musician

to the bishop of Wurtzburg, about the year

1740, was a native of Vienna. He was

considered one of the best violinists of his ,

time.

REMBT, (Johann Ernst) organist of

the principal church at Suhla, in Saxony,

was born there in 1749. He was an ex

cellent performer on the organ, and a good

contrapuntist. In 1787, he published at

Leipsic " 6 Orgel Trios," which he pre

viously submitted to the inspection of the

renowned Sebastian Bach, whose works he

had profoundly studied. Amongst his other
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published Compositions are " 50 Vierstim-

mige Fagetten fur die Orgel komponirt

will Urn. Kapfllm. Hitter Zugecignet,"

Leipsic, 1791 ; " 12 Icichte Iriomassige

Choralvorspielc, Ir. heft," Leipsic, 1797 ;

and "Derselbenlr. heft," Leipsic, 1797. At

that period he had many other practical

works ready for publication.

REMI, of Auxerre, a monk in the con

vent of St. Germain, in the ninth century,

was considered one of the most learned men

of his age. He wrote, amongst other works,

a commentary on the treatise de Muticd of

Martianus Capella.

REMORINI. This singer is well known

in the modern musical annals of Italy ; in

that country he has been a performer of ce

lebrity for many years past. He has lat

terly been attached to the Italian opera at

Lisbon, and arrived in London in April,

1824, to perform his engagement at the

King's theatre, where he appeared for the

first time in Rossini's opera of the Turco in

Italia, ill the character of Sctim, a Turkish

prince. The principal quality in Remorini's

voice is strength; his tones are not only

loud, but are propelled by a force that

throws it into every corner of the house at

once. This takes from it, or rather is in

compatible with that roundness of tone

which made Zuchelli appear to sing with so

much expression, and must operate dis

advantageous^ where the pathetic is re

quired. His compass is not great, but this

is a matter of secondary consequence, and

easily provided against. His execution is

vigorous and neat, and his intonation, the

chief requisite in a singer, is perfect. His

long experience of the stage in a country

where negligent action is not overlooked,

has also given him an easy and correct

manner of acting.

REMPT (J. Ciinisr.) published at

Bonn, in 1810, "6 Kinderlieder, nut begl.

lies Klav. 1 unit 2 Samml."

REMPT, (Johann Matthias) a Ger

man composer, chiefly of Protestant hymns,

died in the year 1802.

REMY, (J. F.) member of the academy

of music at Paris, published there, in

1785, "Ariettes de Panurge, ante Ace. i

Ouit."

RENALDI, (Giulio) an Italian ere-

poser of the sixteenth century, was barn

at Padua. Of his works we can cis<

"Madrigali A 4, 5, e 6 voci, cm DaftA

il 7 voci," Book 1, Venice, 1567, it.

"Madrigali a 4 voci, Lii.2."

RENAUD, a French musician, was cis-

pel-master to the empress of Russia. Ik

composed the music of two comic opera

entitled "Le Cuvicr," and " Le ihnsi

Menage"

RENAUD, (Mlli., l'atnee) t <*

brated singer at the Theatre Itiliei e

Paris, between the years 1785 and IIS

She was remarkable for the ease with »tri

she sang, and for her correct articolrn

and intonation. Two of her sisters

sang at the same theatre, and at tk

period. They w ere called " La em-''

rossignols."

RENER, (Adam) a celebrated cu

puntist, resided at Liege from 1538 to ' ■

RENI, (Daniel) an Italian pjisw

musician. His favourite instniraeti '

the flute. He flourished at Bologna'

the year 1574.

RENI, (Guido) son of thepreetfe

This renowned painter was also ten ;I"

nent as a performer on the lute.

RENIER, a French composer, ton'-'-

about the year 1710. Amongst his

are "Confutes," "Le Semele," snd "ft"

Suitei p. la Ft."

RENVOISY, (Richard) master l-

choristers of the holy chapel in Dijci «

to music the psalms of David, lor ' •

voices, in the sixteenth century ■ ther »"

published in Paris.

RENZINI, an Italian composer, m*-

in 1770, at Pisa.

REQUF.NO, (Vintenzo) anabW.-'

member of the Aecademia Clementiai.

a Spaniard by birth, but resided *

during many years. He published' 5

entitled "Saggi di Rutaoiimeitt' A*"-'"

Arnumica de' Greci e Rmvd C«*ev

Parma, 1798.

I RESARREICAM, (Aktowo w) '
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'ortuguese ecclesiastic and composer, bom

t Lisbon in 1621. He left many masses

id other pieces of sacred music of his com-

isition, in manuscript, at his death, which

ok place in 1686.

RESTA, (Noel) of Milan, composed the

mic opera " / tre Sigisbei Ridicoli," per

med in 1748.

RESTELLI, a good Italian violinist at

logna, at the commencement of the pre-

it century.

RETZEL, (Anton.) chapel-master to

' duke of Holstein, was born at Bruns-

:k about the year 1724. He was an

inent performer on the bassoon, and a

d contrapuntist. His music is in the

e ofGraun : some of it was published at

sterdam.

tEUFFIUS, (Jacobus) a musician of

seventeenth century, published "Upellte

licir," Nuremburg, 1643.

iEUSCHEL, (Joiiann Georc) singer

■(arckersbacb, in Bohemia, in the middle

lie seventeenth century, published "De-

ifissnrum Sacrnram 4, 5, 6—18 vo-

'," Freyberg, 1667.

EUSCHIUS, (Johannes) chancellor

ie bishop of Meissen, was an excellent

cian. He published at Leipsic, in 1554,

lodieu zu lies Georgii Fahricii La-

ichen Odea" of which several editions

published.

EUSXER, (Jacob) a German com-

, flourished about the year 1600, and

shed, amongst other works, "Mint

mm," Dillingen, 1604, and " Mine

tvocum, cum Officio B. M. V." Dilliu-

1604.

JUSSX'ER, (EtiAs)a lutist and com-

for his instrument in Schleswick,

shed in the middle of the seventeenth

ry, and published " Lauten-lust, am

tdien, Paduanen, Courantcn, Sara-

u, Gignen, Gavotlen und andem

i>," Breslau, 1668.

I'SSXER, (Esaias) son of the pre-

was a lutist in the service of the

i of Lieguitz-Brieg, and of the elector

indonburg. He published, in 1676,

e Lautestfriichte ;" also " Hundert

. ii.

geislliche Melodicn Evangeliseher lieder

auf die Laule gesetzt,"

REUTER, (Georo, sen.) imperial cha-

pel-master, and organist of St. Stephen's

church at Vienna, was born there in 1660.

He died in 1731.

KEUTER, (Carl) eldest son of the

preceding, was also chapel-master of St.

Stephen's cathedral at Vienna, about the

year 1740. Being in search of children

to recruit his choir, he happened to call

on a country schoolmaster of the name of

Frank, a cousin of Haydn's, at whose

house Haydn, then about eight years of age,

was residing. The schoolmaster proposed

the boy as a singer, when Reuter gave him

a canon to sing at sight.

The precision, the purity of tone, the

spirit with which the child executed it, sur

prised Reuter, but he was more especially

charmed with the "beauty of his voice. He

only remarked that he did not shake,

and asked him the reason, with a smile.

The child smartly replied, " How should

you expect me to shake, when my cousin

does not know how himselfV " Come

here," says Reuter, " I will teach you."

He took him between his legs, showed him

how he should rapidly bring together two

notes, hold his breath, and agitate the

palate. The child immediately made a

good shake. Reuter, enchanted with the

success of his scholar, took a plate of fine

cherries, which Frank had caused to be

brought for his illustrious brother professor,

and emptied them all into the child's,

pocket.

It will be easily supposed that Reuter

did not return alone to Vienna ; he took

the young shaker along with him, and soon*

entered him as a singing boy. Reuter died

at Vienna, in the year 1772.

REY, (Jean Baptists) born at J.au-

lerte, in the department of the Tarn and

Garonne, in France, in 1734, was self-in

structed in the art of music, at the abbey of

St. Sernin, at Toulouse. At the age of seven

teen, he was elected a member of the or

chestra in the cathedral at Auch ; three

years after which he was attached to the
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grand opera of Toulouse, and continued

the exercise of his art with increasing suc

cess in various towns, especially at Mont-

pellier, Marseilles, Bourdeaux, and Nantes,

till he had attained his fortieth year. His

fame had, by that time, reached Paris,

several motets of his composition having

been performed at the chapel of Louis XV.

In 1776, when at Nantes, he received a

lettre-de-cachet, ordering him to appear at

Paris, and to be attached to the royal aca

demy of music, where he remained till his

death, in the situation of director of the

orchestra. In 1779, Louis XVI. appointed

him chamber-musician, with a salary of two

thousand francs, and a promise that he

should succeed to the place of superin

tendent of the royal music, and be decorated

with the cordon noir ; advantages which he

lost, however, by the events of the revolu

tion. During the thirty-five years that Rey

conducted the opera orchestra, he did not

cease to contribute in sustaining the pre

eminence of that establishment. He either

composed or revived several works which

are still performed at the theatre ; he com

pleted the opera of "Arvire and Evelina,"

of the celebrated Sacchini, who was his in

timate friend, and had con6ded to him that

task. When Napoleon assumed the im

perial dignity, he promoted Rey to the si

tuation of chef-d'orchcstre of the chapel

royal. He died in 1810, which event is

said to have been hastened by his grief for

the loss of a daughter in the preceding year,

who had considerable musical talent. Rey's

brother was violoncellist at the royal aca-

cemy of music, and assisted J. B. Rey in

the composition of the opera of "Apollon

et Coronis." In an access of delirium,

from brain fever, he cut his throat, in the

year 181 1.

REY, (N.) probably an amateur at

Paris, published there the following work :

" Systeme harmonique, developpi et traitc"

tPaprls let principes du ctlibre Rameau, ou

Orammaire de Musique, sous le tilre de

Tablature, se rapportant au Dictionnaire de

J.J. Rousieau, pour sert<ir A fintelligen ce et

A rcnteignement de tout I'ensemble de la ma-

sique, i untenant introduction, tzflmitiu,

regies de composition, definition, oimra-

tions, principes pour les covunenens, 4*<

avec the"orie pour trouver et s'ererccradi*

ger toutes les harmonics it miltsiip'

1798.

REYHER, (Andreas) doctor of f*

sophy, and rector of the gymmsium I

Gotha, was born in 1601. He publatal

^'Margarita Philosophica in annuh Sff

sis totius Philosophic," Nuremburz, isl

and "Specimen Muticum pro Esma

Hebraice conjugandi," Gotha, 1671

REYMANN, (B. Ch.) ballet-mutet I

the court theatre at Streliti, publish

about the year 1783, the operetta " H

Dervischc." Much of his instrassM

music is also to be found in manuscra' "

Traeg's, in Vienna.

REYNVAAN, (J. VEBscBtimr) «

advocate at Flushing, in Holland, .»

lished "Catcchismus der Muzyh," A*

dam, 1788, a work of merit ; ako •

zykaal kunst-woorden boei, bekdifi^

verklaaringen als mede het gebrwi r* l"

kracht der kunstwoorden, die in it)fa'

voorkomen," Amsterdam, 1795. ft*1*1

the composer of "Six HarpsichordW

with Violin Acc." published at Amsserto

in 1780.

REYS, (GAsr-ARDos) chapel-master.W

at Lisbon and afterwards at Braga, f

the year 1630, was a pupil of D.

and composed much church music.

RHAW, (Georce) a celebrates

man musician, and improver of fls**

ant psalmody, was also a printer si I*

tenberg. He was born at EisleU. I

Franconia, in 1488, and at an early iff 0

appointed singer and director of ot»' *

Leipsic ; in which qualities he brotsto *>

at the time of the celebrated thesis *

tained between M. Lutber and Ed, « ■*

for twelve voices, which was peHtf**- '

the commencement of the thesis, '

Te Deum, to be sung at the week*-

After this.he settled in his printout"*'

at Wittenberg, and thence predmA. *

1538, a collection of motets for to ""^

by different masters, under tbentltrf"*"
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xltt Harmonic*, 4 vocum," and, in 1544,

second collection, containing one hundred

nd twenty-three German canticles, for

«u and five voices, for the use of schools.

i 1518 appeared the first edition of his

ork, entitled "Enchiridion utriusque Mu

re practice ex variis Musicorum J.ibris

Hgestum ;" this went through seven edi-

u», up to the year 1553. His death took

ice in 1548.

RHEIN, (Fr.) a celebrated flutist and

mposer for his instrument at Vienna.

; died previously to the year 1799.

HHEUf, (Fr.) a flutist, engaged, in

K>, at the Theatre des Varices at Paris,

lere he published, about the year 1790,

I Dm, p. 2 Ft.," Op. 1.

RIIEINEK, (Ciiristoph) a pleasing

uposer, excellent tenor singer, and pia-

i.was born at Memmingen in 1748. He

rat the elements of singing from his

Mr. It was at Lyons that he made the

Jtest progress in music, and in that city

produced his first opera, "Le Nouveau

gMalion," which was not only favour-

v received as a novelty, but long re-

led a stock piece at the Lyons theatre,

nly after the appearance of this com-

tion, he was invited by the minister,

(ot, to settle at Paris, which request

accompanied by an offer of a profitable

■ under government. He consented,

requesting to visit his father in Ger-

, whom he saw only a few days before

vas deprived of him by death. This

t delayed his arrival in Paris nearly a

h ; in which short interval Turgot had

disgraced, and consequently was in-

t>le of fulfilling his promise to Rheineck.

trated in his hopes, he quitted Paris,

>ettled as innkeeper in his native town,

e he died about the year 1796. The

ring of bis compositions were printed :

' Todgesang Jesu," an oratorio, thepo-

>y Stadele, 1778 ; "Melodies toSchell-

i Collection of Psalms" "A Mass"

Nouveau Pygmalion" comic opera,

s ; " Le Fits Jieconnaissant," comic

, Lyons ; and "Hinahlo," grand opera,

:rmany, with Stadele's poetry, Mem-

miugen, 1779; four collections of songs,

printed subsequently to the year 1770, and

many songs and piano-forte pieces, pub

lished in the five volumes of the Spire col

lection. Amongst his music left in manu

script are "Six Harpsichord Concertos." -

RHEINER, (Felix) a celebrated per

former on the bassoon in the royal chapel at

Munich. He died previously to the year 1785.

RHIEMANN or RIEMANN, (Jacob)

a celebrated instrumental composer about

the year 1720, published at Amsterdam

"Suites pour le B. de Viole et B. C," Op.

1 ; "6 Sonate a V. solo e B. C," Op. 2 ;

and " Sonate <z V., Viol da gamba e con-

tinuo" Op. 3.

RIBBE, (J. C.) a German musician,

published "6 Sonalen furs Klav. mit Ft.,"

Berlin, 1789, and "'iGr.Duos Concert, p.

1 FL," Berlin, 1798.

RIBOV1US, (Lacbentius) a singer in

Konigsberg in the first half of the seven

teenth century, published there, in 1638,

"Enchiridion Musicum," a short work, con

taining the principles of singing.

RICCATI, (Giordano) an Italian

count, born at Trevigi, was a good mathe

matician, and wrote the following works

relating to music : " Delle Corde ovvero

Fibre Elastiche," Bologna, 1767 ; " Delle

Vibrazioni Sonore dei Cilmdri," Verona,

1782; and "Dissertazione Jhico-matcma-

tica delle Vibrazioni del Taniburo." The

second of these works is to be found in the

first volume of the Mcmorie di Matemat. e

Fisic. delta Soc. Itat. Veron., and the third

work in the Saggi Scientifici e Letterati

deli" Acad, di Padua.

RICCI or RIZZIO, (David) a cele

brated lutist and singer, born at Turin, was

the son of a poor musician in that city, who

instructed his son in music and singing to

such an extent that he got an appointment

at the court of Savoy. At this time the

duke of Savoy sent an ambassador to Mary

queen of Scots, whom it is well known that

Rizzio accompanied, and afterwards became

the unfortunate favourite of that unfor

tunate queen, being stabbed by her side in

1566. It is a common opinion that several
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old Scotch songs, as "Cowde* tnows," "Ga

lashiels," "Gala Water," "Ettrick Banks,"

"Braes of Yarrow," "Bush aboon,"

"Traquair," &e. were composed by David

"It 17710 ; but this must be an error, the style of

the Scotch music being determined before

the reign of Mary, and the best of these airs

having been traditionally traced to much

more distant periods. Neither ought it to be

imagined that a stranger, who, in the latter

part of his life, was devoted to business, as

Mary's secretary, should acquire or invent

a style of music so different in every respect

from that to which he had been accustomed

in his own country. Melody is so much the

characteristic of the Scotch airs, that it is

even doubtful whether they had basses be

fore the last century; whilst, in Rizzio's

time, harmony was the favourite study of

the Italian composers. Palestrina himself,

who flourished more than two hundred and

sixty years ago, and who obtained the glo

rious title of the father of harmony, attached

himself exclusively to counterpoint ; and

when Rizzio studied his art, Palestriua's

music must have been in the highest favour

in Italy. Besides, although the style of the

ancient Scotch melody has been well imi

tated by Oswald and other Scotch musi

cians, no foreigner has been known to have

acquired its true spirit. Geminiani, who

was a great admirer of Scotch airs, said

that he had destroyed several quires of

paper in endeavouring to compose a second

part to the beautiful air, "The broom of

Couden hnotrs." Tassoni, author of La

Secchiir rnpita, speaks of this music as very

much esteemed by the Italians of his day,

and attributes its invention to king James

of Scotland ; an opinion which might easily

be adopted by a foreigner, because all the

Scotch kings of this name, and particularly

the first, third, fourth, and fifth, were versed

in music and poetry.

The testimony of Tassoni proves that this

music is derived from an earlier period than

that in which Rizzio existed. One must

not, however, adopt his opinion of the in

ventor, nor must they be believed who give

the honour of this invention to the monks

of Melrose. It is more probable that tit*

delightful melodies had their origin amoirc

shepherds, who really experienced the v.-

timcnts and affections they so well erptft

Rizzio may have been one of tie in

who made a collection of these melodies, a

he may have executed them more delicatph

than any of the Scotch musicians of th

same period, or he may perhaps have ( -

rected the extravagance of certain passw

for one is struck by the regularity of sokm

these airs, whilst we are amused h\ A

wildness of others; and in either case i

Scotch may be said to owe him oblige

But that this style of pastoral meWv

different from the Italian melody of I

same age, and so peculiar in every re9^

should have been established and invent

by him, appears impossible

RICCI, fl'onoi'ATo) an Italian so-

resided at the court of the elector palf

He flourished about the year 1710.

RICCI, (Eustatio) chapel-nu^

the pope, was born at Piperno. He '*

rished in the early part of the seveaK-

century.

RICCI, (Michel Anoeeo) taW*

contrapuntist, flourished early in the

teenth century. Some of his comp»-;-

may be found in the Bcgamnu IW

Mm. Ferdinand. 1—5 poc«m,Veni«.W

RICCIO, (Ancelo Maria) docv'

theology, and professor of the Creel U-"1

guagc at Florence, published there, in

a work entitled "JiissertationesHment!

in which are the three following dssf1

tions relating to music: 1. " Bivrrl '

Achille citharu canente veteriqne Gr****

Munch;" 2. "Anmusica care*ttra<?»

and 3. "Dissert, de Musici nn'Sef e/*"

nata Grercorttm ytonnuUisqut atiis ti ex*

tionem mitsica' pertincntibus."

RICCIO, (Antonio TiodokoJ « *

trapuntist of the sixteenth cents.-*, ^sr-

Brescia, was at first chapel-itaSf" -

Ferrara, from whence he was inrrad ti

chapel royal at Vienna, but afttrwwiik'

that court for Dresden, where be rah"*

the Protestant religion. After I If^

he again removed to Konigsberj, wl
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to Wittenberg, where he died in 1590.

Of his published works we can mention

'Lib. 1 de Maiirigali A 5 voci," Venice,

1567 ; "Lib.lde Madrigali a 6, 7, 8, e

2 voci," Venice, 1567; " Canzoni alia

Vapolilana a 5 e 6 voci," Nuremburg,

577; "Cantiones Sacra 5, 6, e 8 vvcitm,"

iuremburg, 1578 ; "Motetti a 5 et 8 voci,"

'rankfort; •'Mease," Konigsberg, 1579;

1 Moletlt 4 et plur. vocum," 1580 ; and

Introitus, qui in solennitatibus majoribus

tprtecipuorum Sanctorum Festis in Ec-

trsia decantari solent," Venice, 1589.

RICCIO, (Giovanni Battista) an

lalian composer, published, about the year

625, "Divine Lodi Musicali a 1, 3, 3, e

voci" and "Canzoni diSotiare a 1, 2, 3,

4 itromenti."

RICCOA1INI, (Antonio) chapel-master

ad dramatic composer since the year 1785.

RICHARDSON, (Vauchan) a scholar

I Br. Blow, and organist of the cathedral

Winchester. He published, in the year

706, "A Collection of Songs for one, two,

"4 three Voices, accompanied with Instru

cts," and also composed several anthems,

■Co. are well known in most cathedrals.

RICHE, (Francois le) chamber-mu-

ian to the king of Poland and elector of

txony, was a celebrated performer on the

utboy at Dresden, about the year 1700.

RICHE, (J. B. le) a violinist at Paris,

Wished there, in 1799, "Concerto pour le

olon in A Hur, No. 1."

RICHEFORT or RICCIAFORT, (J.)

native of the Netherlands, is placed by

alther in the middle of the sixteenth

stnry ; but he was certainly a composer

my years before that period, as we find

i name not only in the second book of

otctti delta Corono, published at Fossem-

>ne, 1519, and preserved in the British

aseum, in which collection he was author

the fourth motet, "Miseremini met," but to

notet in a music bcok belonging to Henry

II. when prince of Wales, and preserved

Cambridge. Ulareanus says, that "great

lise is due, in our times, to the vocal com-

sitions of John Richefort." In the Mu-

m collection of French songs, in four,

five, and six parts, printed in the Nether

lands during the sixteenth century, there is

one by this author for three tenors and a

bass, which, though it would be thought

somewhat monotonous by modern ears, has

great merit for the artful contexture of the

parts, which are moving throughout in close

fugue and imitation. He died about the

year 1560.

RICHER, a musician, born at Paris in

1714, was a page of the king's band, under

Lalande and Bernier. Some of his motets

were performed at the chapel royal, and,

with his cantatas, were published. Four of

his children were musicians, amongst whom

the daughter married the celebrated Phi-

lidor.

RICHER, eldest son of the preceding,

was attached to infanta Don Philip as

violoncellist. The next brother to him was

a violinist at the court of Parma.

RICHER, (Louis Augustin) younger

brother of the preceding, and born at Ver

sailles in 1740, became a page of the king's

band in 1748, and, about 1756, sang at the

concert tpiritucl with great applause. On

the death of his father he became music-

master to the dukes of Chartres and Bour

bon ; and, in 1779, the king granted him the

reversion of the situation of music-master

des enfans de France, then held by La-

garde. Richer was a professor of singing

at the conservatory, and was still living at

Paris in 1811.

RICHTER, (Caul Gottlieb) organist

at the old church in Konigsberg, was born

at Berlin in 1728. Yielding to the wishes

of his family, he first studied surgery ; but

his inclination for music soon becoming

irresistible, he was permitted to dedicate

his talents to that art, and took lessons of

the celebrated Schaffrath. In 1754, he

entered the service of general the count of

Truchsess, at Custrin, from whence he pro

ceeded to Konigsberg, where, after a short

time, he was appointed organist of the

castle, and subsequently of the before-named

church. Richter was master of the cele

brated Reichardt. He was considered one

of the first Germany crganists and per-
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formers on the harpsichord. Not many of

his works were published, probably on ac

count ofthe delicacy of his health. Amongst

them are " Six Trios for the Flute," Ko-

nigsberg, 1771 ; " Two Concertos for the

Harpsichord," Riga, 1772; and "Nine

Concertos for the Harpsichord," Konigs-

berg, 1774 and 1775. He died in 1809.

RICHTER, (Fbanz Xaver) chapel-

master of the cathedral at Strasburg, was

born at Holischau, in Moravia, in 1709.

In 1760, he was chamber- musician at Man-

heim, where he composed seven operas of

harpsichord and violin music, each contain

ing six pieces. These works were published

at Paris, Amsterdam, and Nuremburg.

Many symphonies anj masses of his com

position have remained in manuscript. He

died at Strasburg in 1789. He also left a

treatise on counterpoint, abridged from Fux,

which has been translated into French by

C. Kalkbrenner, and published at Paris in

1804, under the following title : " Ft. Xav.

Richlcr, Traiti aVHarmonie et He Composi

tion, revu, corrigd, augment^, et publicavec

93 planches par C. Kalkbrenner "

RICHTER, (G.Fb.) a pianist of Vienna

in the latter part of the last century. Many

of his manuscript compositions may be seen

in Traeg's Catalogue.

RICHTER,(Fbederich August) cham

ber-musician and performer on the hautboy

in the chapel of Dresden, early in the last

century.

RICHTER,(Johann Chbtstoph) court-

organist at Dresden, died about the year

1749.

RICHTER, (Johann Sieomvnd) or

ganist and composer at Nuremburg, was

born in that town in 1657. He was an

excellent performer on the harpsichord , and

good vocal composer. He died in 1719.

RICHTER, (Joseph) a musician at

Vienna, published, amongst other works,

the following : " 3 Quat. a 2 V., A., et

B." Op. 1, Offenbach, 1796; "3 ditto."

Op. 2, Offenbach, 179T ; "3 Duos pour

2 K" Op. 3, Offenbach, 1797 ; " 3 Trios

pour Fl., V., et Vc." Op. 4, Offenbach,

1798 ; " 3 Duos pour 2 V." Op. 5, Offen-

bach, 1798 ; and " 6 7"ri« ptr J h

B." Op. 3, Paris.

RICIERI, (Giovanni Akioxio) id

sician of Vicenza, was al first i pap!

Freschi of that town, and afterwaiss «

to Ferrara, where he continued hijsO

of vocal music under J. B. Bassani. 1

next applied himself to composition, »S

the sensibility, grace, and vivacity vii

characterised his works, conciliated

favour of all his hearers. Bun: in\

a Polish prince to pass some titttii'J

country, he remained in it durinf hi yo

and composed there many pieces, is •

for the theatre as for the church and eJ

ber. On his return to his own couiffiy.

established a music-school at Boles

which many distinguished artists wen *

cated, amongst others Fadre .Ma.'

the same time he was unanimously ad>4

a member of the academy at Be!i>;.

was also appointed to compose n»»:!l

to the psalms for St. Peter's cki*1

Rome. He died at Bologna in 17&

RICKL, (M.) a German muscat,*

lished at Salzburg, in 1802, "6 Li*"

Klavierbcgleitung"

RIECK, (Johann Ehnst) orris*

Strasburg, published in that tov/»,»i3

a work for three and four voices, vl

instruments, and containing aft***

gigues, ballets, &c.

RIECK, chamber-musician to f*

Henry ofPrussia, was born at Berimo^

He was a celebrated violinist, pissm- '

composer.

RIEDEL, a clergyman at W«i

known as a musician by the follcrias 9S*

" Freundschaft und Liebe, fW JH

vermischter Klavier und Gwnpl* "

Leipsic, 1798, and "6 SoMt.ftrif

le Clav." Leipsic, 1798.

RIF.DER, (Ambbosii'O a <

Vienna, has published the follovna? 08

other works : " 6 Var. pour * *

Vienna; "3 Violin Quartette*." V«"»»

" 12 Far. pour le Clm." Op. 3, >

" 7 Far. pour le Clav." Of. 1, ***

" 3 Violin Quartettes," Op- *, 1*"

" 6 Var.f, Ktav.allen Theresingr***'
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Dp. 9, Vienna ; ** Sonatefacile pour le Clav.

ivec K el Vc" Op. 10, Vienna, 1798 ; " 5

'ar.f. Klav. aus F." Heilbronn, 1797 ; and

Sonat. pour le Clav. av. Acc. d"un V. el Vc."

Vienna, 1801.

RIEDT, (Friedrich Wilhelm) cham-

■i : -musician and flutist to the king of

'russia, was born at Berlin in 1710. His

ather bad a place under government, to

rhicb the son afterwards succeeded. I lav-

ng, however, made himself master of the

lute, he was desirous of learning composi-

lod, and for that purpose took lessons of

be celebrated Graun and of Schaffrath.

n 1741, the king nominated Dim chamber

nusician, and flutist to his chapel. In

750, he was elected director of the society

if musical amateurs at the university, which

1 1 nation he filled for many years. He died

• Berlin in 1783. Amongst his works are

he following. Theoretical: "Essays on the

rntervats in Music, as respect their Number.

Place, and Advantages in Composition."

Berlin, 1753 ; " An Apology for the Essay

<n Intervals, Ifc." published in the Bcy-

"rUge of Marpurg, vol. i. p. 414 ; " Consi-

le-rationi on the arbitrary Variations in

\fttsical Ideas during the Performance of a

Melody" in the Beytrdge of Marpurg, vol.ii.

y. 95; " Tables of all the primitive Chords,

<keir Uses, Ifc." Beytrilge, vol. ii. p. 387 ;

tnd " Two Musical Questions, namely ; If

A*perfect unison is or is not a real interval /

irsd if augmented or diminished unisons

it ay or may not be admitted in Music/"

UrytrSge, vol. iii. p. 271. Practical: vari-

ias instrumental music, chiefly for the flute,

>ablished at Paris, Leipsic, and Berlin.

RLEFF, (J. G.) secretary at Mentz,

ibout the year 1797, is known asa musician

t>j tbe following amongst other publications :

■ Volkslieder beym Klav." Maim, 179C ;

' I.icder der Liebe turn Klav. Ite Samml."

Maim, 1798; " Wurde der Frauenf. Klav"

Bonn, 1798 ; " Air ' Net cor pits' var. pour

le Clav." Op. 2, Mainz; "3 Sonat. pour

le Clmv. avec V. oil." Op. 4. Offenbach,

1796 ; " Senate a 4 Mains," Op. 6, Offen

bach, 1796; "Sonat. pour le Clav. mvec

K" Op. 8; and " Journ, d.Dam. A'o. 65,"

Offenbach, 1796; " Air de Nagueli, var.

pour le Clav." Op. 9, Mainz, 1798; and

"Air var. pour le Clav." Regensburg, 1802.

R1EGEL, a musician, resident at Man-

heim, published several works for the harp

sichord and violin, at Spire, Manheim, and

Paris, between the years 1780 and 1807.

RIEGEL, (Henry Joseph, pere.) See

Ridel.

R1EGEL, (Lours.) See Rigel.

R1EGEL, (Henri Jean.) See Rieoel.

R1EGER, (Gottfried) a composer, in

Austria, was, in 1746, pianist at the na

tional theatre at Brunn. Amongst his

works are " Var. pour le Clav." Op. 5,

Augsburg, 1798, and " Fantasia per il

Cembalo," Vienna, 1799. .

R1EGER, (J. N.) a pianist at Paris,

published there, in 1797, " Passages tea plus

difficiles des CEuvres de Dussek, tris-utiles

pour (Etude, Recueil \ ,2,et 3."

RIEGLER, (Franz Xaveii) professor

of music in the royal school at Presburg,

was one of the best pianists towards the

close of the last century. He published

" Anleitung zum Klavier, ifc." Vienna,

1779, and three practical works, each con

taining two sonatas for the harpsichord, and

published at Vienna about the same time.

RIEL, professor of singing at Konigs-

berg, was born at Potsdam in 1775. He

was a pupil in composition of the celebrated

Fasch, and afterwards established a singing-

school at Konigsberg, on the principles of

that of his master. He is at present cham

ber-musician to the Prussian court.

RIEM, (Wilhelm Friedrich) com

poser and organist of the reformed church

at Leipsic, and born in 1779, was a pupil

of Hiller. He has published the following

amongst other works : " 2 Sammlungen Ge-

sange beym Klaviere" Ops. 9 and 17 ; "1

Quintet, fur 2 V., 2 A., and B." Op. 6 ;

•• 1 Quartet, fur P. F., 2 A., und Vc"

Op. 8 ; " 4 Sonat.far P. F. und V.," Ops. 5

and 13 ; "7 Klaviersohs," Op. 1, 1804 ; " 7

Ktaviersolos," Op. 2 ; " 7 Ktavicrsolos,"

Op. 3 ; " 7 Klaviersohs," Op. 4 ; " 7 Kta

viersolos," Op. 7 ; " Capriccio pour P. F."

Op. 10; " 6 Sonatines pour P. F." Op. 11 ;
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" 3 Rondeaux pour P. F." Op. 18, 1808 ;

" Petit! Etudes pour P. F. Cak. 1 et 2,"

Op. 16, 1807; " 9 Polonaises pour P. F."

Ops. 12 and 14 ; " 12 Wakes A 4 mains,"

Op. 15 ; " Grand Rondeau a 4 m. pour

P. F," Op. 22 ; " Sonale facile a 4 m."

Op. 23; "2 Rondeaux a 4 m." Op. 24;

" Grande Sonate pour P. F. in H

min." Op. 25 ; and " La Bataille de

Wagram, grande Piice dc Musique pour

P. F."

RIEPEL, (JosF.rn) director of the music

of the prince of Tour and Taxis at Ratis-

bon, towards the middle of the eighteenth

century, was an able violinist and composer.

His principal merit as a musician consists,

however, in having been the first German

writer who regularly explained the subject

of rhythm, and rendered it intelligible to

students. Hiller says, that Riepel was a

man who had a profound knowledge of the

essentials of composition, and who sought to

separate from it what is superfluous. His

views were not bounded by the production

of dry rules, but he especially attached

himself to the familiar exemplification of his

opinions. Several of his didactic pieces

were published in succession, though they

form, in fact, but parts of the same work.

The following are the titles : " slnfangs-

grunde zur musiAalischen setzkunst von der

tact ordnung," Ratisbon, 1754 ; " Griind-

rcgeln zur tonorduung ins gemein" Frank

fort and Leipsic, 1755 ; " Grundliche erhlO-

rung der tonordnung," Frankfort and

Leipsic, 1757; " Erlautcrung der betS-

gtichen lonordnung," Augsburg, 1765;

" Uncntbekrliche anmerkungen zum con-

trapunct. Sec." Ratisbon, 1768 ; and " Hnr-

monisches silbenmaas, ire." Ratisbon, 1776.

It is the latter work which was particularly

recommended by Hiller. After the death

of Riepel, which took place in 1782, one of

his pupils, the singer Schubart, of Ratisbon,

published.in 1786,another work ofhis master,

entitled " Basschlussel." Of Riepel's prac

tical works, there were only printed three

violin concertos with accompaniments, which

appeared in 1756. Resides these there are

known in manuscript, two symphonies and

two harpsichord concertos. Dr. Barer,

in his Travels, cites a very ingenious roc-

position by Riepel, in which he imiiiii'

nearly all the sounds peculiar to wir.

R1ES (Ferdinand) was born it the ton

of Bonn, in Germany, in the year 1785: b

father was leader of the orchestra oi tit

elector of Cologne, and his grandfather k

been first violinist in the same band. 1:

live years of age he began to displaj is

dawning of great musical talents, wtat

were encouraged by bis father, under ak*

auspices he commenced his first stmfe ■

that art; his subsequent master was Beniei

Romberg, a violoncellist of the first ten

who was at the time a member of theron

chapel of the elector. The entrance of

French army into Germany at the r«'

the revolution, occasioned the dispenM'

the electoral orchestra ; by which >*"

young Ries was not only disappointed ' 1

situation in that band, which he had c

been promised, but the disturbances •*

necessarily ensued, proved also higfaJr »

jurious to the affairs of the elder 1L".

by preventing his son from prams

those studies in which he was so rt»-<

advancing, obliged him to resort efi^

to books for instruction, particularly ca >

subject of thorough-bass, to which he p*

ticularly devoted his attention. Previa*1

to this period, and when only nine yf

age, the child bad composed a nu.-

which trifle appears to have been fuse*"!*'

production in the art. When thirteen wo

old he went to Arnsberg, in Westphalia. :

receive lessons in thorough-bass and cm?

sition ; but his master not proving eaul1

the developement of such a georm,*1

taught him the Tiolin, and after a reado"

of a few months he returned to his pat"31

roof. He now devoted himself with f*'

energy than ever to the cultivation * k>

talent ; and some quartets of the it* **"

ters, which he at that time a^ranH'*,',

piano, having first put them into scai^**

subsequently been published, h»t •it*0*1

his name. In 1801, an opporta«it'1*,":?

of going to Munich, he availed rue**'

it. Here being entirely left to hrmefc 454
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rery young, he was exposed to a thousand

lilhculties and distresses, which, had he

io( possessed au unusually active and ener-

;etic mind, be would undoubtedly have

iuak under. Finding no employment lor

lis talents, he next removed to Vienna,

)«?ing enabled to do so merely from the

canty savings of what he had earned by

spying music. We cannot proceed further

tithout some eulogium ou the character

ind conduct of this young and amiable

irtist, who, thrown upon the world in early

<outh, in the most trying circumstances,

nthout friends, without money, and with

ntliing, in fact, but his own mental re-

ources, overcame every embarrassment, and

lattled every difficulty in the most honour-

ble and independent manner, till he reached

he exalted eminence to which he has long

ttained. But to continue. His principal

notive in selecting Vienna as the next

lieatre of his endeavours, was the exped

ition of the patronage of Beethoven, who

»au been the early friend of his father, and

«ho« works he had particularly studied,

irrived at Vienna, he immediately applied

o tli is great master, who not only received

iim with peculiar kindness, but evinced in

very possible manner his affection and

sgird for the child of his early friend,

laving first relieved all his pecuniary dis

uses, Beethoven agreed to give him

'try instruction, and to advance his in

vests in the musical world to the fullest

xtent of his power. Ries was, indeed, the

rst pupil that Beethoven publicly acknow-

dged as such. Shortly after his arrival,

e was enabled essentially to assist this

ind friend, by revising, copying, etc. of

ie celebrated work, " The Mount of

•fitrj," which Beethoven was then engaged

), and in the composition of which he was

reatly pressed for time. There is an anec-

ote current relative to the de"but of Ries

'public, which we shall here state in some

etail. He had selected on this occasion,

• his performance, the well-known concerto

f Beethoven in C minor, and which at

iat time had not been published. As a

idence ad lib. was requisite to make

it complete, Ries, distrusting his own abi

lities, requested Beethoven to compose one

for him ; but to this he would iu no way

consent, desiring Ries to compose one him

self, as he was perfectly competent to the

undertaking. In compliance, therefore, with

the wishes of his master, Ries set himself

to work, and shortly produced a cadence.

Beethoven was much delighted with it, one

passage excepted, which appeared to him too

abstruse and complex to be attempted as a

first performance in public. Ries, with the

praiseworthy ambition his talent inspired,

could not,however, be persuaded to make any

alteration in the passage : feeling convinced

in his own mind that practice would enable

him to overcome the difficulty, and if so,

that the passage would, of course, greatly

conduce to his professional success. Bee

thoven still doubtful of the capability of

his pupil to execute the cadence, begged,

a few days preceding Ries's appearance in

public, that he would allow him to hear it.

Unfortunately, it did not as yet perfectly

succeed, and Beethoven now insisted more

strongly than before on the rashness of the

attempt. Still nothing weuld persuade the

young aspirant to lay aside all hopes ; his

pride was roused, and on his return home

he set himself so arduously to work, that he

at length completely conquered the difficulty.

He did not mention his success to his mas

ter. The day arrived ; Beethoven stood by

him to turn over ; he drew near the fatal

passage, and, exerting all his talent and

energies, executed it brilliantly, to the great

and undisguised satisfaction of his master ;

who, after having bestowed the warmest

panegyrics on his perseverance, candidly

acknowledged, that had he not succeeded,

he would never have given him any further

instruction. Beethoven's lessons to Ries it

should, however, be here remarked, were

only on the practice of the art ; he would

not give him a single lesson in thorough

bass and composition ; saying, in the first

place, that he did not feel competent to ex

plain the subject, to do which required a

peculiar talent, much practice as well as

consideration, and that he felt, likewise, he
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should be trespassing on the peculiar pro

vince of Albrechtsberger, who was con

sidered by every musician the first master

in that branch of the science. At this time

Albrechtsberger was far advanced in years,

and it was not without some difficulty lie

was persuaded to receive Ries as a pupil.

He at length agreed to commence his in

structions at what was considered a very

high price at Vienna, namely, a ducat a

lesson ; and as Ries at that time possessed

but twenty-eight ducats, he was unable to

profit by his store as much as he could have

wished ; still his musical memory being very

remarkable, he retained enough of Albrechts-

berger's instructions in the twenty-eight

lessons he took, to be of eminent use to him

in the further prosecution of the science.

Fated, as it were, to misfortune, Ries, in

180S, again fell into the hands of the

French ; and his native place, Bonn,

being at that time under their govern

ment, he, as son of a resident family, be

came liable to be drawn as a conscript; which

having happened to him, he found it ab

solutely necessary to return home immedi

ately, or he might otherwise have exposed

his relatives to much danger. As he was

unable from the movements of the enemy

to pursue his road in a direct line, he was

constrained to make a considerable detour ;

and thus, in the month of December, at

which time he was ordered to join his

regiment, and on foot, as no conveyance

could then be procured, he commenced his

melancholy journey from Vienna to Leipsic.

Arrived at Coblentz, a singular, and we may

add fortunate, circumstance saved him from

being added to the list of conscripts. When

a child, he had lost the sight of one eye by

the small-pox, which rendering him unfit

for military service, he was accordingly

dismissed. Being now at liberty, he deter

mined upon bending his steps towards Paris;

but disasters still pursued him, and in this

city he found no sale for any of his compo

sitions, though some of what he there offered

for sale have subsequently been printed

throughout all Europe, as well as in Paris

itself. He then endeavoured to get pupils :

here he was again unsuccessful; and la

spirits beginning to fail under this comb*

ation of untoward events, he concord! Ik

idea of abandoning the art, in -which k

seemed destined to meet misfortune*, nJ *

which resolution a dislike for the Freud

music greatly contributed. lie. laid

plans in this respect before a friend, irk

having some interest in government, k

begged to apply for some employment1

him. This gentleman, however, so oc-

dedly condemned the idea of his rcmicst

the science to which for so many years i<

had devoted himself, and in which behJ

already attained so great a degree of perw-

tion, that he at length persuaded him to In

his fortune in the same profession in Bwa

at the same time adding, that sliocii '

return unsuccessful, he would then prstf

his wishes to the utmost of his power.

He immediately commenced his la

journey, but at Vienna was again deue

by the Austrian army, who were »

awaiting the approach of the French. *

them he was instantly enlisted as a

and was sent to their quarters to uoJf?

the usual discipline. But the raped

of the French was such, that it was M

useless to continue these operations, ffi

the last recruits were therefore dismissi

The following year Ries continued ®

journey into Russia, where, for the first t*

he began to reap the fruits of his snM

exertions and continued perseverance- 3

his way to that country he passed throe!

and remained some time in the tow-' '

Cassel, Hamburgh, and Copenhagen, He*'

of which places he met with nncsnss

applause and encouragement la

from Sweden to Russia, he bid ag*1 *

combat with the disasters of fortune . i

vessel was seized by the English, s»d *

whole crew were made prisoners, ^

tained for a week on a barren rock.

Having at length succeeded in res**

Petersburg, he was here much

meet his former master Berahud Baste?'

with whom he joined in maiin?*"-*

tour through many of the priaor*'

of Russia, where his success equW *
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nost sanguine expectations. It had been

lis intention to proceed to Moscow ; but the

ampaigu of 1812 interfering with these

irringements, he decided upon coming to

England, as the only place of security from

listurbances which were overwhelming the

ontinent, and were thus continually th wari

ng bis professional designs. Having on

lis way stopped at Stockholm, he was no-

ninated a member of the royal Swedish

cademy of music. Ries arrived in Eng-

wd in 1813, and was shortly afterwards

dmitted a member of the Philharmonic

ociety, through the influence and kindness

f the late Mr. Salomon, lie subsequently

narried in this country. His professional

access in London was very great, and he

'as considered here not only as being a

irolinc, but scientific and pleasing composer ;

bough it must be confessed his works some-

imes failed to produce the delight which

»uld have been desired ; chiefly from a

want of melodyj for which science could not

compensate. An attempt at too great ori

ginality has been decidedly the rock which

)B interrupted the progressive success of

lis musical efforts; as in straining that point

:M» far, he has overlooked simplicity, which

' assuredly an essential mark of true ta

rn. Ries's fifth fantasia occasioned some

iscussion in the musical world ; as upon

he whole it was not considered worthy the

etiiug its author usually displayed in his

oppositions, and disappointed many, who

ad formed greater expectations from his

revious productions. The sixth was more

pproved, and, upon the whole, was couri

ered a composition of great merit, and

ailed forth much applause. His eighth

'as both a brilliant, effective, and spirited

roduction. With regard to his fantasia,

The Dream," it is decidedly oue of his

«st pieces. The music is visionary, original,

"A pleasing, and excites in the mind those

omposing and delightful sensations which

magination would picture to itself as the

ffects of sleep. It is a piece that would be

nost likely to please a soul replete with

entinient and visionary fancies. To be

«Md with effect, Ries himself should per

form it ; indeed it would be difficult fully

to appreciate its merit, unless in a degree

under the influence of those feelings which

must have animated the author in the mo

ment of composition. Fantasias being pre

sumed to be the extemporaneous effusions

of a vivid imagination, which the name

naturally suggests from the idea of fancies

or sudden evaporations of genius, should

possess much melody united with harmony

and modulation ; and can thus proceed

alone from one highly gifted with the genius

of the art in every point of view. Though

properly the effusions of the moment, they

have been considered by the Germans and

French as no longer so when once com

mitted to paper ; in this country, however,

we are less severe, and as compositions

under this title are every day published, we

do not expect they should possess all the

higher qualifications of good piano-forte

music ; as we consider their designation of

fantasia to be an apology or qualification

for some imperfect, lightly constructed, and

fanciful passages. With regard to Ries's

other compositions, they are mostly perfect

specimens of the German school : it has

previously been stated that he was the fa

vourite pupil of Beethoven, and consequently

his productions savour much of that profound

science with which his great roaster was so

highly gifted. His compositions are far

more adapted to the ear of a connoisseur

than an amateur, being more abstruse than

pleasing, and at the same time extremely

chromatic. On Ries's first arrival in Eng

land some little sensation was excited by the

announcement, that a concert in C seven

sharps minor would be performed by a

pupil of Beethoven's from Germany. The ,

performance, however, went off well, and

Ries's subsequent efforts of the same kind

proved that this attempt was far from being

above bis capacity. Indeed his claims

to the applause and admiration of the

British public, both as a pianist and com

poser, will never be denied, at least by

the lovers of genuine harmony. He gave

a farewell concert in London, in May

1824, since which time we understand that
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he has returned to his native town, where

we trust he will long continue to enjoy the

happiness he has so hardly yet so nobly

earned. The following is a list of his works:

" Two Sonatas P. F." dedicated to Bee

thoven, Op. 1 ; " 1'rio, P. F., V., and

Vc" Op. 2 ; " Two Sonatas, P. F. and Vc"

Op. 3 ; " Three Marches, P. F., for two

Performers," Op. 4 ; " Two Sonatas, P. F."

Op. 5 ; "A Sonata, P. F. and ft" Op. 6 ;

" Sir German Songs," Op. 7 ; " Two So

natas, P.F. and V." Op. 8; " Two Sonatas,

P. F." Op. 9 j " A Sonata, P. F. and V

Op. 10 ; " Two Sonatas, P.F." Op. 11, de

dicated to Haydn ; " Three GrandMarches,

P. F., for two Performers," Op. 12 ; "Qua-

tuor, P. F, V., T., and Vc" Op. 13;

" Variations, P. F., two Performers," Op.

14; " Variations, P. F." Op. 15 ; " Three

Sonatas, P. F. and V." Op. 16 ; " Quatuor,

P. F., V., T, and Vc" Op. 17 ; " ASonata,

P. F. and V." Op. 18 ; "A Sonata, P. F.

and V." Op 19 ; "A Sonata, P. F. and

Vc." Op. 20, dedicated to B. Romberg ;

" A Sonata, P. F. and Vc" Op. 21, dedi

cated to B. Romberg ; " Three Marches,

P. F.,for two Performers" Op. 22 ; " Grand

Symphony in D," Op. 23 ; " First Concerto,

for V." Op. 24 ; " Septet, P. F, Clar.,

two Horns, V., Vc, and B." Op. 25 ; " A

Sotiata, 'L'Infortuni,' " Op. 26 ; "Cantata,

• The Morning,' " Op. 27 ; " Trio, P.F,

Clar., or V. and Vc" Op. 28 ; " Sonata,

P. F., Clar., or V." Op. 29 ; •' Three So

natas, P. F. and V." Op. 30 ; " Six Exer

cises for P. F." Op. 31 ; *' Six German

Songs," Op. 32 ; " Three Themes, with

Variations for the P. F." Op. 33 ; " So

nata, P. F. and Horn, or Vc." Op. 34 ;

" Six German Songs," Op. 35 ; " Sir Ger

man Songs," Op. 36; " Quintette, for two

V., two T., and Vc" Op. 37 ; " Three

Sonatas for P. F. and V." Op. 38 ; " Va

riationsfor P. F." Op. 39 ; " Three Themes,

with Variations for P. F." Op. 40 ; "A

Polonaise, P. F.,for two Performers," Op.

41 ; " Second Concertofor P. F." Op. 42 ;

" Romance and Hondo for P. F" Op. 43 ;

" Sacred Song," Op. 44 ; " A Sonata for

P. F." Op. 45; " Variation for P. F."

Op. 46; " Sonata, P. F., for too Pit-

formers," Op. 47 ; "A Sonata, P. F, s«J

Fl., ad lib." Op. 48 ; " The Dream, P.F."

Op. 49; •' A Rondo, P.F." Op. 50; ■ F«.

riations, P. F." Op. 51 ; " Svedisk Am

P. F. andfull Orchestra," Op. 52 ; " Tire

Marches, for two Performers," Op. 53

" Two Rondos, for P. F." Op. 54; " Thn

Concerto, P. F." Op. 55, dedicated to Mi

Clemcnti ; " Variations for P. F." Op.SS

" Rondo for Harp and P. F." Op. 57

" Trifles for P. F." Op. 58 ; " Tre &

natasfor P. F. and V." Op. 59, dedkitf

to J. P. Salomon ; " Forty Preludes /s

P. F." Op. 60 ; " Three Quartets fir R

V„ T., and Vc" Op. 61 ; " Iheertm-

P. F. and Fl." Op. 62 ; " Trio, P. F, H

and Vc." Op. 63 ; " Two Rondosfor P.F'

Op. 64 ; " Three Themes, with

for the P. F." Op. 65; " Three Tin*

with Variationsfor P. F." Op. 66; "Tm

Rondosfor P. F." Op. 67 ; " Quinttm*

two V., two T., and Vc." Op. 68 ; " Sat*

P. F. and V." Op. 69 ; " Three Ourf"

for two V., T., and Vc" Op. 70; "SaiU

P. F. and V." Op. 71 ; " Three Rasa

Airs, P. F. and Vc" Op. 72, dedioaia

Charles Neate ; " Two Themes, wUkFrne-

Honsfor P.F." Op. 73; " Quintetf.Pt

V., T„ Vc, and D. B." Op. 74; " Fan-

Hons Rhenish Song, P. F." Op. 75, def

eated to J. B. Cramer ; "TwoSonatu.Pf-

and Fl., ad lib." Op. 76 ; " Two Fantuu

P. F." Op. 77 ; " 7wo Rondos, P- f'

Op. 78 ; " Mazurka, P. F. and Uert,'

Op. 79 ; " Second Symphony, in C mm.:

Op. 80, dedicated to L. Van Beelioia

" Two Sonatas, P. F." Op. 81 ; " Tkr*

Themes, with Variationsfor P.F." Of.®-

" Sonata, P. F. and V." Op. 83; "Fix-

Rondosfor P.F." Op. 84 ; "Fonta*"*

Rondo, P. F." Op. 85 ; " Three *»*>"•

P. F." Op. 86 ; "A Sonata, P. F.as'f'-

Op. 87, dedicated to C. Lamt; "Tint

Themes, as Rondos, for P. F." Of. ^<

" mtturno, P. F." Op. 89; " 7'ktrdSru-

phony, in E flat," Op. 90; "if**

Songs," Op. 91 ; " Two Fanttna f*

P. F." Op. 92 ; " Polonaisefor P. F-

Performers," Op. 93 ; ■ Overt™ * °*
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:arlos,'*Of. 94 ; " Grand Trio, Harp and

wo P. P." Op. 95 ; " Four Themes with

'ariations for P. F." Op. 96 ; " Fantasia

la mode, P. F." Op. 97 ; " Two Themes,

s Rondos, for P. F." Op. 98; " Two Allc-

ri di Bravura for P.F." Op. 99; " Grand

'estetto, P. F." Op. 100; " Three Themes,

Htk Variationsfor P.F." Op. 101 ; " Three

"heme*, as Rondos, P. F." Op. 102 ; " Al-

■gro Eroica, P. F." Op. 103; " Three

"kernes, as Rondos, P. F." Op. 104 ; " Four

"hemes, with Variations, P. F." Op. 105:

Rondo, P.F." Op. 106; " Quintetto far

T., V., two T., and Vc" Op. 107; " Two

"hemes, with Variationsfor P.F., two Ptr

anters," Op. 108; "Fantasia, P. F."

)p. 109 ; " Fourth Symphony," dedicated

o L. Sphor, Op. 110 ; " Fandango, Varia

nts for P. F. and Violin oblig." Op. Ill;

Fifth Symphony," Op. 112 ; " Two Ren-

'osforP. F.andVc" Op. 113 ; " Sonata,"

If. 114; "Fourth Concerto for P. F."

Jp. 115, dedicated to J. Moscheles ; " Rule

Britannia, Variations, P. F., full Orches-

'">," Op. 116; " Divertimento, P. F." Op.

117; " Three Themes, with Variations and

?o«rfo, P.F." Op. 118; " Polonaise for

». F. and Ft." Op. 119 ; " Fifth Concerto,

J. F." Op. 120 ; " Fantasia, P. F." Op.

21; "Rondo Elegant, P.F." Op. 122;

Sixth Concerto, P. F." Op. 123; "Alle-

Ti di Bravura," Opr 124 ; " Sonata, P. F.

*d Vc." Op. 125 ; " Three Quatuorsfor

"o V., T„ and Vc" Op. 126; " Rontlos

» P. F." Op. 1 27 ; " Grand Ottelto, P. F."

>p. 128 ; " Quatnor, P. F., V., T., and Vc"

»P- 129; "Divertimento for P. F." Op.

30 ; " Fantasia, P. F." (Resignation)

'p. 131; " Seventh, or Farewell Concerto

°r P. F." Op. 132 ; " Two Fantasias for

'■ F" Op. 133 ; and " 7wo Fantasiasfor

F." Op. 134.

RIGADE, a French composer, born in

'rovence about the year 1730, studied

mder Piccini, at the conservatory of Santo

Jnofno, at Naples. Amongst other drama-

ic works, he brought out at Paris the comic

>pera of " Zelie et Lindor." He died at

?ans about the year 1800.

PJGATTI, (Giovanni Antonio) an

Italian contrapuntist and voluminous com

poser, about the middle of the seventeenth

century, published (probably at Venice)

the following amongst other works : "Messa

e Salmi a 3, 5, 6, 7, e 8 rod, con 2 Violini

et altri Instrument! A beneplacito et parte

A 5, a Capella" " Missa e Salmi a 3 voci,

con V. et 4 parti di Ripieni a beneplacito ;"

" Motetti A 2, 3, e 4 rod, cob aicune Can-

titctie e Ripieni" "Motetti A voce sola,

Lib. 1,2;" and "Motetti A 2, 3 voci, con

una Messa breve A 3 voci."

RIGEL, (Henhi Joseph) born in 1741

at Wertheim, in Franconia, was a pupil of

the celebrated .Tomelli. He was first sent

into France by Richter, as teacher of music

to a private pupil, after the completion of

whose education he settled, in 1768, in

Paris. His skill on the harpsichord soon

procured him a sufficient number of pupils,

at the same time he devoted much of his

leisure to composition, and produced several

operas of sonatas, duos, quatuors, and even

symphonies, which were performed with

success at the concert des amateurs. He

also composed many operas of church music,

and brought out, at the concert spirituel,

the oratorios of "La Sortie d'Egypte,"

" Jephte," and "La Prise de Jericho;"

likewise a " Salve Regina." There are

also several operas of his composition for

different theatres, namely: for the Theatre

Feydeau, " Le Savetier et le Financier,"

"Blanche et Vermeille," " I,'Automate,"

and " Resorie;" which latter piece was

afterwards performed at the Theatre de

Monsieur, under the title of "Azelie." At

the ThfcAtres of Beaujolois and of Montan-

sier : " Aline et Zamorin," " Lucas le ban

Fermier," " Les Amours du Gros Caillou,"

and " Alix de Beaucaire." Finally, " Cora

et Alonzo," a grand opera, words by Du-

boisson, was requested from him by the

administration of the opera, about the year

1780, but it was never performed. The

celebrated Gluck had a high opinion of the

works of Rigel ; and it is said, that when

that great composer was about to quit

France, and that the managers of the opera

were expressing to him their regrets, he
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replied, " Vous n'ave: pas tout perdu, vous

ttvez un hommc qu'il faut vous attacher;

M. Rigel est Fhomme qui convient pour le

grand theatre. Quatid oh afait un oratorio

tel que 'La Sortie d"Egypte,' on est en ita t de

faire de grands ouvrages." Notwithstand

ing this recommendation, Rigel could never

get his music performed at the grand opera.

He was appointed, however, conductor of

the music at the concert spirituel and con

cert olympique, and professor of singing at

the conservatory. His compositions are

said to be characterised by great purity

both of melody and harmony. He died at

Paris in 1799.

RIGEL, (Louis) eldest son of the pre

ceding, was born at Paris about the year

1769. He was a pupil of his father's, and

became a very good pianist and excellent

professor. He performed also on the violin,

and well understood composition. L. Rigel

was the first who arranged for the piano

the six grand symphonies of Haydn. He

also arranged in the same way some trios

by Playel. He resided at Havre de grace,

where he died in 1811.

RIGEL, (Henri Jean) younger bro

ther of the preceding, was bom at Paris in

1772. He was a pupil of his father's for

the piano and composition, and from the

age of thirteen was nominated sub-professor

at the icole de chant, and a short time

afterwards made his dibut as pianist and

composer at the concert spirituel, where

several pieces of his composition were per

formed ; amongst which were " G/dion,"

*' Judith," " Le Rctour de Tobie," and a

grand symphony for a full orchestra. Early

in the French revolution, Buonaparte, then

general, appointed Rigel to go with the

expedition to Egypt. On his arrival at

Cairo he was nominated member of the

Egyptian institute, and composed an opera

which was performed in that city. On his

return to France, the emperor conferred

on him the situation of pianist in his pri

vate band. Rigel enjoyed a high reputation

in France, as performer on the piano, and

was particularly celebrated as an accom-

pamer. He also composed much music for

his instrument, and some vocal pieces b

good taste.

RIGHI, (Francesco) chapel-master oi

the Jesuits' church at Rome, in the middle

of the seventeenth century. He publish*!

much church and theatrical music. Ama&fs

the latter is the opera " VInnocents, ree-

nosciuta," which was performed at Gam,

in 1653.

RIGHI, (Giuseppe Mabia) a can-

poser of the Bolognese school, brought e',

in 1694, the opera of " La Bernardo," heit!

the author both of the words and music.

RIGHINI, (Vincenzo) chapel-mWB

to the king of Prussia at Berliu, wit ben

at Bologna about the year 1758, woe* '■■

grounded himself in music under the ct."-

brated Padre Martini. At the cfliichjsa

of his musical education in 1776, he •*

to Prague, and engaged himself as acta'

the Italian company of Bustelli, also in

ducing for that theatre several vocal

positions, and at length even operas, A*

remaining three years in Prague be p

ceeded to Vienna, where a fine opes*'

was procured for his talents, by his spf*"

meut to the situations of director and <*■

poser to the Italian opera in that riiy: *

the same time he was fixed on by the e»

peror Joseph II., as singing-master to w

princess Elizabeth of Wurtemburg. A*°

the year 1788, he received an hrrto"

from the elector of Mentz to aettle in &

city as chapel-master. This being ra^

profitable to him than remaining at View

he accepted the offer, and, on his arrW ''

Mentz, swrote much music for the the**

also a grand mass. He then reeei'fdi:

invitation from king Frederick William H

of Prussia, to set to music the grind «*"

'* Enea net Lazio," for the Berlin lb**

royal. This composition meeting ib» T

proval of the kirfg, he appointed hie h"

chapel-master, with an income of to

sand dollars ; which situation he btW ^

the year 1804, when, with the perns*'

of his court, he revisited his natfvew**1,

and died at Bologna in 1812. The fry

ing list contains his principal mftf- "'4

Vedma Scattra," opera bnffe, ft*j*i
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Btttiga del Caffi," opera buffa, Prague;

"Don Giovanni, ossia it Convitato di Pietra,"

apera buffa, Prague ; " La Sorpresa Amo-

w, Cantata A 3 voci;" "II Natale

(Apollo," Prague ; " Grosse Serenade mil

•ollem Orcheiter," Prague ; " L'Incontro

'naspettato," opera buffa, Vienna, 1785;

' Le Demogorgone, ossia it Filosofo con-

no," opera bufl'a, 1785; "Die Scene atts

« Metastasio Oper Antigono: Berenice

iefai," Maiui ; " Die Scene aus des Me-

istasio Olimpiade, ' Se cerca, se dice;'"

ArnUda," opera seria, Aschaffenburg ;

Alcide al Bivio," opera seria, 1789;

Hint grosse solenne Messe," Frankfort ;

Enea net Lazio," opera seria, Berlin,

793 ; " // Trionfo d'Arianne," opera seria,

lerlin, 1793 ; " Atalanta e Meleagro.Festa

'ealrale cAe introduce ad un Ballo Alle-

orico," Berlin, 1797; "Armida," opera

'ria, Berlin, 1799; "Tigrane," opera

'ria, Berlin, 1799 ; " Gicrusalemme libe-

»'o," opera seria, Berlin, 1802; " Der

'nhetwald {La sclva incantata)" Leip-

lc; " 6 [Aeder zum Singen beym Klavier,

ontxtrr 2 mil Variationen," Manbeim,

fonbach, and Hamburgh; "12 Ariette

«/•," Mainz, Altona, and Brunswick; " 12

riette Ital. Zweyter Theil," Berlin, 1799;

12 Charakteristische TAnze und M&rscke

m Carneval, 1799, furs Klav. eingerich-

';" - Serenata A 2 Clar., 2 Cors, et 2

g.," Leipsic, 1797 ; "Aria con Recit. a

solo, acc. da 2 V., A., e B.i" "Minerva

'•ebt die Stalin u des Dadalus," panto-

mic dance; "Cantate avec Chains et

inses Busses extcutic le 12 Fei:., 1801,

Berlin, arrang. pour le Clnv." Op. 5,

rlin, 1802; " Adieux d'Essex A Eliza-

h, Romance pour le Clav." Berlin, 1802 ;

Concert, pour Fl. princip. avec 2 V.,

Ob., 2 Fag., 2 Cors, A., et B." Augs-

"g, 1802; " Dodici Ariette," Leipsic;

2 Duetti con Acc. di P. F.," Op. 8,

rlin, 1802; "12 Deutsche Lieder mil

fleit. des P.F.," Op. 9, Berlin, 1803;

Zxercices pour se perfectionner dans

\rt du Chant," Op. 10, Leipsic, 1804;

I Lieder mit Begleit. des P. F., llf«

tA," Leipsic, 1804; "6 Lieder mil

Begleit. des P. F. 12les Wtrk," Leipsic,

1804; " Sammlung deutscher u. Ital.

{auch franz) Gesange, (Dabey sind am h

Duetten) 10 Heftt," Leips. 1804 ; "Musica

vacate. Let C. Scena : Berenice, che fai,"

Leipsic, 1 804 ; and " Ouverture de I'Op.

Tigrane, A 4 m. pour P. F." Leipsic, 1804.

RIGHINI, (Rosine Eleonore E. H.)

wife of the preceding, was born at Stettin

in 1767. She was an excellent singer and

very beautiful woman. She performed

principally at Berlin, where she died in

1801.

RIMBAULT, (Stephen Francis) born

in London about the year 1773, received

his musical education from Dittenhofer,

Hook, and Possin. His principal original

works are, " Three Grand Sonatas for the

Piano-forte, with Flute Accompaniment,"

and several sets of duets, all of which have

been well received. Of late years, he has

almost wholly applied himself to the adapt

ation of the great works of Haydn, Mozart,

Beethoven, Kossini, Paer, Winter, &c, par

ticularly of twelve of Mozart's grand sympho

nies, for the piano-forte, both as duets and

single, with accompaniments for the violin,

flute, and violoncello. In these, considering

the difficulty of giving the spirit of an or

chestra to so few instruments, he has suc

ceeded in a very high degree. Most of these

adaptations are published by Hodsoll.

RIMONTE, (Pietro) a Spanish com

poser, flourished about the year 1600, and

published "Lamentationes Jcremice, 6 voc."

Antwerp, 1607, and " Parnaso Espannol de

Madrigales y Villancicos A 4, 5, y 6 voz.,"

Antwerp, 1614.

RINALDO DA MONTAGNANA, a

contrapuntist of the sixteenth century, pub

lished " II Prima Libra de Motetti A 4

voci," Venice, 1573.

RINALDO DA CAPUA, born in the

first years of the last century, was a Neapo

litan composer of great genius and lire,

whose productions have been much admired.

It has, however, been said, and perhaps

with trutb, that his science was not equal

to his genius ; for, being educated as a

dilettante, be probably did not submit to all
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the drudgery of a dry study, which every

one intended for the profession of music

must necessarily go through. Amongst his

dramatic works are the following : " Fur

nace," 1739 ; "Liberta rtociva," 1744 ;

" Ambizione Dclusa," 1744 ; and " La Co-

media in Cotnedia" 1744.

RINK, (Christ. Heinbich) organist at

Giessen, was a pupil of the celebrated J. C.

Kittel, of Erfurt. Amongst his published

works, up to the year 1812, are, " 6 Kurze

und Lcichte Orgel-prahtdun, mit undokne,

Pedal zu Spielen," vol. i. 1795; " 12

jKleine und Leichte OrgeUtucke," vol. ii.

Gotha, 1797 ; "Air llxisse, avec 6 Var. p.

le Clan." Gotha, 1797 ; " 3 Sonat. tris-

facilcs, p. le P. F., avee un Violon Obi.,"

Part I., Gotha, 1797; " 12 Preludes pour

t'Orgue, 6me Recueil," Op. 25 ; and " 12

Orgelslucie, Urn. Vierling zugeignet, 7te

Samml.," Op. 29, Offenbach, 1812.

RIOTTE, (P. J.) a composer at Vienna,

has published many popular instrumental

works, amongst which we can name,

11Amusements p. le Beau Monde sur le P.

F.," Op. 6, Leipsic, and " Concert p. la

Fl. av. Ace," Op. 22, Leipsic, 1811.

RIPALTA, (Giovanni Domemco) a

celebrated chapel-master and organist

near Milan, was born in that country in

1570. He was engaged in the suite of

Henry 111. of France. Amongst his printed

works is " Messa a 5 ton Partitura,"

Milan, 1629.

R1SPOLI, (Salvadobe) an Italian dra

matic composer, was born at Naples, about

the year 1736. Amongst his works are,

" Ipermestra," opera seria, Milan, 1786 ;

" Itlalide," opera seria, Turin, 1786 ; and

"// Trionfo diVcvid," opeiaseria, Naples,

1788.

RIST, (Joiiann) a German ecclesiastic,

was born near Hamburgh in the year 1607.

He was at the same time the patron of mu

sicians, and himself an excellent composer.

In a work by him, entitled " Aprilens Un-

terredung," he treats of ancient and modern

music. He also composed a collection of

German and Italian sacred songs, descrip

tive of the passion of our Saviour. These

were published at Hamburgh ia 1655,

Rist died in 1667.

RISTORI, (Giovanni Amiro)t ce

lebrated Bolognese composer, held, in 1"*

the appointment of imperial chapel-msse

at St. Petersburg, from whence he remsm:

to Dresden, where he was vice daifr

master and church composer to the electa

of Saxony. In early life, whilst ia Iti'i.

he composed the two following opens : ' U

Pace Trionfante in Arcadia" 1713. a;

" Euristeo," 1714. Much of his drai

music, in manuscript, may be found £

Iireitkopfs in Leipsic. »

RITSCHEL, (Geoho) chamber-its

cian, and violinist of the electoral chape'

Munich, in 1786. He published al Pa

in 1780, six instrumental quintets.

RITTER, (Gkoho Weniel) bam *

Manbeim in 1748, was a celebrated f-

former on the bassoon, and published. ;

Paris, several works for his instrumeat. 6

died at Berlin in 1808.

RITTER, (Peter) concert-mute r

Alanheim since the year 1801, was te

about the year 1 760. He was a good »

loncellist, also an instrumental and rai

composer. Amongst his compositiocs

can name the following : " Drr Erewu<:

Formentera," operetta, Manheim, lis'

" Der SclavennSndler," operetta, ilinta-

1790 ; " Die Weihe," mus. prolog.,

heim, 1792 ; " Die lustigen Wait.'

operetta, Manheim, 1794 ; aud "H^

von Montalban," operetta, 1 801.

RIZZIO. See Ricci.

ROBINEAU (Abb* ALEXANnaEi p

lished at Paris, about the year 1 770, a

violin solos and a concerto for the same '~

strument. He was one of the besip^1'

of Gavinife.

ROBINSON, (Mrs. Anastasia.) *

was descended from a good familjtf

county bf Leicester : her father wis i p

trait painter, and married a msou d

some fortune, by whom he had ffiJ.T

child. Mr. Robinson had a disorder is '-:

eyes, which terminated in the loss of si^

and thus deprived him of the mesas

porting his family by the exercise of i»
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pencil. Yielding to his daughter's strong

iropensity to music, her father placed her

mder Dr. Croft, Sandoni, and an Italian

ioger called the Baroness. Anastasia,

hough she had a fine voice, never became

6rst-rate singer, as her intonation was

ametimes imperfect ; she however sang at

le opera for some years, till at length her

ersonal charms and accomplishments, and

le amability of her character, won the

earl of the Earl of Peterborough, who pri-

ltely married her, and after some time

iblicly owned her as his wife. The

wntesj survived the earl about fifteen

:ars, and died in 1750.

ROBUSCHI, (Feemnando) an Italian

bom at Colorno, in the duchy of

Amongst his dramatic works he

the following : " Padre e Figlio

I," opera buffa, 1788 ; " Attalo Re

Bittina," opera seria, Padua, 1788; "//

Ioxd Disperato," opera buffa, Rome,

18 ; " La Morte di Cesare," opera seria,

^0 ; and "C/t* sta ben turn si mova,"

'era buffa, Florence, 1787.

ROCCA, (Ascelo) an Augustine monk,

rn in the duchy of Spoleto, in Italy, died

Rome in 1620. In hU work entitled

nnmentarius de Campania" published

Rome in 1612, much is to be found

pectiog music,

K0CCHIGIANO. (Giovanni Bat-

T*) an Italian chapel master, born at

rieto, flourished in the first half of the

enteenth century, and published some

aes and motets.

iOCHA, (Fbancisco da) a Portuguese

it and church composer, born at Lisbon.

*rote numerous works for the church,

I composed a mass at the early age of

*en years. He died at his convent in

ton, in 1720. "

ftt)CHEFORT, (Jean Baptjste) con-

tor of the orchestra at Cassel, and sub-

uently violoncellist at the royal academy

music at Paris, was born in that city in

He produced many dramatic works,

a at Paris and Cassel, the principal of

*h are, at Paris : " L'Jnconnue per-

»'*;" "Dap/mis et Flore," pastoral, in

W. II,

one 'act; " L'Esprit de Contradiction t"

" La Nouvclle lie aVEsclaves;" " La Cas

sette;" " La Force du Sang;" "Ariane,"

lyric scena ; " VEnlevement a*Europe?

ballet ; " La Jerusalem dilivrie;" " La

Panloujle ;" "Adelaide dans la Prise de la

Grenade," ballet ; " L'Anti-Pigmalion ;"

" Dorothee ; " and " Bacchus ct Ari

ane," ballet. At Cassel : "La Pompe Fu-

nibre de Crispin;" "Pyrame et Tisbe,"

melodrame ; "'Le Temple de la PostMte,"

for the birthday of the landgrave ; and "Let

Noces de Zerbine." Besides the above, he

composed much instrumental music.

ROCHEFORT,(Guillaume DE)amem-

ber of the academy of inscriptions at Paris,

and translator of the Iliad and Odyssey of

Homer, published the following work on the

subject of music : "Mdmoire sur la Musique

des Ancicns, oil Con expose les Principe*

des Proportions authentiques, dites de Py~

tkagore, et tie divers Systentcs de Musique

chez les Grecs, les Chinois, et les Egyptiens,

avec un Parallile entre le Syst&me des

Eguptiens et eelui des Modernes" Paris,

1770.

RODE,(Pierre)a celebrated French vio

linist, was born at Bourdeaux in 1773. His

first masters in music were Fauvee, Dacosta,

and Gervais. He went to Paris when thirteen

years of age, and was introduced to Viotti,

who, with his usual good-nature, interested

himself much in perfecting the talent of the

young artist. In 1790, Rode made his di-

but by the performance ofthe eighth concerto-

of his master, and was highly successful.

In 1794, he embarked for Hamburgh, and

was shipwrecked on the English coast. He

then obtained from our government per

mission to come to London, chiefly for the

purpose of visiting Viotti. On ha arrival,

he performed at a concert for the benefit of

a charity, but for political reasons could not

long continue in this country. He reem-

barked, therefore, for Hamburgh, and from

thence travelled through Germany. On

his return to Paris, he excited renewed

enthusiasm, and was appointed professor of

the violin at the conservatory, and shortly

afterwards first violin in the private band
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of Buonaparte, then first consul. A few

years after this, he went to Vienna, with

the appointment of first violin to the empe

ror Alexander. In 1809, he again returned

to his native country, and is, we believe, now

living in the south of France. Amongst

his published works, up to the year 1804,

are the following : " 3 Concern p. le Ctav.

Princip., No, |, in D minor" 1794; "No.

2, in E," 1795 ; " No. 3, in G minor,"

Paris, 1796 ; " 3 Concert! p. le V. Princip.,

Aro. 4, in A," 1798 ; - No. 5, in D, and

No. 6, in B," Paris and Offenbach, 1800;

«' 1 Concert p. le V. Princ, No. 7, in A

minor,' Paris ,"Airvaric p.le V., ax. V., A.,

et B.," Op. 10, Leipsic ; "Quat.p. 2 V., A.,

Vc, Not. 1, 2, 3," Op. 11, Leipsic; " 4me

Qual. p. delti," Op. 18, Leipsic ; "Andante

varie p. V., nv. V.t A., B., No. 2, in A mi

nor," Leipsic ; "Air var. p. V. Princ. a gr.

Or. in B" Leipsic; "SmeConc.de VH in

E minor," Leipsic ; " Cone. p. Fl. arr. p.

Hoffmeister, in E minor," Leipsic ; "9i»e

Cone. p. V. in C," Leipsic ; " Mctkode He

Vivian, par Rode, Kreutztr, et Baillot,

redig/e p. Baillot. Adoptie p. le Conser

vatoire pour servir a fEtude dans cet Eta-

bliuement ;" " Exercices p. le Viohm de

toutei let Positions, et 50 Var. sur la

(samme, Supplement de Mtthode de Via-

Ion," Leipsic ; " Arietta, ' Dal di chio,'

c, P. F. o Arpa," Leipsic ; " Air varie"

p. P. F. tire' de tAir a gr. Orch." Leip

sic ; and "Polonoise p. P. F., Nos. 1, 2,"

Leipsic.

RODEWALD, (Carl) concert-master

at Cassel, was born in Silesia in 1735. He

was a violin pupil of F. Benda, and united

in his playing the style of that master with

the modern school. Kirnberger was his

master in composition. Amongst his pub

lications, the roost successful was a " Stabat

Mater," which for many years shared the

approbation of the public with those of

Haydn and Pergolesi.

RODIO, (Rocco) a celebrated Italian

contrapuntist of the sixteenth century. An

improved edition of his principal didactic

work bears the following title : " Regale di

Mutica di Rocco Radio, soIto brcvissime

risposte ad akuni dulij proptsttrU it n

Cavalirro, intorno mile varie optnmi «

Contrapontitti. Con la DmestntitM i

tutti i Canoni sopra il Canto Ferm, re* ;

Contraponti doppij, e rivoltati, ehnnr*

Aggiontavi tin altra breve Dimmutrcnt

de dodici Tuoni regolari jSnti e trttfettc

Et di nuavo da Don Bait. 0Rfa*lt,A>-

giontivi trn Trattato di Proportion urn

ttaio a detto Libra," Naples, 1609. IV

dre Martini often cites this work io ttis

of high approbation.

RODOLPHE or RUDOLPHE, (ta

Joseph) born at Strasburg in 1730, if«

the French horn and the elements of e£

from his father, who was a perfortM'

that instrument. About the age of tof

he studied the violin under Leclair. »

was soon after employed as leader in a»

ral concert orchestras in France. Aba

1754, he went to Italy, in the aerfb

the duke of Parma. Rodofpbe m I

first who performed a coocertante le *

companiment to a public Italiaa mff

it was the celebrated Piragliei, aed" *

air was one by Traetta. He was ski "

first who accompanied motets with i

in the Italian churches. Whilst it Pre

he learnt composition of Traetta. Is W

he quitted Italy, and entered the ier?

of the duke of Wurtemburg, at Ststtrsf

where he took further lessons ia can'.

point from Jomclli, and composed m«i'

many ballets of the celebrated Noverre.

1 763, Rodolphe went to Paris, aad ee"-

the band of the prince de Conti. la !■

he was admitted a member of the orcW-"

of the royal academy of music, wi« '*

introduced, with great effect, a horaif

tante accompaniment to the air d 1

" Amour sous ce riant embrege."

the year 1780, he presented to Hia*

a plan for a school of music, win*

was acted on, in 1784, by 4M. it ft**"*1

when Rodolphe was appointed profcw -

composition to the new cstablishof*. *"

called the conservatory, and for wincik*"-

since written the following impartial

"Solflges didiit a la Nation, "

deux Parties. La PrrmUrt tftnmi *
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"Merit it cet Art ; la Dcuxibne let fccons

etc la Bane et let Gradations nicessaires

our parvenir aux DifficulUs" Paris, 1 799 ;

lid "Th/orie d'Accompagnement et de Com ■

mtion h rUsage del Eleres de CEcote

hlionale de Musiqne, contcnant fOrigine

•s Accords divisis en deux Classes, THar-

orie Naturelle et VHarnumie Compute, la

'asie Fondamentale de chaque Accord, et

a itfoiu de Pratique," Paris, 1799. On

vision of the marriage of the count d'Ar-

is, Rodolphe composed the opera of

Imenor ;" and for the Italian theatre in

aris, the operas of " Le Manage par Ca-

tulatkn," in 1761, and " L'Aveugle de

almyre," in 1767. He also published

me practical works for the hom and

Co.

RODRIGUES, (Joao) a Portuguese

ink and musician in the first half of the

:teenth century.

RODRIGUES, (Manoel) a celebrated

purist and harpist, born at Elvas, in Por-

gal. flourished about the year 1600. He

■Wished " Flares da Musica, para o In-

•mcnto de Tecla e Harpa," Lisbon.

ROEMHILD, (Joiiann Theodore) a

o& German church composer, was born

1684. He was court and cathedral or-

oist at Mersburg, and published a variety

sacred cantatas, motets, &c.

ROESER, (Valentin) a clarionetist at

ris, about the year 1769, resided after-

rds, in 1 781 , at Vienna, where he pub-

ied "Instructions for Composers of Cla-

■tet and Horn Music," and ten operas of

nphonies, quatuors, and other instru-

ntal music ; finally.in 1785,he published

The Scale of the Hautboy, and Twelve

'Josfor that Instrument ;" " The Scale of

'■ Clarionet, with Six Duos for that In ■

"ument;'' and " The Scale ofthe Bassoon,

M Six Duos for that Instrument"

ter that period he returned to Paris,

'ere he has still published much instru-

mtal music, also methods for the flute and

rpent.

ROESLER, (Joseph) a composer at
■ague at the commencement of the present

ntury, when he was conductor of the music

in the orchestra of the Italian opera in that

city. He died in 1811, in the thirty-sixth

year of his age, being known by various

admired dramatic and instrumental compo

sitions.

ROESSIG (C. G.) published at Bayreuth,

in 1779, a work in octavo, entitled " Ver-

suche in Musiknlischen Dramcn tiebst

einigen Anmerkungen S[c. ;" i. e. "An

Essay on Musical Dramas, with Notes relat

ing to the History and Rules of that Species

of Poetry ; also, on the Morality and Ad

vantages of the Theatre." Roessig was

born at Mersburg in 1752, and, in 1784,

was an advocate at Leipsic. He died in

1806.

ROGANTINI, (Fbancesco) an eminent

church composer about the year 1 650.

ROGERS (Benjamin) was the son of

Peter Rogers, a gentleman of the chapel of

St. George, at Windsor. He was first a

chorister under the tuition of Dr. Nathaniel

Giles, and then a clerk or singer in the

chapel. Afterwards, he was appointed or

ganist of Christchurch, Dublin, where he

continued until the breaking out of the

rebellion, in 1641, when he returned to

Windsor, and again became a clerk in the

chapter.

The troubles during the rebellion soon

deprived him also of this situation ; and

aided by a small annual allowance, which

was paid him in compensation for his losses,

he was compelled to earn a subsistence by

teaching music at Windsor.

In 1653, he composed "A Set of Airs in

Four Parts for Violins," which were pre

sented to the archduke Leopold, afterwards

emperor of Germany, and were often played

before him.

Through the interest of Dr. Tngels, chap

lain to the lord commissioner Whitelocke,

Rogers was recommended to the university

of Cambridge, and having received from

Cromwell a mandate for that purpose, was

admitted, in 1658, to the degree of bachelor

of music.

In the year 1662, he was again appointed

a clerk of St. George'* chapel at Windsor,

with some addition of salarv, and was also
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elected organist of Eton college. Both

these places lie held until a vacancy oc

curring in Magdalen college, Oxford, he

was chosen organist there. In 1669, upon

the opening of the new theatre at Oxford,

he took the degree of doctor of music.

He continued in his latter station of or •

ganist until the year 1685, when he was

ejected by order of Ling James L The

college allowed him a small pension, on

which he lived, in the outskirts of the city,

to an old age, entirely neglected.

His works are not numerous. There are

some of his detached compositions in a col

lection entitled Court Ayres, consisting

of Pavans, Almagnes, Corants, and Sara

bands, of Two Paris, published by Play-

ford in 1655 ; some hymns and anthems for

two voices, in a collection entitled Catitica

Sacra ; and others in the psalms and hymns,

in four parts, published by Playford. His

services and anthems, of which there are

several in our cathedral books, are the most

celebrated of his works. They contain

great sweetness of melody and correctness

of harmony. One of bis full anthems,

" Lord, who shall dwell in thy tabernacle,"

is inserted in Page's Harmonia Sacra, and

another for four voices, " Teach me, O

Lord," amongst Dr. Crotch's specimens.

ROGERS, (Robert) born in 1787, at

South Anston, a village in the West Riding

of the county of York, received his educa

tion principally at Wales, a small town in

the vicinity, where, under the care of two

successive masters, he studied mathematics,

the Latin classics, and the French language,

and, having at an early age a propensity for

the sea, also learnt navigation and astro

nomy. At the age of eight years, Rogers

was placed under the tuition of a musician

in the village, and spent every leisure hour

in the practice of the violin. Circumstances,

however, which cannot be accounted for,

completely foiled the schemes he had laid

of one day having the honour to belong to

the British navy. At the age of fourteen,

his father, who was a farmer, and tenant to

the duke of Leeds, placed him with a respect

able attorney at Sheffield ; but not finding

this profession suitable to his indinibE.

any scheme that could be thought of «n

devised, to relieve the tediousness ofaki

yer's office; for this purpose, at the age

sixteen, he entered the volunteers, mo «

considered the best shot at ballpnctkta

his company ; and the medal which he *a

at a trial of skill, before he was strata

years of age, is now preserved, if not u i

trophy of his valour, yet as a mirk oi ts

unwearied assiduity. After this, wbiH'

was engaged in the office ofone of the or

eminent lawyers in Sheffield for three ;e»

his strong propensity for music not bra

abated, he contrived to devote seven !b*

out of the twenty-four in every davoa

practice of the piano-forte and ratf

and '* while one half of the world ■

buried in sleep," the works of hVa

Mozart, Beethoven, Pleyel, J. B. Cxe

Steibelt, and Dussek were his h«s

companions. On leaving the office >'*

gentleman, Rogers felt, for the first a-

his life, a real pang ; though he bus '

law, he could not forget the kindness <

master, and as he was, in all probainl" -

a likely way to try whether his pas*:

music would furnish him with isjK

more substantial than air, he felt

placed in an unpleasant predicament: '*'

ever, he was soon relieved from tins. '

procuring a situation at Manchester, -

band of the theatre, under the nuns?31

of Mr. Macready, the father of the tnf

dian of that name, and in this situs: -: -

had ample time and opportunity lor so?

ing music. Finding, howerer, tro**

about the country with a company of c*

dians was too unsettled an orxupw*- ''

determined to seek some fixed res**5

and particularly as he was then wrv*

Sheffield was the place he retire*! -

where he has since been engaged BO11

ganist and piano-forte teacher fcr •*

years with great success. The oth w

he has published is a " Selectum >f

Music," dedicated to the Earl sf

rough, which has not only done exi~

but been of pecuniary advantage.

ROGGIUS, (Nicolai'.«) atMSKO*
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lest at Brunswick, was born at Gottiugen,

ind published in the former town, in 1566,

' Musica Practicar rive arti» kanendi ele

mento, modorumque muriconim doctrina,

vastionibus breviter et perspicue fr

uite."

ROGNONE TAEGIO, (Francesco)

Dncert-master of the duke of Milan, and

bapel-mister of the church of St.'Ambrosio

faggiore in that city, about the year 1620,

indered himself celebrated as a composer,

f the following works : " Messe e Salmi

alti Bordoni, e Muletti à 5, col Basso per

Organo," Milan, 1610 ; " Madrigali à 5,

<l Basso," Venice, 1613 ; "Aggiunta

•t Scholare di Violino et altri Strumenti,

il Basso continuo per l'Organo," Milan,

514 ; ■" Selva de varii passaggi secondo

vso moderno, per cantare et suonare con

(*t sorte de strumenti, divisa in due parti,

'ella prima de quali ri dimonstra il modo

cantar polito, e con gratia, e la mani-

adi portar la voce accentata, con tre-

">'>, groppi, trilli, esclamationi et passeg-

ìhtc di grado in grado, salti di terza,

'"Ut, sesta, ottava, et cadente/inali per

'ttc le parti, con diversi altri essempi et

«tetti passeggiati : cosa ancora utile à

"«alari per imitare la voce humana.

'Ila seconda poi si tratta de passaggi

fficili per gt lustramenti del dar Car

ta b lireggiare, portar della lingua, dimi-

ire. di grado in grado, cadenze finali,

empi con canti diminuiti, con la maniera

suonare alla bastarda," Milan, 1620

d 1646 ; "Correnti e Gagliarde à 4, con

quinta parte ad arbitrio, per suonar

varii Strumenti," Milan, 1624 ; and

Partito air Organo delle Messe, Motetli

i, 5," Venice, 1624.

ROGNONE TAEGIO, (Giovanni Do

rico) an ecclesiastic and eminent or-

nist of the church of St. Sepolcro, at

ilan, published the following works :

Canzonette à 3 e 4 insieme, con alcun

re di Rugger Trofeo," Milan, 1615;

Madrigali à 8, Lib. 1, due Cori con Par-

ura," Milan, 1619 ; " Messa per Defonti

* Ambrosiana, con raggiunta per ser-

sene alla Romana," Milan, 1624.

ROGNONI, (Ricardo) a composer at

Milan, towards the end of the sixteenth

century. He was also an eminent per

former on the violin, as well as on several

Other instruments. Of his compositions we

can name, " Canzonette alla Neapolitans,

5 3 e 4 voci," Venice, 1586 ; "Libro di Pas

saggi per Voci e Strumenti," Venice, 1592 ;

and " Pavane e Balli con 2 Canzoni e

diverse Sorti di Brandi per suonare àie

5 voti," Milan, 1603.

ROHMANN. See Romano.

ROI, one of the oldest French contra

puntists, flourished about the year 1450,

being a contemporary of Ockenheim.

ROT, (Bartolomeo) a Neapolitan cha

pel-master, was eminent as a contrapun

tist about the year 1 600.

ROLLA, (Alessandro) member of the

conservatory at Milan, and first violin at

the great theatre in that city. He was

very celebrated as a performer on the tenor.

Amongst his works are the following :

" Concerto per il Violino, in G." Paris,

1795 ; " Serenala à 2 V., 2 Alti, 2 Cor.

obi.," Op. 2, Paris and Offenbach, 1795;

"Trois Trios pourV., A., et B." Paris, 1795 ;

"Trois Duos pour V. et A." Op. 1, Paris and

Offenbach, 1795; "2 Cone, pour Alto

prìncip. Nos. 3 et 4," Offenbach, 1800;

" 3 Gr. Duetti concert, à V. e A.," Zurich,

1803 ; " 3 Duos cone, pour 2 V." Op. 3,

Bonn, 1803; and " Trois Triospour V., A.,

et lì., Liv. 2," Paris.

ROLLE (Johann Heinrich) was born

at Quedlinburg in 1714. As early as his

thirteenth year, he composed a complete

church service, which was well received.

From 1736 to 1740, he studied philosophy

and law at Leipsic ; but he afterwards de

voted his musical talents to the church.

Rolle was a favourite and a truly devotional

harmonist. His oratorio of " Shirsa and her

Sons," is full of good taste, new passages,

pleasing effects, and pathos. He was like

wise the author of several pieces for the

organ and harpsichord, which have great

merit. Specimens of his sacred music are

inserted in Mr. La Trobe's publication.

Rolle died in the year 1785.
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ROMANA, (Giulia) a celebrated Ita-

lian female singer, in the latter part of the

seventeenth century.

ROMANI, a celebrated Italian violinist,

performed in London in the year 1770.

HOMANO (Michaeli) was a pupil of

Soriano, and afterwards chapel-master in

the church called Cathedrale de Concordia,

at Venice. This person, as well as his

master, is celebrated for the composition of

canons; a specimen of which, in one for

nine choirs or thirty-si* voices, is inserted

in Kircher's Miisurgia.

He is, however, best known by bis work

entitled " ifusicavaga et artificiota," pub

lished at Venice in 1615, in which the sub

ject of canon is very learnedly discussed

and explained by a variety of examples.

In the preface to this work are contained

memoirs of the most celebrated Italian mu

sicians who were living at the time when

it was written.

ROMANO or ROHMANN, (L. H.)

chapel-master to the king of Sweden, was

an excellent composer in the early part of

the last century. Amongst his works we

ran name the two following, which were

published at Amsterdam, " 12 Sonnies a) 2

Ft. et Basse com/. Lib. 1 ," and " Sonat. a

2 Ft. ct B. C. Lib. 2."

ROMANO, (Giulio.) See Caccim.

ROMANO, (Alessandro.) See Ales

sandro.

ROMANO, (Balt-abene.) See Bal-

LABENE.

ROMBERG, (Anton) a celebrated per

former on the bassoon, was born in 1745,

and in the year 1792 resided at Bonn. In

the spring of 1799 he was at Hamburgh,

where lie gave a family concert, consisting

of the performance of his brother, himself,

and their children.

ROMBERG, (Bernhard)' eldest son

of the preceding, and an excellent violon

cellist, was born in 1770. In the year

1790, he was a member of the court chapel

of the elector of Cologne at Bonn, which

establishment was broke up early in the

French revolution. He then went with his

cousin, Andreas Romberg the violinist, to

Hamburgh, where they bothpnearedt!-

gagements in the orchestra of the Ge.ua

theatre. This was in the year 1793; pi

years after which time the cousins quits'

Hamburgh, and travelled together into hi-

from whence they again returned to Ha-

burgh in 1797; they then separated, ltd, s

1 799, Bernhard proceeded alone, by wij i

England and Spain, to Lisbon. IalSt

we find bim once more in Hamburgh, ix

in 1805 holding a situation in the njd

chapel at Berlin. Romberg is an eicels

composer for his instrument, and hsi u

written some very pleasing vocal eib

Amongst his works are tie fouVis!

"Die wiedergefundenc Statue," opeta

Bonn, 1790 ; " Der SelUffbruch," opart

Bonn, 1791 ; " Arietta p. it ft. at

Violino, Viola, e JB.," Vienna; "Dattf-

Concertos pour Vc. avec Ace." Opt. If 1

Paris, 1802 ; " Potpourri pour U fc.r.

Ace. del V., A., B., et2Fl.," Op. 4; *

Concerto pour Vc," Op. 3 ; " 7/**

Concerto pour Fc," Op. 6; " QmF*

Concerto pour Vc," Op. 7 ; " Cr. Jraf

Vc., V., et A.," Op. 8 ; " Trois Duup*-

Vc^" Op. 9 ; " Fantaisie pour Vc *

Orchest.," Op. 10; " Ouuerturt i f. ►

chest.," Op. 11 ; " Quat., A'o. i.pwV-

A., Vc," Op. 12; " Caprick»,)Ib*-'

et gusto Espanol, con una Miser!"* *

Bolero, Gitano, Cuchirulo, w Zentft.l*1

Vc. obligado, c. Acc. de 2 V., A, f ^

Obra 13, Paris; " Rondeau £>»«*»>

P.F.arr. de tCEuv. 13," Paris

velle Polon. p. P.F. No. 1," Paris; "<¥

ses und Circe," Oper. Paris ; " (fc* '

P. F., V., A., Vc," Op. 22, Moscow *

Leipsic ; " Traucrsumpkonie fir <*'

dem Andcnken der Konigin Ij/w **

Prenssen gewidmet. 23 Wrrk," "Dae*

mento p. Vc. avec 2 V., A., B," Of. *

Moscow and Leipsic ; " Quatmen, .*»■ '

6, 7, p. 2 V., A., Vc," Op. 25, Mom**

Leipsic ; and " Ouvert. de FOp. Vtprt "'■

Circe, it gr. Orch,," Op. 26, Mosec* »

Leipsic.

ROMBERG, (Antoh, jaa.) b*** '

the preceding, was born in 1777. H* 4 '

good violinist and performer oa lit to*-
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ROMBERG, (Angelica) sister of the

'receding, born in 1779, became known to

he German public as a pleasing singer and

good pianist,

ROMBERG, (HtiNRicti) brother of

v.ton Romberg, and born in 1748, was

n excellent clarionetist, and held the

ituation of music director to the bishop of

iunstcr.

ROMBERG, (Dr. Akdheas) eldest son

I the preceding, was an excellent violinist,

nd the companion for several years of

iernhard Romberg.as before related. After

lernhard left Hamburgh in 1799, Andreas

articularly paid attention to composition,

le had, however, previously become known

y scveial admired dramatic and vocal

ieccs, written chiefly at Bonn, and some

f them published there, and at Leipsic :

few of these were, however, the joint

impositions of himself and cousin. In the

ear 1809, the university of Kiel, in Hol-

U;n, conferred on him the degree of doctor

if Mis. The following are his principal

»'orVs: '• Das graue Ihigeheuer," operetta,

Bonn, 1790 ; " Der Rabe," operetta, Bonn,

IWl ; " Die Macht der Musih," operetta,

form, 1791 ;! «■ Bin Fasten-Oratorium,

<«ch dem vom Hrn. Reivhardt aim I/audets

l/«*tVi* :u sammcugcxetiten und in seinem

iuntsmagasin abgedrueklen Texte," Bonn,

793 ; " Bine Satntnlung von Liedern,"

793 j " 3 Quntuors pour 2 K, Viola, el Vc"

>P- 1, Leipsic, 1798 J " 3 Duos pour 1 V.

I Ve.," Op. 2, Leipsic, 1800, by Andreas

nd Bernhard ; " 2 Canons fur 3 und 6

MwMh ;" <• 6 Lledcr beym Klavier in

uigen," Leipsic, 1799; " 6 Canzoni coll'

tee. del Clavicemb," Leipsic, 1800; " Ko-

tgorient Cantale, ' Die Harmmiie det

•poaren,"' about 1 800 ; " 3 Quat. p. 2 V., A.,

1 >>., iediit a Jos Haydn," Op. 2, Bonn,

803 ; «' Or. Concerto p, V. avec Acc. No.

" Op. 3, 1802, with Bemhard ; " Six

,J«<w Cone, pour V. el Vc. 2 el 3 Suite,"

'"is, with Bernhard ; "3 Quint, pour Ft.,

T-,lAll., tt Vc," Op.l.Nos. 1,2, 3, 1803 ;

'P'ahtt, Dixit Dominus, tfc," 1800 ; "SeL

nor und Selrna, Blegie von Klopstock, fur

1 *f"JT«f. mi( Begl. 2 V., A., «. Bn" Op. 3 ;

1800; " Stmphonie in Es," Op. 8; "3

Duos Cone, pour 2 V." Op. 4 ; " 3 Quat.

pour 2 V., A., et Vc.," Op. 7 ; " Detixieme

Concerto pour V. avec Orch." Op. 8 ; " Gr.

Quintette pour 2 V., 2 A., et Vc," Op. 23,

Hamburgh, 1808 ; " Deuxieme Sinfonie k

gr. Orchest. in D dur," Op. 22, 1808;

" Der Messias von Ktopstoch," manuscript ;

" Te Dcum," manuscript; " Die Glotke,

Gedicht von Schiller, in Choren, tfc." ma

nuscript, 1808; " Etudes oh trois Sondtes

p. an V.," Op. 32, Leipsic ; and "Trolsihne

Simph. in C," Op. 33, Leipsic.

ROMBERG, (Baltiiasa*) younger

brother of the preceding, born in 1775,

promised to become a superior artist on the

violoncello, but died at the age of seven

teen.

ROMBERG, (Thebese) sister of the

preceding, born in 1781, is known in Ger

many as a good pianist and singer.

ROM I, first violin and director of the

music in the orchestra of the Italian theatre

at Lisbon in 1801.

RONCAGLIO, (Fbakcesco) an ex

cellent Italian soprano singer, of the Bo-

lognese school, flourished between the years

1772 and 1792. He was considered one of

the first singers in Europe.

RONG, (Wilhelm) chamber-musician

to the king of Prussia at Berlin. He has

published many ingenious musical works,

amongst which are the following: " Vei»

such einer Elementartehre ftir die Jugend

am Klavier In C, g. midf. Schliisscl, in Fragt

und Antwort mil Anmerkungen und Beys-

piclen aufgelist," Potsdam, 1793 ; " 48

Tabellen, aus einer Touart in jede andere

auszuweichen, Sec." 1800 ; " Theoretisch-

prahlisches Hdndbuch der TimorIen Kennt-

niss t" " Mein Vortheil, alle Tnnarten mil

ihrer Verwandtschaft ohtte Muhe zu erken-

nen und bald benennen tic lernen; nicht

nurfur jedes Instrument eingerichtel, son-

dern auch fur jeden Liebhaber nilttlich i"

" Ein musihalischcs Spiel, sich vermittelst

selbigen die Eintheitung der Xolen und die

Sonarten einzupr/igen nebst einer Tafel

mit beweglichen Noten und Musik seichen

twin Einschitben und 2, musik. Kartett
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spiclen ncbit dasu gchuriger Bnchreibung

und Anweisung" Potsdam, 1 800 ; "6

Manche" " 6 Angloisen," " Walter und

einige Arien fur das Klavier," Potsdam,

1792; " Taschenbuch volt Scherz und

Laune, als Weihnachtsgeschenk mil Mi lv

dien," Halberstadt, 1795; and " Alma,

und Selmar," Potsdam, 1793.

RONZI, (Signor and Madame.) See

De Beonis.

RORE, (Cipiiiano m.) Sec Cipbiano.

ROSA, (Salvator) chiefly celebrated

as a painter and poet, was born at Renessa,

near Naples, in the year 1615. He was

oiginally intended for the church, and was

educated in accordance with that intention ;

but his mind, of all others, was ill calcu

lated for a monkish life, and at an early

age he abandoned his probationary habit,

and returned to his father's house. We

now first hear of him in connection with

music, and cannot resist giving an account

of his progress in this science, in the very

entertaining words of Lady Morgan. " Mu

sic, the true language of passion, which

speaks so powerfully, and yet so mysteri

ously, to senses organized for its reception,

awakening our earliest, and perhaps our

latest, sensations of pleasure. Music, at

this period of Salvator's life, appears to have

engrossed his undivided attention ; and the

authorities which he afterwards produced

to sanction its pursuit, show with what

earnestness, and upon what philosophical

principles, he cultivated the science. In

the beginning of the seventeenth century,

music, in Italy, was rapidly succeeding in

the public taste to painting.

" It was in Naples that the great school

of ancient counterpoint, ' the sophistry of

canons,' had been founded on the re

vival of the art; but in the sixteenth cen

tury the pedantry of crude harmonies, the

dry and geometrical modulations, which

were worked like a problem in the mathe

matics, and were gracious only to senses

callous to the ' natural concord of sweet

sounds,' were gradually yielding to a novel

style of composition, expressively called

la mitsica parlanle. Those flowing

lyric melodies, which, by the nam* o( B»

tata, succeeded to the intricate madrtpl

were soon discovered by the sensitive la-

lians to be ' // cantor the tul uto «

sente.' The first secular music in put-,

consisted of harmonies, adapted to rusts

and street ballads, such as were sung as!

played in Naples and its adjacent tan

and villages ; and the vManeUe by,

and cantonette alia Xapolitana, werea

popular at the latter end of the sixteen

century throughout the continent, s? &

Venetian ballad and Provencal tmieat

were towards the end of the seventeenth

"All Naples, (where even to thisdiyta

and melody make a part of the existent! 5

the people) all Naples was then resoutfc

to guitars, lutes, and harps, accomptra:

voices, which for ever sang the fashkci.

canzoni of Cambio Donato and of -

Prince di Venosa. Evelyn, who fiss

Naples about this time, observes, thai t

country people are so jovial, and so ados

to music, that the very husbandmen a»

universally play on the guitar, staging*

accompanying songs in praise of

sweethearts, and will commonly go ■*

field with their fiddle. They art v

witty, and genial, all of which I attr*3

to their ayre.' Neither German piuss

nor Spanish gloom could subdue spirts*

tuned to harmony, nor silence tbeptsiosi:

serenatas which floated along the slme-

and reverberated among the classic g»*

of Pausileppo.

" It was at this moment, when pert*

circumstances were awakening in tie f

giou of the sirens ' the hidden std 1

harmony,' when the most beautiful was

of the capital and the court gareipsfc

exhibition of their talents and their dare,

and glided in their feluccas on tie

light midnight seas, with harps of^*1"

hands of snow, that the contanucw* *>

dent of the Padri Somaschi escaped ^

the restraints of their cloister, ari *

horrid howl of their land* tpritui, • '

the intoxication of sound and sifit, r-*

every sense in full accordance ^

musical passion of the daj, Ii s
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ronderful if, at this epoch of his life, Sal-

•»tor gave himself up unresistingly to the

mrsuit of a science, which he cultivated

vith ardour, even when time had preached

lis tumultuous pulse to rest; or if the

bating capital of genius, which was as yet

inappropriated, was in part applied to that

pecies of composition which, in the youth

f a man, as of nations, precedes deeper and

lore important "studies, and for which, in

ither, there is but one age. All poetry

nd passion, his young muse ' dallied with

>e innocence of love,' and inspired strains

thich, though the simple breathings of an

rdent temperament, the exuberance of

outhful excitement and an overteeming

ensibility, were assigning him a place

mong the first Italian lyrists of his age.

Jttle did he then dream that posterity

rould apply the rigid rules of criticism to

ie ' idle visions 1 of his boyish fancy ; or

bat his bars and basses would be analyzed

v the learned umpires of future ages,

kclired ■ not only admirable for a ililet-

AMt,' but, ' in point of melody, superior

o that of most of the masters of his time.'

"His musical productions became so po-

ular, that the ' spinners and knitters in

he suit did use to chant them ;' (an image

hich every street in Naples, during the

inter season, daily exhibits) and there

as in some of these short lyric poems,

hich he set to music, a softness and de-

cacy that rendered them even worthy to

tsung

4 By some fair queen in summer bower

With ravishing divisions of her lute :'

ill, however, they are more curious as

impared to that stern strain of harp in

active which runs through all his maturer

impositions, and to that dark, deep, and

dignant feeling which pervades all his

ttires. In mature life he may, and doubt-

ss did, look back with a sort of melancholy

ivy upon the gracious emotions and bril-

ant illusions from which such strains

ose ; and (with that mingled sentiment of

•gret and contempt, which is assuredly

It by all who, having written when

aung, revert in a more advanced age to

their early compositions) he may have

given a sad smile to those idle dreams

which time had long dissipated ; apostro

phizing with Petrarch his first and fond

effusions, the

1 Dotci rime leggiadre '

Che nel primiero assatto

D'amor usai, quand io cbli non altri armi.*

" He who has asserted that ' the arts of

painting, poetry, and music are insepa

rable,' because, perhaps, they were all

united in his own person, had as yet only

applied with diligence to the latter. Hav

ing acquired considerable mastery on the

lute, (for which, like Petrarch, he preserved

a passion till the last year of his life) he

soon became one of the most brilliant and

successful serenaders of Naples. Many of

those gay and galliard figures which, in

after life, escaped from his graphic pencil

and rapid graver, with hair and feather

floating in the breeze, are said to have been

but copies of himself, as he stood niched

under the shadow of a balcony, or reclined

on the prow of a felucca, singing to his lute

the charms or cruelty of some listening

Irene or Cloris of the moment.

" This mode of life, of course, could not

last very long ; it was necessary that he

should turn his serious exertions to some

profession ; and a family connection drew

them to that of painting. From this time,

Rosa advanced rapidly in reputation and

in wealth ; and his house became the resort

of some of the most intellectual and culti

vated men in Rome. Notwithstanding this,

a cantata which he wrote at this period,

and which was set to music by his friend

Cesti, gives the impression of his being the

most miserable and discontented of man

kind. ' All his lyrics,' says Dr. Burney,

(who first made them known to the English

public) ' were complaints against his mis

tress or maukind. But in his fifth cantata

he deems his afflictions, like the stars of the

firmament, countless ; and makes the me

lancholy confession, that out of six lustres

which he had passed, he had not known

the enjoyment of one happy day.' This

querulous melancholy, inseparable from the
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temperament of the highest order of genius,

which is so prone to feel and to suffer,

gives a charm to the character of Salvator,

which his occasional flashes of gaiety and

humour, his splenetic pleasantry, and comic

representations of the follies and vices of

society, rather relieve and heighten, than

decrease. While his pathetic cantatas, and

their plaintive compositions, drew tears

from the brightest eyes in Rome, the ' po

tent, grave, and reverend signors' of the

conclave, did not disdain to solicit admis

sion to those evening conrcrtasioni of the

Via Babuina, where the comic muse alone

presided ; but where, under the guise of

national naivtti, veiled in a rustic dialect,

and set off by the most humorous gesticula

tions, truths were let drop with impunity,

more perilous than those, for translating

which from the pages of Lucian a protigi of

the grand duke de' Medici was at the same

moment confined by the Inquisition.

" It was in these conversazioni that Sal

vator tried the point of his sarcasms against

the church, the government, and the ex

isting state of literature and the arts ; which

were afterwards given to the world in hit

published satires, and which still draw

down on his memory the unfounded ca

lumnies that imbittared his life.

" The manner of the daring improwiia-

tore, as left on record by his chroniclers, or

handed down by tradition, was no less sin

gular and attractive, than the matter which

inspired him. The apartment in which he

received his company was affectedly simple.

The walls, hung with faded tapestry, ex

hibited none of his beautiful pictures, which

might well have attracted attention from the

actor to his works. A few rows of rooms

included all the furniture ; and they were

secured at an early hour by the impatience

of an audience, select and exclusive, either

invited by himself or introduced by his

friends. When the company were assembled,

and not before, Salvator appeared in the

circle, but with the air of an host rather

than that of an exhibitor, until the desire to

hear him recite his poetry, or to improv

ware, expressed by some individual, pro-

duced a general acclamation of eatran.

It was a part of his coquetry to reqea

much solicitation ; and when at list &

consented, he rose with an air of nnufo

and confusion, and presented himself to

his lute or a roll of paper containing ti:

heads of his subject. After some ermi

hesitation, a few preluding chords, a i

•light hem ! to clear his full, deep wet

the scene changed : the elegant, the labia/

Salvator disappeared, and was replaced V

the gesticulating and grimacing CovieJe,

who, long before he spoke, excited raJ

bursts of merriment, con U pik ruliab

smorfie ai mo modo Xapolitarw, n

most laughable grimaces in the true Xa-

politan style) that even the gravest of M

audience were ready to burst. Whes ta

adroit improwisatore had thus wound «s h

auditory to a certain pitch of exaltias

and prepared them at least to receitt id

good-humour whatever he might haaA

he suddenly stepped forth and eidii-'

with great energy, in the broad Xeapela

of the Largo di Castello, ' Siente ciim f

ausa gliuocci.'* He then began hsrr

citation. ' Whatever were its faults of c*.

position,' says one of his biographeri. '

was impossible to detect them, as im '-•

he recited ; nor could their charm be v.-

derstood by those who did not hear is

recited by himself. When some of tie

productions were published after his it;1.

it was supposed that they would lost

of their apparent merit, because his fcmf

and abundant genius, rich in its Mfc-

fertility, despised the trammels of A

submitting talent to mean and slariih ruis

The contrary, however, was the fact; fa

they excited universal admiration.'

" With a thirst of praise, which seaiOM

any applause could satisfy, Salvator ist^

a quickness of perception that readm"

him suspicious of pleasing, even at the v

inent he was most successful. A ppt

mouth, a closing lid, a languid loot, « B

impatient hem ! threw him ialo alter •*

* A Neapolitan idiom, meiuing "A«i«.tf*

heed tne,H but literally tnnilatcd, "lirttf.*^

ootn your eyes*".
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usion, and deprived him of all presence of

n mil, of all power of concealing his morti-

ication. When he perceived that some

vitty sally bad fallen lifeless, that some

pigrammatic point had escaped the notice of

lis auditors, he was wont to exclaim to his

larticular friends, when the strangers were

leparted, ' What folly to lose my time and

alent in reading before these beasts of

iiuden, who feel nothing, and have no in-

ellect beyond what is necessary to under-

tand the street ballads of the blind band .''

a his own Neapolitan, (to which he always

iad recourse when under strong emotion.)

Aggio io bene speso lo tiempo mio, in leg

ate le fatiche raie alii somari, c a gente

:he nulla intienne, avvezza solamente a

lientire non autro che la canzona dello

:ieco.' These ' ciechi ' still haunt the

streets of Italy, to the delight of strangers.

Ihey are bands of itinerant musicians com

posed of the blind. That at Bologna is, at

present, particularly excellent.

" The musical talents of the composer of

several of the best cantatas then in vogue,

<!rew also around him the greatest masters

of an age in which music was rapidly as

suming an ascendency over all the other

irts. Cesti, Legrenze, Cavalli, Ferrari,

Luigi, Rossi, and Giacomo Carissimi, were

not only the habitues of Rosa's house, but

"ere all emulous of setting his verses to

music ; and this too at the very moment

"hen that satirist was lashing the profes-

non, sometimes with the nervous concise

ness of Juvenal, and sometimes with the

Attic severity of Lucian, Observing the

manners of an age, in which he deemed it

in indignity to have been born, with the

deep and philosophic view which distin

guished all he thought and produced, Sal-

vator perceived that the church was making

the same monopoly of music as she had

done of painting, and would, in the end,

degrade one art (as she had already dete

riorated the other) to the worst purposes.

Ihe finest singers were now shut up in the

Roman monasteries ; and all Rome was

then resorting to the Spirilo Santo, to hear

•he sister Veronica, a beautiful nun, who

awakened emotions in her auditors that did

not alt belong to heaven.

" It was iu the palaces of the Porporali

that the first musical dramas were given,

which bore any resemblance to the modern

opera by which they are now succeeded

in the Argentina; and the choir of the

pontifical chapel (which gave the musical

tone to all the churches of Christendom,

while it engrossed all the patronage of the

government) was gradually abandoning

those learned combinations, and that so

lemn and affecting simplicity, which were

calculated to answer the purposes of a pas

sionate devotion, and to satisfy, at the same

moment, the taste of the amateur, and the

enthusiasm of the devotee.

" The first attempt at a regular drama

was made at Rome in one of these palaces,

as early as 1632, three years before Salva-

tor's first arrival there. It was called ' 11

Ritorno di Angelica nella India,' and was

composed by the then fashionable secular

composer Tignali. Public operas were at

this time performing in Venice and Bo

logna.

" It may be curious to observe, that the

instruments which were then found in the

secular orchestras of Italy, were the organ,

viol, viol da gamba, harp, lute, guitar, spi

net, harpsichord, theorbo, and trumpet:

while the court-band of Louis XIII. and

XIV. only consisted of the far-famed 'fottr-

and-twentyfiddlers all in a row,' and even

they were imported from Italy. The first

and the most distinguished was Baptiste

Lulli, brought from Florence by Maria de'

Medici, at the age of fourteen. From a

simple violonier, he became the founder

of the French opera, and the model upon

which Cambra, Destouches, and other

French composers founded their braying

monotonies. At the same period in Eng

land, the music of Lawes and Bird was

laid aside as profane, and replaced by those

pious discords,

* Such as from lab'ring lungs enthusiast blows, '

High sounds attempted through the vocal nose*

Vicenzio Galileo (the father of the cele

brated astronomer) remarks, however, in his
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Dialogo dell Musica, that the best Italian

lyres were made for the English market.

" While the music of the church was thus

gradually assuming an effeminate character,

the palaces of the great were filled with the

most worthless of the profession, of both

sexes. The genius which went to the com

position of the finest music, was then, as

now, less prized and rewarded than the

voice which executed it, and the profligacy

of the public singers in Italy was no im

pediment to their reception into the first

families of the country. Upon this shame

less laxity of manners, and the visible de

gradation of ecclesiastical music, Salvator

fell with a puritan's severity, scarcely sur

passed by the anathemas of Calvin, or the

vituperations of Erasmus. He attacked the

style of singing in the pontifical chapel.

He attacked the vices of a profession which

now, beyond every other, received the spe

cial patronage of the lords of the conclave ;

and though his efforts at reformation were

as yet confined to his recitations, and to

the frank utterance of opinions over which

he held no control, yet these philippics in

creased the number of his enemies, even

more than an attack on religion itself would

have done.

" While.however, all the singers in Rome,

with their patrons and partisans, took the

field against the satirist, the great composers,

distinguished alike for their genius and

their morals, rallied round him ; and the

musical album of Salvator, brought a cen

tury after his death into England, (the land

which has always been true to his merits,

and in sympathy with his genius) is a re

cord that he offended none but those, whose

enmity was distinction."

" Among the musical manuscripts pur

chased at Rome in 1770," says Dr. Bumey,

in his History of Music, " one that ranks

the highest in my own favour was the mu

sic-book of Salvator Rosa the painter; in

which are contained, not only the airs and

cantatas set by Carissimi, Cesti, Luigi

(Rosbi), Cavelli, Legrenze, Capellino, Pas-

qualini, and Bandini, of which the words

of several are by Salvator Rosa, but eight

entire cantatas, written, set, and tnraeriW

by the celebrated painter himself. Ik

book was purchased of his grandtaftta

who occupied the house in which ho u-

cestor had lived and died. The te»

writing was ascertained bycollatioort

his letters and satires, of which the origins

are preserved by his descendants. P«

historians of Italian poetry, though tbrf

often mention Salvator as a satirist, sen

never to have heard of his lyrical prade

tions ; and as the book is not only cons

for the music it contains, but for the poen,

I shall present my readers with a pirtbk

account of its contents, &c. Other sac'

airs by Luigi and Legrenze, the wor& I)

Salvator Rosa, fill up the volume, in *kc

there is nothing so precious as the msss

and poetical compositions of Rosa."

On the whole, as a musical coopsc

his merits must be estimated by the pre'

which the most charming of all the ar&tf

made in his own times. The mo'

Milton'3 modern Orpheus,

II Harry, whose tuneful and well-measures' ■*!

First taught our English music bow to as*

Words with just note and accent," fix-

would, in the present day, be as littlil*

latable to an English public, as the ftis

of Dante's favourite minstrel, Casstli,'*'1

be endurable to the cognoscenti iiate*

of the San Carlos. It is enough to a-

tablish the musical genius of Salriwr East

that his compositions were pronouBW'

the most learned and elegant musks! P

fessors of the last century to be, "in J*1

of melody, superior to most of the

of his time." Of this his beautiful stir, f-

served by Dr. Bumey, of "Star now «' ■

idol che fomo," is a sufficient proof. Cffi

pared with the monotonous drone of Hurt

Lawes's celebrated love ditty, "Jhrr"*'

I did espy," it is quite a modem neK1,

and yet Lawes and Salvator were ccs»

poraries. Rosa died at Rome in 1671

ROSARIO, (Antonio do) « P«"**'

ecclesiastic and church composefi hm *

Lisbon in 1682, wrote the folkwinf w»

which are to be found in the royal 2W

of Portugal ; " 8 Magnificat ».*«» &•*
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?W dot onto tons ;" " Lamcntacoent, et'

Motetei da Quaresma e Sematia Santa, a

), 6 e 4 Voxes;" " Responsorios das Ma-

inasda Conceicno da Senhora, a 4;" "Re-

ponsorios dat Matinas dc S. Jeronymo, a

I ;" " Villancicos i 8 e a 4;" and " Areza

vma de S, jozi posta em Canto Chad."

ROSE, (JOHANN HeINIUCII VlKTOIl)

irganist of the principal church at Qued-

inburg, was born in that town in 1743,

ind was a pupil of his father J. 0. Rose,

n 1756, the princess Amelia, then abbess

if the convent of Quedlinburg, took him to

Berlin, and procured for him the best mas-

ers on the violoncello. At Berlin he re

named till 1763, when he entered the

mice of the prince of Anhalt Bernburg,

which he quitted, in 1767, for that of the

prince of Anhalt Dessau, with whom he

:ontinued as chamber-musician, till his

first royal patroness procured him, in 1772,

the organist's situation of his native town.

Hose performed well on several instruments,

andpublished, in 1 792, a collection of psalms

for his own church, with new melodies,

arranged for four voices.

R0SE1NGRAVE (Thomas) was the

son of one of the vicars-choral of St. Pa

trick's church, Dublin, under whom he re

ceived the first rudiments of his musical

education. As he exhibited early indica

tions of musical genius, the chapter of St.

Patrick's allowed him a pension, to enable

Mm to travel into other countries for im

provement. He accordingly went to Rome

in the year 1710. How long he continued

ibroad is not exactly known, but in 1720,

he appears to have had some concern in the

management of the opera at the Haymar-

ket ; for in that year he brought upon the

stage, with some additional songs of his

own, the opera of " Narcissus," written

by Rolli, and set to music by Domenieo

Scarlatti.

Roseingrave afterwards became teacher

of music, in the principles of which he was

supposed to be deeply skilled. His style,

however, both of playing and composing,

*as harsh and disgusting, showing much

learning, but very little either of elegance

or variety. About the year 1725, an organ

having been erected in the new church of

St, George, Hanover-square, he was ap

pointed the organist.

A few years after he had obtained this

situation, he fixed his affections on a female,

by whom he was rejected at a time when

he thought himself most secure of her affec

tions. This disappointment was so severely

felt by the unfortunate lover, as to occasion

a temporary and very strange kind of in

sanity. He used to say that the lady's

cruelty had so literally and completely bro

ken his heart, that he heard the strings of

it crack at the time he received his sen

tence ; and on that account, he ever after

wards called the disorder of his intellects

his crepation, from the Italian verb crepare,

to crack. After this misfortune, he was

never able to hear any noise without great

emotion. If, during his performance on the

organ, any one near him coughed, sneezed,

or blew his nose with violence, he would

instantly quit the instrument and run out of

church, seemingly in the greatest pain and

terror, crying out that it was Old Scratch

who tormented him, and played on his

crepation.

About the year 1737, on account of his

occasional insanity, he was superseded at

St. George's church by Keeble, who, during

his life, divided with him the salary. He

died in the year 1750.

Roseingrave was an enthusiastic admirer

of Palestrina, and the ornaments of his bed

chamber were scraps of paper, containing

select passages from the works of that com

poser.

Some time previously to his death, he -

published a collection of " Lessons for the

Harpsichord," of his friend Domenico Scar

latti, in which are contained also two or

three of his own. His other works that

are to be met with in print are additional

songs to the opera of " Narcissus t" vo

luntaries and fugues for the organ and

harpsichord ; and twelve solos for a Ger

man flute, with a thorough-bass for the

harpsichord.

ROSELLI, (Sioxon) an Italian sopra
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nist, sang at the concert of ancient music,

in London, in 1749. He was the last in

stance of degraded nature that has visited

this country.

ROSENI, an instrumental composer at

Paris, about the year 1776.

ROSENMULLER (Jons) was a Saxon

by birth, and joiut professor of music with

Tobius Michaelis in the academy of St.

Thomas at Leipsic, until he was imprisoned

On suspicion of having committed a heinous

crime. He found means to escape from

prison, and fled to Hamburgh. After some

stay there, lie went to Italy, where his skill

on the organ was universally admired. At

length he obtained the situation of chapel-

master in the great church at Wolfenbuttel.

He died in the year 1685.

The most celebrated of his compositions

are, " Sonnte da Camera A 5 Stromenti,"

and a collection of airs of various kinds.

ROSETTI, (Antonio) chapel-master

to the duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,

was born at Milan about the year 1744.

His musical taste was principally formed

after the model of the great Haydn : Rosetti

having been, about the year 1766, violinist

of the imperial chapel, and chamber-mu

sician to count Althan at Vienna, which

place he held till about 1780, when he

became chapel-master to the prince of

Wallerstein. His usual instrument was the

double bass, but his principal merits were

as composer and leader of an orchestra ; and

these procured him, in 1789, his first-named

situation at Schwerin, where he succeeded

the celebrated Westenholtz. His published

compositions were numerous, but considered

to be occasionally too close imitations of

Haydu. The following is a list of his

principal published works up to the year

1786 : " Six Trios for the Harpsichord

and Violin," Op 1, Paris; " Six Trios for

the Harpsichord," Op. 2 ; "A Concerto for

the Harpsichord," Op. 3, Frankfort;

" Three Concertos for the Harpsichord,

with V. and Vc," Spire ; " Three ditto,"

Op. 4, Berlin ; "6 C Duns," Vienna ;

'' 3 Symph. for full Orch." Op. 1, Amster

dam; " Tnris Cone, for Horn, iVoj, 1, 2,

3," Paris, 1784; " Trots Conr fir Hat,

Sfos. 4, 5, end 6," Paris ; and " Tkrit

Triosfor the Harpsichord," Op. 5.

ROSETTI, (Francesco Antoto)

born at Leutmeritz, in Bohemia, in 1750,

was educated for the church in thesemiaarf

at Prague, till the age of nineteen, *t«,

wishing to embrace the musical professiiE,

he obtained a dispensation for that pnrpost

from Rome. Soon after this be undert«i

a journey as musician ; in the course i.

which he was engaged in the situation 4.

chapel-master to the duke of Wallerstr.:.

Here he was permitted by the duke to p>

ceed on his journey to Paris for the pnrys

of further musical improvement. On b

return he composed the celebrated oraM

of " Dcr Slerbende Jesus." In 1792, k

was invited to Berlin, by the order of

derick William III., when his new orstr:

" Jems in Gethsemane," also a " Zfcft*

jah " of his composition, were perfinWs

the chapel royal, before the Prussian <*

From about this time his health begit »

fail, and, in 1792, he died of an affecucc;

the chest, and in the forty-second tot i

his age. Besides the works above-*:-

tioned, he composed a "Jieuvirm,"wO^

was performed at Prague in 1791, s! &

funeral of Mozart.

ROSINGRAVE. See Roseinc^"-

ROSINI, (Girolamo) of Perouse.ws

a sopranist in the pope's chapel at R*5

early in the seventeenth century.

ROSS, (John) organist of St. W"

chapel in Aberdeen, was born at Newrsi

upon Tyne in 1764. He has filled his p

sent situation forty years, with great e»!--

being highly esteemed as a teacher of t>ts:

as well as celebrated as an organist ni

composer. His talents for the art d%cowT1

themselves at a very early period of £&•

When only five years of age, he mid

several airs on the violin with perfect w

redness. Having attained his tkrt<&

year, he was placed under the roit»« ■

Hawdon, then organist of St. KkW*

church in Newcastle. This gentlenu v

of the old school, having received Is

sical education from the well-toon
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ivison. Ross prosecuted his studies under

im for seven years, during which time his

iste was much improved, by obtaining an

equaintance with the works of the old

tasters, particularly those of Handel. This

lid the foundation of his musical know-

tlge, and led him to the true style of

rjrau playing. Most of the psalm tunes

rhich he uses, are composition* of his own,

nd his voluntaries are always extempore.

Iany of these are specimens of original

cuius, indescribably beautiful, and pro-

ucing an enchanting effect.

It was towards the end of the year 1783,

»at Ross was appointed organist of St.

'aul's chapel in Aberdeen, at which time

c was only seventeen years of age. On

is arrival in that city, he was happy to find

reekly concerts established, on a very ex-

■nsive scale. At these he was invited to

reside at the organ and harpsichord, and

ontinued to do so until a few years ago,

rhen the concert ceased. They had been

ireviously supported with spirit, by public

ubscription, for upwards of forty years. In

he year 1812, owing to a general failure of

he crop, the poor in Aberdeen were re

in ed to the greatest want, and although

beral exertions were made by the inhabit-

nts, their neeessities were not altogether

implied. Something more was required

> be done, and Ross was requested to give

musical performance for the relief of the

istressed. This he willingly undertook,

nd an oratorio was performed in St. Paul's

napel, which answered the proposed cha-

table purpose, and at the same time af-

irded much amusement to the musical

mateurs of Aberdeen. This, and a similar

rrtormance the year following, yielded the

■m of thrre hundred and fourteen pounds.

In these occasions Ross revived the thanks

f the magistrates and most respectable

^habitants of the city, The following is a

Ml of some of Ross'sprinripal compositions :

1 Six Concertos for the Piano-forte, with

Ice. t" " Seven Sets of three Sonattu for

he Piano-forte ;" •' Ten Songs in Score,

rUkmn Ace. for the Piano-forte;" "Nine

iomgM, with an Act. for the Piano-forte ;"

" Fifteen Songs, with ditto ;" " Six Songs,

with ditto," Edinburgh; " Two Sets of

six Canzonets ;" " Six Hymns for three

Voices, withanAcc.for thcOrgan;" "An

Ode to Charity, consisting of Airs, Reci

tatives, and Choruses, with an Acc. for the

Organ;" '■'Four Sets of six Waltzes;"

also a very considerable number of single

sonatas, songs, and airs, with variations.

ROSSETTI. See Rosrrn.

ROSSETTUS, (Dlasius) probably an

Italian ecclesiastic and musician, published

at Verona, in 1 529, " Rudimenta Musiccs,

de tripiici musices specie ; de modo devite

solvendi divinum pensttm : et de aufcrendis

nonnultis abusibus in templo Dei"

ROSSETUS, (STErnANi-s) a contra

puntist of the sixteenth century, published

" Afadrigali A 6 voci," Venice, 1 566 ;

" Madrigali a 3 roc," Venice, 1567 •

"Cantiones Sacra 5 et 6 roc," Nuremburg,

1573 ; " Madrigali a A voci," Venice,

1560; and " ilotetla' 5 et 6 roc," Nu

remburg, 1573.

ROSSI, (CtinrsTOFEtio) a Milanese

composer of church music, about the middle

of the seventeenth century.

ROSSI, (Emimo) chapel-master at Lo-

retto about the year 1530, was a very

celebrated contrapuntist, and especially re*

markable for his varied use of fugue. An

ingenious five-part canon by this composer,

may be seen in sir John Hawkins's History,

vol. ii. p. 365. Numerous scholastic and

didactic works of Emilio Rossi, are still

preserved in the library of the Vatican at

Rome.

ROS8I, (Giovanni Battista) a Ge

noese musician, was one of the best Italian

organists at the commencement of the seven

teenth century. He published " Organo

de Cantori per intendc da se stessc ognt

passo difficile che si trova nella mnsiea"

ROSSI, (Giovanni MAniAj of Brescia,

a celebrated Italian composer, flourished

about the year 1560. Amongst his pub

lished works is " Libro 1 de Motetti A 5

voci," Venice, 1567.

ROSSI or RUBEUS, (T.emme) a pro

fessor of the Greek language at Perugia,
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in the middle of the seventeenth century,

is the author of the following work : " Sis-

tema Musico, ovcro musica spcculativa,

dove si spiegano i pin cclcbri sistemi di

tutti tri generi," Perugia, 16G6.

ROSSI, (Lorenzo) a Florentine dra

matic and instrumental composer, in the

latter years of the last century.

ROSSI, (Luici) born towards the close

of the sixteenth century, was so eminent in

Rome as a musician, that he was called

there // Dcvino. He was a contemporary

of Carissimi, and concurred with him in

perfecting the harmony and melody of their

age. He was also celebrated for his can

tatas, and was one of the earliest composers

of that species of music.

ROSSI, (Michael Angelo) a com

poser and violinist of Rome, published in

that city, in 1627, the opera " Erminia ml

Giordano." His " Tucvate e Corrente

it'Intamlalura aVOrgano e Cimbalo," was

printed in the same city.

ROSSI, (Salomon) a Jew, born about

the year 1600, was a good composer for the

age in which he lived. Amongst his pub

lished works are " Libra 1 de Madrigali «

5 voci," Antwerp, 1610, and "Sonate,

Gagliardi, Branli, e Correnti a 2 V.," Op.

4, Venice, 1623.

ROSSI, (D...M. von) an instrumental

composer at Vienna about the year 1797.

ROSSINI (Gioacchino) was born in

February, 1792, at l'esaro, a small town in

the papal states, situated on the gulf of

Venice. His father was an inferior per

former on the French horn, and attended

one of those strolling companies of actors

and musicians, who, to gain a livelihood,

attend the fairs of the small towns in Italy :

his mother, who passed for one of the pret

tiest women of Romagna, was a siconda

donna, of passable talents. Their son of

course accompanied them in these excur

sions. In 1799, Rossini's father took him

to Bologna, where he began to study music

in 1802; his first master being D. Angelo

Tesei. In the course of a few months, the

young Gioacchino already earned paoli by

singing in the churches. His pleasing so

prano voice, and the vivacity of his ywoki

manners, gained him many friends rac:

the priests who directed the Fttzwm.

Uuder professor Angelo Tesei, Gioacdsik

became a tolerable proficient in singing, a

the art of ; accompanying, and in the rale

of counterpoint. In 1806, he wts cipst!*

of singing at first sight any piece of uresis

put before him, and great hopes were a»

ceived of his future excellence; it »l

augured from his growth, and the quality if

his voice, that he would make an excelte

tenor.

On the 27th of August, 1806, heqoii*i

Bologna, to make the musical tour of iv-

magna. He took his place at the pis*

as director of the orchestra at Lugo, F«-

rara, Forli, Sinigaglia, and other to

towns. It was only in 1 807 that the joas

Rossini gave up singing in the dim

The 20th of March, in the same yen. >

entered the Lyceum of Bologna, an'-

ceived lessons in music from Padre Sua*

Matter.

A year after, (the 11th of August, IS

he made so considerable a progress, is te *

qualified to compose a symphony, as! 1

cantata entitled " U Pianto tjtam

This was his first essay in vocal music Is*

mediately after this, he was chosen dims*

of the academy of the cencordi, a-cu-

society at that time existing in the bo»

of the Lyceum at Bologna. " DemKm i

Volibio" is the first opera composed I

Rossini. It is said to have been written::

1809, but it was not performed till 161-. J

the Theatre Valle at Rome. Some in-

imagined that it was rewritten by the ma*

for this representation ; but there is nope*

of the fact. His known indolence, «*

the active duties he was obliged to perfc"»

this year, would rather tell against mcs

a supposition.

Such was the progress Rossini had z&

at nineteen, that he was chosen to dW-

as head of the orchestra, the Fur Sm"

of Haydn, which were executed it Boi-ro

the Creation, which was given «■

same occasion, (May 1811) «ru iiraflr-'

by the celebrated soprauo Muchta. Wfcs
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he parents of Rossini had no engagement,

hey returned to their residence at Pesaro.

ome rich amateurs of this town, we believe

f the family Perticari, took the young

lossini under their protection. A young

Jy, of considerable beauty and fortune,

rraed the happy idea of sending him to

enice: he there composed, for the Theatre

in Mose, a little opera in one act, entitled

La Cambiale di Matrimonii)" 1810.

Iiis was the first opera of Rossini per-

rraed upon the stage. After a success

ry flattering to a beginner, he returned to

ologna ; and, in the autumn of the follow-

g year, (1811) produced " L'Equivoco

ravagante." The following year he re

nted to Venice, and composed for the

rnival "V'Inganno Felice'*

In this piece genius shines forth in every

rt. An experienced eye will at once

:ognise in this opera in one act, the parent

.as of fifteen or twenty pieces, which at

latter period contributed to decide the

rtuue of the chef-d'auvres of Rossini.

The " Inganno Felice " resembles the

pictures of Raphael, which he painted

the school of Perrugino, and which dis-

>y all the faults and all the timidity of

ly youth. Rossini not venturing to as-

ne the master at twenty, was fearful as

to attempt to please himself only. The

ie year his patrons procured him an

;agement at Ferrara ; and, during the last

son, he composed an oratorio entitled

'in in liabilonia;" a work containing

ay beauties, but considered by critics as

rior in energy to the "Inganno Felice."

er this, he was again summoned to Ve-

!; but the impmsario (director) of

Mose not content with gaining, for a

sequini, the talents of a pleasing corn

er, who was patronised by the ladies,

whose rising genius was destined to

ig new honours to his theatre, thought

, as he was poor, he might treat him ca-

erly with impunity. Rossini at once gave

a proof of that independence of cha-

er, by which he has since been always

inguished. In quality of composer, Ros-

s power over the orchestra was absolute,

ou II.

and he could oblige them to execute whatever

he composed. In the newopera,therefore,of

"La Scala di Seta" which he made foe

the insolent imprettario, he brought toge

ther an assemblage of all the extravagances

and whimsical combinations, in which, it

may well be supposed, a head like his is

sufficiently fertile. For instance, in the

allegro of the overture, the violins are made

to break off at the end of every bar, in

order to give a rap with the bow upon the

tin shades of the candlesticks. It would

be difficult to imagine the astonishment and

indignation of an immense concourse of

people, assembled from every quarter of

Venice, and even from the Terra Firma, to

hear the new opera of the young maestro.

This public, who, during the greater part

of the afternoon, had besieged the doors,

who had been forced to wait whole hours

in the passages, and at last to endure the

" tug of war " at the opening of the doors,

thought themselves personally insulted, and

hissed with all the vengeance of an en

raged Italian public. Rossini, not in the

least moved by all this uproar, coolly asked

the trembling impressario, with a smile,

what he had gained by treating him so

cavalierly. He then quitted the theatre,

and started at once for Milan, where his

friends had procured him an engagement.

However, a month after, he made his peace

with the humbled manager ; and, returning

to Venice, successfully produced two farze

(operas in one act) at the Theatre San

Mose, " L'Occasione fa it Ladro," 1812,

and "// Figlio per Azzardo," in the car

nival of 1813. It was also during this

carnival that Rossini composed his " Tan-

credit

No adequate idea can be formed of the

success which this delightful opera obtained

at Venice. Suffice it to say, that the pre

sence of Napoleon himself, who honoured

the Venetians with a visit, was unable to

call offtheir attention from Rossini. All was

enthusiasm ! tutto furore, to use the terms

of that expressive language, which seems

to have been created for the use of the

arts, From the gondolier to the patrician,
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everybody was repeating '* Mi rivedrai, ti

revedro." In the very courts of law, the

judges were obliged to impose sileoce on the

auditory, who were ceaselessly humming

" Ti revedro."

The delightful opera of " Tancredi " made

the tour of Europe, iu the short space of

four years.

It may well be supposed that, in such a

place as Venice, Rossini was not less happy

as a man, than celebrated as a composer.

The fame of his reputation, aided by the

agreeableness of his manners, won him the

heart of the charming cantatrice buffa, the

signora Marcolini, then in the Bower of

her beauty and her talenU. Her charms

were all-powerful, and she succeeded in

estranging his affections from his former

fair patrons.

It was for Marcolini,—it was for her

delicious contr'alto voice, and admirable

comic powers, that he composed the gay

and animated part of the Italiana in Aigtri,

which at once placed the youthful composer

in the first rank of maestri.

Such was the run that this new piece

obtained, that Rossini had leisure to indulge

for some time in his natural indolence, for

indolent he was to excess. This the follow

ing anecdote will serve to prove.

During his residence in Venice this year,

(1813) he lodged in a little room at one of

the small inns. When the weather was cold

he used to lie and write his music in bed,

in order to save the expense of firing. On

one of these occasions, a duet, which he

had just finished for a new opera, " 11

Figlio per Azzardo," slipped from the bed,

and fell on the floor. Rossini peeped for it

in vain from under the bedclothes, it had

fallen under the bed. After many a painful

effort, he crept from his snug place, and

leaned over the side of the bed to look for

it. He sees it, but it lies beyond the reach

of his arm ; he makes one or two ineffectual

efforts to reach it ; he is half frozen with

cold; and, wrapping himselfup in the cover

lid, exclaims, " Curse the duet, I will write

it over again ; there will be nothing difficult

in this, since I know it by heart." He

began again, but not a single idea adi"

retrace ; he fidgets about for some lime—t-

scrawls—but not a note can he

Still his indolence will not let him gtt ■ -

of bed to reach the unforbuiite fVf

" Well," be exclaims, in a fit ofwpWS"

"I will rewrite the whole duet. Law

composers as are rich enough keep if*

their chambers. I cannot afford it Tte

let the confounded paper lie. It hu nib

and it would not be lucky to pick it a

again."

He had scarcely finished the second iu

when one of his friends entered. " in.

the goodness to reach me the duet tan if

under the bed." The friend poked ;t ■'-

with his cane, and gave it to Wm

" Come," says the composer, snugging

in his bed, " I will sing you thea •

duets, and do you tell me which pte

you the best." The friend gave tk j

ference to the first ; the second *a '

rapid and too lively for the situate

which it was to stand. Another ib_

came into Rossini's head; he seutd '

pen, and, without loss of time, worked £<

into a terzetto for the same open,

relater of this anecdote states, thai -

was not the slightest resemblance bt"5

the two duets. The terzetto finished, h

sini dressed himself in baste, cursor -

cold the whole time, and set off vi-

fiiend to the casino, to warm himseL' -

take a cup of coffee. After this, he »

the lad of the casino with the duet ui -

terzetto to the copyist of Sau Mote, » *

inserted in the score. In the autumns'*

same year, (1812) Rossini was eegi*

at Milan, when, for the Scala, he corsp.'

" La Pietra del Paragon*." He had »"

attained his twentieth year. Ifisapen'"

the good fortune to be sustained bf *

talents of signora Marcolini, Galb',B<a5S:

and Parlamagni, who were in the

their fame, and obtained a succts fa c"

piece which was little short of exuaof'

" La Pietra del Paragene " (the I*'"

stone) is considered by some cribo » *•

chef-d'oeuvre of Rossini in tie b«*» 8,v

After obtaining such distinguished »**
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at Milan, Rossini revisited Pesaro and his

family, to whom he is warmly attached.

The only person with whom he has been

known to correspond is his mother, and his

letters to her are thus singularly addressed :

" Alt Ornalissima Signora Jlaaim, Ma-

dre del celebre Maestro, in Bologna"

Such is the character of a man, who,

half in jest, half in earnest, scruples not to

male an avowal of the glory that surrounds

iiim.and laughs at the modest prudery of

he academy. Deriving happiness from the

>fTectg produced by his genius upon a peo-

>le the most sensitive upon earth, and

ntoxicated with the voice of praise from

lis very cradle, he believes implicitly in

lis own celebrity, and cannot see v/hy a

nan, gifted like Rossini, should not rank in

lie same degree as a general of division or

i minister of state. They have gained a

;raud prize in the lottery of ambition, he

las gained a grand prize in the lottery of

lature. ThisisoneofRossini'sownphrases.

I heard it from his own lips, says one of

his biographers, at a party given by prince

Shigi at Rome, in 1819.

About the time of his journey to Pesaro,

in attention was shown him as honourable

s it was rare, and which is equally credit-

hie to the giver and the receiver : his genius

roved the means of his exemption from the

Imost universal operation of the miserable

onscription laws. The minister of the in-

•rior ventured to propose to prince Eugene,

le viceroy of Italy, an exception in his

ivoar. The prince at first hesitated, through

rar of a reprimand from head-quarters at

'aris, the daily advices from which were

tost pressing and most vigorous upon this

oiut ; but be at length yielded to the

ecided feelings of the public.

After this narrow escape of being sent for

soldier, Rossini went to Bologna, where the

iroe adventure awaited him as at Milan—

le enthusiasm of the public, and the more

rateful meed of the smiles of beauty.

T he rigorists of Bologna, so celebrated

i Italy for the severity of their critical

tste, and who exercise the same dictator-

ship over music as the members of the

French academy did over the three unities,

reproached him, and not without reason,

with having sometimes transgressed against

the rules of composition. Rossini did not

deny the justice of the charge. " I should

not have so many faults to reproach myself

with," was his reply, " if I had leisure to

read my manuscript twice over; but you

know very well, that scarcely six weeks are

allowed me to compose an opera. I take

my pleasure during the first month ; and

pray when would you have me take my

pleasure, if not at my present age, and with

my present success? Would you have me

wait till I am grown old and full of spleen 1

At length the two last weeks arrive : I

compose every morning a duo or air, which

is to be rehearsed that very evening. How

then would you have me detect little faults

of grammar in the accompaniments 1 {tin-

strumentazione ?) "

Notwithstanding the candour of this ex

cuse, a great bustle was made in the mu

sical circles of Bologna respecting those

faults of grammar. This is the same com-

plaint that the pedants of his time made

against Voltaire, whom they accused of

not knowing orthography. So much the

worse for orthography, was the dry remark

of Rivarol.

After listening as patiently as possible to

the declamation of these pedants against

Rossini for violating the rules of composi

tion, a celebrated critic made this reply :

" Pray, who laid down these roles ? Were

they made by persons superior in genius to

the author of ' Tancredi f Does stupidity

cease to be stupidity because sanctioned by

antiquity and the usages of the schools?

Let us examine these pretended rules a

little more closely : and pray what are we

to say of rules that can be infringed with

out the public perceiving it, and without

our pleasure being in the least diminished?"

M. Berton, of the institute, has renewed

this dispute at Paris. The fact is, that the

faults here complained of are scarcely per

ceptible while listening to the operas of
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Rossini. It is like objecting as a crime to

Voltaire, that he does not employ the same

phrases and terms of expression as La

Bruyfere and Montesquieu. The second of

these great writers has this memorable sen

tence : " A member of the French academy

writes as they write ; a man of wit writes

as he writes."

Hossini is full of grammatical faults:

well, be it so ; and yet there is not a village

in Italy which could not furnish a dozen of

these critics upon notes, who, for a single

sequin, would undertake to correct the

errors in any one of his operas.

After his success at Bologna, which is

considered as the head-quarters of Italian

music, Hossini received offers from almost

every town in Italy. Every impressario

was required, as a sine qua nou, to furnish

his theatre with an opera from the pen of

Hossini. The consideration he generally

received for an opera was a thousand francs,

(about forty pounds) and he generally

wrote from four to five in a year.

From 1010 to 1816, Rossini visited in

succession all the principal towns of Italy,

remaining from three to four months in

each. Wherever he arrived he was received

with acclamations, and filed by the dilet

tanti of the place. The first fifteen or

twenty days were passed with his friends,

dining out, and shrugging up his shoulders

at the nonsense of the libretto which was

given him to set to music. For, besides

the fire of his own natural genius, Rossini

was inspired with a good taste by his first

admirer, the countess P of Pesaro.

She had read with him the works of Ariosto

and Metastasio, as well as the comedies of

Machiavel, the Ftabe of Gozzi, and the

poems of Burati ; he is therefore fully com

petent to judge of the worthlessness of these

libretti. " Tu mi hni data versi, ma non

situazioni," he has been heard frequently

to repeat to an unhappy votary of the nine,

who stammered out a thousand excuses, and

two hours after came to salute him in a

sonnet, " umiliato alia gloria del piu gran

maestro d' Italia e del mondo."

After two or three weeks spent in to

dissipated manner, Rossini begins to refaa

invitation to dinners and musical nirrn,

and falls to work in good earnest. H;

occupies himself in studying the voices of

performers ; he makes them singit the past;

and, on more than one occasion, he \m

been driven to the mortifying necessity s

mutilating and " curtailing of their fe

proportions," some of his most brilliant aid

happy ideas, because the tenor could k

reach the note which was necessary -

express the composer's feeling, or becss

the prima donna always sang false in sees

particular tone. Sometimes, in a wtit

company, he could find no one but a te

who could sing at all. At length, ate

three weeks before the first representafa

having acquired a competent knowledge ?

the voices, he begins to write. He ris

late, and passes the day in compcKis;

the midst of the conversation of his k>

friends; who, with the most prowfe

politeness, will not quit him for a ssr'

instant. The day of the first represeniat"

is now rapidly approaching, and yet

cannot resist the pressing solicitations s

these friends to dine with them a fOitm

This of course leads to a supper ; the spri

ling Champagne circulates freely ; the kso

of morning steal on apace. At lenjtk i

compunctious visiting shoots across the

of the truant maestro ; he rises abrupt

his friends will see him to his own da>'

they parade the silent streets unboBHf;

shouting some musical impromptu, perk?

a portion of a Miserere, to the great jeans

ind annoyance of the good Catholics '■

their beds. At length he reaches hisbe-v

and shuts himself up in his chamber; isl

it is at this, to every-day mortals, na»

ungenial hour, that he is visited by «•« L'

the most brilliant of his inspirations. Ik*

he hastily scratches down upon odds ar4

ends of paper, and next rooming tsrv^f

them, amidst the same interruptions o/cm-

versation as before. Figure to yoenei a

quick and ardent mind, suscepobfc of

every impression, and capable of tmsi ts
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advantage the most trifling occurrence or

passiug observation. When composing his

"Jlfosl," some one said to him, " What,

you are going to make the Hebrew sing!

do you mean to make them twang it as

they do in the synagogue V The idea struck

turn at once, and he sketched out on the spot

a rough draught of the magnificent chorus

so much admired in this opera, and which

is observed to begin with a kind of nasal

twang peculiar to the synagogue.

But let us return to our little Italian

towu, which we left in the anxiety, or

rather in the agitation, that precedes the

day of the 6rst representation of an opera.

At length the most important of evenings

arrives. The maestro takes his place at

the piano; the theatre overflows; people

have flocked from ten leagues distance.

The curious form an encampment around

the theatre in their calashes ; all the inns

are filled to excess, where insolence reigns

at its height. All occupations have ceased ;

at the moment of the performance, the

town has the aspect of a desert. All the

passions, all the solicitudes, all the life of a

whole population, is concentrated in the

theatre.

The overture commences ; so intense is

the attention, that the buzzing of a fly

could be heard. On its conclusion the

most tremendous uproar ensues. It is either

applauded to the clouds, or hissed, or rather

howled at, without mercy. It is not in

Italy as in other countries, where the first

representation is seldom decisive, and where

either vanity or timidity prevents each man

from intruding his individual opinion, lest

it should be found in discordance with the

opinions of the majority. Iu an Italian

theatre, they shout, they scream, they stamp,

•hey belabour the backs of the seats with

their canes, with all the violence of persons

possessed. It is thus that they force upon

others thejudgment which they have formed,

and strive to prove that it is the only sound

one'; for, strange to say, there is no intole

rance equal to that of the eminently sensitive.

When you see a man moderate and reason

able in what regards the arts, begin to talk

to him of history, politics, or political eco

nomy ; such a man will make a distinguished

magistrate, a good physician, a sound law

yer, an excellent academician, in a word,

whatever you will, except an enthusiast in

music or painting.

At the close of each air the same terrific

uproar ensues ; the bellowings of an angry

sea could give but a faint idea of its fury.

Such, at the time, is the taste ofan Italian

audience, that they at once distinguish

whether the merit of an air belongs to the

singer or the composer. The cry is Bravo

David.' Bravo Pesaroni! or the whole

theatre resounds with Bravo maestro ! Ros

sini then rises from his place at the piano,

his countenance wearing an air of gravity,

a thing very unusual with him ; he makes

three obeisances, which are followed by

salvos of applause, mingled with a variety

of short and panegyrical phrases. This

done they proceed to the next piece.

Rossini presides at the piano during the

three first represeutations, after which he

receives his eight hundred or a thousand

francs, is invited to a grand parting dinner,

given by his friends, that is to say, by the

whole town, and he then starts in his

veturino, with his portmanteau much fuller

of music-paper than of other effects, to com

mence a similar course, in some other town

forty miles distant. It is usual with him to

write to his mother after the first three

representations, and send her and his aged

father two thirds of the little sum he has

received. He sets off with ten or twelve

sequins in his pocket, the happiest of men,

and doubly happy if chance should throw

some fellow-traveller in his way, whom he

can quiz in good earnest. On one occasion,

as he was travelling in veturino, from An-

cona to Reggio, he passed himself off for a

master of music, a mortal enemy of Rossini,

and filled up the time by singing the most

execrable music imaginable, to some of the

words of his own best airs, to show his

superiority to that animal Rossini, whom

ignorant pretenders to taste had the folly to

extol to the skies.

After terminating his engagements at
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Bologna, Rossini accepted an offer made

him at Milan, whither he repaired in the

spring of 1814. It was for the Scala that

he composed "Aurcliano in Palmira" In

spite of many beauties, and particularly

the duet " Se tu m' ami, O mia regina,"

which some critics have considered as the

most beautiful thing of the kind that has

proceeded from our composer's pen. it

proved unsuccessful. It was Rossini's first

failure : it annoyed him not a little, and he

at once determined on changing his style.

Unsuccessful m " Aurcliano in Palmira,"

which Rossini had composed for the carni

val season, he made another effort in the

autumu of the same year, (1814) and pro

duced the " Tttrco in Italia," which was

considered as a kind of sequel to the " Ita-

liana in Algeri." Incessant cries resounded

of Bravo Galli! (the celebrated bass singer)

but not a single Bravo maestro! for, as we

have before observed, on the first repre

sentations of an opera, the applauses be

stowed on the singers and the master are

things perfectly distinct. Trifling as this

circumstance may appear, it had a decided

influence upon the fate of the opera; for

although some of the pieces, particularly

the piquant duet, "E un kcl ruo di TvrcMa,"

and the celebrated qumtetto, " Oh I giutr-

iate, che accidente," met with much ap

plause, yet the opera, upon the whole, was

coolly received. The national pride was

wounded. They declared that Rossini had

copied himself. He might take this liberty

with little towns; but for the Scala, the

first theatre in the world ! repeated the

Milanese with peculiar emphasis, he must

tnke pains to produce something new.

That the fate of this opera was determined

by some local circumstances, is evident

from the fact, that, four years after, the

" Tarco in Italia " was reproduced in

Milan, and received with the greatest en

thusiasm.

The glory of Rossini had now reached

Naples, where the astonishment was that

there could be any great composer who was

not a Neapolitan. The director of the

theatre at Naples was a M. Barbaja, for-

I merly of Milan, who, from being * witer

at a coffee-house, had, by good lock it

play, and above all by the lucrative smo-

tion of manager of a faro bank, acquired i

fortune ofseveral millions of francs. Trained

up to business at Milan, in the midst of

French fonmissettrs, who, in army con

tracts, made and dissipated a fortune every

six months, he could not fail of acquiror

a certain tact, which was afterwards t«t

useful to him. He had sufficient address

to ingratiate himself into regal favour, ltd

to obtain the post of director of the Theitrt

San Carlo, as well as that of Del Foom.

He had sufficient foresight to see that, froo

the manner the reputation of Rossini wis

gaining gronnd in the world, this voir:

composer, good or bad, right or stress,

would become the popular composer of m\

day. He therefore set off post, to f*o ni

find him out at Bologna. Rossini, act-^

tomed to have to deal with poor devils <

imprestari, who were ever on the veryr'

bankruptcy, was astonished at a visit frost

miUionare, who would probably find *

unworthy of his dignity to baggie ah*

a few dozen sequins. An engagement «<

offered and accepted on the spot. .4f*r-

wards, on his arrival at Naples, Rossi-

signed a icrittttra for several years. Ht

engaged to compose two new opera* ever;

year; and was moreover to arrange

music of all the operas M. Barbajs shell!

think proper to produce either at San Chris,

or the secondary theatre Del Fondo. !:

consideration of this, he was to rece:"

twelve thousand francs per annara, is srrO

as an interest in a bank for play, wtsrs

was farmed out by M. Barbaja, and whicS

brought in the composer some thirty or forty

louis more yearly.

The musical direction of these two thea

tres, which Rossini had undertaken iriuW

giving it a moment's reflection, vras as im

mense task, a Herculean labour: iarmnttk

was the quantity of music he was obfirrd*

transpose and arrange, aecordint; t» i**

compass of the voice of the different

or according to the interest or cipflt* ^

their various patrons and protectors, ft*
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vould hare been sufficient to overwhelm a

nan of tender nerves or sombre habits. Mo-

art would have sunk under it. The gay and

laring character of Rossini brought him

hrough every obstacle, every snare that

he envious laid to entrap him. All he saw

11 an enemy was a butt for satire and ridi-

ule, in which he is a most perfect adept.

Rossini entered with a light heart npon

he heavy duties that had devolved upon

im, and like Figaro of his own " Barbiere,"

ndertook a thousand commissions that

onred in upon him from every side. He

ot through them all with a smile, and a

eady joke upon all who came in his way.

his drew down upon him a host ofenemies;

he most sworn among whom, in latter years,

as been M. Barbaja himself, whom he

reated so unceremoniously as to marry his

Distress. His engagement at Naples did

lot conclude till 1822, and has had a most

lecided influence npon his talents, his hap

piness, and the economy of his whole life.

Always happy, Rossini, towards the close

of 1815, made his de'bvt at Naples in the

most brilliant manner, with the serious opera

>f " Etitabetta Itegina a"Inglltera."

After the flattering reception which his

' Elitabetta" experienced at Naples, Ros-

lini was called to Rome for the carnival of

1816, where he composed his semi-serious

ipera, " Torvaltio e Dorlieka," for the The-

itre Valle, and his chef-a"amvre, the " Bar-

Mere di Seviglia."

The first of these operas was considered

« very mediocre, and quickly consigned to

he tomb of the Capulets. Elevated by the

luccess he had attained at Rome, Rossini

eturned to Naples in the spring of 1816,

md recommenced his labours with fresh

spirit.

The next subject proposed to Rossini was

Othello ; but he had the good taste to object

:o the Italian imitation, or rather caricature,

sf Shakspeare. The author, the Marquis di

Berio, is a man of consideration in Naples,

and his Hbretto was at last adopted.

The great merit of this opera, Rossini's

ehrf-d'aime in the forcible style, is, that

it is full of fire : it is a perfect volcano, said

the critics of San Carlo. Yet it must be

observed, that this force is always the same;

there are no shades ; we never pass

" From gay to grave, from lively to severe."

The trombones are always in our ears.

This violence, which those but little gifted,

in the arts are apt to mistake for the sub

lime, is almost doubly monotonous by the

almost total absence of simple recitative.

Those of " Olello " are nearly all of the ac

companied kind : this is a resource which

the composer ought prudently to economize ;

when he lavishes it upon every occasion,

what is he to do in movements where all the

powers of his art are necessary to be brought

into action 1

Rossini returned to Rome for the carnival

season, which commences the 26th Decem

ber, and lasts till about the middle of Fe

bruary following, where he composed " La

Cenerentoh," for the Theatre Valle. The

music of this opera is altogether Rossinian.

Neither Paisiello, Cimarosa, or Guglielmi,

ever indulged in the excess of levity that

mark such airs as " Una volta, e due, e

Ire .'" This and many others like it abso

lutely border upon the trivial.

This opera met with considerable success

at Rome, and has since become a favourite

in most of the capitals of Europe.

At the conclusion of the carnival, Rossini

proceeded to Milan, where, in the spring

season of 1817, he composed the celebrated

"Gazza Laira."

The public of Milan had taken a pique

at Rossini's quitting (hem fof Naples ; hence,

on the first evening of its representation,

the crowd flocked to the Scala with a full

determination of hissing the author of "II

Barbiere," " Elisabetta," and "Otetto."

Rossini was aware of this disposition on the

part of the Milanese, and took his seat at

the piano in by no means the best of

spirits.

But he was most agreeably disappointed.

Never was a piece received with such en

thusiasm; furore would be the energetic

term an Itatian would employ. At every

instant, the pit arose en matte, to hail
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Rossini with acclamations. At the close of

the performance, the composer was heard to

declare, in the cafe" delC academia, that,

independent of the exertions of the evening,

he was overcome with fatigue at the innu

merable obeisances he was called on to

make to the public, who were every mo

ment interrupting the performance with

Bravo maestro 1 Viva Rossini !

Crowned with fresh laurels, Rossini re

turned to Naples in the autumn of 1817,

and immediately gave his " Armida." On

the day of its first representation, the public

visited him with the sins of signora Col-

bran's voice. Besides, they were piqued at

the extraordinary success of the "Gazza

Ladra" at Milan, and could not understand

why Rossini should produce any thing infe

rior for themselves. There is nothing so dan

gerous to disappoint a public in, as in the

expectation of their pleasures. "Armida"

was very coldly received, in spite of its

magnificent duet, "Amor possente tame;"

perhaps the most celebrated that ever pro

ceeded from this composer's pen.

Of the opera "Adelaide dr. Borgogna"

which was brought out at Rome in the

carnival of the same year, but little is known

except the air, " 0 crude stelle!" which is

often performed and heard with delight.

Of the opera " Adina, ossia it Califfo di

Bagdad," the only particulars we are able

to collect are, that it was written for the

opera at Lisbon, and performed there in

1818, at the Theatre San Carlo in that

city.

" Masc in Egitto " was produced at

Naples the same year, in the Theatre San

Carlo, and performed, in the first instance,

as a kind of oratorio during the Lent season.

The success of this opera was immense.

In the autumn of 1818, Rossini produced

at San Carlo, his serious opera of " Ric-

ciardo c Zoraida;" the principal characters

of which were sustained by signora Colbran,

Nozzari, Davide, Benedetti, and signora

Pisaroni.

This, like several of this composer's ope

ras, has no overture. Rossini has often

tried to convince the managers and his

friends, by a number of very tpecwes

arguments, that overtures ' are not csij

unnecessary, but very absurd things ;te

we believe the true secret is, that Komeu

does not like the labour of composing then,

and that his reasonings serve only a* a . ■

text for his natural indolence.

On the 20th of February,1819,hebroofK

out a cantata written in honour of his aa-

jesty the king of Naples, and sung bj

signora Colbran, at the Theatre Sin Cario.

It was full of grace and expression, W

the simple and appropriate accompuras

was much admired.

During the Lent of the same year, k

produced his serious opera of " fim*'

It was so coldly received as to amosi

almost to a failure ; only a very few p."

of it were applauded.

On the 9th of May following, lie p

duced a cantata, which was compel I

occasion of a visit made by his rare-

Francis L, of Austria, to the Theatii*

Carlo. It was sung by Colbran, Datt-

and Rubini, and honoured by the graca

notice of the sovereign.

Rossini was very active this year, 1£&

Besides the works above-mentioneJ, "

also composed an opera, entitled " Oiee*

e Crittina," which was performed i» ■

spring, at the Theatre San Benedette t

Venice. This opera introduced to the put-

Carolina Cortesi, one of the pretties *

tresses that has appeared upon the sagt te

some years.

On the 4th of October, 1819, Rosa

produced the '* Donna del Lago,"

was sung at the Theatre San Carlo bj «f

nora Pisaroni, (one of the least bands:""

figures that can be imagined) signora fc-

bran, Nozzari, Davide, and Benedetti. t

may be said that, after the " EUaian,

Rossini succeeded only by the force <t ti

genius. His principal merit lay in husw

which was altogether different from thai *

Mayer and his other contemporaries, v&

in the wide range of his ideas,

possessed a character entirely ** *

the public. He enlivened the le&sae*

of the opera seria, and imparted to it •'J'
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ad animation to which it had before been

stranger. But then the public could not

:parate Rossini from the general discou

nt that was felt against M. Barbaja and

be signora Colbran. Impatience at last

»e to its height, and made itself heard in

maoner that could not be misunderstood,

lossini has been known to become quite

1 with the hisses that resounded from this

tst interior. This, in a man of his natural

ldifTerence, and who feels a perfect confi-

c nee in his merits, speaks volumes. It

»k place at the first representation of the

Donna del Lago."

This first representation took place on

gala-day; the theatre was illuminated,

nd the court was not present to place any

sstraint ou the uproarious spirit of the

udience. Nothing could equal the extreme

ilarity of a number of young officers, who

lied, per privilegio, the first five rows of

le pit, and who had drunk deeply to the

ealth of their king, as all good and loyal

ibjects should do. One of these gentry,

t the first sound of the trumpets, began to

nitate, with bis cane, the noise of a horse

i full gallop. The public were struck

ith the facetiousness of the idea, and, in

a instant, the pit is full of five hundred

nitators, who join in this novel accompani

edt. The ears of the poor maestro found

either novelty nor pleasure in such an

ldition to his music ; it was but too omi-

nu of the issue that awaited his opera, and

e sat upon thorns in expectation of the

te that was prepared for him.

The same night he had to set off post fur

I i lan, to fulfil an engagement which had

i r some time been contracted there. On

,e following day, the public at Naples

too candid not to acknowledge the act

injustice into which they had been be-

a^eU ; and accordingly the next evening,

, t- opera was hailed with all the applause

taich it so justly merits. The trumpet

crompaniment was softened down by di-

i. dishing the number of instruments, which

t the first evening was really deafening.

Xotsuii has devoted but little attention

sacred music; however, this year we

find him composing a grand mass at Naples.

It took him three or four days to give the

character of church music to some of his

most beautiful motivos. The Neapolitans

found it a delicious treat; they saw pass

successively before their eyes, and under a

little different form, all the sublime airs of

their favourite composer. One of the priests

exclaimed, in a serious tone, " Rossini, if

thou dost but knock at the gate of Paradise

with this mass, in spite of all thy sins,

St. Peter will not have the heart to refuse

thee an entrance." This phrase is delicious

in the Neapolitan dialect, on account of its

grotesque energy.

We saw Rossini quit Naples on the night

of the 4th of October, amidst a storm of

hisses; on the 26th of December following,

we find him bringing out his " Bianea e

Falicro," in the Scala at Milan. Tbe

music was full of reminiscences, and its

reception was so cold, as to amount to little

short of a failure.

In the carnival of 1821, Rossini gave

his "Matilda di Shabran," at the Theatre

d'Apollone at Rome, which was built by

the French, and is the only tolerable theatre

in this city. This opera introduced to the

public the pretty and favourite singer, Ca-

tharina Lipparini. The opinion of the

public was, that the libretto was execrable,

but the music charming.

In the spring of 1822, Rossini returned

to Naples, and brought out his " Zelmira,"

which was sung at San Carlo, by signora

Colbran, Nozzari, Davide, Ambrogi, Bene

detto, and signora Cecconi.

Rossini also composed a pastorale for

four voices, entitled "La Riconoscenxa,"

which was performed at San Carlo, on the

27th of December, for his own benefit.

It was sung by the signoras Dardanelli

and Cornelli, with Rubini and Benedetti.

Rossini quitted Naples the following morn

ing, and departed for Bologna. On the

ISth of March following, he was married

to signora Colbran. The ceremony took

place at Castenaso, near Bologna, where

the lady has a country seat. Meanwhile

Davide, Nozzari, and Ambrogi arrived from
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Naples, and a few days after the; all started

together to Vienna, where Rossini had

accepted an engagement, and where he was

to make his difbut witli " Zelmira."

On the 30th of March, Rossini made his

tMbut at Vienna, with the opera of " Cene-

rcntola." " Zelmira " had been promised,

but as the former opera had already been

adapted to German words, and performed

at Vienna under the title of " Die Atchen-

hrodel" Rossini wished to pay a compliment

to the German taste, and expressed a wish

that this opera should take the precedence,

and be given by the German company. At

the rehearsal, he desired the music to be

performed in a quicker time than had

usually been done ; which, however, did

not very well accord with the ponderous

nature of the German language. When

this inconvenience was pointed out to him,

he replied, with the frankness and naivete1

peculiar to him, that " the words with bim

were quite a secondary consideration, that

the music and effect were every thing."

Who durst contradict him?

At length his promised "Zelmira" was

produced. He attended to all the arrange

ments of the opera, but declined presiding

at the piano, excusing himself with a well-

turned compliment to the orchestra, by

expressing his confidence that his music was

perfectly safe in their hands, and did not

require his interference. Nothing could

exceed the enthusiasm with which this

opera was received. Not only the master,

but also the singers were called for at the

close of the piece, to receive the congratu

lations of the audience.

The next opera that followed was " La

Gazza Ladra," the favourite overture to

which was greeted with tumultuous ap

plause, and, what was altogether new in

the annals of theatrical usages, the maestro

was called for at its conclusion ; nor was

the opera allowed to proceed till he had

made his appearance. The fact is, that on

the first representation of this opera in

Vienna, in 1819, this overture had been

the cause of a musical war, in which

numerous dissertations were printed on both

sides. The " Gazza Lailra" wasMkT"!

by " Corradino," " Elisabetla," and "ft ■

ciardo;" but "Zelmira" remained

favourite opera, and held its csurte Urea-

phantly through the whole season.

We now come to a period, in wkirii «•

find insurrection in the pit, redouble: &

trigne behind the scenes, tumult. sosW,

a war of pamphlets, and diplomacy ise

called in to the aid of music Rossini b:

entered into a contract with the impram

of the Fenice theatre in Venice. Si t!»

sand francs were ensured to signoi Ross,

and four thousand to Madame Colons R»

sini, upon condition that he should K*:

out two operas during the catntnl, C

old and one new, and Madame ns-:

perform in both. All Venice had in

waiting for these operas with the sa*

anxiety. " Zelmira," performed at Ktsa

had long been promised, and the compa

at the Fenice was already occupied i

rehearsing it, when the rival thrift i

San Benedetto announced the repress*

tion of the same piece.

The two theatres immediately costwe

the right to this opera, and the dbp£

grew so high that the government bttrieai

A stormy contest ensued, at the cksf i

which it was decided that San BeKe ■

had the legitimate right to " Zetmn;*

it [was represented at this theatre, is '

great detriment of the Fenice, whkih*

been at considerable expense, and -

found its hopes frustrated.

Rossini was not allowed to remain IT.

during this scene. He was assailed b» :'

angry manager ; and, to remedy «»

which it appeared impossible not to is?*

in some degree, to him, he proposs!

representation of " Maometto," triad '

have seen condemned at Naples, but »>-*

fame he promised to reestablish by »**

posing the whole second act. This ps-"*

given, he departed for Verona, leasd-

there a considerable time, spent bis less*

very agreeably among his friewfj »^

mirers, and wrote a cantata in bow* ''

the emperor of Austria, whkk »•* ?■'

formed during the congress , bat o* 1 B*
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lie rewrite of the promised second act.

manager's indignation knew no bounds ;

public, fearful of being disappointed of

• pleasures, began to take an active part

le business; and the report was spread

signora Colbran had lost her voice,

gs did not wear a better aspect in the

e of the theatre : the rehearsals became

cs of discord. One day Galli, the

>rated bass, took an affront, and set off

le middle of the second act. Rossini,

sgnst, broke up the meeting and with-

The manager appealed to the public

orities, and Rossini was placed nnder

it

oder all these terrible auspices the fatal

approached. An irritated public filled

beatre at an early hour ; cries resounded

every side that the manager had re-

oced an old condemned opera, and

Rossini had neglected to fulfil his

gements. The overture was hissed, the

scene hooted, and the second drowned

re impromptu accompaniment of the pit,

ie discords, if we may be pardoned a

cal phrase, no art could resolve. Si-

■ could only be obtained when clamour

fury had howled themselves to rest,

»ere tired out by their exertions,

e enemies of Rossini had circulated a

I through the house, a report, by the

that had but too much truth in it,

Rossini had only altered one miserable

md had simply introduced some shreds

other works ; and towards the close

! opera an uproar arose, of which no

; in nature could convey an adequate

Galli and Madame Colbran Rossini

: the hitter cup of humiliation to the

Poor Sinclair, ouf English tenor,

>k of these attentions, and was over-

ned with hisses and outrages. From

in the evening till three in the morning

empestuons outrage endured, and fears

•ntertained for the safety of the scenery

be decorations of the house,

tsini endeavoored to make his peace

the Venetians the following carnival,

tiling his talents into action in the

of " Semiramide," which was per

formed at the Theatre Delia Fenice, and

sung by Madame Colbran Rossini, Rosa

Mariani, (a delightful contr'alto) Sinclair,

Galli, and Lucio Mariani. A passage in

the overture tended much to conciliate the

audience, and obliterate the former unfa

vourable impression, and this feeling was

strengthened by an air of Mariani's, which

was full of beauty and sweetness. The

next piece that called forth applause was

a ' duet between this lady and Madame

Colbran Rossini ; besides which an air of

Galli, and a terzetto between him and the

two above-mentioned ladies, were received

with tumultuous applause. Rossini was

called for at the end of the second act, and

came forward with a humble obeisance to

receive this token of reconciliation.

After having received the homages of the

lovers of music in Paris, Rossini is at pre

sent fulfilling his engagements in London.

The following is a chronological list of

his works: 1. " Demetrio e Polibio."

This is Rossini's first opera. It is said to

have been written in the spring of 1 809,

though not performed till 1812, at the

Theatre Valle in Rome. 2. " La Cambiale

di Matrimonii)" 1810, fnrza, (by farza, is

understood an opera in one act) written at

Venice, for the Stagione del' Autunno. 3.

"I'Equiroco Stravagemte" 1811, autunnn,

composed at Bologna, for the Theatre Del

Corso. 4. " L'Ingmmo Felice," 1812, car-

nivale, written for the Theatre San Mosfe

at Venice. This is the only one of Rossini's

early works that has retained its place on

the stage. 6. "La Scala di Seta,"farza,

1812, prtmavera, performed in the San

Most at Venice. 6. " La Pietra del Pa-

ragone," 1812, antiinno, at the Scala in

Milan. 7. " ISOccasimic fa it /Atdro,"

/aria, 1812, autnnnn, in the Theatre San

Mos* at Venice. 8. •* // Figlio per Az-

zardo," farta, 1813, carnivale, at the

same theatre. 9. "II Tttncrcdi," 1813,

carnivale, at the graud theatre Delia

Fenice at Venice. 10. " L'ltaliana in

Algeri," 1813, estate, performed at the

Theatre San Benedetto at Venice. 11.

" Attreliano in Palmira," 1814, carnicalc,
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sung in the Theatre of La Scala at Milan.

12. "// Turco in Italia," 1814, autunno,

at the Theatre of La Scala at Milan. 13.

" Sigimondo," 1814, in the Theatre Delia

Fenice at V enice. 14. " Elisabcttu," 1815,

autunno, Naples, sung at San Carlo. 15.

" Turvaldo e Dorlisca," 1816, carnivale,

in the Theatre Valle at Rome. 16. "U

Barbiere di Scviglia," the same season, at

the Theatre Argentina in the same city.

17. "La Gazzetta," 1816, estate, per

formed at the Theatre Dei Fiorentini at

Naples. 18. " L'Otcllo," 1816, inverno,

sung in the Theatre Del Fondo, (a hand

some round theatre, which is subsidiary to

thatof San Carlo.) 19. " La Cenerentola,"

1817, carnivale, performed in the Theatre

Valle at Rome. 20. " La Gatza Ladra,"

1817, primavera, Milan, sung in the

Scala. 21. " Armida," 1817, autunno,

Naples, sung at the Theatre San Carlo.

22. " Adelaide di Borgogna," 1818, car

nivale, Rome, performed in the Theatre

Argentina. 23. " Adina, ossia it Califfo

di Bagdad." Rossini composed this piece

for the opera at Lisbon, where it was per

formed in the Theatre San Carlo. 24.

"Most in Egitto," 1818, Naples, sung,

during Lent, in the Theatre San Carlo. 25.

" Ricciardu e Zoraide," 1818, Naples, sung,

during the autunno, at San Carlo. 26.

" Ermione," 1819, Naples, sung, during

the Lent season, at San Carlo. The libretto

is an imitation of the Andromaque of Ra

cine. Rossini aimed at an imitation of the

style of Gluck. 27. '* Odoardo e Crislina,"

1819, primavera, Venice, sung at the

Theatre San Benedetto. 28. " La Donna

del Logo," 4th of October, 1819, Naples,

sung in the Theatre San Carlo. 29. " Bi-

anca e Falicro," 1820, carnivale, Milan,

performed at the Scala. 30. " Maomctto

Sccondo," 1820, carnivale, Naples, at the

Theatre San Carlo. 31. " Matilda di Sha-

bran," 1821, carnivale, Rome, at the The

atre d'Apollone. 32. " Zelmira," 1822,

Naples, inverno, sung at the Theatre San

Carlo. 33." Semiramide," 1823, carnivale,

at the grandTheatre Delia Fenice. Rossini

has devoted but little attention to sacred

compositions ; we know of no othas ns

the two following : 1. " Ciro is iialiW

an oratorio, 1812, composed at Tenc

for the Lent season, and performed a a

Teatro Communale. 2. " A Grmd Vs»

composed, in 1819, at Naples. Rsssi-is

composed many cantatas, but we Iky

no others than the nine following: M

Pianto d'Armonia," 1808, perfatK<- i

the Lyceum of Bologna. This is Raid

first attempt. The style resembls

weaker parts of " L'Jnganm Fetct."

" Didone abbandonata," 1811. 3. ' '4

e Irene," 1814. 4. " Teti e Prim," !?

composed for the occasion of the nipoi

her royal highness the duchess of

sung at the Theatre Del Fonda it

5. "A Cantata," for a single rokt,ffl

posed in honour of his majesty the is J

Naples, 1819. 6. " A Cautata"je&

before his majesty Francis I, ese'

Austria, the 9th of May, 1819, ^

prince appeared for the first ti»'-

Theatre San Carlo. 7. "AH*

Hymn," composed at Naples a

Another hymn of the same kind, km''

opposite politics, composed at Bo'*1-

1815. For the same offence Cuw» -

a few years before, been thrown intcp-

8. "La Riconoscenza," a peitr. "■

four voices, performed at Sao CV* :

27th of December, 1821, for R^1

benefit. 9. " // vera Om^ggk," >

executed at Verona, during the

in honour of his majesty the mp'

Austria.

ROSWiCK, (Michael) a S»ifc

cian at the beginning of the sine*;

tury, published " CompendieriM

Editio, cuncta, qua ad practice*

mira quadam brevilatc mnplntnh'^*

sic, 1516 and 1519.

ROTA, (Andrea) a Bolojw

poser of the sixteenth century, feii*"

amongst other works, "Sfadrigei'-' r '

Venice, 1579.

ROTA (Antonio) was sot w^*"

brated throughout Italy as a

the cornet, but was also a

sided at Padua, and died ialH^i^

z-
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longst other writings a manuscript trea-

e on the cornet, and a practical work

titled " Ricercari, Motetti, Balli, Madri-

M e Camoni Francese :" this was pub-

bed at Venice in 1546.

ROTA, (Cypbiavo i>r1 an Italian corn

ier of the sixteenth century, is the author

the following amongst other works,

Vadrigalium lAbri 5 Vocttm," Venice,

52 and 1565.

ROTA, (Rosa) a celebrated Italian

ger, was, in 1770, a pupil of Galuppi in

: conservatory of the Incurabili at Venice.

. Burney heard her, and spoke highly of

r talent.

ROTH, (Wilhelm A. T.) born at Er-

t about the year 1720, learnt the ele-

nts of music of Adlung, and continued

studies, principally of the harpsichord, at

;imar, under the celebrated Walther. In

54, he settled as a teacher of music at Ber-

; and, in 1757, published there a collec-

a of songs of bis own composition.

ROTHE, (Jobaxn Christopii) born in

53, was the son of a singer at Rosswein,

o taught him the elements of vocal and

trumental music. He first entered the

rice of the duke of Coburg as violinist in

chapel royal, and subsequently (in 1693)

aroe chamber-musician to the prince of

iwartiburg. He died in 1720, leaving

eral considerable works for the church.

IOTHE, (Johann Ebnest) eldest son

the preceding, was bom at Coburg in

18. Having received the elements of his

tical education from his father, he went

! ■inn, where he obtained the situation

a chorister. He next became a bass

rer to several German theatres ; till, tired

lie wandering life of an actor, he settled

ionder*hausen, where he was received in

prince's chapel as a singer and violinist,

died at the above town in 1774.

tOTHE, (August FniF.Dnicn)younger

iher of tbe preceding, born at Sonders-

sen in 1696, was a good violinist, and,

723, entered the service of the margrave

layreuth. Some years after this he re

let! to his native town, when his prince

.mated him chamber-musician aud

director of his chapel. He died at Sonders*

hausenin 1764.

ROUSSEAU, (Jeam Jacques.) This

celebrated philosopher, author, and musi*

cian, was born at Geneva in 1712. His

father was a watchmaker in that town, and

destined his son first to learn the business

of enamel-painting, and afterwards copper

plate engraving ; but the aversion of Jean

Jacques to both these occupations soon de

cided him to quit Geneva, which he did in

1728, and wandering, at first, through vari-

ouspartsof France and Italy, he picked up a

miserable pittance, chiefly by writing music.

It was at Venice that his natural love for

this art was more decidedly developed, and

his taste especially led him towards the best

music in Italy. On his arrival at Paris, he

soon became known as a philosopher and

orator, and not less as being one of the most

singular in his conduct of human beings.

He began his literary career by painting in

the most vivid colours the dangers of thea

trical representations, at the same time he

wrote himself a comedy, "Narcisse." He

published his opinion that tbe French lan

guage was incapable of truly musical adapt

ation, and, at the same time, he set to mu

sic a French opera, "Le Devin du Village."

He demonstrated the moral injuriousness

of romances, and he wrote the " Nouvelle

Elnise." Part of his daily occupation, after

his first arrival at Paris, still consisted in

copying music, which he continued chiefly

for the support of a poor relation. At the

same time he completed, besides many other

chrf-d'aurres, both the words and music

of his "Devin du Village" and invented, in

his "PygnutlioH," the species ofperformance

since called inelodrame. His "Drvin du Vil

lage" had just been brought out and received

with enthusiasm, when, in 1752, a company

of Italian singers arrived at Paris, whose suc

cess aroused the jealousy of the French com

posers. Two parties were immediately formed

in Paris, the one supporting Italian music,

the other abusing it ; till at length the con

troversy ran so high, that the Italian singers

were ordered to quit France. Rousseau,

warm partisan of the Italians, then seemed
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lo forget, not only his. "Devin da Village"

but various other advantages that the French

theatre offered him, and wrote, in 1753, his

celebrated letter on French music. In this

work, written with all his characteristic

eloquence and enthusiasm, he went so tar

as to declare that the French had absolutely

no music ; that their ariettes were not

ariettes ; their recitatives, not recitatives;

and that their harmony was nothing better

than the work of schoolboys, which they used

without the least discretion. He added, at

the same time, a parallel of the advan

tages of Italian music in the above respects,

and concluded by a critique of a very cele

brated monologue in the Armidt of Lully.

This critique was immediately refuted by

Rameau, who bad previously attacked the

"Devin da Village." A host of other pam

phlets followed, abusing and ridiculing the

opinions of Rousseau in every possible way.

Pasquinades and songs were written against

him, and in every print-shop he was inde

cently caricatured. At one of the theatres

a farce called The Fairies was produced, in

which his character and opinions were out

raged. He was refused the payment of the

sums due to him from the theatre for the

performances of his own opera, and even

forbidden to enter the house when his own

was played. These persecutions

id came home to their object,

being even greatly heightened by his rest

less and diseased imagination. He now

more and more shunned the society of the

capital, and at length, on the invitation of

the marquis of Girardin, retired to the vil

lage of Ermenonville, where, after a resi

dence of only six weeks, he died. The fol

lowing are the writ ings of this great author

on the subject of music: 1. " Projet con-

cernant dt nouveaux Signet pour la Ma-

sique" This was read by the author at the

academy of sciences in 1742. 2. " Disser

tation snr la Musique Moderne," Paris,

1743. 3. " Lettre d'un Symphoniste de

VAcatUnue Rot/ale de Musique a ses Cama-

rades de t Orchestre," Paris, 1752. 4.

" Lettre sur la Musique Francaisc," with

the motto, "Stmt

nihil," Paris, 1753. 5. "Dictumuu

Musijut." Neither in this work nor ins

of his posterior musical publication bi

disavow or change his opinions rcspctc

French music. 6. Many articles tmi

ing music in the Encyclopedia. Tbt

were written about the year 1750. 1.1

Lettre a M. VAbbi Raynal an stjct 1

Mode de Musique invent! per i

8. " Examen del Prucq

par M. Hameau dans ta itfrwii

iutitule'e ' Erreurs tar la Manov U

CEncyclopedic.'" And 9. " Ltttni\

Jiurney sur la Musique, avec da Frtt

dc rObservation sur CAlceste Iteiem

M. le Chevalier Glach." His pra?

practical works consist of "Pugmiix-'

melodrame ; "Le Devin du Fiilagt,"s!

lude ; " Fragment de Daphnis tt Cu

compose* da premier Acte, de I'Essm '

Prologue et de differens Morcecus 7~

pour le second Acte," Paris, 1780 ,'i

sir nouveaux Airs du Devin da ff

Paris, 1780; and " Les Consols**

Misires dc ma Fie, ou Recueil eT/tf *

memoes, et Duos," with this motto, 'If

est un doux guide ; Je queste frist *

piste g nous Cavons confonaue de tnw t

tificielles ;" from Montaigne. This***'-

magnificently engraved at Paris, i> V*

It contains nearly one hundred -

ariettes, and duos, with French sad I*"

test.

ROUSSEL, (Francois) a Fmclc

poser of the sixteenth century, psH*

amongst other works, " Chansons

6 part.," Paris, 1577.
ROUSSEL, a French professor ef re

published in 1775, at Paris, * ■*»*

titled " Le Guide Musienl, <m Tit*"

Pratique abrigies de la MusiqutfiO''

Instrumental, selon les Hegkt tttJe"

pagnement et dc la Cotnposilit*."

ROVSSIER (Abse) was »*» '

Marseilles in 1716. He wrote

works on music, which were jnis^hd I

Paris and Geneva between the win '*

and 1 783. He died at Ectmis, is

about the year 1790.

KOVEDLNO, au

m
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inger, performed at Paris in 1790, and

ubsequently came to London, where he

elonged to the King's theatre for upwards

f ten seasons.

EOVETTA, (D. Giovanni Battista)

hapel-master of St. Mark's at Venice, and

hurch and dramatic composer there, to

wards the middle of the seventeenth cen-

iry. Amongst his works are the following,

acred music : "Mesta e Salmi A 5, 6, 7, e

Foci, con 2 V;" " Salmi a 5 e 6 Voci,

m 2 Vi" " Salmi a3e4 Voci, con 2 V.,

altri Strom, nti ;" " Salmi A 8 Foci,"

Uotctli,A% e 3 foci;" " Motetti con-

crtati a 2(3 Voci, con V. tt piace ;"

M .lit 1 1 cum i rt at i t 2 c 3 Voci , con 1A-

nuit A 4 Voci;" " Madrigali concertati

6 Foci, con 2 V. e B.," Venice, 1625.

)ramatic : "Ercole in Lidia," opera, 1645;

Antiopc," opera, 1649, conjointly with

£ardini; " Cottama ili Rosmonda," opera,

659; " Amori dt Appollo c Leucotoe,"

pera, 1663 ; and "Rosilena," opera, 1664.

W)Y, (Adbien le.) See Lehoy.

ROY, (Simon hi J a French contrapun-

ist of the sixteenth century. Several of his

aotets may be found in Joanclli AW, This.

Venice, 1568.

ROYER, (Joseph Nicolas Pancbace)

native of Savoy, was born about the year

'05. He came to reside in Paris about

be year 1725, and there acquired much re-

uUtion for his manner of singing, and for

u excellent performance on the organ and

arpsichord. Through the interest of his

"ends, aided by bis own merits, he ob-

nued a reversionary grant of the place of

lusic-master to the royal family of France ;

ad he came into possession of it in the

ear 1746. In the following year he was

Ppoiated director of the concert spiritml

""i in 1754, obtained the situation of

oraposer of the music for the king's chaiu-

>er, and inspector general of the opera.

'e d'd not long enjoy these advantageous

"d lucrative employments, for he died in

w mouth of January following, in the nf-

'«t0 year of his age.

Royer- composed the operas of "Pyrrhus,"

'Zaidt," >• if Pouvoir de t/tmrnr,"

" Amalsis," and *' Promdthie" and many

lessons for the harpsichord, of which, how

ever, only one collection has hitherto been

published.

ROZE, (Nicolas) librarian to the con

servatory of music, was born near Chalons-

sur-Saone in 1745, and, from the age of

seven, officiated as chorister in the town of

Beaune. Shortly afterwards he studied

music under Rousseau of Dijon, and made

such progress in counterpoint, that before

he was ten years of age a motet of his com

position was performed with a full orches

tra. His voice was also so remarkable at

that age, that persons came from all the

neighbouring towns to hear him, In 1769,

after having composed a grand mass for the

town of Beaune, he brought it to Paris for

the inspection of Deauvergne, then super

intendent of the king's band. This able

master immediately engaged Koze to write

a motet for the concert spirituel. It was

from this time that his talents became very

generally known, and he was accordingly

soon nominated conductor of the music at the

cathedral of Angers ; in which city, during

a residence of live years, he established a

public concert, and otherwise promoted the

interest of music. In 1775, Koze, now the

abW Roze, was named chapel-master of

the Saints-Innocens church at Paris, where

his compositions and performance became

very celebrated. On the death of Langle',

in 1807, he received his appointment of

librarian.

RUB1NELLI, (Giovanni) a celebrated

Italian singer, was born at Brescia about

the year 1752. In 1772, he belonged to

the duke of Wurlemburg's chapel at Stutt-

gard, and his name first appears in 1774,

as a principal singer in Italy. He in that

year performed at Modena, in Paisiello's

Alessandro nell' Indie, and in Anfossi's

Demofoonte. After this he appeared as

principal singer in all the great theatres of

Italy, previously to his arrival in London,

in April, 1786. His journey hither from

Rome, where he had just sung at the car

nival, was by no means propitious. The

weather was unusually severe ; and he
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was not only overturned in his chaise at

Macon, in France, but after quitting the ship

in which he sailed from Calais to Dover,

the boat that was to have landed him was

overset near the shore, and he remained a

considerable time in the water. The first

opera in which Bubinelli appeared in Eng

land, was a pasticcio, called Virginia, on

the 4th of May. His own part, however,

was chiefly composed by Angiolo Tarchi, a

young Neapolitan, who afterwards rapidly

advanced to great eminence. In figure,

Rubinelli was tall and majestic, in counte

nance, mild and benign. There was dig

nity in his appearance on the stage ; and

the instaut the tone of his voice was heard,

no doubt remained with the audience that

he was the first singer. His style was grand,

and truly dramatic, his execution neat and

distinct, his taste and embellishments new,

select, and masterly ; and his articulation

so pure and well accented, that, in his reci

tatives, no one conversant in the Italian

language ever had occasion to look at the

book of the words while he was singing.

Kubinelli, from the fulness of his voice, and

greater simplicity of style, pleased a more

considerable number of hearers than Pac-

chierotti ; though none, perhaps, so exqui

sitely as that singer, used to delight his

real admirers. Rubinelli, finding himself

censured on his first arrival in England, for

changing and embellishing his airs, sang

"Return, O God of Hosts !" in-Westminster

abbey, in so plain and unadorned a manner,

that even those who venerate Handel the

most, thought him insipid. The second

opera, in which Rubinelli and Mara sang

together, was Armida. All the music,

except Mara's part in this drama, was the

composition of Mortellari.

RUE, (Pierre de la.) One of the most

voluminous composers of the sixteenth cen

tury was Pierre de la Rue, or, as he was

otherwise called, Petrus Platensis. He re

sided chiefly in Germany, and was in great

favour with prince Albert and the princess

Isabella, of the Low Countries. He pub

lished, at Antwerp, " El Parnasto Espag-

tuiI de MadrigaUs y Villuncios, A juatro,

cinco, y teis Voces," besides seteril mi*c

and motets to Latin words.

Many of his compositions are still bl

in the Collection of Masses and Mtttti f*

served in the British Museum, some a

which were published early in the suteeb

century, immediately after the inventis;!

musical types. He was a very learned u!

excellent contrapuntist.

RUETZ, (Gaspars) a musician si

learned author of Lubec, was bora t

Wismar in 1708. His father waispsf:

of the celebrated Buxtehude, anduagkti

son the elements of music and harpseki

playing, whilst he learnt from Wittats:

flute, hautboy, and violin, and from HOtts

the organ. In 1737, he obtained the ii&

tion of chanter at Lubec. Hisdejttia

place in 1755. He wrote the foter

works on music : " Wiederlegte wrette

vom ursprunge der kirchen Mustek t.'

i. e. " Refutation of existing Pre*

as to the Origin of Church Music,"

1750; " Refutation of existing Prrjan.

as to the present State of Church Met'

Lubec, 1752 ; and *' Refutation of '»

ing Prejudices against Church hftnc, <"

the Expenses which it requires,'' Ross

and Wismar, 1753. These three diss

lions are considered the best whitl h«

been written on the same subjects.

RUFFO, (Vincenzo) an Ita£in «-

trapuntistof the sixteenth century. hm:}

his works are the following: "Mtntrifi-

5 voc., Lib. 1," Venice, 1553 ; " Mtiryu

Cromatici a 6, 7, 8 voci," Venice, IS*

" MadrigaK Cromatici, A 5 roe.,

1555-1558 ; " Madrigali Cnmthci i I

voc.," Venice, 1555-1560; "B !*•

Primo de Motetti i 6 voci," VenirtJ.*-

and " // Libra Prima de MoMti I •

voci."

RUGGERI, (GiovassiMasu)*13"-

and instrumental composer at Venice. F**

lished, amongst others, the followia?

esteemed works : ' « Mariane," opea I*1

•' Miltiade," opera, 1699; " A—'?

Vendetta," opera, 1702; " Ants a^

ta," opera. 1709; "A\midt all I

opera, 1710 ; " 12 Cantate tm ' "*
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K," Op. 5, Venice, 1706; and " Senate 2

! K e re," Op. 4.

RUGGERIO, (Francesco) a cele-

rated maker of violins at Cremona, was

ailed 77 Beer. He lived towards the mid-

le of the seventeenth century. Two of his

iolins, sold in 1790, bore the dates 1640

nd 1670.

RUGGERIO (Giovanni B., called //

Ion) was a celebrated violin maker at

rixia, about the year 1653.

RUDIONTE, (P. de) a native of Sara-

>ssa, was, in 1620, chapel-master to prince

lbert, governor of the Pays Bas. He

iblished a work entitled *' II Parnmso

ipanolde Madrigalles y Viliuneicos," and

0 books of masses and motets.

RULOFFS or ROELOFFS, (Barth.)

;anist and conductor of the theatrical

hestra at Amsterdam, was born in that

J in 1740. He was considered a good

ilinist and composer, and had also merit

a poet. He produced many works for

6 Dutch theatre, of some of which he

ole both the poetry and music.

RUSO, (A,bbe) born at Dijon about the

ir 1700, was master of the choristers in the

Jrch ofTournay, and died in 1754. Some

his printed masses are highly esteemed.

RUSO, (Frederic) violoncellist of the

'pel royal of France, was born at Ver-

Hes in 1755. He was a pupil of the

mger Duport, and entered the orchestra

the royal academy of music in 1787. He

1 also a singing-master of high repute,

1 published several operas of vocal and

Irumental music.

RUSSELL, (William) bachelor ofmu-

. was born in London in the year 1777. At

age of eight, he was placed under the

"on ofCope, organist ofthe church of St.

"our, Southwark, but his father being par

te cathedral music, engaged also Shrub-

;i the orgajiist of Spa-fields chapel, who

1 formerly been in the cathedralof Canter-

7> and the organist at Bangor, to instruct

son in cathedral service. Afterwards,

1 sort of finishing master, he was put under

fombridge, the organist of Hackney, and of

church of St. Stephen in Coleman-street :

with him he continued about t*o years'.

Russell then left off all masters till the year

1797, when he placed himself for about

three years under the late Dr. Arnold.

An ardent and laudable desire to attain

eminence in his profession, first led Russell

to examine the writings of Haydn and Mo

zart; and it was, perhaps, in a great measure,

from an attentive study of their scores,

that he might date his great knowledge and

excellence in the art, both as a performer

and composer.

In the year 1789, his father appointed

him his deputy, as organist of St. Mary's,

Aldermanbury, and he continued to officiate

there till the autumn of 1793, when he was

appointed organist of Queen-street chapel,

in Lincoln's-inn-fields. At the time that he

was engaged in this chapel, a cathedral

service was performed there, by a small but

very respectable choir. Russell continued

in this engagement till the middle of 1798,

when the chapel was converted into a Me

thodist meeting-house. He then returned,

for about three months, to St. Mary's, Alder

manbury, till September of the same year,

when he was elected organist of St. Ann's,

Limehouse. In 1801, he was unanimously

elected organist of the Foundling chapel.

In the year 1798, he had been a candidate

with six others for this situation, at the re

signation of Greuville ; but, owing to the

powerful interest that had been made for

the person who succeeded, his wishes were

at that time frustrated. In 1807, induced

chiefly by the excellence of the organ, which

is not only the largest, but one of the finest

in England, he offered himself a candidate

for the place of organist at Christchurch,

Spitalfields. He was opposed by no fewer

than ten rivals ; yet, such was his fame and

excellence as a performer upon this instru

ment, that although he was personally un

known to every person in the parish, except

one, he was only outnumbered in votes by

the person who succeeded, and for whom

exertions had been made, and promises of

votes obtained, for several years before.

With respect to his theatrical engage

ments, Russell's tnlrt was (at the recom
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mendation of his friend and master Dr.

ArnoldJ as piano-forte player and composer

at Sadler's-wells, in the year 1800. He

continued to hold these situations for four

seasons, till a change of proprietors took

place, and Reeve purchased an eighth in

the concern, after which his services, of

course, were no longer wanted. In 1801,

the managers of Covent-garden theatre en

gaged him to preside at the piano-forte

there, for the express purpose, as they

stated to him, of accompanying Mrs. Bil-

lington, Storace, and Braham.

Russell's theatrical compositions are nu

merous, hut consist chiefly of dramatic

spectacles and pantomimes. They amount,

in the whole, to about twenty, and were

principally written for Covent-garden,

Sadler's-wells, and the Circus. He com

posed also two oratorios, " The Redemji-

tion of Israel," and " Job," and four odes,

one on music, another to the genius of

Handel, a third on St. Cecilia's day, and

a fourth to harmony, besides several volun

taries, glees, and single songs.

As a composer, Russell had great excel-

lence, and it is only to be wished that the

managers of Covent-garden had put into his

hands things of greater importance than

pantomimes. As a performer on the piano

forte and organ, he had few equals. He died

in the year 1813, aged thirty-six.

RUST, (FniEDnicn Wii.helm) leader

of the hand of the prince of Anhalt-Dessau,

was born in 1739. He was a celebrated

performer from his childhood, both on the

harpsichord and violin. He published many

vocal and instrumental works between the

year 17G5 and his death, which took place

at Dessau, in 1796.

RUST, RUSTI, or RUAT, (Gucoxc)

chapel-master at Barcelona, about the ni:

1767, was born at Rome in 1741. Hi

studied music and composition, first it >

conservatory Delia Fieta, and thai <

Rome, under the cbapel-master Riaalat e

Capua. He next removed to Yeaice,*to.

in 1764, he gave his first opera, taat:

" La Contadina in Carte" After obttiac

his chapel-master's situation, he prods ■

the following operas : "Idolo Cam," l"i

"Amor Bitarro," 1775; "Akuaun*

Iiulie," 1775; " IIBaron di tella mat'.

1776; " // Socrate Imaginario," l"f

"II dot-.," 1776; "Id«eProtetti,"\~

" Artaserse," op. ser„ Modem, 1764. ■

" 11 Ta/ismano," second act onlj, &~

1785. Rust died about the year l.i*

RUTINI, (Giovanx i Placido) i Ft

rentine composer, born about the yeai "

He first travelled through Gemur■»

about 1757 was established at Prart -

1766, he returned to Italy, and us'

duced at Modena, and other cine £-

country, several operas of his casftz-

amongst which are the following *r

" Gli Spoti in Maschera," Modem, 1

"Amor Indmlrioso" 1765 ; and "fiNr*

During his residence in Germany. s> "

of his works, for the voice and k*y

chord, were published at Nurembarc -

Leipsic

RYST, (Hermann van die) fee-'

the college of music of St. Cec3e, "

Dieste, in the Netherlands, wu i*K :

that town about the year 1550. Br * ■

during twelve years, member of titf ^

of the duke of Bavaria, of which uV =

brated Orlando Lasso was tbea tU*

master.

s

SAAL, (Anton W. C.) harpist to the tinguished Venetian composer, »u^

duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and com- master of the cathedral and cwrm'fr*

poser for his instrument, since the year 1795. The following of his nrblth^

SABBADINI, (D. Bernardo) a dis- " Favore degli Dti;" "GlohttJ—'
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690; "Eraclea," 1696; and " I Distgni

ella Du nn: Sapienza" oratorio, 1698.

SABBATINI, (P.Lud. Ant.) commonly

died Sabbatini of Padua, was a pupil in

wuterpoint of Padre Martini, aa also, pro-

ibly, of P. Valloti, whom be succeeded as

lapel-master of the church of St. Anthony,

Padua. He published several theoretical

id practical works, namely : "A Treatise on

herds, according to the Classification of

undamental Bass t" this book is entitled,

Italian, " La vera Idea delle Musicali

umeriche Segnature," Venice, 1799.

Treatise on Fugue," in two volumes,

ith many examples from the works of 1'.

alloti, Venice, 1801. " Elements teorici

pratici di Musica," Rome, 1790 : this

a solfeggio, the rules and lessons of which

e in canons. The "25 Salmi di Benedetto

farcelto," a new edition, published in 1803,

conjunction with P. Anselmo Marsand :

Sabbatini's part in this edition it is said

i the title, " II ouale ha ridotto it testo <)

'"iitTHo letlurat" and of Marsand's part,

•0« cut fa corrctta.c ricorretta la stampa."

abbatini has also composed a great variety

music for the church, which chiefly re

amed in manuscript. He died at Padua

• 809. At the funeral service ofJomelli,

• '•»»! mass by Sabbatini was performed.

SABBATINI, (Galeazzo) of Pisaro,

>s an excellent theoretical and practical

isician. Amongst other works, he pub-

M at Venice, in 1G44, " Regola facile

MM per suonare sopra il Basso Continuo

VOrgano, tec." A second edition of this

irk appeared at Borne in 1699.

SABINO, (Hippoi.ito) an Italian corn

er, chiefly of madrigals, which were

Wished at Venice between the years

70 and 1584.

8ACCHI, (D. Giovenale) canon of the

arch of St. Paul, and member of the

ral academy at Mantua, was considered

an excellent musical theorist. He died

Milan, where he was professor of elo-

tttM at the college of Nobili, in 1789.

t w rote several works on musical subjects,

Wished at MUan between the years

61 and 1778.

BACCHT, (Sionora.) See Schlick.

SACCHINI, (Antonio Maria Gai-

paro.) This celebrated Italian composer

was born at Naples in 1735. In early

youth he studied, during several yean,

under the renowned Durante, at the con

servatory of St. Onofrio, at Naples, where

Piccini, Traetta, and Guglielmi were his

fellow-students. He there prosecuted his

studies on the violin with particular care ;

and the dexterity which he acquired on

this instrument, gave him that facility of

throwing a certain elegance and Mat in

his accompaniments, which was afterwards

so conspicuous in his compositions. After

quitting this excellent school, he was not

long in making himself known by his

works, the celebrity of which procured

him, in 1762, an engagement as composer

to the principal theatre at Rome, where he

chiefly resided, during seven or eight years,

making, however, occasional excursions to

the principal towns of Italy, for the purpose

of bringing out his works. The Italian con

noisseurs seemed now to agree, that if Pic

cini had the advantage of Sacchini in the

buffo style, the latter certainly excelled in

the serious opera. In 1769, he was chosen

successor to Galuppi, in the direction of the

conservatory of L'Ospedaletto at Venice.

This institution was entirely for females,

and the girls, who were severely disciplined

with regard to morals, generally remained

there till they married. It was an object of

curiosity to strangers who attended their

concerts, not only to hear all kinds of fe

male voices, but also all sorts of instruments

played by females, without the exception

even of the double bass, horn, or bassoon.

During the time that Sacchini was director

of this institution, he formed a great num

ber of good singers in it; among whom may

be distinguished Gabrielli, Canti, and Pas-

quali. In October, 1767, the King's theatre

in London was opened with a new serious

opera, by different composers, called Ti-

grane.ia which an admirable cantabile air,

" Care Luci," composed by Sacchini, was

sung in an exquisite manner by Guarducci.

This air was the first of Sacchini's composi-
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lions ever performed on our stage. Five

years after this, namely, in 1772, Sacchiui

himself arrived in England.

In this country, he not only supported the

high reputation he had acquired on the con

tinent, but vanquished the natural enemies

of his talents in England. His operas of

the " Cid" and " Tamerlano" were equal,

if not superior, to most of the musical dra

mas performed in any part of Europe ; in

deed, each of these dramas was so entire,

so masterly, and yet so new and natural,

that there was nothing left for criticism to

censure, though innumerable beauties to

point out and admire.

It is evident that this composer had a

taste so exquisite, and so totally free from

pedantry, that he was frequently new with

out effort, never thinking of himself, or his

fame for any particular excellence, but

totally occupied with the ideas of the poet,

and the propriety, consistency, and effect

of the whole drama. His accompaniments,

though always rich and ingenious, never

call off attention from the voice, but the

principal melody is invariably rendered

distinguishable, through all the contrivance

of imitative and picturesque design in the

instruments.

His dramatic works, in the year 1778,

amounted to seventy-eight in number ; and

by the many masses and motets which he

composed while he remained at Venice, in

the character of Mattlro dell' Ospcdalelto

Conservator™, he manifested himself to be

able to write for the church as well as for

the stage.

He remained too long in England for his

fame and fortune. The first was injured by

cabals, and by what ought to have increased

it, the number of his works ; and the second

by inactivity and want of economy. " Upon

a difference with Kauzzini," says Dr. Bur-

ney, " this singer, from a friend, became

his foe ; declaring himself to be the author

of the principal songs in all the late operas

to which Sacchini had set his name, and

threatening to make affidavit of it before a

magistrate." The utmost of this accusation

that can be looked upon as true, may have

been, that during Sacchini's severe it o!

the gout, when he was called upon t«

operas before they were ready, he empleiS

Kauzzini, as he and others had done Aafes

in Italy, to fill up the parts, set somt of a

recitatives, and, perhaps, compost a few :

the airs for the under singers. The stst

however, gained ground, and was pnp

gated by his enemies, though always »

believed and contemned by his mat

and by the reasonable part of the pabfit

In the summer of 1781, Sacchini ra

for the first time, to Paris, where is

almost adored. After increasing kit sot

tation there by new productions, hereto*

in the following year, to London, wtess

only augmented his debts and emteir-

ments ; so that, in 1784, he took afe

leave of this country, and settled it

where he not only obtained a pensioc

the queen of France, but the theatrical p

sion, in consequence of three smsec

pieces.

The last of Sacchini's works «a i

opera of "Evelina," founded on an bit';

ing event in the history of the anrieat f-

ces of Wales. This graceful, eleflE,u

judicious composer died, however, best:

could be performed, at Paris, in 1766. "

was honouredwith a public funeral, aal*

every mark of respect and distinction » -

sensibility and gratitude could besto*

person who had contributed so huftf'

the public pleasures.

SACELLUS, (M.Leo) chapel-masf'

the Duomo church at Vicenza io W

Amongst his works were published s: '

werp "Floret 2, 3, et 4 vocm," 161$.

SAINT-AMANS, (Loc is Josirs, te

at Marseilles in 1749, was at first ::■

vincial actor, and afterwards tngas»i k*

self as music- master to the family of aS»b

baron, with whom he travelled ialtti'^

nearly three years, improving hhosd/p*'

in music by the study of the cie/ <t«i»v>k

Durante, Pergolese, and other great BS'

of that country. In the year 1789, *°

to Paris, and made himself Inon h 1

motet of his composition for a siigle »**

entitled " Cantate Domim." t*» r*
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rng at the conent spirituel. Encouraged

v its great success, he composed an opera

ir theTht&tre Italic n ; it was called "Alvar

I Uencia," and performed in 1770. His

at works were "La Coquette de Village,"

1 opera, in two acts, 1771 ; "Le Poirier,"

one act, 1772 ; and " Le Midecin tTA-

mr," in one act, 1773. In 1774, his

rorit enchantfe," opera ballet, in two

ts, and his "Faux Vieillard," in one act,

:re rehearsed at the grand opera, but re-

:ted. In 1776, "Oroes," a tragic opera,

u rehearsed at the same theatre, and also

ected. The managers of the opera re-

ested him, the same year, to write the

uic of the ballets and the recitative for

: Olympiade of Sacchini, which had been

nslated into French, and was to have been

rformed ; but the cabal then existing in

ris against the Italian music prevented

ippearance, and Saint-Amans received

remuneration for his trouble. In 1776,

also composed the music of "La Mart de

irfon," a ballet, by Gardel ; and, in 1777,

oductd the oratorio, "David et Goliath,"

■ich was performed with success. In

78, Saint-Amans went to Brussels, where

was appointed music director at the

•'!<•, and brought out of his own com-

ition, "Daphnis et Thimire," a pastoral;

'Occation," an opera buffa, in one act ;

' fausse Veuve," and "Psyche" et I'A-

these operas, especially the last,

e highly successful. In 1783, he set

' music to the "Rosiere de Salency," of

art This was successful, as was also

" 0 talutaris, " which he composed

A the same time, for the file Dicu. In

1, he was invited to Paris, with the

| of a professorship of the royal school of

ic For Paris he then wrote, in 1785,

music to the "File de Flore," an opera,

>e act, and "Le Prix de I'Arc," an opera,

ae act, for the court theatre. In 1788,

rot new music to "La Fee Urgilc," In

'> he brought out "Laurence," which

performed at Paris and at Strasburg.

1791, " Ninette A la Cour," with new

In 1794, " L'Heureux Dimenti,'

?°acts, and "Aspasia," in two acts.

In 1795, "Le Pauvre Homme," in one act.

In 1797, "La Fite de la Paix," an interlude.

In 1798, he was nominated professor at tba

conservatory. In 1799, he produced at the

Theatre des Jeunes Artistes, "La Tireuse de

Cartes," in one act ; and in 1802, "Chacun

a ton Plan," at the Theatre Porte St.

Martin. About this period, some alterations

having taken place in the expenditure of the

conservatory, Saint-Amans was made one

of the victims to economy ; when he again

quitted Paris for Brest, in the capacity of

director of the orchestra there. In this town

he brought out, in 1804, an "O filii," for

three voices and choruses, which was per

formed at Easter ; also, in the same year,

"La Destruction de Jericho," a grand ora

torio, in celebration of the victories of Na

poleon. In 1807, he produced a " Te

Deum," for three voices and chorus, also

in honour of Napoleon; "La Lecon Litte-

raire," a comic opera, in one act ; two

collections of romances, and a scene of

"Alcyone," the words by Demoustier. To

the above may be added, various instru

mental operas, published at different periods,

between the years 1769 and 1807, and

a didactic work entitled " Table iUmentaire

des Accords, contenant la nomenclature, les

notessur lesquellet its sont employe's, leters tons

fondamenteaux, Cinumiration des inter-

valles qui les composent, le chiffre qui les di-

tigne ; les observations sur la preparation

des dissonances ; la maniire de les sauver et

let exemples qui ysont relatifs," Paris, 1800.

SAINT-GEORGES. See Geoboes.

SAINT-GREGORY. See Gregory.

SAINT-MARD. SeeM*RD.

SALA, (Nicolo) born at Naples in

1701. He was a pupil of Leo, and, on

leaving his master, being appointed master

of the conservatory of La Pieta at Naples,

he began an immense work, to which he con

secrated his whole life. He made it, in some

sort, the monumental history of harmony, by

classing and preserving the master-pieces

of the Neapolitan school, according to the

progress of the art. He finished it at the end

of the century in which it was begun. It was

printed and published at the expense of the
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king of Naples, under the title of " licgote

del Contrapunto pratlico," when it was

unfortunately destroyed during the revolu

tion at Naples, in 1799, by the furious

populace, who attacked the royal printing-

office, and destroyed the plates. Sala died

in 1800, inconsolable at his immense

loss; but if his life had been prolonged

during eight years, his old age would have

been consoled by the reproduction of his

work by M. Choron, in his Principe) dc

Composition des Ecoles iCItalie. It is pro

bable that Sala was so entirely occupied by

this great work, that he had small leisure

for composition. We know of no work

composed by him either for the theatre or

church.

SALARI, (Fbancesco) born at Verona,

has been known as a dramatic composer

since the year 1777, when he produced the

comic opera of "I'Amo Ramingo."

SALBLINGER,(Sioismund) amusician

at Augsburg, in the sixteenth century, pub

lished in that town, in 1545, a work entitled

"Conceit!us 4, 5, 6 et 8 vocunt," and dedi

cated to the magistracy of Augsburg. The

book contains a collection of the composi

tions of the most celebrated madrigalists, up

to the period of its publication.

SALDANHA, (GoNyALO Mehdes) a

Portuguese composer, born at Lisbon, was a

pupil of Duarte Lobo, and flourished as one

of the best musicians in his native country

about the year 1625.

SALE, (FnANeiscun) chapel-master at

Halle, in Tyrol, at the close of the sixteenth

century, was a Fleming by birth, and pub

lished a volume of masses under the title

"Putrocinium Musices," 1589. Several

other works by him, consisting of masses

and motets, are to be found in the royal

library at Munich. They bear date from

1574 to 1598.

SALE (John) was born in London in

the year 1758, and in 1767 was admitted as

a chorister of the royal chapel at Windsor

and Eton college chapel, under Mr. Webb,

organist of those choirs. This situation he

continued to hold till 1775. In 1777, he

■was appointed lay-vicar of the choirs of

Windsor and Eton , which office he teisi--:

till Christmas 179C, being, at tkatpencd,!

member of five choirs, namely, Wm&>-

Eton, his majesty's chapel royal, St. Pak

aud Westminster abbey. In 1 788, Silt s*

ceeded Ladd as gentleman of his mats; i

chapels royal ; Soaper as vicar-choral a s'

Paul's, in 1794 ; and Hindle as in

vicar of Westminster abbey, in 1796; ■

at Christmas, in the latter year, reaiw

Windsor and Eton. In 1800, he sucw

Bellamy senior, as almoner and mafiri

the choristers of St. Paul's, both of m

he relinquished in 1812. In 1818, t- *

came senior gentleman (or father; d I

majesty's royal chapels; by which, *a»

ing to custom from time imrnemorul

is excused all duty or attendance s

was a principal bass singer at tbt i~

concert of ancient music, academj a t

cient music, ladies' concert, vocal and

concerts, oratorios, &c. in Londoo, ■ >

as at Liverpool, Chester, Worcester, h

mingham, Hull, Norwich, NotnariJ

Halifax, Yarmouth, Lincoln, Wind*7

at various times, for above thirty vr

always acquitting himself with profc-'-

credit. It may further, with greatH

be said, that he has through lire pre*-*

an irreproachable private character, as!

greatly esteemed and respected, ft u

the honour of being patronised by hi- f

as he is by his present majesty, ud ««"

by most of the royal family, to seta •

whom he taught singing. Sale's ram ■

a genuine bass, of fine tone and safi"

compass to do every justice to part-s " "

He is at present secretary to the eohierr:

and gentlemen's catch club, and caafj

of the glee club. He has composed E2

good glees, ice, some of which ire pris*'

He has also, with the permission <£ *

noble family of the Welleslew, prAtc

some of the late Earl of Mornin»*»»',l*^

amongst which is that great hvudi*i

bird of eve."

SALE, (J. B.) son of the preced*

born at Windsor in the year 177ft !BL

admitted a chorister.in the chotri «

sor and Eton, in 1785. In *« J*" isr
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ie succeeded Bellamy as lay-vicar at West-

uinster abbey ; io 1803, was appointed

;enlleman of bis majesty's chapel, vice

dampness ; in 1808, he succeeded to a

econd situation at Westminster abbey, in

lie place of Guise, and finally, was ap-

oiuted organist of St. Margaret's, YVest-

ainster, in 1809. J. 15. Sale is an excel-

ent teacher of the piano-forte and singing.

Ie attended the king's concerts at U'ind-

Dr, and the ancient concert, during many-

ears. In music, he is a true disciple of

tt llandelian school. His voice is a

owerful bass, and he has chiefly accustomed

iniself to sing anthems and part-songs,

is a composer, he has written but little ;

ome few of his songs, duets, and glees,

owever, are much admired; among others,

' Tlie liutlcrfly" a vocal duet.

SALE, (Geobce Ciiini.Es) youngest

on of John Sale, was born at Windsor in

"9li, and was admitted chorister in St.

'aid's cathedral, under his father, in 1603,

ho then was almoner and master of the

oys. He is allowed to be a very fine

iwformer on the organ, and, in 1817, suc-

eeiled Dr. Busby as organist of St. Mary's,

>e»ington, where there were upwards of

wenty candidates, which situation he now

olds. He is very much engaged in teach-

'g, and has written and adapted several

itces for the piano-forte.

SALES, (Pietiio Pompeo) chapel-mas-

S and counsellor of finance to the elector

f Treves, at Coblenlz, was born at Brescia

i 1729. After rendering himself con-

>icuous for talent iu his own country, he

welled through various parts of Germany.

» 17C3, he was recalled to Padua, to com-

ose a serious opera for that city. Having

cquitled himself with credit in this instance,

e came to England, where he remained

iveral years, and, about 17G8, returned to

ennany. In 1772, we find him engaged

i the composition of an opera for the court

leatre of Bavaria, and, in 1777, he re-

sitwl London with his wife, who was an

Jreeable singer. He composed many

orks for the church, amongst which his

k/-ff"vcuKte is consideicd to be the oratorio

of " Bitulia Liberata." He died in Germany

in 1797. Very few, if any, of his composi

tions were published.

SALIE1U, (Antonio) chapel master to

the emperor of Austria, at Vienna, was

born atLegnano, a Venetian fortress, in the

year 1750. At eleven years of age, he

began to learn the harpsichord; but his

passion for music soon increased to such a

degree, that, on the death of his father,

who was an eminent merchant, and who

died just as his son had attained his fifteenth

year, the boy devoted himself entirely to

the study of his favourite art. The patron

age of Mozenigo, a Venetian nobleman,

furnished him w ith an opportunity of resort

ing to that city to coutinue his studies,

which he afterwards concluded at Naples.

Giovanni Pescetti,a celebrated chapel-mas

ter at St. Mark, was his first master ; of

whom being deprived by death, he made

choice of Pierre Passini to continue his

studies under. About this time, the cele

brated Gassmann came to Venice, when

the young Salieri availed himself of the

opportunity of taking some lessons from

him, both on the harpsichord and in singing.

The affection he soon conceived for this

master, induced him to accompany Gass

mann to Vienna, his patron having consented

to the journey, that he might have an op

portunity of perfecting himself in composi

tion. He arrived in Vienna in the spring

of 1766, where he remained eight succeed

ing years, enjoying, during the whole of

that period, the benefit of lessons from

Gassmann on counterpoint. On his master's

death, Salieri was nominated at once to his

places of chapel-master to the court and

theatre at Vienna ; whilst enjoying which

situations the precepts of the celebrated

Gluck replaced in some degree those of his

former master. The age and infirmities of

Gluck disabling him from satisfying the

continual demands of the public at Paris

for new compositions for their theatres,

Salieri, under the auspices of Gluck, and

with the assistance of his ideas as to the

manner of treating the subject, composed

the opera for him entitled ** Lies Datuiides"
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Cluck assured him, on this occasion, that

he was the only German that had ever

been able to familarize himself with his

style. It was supposed in Paris that Salieri

had not the least hand in the composition

of this opera, with the exception of the

third act ; so completely did the imitation

succeed. In 1784, Salieri went to Paris

with Iris opera, which was performed several

times before the royal family, and at each

representation with increased success. The

queen even flattered him by singing in it

herself at every performance. At length

this opera came out at the great theatre of

the capital ; anil critics then discovered in

the details of the piece, principally in the

recitatives and in the vocal parts, a peculiar

style, which announced the most striking

talent.

It was not till after the thirteenth repre

sentation, that Gluck, in an address to the

public, declared Salieri to be the sole com

poser of the " Danuida." The directors

of the opera immediately payed Mm a re

muneration of ten thousand francs, and

three thousand more for the expenses of his

journey. The queen likewise made him a

very considerable present, and a printer

paid him two thousand francs for the score.

Before his departure for Vienna, the direc

tors engaged him to compose the opera of

" Les Horaces et les L'uriaces." Shortly

afterwards he set, for the theatre of Vienna,

the opera of " Axus, King of Ormus," for

which the emperor Joseph II. presented

him with two hundred ducats, and a pen

sion for life of three hundred ducats. Soon

after this he married a young lady, who

brought him a considerable estate. After

this time he continued composing both in

the serious and comic styles, and did not

cease to enrich the different theatres of

Kurope, especially those of his own country ;

to which he consecrated the best fruits of

his labours, especially in the comic depart

ment. At Venice, lie produced successively

the " Scola de Gelosi," the " Partcnzn

innspettata," the " Talisw.ano" the " Da

mn Pastorclla,'* and the " Ettropa riconos-

emtn," the latter being a work in a more

lofty style. All these opens were news-

ful. On his return to Vienna (rem U

Salieri again displayed there the rEir

and fertility of his talent. Ia addiuec '

the numerous operas which he had alrtfev

composed for that city, he now ptodi^

the " Spazza Camino," the " Btlkih

titrice," the grand opera of " SemireeK

the " Grolto di Tnfnit," three M

comic operas entitled the " Aran,' a

" Prodigo," and the " Ciffra" »ui

ous other pieces of instrumental and

music, especially an oratorio called '-?

" Pouione di J. C. nostra Sifnm.' 9

lien's music offers a fine model of 1—

melody united to the rich harmony if *

land of his adoption. He has oerer ahf.

the style of either country, bet, wrt i

master's hand, has avoided confocc-

altering, or destroying their distinct m+

at the same time that he has rente-

beauties of both conspicuous ; thuseA—

an example of sober wisdom, in thee"

judiced adoption of the lichefi *

both of harmony and melody. No t*

test, indeed, can be given of tit be-

beauty of this author's composition,

the rapture with which they were ke

loid the magic effect they had on tfcei-

ence, even when adapted to Gtros1

French instead of the original Italian

Salieri cultivated gratuitously the tit-

two favourite German composers, J**

Weigel and Francis Suessmaytr; n**

various amiable traits are rel»t*d

private life. We have omitted to we*

that, in consequence of the atom*

vailed approbation his opera of tfc

naides" mst with at Paris, Salieri retra

in 1790, a second invitation fan r*'

••aj.it tl, which he accepted, and ws f^"

with so much enthusiasm oW ow»*

alluring proposals were made to k* '

settle in France. But he preferred of*

ing faithful to his engagements ai 1 *°

Accordingly soon after bis return fr"5*1

second journey to the French esp0* *

emperor Joseph appointed him. *** *

pressions of the highest esteem, a**^

leader at the imperial chapel i» * **
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f Joseph Bono, and with an extra salary

f two hundred ducats. This favour of his

overeigu was gTeatly increased by his

leing exonerated in the succeeding year

rom the drudgery attached to one of his

ther offices, namely, that of always pre-

iding at the piana in the Italian opera.

SAL1MBENI, (Felice) a celebrated

oprano singer, bom at jMilan about the

ear 1712. He was a pupil of Nicolo Por-

ura. In 1733, he entered the service of

he emperor at Vienna, which he quitted in

737, and returned to Italy. In 1743, he

iecame attached to the court of Prussia,

nd remained at Berlin about seven years,

thence he proceeded to Dresden, and

leing on the point of again returning to his

lative country, he died at Laybach, in Car-

lioli, in 1751. Salimbeni was decidedly

>ne of the best sopranists that Italy has

iroduced. His voice was pure and pleasing,

ind his tone, though penetrating, sufli-

iently round and full. He shone most in

idagios, in which he often produced tears

rom his audience.

SAUNAS (Franciscus) was the son

>' the treasurer of Bergos, and born about

he year 1513. Although, from the day of

'is birth, he laboured under the misfortune

« an incurable blindness, he was the author

» one of the most valuable books on music

low extant in any language. He began

try early to devote himself to the study of

ausic. During his youth, nearly the whole

« his time was employed in singing to and

'laying on the organ. While he was a

l0!', a young female, who was about to take

he veil, happened to come to the place

vhere he resided. She had expressed a

'«ire of learning to play on the organ, and

or that purpose became an inmate in his

other's house. She was taught music by

'nhnas, while he, in return, received a

■nuwledge of Latin.

From the little instruction thus obtained,

lav'"g become extremely eager towards the

K'piiremcnt of more, he prevailed with his

"rents to ,end him to Salamanca, where

Of some years he assiduously applied him-

' 10 the study of the Greek language,

and also to the study of philosophy and the

arts. The narrowness of his circumstances,

however, after a while, compelled him to

leave that university ; and from thence he

was taken into the king's palace, where he

was patronised by Petrus Sarmentus, arch

bishop of Compostella. When the arch

bishop was made a cardinal, Salinas went

with him to Rome, more, as he said, for the

sake of learning, than for enriching himself.

Here he studied the works of Boethius, and

the writings of the ancient Greek harmo-

nicons. In these researches he spent up

wards ofthirty years ; until, depressed by the

loss of friends and by other misfortunes, he

resolved upon returning to Spain with the

slender pittance he had saved, in order that

he might pass the remainder of his days in

retirement. From Spain he was, however,

afterwards recalled into Italy ; whence, after

residing there some years, he was invited to

Salamanca, and, with a stipend sufficiently

liberal, was appointed professor of music

there. Salinas was an excellent composer

for the organ and other instruments, and, on

account of his great abilities, was much es

teemed by persons of rank, but in particular

by pope Paul IV., through whose favour he

was created abbot of St. Pancratio della

Rocca Salegna, in the kingdom of Naples.

He died in 1590, at the advanced age of

seventy-seven years.

He wrote a treatise " De Musica," which

is divided into seven books. In the first

he treats only of the different methods of

calculating the ratios of sound. In the

eighth and ninth chapters of the second

book, he contends against the musicians of

his time, that the diatesseron or fourth is

a concordant interval. The ditone and

semiditone he rasks amongst the conso

nances, and also the lesser intervals. The

subsequent chapters of this book contain a

great number of scales and diagrams, con

trived, with much ingenuity, to explain and

illustrate the several subjects he has spoken

of. In the third book he speaks of the

genera of the ancients, and with so much

learning and sagacity, that Dr. Pepusch has

declared that the true enharmonic, which
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for many ages had been supposed lost, was

in this work accurately determined. 'All,

however, that seems to have been discovered

is, that it consisted of certain divisions of

the tetrachord, to which we are at this day

entire strangers. Salinas, in another part of

his book, shows the method of constructing

what he calls the type of the diatonic.

Though he seems to have been very soli

citous to attempt some of the harsher inter

vals in the diatonic series, it is by no means

to be inferred from his works that he had

any desire to restore the ancient genera.

The pains he has taken to ascertain the true

divisions of the chromatic and enharmonic

genera, seem resolvable into that eager

desire of rendering the writings of the

ancient Greeks intelligible, which he

uniformly manifests in the course of his

works.

Salinas next treats of the temperament of

the organ and other instruments, and makes

some interesting observations on the powers

of the human voice. He then speaks of the

lute and the viol, and of the temperaments

adapted to each. In the tenth chapter of

the fourth book, there is a diagram, repre

senting, in a collateral view, the tetrachords

of the ancients, conjoined with the hexa-

chords of Guido, and showing how the lat

ter spring out of the former. The ancient

division of the genera into species is after

wards noticed. In a subsequent chapter he

exposes the errors of Aristoxenus in a man

ner very different both from Ptolemy and

Boethius ; and after that censures each of

these writers with a degree of freedom

which shows, that though he entertained

a reverence for the ancients, he was by no

means bigoted to their opinions, but as

sumed the liberty, in many instances, of

thinking and judging for himself. The last

subject treated by him is the rhythms of the

ancients ; and he enters into a copious

dissertation on the various kinds of metre

used by the Greek, the Roman, and the

Spanish poets.

The most curious parts of the concluding

chapters are the little fragments of old

Spanish melody which belong to his speci-

mens of versification. Some of thee w

very graceful and pleasing, parhciilirj

when we consider that at that tine tin

had received no polish from the open.

Of this work it may be sufficient locv

that a greater degree of credit isdueio-

than to almost any other production o(

deru writers of the same kind. The ucta

was a practical as well as theoretical

sician, and throughout the whole of ■

book he manifests a disposition the iir_.

removed, that can possibly be imagined, fcw>

that credulity which betrayed GUmmsc*

others into error. This disposition led bi

to inquire accurately and minuielj into*

doctrines ofthe Greek writers ; and fre£ -

confidence with which he sometime hit1'

them, we are led into the persuasna —

the truth was on his side.

SALMON, (Thomas) an English »

sician of the seventeenth centuiy, pakti-

in London, in 1672, besides seven! «■

musical tracts, a work entitled " Aft

to the Advancement of Music, by

away the Perplexity of different Qtji*

uniting all Sorts nf Music, Lute,

tins, Organ, Harpsichord, Voice, $t.»*

universal Character.'*

SALMON, (Mns.) This cekte-

British vocalist is a member of i h*

eminent for vocal as' well as general'-'

sical ability, the Mahons of Oxford. 1- :

mother, whose name was Muodaj, *E

sister to the celebrated Miss JUbofc s-

the wife of Mr. Warton, a clergyman

son of Dr. Warton, the master of

Chester school ; also of Mrs. Andmw

Mrs. Second, both public singers, reB''

able for their beautiful voices. He-'

master was John Ashley ; but tiine.pw1"

and observation appear to have hea w

most capable instructors. With •! 'r

acquisitions she certainly can be jo^? >**

to belong to no school. She sings

and Italian with the same brilliancjrf'*-

and the same facility ; the two drrcoto* -

that form the characteristics by Kkictc'7

body distinguishes the effects of tai h^ '

performance. Mrs. Salmon's iotas**1 *

generally very correct. In j»in< " *
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option, she aims at little beyond what

lature, in her least aspiring moods, is wont

o dictate. She is never theatrical, if she

> seldom striking in this effect, but is con-

ent to charm by powers more obvious to

he million of auditors ; powers which entail

ew critical doubts, which are blended with

10 extraneous accomplishments, but which

ire purely and entirely vocal. In her tone

ies the delight, for delight it certainly may

Je called ; and such is the extreme flexibility

of her voice, that she introduces notes and

passages where it should seem impossible,

Mid overcomes difficulties with an ease that

nothing can embarrass. Her fancy is vi

gorous, yet delicate, fertile, and luxuriant ;

yet, as she affects no surpassing dignity of

style or elocution, but preserves the same

level sweetness and uniformity of manner,

her facility is never at war with more com

manding qualities. Her graces are received

as the gratuitous ornaments which nature

almo3t involuntarily supplies, without effort

ami without art. They rise like the flowers

that decorate our path in spring, alluring

and captivating thesenses, without inducing

any other thought as to their origin than

gratitude and thanksgiving. Her execution

is of the same cast and order with the voice,

that is the ministering agent. It differs,

however, essentially in kind from that of

any other singer ; and this difference we

should describe, in its results, as appearing

to appertain to nature more than art. To

conclude, clearness, beauty, rapidity, polish,

invention, and taste, arc her attributes ;

and with these she makes so perfect a com

bination of what is delightful to the ear,

without being offensive to the judgment,

that she takes a rank far beyond that which

it has been usual to allot to qualities, which

have been held rather to pertain to organic

than to intellectual superiority. Though

never grand, and seldom, if ever, pathetic

or touching, though never extorting the

tribute of applause by sudden, powerful,

and irresistible appeals to the imagination

or to the heart, she still is sure of her object.

She captivates by sweetness, delicacy, and

vanety) by exquisite ornament, by uncom-

mon ease, leaving the judgment free, whilst

she wins upon the senses.

SALOMON, a native of Provence, born

in 1661, was admitted into the band of the

chapel royal of France, to play on the bass

viol, an instrument on which he excelled.

He composed an opera entitled "JlMMe et

Jason," which was performed in the royal

academy in 1713, with great applause.

Salomon died at Versailles in the year

1731.

SALOMON (Johasn Peter) was bom

at Bonn, in the electorate of Cologne, in

1745, according to a baptismal certificate

found amongst his papers. He was educated

for the law, but his love for music pre

dominating over every other inclination, he

was at length allowed to devote himself

to its study, and soon became celebrated in

Germany and France, not only for his per

formance on the violin, but for his profound

knowledge of the art generally. He came

to England about 1781 ; after which time

this country proved the place of his con

stant residence, the scene of his best efforts,

and the source of his warmest attachments.

Salomon was one of those few whose right

to contend for the honour of being the

greatest performer on the violin in Europe

was undisputed ; " his taste, refinement,

and enthusiasm," to use the words of Dr.

Burney, " excited universal admiration, and

caused his instruction to be eagerly sought

for." Amongst his pupils. Pinto proved the

extent of his master's skill, and his ability

in communicating it. Unfortunately, this

extraordinary young man, whose musical

progress reflected so much honour upon his

master, possessed qualities which are not

unusually the concomitants of genius, and

he perished just as he was ripening into

unrivalled excellence. This country is in

debted to the spirit and enterprise of Salo

mon for having brought into it, at a great

pecuniary ri3k, the most original, brilliant,

and fertile musical genius that has appeared

in our days, the immortal Haydn ! It was

in this metropolis that he produced those

great master-pieces, the twelve symphonies,

written for Salomon's concerts, which arc,
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and most probably will ever continue, the

standard of perfection in this species of com

position ; indeed, they are acknowledged

as such wherever modulated sounds are

understood or felt. His discriminating

judgment was not exercised in one depart

ment of music only ; he brought out of ob

scurity, and placed in their proper sphere,

the unequalled vocal powers of Braham,

who avows the obligation, and is proud to

boast of having possessed a friend whose

unsolicited patronage was a recommendation

of the most gratifying and valuable kind.

Disinterested in his views, and anxious for

the preservation and improvement of his

favourite art, he was one of the early pro

moters and active assistants of the Philhar

monic society, the first concert of which he

led, with a zeal and abiUty that age had

not abated ; and the last business that oc

cupied his attention was relative to the

preparations for the ensuing season, in

which he manifested a clear and unim

paired state of mind only four days previous

to his death. Salomon had lived chiefly

in the higher circles, where his good sense

and polished manners ever rendered him

acceptable ; indeed, his education qualified

him for any society. His classical attain

ments were considerable ; and to these he

added the more current and useful acquisi

tion of four living languages, which he

wrote and spoke with astonishing correct

ness and fluency. But the qualities of his

heart are those which will leave the most

lasting impression on his friends. He was

honourable, generous, and sincere ; his ta

lents were always to be gratuitously com

manded if appealed to by distress ; and his

purse was so readily opened when bis com

passion was excited, that if a very faithful

and vigilant servant, who lived with him

twenty-eight years, had not been more

cautious, his master would, in all proba

bility, have offered his independence at the

shrines of charity. He died in London,

after a long illness, which originated in a

fall from his horse. His remains were in

terred in the cloisters ofWestminster abbey.

SALVATOR ROSA. See Rosa.

SANCES, (Giotaxm Piucs)'ebapd-

master to the emperor Leopold I. at Vieir..

in the first half of the seventeenth aabaj.

He composed many motets and other wo!

music, part of which was published '--

Venice, between the years 1638 and 1649.

SANDER, (F. S.) a Bohemian mosku..

resident at Breslau.in Silesia, was roniidct«i

in Germany a good vocal and instruments

composer. He has also brought out sen-

dramatic pieces. His works bear date free

the year 1783 to 1797.

SANDERSON, (James.) ThisEagW

dramatic composer was born in 1769. r

Workington, in the county of Durta:

From childhood he evinced a strong pas-:

for music, and when at school, at t <ej

early age, was much delighted by pura

oa a toy fiddle. He soon after was ps-

sented by his friends with a small re:~-

and learnt the gamut from an old ba

lent to him by a dancing-master, being »

able to play easy tunes by note. Hi*

ther, about this time, removed to Sei/

land, where, after three years' coahnnK

of practice, young Sanderson beca» 1

tolerable dance player. He next beaa

acquainted with a violinist in the orcbea

of the theatre, and was permitted to B ^

his side during the performance ; by

means, together with indefatigable practft

he improved sufficiently to be engajai ■

the theatre, on a salary, for the ensuing w

son : he was also invited to play <l *

amateur concerts in Sunderland,

now desirous of obtaining some tno»lH.'

of harmony, he procured an old spiatl. u

also a work by Hicks on thorougb-bui &

composition, and scored several instrunf!-'

pieces with great attention ; till »t k«e*

when only fifteen years of age, hecoosd^

himself capable of teaching the piaafrto"'

and violin ; and as there appeared to k >

good opening at North and Soctb

he went to those towns, and boldly lobo*

the patronage of the principal farailie. ^*

result of this step was so successful, du1 *

remained three years at Shields *il>

employment as a teacher. At the eipn0-

of this time the manager of the tbeatreat
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Teorcastle engaged Sanderson as the leader

f his orchestra. There he remained twelve

lonths, till, by a casualty, he was intro-

uced to Astley, the proprietor of the Am-

hitheatre in London, who engaged him to

>in his orchestra at an increased salary,

lis first attempt at dramatic composition

eas at Chester, in 1789, when he composed

ppropriate symphonies to various parts of

^oliins's Ode on the Pauinns, which was

3 be recited by the late celebrated G.

'ooke the tragedian, for his benefit in

hat town. His next work was the comic

lantomime of "Harlequin in Ireland," per-

orroed at Astley's theatre in 1792, with

auch applause. From this time till the

ear 1 820, he produced no less than one

mndred and fifty-four melodrames, bur-

ettas, pantomimes, spectacles, &c. for the

n i nor theatres, receiving also, during many

rears of that time, a salary of eight guineas

i week as ehef-d'orcheitre. He has also,

iince the year 1 799, published various operas

or his instrument ; and, in 1822, submitted

in overture in full score to the Philharmonic

society, of which he is a member. We

hould not forget to mention, that his vocal

ompositions, for Vauxhall and other public

>laces, have been very numerous. To con-

lude, we cannot but observe, that there

las not in this country, or perhaps in any

ither, been an instance of an individual,

entirely self-instructed in music, and pos-

essed in early life of such slight opportuni-

ies ofattaining musical information, having

ivcrcome, so Completely as Sanderson has

lone, by his own perseverance and natural

alent, all obstacles to professional ad-

aneement. His laborious life affords an

■xample of the fruits of honest industry,

vhich every young musician, ungifted by

ortune, would do well to reflect on with

ittenliou.

SANDONATI, an excellent Italian vio-

oncellist, resided at Verona in the year

1800.

SANDONI, (Putho Giusrppt) of

liologna, was a harpsichord maker, also

i composer of tome eminence. Amongst

lis works were "Artaurte," an opera, per-

formed at Verona in 1709, and "Canlate da

Camera e Sonatc per il Cembalo" pub

lished in London. He married Cuzzoni, in

this country.

SANDONI, (Fhancesca Cuzzoni) wife

of the preceding, but usually called Cuzzoni,

was a native of Parma, and received her

vocal instructions from Lanzi. After singing

at most of the great theatres in Italy, she

was engaged for the opera in London, soon

after the arrival of Senesino. Her voice was

a very fine contr'alto. Till the time of her

arrival in England, Cuzzoni, as a female

singer, was in full possession of the public

favour ; she then, however, quarrelled with

Handel, who patronised her rival Faustina,

and the following year Cuzzoni quitted the

kingdom. In 1748 she returned, but being

then advanced in years gave little satisfac

tion. She died indigent, in her native coun

try, in the year 1770. The following anec

dote is related of Cuzzoni. Handel had

composed for her the song of Falsa Ima

gine, in Otho, which occasioned so severe

a dispute between them, on account of her

refusing to sing it, that, at last, Handel

threatened to throw the refractory signora

out of the window ; telling her, " that he

always knew she was a very devil, but

that he should now let her know, in her

turn, that he was Beelzebub, the prince of

devils." He then actually seized her by the

waist, and lifted up the sash. Alarmed at

this fearful process, Cuzzoni now consented,

and by the exquisite grace, pathos, not

less than by the beautiful ornaments, with

which she executed and diversified the few

simple notes that compose the air, she added

more to her reputation than by any other

performance.

SANDRINI, (Paolo) chamber-muai-

sician to the court of Dresden, published, in

1812, "Duo p. Guit. et Ft." Op. 12, and

" 6 Cavatine c. Acc. di Chitarra," Op. 13.

SANFA (Felice) an Italian church

composer, flourished, probably at Venice,

towards the close of the seventeenth cen

tury.

SAN-MARTINI, (Gtov. Battjsta.)

See Martini, (Battista.)
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SAN-MARTINI,(G iu sefpe.) See Ma r-

tim, (Giuseppe.)

SAN-ROMANO, (Carlo Giuseppe)

chapel-master and organist at Milan, was

born there in 1630. He studied the harp

sichord and composition under A. M.Turato

and M. A. Grancini. He published various

motets and other church music at Milan.

SANTARELLI, chaplain of the order of

Malta, and chapel-master to the pope at

Rome. To extraordinary skill in the prac

tice of music and singing, he joined a pro

found knowledge of the theory and history

of his art. In 1764, he published at Rome

the first volume of his "7'reatise on Church

Music, from the earliest Attes to the present

Time." The manuscript of his second vo

lume was complete in 1770, but we know

not if it has since been printed. The

exact title of his work is "Delia Musicu del

Sanluarioe delta Disciplina de tuui Cantori. ' '

He also wrote some letters on church com

posers and modern church music, which

may be seen in Gerbert"s History of Church

Music, vol. ii. p. 354, et seq.

SANTI, (Alfonso) of Ferrara, an es

teemed Italian dramatic composer previously

to the year 1783.

SANTINELLI, an Italian nobleman,

held a place in the court of Leopold I. of

Austria, and was also considered one of

the best musicians of his time. He com

posed, in 1660, on occasion of the marriage

of the emperor, the opera " Gli Amori di

Orfeo ed Euridice," which is said to have

exceeded in beauty all preceding composi

tions of a similar nature, and to have been

the occasion of the establishment of the

grand Italian opera at Vienna.

SANTIS, (Giovanni de) a Neapolitan

violinist and composer, flourished about the

year 1740. A publisher at Amsterdam

having procured, through his correspondents,

some manuscript violin concertos and solos

of this master, printed them at Amsterdam ;

at which, it is said, Santiswas so indignant,

that he set out on a journey to Holland, for

the express purpose of being revenged on

the publisher, but died on his route.

SANTO-LAP1S, a celebrated Colognese

composer, flourisned in the middle of Use

eighteenth century. Amongst his druttt

works are " L'Infetice AvaUntato," octfi

seria, 1754; " II Finto Cetalitn" opei

bulla; and a part of "LaFedeUCmau"

the remainder being by F. Gaspanni.

SAPIO, (Signor) a celebrated lain

professor of singing. He was dnnekxt

ter, and also gave instructions in smtSE,

to Marie Antoinette, the unfortunate <{tv-

of Louis XVI. He married a French r,

man, but emigrated with his family, uri-

French revolution, to this country, where \t

resided many years, his lessons in sbfE

being considered unrivalled.

SAPIO junior, son of the preeedinj,"

born in this country. He was not bit*!

up to music, but studied it simply an"

complishment. After receiving a chso

education, he entered the army, *

left in consequence of family circumsuii

that led him to prefer a profession c&

speedier and more certain emoluments *

pio's voice is a tenor of much compass. -

he has the faculty of a*«imil«tin<r k i-

setto, with ease, to the natural voice

junction, which adds all that he csa •>*

to the upper part of his scale. The o**2"

of his tone is full and brilliant. He s(f-

to inherit from nature a quick and

apprehension. He is a declamatorj

and his manner is more rhetorical a*1

fective than that of most conctrt-s^1

Concerning science, Sapio displays an *

and a steadiness, that indicate a p*"

acquaintance with the arrangement* «l 3

orchestra. His cadences and oroaaW"-

they exhibit no uncommon eruditioa. £

yet not deficient, either in invent** •

skill in adaptation. Gracing is no*etrrr.

to such excess, that knowledge and a*

are more shown by forbearance, pa^r*

than by those substitutions of the ann *

the singer for the notes of the »ntn».

true manner of singing Handel asl *

early English masters is indeed tr»i»BU

and can be little varied with safety,

by the more or less powerful ipplio**'

the real elements of just express!* If-

the whole, Sapio i* unquestioaiW; ■**
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romising tenor singer that has for many

cars appeared in this metropolis. With

as power from nature and science than

Iraham once possessed, and with more

ramatic strength, but less polish, than

aughan, he has a manner of his own, as

versified as pleasing. He is energetic,

anly, and often touching ; and these qua-

ties, with the elegance of his exterior,

ave won for him very deservedly the ap-

robation of both the fashionable and scien

ce auditor.

SAPPHO, a poetess and musician of

esbos, in the forty-fourth Olympiad. She

cquired the name of the tenth muse. She

lveuted the poetic measure known as Sap-

hic verse, and also established a new mode

a music, entitled mixo-Lydian. Plutarch

tales that the tragic poets adopted this

lode, it being highly fitted for pathetic

epreseatations.

SARATELLI, (Giuseppe) of Padua,

vas the predecessor of Caluppi in the si-

uation of chapel-master of St. Mark's

hurch at Venice. I Ie was also a professor

>1 great eminence at the conservatory of

he Mendicanti.

SARELLI, an Italian composer, resided,

o 1 786, at Vienna, where a grand oratorio

f his composition was performed before

be emperor with such success, that his

lajesty testified his satisfaction by a pre-

ent to the author of two hundred ducats.

SARRO, (Domenico) vice-maestro of

■ chapel royal at Naples, flourished from

ie year 1725 to 1734. This master was

tuch esteemed, both for his ecclesiastical

nd secular productions. The most cele-

rated of his operas were, " Tito Sempronio

iracco," for Naples, 1725, and Metastasio's

Didone abbundonata," for Turin, 1727.

Ie was one of the early reformers, who,

ke Vinci, simplified harmony and polished

lelody in his productions for the stage.

SARTI, (Giuseppe) imperial chapel-

laster at St. Petersburg, was born at

aenza in 1730. In 1756, he held the

ituations of court chapel-master and music-

oaster to the royal family in Copenhagen ;

e also composed there some operas, but

which were only moderately successful.

Some time after this, we find him holding

the place of chapel-master of the conserva

tory Delia Pieta at Venice ; and it is from

this epoch that his high reputation in Italy

must be dated. His music was then deemed

divine. All the Italian theatres were anxi

ous for his compositions, which he could

not produce in sufficient number. In 1782,

he was elected chapel-master of the Duomo

at Milan. His most popular opera, at this

time, was " Giulio Sabino," composed in

1781 for Venice, and published at Vienna

in 1784. Some German critics, however,

were of opinion, that the harmony of this

opera was weak and defective, and that its

only merit lay in the melody. Be that as

it may, the high reputation of this work

extended itself even to St. Petersburg,

when the empress of Russia invited Sarti

to her capital, with the appointment of

imperial chapel-master, for a term of three

years. In 1785, he accordingly arrived

there, and made his debut at St. Peters

burg, by a concert spirituel for Good Friday,

introducing also some Russian psalms, which

were performed by sixty-sit voices and a

hundred Russian horns, besides the cus

tomary orchestra. Still, however, this con

cert was not noisy enough to please the

Russians ; so that shortly after,on the occa

sion of the taking of Okzakow, he produced

a TeDcum, in which he introduced real firing

of canon : the guns being placed in the court

of the castle, and discharged with great

precision, in the appointed passages of the

music. After the representation of " Ar-

mida," in 1786, the empress presented

Sarti with a gold snuffbox and diamond

ring, and appointed him director of the con

servatory of music at Catharinenslaf, with

a salary of thirty-five thousand rubles,

besides his lodging, and a purse of fifteen

thousand rubles as an indemnity for his

travelling expenses. She also conferred on

him a title of nobility. After a residence

of eighteen years ' in Russia, and receiving

various additional favours from the court

and nobility, the emperor Alexander per

mitted him, in 1801, on account of his
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health, to retire, with the continuance or

his pension, to a warmer climate. He then

went to Berlin, but his constitution was so

broken up, that he died in that city in the

following year, 1802. The following are

amongst Sarti's principal dramatic composi

tions : " La Giardiniera brillante," opera

buffa, Dresden, 1781 ; " // Contratempi,"

opera buffa, Dresden, 1782 ; " // Trionfo

delta Pace," opera seria, Mantua, 1 783 ;

" Didone," opera seria, 1785 ; " Amor

Timido, Cantata t'i voce sola," Vicenia,

1787 ; " I Pretendenti Delusi," opera buffa,

1788 ; " Cleomene," opera seria, Bologna,

1788 ; " La Catzolajo di Strasburgo,"

opera buffa, Chiavari, 1788; "La Cle-

menza di Tito," opera seria, 1788; " Ida-

lide," opera seria, Petersburg, 1785; " Le

Nozze di Dorina," opera buffa, 1790;

" / Rivali Delusi," opera buffa, London ;

" L'Avaro," an interlude ; " GtAmanti

Consolati," opera buffa, 1799; and " Ep-

ponina," opera seria, Turin. In the second

volume of La Trobe's sacred music, there is

an exquisitely beautiful trio from a Miserere

by Sarti. It begins " Amplius lava me."

SARTORIO, (Antonio) chapel-master

of St. Mark's church at Venice, composed

many operas between the years 1652 and

1681.

SARTORIUS, (Erasmi-s) a celebrated

German poet and musical writer, was born

at Schleswick in 1575. He held the situa

tions of chapel-master and vicar of the

cathedral at Hamburgh, and died in that

city in 1639. His principal work is en

titled " Iiistitutiones Music*, cum DoctrinA

de Modis," Hamburgh, 1635.

SAUNDERSON (Dr. Nicholas) was

a singular instance of delicacy of ear. He

could readily distinguish to the fifth part of

a note ; and by his performance on the flute,

which he had learnt as an amusement in

his younger years, discovered such a genius

for music, as would probably appear as

wonderful as his excellence in the mathe

matics, had he cultivated the art with equal

application.

SAUST (Chari.es) was born at Ballen-

staet, in the duchy of Anhalt, in Saxony,

in the year 1773. He was taught tit te

by the celebrated Tanbert, and thorraa-

bass by Agthe, and aflerwirds ta&ei

composition under Possin. Saust arriie:

in England in the year 1800, vai hi

met with great encouragement as a :«

and performer here, as well as in Genua;.

Several of his compositions for his insw

ment have had a great sale. The follmnr

are among his principal works : " Sul JTr

gine, with Variations," Op. 5, ami " T*

Esch's Delassement;" " Collection ifft

vourite Melodies, with appropriate £«i

lishments, Mo. 1 ;" «' Collection offsnei

Melodies, with appropriate EmbtU'akmn.%

Mo. 2 f " Collection offavourite Jfrfcfc

with appropriate Embellishments, A* 3'

" Collection of favourite Mehiia, ri

appropriate Embellishments, Mo. 4 ;" " Sf

lection offavourite Melodies, with «Jf

priate Embellishments, A'o. 5;" "St

containing all the Gamuts, Chordt,"

their respective Changes') and InUrs

also, to show the proper Mode of tmfix

Passages;" •• Three favourite Av>. rS

Vars., Vc. Ace, Booh 1 ;'* " Timfar

He Airs, with Vars., Vc. Ace., Bvb li

" Threefavourite Airs, with Vars., Tt.fr-

Booh 3 ;" and " Three Grand Qmttilte

Duets."

SAUVEUR, (Joseph) professor of»

thematic* at the royal college in Paris, c

member of the academy of sciences, **

born at La Fleche in 1653. He h*! a'

the faculty of speech till seven tot <•

age. Another peculiarity of his life is, &

he could not be prevailed on to see i

person he was about to marry, till lie *•

tract of marriage was signed. He rJ

fond of music, but had neither voice ao *

His great object was to simplify ties*"

with which view he proposed to eon*3*

one fixed key for all the music in tta**^

and also produced a specimen of I «**

of writing music on one line. He •I*

invented a musical chronometer. &

treatises on music were all psbhsW -

the Memoirs of the Academy olSo**1*

between the year* 1701 and 171* "!

died in 1716.
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SAVIONI, (Maro) counterteuor singer

n the pope's chapel at Rome, about the

ear 1642, was also a good composer.

SCACCHI, (Marco) a native of Rome,

ras chapel-master to Sigismund III. and to

Jlarlislaus IV., successively kingsofPoland,

fe was the author of a treatise published

1 1643, entitled " Cribrum Musicum ad

Mticum Si/erticum sett Examinatio suc-

incla Ptalmorum, Sfc.;" of " Cantilena

roc. et Lacnrymee Sepulchralet, 1 647 ;

ad of a set of canons entitled " Canones,

ve Lachryma Sepulchralet ail Tumulum

ohannit Stobai."

The compositions of Scacchi are greatly

iteemed by the Italians for the closeness

f their texture, and for the great ingenuity

id contrivance that are to be found in

MB.

SCACCIA , (Ano eloMani a) a Milanese

oiinist and composer for his instrument,

mriibed towards the middle of the eight-

-nth century.

SCALABRINI, (Paolo) an Italian cha-

=l-master and dramatic composer, in the

tier half of the eighteenth century.

SCALETTA, (Orazio) chapel-master of

. Anthony's church at Padua, was born

Bergamo. He died of the plague, at

idua, in 1630. Amongst other worts, he

known by the following : " Seala di

utica per principianti," Milan, 1599;

Icala di Mi/ sir a molto ncces»aria,fatta

" ogni hrerita," Sue, Venice, 1600. A

h edition of this work appeared at Milan

1610; other editions at Milan in 1647

i 1656, and at Rome in 1666 and 1677 ;

Madrigali a 6 voci," Venice ; and ' 1 Metta

tve da Morti a 4 voci," Venice.

5CANDELLT, (Antonio) chapel-master

the elector of Saxony, was appointed to

it office in 1560, and died at Dresden in

30. He published several collections of

igs at Nuremburg.

SCARLATTI (Alessandro) was born

Naples in 1650. The name ofhis master

unknown, but the reputation of Caris-

>i, who then flourished at the head of the

■nan school, liaving reached Naples,

irlatti thought it right to repair to the

!0U II.

metropolis of the arts, and to hear the com

positions of this master, in order to form

his style on so great a model, and to profit

by Carissimi's instructions. Scarlatti was

the greatest harp player of his day. By

the aid of this instrument he sought to

introduce himself to Carissimi. The stra

tagem succeeded, and the most sincere

attachment was the effect. Real talent

knows not envy. Carissimi, in exchange

for the delightful airs composed and per

formed by Scarlatti, revealed to him the

secrets of his art. Scarlatti augmented

these acquirements by the learning aud

experience afforded by travel. Instead of

returning to Naples, he visited the theatres

and masters of Bologna, Florence, and

Venice, at which latter city he analyzed

the principles of the art, as he had done at

Rome. From thence he proceeded to Vienna,

whose rising school promised future great

ness to Germany, when it should have been

visited and enlightened by the masters of

Italy. In this city he made the first essay

of his talents for composition, and his thea

trical and sacred works were alike success

ful. On his return to Naples, he halted at

Rome, where he composed several operas,

as a testimony of gratitude for his favour

able reception on his first visit to this city :

they were received with transport.

Arrived at Naples, and possessed of talents

ripened by science and experience, Scar

latti devoted himself entirely to his own

country, and applied himself not only to the

production of numerous sacred and profane

compositions, but also to the regeneration of

the Neapolitan school, by the best prin

ciples, the best regulations, and the most

perfect methods of instruction.

Until the time of Scarlatti, the overture

to an opera consisted of meagre obligato

symphony, produced by certain routine, and

frequently in bad taste. Scarlatti reformed

this department of the opera, and esta

blished it less upon the form than upon

the foundation of the work itself, making it

a species of musical prologue or programme

of the action ; he informed it with truth,

images, and melody. He perfected the.

2* 417
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obligate or accompanied recitative, and

invented the introduction of the da capo or

ritornel of the symphonies into recitatives

of strong passion, which before his time was

neither practised nor known by the Italian

composers.

Dr. Burney says, "The most volumi

nous and most original composer of cantatas

that has ever existed in any country, to

which my inquiries have reached, seems

to have been Alessandro Scarlatti. Indeed

this master's genius was truly creative, and

I find part of his property among the stolen

goods of all the best composers of the first

forty or fifty years of the present century,

1790. The violoncello parts ofmany of his

cantatas were so excellent, that whoever

was able to do them justice was thought a

supernatural being."

Although the modulation in the cantatas

is sometimes crude and unnatural, yet they

are never without some beauty. Durante,

a pupil of Scarlatti, afterwards arranged

several of them as duets of great learning.

Bacchini, when teaching at the conserva

tory of L'Ospedaletto at Venice, at the end

of each lesson respectfully kissed the book

which contained them. Scarlatti is said to

have composed near a hundred operas, be

sides oratorios, and two hundred masses.

His invention was so fertile, and his appli

cation so intense, that he composed with

greater rapidity than his copyist could write.

"La Principessa Fedele" is generally cited

as his best dramatic production. The Ita

lians speak of him as the glory of the art

and the chief of composers. Hasse said of

him, that, in point of harmony, he was the

greatest master of Italy. In 1725, Quantz

saw him at Naples, where he was still

composing for the church, and played ex

tremely well on the harp, notwithstanding

his advanced age. According to Piccini,

he died in 1728.

SCARLATTI, (Domenico) son of the

preceding, was born in 1683, and inherited

the talents ofhis father. He was less his pupil

than his successor, and imitated him in his

conduct a3 well as in his productions. While

a youth, he studied under Francesco Gaspa-

rini, then a composer and excellent \atf-

chord player at Rome. As soon a '

musical studies were completed, be visa

the schools of Italy, and particularly te

of Venice, in 1709, which had becKH h

rival of Naples. After having observs! S!

progress of this school, Scarlatti Si. H

fear to try his strength ; and he m Sf

ported by the applause of the public, a

the approbation and esteem of the op»

centi ; never was success less coated

Scarlatti sought the friendship ofthems?

of the Venetian school, and betam r.

quainted with Handel, who, alth I

German, was considered as an 1;- -

Venice, where he studied his art. Setfc

became so attached to this compose,

tin n held the rank in Germany Ite -

father had occupied in Italy, that Ik 11

lowed him to Rome, profiting by hisoat

advice, and even by his conversitiH.

only quitted him to repair to Be1

where he was engaged as chapel

He composed operas and sacred bp

Lisbon, which were as successia! * •

produced at Venice.

D. Scarlatti quitted Portugal is —

and made some stay at Rome,

became acquainted with Quantz. llS

pies, his compositions for the chtrri

1 1 io theatre obtained the unanimous sj? '■

tion of his countrymen, less fortbn*^

consideration of the memory of i»W

and the affection which attracts to*!*8

artist born on the same spot as ok*"*

than for the real merit of worb ttm

united science with taste, and cub'3'

with genius.

Hasse, known by the title of II *»**'

the Saxon, was then studying at -Vlf

and witnessing the success of D»^*'

Scarlatti, solicited and obtained hi kw

ship ; he was heard to say fifty yea"*

that no composer had ever greater

siasm and taste for his art. His H*J*

was the same wherever he jppewri *

was engaged by the court of Mai'

first appeared in the opera of "N** ,

Besides being appointed muter sfaW**

chapel, he became teacher of tit
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lord to the queen, on which he particularly

rcelled, as well as on the harp.

The style of this composer, which was

rmed on that of his father, was grand and

ajestic. His modulations in his composi-

ins for the church had nothing of the

jnotonous austerity of the ancient chants,

d his theatrical productions possessed

s art of expressing with truth and grace

: emotions and sentiments of the soul.

! also composed for the harpsichord ; and

i lessons, dedicated to the queen of Spain,

:re, according to Burney, " the wonder

i delight of every hearer who had a

irk of enthusiasm about him, and could

:1 new and bold effects, intrepidly produced

the breach of almost all the old and

ablished rules of composition."

SCARLATTI, (Giuseppe) grandson of

essandro Scarlatti, was born at Naples

out the year 1718, and passed the greater

rt of his life at Vienna, where he was

ich esteemed, both as a dramatic corn

er and performer on the harpsichord.

I died at Vienna in 1776. Amongst his

rts are the following operas : " Pompto

Armenia," 1747; " Adriano in Siria,"

52; "Ezio," 1754; " L'Efetti delta

nt Madre Natura," Venice, 1754;

Je gustibus non est disputandum," Ve-

e, 1754; "Chi tutto abraccia, nulla

nge," Venice, 1754 ; " Mercato diMal-

ntile," 1757; this opera had prodigious

cess; "/sola disabitata," Vienna, 1757;

Upile," " Ararcisso," " La Serva scaltra,"

<9;"La Clemenza di Tito," 1760 ; and

-a Moglie Padrona," Vienna, 1768.

>CARPARI, (Pietho) an Italian com

er, brought out at Venice, in 1722, the

ra " Iphide Greeca."

iCHACK, an actor at Munich and

nna, also a theatrical composer, much

lired in Germany. Amongst his works

the following: a second part to the

ra " Una cosa rata," Vienna, 1789;

)aj Schlaraffenland," about 1790 ; "Die

■ner Zeitung," 1790 ; " Don Quixote,"

retta, Vienna, 1792; " Der Stein der

ben," Vienna, 1792; and " Die Zau-

trtmmel," operetta, 1796.

SCHADECK, (Joh.) an instrumental

composer at Vienna. He died previously

to the year 1807. His works are much

admired, and are chiefly for the harpsichord

and violin. Amongst them are " 3 Orosse

Sonaten fur das Klavier," Vienna, 1801 ;

"3 Quatuors pour 2 V., A., et Vc,"

Op. 2, Vienna, 1802 ; and " 10 Vars. pour

le Clav. tur un Thlme du Ballade ' Die

Spanier auf Christiana*" Vienna, 1802.

SCHAFRATH, (Christoph) chamber-

musician of the princess and abbess Amelia

at Berlin, was born near Dresden, in 1709.

He was one of the most distinguished con

trapuntists of Germany, and the art is much

indebted to his tuition for many of the best

singers, performers, and composers of Ger

many, in the latter half of the last century.

Amongst his pupils was the celebrated C.

G. Richter of Berlin. Of his printed com

positions, we can only name " Sei duetti

i Cembalo Ohlig. e Violin o Flauto Concert,"

Op. 1, 1752, and "Six Harpsichord So

natas," Op. 2, 1754. He died about the

year 1762.

SCHAH-CULI, the Orpheus of the Per

sians, flourished at Bagdad, towards the

middle of the seventeenth century. Amu-

rath TV. having taken that city in 1638,

gave orders for a massacre of thirty thou

sand of the inhabitants. A part of the con

demned had already been put to the sword,

when Schah-Culi found means to penetrate

to the sultan, who was present at the

slaughter. He then immediately sang, ac

companied by his harp, the tragic fate of

Bagdad, and this in strains so deeply af

fecting, that the heart of the cruel monarch

became, for the first time, accessible to

pity. He ordered the work of blood to be

put a stop to, and took the saviour of his

country, together with four other musicians,

with him to Constantinople. These were

the first founders of good music in the

Turkish empire. The musicians of Constan

tinople perform, to this day, the celebrated

composition which saved the life of so many

unfortunate victims of despotism and bar

barity. See Toderini Litteratura Turchesca,

Venice, 1787.
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SCHALE, (Christian Friedrich)

chamber-musician and organist of the ca

thedral at Berlin, was born at Brandenburg

in 1713. He was considered one of the

best organists and harpsichord performers

in Germany, and composed various excel

lent works for these instruments. He died

at Berlin in 1800.

SCHALL, (Clause) royal concert-mas

ter at Copenhagen, was born in that city.

He is considered a man of much talent,

especially as conductor of an orchestra. He

is also a good solo performer on the violin.

He has composed several ballets, also Da

nish operettas, and some violin, flute, and

horn music. His works known to us bear

date between the years 1780 and 1802.

SCHAUENSEE, (Francois Joseph

L. M. de) organist of a convent at Lucem,

in Switzerland, was born in that town in

1720. From the age of five years he took

lessons in singing, and at six years old

began to study the organ. At twelve he

had made such progress in that art, that his

master could confide in him for the organ

performance of the convent, even on the

days of festival. In 1731, he was sent to

a convent of Benedictines in the neighbour

hood of Saint Call, to continue his studies.

This convent having no organ, he applied

himself to the harpsichord, and began also

the violin and violoncello. In 1735 he

returned home, and, after about three years

study of counterpoint, composed a small

dramatic piece, the performance of which

was so applauded as to decide him to con

secrate his talents to composition ; and that

he might meet with less distraction in his

new occupation, he became a monk in the

convent of St. Urbain, of the Cistercian order.

Soon, however, disgusted with this state of

life, he returned to his family in about a

year; almost immediately deciding to ac

cept his grandfather's oner to send him to

Milan, that he might perfect himself in the

Italian language, and from thence proceed

to Rome. At Milan, having the opportunity

of hearing the best music, both sacred and

theatrical, and becoming acquainted with

several celebrated performers, he laid aside

composition for a short time, and neraiel

himself to practice on the piano-fate, «

which he made such progress as to be «a

considered one of the best players is tit

city. He then took lessons on the viola i

Galimberti, and soon became emiseat a

that instrument also, in the style of Cai

Having passed a year at Milan in tie tie*

manner, he recommenced composite) St

writing some sonatas for the haipsctr,.

which were afterwards published, Afe*

months after this time he entered js esse

in a Swiss regiment, in the service «f i

king of Sardinia, with which he vak *

campaign of 1742, and, after being peace

was taken prisoner. In 1743, his refss

was in garrison in Sardinia : there ht si

only finished his opera of harpskfcatd s-

natas, but composed, for the birthu;'

his colonel, an operetta, which *a jf-

formed at Cagliari, and so pleased tat*

roy, that he requested Schauenste t*

pose a Te Deum, to be sung on the «*

of a victory obtained over the Spue

The great success of this perfonmsn *

termined him immediately to cosp*

new opera ; it was entitled '* 4ppte»'

tosi," and played in 1744 in presence*1'-1

viceroy, meeting with universal ijps*-

His regiment was then ordered to (pi »

dinia for Nice, when Schauensw tti'

made prisoner, was allowed to renin s ■

own country on his parole. He there

posed much church and other musk, & -

length took orders as priest of the ^si-

Catholic church.

SCHEIBE, (Jobann Anot-rs) &r

master to the king of Denmark, »t> ^

at Leipsic in 1708. He studied uw""

sichord and organ in early life, but

the intention of following musk » » f

fession, till 1725, when his fethe <-

fered so severely in his pecuniary ese»

stances as to decide young Scheibe ttp-"-"

the study of music in a professional pe^:

view. Being shortly after disappss^ '

obtaining several vacant sitnatats » ■"'

ganist, he devoted himself more exd»B '

to composition. In 1730, he pnAW

lessons for the harpsichord, and fSstff*
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cal works. In 1735, he went to Prague,

nd passed the following winter at Gotha.

1 1 736, he resided for some time at Son-

;rshausen, whence he proceeded to Hara-

jrgh, with a wish of composing an opera for

ie theatre of that city. Unfortunately,

>wever, the theatre was closed immedi-

ely afterwards, and he then turned his

ind to procure the means of subsistence

jm didactic writings. He began by pub-

hing a weekly periodical work, entitled

The Critical Musician." This seemed to

omise success, when, in 1740, the raar-

ave of Brandenburg-Culmbach nominated

in ehapel-master. This appointment did

t interfere with the continuance of his

Critical Musician." Some time after-

irds he obtained the place of chapcl-mas-

' to the king of Denmark. He then

Wished at Leipsic, iu 1745, the second

ition of his " Critical Musician," en-

ged by various controversial essays which

had produced. On the arrival of Sarti

Copenhagen, Scheibe was superseded as

lapel-master, receiving a pension for life

about seventy pounds a year. Shortly

fore his death, he commenced another

irk on musical composition, which was to

tend to four volumes in quarto, but he

at Copenhagen in 1776, immediately

er the publication of his first volume,

leibe was a voluminous composer, and

sides his published works, his manuscripts

ounted,in 1740, to no less than one hun-

•A and fifty pieces of church music, one

odred and fifty flute concertos, above

rty violin concertos, seventysymphonies, a

at number of trios and solos for the harp-

hord, and numerous Italian and German

itatas. His printed works bear date from

29 to 1773.

5CHEIDT, (Samuel) chapel-master and

anist at Halle, was born there in 1587.

" church of St. Maurice in that town is

ebted to him for a superb organ, he

'ing left in his will a sufficient sum for

construction. He died in 1654, having

: many works of sacred vocal music, pub-

led at Hamburgh, Halle, Leipsic, and

rliti, between the years 1624 and 1653.

His principal work was published in the

former year at Hamburgh, in three volumes

folio, and is entitled ** Tabulatura Nova."

SCHENCK, (Joiians) chapel-master to

an Austrian nobleman at Vienna, in 1796.

He not only composed many favourite Ger

man operettas for different theatres of Vi

enna, but also some symphonies and other

instrumental music. Amongst his dramatic

works we can name the following : " Im

Finstern ist nicht gut tappen ;" " Die

Weinlese," 1791; "Die Weyhnacht auf

dem Lande," 1 792 ; " Das Singspicl ohne

Titel" 1790; •• Der Aerntekranz," 1791;

" Achmed und Almanzine," 1795; " Der

Bettelsludent," 1796; " Gesdnge turn

Sultan Achmet oder Achmet und Zenide,

von Iffland" 1797; "Die Jagd," 1798;

"Der Dorfbarbier," 1798; and " Der

Fassbindcr."

SCHERER, a German musician, resident

in Italy, published, previously to the year

1785, " Six Trios for the Harpsichord and

Violin," Op. 1, Genoa ; "Six Solosfor the

Violoncello," Op. 5, Genoa ; and " Six

Symphonies," Op. 6, Genoa.

SCHETKY, (F. G. C.) an excellent vio

loncellist, in the service of the prince of

Hesse-Darmstadt in 1772. Previously to

the year 1780, he had published in London

and at the Hague, five operas ofinstrumental

music. He also left at his death many ma

nuscript compositions for his instrument. He

died at Edinburgh in 1773.

SCHIASSI, (Cajetano Maria) a Bo-

lognese composer and violinist, produced

several esteemed operas in Italy. He also

published some violin music at Amsterdam

in 1720. Amongst others of his dramatic

works are the following : " Amor tra ne-

mici," 1732; " Fedene tradimenti," 1732;

"Alessandro neW .Indief 1734; " Demo-

fotmte;" and "Didone abbandonata," 1735.

SCHIATTI, (Lvici) concert-master to

the margrave of Badeu-Durlac towards

the middle of the eighteenth century, was

appointed, in 1747, to a situation in the im

perial chapel at St. Petersburg. At the

time he resided in Germany, he published

at Amsterdam " Six Violin Trios," Op. 1.
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Other piece* of vocal and instrumental music

by this composer are known in manuscript.

SCHIAVETTUS, (M. Junes) a con

trapuntist, towards the middle of the six

teenth century, published, amongst other

works, " Motetti a 5 e 6 voci," Venice,

1565.

SCHICHT, (Johann Gottfried) mu

sic director of the grand concert, and or

ganist of the new church at Leipsic, was

born near Zittau in 1753. He first resided

for some years at Leipsic, being occupied

in composition and teaching music. On

the resignation of chapel-master Hiller, in

1785, Schicht was unanimously appointed

his successor. He composed many prac

tical works of great merit, for the church

and chamber, also published enlarged edi

tions of Pleyel's and dementi's piano-forte

methods, and of Celoni's method for sing

ing. He was still living in the year 1809.

SCHICK, (Ernst) formerly chamber-

musician to the elector of Mentz, and one

of the best violinists of Lolli's school, was

born at the Hague in 1756. In 1811, he

belonged to the Prussian chapel royal in

Berlin. Amongst his published works are

" Six Violin Concertos," Berlin, 1783.

SCH1CKHARD, (Joh. Christian) a

good instrumental composer, resident at

Hamburgh about the year 1730. He pub

lished much music at Amsterdam, chiefly

for the hautboy and flute.

SCHIEBEL, (Johann Georo) author

of a German work entitled " The Wonders

effected by Nature, on Man, Animals, and

ether Creatures, by means of harmonious

Sounds." He was a poet and singer at

Ratzeburg, and died in 1684.

SCHILLER, (Friedrich von) an emi

nent German poet and musical writer, to

wards the close of the last and beginning of

the present century. One of his odes is pub

lished in Hamburgh, with fourteen different

compositions to it. He died in 1805.

SCHIMPKE, a Bohemian musician and

distinguished instrumental composer, in the

latter part of the last century. He died in

1789.

SCHINDLOCKER, (Woifgano) vio-

loncellist and chamber-mtstciu to tit

grand duke of Wurtrburg, was bora it Y <

enna in 1789. He received his mai

education principally from his ancle, rt

was chamber-violoncellist to the cow »

Vienna, and a good composer. At ifes

years of age young Schindlocker made u

debut as concerto player at the court a-

aire at Vienna, and succeeded to the as-

named situation in Wurtzburg in 180*.

SCHIOERRLNG, (Nins) cUsie

musician to the king of Denmark at Coo

hagen, about the year 1784, wasapapi

Emmanuel Bach. He published somefu"

in the Danish and German languages. I

died previously to the year 1801.

St'H LETT,' musical professor at fts"

in 1804, was considered a good tkonJ a

composer.

SCHLICK, (Jouanj* Conrad) i*

brated German violoncellist and it*,

composer, towards the close of the is a

tury. He was chamber-musician t*

cretary to prince Augustus at Gotk

works, which are all instance:.'.. *

date from the year 1787 to 1803.

SCHLICK, (Recixa) wife of ttt p

ceding, was celebrated by her maik

of Sacchi as a performer on the riots- *

was born at Mantua in 1764, and rcre <

her musical education at the <•«• :

della Pieta, at Venice. She snerwo

passed some years at Paris.

SCHMELZER, (Johanw Hdjie

vice chapel-master to the court of Tss»

towards the close of the scventeesi

tury, was by birth an Austrian, fie

the first German who had occspi*

situation. He was still living is 16%

published at Nuremburg thirtees »*»

under the title " Sacro-profme> Cora"

musicus fidium aliurumjue isttn***-

rum"

SCHMELZER, (Andrjas Anns) *

of the preceding, flourished at XtWsVst

the year 1677, at director and I*

in the imperial band.

SCHMELZER, (Johans Wins'."
composer, also celebrated at \riB«" «*

latter part of the seventeenth ctiaej"
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SCHMETZER, (Geobo) a singer and

Jiusic director at Augsburg, died there in

1701 or in 1702. He composed much

nusic, chiefly sacred.

SCHMID, (Joseph) a musician at Vi-

inna, published some piano-forte music

.here m the years 1798 and 1799.

SCHMIDT. (Johann Chhistoph) cha-

"■! -muster to the king of Poland and elector

>f Saxony, was born in 1664. He was a

;ood church composer, also brought out a

'rench opera at Dresden, in 1718. He died

it Dresden in 1728.

SCHMIDT, (J. P. S.) a pupil of Nau-

nann, was born in Prussia, and was pro-

rably a pianist. He published some instru-

nental music at Offenbach towards the

lose of the last century. In 1806, he was

•till living as chamber assessor at Berlin.

SCHMIDT or 8CHMITT, (Joseph

Vn»M) a composer of instrumental music

t Wurtzburg and Amsterdam, in the latter

ialf of the last century, He was originally

i monk, but afterwards left his convent and

settled at Amsterdam.

SCHMIEDT, (Sieofkied) a good vocal

omposer, born at Suhl about the year 1756,

raided at Leipsic from the year 1786 to

796, when he retired to his native town,

nd died in 1799. His compositions were

Mine reus, and principally for the church,

ew of them have been published.

SCHMITT, (Nicol) performer on the

usoon and composer for his instrument.

Meral of his works were published at Paris

etween the years 1788 and 1797.

SCHMITTBAUER, (Joseph Aloysius)

lapel-master to the count of Bagen and

lorliberg at Carlsruhe, and born in 1718,

ceived the principal part of his musical

lucation at Stuttgard, under Jomelli. From

lence he went to Rastadt, and proceeded

1 Carlsruhe in 1777. He was a composer

uch esteemed by the Germans, and ex-

aied principally in church music. He

ed at Carlsruhe in 1809. Of bis works

e can mention the following. For the

larch: " Stahat Mater," 1774; "A

rand Mats," Cologne, 1776; a cantata

i Easter, entitled " The Friends at the

Tomb of the Saviour, and " A Mail,"

Spire, 1781. For the theatre: " lAndor

and Esmene," an operetta ; " The Sepul

chre in Arcadia," an operetta ; " Endy-

mion," opera, 1774 ; " Hercules," 1790.

For the chamber : a cantata entitled " The

Resolute Soldier," in the Spire collection;

"Regrete at the Departure of Madame

Todifrom Carlsruhe," for two soprani, with

accompaniments ; a cantata entitled " Our

Ancestors during the first Storm ;" "Six

Quatuors for Ft., V., T., and B." " Three

Symphonies for full Orchestra ;" " Three

Flute Trios and three Harpsichord Quar

tets."

SCHMOLL, (FRiEnmcii) organist at

Granstadt, published some harpsichord mu

sic at Offenbach and Spire, between the

years 1780 and 1790. He died in 1792.

SCHMUEGEL, (Johann Christoph)

born in 1726, was organist at the principal

church at Luneburg. He published some

organ and vocal music at Hamburgh and

Berlin. He died suddenly in 1798.

SCHNEIDER, (G. Abraham) a cele

brated German instrumental composer, was

born in 1 760. In 1796, he became chamber-

musician, probably hornist, in the chapel of

prince Henry of Prussia, at Reinsberg. He

subsequently became a member of the

chapel royal at Berlin, in which city he

died in 1803. Schneider wrote equally

well for all instruments. His works are

very numerous, and many of them were

published at Augsburg, up to the year

1803.

SCHNEIDER, (Geobo Laubenz) mu

sic director at Coburg, was born in Fran-

conia in 1765. He was a striking instance

of precocity of musical talent, and received,

when only thirteen years of age, the ap

pointment of music director to a German

prince. Amongst his works are several

operettas, besides both vocal and instru

mental music for the chamber.

SCHNEIDER, (Johann) an excellent

German organist of St. Nicholas' church at

Leipsic, was born near Coburg in 1702.

He learnt the elements of music of Miiller

composition of Reinmano, the harpsichord
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or Sebastian Bach, and the violin under

Graun and Graf. In the year 1726, he was

engaged as violinist in the chapel of the

duke of Weimar, from whence he removed

to Lcipsic. He died some time between

the years 1770 and 1780. His works have

remained in manuscript.

SCHNEIDER, (Johann Christian

Friedrich) born near Zittau in 1786, is an

excellent organist, pianist, and composer.

He holds the situation of organist of St.

Thomas's church at Leipsic, to which he

was appointed in 1813. His instrumental

works, chiefly for the piano-forte, are nu

merous. They have been published since

the year 1804, chiefly at Leipsic, Bonn, and

Dresden. Schneider has also arranged

many modern operas for the piano-forte by

the first masters.

SCHNEIDER, (J. G. W. or only Wil-

helm) a vocal composer, first resident at

Halle, and afterwards at Berlin, where he

died in 1812. His works bear date from

the year 1802 to 1810.

SCHNITTELBACH, a celebrated vio

linist at Lubec, about the year 1 660. He

was the master of the renowned Strungk.

SCHOBERT or SCHUBART, a cele

brated performer on the harpsichord, was in

the service of the prince of Conti at Paris,

in which capital he arrived from his native

place, (Strasburg) in the year 1660. His

compositions for the harpsichord were nu-

. merous and effective ; many of them were

published at Paris, and reprinted at Am

sterdam and London. He was poisoned in

1768, by eating some mushrooms of noxious

quality, which he had collected himself in

the fields.

SCHOENEBECK, (Carl Sieoemuno)

a German violoncellist and esteemed vocal

and instrumental composer, was born in 1758.

His performance was much admired in the

principal towns of Germany. He published

many works for his instrument, chiefly at

Offenbach.

SCHOENFELDT,(Johann Pmup)cha-

pel-master of the new church at Strasburg,

was born in 1742. He was an eminent

vocal composer. Several collections of his

songs are published'at Berlii, XomnW:,

and Brunswick.

SCHOENHERR, (Gottloi F«u>

rich) born in 1760, at Freyberg, in §u«,,

was an able musician and composer, i

died in 1807.

SCHOLLENBERGER, (P. Gaipiu

first introduced into Germany instrom&i'

music in the churches. According Is Wil-

ther, he published, in 1718, a irorkui ■

entitled "Offcrtoriafestiva pro ttfo mi

4 voc. a Violino, Viola, Violmu, el Organ

Op. 3.

SCHOP, (Johann) of Hamtmrri, s

early as the year 1640 and 1644, pnbkH

paduanas, galliards, allemandes, and te

concertos for violins.

SCHRAMM, (Johanx Cstww

chamber-musician and performer ca

harpsichord to the king of Prussia it

lin, was a native of Dresden, wkctB

father was organ-builder to the couf. -

studied the elements of music node*

pel-master Richter, and succeeded at

master Bach in his above-named ritai'-

Little or none of bis music has bea

lished. He died at Berlin in 1796, if

eighty-five.

SCHRATTENBACH, (J.) abrpeis

Vienna, published some music tier* I* i

instrument and for the harpsichord,

the year 1785.

SCHREYER, (Christian Hb>->»

theological candidate and amateur mot.;

at Dresden, was born there in 1751. &

was entirely self-taught in musk. H«i*

posed various pieces for the charA •

much harpsichord music. He abo w*

an instruction book for choristers, v&*

" Nulzliche nnterwtinng :*m ts**T

sang'*

SCHROEDEL, (Friedrich Un

born at Baruth about the year 1754.**'

celebrated violoncellist and chanted'

sician to the prince of Anhalt-BerskH'

Ballenstedu He died in the ynr W

Six duos for violoncello and ban, of*"*-

position, were published at Lript

SCHROETER, (Gaspaed) la****

organist at Brieg, in Silesti, to*** *
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■ear 1700. He formed many excellent pu-

>ils, amongst whom we may distinguish

virsten, organist at Breslau.

SCHROETER, (Chhistoph Gottlieb)

rganist at Nordhausen, was bora at Hohen-

tein, on the frontiers of Bohemia, in 1699.

It seven years of age he went to Dresden

s a chorister, receiving lessons in music

rom chapel-master Schmitt. From thence,

a 1 717, he was entered in the university of

.«ipsic, with a view of studying theology ;

lut his mother dying within the same year,

ic abandoned that pursuit and returned to

Dresden, where chapel-master Schmitt re-

ommended him to Lotti as his secretary,

n this situation he had not only to write

>ut fair, the compositions of Lotti, but also

requently to supply the middle parts. This

dace he held till the return of Lotti to Italy.

Shortly afterwards an opportunity was af-

orded him oftravellingwith a nobleman (a

nusical amateur) to roost of the courts of

Jermany, also to Holland and England;

tiom whence he did not return till 1724,

wnen he proceeded to Jena, to study the

Mies-lettres. His musical abilities be

coming now well known, the students en-

?aged him to give public lectures on the

-heory and practice of music. In 1726 he

ibtaioed, without solicitation, the place of

Kganist of the principal church in Minden,

md.in 1732, that of organist at Nordhausen,

*here he resided till his death, which took

'lace in 1782. The profound and extensive

tnowledge of Schroeter, and the zeal with

vhich he applied himself to his art, merited

i much higher reward than he met with,

t was a monochord given to him by the

irganist Behnisch of Dresden, that first led

o his learned researches on that instrument,

md to his musical calculations, of which he

tfterwards made use when nominated, in

1739, member of the musical society of

Vlitzer. The tuning and repairs of harpsi

chords, which he was in the habit of occu

pying himself with, at length suggested to

urn his great invention of the piano-forte.

Being at the time (1717) only a pupil at the

tchool of the holy cross at Leipsic, he con

structed a double model of his improved

instrument, which he procured to be shown

to the court in 1721. Although the king

then testified his satisfaction at the inven

tion, and from that time thousands of

these instruments were constructed, Schroe

ter received neither reward, nor even the

honour of being recognised the first dis

coverer of the improvement. He next turned

his mind to another and not less important

invention, namely, to make the organ play

either piano orforte without any use of the

stops. He had nearly succeeded in this,

when, in 1740, a mechanic offered him five

hundred crowns if he would communicate

to him his invention, and cede to him his

claim of being the author of it. Schroeter

rejected this proposal with disgust, and soon

abandoned the idea altogether. He wrote

many musical works, chiefly theoretical,

also a considerable number of practical

pieces, both vocal and instrumental.

SCHROETER, (Johawk Samuel.) This

celebrated performer on and composer for

the piano-forte was a native of Warsaw,

and born in 1750. He came to London in

1782, where his talents were so highly ap

preciated, that although he formed a very

advantageous matrimonial alliance, enter

ing, at the same time, into an engagement

never again to play in public, yet he soon

found it impossible wholly to retire. He

consequently was induced to accept the

situation of music-master to the queen, in

which he succeeded John Christian Bach. •

He also had an appointment under his pre

sent majesty , then prince of Wales, at whose

concerts he performed, as well as occa

sionally at the private concerts of several of

the nobility.

His compositions consist chiefly of con

certos and sonatas for the piano-forte, the

whole of which afford indications of great

taste and judgment. Schroeter contri

buted very essentially towards the introduc

tion of a naturally melodious performance

on keyed instruments.

For some years previously to his decease,

he lost his voice by a severe cold, and could

not make himself understood otherwise than

in a whisper. He died at Fimlico in 1788.
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SCHROETEH, (Johann Heinrich)

younger brother of the preceding, was born

at Warsaw in 1762. At seven years of age

he performed a concerto on the violin, at a

public concert in Leipsic. About 1782 he

came to this country, probably with his

brother, and published here some duos for

the violin,

SCHROETER, (Corona Elizabeth

W.) sister of the two preceding, was born at

Warsaw in 1748. About the year 1764

she made her dihut as a public singer at

Leipsic, from whence, in 1778, she was en

gaged in the service of the duke of Weimar.

She was especially celebrated for her singing

of adagios. Her talent for vocal composition

was also remarkable. This was evinced by

twenty-five charming songs, published by

her at Weimar in 1786.

SCHUBACK, (Jacobus) syndic of the

city of Hamburgh, was born there in 1726.

To his extensive knowledge of jurisprudence,

he joined an exquisite taste for music. He

not only performed with skill on several

instruments, and was a good conductor of

an orchestra, but was also distinguished as a

composer of and writer on music He died

at Hamburgh in 1784.

SCHUBART, (Christian Friedrich

Daniel) music director to the court and

theatre at Stuttgard, was born at Oberson-

theim in 1739. He was destined by his

friends for the church, but his extraordinary

ability as a performer on the harpsichord,

joined to his general musical talents, deter

mined him, in 1766, to accept the proferred

situation of organist at Ulm, which he ex

changed afterwards for his first-mentioned

situation at Stuttgard. His musical works

consist of various theoretical essays, also

several cantatas and other vocal music, pub

lished between the years 1783 and 1790.

He was also celebrated in Germany as a

poet He died in 1791.

SCHUBARTH, (Johann Caspar)

singer and organist at Regensberg, was born

at Rodach, in the principality of Coburg,

in 1757. He was a pupil in composition of

the celebrated Riepel. He published some

sacred music, also left at his death, to his

master Riepel, some of his minuscripa h

publication. The first of thew that tf

peared from the press, was his didactkma

entitled " Bauchluiiel," containing inert-

tions for beginners in, or amateurs at, nt-

position.

SCHUBERT, (Heinrich Fram)*.*

lebrated violinist and composer for his *

strument, was born at Prague in 1714. Hi

died at the early age of thirty-four.

SCHUBERT, (Johann Friesmcs! i

violinist and composer, was bom it H._

stadt in 1770. After leading virion* •»

atrical orchestras in Germany, be oburai

in 1801, the appointment of director c' «

orchestra of the theatre of Glogau, na

he first evinced his talent for compncs

In 1804, he removed to a similar suon

at BallenstedU Schubert has puhUb

amongst other works, a treatise on kkh

entitled " Neve Singtckuie oder

und vollsldndige anueuung zur

in 3 abtheilungen mit iiniiHglttia *

bungtstucAm," Leipsic, 1804 , also r»

operas of instrumental music.

SCHUBERT, (Joseph) chamber**

cian to the elector of Saxony, was be*. 3

Bohemia in 1757. After studying tit to;-

sicbord at Prague, principally uds "'

abbe Fischer, he went, in 1778, ts Betr.

and in the following year was re.*:

chamber-musician by the marcmc ■

Schwedt, whose service he exchanged. I

1788, for that of the elector. He nape*

several operas, also many pieces of k*»

mental music His works were [■■•/>■■

principally at Dresden, and bear date ir~

the year 1780 to 1803.

SCHUERER, (Adam) chmdi cape

to the elector of Saxony at Dresden,

the middle of the last century. Ha ■an*

were greatly admired, both in Gen*"'

and other countries. He was one .'

masters of Schuster.

SCHUERMANN, (Groro Cur"1

chapel-master to the duke of Brew***'

was a celebrated composer, ptet, ■3f'

and performer on the harpucboni ii *•

latter part of the seventeenth and bepaaat

of the eighteenth, centsry. la 1701, k"1
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tnt by the duke to Italy for his improve-

icnt id music. Oo his return he produced

vr.il operas, two of which were published

< Hamburgh, namely, " Alceste," in 17 19, |

nd " Telemachus," in 1721. He also com-

osed maoy church cantatas, together with

liamber music, both vocal and instru-

lcntal.

SCUULTESIUS, (Johanh Paul) per-

etual secretary in the academy of the

caux-arts at Leghorn, was born near Co-

urg in 1748. He was a pupil of Philip

Immanuel Bach. In 1773, he went to Italy,

rhere he afterwards resided, enjoying the

cquaintance and esteem of the first musi-

iaus of his day. He published several

rorks on music, amongst which vs " A

"realise on Church Music," 1 vol. 8vo.

.eghorn, 1809. His practical works were

hiefly for the piano-forte, on which he was

n eminent performer. Many of them were

ublished in various towns of Italy and

iermany, and bear date between the years

780 and 1797.

SCHULTZE, (Christian August)

omposer, pianist, and distinguished per-

irmer on the tenor and violin, resided at

■ uremburg in 1803. He was born in

.ix any in 1759, where his father was a

lergyman and great admirer of church

lusic, keeping up on that subject a constant

orrespondence with the Bacbs, Hiller, G.

tenda, and other celebrated masters. Such

father gave his son, as may be supposed,

ic advantage of the best masters in the

cience of music, which at length qualified

im for the situation of chapel-master at

■ uremburg, to which he was elected in

798. He published various cantatas, and

ome instrumental music.

SCHULZ (Jouann Abraham Petbr)

ras a native of the territory of Luneburg, in

tie Prussian dominions. During his youth,

e studied music under Kirnberger at Ber-

time after be had completed his

was appointed by Frederick

is Great music director of the French

jeatre at Berlin. He afterwards obtained

lie situation of chapel-master to prince

ieary of Prussia, and went to reside at

Reinsberg. An invitation, with the pro

mise of a large salary, however, induced him

in a short time to leave Reinsberg, and go

to Copenhagen, as principal chapel-master

to the king of Denmark. Schulz retained

this situation till he was far advanced in

years, when he was permitted to resign it,

with a pension from the Danish court, and

during the latter part of his life be resided

almost entirely at Reinsberg. He died,

however, at Schwedt in 1800.

The works of Schulz are known and

esteemed through every part of Germany.

He was undoubtedly a nervous and excel

lent composer, and also an elegant writer

on the subject of music. He composed a

great number of songs: his " Athalia,"

written at the request of prince Henry, is

considered to be his best piece. He also

composed the tunes to Uz's religious lyric

poems. With respect to his other works,

they consist chiefly of " A Dissertation on

the Theory of Music," printed in the second

volume of Sulzer's Theory of the Fine Arts,

and another " On the Influence of Music in

the Formation and Character ofa People."

He likewise published a sketch of musical

tables, which might be employed in theo

retical works on music, where proper types

of the notes are wanting.

SCHULZ, (Johann Philip Christian)

born at Langensalza, in Thuringia, in 1773.

After studying theology at Leipsic, he de

termined to quit that pursuit and devote

himself to music. He first composed vari

ous light dramatic music for a minor theatre

at Leipsic, where he also conducted the or

chestra. From the year 1810, he also be

came director of the weekly public concerts

at Leipsic. Several of bis dramatic pieces,

also some collections of songs, have been

published at Leipsic, and are much admired.

An extremely pleasing pastoral duet by this

composer, adapted to English words, may

be found in the Vocal Anthology.

SCHUSTER, (Joseph) chapel-master to

the king of Sardinia and to the elector of

Saxony at Dresden, and one of the most

agreeable of German composers, was bora

at Dresden u 1748. His father, who was
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chamber-musician and singer in the chapel

royal of Poland, procured for his son's in

structor in music Schurer, then composer to

the elector of Saxony. Young Schuster

next accompanied chapel-master Naumann,

in 1765, in a journey to Italy, where he

studied counterpoint at Venice under the

celebrated Girolamo Fera, profiting at the

same time by the lessons and advice of

Naumann. The gay and brilliant style of

his dramatic compositions procured a favour

able reception for several of his operas at

the Italian theatres during the three "years

that he resided in that country. The same

justice was done to his talent on his return

to Dresden, in 1772, when the elector no

minated him his church and chamber com

poser. In 1774, he toot a second journey

to Italy, chiefly with a view of profoundly

studying the style of the celebrated Padre

Martini of Bologna : at the same time he

took the opportunity of writing many more

operas for the theatres of Naples and Venice.

It was in thisjourney that the kingofNapIes

appointed him his chapel-master. He again

returned to Dresden in 1776, but in 1778

revisited Italy the third time, where, be

sides the honour and profit derived from his

compositions, he now enjoyed the society of

the celebrated Hasse, who was living at

an advanced age in Venice. In 1781,

Hasse confided to Schuster the last mass of

his composition, to be presented to the

elector of Saxony. In 1787, Schuster was

nominated chapel-master to the elector, and

the direction of the music, both at the

chapel royal and opera, was confided to him,

alternately with Naumann and Seydelmann.

The characteristics of Schuster's works are

gaiety and brilliancy. Some of his musical

ideas are irresistibly comic, which causes

his compositions to be highly popular in Ger

many. He died at Dresden in 1812. His

principal compositions are as follows.

For the church : " Missa it 4 voci," 1 768 ;

" La Passione," Dresden, 1778 ; " Ester,"

oratorio, Venice, 1781; "II Moist rico-

nosciuto," oratorio, Dresden, 1786 ; " Be-

tulia liberata," oratorio, Dresden, 1797;

«' Confirebuntur," a psalm ; " Tc Dam,"

1800 ; and " Gioas, Be di On*," D:*-

den, 1803. For the theatre :" Tke Ji-

chymist," opera ; the airs in " Tke Phhi-

tine," by Junker; "The Daert

opera, in one act ; " Keep your J«C

operetta ; " La Fedelta in Avtm," Dres

den; "L'Idolo Cinese," Dresden,

" La Didone abbandonata," Naples, Y,"'.

" JlDemofoonte," Forti, 17/6; "L'Jxr

Artigiano," Venice, M1Q ; " U Stbtn

liberata," Dresden, 1777 ; " La DUx,

Venice, 1779 ; " Ruggiero e Avtaafc"

Padua, 1779; "Creso in Media," Kiph.

1779 ; " Le Bon Ton," opera buffi, Veta.

1780; "Amor e Psyche," Naples, IN

"L'hota disabitata," Naples, 1781

Marito Indotente," Dresden, 1782; "J

Paszo per Forza," Dresden, 1784; "i"

Spirito di Contradizionc," Dresden, 1?S>

'•Gli Atari in Trappola," 1787; ■**»

zahl, ossia il vera Amore," Dresden, H

" // Servo Padrone," Dresden, 1793: •

mono. Dry itAlgeri," Dresden, 9-

"Clori e Fillide," a " pastoral, for s/p

and tenor voices, with an accomptua0

for two violins and bass; and several Ce*-'

operettas, probably translated from the :■

lian. For the chamber : " 6 Dteertaen

per il Cemb. con V. ;" " Concerto ft *

Harpsichord" " Mnsikalische

feycr," Dresden, 1791 ; " Siipetilah^

pour le Clav. accc V." Dresden, W

Several of his symphonies and instmEC-

pieces may also be found in maouaay >•'

Traeg's in Vienna.

SCHUTZ, (Gabriel) a celebrated «

sician at Nuremburg, died there in

SCHUTZ, (Jacobus Balthaih) •

of the preceding, was a celebrated ridia*

and singer at Nuremburg, where he dW a

1700, aged thirty-nine.

SCHUTZ (Heinricb) wubcrai'*

year 1585 at Kosteritx, a villas*

river Hster, in Voightland. His gramlM"'

was a privy-counsellor, and his ft*"1

burgomaster of Weissenfels. In MR ■

was introduced to the count palatue

rili, at his court of Hesse-Ca-wl, »« *

by the direction of that prince. ia*™**

in languages and the arts, Hwf f*"
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'ected himself in the rudiments of litcra-

ure, he was admitted about eight years

ifterwards into the university of Marburg,

ind begaju to study the law. In this he

nade great proficiency; but his patron find-

ng that he had an invincible propensity to

nusic, generously offered to take him from

be university, and, at his own expense, to

>lace him under the tuition of Gabrielli, at

hat time a celebrated musician at Venice.

This offer was so entirely accordant to the

vishes of the young man, that it was im-

nediately accepted. Schutz went to Ve

nice, and continued there until the death

>f his master, which took place in the year

1612.

He then returned to Hesse-Cassel, and

he count palatine settled on him an annual

'tension of two hundred guilders, and at

he same time honoured him with a gold

:hain and medal. In 1628, having a desire

o revisit Italy, he obtained permission for

hat purpose, and during his abode at Ve-

lice, in the year following, lie published a

collection of motets, with the title of

• Sigillariut."

Soon after his return to Dresden the

electorate of Saxony became the seat of

var. Not liking therefore to make that

•ity the place of his residence, he accepted

in invitation frum his Danish majesty to

eside at Copenhagen. From thence he after

wards removed to Brunswick Lunenburg,

md in 1642 returned to Denmark, where

le was appointed director of the king's mu-

ic. Towards the latter end of his life he

>ecame very deaf, and employed much of

lis time in reading the Scriptures and in the

tudy of theology. He did not, however,

enounce the science of music, for in his re-

irement he composed many noble works,

le set to music several of the psalms, and

lie history of the passion as it is recorded

>v three of the evangelists. He died in the

rear 1672, in the eighty-eighth year of his

ige.

His principal works are: " Hittorie der

Inferttehung Jem Chritti," in seven books,

mblished at Dresden in 1623; "Klein**

rdttlichen Concerttn," for one, two, three,

four, and five voices, at Leipsic, 1636 ; and

" Symphonic Sacra-," the first part of

which was published at Friburg, in 1629,

the second at Dresden, in 1647, and the

third in 1650. Eleven years after this pe

riod all the works of Schutz were reprinted

together at Dresden.

SCHWACHHOFFER, (Ignaz) chapel-

master to the elector of Mentz, in 1742.

SCHWACHHOFFER, (Joseph, An

dreas, and Anton) three brothers of the

preceding, were violinists in the chapel of

the elector of Mentz. Joseph and Andreas

were also violoncellists, and published some

music for that instrument in Paris.

SCHWANBERG, (Johann) chapel-

master to the duke of Brunswick, was born

at Wolfenbuttel in 1740. After having

familiarized himself in early life with the

works of Graun, which he took for his mo

del, he visited Italy, with the permission

and at the expense of the duke of Bruns

wick, and resided in that country about six

years,where he received instructions from the

best masters of the age, and amongst others

from Saratelli and Latilla. On his return

to Germany he was considered an excellent

dramatic composer, and was also celebrated

for his performance on the harpsichord. He

composed several cantatas, also some harp

sichord music, only one opera of which was

published. The following are amongst his

principal operas, which also remained in

manuscript : "Adriano in Siria," 1762 ;

'• Solimano," 1762 ; " Exio," 1763; "Td-

lettri" " La Didone abbandonata ;" " Is-

tipile," 1766; " Ztnobia" " II Parnasso

accusato e difeso ;" "Antigono;" "Romeo

e Giulia," 1782 ; and "L'Olimpiade," 1782.

SCHWARTZKOr-FF, (Theodor) cha

pel-master to the duke of Wurtemburg at

Stuttgard, flourished towards the end of the

seventeenth and beginning of the eight

eenth century. He published " Fuga

Melancholia Harmonica, i. e. Concenlut

Sacri, Missat, Pialmos, et llymnos conli-

nentes, a 4 various necessariis, et 5 instrum.

ad libitum," Stuttgard, 1648, and " Har~

monia\Sacra, i. e. Psalmi a 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, et 6

voci, concert, etlnttrum.," Stuttgard, 1697,
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SCHWARZ, (Andreas Gottlou) a

celebrated German performer on the bas

soon, was born at Leipsic in 1743. About

the year 1783, he came to England, and was

engaged as principal bassooD for some of the

concerts of the following season.

SCHWARZ, son of the preceding, and

bom at Ludwigsburg in 1768, was an excel

lent performer on the bassoon. He came to

this country with his father, and was en

gaged in the band of his present majesty,

then prince of Wales. He afterwards went

to Berlin, and was appointed first bassoon

in the chapel royal there.

SCHWEGLER, (Johann David) a ce

lebrated performer on the hautboy and com

poser for wind instruments, was born at En-

dersbach in 1759. He was in the service of

the duke of Wurtemburg, and, up to the

year 1 789, had published a great quantity

of instrumental music.

SCHWEIGL, (Ionaz) a violinist, pro

bably resident at Vienna, published in that

city, in 1786, a method for the violin under

the title of *' Grundlehrc der Violin, nr

ErUichlerang der Lthrer und zum Vortheil

dtr Schiilcr grundlicher Unterrichl, die

Violin zu spielcn. Worin sich die Anfan-

ger von den Krsten Grundsatzen allgemach

zum Begriffe eines Contrapuncls Nachah~

mungen Kanon einer Fuge gefuhrt wird.

Vorjene zum Vortheile, die weder von Mit-

teln noch von Lehrmeister unterstiitset

vierden k'unnen."

SCHWEITZER, (Anton) chapel-mas

ter to the duke of Gotha, was born at Co-

burg in 1737. He composed various dra

matic works for the German stage, amongst

which the opera of "Alcestc" is considered

his chef-d"antvre. He died in 1787, in the

fifty-first year of his age.

SCHWEMMFR, (Heinrich) a musi

cian and esteemed composer at Nuremburg,

was born in Franconia in 1621. He was a

pupil of Kindermann. He formed many

excellent pupils, amongst others, Johann

Krieger, Pachelbel, Gabriel Schutz, and

M. Zeidler. He died in 1696.

SCHWENKE, (Christian Friedrich

Gottlieb) son of Johann Gottlieb

Schwenlce, a performer on the bassos i

Hamburgh, was born at Hanoier in life

He was a pupil in counterpoint of K:~. e

ger, and was an eminent composer of von

music, chiefly of cantataj and oratorios. E-

succeeded the celebrated Emmanuel M

as music director at Hamburgh. Hispid

pal works bear date from 1789 to 1799, X

few of them have been published.

SCHWINDEL (Friedrich) hit

composer of several overtures and synspi*

nies for a full band, as well as of quarto,

trios, and duets, and some sonata! k fc

piano-forte. The former, which were inK-

so pleasing and excellent before the Yes

school was known, seem to hue te-'

wholly laid aside in our own coontrj sir

the departure of Giardini, with wfcon t*

were in high favour. But though tbejbis

been admired by dilettanti in Gems'

those professors who allowed the ant>

have genius denied him taste and

ness. Schwindel died at Carisruhe ill*

SCIROLI, (Greoorio) chapel-s*

at Naples, and previously music-ma*'

the conservatory at Palermo, puhbsW i

Paris, in 1770, "Six Trio* for tke Tb*'

Op. 1.

SCOLARI, (Giuseppi) an Mask

matic composer, resident at Vienna to«"S

the close of the last century, produced

works for the different theatres of K?

Amongst his operas we can name tie »

lowing: " Pandol/o," 1745; "UTa

Maravagliosa," 1746; " Olimpiait' Tit

"II Velio oTOro," 1749; "Chi Wft *

braccia nulla stringe," Venice, 1753 , '-JJ

Conversazione," 1758 ; "Arlatent," K2

"Alexandra neW Indie," 1758; " 1

Ciarlatano," 1759 ; "La Buna ftgb*

marilata," 1762; " Cajo Mario' M3n

" La Famiglia in ScompigUo," Drefcfc

1 766 ; and "La Donna Stravagatt *

Schiava riconosciula" Venice, 1*66".

SEBASTIANI, (Claudivs) orgasm

Metz, published, in 1553, a singular

entitled " BeUum musicale, inter /km *

mensuraUt cantus regel, de prunf**

musiea? provincial obtinrndo ctftai^!'1

This book is ludicrously dejeriptne 4 1
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contest between the king of plain descant

and the king of figurate descant, which

latter gains the victory, and afterwards, on

a treaty of peace being concluded, the

empire of church music is divided between

them.

SEBASTINI DT ALBANO, (P. tons,

jun.) an Italian ecclesiastic and musical

writer, died at Rome in 1809. He pub

lished in that city, in 1789, a work entitled

'Elements of the Theory ofMusic" and

t Venice, in 1802, *' An easy and sure

IdIwd of composing Fugues."

SEIDEL, (Friedrich Ludwig) organist

if St. Mary's church at Berlin, published

here, between the years 1792 and 1802,

everal collections of vocal, and some in—

rumental music.

SEIDLER, (Ferdinand Augustus)

n etcellent German violinist of the chapel

>yal at Berlin, was born in that city in

778. From the age of ten he belonged to

ie above chapel.

SEJAN,(NicHOLAs)born at Paris in 1743,

'as a harpsichord and organ pupil, from the

ear 1763, of his uucle Forqueray, organist

St. Merry. At the age of thirteen, hav-

g previously learnt the elements of com-

■ >ition under Bordier, young Sejan played

St. Merry an extemporaneous Te Deum,

lich astonished Daguin, Couperin, and

me other celebrated organists who were

sent. In 1760, before he had attained

i fifteenth year, he stood for the situation

organist of St. Andre-des-Arcs* parish

irch, which he obtained against a strong

npetition. In 1772, he was nominated

it organist of the cathedral of Notre-

me, and in 1783 organist of St Sulpice.

1789, he was appointed court-organist;

was also made professor of his instru-

nt at the conservatory, from its first form-

m. Finally, he became organist of the

irch of the Invalides. Three only of the

■ks of this great organist were published,

jeiy, "Six Sonatas for the Piano-forte,

U V. ;" " J* Collection of Rondcaux

'stirs :" and some "Trios for the Piano-

e, with V. and B."

LLLE, (Thomas) singer, minor canon,

and music director of the cathedral at Ham

burgh, was born in Saxony in 1599. He

composed several masses and other sacred

works, and also wrote some books on music.

He died at Hamburgh in 1663.

SELVAGGT, (G.) a Neapolitan amateur

composer, resident in France since the year

1797. He published two sets of romances

in 1798 and 1799. He is said, by the

editors of the French Dictionary of Musi

cians, to have brought into France the most

complete collection that exists of the com

positions of Palestrina and Durante.

SENAILLIE, (J. B.) a good French

violinist and composer for his instrument,

died at Paris in 1730, aged forty-two.

SENESINO, (Francesco Bernardo.)

See Bernardi.

SENFL, (LuDwir,) chapel-master to the

duke of Bavaria, about the year 1530, was

a native of Zurich, and a pupil of Heinrich

Isaac. Martin Luther preferred Senfl's

motets to those of any other composer ; and

Sebaldo Hayden, in the preface to his work

De Arte Canendi, calls him In MusicA

totius Germanitr Princeps. He probably

died about 1555.

SENS, (Imbert) a performer on the ser

pent at one of the churches at Paris, pub

lished there a method for his instrument in

1780.

SERACINT, (Clacdio) a composer,

born at Sienna in the beginning of the

seventeenth century, published, in 1624, a

vocal work entitled " Seste Musiche."

SERFINI, (Giovanni Bernardino)

chapel-master at Perugia, and composer in

the first years of the seventeenth century.

SERINI, (Giuseppe) a composer, bom

at Cremona, resided, in the latler years of

the seventeenth century, at Vienna.

SERRA, (D.Paolo) singer in the papal

chapel at Rome in 1768, in which year he

published in that city " Introduzzione Ar-

monica sopra la nuova serie de suoni mo-

dulali oggidi."

SERRE, (L. A.) a miniature painter

and musician at Geneva, was a great anta

gonist of the theories of Rameau and Tar-

tini, and published the following works;
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'* Essais tur les Principes de tHormone,"

Paris, 1753. " Observations stir les Prin

cipes de I'Harnionie, occasioneespar quelques

Ecrits mudmies sur ce Sujet, et particu-

liirement par I'Article ' Fondamental' de

M. cTAtcmbert dans VEncyclope'die, le

Traiti de Tkiorie Musicale de M. Tartini,

et le Guide Harmoniaue de M. Gcminiani,"

Geneva, 1763.

SEUFERT, (Georo Valentin) a mu

sician at WurUburg, was born in 1771.

He was a good tenor singer and agreeable

vocal composer.

SEXTON, (William) organist, subpre-

centor and master of the choristers of St.

George's chapel, Windsor, and lay-clerk,

&c. of Eton college chapel, was admitted

as a chorister to both of the above chapels

in 1773, being in the ninth year of his

age ; and here, in passing, we will remark,

that one of the most singular circumstances

in his life is, that from the above period to

the present, being a space of nearly fifty-

one years, he has never been absent from

his professional duties so long as fourteen

days at one time. He was next placed as

a pupil under Edward Webb, a celebrated

organist of Windsor and Eton, and brother-

in-law to the late provost of Eton and

canon of Windsor, Dr. J. Davis. He next

officiated as deputy organist, &c. till the

year 1801, when he was appointed organist

of St. George's chapel, at the same time

continuing his duties at Eton college, the

organist there being alive, but past duty ;

so that both master and scholar may be

said to be (to use a professional phrase)

real cathedralists. Sexton has composed

some anthems, canons, glees, songs, &c.

but has not published any of them. In

1808, he printed a volume of eight anthems

by Handel, composed for the duke of

Chandos. These he shortened and arranged

for the organ and voices, for the use of

cathedrals.

SEYDELMANN, (Frasz) chapel-mas

ter at Dresden, was born there in 1748.

-He learnt the elements of his profession of

C. J. Weber, and afterwards studied coun

terpoint under chapel-master Naumann,

who, together with Schuster, h« atconpiiti

in their journey to Italy, ia 1765- OsW

return to Dresden, he was nominated, i

1772, church and chamber composer tt >

court, and was directed to perfora fa

duties of conductor of the optra and dst-

master alternately with NaununniadSof

ter. He composed some harpsichord «&

tas, several oratorios, and the follwa;

amongst other operas : "The Wanirilk-

tar;" "La Bella Arsene," 1780; '!

Capricio corretto ;" " La Ftg&ttU «

Misnia," 1784 ; " 77 Mostro," 1787; 'i

7'urco in Italia," 1788 ; " Amor per On'

opera buffa, 1790 ; and "LaSerrsKtir.

He died at Dresden in 1806.

SEYFARTH, (Johasn Gnam}^

ber-musician, violinist, and ballet oaf*

at Berlin, was born in 1711. After"*

ing his musical studies under the as*

Walther for the harpsichord. Hock t*

violin, and Fasch for composition, he*"1

the service of prince Henry of F»

He wrote much instrumental mnsicw5

many works for the theatre. HeW'-

Berlin in 1796.

SEYFBJED, (Ignaz H. M. voj)

master of the new theatre at Vienna. n

born there in 1776. He was unt»»r

be brought up for the law, but his p"5,1

for music soon became irresistiUe. *

composed various operas for the Schluf

theatre at Vienna, between the yeta 1*'

and 1810. He also composed much •»»

mental music.

SHEELES (John) was an

harpsichord master, and the author »' i*>

collections of lessons for that instreors!

the first half of the last centurr-

SHEPHARD, (John) anEnguiw-

trapuntist of the sixteenth century,

music at Oxford. Several of hi» w* *

to be found in the publication

" Mornyug andEvening Prsyefrtt0,

munion, set for the Voyce, infeurt?&*

to be sung in Churches, both fer Sh "

Children, wyth dyvers other gtdhf ft¥[

and Anthems, of sundry Men'i tstf-

London, 1565.

SHERARD, (Jawes)
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ihecary, composed, early in the last century,

two operas of sonatas, which might easily

be mistaken for the compositions of Corelli,

SHERIDAN, (Mks.) See Linley.

SHIELD, (William.) This very emi

nent English composer was first taught to

nodulate his voice and practise the violin,

vhen he was only six years old, by his fa-

ber; and subsequently received a few lessons

>f thorough-bass, in his infancy, from the

elebrated Avison, of Newcastle upon Tyne.

It the death of his father, he was bound

y indenture to Edward Davison, boat-

uilder, in South Shields ; and during his

pprenticeship, for want of better violin

erformers, led the Newcastle subscription

oncerts, where he repeatedly played the

)lo parts of Geminiani's and Giardini's con-

irtos. Having produced an admired spe-

imen of sacred music, when the new

lurch was to be consecrated at Sunderland,

e was requested to compose the anthem,

hich was performed by the then excellent

lurham choir, to an immense congregation,

it Scarborough, in the fashionable Spa

■ .-on, he was the occasional leader of the

mcerts, and the constant one in the orches-

i of the theatre, for which he composed

any songs, written by the late ingenious

storal poet Cunningham, who was an actor

Bates's company at that period. At one

the concerts, he was importuned by the

e eminent professors, Fischer and Borghi,

fill a vacant seat in the orchestra of the

Jian Opera-house, which gratifying offer

a most readily accepted, and that great

isical general, Giardini, placed him in

i rank of the second violins ; but the fol-

ring season the 'late excellent leader,

. Cramer, removed him to the principal

la ; at which post he remained eighteen

irs, in the course of which time he pro-

:ed upwards of twenty operas for Coi

n's and for Coveut-garden theatre : of the

:er he became the musical director,

1 was also appointed one of the musi-

is in ordinary to his majesty. His

agements^ comprised Bach and Abel's

certs, the Professional concerts, the

lies' Friday concert, the grand Sunday

OL. II.

concerts, and the Wednesday concert of

ancient music ; from the latter of which he

withdrew, as the necessary attendance at

the Monday's rehearsal interfered with his

theatrical duty ; but lord Sandwich, who

was the influential friend of Mr. Harris and

Joah Bates, commanded his return to a

duty which he always performed with pro

fitable pleasure, and at last relinquished

with mortifying regret. Shield had the

good fortune, about this time, to travel

from London to Taplow with the greatest

of instrumental composers, Haydn ; and

gained more important information by four

days' communion with that founder of a

style which has given fame to so many

imitators, than ever he did by the best

directed studies in any four years of any

part of his life ; he therefore has to ascribe

the chief part of his success to adventitious

circumstances. In the summer of 1791,

he accompanied his extraordinary country

man, Ritson, to Paris ; from which city he

proceeded, with several agreeable foreigners,

to Italy, who, like himself, were anxious

to improve their taste by being auditors and

spectators of operatical performances in

Turin, Milan, Bologna, Piacenia, Parma,

Lodi, Modena, Florence, Sienna, and Rome.

There he remained stationary, until he be

came familiar with the object of his jour

ney; after which he returned with the

courier to Turin, and from thence, by the

speediest conveyances, in 1792, to resume

his reserved situations in London.

Soon after this period, he published his

well-known "Introduction to Harmony"

and ever since has been studious to aug

ment his knowledge of the divine art and

science of music. At the death of sir Wil

liam Parsons, his majesty George IV. most

graciously appointed him master of his mu

sicians in ordinary. Of the merits of

Shield as a composer, we cannot more

justly speak than in the words of the Quar

terly Musical Review. " Late as he ap

peared, he struck out for himself a style of

writing, pure, chaste, and original. His

great prominent characteristic, however, is

simplicity. No composer has ever woven
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so few notes into such sweet and impressive

melodies, while the construction of the bass

and harmony is alike natural, easy, and

unaffected. We cannot open one of his

operas without being instantly captivated

with this quality of his music. In such

delightful little entertainments as 'Maria*'

and 'Rosina,' his airs breathe all the

freshness, and purity, and beauty of rural

life, though the more ornamented and diffi

cult parts are carried far beyond the com

mon style of bravura. Shield appears to

have been singularly fortunate in the great

compass and agility of the female singers

for whom he wrote his airs of execution.

In ' Marian' there is an hautboy song of

amazing extent and much complication. In

most of his works where he introduces bra-

vuras, we find passages combiuing the diffi

culties of execution, in a manner which, if

not absolutely uew, lay considerable claims

to novelty, and full of the same ingenious

cast of expression that is discernible

throughout all the parts of his style. Per

haps no writer is so remarkable for songs

containing so much that is strictly national.

After Purceli, we consider Shield to be the

finest and most perfect example of really

English writers. Ballads, in all the differ

ent modes of sentiment and description,

abound in his operas. Sea and hunting

songs, the rural ditty, the convivial song

and glee, the sweet sentimental ballad, are

so frequent, that indeed, with the occa

sional interposition of sougs of execution,

they may be said to make up the customary

and continual alterations from air to air.

It will strike the observer as singular, that

the later composers for the stage should

have made so little use of the minor key.

Shield has applied it in a most beautiful

manner. In the course of our study and

analysis of his compositions, we have been

led, from time to time, to regret the inces

sant appetite for novelty in the public,

which calls for such continual change of

food, and that can lure us ' from this fair

mountain,' but too often ' to batten on a

moor.' Yet, nevertheless, the taste of our

own age bears us out in the belief, that as

much of Mr. Shield's music will dtscodt

posterity, carrying with it the iMsa

marks of English genius, as of ujois

writer since the days of Arne. As a itt

we have found nothing superior to

i J is works are very numerous, thowt 3

many of his pieces he has availed hio*!;

with felicity, of popular airs, and ol sttte-

tions from Handel and foreign composers."

The titles of Shield's published mk

are as follows : " An Introduction U He

mony," " A Cento," " Six CtntmM,

" Two Sett of Trios for a Viola, Tm,

and Violoncello." Dramatic piece : "tU

of Bacon ;" the words were written bj ■

late sir Henry Bate Dudley, being his b

dramatic attempt. " Rosina," " f«U

dier," '•Marian," " Farmer," "Hi?"

Bridge," " Woodman," " BoHn ami

" Abroad and at Home," " Ftntm&n

" Noble Peasant," " Cnuadt," '*

Travellers in Switzerland," " <W

"LordMayart Day," " Picture

the major part of " (hear and J/a*

" Lock and Key," " Patrick in fn»

"Choleric Fathers," "Netley Abkej"''

Faces under a Hood," etc SiC Sa>

pieces which remain popular : "Skakf

Loadstars," " The Thorn," "Tktfc:

the Rote," " O bring me vat," ' ft

Wolf," " The Heaving of (he L»

" The Post Captain," " Old JW*

" The Streamlet," " The Pkmjtnf

" Let Fame sound her trumpet," " r*

pretty little heart," " How shall wt •»

tab," "Village Maids," "Ak, m**M

my poor heart," " Tke Battle Set/,

" I've traversed Judah's barren *ni

" 'Tis no harm to know it, f fc*

" Heigho 1" •' Tom Motif," " ^

Barbara," " The Literary JW (t*!

" Johnny and Mary," better hi»*» •!

beginning " Down the bourne sndtirf

the mead," the words of which «»*'*

nisbed by the late Mr. Holcroft: s**1

this ballad has been frequent!) ia*"' '

the collections of inaccurate eslitoa. ■ ^

class of original Scottish soogv

Prince and old Kngland for eser," " ^*

Laws, Constitution, and Mug," "<^*
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hire Nancy bewitched I" composed at the

equest of Mr. Garrick, after that monarch

tf the histrionic art had ceased to be the

reatest ornament of the British stage.

SHUTTLEWORTH, (Obadiah) or-

anist of the church of St. Michael, Corn-

ill, London. He played the first violin at

:ie Swan concert in Cornhill, from the first

istitution of that society till the time of his

eath, which took place about the year

735. He was besides a very good com-

oser, and wrote twelve concertos, and

arious sonatas for violins, of which some

f his friends were favoured with manuscript

opies.

MEBF.lv, professor and editor of music

t Paris, was born in Franconia. In 1765,

e was received in the orchestra of the

oyal academy of music as first horn. He

'as celebrated for his editions of the classi-

il instrumental works of all Europe.

SIEBEK, (Georges Julien) son of the

'receding, and born at Paris in 1775, was

i pupil of Nicodami for the piano, and of

he celebrated Berton for composition. He

■as composed some piano-forte and vocal

Basic, and is also proprietor of a music

farehouse.

SIEBEHS, (Johann FniEDRICU Lud-

hg) organist of the cathedral at Magde-

arg from the year 1776, previously to

t'hich time be had held the same situation

t Brunswick. He published, amongst

Aer works, " Songs from the Romance of

Xegwart," Magdeburg, 1779; " A Sym-

houy for the Harpsichord, with Accom-

viments," Frankfort ; and "Three Sonatas

or the Harpsichord," Op. 1, Berlin. He

ied at Magdeburg in 1806.

SIEBIGK, (Christian Ai.bp.echt L.)

professor at Breslau, in 1804, resided,

bout the year 1 797, in Leipsic, where he

ublished some music for the piano-forte,

le has since edited, at Breslau, a work

ntitled " Museum Beruhmter Tonkunstkr,"

»hich contains biographical sketches and

ortraits of. several of the most eminent

modern musicians, amongst others of Se-

astun Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Clementi,

'^teeg.F.W.Rust, 6cc.

SIGISMONBO D'INDIA, knight ofthe

order of St. Mark, and born at Palermo,

in Sicily, flourished about the year 1610,

not only as a skilful musical performer and

composer, but also as a poet. In Iris works.

Dr. Burney found the earliest specimens of

recitative. Amongst his published works

were " Madrigals & 5 voci," Op. 1, Venice,

1611 ; " Madrigatt a 5 foci," Op. 2, Ve

nice, 1611; " Le Musiche del Cavalier

Sigismondo a*India, Lib. 5," Venice, 1623;

and " Motetti," Venice, 1627.

SILVANI, (Giuseppe Antonio) chapel-

master of St. Stephen's church at Bologna,

published there, in 1720, his eleventh opera,

comprising four masses for four voices.

SIMMS, (John) a native of Staffordshire,

and the father ofa celebrated musical family,

is descended from respectable parents, who

gave him a good commercial education, and

intended him to fill the situation of clerk

in a merchant's counting-house. He how

ever continued in his father's business, (the

iron trade) during the early part of his

life, when, being passionately fond of music,

he amused himself, in his leisure hours, in

the cultivation of that art, and afterwards

became a respectable amateur performer on

several instruments, particularly the organ

and violin. Possessing also a mechanical

genius, he directed his attention to the con

struction ofmusical instruments, and, without

the aid of instruction, produced several ex

cellent specimens, one of which, namely,

an upright harpsichord, was exhibited to

an audience of the first distinction and

respectability ; among whom were the pre

sent dowager countess of Stamford and

family, the late viscount Dudley and Ward,

&c, who expressed the greatest satisfaction

at its mechanism. From knowledge thus

acquired, he, during the last thirty years of

his active life, was in great practice as a

tuner and repairer ofmusical instruments, and

was employed by a large circle of nobility

and gentry in the counties ofStafford, Wor

cester, Salop, &c. by whom he was greatly

esteemed, and his skill highly appreciated.

He married early in life, and had the satis

faction of having a wife equally musical,
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This union was productive of a family

consisting of eight sons and two daugh

ters, all of whom played at an early age ;

which enabled them on several occa

sions to give concerts of vocal and in

strumental music without other assistance.

There are now five of the sons in the

profession of music, namely, Bishop

Simms, organist of St Philip's church and

St. Mary's chapel, Birmingham; James

Simms, organist of Bromsgrove and Chad-

desly ; Edward Simms, organist of Ashburn

and Oakover ; and Samuel and Henry

Simms, organists, Stourbridge. From their

originality of style, genuine taste, and neat

ness of execution, they have not only esta

blished a high reputation in their respective

situations, but have called forth warm

expressions of approbation from strangers.

On some occasions, where opportunity has

offered, their performance has been honoured

by high encomiums from some of the first

judges in the kingdom ; amongst whom was

the late William Knyvett, organist to his

majesty, who, on hearing James and Henry

perform on the piano-forte, (at Mr. Shirley's,

Summer Hill, near Stourbridge, in the pre

sence of lady Dudley, the Misses Abrams,

and a select party) expressed in rapturous

terms the high opinion he entertained of

their merit. In the sacred department of

their profession, the rich variety and novel

effects produced by their judicious manage

ment of the organ, together with their

manner of conducting the singing in their

respective churches, have not only been

held in high estimation by the officiating

ministers and congregations, but have, in

many instances, attracted the notice and

admiration of several dignitaries of the

church, namely, the late Dr. Porteus, bishop

of London, Dr. Law, bishop of Chester, &c.

Their compositions, sacred and secular, are

rather numerous, but they have only yet pub

lished those contained in the subjoined list :

"Addison'sVersion oftheNincteenthPsatm,"

the music arranged from Haydn's grand

chorus in the Creation, by B. Simms ;

" A favourite Waltz, with Variations," de

dicated to the ladies of Caverswall convent,

by E. Simms ; " The Bath Well:, til

Variations," by E. Simms; "A Grot

Mareh," by E. Simms, arranged will i

rondo for the piano-forte, by S. Skin

" A Welsh Melody, con Vm/aiim &

Fantasia," by H. Simms; "AfAturt*

Air," by H. Simms ; " An /rial Jfr&i

arranged as a Rondo," by H. Simms ; " h

Falls of the Clyde, with YarMeu^ \

G. F. Simms, (son ofE. Simms); aod"fc

Faiseurs de Foin, a Rondofa tit JW

forte," by G. F. Simms.

SIMMS, (EDWAnn.junior) eldest!^

son of Mr. John Simms, is resident nfi-

ventry, as a professor of music ; and ii k:

esteemed, both there and in London, »«

organ and piano-forte player and to*

He commenced the study of music » £

years of age, under his uncles, the lis*

Simms of Stourbridge, under whom t*: -

tised with great success, for abot'.f

years. He subsequently became a

Kalkbrenner, in London, fromwhosJ1

at various times received the most fiacc

encomiums on his compositions aa' f

formance. His published works '.s I

piano-forte are: " The Blue BelU e/'**

land, with Variations," dedicated k

brenner; "An original Hatch anilR'

dedicated to the Harmonic Societj.Ci"'5*

" Summer's Eve, Theme with Fane!is>

dedicated to the countess of Cravea; "8

Rising of the Lark, Air with VsrV

" Une Petite Fantaisie on n fif*

Air" "Second Fantasia, »» <

Scottish Melody," dedicated to Jfisft'

mer; "Third Fantasia, on a fe*<

Scotch Air, and Variations," dedicated

Miss Adams, of Anstey Hall ; 'Jfi*1
Sicilian Air, with Variation," dedioW I

Miss Morris; "Cease four Homus,1*

sir new Variations," dedicated * ":

Misses Beck, of Allesby Park, ftp*

part ofthe above compositions were pa**

at an early age. He has likewise su* "*

ten many original pieces for the «!»••

well as twenty psalm tunes in theoU^"

style, in score, for four and fire kk* '

a considerable number of chants aW"^

lar glees, which are not at presuH r*^
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SBIONELLI (Matteo) was a singer

ft the pontifical chapel in the year 1662,

nd was, in the language of the Italian

iriters, a grand contrapuntist; for which

eason, and for his excellence in the church

tyle, he has been called the Falestrina of

is time. In teaching, he was extremely

iccessful, and he had the honour of being

le first master to Corelli.

It does not appear that any of his compo-

tions were ever published ; but his works

ere preserved with great care in the col-

!ge of the pontifical singers at Rome.

SLMONIDES. There were in antiquity

tany poets of that name ; but by the mar-

les it appears, that the elder and most

lustrious of them was born in the fifty-fifth

'lympiad, five hundred and thirty-eight

ears before Christ, and died in his nine-

lenth year ; which nearly agrees with the

limnology of Eusebius. He was a native

f Ceos, one of the Cyclades, in the

eighbourhood of Attica, and the preceptor

f Pindar. Both Plato and Cicero gave

im the character not only of a good poet

nd musician, but speak of him as a person

r great virtue and wisdom.

SIMPSON, (CHnisTOPHEH) one of the

ost eminent musicians of his time, was

e author of two treatises on music, and

as likewise much celebrated for his skill

playing on the viol. Of his birth and

lucation we meet with no records, except

at, in his younger days, he was a soldier

the army raised by William Cavendish,

ike of Newcastle, for the service of king

barles I. against the parliament; that he

as a member of the Romish communion,

id was patronised by sir Robert Bolles,

hose son he taught to play on the viol.

In 1665, he published, in a thin folio

Jume, a work entitled " Chclys Minuri-

mum," printed in two columns, one Eng-

h, the other Latin.

In the dedication to sir John Bolles, the

n of his patron, he asserts to him, that,

the book was written for his instruction,

it had made bim not only the greatest

list, but the ablest judge of its contents of

iy unprofessional person in Europe ; and,

for his authority, refers to a copy of verses

printed at Rome, occasioned, as he says,

by the excellent performance of his pupil

on the viol, at a music meeting there. He

concludes by intimating, that the Latin

translation was the work of a Mr. William

Marsh.

The design of the treatise is to render

familiar a practice which the performers on

the viol da gamba, about the time of its

publication, were emulous to excel in,

namely, the making of extemporary divi

sions on a ground-bass ; but, as this required

some previous knowledge of the principles

of harmony, the author here undertakes to

unfold them.

It is divided into three parts : the first

contains instructions at large for playing on

the instrument ; the second teaches the use

of concords and discords, and is, in truth, a

compendium of descant ; and the third part

contains the method of managing the divi

sion to a ground, which is illustrated by

many examples.

In 1667, Simpson published " A Com

pendium of Practical Music," in five parts ;

containing, 1 . the rudiments of song ; 2. the

principles of composition ; 3. the use of dis

cords ; 4. the form of figurate descant ; 5. the

contrivance of canon.

The first part contains little more than

what is to be found in every book that pro

fesses to teach the precepts of singing.

The second part treats of the principles of

composition and of counterpoint, intervals,

and concords, with their use and applica

tion ; of the key or toue ; and of closes or

cadences belonging to the key. From the

directions here given, it appears that it was

the ancient practice to frame the bass part

first.

He begins his rules for composition with

directions how to frame a bass, and how

to join a treble to a bass ; after which he

proceeds to composition of three, four,

five, six, seven, and eight parts; and to

compositions for two choirs or choruses

each.

The third part of the book teaches the

use of the discords, and shows the nature of
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syncopation, and of relation enharmonical.

Here he takes notice of the three scales of

music ; the diatonic, the chromatic, and the

enharmonic, of which he gives a concise,

but clear definition.

He inclines to the opinion that the mo

dern scale, in which the octave is divided

into twelve semitones, is, in fact, a com

mixture of the diatonic and chromatic.

The fourth part relates to the form of

figurate descant ; and treats first, in a very

concise and perspicuous manner, of the

ancient modes or tones. In his directions

for figurate descant, the author shows how

they are made to pass through each other,

and speaks of the consecution of fourths

and fifths, thirds and sixths. He explains

the nature of fugue in general, and then

gives directions for constructing a fugue

per arsiii et thesin, and also a double

fugue.

He next treats of vocal music, which, he

says, is to be preferred to that of instru

ments, because, of all sounds, that of the

human voice is most grateful. He mentions

the different kinds of vocal music in use in

his time, and afterwards speaks of music

composed for instruments. Of the latter

he observes, that it, no less than vocal

music, abounds in points, fugues, and all

other figures of descant.

The fifth part is on the subject of canon,

a species of composition in which the author

says our countrymen have been particularly

excellent. He explains the method of com

posing canon in two and three parts, as

also canon in the unison; syncopated or

driving canon ; canon a note higher or

lower; canon rising or falling a note each

repetition ; retrograde canon, or canon recte

et retro; double descant, in which the parts

are so contrived that the treble may be the

bass, and the bass the treble ; and canon on

a given plain song, with examples of each.

Lastly, he gives direction for the composi

tion of the catch or round, called by some,

canon in the unison.

SINCLAIR (Jonjj) was born near

Edinburgh, in the year 1790, and from a

child received constant instructions in music.

When a boy, he was very partial to tltte

and passed all his leisure hours a ya ~-■

ing plays with his little compaiuoE, iii

place they procured for the purpese

Edinburgh. At length, being desiross ;

trying his success in a regular fafcJl

and one of his schoolfellow! earttsl; »

treated the prompter of the Elte

theatre to hear them recile, which k>*

clined, but offered to furnish them iii

letter of recommendation to a Haiti

the manager of a country theatre M '

distant. Sinclair and his friend h»vkl»

ever some doubts as to the contents

letter, agTeed to make themselves tcquni

with them before presenting it, who d?

found it contained as follows: "Dm»

This will be presented to yoo bj t*f%

gentlemen, who are determined to p*H

their own way, and as I know no • i

intimate with the old gentleman l#

self, I intrust them to your care, ft

truly, D. Mountford."

The letter of introduction itmsr*

he imagined was not delivered.

attachment to the stage having m"

to the knowledge of his father, i *

looked upon by him (a devout Mo

tile church of Scotland) with tie <"'•

horror, and his future attendance i ■

trical meetings was strictly prohibited; ^

still the son so particularly disllis ■

profession his father wished to fetr

up to, that he resolved at last to na **

from home. At this time, Gow,^

burgh, was applied to by the

Campbell, of Shawfield, to prevail ■ >

clair (whose musical abilities w ■

much admired) to join his regiment u »

rionet player. On Gow's appficau: I

tliis effect, Sinclair considering ktadf*

many obligations to Gow, who h*i ^

always very friendly to him.

persuaded, without the knowledge < -

parents, to accept the offer, and accori? '

joined colonel Campbell'! regime!'- *

continued in this situation sometime.^-?

which he went to Aberdeen, «k" ■

taught singing in most of the

families, and saved sufficient taWJ
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ne hundred pounds for his discharge, and to

rocure a substitute. This enabled him to

isit London, where he remained some time,

nd then again returned to Aberdeen. His

'iends, however, being convinced that his

msical abilities, if known, would procure

im an engagement in a London theatre,

iduced him to revisit the metropolis, and

y his success on the stage, which he con-

Bnted to do ; and at a benefit about to take

lace at the Haymarket theatre, he was

nnounced for the part of Cheerly, in

.ock and Key, as a young gentleman,

eing his first appearance. His flattering

;ception induced him to decline the ac-

eptance of an ensign's commission, that

'as at this time presented to him ; and on

eing introduced to T. Welsh he was im-

jediately taken by that gentleman as a

upil for three years, shortly afterwards;

nd on singing to Mr. Harris was engaged

y him at Covent-garden theatre for five

ears, which engagement was afterwards

:ngtbened to seven, T. Welsh sharing his

ilary, benefits, ice, during the time he

■mained under his tuition. His debut at

lovent-garden was in the character of

~)on Carlos, in the Duenna. Sinclair

lamed, in 1816, the daughter of the late

aptain Norton, who fell in Egypt, under

ir Ralph Abercrombie, a youDg lady to

diom he had been secretly attached : the

larriage took place in Edinburgh, without

lie consent of her mother ; but a reconcilia-

on was brought about immediately after

lie ceremony, through the intermission of

iends. His engagement with Mr. Harris

aving terminated in July, 1818, and his

irtunc being sufficient without the aid of

lie theatre, Sinclair now resolved to fulfil

he desire he had always entertained of

isiting Italy, for the purpose of hearing the

est music, and of studying under the first

Lilian masters; he consequently declined

dy offer that was made to him of renewing

is engagement at Covent-garden, and

assed the remainder of the year, and part

f the following, in fulfilling engagements

ie had contracted in the north, and in

ounty towns in England.

At length he quitted England in April,

1819, for Paris, where he received instruc

tions for some time from the celebrated

Pellegrini, of the Italian opera there. He

then went to Milan, where he put himself

under Banderali, one of the masters of the

conservatory, which he likewise frequently

attended, for the purpose of studying their

method of teaching, &c. Not having ori

ginally intended singing on the Continent,

he refused an engagement which was offered

him at Milan ; and determined, before ap

pearing in an Italian theatre, to hear and

study the style of every principal singer in

Italy ; which he at length accomplished, by

visiting every town where any celebrated

opera was performing, or singer engaged.

In May, 1812, he went to Naples, where

he sang to Rossini, and, by his request, to

the manager of St. Carlo, who immediately

proposed an engagement to him, on terms

which were accepted ; when a sudden stop

was put to all negotiations between them,

in consequence of the revolution, which so

greatly involved the manager, (by removing

his gaming-tables, the great source of his

profit) that he declined continuing the

management of the theatre, and quitted

Naples. Sinclair now availed himself of

offers he received from the north of Italy,

and left Naples, though not until he had

greatly profited by Rossini's advice and

instructions. At the carnival of 1821, he

was engaged at Pisa, where he previously

sang with great Mat at the court of the

grand duke of Tuscany, who liberally re

warded him. The following spring he sang

at Bologua, where he was voted member of

the Philharmonic academy, a distinction

considered as highly honourable, and but

rarely granted. From thence he was en

gaged at Modena, and the following autumn

at Florence. At Venice, in the carnival

1822-1823, he likewise profited by Rossini's

assistance, and had the advantage of having

an opera written for him by that celebrated

master ; he had there also the honour of

singing at the grand concert given to the

emperors of Russia and Austria. In the

spring of 1823, he was engaged at Genoa, on
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account of the king of Sardinia's visit to

that town, who sent for him to sing at his

palace, and greatly distinguished him. It

was here that he terminated his theatrical

career in Italy, declining, amongst many

other offers, a most advantageous one to

return to Naples, and likewise one from

Vienna, by the now reestablished manager

of St, Carlo. He at last, after repeated

invitations, concluded, in last December, an

engagement with Mr. C. Kemble, for the

present season, for fifty nights. It is too

well known with what Mat he has reap

peared on the London boards, to make it

requisite for us to say much on this subject.

His voice is decidedly improved, as is also

his style of singing, since he quitted Eng

land, and he has become a greater favourite

with the public, if possible, than he was

before his departure.

SIRMEN, (Ludovico) chapel-master at

Bergamo. Six violin trios of his composi

tion were published at Paris in 1769.

SIRMEN, (Maddalena Lombarmni)

a celebrated female singer, violinist, and

composer, received her first musical instruc

tions at the conservatory of the Mendicanti

at Venice. She then took lessons on the

violin from Tartini, till, by her performance,

she was able to rival Nardini. In 1782,

she was principal singer at the court of

Dresden ; and before that period bad visited

this country and Paris, where her perform

ances were highly applauded. She com

posed much violin music, a great part of

which was published at Amsterdam.

SMART, (Sir George.) This eminent

professor and orchestra conductor, is the son

of a proprietor of a music warehouse in Lon

don. At the oratorios for some years past,

at several of the first London concerts, and at

the great provincial meetings, his high talent

as conductor has conciliated all opinions.

As a teacher also of the piano-forte and

singing, he is very deservedly placed in

the first rank of the profession. He has

risen into estimation, indeed, by a combina

tion of qualities not often to be found in

the same individual, namely, by extreme

correctness and skill in his instrumental

performance, by a general aquifltase

with the details of musical busintss, by un

assuming and gentlemanly manners, and ;j

integrity and liberality of conduct. Pr:-

bably from sir G. Smart's numeross pro

fessional avocations, he has gives bat few si

his compositions to the public. Toe in

that are known are highly creditable to b

talents as a contrapuntist.

SMART, (Henbv) brother to the p

ceding, began his musical education, mi

studied the violin, under the late cebfaa

Cramer ; and in the early part of his -

played in the orchestras of the Italian eptn.

the Haymarket theatre, and the coaci-. s

ancient music, where we believe he ecv

pied the stand of the principal viola. A>r

the year 1803, he retired from thenrcei

profession, and, in conjunction with a

father, became the proprietor of a brerr-

The concern, however, did not answa

expectations, and he again resums*

original occupation. He was oafs'-

with his brother, sir George Snar.'-

teaching, and assisted in several scba^.

where his ability and attention were far;

esteemed. His character, however, » '

violinist, induced Mr. Arnold to «|V

Smart at the opening of the English 0je"r

house, as leader of the band, where he r*

mained during many seasons. Hewatoc

retained at Drury-Iane in a similar err*-

when the present theatre opened. H? 03

tinued to lead the Drury-lane bard &

1821. He has also led the oratorios

the management was undertaken bj ^

brother in 1813. It was hispecuh'iff8*

to have formed the Drury-lane ba*f »

tirely of English professors ; and*^*7

did they estimate his character and sb™"

that a cup was presented to him, to

his merits and their gratitude, ffc**^

a typhus fever, at Dublin, in Sot***;

1823, aged forty-five. The intel**1 *

his death was communicated at » "**

to which the band was called,

announcement of the melancholy 1

they put aside their instrument

rehearsal was postponed. He

be held in reverence by his I

and H
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icians, if only from the circumstance of

is having been principally instrumental in

>unding the New Musical Fund. He was

member of the Philharmonic concert,

'hich he led in turn. Nor were his merits

nown only in the metropolis. He had ag

isted at many provincial meetings, where

is talents and his urbanity were alike con-

picuous, and gained the universal esteem.

Lbout 1821, he set up a manufactory of

iano-fortes upon a peculiar structure, and

ie had very lately obtained a patent for an

mprovement of great importance in the

)uch of these instruments. We remember

nly to have heard of one composition of his,

ballet, which he composed for the King's

heatre during the time he led the dance

here. It was called "Laurette," and was

egarded as very agreeable music.

We avail ourselves of the sentiments of

professor of the highest rank and the

»ost estimable character in this country,

□ close our relation.

"He was," says our correspondent, "the

loblest work of God. He was an upright

md honest man. His nature was kind and

enerous, and he always showed the ardent

"e which he had for his art, and the real

esire he felt to promote its interests, by a

oble forgetfulness of himself on every oc-

asion, and by completely subduing every

nvate feeling which might have rendered

U exertions of less efficacy. He is gone,

nd we may truly say he has left none be-

md who surpass, and very few who equal

im in principles and disposition." These

pinions, we believe, will be reechoed by

" who knew him, either as a public or

s a private man.

Inscription on the silver cup presented

y the members of the orchestra of the

icatre royal Drury-lane : " To Mr. Henry

mart, as a testimony of their esteem and

latitude for the hind attention they have

Iwnys received from him, their leader,

"d the firmness with which he has ever

"Pported the interests of his brother pro-

mors. 12M June, 1819."

SMITH, (John
Christian) an English

musician and composer, was conductor of

several grand concerts in London, between

the years 1732 and 1768. His talents were

principally formed under the direction of

Handel, several of whose oratorios he pro

duced ; amongst others, he gave eight per

formances of Handel's Samson, from the

year 1760 to 1768. Amongst his own com

positions may be named " Teraminta," an

opera, 1732 ; "Rosalinda," an opera, 1739;

"Lamentation of David on the Death of

Saul and Jonathan," an oratorio, 1766 ;

and "Six Sets ofHarpsichord Lessons."

SMITH, (Robert) professor at Trinity

college, Cambridge, published, in 1749,

"Harmonics, or the Philosophy of Sounds."

A second edition of this work appeared in

1760.

SMITH (J. Stafporo) was born at

Gloucester, about the I year 1750, where his

father, who initiated him in music, was

organist of the cathedral. Young Smith

came to London early in life, and was

placed under Dr. Boyce, to finish his mu

sical education. From the excellence of

his boy's voice, he obtained the situation of

chorister of the chapel royal ; and was, after

some years, choseu one of the organists of

that chapel. Whilst yet a youth, he gave

strong indications of genius in composi

tion, and gained a prize medal given by the

nobleman's catch club for the best glee.

Amongst his most admired works are the

following : " ffliilst fools their time," glee,

four voices ; "Return, blest days," glee, four

voices; "Blest pair of sirens," glee, five

voices ; and " When to the Muses." He

also published "A Collection of Songs of

various kinds, andfor different Voices, with

the Music," folio, 1785, and " Musica

Antiqua, a Selection of Music from the

Twelfth to the Eighteenth Cetitury," two

volumes, folio, 1812.

SMITH (Charles) was born in London

in 1786 : his father, Mr. Felton Smith, was

brought up in the choir of Christchurch,

Oxford, and displayed much musical talent,

but on leaving college declined making it

his profession : he was the son of Edward

Smith, Esq., many years page to her late

royal highness the princess Amelia; his
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mother is of a good family in the county

of Durham, and nearly related to the Con-

sitts, of Yorkshire; she is a woman of

great genius and talent, many specimens

of which have appeared in the daily prints,

magazines, &c. To her care and watchful

attention her son is greatly indebted for his

early improvement, and the uncommon suc

cess which attended his youthful career. At

the early age of four years C, Smith evinced

a great genius for music, both vocal and in

strumental, playing, at that age, on the

piano-forte, any tune he had heard, and

singing several of Dibdin's favourite songs

with the greatest truth and correctness,

though he could not speak the words plain.

The premature genius he thus displayed,

induced his parents to give him a master,

and before he was five years old he was put

under the care of Mr. Costcllow, with whom

he made a most rapid progress: before he

even attained the age of six he composed a

little air, to which his mother wrote the

words ; this, with some of Dr. Arne's beau

tiful airs, he used to sing, accompanying

himself on the piano-forte, to the astonish

ment of all who heard him. At the age of

eight, his mother requested the advice of

Dr. Arnold, concerning his future destina

tion, when the doctor, with great prompti

tude and kindness, immediately called at

the house of his parents to hear him. The

child played a very difficult sonata of de

menti's, at which performance the doc

tor expressed himself highly gratified, and

requested a specimen of his vocal talents ;

he then ..sang, accompanying himself,

"Henry's Cottage Maid," and M/is infancy?

The doctor was delighted at this last trial ;

but when he saw little Smith put " The

toldier tir'd" upon his desk, he laughed,

and said, " My dear, you are a clever little

fellow, but I hope you are not going to at

tempt that song." He replied, " Yes, sir,

if you please, I'll try it, but as I only bought

it yesterday, so I fear I shall not sing it

very well." He however executed the air,

and accompanied himself in a style which

the doctor said he could have had no con

ception of ; not conceiving it possible that a

child of that age could have breitlstSee'

to go through the running passages. Tit

doctor then told his parents that ke ns

certainly a native genius, that it vwM w

a sin to rob the profession of him, tlat !<

had every requisite to make a fine sec,

but as the voice of a boy was vert pwt

rious, he advised them not to depend rf

that, but recommended his being pais

the chapel royal, where he would be ti

grounded in the theory of music, &c T<

doctor's advice was taken, and sera E

he was introduced to Dr. Ayrton, the li

ter of the boys, who being highly iikl-»

with the child, introduced himasacb«r*

on the first vacancy, which did not laps

till the year 1796. In the summer of c.

year the princess royal was nunwit

though young Smith had only beet if*

months in the school, he was sefctf

sing a principal part in the mania"*

them ; in performing which be pta»&

Ayrton so much, that he gave him 1 s'

penny. The doctor's great age ami is*

ties preventing his paying that «J*3!J

which his parents thought so prats?'

child required, and the other branca i

his education not being so well attaW1

as they wished, induced them, in tit «

1798, to take him out of the school, in

troduce him to the late Mr. J. Ashln. **■

for Handel's music and ballads, *i> <*

sidered one of the first masters of toe*

Mr. Ashley saw the youth's merits, a

eagerly accepted him as an articled ,-Sr

In 1799, he began to sing in priote pr

ties ; and, in the year 1 BOO, he came Spr

it the oratorios, vocal concerts, Ksatls>

&c. After being heard at these phf* >

was eagerly engaged at all the print *

certs, ladies' glee concerts, anil all the W"

try music meetings, city balls, dino£S> «•

pers, &c. He was also a regular sK**

of the Prince's Harmonic club, W *

several seasons at the TbauW "**

tavern, and often had the bows' 111 >~J

glees and sing duets with his prat**

jesty, whose fine voice, taste, nd**

the science is so well knows. 4 **

also a regular attendant at the B«nl bfl*
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lowmen's lodge in Kent, where concerts

'ere given to the ladies who graced the

>dge with their presence. Here Smith

sed to be greatly caressed by the duchesses

f Devonshire and Gordon, Mrs. Crew, and

tber ladies of high rank and fashion, whose

arties in town he constantly attended,

'hen there was no regular concert ; for as,

hen only tbirteen, he played concertos,

ad accompanied himself finely, many par

es preferred his single performance to a

tgular concert. At sixteen, Smith was

berated from the control of Mr. Ashley,

nd continued his vocal career without any

oterval of leisure, having sometimes three

ngagements of a night, till the year 1803 ;

a the summer of which he went with a

iarty to Edinburgh and Glasgow, to perform

;lee concerts, and at both places met with

nuch encouragement. In the month of

September he returned to town. He had

hen completed his setenteenth year, and

Mr. Ashley, on hearing him, found his

foice beginning to be unsteady, on which

lie advised him to sing soprano no more ;

n consequence of which he retired, and ap-

>lied himself to study the theory of music,

he practice of the organ, and to teaching,

>f which he had soon a great share. He

lad very early become a proficient on the

irgan, and now often officiated for Mr.

inyvitt and Mr. Stafford Smith, at the

hapel royal. When he was about eight-

en, he became Mr. Bartleman's deputy at

-roydon church, and on that gentleman's

esignation he was elected organist there,

"o his skill on this instrument Dr. Crotch

nd Mr. Charles Wesley have often borne

estimony. During this time, Smith's talent

or composition had not laid dormant : he

omposed several songs for bass and tenor

"ices, which were sung by T. Welsh and

nmself, (for his voice was now sunk to a

enor) with great applause; also several

>allads, which were sung by Miss Bolton,

md other professional persons. When near

wenty, Smith was solicited by a theatrical

wrfonner to accompany her and her hus

band to Ireland, where she was going to

Mig and give recitations. Much against

he inclination of his parents, he acceded to

her proposal, and joined the party; here-

turned at the stated period, but his mind, in

consequence of some connections he had

formed there, had become unsettled, and in

a few weeks he returned back to Dublin,

where he remained ten months, and then

rejoined his family in London : he was soon

reinstated in his business, and was ap

pointed organist of Welbeck chapel, on the

resignation of Mr. Charles Wesley. He

now, in conjunction with J. Pocock, Esq,,

began to write for the theatres ; and, in 1 809,

composed the music to a farce called "Yea

or No," which had a great run. Some time

after this he undertook the whole of the

music to a melodrame called " The Tourist

Friend;" this was succeeded by "Hit or

Miss," which had an astonishing run, as

had also "Any Thing New." He wrote

also two songs in "How to diefor Love''

Soon after this, Mr. Pocock, on some differ

ence with the managers, left Drury-lane,

and wrote for Covent-garden, to which

house Mr. Bishop was appointed composer.

C. Smith, not wishing to write with any

other writer, then gave up his theatrical

pursuits entirely. His voice at this period

was settled to a bass ; and, in 1813, he

appeared at the oratorios, and was received

with great applause. He continued singing

in public during three seasons. In 1815,

he married Miss Booth, of Norwich, a young;

lady justly celebrated for her musical talents,

and whose exertions in her profession are of

the most essential service to him. The fol

lowing year, having the offer of a very

lucrative situation in Liverpool, where ha

had sung the year before, and made some

valuable connections, he accepted it, and

the success from his very first year exceeded

his most sanguine hopes. Since his re

sidence in Liverpool, Smith has composed

much music for the piano, and some sweet

ballads, published by Power in the Strand.

" The Baby Boy," and " Far o'er the tea,"

both sung by Mrs. Salmon with the most un

bounded applause, have established his fame

as a ballad writer; but his best composition is

"The Battle of Hohenlindcn," published by

Goulding, and which is very highly spoken,

of in the Quarterly Musical Review.
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SNEGASIUS (Cyiiiacus) published at

Oxford, in 1590, a tract upon harmonics

or the use of the monochord, an instrument

for measuring and ascertaining the propor

tion of souuds by a single string, of which

he ascribes the invention to the Arabians :

this is the only new idea Dr. Burney could

find in this book, of which the original

title is "Nova et Exquisita Monochordi Di-

mcnsio."

The same author published, likewise, in

1590, an elementary tract entitled " Isa-

goges Musics," in two books, the chief

merit of which seems brevity; consisting of

little more than definitions of musical terms,

with short examples in notation.

SODI, a Parisian harpist and dramatic

composer, brought out several operettas at

the Theatre Italienne, between the years

1753 and 1760.

SOERENSEN, fJonann)doctor of medi

cine at Lobenstein, was born at Holstein in

1767. Early in life he studied music under

Gambold and La Trobe, and afterwards at

Copenhagen, under J. A. P. Schulz. He

has published much admired vocal music

in the north of Germany since the year

1796.

SOLA, (Chahles Michael Alexis)

bom at Turin in 1786, was placed at an

early age underPugnani, to learn the theory

of music. At the death of that great mas

ter. Sola became desirous of devoting his

attention to the study of some instruments,

without, at the same time, giving up that

of counterpoint ; he decided on the flute,

and accordingly engaged for his masters,

first Pipino, and subsequently Vandano,

two flutists, much distinguished at that

period. After making rapid progress on

his instrument, he accepted an engage

ment as flutist, for the term of two years,

at the theatre royal in Turin. Being then

desirous of visiting foreign countries, he

entered as a volunteer musician in the third

demi-brigade, in which situation he re

mained nearly four years. He then ob

tained his discharge, and settled at Geneva,

in the family ofMadame de Staid, as singing-

master to her daughter, in which situation he

remained nearly fqur years. At one of the

concerts which were periodically girak

Madam de Stabl, Sola, who was the pri*>

pal musician, finding that the araversatis

of the company was so loud that it wis im

possible for the music to be heard, spots ■

his brother musicians, and they acrar&vf

commenced and finished a quartet is he

different keys, receiving afterwards tie c-

probation of the company, who had not &■

covered the circumstance, though one ferifr

man observed that he could not undrrun'

the music they were playing. He liktrA

during this period, received further instrj:-

tions in counterpoint from Bideac, 'it

elder) formerly violoncellist at the Cor«6

Italienne, in Paris, and a profound h>

monist. In 1816, he wrote a French ape

called " Le Tribunal d'AmilU," rid

was performed at Geneva with gres: w

cess. In 1817, by the earnest sohdaJi

of lady Charlotte Campbell, he cas-

England, and has since remained ii -'

don, and made himself known by nos*

beautiful compositions, both vocal asJ---

mental, as also several tasteful adapi~ ■■•

The following is a list of Sola's works- -:

strumental : "Les Etrcnnes," piaaa ■

flute ; " Guitar Tutor," (Chappel); "I*

Brilliante Fantaisie," for harp or pa»

and flute ; " Claudio, arranged far

forte andFlute," (Goulding) ; "Blue Bri I

Scotland, with Variations for fUU a>

Piano-forte;" " Di tanti palpiti, A*

" Hungarian Waltz, ditto; " " Grrm>

Air, ditto" (Mayhew and Co.) H"

music. A selection of melodies fa *

flute, the subjects taken from the mesf

pular airs of Rossini, Mozart, Winter, A-

"m. 1 to 5;" "Divertimento"

timento;" " Trio for Flute, Kw/1*

and Violoncello;" " La Maracle, fir *

Harp and Flute Concertante, tie Be}

Partfingered by Mr. Bochsa: " "Tntfr

Flute, Piano, and Bass" Of. 31 ; "f-^

mantc Fidilei" "Amort 7Vm»

"Fra un istante." Guitar music:

ual des Dames," No. 1 to 4; "SitFrr*

Songs," dedicated to Miss Greafrl^ "**"

lant d'Amour;" "Dans mdMtrt'"i'J^

mour ct le Temps;" " FiUts i> iam'

"0 pescator deWcndaf" "Q-rtf"
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lattar, fìnte, Violin, and Violoncello"

Vocal music. Italian duets : "Ah se de

nati miei,'' "Ah come mai quell anima,"

'Deh I le pietà pur tenti," "Del? adorata

ìllide," "Di tanti palpiti," " Fate dare a

niei cavalli," " La bella mia tiranna,"

'L'Idolo mio," "Mio figlio non sei," " Non

>astan quello lagrime," " O pescator dell'

nda," " Se inclinassi a' prender moglie,"

'Se amista," "Zitto, Zitto, Piano, Piano,"

Tranquillo nel' suo cor," "Three Duets,"

tedicated to Miss Jones. Trios, quartets,

ce : "Da voi saper vorrei," "Cielo il mio

abbro," " Del reffrina." Italian songs :

'Amore l'iranno," ttDitto, for the Voice

tnd Flute." "Aurora sorgerai," " Cara

ulorata immagine," "Echo Song," (Ec-

opietoto) ; " Fra un istante," voice and

Iute; "L'Amante Fidile," ditto; "Nel

■or mi sento," " No che il morir nome,"

' Per lui che adora" " Sciogliro," " Tu

he accendi," " Una voce poco fa," " Un

ago sembiante," " Fifth Set of sir Ita-

ian Canzonets," " Sixth Set of ditto,"

Di piacer," " Occhi miei," " Per piacese,"

election from " Ao Donna del Lago,"

'lute and piano-forte. Vocal: " Vie» qua

~>vrina," arranged ; " L'asher che mi tor-

tenta," arranged ; " Deh calma," ar-

inged; ' ' Ossia a pie d'un salice," arranged ;

Il bianco, il rosso, il pallido," quartetto,

rranged ; " Ombra che a me," ditto ; "Mi

tanca la voce," quartetto, ditto ; " Bene-

etta sia la Madre," "Six Canzonets, with

ìuitar Accompaniment i" " O, fear me

ut," arranged ; "Dunque mio bene,"'duet,

Spera," ditto ; " Notturno," two voices,

'rondi songs for the voice, with piano-forte

ccompaniment : " lirùlant d'Amour ;"

Dam un aulire." " Filles de Ilameau ;"

I.a Swissesse au Bord du Lac" duet ;

I.es Meni" "L'Amour et le Temps;"

Le Gentil Hussard;" "Portrait Char-

utntt" " Rose d'Amour ;" " Six French

Unge;" "Ditto" "Canzonetta Militaire

ong." Duets : " Sweet 's the rosy breath

f morning " "One rosy smile;" " Wa-

ts of Elle." English songs : " From

ulia's cheti the rose is fled;" " Fare thee

•ell;" " I wish I were the harp sweet

sir:" "Loot came in a smile i" "Uosa,

cease that strain, love," (answer to " Wilt

thou say farewell, love," by Moore) ; "O'er

vale and mountain;" " 'Tis that dear

song ;" " The sun in clouds of rosy hue;"

" Tahe the rosy crown." Spanish melodies :

"Carillon du Village;" "Se son contadi-

nella;" "Solitane bosco:" " La Ricconos-

cenza ;" " Se son bella ;" " Mi crederai

crtulel;" "Not thecharmes;" "Six Can

zonets ;" and " Nine ditto."

SOLERE or SOLLER, (Etienne) a

clarionetist at Paris, was born at Mont-

Louis in 1753. In 1784, lie made Kmdebut

at the concert spirituel. He then became

a member of tbe chapel royal, and after

wards professor of his instrument at the

conservatory. He published much music

for his instrument between the years 1793

and 1800.

SOLIE, (N.) a favourite French dramatic

composer, was also a singer at the Théàtre

Feydeau about the year 1797. He died at

Paris in 1812, aged fifty-six. Amongst his

dramatic works we can name the following :

"Jean et Genevieve," in one act, 1792;

'* Le Jochey," in one act ; "La Soubrette,"

in one act ; "Azeline," in three acts, 1796;

" Le Chapitre Second," in one act, 1799 ;

" La Pluie et le beau Terns," in one act,

1800 ; " Lisez Plutarque," in one act,

1801 ; " L'Epoux généreux," in one act;

"Henriette ct Verseuil," in one act ; "VIn

certitude Materne/le," in one act, 1803;

" Les Deux Oncles," in one act, 1804 ;

" Chacun son tour," in one act, 1805;

" L'Opéra au Village," 1807 ; " Le Hus

sard Noir,"-ia one act; " Anna," in one

act ; " Mademoiselle de Guise," in three

acts, 1808 ; and "Les Menestrcls," in three

acts, 1811.

SOLNITZ, (A. G.) an instrumental com

poser of talent at Leyden, in 1758, died

there, aged thirty six, a victim to dissipa

tion. Some of his music was published at

Amsterdam.

SOMIS, (Lorenzo) chapel-master to the

king of Sardinia, was recorded in Italy as

an imitator of Gorelli, but in a style some

what modernized, after the model of Vivaldi.

He printed at Rome, in 1722, his " Opera

Prima di Sonale à Violino e Violoncello
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o Cembalo," the pieces contained in which

are much in Corelli's manner ; some of them

with double stopped fugues, like those of his

model, and some without. Sorais was one

pf the greatest masters of the violin of his

time ; but his chief professional honour is

the having formed, amongst his scholars,

such a performer as Giardini.

SONNLEITHNER, doctor of laws, &c.

at Vienna, was a very able amateur church

composer. He died about the year 1790.

SONNLEITHNER, (Joseph Ferdi

nand) son of the preceding, was bom at

Vienna about the year 1765. He was the

editor, from the year 1794, of a very useful

publication entitled " The Vienna Thea

trical Almanack'' He has also written

several practical works.

SONNETTI, (J.J.) A pamphlet entitled

"Le Brigandage de la Musiijnc Italienne,"

was published under this author's name, in

1777. There are many curious anecdotes

in it relating to musicians.

SORGK, (Georg Andreas) organist at

Lobenstein, was bora in 1703. He was a

good performer, composer, and singer, also

wrote many theoretical works, the best of

which is his " Element) of C'ompotition,"

published at Lobenstein in 1745, in three

volumes quarto. His work entitled "Com

pendium Harmonicum," gave rise to a con

troversy with Marpurg, who published cri

tical notes on it in 1760. His practical

publications were principally for the harp

sichord and organ, and many of them were

printed at Nuremburg. Sorge died at Lo

benstein in 1778.

SORIANO, (Francesco) chapel-master

cf St Peter's church at Rome, published, in

1610, one hundred and ten canons upon the

chant to Ihe hymn " Ave Maria Stella,"

for three, four, five, six, seven, and eight

voices, from which the musical reader will

have a much higher opinion of his patience

than his genius.

SOUHAITTY, (Pere) a French eccle

siastic, published, in 1677, an essay entitled

" Ifouveaux Element dtt Chant." In this

book he proposes a new method of writing

plain chant by figures instead of notes.

SOZZI, (Frahcesco) a violin pupil of

Nardini, was born at Florence, ui if-

longed, in 1790, to the chapel of the grei

duke of Tuscany. He afterwards resk

several years in Germany, and psbUttK

some violin music at Augsburg in 1601.

SPAZIANO (Francesco) was theirs

person who collected and published is: ■

rence,inl559,the "CantiCarimeMKiL

They consist of songs, ballads, nudiifii

&c. on every sort of subject, and take

name from being sung late at night b St

streets of Florence during the canuni,»

parties of men in masks, often to the sa

ber of three hundred, and all carrying lipH

tapers. They were attended also by t bd

of musical instruments.

SPAZIER, (Johann Carl Gonial

doctor of laws and inspector of edctt

&c. at Dessau, was born at Berlin it IS

He published many musical estayi a -

interest, chiefly in periodical publicum

also several sets of vocal music. Hi""

bear date from the year 1781 to 184 *

died at Leipsic in 1805.

SPECH, (Johann) a composer

piano- forte, probably resident at \&

published some sonatas, 6cc in that ex 1

the close of the last and commencea**

the present century. Three violin ca*

by him are also printed.

SPERGER, (Johann) a celebrate! >-

former on the double bass, and iBstnss1

composer, was chamber-musiei&i • s

duke of Mecklenburg, from the ycf I

Amongst his works we can name ifc -'

lowing: " 3 Quartetti t 2 V., A,* &'

Op. 1, Berlin, 1792; "/flute**,'*

enna, 1792 ; and " 3 Triot i FL,J,'f -

Nos. 1 e 2," Vienna, 1796.

SPERLING,(Johann PeteeGis"1'

secretary to the magistracy, at

director at Bautzen, in Lusatia, psH*^

amongst others, the followinf *»*■'

"Concentui Vespertin tea Pitbam^

perannum, 4 roc., 2 F.,3 Kioto***-"

et B. G." Bautien, 1700; "

Aftaica; S,c" Bautien, 1705; and "fr*

Musica," Bautzen, 1708.

SPIESS, (P. Meinrad) pew*'^

vent in Suabia, and member J ■»

sical society of Jliulex from lb J*'
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1 was a pupil of Joseph Bernabei, and

is still living in 1774. He published, in

46, at Augsburg, a work in the German

iguage, with the title "Tractatus Musico-

icticus, tfc." According to Hiller, it is

rork containing many excellent remarks

the science of music, but so badly written

t it were to be wished some one would

aslate it from bad German into good,

ess also published many masses and

er church music between the years 1713

1 1734.

SPINDLEP., (Franz Stanislaus) a

■taught musician, was born at Augsburg

1759. In 1782, he became an actor at

theatre of Augsburg, and soon after

luced several successful operettas. He

rwards attached himself to the theatre

Sreslau, for which be composed several

«s in the same style, up to about the

I 1800.

POFFORTH, a celebrated English glee

poser in the latter part of the last and

inning of the present century. Amcngst

most celebrated of his compositions are

following : " Where are those hours "

i four voices ; " Lightly o'er the village

glee, three voices ; " Hark, the

less Diana," duet ; and a set of " Can

ts." (Clementi's Cat.)

POHR, (Ludwio) concert-master, vio-

l, and composer to the duke of Gotha,

born at Seesen, in the duchy of

iswick, in 1784. His father was a

it of medicine in Brunswick, and a

rated amateur performer on the

He received his early instruc-

on the violin from Maucaurt, and

: his dibut at Brunswick, as a public

rmer, at the age of twelve years, on

i occasion he played a concerto of his

composition. The late duke of Bruns-

who was himself a performer on the

, interested himself ranch from this

in the success of young Spohr, and

ed him, when thirteen years ofage, as

ian in the chapel royal. On his at-

g his eighteenth year, the duke al-

him to accompany Franz Eck,

;er brother and violin pupil of J. F.

Eck, to Russia, paying the whole of his

expenses. He thus enjoyed the lessons of

this excellent master during a year and a

half. On bis return, he applied himself still

more studiously to his instrument, and then

commenced travelling through different

towns of Saxony and Prussia ; in the course

of which journey, in 1805, he was offered

his first-named situation at Gotha, which

he accepted, after obtaining the consent of

his patron the duke of Brunswick. In 1820,

Spohr made his first appearance in this

country at the Philharmonic concerts, when

his tUbut was thus noticed by an eminent

reviewer. " He first played a concerto in

the dramatic style : the composition was very

clever, and classed under its proper In,id.

A quartet, in which he afterwards assisted,

was so entirely calculated to display the

single performer, as to injure its effect as a

concerted piece. His manner is totally

without pretension ; his tone fine, his inton

ation admirable, and his execution of the

most finished order." On another occasion

this critic observes, " We have the traces,

in Spohr's execution, of a mind continually

turning towards refinement, and deserting

strength for polish. His tone is pure and

delicate, rather than remarkable /or volume

or richness ; his taste was cultivated to the

highest excess, and his execution was so

finished, that it appeared to encroach, in a

measure, upon the vigour of his perform

ance. But he was very far from being de

ficient in the energy necessary to make a

great player. The fact seems to be, that

this quality, which for its inherent pre

eminence is most distinguishable in other

violinists, was, in Spohr, cast into secondary

importance, and rendered less discernible

by tiie predominating influence of his su

perior refinement. His delicacy was so

beautiful, and so frequent an object of ad

miration, that his force was lowered in the

comparison. But, though it must be con

fessed that bis bow-arm had not the open

ness and command so peculiarly striking in

Mori, yet he could sustain and protract his

tones to an extraordinary duration. His

method of taking staccato passages was
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excellent ; but the saltations he frequently

made in his passages of execution, could

not be said to accord with the general com-

posedness of his manner. And as it is fre

quently the consequence of a two subtile

habit of refining, to obliterate the stronger

traces of sensibility, so his expression was

more remarkable for polished elegance, than

for those powerful and striking modifications

of tone, that are the offspring of intense

feeling. It is probably owing to this soft

ening down of the bright and brilliant

effects, that he failed (if such a man could

be ever said to fail) in eliciting those stronger

bursts of the public approbation, that attend

those exhibitions of art that are directed

against, and that reach, the affections of a

mixed audience. Thus, though in the very

first rank of his profession and of talent,

Spohr perhaps excited a lower degree of

interest than has frequently attended the

performance of men, whose excellences

were far below his standard. But such is

the common fate of every extreme cultiva

tion and polish. It transcends the judg

ment of the million. The Roman critics

remarked the preeminent beauty with

which Spohr enriched his playing, by a

strict imitation of vocal effects. They said

he was the finest singer upon the violin

that ever appeared. This perhaps is the

highest praise that can be bestowed; for,

although instrumental music certainly raises

emotions and passions, yet they are very

faint and vague when compared with the

full, deep, and definite affections awakened

by the human voice. The nearer an instru

ment approaches the voice, the nearer is

art to the attainment of its object, and the

reverse of the proposition equally applies to

singers ; the more they wander through the

mazes of execution towards instrumental

effect, the further they stray from the seat

of their own proper dominion—the heart."

The following list contains the principal

works ofL. Spohr. Overtures: "Overture,"

Ops. 12 and 15, Bonn; and "Overture to

the Opera Atruno," Op. 21, Offenbach.

Symphonies and concertantes : "First Sym

phony in Eflat," Op. 22, Leipsic ; "Second

ditto," dedicated to the Philham»ri£ !>

ciety of London, Op. 49 ; tmi " Tr-

Concertante for two Viols, with An .

Grand Orchestra," Op. 48. For s

tary band : " Xotturno, for Henum «

Janissary Music," dedicated to p.-

Schwartienburg, Op. 34. For the rrJ

" First Concerto," dedicated to the a

regent of Brunswick and Lunetrarg, Leu

" Second ditto," Op. 2 ; " Thai ia'

Op. 7 ; " Fourth ditto," Op. 10, fe

" Sixth ditto," Op. 28, Vienna; " Sr<

Concerto," Op. 38, Leipsic ; " Ormdi

netto, for two Viols, Tenor, Fc. Cue.-

Bass, Flute, Hautboy, Clarionet, oik-

soon," Op. 31, Vienna;

noise," Op. 40, Leipsic ; and " Km t*

certo, in the dramatic Slgle," Of. 4

Leipsic. Quintets: " Second Ptt-fm-.

for two Viols, Tenor, Bass, and Fc.'tl

22, Vienna; " Third Pot-Pourri,!'*

Viols, Tenor, Bass, Flute, Hctti* ■

Honet, two Bassoons, and tiro Hat. *

23, Offenbach; and " Two Grot?

tuors,for two Viols, two Tenors, mutf<-

Op. 33, Nos. 1 and 2. Quatuors:

Quatuors, for V., T., and Fc," Of.i,*>

sic ; " Pot-Pourri, with Ace. >f «*

Viol, Tenor, and Bass," Op. S, \f

" Variations, with Acc. of <Sf/«," Of'

"Ditto," Op. 8; "Brilliant Q-f*r

two V., T., and Vc," Op. 1 1, Bono ;

Quatuors for ditto," Op. 13, U?5

" Grand Ouatuor for ditto," deta*"

count Ftasoumoffsky, Op. 27 ; "Tk*r*

tuors for ditto,'' dedicated to A. Bct.<

Op. 29, Vienna; " Tenth On***

ditto," Op. 30, Vienna; "TkmQ**

for ditto," Op. 45, three boob. Us*

and " Brilliant Ouatuor for dUtf,"0f^'i

Leipsic. Duets for two violins: "7**

Duets Concertante," Op.3,Leipar; "tjj

ditto," Op. 9, Leipsic ; and " 71«*»(

Op. 39. Violin and tenor : "Grtsdlnf

Op. 13. Violin and piano-forte crfm^

" Pot-Pourri upon two ThesUnfM^

with Acc. ofPiano-forte Comrrfn*.~ty

42, Leipsic; »nd " Ditto, sftir tie In

dies in the Opera Zaulerfstr, fie

P. F.," Leipsic. Clarionet : "
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erto," Op. 26, Leipsic. Quintets, quiti-

uors, &c. for the piano-forte : " Grand

fuintet for Piano-forte, Flute, Clarionet,

lorn, and Bassoon," dedicated to the

uchess of Saxe-Gotha, Op. 52 ; and " Gr.

htintet for Piano-forte, two V., T., and

'c.," dedicated to ditto, Op. 53. Overture

>r four hands: " Overture to Faust" Vl-

jna. Sonatas, with acc. of v. : " liril-

ant Rondo," Leipsic ; " Pot-Pourri, upon

ivourite Themes from the Opera II Flnnto

lagico" Leipsic ; and " Grand Sotiata

ir the Harp and V." Solos for the harp :

Fantaisie," Op. 35, Bonn; and varia-

ons to the air, " Je suit encore dans mon

riutems," Op. 36, Bonn. Vocal music,

ano-forte: " Six German Songs," Op.

5, and " Six ditto," Op. 37. Ditto,

aitar : ** Four German Songs," Leipsic.

SPONTINI, (Gasi-ard.) This cele-

rated dramatic composer was born at

tsi, a small town of the Roman states, in

778. After studying the first principles

t music under the celebrated Padre Mar

ti at Bologna, and under Boroni at

■orae, he was entered, at the age of thir-

*», as a pupil of the conservatory of La

ieta at Naples, then under the direction

the celebrated masters Sala and Trajetta.

t the expiration of a year he was nomi-

ted a master in this conservatory. At

veuteen years of age he composed an opera

ffa entitled " / Puntigli delle Donne,"

e success of which was so complete,

" all the theatrical managers of Italy

;re anxious to obtain his operas. The

ar following he went to Home, where he

mposed " Gli Amanti in Cimento," and

:nce passed on to Venice, where he wrote

I' Amor Seereto." He next returned to

We, and set to music the drama of Metas-

•o, called "L'Isola Disabitata." This he

" 'o Parma, being disabled from going

:re himself by engagements at Naples and

'ermo. Itia at Naples that he became ac-

unted with Cimarosa, by whose instruc

ts he profited during five years, when he

needed to Palermo. In the mean time

was not inactive in composition, having

"'en, whilst at Naples, '•L'Eroismo Ri-

»'»," opera buffa, for that city ; " //

Teseo riconosciuto," opera seria, for Flo

rence; and "La Finta Filosofa," and

" J'* Fuga in Maschera," also for Naples.

About this period, the Neapolitan court

being at Palermo, the manager of the the

atre royal there engaged Spontini to write

two opere buffe, and one opera seria. The

two former were called " / Quadri par-

lanti," and "// Finto Pittore," and the

latter " Gli Elisi delusi." The climate of

Sicily not agreeing with Spontini, he then

returned to Rome, where he wrote " // Ge-

loso e I'Audace." Shortly afterwards he

was invited to Venice, where he brought

out the two operas, " Le Metamorfosi di

Pasquale," and " Chi piu guarda, me no

vede." Having now produced with success

eleven comic and three serious operas at

the principal theatres of Italy, he resolved

to visit Paris, where he arrived about the

year 1804. He first made himself known

in that city by his " finta Filosofa," per

formed at the Theatre de l'Opera-Buffa.

He then gave, at the Theatre Feydeau, "La

Petite Maison," which failed on account of

the words, and "Milton," which was

highly successful. From this period he con

fined his compositions to the royal academy

of music, where he brought out, in 1807, bis

celebrated opera of "La Festale " in 1809,

" Fernand-Cortez ;" and subsequently,

" Olimpie." A modern French critic ob

serves, " In allowing to Rossini the merit

of novelty, to Mayer, harmony, science,

and correctness, to Spontini, sensibility,

vigour, and truth of expression, we believe

that we have awarded to each his just

praise ; and we leave to an enlightened

public the task of judging which of these

three celebrated dramatic composers ap

proaches nearest to perfection in his art.

We must, however, confess, that the

question appears to us to be resolved, in

France, in favour of the author of ' La

Vestale,' of ' Fernand-Cortez,* and of

• Olimpie.' "

STABINGHER, (Mattia) a German

musician, resident in France about the

year 1770, and in Italy in 1780. He pro

duced in 1784, at Bologna, a ballet entitled

" La Morte d'Arrigo VI." and at Genoa,
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in 1785, a comic opera entitled "L'Astutie

41 Bettina." Several of his instrumental

works for the flute have also been published

in Paris.

STADE, (Franz) first violin, about

1760, in the chapel of the landgrave of

Uesse-Cassel. Much of his music for the

violin was published at Paris, about the

year 1780.

STADELMAIER, (Johann) native of

Frey3ingen, in Bavaria, was chapel-master

to an archduke of Austria about 1640. He

published many sacred vocal works between

the years 1603 and 1660.

STADEN, (JoHANN)organist and church

composer at Nuremburg, his native city,

died there in 1634. He published, between

the years 1616 and 1632, six grand operas

of motets and psalms, amongst which are

some for twelve voices. On his death, the

magistracy of his town caused a medal to

be struck, with his portrait, in honour of his

memory.

STADEN, (Sieomund Theofhilus or

Gottlieb) son and pupil of the preceding,

was born at Nuremburg in 1607. He was

considered a great master, both in theory

and practice, and held the situation of or

ganist in one of the large churches of the

above town till his death, which took place

in 1655. Hepublished, in 1646 and 1648,

a work entitled " Rudimentum Mmictim,"

also, in 1651, a collection of songs for three

voices and instruments.

STAES, a harpsichord composer at Brus

sels, subsequently to the year 1780.

STAGGINS (Nicholas) was educated

under his father, a musician, but of no

great eminence, who lived in London. He

had interest enough to procure the place of

composer to king Charles II., and after

wards to be made master of the band of

William III. In the year 1644, he was

admitted to the degree of doctor in music ;

but through the favour of Dr. James, the

vice-chancellor of Cambridge, the most dif

ficult part of the exercise for his act was

dispensed with. This partiality occa

sioned great murmurings; notwithstanding

which, the university also thought proper to

appoint him their public professor of music.

There was at Cambridge

for a musical professorship, so tint the &

pointment must have been merely hoMnn

by virtue of it, however, Di. Tadway a

ceeded to the title on the death of Sagas,

and it has been continued ever sine*.

In a collection of Choice Jjm, Smr.

and Dialogue!, to ting to the Tkttri !*•

or Bass Viol, published in 1675, tkenm

song composed by Dr. Stageios te a

words " While Altiis," and there is ae

ther, " How unhappy a lover m V a

Smith's Muni a Antiqva. It doe? s

appear that he ever composed antles I

services, or, indeed, any work that

render him justly eminent in hi p

fession.

STAINER, (Jacob) a celebrates" »

maker at Absora, a small Tillage i a

Tyrol, lived towards the close of them

teenth century. He was an appresc*

Amati. His instruments were zd&*

valued till after his death, since wk;«~

to the present period they have ps»

very considerable prices.

The Stainer violins, compared tS ■'

J Amatis, are high and narrow, sjili*

more confined; the sound-holes B *

more perpendicular and are shorter;*''

is also a kind of notch at the tart, ft

Straduarius violins are of a larjerpft"

particularly those of Antonius the so:.-1

have a wider box than the AaaM, f'

longer sound-holes, which are co! tf *

ends very sharp and broad, with a

hollow at that end which clher n*1

cut flat. The varnishes of the .Hats *

and Stainers are yellow, as well as '

Straduarius the father ; the son's n&

red. Of the audible characteristics, «**

the most importance, though too nvT*t'.'

a secondary consideration generally J1*1'

ing, the Amatis have a mild and *•*

tone, the Stainers a sharp and pierra?™*

and the Straduarius's a rich and nJ

(See Amati and STP.ADrisicf-)

STAM1TZ, (Jonas*) cosm****

and chamber-musician at Ma''**'

1756, was born at a small town i»

where his father was a schoota*16^.

was the founder of the (mmn**
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it Manheim, which for a long time pre

ferred a high reputation. J. Stamitz was

me of those professors whose works have

leservedly attained celebrity. They con-

list principally of symphonies or overtures,

oncertos, quartets, and trios. Though

ruly masterly, they still are of the old

chool, and are considered by some critics

0 savour too much of the church style.

STAMITZ, (Carl) elder son of the pre-

eding, was born at Manheim in 1746.

le studied the vioUii under his father and

is father's pupil C. Cannabich, and was

Dgaged in the chapel of a German prince,

11 in 1770 he went to Paris, and for a long

me sustained his reputation there as a

reat musician, both as a concerto player

1 the violoncello and tenor, and as an in-

rumental composer. Many of his works

ere published at Paris, Berlin, and Am-

erdam. lie died at Jena on his journey

i Russia, in 1801. His writings had all

ie fire and spirit of those of his father,

hilst he contrived to keep pace with mo-

ern improvements without the servile imi-

tion of any style.

STANLEY, (John) bachelor of music,

is born in the year 1713. At two years

1 he totally lost his sight by falling on a

irble hearth with a china basin in his

nd. At the age of seven he first began

learn music, as an art that was likely to

mse him, but .without his friends sup-

iing it possible for him, circumstanced as

was, to make it his profession. His

ster was Reading, a scholar of Dr. Blow,

1 organist of Hackney. But his father

ling that he not only received great plea-

e from music, but had made a rapid pro-

is, placed him with Dr. Greene, under

am he studied with great diligence and

recess that was astonishing. At eleven

rs of age he obtained the place of or-

ist at All-Hallows, Bread-street, and'

1726, at the age of thirteen, was elected

anist of St. Andrew's, in preference to a

at number of candidates. In 1734, the

chers of the honourable society of the

er Temple elected him one of their or-

ists'. These two places he retained till J

the time of his death. Few professor! have

spent a more active life in every branch of

his art, than this extraordinary musician;

having been not only a most neat, pleasing,

and accurate performer, but a natural and

agreeable composer, and an intelligent in

structor. He was the conductor and soul

of the Swan and Castle concerts in the city,

as long as they subsisted. Upon the death

of Handel, he and Smith undertook to super

intend the performance of oratorios, during

Lent ; and after Mr. Smith retired, he car

ried them on, in conjunction with Linley,

till within two years of his death in 1786.

That Stanley was able to accompany a

singer as he did, and above all to conduct

the oratorios, is astonishing, and far beyond

all possibility of explanation. It is said

that Miss Arlond, his sister-in-law, played

each oratorio once throughout to him, pre

viously to the public performance, and that

he needed no further help. He published

several operas of instrumental music.

STANZEN, (Johann L) organist at

Hildescheim, published at Cassel, in 1782

and 1783, " A Collection of Songs, with

Piano-forte Accompaniments, in two vols,"

He also published six operas of piano-forte

music at Offenbach and Brunswick between

the years 1793 and 1797.

STARZER, a very celebrated ballet com

poser and excellent violinist at Vienna,

died there about the year 1793.

STAUBINGER. See Stabinohph.

STECHER, (Marian) a good composer

for the organ and piano-forte, resided at

Munich in the latter part of the last cen

tury. M. Stecher's works bear date from

the year 1793 to 1803.

STECKLER, (Miat.) a celebrated

female harpist at Paris, was a pupil of

Krumpholz. She made her dibut at the

concert spirituel in 1730.

STEFFANI. See Stephani.

STEFFANI (Agosti.no) was born in

the year 1650 at Castello-Franco, a small

frontier town in the territory of Venice.

In his childhood he was a singer in some

neighbouring cathedral church or chapel ;

but he had not served more than two yeara
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in the choir, when a German nobleman was

so much pleased with his voice and figure,

that he procured his discharge, and took

him into Bavaria. At the expense of this

nobleman, Steffani was instructed in all the

branches of useful and ornamental litera

ture. The direction of his musical studies

was committed to Ercole Bernabei. Incom

pliance with the request of his patron, who

was desirous of rendering his learning of

further advantage to him, he took holy

orders, and was soon afterwards made an

abbate.

In the course of his studies he had com

posed several masses, motets.magnificats, and

other kinds of church music, w hich, after his

promotion, were performed in the chapel at

Munich. The reigning duke of Brunswick,

the father of king George I., was so greatly

delighted with them, that he invited Stef-

fani to the court of Hanover, and, it is

said, conferred on him the employment

of chapel-master. He also committed

to his care the management of the opera,

an entertainment which had then but lately

found its way into Germany.

After his settlement in Germany, Stef-

fani applied himself wholly to the study of

secular music, and composed many operas,

among which were " Alexander the Great,"

" Orlando," and " Alcibiades." These

were translated from the Italian into the

German language, and were performed at

Hamburgh between the years 1694 and

1700. He composed also a few madrigals in

five parts, some of which are very fine.

But the most celebrated of all his works

are his duets for two voices, with a bass

accompaniment, so calculated as simply

to sustain the harmony without increasing in

effect the number of parts. Of these com

positions it is perhaps their best praise that

Handel professed to imitate them, in twelve

duets which he composed for queen Caro

line. Their characteristic is a fine and ele

gant melody, original and varied modula

tion, and a contexture of parts so close,

that, in some instances, canon itself is

scarcely more strict ; and (which is very re

markable) this connection is maintained

with such art as not to affect the w, «

render any necessity of varying it in ots

to accommodate it to the harmony.

The musical talents of Steflani, thsa

very splendid, were far from being the ej

distinguished part of his character. Ha

great natural endowments enabled fca j

act in a sphere that few of his profess

ever attained. He became a diploEt:

character, and was frequently emplcjtd a

negotiations to foreign courts. For his ct-

duct in the scheme of erecting the dah

of Brunswick-Luneburg into an electst',

he received from the elector a pensiac

one thousand five hundred rix-dolUr§ ie

annum ; and by the pope, Innocent XI,

he was promoted to the bishopric of Spipi

Being now a statesman and a dgsri-

of the church, he forbore any longer »«

his name to his compositions, but afcei

that of his secretary, Gregoria Poia;K

perhaps influenced by the same awes,

he, in 1708, resigned hi* employee i

chapel-master in favour of Handel.

About 1724, the academy of andtste-

sic in London elected him their presie-

He died at Frankfort in the year D,

after an indisposition of only a few ci-;

continuance.

Besides the works above-mentioned,tte

are extant in print, by Steffani, a seres i

letters entitled " Quanta ccrtezzs

da sitoi Principii la Musica:" "Ps&b^

Vespert. 8 voc," published in 1674; a »

lection of motets entitled " Sacer Je*

Quadrifons, 3 voc. Monachir," io lSii

and a " Collection of Airs," said tt ?■

taken from his operas. The latter arf a*

however, to be regarded as his pocs

productions.

Of the works of this excellent conpsc

Stevens's Collection of Saerei Jf«*

contains three duets, namely, "C«m,f

children," "I will give fAa**V

praise the Lord;" and four trios, "£?»"

in the Lord," " O hear ye this," "0*

joyful," and " Thou art my pcrtia." ^

Dr. Crotch's publication there u a

diligit Mariam," by Steffani, which

a fine specimen of his works.
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STEGMANN, (Caul David) music

irector at the theatre of Grossmanu at

)resden, was born there in 1751. He was

pupil of Homilius, and was not only a

ood dramatic composer, but also an able

iolinist and performer on the harpsichord,

lis dramatic works, written for various

>wns in Germany, bear date from 1773 to

BOO. He also composed much instru-

icntal music, most of which has remained in

tanuscript.

STE1BELT (Daniel) was born at Ber-

D in 1755. His father was well known as

manufacturer of piano-fortes. His musi-

U talents were developed at an early age,

nd good fortune introduced him to William

II. of Prussia, under whose patronage he

as enabled to pursue his studies in play-

ig and composition. He afterwards tra-

elled abroad, and resided during fifteen

ears in London and Paris. It is to him

lat the Parisians are indebted for their

rst acquaintance with the Creation of the

real Haydn. The French critics of this

eriod were of opinion that the work

bounded with many excellencies, but, upon

ie whole, was heavy and tedious. During

Is residence in Paris, it is said that he

tve considerable offence to his fellow -art-

ts, by assuming an air of hauteur incom-

Uible with the modesty of a professor. He

fected to despise his mother tongue, and

■eferred speaking bad French to good Ger-

in.

In 1799, Steibelt returned to Germany,

id afterwards went to Russia, where he

>d the honour of being nominated, by the

nperor Alexander, to the office of chapel-

ister. He died at St. Petersburg in 1823,

ter a painful and protracted illness. Due

ipect was shown to his memory by the

lited efforts of his brother artists, assisted

' a great number of amateurs, who per

illed a solemn dirge to his honour.

Steibelt was not less esteemed as an ad-

irable player, than as a pleasing composer,

is fort lay in music of the bravura kind,

hich he gave with great precision, power,

id effect, united to singular beauty and

licacy of manner. His compositions for

the piano-forte, particularly those of the

middle part of his life, had numerous ad'

mirers as well in Germany as in England,

but particularly in France. This may be

easily accounted for from the character of

his music, which is full of gaiety, animation,

and spirit, easy of conception, and generally

not 'difficult in the performance. That por

tion of his works which to us appears less

subjected to the fashion of the day, and

more abounding in richness and originality

of invention than the greater part of his

other compositions, are his "Eludes,"'\a two

volumes. But some of his sonatas, parti

cularly that dedicated to Madame Buona

parte, will be admired so long as the piano

forte music of this age shall be esteemed.

For other instruments, and a full orchestra,

he wrote but little, and he showed his judg

ment in so doing, for in the little he at

tempted his success was very limited.

He produced a few operas, which, how

ever, appear never to have circulated be

yond the limits of the cities for which they

were composed. The last of his composi

tions of this kind was " The Judgment of

Midas," which he left to his son in an un»

finished state, and, unfortunately, was the

only thing he had to leave him; for Stei

belt had the misfortune, like many other

men of genius, to pay but little regard to

economy and the grosser things of this

world. The embarrassment of his circum

stances had no small effect upon the vigour

and elasticity of his mind. In considera

tion of the merits of the father, and the dis

tressed situation of the son, count Milorado-

witsch, of St. Petersburg, humanely sug

gested the idea of a great concert for the

benefit of the latter, which produced the

desired result.

Steibelt occupied the latter days of his

life in recomposing his opera of " Romeo

and Juliet ;" the score of which he, on his

dying bed, dedicated to the present king of

Prussia, out of a feeling of gratitude for the

patronage and favours he had received from

his royal father. His two other operas,

" Cinderella," and " The Judgment of

Midas," were written for the imperial
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French theatre at St. Petersburg, where

they are performed with considerable ap

plause. Not being acquainted with these

works, we can offer no opinion upon their

character or merits ; but that Steibelt consi

dered "Romeo and Juliet" as his master

piece, may be fairly inferred from the cir

cumstance mentioned above.

Of Steibelt it may be truly said, that if

he neither opened any new paths in science

nor enlarged its boundaries, at least he has

done much for the cultivation and improve

ment of that which was already known.

He has contributed very considerably to

advance the interests of music, by increas

ing the number of amateurs through the

medium of his instructions and by means of

his compositions, which have been, and

many of them still continue, deservedly,

amongst the most popular piano forte works

that the last thirty years have sent forth to

the world.

STEIN, (Jofiann Andreas) an organist

at Augsburg, bdrn in 1728, was particularly

celebrated as a manufacturer of organs : he

was the inventor of a musical instrument

called the melodica, which was fashionable

at Paris for some time. lie died at Augs

burg iu 1792.

STEIN, (Fried rich) grandson of the

preceding, was born at Augsburg in 1784.

He was a pupil of Albrechtsberger, and was

a celebrated pianist and admired dramatic

composer. He died in his twenty-fifth

year, at Vienna, in 1809.

STEINFIELD, (A. J.) organist at

Bergedorif, Dear Hamburgh, published seve

ral operas of vocal and instrumental music in

that city between the years 1784 and 1802.

STEINGADEN, (Constants) chapel-

master at Constance, in the seventeenth

century, published there, in 1666, his Op.

4, entitled " Floret Hyemaks (J 3, 4 foci,

with Iitttrumtntal Accumpanimevts'*

STE1NMULLER, There were three

brothers of this name, hornists in the cele

brated chapel of prince Esterhazy, when it

was under the direction of Haydn. T hey

wrote much music for their instrument.

STELLA, (SciriONji) an Italian monk,

was celebrated at Naples at an ihlt ee-

trapuntist and especially canonist, a h

beginning of the seventeenth ctsw

Amongst his works is " II Libn 2«. «

Madrigali & 5 voci," second edition, Ye-

nice, 1608.

STEPIIAN or STEFFAN, (Joitrs As

ton) professor of the harpsichord »t Vitsa,

was born in 1726. He was a popL i

Wagenseil, whose style of playing, k>»

ever, he soon neglected for one ennrti; U

own. He was music-master to Mans A:-

toinette, queen of France, and to theijas

of Naples. He published several operj.

music for his instrument at V ienna bet»s

the years 1756 and 1798, also a enfe-a

of German songs, in four volumes, is '■'

and 1731.

STEPHANI (Domkkicu*) was bo:.

Trieste about the year 1736. Htw«

excellent tenor singer, and a profess*' 8

art at the conservatory of La Pietljtf

nice.

STEPHENS, (Miss.) This e*

artist was born in London, and recfi*2

first rudiments of instruction in tfest'

singing from Lanza, under who* irf

she passed a considerable period, fram

ing upon the genuine Italian wtim •

forming the voice, Lanza initiated ki* f»

very slowly, but very surely, we app-'*''51

in the elements. Her power of jbsusJ;

and her intonation, are therefore b»a

Whilst under her first master, MissSUjie

was brought out at the Paatbwo. 1

length, however, the slowness, tlntp 10

rectness, of Lanza's process of "tain* -•

duced the father of Miss Stephens u «p'

to Thomas Welsh, who at once b« s

great vocal promise of the young W;.*

exerted himself in every way to bna'-

sufficiently forward to appear befc-f *

public with iclat. She made her 1

^Covent-garden theatre with brillflU <Jr*

bation. The quality of her tone iiK*1

rich beyond that of any performer r

fore the town. The peculiar beat c "

talent seems to be towards belli*

songs of simple declamation ;«'***

towards that particular style wW*?*
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ally esteemed to be purely English, though

he formation of the voice may (indeed it

oust, for there are no other) have been

onducted upon the principles of Italian

eaching. It is impossible for any thing to

le more pure, more chaste, than the sim-

tlicity with which Miss Stephens gives such

ongs as "AMRobin Gray," ".-lutein ever

'right andfair," and " Pious Orgies," of

iandel. Her ornaments are correct and

■leasing, but seldom far-sought or surpris-

ng, while there is little of the coarseness of

he stage to be discovered. From this Miss

Stephens seems to have escaped ; and though

n the theatre she executes with more free-

lom and less care, in the orchestra she has

he power to finish highly. There results then

ram the whole of Miss Stephens's perform-

in ce a certain grateful sense o I pleasure,some

what analogous to the sensations experienced

ind the sentiments inspired by the conver-

tation of a polished, sensible, and well-bred

person. She most deservedly enjoys her full

share of public patronage ; and her title to

the regard she earns so industriously and so

honourably, is supported by a purity of

Bind and character correspondent to her

professional manner. Such characters as

Miss Stephens prove sufficiently, that the

>ublic exercise of talent is not incompatible

vith the grace, the ornament, and all the

• irtu.es of domestic life.

STERKEL (Abbe J. F.) was born

tt Wurtzburg about the year 1754. He

vas a composer, principally of sonatas and

roncertos for the harpsichord ; and a great

nany sets of these, at different times, have

icon published. He travelled into Italy

or improvement, and appears to have con-

iderably benefited himself by attending to

ind studying the Italian style of composi-

ion.

"His works," says Dr. Burney, "al-

hough they are not very learned or con-

ionant to harmonical rules, are full of spi

rit, and abound in tasteful and pleasing

passages. His violin concertos generally

consist of passages of effect, and such as

give importance to the player. Indeed, his

pieces, though not very original, are less

tinctured with Bachism or Haydnism, than

those of most of his countrymen who have

not visited Italy ; and though less solid,

and less his own property, than Kozeluch'g,

yet they are more easy to execute, and

more intelligible to unlearned hearers."

The following are the principal works of

this able composer.

Vocal: "12 Lieder mil Mclodien b.

Klttv. zu sitige*,'' Vienna ; "12 ditto," third

part.Vienna ; " 12 ditto," fourth part, Vien

na ; u Sammlung neuer Lieder zum Singen

b. Klav." 6rst part, Mainz ; " Sammlung

ditto," second part, Mainz; " \2 Lieder

mil Melodien b. Klav" Mainz ; " Lieder

von Salts und Burger," 1799 ; " 6 Lieder

vou HOlty in Musih geselzt," Op. 40,

Augsburg, 1800 ; " Erinncrungen des 15

May, 1793, von Marias," Mainz, 1794;

" Auf Clair/aits Sieg. als er am 29 Okt,

1795, Mainz erstftrmte," Mainz; "6

Ducttini A 2 Soprani," Mainz, 1794 ; "6

Canzonette Ital," Op. 34, Mainz, 1794 ;

"6 Canti Italiani-tedeschi," Leipsic, 1799;

"3 Lieder;" " Gesang und Gegengesang

furs Klav.," Leipsic, 1797; " Gesange

beym Klav." Op. 38, Offenbach, 1799 ;

" 6 Lieder von Vossund Salis, 7te Samml.,"

Mainz, 1802 ; " Vergiss mein nicht,fur P.

F. oder Guit.," Leipsic; "3 Ducttini p. 2

voci o P, F.," Op. 6, Leipsic ; " GesSnge

mil Begl. d. P.F.Wte Samml." Leipsic;

" Arietta, M'hanno delta, c. P. F. o Chit."

Leipsic ; " 11 prima Amore Arietta di Don

P. Lappi," Leipsic ; and " Sonetto di Pe-

trarca, c. P. F." Leipsic. For bow instru

ments: "2 Orchester-Sinfonien,Nos. 1 and

2," Mainz, 1793; " 2ditto,Nos. 1 and 2,"

Op. 35 ; "4 ditto," Op. 7, Paris ; " 4

ditto," Op. 11, Paris; " Sinfon. period.

No. 9," 1796; " Quint. A2 V.,% A.,et B.,"

Vienna, 1794; "6 Trios h 2, V. et B."

Op. 6, Paris ; and " 6 Duos pour V. et

A.," Op. 8, Paris. Harpsichord concertos :

" Cone, pour k Clav. in C," Op. 20, Mainz ;

" 3 Cone: pour le Clav.," Op. 24, liv. 1, 2, 3,

Vienna ; " 3 Cone, pour le Clav. in D, F,

C," Op. 26, liv. 1, 2, 3, Mainz; "Cone,

pour le Clav. in B," Op. 31, Vienna; "3

Cone, pour le Clav, Not, 1, 2, 3," Berlin ;
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" 2 Sonat. ponrl F. P.," Paris; and "Cone,

pour le Clav. avec Ace," Op. 40. Harp

sichord sonatas: "30 Sonatas," published

at different times at Vienna ; " 3 ditto,

with V. and S.," London; "3 ditto,"

London; "3 ditto," Op. 32, Vienna;

•* 3 ditto," Op. 33, Paris ; '* Sonate avec

V.," Mentz ; "6Sonat. pour Clav.," liv. 1

et 2, Op. 34, Mentz, 1792; "3 Sonnl.

pour Clav. out," Paris, 1798; " Sonat.

avec. V.," Op. 35, Offenbach, 1793 ; "12

Var. p. il Cemb.," Op. 36, 1798 ;

*( Grand Sonat. pour le Clav. seul," Lon

don, 1798; " Sonat. a 4 maim," Op. 37,

London ; " Fantasia avec Rondo," Op.

39, Offenbach, 1798; "3 Grand Sonat.

pour le Clav. seul," Offenbach, 1800 ; " 6

Petits Pieces pour le Clav.," Offenbach ;

"Sonat. avec V." Op. 44, Offenbach;

" Sonat. avec V.," Op. 45, Offenbach ;

" Sonat. avec V. et Vc," Op. 46, Offen

bach ; " Trio pour P. F., V., et Vc., in C,"

Leipsic, by Kiihnel ; and " Qnat. pour

P.F., V., A.,ct Vc, in B."

STESICHORUS, a much respected

bard, who, according to Athenaeus, was born

at Himera, in Sicily. His first name was

Tisias ; but he acquired the title of Stesi-

chorus from the changes he made in the

manner of performing the dithyrambie

chorus, which was sung and danced round

the altar or statue of Bacchus, during the

worship of that god.

Our latest chronologers agree in fixing

the time of his death to have been 556 years

before Christ. A character of his numerous

poems may be seen in Quinctilian, who

speaks of them as subsisting in his time.

At present, only a few fragments of them

remain. Among his musical improvements,

Plutarch enumerates the changes which he

made in the harmatian or chariot air,

composed by Olympus.

STEUERLEIN, (Johaxn) a celebrated

church composer, was born at Schmalkald

in 1546. His compositions bear date from

1571 to 1604. He died in 1613.

STEUP, (H.C.) a pianist at Amsterdam,

is also proprietor of a music warehouse

there. Many of his instrumental composi-

tions have been published since the jer

1800.

STEVENS, (R. J.S.) This celebrate

composer of part-songs was orginiist of tie

Charter-house and of the Temple. *!*

Gresham professor of music. He pohisi«.

a very beautiful selection of sacred most,

in three volumes, folio. Amongst his glees,

the following are the most admired : "Stri

no more ladies," five voices ; " IV specti

snakes," four voices ; " It was m .'otvr cm

his lass," five voices ; " O mistress new,'

five voices ; and " See what horrid tem

pests," four voices. His compositjoos it-

peared chiefly between the years 1795 ii:

1805.

STEVENS, (W. S.) This gentlest*: s

of a very ancient family in this umjs-1

whose name was originally Eitzstepo':'-

Ht was born in Westminster. At six otsyi

years of age, he was sent to Walliarrc.

In Berkshire, where he received a cj»'

education ; at thirteen he was remoa'

Laytonstone, in Essex, where for two y*.

he studied the mathematics and the F.u2

language, and improved himself is *

classics. The first musical impulse he 4'

(being as a child inclined to m? ::r

was a desire to make a fife, one of fc

schoolfellows having an instrument oi

sort, which he would not lend hm. Et

began this mechanical undertaking br r."

ing sixpence from his pocket- money it '

piece of bamboo cane, with which, and t?

assistance of an iron skewer, made bf-

burned the several holes for his fife,

formed a tolerably well-tuned and so-

toned instrument, with which he ench^

the strains of his rival schoolfellow. H«"2

evinced thus early (for he was but

years old at the time) a decided aps»»

for music, his father bought him a fitfe.i*

he received some lessons from a lad* '

the town; after which he made so pal'

progress as soon to excel his master, :

own confession. In the course of i e*

years he became acquainted with kete!*

struments, at that period, hovem, «!

scarce in comparison with the preseat t»

His father bought him a virgmil et fc-
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ul mother of the piano- forte. For this in-

trumeot he felt a very strong attachment,

8 he soon found that he could play all his

utc music on it ; he felt, however, the

»ant of rules and signs to assist and regu-

ite his harmonies, and to combine both his

ands. The assistance of a master was

herefore procured, whose name was Thomas

imart, a pupil of Drs. Pepusch, Nares, and

ioyce. Under his tuition he soon evinced

lis improvement on a good Kirkman's harp-

ichord, and, in a little time, equally so on

he organ, to which he had now constant

iccess in the churches of St. Bride, St.

dement, and the Temple. Under Smart

le also studied thorough-bass, which had

he greatest charms for him ; principally be-

ause, though now a good practical player

rom figured notes, he felt that he wanted

he principles of harmony, fundamental,

leep, and certain : these he wished for, to

ead him to that perfect knowledge of the

irt which he aimed at and was resolved to

rttain. In this respect he more especially

succeeded in his subsequent studies with K.

f. S. Stevensof the Charter-house, and lastly,

»ith Dr. Cook of Westminster abbey : the

inner opened to him the harmonic code,

uid taught him counterpoint and composi-

ion ; and with the latter he studied the na-

ure of cathedral music, the accompani

ment of its services, and obtained a true

dea of scores and of the ready manner of

eading them.

Stevens having considerable expectations,

vhich were considered as certainties, both

rom his father's as well as other property,

vas brought up to no profession, although

>e studied for more than one. Fearing,

lowever, (what in fact happened) that his

:xpectations might not be realized in full,

>)' the after circumstances of his life, he

esolved to apply himself to the musical

irofession as a teacher ; soon after which

letermination he was appointed pianist and

naster of the choristers at the Hayraarket

heatre, which situation he held until a new

nanagement expelled the piano-forte from

the orchestra. At various times he pub

lished songs, glees, and a few sonatas,

capriccios, &c. ; he also employed his pen

and talents on other subjects than music ;

having written and presented to government

an " Essay on Projectiles" so far as ball-

shooting is concerned, which essay found

its way to Woolwich-warren, and guns, it

has been said, were cast on the plan he re

commended. It is also reported, that the

principles inculcated in his essay have been

and are still in use in the navy in all close

engagements. He next turned his mind to

giving a plan for the orchestra at Drury-

lane theatre, when to be rebuilt after the

fire ; his idea was only in part acted on, pro

vision being, however, made for the com

pletion of the plan, should it be hereafter

thought advisable. After this, he sedulously

exerted his inventive faculties to devise a

plan for preventing the forgery of bank

notes, and did not discontinue his efforts

till it was resolved by the directors to call

in the small notes and pay in specie. He

has not been idle since the above project

ceased to occupy his mind, having now

ready for the press, " An Essay descriptive

of a new Method of Navigation, by newly

invented Charts and Instruments, by which

the Longitude is found, kept, and always

known." He also has a manuscript, written

by him nearly thirty years ago, on every

part of musical science, harmony, modula

tion, fingering, expression, &c. &c. ; also

another manuscript, written, and indeed in

vented by him, which he calls "A complete

double counterpoint of the preparation and

resolution of the seventh for all the modu

lations both in major and minor, making

sequences through each octave i in- four

parts, forming twenty-three inversions, and

showing every discord that can arise in mu

sic, with their natural resolutions," Added

to this, he has a set of manuscript original

fugues ready for publication.

Amongst his published practical works

are the following : " Le Lever de fAmour,"

a sonata for the piano-forte ; " Le Reveille

de Diane," a sonata for the piano-forte ; "A

Set of Capriccios or short Preludes," tec.

Songs : "Art thou not dear unto my

heart V The Curfew," from Gray's Ele-
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pes ; " The Indian Oirl't Lamentation |

over her Lover killed by Lightning ;"

" The Castilian Lover." Glee : " The

Voice of Spring ;" " Mary of liuttemere,"

an extemporary effusion ; " The Grand Mis

tical Magazine," discontinued after about

six or eight numbers ; and " A Treatise on

Piano-forte Expression." Theoretical : "A

Card, simplifying the Reading of the Coun

ter Tenor Clef."

STEVENSON (Sir John) is a native of

Ireland : he was born about the year 1772,

and received his earliest musical instruc

tions under Dr. Murphy, in the cathedral

church of St. Patrick, Dublin. In this si

tuation he first acquired that taste both for

secular and sacred music, which he has

since cultivated with so much success.

Whilst he continued in Ireland, the mu

sical afterpieces of The Son in Law, and

Agreeable Surprise, being the property of

the manager of the Haymarket theatre in

London, and the original music not having

been published, he was requested to reset

them for the purpose of their being played

in Dublin ; and in this city they still con

tinue to be performed with his music. Be

sides these he has composed for the Irish

stage the operas of " The Contract," and

" Love in a Blaze," the former written by

Dr. Holton, and the latter by Mrs. Atkin

son.

It is stated that the degree of doctor of

music was conferred upon hiin under cir

cumstances which greatly redound to his

credit ; and that, some years ago, he re

ceived from the Hibernian catch club a

massive and elegant silver cup, in testimony

of their estimation of his talents, and in

Consideration of the many delightful com

positions which he had contributed to the

entertainment of the club and the honour

of the country.

Sir John Stevenson's compositions are

principally vocal. Several of his glees and

duets have obtained great celebrity. He

has also published some church music. His

most popular work, however, is his arrange

ment of the Irish melodies to the poetry of

Mr. T. Moore. The following are amongst

the more admired publication! of sir lost

Stevenson.

Glees : "And will he not come ago*;'

"Allen a Dale," three voices ; "Ahct

Brand," three voices; "Doubt (set t*

stars are fire ;" " Come let us play," ss-

drigal, three voices; " Fairv Glee;" "flV

to the mighty power of song," charter f t-

"liaise the song;" "He is gone •» nV

mountain;" "See our oars with fctihei

spray," boat glee ; " Oh stay, tweetfee'

6tc. &lc. Duets : " Tell me where it fan

bred;" " Those laughing eya" 'it*

stream, if e'er thy limpid fitw;""ftmf

tine's Day," &c. Song* :" Ckccrftl >

the bird of May ;" " Cypreu Wrteti.'

" Oearest girl, I soon must leave tin'

" Doubt not, sweet maid;" "Ft.-*,

awake;" "Farewell, my harp ." " fe-

er's Son, in Rokeby ;" '* Remember or

vows;" "To the brook and the fit'

" Come take the harp ;" " Dear ftm'

" Does the harp of Rota tluin her f %

sweet enchantress;" " I am wearing am

''Maid of MarlioaU;" " Ok! turn mm

those mournful eyes ;" " Waters ej f*

&c. " Symphonies and Accompanau*'

the Irish Melodies," eight parts, woro r<

T. Moore, Esq. ; " Symphonies and J<~'
panintentx to popular National Airt,r*f*

by T. Moore, Esq.; some of the "Smur

Sacred Songs, Duets, and Tri<n. *

by T. Moore, Esq. ; and " Honied Sme

arranged with a Piano-forte Acttmtf

ment."

STICH. SeePuwTo.

ST1LLINGFLEET, an Engbil is*

and naturalist, published in Londoa.isl"'

a commentary on Tartini's treabsc ■ *>

sic, with the title " Principles adrtf

of Harmony." He died in 1771.

STOBAEUS (Joaxnus) n dp

master at Konigsberg, in Prosit,

the commencement of the seventetsi w

tury. Amongst other works be p^**

" Cantiones Sacra*, 4, 6, 10 toe.,' t1*

fort, 1624.

STOELZEL, (GoTTraiis Hir>*"

chapel-master to the duke .of SuH*"

was born in 1690. He rectiieHs< *
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of his musical education from liis fa-

hcr, who was an organist, and in 1707 was

:ntered at the university of Leipsic, where

le formed an acquaintance with the cele-

jratcd G. Hoffmann, then music director

it the new church in that town. After a

residence of three years at Leipsic, he pro-

reeded to Breslau, in Silesia, where he con

tinued two years, giving lessons in music.

At ttie same time he composed there nu

merous overtures, concertos, and other

works ; the most remarkahle of which were

a serenade on the-occasion of the coronation

of the emperor Charles VI., and a dramatic

piece entitled " A'arcitnu," in honour of

tbc countess of Neidhardt ; of this he wrote

both the music and words. lie now began

to feel a strong inclination to visit Italy, and

accordingly, after writing several more operas

for the German theatres, he proceeded to

Venice, and from thence to Florence and

Home, in all which places he was intro

duced to the principal musicians of that pe

riod ; amongst others Gasparini, Vivaldi,

Folaroli.Vinacessi, B.Marcello, Buononcini,

A. Scarlatti, &c. From Italy he went to

Prague, where he remained three years, and

composed the words and music to various

operas and oratorios. He also wrote some

masses and instrumental miuic. In 1719,

be entered the service of the count of Gera.

He died in 1749. Amongst his works was

an interesting " Treatue oh /irritative,"

which he drew up fur a musical society

about the year 1739.

STONARD, (W.) organist of Christ-

church, Oxford, and made doctor of music

in 1608, composed several anthems, the

words of which are inserted in Clifford's

collection. He was also the composer of

some pieces communicated by Walter Por

ter to Dr. Wilson, the professor of music at

Oiford, which were directed to be pre

served for ever among the archives of the

8TORACE, (St«phano.) This emi-

nent composer of theatrical music was the

son of Stephen Storace, a well-known Italian

performer on the double bass, who resided

in this country. He was born in the year

1763. In the early part of bis life he ex

hibited a strong propensity to music ; and

this his father took such pains to cultivate,

that, before his son had attained the age of

eleven, he wa3 able to perform on the vio

lin the most difficult solos of Tartini and

Giardini, with great correctness. Not long

afterwards,he was sent into Italy, where he

studied the harpsichord, violin, and the art

of composition. His proficiency in the

science must have been very rapid, since he

not only wrote what is considered by many

as his best composition, the finale to the

first act of the Pirates, but most of the other

pieces, for which he has been so greatly ad

mired, during his residence on the Conti

nent.

On his return to England he went to re

side in Bath, but finding that there was no

opening either at that place or in London,

for the exercise of his professional talents,

he was induced, for a while, to give up his

musical pursuits, and to turn his attention to

drawing; an art for which, as well as music,

he hud always a great predilection. His

introduction to Drury-lane theatre was at

length effected through the friendship and

interference of M. Kelly, who had formed

an acquaintance with him in Italy, and he

was appointed composer to that theatre,

where he had full scope for the expansion

of his great abilities ; the public judgment

of his productions continuing throughout his

musical career to be so favourable, that he

is said to have received from the music

dealers greater prices for some of his operas

than ever had been given before.

At the early age of thirty-three, Storace

was attacked by a violent fit of the gout,

which Hew into his head, and deprived the

world of this highly promising young man,

in the year 1796. He left behind him se

veral children by his wife, the daughter of

Mr. Hall the engraver.

Storace had just before been to Bath for

the purpose of hearing Braham sing, and,

with the consent of the managers, had en

gaged him for a limited number of nights at

Drury-lane, where he was to appear in Sto-

I race's new opera of "Mahmoxd," which was
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in preparation. Before his opera was ready,

however, the regretted composer sank into

the grave. Although his death paralysed the

work, it did not prevent its being afterwards

produced, though in an incomplete state.

With the consent of the managers, of Mr.

Hoare, the author of the opera, and by the

friendly assistance of Kelly, together with

some additional music, selected by Signora

Storace, the composer's sister, it was per

formed for the benefit of his family.

The compositions of Storace abound with

great spirit and fire ; and his melodies, at

least, have not often been excelled by thea

trical composers. In his quartettos and

finales, he was chiefly excellent. His pro

ductions for the theatre consist chiefly of

the following operas : " Doctor and Apo

thecary," farce, 1788 ; " Haunted Tower,"

comic opera, 1789 ; " Ao Song no Supper,"

musical farce, 1790 ; " Siege of Belgrade,"

comic opera, 1791 ; " Cave of Trophonius,"

musical entertainment, 1791 ; " Pirates"

comic opera, 1792 ; " Dido," opera, 1792 ;

" Prize," musical entertainment, 1794 ;

" Cherokee," comic opera, 1 794 ; " Glori

ous First of June,11 musical entertainment,

1794; " Lodoiska," (selected) musical ro

mance, 1794 ; "Three and the Deuce" co

mic drama, 1795 ; " My Grandmother,"

musical farce, 1796; " Mukmoud," opera,

1796 ; and " Iron Chest," play, 1796.

STORACE, (Anna Selina.) This ex

cellent actress and theatrical singer was a

pupil of Sacchini. Her eminence com

menced about the year 1780, at the opera

at Florence, whence she was invited to

Vienna by the emperor in 1784, a salary

being assigned to her of near 500/. per an

num. She quitted Vienna after the carni

val of 1787, when she came to London, and

in a short time ranked amongst the favourite

comic performers and singers of our stage.

She died near London about the year 1814.

STRADELLA(Ai.EssANDRo)of Naples,

lived about the year 1650, and was not

only an excellent composer, but also emi

nent as a performer on the violin. In addi

tion to these qualifications, he possessed a

fine voice, and an exquisite taste in singing.

His compositions, which are sfl to;

are perhaps superior to any that wot p.

duced in the seventeenth century, wB a

single exception of the works of Cariss

and perhaps had he enjoyed equal UwgHfi,

he might have rivalled even that woofe-i

musician. Stradella, probably at a wi

early period of his life, having acoet!

great reputation by his talents, was s*

ployed by a noble Venetian to teach a jtc

lady, of a noble Roman family, nasi

Hortensia, to sing. Hortensia, on «ix

natured had bestowed a beautiful pre

and an exquisite voice, notwithstandijji:

illustrious birth, having been sedoeed at

her friends, had submitted to live win ii

Venetian in a criminal manner.

Her delight in music, and admirals! '

the talents of her instructor, soon gaw io

to a passion of a different kind; and,51

Heloisa, she found that though at fa

" Guiltless she gaz*d, and listen'd while »«t

While science flow'd seraphic from hik&r-

From lips like his the precepts too mots &*-

They music taught—but more, alas ! to N'

By frequent access, Hortensia ml *

master became mutually enamoured of «i

other. Before their attachment wss *

covered, they agreed to quit Venice ssS-

ther, and fly to Naples. After traYefe-

the most secret manner, they arm* £

Rome in their way to that city. IV Ve

netian seducer, enraged at their escape, e-

termined to satiate his revenge in Lira

them assassinated, in whatever put of*

world they could be found ; and (or 4-*

purpose engaged two desperate raffias,

a large sum of ready money, and i press

of a still greater reward when the

should be accomplished. The as***

proceeded directly to Naples, the p!aa«

Stradella's nativity, supposing that be«*i

naturally return thither for an asjha.3

preference to any other part of Italy. *r

many fruitless researches in that ear, tin

were at length informed that Stradelli a-

the lady resided at Rome, when «ef 01

regarded as his wife.

Of this they conveyed intelligent! »&

employer, assuring him of their dew**
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on to go through with the business they

ad undertaken, provided he would procure

lem letters of recommendation to the Ve-

etian ambassador at Rome, to gTant them

:i asylum as soon as the deed should be

:rpetrated. After waiting at Naples for

le necessary letters and instructions, they

roceeded to Rome, where, such was the

!lebrity of Stradella, that they very shortly

scovered his residence.

But hearing that he was soon to conduct

i oratorio of his own composition in the

lurch of St. John Lateran, in which he

as not only to play, but to sing, the princi-

il part ; and as this performance was to

egin at three o'clock in the evening, they

etermined to avail themselves of the dark-

ess of the night, when he and his mistress

wuld return home.

On their arrival at the church, the orato-

0 was begun ; and the excellence of the

lusic and its performance, joined to the

ipture that was expressed by the whole

aggregation, made an impression, and

oftcued the rocky hearts even of these hu-

ian savages to such a degree, as to incline

iem to relent, and to spare the life of a

an, whose genius and abilities were the

elight of all Italy. Here we have an in-

ance of the miraculous power of modern

"sic, superior to any that could be well

ithenticated of the ancient, and which may

"ly lead us to conclude, that the fabulous

ories of Orpheus, Amphion, &c. were but

taggerations of matters of fact, well known

1 'hose days, but which have not descended

1 posterity.

Both these assassins being equally af-

cted by the performance, and alike in-

wed to mercy, accosted him in the street

hen he quitted the church. After compli-

enting him on his oratorio, they confessed

* business on which they had been sent

! the Venetian nobleman, whose mistress

i had taken away ; adding that, charmed

P his music, they had abandoned their

"pose, and determined to relinquish the

« of the reward that had been promised

«>, and to tell their employer, that Stra-

la *ad h's mistress had quitted Rome

the night before their arrival in that

city.

After this providential escape, the lovers

set out that very night for Turin, as a place

most remote from their implacable enemy

aud his emissaries ; and the assassins re

turning to Venice, told the enraged Vene

tian, that they had traced the fugitives to

Turin, where the laws being not only more

severe, but the difficulty of escaping so much

greater, than in any other part of Italy, on

account of the garrison, they should decline

any further concern in the business. The

intelligence did not, however, incline the

exasperated nobleman to relinquish his pur

pose, but rather stimulated him to new at

tempts, lie therefore engaged two other

assassins in his service, procuring for them

letters of recommendation from the abbt;

d'Estrade, at that time the French ambas

sador at Venice, addressed to the marquis

de Villars, ambassador from France to Tu

rin. The abbe d'Estrade requesting, at the

desire of the Venetian ambassador, protec

tion for two merchants, who intended, to re

side some time in that city; which being de

livered by these new assassins, they paid

their court regularly to the ambassador,

waiting for a favourable opportunity to

accomplish their undertaking with safety.

The duchess of Savoy, at that time re

gent, having been informed of the sudden

flight of Stradella and Hortensia from Rome,

and of their arrival at Turin, and knowing

the danger they were in from the vindictive

spirit of their enemy, placed the lady in a

convent, and retained Stradella in her pa

lace, as her maestro di capella.

In a situation apparently so secure, Stra-

della's fear for his safety began to abate,

till one day, at six o'clock in the evening,

as he was walking for the air on the ram

parts of the city, he was attacked by two

ruffians, who each gave him a stab in the

breast with a dagger, and immediately es

caped to the house of the French ambas

sador, as to a sanctuary.

The assault having been witnessed by

numbers of people who were walking in the

same place, occasioned such an uproar in
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the city, that the news soon reached the

duchess, who instantly ordered the gates to

be shut, and the assassins to be demanded

of the French ambassador ; but he, insisting

on the privileges granted to men of his func

tion by the law of nations, refused to give

them up.

This transaction, however, made a great

noise all over Italy; and M. de Villars

wrote immediately to the abM d'Estrade to

know the reason of the attack upon Stra-

della by the two men whom he had recom

mended; and was informed by the abbe,

that he had been surprised into a recom

mendation of these assassins by one of the

most powerful of the Venetian nobility.

In the mean while Stradella's wounds,

though extremely dangerous, proved not to

be mortal ; and the marquis de Villars hav

ing been informed by the surgeons that he

would recover, in order to prevent any fur

ther dispute about the privileges of the corps

diplomatique, suffered the assassins to es

cape. But, so invincible was the implaca

bility of the enraged Venetian, that never

relinquishing his purpose, he continued

to maintain spies at Turin, to watch the mo

tions of Stradella. A year having elapsed

after the cure of his wounds, he fancied

himself secure from any further attempts

upon his life. The duchess regent, interest

ing herself in the happiness of the two per

sons who had suffered so much, and who

seemed born for each other, had the cere

mony of their marriage performed in her own

palace. After which Stradella, being in

vited to Genoa to compose an opera for that

city, went thither with his wife, determining

to return to Turin during the carnival ; but

the Venetian being informed of this change

of residence, sent assassins after them, who

rushed into their chamber early one morn

ing, and stabbed them both to the heart.

The murderers having secured a bark which

lay in the port, by instantly retreating to it,

escaped from justice, and were never after

wards heard of. This occurred about the

year 1679. Among various other works

Stradella composed the two following:

" Oratorio di S, Giov. Battista, a 5 voci

con Stromenti" and "It fm' **

Amor Patertw," opera seria, Genoa,

STRADIVARI or STRADIVARI^

(Antonio.) There were two cdttei

violin-makers (father and son) of this sea

at Cremona, in Italy, in the early part sfi

last century, The signature on their inn-

ments was Antoniits Straiivarifi Cta>

nensis faciebat, anno. (See Asm ci

Staineb.)

STRADUARIUS. See Steaditi&

STRIGGIO, (Alessasbbo) a taffi*

and voluminous composer, whom Jfe

and others have frequently menuonei 5

madrigals, in six parts, were publish*: i

Venice in 1560. A copy of theoiip

served in the collection at Chriitdir^

Oxford, but they do not contain asj rat

remarkable either for genius or scieoff

STROZZI or STROZZA, (Baiuu!1

noble Venetian lady, flourished abi* s

middle of the seventeenth century, a1*

the author of some vocal compositisi*

taining an intermixture of air and ho**

These she published in 1653, with & *

of "Cantatc, Arietle, e Dnetti," intsK-

in the preface, that having invest*

mixed style, she had given a spechno''

to the public by way of trial The«*«

the airs is too simple to be pleasing, ft*

experiment succeeded. She is aW!

be the inventor of that elegant spt*'

vocal composition called the cantata.

STRUCK.(Pai-l) a musician it Via*

and pupil of Haydn, published **»

operas of instrumental music, cliieftk*

harpsichord, at Offenbach andVuoM,*-

sequently to the year 179". He » *

sidered a good composer.
STRUNCK, (Nicolaus Abax) i f*

brated violinist of the seventeenth orfT

was chapel-master to the elector of So*}

He was bprn in 1640 at Zell, *k" a

father Dclphins Strunck was then

organist. When twelve years of* ,

removed with his father to Brass***- *

fter himself made orgis*4'""
w?s soon all

church of St Magnus in that to"

after this his partiality for tie <*'"

evinced, and he went to Lubecw **
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u on that instrument of an excellent

yer there named Schnittelbach. He

proved so rapidly that, at the age of

enty, he was nominated first violin in the

•pel of the duke of Wolfenbuttel, where

remained but a short time, preferring

other situation in the chapel of the duke

Zell. After this he obtained the duke's

asent to take a journey to Vienna, where

performed before the emperor, who re-

irded him with his portrait in miniature

ached to a gold chain. On the death of

t duke of Zell he was engaged in the

apel of the duke of Hanover, whence he

is invited to Hamburgh, as music director

d composer to the theatre. He there

ote, up to the year 1685, eight operas,

1 at length Frederick William, elector of

andenburg, came to Hamburgh, and, de-

ous of possessing so eminent an artist in

1 chapel, demanded him of the magistracy

Hamburgh, and nominated him chapel-

aster. The elector of Hanover, on hearing

this appointment, reclaimed Strunck as

s vassal ; at the same time, to indemnify

m for any loss of salary, he nominated him

st his chamber-organist, and afterwards

Jion to the church of Notre-Dame at Ein-

ck. The duke ofHanover then took Strunck

ith him in a journey to Italy, where he had

e advantage of meeting Corelli. Strunck

maiued several years in Italy, and, on his

turn, again passed through Vienna, where

! ouce more performed before the emperor,

loosing this time the harpsichord for his

stmment. A second chain of gold tes-

ied the satisfactfon of the monarch. From

ienna he proceeded to Dresden, where

e elector John George VI. appointed him

ce chapel-master, and after the death

Bernhard he was appointed full cha-

:l-master, filling that situation from 1692

■ 1696, when he appears to have set-

ed at Leipsic, where he died in 1700.

inongst his published instrumental mu-

c we can mention " Bicercar on the

tenth of his Mother at Venice, on Dc-

■mber 20th, 1685," and "Musical Ex-

■cises for the Violin or Viol da Gamha,

mtaining several Sonatas, tfc. and some

Chacconifor two Violins," Dresden, 1691.

His church and dramatic music was how

ever the most esteemed. That he was a

man of humour and pleasantry may be in

ferred from the following story, related by

Walther.

Strunck being at Rome, upon his ar

rival made it his business to see Corelli;

upon their first interview Strunck gave him

to understand that he was a musician.

" What is your instrument 1" asked Corelli.

" I can play," answered Strunck, " upon the

harpsichord, and a little on the violin, and

should esteem myself extremely happy might

I hear your performance on this latter in

strument, onwhich I am informedyou excel."

Corelli very politely condescended to this

request of a stranger ; he played a solo :

Strunck accompanied him on the harpsi

chord, and afterwards played a toccata, with

which Corelli was so much taken, that he

laid down his instrument to admire him.

When Strunck had done at the harpsichord,

he took up the violin and began to touch it

in a very careless manner; upon which Co

relli remarked that he had a good bow-hand,

and wanted nothing but practice to become

a master of the instrument. At this instant

Strunck put the violin out of tune, and, ap

plying it to its place, played on with such

dexterity, attempering the dissonances oc

casioned by the mistiming of Ihe instrument

with such amazing skill and dexterity, that

Corelli cried out in broken German, " I am

called arcangelo, a name that, in the lan

guage of my country, signifies archangel ;

but let me tell you, that you, sir, are an

arch-devil."

STUMPF, an excellent performer on the

bassoon, and composer for wind instruments

at Frankfort, where he died in 1801.

STYLES or STILES (F. H. E.) pub

lished, in the Transactions of the Royal So-

siety of London for 1760, a dissertation

entitled " An Explanation of the Modes or

Tones in the ancient Grecian Music."

SUESSMAYER, music director and

composer to the national theatre at Vienna,

since the year 1795. He was a pupil of

Salieri. He published various operas and
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operettas for Vienna and other towns in

Germany, which bear date from the year

1792 to 1801. He died at Vienna in

1803.

SUTTON, (W. W.) born at Dover in

1793, was, at the age of three years, placed

under the care of an uncle, who was in the

musical profession, under whose instruction

he began the flute at the early age of five.

At seven, he performed a solo on that in

strument at the Friendly Musical society,

on which occasion the members presented

him with a very handsome flute ; this of

course increased his love for the instrument,

and he soon performed concertos in public,

at Margate and elsewhere. About this

time, Ashe gave an oratorio and con

cert at Margate and Ramsgate, where young

Sutton played, being then twelve years of

age. At nine years old, he began the

violin under his uncle, and at eleven, the

piano-forte under Day, and, at his death,

under Monro, Furtardo, and F. Venna.

Sutton has now an extensive connection as

teacher of music at Dover. His publications

are few, from his time being so completely

/ engaged in tuition : the chief are "Six Airs,

with Variationsfor the Flute," several va

riations for the piano-forte, and piano-forte

and flute, a set of preparatory exercises for

the piano-forte, and a set of musical ques

tions.

SWELINK, (Jan Peter) organist of

the great church at Amsterdam, was born

at Deventer about the year 1540. By a

peculiar method of fingering, he attained, in

early youth, great perfection in playing on

the harpsichord and organ. Being ignorant,

however, of composition, he went, about the

year 1557, to Venice, for the purpose of re

ceiving instructions from the celebrated

Zarlino. On his return to Holland he was

regarded as the Phoenix of organists, and

crowds attended whenever he performed.

Some amateurs of music amongst Shv

chants of Amsterdam wishing to jtsui

for Swelink in his old age, boroon .

him the small sum of two hundred &>_

(about twenty pounds) on the cose:

that they would make mercantile pcis

with it, from which he should derive u t

benefit, they taking upon themsehs t

risk of loss. After some years, thi> is

capital had produced no less a axi

four thousand florins, which placed ti= .

musician quite at his ease. lie in:

1 622 . Amongst h is works were the iiw

ing : "Pseaumcs dafrit Labwauer i

part., Liv. 2," Amsterdam ; "CI**"

4 et 5 part.," Antwerp, 1592;

Chyterboeck," Amsterdam, 1602 ; '' £»

Francoises et Italicnnes mises en Hue"

2 et 3 part, avec une chanson d 4," if

den, 1612 ; "Pseaumcs mis. en Jfu» •

4 a 8 part. Liv. 2," Leyden, 1613. *

to, Uv. 3." Leyden, 1C14; "»<*

4," Amsterdam, 1622; and ■"(*»

Sacra? cum B. contin. 5 roc" iff7-

1623. It is also said that he traasiSK'

Dutch the "Instituzioni" of Zarfc

SW1ETEN, (Gottfried Fuiim

von) president of the commission if^

instruction at Vienna, and a distil?*

amateur of music, died in 1803.

the intimate friend of Haydn.

SYLVA, (Tristao da) chafd-n*'

to king Alphonso V. of Portagil, * *

fifteenth century.

SYLVE1KA, (Fr. Placido w)

tuguese church composer, died ia 1"»

SYMONDS, (Henry:) oneoftkf*

band of musicians, and organist ef *

church of St Martin, Ludgate, nd

the church of St. John, was a etUoJ

master of the harpsichord in his ti"*- *

published six sets of lessons forking

strument. Symonds died about uV!*

1730.
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TACHINARDI, (N.) a tenor singer at

the Italian opera in Paris, in the year

1811.

TADEI, (Alessandro) a celebrated

:omposer of the seventeenth century. Se

veral motets of his composition may be

bund in the Parnassut Musictu Ferdinan-

Icut.

TAEUBER, TEIBER, TEUBER, or

TEYBER, (Anton.) chapel-master at

Vienna in 1798. Amongst his works we

ran name " La Passione di Jem Christo"

>ratorio, in manuscript, Vienna, 1790; "3

'Juat. p. 2 V., A., et B." Op. 1, Vienna,

1788; "Die Kinnahme von Belgrad,"

Dresden, 1792 ; " 6 Afilrsche und eine

iettrade," Dresden, 1792 ; "12 Menuetten

\nd\2 Atttmmmitn" Dresden, 1798; "Ge

rtie btym Klavier," Dresden, 1798;

'Xermes und Mirabella," raelodrame, in

nanuscript; and " Gr. Sin/on. A plus. In-

trum." Op. 1, Offenbach, 1799.

TAG, ( Christian Gotthilf ) music

irector at Hoenstein, in Saxony, about the

ear 1783, was considered in Germany as

n excellent church composer. His works,

insisting of masses, motets, &cc, and se-

eral theatrical pieces, bear date from the

ear 1783 to 1803.

TAGLIA, (Pibtro) an Italian com-

oser of the middle of the sixteenth cen-

iry, of whose works have been published

Madrigalt a 4 voci," Mailand, 1555.

TAGLIETTI, (Giulio) a voluminous

imposer to the Collegio de Nobili di St.

ntonio, at Brescia, towards the year 1700.

TAGLIETTI, (Luir.i) an Italian instru-

leutal composer, published, in 1750, at

msterdam, his Op. 6, consisting of con-

;rtos and symphonies for Violins, &c.

TAILLARD, (l'alne) first fiute at the

mcert tpiriluel in Paris about the year

J60. Me published some music for his in*

rument.

TALESIO, (Psdbo) professor of

vot. II,

at Coimbra, in the beginning of the seven

teenth century, published "Arte do Canto

Chan com humn breve inttruqao para ot

Sacerdotes, Diaconos, c Subdiaconos, e

Moc-os do Coro conforme o Uso Romano"

Coimbra, 1617.

TALLIS, (Thomas) the master of Bird,

and one of the greatest musicians, not only

of this country, but of Europe, during the

sixteenth century, in which so many able

contrapuntists were produced, was born early

in the reign of Henry VIII. ; but though it

has been frequently asserted that he was

organist of the chapel royal during the

reigns of that monarch, Edward VI., queen

Mary, and queen Elizabeth, yet it would

be difficult to prove that in the three first of

these reigns laymen were ever appointed to

any such office. In the reigns of Henry

and his daughter Mary, when the Roman

Catholic religion prevailed, the organ in

convents was usually played by monks ;

and in cathedrals, and collegiate churches

and chapels, by the canons, and others of

the priesthood. The first lay organists of

the chapel royal upon record, were Dr.

Tye, Blithman, the master of Dr. Bull,

Tallis, and Bird ; all during the reign of

queen Elizabeth.

Though the melody of the cathedral ser

vice was first adjusted to English words by

Marbeck, yet Tallis first enriched it with

harmony.

But the most curious and extraordinary

of all his labours, was his song of forty

parts, which is still subsisting. TTiis won

derful effort of harmonical abilities is not

divided into choirs of four parts, soprano,

alto, tenor, and bass, in each, like the com

positions a molti cori of Benevoli and

others, but consists of eight trebles, placed

under each other, eight mezzo-soprano or

mean parts, eight countertenors, eight

tenors, and eight basses, with one line

allotted to the organ. All these several
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parts, as may be imagined, are not in sim

ple counterpoint, or filled up in mere har

mony without meaning or design, but have

each a share in the short subjects of fugue

and imitation, which are introduced upon

every change of words. The first subject is

begun in G, by the first meuo-soprano ;

the second medius, in like maimer beginning

in G, is answered in the octave below by

the first tenor, and that by the first counter

tenor in D, the fifth above ; then the first

bass has the subject in D, the eighth below

the countertenor ; and thus all the forty real

parts are severally introduced in the course

of thirty-nine bars, when the whole phalanx

is employed at once, during six bars more.

After which, a new subject is led off by the

lowest bass, and pursued by other parts,

severally, for about twenty-four bars, when

there is another general chorus of all the

parts; and thus this stupendous, though

perhaps Gothic, specimen of human labour

and intellect, is carried on in alternate

flight, pursuit, attack, and choral union to

the end, when the polyphonic phenomenon

is terminated by twelve bars of universal

chorus, in quadragintesimal harmony.

This venerable musician died in the year

1585, and was buried in the old parish

church of Greenwich, in Kent. The fol

lowing epitaph, which Dr. Boyce has

printed in the first volume of his col

lection of cathedral music, Strype, in his

continuation of Stowe's Survey, printed in

1720, lays he found engraved in Gothic

letters, on a brass plate in the chancel.

Bmerred here doth ly a worthy wyght

Who for long time in musick bore the bell :

His name to shew was Thomas Tallis liyght,

In honest vertunui ly IT he dyd excell.

lie served long tyme in chappel with grate prayse,

Fower sovereygnes reignes, (a thing not often

seene 0

I mean king Henry, and prince Edward's daycs

Qncne Marie, and Elizabeth our qnene.

He maryed was, though children he had none.

And lyv'd in lose full three and thirty yeres

With loyal spowse, whose name yclept wasjone,

Who here entombed, him company now bears.

As he dyd lyve, so also dyd he dy,

In myld and quyet sort, O happy man I

To Cod ful oft for mercy did he cry.

Wherefore he lyves, let Deth do what he can.

The stone to which tils plate v.'

affixed had been renewed bj Dr. Akfei.

but the old church having been psfs

down, about the year 1720, in order to*

rebuilt, no memorial remains of Tali, -

any other illustrious person who bad ir".

interred there anterior to that period.

TALON, a musician in the chape) oft

king of France about the year 1767, ptt-

lished in that year, at Paris, his Op. i,»

sitting of "Six Symphonies."

TANNER, concert-master to the din*

Deux Ponts, obtained the same sitaJsv

in 1788, in the chapel of the nsarp

Baden.

TANSUR, (Willism) an Etflsist

sician, born about the year 1700. &*•

lised, in 1735, a work entitled "J <mf*

Melody, or the Harmony ofSim,*

volumes : the Jirst containing am hem

Hon to Vocal anil Instrumental Mm: »

second, comprising the Psalms, 0m

Meloilies / and the third being am»*

Part Songs." Some years afterwi* '

published two other works, the one esi

''Universal Harmony," and the wtker*'

new Mnsical Grammar and Dictkm*

On the title page of the latter, he a& E

self William Tansur, sen., Musiro-tkwf

the work being stated to be soM kf *

author and by his son, late chorister 4■

nity college, Cambridge.

TANZ, (L.) a German mssieiat. it

towards the year 1790, in theioweri"*

age, and, as it is said, from love of • 4*1

tiful woman. His pieces lor the f*

some of which Gerber has heard, u» a*

by that author to be very ajreetWe.

liant, and replete with good moiloto5

Amongst his works were two opem * r

natas for the harpsichord and tk>*

heim, 1780.

TAPP1A, (Giova*ki) a priest, r***

at Naples about 1528, was boni •

He was the founder of the first n«*J'

servatory at Naples; soon aW' "r

various others were formed, boiki"

and Venice. These institnbe* *

the whole, much cootribaleJ ts»v* m

improvement of the ait, Ikts? snt sft
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lishment vu occasioned by the great want

if singers in all large towns, which was

wing to the government not having the

neans of maintaining musical schools, and

he convents having their own interest too

luch at heart to offer any assistance. Tap-

ia, full of enthusiasm for the art, resolved at

>st to do the utmost for its emancipation,

le first gave in several plans to his govern

lent, which were not accepted. He then

esired to accomplish these plans himself,

nd applied publicly for assistance ; in vain,

owever, for nothing succeeded, till at last,

fter several years' exertions, he took the re-

olution to rely on nothing but the intrinsic

leritof his plans and his own perseverance,

nd went from house to house, from place

) place, to beg subscriptions. Though but

x> often denied, publicly scoffed and

lughed at, he was here and there listened

>, and obtained small donations, afterwards

reater ones ; and this work he carried on

* full nine years, when he added his own,

ot inconsiderable, fortune to the total sum

>e had begged, and found himself in pos-

ession of a large capital. With this he

ow founded the first conservatory at

<'aples, which he dedicated to and named

fter the Madonna di Loretto.

TAPHAY,(J. F.) a Frenchman by birth,

nd a pupil of Doraenico Scarlatti, was con-

idered a good performer on the harpsichord.

n 1768, he was organist at Resan^n, after

'hich he went to Paris, and was nominated

rganist of the military school. He had

"Wished, up to the year 1811, twenty-

'ght operas of harpsichord music and ro

mances.

TARADE, a good violinist in the orches-

fa of the royal academy of music at Paris,

rought out, in 1765, at the Comedie Ita-

enne, a successful opera entitled "La

^conciliation Villagcoise"

TARCHI,
(Angiolo) an Italian cora-

oser and professor of singing, resident at

'»"», was born at Naples in 1760. He I

tudied during thirteen years at the con-

ervatory of La Pieia., under Tarentino and

Whilst still there, in 1781, he

'rote his first dramatic work, being an

opera buffa entitled "L'Architetto." Its suc

cess was such when performed within the

walls of the conservatory, that the king

(Ferdinand IV.) desired it might be

played at one of his private theatres. In

1783, being still a pupil of the conservatory,

he composed for the new theatre at Naples,

" La Cnccia a*Enrico IV." an opera buffa,

which had much success. He then gave at

the Theatre del Fotido an interlude, which he

followed up by three operas. At this epoch,

being at Rome, he wrote for the theatre of

Capranica " Le due Fratelli Pappamoxca,"

an interlude. In 1784, he composed in

the same city, for the Theatre de Valle, the

interlude of "Don Fallopio." and in 1785,

at Milan, for the Theatre of La Canohia,

the opera seria entitled " Ademira." After

this period his works succeeded rapidly in

the following order: " Arianna e Bacco,"

opera seria, Turin, 1'85; " Ifigenia in

Tnnride," opera seria, Venice, 1786;

" L'Ariarale," opera seria, Milan, 1786;

" Publio," opera seria, Florence, 1786;

"Arminia," opera seria, Mantua, 1786;

" Demofoontc," opera seria, Crema, 1786 ;

" 11 Trionfo di Clelia," opera seria, Turin,

1787; " Paolo e Virginia," Venice, 1787;

" Artaserse," Mantua, 1787; " Le due

JVvall," Opera buffa, Rome, 1788; " Mi-

tridalr," Rome, 1788 ; " 11 Conte di Sal-

dagna," Milan, 1788; " Anlioco," Padua,

1788; "// Disertore," London, 1799;

" Alcuandro nell' Indie," London, 1789;

" Lo Spazcacammino," opera buffa, Mon-

ia, a country house near Milan, 1789 ;

" L'Apoteose d'Ercole," Venice, 1790;

"Ezio," Vicenza, 1790; " L'OIimpiade,"

Rome, 1790 ; " Giutio Sabino," opera serif

Turin, 1791 ; " Don Chiseiotte," Paris,

1791 ; " Adrasto," Milan, 1791 ; " Isaaco,"

oratorio, Mantua, 1792 ; " Ester" oratorio,

Florence, 1792; and "La Morte di AV-

rone," Milan, 1792. Tarchi produced

at the Thefttre de l'Opera Comique,

at Paris, subsequently to the year 1796,

" Le Cabriolet jaune," in one act ; " Le

Trente et Quarante," in one act ; " St.

Foix," in one act; " D'Auberge en Au-

berge," in three acts, etc. Some masse*
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and other sacred music by this musician

have also been performed at Naples.

TAKD1EU, (Abbe) of Tarascow, bro

ther of a chapel-master of the same name,

celebrated in Provence, lived early in the

eighteenth century. He much promoted

the substitution of the violoncello for the

viol da gamba.

TARDITI, (Orazio) chapel-master at

Faenza, in the papal states, in the first half

of the seventeenth century. Judging from

the number of his published works, he

appears to have been a prolific composer of

sacred music, especially of motets.

TARONI, (Antonio) canon of St.

B arbara's church in Mantua, and com

poser, towards the middle of the sixteenth

century, published " Madrigali A 5 voci,"

Venice, 1612, and "Mine da Capelta a

5 voci," Venice, 1646.

TARTINI (GiusErpE) was born at

Pirano, in the province of Istria, in 1692.

His father, having been a great benefactor

to the cathedral church at Parenza, had

been ennobled in reward for his piety.

Giuseppe was originally intended for the

law, but mixing music with his other studies,

during the course of his education, it soon

tyrannized over the whole circle of the sister

sciences. This is not so surprising as ano

ther strong propensity, which, during his

youth, greatly occupied his attention : this

was fencing, an art not likely to become

necessary to the safety or honour of a man

of so pious and pacific adisposition, engaged

in a civil employment ; and yet he is said

even in this art to have equalled the master

of whom he received instructions. In 1710,

he was sent to the university of Padua, to

pursue his studies as a civilian ; but before

he was twenty, having married without the

consent of his parents, they wholly aban

doned him, and obliged him to wander

about in search of an asylum ; which, after

many hardships, he found in a convent at

Assisi, where he was received by a monk,

his relation, who, commiserating his mis

fortunes, let him remain there till something

better could be done for him. Here he

practised the violin to keep off melancholy

reflections ; till he was discovered taigas

festival in the orchestra of the convtnt,b;u

accident of a remarkably high wind, wiirj.

forcing open the doors of the chani.lis

aside the curtain of the orchestra, ltd

posed all the performers to the sight «'i

congregation : being thus recognised fcri

Paduan acquaintance, differences wet it

commodated, and he settled with, bs «i

for some time in Venice. This ltdvn

of the true Xanthippe breed ; bat, is, in

nately, poor Tartini was very Socrates

wisdom, virtue, and patience, her ref

was unmolested by any domestic war, »

useless opposition to her supremacy.

Duriug his residence at Venice, tie to-

brated Veracini arrived in that at;, «s

performance awakened an extrafii"

emulation in Tartini, for though hf"

acknowledged to have himself i p»«*

hand, he never had heard a gratfrt

before, or conceived it possible for i»*

to possess such varied powers of ener''

expression, as were commanded

cini.

In fact, Tartini quitted Venice tin I"

next day, and proceeded to Anoa.-

order to study the use of the bow is frtP

tranquillity, and with more torne»«i

than he could at Venice. This hipfe"-

in 1714, the year in which hedisctftr*

the phenomenon of the third sound.* B"7

too, during the carnival of the same "'

he heard and" perceived the eitrjarcrs"

effects of a piece of simple recitative, vi"

he mentions in his " Trattato A' Arte

It was likewise during his resiote"* '

Ancona, that by diligence and pnttw 11

acquired reputation sufficient to

him, in 1721, to an invitation totted

tinguished place of first violin and

of the band to the celebrated chnrei ('"■

* This phenomenon of the third soasw

resonance of a third note, vhtn lb* nww^

notes of a chord are sounded. Thus,
are sung in thirds, every sensitive rtr ^ J

impression of a bass or lower part- fto*1?

distinctly heard if you play a serifs of

thirds on the violin, they being perfctf'V " ''^

" If you do not hear the bass," nisi Tut"""

pupils, "the thirds or sixths wtocb ra*l*"

ing are not perfect in the intonabw."..
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Anthony of Padua. By this time, his fame

was so much extended, that he had re

peated offers from Paris and London to

nsit those capitals; but by a singular

pecies of devotion and attachment to his

>atron ?aint, to whom he consecrated him-

elf and his instrument, he constantly de-

lined entering into any other service.

By the year 1748, he had made many

xcellent scholars, and had established such

. -system of practice for students on the

iolin, that he was celebrated all over

iurope; and in this respect his reputation

□creased till the period of his death, which

x>k place in the year 1770, to the infinite

egret of the inhabitants of Padua, where

e had resided nearly fifty years, and was

ot only regarded as its most attractive orna-

>ent, but even as a philosopher and saint,

M. de Lalande states, that he had from

'artini's own mouth the following singular

□ecdote respecting one of his compositions,

hich shows to what a degree his imagina-

on was inflamed. ,

"He dreamed one night, in 1713, that

; had made a compact with the devil,

ho promised to be at his service on all

rcasions ; and, during this vision, every

ing succeeded according to his mind :

s wishes were prevented, and his desires

ways surpassed, by the assistance of his

iw servant. In short, he imagined that

: presented the de\il his violin, in order

discover what kind of a musician he

u, when, to his great astonishment, he

ard him play a solo so singularly beauti-

I, which he executed with such superior

ste and precision, that it surpassed all

e music he had ever heard or conceived

his life. So great was his surprise, and

exquisite his delight upon this occasion,

at it deprived him of the power of breath-

g. He awoke with the violence of his

nsations, and instantly seized his fiddle,

hopes of expressing what he had just

ard , but in vain. He however directly

oiposed a piece, which is, perhaps, the

st of all bis works, and called it the

)cvifi Sonata:' he knew it, however,

be to inferior to what his sleep bad

produced, that he stated, he would have

broken his instrument, and abandoned mu

sic for ever, if he could have subsisted by

any other means."

The following are some of the principal

works of Tartini : " Trattato di Musica

secundo la vera Scienza dell' Armonia,"

Padua, 1754; " Riposta di Giuseppe Tar

tini alia critica del di lui Trattato di Musica

di M. Serre di Ginevra," Venice, 1767;

" Dissertazione dei Principi dell" Armonia

Musicale, contenuta delDiatonico Genere,"

Padua, 1767 ; " Lettera alia Signora Mad-

daleita Lombardini, inserviente ad una im-

portante Lezione per i Suonatori di Violino"

The abb£ Fanzago speaks also of a manu

script treatise by Tartini, entitled " Lezioni

sopra i vari generi di appoggiature, di

trilli tremoli e mordertti, tfc." Amongst

his practical works are many operas of violin

sonatas, also numerous concertos. Dr.

Burney states, that the two books of sona

tas, published in England as Tartini's, con

tain more than fifty different pieces. A

manuscript of his, called " Lezioni pratichc

del Fiolino," was in the hands of many of

his pupils. We can further name " L'Arte

deir arco o siano 50 Variazioni per V, e

temprc collo stcsso B." Naples, 1792 ; and

" Adagio varii de plusieurs /aeons diffi-

rentes : tris-utiles auxpersonnes qui vculent

apprendre A /aire des traits sous chaque

note d'harmonir, tfc." published in Paris

about the year 1801.

TAKTHE, (Lt) organist and vocal com

poser at Paris, about the year 1716. His,

motets met with much applause, and were

often performed in the churches. Of hit

printed works can be named, " La Pair,

Cantate;" "Miserere it grand Cheeur ;"

and " 8 Reeueits d"Airs A chanter."

TASCA, an excellent Italian bass singer,

resided some years in this country, where

he arrived about the year 1784. He sang

at the commemoration of Handel in West

minster abbey. He had much flexibility

and compass of voice.

TAUBE (Christian Friedhicii) pub

lished at Dresden, in 1730, an octavo work,

in two volumes, entitled " Vntersuchung
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Melotluchtr I*hrt-Siilze," i. e. " Examina

tion of the Principles of Melody."

TAUBER or TADBERT, (J. F.) flutist

and composer for his instrument in the

electoral chapel at Bernburg. He was an

able professor of his instrument. In 1792,

at a concert given by him in Berlin, he

evinced such extraordinary skill as to as

tonish his audience, Gerber, though he

only heard him perform the first flute in an

easy trio from the Creation, heard enough,

he says, to convince him of Tauber's deep

feeling, beautiful expression, and almost

unlimited power over his instrument. He

was born at Naumburg, in Saxony, about

the year 1750, and received his musical

instructions at Dresden under Gotze: he

was then entered at the university of Got-

tingen, and after that procured an appoint

ment in the service of the elector of Bernburg.

Unhappily, this able artist had weak lungs,

which soon incapacitated him for the use

of his instrument, He died of asthma in

1803, at Ballenstadu After bis decease,

several of his works were published.

TAUSCH, (Franz) a clarionetist and

instrumental composer, also a member of

the chapel of the queen dowager of Prussia

at Berlin, was born at Heidelberg in 1762.

He had no other instructor in his art than

his father, who, at the time of the birth of

bis son, was only an under musician at

Heidelberg church: soon after, however,

on the occasion of a hunting festival, ordered

by the court to take place at Heidelberg,

J'ausch senior so attracted the observation

•f the prince elector by his talents on the

clarionet, that this promoter of the arts en

gaged him immediately for his chapel at

Manheira. Scarcely had young Franz

reached his fourth year, when he received

instructions from his father on the violin,

and at the age of eight played before the

court on the clarionet. From this early

age he was indeed considered as an efficient

member of the chapel both for the clarionet

and violin. In the year 1777, when the

prince elector of Bavaria changed his resi

dence from Manheim to Munich, young

Tauscb, then aged fifteen, was obliged to

follow the court, though against tie use

of his father. At Munich he remiiwdLi

1780, when he accompanied chape! oca

VViuter to Vienna, where several offese

engagements were made to him, 1st ii

remained faithful to his prince, ami asi

returned to Munich, in 1781. U \'M

set out on a second journev, anil t£3

nine months visited, besides several its

courts, those of Berlin and Dresden; «

which he again returned to Maoicli. II

years posterior to this he received i pr»

sional invitation to Berlin by order a

queen of Prussia, which, with his wit, «a

was an excellent pianist, he accepted.

171)1, at the command of the king of Pr*

he performed at the service ia tie tuj*

royal until the arrival of Baer ftooFa^

burg. In the following year he w» <

Paris, and performed at several cooort L

the brilliancy of which his remark-'*

lents did not a little contribute.

he visited Hamburgh, and was tits^

greatly admired. In 1799, he gi*'e

own house a very superior weeiljof^

in which the first amateurs of "

played. Tausch is still living at Sc1

His published works are not numeros,^

consist chiefly of concertos.

TAUSCHER, (J. G.) a Germis «s

on the organ, died about the year

TAVANI, a good Italian singer II

in 1801.

TAVARES, (Manc-el) acon>p«nV-

at Portalegre, in Portugal, flowisoec*-

the year 1625. He was at first

the chapel of king John III, ift»rti

he became chapel-master of ibetDK1

church at Murcia, and lastly it Ce*1

where he died. In the royal mosicsi ia*"1

at Lisbon, are found many masses, J*3

motets, Sec. of his composition.

TAVARES,(Nicolao)i Poma«B3-

sician, bom at Portalegre, flooroae! u*

the year 1625. He was only t**f*

years of age when he died, bWi

chapel-master at Cadiz and at

Of his compositions several pitres *•***

script are preserved in the reft1 «**

library at Lisbon.
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TAVERNER, (John) organist of Bos

on, in Lincolnshire, and likewise a member

if Cardinal (now Christchurch) college,

)xford. Being in religion a Lutheran, and

onnected with John Smith the martyr,

nd some others, he was, together with

bem, accused of heresy. They were all

sized and imprisoned in a deep cavern

nder the college, at that time used for the

eeping of salt tish, the putrid stench arising

'otn which actally suffocated one of them,

rith was convicted and burnt at Smith-

eld in the year 1533; but Taverner had

cpt more within the bounds of moderation

)an the others, and was only accused of

aving concealed some heretical books under

le boards of the school where he taught.

)d this account, and from his great emi-

ence as a musician, he was fortunate

nough to escape condemnation.

It is necessary to remark, that there were

"o Taverners living about the same time,

<ho had the same christian name. The

>ne above-mentioned is known as Taverner

he musician ; the other was one of the

jresbam professors, and the publisher of

Matthew's Bible, in 1539. This person,

"deed, took a degree in Oxford, but he is

lot known to have at all excelled in musical

cience.

TAYLOR (Richard) was born in the

ity of Chester in the year 1758. In his

irigin he traces a long line of ancient Hri ■

ons, his family having for three centuries

esided in the Isle of Mona, (Anglesea)

'here his ancestors were all seafaring men,

xcepting his father, who was sent to

'hester to be instructed in another pro-

ession , owing to his father (Richard Taylor's

Taadfather) having been drowned in his

wn vessel previous to the birth of his son.

laving finished our digression, we return to

>ur young musician, who, in the first six-

een years of his life, evinced an impassioned

birst for music, never being so happy as

vhen he could get to the theatre, or to any

'lace where music was to be heard ; on

"bich occasions he used to take a pride in

■earing off in his memory some of the best

Ad jUU most esteemed English airs; as

" Thou soft flowing Avon" " Would yon

taste the noon-tide air," " Water parted

from the tea," Sic. &c. &c. He was never

fond of light and trifling songs ; they did

not make up any part of his early mental

furniture ; on the contrary, he had a very

strong bias in favour of sacred and classical

music, which seemed more congenial to his

feelings.

In his eighteenth year Taylor became

attached to the choir of a Calvinistio

chapel, under the Rev. William Armi-

tage, in which religious connection he

still continues up to the present day. la

early life he published several light vocal

pieces; but the sublime oratorios in

score of Handel were, and are still, his

delight, and it is from those stores that his

knowledge in composition has been derived.

The only scientific work published by Tay

lor is " The Principles of Music at one

View," which has gone through many edi

tions. A new edition of it has lately com*

out: it is circular, on one sheet, and filled,

ingeniously, with every thing belonging to

the elements of the science. A patriotic

song by Taylor, called the " Glorious Sixth

of May," has gone through nine editions.

It was published on the occasion of a con

tested election at Chester : it is worth re

marking that this tune was played by the

military bands at the entrance of the duke

of Wellington and the allied sovereigns

into Paris after the battle of Waterloo.

The following are among Taylor's principal

compositions. Rural pieces : " Lo winter

with her hoary train," (Clementi); "The

gloomy season's past," (Goulding^ ; " Sum

mer now upholds her scenes," (Preston);

" Clad in her brown vesture" (Preston);

" Gently as the breathing gale," (Preston);

" See how yon larh," music only, (Gould-

ing); "From bowers of Amaranthine,"

(Cahusac.) National pieces : "Hark how the

dismal tempest roars," (Preston); "Now set

the bloodyflag unfurled," (Preston) ; "Says

Boney I'll invade you," duet, (Cahusac);

" Our arms were piled," (Cahusac.) Sacred

music : " Beauties of Sacred Verse" vol.

i. and u. (Preston) ; " Beauties of Sacred
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Verse," vol. iii. (Goulding); "An Evan- I

gelical Acrostic," music only, (Goulding) ;

*' Hail Redeemer, Prince of Peace," poetry

only, (Preston); " Hark, hark, what tout-

transporting strains," (Author) ; " Strike all

your harps ofgold," (Goulding); " When I

survey heaven, earth, and skies," poetry

only, (Author); " Hymning seraph," air,

Handel, poetry only ; " Triumph over

Death," air, Handel, poetry only, (Author) ;

" Star ofBethlehem," music only, (Gould

ing) ; " In heaven the rapturous song

began," music only, (Goulding) ; " Of

mercy sing," poetry, James Wilding, Esq.,

Shrewsbury, (Birchall); "Angels roll the

rock away," music only, (Goulding) ; " O'er

the gloomy kills of darkness," music only,

(Author);'* We worship thee, OLord," just

published, music only, (Metzler and Son);

" Our Father, great eternal Lord," air,

Handel, poetry only, (Meyhew); "Vital

spark," air, Harwood, harmonized for four

voices.(Cahusac); and "Gloria in excelsis,"

Pergolese, with English words, (Preston.)

TAYLOR, (Thomas) son of the pre

ceding, was born in the city of Chester in

1787, and is an organist and music-master

of considerable abilities. At a very early

period of life he gave a specimen of his

acquirements, by presiding at the grand

piano-forte, during the subscription con

cert given by Yaniwicz, Madame Catalani,

&c. at the royal hotel in Chester : he there

played the beautiful concerto of Viotti

in G, &c. &c. accompanied by Yaniwicz

and the late Charles Nicholson,

His compositions and arrangements are

not numerous, but they are select. Sacred

music: "A Book of Original Chants;"

"Hallelujah," (Messiah) arranged; "/Aft

up your heads," arranged ; " As flam the

power," arranged. National songs : " Old

England, my country," poetry by Bloom-

field ; " John Ball is his name," poetry by

B. Taylor. Welsh airs : " Llwynonn—

Gently flow, O Devas river ;" " Difyrwch

Arglwyddes—Hail, prospect expanded ;"

"Hcnsybell—Enchantress of the Erthigian

grove" "Diniweydrwidd Catomen—Turf-

clad Cottage;" "Suo Gin—Hush, rude

tempest;" " tfos Galan—Fareweti

" Mourn, all ye muses;" " Merck Ktjn

—Downin thevale;" " DowckyrFnte

—Sons of Cambria s" " Glan UtittfU-

O, give me a cot ;" 14 Muynen gvjuii-

11ml. lovely hope ;" and " TorirUtaii

—Adieu, thou crystal." The poetry*

all the Welsh airs was written bj

father.

TAYLOR, (jAMEs)avery able mtstna,

resident at Norwich. His ability u

theorist is conspicuous in various pec,

published in the Quarterly MusicalRm

Amongst these are "Remarks on tit

Key," (Quart. Mus. Rev. vol. L p. Id

"On Modulation," (Quart. Mus.RaM-

p. 302.) and " On Consecutive F\flii*

Octaves," (Quart. Mus. Rev. vol.ii.p.H-

TEDESCHI, (Arrxgo) chiptJ-Bff

to the church of St. John, at Flort:- -

1480. Several part-songs, for thm

of his composition, are knowu in In

TEDESCHI, (Giov.) See A»i»

TEIBER, a German dramatic asm-

about the year 1786.

TEIXEIRA, (Antonio) singer it*

patriarchal church in Lisbon, «u

there in 1707, and was, by cobums! .<

the king, sent to Rome, in the nasi ft

of his age, to study counterpoint. !:"'

year 1728, he returned to Lisbon, i»d 2*

diately obtained the above-menboori «

ployment. He published much eke

music.

TELEMANN (Geoho Paiiir) ■

born at Magdeburg in 1681. Ha

was a minister of the Lutheran ris*

who dying in the infancy of hi« *

him to the care of his mother. Ai3

child grew up, he discovered a stroacP"

pensity to music, which his mother is**

voured to get the better of, intend"*, ■

for the university ; finding, howewr. n*

her son, who had been taught tie i**

ments of music, as other children » ■

German schools usually are, "> ■*

mined to pursue the study of it, *

length, gave way to his ineluubon, J"

proof of the early abilities of Trie"51

it it said that he composed bd*3! **
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ither pieces of the church service, in his

nfancy.and that by the time he was twelve

pears of age, he had composed almost the

nhole of an opera. In the year 1701, being

sent to Leipsic to study the law, he was

ippointed to the direction of the operas, and

was also chosen first music director, and

jrganist of the new church.

In the year 1704, he became chapel-

naster to the count of Promniz, which

situation, in 1709, he exchanged for that

)f secretary and chapel-master to the duke

t Eisenach.

In 1712, he was chosen chapel-master to

the Carmelite monastery at Frankfort on

he .Maine. Shortly after, he obtained the

nusic direction in St. Catherine's church,

md was appointed chapel-master at the

mrt of Saxe-Gotha.

In the year 1721, the city of Hamburgh,

iesirous of having such an extraordinary

nan amongst them, prevailed on him to

iccept the place of director of their music,

Hid also the office of chanter in the church

of St. John. He had scarcely been a year

at Hamburgh, when an offer was made him

jf the place of music director at leipsic,

which, by the decease of Kuhnan, had then

ately become vacant ; but, being so well

settled, he declined accepting it, and it was

herefore conferred on John Sebastian Bach.

Telemann was a very voluminous com

poser, and the greatest church musician in

Germany. Handel, speaking of his uncom

mon skill and readiness, used to say, that

be could write a church piece, of eight

parts, with the same expedition as another

would write a letter. The time of his death

is variously reported, but the better opinion

is that it took place about the year 1767.

The following list contains many of the

principal published works of Telemann.

His manuscripts were literally innumerable,

even by himself.

Six Sonatas for Violin and Harpsi

chord," Frankfort, 1715; "Light Chamber

Music for Violin, Flute, Harpsichord, and

Hautboy," Frankfort, 1716; " Six Sona

tina per VioUno e Cembalo," 1718 ; " Six

Trio, for different Instruments," 1718 ;

" Harmonic Divine Service, or Cantatas

for all the Epistles of Sundays and Holy-

days, for the Voice and Instruments,"

Hamburgh, 1725; "Extracts from the

Airs usually sung to the Gospels in the

Churches ofHamburgh, for one Voice, with

Thorough-Bass ;" "The faithful Music-

master," Hamburgh, 1728 ; " Sonate a

due flauti trav. o due violini senza basso,*'

Amsterdam; " The general Lutheran

Psalm Booh, containing more than five

hundred Melodies, arranged for four

Voices," Hamburgh, 1730; " 3 Trietti

Methodichi et 3 Scherzi, for two V. or Ft.

with B.," 1731 ; " Cantatas, with gay

Poetry,for a Soprano and Violins ;" "Six

new Sonatinas for the Harpsichord, fyc. ;"

" Scherzi melodichi per divertimento di

coloro che prendono Vacque mineral, in

Pirmonte, con ariette semplici e facili, a

violino, viola e fonrlam.," 1734; "Seven

times seven and one Minuets for the Harp

sichord, Sfc, t" " Heroic Music, or twelve

Marches for the Harpsichord, Sfc.;" " A

second Set of seven times seven and one

Minuets;'* "An Overture, S(c.for Violins ;"

"Six Quatuors for Violin, Ft. Sfc" " Gay

Ariettesfrom the Opera Adelaide ;" "Pion-

pine, or the ill-assorted Marriage, being

an Interlude for two Voices and Instru

ments ;" " Singing Exercises ;" " Jubilee

Music, consisting of two Cantatas for one

and two Voices, with Instruments," 1733;

" Easy Fugues for the Organ or Harpsi

chord ;" ''Methodical Sonatas for Violin

or Flute, with B. ;" " Continuation of the

Methodical Sonatas ;" " Twelve Fantasias

for the Flute ;" "Three dozen Fantasiasfor

the Harpsichord i" " Table Music, being a

Collection of Overtures, Concertos, Sfc. for

a Chamber Band;" and " Quatuors or

Triosfor Flute, Violin, and Violoncello."

TELEMANN, (Geohc Michael)

chanter, conductor of the music, and master

of the choristers at the cathedral of Riga,

was born at Ploen in 1748. He published

at Hamburgh, in 1773, a work entitled

" Unterricht um general-bass-spielen," and

at Leipsic, in 1785, a book called " Bey-

trSge sur Kirchenmusih, Sfc." He was a,
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man of talent, and grandson of G. P. Tele-

mann.

TELLER, (Florian.) See Deller.

TELLER, (Mark) an ecclesiastic and

musician at Maestricht, published at Augs

burg, in 1726, his Opera 1, entitled " Mu-

sica Sacra, stylo plant Italia et cromatico

pro compositions amaloribus, complectcns

9 motetta brevia tie tempore et 2 missas

solcnnes." The second volume of this

work was not published till after Teller's

decease. .

TELLINGEN {A. van) published at

Amsterdam, in 1782, his Opera 1, consisting

of six trios for the haqisichord.

TELON1US, (C. G.) a musical amateur

at Hamburgh, published first in 1777, and

a second time in 1782, a collection of odes,

with melodies and harpsichord accompani

ment.

TEMANZA, (Andrea) a Roman musi

cian. Some of his instrumental music

was published at Amsterdam, about the

year 1732.

TEMPELHOF, (Georo Friedrich) a

Prussian major of artillery, and teacher of

the mathematics to one of the princes of

Prussia, subsequently to the year 1786,

published at Berlin, in 1775, a pamphlet

entitled "Reflections on the Musical Temper

ament of Kirnberger, with easy Instruc

tions for tuning Organs, Harpsichords,

t(c"

TENALIA or TENAGLIA, (Antonio

Francesco) a celebrated church composer,

born at Florence, flourished about the year

1650 at Rome. Under his portrait, en

graved by Clowet, stands Tenalia Flo-

rentinus musicis in rebus excellcns. He

also wrote for the theatre ; since, in the year

1660, the opera " Clcarco," of his compo

sition, was performed at Rome. It is one

of the first pieces in which the da capo

appears.

TENDUCCI (Giusto Fernando) was

born at Sienna. He arrived iu England in

1758, and first appeared in a pasticchio

called Attain. It was, however, in the

opera of Ciro riconosciuto, set by Cocchi,

performed in the beginning of 1756, that

this excellent singer was fim pnte&sj

noticed. From London he proceeded 8

Scotland and Ireland, in company attklk.

Arne, and in 1765 arrived, for taeiecB

time, in London. He aftemrdi o^ad

England on account of his debts, ud ra

afterwards well received in all the p*

theatres of Italy.

TENIERS, (David) a celebrated IV

mish painter of the seventeenth ceotarj.w

at the same time, an excellent vi a

gambist. He paiuted himself phytic: a

this instrument, by the side of bit nail)

which picture has been engraved by li

Bas.

TENIES, (G. A.) chef-forthatn »

the French theatre at Hamburgh, pabssia

there, in 1800, " 3 Sonate p. MtoCti

goto ed Alto Accomp." Hamburgi

TEPPER VON FERGUSON n.'.

1801, Russian imperial chapel-mW

St. Petersburg. He is the son of**

banker at Warsaw, and seems, bji*

dence of eight years at Vienna, e*

accomplished himself as an able perfea

for, in 1795, his extraordinary abuina'

piano, as well as his taste and kaovtej

of the science, were highly praised at B*

burgh also, in which city he node «»

stay in 1796, probably, before Ik «'

parture for Petersburg. Soon ate «•

arrival in Russia, he had the good t'sn-'

to be appointed teacher of the piuo * •

imperial princesses, with a salary of *

thousand rubles. He then wrote itro*

ively several operettas for the court tie-"

and with so much success, that the esfe*

nominated him chapel-master, witi » c*

siderable salary. Of his composilatB. o»

is known out of Russia.

TERRAOELLAS or TERRADEuU5

(Doastvico) was born at Barcekai •

1701. He was sent to study at Naps'.1

the conservatory of San Onotrio, ad"

Durante.

He began his musical career akosl *

year 1739, when he composed tbesp»M

"Astarto," and part of " Mumfo,"**

junction with Latilla, for the Tew*

Dame, at Rome.
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In 1746, he came to England, where he

composed two operas, but, unfortunately

for bim, none of the singers of that time

stood high in the favour of the public. His

compositions, however, when executed in

truly by the first class, acquired for him

great reputation.

Besides the favourite songs in his operas

of " Mithridatet " and " Bellerophon,"

which were printed by Walsh, he published,

whilst in England, a collection of " Twelve

Jtalian Airs and Duels," in which he is

less masterly and original, than in most of

bis other productions.

In the songs which he wrote for Regi-

nelli, we find boldness and force, as well

as pathos; and some arie tli bravura of

his composition for the celebrated tenor

singer Babbi, at Rome, abound with great

fire and spirit. If his productions be com

pared with those of his contemporaries,

bis writings in general must be allowed to

have great merit, though his passages now

seem old and uncommon.

Terradellai died at Rome in 1751, in

consequence, as was reported, of the bad

success of one of his operas.

TERRAIL, (Mr.) an excellent counter

tenor singer, chiefly in the glee style. This

gentleman is gaining annually in the public

esteem, as a chaste vocalist.

TERZA or TERZI (Giuseppe) pub

lished at Naples, in 1 80S, an essay entitled

" NuotHt Sistema del Suono" It is nothing

more than a prospectus, ably drawn up, of

a larger work, upon the art of a chapel-

master. He examines in it the opinions of

Aristotle, Descartes, Newton, and others,

upon the origin of sounds, and demon

strates much extensive and useful learning.

He, however, has not carried the work into

execution.

TERZI, (Giovanni Antonio) a cele

brated lutist and composer for his instru

ment, flourished in the beginning of the

seventeenth century at Bergamo.

TERZIANI, (Pietro) an Italian com

poser, brought out, in 1788, at Venice, an

opera seria entitled " II Creso."

. TE3I-TBAMONTINI, (Vittobia) a

celebrated Italian singer, was born at

Florence about the year 1690. She was a

pupil of Francesco Redi, and afterwards, at

Bologna, of Campeggi and Bernacchi. In

1719, she sang at the opera at Dresden,

afterwards returned to Italy, and, from

1748 to 1772, resided at Vienna, having

long before the latter period quitted the

stage. She died about the year 1776,

Tesi's voice had great compass, and she

sang with equal facility in both high and

low compositions. Dr. Burney says, that

she generously refused, at Vienna, the hand

of a count in marriage, from consideration

for his family, and married afterwards a

journeyman baker.

TESSARINI, (Carlo) first violin and

concert-master at the metropolitan church

of Urbino, was born at Rinsini in 1690,

From the year 1724, he enjoyed a high

reputation iu Italy, as composer and

violinist. In 1762, he went to Amsterdam.

His later compositions were written so

completely in the modern school of his

time, that they bore no resemblance even

to those of his own works which he had

composed forty years previously. They

consisted chiefly of violin music, also of

" A Method far the Violin," Amsterdam,

1762.

TESTAMANZI (Fabruio) published

at Milan, in 1636, "Breve Metodo di Canto

Fermo."

TESTORl, (Carlo Giovanni) a musi

cian at Vercelli, in Piedmont, published,

towards the middle of the last ceutury, a

work entitled " Musica ragionata."

TEUBER (Ant.) published in 1789, at

Dresden, his Opera 2, composed of three

quatuors for violin.

TEUBER or TEYBER, (Elizabeth)

an excellent singer at the German theatre

of Vienna, was the daughter of a violinist

at the imperial cTiapel, and studied singing

and declamation under chapel-master Hasse

and Vittoria Tesi. She had also some les-

sous from the great Haydn. About the

year 1769, she weut to Naples, were she

sung at the theatre with much success.

Thence sha was invited to Petersburg*
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from which city she returned some time

afterwards, with her constitution so debili

tated, that she was at first interdicted from

ever again singing. A second journey to

Italy, however, partially restored her health,

and a few years afterwards she again sung,

occasionally, at Vienna.

TEUMER, (C. F.) a German musician,

published " Four Odes of Klopstock for the

Piano," Leipsic, 1797.

TEUTORN, (C. B.) of Reinsberg, pub

lished at Copenhagen, in 1788, three harp

sichord sonatas, with violin accompani

ment.

TEUTSCHMANN, (Adgustis) an ex

cellent German church composer, in the

middle of the seventeenth century.

TEVO, (Zaccaria) a native of Sacca,

in Sicily, a Franciscan monk, bachelor in

divinity, and professor or master of music

in Venice, published, in the year 1706, in

quarto, a work entitled "II Mtisico Testore"

containing, in substance, the whole of what

has been written on the subject by Boethius,

Franchinus, Galilei, Mersennus, Kircher,

and, in short, every other author on the

subject of music before his time.

TEXTOR, (Abel) a composer at the

beginning of the seventeenth century, wrote

" Dolyetta Musicale, delle Canzonettc

ViUanelle et Arie Neapolitana , de diversi

excell. Musici, A 3 tioci. Novamente posle in

luce," Frankfort, 1620. How much earlier

the first edition of this republication ap

peared, cannot now be ascertained.

TEXTOR, (Guglielm.) a composer of

the sixteenth century, published " Madri-

gali A 5 voci," Venice, 1566. This work

is still to be found iu the library at Munich.

TEYBER, a German composer, in the

service of the margrave of Baden in 1 789.

TEYBER, (FnANz) a vocal composer at

Vienna, has become known by the follow

ing works: "Alexander," an opera, the

poetry by Schickaneder ; and " Gesdnge

von Salit," Vienna, 1803.

THALETAS. There was another poet

and musician of this name, who was like

wise a Cretan, that flourished much later

than the contemporary and friend of Lycur-

gus. Sir Isaac Newton has named ba

among the early victors at the PythicpBe,

and Dr. Blair places him six hundred vi

seventy-three years before Christ. TVsr.

theThaletas whom Plutarch makes cooiii-

porary with Solon, and of whom it

lated, that he delivered the l.:<> ■

from the pestilence, by the sweetness ofb

lyre : but it is impossible to render the in

credible, without qualifying it by sevri

circumstances omitted in the relation, his

first place, it is certain, that this poet u

received among the Lacedsmonians dr.!!

the plague, by command of an oracle: tht

by virtue of this mission all the poet;; i

the hymns which he sung must have an

sisted of prayers and supplications, in crfc

to avert the anger of the gods again*! k

people ; whom he exhorted to sacrifices, <r

piations, purifications, and many otbc; n

of devotion, which, however superstiso,

could not fail to agitate the minds of ■

multitude, and to produce nearly the ■*

effects as public fasts, and in Cata

countries, processions, at present, in DM

of danger, by exalting the courage, ud w

animating hope.

The disease having, probably, reatW

its highest pitch of malignity when a

musician arrived, must afterwards have a*

come less contagious by degrees, till t

length, ceasing of itself, by the air wife

away the seeds of infection, and recomii

its former purity, the extirpation cf u<

disease was attributed by the people to ■

music of Thaletas, who was thought ■

sole mediator, to whom they owed tit"

happy deliverance.

This is exactly what Plutarch »es»

who tells the story ; and what Hsx

meant, in attributing the cessation of ■

plague among the Greeks, at thesiert"

Troy, to music :

With hymns divine the joynui banquet ee&

The parang lengthen'd till the sun descend*;
The Greeks rotor'd, tlie grateful nous prolttw;

Apollo listens, and approves tlietong.
Pope's Homer's Iliad, Bai-

For the poet, in this passage, seems sty

to say, that Apollo was rendered a**"
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le, and had delivered the Greeks from

e scourge with which they were attacked,

consequence of Chriseis having been

stored to her father, and of sacrifices and

erings.

TIIEIJJE (Johann) was the son of a

ilor at Naumberg, and bom in the year

146. He studied in the universities of

alle and Leipsic. From thence he went

Weissenfels, in Saxony, and under

hutz, the chapel-master there, perfected

nself in the art of composition. Thus

alified, he removed to Stettin, in Pome-

nia, and became a teacher of music. In

173, he was made chapel-master at Got-

rp ; but being driven from thence by the

irs, he settled at Hamburgh. He was,

bsequently, elected to the office of chapel -

ister at Wolfenbuttel, in the room of

osenmuller. After holding this place for

me years, he entered the service of Chris-

is, the second duke of Merseburg, in

liich he continued until the death of that

ince.

During this time, he composed many

eces for the church, and in some of them

ofesses to imitate the style of Palestrina.

e was the composer of an highly valuable

ark, the title to which begins thus :

Wovse Sonata rarissimar Artis et suavi-

tis Musica;, partial 3 vocum, cum semplii

dupta et triplo inversis Fugis, partim 4

cum, cum, SfC."

From the evidence of deep learning con-

ined in his works, Theile is justly ranked

long the first of the German musicians.

: died at Naumberg in the year 1724.

THEILE (Andreas) was a celebrated

jsician, contemporary with, and, as it has

en generally supposed, brother of the last-

;ntioned composer. He was the author

a collection of lessons, published in

e year 1696, entitled " Neuer Clavier

bung."

THEOBALDO. See Gatti.

THIEME, (Friedrich) a German mu-

:ian, resident, during many years, in

ance. Amongst other works of merit,

published " EUmens de Musique Pra-

jue et Solfiges nouveaux pour appren-

e la Musique et le Gotit du Chant," Paris,

1784 ; a second edition of this work wa3

published under the title "PrincipesEle'men-

taires de Musique Pratiijue et Solfegcs

Italiens, nouveaux Extraits des Productions

Modernes dcs meilleurs Maitres, avec une

Basse chiffre'e, selon les Principes de Rous

seau," Paris; "Principes abre'ge's de Mu-

sique & I'Usage de ceux quiveulent appren-

dre A jouer du Violon" Op. 10 ; '* Prin

cipes abre'ge's de Musique Pratique pour le

Forte-piano, suivie de six pttitcs Sonates

forme'es d'Airs connus ;" " Trois Sonates

en Duos dialogue's pour deux Violnns d'unc

Ex(cationfacile A VUsage dcjeunesElives"

Op. 12 ; and " Nouvellc Thiorie tur let

different Mouvemens des Airs, fonde'e sur

la Pratique de la Musique Moderne, avec

le Prqjet d'un nouveau Chronomilre, des-

tine" a perpetuer a jamais, pour tons les

Terns, commepour tous les lAeux, le Mouve-

ment et la Mesure des Airs de toutes les

Compositions Musicales," Paris, 1800.

Thieme died at Rouen in 1802.

THILO, (CAnL August) a German

musician, resident at Copenhagen in the

middle of the last century. He published

" Directions for Self-Instruction in the

Science ofMusic, and in playing the Harp

sichord." The original edition was pub

lished in the Danish language, at Copen

hagen, in 1746. Of his practical works we

can name the following : " Odes, with Me

lodies," Copenhagen ; " The Italian Air

' D'un getlio chi m'accendc, fyc' for Sopr.,

V., and B. ;" "Twelve Minuets s" and

" Sinfonia per il Cembalo."

THOLLE, (Thomas) born at Liege about

the rear 1760, first studied music in that

city under Moreau, who was one of the

masters of Gritry; from thence he was

entered as a chorister of the cathedral at

Antwerp. At about the age of fourteen,

he was sent to Italy, and studied at the

conservatory of Loretto, under Fenaroli and

Sala. Having finished his musical educa

tion, he was engaged in several of the

principal towns of Italy as a buffo tenor

singer, and at length went to France, where

he was elected chapel-master of one of the

churches in Poictiers. At the time of. the

revolution, he proceeded to Paris, where
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he afterwards resided, being chiefly em

ployed as a singing-master. Tholl^ pub

lished five collections of romances, of bis

own composition, and many other detached

vocal pieces.

THOMAS, (Christian Gottfried) r

German church composer, resided, in 1789,

at Hamburgh, and stood for the place of

music director, vacant by the death of Bach.

He is known by various vocal compositions,

chiefly sacred, also by a few instrumental

pieces in manusc ipt.

THOMASI, (Giovanni) an Italian com

poser of the sixteenth century, published

" Triclnia," Venice, 1540.

THOMASI, (Martin) singer and organ

ist of the Protestant church of Eperies, in

Upper Hungary, enjoyed a high reputation

as musician about the year 1740.

THOMPSON, (Thomas) organist of St.

Nicholas' church, Newcastle upon Tyne,

was born of musical parents at Sunderland,

in the county of Durham, in the year 1777.

His father, when a boy, was under James

Hesletine.organist of the cathedral,Durham,

a pupil of the celebrated Dr. Blow. At the

time his son Thomas was born, he was

leader of the concerts at Sunderland ; and,

m 1778, removed to Newcastle, where

shortly afterwards subscription concerts

Were established, at which he continued to

assist as principal second violin, until they

Were abandoned in 1813. Thomas, at the

early age of nine years, was initiated into

the practice of the violin and French horn,

under the tuition of his father, and per

formed on the horn at the theatre and at

concerts when only twelve yearsold. At this

time he had lessons on the piano-forte from

Hawdon, the organist of All Saints, and on

the organ and piano-forte from Charles Avi-

son, son to that accomplished musician, Avi-

son of Newcastle. In the beginning of the

year 1793, his father was induced to place

him under the tuition of the justly celebrated

Muzio Clementi ; and under so competent

A master he pursued the study of his fa

vourite instrument with such ardour, that

he practised upon an average ten hours a

day : this persevering industry could not

foil to secure the approbation of Clementi,

whose kind, though strict adraonitkai, hsj

left a powerful impression upon tie mmi

his admiring pupil. He was introdwed i

Clementi to Frick, the author of i we-

known treatise on modulation, and rerew.

instructions from him in thorough-bus m

composition. In 1801 and 1803, ktW

lessons of J. B. Cramer, and has uo

continued to visit London at interval! wia

purpose of hearing and receiving lesseufca

the first performers ; from amongst el~

others we may particularize the uaroessia

two eminent masters Ries and KalUms

In 1794, Thompson was called fren la-

don by the death of Hawdon, to wiats

succeeded as organist of All Saint! ; w.

upon the death of Avison, in 1795, n

appointed by the corporation of Kewcs*

organist of St. Nicholas. In the ytjrA

there was an oratorio at Newcastle, ndf*

patronage of prince William of CIokp

the elder Cramer led the band, ISfSf

Thompson had the honour of pre**'-

the organ; and again in 1814 he pB5

at the organ, on the occasion of >

festival, under the direction of Genera' J*

ley. In 1797, the subscription eraeera»

commenced, when he played a wof t

each concert night, until about 1800 ; «*

which time he played alternately *"

Monro. Since these concerts were 4**

tinued, he has performed little ia pobk 11

duriug their continuance, the bnBia»r' 11

his linger in rapid passages, and tk >

more striking feeling, expression, a*!*1

displayed in the cantabile parts of

formance, never failed to call forth gro- 11

merited applause. His behiricw le L

numerous pupils is kind and eoacia^

and to those who show a disposhi«*F

fit by his instructions, his exertions fa »»

improvement are unwearied. His rtp*"!

has become such, by the force of hs**-

it may truly be said he never disafp"8*

a pupil, except from illness; aa ""f'

well worthy the imitation of t*» J*l

musicians who wish to rise ia the* f

sion.

Thompson's composition nareteRF*

cipally confined to songs and dseo, W

of them elegant and pleating, and al**
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; a simple and Bowing melody. He has

iblished for the piano-forte only two airs

ith variations, " Cease your funning,''

id an original " Thema." They are both

.Teeable lessons, and show a considerable

immand of the instrument ; the Thema, in

irticular, would do credit to any master,

be unceasing round of his professional

.orations, to those who know the full ei-

nt of his engagements in teaching, will

tfficiently account for his not having at-

mpted the higher walks of composition,

hich, to a country professor, are too often

either productive of profit nor fame.

THORN E, (John) an English musician,

f York, flourished about the year 1520.

ir J. Hawkins has inserted in his history

motet for three voices, " Stella Cali,"

y this composer.

THUIMA or TUIMA, chapel-master to

le empress dowager Elizabeth, at Vienna,

'as bora in Bohemia In 1704. He was a

upil of Fuclis, and succeeded his master,

a 1722, as chapel-master to the emperor

Charles VI. He was appointed to his

irst-named place in 1741. After the death

>f the empress dowager, he retired to a

onvent, where he died in 1774. He was

onsidered an excellent church composer.

THUIRING TREBENSIS, (Johann)

ived in the beginning of the seventeenth

:entnry as a schoolmaster at Willerstadt,

'hence he published the following of hiscom

positions: " Cantiones," Erfurt, 1617; " 2

Uristtiche Erndten-Oemnge," Jena, 1620;

1 15 GeistHche mo/ellrn nebst der Litaney

ind dem Te Iieum laudamu* von 4 6u8

frimnwi," Erfurt, 1621 ; and " Serfam

Spintuale Muticalt" Erfurt, 1637.

TIBALDI, (Giovanni Battista) an

astrumental composer at Modena, lived

tbout 1720, and published " Sonate a 3,"

^ps. 1 et 2, Amsterdam.

TIBALDI, (Giuseppe) a tenor singer,

n the service of the court of Austria, about

he year 1760.

TIETZ or TITZ, (A. Ferdinand) an

ixcellent violinist, resided in 1789, and pro-

'ably Kill remains, at St. Petersburg. So

»«ch of his nrusic is known in manuscript at

Vienna, that it" is probable he lived in that

city previously to removing to Russia.

Amongst his published works are " Six

Quotum a 2 V.,A., et B." Vienna, 1789 j

and tf Sonate pour le Clav. av. V. obi."

Op. 1, Gotha and Petersburg, 1796.

TIGRINI, (Obazio) canon of Arezzo,

published at Venice, in 1588, a musical

work entitled " Compendia delta Muticd,"

which he dedicated to Zarlino, from whom

he received a letter of thanks for the laurel

crown with which he had bound his brows ;

which letter is prefixed to the work,with com

plimentary verses innumerable from other

friends. This compendium is not only well

digested by the author, but rendered more

clear and pleasant in the perusal by the

printer, who has made use of large Roman

types, instead of Italic, in which most of the?

books that were published in Italy, before the

present century, were printed. This author

is the first, according to Dr. Burney, wlie

has censured the impropriety and absurdity

of composing music for the church upon the

subject of old and vulgar ballad tunes.

TIL, (Johann Hermann) organist at

Spandau, about the year 1730, published a

catechism of music.

TILL1ERE, a good French violoncellist.

He published, in 1764, a method for his

instrument, which is still recommended by

several French professors of the violoncello.

He published also at Paris, in 1777, " Sit

Duo* pour 2 re."

TIMER, (Joseph Fbed.) chamber-mu

sician to the emperor of Germany at Vienna,

published there, about the year 1760, twelve

violin solos.

TIMOTHEUS, one of the most celebrated

poet-musicians of antiquity, was born at

Miletus, an Ionian city of Caria, four hun

dred and forty-six years before Christ. He

was contemporary with Philip of Macedon

and Euripides, and not only excelled in lyric

and dithyrambic poetry, but in his perform

ance upon the cithara. According to Pausa-

nias, he perfected that instrument, by the

addition of four new strings to the seven

which it had before.

T1NCTOR, (Joaknes) doctor of laws
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and canon at Nivelle, in Brabant, was

born in that town about the year 1450.

Early in life he was invited to Naples, by

king Ferdinand of Arragon, and appointed

royal chaplain and professor of music there.

The various treatises which he wrote for the

newly-established royal music-school at Na

ples, prove how much interest and pains he

took in its improvement. He seems to have

left Naples, and returned, in 1490, to his

own country, where he died. Besides the

treatises above alluded to, Tinctor is the au

thor of a dictionary of music, entitled

" Terminorum MusU'tr Definitoriunu" This

work, the first of its kind, is also the first

book on music which was printed. Dr. Bur ■

ney found a copy of this dictionary in the

king's library, and Forkel also saw one in

the library of the duke of Gotha. There is

neither printer's name nor date to the book.

Burney, however, (on what authority is not

known) states, that the edition he saw was

printed at Naples iu 1474. Amongst his

minor treatises, three were entitled " lie

Arte CoHtrapuncti," "Proportionate Musi-

ax," and " De Origine Musica." Tinctor

was assisted in laying the foundation of the

Naples music-school (since so highly cele

brated) by Garnerius and Franchinus Gaf-

furius, Milanese.

TINEO, (J. Sanchez di) a Spanish con

trapuntist towards the close of the sixteenth

century.

TINT, a Neapolitan composer, is the au

thor of an interlude entitled "/ Mendichi,"

and performed in 1730.

TINI, (Maria Dom. called La Tilla)

an eminent singer at the court of Tuscany,

about the year 1790.

TINNEY, (Mr.) a good orchestral bass

singer, resident in London.

TINTI, (Salvatoke) a Florentine vio

linist, flourished between the years 1770

and 1800, in which latter year he removed

to Venice. Amongst his compositions are

the following : " Three Quintetti & V., 2 A.,

e Vc," in manuscript, at Traeg's, in Vienna;

and "Six Qttartettid 2 V., A., e Tc/'which

were printed at Vienna.

TIRRY, (Ant.) chamber-musician and

clarionetist to the duke of 1Yi:rt»

the latter years of the last century, is

born in Hungary, about the yearl747.

TISCHER, (Gaspabd) a Gerou *

ganist and composer, flourished aboMis

year 1714.

TISCHER, (Johanw Nichous) k-

cert-master to the prince of Snr-l.

and organist at SmaJkalden, wss one of is

most agreeable and esteemed compose* «

his time. He was born in 1707, and*

ceived his first lessons in music boaJets

B. Rauch. He was then made clot ti i

magistrate at Halberstadt, where he rasra

further instructions in music from

organist of the cathedral in than

Thence he went to Arnstadt, where be !si

composition, the violin, and the ra

d'amour of Schwertzelberg, chapel-eis-

to prince WiHiam of Schwartrbmr. *

commenced himself to teach. N««

able, on account of his religion, tort?

the situation of organist at Amot*

which he had been recommended fc^

dowager princess of Schwaruburf, fa*

tinued his travels, and visited Bw*

Hamburgh, Berlin, and Dresden, fit""

missed no opportunity of hearing tie*1

eminent masters and profiting bytbeiii'111

At length he returned to his native mop

but finding no means of subsistence

and being desirous of marrying, henfE*

himself, in 1728, as hautboyist in nV-«

ment of the duke of Brunswick, 1» i'>

he quitted that situation, being append

organist at Smalkalden. Besides the «*

harpsichord, violin, and hautboy, Tud***"

formed well on the flute, hom, and >ol»

cello. The following is a list of his ■*

"Fifty Pieces ofChurch MusicJaisiri'!i

1732 ;" " Six Concerto* for Hmtkj^

Tenor" Six Symphoniesfor tvt

V., T., andB.:" " Six Symphoma,^*

Addition of two Horns;" "SixTntf^

certos;'' " Overture for Violin"

Operas ofSolos for Violin ." " T***ti*-

Harlequinades in allKeys;" " StirTa?*

" The Four Seasons, under tketitUt! ^

monic Amusement for the Hit***-

and " Six Harpsichord Concert* 31
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wve works were all finished before the

tat 1732, but it is doubtful which of them

ere printed. The following compositions,

ritten since the year 1748, have been all

iblished : *' Six Galanteries for Ladies'

musement', Parts 1, 2, and 3," Nurem-

irg ; 11 Musical Amusement, consisting of

ree ColUctionsfor the Harpsichord, Parts

2, and 3," Nuremburg ; " Six small

Electionsfor the Harpsichord,for the Use

Beginners;'' " Six Numbers, each con-

ting of two Harpsichord Concertos ;"

A seventh Number of same work, contain

er one Concerto ;" 11 Kyrie and Alleluia,

two Concertos for the Harpsichord;" and

Six easy ami pleasing Collectionsfor Ilc-

nnerson the Harpsichord," Munich, 1766.

USSIER or T1XIEK, a performer on

I tenor at the opera in Paris, published,

out the j ear 1780, twelve operas of

trumental music, for violin, violoncello,

! guitar.

T1TON DU TILLET, (Evrabd) born

Paris in 1677, was at first a captain of

agoons, afterwards master of the dauphin's

usehold, and lastly commissary of war.

! published, in 1732, a work entitled

Le Parnasse Francois." This is a valu-

le book, and contains, first, remarks on

ir_v and music, and on the excellence of

se two arts together, with special obser-

ions on French poetry and music, and on

French drama. Secondly and thirdly, se-

ate remarks on and necrological sketches

■Tench musicians, etc. lie died in 1762.

I'lTZ, (F.) a violinist at Petersburg in

10, published, about 1782, six violin

rtets.

OBI (Fl. J.) published at Paris, in

i0, three trio3 for clarionet, violin, and

s, Opera 1.

'ODERINI, (Giambattista) an Italian

• -, was private tutor to the son of the

>assador of Venice to Constantinople.

published at Venice, in 1787, a work

three volumes, entitled " Littcratura

■ihesca." The first volume treats of

kisli music. He states it to be false, what

buhr advances, of the Turks of distinc-

disdaining to learn music. They only

OL. II.

avoid playing in public. The Turks, he

says, have taken much of their music from

the Persians. The sultan has a numerous

band of musicians, who perform on all re

ligious and other festivals. There is also a

chamber band in the seraglio, who performed

before the sultan several times in the week.

Occasionally, eminent musicians of the city,

whether Greeks, Armenians, Jews,or Turks,

are permitted to perform in this chamber

band.

TODI, (Maria Francesca) born in

Portugal about the year 1748, was a pupil

of David Perez, and one of the most cele

brated singers of the last century. About

1772, she came to England, and sang con-

tr'alto at the King's theatre ; from hence she

proceeded to Paris, about the year 1780,

and made her dibut at the concert spirituel,

with prodigious success. The following year

she was engaged at Berlin, and thence went

to St. Petersburg, where she was nominated

singer to the court, and, after her repre

sentation of the Armida of Sarti, was pre

sented by the empress Catherine III. with

a diamond necklace. In 1787, on the

invitation of Frederick William II., she

returned* to Berlin, a salary being assured

to her of nearly one thousand pounds a year.

In 1789, she quitted Prussia with the inten

tion of returning to Paris, and, in passing

through Mentz, sang before the court of

the elector. The horrors of the French re

volution, which then began to rage, pre

vented her continuing her journey, and, in

1790, she was singing at Hanover. She

subsequently returned to Portugal, where

she died in 1793.

TOESCHI, (C. Joskpii) first violinist in

the chapel royal at Manheim in 1 756, was

ten years afterwards concert-master there,

and finally, in 1786, was appointed private

music director to the elector of Bavaria.

Toeschi published much instrumental music

at Paris and Amsterdam. He was a pupil

of J. Stamitz. He died at Munich in 1788,

aged sixty-four.

TOFTS, (Mrs.) a celebrated female

singer at the commencement of the eight

eenth century. In the opera of Camilla,
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she performed trie part of Camilla, and it

is conjectured to have had such an effect

on her as to have caused the temporary

loss of her reasou. This circumstance is

rather unfeelingly alluded to in No. 20 of

the Tattler. Having at length recovered,

being also in the meridian of her beauty,

and possessed of a large sum of money,

which she had acquired by singing, Mrs.

Tofts quitted the stage, and was married

to Mr. Joseph Smith, a gentleman, who

being appointed consul for the English

nation at Venice, she went thither with

him. Mr. Smitli was a great collector of

books and patron of the arts ; he procured

engravings to be made from pictures and

designs of Amiconi, Marco Ricci, Piazetta,

and other masters. He lived in great state

and magnificence ; but the disorder of his

wife returning, she dwelt sequestered from

the world in a remote part of the house,

and had a large garden to range in, in

which she would frequently walk, singing

and giving way to that innocent frenzy

which had seized her in the early part of

her life. She was living about the year

1735.

TOLLET, (Thomas.) This English

musician composed the " Ground," well

known by his name, and published direc

tions to play on the French flageolet. In

conjunction with John Lenton, he also

composed and published, about the year

1694, a work entitled "A Consort of

Music, m three Parte."

TOMASCHEK, (Wenzel Johakn)

composer to the count George Von Bour-

guoi in Prague, was born in Bohemia in

1774. His early disposition for music in

duced his father to have him instructed in

the art, and the master of the choristers in

the town of Chruden was fixed upon as

his teacher. Under his direction, the boy

made great progress in two years, both on

the violin and in singing ; at the end of that

time he could sing even the most difficult

passages at first sight. He then returned

to his friends, but with a greatly increased

desire to perfect himself in music. The

organ was now the object of his wishes; he

therefore requested his father to allow lis

to receive instructions on that instnimttt:

the latter, however, refused; notwithstni-

ing which, Tomaschek took the resolouw^

learning the organ without the assistanre i

a master. A small piano-forte, given hirabj

his brother, was, in this respect, of eseasd

service to him. He now spent all his tesa

hours in practising on this instrument, wkia

he had concealed in a distant room of 4«

house. At first he played only chords, bi'

afterwards exercised his genius by prelsdsr

He soon found, however, that without ps-

vious instruction, and studying the fo

ments on a systematic plan, he could ase

be able to proceed. At length anodic!*

of his own age, who was then reorma

instructions from the chapel-master of <a

place, drew him out of this dilemma. Tie

meetings, however, could only be by stealti,

his parents having, from anxiety f*

morals, prohibited him all intercom* wilt

the other boys of the town. Frets das

child he learnt all the various leys, »

also the meaning ofdifferent musical toss,

tec He also borrowed some seat*

from him. But these happy houn *w

soon interrupted by a fresh prohibition fw

his parents, who had discovered the wr

ings of the two young musicians. W.

not at all discouraged, Tomaschek wdonkW

his zeal and application, and industrtesy

studied the pieces for the organ and pus-

forte, lent by his little friend, and whici k

had copied. At length, in 1787, be re

admitted as a chorister into the con<re»t s

the Minorites at Iglau, where he west it

the same time to the Latin school dansc

three years. There be still continwd t

practise on the piano-forte. After remis

ing three years at Iglau, he quitted 6*

convent under a false pretence of bants

lost his voice, and was sent toPr*!*8

continue his studies. There the ports!

taste for music was then reigning, >' h8*?

the flourishing epoch of Mozart. Torai-

chek's natural love of music it an/ I*

well conceived was increased, and kitilenB

developed by the opportunities nowifiordel

him of hearing the works ofthe first nustfl.
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le soon discovered hia want of systematic

ingering ; upon which he studied the great

liano-forte method of Tiirk ; attending, at

le same time, to the theories of music, har-

lony, and counterpoint. Being occupied

he whole of the day in his literary aca-

emie lessons, he was obliged to spend his

ight in his favourite occupation.

At the end of nine years, without having

eceived any verbal instniction whatsoever

i music, he succeeded to such a degree

s to find himself possessed of all the theo-

itical information requisite to form an able

msician. He found also that he had made

ich progress in practice, that he decided

a giving up his literary pursuits, exchang-

ig them for the business of teacher of

msic. Still he continued to apply himself

piously to composition. In 1799, his

rather, however, wished him much to

evote himself to the law, and in compli-

ice with his wishes he was about to do so,

hen a happy accident prevented it. His

msic to Burger's poem of Leonora appeared

»st at this time, and so much charmed one

f his pupils, (count George Bourguoi) that

? took Tomaschek into his family as corn

ier, and enabled him, by a sufficient salary

id leisure, to pursue his art without inter-

iption. In this situation he was still

ring in 1811, continually producing offer-

gs to the muses, and fully justifying the

•unt's patronage ; as he not only became

ie of the most able pianists of Germany,

pecially in fantasias and fugues, but has

so produced many excellent and original

impositions for the piano-forte, the voice,

I.', full orchestra. Nageli, who was con-

lered an able judge in the science, ranked

m amongst the inventive musical geniuses,

his lecture before the Swiss musical

ciety at Zurich, in 1812.

TOMASELLI, an Italian singing-master,

*gan his musical career in Milan, went

terwards to Saltzburg, and then to Vienna,

here, in 1812, he was appointed court-

Jger in the imperial chapel. He has a

>e baritono, and sings with much ex-

ession. He dedicates himself almost

itirely to giving instructions in singing, j

and has brought out many able pupils, of

which Vienna in particular can muster a

great number. Several celebrated female

singers, such as Milder, Sessi, &c. took

lessons of him.

TOMASI, (Blasio) or BLASIUS DE

TOMASIIS, organist and composer in the

beginning of the seventeenth century, at

Comacchio, a town under the jurisdiction

of Ferrara. He published " Madrigali i

5 voci," Op. 1, Venice, 1611 ; "Motetti k

2, 3, e 4 voci, con Lilanie & 4 voci," Venice,

1615; and "11 Concerto a 1, 2—8 voci,"

1615.

TOMASINI, (Lcioi) an Italian vio

linist and composer, who resided at Vienna.

Much of his violin music was known there

subsequently to the year 1780.

TOMASINI, a pianist at Vienna, and

probably son of the preceding, gave a con

cert there towards the close of the last

century, he being then about thirteen years

of age. His performance was received with

great applause.

TOMEONI, (Florido) a native of

Lucca, was resident at Paris for many

years as professor of music. He published

there, in 1799, a work entitled " TMorie

de la Musique Vacale, avec des Remarque*

sur la Pronunciation des Langues Francaise

et HaUenne." This work contains some

judicious reflections on the Italian and

French schools of music.

TOMI, (D. FLAMrwo) an abW and ex

cellent singer at Venice, about 1770. His

sister, Francesco Tomi, was at the same

time one of the most distinguished pupils of

the conservatory Dei Mendicanti.

TOMKINS, (Thomas! the son of one

of the chanters in the choir of the cathedral

church of Gloucestershire, received his mu

sical education under Bird. His abilities

were such as very early iu life to obtain

for him the place of gentleman of the

chapel royal, and afterwards that oforganist.

Some years subsequent to the latter pro

motion, he became organist of the cathedral

of Worcester, and in that city composed

songs of three, four, five, and six parts,

which appear to have been published about
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the year 1623. He was also the author of

a work, in ten books or parts, consisting of

anthems, hymns, and other pieces adapted

to the church service, entitled " Musica

Deo Sacra et Ecclesia *4ngUcan/e ;" or

music dedicated to the honour and service

of God, aud to the use of cathedrals and

other churches of England, especially the

chapel royal of king Charles L The words

of some others of his compositions are to be

seen in Clifford's Collection. There is in

the library of Magdalen college, Oxford,

a manuscript of Tomkins, consisting of vocal

church music in four and five parts. Some

of the madrigals also in the Triumphs of

Oriana are of his composition.

Dr. Burney has given us the following

character of his works : " By the composi

tions I have scored, or examined in score,

of Tomkins, he seems to me to have had

more force and facility than Morley. In

his songs there is much melody and accent,

as well as pure harmony and ingenious

contrivance."

The times of his birth and death are

both unknown ; and the principal data

from which can be ascertained the period

when he flourished are, that he was a pupil

of Bird ; that he was admitted to the degree

of bachelor of music in the university of

Oxford in 1 607 ; and that, according to the

assertion of Wood, he was living after the

breaking out of the rebellion.

Tomkins had several brothers, all ofwhom

were educated to the profession of music.

Giles was organist of the cathedral church

of Salisbury ; John was organist of St.

Paul's, and a gentleman of the chapel ; and

Nicholas (one of the gentleman of the privy

chamber to king Charles I.) was a person

well acquainted with the practice of music.

TOMLINS, (Thomas) organist of St.

Mary's church, Shrewsbury, is deservedly

esteemed for his superior skill and attain

ments in the science of music. Hi's rapid

execution on the violin, and the brilliant

tones which he elicits from that instrument,

are surpassed by few. For several years

he led the band of the Choral society in

his native place, and in 1802 was conductor

of the oratorio at Whitchurch, in ciek-

tion of the peace. Subsequent!} be >>

led concerts and oratorios in setenl te

provincial towns; and was one of the bd

at the installation of the duke of Glomes

and lord Grenville, as chanctUots'a'ae

universities of Cambridge and Osiwd. i;

a composer, Tomlins occupies so a-

rank ; many of the pieces which be i

published being highly esteemed, e^wai;

his "Instructionsfor the Piam-furUi'li

his collection of psalm and taynu tan

Tomlins was a pupil of the cdttai

Salomon, who ottered to introdac* a

recommend htm in London ; but Ik p-

ferred settling in his native town, wkw&

is much respected, and in 1812 wis ekw.

a member of the corporation. His it

son is now studying for the mosap

fession, and has acquired a great dtoIsc:

on the organ, piano-forte, and violin.

TONELLI, (Anna) an Italians?*

at Paris in 1752.

TONIM, an Italian iustrumeaac

poser, published several of his tea-

which we can mention " Sonatt

Conlin." Op. 2, Amsterdam ; " BtkH"-

Camera hV.e Vc. o D. C." Op. 3, .Vw

dam; and " Sonale u 2 V., f'c, t C*i~

Op. 4, Amsterdam,

TONOLLNT, (GiovAssr Birrci-

organist at Salo, in the Brendan ter>»

was born there, and flourished as i ess"

composer at the beginning of the srw

teenth century.

TORELLI, (Gasparo) an Italia

poser, flourished about the year 1S71 &

was celebrated for his madrigals aad as*

vocal compositions.

TORELLI, (GivsErrr) a natire r

Verona, academico nlarmonico di Buiap-

and a famous performer on the ruib. (i

concert-master at Anspach, about lis _«*"

1703. After that he remored to Biv^

and became chapel -master in the c&sd ■

San Petronio in that city. He eaap*

and published various colletfioa* at

and sonatas for violins, but the "no* <**"

derable of his works is his eighth

published at Bologna by his hrottat Ptiws
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orelli, after the death of the author, In

709, entitled " Concetti Grossi," &c.

TORLEZ, music-master to the academies

f Grenoble and of Moulins in 1767, pub-

shed at Paris, about that time, "Cinq

fotets a Voix seuie avec Symphonic"

TORNER, (J. Nicolas) organist of the

ithedral of Treves, about the year 1740,

iblished there a work entitled "A, B, C,

tr tertiam minorcm continent 8 cantilenas

■o offertorio, Sfc."

TORNHOUT, (Gerardodi) a Belgian

id celebrated contrapuntist, flourished

Miut the year 1567. Amongst his numer-

is works is one entitled " Tricinia Sacra

?." Louvain, 1569.

TORNHOUT (Joannes) seems to be a

emish musician, who flourished a few

an subsequent to the preceding.

TORO, (Antonio di) a celebrated

ianish musician, flourished in Italy to-

irds the close of the sixteenth century.

TORRI, (PiETno) an Italian by birth,

as, in the younger part of his life, cham-

?r-musician to the margrave of Bareith;

ter that he became chapel-master of the

eat church at Brussels. It is said that he

is a disciple of Steffani, which is probable,

eing that his compositions are chiefly

lets, and close imitations of the style of

it master. One of the most celebrated

his works of this kind is a duet, entitled

Ueraclitus and Oemocritus," in which

: affections of laughing and weeping are

Dtrasted and expressed with singular art

d ingenuity. He died about the year

22.

TORRI, (Anna Maria) a celebrated

ger at the court of Mantua, in 1690.

rORRIANI, (Giovanni Antonio) a

nposer of the seventeenth century, born

Cremona. Amongst his works was an

itorio entitled " La Convirsione di San

tmualdo," Fabriano, 1688.

TOSCANI, (Giov. Fred.) an agreeable

lor singer, was born at Warsaw in 1750,

Italian parents. He settled for some

ars at Cassel, and was considered a good

flb caricato singer,' both on the German

d Italian stage.

TOSCANO, (Nicolo) born at Monte di

Trepani, in Sicily, was an ecclesiastic and

excellent singer. So much did he excel in

his art, that the common people reported that

he had an organ always concealed within

his clothes. Having traversed all Italy, he

passed the latter years of his life in his

convent. He died in 1605.

TOSCANO, (Tommasi Guarducci.)

See Guarducci.

TOSI (Pietro Francesco) was an

Italian singer, greatly celebrated in his

time. Having resided in most of the courts

of Europe, and being an attentive hearer of

others, and a person of reflection , he attained

to such a degree of skill and judgment in

the practice of singing, as enabled him to

compose a treatise on the subject, which he

published at Bologna in the year 1723,

with the following title : " Opinioni de Can-

tori antichi e modemi, o sieno Osservazioni

sopra il Canto Fignrato di Pier Francesco

Tost, Academico Filarmonico" and dedi

cated to the Earl of Peterborough.

Tosi not only visited England, but had

made London his residence from the latter

end of king William's reign to the end of

that of George I., except during such short

intervals as business, or the desire ofseeing

his friends and relations, called him hence ;

nevertheless it does not appear that he ever

sung in the opera here, which is the more

to be wondered at, seeing that he had

concerts for his benefit.

The treatise of Tosi above-mentioned is

altogether practical, and.contains a great

number of particulars respecting the ma

nagement of the voice, and the method of

singing with grace and elegance. More

over, it contains short memoirs and general

characters of the most celebrated singers,

male and female, of the author's time.

Tosi was, it seems, not only a very fine

singer, but also a composer. Galliard re

lates, that, after his voice had left him, he

composed several cantatas of an exquisite

taste, especially in the recitatives, in which

he says the author excels, in the pathetic and

expression, all others. He died in London,

having attained above the age of eighty,
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TOSI, an Italian composer towards the

end of the last century, is the author of the

opera " Zenobia."

TOST, a musician at Presburg, composed

about 1795 " Mann und Frau, Wittwer and

Wittwe," operetta, and "Songs to Figaro, the

Eccentric, the Liar," and other comedies.

TOUCHEMOLIN. There were two bro

thers of this name, who were good violinists

from about the year 1754. They composed

some music for their instrument and for the

harpsichord.

TOULOUSE, (P.) professor of the guitar

at Jena in 1800, published there, for some

years after the above date, a monthly num

ber of songs, with an accompaniment for

the guitar.

TOVAR, (Francesco) a Spanish mu

sician of the sixteenth century. In 1550,

he published, at Barcelona, a work entitled

" Libra de Musica Pralica."

TOWNSEND (John) was born in the

county of Yorkshire. When he was only

twelve months old, his family removed to

Liverpool, where his father became a mer

chant. The son began to study music when

only five years of age under his father, who

was an amateur, and had weekly concerts

at his house. At the age of seven he played

the flute, and sometimes the violoncello at

these concerts. His father having taught

him also a little of the theory of music, he

composed several marches, &c, in eight

parts, for violins, tenor, flutes, horns, and

violoncello, which were generally performed

at the above-named weekly concerts. When

ten years of age, his partiality for the flute

became more decided, and he used to prac

tise six or seven hours a day. About that

time he was placed under the celebrated

Ante player and composer, Miiller, who

gave him a subject once a week to compose

variations on, which he executed in the

various styles of articulation. He was

afterwards pupil to George Ware, and be

nefited much by him in the theory of music.

At the age of fifteen, he began to perform

concertos in public. The following list

contains his principal publications: "New

and complete Flute Preceptor;" "The

Tank, Kith ten Variation; at t Dmth

two Flutes " " Life let w ehemk, rS

sir Variations, Sola for the Flute ? "M

tang syne, with five Variation, Susie

the Flute;" "Copenhagen Wattz,*mu

Variations, Solofor the Flate ;" " Falt*

for the Flute:" " The Watch W*\

with six Variations for the Flutt;" "H

Pourri for the Flute ; in rkirh u utrr

duced the favourite Airs of the Bit* Brit,

My Lodging, and the Sprig of Skuuki,'

dedicated to his pupils ; " Twauyv

favourite easy Duets ;" " Madame Ssei<

three favourite Dances, us Duets;*"!*

Bird Rondo,for the Piano-forte " "*«•

thing and Anything, for the Pieut-fili

" The Blue Bells, with ten Variatuu "

the Piano-forte;" "forgive and Fop"

song j " Come, take the harp" sons;

sent Matilda," song; " Ye* say ynha'

song; " The BetlsofSt. Andretc'tTf'

song; "Love in the Burn," song ;

wallis Quadrilles t" "Twenty-fit*

Country Dances, for the Flute, W

Clarionet, or Flageolet ;" ts Let t**

d'Hiver;" "First Set of Quadrwrf '

proper Figures ;" " Harmonica* T** '

" Two Concertante Duets, for the (V I

Amateurs, two Flutes;' " JntrtoV*

and Bishop's Air ' Bid me diseeura."'

the Flute, No. 1 ;" " Jntraduetm -

Bishop's Air 'Home, sweet kernel e*

Variations far the Flute, AV if ">

Carnival of Venice, arranged as a is*

for the Flute;" " Fal 1*1 la, «f* T1

Variations, for the Flute and Pi***-fr*

and " The Nightingale Rondo,far fun-

forte."

TOZZI, (Antonio) of Bologna,

pupil of Padre Martini. In 176S, k *

chapel-master to the duke of B.-orri

and in 1791, pianist in the'orcbestnrf*'

principal theatre at Madrid. Amosi* u

dramatic works are the follow!o*-

grane," 1762 ; "Innocent* pmtfMfr.T*

"Andromeda," 1765; " RintUo,' If

"La Serva Astuta," opera bairk, Is

and " La Caccia JEnric* IV.'

1788. He also composed for Midrk»'*>

an oratorio entitled " Elena, ed ft***
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TOZZI, (Vincenzo) an esteemed Italian

omposer of the seventeenth century.

TRABACCI, (Giovanni Maria) or-

anist of the chapel royal at Naples, at the

eginning of the seventeenth century. He

ublished several operas of madrigals and

rgaa music.

TRABATONE, (Egidio) organist of St.

ictor's church at Varese, in the Milanese,

t the commencement of the seventeenth

:ntury, was born at Decio, and published

Mate, Motelli, Magnificat, Falsibordoni

Litanie dtlla B. V." Maitland, 1625.

TRAEG, (Andreas) a musician, re-

dent at Vienna in 1798, of whose works

ave been published " 6 Sin/on. a grand

hchestre," Vienna, 1798, and " 6 Fan-

Usics pour Fl&tes," Op. 1. Many of his

Dngs and dances are known in manuscript.

TRAETTA or TRAJETTA, (Tohaso)

ae of the most celebrated pupils of Durante,

as born at Naples in 1738. When ar-

ved at the early age of twenty-one, he

uitied the conservatory of La Pieta, and,

wo years afterwards, composed for the

"heatre Su Carlo the opera of " Furnace,"

he success of which was so brilliant, that

c was at once engaged by different theatres

} compose six more operas, some tragic,

nd others comic Amoogst these, he gave

lie " Eaio " of Metastasio at Rome, which,

fith the five others, were all highly ap-

lauded. Every great theatre of Italy was

hen anxious for bis music. After having

ravelled through that country triumphing

ver all competition, he at length attached

imself to the service of the court of Parma,

lis opera of " Ippolito ed Aricia " was

mongst the most favourite given by him

bout this time. He next received two

Dvitations from Vienna, to write there two

rand operas, with choruses and ballets,

'beir success was prodigious. On the

leath of the Infanta Don Philip, Trajetta

tent to Venice, where the direction of the

onservatory of the Ospedaletto was in-

rusted to him. There, however, he did

lot long remain, for the empress Catherine

I. invited him, two years afterwards, to

>U Petersburg, to succeed Galupppi as her

principal chapel-master. He vas there en-

gaged for a term of five years, and, at the

expiration of that time, the empress retained

him two years longer. During his residence

in Russia, he composed seven operas and

many cantatas. It is related, that after a

representation of his " Didone," Catherine

II. sent him a gold snuffbox, with her por

trait on it, aud accompanied by a letter,

in which she said that the present was

from " Didone." Trajetta soon after this

came to England, but remained here only

during a single season, in which he brought

out " Germondo," a serious opera, and

"La Sena Hivale," a burletta, previously

performed in Italy ; but, says Dr. Burney,

"Sacchini had so firmly established himself in

the public favour, that he was not to be sup

planted by a composer in the same style,

neither so young, so graceful, nor so fanciful

as himself." Dr. Burney adds, that Trajetta

died in his own country, about 1779, which

is probably some years earlier than the exact

period of his decease. The following is a list

of the principal operas of this great composer :

"Didone abbandonata," 1757; " Ifige~

ma," Vienna, 1758; " Farnace," 1758;

"Ezio," 1758; " Buovo d'Antona," 1758;

"Ippolito ed Arivia," 1769; "Armida,"

Vienna, 1760 ; " La Franceie a Malag-

Aera," 1764 ; " Semiramide riconotciula,"

1765; "La Serva Bivale," 1766 ; " Amore

in Trappola," 1768; " Isola disabUata,"

Petersburg, 1769; "Olimpiade," Peters

burg, 1770; "Antigone," opera seria,

1772; "Germondo," London, 1776; "La

Difetta di Dario," 1778; " Artenice"

Naples, 1784 ; " Stordilano, Principe di

Granada," opera buffa, 1785 ; and " Son-

fonisba," Manheim, 1796.

TRAHI, a celebrated musician, was

chapel-master at Vienna in 1696.

TRAMEZZANI, (Signor) a favourite

Italian tenor singer, who performed at the

king's theatre in London for many seasons,

up to about the year 1812. To a beautiful

voice, he joined delicate apprehension,

intense feeling, and rich expression.

TRANI, violinist in the imperial chapel

at Vienna, and conductor of the orchestra
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al the French theatre in that city in the

year 1772.

TRANQTJILINI, a celebrated violinist,

resided at Verona about the year 1748.

TRANSCHEL, (Chp.istoph) a German

composer and professor of the harpsichord,

resident at Dresden, was born near Ros-

bach in 1721. He studied philosophy and

theology at the university of Leipsic, but at

length attached himself to music, as afford

ing more immediate means of supplying the

deficiencies of his fortune. He became in

timately acquainted about the same time

with the celebrated Bach, who assisted

him in the early part of his musical career.

He did not quit Leipsic till 1755, when he

proceeded to Dresden in the capacity of a

teacher of music. Nor did his merit long

remain unknown in his new residence, his

instructions being sought after by the first

families of Dresden. His performance on

the harpsichord was in the style of Bach,

and to this he joined a profound knowledge

of the history and theory of his art. He

died at Dresden in the year 1 800.

TRANTI (Giovanni) published at Am

sterdam, in 1762, " Six Sonatas for the

Harpsichord," Op. 1.

TRAUTMANN, (Heiniiich) of Ulm,

was singer at Lindau at the beginning of

the seventeenth century, and published at

Kemplen, in 1618, an octavo work entitled

" Compendium MusictK Latino-germalifmn

in itsum schotee Lindavicnsis maxim!! ac-

comodatum"

TRAVANET (Madame B. de) was

lady in waiting to Madame Elizabeth, sister

of Louis XI. She wrote the words and

music of the very popular French romance

" Pauvrc Jacques, quand jitais pris de

ioi." The following anecdote is related

respecting the composition of this song.

Madame Elizabeth had retired to Montreuil,

near Paris, and devoted much of her time

to rural occupations. Wishing to establish

a dairy of a superior description, she ordered

some heifers of a very fine breed from Swit

zerland, and desired that a Swiss girl might

be sent who had been accustomed to take

care of them. This girl's name was Mary;

handsome, innocent, bnt always iatfistd'!

melancholy, she could not forget ha a»

tains, and especially her lover Jacow, I

whom she was betrothed. At leBjui £>

confided the simple story of her \m I

Madame de Travanet, who was uc v

fected, and immediately wrote d» wp:

and music of " Pauvre Jacqta." Sr.

after this, Mary caught the air, aadn

heard singing it by Madame HnbA

The princess listened to her with hfri; c-

terest, and knowing that the wordsdtpre.

her true situation, she gave private sir<

that Jacques might be seat for from M>

land, and united him in marriage v> B

Mary.

TRAVENOL, (Louis) a vitfe i

Paris, published there, in 1754, a pat*"

entitled " Arrtt du Conseil til.:- 1/0

Ion, rendu en faveur de rOrckestrr bib'

ra, contre le nomme' J. J. Rotuseax, r '

TRAVERS (John) received lo

cation in music in the chapel of St. fe

at Windsor, and being a favourite w

Dr. Henry Godolphin, dean of St ft

and provost of Eton college, was ^ h

put apprentice to Greene, and, abos*

year 1725, became organist of Sift

church, Covent-garden, and after it I

Fulham. Upon the decease of Jonat:

Martin, in 1737, Travers was apfew

organist of the royal chapel ; soon ti-

which, upon some disgust, he qaitai s

place at Fulham. Travers was a *•

musician ; he commenced an early acipi?

ance with Dr. Pepusch, and reoeitea'

assistance from him in the count

studies, which, by a sedulous appfa-*

he was very careful to improve, h »

chapel books are sundry anthem »■' ^

composition ; but as a composer be »

known to the world by eighteen casw*

being verses and songs, chieflv tales-™

the posthumous works of Prior, wtiA ^

set for two and three voices, iaa*!"

elegant as it is original. Amotptta"

is the much admired duet of " ifa*. 1

Xanette." Travers published, lib**,

the whole book of psalms for one, we.**'

four, and five voices, with a thorreya^**
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r the harpsichord. He died in the year

58, ami as organist of the chapel royal

as succeeded by Dr. William Boyce.

TRAVERSA, (Gioacbimo) violinist to

e duke of Carignan at Paris, about the

:ar 1770. He published some quatuors

id other music for his instrument.

TRAVIS (Miss) is a native of Shaw, a

llage near Oldham, in Lancashire, which

ive birth to the celebrated Miss Harrop,

terwards Mrs. Bates. She was an articled

iprcntice to the directors of the ancient cou

rt, who provided her with an Italian and

singing master, paying all expenses, mak-

g her a handsome present at the close of

« season, and permitting her to form en-

igements entirely for her own emolument,

ler only musical instructor has been Mr.

ireatorex. The peculiar and proper dis-

nciion of Miss Travis's performance, is,

lat it is genuine English singing, of the best

;hool. She is, in point of style, amongst

ic female, what Mr. Vaughan is amongst

men singers of the day ; simple in her

aanner, pure in her tone, accurate in her

Monition, chaste in her declamation, and

ritb so much of science, that her auditor

> never distressed by any apprehension of

er flilure or extravagance. As a singer of

lees, she is, perhaps, the very best of her

me . for her tone, from its richness and

olune, blends and assimilates with male

oices, better than that of any female now

eforj the public, and she is, moreover,

ractsed in the finest school for this de-

artnent of vocal art.

THEE, (Miss M.) a very pleasing

lngei at Covent-garden theatre, made her

'font in London about the year 1820. Be-

"les possessing great merit as an actress,

he mjst be considered as being in the very

rst rank of our female vocalists. Her

oie is a mezzo toprano, the tones of

v'nii, especially the lower ones, are pecu-

latlj rich and attractive. Her powers of

'Kctiou are considerable, though always

onfiiid withinthe bounds ofgood taste, and,

ndeec, we know of no public singer who

3 so ^istiy gaining ground in the public

TREIVER, (Joiiann FaiEDSicn) tec-

tor of the town school at Arnstadt, pub

lished there, in 1701, a programme entitled

" DeMusica Davidiea, itemque discursibut

per urbem musica nocturnis." He died in

1719.

TREIVER, (Johann Philip) son of

the preceding, published a work entitled

'* Der accurate organist im general-bass,'*

Arnstadt, 1704. He had previously printed

another book called 14 Sonderbare invention,

eine einssige arie aus alien tonen und «f-

corden, auch jeglichen tacten oder mensuren

zii componiren," Jena, 1702. He died iu

1727.

TRENTO, (Pietro) chapel-master at

Naples, wrote in 1803, for the Theatre San

Carlo, the opera seria " Iftgeniain Aulide"

which was very successful. His second

opera was " Quanti casi mi un giorno."

TRENTO, (Vittorio) a Venetian dra

matic composer ; amongst his works are the

following : " La Virtu) riconosciuta," ballo,

Verona, 1785; " Enrichttto e Valcur,"

ballo, Venice, 1788; "II Seraglio, ossia

VEquivoco in Eyuivoco," ballo, Venice,

1788 ; " Demofoonte," ballo, Padua, 1791 ;

" Flammingo," ballo, Padua, 1791; and

" The Triumph of Love," ballet, performed

at Drury-lane theatre in 1797.

TRESTI, (Flamixio) an Italian church

composer, flourished in the last years of the

sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth

century.

TREU, (Daniel Gottlieb, or Daniel

T. F.) chapel-master to the count of Schaff-

gotsch at Hirchberg, was born in 1695 at

Stuttgard, where his father was a printer.

His genius for music developed itself at a

very early age, and when only twelve years

old he published of his own composition

" Three Overtures for the Violin and three

other Instruments." He next composed

four German operas ; and at length mani

fested such unusual application in his mu

sical studies, that at the age of twenty-ono

he composed a violin concerto every morn

ing, marking down the middle parts by

means of a musical short hand, which he had

himself invented. About this time he pre-.
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sented to the duke of Wurtemburg, on the

occasion of his birthday, a poem which he

had himself written and set to music. He

Also performed a solo on the violin before

the duke. His competitor on this occasion

was J. A. Bresceanello, who also performed

before the duke for the first time, and was

appointed chapel-master. Treu, however,

partly succeeded in his object, as the prince

recognised his high talent, and presented

him with a sufficient sum of money to pay

the expenses of a journey to Italy. He

proceeded by Bavaria and the Tyrol to

Venice, where he took some lessons of A.

Vivaldi. As Treu played more or less al

most every instrument, he had no difficulty

in gaining his livelihood in a city like Ve

nice, where music was singularly cultivated.

In about a year he had acquired so high a

reputation, that gondolas were sent to take

him to the houses of the first families in the

city : having been invited, amongst others,

to the house of the count of Thurn-Taxis,

that celebrated musical amateur was so

pleased with Treu's skill in singing at sight,

that he desired him to accept the free run

Of hit house and table. He now studied,

with great attention, the Italian language,

With the view of bringing out some Italian

operas, of which he subsequently composed

twelve at Venice. His reputation had then

go increased, that he was offered the place

of composer to the theatre of St. Angelo.

Being invited, however, in the same year,

(1725) to take the situation of chapel-mas

ter at Breslau, he preferred the latter, and

Bet out for his new destination. He com

posed for the theatre of that town four

operas, namely, "Astarto," 1725; "Corio-

hno," 1726; " UUtte e Telemaco," 1726;

and "Don Chisciotta," 1727. He was

then called to Prague, where he had the

direction of several chapels of the nobility

till 1740, when he held his first-named

situation. The ulterior events of his life are

not known.

TREVISANI, music director, violinist,

and harpist, at Verona, about the year 1800.

TRIAL, (Jean Claude) born at Avig

non in 1732, was a violin pupil of Qranier,

and composed some motets sad mac »

his instrument at a very early ap. h

afterwards went to Paris, and was ippcrr.

first violin at the Opera Comique. He as

entered the service of the prince of

through whose interest he pnroa! £*

situation of director of the royal aesdeEi a

music. Here his theatrical occspcc

were such as to leave him bat link tat

for composition. He was just, bore*

preparing to bring out, in conjunct!* *s

Dauvergne and Berton, the open of ->

nut," when he died suddenly, a I~

Amongst his dramatic works for thusa

were " Silvie," 1765 ; the but act af 5s

was by Berton ; " Theonu," 1767, «

Bertou and Granier ; and " L* t*t>

Ftort," 1771. He also produced,!;;

Comedie Italienne, in 1766,

Cylhirt." He likewise composed st)

music for the prince of Conti, ice.

TRIAL, (D'Ahhand) son of it*

ceding, was born at Paris. He wwi*

of the conservatory, and afterwards fee

professor of the piano, and drama* a

poser.

TRIEBEL, (J. N.) a good &tx

church composer, resident at Setae*-

thai. His works bear date from ITS'

1800.

TIUEMER, a violoncellist and ess*

for his instrument, was a native of fl<*

In 1726, he belonged to the tbesnioi '

chestra at Hamburgh, whence he proesfc

to Paris, in 1727, and finally set* «

Holland, where he died in 1763. &*•

his music was published at Amstadc

TRIER, a celebrated organist it Jsfc

died in 1789. He left many en#s

compositions in manuscript.

TRITTA or TRITTO, (GiJcoxe. p

fessor at the conservatory of La fV> •

Naples, about the year 1780, brestt*

in that town, in 1787, the opera el l>

Virgine iklSele," and, in 1788, *4*

linarella." Amongst bis other cesf*3"

are "Arminio," opera seria, 1786,

for Rome; "Le AwentwrtAmrW.'^

buffa, also for Rome, 1788;"/*'*'

melli," opera buffa, Capua IW, **
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ctnie Amorote," opera buffa, Fano and

>me, 1788 ; " // Cattcsiano Fantastico,"

era buflfa, Naples, 1791; "L'Ingamo

irtunato, oma la Proba Heciproca," opera

tfla, Madrid, 1791 ; " Oli Amid Rivali,"

era buffa, Vienna, 1792 ; " Le Trame

nrilose," Naples, 1792; " Ginevrae Ario-

mte," Naples, 1803; and " Oli Ameri-

ni," Naples, 1 804. This composer seemed

have the Idea of forming a new school,

rather, he appeared desirous to unite the

ft melody of his country to German har-

ony, in order to render it fitter for the

pression of the great passions of the tragic

•era.

TROFEO, (Kuoor.no) chapel-master

' the church Delia Scala at Milan, in the

Jteenth century. He published, amongst

her works, some collections of canzonets,

TROMBA, (Giui.to) first violin at the

lurch of St. Anthony at Padua, was a

upil of Tartini, and succeeded his master

l the above situation, in the year 1770.

TROMBETTO, (Ascanio) a Bolognese

omposer, flourished at Naples about the

ear 1571, and published there a collection

f the then admired villanelte, also a work

ntitled " Sacra Symphonicr ;" a third

ublication by him was entitled " tfapoli-

me tt 3 vod," "Venice, 1773.

TROMLITZ, (Johann Geof.g) a cele-

rated musician and flutist, was born at

iera, about the year 1730. He resided at

eipsic from 1760, and was there considered

s an excellent player, though his embou-

hure was imperfect. Being obliged to re-

ounce his instrument, owing to the state of

is health, he dedicated his time to the in-

ruction of numerous students in the uni-

ersity; besides which, he exercised his

tlents in the fabrication of some excellent

utes, and also in the engraving of some of

is own musical compositions. He wrote

lany works for his instrument; and also

ublished at Leipsic, in 1786, a short dis-

irtation on the flute, and the best manner

f performing on it, a second edition of

hich work appeared in 1790.

TROST, (Johann Caspab) organist at

lalberstadt in 1660. He translated many

didactic works of the first importance from

the Latin and Italian languages into Ger

man.

TRUIBENSEE, (Josbpd) chapel-master

to the prince of Lichtenstein at Vienna,

about the year 1796. He was a celebrated

performer on the hautboy, and also a good

vocal and instrumental composer.

TUCH, (Heinrich Aoatius Gottloi)

a composer, and book and music seller at

Dessau, was born at Gera in 1768. He

received the elements of his musical edu

cation from N. G. Gruner. In 1780, a fire

destroyed his parent's house and property at

Gera, and they were obliged to remove to

Sangerhausen, where young Tuch had the

advantage of further instruction from the

organist Rolle. He subsequently went

to the university of Leipsic, chiefly with a

view to study theology and the. fine arts.

All other pursuits, however, soon gave way

to that of music, in which he perfected him

self under the music director Dole. From

the year 1790 to 1800, he filled several the

atrical engagements, either as bass singer,

music director, or composer. He then en

tirely quitted the theatrical life, and esta

blished a warehouse for music and books, at

Dessau. He still, however, continued to

compose, even engraving himself several of

his works, with extreme neatness. His

compositions consist of several pieces for

the theatres, also of some church music,

sonatas, &c. for the piano-forte, collections

of songs, and some music for wind instru

ments. They bear date from about the year

1790 to 1813.

TUCKER, (Rev. William) one of

the gentlemen of king Charles II.'*

chapel, was a very judicious composer of

vocal music. He died in 1678. Mr. Ma

son, in speaking of the full anthem, "O give

thanks unto the Lord," by this ingenious

dilettante, very truly observes, that " every

syllable in this composition has its just

length, and each part of a sentence its

proper pause ; it admits no perplexing al

terations or unmeaning repetitions, but pro

ceeds in one full, yet distinct strain, har

monically, yet intelligibly.
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TUDWAY (Thomas) received his

education in music in the chapel royal,

under Dr. Blow, and was a fellow disciple

of Turner, Purcell, and Estrick. In 1664,

he was admitted to sing a tenor in the cha

pel at Windsor. After this, in 1664, he

went to Cambridge, to which university he

was invited by the offer of the place of

organist of King's college chapel ; and, in

1681, was admitted to the degree of ba

chelor in his faculty. In the year 1705,

queen Aune made a visit to the university

of Cambridge ; upon which occasion he

composed an anthem, " Thou, O God, hast

heard my vows," which he performed as an

exercise for the degree of doctor in music,

and was created accordingly, and honoured

with the title of public professor of music

in that university. He also composed an

anthem, " 1$ it true that God will dwell

with men upon the earth ?" on occasion of

her majesty's first going to her royal chapel

at Windsor; and for these compositions,

and perhaps some others on similar occa

sions, he obtained permission to style him

self composer and organist extraordinary to

queen Anne.

A few songs and catches are the whole

of Dr. Tudway's works in print ; neverthe

less it appears that he was a man studious

in his profession, and a composer of anthems

to a considerable number.

In the latter part of his life Dr. Tudway

mostly resided in London. Having a general

acquaintance with music, and being per

sonally intimate with the most eminent of

the profession, he was employed by Ed

ward Earl of Oxford, in collecting for him

musical compositions, chiefly of the Italians,

and in making a collection of the most va

luable services and anthems, the work of

our countrymen. Of these he scored with

his own hand as many as filled seven thick

quarto volumes, which are now deposited

in the British Museum.

TUIRK, (Daniel Gottlieb) organist,

singer, music director, and preceptor at the

Lutheran gymnasium at Halle, subse

quently to the year 1787, was born in

1751. In 1773, he was a student at the

university of Leipsic, and at tit mx in

was a violinist in the orcbestnof tke pi

concert there. The celebrated Hisk;

having arrived about that time st Leae,

Tuirk took lessons of him during 31

months, to learn the harpsichord sosl

of Emmanuel Bach. The followia; «

he succeeded to the situation of Hisfe

Amongst his principal published works •

the following : " Aerie awroiwr a

Generalbassspielcn," Halle, 1791 ; "htt

anweisuntr zum Klttvirrspielen an As(

aits der grossen Klaviersckmk," Ha]

1792 ; " 6 Ktariersonaten griutaM

fur kenner odcr 3le Samml. der svm^

sanaten," Halle, 1789; "6 A'inaeAW

sonaten, 3ter theit," Halle, 1793, 'I

Handstiicke fur anfanger da Umxri, 1»

theil," Halle, 1792 ; " 60 HauUti* »

angehendc hlavierspielen iter tkeil,' W

1795. The last two works ought jo*

larly to be distinguished as elenwoa"-

lications: they are both in four 4"*

the first containing short and easy en*

the second, exercises rather more Ai1'

the third, exercises containing threetic

parts ; and the fourth, sundry piece.

ferences are occasionally made m Ef*

compositions to his " Grotse Klenwnn.

the last edition of which was pnbUsK'- !

1800.

TUIRSCHMANN,(FBiEi>B.c!iAtv

organist at Penig, in Upper Saiosv. f

lished at Leipsic, in 1793, " 14 Liei" k*

Klaviere te singen."

TUKZEK or TUSSEK, (Vimr.1*

pel-master to the duke of Conrti^ 1

Sagan, was, in 1796, pianist at one f< '

theatres in Prague, where he wrote te"-1

operas, which, being written in Bo^-'

text, are little known even in the rs '

Germany.

TULOlVa Parisian flutist, perfc^'

the Philharmonic concerts in LcodJ 1

1821. Compared with IVicholsoo. k»

is thin, and his execution neat aaddelrv-'

rather than commanding.

TUNSTEDE, (Simon) a Fra**3
monk, bom at Norwich, in Eusuai **■

rished in the middle of the fourw- '■'
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ry. Two musical treatises by him are to

s found in the Bodleian library at Ox-

rd. The following are their titles : "De

usica continua et discreta, cum diagram-

utibus, per Simonem Tunstede," 1351 , and

De qttatuor principalibus in qmbus totius

nsica radices consistent."

TURINI, (FnANCEsco) a profound con-

apuntist, was the son of Gregorio Turini,

singer in the chapel of the emperor Ru-

)lph II., and was born at Prague in 1590.

fhilst still a boy be lost his father, when

i received, through the especial favour of

e emperor, the appointment of chamber-

ganist, with permission of visiting Rome

id Venice, to study the organ and cora-

isition there under the first masters. He

turned afterwards to Prague, where he

led the situation which had been given

m with high credit, for several years,

nil he was invited to fill the situation of

ganist at Brescia, in which town he died

1656. His works consist chiefly of

asses, motets, and madrigals, and bear

ate from the year 1615 to 1643.

TURLE (William) was born in 1795,

t Taunton, in Somersetshire, and having

irly shown a propensity for music, was at

le age of nine years entered as a chorister

' Wells cathedral, and remained there five

ears, during which time he derived instruc-

ons in music from Dod Perkins the or-

lnist, who was a very excellent master of

le old school. In 1810, he was removed

i London for the purpose of his general

nprovement in music, and was placed

nder T. Welsh for singing, and under

r'illiams, late organist of Westminster

jbey, for theory, Sec. During this period

; occasionally sung at the Argyll concerts,

i 1812, he returned to Taunton, and was

ppointed organist of St. James's church in

lat town, which situation lie still continues

) hold. The following is a list of some of

is publications : "Le Gentil Hussard, with

uriations for the Piano-forte," air;

Spanish Air, with Variations for the Pi-

no-forte ;" " For thee, sweet maid," song;

Three Waltzes;" " Lama," song ; "War

ty is the lamb," duct.

TURLET, a pupil of Tartini, was called

in France Le Tartini du midi. He died in

the hospital of Toulouse, about the year

1799. He composed some concertos and

other music for his instrument.

TURNBULL, (Walter) a pleasing

vocal composer. His " Invitation," from

Shakspeare, is extremely well adapted to

the words. "The parting look she gave," is

also a spirited and ably written song.

TURNER, (Dr. William) a pupil of

Blow. In the choir books of the royal

chapel and of many cathedrals, is an an

them, " / will always give thanks," called

the Club Anthem, as having been com

posed by Humphrey, Blow, and Turner, in

conjunction, and intended by them as a

memorial of the strict friendship that sub

sisted between them.

Dr. Turner died in 1740, at the age of

eighty-eight, and was buried in the cloister

of Westminster abbey.

TURRSCHMIEDT, (Joiiann) the

eldest of the very able family of performers

on the horn, and probably the father of

Carl Turrschmiedt, was bom in Bohemia in

1725. He was in the service of the prince

Oettingen-Wallersteiu.

TURRSCHMIEDT, (Anton) younger

brother of the preceding, was also a good

hornist in the service of prince Albrecht von

Teschen.

TURRSCHMIEDT, (Carl) hornist in

the chamber band of the king of Prussia.

He was the constant companion of the cele

brated Palsa. He died at Berlin in 1797.

See Palsa.

TURRSCHMIEDT, (Joseph) younger

brother to the preceding, was in Paris,

aud considered to be a good second hornist,

in the year 1797.

TURRSCHMIEDT, (Carl Nicol) son

of Carl Turrschmiedt, was born in Paris in

1776. He studied the horn under his fa

ther, and under Brun of Berlin, and was

considered an excellent performer.

TYDEMAN, (Zebeoee.) The father of

this professor was a farmer in Suffolk, and

his son practised music as an amusement

from an early age, until becoming ac
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quainted with Dr. Callcott, be was induced

to make it a profession. His method of

teaching the piano -forte and violin has been

approved of; he has also been successful

in teaching blind pupils, several of whom

he has had and still has in his house at

Framlingham.

TYE, (Dr. CimisTOPHEn) though not

inserted in the list of musicians of the cha

pel royal or household in the reign of Ed

ward VI., was doubtless at the head of all

our ecclesiastical composers at this period.

Neither the state of the church, nor the re

ligious principles of its nominal members,

were then sufficiently settled, to render it

possible to determine, who, among quiet

and obedient subjects, were Protestants,

and who Catholics ; for, during the conflict

between the zealots of both religions, the

changes were so violent and rapid, that

great flexibility, or great dissimulation,

must have been practised by those, who not

only escaped persecution, but still continued

in offices, either of church or state.

The few who seem to have been truly

pious and conscientious on both sides, suf

fered martyrdom in support of their opi

nions ; the rest appear to have been either

unprincipled, or fluctuating between the two

religions.

One of the principal evils which the

champions for reformation combated, was

the use of the Latin language in the ser

vice of the church; however, the best choral

compositions produced by the best masters

of those times which have come down to

us, are to Latin words. Dr. Bumey, in his

second volume, has exhibited specimens of

Dr. Tye's clear and masterly manner of

composing for the church in that language,

when he was at least a nominal Catholic,

either during the reign of Henry VIII. or

queen Mary ; and the late worthy Dr.

Boyce has given an admirable specimen of

his abilities in the anthem for four voices,

"J will exalt thee, O Lord," inserted in the

second volume of his excellent "Collection

of Cathedral Music hy English Masters"

There is hardly any instance to be found

in the productions of composers for the

church, during bis time, ofapuctea-

stantly and regularly in any om kti, ■

this is in that of C minor and its rehise

the harmony is pure ; the time aad ndek

though not strongly marked ud atrai-,

as in those of the best composiuoei i tfe

present and last centuries, are 6« to

from pedantry and the difficulties ef t&

plicated measures, which this compact ti

the merit of being the first to abandoa

That he translated the first feme

chapters of the Acts of the Apostle £

metre, in imitation of Sternhold's pale

which were the delightof the court is te

he lived, was doubtless an absurd acr

taking ; and was rendered still nor? *

culous, by the elaborate music to wbi«

set them, consisting of fugues sad ase

of the most artificial and compline! »

scription. Dr. Tye, however, if asset

with his contemporaries, was, perks»»

good a poet as Sternhold, and tt!*>

musician as Europe could then bo*

it is hardly fair to expect more pe**-1

from him, or to blame an individcil !*-

general defects of the age in whick i» ^

TYRT.EUS, an Athenian text*

musician, is celebrated by all astirc

the composition of military songs ud &

as well as the performance of met &

was called to the assistance of the L»*

monians, in the second war with tie

senians, about six hundred and etghtr-^

years before Christ ; and a nmW

victory which they obtained over (tef*

pie, is attributed, by the ancient icte*'

upon Horace, to the animating suwi 7i '■

new military flute, or clarion, invested r-

played upon by Tyrt^us. Plutareb nft B

that they gave him the freedom tl ■*

city ; and that his military sirs *en •

stantly sung and played in the Sj^2

army to thp last hour of the repuM*.

Lycurgus the orator, in his orabtaBK'

Leocratts, says, " The Spartans '

law, that whenever they were is «rs». *

going out upon any military erpei55

they should all be first summoned » i!

king's tent to hear the songs of Tr**'

thinking it the best means of seadas1*1
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th in a disposition to die with pleasure

their country. He was likewise the au-

jr of a celebrated song and dance per

med at festivals by three choirs ; the first

which was composed of old men, the le

nd of such as were arrived at maturity,

id the third of boys.

The first chorus began by this verse :

In youth our souls with martial ardour glowM

The second,

We preterit glory seek—point out the road.

The third,

Though now with children we can only class,

We hope our future deeds will youn surpass.

U

I'BER, (Ciihistian'Senjamiw) advo-

ite, fitc. at Breslau, was born there iu

746. He was a distinguished musical

mateur and performer on the harpsichord,

so composed much harpsichord music and

. ••ml operettas and cantatas, which

ppeared between the years 1772 and

787.

fCELLINI, (Dom. Marco) chapel-

taster to the college of Parma, about the

liddle of the seventeenth century. He

umposed the operas " Le Save tTEnea,"

673; " Eventi tfi Filandro ed Edessa,"

675; and " Glove di elide fulminato,"

677. Several sonatas, symphonies, &c.

y him were also published.

UDALSCHALK, abbot of a convent at

kngsburg, died in 1151. Many hymns

omposed by him are still sung in the

hurches of that town.

UFFENBACH (Johann F«ikdbich)

ras born at Frankfort in 1687. In early

ife he studied the law, and afterwards de-

oted hia talents entirely to music and poe-

ry. Amongst his works was " The bulla-

ion of Jenu Christ, by Thomas « Kempis,"

tdapted to music.

UFFENBACH, (Zach. Coniiap »")

jrother of the preceding and a lawyer, was

>orn at Frankfort in 1683. In a work pub-

ished by him in 1713, entitled " Merk-

wUrdige reisen, Ifc." are to be found seve-

rsJ interesting anecdotes relating to music.

He iu himself a good amateur flutist and

violinist. Ht died at Frankfort in 1735.

UOOLINI, (Blas.) a learned Italian,

published at Venice, subsequently to the

year 1756, a work in several folio volumes,

entitled " Thesaurus antiqultaium sacra-'

ncm, complectens selectisslma clarisstmo-

rum vlrorum opuscula, in qulbus veterum

Hebraorwm leges, instituta, Titus sacri

el eiviles Ulustraxtur." The thirty-second

volume of this collection is entirely devoted

to the subject of Hebrew music.

UHDE, (Johann Othon) a lawyer and

musical amateur at Berlin, was born in

Lithuania in 1725. He was a violin pupil

of Simonetti, and studied the harpsichord

and composition under Schafrath. He com

posed, subsequently to the year 1746, seve

ral symphonies, concertos, trios, otc. for the

violin. He also wrote many French, Ita

lian, and German airs, which he sang him

self in private concerts. He died suddenly

in 1766.

UHLMANN, (Johann Adah) music

director to the court at Bamberg, was born

at Kronach in 1732. He sudied composi

tion at Munich, and went afterwards to

Bamberg in the above situation, where by

his abilities as a master of counterpoint he

formed many excellent pupils. He was

himself an able composer, but his works are

difficult. His modesty prevented him from

publishing any of them. His chief instru

ment was the violin, over which he had the

most perfect command. He died at Bam

berg in 1802.

ULBRICH, (Maximilian) book-keeper

under the Lower Austrian government, at

Vienna, in 1796. Though only an amateur,

he possessed such distinguished talents in

composition, that both his instrumental and

vocal works met with a good reception.

His symphonies are particularly esteemed :
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they are best calculated for performance on

solemn occasions.

ULICH, (Johann) singer and composer

at Wittenberg in the seventeenth century,

was born at Leipsic. He published a short in

troduction to singing at Wittenberg in 1678.

ULLINGER, an able church composer

at Munich, died too soon for musical

science, probably about the year 1790.

ULLOA (Don Pedro) published at

Madrid, in 1717, a work entitled "Musica

Universalis, o Principles Universales tie

Musica."

ULRICH, an excellent performer on the

hautboy and composer for that instrument,

formerly in the service of the duke of Wur-

temburg at Stuttgard. He retired to Swit-

. zerland about the year 1780.

UMBREIT, (Carl Gottlieb) organist

at Sonne, born near Gotha in 1798, was an

eminent pupil of the great organist KitteL

He entered upon a very honourable career

as a musician, by publishing, in small col

lections, several of his organ pieces and

chorals, in order to promote the genuine

art of organ playing. The published works

of Umbreit are, " 12 Orgelslucte versc/tie-

dener Art, SfC. seinem Lehrer item Hrn. Or

gan. Kittet geutidmet, isle Sammlung,"

Leipsic and Gotha, 1798; "12 Derglei-

chen 2te Samml.," Gotha, 1800 ; " IS

Leichte Choral-Vorspiele fur die Orgel"

Gotha, 1800 ; " 12 Orgelstucke versch.

Art. Stc bis 6tc Samml.," Gotha, 1802 and

1806; "Funfzig CharaUMeladien 4 stim-

migfur die Orgel bearbeitet," Gotha, 1808;

"Allgemeines Choralbuchfur dieProtestan-

tische Kircke vierstimmig ausgesetzt init

einer Einleitung iiber den Kirchengesang

und dessen Bcgleilung durch die Orgel,von

S(c.," Gotha, 1811. This choral book con

tains three hundred and thirty-two melodies

to twelve of the best and newest collections

of hymns of Upper and Lower Saxony. In

all, there are melodies to three thousand

eight hundred and thirty hymns, for four

voices, with a bass. Umbreit is also the

first who in such collections mentioned the

names of the composers of these hymns. By

this work he raised himself a lasting monu-

ment of his harmonic knowledge, lainis

talents for organ accompaniment.

UMLAU, (Ignaz) chapel-mister tc tit

emperor, and music director at the Germ

opera at Vienna, first entered that arte-

tra i n 1 772, in the capacity of vkiliaa, si,

in 1778, was nominated director. He te

ther always superintended the mask bit

imperial chapel during the absence otir

lieri, and was also, in 1796, appointed pav-

forte master to the young archduke, li;

works consist of several church csttps-

tions, some piano-forte music, and abuc

operettas.

UMSTADT, (Joseph) music dinana

the chapel of count Bruhl, published sat

harpsichord music about the year KSu

UNGELTER published at Paris, ait

the year 1780, a work entitled " Trek*-

thodefure'e pourjouer du Cistre <w 6sn

Allemande," Op. 2.

UNGER, (Johann Friedrics «•

sellor of justice at Brunswick, si*

there in 1716. He invented a matte'

be attached to a harpsichord which i*

write down every successive note pensi

on the instrument. He published u

wick, in 1774, a detailed description dz>

machine, entitled "Entteurfeiner Men"

eye." He died at Brunswick in 1781. S«

HoH LF ELD.

UPSER, (Francesco) organist jades-

poser in the Salvator church at Yew J

1619, published several of his

amongst which we can only mention, "■>*■'

mi a 4—8 noci," Op. 5, Venice, 1619.

URBANI, an Italian composer, rtssA

for many years in Scotland and Irela-

from about the year 1 784. His taste a f

ranging Scotch music, and even in essp^

ing imitations of it, was highly cranio

at Edinburgh, where he published

volumes of Scotch melodies, with *» *

companiments, and some of his own i rs -

termixed. One of his most admire! so

iu the Scotch style is "7J«JW&'.'

given in the Vocal Anthology, -tJKV

his other works were " II Ftrnate," <»*

performed at Dublin, and " BTrkf*

Cielia," op, ser. also performed at ft**
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in which city he died in the year

1816.

URENA, (Pietbo d') a Spanish monk,

flourished in the sixteenth century in the

Milanese. He was bom blind, and before

lis death attained the dignity of a bishop.

\rteaga pretends that he was the first who

ldtled a seventh syllable to the Guidonian

scale.

URFEY, (Thomas d') a celebrated con

vivial songster in the reign of Charles II.

He lived chiefly in the ale aud wine houses

jf London, where he sang his own compo-

litions with much humour. He had also an

excellent voice, which, however, seems to

have been nearly the extent of his musical

alents. In 1719, there was published in

London a collection of his songs, entitled

' Wit and Mirth, or Pills to Purge Melan

choly i being a collection of lite best merry

ballads and songs, old and new, fitted to all

humours, having each their proper tune for

cither voice or instrument." To this book

his portrait is prefixed.

URIO, (Fbancesco Antonio) chapel-

master at Venice in the seventeenth cen

tury, published at Bologna, in 1697, "Sal

mi Concerlati,a 3 Vocicon Viotini," Op. 2.

URSILLO (Fabio) published al Amster-

dam, about the year 1748, three operas Of

violin trios. He was a chapel-master at

Rome.

URSINT, (Giacomo) an Italian compo

ser, born at Pantremoli, flourished about the

middle of the sixteenth century. He pub

lished, amongst other works, " Madrigali &

4 voci," Venice, and " Ein anderes Werh,"

Venice, 1550.

USEDA (Josepha, called Spagnoi.etti)

was a celebrated singer in Italy about the

year 1760.

UTENTHAL, (Alexandeb) a favourite

composer of the sixteenth century, was in

the service of the archduke Ferdinand of

Austria. Many of his published church

pieces are to be found in the public library

at Munich, under the name of Uttendal.

His works bear date from the year 1570 to

1583.

U1TINI, (Fbancesco) chapel-master to

the king of Sweden, was the predecessor of

Krause, at Stockholm. He resigned his

office, with a pension, about the year 1795.

He was in this country many years previ

ously, and published in London, in 1770,

several sonatas for different instruments.

He produced several operas whilst at Stock

holm.

V

VACCARI, (Fbancesco) an excellent

Molinist, was born at Modena, about 1772.

\t five years of age, his father set him to

tudy the violin, and finding much talent

n the child for the instrument, frequently

•ncouraged him to play at sight by gifts of

lew music. Shortly after he had attained

lis ninth year, he was introduced, by his

ather, to Pugnani, who at first did not like

o be troubled by a child's playing, though,

m hearing him, he could not refrain from

ipplauding his execution. Young Vaccari

ben went to Florence, to receive some in-

tructions from Nardini. When thirteen,

vol. II.

he proceeded to Mantua, where Pichl, at a

public concert, presented him with a con

certo of his composition, which the boy per

formed, without hesitation, at first sight.

After visiting most of the great towns of

Italy, the son of the grand duke of Parma

took Vaccari with him into Spain, and, in

1804, the king of Spain appointed him first

violin of his chamber band. On account

of the political troubles in Madrid, he left

Spaiu for Portugal, and in the year 1823

was performing in this country for the

second time, having been here previously in

1815, On the subject of one of the Philhar-
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monic concerts of 1823, a modem critic

observes : " The most brilliant feature in

this concert, was a concerto on the violin

by signor Vaccari. This excellent—we had

almost written unrivalled—violinist has an

appointment at the court of Madrid, from

which, for the present, prudence bids him

retire. He took a chief part in these con

certs about eight years ago, and then made

an astonishing impression upon the musical

world. He is what he was ; and to those who

admire the genuine tone of this fine instru

ment; who think that playing always in

tune is a merit ; who consider gracefulness

and taste as indispensable to a perfect per

former ; and who approve of that execution

which is without trick, and invariably

accompanied by a delightful result ; to such

persons, the retreat of Vaccari to this coun

try will prove the source of as much pleasure

as instrumental music can afford."

VACHER (Pierre Jean) was born at

Paris in 1772. He commenced the study

of the violin at eight years of age, first

under Andre' Monin, and afterwards, under

the celebrated Viotti. From the age of

fourteen to nineteen, he was engaged as

violinist at the great theatre at Bourdeaux.

At the commencement of the French revo

lution he went to Paris, where he remained

several years engaged in the orchestra of

the Vaudeville theatre. He then became

known as composer of some popular airs

for that theatre. Vacher was afterwards

employed in the orchestras of the Theatre

Feydeau, and of the academy of music, &c.

Several romances of his composition became

great favourites of the French public ;

amongst these were " Pour Tut," " Le

Plaisir et PEspe'rance," " La Verdure,"

" VInvocation a tAuntie"" " Le Voyage,

h Barege," and "La Sympathie en Amour."

He also published several operas of violin

music.

VACIION, (P.) concert-master of the

king of Prussia at Berlin, was born in Pro

vence about the year 1730. He was first

heard in Paris, in 1758, at the concert

spirituet, where he performed a concerto of

his own composition, with great applause.

In 1766, he was first riolin to UKpua

of Conti at Paris. In 1784, he weith

Germany, where he received bis fii5l-a&

tioned appointment. Besides much « -

music, he composed the following amass

other operas : " Let Femmes et k Sara'

1767; "Esopea Cytkire," in cohjesm

with Trial ; " Hyppomene et AteliMu

1769; " lienaud oTAsie," 1765; ' ^

Meunier," 1765; and " Sara," 1773.

VAGNY. See Viooi.

VAGUE, a professor of music it M*

seilles, published at Paris, in 1733, a s&

work entitled " L'Art d'apprendttleH'

siquc, expose" d'une Maniirc MKwk '■

intelligible par tine Suite de Leys!?''

serpent succcssivement de prepmi*

This work was highly spoken of, iftl f-

through two editions.

VAGUI, a good clarionetistutin-

ist, was appointed music director ai to"

burg, in 1798.

VALANCE was, in the year 18>

fessor of composition, of the thinic*;

the conservatory at Paris.

VALCAMPl (Cunno) is wfcd >

Terreto, in his Prattica il/iuiw, 18H. ■

one of the first musicians in Itaij is"

age.

VALENTINI, (Giovanni) anesea-

Neapolitan dramatic composer. Affi-'

his operas were the following : "LtStz

in Contrasto," opera buffa, 1784; "I(r

tellani Burlati," opera buffa, Panaa,l ':

"La Slatua MatcnuUica," opera fo-

Pesaro, 1786; and " VImprtsarsn it !

vina," opera buffa, Cremona, 1788.

VALENTINI, (Giovanni) a cekt"-

Italian church composer, flourish*! a 1

beginning of the seventeenth centarj. *

was organist to Sigismund 111., t«f

Poland and Sweden, and 'aftenrari £ *

imperial court at Vienna. His w«L->

date from the year 161 1 to 1625.

VALENTINI, (Pietro Frawxjs;'
Roman by birth, and the descento 'J '

noble family, was educated in iht ^

school at Rome, instituted by ft***

and Nanini. He was an eicelto 'Jtl"

Notwithstanding bis high birth, b***
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reduced in circumstances, as to be necessi

tated to make music his profession, and even

k> play for hire.

He composed many pieces of great value,

md amongst the rest a canon, printed in

Kireher's Musvrgia, entitled " Nodus Sa-

'sjnionis," which may be sung two thousand

ways. Valentini's works bear date from

ibout the year 1629 to 1654.

VALENTINI (Giuseppe) published in

Holland, about the year 1720, nine different

vorka for violins ; the seventh and last of

vhich were " Concerti Grossi," for four

ml ins, tenor, and two basses; but they

lave been long since consigned to oblivion,

rithout any loss to the public, or injustice

0 the author.

VALENTINI, (Urbani) an Italian so-

rano singer at the opera in London, from

he year 1707 to about 1713.

VALERNES, (E.J. Bern.) a musician

t Paris, published some instrumental music

owards the close of the last century. There

vere two musicians named Valernes, pro-

iablv father and son.

VALHADOLID, (Francisco D.) cha-

el-master to the episcopal seminary at

.isboo, was born at Funchal, the principal

>wn in the island of Madeira. He had

>r pupils in music, first, Manuel Fernandes,

nd afterwards, at Lisbon, Joac. Alvares

rovo ; whereupon, he was soon appointed

1 the above situation, in the enjoyment of

hich he died in 1700. He laboured

uch in the completion of a work, in which

! proposed to unfold all the mysteries of

e theory and practice of music, but was

evented, by his death, from publishing it.

e also left many practical works, as masses,

ialms, lamentations, responses, motets, &c.

VALKENBURG, (H.) a German pia-

st, lived at Paris in 1787, and published

ere " Deux Quatuors pour le Piano,

olon, Ft., et B."

VALLADE, (Joiiann Baptist Anton)

ganist at Mendorf towards the middle of

e last century, published at Augsburg

veral works for his instrument, and for

t harpsichord.

VALLAIN, a musician, and probably

gnitarist, at Paris, published, previously to

the year 1798, several works for the guitar.

VALLAPERTI, (Giuseppe) an Italian

pianist, appears to have resided, about

1789, at Dresden. The following are

among his works : " Trois Sonates pour le

Clav." Venice ; " Concerto p. it Cemb. cm

2 V., A., e B., e 2 Ob., 2 Cor., ad lib.,"

Dresden, 1789.

VALLARA, (P. Francesco Maria)

an Italian professor of music, early in the

seventeenth century. He published at Mo-

dena, in 1707, a treatise entitled " Scuola

Corale, ^rr."

VALLE, (Guglielmo della) an Italian

ecclesiastic of Bologna, read at Rome, in

1784, an eulogium on Padre Martini, which

he afterwards published.

VALLE, (Pietro delia) a Roman

knight and amateur musician, studied music

from his seventh year, under the first mas-

ters. He published, in 1640, an able his

torical dissertation, written in opposition to

the opinions of Lelio Guidiccioni, and

entitled " Della Musiea delC Eta nostra,

eke non 2 punto in/eriore, ami & migliore

di ipiella dell' eta passata." He also com

posed some sacred music.

VALLO (Domenico) published at Na

ples, in 1 804, a volume in duodecimo enti

tled " Compendium Elementare di Afusica

Specolativo Pratica."

VALLOTTIor VALOTTI,(Padre Fran

cesco Antonio) chapel-master of St. An

thony's church at Padua, was bom in Pied

mont. In his youth, he was highly cele

brated for his skill on .the organ, and, after

the year 1750, was considered one of the

best church composers of Italy. A few

years before his death, he published the

first part of a work entitled "Della Scienza

Teorica e Pratica della Moderna Musica,"

Padua, 1779, Three other volumes were

to have followed. The first, which is merely

theoretical, probably contains his system,

alluded to in the memoir of his pupil the

abbe Vogler. The publication of the addi

tional volume was, probably, interrupted

by his decease. Vallotti also wrote a dis

sertation on modulation ; in speaking of
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which, Dr. Burney, in his Travels, expresses

a wish that it may be published, on account

of the clear and able manner in which the

subject is treated. His practical works

were principally for the church, and amongst

them is the requiem that was performed at

the funeral of Tartini.

VALMALETE, (Louis de) a distin

guished amateur violinist, was born at

Rieux about the year 1768. He learnt the

elements of his musical education from

Fonces, and afterwards studied the violin

under Turlet of Toulouse. In 1787, he

went to Paris, where he took further lessons

on the violin, for above two years, under

Puppo, Gervais, and Gavinies, and studied

composition under De Lirou. De Valma-

lete published at Paris the words and music

of three romances, one of which, entitled

" Amans plaignez ma destine'e," was highly

popular. He also translated into French,

and set to music, the two odes to St. Cecilia

of Dryden and Pope.

VALOTTI. See Vailotti.

VANBRUGH, a professor of music, re

sident in London, composed and published

two elegant collections of songs, in the first

half of the last century, some of which

became great favourites.

VANDENBROCK, (Othon) born at

Ypres, in Flanders, about the middle of the

last century, was a celebrated performer on

the horn. His masters on that instrument

were F. Banneux and Spaudau. He also

studied composition under Fux. He pub

lished various works for his instrument,

chiefly at Paris, between the years 1790

and 1800. He also brought out several

operettas at the minor theatres of that city ;

but th^ work by which he is best known,

is his " Methode nouvelle et raisonne'e pour

apprendrc a sonne)' du Cor," Paris, 1 797 ;

an improved edition of which appeared in

1789, under the title "Methode de Cor,

avec laquellc on peut apprendre et con-

naitreparfaitement I'etendue de cet instru

ment"

VANDERHAGEN, (Amand J. F. J.)

member of the legion of honour, and master

of the band of the imperial and royal French

guards, was born at Antwerp. Hevst

pupil of his uncle A. Vanderhagen, > ait

brated hautboyist, and of Paul Yunsafe.

He composed a vast variety of ami

wind instruments, especially for the cU-

rionet and flute. Many of his wottire

greatly admired, both for the beun a

their melody and harmony, and fa u<

facility of performance. His " ilitU

nouvelle et raisonne'e pour le Hautiut Cm-

st?e en 2 Parlies," Paris, 1798,iicoDS*ieW

one of the very best instruction bw?

for that instrument. His introdncooas I

the flute and to the clarionet Jit is

highly spoken of: the title of the few: j

" Methode claire et facile pour cfpmt*

ajouer en tres-peu de temps de U Jliif,

Paris, 1798. He also composed soot

music.

VANDINI, (Antonio) prindpil »

loncellist of the church of St. Aatk*"'

Padua. He was throughout life a in

mate friend of Tartini, and was will" •

Prague in 1723, and subsequently, t«

three years, in the service of theoss-

Kinsky. He was still living at rVn-

1770, far advanced in years.

VANHALL, (Jouasn) boreal

hernia in 1739, resided chiefly at\«&

The spirited, natural, and unaffected ^'

phonies of this excellent composer, etc

have preceded those of Haydn, at

England. His quartets and other casp

tions for violins certainly desem a pi*1

among the first productions, in wkict*

unity of melody, pleasing harmony. * 1

free, manly style, are constantly prearr^-

Of his writings that have beta psbcK"'

in this country, there are several wi*

nies, quartets, trios, duets, and soios ■

some sets of sonatas for the hayocfa"-

Part of his si eon.! sonata in the key i '

major, and part of the second ia tea*1

opera, are inserted as specimens of kis

positions in Dr. Crotch's pubbcauoa- 5

died at Vienna in the vear 1813.

VANINI, (FnANctscA) a ceiei.*-

Italian singer, was the wife of Boa* *

eminent bass singer. She came to I^"

with her husband in 1710, bat m* s*3
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ist her prime when she arrived in this

'Untry, and her performance made no

eat impression, though she had previously

:en highly celebrated in Italy.

VANMALDER, (Paul) concert-master

i prince Charles of Austria at Brussels,

as a celebrated violinist. Some of his

impositions for his instrument were highly

.teemed. He also brought out, at the The'a-

c Italien in Paris, about the year 1754,

comic opera called " La Bagarre." He

ed at Brussels in 1771.

VANMALDER, brother of the preced-

\g, and successor to his musical appoint-

ents at Brussels, was a pupil of Martinelli

t Venice.

VANNEO, (Steffano) an Augustine

lonk, published at Rome, in the year 1538,

is 11 Jtecanetum di Musica aurea." It

as written originally in Italian, and trans

ited into Latin by Vincenzio Rossetto of

erona.

VANNINI, (P. P.) a celebrated church

omposer in the seventeenth century.

VANNOZI, (Makia Felice) called in

taly the PiedtnonUsc. She was consi-

ered, about the year 1770, as one of the

rst female Italian singers.

VAQUERAS, a celebrated Spanish con-

apuntist, flourished probably about the

ear 1520. Some specimens of his compo-

tion may be found in the Dodccachor-

m of Glareanus.

VARUINA, (Pietho) a celebrated Ita-

an church composer in the seventeenth

entury.

VARENNE, (Jean Jacques) a French

iolinist, born at Poictiers in 17G0, had

tsided, in 1782, for some time, at Berlin.

VARESE, (Anoiolo, called Santan-

iolino) an Italian violinist, was, from 1788

' 1790, leader of the orchestra in the opera

>ufla at Monza.

\ ARESE, (Fabio) chanter of the church

>ella Passione at Milan, was, towards the

nd of the sixteenth century, known also as

composer and poet.

\AROTI, (Michale) a church com-

oser of the sixteenth century. His prin-

ipal works bear date from 1563 to 1568.

VAUDRI, organist of St. John's church

at Paris, about the year 1784, was cele

brated as a performer.

VAUGHAN, (Mb.) This celebrated

tenor singer is a native of Norwich, where

he received the first rudiments of his mu

sical instruction in the choir of the cathedral

church. There were, at that time, sub

scription concerts at Norwich, upon a good

scale, where the best secular mnsic was

performed, under the direction of an ama

teur; at these young Vaughan sang with

great applause. His voice, his couutenance,

and his manners, were alike prepossessing ;

and what adds an interest to the relation,

his father died and left him an orphan very

young, at the very instant when the first

notes of a concert for his benefit were per

forming. He was immediately befriended

and protected. Dr. Beckwith, a very sound

musician, then the organist of the cathedral

and of St. Peter's, and the most esteemed

teacher of his day, continued to instruct

him ; but he was still more fortunate in the

friendship of a clergyman, deeply learned

in the science, and enthusiastically fond of

it, who used such exertions to forward his

promotion, as belong only to warm, disin

terested affection. His merits, aided by

such assistance, soon translated him to the

chapel of Windsor; and he has gradually

gone on till he has arrived at the eminent

distinction of succeeding the celebrated

Harrison in the choirs and concerts of the

metropolis, and is ranked as one of the very

first tenor orchestral singers in this country ;

being always conspicuous for most correct

intonation, singularly agreeable tone, simple

grace, uniform polish, and sublimity.

VAUGHAN, (Mrs.) wife of the pre

ceding. This lady made her first appear

ance as an orchestral singer about the year

1797, being then Miss Tenuant. In 1800,

she was engaged at the concert of ancient

music, and , in subsequent years, became a

great favourite with the public.

VECCHI, (Ohazio) a native of Milan,

was for many years chapel-master at Pa

dua. His vocal compositions have obtained

considerable celebrity.
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He composed masses and bymns, and

one book of madrigals; but his principal

compositions are canzonets, of which he

was the author of no fewer than seven sets.

Wilton, who was a great lover of music, and

very well understood the science, esteemed

Vecchi as one of the most accomplished

masters of his time. There are two madri

gals from the first edition of his first book,

which was printed at Venice in 1589,

inserted in Smith's Musica Antigua.

VECOLI, (Pietro) a contrapuntist of

the sixteenth century, born in Lucca. Of

his works, the following is to be found in

the public library at Munich, " MadrigaH

& 5 voci," Torino, 1581.

VECOLI, (Reoolo) an Italian contra

puntist of the sixteenth century. Some of

his compositions are to be found in a col

lection of Neapolitan songs, published at

Venice in 1751, in six volumes. A work

by him, entitled " Madrigali A 5 voci,"

Lyons, 1577, is in the Munich library.

VEGGIO, (Claudio) a contrapuntist

of the sixteenth century. In the jmblic

library at Munich is a printed work by him

entitled " Madrigali a 4 voci," Venice,

1540.

VEICHTNER, (Franz Adam) chapel-

master to the duke of Courland at Milan,

was a pupil of F. Uenda. He was cele

brated both as a violinist and composer.

Amongst his pupils for the violin was

chapel-master Reichardt. He published

many symphonies, concertos, &c, also

some oratorios and cantatas. He went to

St. Petersburg about the year 1790, from

which town most of his works are dated,

up to the year 1802.

VENNA, (F.) an excellent violinist and

composer, resided for some time in England,

we believe chiefly at Dover, in the latter

part of the last century.

VENOSA, (Don Carlo Gesualdo

Prince of.) See Gesualdo.

VENTO, (Ivode) chapel-master to the

duke William of Bavaria, at Munich, to

wards the end of the sixteenth century.

VENTO, (Matthias.) This composer

came from Italy into England, about the

year 1763, at the invitation of en

during his management of the open.

Vento's genius never approved Ik

sublime. His harpsichord pieces, of ifai

ten sets have been published in this coat;:

are flimsy, and so much alike, tiattii

invention, with respect to melodj ui a>

dulation, may almost be compressed ■

two or three movements. In these «ui

as well as in his songs, he, however, iras

vulgar passages, and has a graceful, or-

and flowing melody ; but his btsse a

too much like one another, either is -

prove the hand or delight the ear.

He had a great number of scholarivia

ensured the expense of printing bispw

though not their general reception r&a

public. His duos for voices are abb sua

and uninteresting. The opera, of "i*

serse," which he composed for the Hran"

meeting, (commenced in 1771 by thfio*

of Guadagni and Giardini against »r*

opera, under the management of fck

bart) which persons of the first rent vff 1

impatient to hear, in a clandestine ny,*1

run the risk ofpains and penalties for it,*1

published, appeared to have less nei^

novelty than any one of his former »«i

Vento died in 1777, and very net11

it was supposed, from bis industry,

general parsimonious manner of liviis ri

his avarice ; but, by some strange

tion of his property and affairs, none f v

effects could be found at his deauS. 'f '

widow and her mother were in eoose-j* '

left destitute of support, except rroncii" '

and the lowest menial labour.

VENTURINI, an excellent perfrnf

on the hautboy, resided at Vieom ii I"'-

He died about 1785.

VERACINI, (Antonio) ancle d

master to Francesco Maria Vends, -

celebrated performer on the violin, P

lished at Florence, in 1692, tea

the usual number till CoreUi's oat »

afterwards, " Senate da Chittt" nn 0

but this author not being posaeaed*5*

knowledge, hand, or caprice of Vi&it**

his works are now not sufficiently

in g to merit any further notice.
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VERACINI (Francesco Maria) was

lorn at Florence at the close of the seven-

ecnth century. He and his contemporary

Tartini were rewarded in their day, as the

reatest masters of the violin that had ever

ippeared. Their abilities were not confined

o the mere excellence of their performance,

lut extended equally to composition, in

vhich they both manifested great genius

jad science. But whatever resemblance

here may have been in the professional

kill of these two masters, it was impossible

or any two men to be more dissimilar in

lisposition. Tartini was so humble and

imid, that he was never happy but in ob-

curity; while Veracini was in an equal

legree vainglorious.

Being at Lucca at the time of la festa

Mfa Croce, which is celebrated eveiy year

in the 14th of September, when it is cus-

amary for the principal professors of Italy,

rocal and instrumental, to meet, Veracini

put down his name for a solo concerto ;

but when he entered the choir, in order to

take possession of the principal place, he

found it already occupied by Padre Girola-

mo Laurentii of Bologna ; who not know-

ng him, as he had been some years in

Poland, asked him where he was going?

Veracini answered, to the place of first

riolin. Laurentii then told him, that he

nad been always engaged to fill that post

limself, but that if he wished to play a

;oncerto, either at vespers or during high

nass, he should have a place assigned him.

Veracini, with great contempt and indigna-

ion, turned his back to him, and went to

:he lowest place in the orchestra. In that

part of the service in which Laurentii per

formed his concerto, he did not play a note,

bat listened with great attention ; and being

r-alled upon would not play a concerto, but

requested the old father would permit him

to play a solo at the bottom of the choir,

desiring Lanzelli, the violoncellist of Turin,

to accompany him ; when he played it in

such a manner as to extort "B viva!" in

the public church.

Whenever he was about to make a close,

he turned to Laurentii, and called out, " Cosi

si suonaperfare ilprimo violino," "This is

the way to play the first fiddle." Many

silly stories of a similar description are

handed about Italy concerning the arro

gance of this performer, who was usually

complimented with the title " Capo pazzo."

Veracini would instruct no one, except

a nephew, who died young. The only

master he had himself in his youth, was

Antonio Veracini of Florence ; but by

travelling all over Europe, he acquired a

style of playing peculiar to himself. Be

sides being in the service of the king of

Poland, he was a considerable time at

different courts of Germany, and twice in

England, where, during the time of Fari-

nelli, he composed several operas. Burney

mentions having himself heard him lead a

band at a concert in Hickford's room, in

such a bold and masterly manner, as he

had never before witnessed. Soon after

this, Veracini was shipwrecked, and lost

his two Steiner violins, esteemed the best in

the world, and all his effects. In his usual

light way, he used to call one of these

instruments St. Peter, and the other St.

Paul.

As a composer, he had certainly a great

share of whim and caprice, but he built his

freaks on a good foundation. The pecu

liarities in his performance were his bow-

hand, his shake, his learned arpeggios,

and a tone so loud and clear, that it could

be distinctly heard through the most numer

ous band of a church or theatre.

VEKDELOT, (Philippus) a Flemish

contrapuntist, appears to have lived prin

cipally in Italy, where his name not only

occurs in most of the music catalogues, but

is also frequently mentioned by Zarlino,

Pietro Pontio, and other writers, as one of

the best masters of the beginning of the six

teenth century. His works are all written

either in Latin or Italian, and bear date

previously to the year 1550.

VERDIER, one of the best pupils of

Lully, was violinist to the king of France,

about the year 1670.

VERDONCK, (Cornelius) an excel

lent composer and musician, born at Corn
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limit, in Flanders, in 1564, lived in the

latter part of his life at Antwerp, and died

there in 1625. He published several works

in the above town, and also at Amsterdam,

of which the following only can be named :

" Poesies Francoises tic divers Auteurs

mises en Musiqne a 5 part, avec une Chan

son A 10," Antwerp, 1599, and " MadrigaU

h 9 voci," Antwerp, 1604. Gerbei had a

beautiful vignette from one of Vendonck's

spiritual works, probably from the collection

of Magnificats for five voices, engraved by

Joseph Sadler after De Bos, 1585, in quarto.

It represents the Virgin Mary in the middle

of a chapel kneeling, as if she w as singing

*' My soul praise the Lord." Behind her,

but towards each side, stand two angels,

both of whom bear a tablet in their hands,

on each of which is printed, in small but

plain notes, the four vocal parts of a com

plete Magnificat, and in such a manner,

that the tablet on the right of the Virgin

contains the soprano and tenor, and- that on

the left, the alto and bass parts, together

with the Latin texts set thereunder. At

the end of the tenor part, stands the name

" Cornelius Verdonck, &c." There is also

kneeling round the Virgin, and finely

grouped, with their eyes directed towards

the notes on the tablets, four other angels,

one of whom is playing on the cornet,

another on the German flute, and the two

others the viol da gamba.

VERNIER, (Jean Aime) bom at Paris

in 1769, commenced learning the harp and

violin at a very early age, and at eleven

performed a violin concerto at the concert

spiritucl with much success. Iu the follow

ing year he played the harp in a quatuor at

the same concert. In 1787, he first per

formed in a sonata of his own composition.

Vernier had no other master than his father,

who was an able professor of the mandolin

with six strings. In 1795, he was elected

harpist at the Theatre Feydeau. Since that

time he has published much music for the

harp, and various romances.

VEROCAI, (Giovanni) concert-master

to the duke of Brunswick, and celebrated

as a violinist, was a native of Italy. After

visiting several of the towns in (-.■—:■■

he went, iu 1729, to Petersburg, wtmt be

was engaged by the court. About 1"*3,

we find him again at Brunswick, Vast

he brought out an opera named "V

foontc."

VERSO, (Antonio lo) a cekbtsii

contrapuntist of the sixteenth century, tei

at Plaza, in Sicily, was a pupd of Pica

Vinci. He published several opens ;

madrigals between the years 1590 ts

1612.

VERTUE (Matthew) was born ■ i:

county of Durham in the year 1772, ad J

a striking instance that the power of isna;

bias in favour of a darling pursuitcassfi k

curbed by the most untoward cirramKii^

Bred up in a situation of life quite dot-

nected with music, he commenced the s*t

of the art at a time of life when ear i

the profession have reached the sasc >

perfection, and are enjoying the fcs«

their early industry. Vertue has 1««

the organist of the church at Wevcs^.

where cathedral service is perfect

Owing to his liberality, industry, &

talents, amateur music is also is a

flourishing state in Weymouth. He is 3

author of several vocal duets, and of sj=

sacred music that has had an extes1'

circulation.

VESI.(Simone) chapel-master at IV;

about the year 1650, was born at Fori..-

the Roman states. He published k'W

masses, motets, &c, at Venice.

VESPAR, (Geronimo) a erishsri

Italian composer towards the dost a 31

sixteenth century. Amongst his wots •

" MadrigaU A 5 voci," Venice, 15*0, i*

" Madrigali A 5 voci," Venice, 1575.

VESTRIS, (Madame.) This deWi-

ful actress and very pleasing tbetm."-

singcr is a daughter of Bartaloixt, uV<t*°

brated engraver. She was engage! * '

short time at the King's theatre, ahw *■

year 1816, after which she visited ltt"

and sang at several of the theatres i» "

country. Her voice is a nuz:tsf*s

more than usual compass, and 1st .

has more of true expression and smfW
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han of modern agility. This lady is pos-

essed of extraordinary versatility of talent,

ind is equally an acquisition to both Drury-

aue and the King's theatres. -

VETRI, (Puilippo) an Italian musician

if the seventeenth century, left at his death

. treatise on music, the manuscript of which

i preserved in the Barberini library at

tome. «

VETTER, (Daniel) organist of St. Ni-

olas' church at Leipsic, died in that town

ibout the year 1730. He published, in 1716,

l collection of vocal music, arranged for the

>iano, and entitled " MusicalAmusement."

VElTER,(HEiNBicn Ludwig) concert-

naster to the prince of Anhalt, was an ex

cellent performer on the violin and hautboy.

! le published some instrumental music at

Dffenbach and Spire. In the year 1800, he

was still living at Hanau, having retired

rom the profession.

VLADANA, (Lunovico) chapel-master,

Urst of the cathedral of Fano, a small city

in the duchy of Urbino, and afterwards of

the cathedral in Mantua, is celebrated for

having, about the year 1605, improved the

science of music by the invention of the

igured or thorough bass. Dr. Ilurney says,

ndeed, that he has found instances of the

ninute beginnings of this expedient before

he time of Viadana, but he allows that

his musician was the first who drew up

jeneral rules for expressing harmony by

igures inserted over the bass.

Of the works of Viadana, the two follow-

ng are the chief : 11 Opus Musicum Sacro-

■um Concentuum," published in the year

L612; "Opera omnia Sacrorum Concen-

unm, 1, 2, 3, et 4 Vocum," in the year

1613, and again in 1629.

VIAL, a Parisian musician, published, in

[767, a small work on three folio sheets,

jntitled " Arbre Ge'nc'alogiquc de VHar-

nonie." The first sheet contains the genea-

ogical tree, of which the two other sheets

ire explanations. The whole is very care-

ully arranged, according to the system of

[lameau.

VIANA, (Matias Juan) a Spanish

;hurch composer, deemed by Yriarte, in his

History deila Musica of 1779, one of

the first and most accomplished musicians

of his country.

VICENTE,amusician,born at Olivenca,

in Portugal, resided for the most part as

professor of music at Padua, also at Vilerbo,

in Italy, about the middle of the sixteenth

century, from whence he published " Intro-

dulioue felicissima et novissima di canto

fcrmo, ftgurato, cuntraponto simpUce, e in

concerto con regole generaii per farefughe

dijferenti sopra it cantofcrmo h 2 , 3, e 4

voci, e compasitiotii, proportioni generi s.

diatonico, cromatico, enarmonico" Venice,

1561. This work was translated into Por

tuguese in 1603, by Bernardo da Fonseca,

The first original edition, however, ap

peared at Rome in 1553, where he was

named Vicenzio Lusitano. There are also

in the public library at Munich by this com

poser, " Motctta 6—8 voci," Rome, 1551.

VICENTI, (GiusErpE db) an Italian

violinist, probably resident at Petersburg,

published " Six Duos pour 2 Viotons," Op.

1, Liv. 1 et 2, Petersburg, 1797. He is pro

bably the same performer who, in 1790,

was known as a ballet composer and ar

ranger in the imperial Russian chapel.

VIDAL, (B.) a guitarist and composer,

and arranger of music for his instrument at

Paris, published, in 1797, a work entitled

"Journal dc Ouitare," also some other

music for his instrument.

VIDAL, (J. J.) born at Soreze in 1789,

was a pupil of Gossec at the Paris conser

vatory, and, in 1808, obtained the second

grand prize given by that institution for mu

sical composition. In the following year he

also obtained the first violin prize at the

conservatory in his quality of pupil of

Kreutzer.

VIEIRA, (Antonio) chapel-master at

Crato, in Portugal, and born at Villa Vi-

cosa, studied music under Manuel Rebello.

He was afterwards chapel-master to the

church at Loretto, then at Lisbon, and

lastly at Crato, as above, where he died,

probably about 1650. The compositions he

has left are greatly admired by connois

seurs, and are still preserved in the royal

musical library at Lisbon. In the Crass-

beeck catalogue they stand as follows:
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" Mista do 1 Tom & 12 Votes." "Miserere

& 8 Vozes tie 8 Tom" "Dixit Dominus a

8 do 1 7'owi, com Instrttmcntos "Beatus

virA\2do 1 Tom;" " Lauda Hierusalem

JJominum, h 8 Vozes de 8 Tom ;" " Motetc,

Pater peccari," and " Motete de Defu/ttos,

Domine guando vereris"

VIEIRA, (Antonio) a Portuguese

priest, born in Lisbon, became attached to

bis order in 1664, and in the end distin

guished himself as one of the most cele

brated organists of his country. He died

in 1707, leaving a work for the organ un

der the following title : " Divercas Obras

dc OrgaS para os Tangedores deste lnstru~

mento," folio, manuscript.

V1ERDANCK, (Johann) a celebrated

church composer in the middleof the seven

teenth century, was organist of St. Mary's

church at Stralsund. In 1641 and 1643,

he published at Gripswald two volumes of

spiritual concertos. His other works con

sist chiefly of masses and motets.

VIERLING, (Joiiann Gottfried) an

excellent organist and composer at Smal-

kalden, was born near Meinungen in 1750.

He studied composition under Kimberger at

Berlin, and was one of the most celebrated

organists of germany. His works consist of

concertos, sonatas, &c. for the harpsichord

and organ, and of several collections of

sacred music. He also published a didactic

work entitled " Allgemeinfasslicher unter-

ritcht im GeneralbasSy mit rtichsicht auf

den jelzt herrschcnden gcschmack in der

Composition, durch Ircffende BuispieU

erlantert" Leipsic, 1805.

VIGANO, (Giulo) ballet master and

composer at Venice in 1790.

VIGANO, (SALVADORE)ballet master at

Venice since the year 1788, appears to be

the husband of the celebrated dancer Ma

dame Vigand, with whom he went to

Vienna about 1792, where he continued

several years as a dancer at the theatre of

that capital. In the year 1797, they

were both at Berlin, where, during the

nuptial festivities, they danced at the great

opera theatre. He was also the inventor

and composer of the music for bis ballets.

VIGANONI, a celebrated Italian singer,

came to this country about the year IT«

and was engaged as principal tenor it it

opera. His voice was of no cnoaierij

volume, but his taste was exquisite, &t

his manner polished. He remaiad c

England many years, and was u sai

esteemed as a teacher as for his public p

formance. He died at Bergamo, m

autumn of 1823.

VIGNALI, (Francesco) a Veneh:

composer of the seventeenth century, pd-

lished a work of part-songs, entitled

ribombi di pace e di guerra"

VIGNATI, (Giuseppe) chapel-aiar

at Milan towards the year 1740. Herat

positions, both for the church and rJsiti

were much esteemed.

VIGNETTI, (P.) a violinist,^

resident, in 1798, at Paris, where he re

lished "Suite des Caprices pour le T**

avec le doigtc" indigni par des chifm*

en faeiliter Vexicution," Op. 2.

VIGUERIE, (Bervard) piins«i

composer at Paris, was born at CxrcasQ

in the province of Languedoc, in l?fi,-

studied music in his eighteenth yexr

Laguna, organist of the cathedral chvi-

the above town, and went, in his M*f

first year, to Paris, where he further p»

cuted his studies under Charpentiei, art

ist of St. Paul's church. At length, i!«

the year 1795, he established a musk

house in Paris, from which he pobl-H

many works of other composers, also ■*

instrumental music of bis own o«p»

tion.

VILHALVA, (Astomo Rodikjc-

chapel-master of the cathedral cbarrf >

Evora, was born at Vilhalva, near tie

of Fronteira, in the province of Ale*? :

Portugal. In his youth he had a 6*"**-

and studied music about 1625, amte *

celebrated Manuel Rebello, wi<

diligence and success, that he witt"**?

pointed chapel-master of the royal ksfa

at Lisbon, and subsequently'of the

dral church of that capital. He cosw^

many psalms, masses, and hymns, 17

still preserved in the royal muncii W

at Lisbon, The chief work amonj tfc* 3

a mass for eight voices, in four parti.
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VILHENA,(DieooDias nB)chapel-mas-

r at Evora, in Portugal, was one of the most

istinguished contrapuntists of his country,

nd a pupil of the great master Antonio

'inheiro. He died in 1617, and left, be-

ides several practical works, which are still

■ be found in the royal musical library at

isbon, a tract in manuscript, entitled "Arte

'e Canto Ch&o para Principiantcs."

VILLAERT, (Adriano.) See Wil-

AERT.

VILLANI, (Casparo) organist at the

)om church at Piacenza, about the year

610, published, amongst other works,

Salmi a 5—8 voci, con B. ft," Venice,

nd "Alisse e Vespere," Venice, 1611.

VILLANOVA, (Silvio) a celebrated

lilanese lutist of the sixteenth century.

VILLEBLANCHE, (AniiANo de) born

t Paris in 1786, received his first musical

;-' ructions in this country, from the cele-

rated harpist M. de Marin, who was his

elation. He next took lessons of the abbe

iose, at Paris, and subsequently of J. B.

.'ramer, on the piano. He has composed

nd published several operas of sonatas, &c.

n the piano-forte, also several cantatas

nd romances. He likewise brought out, in

809, at the Theatre Feydeau at Paris, a

uccessful opera entitled " Lc A'igrc par

tmour," and since that time, several other

ramatic pieces.

VILLOTEAU, (C.A.) a Parisian pro-

;ssor of music, member of several learned

Dciettes, and of the committee for

Igyptian arts and sciences, was born at

telleme in 1760. In 1807, he published

t Paris, an essay on the utility of an

xact and complete theory of the natural

rinciples of music. This work was only

neant to be introductory to a larger one, on

he analogy of music with those arts which

ave for their object the imitation of tan

nage. This latter has been published in

wo volumes octavo.

VIMERCATI, (Sionor) a celebrated

n former on the mandolin, performed at the

Cing's theatre, and the oratorios in London,

n the season of 1824. This instrument is

trung with wire, and is played with a

plectrum, or piece of wood held between

the thumb and fore6nger. The tone has

not the sweetness that is yielded by catgut

strings, but is more penetrating, and there

fore better calculated for a capacious

theatre or a large room. Signor Vimercati

has obtained great mastery over his instru

ment.

VINACESE, (Benedetto) a chevalier

of Brescia, and chapel-master to an Italian

prince. His sacred compositions were highly

esteemed. In 1697, he published at Venice,

his first opera of sonatas in three parts.

Amongst his operas we can name " GH

sfoghi di giubito ;" " Cuor nello serlgno,'*

Cremona, 1696 ; " Innocenza giuslificata,"

1699; "Amanti gencrosi," 1703.

VINCENTINO, (Nicolo.) Withrespect

to this writer there are few modern books

on music in which some mention is not

made. He published at Rome, in 15S5,

a work entitled " J'Antica Musica ridolta

alia Moderna Prattica," containing chiefly

a series of dissertations on the music of the

ancients, in comparison with that of the

moderns. The author's principal design

in publishing it seems to have been to revive

the practice of the ancient music ; and, for

this purpose, he invented an instrument of

the harpsichord kind, so constructed and

tuned as (he hath told us) to answer the

division of the ancient tetrachord in each of

the three genera. Such a multiplicity and

confusion of chords as attended this inven

tion introduced a great variety of intervals,

to which the ordinary division of the scale,

by tones and semitones, was by no means

commensurate. He was therefore reduced

to the necessity of giving to his instrument

no fewer than six rows of keys, the powers

of which he has attempted to explain, but in

very obscure terms.

The success which he fancied he had at

tained by this instrument, induced, after his

death, many persons to attempt the recovery

of the ancient musical genera ; and several

alterations of different kinds were made in

it by a reduction of the keys and other me

thods. All these were, however, to no pur

pose. The arrangements of the tones and
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semitones in the musical instruments, con

tinue at this day precisely the same as they

did when Vincentino's ideas on the subject

first occurred to his mind.

His work has been variously spoken of

by musicians. Some have condemned it as

containing the most absurd doctrines, others

have stood forward in its defence. Among

the latter is to be numbered the late Dr.

Pepusch. On the whole, however, it ap

pears that Vincentino derived all his know

ledge of the ancient writers from the works

of Boethius and his contemporaries, and that,

beyond some whimsical notions of his own,

there is nothing contained in his publication

which is not also to be found in them.

VINCI, (Leonardo da) bom at Vinci,

a chateau in the neighbourhood of Florence,

in 1445. Highly distinguished as a painter,

he was also celebrated as a performer on

the violin, and was engaged in this capacity

in the service of the duke of Milan, at a

salary of five hundred crowns. He was in

the habit of using a violin with a silver neck,

and a head in the form of a horse's, and of

singing to his own accompaniment. He

died at Fontainbleau in 1523, at the age of

seventy-five, expiring in the arms of Francis

I., who had come to visit him in his illness.

This scene has been made the subject of an

admirable picture, by Menageout.

VINCI (Leonardo da) was born at

Naples in 1690. This composer announced

at an early age the rarest ability, and

although he devoted but few years to his

studies, they were not less complete. He

was still at the conservatory when, on the

report of his fame as one of the pupils who

gave the brightest hopes of future excel

lence, he was engaged at Rome to com

pose the opera of " Simh'mmil," The ap

plause of the Romans, who are not more

difficult to satisfy than any of the Italians,

flattered the self-love of the young artist ;

he was animated with fresh ardour, and

continued to receive the reward of his zeal.

The Romans were struck with the melody

of his airs, the science of his accompani

ments, and the brilliancy of his style, which

was the purest and finest of his time, then

so fertile in great masters. Vino rtta;

to Naples, in order to add to his utumpk £i

applause of his fellow-citizens ; he cmcok;

the opera of "Attycmax" the suras a

which surpassed his greatest hopes,

spread his reputation beyond the shore i

his native country. From this moma:, is

theatres of the greatest cities in Itaii «.

licited his services. Venice canied oc -

prize ; and in 1 725 he gave his first open b

that city, where he was not only ttk'

dispute the reputation and abilities offt-

pora, but had the glory of seeing hisoffic

"Si/ace" preferred to the "Siroc"ailw-

Vinci then gave his "Jfigema," whicl w

equaljy fortunate with "Si/act." Hijttta'

increased with his success, genius bei^f-

mitted to the laws of progression as «- -

all the other faculties of the hnfflttut

He returned to his country to ofe ae

anew the tribute of his acquiremoti -

graces of youth united to the bus*1

beauties of a riper age. He compact*

mediately on his arrival the opera of

mira," which delighted by the

and beauty of its combinations, the

ness, purity, and truth of its melody.-

particularly by the profound and see3

knowledge of all the secrets of huEB

as displayed in its modulations. He 12

again called to Rome, where the pt^

notwithstanding its known character k

inconstancy, appeared to relish no

but that of Vinci, and composed ".Murr

and "Didone." The former is confide^6

his chef-tTauvrc, and also amongst Its is

productions of the Italian theatre.

The reputation of Vinci had now reae"

its height, but this glorious epoch m

that of his death. During the bsii-J*

success of "Didone " at Rome, be bes*

attached to a lady of rank, talent). *-

beauty, who, it is said, recompesal «

affection. On his return to Nsplesks^

low-citizens wished to hear this open.

while he was preparing it for repress**1

one of the relations of this bdy. hss

that Vinci had boasted of the hw "

had received from her, mixed some j**

in a cup of chocolate, which she pre**"
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to him, and thus put an end to his life in

the year 1732. Vinci possessed together

with the talent of invention that of the

most perfect execution. He completed the

mprovements in recitative, rigorously

idapted the music to the expression of

vords, and was the first composer who

;Hected any great change in the musical

Irama after the invention of recitative by

Tacopo Peri, in 1600. The accompanied

ecitatives in " Didone," are particularly

■elebrated. He composed many operas

lesides those already mentioned, amongst

vhich are several of the comic kind.

VINCI, (Mariana) a celebrated Italian

inger. She performed at the opera in Lis-

>on in 1801, and created the greatest en-

husiasm both by her singing, person, and

icting. It was said of her that if the pub

ic was composed of only the deaf and

dind, the former should not fail to see

/inci, and the latter to hear her. From

Jsbon she came to this country, and made

ler d^but at the King's theatre, in 1801, in

he opera of "La Principessa Filosofa," by

Yndreozzi. She had the advantage of a

ine figure, a tall and majestic deportment,

ang with great sweetness and taste, and

/as as well received by the British public

is she had previously been on the con-

inent.

VINCIUS, (Petbius) a very distin-

nished composer in the second half of the

ixteerjth century, was born at Nicosia, in

licily. Early in life he was chapel-master,

rst in Rome, and afterwards of the church

f St. Marco and Major, at Bergamo. He

"turned at length to his native country,

nd died there in 1584. His printed works

onsisted chiefly of motets, and bear date

etween the years 1578 and 1591.

VINDER8, (Jf.ronimus) a Flemish

omposer, lived about the year 1540. Of

is published works, we can only name

is " Ztamentatio super Morte Josouin de

*?ez, 7 Vocum," which is printed in "Le

cptiime Livre, contenant 24 Chansons A 5

t & 6 Parties, par feu de bonne Memoire el

ris-excellent en Musiqve Josqvin de Pres.

•Ivcc 3 Epitaphet du dkt Josouin, com-

pose's par divers Aucteurs," Antwerp,

1545.

VINER, (William Letton) a native

of Bath, when a child, showed a great pre

dilection for music, particularly the organ,

on which instrument he is now a most

finished performer. Very early in life he

composed several cathedral services, also

part of a mass, which was submitted to

several of the most eminent professors of

music in the metropolis, amongst whom

were Dr. Crotch, J. Stafford Smith, and C.

and S.Wesley, all of whom pronounced the

work to be a production inferior only to

Mozart. This celebrated composition has

been twice performed in Bath with dis

tinguished approbation, but remains in ma

nuscript. Viner is the author of the much

admired overture to "Rob Roy," introduced,

and constantly performed, at the Bath

theatre instead of the original, with un

bounded applause; also a description can

tata, " Ho I warriors of the mountain,*'

manuscript. Viner has also published the

undermentioned select pieces.

This gentleman, not yet arrived at the

meridian of life, is settled in his native city,

where he ranks amongst its most eminent

professors. Some years since, he was

elected organist of St. Michael's church.

He is esteemed a most excellent theoretical

as well as practical teacher of the organ,

harp, and piano-forte. Harp music : " Po

pular Airs,^ preludes ; " Auld tang syne,

with Var. ;" '* Pleyets German Hymn;"

" Guaracha Dance." Songs : " Oh, never

more shall grief or joy," and How swiftly

rolfd the happy hours."

VIO, (Anoelo) a Venetian composer.

His symphonies had great success at the

concert spiriluel in Paris about the year

1752.

VIOCCA, (Pietho) an Italian com

poser, lived about 1720. From his works,

the following may be named : '* Tre Marie

a Pit della Croce," oratorio ; " Partenza

Amoroso," opera. Both of the above ara

in the possession ofchapel-master Reichardt,

written in score. " Die Kronnng Lud-

wigs 15, Konigs in Franhreich." This
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was brought out at the opera theatre at

Hamburgh in 1722. Mattheson makes

mentioD of it as follows : " Viocca set the

music, and Mattheson found the Italian

words." By this it would appear that he

resided about this time at Hamburgh.

VIOLA, (Alfonsa della, or Fran

cesco) chapel-master to the duke of Este

ai Ferrara, about the year 1541, was born

in that city. It is a common opinion that

he was the first who united singing with

declamation on the boards of a theatre ; if

so, he may be truly named as the first opera

composer. Indeed, the earliest monument

which now remains to us in the form of an

opera appeared at Ferrara in 1541, under

the title of " Orbecche, Tragedia di Giam-

battista Giraldi Cinthio Ferrarece : in Fer

rara, in Casa dclVAutore, dinanzi ad Krcole

2 ifEtte, J) it i n 4 di Ferrara : fece la Muiica

Alfunto della Viola: fit CArchitetto e it

Dipintoro Girolamo Carpi di Ferrara," He

also composed the operas " // Saerifizio,"

1565; "Arctuia," 1663; and " Lo S/or-

tuHato," 1567. There were likewise pub

lished by him "Madrigali," Ferrara, 1599.

VIOLA, (called Alissandko Romano

della.) See Alessandro.

VION, professor of the harpsichord at

Paris, and member of the royal academy of

music, perfoimed with great success on the

piano-forte at the concert spirituel in 1786.

VIONETTI, a Parisian musician, pub

lished at Paris, in 1780, "3Sonates pour

Clav. av. uh V.," Op. 1.

VIOTI'I, (Giovanni Battista.) This

celebrated violinist was born at a village in

Piedmont, about the year 1745. He was a

pupil of Pugnani, and at an early age held

the office of first violin in the chapel royal

of Turin. About the year 1778, he left

Italy with the intention of travelling through

Germany, and passed some time at Berlin,

whence he removed to Paris, making his

de'but at the concert spirituel there in

the spring of 1782. He on that occasion

performed a concerto of his own composi

tion, in which the Parisians observed an

originality of style, that appeared to fix the

limits of this kind of performance, a fruit-

ful imagination, a happy freedom, isi i!

the fire of youth attempered by t pot is

noble taste. The audience appWf'i it

beautiful movements in this concerto, «ic

from the very first bars announced &tpa

of the composer and that devetopeoes *

original thought,where theprogressioaoix*

timent raises the effect to the Ugbestfex.

With respect to Viotti's execution, Ik «■

thusiasm was extraordinary ; the ttsnak r

his adagio, the brilliancy of his litr.

the energy and grace of the ensenkk. »s

the favour of every hearer. Tk» qaa

(Marie Antoinette) now desired thii\ a"

should come to Versailles, to perferBHSi

of the court concerts : the day «s iw.

most of the nobility had arrived, and *

music had commenced with a scdobjVie.

the first bars of which commasJei a

greatest attention, when suddenlyac"

heard in the adjoining apartment, " 6*

room for the count d'Artois;" woks*

ruption, and the tumult occasioned r*

count's entry, so provoked Viotti, & '

put his violin under his arm and lei >

palace, to the great scandal of all the sf -

tators. Very shortly after this u» D

singular character determined to fte J

more in public ; his friends, howew, *"

still allowed the privilege of hemxj ^

in private concerts. In 1 790, a depsi; •

the constituent assembly, an intisutt ttt

of Viotti, was lodging on a fifth Sw. "

requested Viotti to give a coocen « a

apartment. He consented, and u* *"

nobility of France were invited,

Viotti remarked, " We hive loof

descended to them ; they most w» >»r'

to us." Viotti had a talent for nf*

One day the minister Galonw asks! ie

which violin was the most true. "

replied he, observing the mioisw

" which is the least false." A

named Puppo being in the habit «

that he was a pupil of Tartini, »*x« "

known not to be the case, Viotri te*

once in his company at a mtseir"''

together with M. Lahoussaye,

real ileve of that great master, t*

houssaye to play something in ifc*
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trtini, observing at the same time to Puppo,

Listen well, sir, to M. Lahoussaye, who

ill give you a good idea of Tartini's man-

:r of playing." Viotti remained in France

1 the year 1790, when the horrors of the

rench revolution chased away the muses,

id Viotti in their train. He next came to

is country, and made his debut at Salo

on's concert, with a degree of success

|ual to what he had experienced in France,

ion afterwards he became concerned in

e management of the King's theatre, and

bsequently succeeded W. Cramer as leader

the opera orchestra. He thus proceeded,

ntinually reaping professional honours

the highest class, till the year 1798,

ben he very unexpectedly received an

der from government to quit this country

tliout delay, being suspected of partaking

id encouraging those revolutionary prin-

ples which, at the above period, were

armiugly spreading throughout England.

0 good evidence has, however, been since

lduced of Viotti's having really partici-

tted in such principles; and it has been

ought in no way credible that a man of

s known mild disposition should have used

e heinous and sanguinary expressions

ainst the highest personage in the realm,

tiich were at the time publicly imputed

him. From London, Viotti proceeded

rough Holland to Hamburgh, in the neigh-

urhood of which city he lived in the

ictest retirement, at a place called Schoen-

d. Nor was he idle there; for he not

ly put the finishing hand to the accom-

ishraent of the youthful violinist, Pixis,

io with his father resided at Schoenfeld

ring a whole summer for the express pur

se of receiving Viotti's valuable instruc

ts, but he also published (at Bochann's

Hamburgh) "Six Duetsfor Violins." To

1 work is prefixed his portrait, also a pre-

:e, in which are these words: " This book

the fruit of the leisure afforded me by

isfortune. Some of the pieces were die

ted by trouble, others by hope." He re-

lined in the neighbourhood of Hamburgh

1 the year 1801, when the revolutionary

jrm having blown over, he was allowed

to return to London. He did not however

return to the public duties of the musical

profession, but he performed at private con

certs, and at length became infected, to

use Gerber's words, " like many other first-

rate artists in this country, with the British

spirit of traffic, and embarked as a partner

in the wine trade. In this way he paid

his devotion for some years both to Mercury

and Apollo ; but with so little success,

that, at length, he lost his entire fortune

in business, and was obliged to solicit some

trifling place at the French court. Louis

XVIII. kindly proposed to him the direc

tion of the royal academy of music,

upon the duties of which office he entered,

but found the situation too arduous for his

age and state of health, and shortly after

wards retired on a small pension. In the

year 1822, he once more returned to this

country, with the view of passing the re

mainder of his days in quietude ; which,

however, he did not long enjoy, as he died in

London,in March,1824. M. Eymarhas thus

described some of the moral qualities of Vi

otti. " There never existed a man who at

tached such great value to the simplest gifts

of nature ; there never was a child who more

ardently enjoyed them. A violet found under

the grass would transport him with joy ; or

the gathering of fresh fruit render him the

happiest of mortals : he found in the one,

a perfume ever new, in the other a flavour

always more and more delicious. His or

gans, thus delicate and sensible, seemed to

have preserved the impressibility of early

youth ; whilst stretched on the grass, he

would pass whole hours in admiring the

colour or inhaling the odour of a rose.

Every thing that belonged to the country

was, for this extraordinary man, a new

object of amusement, interest, and enjoy

ment : all his senses were excited by the

slightest impressions; every thing around

him affected his imagination ; all nature

spoke to his heart, which overflowed with

sentiment." We are also indebted to M.

Eymar for the knowledge of the " Ram

ties Vaches," which Viotti used to play

with emotion on the days he consecrated
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to music. At M. Eymar's request, Viotti

copied for him this air, accompanying the

gift with the following lines : " This 'Ram

drs Vachet' is neither the one which our

friend J. J. Housseau has favoured us with

in his works, nor is it that of which M. De

la Borde speaks in his book on music. I

am not aware that it is known to many

persons ; all I can say is, that 1 have heard

it in Switzerland, and that I learnt it in a

way ever to be impressed in my memory.

I was walking alone, towards evening, in

one of those gloomy spots where one never

wishes to speak : the weather was beauti

ful ; the wind, which I dislike, was still ;

every thing was calm and analogous to my

sensations, and I felt within me that melan

choly which has ever been present to my

mind at the hour of evening, and will remain

as Jong as I exist. My thoughts were

wandering, and my steps followed it ; my

heart gave the preference to no particular

object, but it was prepared for that tender

ness and love, which have since caused me

so much pain, and taught me such real

happiness. My imagination idle, if I may

use the expression, from the abseuce of

the passions, was without motion. I

climbed and descended the most imposing

steeps, till at length chance led me to a

valley, to which at first I paid no attention,

and it was not till some time afterwards

that I perceived it was beautiful, and such

as I had often read of in the works of

Gessner. Flowers, grass, a stream, all were

there, and all formed the most harmonious

picture. At length, though not fatigued, I

mechanically sat down upon a piece of

rock, and gave myself up to that profound

reverie which I not unfrequently indulge

in, and in which my ideas wander so as to

make me forget that I am an inhabitant of

the earth. I know not what it is that pro

duces in me this species of ecstasy, whether

it be the sleep of the soul, or an absence

of the thinking faculty ; I can only say,

that I delight in the feeling, and willingly

abandon myself to it. On this stone then

was I sitting, when on a sudden my ear,

or rathermy existence, was struck by sec.

now sudden and short, and now ts?is js-

longed and slower, which proceeded tra

one mountain and Hew to the other *ss»«

being repeated by the echoes. It ret

long strain, and a female voice mtm :

perfect unison with the sad, tboufh ws

and affecting sounds. Struck ai if h *

chantmcnt, I shook off my lethargic *»

tions, and whilst 1 intently listened, lesn

or rather engraved on my tneoen,

' Rant drs Vetches,' which I now send ift

I have thought it most characteristic tost

it down without bars: it is of a n»ts»t

be perfectly without restraint; reptof

time would destroy its effect ; for ia »i

sounds prolonging themselves ia the sr. a

time they took to reach from one anasu '

another could not be determined. Its»«

depth of thought and feeling winch net'

guide us in the execution of this sir.

than rhythm and measured cadenet to

' Ran: drs Vackes,' played in strict^

would be unnatural, and lose its ssjfc"

To produce its true effect, imaguatBass

transport the performer to the nwss

where the melody is indigenous: "t*

executing it in Paris, it must be feH r-

Switzerland. It is thus that, in not *■

ments of inspiration, I have myself pis*

it on my violin, accompanied by

Alontgerault."

With respect to the compositions rf f'

otti, he published first for bow-iesmw*

" Twenty-Jive Concertos far tit fub

which were engraved in successive •ask*1

in Paris from the year 1785, the tweta*

number being published there by Pter

in 1799. It is sufficient to suue is or

praise that numerous subsequent ed^i

of them have been published at

Vienna, Berlin, Offenbach, itc. I "

2rfe. Sinfonie Concertante p. !

princip. av. Orckest." Paris, 1788. 1**'

Quatuors Concert, p. 2 K, A^rtB-L* '

et 2," Op. 3, Paris. 4. " 6 Trim i i'

et B." Op. 2, Paris. 5. "J6ft»»f

r." 6. *' 12 So/ns a V. et B., Lm-\'i<"

Op. 4, Vienna. 7. " RentU i& m
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a tt varies p. U V. et B." Paris. 8.

3 Duos p. 2 Vc," Op. 29, Offenbach,

>00. Piano- forte : probably the only ge-

line piece for this instrument written by

iotti, is the " Concert p. le Clav. a 5 et 6

?tave," Op. 24, Offenbach. The other

neertos and sonatas for this instrument are

obably only his violin music arranged for

piano by other masters. Vocal : the

ly two vocal pieces composed by Viotti

e, 1. "Aria : *Consoia amato bene,' Vc.,

riecomp. d'Orch." Paris; and 2. "Aria:

he giqja,cAe contento,* c.Accomp. d'Orch.

■>. 289," Paris. Dussek has published

mo-forte variations to these airs. The

incipal pupils of the Viotti school are

xle, Alday, Libon, La Barre, J. P.

irtier, Vacher, Pixis, Mori, &c.

VISCONTI, (Gasparo) an instrumental

mposer, and probably violinist, was born

Cremona. He resided in this country at

5 beginning of the last century. Some of

i instrumental music was published at

msterdam.

VISCONTI, (Giulio) a distinguished

ilanese singer, enjoyed a high reputation

the beginning of the last century.

VITALI, (Don Anoelo) of Modena,

good composer, brought out at Venice,

1680, the music of the drama of " To

ri."

VITALI, (Filippo) bom at Florence,

3 a chanter in the pontifical chapel in

36. He published several operas of sa-

d music at Rome.

VITAL!, (Giovanni Battista) a na-

• of Cremona, enjoyed a high reputation

Italy, as a singer, towards the middle of

last century. He was also esteemed as

hurch and instrumental composer.

VITALI, (Tomaso.) This violinist flou

ted at the beginning of the last century,

1 bad the honour of being one of the

sters of the celebrated Padre Martini of

logna.

V1TO, (Padbe) a Portuguese ecclesias-

produced at the ' concert spirituet at

ris, in 1781, a Stabat Mater, in which

found two movements of great beauty,

nely, the duo " 0 quam trutit," aud the

tou II.

movement, •* Pro peccatis." This Stabat

was printed in London in 1783.

VITTORI, (Da Spoleti Loritto) a

Roman chevalier, belonged to the pontifi

cal chapel at Rome, as a sopranist, in 1662.

He was also a good composer. Amongst

his works was a favourite opera entitled

" Galatea," which he published and dedi

cated to cardinal Barbarini.

VITTORIA, (Tomaso Lunovico da)

chapel-master of the church of St. Apolli-

nare at Rome, and afterwards a singer in

the pontifical chapel, was an excellent har

monist. He printed at Rome, in 1583, a

set of masses, which he dedicated to Philip

II. king of Spain, and, two years after

wards, another set, a copy of which is

preserved in Dr. Aldrick's collection at

Christchurch, Oxford. His burial service,

or " Mezza tie Morle*' was much cele

brated, as were also his " Ptnitentiai

Psulms."

Peacham, who styles him " a very rare

and excellent author, whose vein was grave

and sweet," 'informs us that he quitted

Rome, and resided, about the year 1594, at

the court of Bavaria.

VIVALDI, (Antonio) an Italian eccle

siastic and chapel-master at the conservatory

of La Pietik at Venice, was very celebrated

both in Italy and Germany, in the first half

of the last century. He held during some

time the situation of chapel-master to Philip,

landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt, but, from

the year 1713 to his death, never quitted

Venice. He was esteemed as a great master

of the violin, and also an excellent writer

for that instrument. It is said that, one day,

whilst saying mass, a theme for a fugue sud

denly struck him, when he immediately

quitted the altar where he was officiating,

and hastened to the sacristy to write down

the theme, afterwards returning to finish

the mass ; for this conduct he was brought

before the Inquisition, who happily consi

dered him only at a musician, that is to say

as a madman, and confined their sentence

to the forbidding him to say mass in future.

VIVIANI, (Giovanni Bonaventura)

of Verona , was chapel-master to the emperor

n an
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of Germany, at Inspruck, towards the close

of the seventeenth century. We know only

the third of his published works, which

is entitled " Intreccio Armtmica di Liori

Eccleaiastici," Augsburg, 1676. He also

wrote for the theatre, and amongst his operas

was '* Astiagt," composed in 1677.

VOGEL, (Johann Christoph) born at

Nuremburg in 1756, was a pupil of Hiepel.

Very early in life he went to St. Petersburg,

and about 1 776 left Russia for Paris, where

he became second hornist in the service of

the duke de Montmorency. At that early

age he had already composed much music,

principally, however, for others, under whose

name it was published. Immediately on

his arrival in France, he took the composi

tions of Gluck for his models ; but it was

not till 1786 that he hazarded submitting to

the public his first opera, " La Toison

ttOr," which he dedicated to Gluck. This

great man.in his acknowledgment of Vogel's

dedication, thus expresses himself: " (Test

le talent dramatique qui brille tur les autrcs

quaUtis et c'est de celui-ci que je vous

fe'liciie de tout mon caeur. Cest un talent

tVantant plus rare que ce nest pas de lapra

tique que votis le tenez mais de la nature."

Vogel died of a putrid fever in 1778, at the

early age of thirty-two. At his death he

left an opera completed, entitled " Demo-

phoon," the music of which was an addi

tional proof of his dramatic talent. The

editors of the French Dictionary of Musici

ans state, that, in the year 1791, on the day

devoted to the performance of a church ser

vice, the overture to " Tlemophaon" was

played in the Champ-de-Mare by twelve

hundred wind instruments, with an unpa

ralleled effect.

VOGLEIl, (Jon ann GAsr-Ann) court-

organist and burgomaster at Weimar, was

born near Schwartzburg in 1698. He was

one of the best organ pupils of Sebastian

Bach. In 1735, he stood for the place of

organist at Hanover, which he obtained, in

preference to various other candidates. He

did not, however, take possession of the

office, as his prince constantly refused to

give him his discharge, but, as an indemni-

fication, nominated him bnrgooaflK i

above, to which place was attached ear.-

derable pecuniary emolument. Hi ixt •■

Weimar, about the year 1765.

VOGLER, (Abbi Geoeg JonraTsa

celebrated musician was born at Wttttc-

in 1749. His predilection for maae co

vered itself at a very early age, wfck :■

duced his father, at t hat time a nolm-nst

to procure his son a piano-forte, the asr.

ment to which he was most partial, a a

an experienced teacher. The boy'i tea! is.

talent soon made him equal to hisiaarat

whilst at the same time he taught hi*

to play on several other instruments ; irs.1

ing a high degree of perfection oa tie r*s-

especially. His piano forte had J

which was not at that time commta

the action of this pedal, Vogler •»* «

remarks as soon led him topropueof"

ments in its construction. He likes**

a new method of fingering the put"1

he tried with success on several ot'b-.

pupils. Without neglecting hisottes^

at the seminary of Mauheim, wbetk*

then educating for the church.be abf»

at that time several successful itte^6 '

composition, and established an *p

concert, at which, under his dirertio--

works of the best composers were petfe"*

The sublime music and religion

festivals of the Jesuits, both at WtrsN-

and at Bamberg, where he nert

to study the civil and canon ■* 1

little contributed to his aideot lme« *

musical art, and to the excitemefl

genius. Thus accomplished as aa

he was now desirous of servio[

by some appointment: as, !»««"• ^

was no immediate prospect of this, b r'

ceeded again to Mauheim, where is
rienced such marked approbation, sat -v

elector Carl Theodor sent him to

Martini at Bologna, to study cosmtr* "

liutas he found the principles be haiti*'

adopted were not in unison with the <°1'"

of this master, he went to P*h*

Padre Vallotti resided, of whose ae»*"*r

covered system he had already h*^ "

hi* arrival al Venice. Whether Vi!**1*

V

J
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r had not ever before imparted this system

) a pupil, Vogler certainly received instruc-

ons in it from him, for the space of seven

lonths j at the end of which time, the im-

atience of the pupil was such, that the

adre, who was eighty years of age, thus

ldressed him : " You seem to wish to know

i five months, that which has cost me fifty

?ars to attain I" and gave up his office of

acher. After Vogler had written recita-

re at Venice with Hasse, melodies at

ome with Misliweczek, and lastly, cho-

ses and fugues under the direction of

allotti, at the same time studying theo

ry at Padua, he returned, in 1775, to

anheim, where he succeeded to the direc-

>n of the electoral chapel. Of his subse-

lent travels, it is to be observed, that he

irsued them in Spain, Africa, Asia, and

e Armenian isles, with a view of obtain-

; the ancient, pure, and unperverted sa-

ed music of those countries. He first sub-

tted his new system of music to the ap-

obation of the academy of sciences at

aris in 1780, and then to the royal aca-

?my of London in 1783 ; and although, in

'86, he held the situation of chapel-master

Stockholm, this did not prevent him from

Julging his love of observation in foreign

□ntries. In 1 790, we find him in London,

lere he was heard with much applause on

i newly-invented Orchestrion, an instru

ct something like the Panharmonicon.

' his performance on this instrument at the

ntheon, he realized one thousand pounds

rling. The same year he returned to

rmany, where his Orchestrion was also

ird with admiration at Coblentz and

mkfort. At the latter place, his second

icerto, including Handel's celebrated Hal-

ljah arranged as three distinct themes,

onished his hearers. From hence he went

taabia, and, in Etzlingen, was presented

h the wine ofhonmtr. In the year 1792,

was again at Hamburgh, where he was

ird several times in the churches. After

return to Stockholm, he commenced, in

13, reading lectures on his introductory

tem of harmony, and pursued these

xses in two successive years. In the year

1795, he again undertook ajoumey to Paris,

in order to hear the revolutionary music of

that place. Of this opportunity he also

availed himself, to give a concert on the or

gan at the church of St Sulpice, for the be

nefit of the poor, which produced fifteen

thousand livres. On returning through Am

sterdam, he took his Orchestrion, which had

then become much worn and decayed, to

Stockholm; he there hired a spacious saloon,

with three adjoining rooms for domestic pur

poses, and had his instrument erected, in

1796, in one of the smaller rooms; it being

so placed that the whole power of its sounds

vibrated against a door, by opening or

closing of which, the pianissimo, crescendo,

and fortissimo of the instrument could be

completely produced. Some other curious

mechanism was also contrived to regulate

the sound of the Orchestrion in the saloon.

At the end of the year 1796, when the ten

years of his engagement as Swedish chapel-

master had expired, he had the satisfaction

to see that the pupils in instrumental music,

belonging to the royal music-school which

he had established, had increased to the

number of seventeen, and in that year the

academy had an orchestra of twenty-eight

Swedes, of whom four, whose united ages

did not exceed thirty-six years, executed in

public a quartet composed by Vogler ; be

sides this, several entire operas were per

formed by mere children of the singing-

school, which was then under the direction

of Haffner, as its chapel-master, and of the

son of the famous Piccini, as singing-master.

From the happy results of his various exer

tions to promote the music of Stockholm, it

is no wonder that the period of his service

was extended by the duke regent to the

eleventh year. At length he quitted Stock

holm entirely in 1799, with a pension for

life of five hundred Swedish dollars. He

next proceeded to Copenhagen, where he

produced his very successful opera of " Her

mann von Unna." He then continued for

some time at Altona, during the publication

of some of his sacred music, and, in the

summer of the year 1800, visited Berlin;

here he gave three concerts on the organ,
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the first in the garrison church, and the

second and third in the church of St. Mary.

On these occasions, he always regulated his

organ according to his own system of sim

plifications, which system met with such

approbation in Berlin, that he received a

commission from the king to build quite a

new organ according to that plan, at New

Rupin ; he at the same time much assisted

the amateur theatre at Berlin, by bringing

out his " Hermann von Unna." He quitted

Berlin at the end of the year 1800. The

next intelligence concerning him, was from

Prague, where, in 1801, he delivered his

introductory discourse, as a public teacher

of music; the question proposed by him

being, "What is an academy of music 1"

Previously to his pronouncing this discourse,

his patent of appointment by the imperial

government was read, upon which coun

sellor TJngar declared his nomination to the

governorship of the institution. He then

advertised his lectures on theoretical music,

and in these bills styled himself Protono-

tarius apostolicus, formerly elect, palat.

consistory counsellor, first chapel-master and

public teacher of music, and pensioner of

his majesty the king of Sweden, and now

musician extraordinary at Prague. It is

said that he delivered these lectures, at first,

to a numerous auditory. In 1803, he left

Prague for Vienna, being invited to write

an opera for one of the theatres there. On

this occasion the newspapers related an

anecdote, which, if not true, deserves to be

so. " Abbe Vogler," says the story, " went

to pay a visit to the celebrated craniologist

Dr. Gall, but did not make himself known.

The conversation soon turned upon the in

fallibility of the relation between the con

struction of the skull and the sentiments of

the individual. Vogler pretended to start

a great many objections. The doctor's

attention being thereby excited, he began

to examine Vogler's head, and discovered

on it all the symptoms of a great mu

sician ; telling him flatly, that he had better

mind his music, of which he was probably

a better judge than of craniology. On

this the', abbe1 discovered himself." When

the war broke out in 1804, be left Asia

for Bavaria, where, at Munich, on ocraa

of the nuptials of the princess, he repre-tE.'.-:

his opera of " Castor nnd Polks," iia

great success ; he afterwards made t K

to Frankfort and the neighbouring pise,

and was then invited to Darmstadt bj tit

grand duke. Here he met with mod eat*-

ragement, the grand duke imroedutd; a-

gaging him in his service, with a salirt «

three thousand florins, and free heard ni

lodging ; he also conferred on hio t»e fc

nity of privy counsellor of spiritual ito

at the same time he presented himmtk-

orderof merit of the first class, udipposs

him director of the court orchestra.

We must not omit to observe, thattk *

able musicians. Winter and Kaeeht

pupilsof Vogler's music-school atilia^

It should likewise be noticed respeeHf

Orchestrion, that he worked fourpji'

its arrangement. In 1797, he pref

Stockholm another new invented insjoii

named the Organo Chordium. Itwsra

factured by an able piano-forte auk '

that town named Rackwitz, and, ilifc

afterwards excited much admirtiiffl '

much so that several of them were mis

The following are amongst toe abbe Vsff

principal works. Books, essays, it- : '

merkungen uber die der Musis tartin*

teste liauart eincs Musikckors;" "J"*

tisch kritische sergliederung da

vierstimmigeu singesatzes ia to* Hn *

sikdircctor Knecht in Musik gtstt:a e*

Psalms;" " Verbesserung der Ftrmf

Veranderungen," Frankfort, 1793 ; " if

duction to the Art of Harmon]," &*'

holm, 1795, in the Swedish langwge;"''

ganisten-Sckule mil 90 Seivedudrt *

rSlen," Stockholm, 1797; " Slme"

Generalbassschule," Stockholm,179!^lr

ral System," Copenhagen, 1800; *^*r

rung fiber Hrn Knechts Htrwtvmk,''a*1

work he explains his simplificiuaa

" Handbuch zttr Harmonielekrt,"

1802; " t'ergleichungsplm dertfrif"*

dcr nun uiugeschajfeneu Orgtl «•

thause zu Miini/ien," Munich, 1807;''*''

die harmonischc Akustik
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ttfalle Hfusikalische bildungtiaeige," Mu-

ich, 1807; and " Grundlicke anleitung

um Klavierstimmen fiir die, welche em

utes GrA»rAaA«i,"Stuttgard, 1807. Operas :

Albert der dritte von Bayer*," in five acts,

lunich, 1781 ; " Gustavus Adolphus,"

tockholm, 1791 ; " Castor und Pollux,"

lanheim, 1791 ; " Hermann von Unna,"

Copenhagen, 1800; and "Samori," grand

pera, Vienna, 1804. Amongst his chamber

tusic, which is chiefly for the piano-forte

ith violin accompaniments, we may dis-

nguish a curious work entitled " Poly-

wtos, ou Caractcrcs de Musique de difft-

rntei Nations, pour Clav. avec 2 V., A., et

I." Speier, 1792. Amongst his church

impositions are many beautiful hymns, and

delightful motet entitled " Borate eali."

nis is printed, with the Latin and also

English words, in the Vocal Anthology,

VOIGT, (C.) organist at Waldenburg,

i Saxony, towards the middle of the last

;ntury. He wrote, in the year 1740, a

ialogue on music between an organist and

is deputy, in which the abuses prevalent

) musical performances at that period are

igorously controverted.

VOIGT, (Johann Ciiristopii) cham-

er-musician at Eisenach, in Upper Sazony,

'as born at Eisleben in 1689. lie was

minent as an organist. His death took

lace at Eisenach in 1731.

VOIGT, (C. C.) town-musician of Os-

;rwick, in Saxony, and an excellent vio-

oist, flourished about the year i770.

VOIGT, (Johann Geobo Hermann)

>u of the preceding, and organist of St.

homas's church at Leipsic, was born at

isterwick in 1769. He received the rudi-

icnts of his musical education, partly from

is father, and partly from J. G. Rose, town-

tusician of Quedlinburg. On the death of

is father, about the year 1780, he was ap-

renticed by his guardiau, for a term ofyears,

> another musician, under whom he studied

arious stringed and wind instruments.

In the completion of his apprenticeship in

le year 1788, he went to Leipsic, where he

.as appoiutcd violinist and solo performer

n the hautboy at the principal concert;

from thence, in 1790, he removed to Zeiti,

being elected organist ofthe principal church

in that town. In 1801, he returned to

Leipsic, being invited to fill the situations

of organist of St. Peter's church, and of

violinist and concerto-violoncellist in the

concert orchestra. In the following year

he obtained his first-named appointment.

Voigt published at Offenbach and Leipsic

several operas of instrumental music, and

left many manuscript compositions at his

death, which took place at Leipsic in 1811.

VOIGT, (Augustus) a German musi

cian, resident, for many years past, in this

country, was born at Munden, (the Rich

mond, in point of scenery, of the kingdom

of Hanover) about the year 1779. His pa

rents were in a respectable line of business,

and gave their son a liberal education at

the principal school of the town. His dis

position for music evinced itself from in

fancy, and was first called into activity by

the following circumstance. When he was

between six and seven years of age, a French

itinerant harper passed through Munden,

whose playing so delighted him that he ear

nestly requested his father to buy strings for

an old harp, which (together with a clavi

chord) had for years remained in the house

unused, and in a most neglected state. The

father assented, when, to his surprise, the

child strung and tuned the instrument him

self. This he was enabled to do by some

little knowledge of the scale, which he had

picked up at the town singing-school, where

(as is the case with almost all German

children) he had been taught church sing

ing. Proceeding entirely by ear, he was

soon able to play various popular airs on his

harp, his chief reward in their attainment

being the satisfaction derived by his mother.

At the age of thirteen, he was apprenticed

to a wealthy merchant of Gottingen, by the

name of Elberfeld : here it happened that

the whole of the family were musical, and

saw much of the first company, both of the

town and neighbourhood. By this means

youngVoigt became acquainted with several

students of good family and fortune, who

were as musical as himself, and formed with
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them little concerts, chiefly on Sunday

evenings. The whole of his days at Mr.

Elberfeld's being, however, engaged in mer

cantile pursuits, the only opportunities he

could procure for musical practice were

taken from his night's rest. When the fa

mily retired to bed, he was accustomed to

steal to the piano-forte, and would frequently

remain there (playing pianissimo, that he

might not disturb the family) till two or

three in the morning, rising again, after an

hour's repose, to renew his occupation. By

this means, joined to the competition which

naturally sprung up between himself and

his young musical friends, it is easy to con

ceive that after two or three years of his ap-

prenticehip, he found himself capable of

the earlier stages of composition, such as,

for instance, to write in notes any air that

was sung to him, and attach a bass to it.

His favourite composer at this period, aiul

to the study of whose works he especially

devoted himself, was Mozart. On the com

pletion of his apprenticeship of five or six

years, young Voigt returned to his parents,

and thence, after a few months, proceeded

to Bremen in a mercantile situation. Here

he had more leisure for pursuing his musical

studies, and renewed his acquaintance with

a bookseller of the town, whom he had

known as a student at Gottingen, and who

lent him various theoretical works on music.

It was now that he first began seriously to

turn his mind to composition, and amongst

his earliest original productions was a ballad

entitled " Rinaldini," which attained an ex

traordinary degree of popularity in Ger

many. By this circumstance, however, his

prospects in life do not seem to have been

benefited, as the notoriety given to him by

tliis little song, was the occasion of his

being tempted into gay and dissipated

ciety. Just at that period he lost his mother,

and with her, as he still says, all his com

fort. He was then recalled home by his fa

ther, and after a short stay returned to Bre

men, from whence he soon afterwards pro-

ceededto Holland, to make an effort for the

partial recovery of a loss he had experienced

through the damage, from sea water, of a

small mercantile adventure he hadnlun

for that country. In this he w» ase-

cessful ; and hearing, when at Rottiltt.

that an English packet was aboat : sti,

he resolved to put in execution i »te a

had long felt to see this country. Seme

had he arrived here, when the froer:;;;

possession of Hanover. He then fcuei

requisite to look out for some pemuc

line of provision in England ; ad

being still nearest to his heart, he unit »

of such casual opportunities and iattrtfe ■

presented themselves, to obtain a brtk!

by the musical profession. His 6i* vet

in this country was " t'ariatini fa r.

P. F. to an Air in the tkmev-Wn

which, with an English song cilW

tenet," the words by Rosa Miufck, a

another ballad, he sold to !>:•■.'- ■

Wilkinson, receiving liberal terns, b

couraged by this first success, be iadoev

bly pursued his musical career, and «^

at Hackney, where, during nine j»'

enjoyed a fair proportion of patrossn,

as a teacher and composer. Hi hut?

resided in London, and has psto--

for a series of years, a vast variety of >"i

and instrumental music, from rrnptf

to the simplest ballad. To ccccJ-

reader should bear in mind that lie t-~

of a musical composer, throws in lit

of a foreign metropolis to obtain a M-

hood, should not be judged alow bp

nature of the majority of his pnbliraw

It must be expected that a young a**'

genius, circumstanced as Voigt w» « '-

first arrival in this country, would SB*

the greater part of his tune to rock W

compositions as were either ordered h &■

trade, or would be sure to brings pudf

in the market. How many, indent, i

best native musicians sacrifice tie

order of their talents at a similar »kr«.u'

without the same necessity. We •*

ture, however, to say, that those

lowly the talents of this most

self-taught musician, do him u ■r***'

and we will refer them for the cnrBfe1"

tion of our opinion to Voigt's hst-**3

" is either pafci^*
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st about to be, by Breitkopf and Hartel at

eipsic. We can also recommend, ax a

iccimen of his taste in adaptation, a collect

>a of German hyms, just printed by Slier-

ood.

VOLLLEMONT, (Punnx) bora at

royea in the year 1750, was first destined

y hU father for the ecclesiastical profcs-

> m, but evincing from an early age a strong

opensity for music, he was permitted to

u<ly that science under several excellent

tasters. In 1774, he was appointed chapel-

taster at Angers, in which town he com-

osed much admired church music. Shortly

efore the French revolution, he stood for the

lace of master of the choristers of the ca-

ledral of Notre Dame at Paris, aud was

letted in preference to several competi-

Drs. He did not, however, enter on the

office after his election, but returned to

V ngers, where, at the beginning of the re-

olution, the church service being put an

■nd to, he devoted himself to teaching

nusic. He was the founder of the concert

it Angers,which, for many years afterwards,

was very successful under his direction.

VOLKERT, (Fbanz) a German musi

cian, probably resident at Vienna, where

be published, in 1802, "Senatepour k Clav.

avec V. et B."

VOLKMAR, (Tobias) a distinguished

church composer, music director, and cho

rister, at Hinchberg, in Silesia, was born in

1678. He studied composition under Jo-

bann Krieger of Zittau, whose solemn and

profound style he so completely adopted

that he was called, at Hirschberg, Krieger

the second. He was still living in 1740.

VOLKMAR, (A. B.) professor of music

to the landgrave of Hesse-Rheinfels-Ro-

thenburg in 1799, was a pupil of the ex

cellent organist Vierling. Amongst his pub

lished works are " Sammlung IcichieT Or-

gclst&che fur 1 oder 2 Klav., und Pcd.,"

Leipsic, 1796, and " 3 Simatinen fir das

Klav. mil V. und Vc," Offenbach, 1799.

VON ESCH, a celebrated German in

strumental composer, chiefly for the piano

forte. He resided several years in this

country at the close of the last and begin-

ning of the present century, and had previ

ously been living at Paris, in which city,

subsequently to the year 1786, he had pub

lished eight operas of piano-forte and harp

music. Amongst his works published in

this country are the following. For the

piano-forte: "Sonata," dedicated to Mrs.

Flint; "Sonata.with V.and Vc. Ace," de

dicated to the countess of Antrim; "So

nata, with Accfor 2 V. and Vc," dedicated

to Miss Mann ; " Divertimento," dedicated

to Miss Fielding; "Sonata, with Acc.for

Ft., V., et Vc.," Op. 14; " Divertisement

Turquc i" " J'ai vu Lise, Air and Rondo ,•"

" La Colombe retrouve'c, Air and Rondo ;"

" King of Prussia's Welcome Waltz, with

Var.:" " Marche et Valse avec Var.;"

" Pastorale et Gigue Anglais avec Var. ;"

" Sicilienne et Cherzendo avec Var.;" "Un

Moment de Loisir, avec Var. ;" " Diverti

mento Turquc," duet ; "First Triofor 'wo

or three Performers i" and "Second ditto."

Goulding's and Clementi's Cat.

VOSSIUS, (Gerap.d John) born at a

small town in the neighbourhood of Heidel

berg, was a man of universal learning and

abilities. He commenced his studies at

Dort about the year 1590, and, ten years

afterwards, was chosen director of the col

lege in that place, though at the time only

twenty-three years of age. In 1614, he

was appointed director of the theological

college, which the states of Holland had

then lately founded in the university of

Leyden. Before he received this latter

appointment, Vossius had attached himself

to the profession of divinity, and had warmly

espoused the side of Arminius at the famous

synod of Dort. These principles, and his

history of the Pelagian controversy, recom

mended him to the notice of archbishop

Laud, who procured for him a prebendal

stall in the church of Canterbury, with per

mission to hold it notwithstanding his re

sidence at Leyden. On this promotion he

came over to England to be installed, and

having received an honorary degree of doc

tor of laws at Oxford, returned to Leyden ;

from whence, in 1633, he removed to Am

sterdam, and became the first professor of
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history in the college then newly founded I

in that city. He died at this place in the |

year 1649, at the age of seventy-two.

Vossius published at Amsterdam, in 1650,

a work " De quatuor Artibm popularibus,"

and afterwards another, " De Universa Ma-

thesias Natura et Compoaitione ;" in each

of which ace contained many curious parti

culars relative to music and musicians.

VOSSIUS, (Isaac) son of the preceding,

was born at Leyden in the year 1618, and,

under the instruction of his father, soon be

came distinguished for his proficiency in

academical learning. He was honoured by

the patronage of Christina, queen of Swe

den, who invited him to her court, and was

taught by him the Greek language. About

the year 1652, having, however, formed a

design of writing against Salmasius, who at

that time stood high in her favour, the queen

withdrew her regard, and dismissed him

from any further attendance.

At the death of his father, Vossius was

offered the situation of professor of history

in the university of Leyden, but he thought

proper to decline it. In 1670, he came into

England, and at Oxford was admitted to

an honorary degree of doctor of laws. Three

years afterwards he was made a canon of

Windsor by order of king Charles II., who

permitted him to reside in the castle, where

he died in the year 1688.

Of his works, the most popular is his

treatise "De Poematum Cantio et Viribus

Rhythmi," printed at Oxford in 1673.

This he begins by a remark, that music is

of two kinds, namely, such as consist of

sounds only, and such as consist of sounds

joined to words. He then gives an account

of the Thythms of the ancient Greeks, and of

the various kinds of metrical feet used in

their verses, all of which he affects to ad

mire with rapture. His contempt of mo

dern music and musicians he freely ex

presses, and says that all the powers of ex

citing the passions by music had ceased

above a thousand years before hit riot. Co

the controverted question, Whether the i>

cients were acquainted with music in as

sonance? he, with the utmost cooadent.

gives it as his decided opinion thai ttft

were. The improvement of the miss!

scale has, he says, erroneously been acnor.

to Guido ; since, in forming his scak, i

derived all his ideas from the organ ui

harps of his time, which consisted, the as

of twenty pipes, and the other of tw

strings. As to the application of lit s; -■

blcs, he considers that to be an ima***

no use whatever. The invention oi is

canlus iiicnsurabitii, the substitute for 'is

ancient rhythms, he holds in the obwscc

tempt. The arguments against the nr

fection of ancient music, arising fne i

form of the instruments, he endeawos,"*

in vain, to refute.

In the course of this work the iwvJ

lavish of his censures of the ignores*

folly of other writers on music, ti*»

own enthusiasm and bigotry hivthin

widely open to the latter impabtuL -

short, it abounds with evidence tl

gross credulity for which its antbor » F-

known to have been remarkable. T»

however, is by no means the oalj

with which he is charged ; his partiafo c

the ancients, his bold and hasty erodes5

his affected contempt of all modern isp'*

raents, his insolent treatment of sett jt>

sons as differed from him in opinion, in-

above all, his vanity, have placed -

the foremost rank of literary coiomui i

to his work, its general character

given in a few words : it is a futile, o»c

factory, and, for the most part, nauiA"

ble disquisition.

VULPIUS, (Melchior) an en*'

church composer, was bom at Waaars-1

Thuringia, about the year 1560. Ht po

lished in 1604, at Leipsic, a cboral

second edition of which appeared it •'in

in 1609.
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WACH, (Carl Gottfried Wimielm)

, performer on the double bass at Leipsic,

ras born at Loban in 1755. He was con-

idered an excellent performer, and also

rranged much dramatic music for instru-

icntal pieces. Amongst his works are

Lt Prisonnier," an opera of Delia Maria's,

rranged as quintets, Leipsic, 1803, and

Die Schweise Famitic," opera by Weigl ,

rranged as quintets, Leipsic, 1811.

WAELRANT, (Ubehto) a celebrated

leraish composer, was born in 1517. He

sided chiefly in Italy, where many of his

or L s were published , and the remainder

t Antwerp. He was the principal pro-

loter of the use of the syllable si in solmi-

ltion, in addition to the six Guidonian syl-

ibles. He died at Antwerp in 1595, in

le seventy-eighth year of his age. Amongst

is works are " Cantiones Neapolitans 3 et

voc," Venice, 1565; " Symphonia an-

rlica, 4, 5, 6, 7, et 8 voc.," Antwerp and

enice, 1594 ; " Madrigali e Canzoni

ratteen <i 5 voci," Antwerp, 1558 ; and

Sinfonia angelica dadiversi Musici, & 4—6

<ci," Antwerp, 1585. A very beautiful

ecimen of the madrigals of this master is

be found in the Vocal Anthology.

WAERT, (Giaches di) a celebrated

emisli contrapuntist, flourished at Ant-

erp about the year 1560.

\VAGENSEIL, (GEonc Ciiristoph)

amber-musician to the emperor of Ger-

my, wa3 born in the year 1688, and was

ing iu 1784.

From the spirited compositions of this mas-

: for the harpsichord, before the piano-forte

is brought to any perfection in our coun-

f, the lovers of music, observes Dr. Bur-

y, received great delight. The Germans

ig allowed Wagenseil's sonatas to be

■itten in a lively and easy style ; but those

isicians who are attached to the more

fined and expressive style of Emmanuel

tcb> consider them as too trifling.

WAGNER, (Georg Gottfried) cho

rister atPlauen, in Voigtland, was born at

Muhlberg iu 1698. Besides the harpsi

chord, he studied the violin and several

other instruments, his progress on which

was much facilitated by the opportunities

afforded him of hearing the best musicians

at Leipsic. The celebrated Bach having

succeeded Kuhnau, Wagner had now the

opportunity of hearing the works of this

great master during a period of three years,

and till he got his first-named appointment,

in 1726, which he still held in 1740. He

composed much church and instrumental

music, all of which remained in manuscript.

WAGNER, (Carl) a celebrated per

former on the horn, belonging to the chapel

royal at Darmstadt in 1795, was also con

sidered a good vocal and instrumental com

poser. He was a pupil of Portmann, after

whose death he published a new edition of

his master's method for the horn.

WAINWRIGHT. See Mrs. Stewart.

WALDER, (J.J.) a musician at Zurich,

in Switzerland, about the year 1790,

published in that town, in 1788, a method

for singing, also, about the same time, seve

ral collections of songs.

WALKER, (Jose™ C.) an English

author, published in London, in 1786, a

work entitled " Historical Memoirs of the.

Irish Bards, interspersed with Anecdotes of,

and occasional Observations on, the Music

of Ireland; also an Historical and De

scriptive Account of the Musical Instru

ments of the Ancient Irish ; and an Ap

pendix, containing several Biographical and

other Papers, with select Irish Melodies."

WALLIS, (John) doctor of divinity, an

eminent divine and mathematician, was

born at Ashford, in Kent, in the year 1 616.

From the grammar-school at Eelsted, in

Essex, he went to Emanuel college, Cam

bridge, but was afterwards elected fellow

of Queen's college. About the year 1640,
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he was admitted into holy orders, and, leav

ing the university, became domestic chap

lain to sir Richard Darley and the lady

Vere. Four years after his admission to or

ders, he was chosen one of the scribes or

secretaries to the assembly of divines at

Westminster. In 1649, he was made Savi-

lian professor of geometry at Oxford; on

which occasion he entered himself at Exe

ter college, and was admitted to the degree

of master of arts, and, in 1654, to that of

doctor in divinity. Soon after this, on the

decease of Dr. Gerard Langbaine, he was

appointed custors archivorum of the univer

sity.

He was one of those persons whose pri

vate meetings for the improvement of phi

losophy by experiments gave rise to the

institution of the royal society ; and after its

establishment, he was not only a constant

attendant on, but a frequent correspondent

of, this society.

His learning was not less deep than it

was extensive, and a singular degree of

acuteness and penetration is discoverable in

all his writings ; the only parts of which,

necessary to be mentioned, are his edition

of Ptolemy, with the appendix entitled

" De veterum Harmotiia ad hotliemam com-

parata ;" his " Porphyrii in Harmonica

Ptolomai Commentarius, ex CodJUS.Grace

et l.ut tin: edilus;" and " Manuclis Hryentui

Harmonica, ex Cod. MS.;" all contained in

the third volume of his works, printed at

Oxford in the year 1669.

Dr. Wallis was also the author of various

musical papers inserted in the Philosophical

Transactions , particularly a discourse on the

trembling of consonant strings ; another on

the division of the monochord ; another on

the imperfection of the organ ; and the

fourth on the strange effects reported of

music in former times.

He died in 1703, in the eighty-eighth

year of his age.

WALLISSER, (Ciiristoph Thomas) di

rector of music in the cathedral of St. Tho

mas, also to the university of Strasburg

from the year 1599, died in that town iu

1648. He published, in 1611, a work eu-

titled " Mttsicm figvralis praerptt km.

facili acperxpicua methodo enscrifU <! m

captum tyronum accomodata, o/f.;" fcCk

rns nubium ex s/ristophanis cssifii: ■

erquale* compositus ,- et cfwri staid wi

Elia, dramati sacra tragico tctfuia-"

Strasburg, 1613; " Chen mad «■

harmonicis 4, 5, 11 6 cocum mmerii in-

nati et in Chariclis tragica covudie it £■

gentoratensis academiar theatn esUih.

interpositi," Strasburg, 1641. Tkii n

one of the first attempts made is Genus

to imitate the Greek, or rather the late

custom of introducing choruses in dnsc:

pieces.

WALMISLEY, (Thomas Fo«B)te

in the year 1783. He is the third mt

the late William Walmisley, Esq. ckne

the papers to the house of lords. Ht ■

ceived the rudiments of his muBCjle**

tion in the choir of Westminster abbei. o

| of his classical studies in Wean*

school, and, in 1798, was introdua

honourable John Spencer (who E» ^

siructed him in playing) to AttroU-

ganist and composer to his majesty's eb»

royal, &c etc. under whom he stated s

piano, organ, and counterpoint, hi m

he began his career as a teacher d ■

piano and singing, and, in 1605, asics-

poser of vocal music.

In 1810, he married the eldest tart*

of William Capon, Esq., (draugbOBU »

his royal highness the duke of Y«t) i

of superior endowments, by whon b ■

five sons and three daughters, la 181- s

became assistant organist at St. Mm* 1 -

the Fields, which situation he shll rea*

Among his most popular works ire tk p"

lowing. Cantatas and canzonets: *T'

Sailor," " The Soldier." Both the* «■

are in a better style than the pamf '

such compositions ; the former psmto *

the character of the cantata, ana1

many good passages. " O Afemtef,' "Jj

Hope," " To-morrow^' " 0

"The Tear," "Thgru," "ft"""

fresh," duet, "Dear is the dank,"

" The Weird Sister of the Lai*.* •*

rounds and trios: " The F<*r) 1

m
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tale," three voices ; this is light, elegant,

od expressive : " Ye mariners of Eng-

tnd," four voices, with double accompani-

lent for the piano-forte ; " Underneath

lis stone doth lie," round for four voices ;

lis is in a chaste subdued style, the theme

plain, but the harmony is rich ; "O'er Me

Uid water)," round for four voices ; " Six

lees, for 3, 4, 5, and 6 Foiees," inscribed

Attwood ; "iVo wore with unavailing

ve," for four voices; "Hail, lovely

>wer," for four voices ; " The Bride's

rreath," for four voices; "As those we

ve decay" for three voices ; " Busy, Curt

is, thirsty fly," for four voices; and

/■rom flower to flower" for five voices ;

liick latter is considered as a smooth and

iwing theme, answered in the several

irts with considerable skill and facility ;

i general character is taste rather than

lergy, level general effect rather than

ce.

WALTER, (G.) a voluminous instru-

ental composer, resident at Paris, was

so a good violinist. His principal pub-

;hed works bear date from the year 1790

1800.

WALTER, (Ionaz) singer in the elec-

•al chapel at Metz, was born in Bohemia

1 759. He was a pupil in composition of

apel-master Starzer of Vienna. He com-

sed many operettas, also some church

d instrumental music, up to the year

00.

WALTHER (Johann Gottfried) was

a family that, from the time of Luther,

tvnwards, has produced many excellent

isicians. He flourished in the first half

the last century, and was organist of the

irclies of St. Peter and Paul in the city of

?imar, and is said by Mattheson to have

iked among the most famous organists

i composers for the organ of his time.

The friends of music have the highest

igation to him, as the author of a la-

ious and most valuable work, compiled

him, and published at Leipsic in 1732,

itled " Musicalisches Leseicon, oder

tsicalische Bibliothec," in a large oc-

o volume, containing not only an cx-

planation, in the manner of Pro-sard, of

all the terms used in music, but memoirs of

musicians in all ages and all countries,

from the first institutors of the science down

to his own time.

WALTHER, (Johann) one of the most

celebrated contrapuntists of the sixteenth

century, was chapel-master to the elector

Maurice of Saxony, at Dresden. In the

library of the duke of Saxe Coburg is to be

found a mauuscript collection of German

and Latin hymns, which were sung by the

Protestants in the time of Luther. It has

the following motto :

11 Si nescis Christum et vim is Ariona cautil

Debctur musii gloria nulla tuis."

The greatest of his works is, however, the one

entitled " Wittembcrgisch Teutsch Geistl.

Gesangb&chleinmit 4 undSstimmen, durch

Johann Walthern, Churfurstlichen von

Sachsen Sengcrmeistern aufs neuc mit

Vleiss corrigirt, und mit vielen schonen

lieilern gebessert und gemehrt," Witten-

burg, 1544. It contains sixty-three German

hymns for four, five, and six voices, and

thirty-seven Latin hymns for four and five

voices.

WANHAL, (Johann.) See Vanhall.

WARE (F.) was born about the year

1775. He was for many years first tenor

player at the theatre royal Covent-garden ; he

was also leader of the concerts at the music-

hall in Liverpool, and at Vauxhall. At

present he is first tenor at the King's theatre

in the Haymarket.

WARREN, (E. T.) an English musician,

and author of a work entitled " Reliques of

Ancient Music." He also published an

annual collection of catches and glees, and

a monthly collection of the same, both of

which works are still in high repute. He

flourished in the last thirty years of the

eighteenth century.

WARWICK (Thomas) was organist of

Westminster abbey, and also one of the

organists of the chapel royal. He com

posed a song in forty parts, which was per

formed, in 1635, by forty musicians, before

king Charles II.

Sir Philip Warwick, secretary of the
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treasury in the reign of Charles II., was

his son.

WATKINS, (Thomas Philip) born in

the year 1 799, was placed at an early age,

by the Earl of Darlington, under the tuition

of W. H. Ware, the leader at Covent-garden

theatre, and at the age of fifteen was engaged

as a performer in the orchestra there. He

was also a short time under Griffen for the

piano, Lanza for singing, and Eley for com

position. At eighteen he became a per

former at the king's concert of ancient

music. In 1819, he was placed by Mr.

Bishop in the Philharmonic band, and, in

1821, was reengaged by Bishop for the

proprietors of Covent-garden, at a liberal

salary, as second leader, and the same year

was elected a member of the royal society

of musicians. He has written various songs,

glees, and piano-forte sonatas, but none of

which are as yet published.

WATSON, (Thomas) an English musi

cian and poet, published in London, in 1590,

a work entitled " The first Set of Italian

Madrigah Englished, 'not to the Sense of

the original Dittie, but after the Affection

of the Noate." Some of the works of Luca

Marenzio are in this collection.

WEBB, (Daniel, Esq.) an English

author and amateur musician, published in

London, in the latter part of the last cen

tury, a work entitled " Observations on the

Correspondence between Poetry andMusic"

He died in 1798.

WEBBE (Samuel) was born in 1740.

His father was of high respectability and

independent fortune, but dying suddenly at

Minorca, whither he went to assume an

office under government, while his son was

an infant, and the family property being

alienated from the rightful descendants, his

widow was reduced to such comparative

indigence, that her son received but very

little education, and was apprenticed to the

trade of cabinet-maker, at the very early

age of eleven. His disposition was averse

from so mechanical an employment; and

his indenture was no sooner concluded, than

he determined not to follow his trade. He

applied himself to the study of Latin, His

mother died in less than a year after fa

period, and he had recourse to eopjisj

music for his support, though as yet whoDj

unacquainted with the art, to which, be«-

ever, he was very much attached. From

German professor, named Barbandt,org«2)st

to the Bavarian chapel in London, vnti

whom he became acquainted in the aw*

of his business as a copyist, he acquired lis

rudiments of music. In the mean time ks

industry was so unceasing, that, when Ml;

employed , he would write from five in tie

morning till twelve at night, and when tks

was not the case, he pursued the stodr i

music ; having also obtained a respecubn

knowledge of Latin, he turned to the ii-

quisition of French. At the age of bresr-

three he married, and the birth of acini!

added to his difficulties. His ardour fe

knowledge, however, seemed to angmest

with his embarrassments, and he no* f►

gaged an Italian master. Soon after tks

he began to teach music, and to coops ,

and scarcely a year passed without his re

ceiving a prize medal, and sometimes tn,

for his glees, from the glee club, dom to

the time when this donation to merit «r

discontinued. He subsequently acquiw- 1

competent, and indeed extensive, kno«Wp

of the German and 1 lebrew ; nor did te

neglect the manly exercises, for he is sasi

to have excelled both in fencing and te

eing. These high accomplishments *«

accompanied with a simplicity and good

ness of heart, which endeared him to &

whole circle of his connections.

Webbe's glees and part-songs hart ncs

collected and published in three voliw

and they amount to no less than one kin

dred and seven compositions. We hi"

subjoined the list, and this coUeeOA

though it by no means comprises all bis

works, for he has written masses and *>- •

which have attained a great celebrity, n»J

yet be considered as comprehending tbo«

parte which have most essentially cooti-

buted to his fame : " As o'er the ft*i

meads," " A generous frxeniskif!'

Nancy dmiced," "Arise, ye wauls,"

the moments roll," "Around tit fa**"
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ard," "Alas, how vain," "Awake, tweet

ae," " Belinda's sparkling wit," " Bac-

<is, Jove's delighted boy," " Breathe soft,

winds," " Balmy zejihyrs," " Bid me,

ten forty winters," " Come live with

," " Come rosy health," " Cecilia more

in all," " Cupid, my pleasure," " Come

sh round," " Discord, dire sister,"

Daughter sweet," " Divine Cecilia,"

Fair eye of night," " Glorious Apollo,"

Great Bacchus," " Hither, all ye loves,"

Hail, happy meeting," " Hence, all ye

In delights" u Hail, music," u If love

d all the world," " In care and sorrow,"

VU enjoy the present time," " Let not

>e" " Live to-day," ' ' Music's the lan-

age," 14 Me Bacchus fires," " Myfair

beautiful," " My name it is slight,"

Vow frii prrjtared" ** Nonfide al mar,"

0 night," 61 O lot*," " On his death-

!," " 0 come, O bella," " Pretty

irbler," " Qvand io bevo," " Bise, my

I," " Sister of Pheebus," " Seek not to

au» me," u Surely that's the charming

lid," " Since Tm born a mortal man,"

So fullof life," " Swiftlyfrom themoun-

in't brow," " Sweet bird," " To me the

mton girls," " Thy voice, O harmony,"

The Spring" " To the festive board"

There behold the mighty bowl," " 'Tis

ittty calls," " The mighty conqueror,"

Thy beauteous eyes," " The death offair

hms," •' The girl that I love," " To

■ pale tyrant," " The sun that sets,"

ro the gods of the ocean,*' '* The man

o in his breast,*' 11 The fragrant paint-

•," " The gods of wit and wine," "To

e I wake,*' " The glorious sun," *( True

the needle," " To a heart full of love,"

The blossom so pleasing" 11 Wheninno-

\ee and beauty" " When charming

toe" " When shall we three meet again,"

Vhn can be happy," " When winds

athe soft," •' When nature formed,"

Vhere'er my Delia comes," " Wine gives

lover vigour," " Wanton gales,"

That brightjoy," " When we dwell*' I

y<e our short lives will measttrfy*

Vhert hapless Ilion? *' What may I

iee," - With breath," " Wine anil

good cheer," nnd " You gave me your

heart"

W£BB£, (Samuel, jun.) eldest too of

the preceding, was born in London about

the year 1770. He received his principal

instructions in music from his father, and

early in life was considered an excellent

pianist and organist. He soon also attained

eminence as a composer of part-songs ; one

or more of his works of that description

having been adjudged the prize medal from

the glee club. About the year 1798, we

believe, he settled in Liverpool for some

time. He has since, however, returned to

London, where, a few years since, he en

gaged with Messrs. Logier and Kalkbrenner

in the conduct of a musical school on Lo-

gier's system. He is at present organist of

the Spanish ambassador's chapel, near Man

chester-square. Amongst his numerous

vocal works we can mention the following.

Songs: "Til sing of love," " Farewell to

Nortkmaven," " Harp on the Willow,"

" Love wakes and weeps," " Ode to Soli

tude." Duet : " In Celia'tface." Glees :

" Stay, ok. stay, tkou lovely shade," three

voices ; " Sir Airs from Beggar's Opera,

harmonized ;" ttOne morning very early,''

four voices ; " Come away, death,*' four

voices; and " Gentle stranger, have you

seen." Webbe has also ably arranged, as

motets, seven different pieces from the well-

known " Passione" of Haydn. He has also

composed a "i><ifrmoj/>r,"and other music

for the Catholic church, some ofwhich may

be found in Novello's collection of motets.

WEBER, (Bebnhard Anselm) chapel-

master to the king of Prussia at Berlin,

was born at Manheim in 1766. He was

first educated for the church, at the same

time receiving instructions in music from

the abbe1 Vogler, Holzbauer, and Einber-

ger. In 1787, he was elected conductor of

the orchestra in Grossmann's theatre at

Hanover. Here he remained three years,

when he was invited by the abW Vogler

to accompany him in a journey through

part of Germany, Holland, and the north of

Europe. They remained for some time at

Stockholm, where Weber produced a mass,
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a Te Drum, and several other pieces for

the church. In 1792, we find him at Berlin,

from whence, in the following summer, he

proceeded to Vienna, where he became

known to the celebrated Salieri, who gave

him much encouragement in theatrical com-

position. He was appointed to his first-

ji. uned situation in the year 1803. His

works consist chiefiy of dramatic pieces and

piano-forte music, bearing date from the

year 1784 to 1810.

WEBER, (Dionys) a vocal and instru

mental composer, resident at Prague in the

year 1800. He is considered in Germany

to be a man of much talent.

WEBER, (Dr. Friedbich August) a

physician at Heilbronn, was born there in

1753. He was a distinguished musical

amateur and composer, and wrote many

theoretical and practical works. He died

at Heilbronn in 1806.

WEBER, (Georo) organist of the ducal

chapel at Wurtzburg in 1807,was considered

an eminent organist, pianist, and professor

of music. Some of his works, both instru

mental and vocal, have been published.

WEBER, (Gottfried) a professor of

music at Manheim, was born in 177D. He

published several masses and other sacred

pieces, also some part-songs, dedicated to

the abb6 Vogler, and various operas of

instrumental music. His best works bear

date from the year 1807 to 1813.

WEBER, (Edmund von) director of the

music at the court theatre in Salzburg, in

1797, was a pupil of Haydn. He is elder

brother of the celebrated C. M. Von Weber.

Some of his instrumental works have been

published. He has also composed some

dramatic pieces.

WEBER, (Carl Maria von.) This

popular composer was born in the small

town of Eutin, in Holstein, in the year

1 787. No pains were spared in his educa

tion ; and as he very early evinced a pas

sion for music, his father procured for him,

when about nine years of age, an excellent

master, named Heuschkcl, who resided in

the neighbourhood. Young Weber pro

fited much by those lessons, and soon began

to show that superiority of talent llaci in

since called forth such warm ntoxs

from the amateurs of music tiroEto.

Europe. His next master was Mitst

Haydn, brother of the celebrated effipw;

of that name, who being extremely mx

did not much benefit his pupil Twr.

the close of 1798, Weber resolved is ■£

Munich, in which city he availed h»

of the opportunity of taking lessons ic--

piano-forte and in singing, the fonts- ki

Johann Nepomuk Catcher, conn-cr~.'

there, and the latter from an Italian Mr

named Valesi. He soon displayed i -

cided turn for dramatic composite'- -

whilst under the tuition of these ck.-'

produced his first opera, " .Die- Afcif

Liebe und del Weim," with 1 irt i»

trifling pieces which have not bra p

served. In 1 800, he composed $* (*

" Dot Waldmftdchen" which, cesK

his youth, was a work of much Wt*

was well received at the theatres i**1

'• cities on the continent. In tie a*1

year appeared the opera of" ftftrJw

uud seine Naehbaru," which *s h?"

approved by Michael Haydn, asui'-''

by the testimonial of that master, ess*

at the close of this article. He tience^*

indefatigable in his researches 02 tin -

of his art, and elicited the wamest r

miums from the abbe; Vogler, node:

superintendence he next placed Its*

closely attending to his studies, okct- '

by the gaieties and temptations of * :

of Vienna. It is now that be begu •*

the fruits of this perseverance, aadb1'

sequent well-earned success «b«^ ^ '

lasting model to stimulate youns; p**-

of his art to equal diligence. Hats

eluded his musical studies at \ is*"

he had been left the sole director of ta'*:

actions, he was nominated chapel

Breslau, to which town he immei**:

paired. In 1806, the Prussian wr^P

him to leave Breslau, he engaged aw*1

the service of the duke Eugeae «"Fir

burg, where he devoted bis timeckie' -

strumeutal compositions. He fnrt»° * *

his former opera of the "
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nch he now reproduced under the title of

Sy/varta ;" and which may, in its revised

ate, be certainly considered as one of his

st dramatic pieces.

Previously to 1810, Weber had ma!:

vera.1 professional tours, and in that year

; set out upou another on a more advanta

geous plan than he had before followed. In

lis tour he visited Frankfort and Berlin,

here he attracted considerable audiences,

i>tli to his operas and concerts. lie also

roduced at Darmstadt his opera of " Abut

fassan i" which, though not comparable to

lie " freitckutz" or " Preziota," contains

>me beautiful morceauz, particularly a

olacca. Three years subsequently, he was

ppointed director to the opera at Prague,

situation that he held with great credit

etween two and three years. He brought

iut in that town bis celebrated cantata,

1 Kamjtf and Sieg." After the completion

>f his engagements at Prague, he again

ravelled professionally, and finally settled

it Dresden, as director of the German opera

here, which situation he still held in 1823.

t was at Dresden that Weber composed his

well -known opera, " Dcr Frcitckiitz." He

lid not, however, bring it out in that capi-

:al, but, by permission of his sovereign, at

Berlin, where it was first performed, we

relieve, in the year 1822. As the produc

tion of this piece forms the most striking

professional incident in the life of Weber,

and as its enthusiastic reception in this conn-

try seemslikely to form an aera in our taste for

dramatic music, we shall enter into some

details with respect to its merits as a drama,

and the other causes to which its great po

pularity is attributable. Extreme origin

ality, we consider to be the prinripal'charac-

teristic of the music of the " Freitckutz ;"

it is a composition which requires study and

repeated hearing before even the musical

critic can form a just idea of its merit aud

variety of beauty. Many of the airs are

well known in Germany, even among the

lowest classes. In short, they are truly

popular airs, revised, and in some instances,

slightly varied in their melodies. Of the

beauty of these airs, however, let their ori-

gin be what it may, all amateurs are sensi

ble ; at the same time, there may be found

in some of them, as produced by Weber,

all that distinguishes the finishing hand of a

great master, and proclaims the brilliancy

of genius. Several of the airs breathe the

grace and purity of the Italian school, and

contrast finely with the sombre and abstruse

style, and the wild bursts of nome of the

songs of the spirits. The trio in the second

act is remarkable for its admirable contriv

ance, singularity, and extreme beauty :

the three separate parts would form perfect

airs of themselves, whilst the harmony of

the whole is rich beyond description. The

choruses are fine, and full of strength ; and,

in short, throughout the " Freitckutz," the

lively, the tender, the solemn, and the mys

terious, are all expressed in the most appro

priate tones and harmonies. The overture

is a composition of deep and charac

teristic excellence, bearing the strong stamp

of the German school, which, even in

the arrangement of inarticulate notes, seems

to indicate the breathings of that abstract

and metaphysical feeling that distinguishes

the mind, poetical as well as philosophical,

of that country. The spirit-hushing so

lemnity of the first movements seem com

pletely in unison with the expected theme,

and are well calculated " to take the im

prisoned soul, and lap it," not in Elysium,

indeed, but in that sombre region of spectral

awe, in which the muse of Germany so

much more delights. The story of this piece

is full of the supernatural, and may be thus

briefly stated. Ctupar, a huntsman, having

sold himself to perdition, by compact with

the demon Zcmiel, endeavours to obtain a

three years' respite of his doom, by seducing

Rudolph, another huntsman, his favoured

rival in the affections of Agnes, into a simi

lar compact with the relentless demon ; and

fortius purpose, having, by wizard power,

deprived lloitolpk of his skill in archery,

upon which, by command of the Bohemian

prince, Ottacar, the hand of Agnes is to de

pend, he prevails upon him to visit the wolfs

den, and assist in the magic process of mak

ing seven enchanted bullets, six of which
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are to obey with infallible aim the will of

the marksman, while the seventh is to be

guided by the demon-spirit himself. With

this seventh, Rudolph, unconscious of the

condition, loads his rifle to shoot for the

bridal prize : Caspar having so contrived,

in expectation that the demon will misguide

it from the mark. He does so ; but it is to

the heart of Caspar himself that he averts

it, who thus falls the victim of his own ne

cromantic snare, and Rudolph obtains the

hand of bis mistress. The catastrophe is

not very ingeniously or very intelligibly

brought about ; but the piece has a good

deal of that sort of interest, which, from com

positions of this kind, can alone be expect

ed. Such is the opera which has decidedly

laid the foundation of that fame, which we

so fully anticipate will be realised in the fu

ture productions of this highly-gifted musi

cian. In the winter of 1822, Weber pro

duced a drama, at Dresden, called " Pre-

tiosa," for which he wrote the overture, a

melo-dramatic scene, a dance, and a cho

rus. The piece was eminently successful,

and the symphoniac music is said to have

drawn tears from the sensitive hearers.

This music has been brought out, and highly

applauded at most of the capitals of Germa

ny. In the following winter, 1 823, he pro

duced his " Eurianthe," at Vienna, which

was enthusiastically applauded, especially

the choruses, and the composer was called

upon the stage no less than four times on

the first night of performance. At Berlin,

however, it met with more opposition, and

obtained in some of the musical circles

there the title of " VEnmiyanle" from be

ing considered dull and tedious. It appears

that Weber, in this opfera, as in the " Fra-

schutz," has had to contend against the

weight of a miserably contrived and intri

cate drama ; the whole merit of the piece

consists in the music ; the dialogue is car

ried on in recitative. The instrumental

works of Weber are varied in character,

and numerous, extending from the concerto

and symphony to the waltz. Several col

lections of his single and part songs have

been published in Germany ; many of the

former are extremely trivial : two rf »

most pleasing will be fbnad in the Trt,

Anthology, the one arranged to tit »«ti

beginning, "Doom'dfrom hone miliitz

part;" the other to the words, " Watr-.

past and spring appearing," See. TW best

of his part-songs is entitled "Lin ni

Schwerdt," words by Kftrner. He ana

to be at present occupied in complain ■

work on the science of music, to be ens,

" Kumttlerlehren."

He is said to owe much of his tea

to the extraordinary care and ability i*

which his talent was matured by the n*

brated abbe Vogler, who has tla u

additional claim to the gratitude of the

sical public. In fact, few inisten

boast of two more eminent pupils tin

Winter and Weber. The following is h

flattering testimonial from the chapel-Mi

ter Michael Haydn, to which we illest '

the commencement of this article, k

original had been seen by Gerber.

sincere pleasure have I received ti» o;ei

of ' Peter Schmoli Kid seine X*din

composed by my dear pupil, Cari Mar-

Von Weber ; nor can I do otherwise t

with truth attest, after a careful enssr

tion of the opera, that it is cooper,

throughout according to the strictest " -

of counterpoint, and with considerable sfC

and delicacy ; further, that the anisic is pe-

fectly well adapted to the sense of *

words. I can further attest, that mj d<»

pupil is at this time an unusually tne in

former on the piano-forte, and I uWs''

strongly recommend him to the notice ef »

musical public."

WEBERLING, (Johahi* Fauw^

violinist in the chapel of the date of Vs-

temburg, was bora at StuttgarJ m

He published three concertos for tbe tkfo

composed in a brilliant style, tiref **!

for the violin, three concertos for tie lot.

and several duos, variations, Ue. fa il:

flute. The latest of his works knows *> >•■

is entitled " Douze Variations pusf

FMtes stir FAir ' Der Fetter MieH

Hamburgh, 1800.

WECKMANN, (Matbus) orra* *
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?t. James's church at Hamburgh, wa3 born

n 1621. He was a pupil in singing of J.

jabrieli, and in composition, of chapel-

naster H. Schutz. He sang in the elector's

ihapel at Dresden till the change of his

oice, when he applied himself more especi-

lly to the organ, and was soon nominated

>y the elector, court-organist. He was

hence invited to Nykoeping, in Denmark,

y the prince royal of that country, who

ppointed him his chapel-master ; but shortly

fter dying, Weckmann returned to his or-

.mist situation at Dresden, which he only

uitted some years afterwards for his more

icrative appointment at Hamburgh, where

e died in 1674. He published, amongst

ther works, " Canzones pour deux V.,

frisson, et U. C," Dresden, 1651.

WEELKES, (Thomas) organist of VV'in-

liester, and afterwards of Chichester, was

ic author of a set of madrigals for three,

>ur, five, and six voices, printed in 1597.

le published also, in the year following,

allets and madrigals to five voices, with

ne to six voices, in 1600 ; "si Set ofMadri-

■als in six Parts " and, in 1608, "Ayeres

r Phantasticke Spirites for three Voices."

[e likewise composed many services and

atheros, which are well known and much

iteemed. There is a madrigal of his cora-

>sition printed in the Triumphs of Oriana,

id an anthem in Barnard's collection.

Several of the madrigals of Weelkes are

ill highly esteemed and frequently per-

rcxied by English glee singers. Among

ese are " Welcome, sweet pleasure," and

Yht Nightingale."

WEICHMANN, (Johann) a German

usician. Amongst his works are " Mu-

7a, or the Art of Singing," 1647; and

rious ballets, courantes, allemandes, and

rabands, for two voices or instruments,

onigsberg, 1649.

VVEICHSEL, (CARL.jun.) an excellent

^linist, and brother of the celebrated Mrs.

llington. He was a pupil of W.Cramer,

«i for several seasons led the orchestra at

3 King's theatre. He published some

. 1 in music in London, as also at Vienna,

l\vwmi the years 1790 and 1800.

voi« II.

WEIGEL sen., a celebrated violon^

cellist, resided at Vienna about the year

1772. He was a member of the chapel

royal there.

WEIGEL, (Joseph) son of the preced

ing, and chapel-master and conductor of

the orchestra at the theatre royal in Vienna,

was born there in 1765. He was a pupil of

Albrechtsberger and Salieri. He wrote se

veral dramatic pieces of considerable merit

for the Vienna theatre ; on the appearance

of one of which, "£,a Principessa d'Amalf,"

opera buffa, 1794, he received a very flat

tering letter of approval from the great

Haydn, who named the piece a chef-

d'anvre. In 1802, Weigel was appointed

chapel-master, &c. at Stuttgard, where he

probably is still residing.

WEIGEL or WEIGL, (Thadaus)

younger brother of the preceding, and also

a composer to the theatre royal at Vienna

since the year 1797 ; he has produced

many dramatic pieces of merit, and, in

1804, was appointed to the situation of

director of the music at the theatre royal, in

the place of SQssmeier.

WEIMAR, (Geoiic Peter) music-mas

ter at the gymnasium in Erfurt, was born

near that town in 1737. He wasconsidered

a very excellent master, and published,

amongst other works, "A Methodfor Sing

ing," Leipsic, 1795, and various sets of

cantatas, motets, and hymns. He died in

1800.

WEINLICH, (Christian Ehbecott)

music director in the church of the holy

cross at Dresden, was born in 1743. He

was a pupil of Homilius, and, in 1767, was

appointed organist of the reformed church

at Leipsic, whence he removed to the same

situation in Dresden, being also nominated

chorus-master to the opera buffa there. He

composed various oratorios of considerable

merit ; also some instrumental music. His

works bear date between the years 1775

and 1801.

AVEISS (C.) was born at Muhlhausej.in

Switzerland, and accompanied an English

nobleman to Rome in 1 760, in the capacity

of music-master. Through the interest of
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his pupil, he afterwards established himself

in London, where he died in 1795. He held

in this country the situation of first flutist

in the private concerts of George III. His

playing was much admired, and he also

composed some good music for his instru

ment.

WEISS, (Carl R.) son of the preceding,

is a native of Muhlhausen. He received

musical instructions from his father from

so early an age, that he played a concerto

on the flute when only nine years old.

His father, however, would not consent to

his following the musical profession ; he was

therefore, much against his inclination, sent

into a counting-house, the routine of which

so disgusted him that he soon neglected his

business, and was sent to Paris, and thence

proceeded to Italy. In Bergamo he was in

troduced to the eminent composer Mayer :

from that moment his only delight consisted

in music paper, and he entertained a hope

that his father would still allow him to fol

low the stream of nature, and embrace music

as his profession. This, however, was not the

case ; but three years afterwards, being in

Naples, a singular circumstance afforded

him an opportunity of breaking what he

conceived to be his mercantile chains. He

was invited every evening, at that time, to

musical parties, and thus again was obliged

to neglect his mercantile occupations. His

employer, who was a rich merchant, re

proaching him for this want of attention, said

that he must either give up the mercantile

or the musical pen, for that one combining

with the other formed bad harmony. " I

think you are right," exclaimed Weiss,

" and I will avoid these discords by leaving

you." Scarcely had he pronounced these

words, when an eruption of Mount Vesuvius

gave the signal of alarm throughout the

town. Weiss, although not superstitious,

could not help feeling at that moment, that

his new career would not always be accom

panied with sunshine. Still he was delighted

at having obtained his freedom from the

counting-house, and was directly advised

by his friends to settle as a professor of the

flute at Naples. His first pupil was the son

of the princess Filangini, and U

ceeding with very good prospects, *kesl<

found that his presence in Naples iate-V'-

with the business of a valued mend, ifc

was also a flute-master. He therefor

cided to leave Naples for Rome, wkpis

gave his first concert, which, uneipettrf'.

was so crowded, that he cleared in one ft*

ing as much as he got in a whole veai fr.

his mercantile pursuits. The idea of ?j

to England to join his father, whowascra:

here, was now constantly present ts hi

mind. J la first, however, travelled tex

in Italy, and being in Genoa at lit a

the English troops took possession «f e

town, circumstances obliged him to v*>

an offer of employment, as clerk i»tke«K

of sir John Dalrymple. The Into k*

being discharged at the expiratimf W

years.Weiss proceeded to Milan, and to1

to Geneva, where he procured an its*

tion to Madame de Stael, who p*

him good letters for England, bit te*

fore he required them. He now dew*

to proceed to London without atj I*8

of introduction, and after the usual

ties in making talents known in i C"-"

country, has settled in London, wiii-1-

siderable share of patronage both is *

poser and performer. At the end s '

season of 1821, Weiss left loata.*'

tour to Brussels, Spa, and Aix-la-Cto*

When he arrived at Iille, his pass*'"

not returned from the minister in Pali ^

having no connection in Lille, to

wish to comply with the prefect'! •* 1

remain until he received his docane* 11

therefore took the ddigence next n**-

for Brussels without passport No

sant rencontre happened until to ki *

for Aix-la-Chapelle. On toe b^'

Prussia and the Netherlands, ke ** *

quested to show his passport. Wes*

plained the matter, by saving Ail-"-

requested by the amateurs of ■»* * '

to Aix-la-Chapelle to give a ctne*- '

name was not unknown to tkeo**5 *

they insisted on having evident f***

he was a performer. Weiss tod *

other choice left but to tale Wbit"'
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vhen, after a short prelude, he was allowed

o pass.

The following list contains his principal

forks : " A Concerto in D for the Flute,

vith Accompaniment of a full Band," Op.

, Paris ; "Capriccio, or Studies onModula-

ion for two Flutes," Op. 2, (Clementi) ;

Two hundred Studies for the Flute, in

'even books," Op. 3, (Clementi) ; "Pot-

ourri for three Flutes," Op. 11 ; " Fan-

isia on ' God save the King,' for Fl. and

F." Op. 12. Here it must be observed,

lat a few incorrect copies have been un-

>rtunately circulated, which gave rise to

a undeserved opinion, that Weiss was a'

tranger to the rules of harmony. " Brilant

'Amour;" " Fantasia for the Flute and

». F." Op. 13 ; " Catalaniana, ditto," Op.

4 ; " Six Fantasias, ditto," Op. 20 ; " A

'astoral Duet for two Flutes, with a cha-

acteristic Prelude for the P. F." Op. 21 ;

Solo Cantabile for the Ft. and P.F."

.eipmc ; " Introd. and Di tanti palpiti
•or the Ft. and P.F." Op. 23 ; "Tenth Fan-

asia on the Blue Bells of Scotland for

TT. and P. F." Op. 24 ; " Three familiar

luets for two Flutes," Op. 27 ; " Trios

,r three Flutes," Op. 29; " Second Theme

tr the Fl. and P. F." Op. 36, Paris ;

Fifth Trio for three Flutes," Op. 39 ;

Hail Britannia," Op. 43, a song in com-

lemoration of the coronation of his majesty

ieorge IV. " Immortal Laurier, Fan-

Uiafor the Fl. and P. F." Op. 44 ; "Two

Yios for three Flutes, in sharp and flat

'eys, with the Battleof Waterloo;" "Xew

fethodical Instruction Book for the

lute," Op. 50, (Milhouse) ; " Theme for

le Ft. and P. F." Op. 51 ; "Fantasia on a

tvottrite French Airfor the Fl. and P. F."

ip. 64 ; " Six English Melodies for one

nd two Voices and a P. F." Op. 62 ;

Finishing Section for the Flute, being the

•cond Part of his Instruction Book," Op.

3 ; " Studies for a Flute, down to A and

I" Op. 64 ; "Fiveltalian Melodieson the

optical words of Sapho, for one and two

oices and a P. F." Op. 6fi ; " MtSlodies

'astorales d'une oh deux Foe. avee Acc.

e P. JF, sar let Paroles tire'es des Outrages

de Firgile, Sapho, et Anacrton, dUUes A se*

Compatriotes," Paris ; " The Nightingale;"

" Twelve Solos for the Flute," Op. 68 ;

"La Bonhonnerie Musicale, for two Flutes,"

Op. 69 ; " Arpeggiando e Modulante,

Twelve Preludes," Op. 70 ; and " Let

Flairs de la Musique."

WEISS, (Franz) an instrumental com

poser, probably resident at Vienna, has

published there the following works siuce

the year 1802: " Trois Quatuors pour 2

V., A., et Vc." Op. 1 ; " Trois Duos pour

2 V.," Op. 2 ; " Caprices et Variat. pour

une Fl." Op. 3 ; " Gr. Sonate pour le

Clav." Op. 4, 1803 ; " Gr. Quintuor pour

2 V., 2 A., et Vc" Op. 5 ; " Gr. Sonate

pour le Clav." Op. 6.

WEISS, (F. X.) a German pianist and

composer, has published the following

amongst other music : " 12 Liedcr, lr.

Theil," Augsburg, 1799; " 12 Lieder 1r.

Theil," Augsburg, 1799 ; '* 6 Lieder

von Mattheson, 3r. Theil," Augsburg,

1800 ; " Lieder zu 4 Singstimmen mil

Begleit von 4 Saiten Instrumenten ir.

Theil," Vienna ; " Allegri di Bravura

per il Cembalo," Zurich, 1807.

WELDON, (John) a native of Chiches

ter, received his instruction in music from

John Walter, organist of Eton college, and

afterwards from Henry Purcell. From Eton

he went to Oxford, and was appointed

organist of New college ; but, in 1701, he

was appointed a gentleman extraordinary

of the royal chapel, and, in 1708, suc

ceeded Dr. Blow as one of his majesty's

organists. In 1715, upon the establish

ment of a second composer's place, Weldon

was admitted to it. He had been but a

short time in this station before he gave a

specimen of his abilities in the composition

of the communion service, as well as by

the several anthems required by the con

ditions of his appointment.

At the same time that Weldon was organ

ist of the royal chapel, he held the same

situation in the church of St. Bride's, Lon

don ; and king George I. having presented

the parish of St. Martin in the Fields with

an organ, Weldon, perhaps in compliment
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to the king, was chosen organist. He was

a very sweet and elegant composer of church

music. This composer died in 1736, and

was succeeded in the king's chapel by the

late Dr. Boyce.

WELSH, (Thomas.) This eminent Eng

lish musician is a native of Wells, in So

mersetshire. At the age of six he was a

chorister in the cathedral, and by singing

the anthems on Sundays attracted the lovers

of music from Bath, Bristol, Bridgewater,

and still more distant towns, so that on the

Saturdays the city hotels felt the increase

of visitors, and on Sundays the church was

crowded to excess. The reputation of so

young a singer, soon reached the ears of

Mr. Sheridan, who sent to Wells and en

gaged the lad for the oratorios, then con

ducted by Iinley, at the Opera-house in the

J laymarket. On his first performance the

boy founded a reputation, which, until that

period, it had never been the fate of any

child to enjoy : the attraction of his voice

and style of singing was prodigious, and an

engagement followed for the stage, during

which he performed in many operas, written

expressly to exhibit his powers. The first

was The Prisoner, by Attwood ; this was

succeeded byThe Prize,The Adopted Child,

The Mariners, The Cherokee, and Lodoiska.

It was remarkable that Storace betrayed a

wish to suppress the growth of the boy's

reputation, and refused to compose for him,

so that, had not Mr. Kemhle the manager

insisted on the production of The Cherokee,

and the beautiful song " Sweet bird," in the

opera of Lodoiska, his fame (owing to the

unkindness of Storace) would have been

suffered to fade, instead of grow, as it did,

to high importance. Through the liberal

feelings of Mr. Kemble, who bestowed

great pains on him, he was also brought

into notice as an actor ; Mr. Kemhle con

ceiving, on Welsh's performing the character

of Prince Arthur, in King John, that he

displayed a mind well suited to the stage.

His musical education, however, still con

tinued to be carefully attended to, and his

masters were Horn senior, John Cramer,

and Baumgarten ; with the last gentleman

ha studied the theory of music, loira-i

favourite pupil. The works produced I,

Welsh, when about twenty-three jot s

age, were the farces of " The Gkckji

Monster," and " Twenty yctri sgt, i

the Lyceum theatre, and a full open::

Covent-garden entitled " Kauisik.'

which, although not successful u i dim

gave the composer of the music great sc^.

and placed Welsh high in his professuaL

taste and song writing, and ability at '--

arrangement of the orchestra. The dn

which commenced the opera, u >i;

many others in the piece, was beau...

constructed, and received decided Bail;

public admiration, by frequent e&caes. F«

some time we have not seen, which n n-

gret, any theatrical compositions of Bei

but his time has been well employed fe 1

gratification of the public, in ttadut!*?

for the stage, and in this depaitmcatk'J

no rival. Sinclair, Charles Hore£»

Stephens, Miss Merry, and MissWun.t'

the persons who, fortunately for tkest-

and the public, became bis appreabes ~

made their debuts under bis direCxctti

care.

There is now another young lad; &

his tuition, a sister of Miss Wilsa. ^

from the uniform success with wkts ^

pupils have been distinguished, grot «f*

ations are entertained, and muck

felt, by the admirers of the science, >» *

ness her efforts as a candidate far p«-

applause. We cannot avoid hereobsertt

that Welsh appears to have stsdksrsi;*

deavoured to give to his female pupilse**- '

different style ; perhaps the natural 4*

of each may have marked the to »

suited to their respective talents, "kid »

der so judicious a master, wouldofeocs*

embraced as affording legitimate jtjb.'

for discrimi nation. Welsh has inwnaei

writer that his new pupil has a n»s a~

ordinary voice, peculiar for sireeaea. ■

a quality capable of great path*

speaks of Mrs. Bland as the mostafc2

singer he ever heard in her style;*^**

considers her chaste and simple sap?**'

worthy to be followed as a school, a***
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>f highly ornamented and more extravagant

lerformances, he intends, as far as possible,

0 direct his efforts, while preparing MissE.

■Vilson for the stage, so as to secure to her

he valuable power of touching the feel-

tigs and charming the heart as Mrs. Bland

id, by unaffected grace, rather than

stonishing the ear by the execution of

apid passages, which, for the most part,

nvade and corrupt that oratorical propriety,

t-hich should be the basis of all good sing-

rig. Welsh has lately published at the

larmonic Institution the following glees,

ongs, &c. Piano-forte : " Sonata, with

Water partedfrom the sea,'" No. 1. " So-

\ata, with ' Vaghi colli,' " dedicated to Miss

3urnand, No. 2. Quadrille : "The Argyll

Quadrille, with an Introduction." Songs :

' Hounding billow, cease thy motion ;"

1 Forget me not ;" " Henry " " Tve seen

he sweet delightsofMay "PoorZayda"

ind '« The Pledge of Truth."

"WENK, (A. H.) secretary to the duke

of Saxe Gotha, is considered as a good com

poser, pianist, and performer on the harmo

nica. He resided for many years, up to the

year 1808, at Amsterdam. He was a violin

mpil of Hatasch, and studied the piano and

:omposition under G. Benda, with whom he

•esided for some time at Paris, where, and

rabsequently at Leipsic, he published some

nstrumental music.

WENKEL, (Johann F. G.) organist

it Uelzen, in the duchy of Luneberg, was

lorn in 1734. He first studied the organ and

"omposition under Schroeter, and in 175G

*ent to Berlin, where he formed an ac

quaintance with Bach, Marpurg, and Kirn-

berger, through whose interest he obtained

he situation of singing-master at the se-

:ondary school in Berlin. After remaining

here seven years, he was invited to Stcndal,

is director of music in the four principal

churches. In 1768, he quitted that situation

for the place of organist at Uelzen, where

he was still living, in 1791, with the reputa

tion of being one of the best organists, pia

nists, and composers of Germany. His works

are principally instrumental.

WENSLEY, (Miss Frances Fojteb.)

Tills young lady has become known in the

musical world by the publication of four

songs of considerable merit. They are

composed rather in the style of Haydn's

canzonets, and the accompaniments for the

piano-forte are rich and original, especially

in the Ode to Harmony.

WENT, (Johann) a violinist and in

strumental composer at Vienna since the

year 1792. Amongst his works are " 3

Quartctti A 2 V., A., et B." Op. 1, Offen

bach, 1792.

WERCKMEISTER, (Andheas) the son

of a brewer at Benneckenstein, a small

town in Thuringia, was born in 1645.

After the usual school education, he was

sent to the college of Quedlinburg, and,

having much improved himself in music,

was some time afterwards invited, by the

council of Hasselfelde, a city in the princi

pality of Blankenburg, to become their

organist. While in this employment, he

was sent for to the same office at Elrich,

but was prevented from going thither by

the duke Rudolphus Augustus, who wished

to keep him within his own district. Being,

however, invited, in the year 1674, to

Elbingerood, .with the offer of the places

of organist and recorder of the town, he

was permitted to accept them. He was

some time afterwards appointed organist of

the church of St. Martin, at Wallerstadt,

in which station he died, in the year 1706.

His works are " Orgel Probe," printed in

1681 ; "Musicir Mathematical in 1687 ;

" Sonatas for a Violin, with a Thorough-

Bass," in 1689; "Musicalische Tetnperatur,"

iu 1691 ; "A Treatise, in German, on the

Use and Abuse of Music," printed in the

same year ; " Hypomuemata Musica," in

1697; " Erweiterte Orgel-Probe," in

1698; " Cribrum Musicum," in 1700;

" A Translation of Strffani's Letters, with

A'o/rj,"inl700; " Reflections on Thorough-

Bass," in German, without a date ; " Har-

monologia Musica," in 1702 ; " Orga-

num Gruningcnse redivivum," in 1705 ;

and " Musical Paradoxal Discourse," pub

lished the year after his death.

WERNER, (G. J.) chapel-master to
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prince Esterhazy at Eisenach, in Hungary,

about the year 1 736, was the predecessor

of Haydn in that office. He composed

several cantatas, and a curious work

entitled "Never undtehr curios Musickalis-

cher Iiistrumcntalkalender Part/lien Weiss,

mil 2 V. und B. in die 12 Jahrmotiate

eingetheilet und nach cities Jedwedeti Art

und Eigenschaft mit Bizzarrien und sclt-

samen Erfindungen," Augsburg, 1748.

WERNER, (Jon ann Gottlob) formerly

chorister in Hohenstein, and afterwards

music director at Merseburg, published at

Leipsic a work entitled " 40 Orgelstuche

fiir angehende Orgelspieler, nebst benur-

kungen, 2 Abtkeilungen ;" also the follow

ing : " Two hundred and forty-one Pre

ludes;" " Two Interludes and four Varia

tions;" "Eight Choral Preludes ;" "Twelve

Miscellaneous Organ Pieces;" and " Cho-

ral-Buch zu den ncuen protestantischen

gesangbiiclicrn vierstimmig fur die Orgel

nusgesetzt nebst Vor und Zwischenspitlen ;"

Leipsic, 1815. This volume contains all

the best old German church melodies from

the time of Luther.

WESLEY, (Charles.) This celebrated

musician was born at Bristol in 1757. He

is the son of the Rev. Charles Wesley, and

nephew to the late John Wesley, the leader

of the Methodists. His musical genius was

observed when he was not quite three

years old, when he surprised his father by

playing a tune on the harpsichord readily,

and in just time. Soon afterwards he

played several others. Whatever his mother

sang, or whatever be heard in the streets,

he could, without difficulty, make out upon

this instrument. Almost from his birth his

mother used to quiet and amuse him with

the harpsichord. On these occasions, he

would not suffer her to play only with one

hand, but, even before he could speak,

would seize hold of the other, and put it

upon the keys. When he played by him

self, she used to tie him by his back-string

to the chair, in order to prevent his falling.

Even at this age, he always put a true bass

to every tune he played. From the begin

ning he played without study or hesitation,

Whenever, as was frequently the use, k

was asked to play before a stranger, is

would invariably inquire in a phrase sf

his own, "Is he a musikrr T* and if lit wis

answered in the affirmative, he always ii

with the greatest readiness. Hiss:jk,a

all occasions, was con spirit*; am! tie!

was something in his manner so BM

beyond what could be expected fea

a child, that bis hearers, learned c: c-

learned, were invariably astonished and is-

lighted.

• When he was four years old, Mr. W&n

took him to London ; and Beard, was it

the first musical man who beard him tie:,

was so much pleased with his abilities, tti

lie kindly offered his interest with Dr. Bcja

to get him admitted among the kinjs kyi

This, however, his father declined, b a

then had no thoughts of bringing bin s 9

the profession of music. He was aha in

duced, among others, to Stanley aiA'ii-

gan. The latter, in particular, »»■-

tremely kind to him, and would frepK-]

entertain him by playing on Uk i»?

sichord. The child was greatly stmt t>

his bold and full mauoer of playis. ^

seemed even then to catch a spark e i>

fire.

Mr. Wesley soon afterwards retorted'-

him to Bristol ; and when he was sine i

years old, he was put under the nso»

Rooke, a very good-natured man, bit d »

great eminence, who allowed hin tsM

on ml libitum, whilst he sat by apparti-:

more to observe than to control hha,

Rogers, at that time the oldest arts*

in Bristol, was one of his first friends. E*

would often sit him on his knee, and eat

the boy play to him, declaring, thatte «"

more delighted in hearing him thin h»

self.

For some years his study and pnea

were almost entirely confined to tat **U

of Corelli, Scarlatti, and Handel ; sas «

rapid was his progress, that, at tat tit »'

twelve or thirteen, it was thought Qui »

person was able to excel him is ptrfcX

the compositions of these masters.

On coining to London, he ts»^
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nstructions on the harpsichord from Kelway,

ind in the rules of composition from Dr.

tioyce. His first work, "■A Set of Six Con

certos for the Organ or Harpsichord," was

lublishcd under the immediate inspection of

hat master ; and, for a first attempt, was

ndeed a wonderful production, as it con-

ained some fugues which would have done

redit to a professor of the greatest expe-

iencc and the first eminence.

About the year 1779, a domestic subsciip-

ion concert, for twelve nights in each sea-

cm, was opened at Wesley's house in Ches-

srtield-street, Mary-la-bonne, which conti-

ued for some years, and in which many of

is own compositions were heard with plea-

ure. His performance on the organ, and

articularly his extempore playing on that

tiblime instrument, was the admiration

nd delight of all his auditors.

In 1784, he published A Set ofEight

■ongs," in an extremely fine and masterly

tyle, and an anthem by him, " My soul

sith patiently tarried," is also inserted in

'age's Harmonica Sacra.

WESLEY, (Samuel) brother of the pre-

eding, was born in 1766, and also afforded

very early indicatiou of musical genius.

Vhen only three years of age, he could

lay on the organ ; and, when eight years

Id, attempted to compose an oratorio,

ome of the airs which he wrote for the

rgau were shown to Dr. Boyce, who re-

larked, that they were among the most

leasing that he had ever heard. " This

oy," he said, " unites, by nature, as true

bass as I can do by rule and study."

S. Wesley composed a high mass for the

hapel of the late unfortunate pontiff, Pius

'I. The pope thanked the composer for

in a Latin letter, written to his apostolic

tear in London ; in which, among other

lings, he says, " Gratum animum, qnem

6 acceptum munus in ipsum gerimus, pa-

•rnis verba nomine nostra esplicabis, Sfc."

(e published, amongst other works, some

nthems, sonatas, and duets for the piano-

>rte, and a series of voluntaries for the

rgan, all of which afford the most satis-

ictory evidence of taste and genius.

His compositions are, in the highest de

gree, masterly and grand ; and his extem

pore performance of fugues on the organ

was astonishing. He produced from that

solemn instrument all the grand and

serious graces of which it is capable. His

melodies, though struck out on the instant,

w ere sweet and varied, and never common

place; his harmony was appropriate, and

followed them with all the exactness and

discrimination of the most studious master ;

and his execution, which was very great,

was always sacrificed to the superior charms

of expression. S. Wesley died about the

year 1815. A full length portrait of him,

at the age of eight, was engraved in Lon

don. He is standing at a table, with a pen

in his hand, and music before him, as if

composing, and by the foot of the table

lies a book of music, with the title, "Ruth,

an Oratorio, ly Samuel Wesley, aged eight

years."

WESSELY, (Jouann) concert-master

to the duke of Hernburg at Ballenstadt,

was born in Bohemia in 1762. He was

not only a good violinist and conductor,

but also an agreeable quartet composer, in

the style of Plejel. By the Gotha Thea

trical Calendar, for 1799, we find him

engaged in that year, in the theatrical

orchestras of Cassel and Altona. In the

former town he seems to have resided from

the year 1797 to 1800, when he was invited

to his first-named situation at Ballenstadt,

His works bear date from the year 1788 to

1804.

WESSELY, (Bernuard) born of Jew

ish parents at Berlin, in 1767, obtained, in

1788, the situation of music director at the

national theatre in Berlin. He studied

music under Kirnberger, Fasch, and Schulz,

and became known as a composer in 1786,

by two cantatas ; the one on the death of

Moses Mendelbohn, and the other on the

coronation of the king of Prussia, both of

which pieces were performed in public, and

highly applauded. It is remarkable that,

though a Jew, Wessely played the second

violin at the performance of Handel's

Messiah, in the church of St. Nicholas at
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Berlin. In 1796, he was appointed chapel-

master to prince Henry of Prussia, at

Rheinsberg. He has published various

operas of vocal and instrumental music, of

great merit. His works bear date from

1786 to 1802, in which latter year he wrote

both the words and music of a cantata on

the death of his master, prince Henry.

This composition was performed in the

garrison church at Berlin with considerable

applause.

WESTENBLADH, (Tobias.) See

Pam.

YVESTENHOLZ, (Carl August) cha

pel-master to the duke of Mecklenburg-

Schwerin at Ludwigslust, was born in 1736.

He was a pupil in singing and composition

of J. A. Kemzen, and studied the violon

cello under Vortizka. He wrote many

oratorios, cantatas, and other pieces for the

church, only one of which was published,

namely, his cantata entitled " The Shep

herds at the Manger of Bethlehem." He

died at Ludwigslust in 1 789.

WESTERHOFF, (C. W.) a much

esteemed vocal and instrumental composer,

was concert-master, violinist, and tenorist

in the ducal chapel at Buckeburg, in 1799.

He has published much instrumental

music.

WESTERMAYER, a German violinist

towards the close of the last century, was a

pupil of the celebrated Neubauer. He

composed some instrumental music, which

is known at Vienna.

WESTPHAL, (Joiiann CiiRisTor-ii)

son of the proprietor of the celebrated mu

sic warehouse at Hamburgh, was appointed,

in 1803, organist of St. Nicholas' church in

that tov.n. He is celebrated as a performer

on that instrument, also as a pianist and

violoncellist. He has also composed some

good instrumental music.

WEYSE, (C.E.F.) an excellent pianist,

resided at Copenhagen in 1798. He has

published much instrumental music, of

which four allegri di bravitra for the piano

forte were republished at Berlin, in 1796,

by the chapel-masters Schulz and Reichardt.

They are considered to be brilliant and

excellent, but very difficult states la

pianists.

WHICHELLO (Abbieix) wis, (or

years, deputy to Hart, as organist c!

churches of St. Andrew UnJershaft, led

Michael's, CorahiU. He was aftem^

elected organist of the church of >;.l '

the King, and taught the barpskkw a

some of the first families in the city.

He composed many songs, which k*

been separately printed, and a collect: •

lessons for the harpsichord or spins, re

taining allemandes, courantes, tmbtXL

airs, minuets, and jigs. He died abnu k

year 1745.

WHITAKER, (John) an emiaeas t>

lish ballad composer, some of whose *»

have attained a high share of popolsr

WHITE, (Robert) who precwM Ea

and Tallis, and who died before ther fa

was well established, was anexceUeca

poser of church services, in the it '

Palestrina; whom, however, be d. *

imitate, as he was anterior to bin. ah

great master of harmony, before aV p»

ductions of this chief of the Rocr-t ■

were published, or, at least, circaitK -

other parts of Europe.

The works of White do not apfer

have been ever printed ; but, in tie Bt

of Christchurch, Oxford, a sufficiest nm«l<

of them, in manuscript, have been prewn

to excite not only wonder, but ittfcfuc^

at the little notice that has bees tabs I

him by musical writers.

WHITE, (John) professor of tasr I

Leeds, and organist of the chnrcb at i u

field, was born in the year 1779, ffl ■

city of York. His parents first intents

place him as an apprentice to a wxo

friend, but finding his taste for hhukS'

decidedly predominant, they were ear*

to hesitate upon their choice. T*fJ l"

served, that wherever the sonnd of a«^

was to be heard, the young boy mtsd

to be an eager listener ; that neither ta

bles, hoop, cricket, nor, indeed, aaj •*

juvenile amusement, possessed t>< ^

charm for him ; that, although cuaf1^

to attend the grammar-school free ^
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n the morning till five in the evening, he

ought no relief from the confinement of

chool, in the amusements of his school-

ellows, but preferred sitting to hear the

trains of even indifferent music. A turn

0 decisive his parents at length determined

hould be encouraged, and young White

vas regularly brought up to the profession

f music ; when such was the rapidity of

is progress, that, at the age of twelve, he

urprised the citizens of York by the per-

urcnance of one of the concertos of Borghi,

n author whose compositions were, at that

ime, esteemed the cArf-d'ctuvres of art.

n 1794, Lord Harewood having intimated

is wish to obtain a leader, teacher, and

irector for his private concerts and oratorios

t Harewood-house, young White, who

ras then only fifteen years of age, was

onsidered the only person in the neigh-

ouring country able to undertake the

.t nation. In consideration, however, of

is youth, and the inexperience which must

lecessarily attend him, his first engagement

ras only for the short term of a mouth ;

ut that month superinduced a long succes-

on of years, a permanent salary being

wn proposed to him, and accepted, and

rhtch the present earl has continued up to

lis time. White went regularly with the

miily to London for the space of eight

irs although not particularly wanted by

lem for the fulfilment of any musical de-

artment. His object was to gain as much

lowledge as possible in the profession, to

hich, with the utmost ardour, he had now

; voted himself. He selected his various

asters, and became a pupil of Dussek on

e piano-forte, of John Ashley in thorough-

lss, the organ, and singing, of Raimondi

1 the violin, of P. Meyer on the harp, and

Dahraen on the violoncello. Various as

■re the instruments he determined to

idertake, they appear not to have con-

unded his progress, for he obtained con-

lerable success on all, without any one

iparently detracting from another. He

ed to say, they were rather a relief to

ch other, than any bewildering impedi-

ent to bis mind. At this time, also, he

became particularly intimate with Salomon,'

who introduced him to the professional

concerts in town ; and when Linley or

Dahmen had previous engagements, took

him to various parties to supply their

places, as principal violoncello. At this

period of his musical progress, so nicely

balanced was his skill on the two instru

ments, the violin and violoncello, that it

became difficult to determine on which

was his superiority. A wager, indeed, was

laid between Raimondi and Salomon,

which was his principal instrument ; the

former said the violin, the latter persisted

in declaring that it was the violoncello.

One thing, however, is certain, that the

violoncello brought him more into notice

with the professors ; but engagements on

one or the other, for he was equally ready

for either, were offered in all the principal

orchestras in the metropolis.

In 1803, he married Mary the daughter

of John Sharp, Esq., of Gildersome, in the

West Riding of Yorkshire, and sister to the

present vicar of Wakefield. Soon after

this, he was induced to settle at Leeds, at

the invitation of numerous and respectable

friends. His reputation there rapidly in

creased, and he may be said to have had

the patronage of nearly all the noblemen's

and gentlemen's families within the space

of twenty miles. In 1804, he was appointed

organist of Harewood church ; in 1807, of

St. Paul's church, Leeds; and in 1821, of

the parish church in Wakefield. All these

situations he still retains. At the last-

mentioned place, his assistance is very

regularly afforded, and it may, with great

truth, be said, that his services are con

sidered a high treat to the audience. The

organist he here succeeded, Mr. Clement-

shaw, was ajnan of no ordinary character

in his profession. He was of the true llan-

delian school : it was thought, therefore,

that his loss must produce a chasm in the

organ department, whoever should be

elected his successor ; but we do not hear

the whisper of a complaint, that this chasm

is not completely filled up by White. Were

we disposed, indeed, to indulge in flattering
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compliments, we could here touch a striog

that could Dot fail to vibrate with pleasure

in the ear of the subject of this memoir.

In Yorkshire, we may safely pronounce

White to be the favourite and popular

leader, particularly in Handel's oratorio

music, which may be said to have been

greatly cultivated and improved uuder his

direction. His skill, indeed, in this de

partment, is very great, and has giveu a

confidence and accuracy to the chorus sing

ers of the West Riding, which render them

almost unrivalled. They may now dispute

the palm with the Lancashire chorus sing

ers, who have long been considered the

first in England, and, perhaps, in their

treble voices, still are so. But we may

venture to say, that since White ha3 had

the management of the orchestras in the

West Riding, the male voices which are

there brought forward, may enter the lists

with any of their neighbours.

As a concerto player, we are certain,

that no one, in the recollection of the oldest

inhabitant, ever played so many concertos,

or gave more general satisfaction in this

very difficult and trying department. From

the year 1798 to 1818, we have before us

a list of performances, with concertos played

by White, in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Man

chester, (occasionally) York, Leeds, Shef

field, (almost regularly for many years)

Hull, Doncaster, Rotherham, Scarborough,

Harrowgate, Sec. ; in short, in all the prin

cipal towns in the northern part of the

kingdom.

Since 1818, White's attendance on the

schools, and on his regular pupils, amount

ing to about one hundred and fifty annually,

(and two hundred since his commencement

at Leeds) precludes the possibility of his

constant appearance at public concerts ;

but, on particular occasions, when it is<con-

sidered that his presence is indispensable,

we do not fail to find him at his post ; and

we believe that they who have had the

felicity of enjoying the sublime anil exqui

site treat which was lately afforded at the

York festival, of which White was a con -

ductor and principal agent, will readily

agree, that the character and talent -i

gentleman most richly deserves set mo.

We must briefly remark, in conctes, 's

White's time having been chienj ocajsi

by an attention to the public, sad fc; u

various engagements with his nuc,

pupils, he has had no great opportaatrj a

cultivating the talent of composite, i

mind like his cannot be altogether aaent

in any department of the science of bb-

We accordingly know, that there are

slow movements, and parts of csatcfe.

some church services, anthems, chants, ik

responses, which are to be attributed to t

inventive faculty, and which, if User ra

permitted to be presented to the pssi,

would do honour to the source from *k3

they came. When, in addition la tan, *

recollect the readiness he discovers -

making cadences, preludes, and tot

graces, which may be in immediate ieax

for the display of a singer, we casss

express our regret, that he should tots

long remained unknown to the press.

WHITE, (Mrs.) wife of the preset*

was a pupil of Woelfl, and is an eiceDa

pianist. Several eminent professors tat

declared it as their opinion, that tie o»

Non plus ultra, and other of the mast iisV

cult pieces for the piano, cannot be per

formed by any provincial professor so stli

as by this lady. She has published voli

tions on the air of "A'irf noddtn," which ia

had a great sale ; and we understand

she has another air, with variations,

vournah," now in the press.

WHYTHORNE, or WHITH0K.W,

(Thomas) an English musician, wasta

in 1531. A collection of his soogs «••

published under the following title : "Sap

of three, fower, and voyrrs, cmpd

and tiiadt! by Thomas Whythorite, GtMl^lk

which songes be of sundrie sarin, thslvi*

say, some long, some short, somt

some easie to be song, and tome ******

both ; also some solemnet andssae pitv**1

or mrry, so that accordinging u tit &

of the lingers, (not being musicisMj s<s

disposition or dclite of the htattn,

may herefind stages to their centa*®*
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md liking," London, 1571. At the back

•f the titlepage is a portrait of Whythorne

■ngraved on wood.

WIDERKEHR, (Jacques Christ.

kliCH.) born at Strasburg in 1759, was a

iupil of the celebrated Richter. He went

o Paris in 1783, and was received as a

ioloncellist at the concert spiritual and

oncert olympique. VViderkehr is a distin

guished instrumental composer. Amongst

lis works are two operas of sonatas for the

>iano-forte ; two operas of violin duos ; two

>f quintets; two of symphonies, with grand

irchestra; and finally, eleven conccrtante

ympbonies. The whole were performed

n public at Paris, in various concerts, and

ivitb considerable applause.

WIDMANN, (Erasmus) chapel-master

0 the count of Stohenlohe at Weckercheim.

He published various operas of sacred and

instrumental music, and several didactic

works. His compositions bear date from

he. year 1607 to 1623.

WIEDEMANN. This German musician

came to England about the year 1726, and

tvas long the principal solo player on the Ger

man flute. He was a good musician ; but

in bis productions he never broke through

the bounds of that mediocrity to which his

instrument seems confined. Those parts of

bis works which are best known in this

country, are one set of quartets, another of

jios, and another of duets.

WIEDERKEHR, (J.) a German in

strumental composer, resident at Paris.

Amongst his works are the following: " 3

Quat. i 2 V., A., ct Vc," Op. 1, Paris;

' 3 Quat. a 2 V., A., it Vc," Op. 6, Offen-

jach ; " 3 Sotiat. pour le Clav. avec V.,"

Op. 4, Paris, 1796 ; " 3 Sonat. pour le

Clav. avec V. ad lib.," Op. 5, Paris, 1797 ;

' 3 Sonat. pour le Clav. avec V. ad lib.,"

Op. 6, Offenbach ; " 3 Quat. Conc.pouri V.,

<4., ct Vc," Op. 6, Paris, 1796; "Sin/on.

Cone, pour Clar. in C, Ft., Oboe, Cor, in F,

1 Fag., et Vc. obHg.," Paris, 1800; "2mr.

Sin/on. pour Clar. et Boston princ.;"

ind "3me. Sin/, pour Cor et Hassan

orinc."

WIESE, (Christian Ludwio Gustab

Freyherr ton) born at Anspach in 1732,

was a celebrated musical amateur. He wrote

several theoretical works on music, between

the years 1790 and 1795.

W1ESNER, (Norbert) an instrumental

composer at Vienna, in 1800, is also known

as a pianist and harpist.

W1LBYE, (John) a celebrated English

musiciau, who flourished at the end of the

sixteenth and commencement of the seven-

teeenth century. He published "Madri

gals to three, four, five, and six Voices,"

London, 1698 ; " Madrigals to three, four,

five, and iix Voices," second book, London,

1600. Amongst his more favourite composi

tions are the following : " Flora gave me

fairestflowers," madrigal, rive voices. A

copy of this, with separate piano-forte ac

companiment, is inserted in the Vocal An

thology, " Fly, love, to the heaven above"

madrigal, three voices, and " Down in a

valley as Alexis trips," madrigal, five

voices.

WILCKE, (Johann Gaspare) cham

ber-musician and tenor singer to the prince

of SchwarUburg, was born at Weimar in

1707. His master in singing was the cele

brated J. PfeifTer. After performing in

several German towns, he went to Russia,

when he was engaged at Moscow, in the

imperial chapel, at an annual salary of

about one hundred and twenty pounds. He

did not however remain longer than six

months ; though he was in such favour with

the court of Russia, that on quitting that

country he was intrusted with several valu

able presents for the prince royal of Prussia,

and was accompanied to the frontiers of

Russia by two grenadiers of the imperial

guard. Shortly afterwards he accepted his

first-named situation, which he filled till

his death, in the year 1758.

WILDE, (Johann) chamber-musician

to the emperor of Russia at St. Petersburg

after the year 1741, was a native of Bavaria.

He was eminent as a violinist and per

former on the viol da gamba.

WILLAERT (Adriano) was a pupil

of John Mouton, and the master of Zarlino.

He is placed by the Italians at the head of
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the Venetian school. He was born at

Bruges, in Flanders, and, during his youth,

studied the law at Paris; if with the view

of making it is profession, there must have

been an early conflict between legislation

and music, which latter, having a powerful

advocate in his own heart, gained the cause :

for, by his own account, he went to Rome

in the time of Leo X., where he found that

his motet, " Verbum bonum ct suave" was

performed as the composition of Josquin :

he therefore had been a composer some

time before his visit to Home. He died at

an advanced age, about the year 1550.

Amongst his published works we can

enumerate the following: " Verbum bonum

et suave, Sfc," motet for six voices ; this

is printed in the Moletti delta Corona,

Fossombrone, 1519 ; " Famosissimi Adriani

Wiliaert, Chori Divi Marci illustrissinue

Jteipublicar Venctiamm Magistri, Musica

4 vocum, (qua; vulgo Motectee nuncupatur)

7ioviter omni studio ac diligentia in lucent

edita," Venice, 1539 ; " Motettar 6 vocum,"

Venice, 1542 ; several motets in Sal-

blinger's Concentus, Augsburg, 1545;

" Pater noster a 4 tioci," printed in the

Fior. de Motetti, Lib, 1, Venice, 1539;

" Fantasie o Ricercari dall' exccllentiss.

yidr. Vuigliart e Cipr. Rare, suo Discrpoto,"

Venice, 1549; " Psalmi vespcrtini, om

nium dierumfestorumper annum, 4 vocum,"

by Wiliaert and Jachet, Venice, 1557 ;

" Musica nova A 3, 4', 5, 6, e 7 foe," Fer-

rara, 1588 ; this collection was published

by Willaert's pupil and friend F. Viola, and

contains Willaert's portrait; " Cantionrs

Musica1, sen Motctta, cum aliis ejusdem

cantionibus Jtalicis, 4, 5, 6, and 7 rocwm,"

Venice; and " Villanellar Neapolitans, 4

vocum," Venice. A four-part motet by

Wiliaert is also given by sir J. Hawkins,

in his History of Musicians, vol. ii. p. 474.

WILLIAMS, (Geop.oe Ebenkzer.)

He received his musical education in St.

Paul's choir, under Sir. Richard Bellamy.

After he left school he officiated for some

years at Westminster abbey, as Dr. Arnold's

deputy ; he was appointed organist of the

Philanthropic on the opening of the chapel,

and of Westminster on the deaft et i

Cooke in 1814. At the Philanthrope ?

was succeeded by bis pupil, Mr. Jin

Turle, and by Mr. Greatorex, as «rak

and music-master of Westminster jsn.

He died in 1819.

WILLING, (Jobann Lcdwig) rhi

at Nordhausen, was born at Kuhsi^ :

1756. He was a pupil of J. E. Rar.

and was considered one the best Gait:

musicians of the last century. Heitc:

1 805. His works were chiefly iasaras:^

and for the organ and piano-forte.

WILLMANN, (Sahuel Datd) f

ganist at Berlin, published from ife?:

1789 the following amongst other ccb

"3 Quart, pour U Clan, awe ftn K i

Ii." Berlin, 1789 ; " 3 Solosf. He Tha%

Begl. des Fortep. odrr Vc." Berts, IR

"4 Duettenf. 2 Ft.," Berlin, 17JT; a

"Der Leyermann und tin Walter"XZ-

1797.

WILMS, (J. W.) professor ofsntt

Amsterdam, and a good pianist ass1 to-

He has published many works, duAs

the piano-forte. His " Sin/emit i r™

Orchestrc," Op. 9, are highly coasifcB-

Germany. They are published at bss^

by Kuhnel.

WILSON, (Dr. John) a nan* o !-

versham, in Kent, was first a gentlest

the chapel royal, and afterwards, a >*

faculty of music, a servant in or&zrr -

the king. He is reported to hare bee *

best lute player of his time, and, bese 1

constant attendant on his majesty, &eq«£-r

played to him in private.

He was created doctor in muse tt ft

ford, in 1644, and he continwd a *

university about two years; bat, at *

surrender of the city, be wentu>reas:

the family of sir William Walter, if Ss*

den, in Oxfordshire. In the year li*

he obtained the musical professonais, ^

resided iu Baliol college. After tae

ation, he was made a gentlenaa d x

chape) royal. These preferments At» t*

from Oxford, and induced him ts resin "

professorship to Edward Low, whe,ir—'

time before, had officiated as his ocT
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Tie died in the year 1673, at the age of

eventy-nine, and was interred in the

loisters of St. Peter's church, Westmin-

ter.

His compositions are, " Pialterium Caro-

num, the Devotions ofhit Sacred Majestic,

* Ass Solitudes and Sufferings, rendered in

'erse, set to Musicfor three Voices and an

trsran or Theorbo," published in 1657 ;

• Cheerful Airs or Ballads; first composed

or one single Voice, and since set for three

roices," published at Oxford in 1660;

•' stircsfor a Voice alone to a Theorbo or

lass-Viol," printed in a collection entitled

'elect Airs and Dialogues, in 1653;

nd " Divine Services and Anthems," pub-

ished in the year 1663. He also com-

osed " Fantaziasfor Viols," and music to

everal of the odes of Horace, and to some

elect passages in Ausonius, Claudian, Pe-

rooius Arbiter, and Statius. The latter

vas never published, but is extant in a

nanuscript volume, curiously bound in blue

rurkey leather, with silver clasps, which he

^resented to the university, with a strict

njunction that no one should be permitted

o peruse it until after his death. It is now

leposited under the archives of the Bod-

eian library.

Dr. Burney says, that Wilson " seems to

lave set words to music more clumsily than

my composer of equal rank in the profes-

tion j" and in another place, that " his

ompositions will certainly not bear a severe

scrutiny either as to genius or to know-

edge."

WILSON, (Marmaduke Ciiari.es.)

Hie subject of this notice was born of

-espectable parents in London, in 1796.

\s he very early evinced considerable ta-

ent, both in the performance and composi-

ion of music, he was placed under the

:harge of Mr. William Beale. With this

gentleman he continued till 1812.

In the year 1803, being seven years of

age, he performed on the piano at the Han-

sver-square rooms, and obtained unanimous

ipplause from the audience, not only on

account of the execution exceeding what

could have been expected from his years,

but for the actual merit of the performance

itself.

Mr. Samuel Wesley being attracted by

his promising talent, proposed that Wilson's

musical education should be completed

under his superintendence ; this desirable

proposition was acceded to, and, while

with Wesley, he repeatedly performed in

public, with uniform success and applause.

Upon his performance of the 4th of May,

1813, a morning paper remarks, that *' the

amateurs and professors who were in the

room were unanimous in declaring, that he

will be one of the most accomplished per

formers on the piano-forte which this coun

try has ever produced. The composition

was not completed till the morning previous

to the performance, and abounded with all

those points of difficulty and science which

mark the compositions of Wesley."

Notwithstanding the signal success which

attended his early efforts, a natural diffi

dence, and a repugnance to the gaze of the

many, induced him, on the completion of his

studies, to withdraw from public perform

ance;, and to restrict himself to composition

and private tuition ; but it is to be regretted

that the exercise of those talents, which

promised to secure the admiration of the

public at large, should be confined to the

comparatively narrow compass of a select

circle.

In 1821, he was married to Frances

Maria, second daughter of R. W. Elliston,

Esq. of the theatre royal Urury-lane.

Wilson's compositions partake largely of

the beauties and peculiar character of those

of his friend and principal master : they

abound in vigorous and scientific move

ments, blended with passages of exquisite

harmony and pathos. The principal and most

popular of them are. Instrumental : Op. 1,

" The Air of Up Jach, up, and the day's

your own," arranged as a rondo, for the

piano-forte. 2. "A Duct for the Harp and

Piano-forte," dedicated to the right hon.

lady Foley. 3. " The Tenth Air of the

Series of Dramatic Airs" arranged by

various composers, for the Harmonic Insti-

tion. 4, " Airs from Himmel's Opera of
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Fanchon," arranged for the piano-forte, 5.

" An Air with Variations," dedicated to

Mr. Atkinson. 6. "A Sonata," dedicated

to J. B. Cramer, Esq. Vocal : 1. " The

Exile," a ballad. 2. " Merrily swim we,

the moon shines bright," a glee for four

voices, the words from The Lord of the

Monastery. 3. "Love wakes and weeps,"

a serenade, the words from the novel of

The Pirate. 4. " Carle, now the king's

come" a solo and chorus.

WILSON, (Miss.) This British vocalist

was a pupil of Thomas Welsh, and made

her debut as a theatrical singer in the sea

son of 1821, in the part of Mandane in

Artaxerxes, in which character she per

formed twenty-two nights, and subsequently

appeared in Rosetta in Love in a Village.

She afterwards went to Dublin, where, it

has been said, she cleared above three

thousand pounds by her talent. She is at

present residing in Italy, for musical im

provement.

WINNEBERGER, (Paut.) a violon

cellist and composer, in the year 1 800, at

the French theatre in Hamburgh. He is

especially known by three violin quartets,

published at Offenbach in 1800.

WINTER, (Johann CnmsTiAv) cho

rister and music director at Hanover, was

born at Helmstadt, in 1718. He wrote

several dissertations on church music in

the Latin language, also the words and

music of many cantatas.

WINTER, (Peter.) Thiseminent com

poser was violinist and vice chapel-master

to the king of Bavaria at Munich. He was

horn in 1758. In 1770, he conducted the

orchestra of the theatre at Munich. He

not only composed for the theatres of his

own country, but has enriched the Italian

stage by many excellent works. The fol

lowing list contains his principal composi

tions. For the church : " Messa a 4 met,

2 V., 2 Fl., 2 04., 2 Cor., 2 Fag., Viola,

2 Tromp. Timp., B„ e Organ," Vienna;

" Graduate a 4 voci, t V., 2 Viole, 2 Fl.,

2 Cor., 2 Tromp. Timp., e B." Vienna;

*' Die Pilger auf Kalfari" oratorio, Mu

nich ; "Bittulia liberata," oratorio, Venice,

1792; and "Die Avferstehmr,*

Fortlie theatre : "Helena *xd Peni"owa

Munich ; this was translated into Itihj!,

and performed at Florence in 1781;"**-

lerofon," melodrame, Manheim, 17?"

" Psyche," German opera ; " CSrtf,"«mj

opera, in Italian ; " Orphens," b»ll«,v4

songs. This work had the greats! nws

in London. It is a grand tragic pantoEa

in four acts, intermixed with soon u

choruses. " Leonardo and Blm£mt' »■

lodrame ; " Cora and Altnn" b4-

drame; " Armida," in three acts, ri

choruses, melodrame ; " Per Bettrlet

dent," operetta, Vienna; "Da Wnr

mildchen," operetta, Vienna; "Stir-

List, und Rache," operetta; *Ckk* I

Utica," opera seria, Venice, 1791 : "4*

tigone," opera seria, Naples, MR;"'

Sacrifici dl Creta," opera seria, Tbt.

1792; "Armida vnd RinaUa" v>

drame, Vienna, 1793 ; " I FratrlBte'

opera buffa, 1794 ; " Ogws, wjwtff**

di bet Sesso," opera buffa, PragatW

"Die Sommerbelustifrungen" baflfi^

lin, 1795; " Das unterbrochene Offirfc'

operetta, Vienna, 1796. The que '

this operetta was published in tirioc*

tions, for instruments, at differentw 1

Germany. " / due Vedovi" opera bf-

Vienna, 1796; "Die ThomasnarH"' *?

retta, Bayreuth, 1795; " Die Pfrsu*'

bon Babilon," or the second part af f

" ZauberJtBte." The second act wi! «r

posed forthe Schikaneder theatre at Vffr-

in 1797. " Elisa," operetta, Vienna, 173

" Das Labyrinth," operetta, Vienna. ITS;

" Dcr Sturm von SAakspcerr' • Iter

1799; "Maria von MontaOan,"

seria, Munich, 1800; " Tamrrlt*.'*n

in French, Paris, 1802 ; " Caiftrer Pste

opera, in Italian, London, 1W; J

" Frauenbund," Munich, 1804. ft *

chamber. First, vocal: "Pigmi"

cantata ; " Piramo e Thube," OS*1

"Die verlassene Dido." cantata; aTr

tigerne," cantata ; " Heeler," a"9"

" Ignes de Castro." cantata; "Bern?-

cantata ; *' Bayerschr Luitberitit.' <*"

tata; " Der Franc LHstgtrtr*, '
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'Die Hochteit des Figaro," cantata;

' Andromaque," cantata ; " Progne et Phi-

omele," cantata ; " Gesiinge beym Kla-

ier," first and second part, Munich, 1800 ;

' Gesange beym Klavier, 3ter Thcil,"

lugsburg, 1801 ; " 3 Kantatinen," Italian

nd German, Op. 15 ; "9 Kanzonetten,"

talian and German, Op. 16 ; " Quartetfiir

iesSng," Italian and German, Op. 17;

Die Erldsung des Mrnschen, mit unter-

elegtem Stabat Mater ;" " Timoteo oder:

Me Macht der Tone!' a grand cantata

rom Dryden's Alexander's Feast, Leipsic,

809; "Cotmal," grand opera, Munich,

809; "Die Blinden," opera, 1810; and

: Die Erlosung des Mensehen," cantata for

>ur voices, with orchestra and Stabat Ma-

tr, Leipsic, 1 805. Instrumental : " 6 Con-

erti d V. princip. c. Acc.;" " Concerto li

>boe princip. c. Acc.;" " Concertini A V.,

'tar.. Cor., de Bassetto, e Fag. princip. c.

tec. di 2 V., Viola, e B.;" " Hondo con

rar.i V. princip. 2 V., 2 Fl., 2 Car., V.,

B. ," "3 Sin/on. A Grand Orchestra,"

)ps. 1, 2, and 3, Offenbach, 1795; " Qua-

tor pour 2 V„ A., el B." Op. 5, Munich,

800 ;" 3 Qwintetti pour 1V.,i A., et B.,"

>p. 6, Leipsic, 1802 ; " Sestetto pour 2 V.,

Cots, A., el B.," Op. 9, 1803 ; " 3 Nouv.

>uat. pour 2 V., A., et B." Paris, 1803 ;

Scptuor pour 2 Cors, Ctar., 2 V., A., et

I.," Op. 10, Leipsic, 1804 ; " Sin/on. con-

rrt. pour V., CI., Fag., et Cor, ffc." Op.

1 ; " Ouverture de Proserpine" in parts,

cipsic,1809; and " Ouverture de Calypso,"

parts, Leipsic, 1809.

WISE (Michakl) was a native of Salis-

lry, and one of the first of the children of

e chapel royal after the Restoration. He be-

ime composer and master of the choristers

Salisbury, in 1668, and in 1675 was

•pointed a gentleman of the chapel royal,

even years after this last promotion, he was

ade almoner and master of the choristers

St. Paul's.

He was much favoured by Charles II. ;

d being appointed to attend the king in

e of his journeys, he claimed, as his

i rust for the time being, the privilege of

lying on the organ in the church of what-

ever place the king stopt at. It is said that

in one place he had the presumption to

begin his voluntary before the preacher had

finished the sermon ; and it is possible that

some such unwarrantable and indiscreet

behaviour as this might draw upon him the

royal displeasure ; for, on the king's decease,

we find that he was under a suspension,

and at the coronation of James II., Edward

Morton officiated in his room.

He composed many fine anthems,

"Awake up my glory," ''Prepare ye the

way of the Lord," " Awake, put on thy

strength," and some others. He composed

also that well-known two-part song, " Old

Chiron thuspreached to his pupil Achilles"

and some catches, printed in the Musical

Companion.

He was a man of great pleasantry, but

ended his days unfortunately. Whilst he

was at Salisbury, in the year 1687, some

harsh words took place between him and

his wife, on [which he rushed out of the

house in a violent rage, and (it being to

wards midnight) was stopped by one of

the watchmen ; with this man he began a

new fray, and, in the contest, received a

dreadful blow on the head, which frac

tured his skull and killed him.

WITT, (CnmsTiAN Friedp.icii) cha«

pel-master to the duke of Gotha, was born

at Altenburg, where his father was court-

organist. He was sent early in life by his

prince to Vienna, for improvement in music,

and on his return was first appointed court-

organist, and afterwards, in 1713, chapel-

master. He died in 1716. He wrote vari

ous hymns, also some harpsichord and organ

music.

WITT, (Friedp.ich) chapel-master to

the grand duke of Wurtzburg, and a very

able and agreeable composer, was born in

Franconia in 1771. He studied the vio

loncello early in life, and was appointed

professor of that instrument in the chapel

of the duke of Oetting-Wallerstein, in the

year 1790. His master in composition was

the chapel-master Rosetti. F. Witt has

composed several oratorios and cantatas,

also much instrumental music. His princi-
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pal works are dated between the years

1800 and 1807.

WITTHAUER, (Johann Georo) a

professor of music at Berlin, and subse

quently organist at Lubec, was born at

Neustadt, in Suabia, in 1750. He was a

harpsichord pupil of J. Adlung of Erfurt.

He died at Lubec in 1802. Amongst his

works was an improved edition of " Luh~

kiiis Klavierschuk," and several operas of

sonatas for the harpsichord, published be

tween the years 1783 and 1793.

WITVOGEL, (G. Friedrich) organist

of the new Lutheran church of Amsterdam,

was a native of Barel, in the duchy of

Oldenburg. He engaged, in 1730, in the

music trade at Amsterdam, where he pub

lished the works of most of the great mas

ters, also some Protestant church music of

his own composition.

WOELFL, (JosEru.) This celebrated

pianist and composer was born at Salz

burg in 1772, where he studied the piano

forte and composition under Leopold Mo

zart and Michael Haydn. In the year

1793, or 1794, he commenced a musical

tour, proceeding first to Warsaw, and after

wards going to Vienna, where, in 1 795, he

produced his first opera, entitled "Den

Hollenberg," at the Schikaneder theatre,

which was received with great applause.

The distracted state of Germany, on account

of the wars of that period, determined Woelfl

to visit this country. In his journey hither,

he performed at Prague, Dresden, Leipsic,

Berlin, and Hamburgh, where he gave his

last concert in 1799. After remaining for

some time in England, his playing being

the theme of universal admiration, he

went in 1801 to Paris, where he was also

considered the most extraordinary pianist in

Europe. He there produced an operetta,

which was favourably received, entitled

" L'Amour Romanesque." He soon after

returned to England, and resided here till

his death, which took place in the year

1811. The following list contains his prin

cipal works, which we shall class under two

heads, namely, works published on the con

tinent, and works published in England.

We will commence with the foroe,

the theatre: " Der HiUtaierr.? oper.

Vienna, 1795 ; *' Das kUhIfiUaMb

oder der Guckkasten" operetta. YttL,

1797; " Der Kopf ohne Mm," opto-

Vienna, 1798; " Das TrojaMitk tfoC

operetta ; " V'Amour Romauttfit" Kta

comique, Paris, 1804. For the chisse

" 2 Souat.pour If Clav. seul." Op.l.0fc-

bach, 1795 ; " 3 Sonat. pour U Cite. *,

Op. 3, Vienna, 1797 ; " 3 Quart. IV,

A., el B." Op. 4, Vienna, 1798;"3S«

pour le Clav. avec V. et B.," Op. 5, Ac-

burg, 1798 ; " 3 Sonat. pour le Ox.**.'

Op. 6, Augsburg, 1798; "3Sos«/.;«r.

Clav. sell," Op. 7, Vienna, 1799;"3it-

pour le Clav. avec V." Op. 7, Asjte

1800 ; 6 Quart. & 2 F. eI Op. l

Liv. 1 and 2, Leipsic, 1799; "3 Stt

pour le Clav. avecFl.," Op.ll, Lopst-li"

"3 Sonat. pour le Clav. avec V. eem^f

des Jdecs prises it la Criatitt i I

Haydn;' Op. 14, Leipsic, 1801. ^

Far. pour le Clav. sur le Terz. ft*"1

rimpegno. No. 1," Vienna, 1 797 : ' J fj

pour le Clav. sur une Piece a"Aleus,S.l

Vienna, 1797; " 9 Var.pour le CI**.*1-

iter Mond so lieblich scheinl, A'o. V 1 *

na, 1797 ; " 9 far. pour le Cltr. nr U

schoen willkommcn, aus dem Z*y*'

A'o. 4," Vienna ; " 9 Var. pernr U Or

sur Herbey, herbey ihr Lettte, tsi **

Labyrinth, A'o. 5," Vienna, 1798

pour le Clav. sur La stessa, la ttis*t"*-

A'o. 6," Vienna, 1799; "9 Fa.tm'

Clav. sur Die HStle ill finster, St- '

Vienna, 1801; "6 far. pour UCIb.*

Weibchen treu, wit ever Schattet," Vw»

" 9 Var. pour le Clav. iter, Wen U *

alle MStlchen V} usste, eye." Vieno*. '<*

"9 Far. pour leClav. Mer,3cfcs,***

bald tin Meister bist," Vienna, 1799; "■'

Far. pourle Clav. sur Kind.rillstd"*?

schla/en," Hamburgh, 1799;

des Sees, Ballade f. Klav. *nd fob,

J-eipsic, 1799 ; " Gesange am :

Heft, enthaltend Lieder und ei*e * >>*

mige Hymne von Ramler," Leipsic. ff'

"Air, Afrin Fater hat gnm***,*-0
pour le Clav." 1801 ; " 9 Far. jw » *•
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~nr Se vuol ballare, de Mozart," Leipsic,

[802 ; "Sonat. pour le Clav. avec Fl.

<blig." Op. 3, 1801 ; " Romance de Mihul

mrUe pour le Clav. ;" " 3 Souat. pour le

. lav. seul," Op. 15, 1802 ; " 3 Sonat. pour

c Clav. avec V. et Vc." Op. 16; "Sonat.

tour le Clav. A 4 mains," Op. 17; " Pre-

nier Concerto pour le Clav." Op. 20 ; " 3

ionat. pour le Clav. ii 4 m." Op. 22; "3

brands Trios pour le Clav., V., et Vc." Op.

S3 ; "3 Sonat. progvessiv. pour Clav. et

r.," Op. 24 ; " Grand Trio pour Clav., V.,

•t Vc," Op. 25; "3 Sonat. pour Clav.

ivec V. et Vc." Op. 25 ; " 2ww. Concerto

tour le Clav.," Op. 26 ; " Sonat. pour le

.'lav. seul" Op. 27 ; " Fautaisie et Fugue

mur le Clav." Op. 28 ; " Grande Sonat.

tour le Clav." Op. 28 ; " Grande Sonat.

tour le Clav. el Y." Op. 28 ; " 3 Quatuors

i 2 V., A., et B.," Op. 30 ; " Grand Duo

tour le Clav. et Fc," Op. 31 ; " Sonat.

ivcc Introduct. et Fugue pour le Clav. in

IVo. 12, des licpert. de Clav.," Zurich,

1807; "9 Vats. pour le Clav. seul. No. 8;"

3 Sonat. pour le P. F." Op. 33, Leipsic,

1807; " 3wic. Grand Concerto pour le

P. F.," Op. 32, Leipsic, 1807 ; " Sonat.

jour P. F. avec V. ou Fl.," Op. 27 ; and

*iVonplus ultra, Grande Souatepour P.F."

Jp. 41. Works published in Loudon : " 3

Sonatas," Op. 53; "Sonata," Op. 60;

' Cuckoo Concerto," Op. 49, dedicated to

Madame Ferrari ; "Duels, with favourite

*iirs from Le Nozze di Figaro, Book 1 ;"

*IJuets, with favourite Airsfrom Le Xozze

li Figaro, Book 2 ;" " Grand Duet," Op.

15. (Goulding and Co.'s Cat.) Sonatas:

* 3 Sonatas," Op. 15 ; "3 Sonatas," Op.

19; "3 Sonatas," Op. 33 ;." 3 Sonatas,

F. or V.," Op. 34 or 37 ; "3 Sonatas, F.

,r V.," Op. 43 or 45, dedicated to Cata-

ani; "3 Sonatas, F. or V.," Op. 47 ; "3

Sonatas," Op. 54; "3 Sonatas," Op. 55,

Indicated to Miss Logier; " Schoolfor the

Piano-forte," Op. 56, in two booksj "So-

tata, Nos. 1, 2, and 3," Op. 58 ; " Second

Sonata, with Manly Heart,"Op. 61 ; " So-

tata," Op. 25. Rondos, 4tc.: "Hark, I

'tear the evening bell;" " Heigho" " Po-

acca." Sonatas, &c. for the flute and

VOL. II.

piano-forte : " 3 Sonatas." Op. 34 ; " 3 So

natas," Op. 45 ; " Grand Piano-forte

Duet, with Ft. Ace," four hands, Op. 46 ;

" 3 Sonatas, P. F. and F.," Op. 47; (de

menti's Cat.)

WOETS, (Joseph Bernard) professor

of the piano at Paris, was born at Dunkirk

in 1783. He received his first instructions

in music from his father, who was an or

ganist in that town, and afterwards became

a pupil of the conservatory at Paris, study

ing the piano under Boyeldieu, and com

position under Berton. He has published

several operas of admired piano-forte music,

and some collections of romances.

WOLDEMAR,(N.) a violinist at Paris,

was a pupil of Lolli. He has composed

much music for his instrument, amongst

which are "2 Cone, pour V." " 12 Duos

pour V.i" "6 Rives (tun V. seul;" "6

Caprices pour V." "4 Sonat. fantasma-

goriuues,intitule'cs, I'Ombrede Lolli, I'Om-

bre de Tartini, t'Ombre de Pugnani, et

COmbrc de Mestrino" " ThSmes de Mozart

et Haydn, varies pour Violon seul;" "Grand

Solos, Liv. 1 ;" " Grand Solos, Liv. 2."

He has also published a method for bowing,

and a method for the clarionet ; likewise

two works, the one entitled " Bareme

Lyriquede Woldemar, outArt de composer

tnute sorte de Musique sans savoir la Com

position," Paris, 1800, and the other " Ta

bleau Mtflo-tachygraphique." This is a

treatise on musical short-hand.

WOLF (Ernst Wilhelm) was born at

Great BeHringen, near Gotha, in 1735, and

studied music at Jena. In 1761, when his

studies were completed, he was appointed

concert-master to the duke of Weimar.

He not only composed a great number

of German comic operas, but also several

excellent pieces for the harpsichord. In

1782, he brought out an Easter cantata, or

anthem, in score, and afterwards a funeral

anthem, of which the music is admirable,

though in the former the airs are somewhat

too dramatic for the church. He is justly es

teemed a composer of much originality. A

chorus, taken from each of the above pieces,

is inserted in La Trobe's sacred music, as
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a specimen of his compositions. He died

at Weimar in 1792. Amongst his works

we can enumerate the following. Theoreti

cal : " Musical Travels In June, July, and

August, 1782," Weimar, 1784; " Lesson?

of Music, tfc," Dresden, 1788, in folio.

Church music : " Osterkantate, nach H. J-

Tode's Poesie," Schwerin, 1789; "Jesus

in Oethsemane," acantata, Schwerin, 1789 ;

*' Die letzte stimme der sterbcnden liebe

am Kreuz," cantata ; "Dcr sieg des ErW-

sers," cantata ; " Der leidende Erluser,"

cantata; "Die letzte stunde des sterbenden

Erasers" cantata ; *' Kleincs Passions Ora-

torium;" " Hier will ich bey dir, tjc,"

a passion cantata ; " Der 100<e Psalm."

Theatrical music : various operettas and

cantatas, also the operas of " Alceste,"

words-by Wieland, and " Superba," words

by Sechendorf. To these we might add

various instrumental sonatas, concertos, &c,

chiefly for the harpsichord, and bearing

date from the year 1774 to 1789.

WOLF, (Georo FniEDiucn) chapel-

master to a German nobleman, was born at

Haynrode, in the duchy of Schwartzburg.

He published a method for the piano-forte

entitled n Vnterricht im Klavierspielen,"

in two volumes, which went through several

editions after the year 1783 ; also a method

for singing, and a concise musical diction

ary. His practical works consist of piano

forte and vocal music. He was still living

in the year 1802, when he received the

appointment of chapel-master at Werni-

gerode, in Upper Saxony.

WOLF, (Luowig) an excellent violinist

and composer for his instrument, belonged

to the orchestra of the theatre at Frankfort

in the year 171)6.

WOODCOCK, (Robert) a celebrated

performer on the flute, composed twelve

concertos, so contrived, as that flutes of

various sizes, having the parts transposed,

might play in concert with the other instru

ments. Woodcock died about the year

1750.

WORGAN,(Joiin) doctor of music. His

parentage, in common with that of most

builders of a name, is involved in iinpene-

trable and inconsequential obscurity. Ei

father, the unheeded slave of his offiprk,

sunk unobserved to the grave. The Iseu;

records, even of deathless names, naj s-

nerally be limited to a few lines, Ti*

father to the subject of these memoirs Vi

six children, James, Mary, Charles, Hr-

nah, John, and Elizabeth, slenderly p

vided for, and chiefly dependent on it

musical abilities of James, who covld ■

little more for his brothers and sister? oa

instruct them in his own art. Junes ■

the organist at Aldgate and St Dasstii!

in the East : when he died, John soec««!

him at Aldgate, and Mary atSLDonsti;'1.

At this church Mary's playing soot

her the heart and hand of a thriving mi*

man. Charles went to Jamaica, andseri;-

there in trade ; he was also organist £ it

Royal. Hannah married a Mr. date-

in the silk business. Of Elizabeth ir>

no certain account, but it is thoart*

married and went to Jamaica; and.'"

the subject of these memoirs, lived -

brother James, under whomhewasiifa*

in the study of music.

The dawn of genius is common!;'-1

remarkably brilliant, or obscured bj es

that deceive the vigilance of tuition, »

mental character of John Worgaa «s 11

the latter cast; working itso»n»aj.ul

apparently impervious to the access of n."

lar instruction. The friendly brotte «

disheartened, and almost hopeless, pari*

larly when he found the ear of hop5'

seemingly so defective as to be ixtf-

of comprehending that important fews-

musical practice called time. One i*}

when the brothers were sitting at

after a morning to all appearance I* 3

fruitless toil, John suddenly pansr-*'

unwittingly the exclamation of Arenas*4

"I have it," cries the pupiL

what V said James. "The rtmf'i^*

the other. " I am glad of it,"ttjo*^

master ; "but come, let as see •W.""

have." They went immediate!' ■ ~

harpsichord, and John surprised aai!*"

fied his brother with a practical pr^jb

acquisition . From that moment tie a*1
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louds of the tlive began to disperse, and

is reported that eventually James did not

shold the rapid advances of his brother

ithout envy. Be that as it may, John

ways acknowledged gratefully the debt of

substantial groundwork to his brother;

ho was, indeed, both practically and theo-

tically, what is termed significantly a

und musician ; but the transcendency of

e younger brother was irresistible; and

tmes, who then played the organ at Vaux-

ill gardens, resigned it to his brother about

e year 1751. James died in the year

r53, and in the same year John supplied

s place as organist at Aldgate. About

is time his talents in composition, and

;ecution on the organ, began to attract

at popularity so essential to the profitable

ccess of every kind of talent. But he

as not a man to be contented with the

rpularte aura, which he courted merely

i a. means of advancing his fortune, and

fterwards readily assigned to the little

igeraess of less ambitious competitors,

e was indeed " a mighty genius, born to

apple with whole libraries" of musical

assies, to sport with practical difficulties,

id to explore the intellectual depths of an

t yet unfathomed, and perhaps unfathom-

le.

1 1 is not to be supposed that such a mind

aid be satisfied with ordinary attainments,

e got from old Roseingrave all that such

eccentric enthusiast could give, and

>m him imbibed a reverence for the genius

Domenico Scarlatti, who transmitted

m the compositions, of which, accordingly,

-was afterwards the editor. But Pales-

tia was the God of his youthful idolatry,

trie memory of whom, he once, at a con-

i a I meeting, poured a libation on his

re knee ; a youthful freak that, in Eng-

acl , is a subject for ridicule ; not so in

Hy, "When," says Dr. Burney, "he

came acquainted with Geminiani, he

roTt by no other divinity ; and the profes-

>r» credited him for an exclusive attach-

»ot to Handel." But these were both

, tial and erroneous representations of a

ad, that, to have been understood, must

have been carefully and constantly studied.

Another light would have shown him the

votary of Blow ; another of Purcell ; another

of Anie; of the Italian school, or of the

German. All, however, who knew him,

allow that he had an original vein, " quite

his own," as Dr. Burney phrases it.

The first book of Dr. Worgan's Vauxhall

songs was published in the year 1753, and

he contined to supply the gardens with

vocal music till the year 1761, when the

proprietor thought fit to try the effect of

new names. After an interregnum of nine

years, when the changes were rung on

Arne, Potter, Arnold, and others, Worgan

resumed his vocal tasks in the year 1 770 ;

but it is reasonable to suppose that the

composing for Vauxhall audiences grew

more and more irksome to him ; for, like his

illustrious prototype Handel, he now began

to ascend the heights of science and sacred

song, as he approached the termination of

his terrestrial toil, and consequently to turn

with distaste from the vulgar flowers of the

plains. The organ at the gardens was now

surrounded by professors, and the cognos

centi, who followed him in throngs to his

churches at St. Mary Axe and Aldgate.

Here indeed he was in his element, and the

gardens evidently were no longer his pro

per sphere. Of this, indeed, his admirers

and the town began to talk so loudly, that

the tattle, according to custom, evaporated

in caricature, and Apollo was represented

kicking him out of heaven, for wasting

celestial energies on the profanum vulgus.

This disorderly state of things could not

last long, and in the year 1774 his engage

ment with Tyers closed ; but alas ! he was

yet harassed with didactic drudgery, the

most profitable and disgusting branch of

professional duty, unless a professor could

select his pupils. To the mere master,

indeed, it may be, with some exceptions, a

" Delightful tiuli
To teach the young idea how to shoot jw

and in certain instances it may be so to the

finished performer ; but to the creative mind

the toil oftuition must be a crown of thorns ;

and should the subject of these memoirs
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ever be fairly known as a composer, the

infliction of this heavy penalty on the neg

lected sufferer, will be followed by an ample

tribute of generous but fruitless regret.

The rest of Dr. Worgan's life was to the

public a blank, his attendance at St. Mary

Axe and Aldgate excepted. His composi

tions, indeed, attracted a little circle of

intelligent admirers, but the beams of patri

cian patronage passed over the unfashion

able Englishman to foster exotic plants,

and he descended to the grave to await the

tardy and barren retribution of posthumous

justice.

He did not however expire without an

effort. His manuscripts had accumulated,

and he could not but know their value ; nor

was he without the generous ambition that is

ever a prominent characteristic of genius.

Accordingly, a few years before his death, he

invited the reputed patroDs of music to a

series of private concei ts at his house, con

sisting of sacred music, and called by the

Italians coucerti spirituals; but he sung

to adders. Haydn and Pleyel had intoxi

cated the town, and the revival of Handelian

sublimity and science was confounded with

servile imitation. Not indeed but that the

selections the doctor made might have been

rendered more effective by the substitution

of that affecting and intelligible simplicity,

in which he abundantly excelled, for the

learned labour to which he was perhaps too

partial ; but from the rock on which Milton

split, what mental supremacy is an infalli

ble security 1 What Alcides ever rescued

genius from himself?

Dr. Worgan's constitution was naturally

sound, but gradually undermined by that

dreadful malady the stone.

The increasing paroxysms of his disorder

determined him at length to undergo a

surgical operation in his sixty-sixth year,

which he endured with heroic fortitude ;

but it failed in the object, though eventually

it terminated all his worldly sufferings. He

was buried at the church of St. Mary Axe,

opposite the left side of the communion

table, as approached from the aisle. At

his funeral .the church was crowded with

respectable parishioners and monnfcj ft

tators. As the body entered tk» Asa

Mr. Charles Wesley, one of hiifiwro

pupils, played the Dead MarcbaStit

the organ ; and the instrument, Tbkt i

the doctor's time had fascinated tm

sands, thundered forth a volkj, i>"

unconscious master descended 'vza -■

grave. Such was the flitting scere *

honoured his remains, and vanished -

now, " not a stone tells where he lies.'

WRAXISSKV, (Pavi.) an eKtie

violinist, was elected, in 1790, tiret ~

and director of the opera orchestn t

national theatre of Vienna. He «i >

in llohemia, and was a pupil of tit

brated Haydn. His conapositioas m •

numerous and highly admired. .V;

sist of several theatrical piece*, perfcc

at Vienna between the yearsl791ssi^

and various operas of instrumena' »•

consisting of symphonies, concert***"*

quintets, quartets, trios, duos, a* » -

bearing date between the years IS 6

1800. His German opera called "(nr.

which was performed at Frankfort is i"'

on the occasion of the coronaaa t '•'

emperor Leopold II., had siici » *

that, during six weeks, it was peic-

every night. U ranissky died »t

in 1808.

WRANISSKY, (Anton) jwst!

ther of the preceding, was ehxpel-m*^

the prince of Lobkovtiss at Vieon. ■

from about the year 1796, was cocsi-"

one of the best violinists in that npiu >

has composed various w orks for h» ^»

ment.

WRIGHT, (Thomas) bornit&ioo

upon Tees in 1 763, resides at Croti, s *

North Hiding of Yorkshire. lUattetz*

of a concerto, published in 1795, wHd s

introduced the present general n»i; '

ing and designating the time tiut ■>>•

compositions are to be played ia, bft^1"

cillations of a pendulum, (set J&o*

Magazine for March, 1800, page 11"*

of a primer of music and supplerwS - '■*

primer, which are in high erosa* ■

elemental works, and place the «nf* -
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,-ever espite without

cripU had accumulateJ,

ut bow their value; mi

. onerous ambition tbat is

characterUtic of genius-

yearabeforehisdeati.te

4 pawns of music lo s

oncerts at bis bouse, <»

music,aad called by the

™ri«S; °»< le

□ and Heyel bad i^-

dlhe revival rfHaodeba.

Xot mdeedbutthattbe

,rmade might have bee.

cuvebyth.^1

,d intelligible"^'

tatly welled, fa *

vhich be was perhaps ™

r«koawhich>.°

iod difecls

iaBc^

atliaak*1;

lift few*'

every

apparently an addenda to his Institutes,

and intended to supply deficiencies which

he had become sensible of, by observing the

instructive system of his younger competi

tor. Wright forms two original parts of his

own Institutes excellently adapted to pro

fitable practice in almost any stage of a

student*s progress, and perfect, as detached

lessons, although they constitute links in his

greater work, which it is understood to be a

laudable object of his professional life to

mature and publish, with every advantage

that long and extensive experience can be

stow. An unacted opera called *' Rusti-

city,*' (written by his wife) an anthem of

thanksgiving for peace, and two or three

trifling marches and single songs, complete

the list of Wright's publications. He

is the son of the late Ilobert Wright,

organist of Stockton upon Tees, and at

a very early age evinced much ingenuity

both in music and mechanics. When

rant migrations ot the piuiosopner to bioc*

ton market, they happened to meet in tin

street, the celebrated wallet was quickl'

in descent from his shoulder, and a boon o

apples or gingerbread, with a word or tw

of his best churl expletives, generall

testified his recognition. Wright partici

larly excels in spontaneous performance

especially upon the organ, and has that dl

criminative nicety of ear which has been s

much thought of, as a gift or attainment, i

the case of one or two other eminent mus

cians: he can tell what single note is strut

upon a keyed instrument, not seeing it, ar

in like manner detect his pupils at a litt

distance when they put down a note with

wrong finger. Nature, indeed, seems

liav# devoted him to music.

WUNDERLICH, (Jonans Geor>

born at Bayreuth in 1755, was, in t

year 1300, flutist in the orchestra of t

I grand opera at Paris ; also professor of tl

I instrument (in the second class) at the cc
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WYLDE (H.) was bora in 1795, and

entered as a chorister of the chapel royal in

1805, under Dr. Ayrtou, to which cele

brated master, Stafford Smith succeeded, iu

the same year, and from whom he learnt

composition. In 1810, he left the chapel

royal, and, in 1809, became organist of

Watford church in Hertfordshire. The

compositions which he has published are

but few in number, as the small leisure

time he can spare from professiaal a-

gagements has been chiefly devoted to it

composition of cathedral music for pnTa

performance. His published irekt ■

" Go, 'tis honour's voice,'' song; "ffctii

to my friend," glee for four voices;

inanity," glee for four voices ; " LUtb a-

mate,full of mirth," glee for three vsioi:

" Cease not, my lute" song ; and"iJa

while morn,"

X

XAVIER, (Anton Maria) chamber-

violinist to the emperor Napoleon, and

member of the royal academy of music, was

born at Paris in 1761). He was of a noble

family, but was obliged on account of the

French revolution to follow music as a pro

fession. He was a pupil of Bertheaume and

of Mestrino. His violin playing was greatly

admired at Paris. He published likewise

several operas of music for his instrument

and many romances.

XIMENES, (Fran.) cardinal and arch

bishop of Toledo, was born at Tordelaguna

in 1457. He took a very active part in the

organization of the Spanish church mas* s

his time, and introduced the Mooiibi: '

Gothic chant, which differs in serei "

spects from the Gregorian and Anfani

chants. It is very similar to the ws.

African church music introduced by ii

Augustin. A law of the council of Wei

determines that no person shall be jdssi

to the ecclesiastical dignity in Spaa f■--

out being able to sing the whole missU

at least all the customary chants ix

hymns of the church, in the Msar-t

style.

YANIEWICZ, (Felix) a Polish gen

tleman, born at Wilna,and in his youth at

tached to the court of Stanislaus, the late

king of Poland. His genius for music

showed itself at a very early age, and was

so much admired by king Stanislaus

that he signified his desire that every

means should be employed for the cul

tivation of a talent so remarkable. With

this object in view, a liberal pension was

assigned to Yaniewicz, in order that he

might travel in Germany, Italy, and France

for the improvement of his art. Whilst in

Paris, where he was particularly noticed by

several members of the royal family, the

French revolution broke out, and soon after

the sun of Polish liberty set, probably for

ever. Amidst the tempest of polities! «*

motion which involved the ruin of St*-

laus and the dismantlement of Faa*-

Yaniewicz's fortunes were involved is *

general wreck, and, in 1792, he aae-

England, where he has since resided :

he married an English lady, by wk® L'

has one son and two daughters. Both b

daughters seem to inherit their father'! ej-

sical talent. The eldest, Felicia, ttai*-

still young, is already distjaguUbed a

admirable pianist, possessing gnat kin.

neatness, brilliancy of touch, and eiecito.

Her public performances have been epti?

creditable to herself and to herfathef*9

has been her chief instructor, and tbe»*^

of her taste. As a singer, her pas ^
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unpretending style, and delicate intonation,

have given great pleasure to her bearers in

public and in private. The youngest, Pau

line, though still almost a child, gives great

promise of musical excellence. Her capa

city for the acquirement of various accom

plishments, is such as requires only judici

ous direction to enable her to excel in what

ever she may attempt. Yaniewicz has been

long well known in the musical world as a

very eminent performer ou the violin. His

style seems more the result of his own pe

culiar mode of feeling and expression, than

any scholastic imitation or predilection.

With great spirit and precision in the more

brilliant passages, there is blended in those

of the cantabile character a strain of ama

tory feeling and serious tenderness which

gives an iudescribable charm to his perform

ances. His tone is pure and equal, his in

tonation remarkably exact, and his style

free from those unmeaning harlequinades,

and flattering frippery embellishments,

which disfigure the violin playing of so

many performers whose merits are other

wise considerable. His concertos, trios,

duets, and other compositions, give proof of

a fine and cultivated taste.

YONGE, author of a work entitled

*' Musica Transalpina," published in Lon

don in the year 1588. The dedication to

this work supplies the following interesting

notice of the state of music in the metropo

lis at that time. " Since I first began to

keep house in this city, it hath been no small

comfort unto me, that a great number of

gentlemen and merchants of good account,

as well of this realm as of foreign nations,

have taken in good part such entertainments

of pleasure as my poor ability was able to

afford them, both by the exercise of music,

daily used in my house, and by furnishing

them with books of that kind , yearly sent

to me out of Italy and other places, which

being for the most part Italian songs, are

for sweetness of air very well liked of all,

but most in account with them that under

stand the language."

YOST, (Michael.) Under this name

several pieces of instrumental music were

published at Paris, about the year 1790.

All of them, however, were the composition

of J. C. Vogel.

YOUNG, (Miss.) See Ahne, (Mrs.)

YOUNG, (Matthew) an Irish bishop,

published at Dublin, in 1784, a treatise en

titled "An Enquiry into the principal Phe

nomena of Sounds and Musical Strings."

He died at Whitworth, in Lancashire, in the

year 1800.

YRTARTE, (Don Tomas de) a Spanish

author, published at Madrid, in 1779, a

poem, in five cantos, entitled " Im Musica."

There is an indifferent French translation of

this poem, entitled "La Musique, Polme de

D. Thomas Yriartc, trad, de VEspagnol par

Grainville, et accompagne' de Notes par

LangUt" Paris, 1800.

YSSANDON, (Jean) a French musi

cian, published at Paris, in 1582, a work

entitled " Traiti de Musique pratique di-

vise' en deu-x Parties"

YZO published, in 1754, probably at

Paris, two works entitled " Apologie de la

Musique et des Musiciens Francois, conirc

les Assertions pen me'lodieuses, peu mesu~

rdes ct matfondics de J. J. Rousseau, Ci-

, toyen de Genive," and " Lettre sur celle de

i J. J. Rousseau sur la Musique."

z

ZABERN (Jacob) published at Munich,

inlSOO, a work entitled "Ars bene cantandi

choralem cantum."

ZACCARIIS or ZACHRIIS, (Cjesar

de) born at Cremona, was musician to the

Bavarian court, and flourished towards the

end of the sixteenth century.

ZACCHARELLI, an Italian dramatic

composer in the latter part of the last cen

tury.
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ZACCHINT, (Giulio) an organist at

Venice, published, in 1572, a work entitled

"Jfotstta A 4 vocum"

IACCONI, (Lldovico) an Augustine

monk of Pesaro, and afterwards a musician

in the service of the duke of Bavaria, was

the author of an excellent work, printed at

Venice, first in 1591, and afterwards in

1596, under the title of " Pratica di

Musica." This is justly esteemed one of

the most valuable treatises on the subject of

practical music that is extant ; and although

it seems chiefly intended for the use of ex

perienced musicians, it abounds with pre

cepts which are applicable to practice, and

suited even to ordinary capacities. In the

year 1662, he published a second part of

this work, in which he treats of the elements

of music, and the principles of composition.

The rules for the composition of counter

point, fugue, and canon, are taken from

the writings of Zarlino, Artusi, and other

Italians.

ZACH (Johann) was born in Bohemia,

and received his musical education under

the first organists and contrapuntists of

his day. He was chapel-master to the

elector of Mentz, and his instrumental com

positions were much admired. He died in

poverty in 1773.

ZACHARIAE, (FrtiEDiticn Wiluelm)

an eminent German poet and composer, was

professor of the belles lettres at the gym

nasium, in Brunswick, where he died in

1777. His compositions were chiefly vocal.

ZACHARIAE, (J. F. L.) music director

at Magdeburg in the latter part of the last

century, composed some church music and

other vocal pieces.

ZACHAU, (Fhieokicii Wilhelm) the

son of a musician of Leipsic, was born in

that town in 1663. He was placed at the

public school there, and became a deeply

skilled proficient in the science of music, and

likewise attained some excellence as a per

former on the organ and other instruments.

He studied under Thiel at Stettin, and,

in 1684, was appointed organist of the

church of the Virgin Mary at Halle, in

Saxony, where he continued until his death,

in the year 1721. He composed ie«a

pieces for the church, and some \tsxm w

the harpsichord. His professional cetera

occasioned him to have many pupils, a:

it is uo small addition to bis chanae.

that he was the musical precepts ti

Handel.

ZAHN, a celebrated performer oa l>

bassoon, was bom in Francouia. He *»

engaged, in 1761, in the imperial chape. r

St. Petersburg, and resided in Russia dar-:

twenty years.

ZAMPERINI, (Anna) a celefeu-.

Venetian singer in the latter part of tfc; b_:

century.

ZAMPTERI or SAMPIERI, i rwi

Italian violinist, resided for some us; -

this country about the year 1795. He

a very singular character, and gave seres

concerts, at which he introduced as

compositions, whimsically describing ; -

bills the story his music was meant ti

trate.

ZANCHIUS, court-musician andenu-

to the emperor Rudolph II., was ban '

Treviso. He flourished at Prague s: :-j

commencement of the seventeenth ce2r>

and published there, amongst other «:k

"5 Ve/tperpsatmcn von 8 und 12 Sftsmn

1603.

ZANETTI or ZANETTTNI, (Astott:

a Venetian, was chapel-master to the est

of Modena. He brought out at Venice c-

following operas : " Medea in Ala*.' 1? 1

and 1678 ; " VAurora in Atrmi" 167i

"Irene e Constantino," 1681 ; " Tktxul» <

in Bando," 1683 ; "Virgilio CuntnU, "V'^

&Rd"Artaserse," 1705.

ZANETTI, (Francesco) chapel-ca.-

at Perugia, was born at Volaterra abost i

year 1740. In 1790, he resided in tks

country, where he published several open

of violin music. Amongst his dnzi

works are "L'Antigono," Leghorn, lT»-;,

"La Didone abbandonatn,'* Leghorn, 1"»

and "Le Cognate in Conteua," open kss.

Alessandria, 1783.

ZANOTTI, (FriANcM.) anlulme

thor, published " Lettere del Sgr. />=*•

AT. Zanotti, M P. Giamb. Martini, e>?
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riovcnale Sacchi, Aecademici delV Istituto

H Bologna nelle ouali si propongono e ri-

olvono alcuni dubbi appartenenti at trat-

rato. Delia divisione del tempo nella mu-

ica, ncl ballo e nella poesia, pubblicato in

Milano tteil* anno 1770 , e aW altro : delle

'uintc successive nel contrapunto, e delle re-

yole digli accompagnamenti, pubbl. Vanno

780," Milan, 1782.

ZANOTTI (Giovanni Caiisto) was, in

1770, chapel-master at Bologna. In 1791,

le is named as a dramatic composer in the

Milan theatrical calendar.

ZAPF, (Joiiann Nepomuk) pianist at

jratz, has published, chiefly at Vienna,

nany works for his instrumentsince the year

1 800.

ZAPPA, (Francesco) a good violon

cellist and composer for his instrument, pub

lished some of his music at Paris about the

year 1776.

ZARLINO, (Giuseppe) a celebrated

chapel-master of St. Mark's church at

Venice, was born at Giogga, near Venice,

at the commencement of the sixteenth cen

tury. He was a pupil of Adrian Willaert,

and succeeded Cyprian Rore, whose office

he filled in 1565. His theoretical works

raised him to the rank of one of the first

classical authors of the sixteenth ceutury,

He was, after Guido, one of the first

authors who wrote on music scientifically,

making use of the monochord to treat of the

length of the strings and the consonances.

I'he merit of having discovered the relation

between the major and minor third, is also

attributed to him. All his works were

printed at Venice.in 1538, in four volumes,

folio. Zarlino was the composer of the

'* Modnlationes sexVocumperPhil.Usbertum

cditte," Venice, 1566. He likewise com

posed for the theatre. In 1630, one of

his operas called "Orfeo," was represented

at Paris by a company of singers, brought

there "by cardinal Mazarin. Walther fixes

the time of the death of Zarlino in the year

1559, but he is deceived, since he succeeded

Rore in 1565. Laborde names the year

1559, and this opinion is most probable.

Dr. Burney says, " There are few musical

authors whom I have more frequently con

sulted than Zarlino, having been encouraged

by his great reputation and the extent of

his plan, to hope for satisfaction from his

writings concerning many difficulties in the

music of the early contrapuntists ; but I

must own that I have been more frequently

discouraged from the pursuit by his pro

lixity than enlightened by his science : the

most trivial information is involved in such

a crowd of words, and the suspense it oc

casions is so great, that patience and cu

riosity must be invincible indeed to support

a musical inquirer through a regular perusal

of all his works." However, as there is

perhaps more pedantry discovered by writers

upon music in general than any other art,

from their ambition of being thought pro

foundly skilled in the useless jargon of

ancient Greek theorists, if we make allow

ance for Zarlino's infirmity in that par

ticular, many useful precepts, and much

curious information concerning the music of

the sixteenth century, may be collected from

his works.

ZEILINGER, a pianist, probably resi

dent at Vienna, has published there several

works for his instrument since the year

1800.

ZELLER, (G. B. L.) chapel-master to

the duke of Meckleiiburg-Strelitz, and com

poser of some dramatic and violin music,

died at Strelitz in the year 1803.

ZELTElt (Carl FniEonicn) was born

at Berlin in 1758. He was much distin

guished as a musical amateur in that city,

and succeeded Fasch as director of his

singing-school. He also published various

vocal and instrumental works between the

years 1790 and 1810. His wife was an ex

cellent singer. She died in the year 1806.

ZENARO, (Da Salo Giulio) a mu

sician of the sixteenth century, published at

Venice, in 1590, "Madrigali Spiriluali a

3 voci."

ZIANI, (Don Pietro Andbea) by birth

a Venetian, was in early age chapel-master

of St. Mark's at Venice, and subsequently

entered the service of the court at Vienna.

He was one of the best theorists of his time,
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and the number of his practical works

attests the fecundity of his talent. Besides

seven operas of sonatas, which were all

published , he produced the following operas :

"La Guerriera Spartana," 1654; " Eu-

patra," 1655 ; " Le Fortune di Rodope e

di Da'.mim," 1657 ; "L'Inconstanza trion-

fante," 1658; "Antigona dehua da Al

cestc," 1660; "Annibale in Capua," 1661;

"Gli Schcrzi di Fortuna" "Le Lagrime

delta Vergine ;" " Le Fatiche iFErcole,"

1662; "Amor Guerriero," 1663; "Al*

ciade," 1667; " Semiramide," 1671;

"Eraclio," 1671; "Atlila," 1672; and

'•Candaule," 1679.

ZIANI (Mahco Antonio) was a rela

tion of the preceding, and his successor in

the place of chapel-master at Vienna. Some

of his sonatas were published at Amsterdam.

The following are amongst his operas and

oratorios : "Alessandro Magno in Sidone,"

1679; "La Ninfa Bizarra," 1680; "Alci-

biade," 1680; " JJamira placata," 1680;

"La Virtu sublimata dal Grande," 1683;

"Tullo 0*/i7io,"1685 ; ''Ingamto regnante,"

1688 ; "II gran Tamerlano," 1689;

"Creonte," 16i)0; " Fahirena," 1690;

"Amante Eroe," 1693; " Marie detuso,"

"La Virtu Trionfante del? Amore e delf

Odio," 1691; "Rosalinda," 1693; "Amor

Figlio del Mcrto," 1694 ; "La Finta pas-

zia d'Ulisse;" " Domicio ;" " Coustansa

in Trion/o," 1696; " Eumene," 1697 ;

"Odoardo " II Giutlizio di Salomonc

"Egisto, Bi di Cipro," 1698; "Amori tra

gli odi, ossia il Ramiro in Norvegia ;" "//

Tkeodosio," 1699 ; " Duello a"Amore e di

Vendetta;" " Gordiano Pio ;" "II Me-

teagro," 1700; "Temislocle," 1701 ; " Ro-

nwlo," 1702; " Esopo," 1703; "Albouio,"

1707; "Chelonida," 1709; "Genu flagel-

lato," oratorio, 1714; and the first act of

the opera "Atenaide."

ZIEGLER, (Franz) a monk at the abbey

of Eberbach, published at Nuremburg, in

1740, a work entitled " 84 Intertudia sive

breviores vcrsiculi ad musicam choralem

ubique necetsarii." Sometime afterwards,

he published a second collection of eighty

easy fugues.

ZIEGLER, (Ciiristias Gomm)«

excellent organist and learned casex

at Quedlinburg in the first half oi it it

century.

ZIEGLER, (Joseph) a good vio£s.s:

Vienna about the year 1750. He«!it

of the masters of Von Dittersdorf.

ZIELCHE, (Jmuxs Heinkich)^

ber-musician and flutist to the king of De-

mark, also court-organist at CopenbiK

published there, and at Berlin, much ac

tor the flute, between the years 1775 1.

1790.

ZIFRA. See Cifba.

ZIALUER3JANN, (Matthias) » Ce-

man church composer towards the c,»

the seventeenth century.

ZLUMERMANN, (Aston) orga"

the cathedral church at Presburg, hei i

1781. He left much instrument*] usr '

his composition, chiefly in manuscrifi.

ZiaiaiERMANX (Piekbi h*

Gvillaume) was born at Paris ■!*

He was a pupil of Boyehiieu al ^

servatory. At fourteen yeans of ij< >'

obtained the pri2e for performance as

instrument, and, having studied buuc;

under Catel, he, two years iftewvi

gained the first prize for that aim. 6

compositions, almost all in mas;,-: •

consist of piano-forte music, and apt

variety of romances.

ZINGARELLI, (Nicolo) chapel-aasf

of St. Peter's at Rome, was bora al -Vapio

in 1 752, or, according to Gerber, al l£i»

in 1760. Having lost his father at u«-~'

age, he was placed at the coasemlsP >

Loretto to learn the rudiments of cosy

sition under Fcneroli. Cutanea

Giordanello were here his fellow-stnifi1*

On quitting the conservatory he learaet '-'

higher branches of the science ttm

ranza. One of his earliest works w» 13

"Montezuma," whicb was produced «k

Naples theatre in 1781, and, thoofi

free from faults, gained the approbate: *

Haydn. He then wrote for almost all ■

theatres in Italy, and after haviaf t*^

Paris in the year 1789, where he pmoW

his "Antigone," he returned u> ItiljiM
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chosen chapel-master to the cathedral of

Milan. This situation he subsequently re

linquished, being elected, on the death of

the celebrated Guglielmi, in 1806, to his

place in the chapel of the Vatican. From

this epoch church music has been the only

species of composition to which he has ap

plied himself. The following list contains

his principal works : " Telemaco, ossia la

Vertu vincitricc," cantata, Milan, 1785 ;

"Picimero," opera seria, Venice, 1785;

"Armida," opera seria, Rome, 1786;

"Montezuma," opera seria, Naples, 1781;

"La Morte di Cesare" opera seria, Milan,

1791 ; "Antigono," Paris, 1789 ; " II Mer-

cato di Moufregoso," Vienna, 1793; " La

Secchia rajrita," opera buffa, 1795 ; "Stanze

del Canto Vigesimo delta Gierusalemme

liberata di Tasso," Paris, 1795; "Romeo e

Giuliclta," opera buffa, Vienna, 1797;

'*Dio sahi Francesco Jmperatore ; Inno

Patriotico degli Austrian, con Acc. d' Or

chestra: Gotterhalte Franz den iaiser,

trasportato in Lingua Hal. de Curpani,"

Vienna, 1798 ; "Pirro Pi d'Epiro," opera

seria, Vienna, 1798; "Fro, Cantata, ossia

Monologo con Acc. di Ccmb.," Vienna,1802;

"Preghiera, coifAcc. di Cembalo," Vienna,

1803 ; "L'Oracolo de Sanniti," opera seria,

Naples, 1 805 ; "Der 33 Gesang am Dante's

Hoik,fur mchrstimmigen gehsang," 1808 ;

" La Distruzione di Gerusatemme," ora

torio, Florence, 1800; *' // Trionfo di

Daviile," oratorio; " Ifigenia," opera;

"Artaserse," opera; "Apelle e Campaspe,"

opera; "// Conle di Saldagna," opera;

■' lues de Castro," opera; and " 11 Rit-

trato."

ZINGONI (Giovanni Batttsta) pub

lished eight admired symphonies at Amster

dam, previously to the year 1766.

Z1NK, (Benedict Friedricu) organist

of the cathedral at Schleswick in 1783,

published some admired instrumental music.

He died at Ludwigslust in 1801.

ZINK, (Hartnack Otto Conbad) son

of the preceding, was master of the choris

ters at the chapel royal of Copenhagen. He

wa* considered a good performer on the

flute and piano-forte, and published several

operas of music for those instruments.

ZONKA, or ZONCA, or ZONGA, (Jc-

hann Baptiste) a good bass singer, and

performer on the harmonica, belonging to

the elector's chapel at Munich till 1786,

when he returned to Italy, his native coun

try. He published several bass songs, with

instrumental accompaniments.

ZOPPIS, (Francesco) chapel-master

to the emperor of Russia at Petersburg, in

1756. He first went to that country with

an Italian opera company, of which he wag

the compositore. Both his serious and

comic operas were very successful. The

following are the only two of his entire

works which are well known out of Russia:

"Sacrificio ttAbramo" oratorio, and " Vo-

logeso," opera. Several detached airs from

his other operas became popular in Ger

many.

ZUCCARI, (Carlo) an Italian violinist

and composer, flourished about the year

1770. He was for some time in this coun

try, and published, in Loudon, " The Art

of Adagio," consisting of solos for the violin

and bass, and " Three Triosfor two Violins

and Pass"

ZUCCARRI, (Andrea or Giovanni)

an Italian dramatic composer, resided at

Venice about the year 1726, and produced

there the opera of " Teleuco," in which

the celebrated Carestini made his first

appearance on the Venice boards.

ZUCCHI, a celebrated Milanese violinist,

at the commeucement of the last century.

ZUCHEIXI orZUCCHELLl, (Sicnor.)

This bass singer is said to be an English

man by birth, and to have passed the first

eight or nine years of his childhood in Eng

land. His organs of speech having, there

fore, been early trained to the pronunciation

of our language, he speaks it far better than

foreigners in general, though still with a

slight foreign accent. He sang at the an

cient concert in 1822, and though he cer

tainly did not shine in Handel's finest bass

songs, such as "Whydo the nations," and "O,

ruddier than the cherry," being manifestly
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unacquainted with the style of these songs,

still the splendour of his voice had its effect.

He also performed at the King's theatre.

ZUCHINO, (Gregorio) a monk, born

at Brescia, flourished in the first years of

the seventeenth century. Amongst his

published works are " Hannonia Sacra, 8,

9, 10—16 voc. in Motetti," Venice, 1603,

and "Muse n 8-16 voc," Venice, 1603.

ZUFFI, (Giovanni Amerosio) organist

at Milan, in the beginning of the seven

teenth century, published in that city,

*' Concert! Eccles. a 1, 2, 3, e 4 voci, Parte

lma. elda.," Milan, 1621, and " Conccrti

e Magnificat li 4 voci," Milan, 1624.

ZUHLEHNLR, a German musician, and

composer of a mass and other works at

Mentz, published, in the latter part of the

last century, a very extensive collection of

the best Italian, French, and German

operas and oratorios, arranged for the

piano-forte.

ZUMSTEEG (Johanv Rudolf) was

born at Gausingen in 1760. He was an

excellent violoncellist, and highly esteemed

vocal composer. In the year 1792, he was

elected concert-master and director of the

opera at Stuttgard. Zumsteeg received

his early instructions in music from the

chapel-master Agostino Poli ; but he ac

quired the greater part of his theoretical

knowledge, by studying the works of Mat-

theson, Marpurg, and D'Alembert. His

compositions are in general distinguished

by the gravity and dignity of their style.

He died at Stuttgard in 1802. The follow

ing is a list of his principal works. For the

church : " Cantatas and other Sacred Mu

sic, for the Festivals of an entire Year"

For the theatre : " The Law of the Tar

tars" opera; " Renattd and Armida,"

opera; " Schuss de Gaensewitz," opera;

" Zaalor," opera ; " The Fite of Spring,"

opera ; " Tamira," a duodrame ; songs for

Schiller's Robbers ; " Prolog von Schubert,

in Stuttgard, am Geburtsfeste des Herzogs

aufgefnhrt," 1790; "Airs du Divertisse

ment, donni far ses Enfans, A son Altesse

Rot/ale Mad, la Duchesse rignante de Wur-

tembcrg, ne'e Princesse de Prvsse, i t «*■

sion du jour de Ste. Doroth/t, « Ife*

Stoocard, 1796; "Die Euttrixx!. Lx

Singspiel in 3 Akt. von Gotter, zm enta

Mai aufgefnhrt zu Stuttgard" ITS,

" Das Pfatienfest," opera, Stuttgard, ISA

" Zalaor," opera. Chamber music : "Lrfc

zerstreut eingeriickt in dem Musikaupia

Potpourri 1 , 2, 3, und 4 Fierteljahr," sre

gard.l 790; "Des Pfarrcrs Techier res Ta

benhain, eins Ballade von. Burger, mit

gleit.desKlav.," Leipsic, 1792;"CWt«,«

Gesang Otsians, von Guthe, mil Begteit. sa

A7nn."Leipsic,1794; "DieEntfuhrttsg.ii:-

Bitter Karl von Eichenhurst und Frb\

Gertrude von Hochbnrg, cine BaUeit r,

Burger, mil Beglcit. des Klav.," Ldyss.

1794; " )2 Lieder mil Klavier-Brgleihar:

Leipsic, 1797 ; "Die Bussende, eivBs-

lade von Stollberg, mil Klav. Begirt'."

Leipsic, 1797 ; " Hagars Klage is «?

Wiistc Bersaba, fur tine Singitimm

Klav.," Leipsic, 1797 ; " Gesixgt ir

Wehmuth von Salis und ATatthisson," Uf

sic, 1797 ; " Leonore, rine Ballade n>

Burger, in Musih geselztf. Klav.," Leipe

1798 ; " Iglou's der Mohrin KlagegmK

f. Klav.," Leipsic , 1 800 ; " Traurige(W

len, Duett aus der Geisterinselfun AJi--,

Leipsic, 1800; " Kleine Ballade* ai

Lieder mil Klavicr-Bcglcitung, Part 1 eti

2," Leipsic, 1800 ; " Drifter Heft, PsrtS'

Leipsic, 1801; " 3 77mm a Flute eVc'

Augsburg, 1800; " Elwine, Ballade, rm

Frhrn. v. Ulmenstein," Leipsic, 1801 ; " 3

Gesange mil Klavier," Leipsic, 1801;

" Trauerhantate, in Partilur und f. A~x

gedrucht," Leipsic, 1802 ; " Reywea »•

den Tod des Grafen Zeppelin," 18Mi

" Kleine Balladen und Lieder, Pert t

Leipsic, 1802 ; " Part 5 ditto," 1903;

" Sixth and Seventh Parts ditto," 1803:

"Bitter Toggenburg, Balladefur GnUr,

Violin und Violoncell." 1802 ; " £/W>-

hani, Singspiel in 1 Aht, von Jutti nui

dem Kdlifen von Bagdad, firs Kkr.p-

drucht," 1802 ; " Johanna's Absckki,^

Schiller's Madchen von Orleans, fun A*

vier i von unbekanntcr Hand coUadtt, «*r
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weit miter Zumsteeg's Geiste," Leipsic,

1803 ; " Die Fruhtingsfeicr, Ode zur Dek-

tarnation mit Orchcsttr begleit," Leipsic,

1 804 ; '* Der Abschied an Fanny ; Kan-

tate f. 1 Singstimme," Leipsic, 1804 ;

** Duo cone. p. 2 Violoncelles «. Sonat. p.

Vc. et B. ;" " Schiller's Ode an die Freude,

mit P. F" " UAinor iimido, Cantata di

Uletastasio a voce sola con P. F. ed. Orches

tra," 1804 ; and " Concert p. Vc. av. Or-

chestre, No. 1."

ZUPJIELIUS, (Matthias) a contra

puntist of the sixteenth century. Several

motets of his composition may be found in

Petr. Joanelli Nov. Thes. Music. Venice,

1568.

ZYGMANTOWSKY, (Nicolas) a cele

brated performer on the violoncello, was

born in 1 769. He played on the tenor at a

public concert, when only four years of

age, and on the violoncello at seven. He

died before he had attained his eleventh

year.

ZYKA, (Joseph) chamber-musician and

violoncellist at the chapel royal at Berlin,

was born in Bohemia. He flourished about

the middle of the last century, when much

of his music was known in manuscript.

ZYKA, (Joseph, jun.) youngest son of

the preceding, was chamber-musician and

performer on the tenor to the king of Prussia

at Berlin. He composed various operettas,

also some piano-forte music and cantatas.

In the year 1797, he presented a "Stabat

Mater," of his composition, to the emperor

of Russia, who rewarded him on the occa

sion with an elegant gold repeater and

chain.
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HAYDN, (Joseph.) The following list

tcludes the principal works of this renowned

Dmposer. For the churcli. Vocal: " 13

rosse und hleinc Messcn, A 4 Voci,2 V.,

'iota, 2 Ob., 2 Tromb. Timp. e Org., 6 in

2inB,\ in Es, 1 in F, 2 in G, und 1

t Ji," manuscript ; " Salve Rcgina arts G

toil mit oblig. Hoboe," manuscript ; "Offer-

trium A 4 Foci, 2 V., 2 Tromb. Timp.,

'tola, e Org.," manuscript ; " Chorus de

"'empore, A 4 Foci, 2 V.,2 Ob., Sfc," manu-

;ript ; " Motelto a 4 Voci, 2 V., 2 Ob., tfc."

manuscript ; " Stabat Mater, out B. ," ma-

■uscript; " 2d Stabat Mater ," "IlRitorno

li Tobia," oratorio, manuscript, 1775;

1 The Creation," an oratorio ; " Le Sette

■Itime Parole del Redenlore at Croce,"

ratorio, Leipsic, 1801 ; " Te Deum lau-

amus," Leipsic, 1802 ; " Te Deum lauda-

■ius, No. 2," manuscript ; " Ave Maria ,"

1 Motelto, a Soprano solo," manuscript ;

Salve Regina a 4 Foci," 1806 ; "Motetto:

'rwanar et vante curat" "Der Versoh-

tungstod," cantata, 1809; "Die 10 Ge-

ote, in 10 Kanons," Vienna, 1810;

: 42 Kanons fur 2 u. mehrere Singstim-

ten," Leipsic, 1810. Dramatic : " Der

tutterrath," opera, manuscript ; " Phile-

non und Baucis," opera, manuscript ; "Die

^euersbrunst," opera, in two acts, manu-

cript ; " Orlando Paladino," operetta, in

hree acts ; " Ouvert. und GesSnge aus der

'cam. Oper, Ritter Roland," Bonn, 1799;

' Atmodeo, der hinhende Teufel," operetta,

nanuscript; "Der Aepfeldieb," operetta,

3erlin, 1791 ; "LaFedelta Premiata,"opera

>uffa, Esterhazy, 1784 ; "Lavera Costanza"

ipera buffa, Esterhazy, 1786; " Armida,"

nanuscript ; " VInfedellh delusa," opera

mfi'a, manuscript; " Die Hochzeit aufder

4.1m" operetta ; " II Momlo delta Luna,"

opera buffa, manuscript ; " Lauretle,"

Paris, 1791 ; "Isola disabitata," opera buffa,

1793; " MusikzumZerslreuten," " Musih

ck Got: von Berlichingcn," manuscript ;

" Orfeo ed Euridice, Drama per Mnsica,"

Leipsic, 1806. Church music. Vocal :

" Cantata per un Soprano con Accomp.

Ah come ilcore mi palpita," Vienna, 1783 ;

" Aria per un Soprano con Accomp. Or

vicina a te, mio cuore," Vienna, 1788;

" Romances et Chansons de differ, caract.

av. Acc. de Clav. compos, p. J. Haydn, tra-

duites ott imities de VAllemand en Francois

p. une Socie'ti de Gens de /jettrcs, \r. Rec."

Paris, 1787; " Deutschlands Klage auf

den Tod des grossen Friedrichs," 1787;

"Arianne a Naxos. Cantata A Voce sola

col Cembalo," Vienna, 1792 ; " 9 einxelne

f. Klav. gestochene Opern-Arien," Vienna,

1788 ; " Arien aus Orlando Paladino,"

Berlin, 1799 ; " 12 Lieder bcym Klav. lr.

Th.," " 12 Lieder beym Klav. 2r. Th.," "6

Lieder beym Klav. 3r.Th.," Vienna, 1794 ;

" 6 Lieder beym Klav. mit Engl. uttdDeut-

schem Texte, 4r. Th." Vienna, 1799; " 6

Canzonets, 1st and 2d Set, English and Ita

lian," London ; "Canon,welcher vor undruc-

hwiirts, hernach umgedreht, wieder vor und

riiciwHrts gesungen werden hann," Vienna,

1796 ; " Pudelromanze f. Klav." Leipsic ;

" lAed beym Klav. Ich bin der Verliebteste,"

Vienna ; "Duetto dell," opera; "La Caf-

fttiera bizzara," Dresden, 1796; " Gott

erhalte Franz den Kaiser, ein Gedicht von

Haschka furs Klav. in Musih gesetzt,"

Augsburg, 1797; " Gesrllschaftslied im

Kreise der Freude f. Fp." Bonn, 1797 ;

" Bonaparte, oder die Wanderer in JE-

gypten. Ein liedf. Klav.," Leipsic ; " Ode

A la Pair, Trio de Chant av. Acc. de Clav,

Parol, de Potto, txicutie d gr. chceur an
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Concert tie la Rue Feydeau," Paris, 1798 ;

"Ombra del Caro bene, aus D,a\ \ part.,"

cantata, Vienna ; "A Selection of original

Scots' Songs, in three Parts, the Harmony

by Haydn, tfc." London, printed for Wil

liam Napier; " Symph. and Accts. to a

Selection of Scots' Songs," published by

Thomson, London and Edinburgh ; "Ballads,

2d and 3d Collection," London; " }3 Sing-

quartetten," 1799, manuscript; "Die Jah-

reszeiten nach Thomson in Musik gesetzt,"

Leipsic.1802; "Der Sturm (La Tempcsta) ,"

Leipsic, 1802 ; " Canons fur 2 Discantc,

Tenor, und Bass," 1803; "38 Gesange

filr 1,2,3, und 4 Stimmen, machen den

8 und 9 Heft der Oe. compl.," 1803;

" Drey «. vierstimmige Gesange mit Be-

gleitung des Fp.," Leipsic, 1803 ; " All-

schottische Balladen und Liedcr, nach

altschottischer Melodic ausgesetzt mit Engl,

Text und Deutscher Nachbildung. It; w. 2r.

Th." Leipsic; "Der Schwur der Liebenden,

m. P. F,," " Schwanengesangfur 4 Singst,

und Klav, Das herrliche Quartet, Hin ist

alle meine Kraft, tec." Offenbach, 1807 ;

" 3 Gesange von Gellert, fur 4 Stimmen

gesctzt," 1807.

Instrumental. The following catalogue

was made out by Haydn himself, up to the

year 1805, when he was in his seventy-

third year. One hundred and eighteen sym

phonies ; eighty-three violin quartets ; fifteen

concertc, namely, three for violin, three for

violoncello, one for double bass, two for horn,

one for trumpet, one for flute, one for organ,

and three for harpsichord ; twenty divcr-

timenti for different instruments, in numbers,

from 5 to 9 ; twenty-one trios for two violins

and bass ; three trios for two flutes and vio

loncello ; six violin solos, with accompani

ment for a tenor ; sixty-six sonatas for the

piano-forte; one hundred and sixty-three

pieces for the baritono ; three marches ;

and four hundred minuets and allemandes.

HOFFMEISTER,(Fkanz Anton.) The

following is a list of his principal works-

For the violin : " 1 Grande Sinfonic ;" " 3

Quintetti per 2 V., 2 A., c Vc, A'oj. 1, 2,

3," Op. 3 ; u 6 Grands Qualuors concert,

p. 2 V., A., et Vc, Liv. 1 et 2," Op. 16 ■

*' 6 ditto, Liv, 1 et 2," Op. 17; "SQ,

tuors a 2 V., A., et Vc, Lh.\cti:i

18 ; "6 Terzetti per 2 V. e ft," 3

5 ; " 6 Duetti per 2 V.," Op. 6; "ii

ctti per F. e A.," Op. 4; "3DkIH}

V. e Vc, Liv. 2," " 6 Duos p. 2 f,/U

agrc'ables, et progressives ;" " 1 -Vs:.

p. V., A., Vc, 2 Cor. e B. Ai.4." Ui

harpsichord: " 1 Grand Coxeerte," 0(,l

" 2 Quintetti per P. F., Fl., T,A.,f

Nos. 2 el 3." "3 Quartet tiper P. F., T

e Vc, A'os. 1, 2, 3," Op. 2; " 6 TrK

per P. F., V., t Vc, Liv. 1 et

" 6 Duetti per P. F. eV.,Lu.\el

Op. 3; H 3 Sonate a) 4 mains, y*. ItV

" 3 Sonales Solo;" "3 GraniesS*.*

" Divcrscs petit, et agr/abl. Piien,BJ~

a"un V. Cahier I, 2, et3." Foriffi

" 4 Concerti in F, V, G, C, A«.S,t-

31, 32;" "6 Quintetti per ft,KU-

Vc, Liv. 1 et2," Op. 4; " 3 Cro=*

tetti, per Fl., V., A., Vc, A'w. 1, U'*

23 ;" "3 Quart, p. Fl., V., t ffr

24; "6 ditto," Op. 26; " 6 Ttrm

Ft., V., e Vc," Op. 2 ; "3 Terati f

Fl.," Op. 12 ; " 6 Duetti p. 2K," ft-

" 6 Duetti p. Fl. e V.," Op. IS;

denze p.Fl. soh;" "Diversei pttittsi*

agr6ables et progressives p.

Cah . 1 ;" "Divcrscs delto pourlFiCA^

" Diverses dello pour 2 Ft. Cak. 1.

Vocal : " Der Alchyvust," qB*>

" Der Hatuhahn," ditto; « D*

berte Jahd." ditto; " Der Schfir. '

"Der KSnigsohn von Ithaka" ditto: "•*

Belagerung von Cythere;" 11 Bsa^

oder die Macht der Fen," of"1 :

three acts, Vieuna, 1797; " flf*" r"

spiel;" " Der erste Km," opea:'l"

Gcbeth des Herrn," manuscript ■ *

" Sammlung deutscher Aric* all*'

Manheim ; " Ouverture i gr. «rtL *

in D;" "Variat. p. 2 Clar.,2 Ftf~°-U-

No. I ;" " Pieces favor, p. **;

Quint, p. 2 V., 2 A., Vc., SlI-1

" Notturno p. V., A., Vc, 2 (*-<**■

" 12 Variat. p. 2 V. cone. A'o- 1 i"

nalp. Clariouette, com/. phu.Fvtaf

p. 2 Oar., Cah. I, 2, 3;" "3D"1*

p,2 V.," Op. 3; "3Z>*»r.F.rt-»'"1'"
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, 7 ; " 3 Duos cone. p. 2 V." Op. 8 ; " 6

aprices p. V. seul. Liv. 1,2;" " Etudes p.

'. Viola, Liv. 1,2;" "3 nouv. Sonatines

idles, agriables, et progressives p. P. F. i

usage de Commenqans, Liv. 1,2;" " Son.

, TArpa o P. F. No. 1 ;" " Son. p. I'Arpa

P. F. e. V. o Fl. No. 2;" " Ouv. aus d.

stenKussfur P. F. ;" "Ouv. p. P.F. No.

;" "Die Linde aufd. Kirchofe m. P.F.;"

Das MUdchfn am Gestade. Eine Ballade,

:. P. F. " " Gr. Son. p. P. F. av. Ft. arr.

'un Notlurno," Op. 8 ; "3 Son. p. P. F.

v. V." Op. 9 ; "3 Son. p. P. F. av. Fl."

Ip. 10 ; "3 Son. p. P. F. av. V.," Op. 11 j

3 Son. p. P. F. av. Fl." Op. 12 ; " Gr.

on. p. P. F. av. Fl. ou V.," Op. 14 ; «' Gr.

on.p. P. F. av. Fl. ou V.," Op. 15 ; " Trio

, P. F., V., et Vc." Op. 16; "3 Grands

\uat. cone. p. 2 V., A., Vc, Op. 16 del

>uat.." " Gr- Quat. p. detti," Op. 17 ; "Gr.

ymph. it gr. oreh. Op. 65 d. Syjiph.," "Six

lllemandes a 4 a. p. P. F., Cah. 1, 2,"

)p. 68 ; " Sammlung von GesellschaJ'ts

iedern, (Maurerlicderri) No. 1—6/' " 6

'iersiimrnige Gea&ngt far 2 Tenor und 2

'assst. mil P. F. Zu gcselliger Frtude,

\9. M."

MOZART, (Joiia:;:: Ohbysostouu

Vox.fgako Gottmer.) Tlie following

Lit of the works of this renowned mrto,

roduced between the years 1784 and 17yl,

tas drawn up by himself.

1734.—" Cone. p. P. F.;" •• Cone. p.

»./V* "Ditto" "Quint.p.P.F.,av. Oboe,

~,a-..c)-c;" "Cone. p. P. F.i" "Soiuite p.

".F.etV.j" "Variat.p. P. F.." "Concerto

>. P. F.;" " Son. p. P. F. ;" " Quat. p.

! V., A., Vc. 1" and " Cone. p. P. F."

l~Q5.—"Quat.p. 3 V.,A., Vc. 1" "Quul.

>. dtttls" " Cone. p. P. F. ;" " Aria, A te

'ra tanti;" "Cone. p. P. F. , " ".Iriu,

•ra I'oseure " "Andante p. V. peine, 1"

' Kantate,Die Maurerfreude " "Fanta&ic

1. P.F.;" " Lied. Das Vtiklien." "Math

rrische Trauermusih ;" " Quat. p. P. F."

• Quat. p. I' Opera, Villanelli t" " Terzetto

1. le mime Op.;" " Sou. p. P. F. et V. ;"

nd " Cone. p. P. F."

1 786.—"Dcr Schauxpieldirektor," opera ;

Cone. p. P.F." " Duetto p. Idotueneo,

vol.. 11.

Spiegarti . " " Scena con Hondo av. V. oh'

lig.;" •' Cone. p. P.F." " Le Nozze di

Figaro," open;"Quat.p.P.F„ V„A., Vc.;"

Rondeau p. P.F.;" " Cone. p. Cor.:"

Triop: P. F., V., et Vc." " Son. 4 4

mains;" "Trio p. P. F., Clar., et A.;"

"Quat. p. 2 V., A., Vc.;" "Variat.p. P.F.;"

" Variat. d 4 mains.1" " Trio p. P. F., V.,

Vc.;" " Cone. p. P. F.;" "Sinfonie;" and

" Scena con Rondo, c. P. F"

1787.—"6 Deutsche Tanze;" "Ron,

deau p. P. F., No. 1 ;" " Scena ed Aria,

Non so (fonde viene ;" "Aria, Mcntre ti

lascio" " Quint, p. 2 V., 2 A., Vc.;"

"Quint. p. 2 V.,2 A., Vc." "Son. a 4

mains p. P. F.—C, No. 1 ;" " Mm, Spats

fur 2 V., A., 2 Hor., «. B." " Lied. Abe,, ■

dempfindung ;" "Lied.AnChloe" " Kleine

Nachtmusik f. 2 V., A., B. :" " Sun. p.

P.F.et V.—A;" "II Dissolittopunito , vssitt

it Don Giovanni," opera ; " Scena, Bella

mia fiamma;" " Zwey Lieder;" and

" Lied. Der Spinnerin."

1788 "Son. p. P.F.;" "II Contre-

danses;" " 6 Deutsche Tanze ," "Cone,

p. P. F.i" " Aria, Ah scia del;" " Lied,

left m'ochte tvohl der Kaiser seyn ;" "Ada

gio p. P. F.;" " Aria p. I' Op. Don Giov.,

Delia sua pace;" "Duetto p. delta Op.,

Per quelle tue manlne" " Scena e Rondo

p. delta, Mitradi" "Arietta, U/t baoio di

mano;" "Trio p.P. F., V., Vc.;" "Sin-

funic" " Sonatcfacile p. P.F.;" "Ada

gio in C min, a 2V„ A.,Vc.,p. une Fugue ;"

" Sonatine p. P. F. et V.—F;" " Trio p.

Py F., V., Vc.—C;" "Cmizonelta, Pitt non

si travano" " Sinfonie, G nan,;" "Sin

fonie C;" " Lied. Beym Auszug in di:;

Ft Id;" "QCanoni;" "IlCanoni;" "Trio

p. V., A., Vc.;" " Trio p. P. F., V., Vc—

G;" "2 Contredanses ;" "6 Deutsche

Tiinze" and " 12 Menuetten."

1789.—"Arie, Ohue Zu/ang :" " Son. p.

P. F." "6 Deutsche Tanze," " Variat.

p. P. F. sur Menuet de Duport ;" " Kleine

Siguef. Klavier ," "Quat.p. 2 V., A., Vc—

D ;" "Son. p. P. F.—D, " " Rondo p. Op.

Figaro, Aldesio;" "Aria, Alma grandc :"

" Arie, Sthoii lacht d. holde Fruhling :"

"Quint p. CtariHttte, 2 V., A., V<\—A:"
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" Aria, Chi si, chi la ;" " stria, Vado, ma

dore;" "Aria, Itivolgete i me ." "\2 Me

nuetten ," and " 12 Deutsche Tame."

1 790.—" Cost fan tittle," opera ; " Quat.

p. 2 V., A., J'c.—Bi" " Quat. p. detti, F."

"Quint, p. 2 V., 2 A., Fc-D." "Ein

A f'K Spieluhr F min."

1791.—" Cone. p. P. F.—Bi" "Drey

Deutsche \Lieder ;" "6 Menuetten ;" "6

Deutsche TWnze i" "4 Menuetten u. 4

Deutsche Tame ," " 2 Kontratanze ;" "2

Men. u. 2 Deutsche Tame;" "Kontratam

:nd 6 LOndter;" " Stuck f. cine Spieluhr

F min. ;" " 2 TSme ;" " Aria, Per questa

bellai" "rariat. p. P. F." " Quint, p. 2

V., 2 A., Fa" " Coro, Viviamo /elicit"

" Stuch fur eine Orgelwalze;" "Quint,

p. Harmonica, l(C. ;" "Ave rerun) corpus ;"

" Kantate, Die ihr des vnermesslichen

WeUalht" "Die ZauberJKtc," opera;

" La C.'emcnza di Tito," opera scria ; " Oh-

vertiire und Priestcrmarsch zur 7: .

JUtti" "Citne. p. Ctarinette ;" and "Ota-

Maurerkantate."

Amongst the works of Mozarft yma*.

can name the following: " Aftlk ai

Hyacinth," a Latin drama, 1767, aaa

script. This was written when its »it

was only eleven years of age. "Bstr

and Uastienne," operetta, 1768, ma-

script ; " La Finta SempHce," Optra bri.

Vienna, 1768 ; " Mitridate," open «--

Milan, 1770 ; " Ascanio in Aaa," a it

matic serenata, Milan 1771 ; " It &p»c

Scipione," serenata, 1772;

opera seria, Milan, 1772; " U F»-;

Oiardiniera," opera buffa, Munich, 1TT4

" II RePastore," pastoral, Sahbttrr,17i5

" Entreactcs and Choruses to Tkam

Egypten ;" " Idotneneo," opera sera, K;

nich, 1780 ; and "Belmont und AVi in-'

Vienna, 1782.
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